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MANAGERS WORRIED OVER
STRIKE TYING UP SHOWS

SEPTEMBER

BIG TIME SPLITS.
The big time houses now open in
New York and at the beach are partaking somewhat of the flavor of
"splits,"

Several Big Producers Having Shows Opening in Big Towns
For a Run Are Getting Their Companies Away This
Week. Fear For the One Stand Attractions. The

Companies

Now on
If

If

Tour May Be Marooned
Lockout Is Ordered.

the projected railroad strike be-

comes

effective

on Monday morning

it

ve disastrous to theatricals just
is predicted to be
the best season in many years. While
newspaper reports have been talking
about freight tie-ups, the fact that
passenger traffic will to seriously
crippled, if not entirery sroppetf tn
many sections, was not mentioned. But
such appears to be so if the strike
really
occurs.
Controlling the employees are the four brotherhoods, the
central body of organizations of engineers, firemen, conductors and trainwill pr

on the eve of what

men, and as these are the men who
actually operate passenger trains, a
strike

means that

all

kinds of

traffid

will either cease or schedules will be

badly
disarranged.
Indicating
that
passenger service (and that actually
concerns theatrical activity) will be dis-

was the announcement Wednesday of the Southern Pacific, which instructed all ticket agents by wire to
warn passengers that unless they
reached their destinations by Sunday

jointed

night to expect "vexatious delays." It
was expected at the time of going to
press that the eastern roads would give
out a similar warning.

On Wednesday

both vaudeville and
legitimate managers were concerned
over the movement of acts and plays in
case the strike occurs.
William B.
Lindsay, the eastern passenger agent of
the Lehigh Valley road, who handles
the movements for the U. B. O., Loew,
Orpheum and Pantages Circuits, as well
as

many company movements, and who

considered an expert in that line, dehe had advised the various
offices to have all acts reach their
destination for next week not later
is

clared

than Sunday night.
of the International

On

his advice five

shows due to open

on Monday were routed out of the
on Thursday.

city

office arranged to send off
which are playing east this
week and booked for out of town stands
next week on Saturday night, and thus

as to travel.

Sam Scribner, general manager of the
Columbia Amusement Company, said
that the strike would affect over 4,500
persons connected with the various
burlesque shows and 150 cars used for
transporting scenery.
He has given
orders to move all shows now out, on
Sunday and in every case to reach their
destination before 7 a. m. on Monday.
In the event of passenger traffic becoming so crippled as to prevent the movement of shows next week, he has
planned to have the companies so

(Continued on Page

13.)
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INTERSTATE SPLITTING

due to the necessity of acts

The

Interstate Circuit is arranging
for the establishment of a separate collection agency of its own to handle all

on Thursday at the Palace in order to
open in Des Moines; Morton and Glass

commissions due the outside booking
men for placing attractions on the

played but four days at the Palace;
Doyle and Dixon closed Saturday at
Brighton to make Detroit; McKay and
Ardine close Saturday at Rockaway to
make Milwaukee, and Sophie Tucker
will only remain four days at Brighton
next week.

southern circuit, with the usual percentage fee deducted for the operating
expenses of the collection company.
Up to last season the Interstate was
booked entirely from Chicago, but last
year Karl Hoblitzelle moved the circuit's
booking headquarters to New
York, completing a booking arrangement with the Orpheum circuit with
Celia Bloom supervising the Interstate shows.
Up to date the Interstate
lias allowed the agents the full com-

GOUDRON TEN PERCENTING.

acts

next week's bills will be ensured. If
the strike occurs three complete shows
on the Pantages time will be tied up in
Winnipeg. It is planned to have the
same bills remain in other cities on that
time for a second week. The acts will
be requested to stand a small cut for
that week.
Railroad men declare that when the
brotherhoods were in consultation with
President Wilson on Aug. 14 a secret
order was sent out calling the strike for
Sept. 4 at 7 a. m. and trains in transit
at that time will be pulled to the nearest junction and abandoned.
It is for
that reason that Mr. Lindsay and other
passenger agents have advised managers to have their movements completed by Sunday night. In that way
shows will be given next week, but
after that there can only be conjecture

White Rats Newt

closing before the completion of a full
week in order to make jumps. Last
week Tombes and Wentworth closed

The Loew

all

PRICE TEN CENT&

1916

1,

Chicago, Aug. 30.
almost a foregone conclusion
that Paul Goudron, who joined the
booking staff of the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association two years
ago, will became a booking agent on
the "ten per cent." basis. Goudron has
been granted a franchise to book on
the Association floor and will also be
granted a similar privilege on the
United Booking Office floor.
Paul Goudron for some time past has
been routing the "Association" houses
of the northwest, but since the recent
booking affiliation with the Ackerman
and Harris houses on the coast the
western road shows have been lined up
by Harry Miller, who recently returned
from California, where he had charge
It

is

the "Association"
Francisco.

of

offices

in

San

For the past week Goudron has been
attached to the St. Louis office, but has
not been doing any direct booking since
his

return.

Pending an arrangement

a booking assignment Goudron
learned he could obtain an agents' franchise and this week was seriously think-

(

amount without
The new organization will be

mission, collecting the

charge.

known as the Excelsior Collection
Agency and will have its headquarters
outside the Palace building.

PHILA. AGENTS LICENSED.
Philadelphia, Aug. 30.
Theatrical and musical agents of this
city have been notified that the Department of Labor and Industry will
compel them to pay a license fee.
Heretofore a license has not been collected from these agents, but the department has started a crusade against
those who have been violating the law
by not paying a fee.

KREISLER WRITING OPERETTA.
Fritz Kreisler, the noted violinist, it
completing the writing of an operetta
which is intended for a starring vehicle

for

for Christie

ing of becoming a "ten percenter."

turn to the stage the coming season.
Herr Kreisler originally started on the
score of the piece intending it for
Eleanor Painter, but negotiations for

MICHELENA ROAD SHOW.
Vera Michelena

is

to

top her

own

vaudeville road show, to po out under
the direction of William Morris. This
is the first big name feature that has

been mentioned outside of Eva Tanpuay which is to travel over the new
Morris circuit.

MacDonald, who

is

to re-

production fell through and Miss MacDonald immediate!; contracted for the
work, which she is to present herself
in.
Miss MacDonald owned a piece of
"Sweethearts." the
which she appeared.
Be eure

to get

last

VARIETY

production

of Sept.

R.

in

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

CABLES

T*

WISE VAN HOVEN.

LONDON

IN

STROLLERS NOT DIVIDED.

London, Aug. 30.
About two months ago Van Hoven
was booked at a suburban hail for

is

$600, with an option for a return date

in

same price. The remainder of
the bill was very bad, and when the
management wanted him back Van insisted the rest of the program should

disrupt

at the

London, August

musical turns, have broken up. Elgar
Hudson, who recently married an officer
home from the front, has joined Madame Golda, who frequently deputized

This new combina-

Olga Hudson.

for

as the "Golda Quartet," is
The old firm continuing
"a capital turn.
under the style of Olga, Elgar and Eli
tion,

known

Hudson presented
toria Palace last

a

new

The

18.

Trio, one of the best

The Hudson

act at the Vic-

week.

of

cast

the

"Flying

revue,

new Hippodrome

Colors,"

include

will

Harry Tate, Bertram Walles, Dorothy
Waring and Gaby Deslys, with J. W.
Wilson, who has recently returned from

cost not less than $1,400. The house
agreed, but on arriving he found a very

Spain

inferior

search of local color, as producer. One of the most attractive features of "Flying Colors" will be a scene
illustrating
one of Captain Bairnsfather's most famous cartoons of the
war, in which Corporal B. Macdonald
Hastings will collaborate.
in

to

show once more. Van declined
go on unless his contract was altered

to read $750,

and

finally

got

it.

BASIL HALLAM KILLED.
London, Aug.

Capt

30.

Basil Hallam, London's popu-

has been killed at the front
He joined the flying corps and was in
a captive balloon when it broke away,
nearing the enemy's lines. * He attempted to descend in a parachute,
which failed to open.
lar juvenile,

who

is recovering
from a serious illness, is anxious to get
into harness again, but it is doubtful if
the much-talked-of minstrel show with

Eugene

Stratton,

Eugene as the

"star" will materialize.

written round Raymond
Hitchcock and few could see a successor in the part, we have now seen
three Mr. Manhattans and all excellent
that

name was

in their individual

met Keane

is

Robert

ways.

forget both his predecessors.

Mary Garden,

the well

known opera

singer, is taking a holiday in the

High-

shortly.

Sir Thomas Beecham's season of
grand opera at the Aldwych, which recently came to a close with a brilliant
performance of Mozart's "II Seraglio,"
has proved a success. In spite of wartime difficulties, an English opera company has given a season of thirty-six
weeks of opera straight off, which is a

record.

Sir

Thomas

intends to

date

TERRY FILM SHOWN.
London, Aug.

30.

The

Ideal Film Co. gave a private
showing of Ellen Terry in "Her Great-

Performance" Aug.

est

dramatic qualities and

25.
is

It

has

fine

to be adapted

for the legitimate stage.

The

film

is

to be released Jan. 22.

"ROMANCE" GOING WELL.
London, Aug.

50.

Doris Keane and Owen Nares have
returned to the cast of "Romance" at
the Lyric after an extended holiday.
Business continues good with the piece.

"RAZZLE DAZZLE" MOVES.
London, Aug. 30.
moved from the
Drury Lane to the Empire, haa proved
a pronounced success at the latter place.
Albert de Courville haa a contract for
the Empire for twelve weeks, with an
option of nine months, which will prob"Razzle

•THE ROTTERS" SHIFTED.
London, Aug. 30.
"The Rotters" is now at the Strand,
transferred from the Garrick on Monday,

and

is

Dazzle,"

ably be taken up.

ket theatre.

Drax"

It is the

work

of

London, Aug.

Knowles

is

ill

and was unable to open at the Palladium Monday. His affliction was contracted in Liverpool when he was entertaining

wounded

soldiers.

London, Aug. 30.
Arthur Bourchier has commenced his
tour of Moss Empires, opening at
Leeds with a condensed version of
"The Arm of the Law," supported by
Miss Kyrle Bellew.

As Albert De Courvillc
of

London, Aug.

wound in the face while shooting with
Sir Thomas Dewar in Scotland, but

more

settled times.

organizers of the recently formed
Variety Club, a society established by
several of the more prominent members
of the Comedy Club, have furnished up
the two floors leased from Mark Arons
at the Palace Annex building, utilizing
the furniture that once adorned the club
rooms of the Comedy Club. The furniture was in storage, but was released
by James J. Morton and Gus Dreyer,
who are supervising the preliminary
work of establishing the Variety Club.
The charter of the new club has been
procured and during the next few days
arrangements will be made to enroll a

number

of members, after which

CLAYTON'S DANCER INJURED.
Angelus Aarogonus,
the Spanish
dancer imported by Bessie Clayton for
her new routine, will not appear with
the act for the next several weeks,
having sustained a broken leg Sunday
night while going through a final rehearsal. The act was scheduled to play
the Majestic, Chicago, this week, but

owing

was forced to
Another dancer will be engaged for the part pending the recovery
or Aarogonus.
to the accident

cancel.

Clifford C. Fisher has sold out his interest in Castles in the Air

the 44th Street theatre.

almost

simultaneously

on top of

This occurred
with his ac-

quisition of the entire stock of

seriously injured.

Mont-

martre, in which he has heretofore held

"HIGH JINKS" A HIT.
London, Aug. 30.
"High Jinks" was produced at the
Adelphi Aug. 24, and its success is cerIt is a good story, has brilliant
tain.
music and is well mounted with a

failed to exer-

tenancy

Drury Lane theatre with "Razzle

until

FURNISHING VARIETY CLUE.

FISHER OUT OF CASTLES.
30.

Walter

Dazzle" at a rent of $3,500 per week,
Arthur Collins has decided to produce a
drama early in September. The play
selected was written by the late Cecil
Raleigh and Henry Hamiton two years
ago for production during the autumn
season of 1914, but in consequence of
the war its production was postponed

divided into factions.

The

GRAVES WOUNDED.

was not

is

30.

with laryngitis

BOURCHIBR PLAYING.

con-

Hackett and Horace Annesley Vachell
and is a play of adventure in four acts.

cise his option to continue his

man, president, who declared that the
Strollers were in splendid shape, was
having harmony at its meetings and
that the club was planning for an active
winter season. Several Strollers have
remarked that the recent Meyers epi-

an election of officers will be held.

doing nicely.

Haymar-

at the

But the Strollers as a wliole have
entered denial that there is any likelihood of the club splitting into two factions.
The Vartjbtt representative at
this point interviewed Robert B. Sherclub.

limited

KNOWLESILL
R. G.

Frederick Harrison for the production
of "Mr. Jubilee

members from playing politics
on the floor of the

for obvious reasons

Strollers

by Mr.

fixed

certain

gree for a number of years, his biggest
stride to popularity was his rendition
of the "Gilbert, the Filbert" song. He
played opposite to Elsie Janis at the
Palace during her long run there, at
which time it was strongly rumored
they would marry.

Basil

George Graves received a gunshot
the

is

have had a little internal dissension
through the officials laying down the
law on Henry Meyers, who has been
inactive for a long time, and forbidding

successful in a greater or lesser de-

in

A season of promenade concerts will
be given at the Queen's Hall, commencing on Aug. 26, under the direction of
Sir Henry Wood. Many important artists have been engaged and a long list
of novelties promised.
12

will

Strollers

English and German troops.
McKay
joined the colors some time ago and no
word had been received from him up
to the time of his reported death.

McKay,

killed

tinue in the autumn.

Sept.

way

the Scotch comedian,

was

lands of Scotland and living the openlife.
An ardent horsewoman, she

Opera House

The

membership.

a recent battle between

that Jock

air

spends most of her time in the saddle.
She will be heard again at the Paris

its

sode is a closed chapter as far as titer
are concerned. Anyway, they declare^
there is no truth in the report that the

in

the role at the Prince of Wales, while
the performance of Fred Duprez at the
dress rehearsal before starting on tour

made one

McKAY REPORTED KILLED.
report reached New York this week

Em-

making a great success

left re-

the Strollers that in any

Hallam was the best-known
singing juvenile in London.
While

A

Strange to relate, although the role
of Mr. Manhattan in the musical play of

Frank and Lady Benson

Sir

cently for France to take over a rest
camp near Belford for French soldiers.

Chicago, Aug. 30.
Despite stories to the contrary, there
no danger of any factional differences

strong

VAN HOVEN.
ago this summer I landed in
with forty bucks. I paid six weeks'
room rent in advance and every morning I had
coffee and—, for lunch, some buttermilk and
sandwiches, and supper I had five cents* worth
of bananas, and dear friends, I got thin all over.
I
certainly put on the old tear number in that
It

was

six years

New York

little

room many and many

a night,

and now

it

gives me the jims to think of it. Eight weeks
on forty bucks, and you know a buck at its
best isn't anything wonderful.

a burlesque

cast.

PROMENADE CONCERTS

LIKED,

London, Aug. 30.
A season of promenade concerts
opened at Queen's Hall Aug. 24 to a
packed house.
B* tun

to got

He will devote his entire
51 per cent.
time to the Montmartre enterprise.
The Shuberts will personally conduct
the Castles in the Air show and have
appointed Edward Temple to direct the
forthcoming production, which will be

VAFIETY

of Sopt.

22.

HARRY MOUNTTORD.

on "Carmen."

ENGLISH SHOW FAILS.
Little Bit of Fluff" is due to blow
back to Britain as suddenly as it ap-

"A

peared.

The show won weak

notices

upon its Saturday night opening, and
on Monday tickets were placed with
the cut rate agencies.

VAUDEVILLE
MANAGERS MAKE TWO REQUESTS
FOR CONFERENCES TO END FIGHT
Say They Refuted Advances of the Theatre Operators.
Managers Were Prepared to Make Concessions To
Preference.
the W. R. A. U., Giving Union Acts the

Strikers

Tulsa Situation Unchanged.
By

Carl L. Shannon.

Oklahoma

City,

Aug.

30.

Vabiwtt.)
(Special Report to
Members of the Oklahoma City
Association,
Managers'
Theatrical
Union stage
against whom the strike of
White
hands, musicians, operators and

week, is diRats, now in its seventh
accordrected, since August 23. have,
requests
ing to the strikers, issued two
view to refor a conference with a
refused.
storing harmony. Both were
managers were prepared to

The
make a concession which would

give

preference over all
proposition
others, the strikers say, a
which couldn't be considered because
only one
of its impracticability. Upon
concondition will the strikers grant a
Gilmore,
ference, according to Francis
deputy traveling organizer of the

White Rat

acts

chief

managers
Rats, that being when the
are prepared to concede the demands
time the
for a closed house. At this
managers are unwilling to make such
in
a concession, and, as their attitude
promises to undergo litthe immediate future,
prospects for settlement of the controversy now are as remote as they

this particular
tle change in

were three weeks ago.
The forces of the Rats were augmented this week by the addition of
every member of Burton's Comedians,
a tent show which arrived last Saturday. Upon being apprised of conditions here those of the Burton aggregation who already were not members of the Union, unhesitatingly joined
the ranks, since when they have extensively advertised the action and are
enjoying capacity business.
Only four White Rat acts arrived in
Oklahoma City last Sunday for the
first half, all of which had been booked
into the Metropolitan, the union vaudeThe Lyric opened the
ville theatre.

with a four-act bill, all
singles, while the Liberty began its
second week of musical "Tabs." The
Folly, unable to secure vaudeville of
any kind, has gone back to pictures
with greatly reduced patronage.
Although the managers declare they
are highly satisfied with their present
business the strikers say this is improbable as accurate tabulation by
pickets show poor attendance.
The Metropolitan for the first half,
played a strong bill of double acts
which has been drawing big at all
performances. The strikers announce
they will provide amusement in the
future of a quality which seldom has

first

half

been seen here.

From the standpoint of the police,
the week was uneventful. No more
arrests have been made and only one
case is now pending, that in county
court, against a striker

who

is

accused

of pointing fire arms. The defendant
in this case is out on bond and no date
has been set for the trial.
Although a serious cutting affray in
which a non union stage hand was the

victim took place following a performance at the Lyric Theatre one
night last week, failure of the wounded
man to identify any one of the strikbefore
ers, all of whom were taken
him in the hospital, convinced the
police the strikers were not identified
with the attack, and no arrests were
made. At the beginning the strikers
were admonished against violence and

those in charge of the strike a>e convinced the rule has been observed.
The strikers declare the attack was
another effort to place them and their
cause in a false light before the public

and that the assault was committed by
thugs who were engaged for that explicit purpose and unknown to organized labor. The victim of the assault was severely cut on the face and
situation in Tulsa is unchanged.
Activity of the strikers against the

The

unfair houses continues and there are
indications that all theatres with the
exception of Wonderland, the union
house, are suffering for lack of patronThe Oklahoma Federation of
age.

Labor, which held

its

annual conven-

tion in Tulsa last week, before adjournment adopted a resolution condemning
the action of all city officials identified

with the fining of two strikers who,
while on picket duty in front of an
"unfair" theatre, were arrested on complaint of the management on charges
of disturbing the peace.

were the fourth to be
Tulsa since the strike was

arrests
in

carried to that city.

managers

Tulsa

are

experiencing

difficulty in securing their acts as the

strikers thus far have been successful
in pulling out several acts billed into

Broadway and Empress theatres
and taking them to the Wonderland.

the

non-union acts which have
reached Tulsa during the past ten days
have joined the Rats upon being ap-

Many

prised of conditions.
Oklahoma City and fourteen
cities

to play the Grand, St. Louis, opening
there Sunday.
Miss Corson accepted

It was reported this week that the
manager of the Majestic, one of the

bookings from "Association*! emissaries
and left O. C. with the ultimate purpose of fulfilling her engagement.

exclusive motion picture houses of this
city, .had made the strikers a tempting
proposition to lease his house for an
indefinite period. The business of the

Majestic has suffered considerably
since the calling of the strike. During
a meeting of the strikers to be held
later this week it is the intention to
give the proposition due consideration
and it is not improbable that the Majestic will become a union house within

the
in a

of

southwest

will

new vaudeville circuit.
cluded
Charles Hodkins, the Chicago theatriheads the organization,
agent,
cal
which will handle union acts excluHodkins' circuit booked the
sively.
Liberty theatre here until the strike
was declared. Joplin, Muskogee, Sapulpa, Okmulgee, Tulsa, Dallas, Fort
Worth, Waco, San Antonio, Galveston,
Shrevcport, New Orleans and other
cities already belong to the circuit
and negotiations now are under way
which are expected to include the lead-

Humphreys and letting the
have several acts for Oklahoma
bookings. The Rats are keeping close
tab on Jones' movements and reporting

to Claude
latter

accordingly.

Chicago, Aug. 30.

With

Chicago, Aug.

Advices received locally from Okla-

homa

City state things are quiet in the

zone

strike

here,

managers and
tions

with

both

theatre

strikers declaring condi-

were coming

last

week

most of the show there

for

Dallas for an independent manager, with another Texas
town also asking for the booking riglit
The Met and the
to the Met bills.
Dreamland in Oklahoma City are the
only theatres at present that are regarded as fair to unionism. The Lyric
booker (Ray Whitfield) claims that the
Oklahoma City house is getting a full
show and that a full bill opened there

go

to

Sunday.
Inc. tab,

last

minute the Friedlander

'The Night Clerk" company,

which reported at the depot ready to
go to Oklahoma City last Friday, was
notified that the O. C. engagement was
off and that the company would go to
St. Louis Instead.
Another act of violence was reported
from Oklahoma City, but all of the
unions here have washed their hands of
the affair and even the victim, J. C.
McKenzie, aged 17 years, a non-union
stage hand at the Liberty, told the police that union men did not commit
the assault and that he would be able
to identify his assailants.
Early the
morning of Aug. 24 McKenzie was
walking through the alley leading to
the Liberty in O. C. when he was set
upon by two men and so severely
beaten that he was removed to Emergency Hospital. Several strike pickets,
including Robert F. Shumaker, special
representative of the

New York

Call,

were taken before McKenzie, who declared they were not his assailants.
McKenzie had a two-inch gash on the
ride side of his cheek.
His condition
is

not serious.

the strike, with F. J. Gilmore signing for the Rats, issued a public statement deploring the McKenzie act and
denied any charge of violence, saying
that they (the unions) were conducting the strike with clea^i hands and
would come out of it with clean hands,
that they stood ready at all times to

in

denounce any

tactics

employed by outThis was pubpapers and signed

siders during the strike.

lished in the O.

C

by the heads of the unions.
Cora Youngblood Co/son, who has
been

largely

unions, left

active

in

assisting

the

town with her musical act

the

union conditions are

the

waiters,

cooks,

bartenders

and bus boys went on a "strike." They
ask the union scale and an observance
of the union contract

Harry Kavanaugh, who runs the place

to

intact

until

settled.

All

still

is

place

their way.

running its shows
with Rats and arrangements were made

The Met

Hammond

Beach Inn deby organized labor all
entertainers and. performers working
the Inn who are members of the Rats
are expected to stay away from the
the

clared "unfair"

30.

Each of the theatre unions involved
other
be in-

It is reported at the local White
Rats' offices that Aaron Jones (JonesLinick-Schaefer) has taken a hand in
the O. C. strike by offering assistance

the next ten days.

At the

body.

The
made

ing towns of Mississippi, Louisiana,
Tennessee and Alabama.

conjunction with the Woodlawn
Cafe (63d and Cottage Grove avenue),
paid the waiters $7 per week before the
strike, while the union scale is $10.
Kavanaugh's head waiter is charged
with having forced waiters to pay him
$2 a week to work at the Inn, leaving
them $5 for their weekly wage.
Non-union barkeeps from the Woodlawn Cafe were brought to the Inn,
while the unions charge the management with obtaining negro strikebreakers from Chicago's "black belt" to work
at the Inn. The unions say Kavanaugh
pays his Woodlawn Cafe waiters (Chicago) 50 cents a day.
The Inn, of course, is in Indiana, but
the union contract, which has been
placed on file in the office of the Ham-

in

mond

chief of police, »pecially states

that under
lic

no consideration

is

the pub-

to be "gypped" nor the headwaiters

permitted to "rob their waiters.*
The Inn for several seasons has been
offering cabaret entertainments with
acts supplied by Morris Silver, of the
club department of the W. V. M. A.
The Rats will pull out all union entertainers accepting contracts for the Inn.

St
The Grand

Louis, Aug. 30.

theatre carries a nine act

program this week, headed by Cora
Youngblood Corson. Heretofore the
house

played a five-act

has

bill,

but

was thought the White Rats would
pull the union members from the bill
because of the presence of an alleged
strike breaker on the list.
No action
was taken by the organization, how-

it

ever,

and the house played the entire

bill.

MORRISON'S CLOSING.
Morrison's theatre, Rockaway, will
lose its regular season next
Monday
(Labor Day) remaining open for the
holiday to catch the one day's receipts.
An entire show has been booked for
the single day stand with nothing to
follow for the balance of the week.

c
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KEITH MANAGERS SHIFTED.
Several changes have been made in
the managerial staffs of the Keith theatres in the middle west with only one
change in the New York houses. H. A.

NEW ACTS
r

Irene Timmins is to be featured by
Tully and Rosalie Muckenfuss in
a new sketch, entitled "Shrapnel," by
Jerome N. Wilson. Thos. H. Ince recentfy bought the picture rights to this

May

sketch.

Charles B. Maddock is producing, in
association with B. A. Rolfe, a big vaudeville act carrying 20 people, entitled
"The Boys of 1917." As its title signia military one.
Mabel Hamilton (formerly Clark and

fies,

the act

is

Hamilton) and Henry Marshall (formerly Marshall and Fitzgerald) in a
new double act. v
Guy Coombs and Anna Nillson, supported by Herbert Standing, Jr., in a
new playlet by Jerome N. Wilson, entitled "Decency."
Mrs. Gene Hughes in "Clothes," a

new Edgar Allen Woolf

peo-

act, four

ple.

Mose Moore (formerly Ross and
Moore) has joined Bob Matthews, the
pair doing "In Dreamland."

now at the Wintera new act entitled* "A Little
Bit of Everything."
Nat S. Jerome in "Next Please," a
character comedy sketch, supported by

Mona

garden

(violiniste)

in

Gertrude Walthers and Jerry Donovan.
Gara- Morton, assisted by Frank
Shean, 'Toyshop ," by Blanche Merrjll.
Willie Weston, "The Hunter," bjr
Blanche MerrilL
Whiting and Burt, in an act by Edgar
Allan Woolf.
George Leonard and Chesleigh Sisters in

"Going Up."

"America's Sons (4) and Daughter"
featuring Walter Levering.

McWaters and Tyson

"Oh,

in

How

Sweet of You," by Jack Stern.
Harry Ladell in a musical revue en"Hotel Frolics." 10 people.
Gertrude Coghlan in a sketch called
"Wanted, a Boy."
Andy Rice in a new monologue by

titled

Aaron Hoffman.
Edna Munsey,

Nash

"The

Little

Cafe," in a vaudeville single.

Maud Muller will start as a single
next week.
Elsa Ryan in "Peg for Short" opens
in Pittsburgh next week.
Mark Hart and Jack Sullivan have
formed a partnership.
Harvey R. Brooks and Sophia Wilson in "Parking" by John W. Dyer.
Edwin Keough and

Co., in a playlet,

entitled "Ambition."

The Greenwood Agency

in Atlanta
co-operate with the Affiliated
Agency and look after disappointments
for the new string.
will

Another for Washington.
Louis C. Fosse, former manager of
the Poli theatre in Washington, is pro-

company to finance the
construction of a new vaudeville theatre which, when built, if built, will

moting a

Following the success attained at the
Piedmont theatre here with a small
time vaudeville policy, several house
managers in adjacent cities have arranged to co-operate on a booking plan
in order to guarantee desirable acts
sufficient

time to

make

the

initial

jump

worth while.
The managers of the Piedmont, Atlanta; Majestic, Birmingham; Empire,

Montgomery; Macon theatre, Macon;
Grand, Columbus;
Grand, Knoxville,
and

Majestic,

Chattanooga,

cepted booking franchises

have

ac-

from John

Daniels will come to the Orpheum,
Brooklyn, from the Hip in Cleveland,
succeeding Frank Girard, who will not
be associated with the Keith interests

The same

location.

financial

combina-

tion contemplate the erection of vaudeville theatres in

Richmond, Norfolk and

Baltimore.

from

who managed

ton,

Jefferson, the legit,

house

in this city.

The

Jefferson has been closed since the
trolley strike last July, when a policy

booked from
draw enough pa-

of two-a-day vaudeville

Loew's

office failed to

tronage to warrant its continuance.
Manager Greely will book road at-

and vaudeville and picture

tractions

tures
able.

fea-

charge of Keith's

He

has also secured a lease of the
the vaudeville house at
Me., to become effective

Hall,

Lewiston,
Nov. 13.

James

Moore, manager of the old

E.

Portland theatre and former manager
of several other houses in this city, has
been appointed manager of the New
Portland, to succeed Greely.

be

C. R. Eggles-

the Allegheny the-

theatre

in

have

Indian-

and Ned Hastings will move
over to Cincinnati from Indianapolis.
from Louisville to
J. L. Weed goes
Dayton, O. Noone has been selected
as head for the Louisville position.
apolis,

The

Sunday concert

first

for the

new

season will be staged at the Bronx thebooked through the
Feiber
and Shea office by Dick
Kearney. The Columbia Sunday shows
begin the following week.
Jack Goldberg will supply the Sunday vaudeville shows at the Standard
theatre on upper Broadway, the first
one being scheduled for the last Sunday in September. Goldberg will also
supervise the Sunday concerts at Daly's

atre next Sunday,

The
will

International circuit
play Daly's the other six

days.

&

Seamon's theatre on 125th
Sunday concert season next Sunday, under
the supervision of Harry Seamon. The
Harlem house will be booked by Billy
Delaney of the United Booking Offices
Last season the shows
this season.
were supplied by M. S. Epstin.
The Winter Garden will be supplied
with its Sunday shows this season by
Hurtig

street will inaugurate its regular

Harry Shea, the first show being
booked there by Shea for Sept. 11.

FEIST OFFICE CHANGES.
With the promotion
who moves over to

of Cliff

the

Odoms,

New York

Music Co., where he
Dick Winternitz as
general sales manager of the firm, Leo
Feist ordered the transfer of Fred Ager
from St. Louis to Philadelphia. The
new man engaged to fill Ager's position in St. Louis is Joe Fuchs, a prom-

office of the Feist

will succeed the late

inent

musical

director

that

in

city.

for the past six years has been
charge of the music department of
Kresse's 5 and 10 cent store.

Fuchs

O'BRIEN INSPECTING CIRCUIT.
Frank O'Brien, booking manager for
the Wilmer-Vincent circuit of theatres,
is making week-end trips around the
represented on his
books, looking over both the shows and

O'Brien manages

theatres.

to

make

one or two towns weekly.
Friedlander Going East.
Chicago, Aug. 30.
William Friedlander, the local tabloid
producer, will leave here for New York
the latter part of the week to arrange
eastern bookings for his string of productions. "Naughty Princess," the last
Friedlander "tab" produced here opened at Kankakee Thursday night.
Don't
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towns

of

International President,

set

by William Morris for

Sept. 20, the first stand being at the
Wieting Open House in Utica, N. Y.

Two

will be played there, with
following for a tingle day
stand, after which the combination will
journey west to the coast No decision
has been reached in reference to the
admission price, but it will be either
$1.50 or $2 high for the entire tour.
The Tanguay show will carry eight
acts in all and will travel in a special
car.
In addition to her repertoire of

shows

Syracuse

will show the
version of Salome. For this
particular "bit" Morris has engaged a
Queen.
cast comprising a King and
Charles Ross will play the role of

numbers Miss Tanguay

West her

Although the cyclonic comedienne
has only signed for a ten week tour,
Morris has procured options on dates
would carry the organization
that
through to the coast and back east via
the south for a season of more than
20 weeks, each stand being for either
one, two or three days.

The

five reel feature picture recently

taken by Miss Tanguay and labeled
"Energetic Eva" will not be released
as announced, Miss Tanguay having
decided the picture was not quite up to
the Tanguay standard, although she has
received offers for state rights that approach the quarter million figure. Miss
Tanguay has never been seen on the
screen and the picture was naturally in
big demand because of the tremendous
amount of publicity given its principal
in sections where she has never been
seen personaly.

HIP UNLOADS EARLY.
On Monday, at noon, it was claimed
the

at

Hippodrome

that

the

entire

house was sold out for the opening
(last night).
The sale had opened
three hours before that By Monday
at six o'clock it was further claimed
that in addition to the opening show
there was a $10,000 advance sale.
The "specs" were on hand early and
invested liberally, and it is pointed out
that the large advance by them came
as a result of the

immense success of

Last year the ticket brokers were wary of buying heavily before

last season.

the opening.

By Wednesday

night the advance
reached $22,000, indicating about
$5,000 per day after the opening ol the
sale.
Last year's advance sale on the
first day amounted to but $2,400.
sale

ACTIVE.
Chicago, Aug.

The Kaufman-Plough-Connors
of Chicago houses

definitely

King.

SUNDAY CONCERTS COMING.

when road shows' are not obtainThe house will open next Mon-

day.

will

atre, Philadelphia, list season, will

shows

Portland, Me., Aug. 30.
James W. Greely has resigned as
manager of the New Portland theatre,
which he assumed the management of
last January to become manager of the

Royal

F.

Cincinnati to Cleveland,

succeeding Daniels there.

theatre.

GREELY SHIFTING.

John

season.

this

shifted

local

secure its booking from an independent
source.
Fosse has taken options on three
different sites in Washington and those
interested in the project will journey to
that city this week to decide on the

string

SOUTHERN HOUSES AFFILIATING.

Booking Corpor-

on a road show basis, each town carrying the shows* a half week.
Heretofore the houses booked independently
and found it somewhat difficult to
persuade acts to make
the
journey
south on speculation.

Music
late of

of the Affiliated

ation of Chicago, and will play the acts

TANGUAY SHOW OPENING.
The date for the initial opening of
the Eva Tanguay pad show has been

is

still

30.

circuit

getting

its

acts from the Affiliated and the heads
of the circuit say there is every reason to believe that the booking relations will continue indefinitely.
Their Calumet, South Chicago, playing five acts on the split-week policy,
resumed its regular reason today, playing a full A-B-C show. Harry Kaufman's Liberty theatre resumed vaudeville activities last week, playing four
acts and pictures. The Marlowe, another K-P-C house playing Affiliated
acts, opens its season Sept. 2.

TINNEY BUILDING THEATRE.
Frank Tinney has paid $13,000 for a
ground at Freeport, L. I., on
which he proposes to erect a theatre
While the house
at a cost of $75,000.
plot of

will

be equipped to play legitimate atTinney proposes to open it

tractions,

as a cinema.

KITTY GORDON IN VAUDE.
Kitty Gordon has accepted a sketch
from Oliver White called "Sit Still,"
and will probably return to vaudeville
within the next few weeks. The skit
carries a cast of two.

'

:
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AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT
WILL COMPEL "CLEAN SHOWS"
Asked to Vote on a
The
to Post a Forfeit not
Managers
House
Compelling
Roughen
Up in Their Towns.
Shows
the
Let
"Cooch" Dancers to be Banned for All Time.
Board of Directors

The American Burlesque

it

to be

Circuit

is

Columbia
take measures this sea-

the advertising and

will

to follow in the steps of the

fade out.

Wheel and

son to compel clean burlesque in the
houses where the shows routed by that
To achieve this end
circuit appear.

In the very near future about two
additional weeks are to be added to the
circuit and in all probability some of
the one nighters now on the route that

there will be a meeting of the Board of
Directors of the circuit within the next

have failed
dropped.

will

week, at which

it

will be

circuit's general manager, George
Peck, that all of the house managers
associated in the chain be compelled to
post a forfeit at the headquarters of
the American Wheel as a bond of good
faith to obey the order for "clean
burlesque" which has been issued by
the circuit heads, under pain of loss of
the forfeit.

for the suggestion of this
drastic step is the fact

that several of the house managers of
theatres along the line have requested
the traveling managers to "spice-up"
for their towns and go the limit.
In a few cities on the circuit the
managers of the local houses felt that

not getting their
patrons are
money's worth unless the shows reek
with smut and vulgarity and have a
"cooch" dancer as an added attraction.
The heads of the circuit feel that the
clean show is the only manner in which
to build up a desirable clientele for their
houses and the managers of the traveling attractions have all been informed
their

of that and have all done their utmost
to keep their shows free from the
slightest tinge of vulgarity. But the

house managers in several towns are
shortsighted and want the big boxoffice return immediately and are not
willing to await the ultimate big return
that will accrue from the playing of
clean shows as a steady attraction.
One house manager told the show

manager to "go ahead and rough it up.
They won't know it in New York," but
the New York office is being constantly
informed of the manner in which the
shows are being given out of town. In
another case an agent was asked by the
local manager to share on a "cooch"
dancer as an added attraction, and the
agent on wiring New York was informed not to share.
At the offices of the Circuit it was
stated this week that the heads can
easily keep the shows in line, but the
house managers are a source of annoyance.

The

violation

show

returns

will

be

•

recommended

by the

The reason
more or less

to

of

the

"clean

show" agreement by house managers
will at first bring a warning and the
second offense will cause the franchise
to be revoked.
One way that has been discovered to
eventually
eliminate
the
"cooch"
dancer is to prohibit the shows ordering any paper for the added attraction
or to feature it on the program or in

CLIPPER CHANGES HANDS.
According to a current report, not
confirmed, but generally believed, the
New York Clipper, the oldest theatrical

trade paper in America, has passed

from the control of the Frank Queen
Publishing Co., and commencing with
the issue of Sept 13 will be published
by an individual. Because of the absence of Albert J. Borie, the editor of
the Clipper, no definite information on
the sale could be learned, but a member of the present staff informed a

Variett representative that the remaining employees had been notified
that after Sept. 9 the Frank Queen Co.
would not be responsible for salaries or
other obligations.
The identity of the new owner could
not be established, but it is understood
the paper will be taken over by the
father of Jack Edwards. Edwards has
had charge of the music department of
the Clipper for the past several years.
This probably means that Edwards, Jr.,
will succeed Mr. Borie as the executive manager of the publication.
It is
also understood that with the change
of ownership, the Clipper will enlarge
its size, running a four-column sheet
similar
that

to

Leo

was rumored
the music publisher, was

Variety*.

Feist,

It

financially interested in the publication,

and

in all probability the backer of Edwards.
Several weeks ago it was understood
that W. H. Donaldson had been negotiating for the purchase of the Clipper
with a view to consolidating that paper
with the Billboard, which is now published in Cincinnati by Donaldson.
It
was said at that time that an offer made
by Donaldson had been refused by the
Clipper people.
Another change in trade journals is
contained in the withdrawal of Frederick Schrader, who was president and
editor of the Dramatic Mirror Publishing Co., and the appointment of Lynde

Denig as

Denig was
formerly editor of the Motion Picture
News. Mr. Schrader will continue his
weekly dramatic news letter to out-oftown papers, but as yet has made no
connections with any other trade paper.
This practically means that the
his

successor.

Mirror will confine
motion picture field
Be sure

to get

its

activity to the

in the future.

VARIETY

The new show

of Sept. 22.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

POLICE RESUME ACTIVITIES.

A

Winter Garden
is due to open coincident with the Century, which has its first night early in
October. The book of the new Garden
show is from Harold Atteridge and the
music will come from several com-

the police of the West
47th street station was made around
the corner of 47th street and Broad-

The cast will run to
heavyweights, there being already engaged Tom Lewis, George Monroe and
Walter C. Kelly. Harry Fisher was
listed,
but it seems he has
also
withdrawn from the footlights. Kelly
will play several weeks out of town in
vaudeville, opening in Buffalo on Mon-

those served was William Wolpin, part
owner of Wolpin's restaurant, located
on the corner. Wolpin was handed a
summons while standing in front of hit
place of business.

at the

posers, as usual.

to

dancers

the

5HT

WINTER GARDEN ARRANGEMENTS.

day.

The minstrel first part that was
scheduled as the big scene of the new
show has been dropped by the Shuberts, because of the fact that a similar
idea is being used at the Hippodrome
for the opening of the show. The Shuberts decided to drop the minstrel idea
this week. In its stead they have been
casting about for a novelty idea that
include the utilizing of the
number of burnt cork artists and negro
dialect comedians that they have under
will

still

contract.

One of the ideas advanced is to stage
a tidewater (black belt) court room
scene, which has been the background
of Kelly's stories.
Kelly would enter
as the judge, clean out the room and
proceed to hold court. \-

HURTIG'S CAR STOLEN.
Joe Hurtig is minus one 1916 model
Buick car! It all came about last Friday when Joe left town to visit one
of his

shows and entrusted the car

to

After leaving Hurtig at
the depot, the chauffeur drove the car
his chauffeur.

between Broadway and
Amsterdam avenue, on an errand.
When the chauffeur had completed his
errand and returned to the street, he
found his car missing. He made inquiries and learned that shoes were
to 83d street,

stolen f«*om a car that stood in front

and also that stood

in

back of his

The matter was reported

car.

to the police,

second wholesale distribution of

summonses by

way

week, the charges being a

this

violation of the ordinance prohibiting
the obstruction of sidewalks. Among

The police activity is the result of a
number of complaints, said to have
been lodged by business men in the
neighborhood who object to the professionals gathering in groups around
the corners. While the law covert the
entire city, the police have confined

work to the corner of 47th street,
the one spot where artists find it necessary to congregate for business pur-

their

poses.

A

petition

is being prepared for circarrying an appeal to the
Mayor to either cancel the police order
or make it universal, taking in the
space covered by bulletin boards, etc.,
where one generally has to fight hit
way through on the sidewalk proper in
order to make any progress.

culation

Some twenty summonses were

MANCHESTER LOCATED.
Bob Manchester,

the burlesque pro-

who recently disappeared while
show was in rehearsal, hat applied

ducer
his

to Pacific

New York

Lodge

Home.

sonic

233, F.

MaAt the time of hit diswas said that Manchester

Elks' home for admission.
It was
learned that Manchester, after leaving

New York, visited relatives in Syracuse
and Cleveland, and that at the present
he is staying with friends in
Buffalo until arrangements can be made

for his admission into the

Harry Strouse, owner of several burlesque shows on the American Burlesque Circuit, has announced his engagement to Ray Hurtig, daughter of
Sam Hurtig, manager of the Apollo
and a niece of Joe
Louis and Jules Hurtig, of Hurtig &

theatre, 125th street,

The wedding

A. M., of

appearance it
would apply to either the Matonic or

HARRY STROUSE TO MARRY.

Seamon.

&

for admission to the

time

and they are investigating.
The car was insured.

will take place

at the Hotel Astor, Oct. 10.

alto

served upon the crowd that congregated
about the Leavitt Building on West 46th
street, comprising mostly extra people
in search of employment in pictures.

Miss Hur-

tig is a non-professional.

Prize for Best Monday.
Joyce manager of the Star
theatre, Brooklyn, is offering a cash
prize of $50 to the burlesque agent that
will get the best Monday opening this
season at the house. Sammy Clark, of
the Pat White show, holds the record

home.

LYRIC CHANGES HANDS.
New Orleans, Aug. 30.
"Diamond Rube" Chisolm has purchased the Lyric theatre outright, and
will open the house with stock burlesque Sept. 24. Ten thousand dollars
will be expended in putting the theatre

in
first
class
condition.
Mr.
Chisolm made the amount of the Lyric's
purchase price by turning over an
option he held on some oil lands in the

Caddo

field

near Shreveport.

Mike

at present.

Michigan City on Wheel.
Michigan City, Ind., will be included
in the American Circuit until September 25, after which the shows will return to South Bend, Ind., for that day
of the week.

B.

ft

B.

TAKES DENVER RECORD.
Denver, Aug.

Barnum & Bailey played here
last Wednesday to the biggest
crowds

30.

twice
circus

Denver's history, in spite of
SeHs-Floto's record business earlier
this month.
Estimates of the crowds'
run up to 20,000 at each performance,
about 4,000 people sitting on the track
each time.
Thousands were turned
away during the day. Estimates of the
business go as high as $25,000 for the
two shows.
in

IBTY
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TROUBLE IN BIRMINGHAM.

CABARETS
The Broadway cabaret
on a new lease of life with
of the coler weather und

taking

belt

the advent
the arrival

of the out-of-town buyers in the Big

a

City,

list

what music

of

'

ONE

STEPS:

"Girls If

You

Ever Get Married" (Harms); "Uncle
Tom" (Harms); "Honkey Tonkey"
(B'way Pub. Co.); "Shades of Night"

"Army Blues" (Stern); "They
"Hoke
Dixieland" (Remick);
Moke Isle" (H. Von Tilzer); "When
Uncle Sammy Leads the Band" (H.
Von Tilzer); "On the South Sea Isles"
(H. Von Tilzer); "He's Got a Bunga(Stern);

Call

The show at present consists of
Hickey and Norman, Babe Smith,

cipals.

Bennett and Prof.

Lillian Neilson, Patsy

Sherman.

it

FOX TROTS:
low" (Granville).
"Left
"Bachelor
Days" (Harms);
Her on the Beach at Honolulu"
(Harms); "Pickin' 'Em Up and Settin' 'Em Down" (Harms); Hesitation
Blues" (Smith Pub. Co.); "Army Blues"
(Stern);
(Stern); "My Own Iona"

"Yacka
Baby" (Remick);
Hula" (W. B. & S.); "Twilight" (W.
B. & S.); "Honeysuckle Blues" (W.
B. & S.); "Bantam Steps" (Shapiro);

"Pretty

Marceline, the clown, is negotiating
with a San Francisco cabaret for an
indefinite engagement as a side attracMarceline, if
tion in the restaurant.
the contract goes through, will simply
walk around the tables in his clown

make-up.

Edna Maze,

soubrette with the "Col-

is dancing with
Ed. Morton at the Marlborough cabThey are to be featured in the
aret.
next review at that hostelry, which

lege Girls" last season,

starts

October

15.

Sullivan of the Nankin GarNewark, and Billie Newkirk of
the Garden returned to Broadway this
week after a month at Sag Harbor,
Billie

dens,

L.

"La

winter season with a
posed of 6 girls and 4

(Stern);

Pierott

and Pierotte" (Stern), "Auf Weidersehn" (Schirmer); "Sunshine of Your
Smile" (Harms); "Somewhere a Voice

(Harms);

Calling"

Is

"Romany"

I.

Perry Park Inn, Brooklyn,

piece orchestra, Sept.

teach the "Dog" to aspiring
dancers.
Frisco will divide his time
will

between his school and a Broadway
restaurant, having accepted a contract
for one of the
along the
cabarets
boardwalk. The school idea was suggested by Johnnie Dundee, the boxer,
who took several lessons from Frisco
and finally mastered the "Dog" steps.

left this

at

morning

Le Chateau,

for a vacation.

at Milford, Conn.,

is

to

have a ten-piece dance orchestra furnished by Ban-Joe Wallace, when It
opens tomorrow night. The place fs
a new dance temple that has just been
built at a cost' of $36,000. A new dance
orchestra will be placed at the Van
Cortland Hotel by Wallace also.

.

Fleischman's

its

show

(Bronx),

enlarge

14 people, which
chorus girls and 8 prin-

Sept. 15 to

will include 6

will

ing

offices

in

Chicago,

the

Colonial

manager received a wire from John
Nash, booking manager of the Affiliated, advising him that all acts must
do the four shows or accept a pro
rata salary for three.
After threatening to install pictures and promising to
only pay for the number of shows given

on Monday and Tuesday, the members
of the bill compromised and agreed to
play four shows on Wednesday, being
paid for the face value of their contract.
According to a statement made by
the house manager, it is doubtful if a
vaudeville policy will pay

on a three-

the Royal

Anna Chandler

Minstrels,

who

night, the

are also at the

Harlem

O. H.

Blossom Seeley was to have held over
the Fifth Avenue the first half of
this week, but owing to the fact that
she cought a slight cold on Sunday she
was forced to retire from the bill.
Truly Shattuck and Marta Golden and
Paul McCarthy and Elsie Faye were
added to the show in her stead.
at

BALABAN BUYING.
Chicago, Aug. 30
There was a big 'real estate deal on
the South Side last week that involved
the building of a $275,000 theatre and
which when completed, according to
present plans, will be the largest and
finest theatre outside the Loop.
Barney and Abe J. Balaban, of the
General Feature Film Co., and Sana
Katz, of the Amalgamated Theatre
Corp., have purchased property on 13th
street from Abe Pink for a consideration of $30,000 and 50 feet of land from
David Rolnick for $37,000.
Architects C. W. & George Rapp
have completed the new theatre plans
which will have a building to cost $275,000, including the stores and theatre,
the playhouse to have a seating capacity of 2,800.

««<

'Splash Me,

1916" will continue at

Park Way Inn, 110th street and Fifth
avenue, will open Sept. 6 with a show
of 8 people and a 4 piece orchestra.

"HONORING" STRIKE BREAKERS.
Orders have been issued to all
branches of the White Rats Actors'
Union from the executive offices in New
York that at all organization meetings
the chairman shall call off the names
of those acts who have disobeyed the
strike orders and worked as strike
breakers and that during the time the

names are read the room

meeting

week with

shall be in

in

called off at the reg-

the

all lights in

club

rooms

this

the building ex-

tinguished.

ACTORS TABOO HOTEL.
Philadelphia, Aug. 30.

Thirteen members of the profession
walked out of the Continental Hotel
here last week after one of their party
claimed he had been insulted by a negro
bellboy, the hotel

ing the boy

The

management

when appealed

sustain-

to for re-

were

Aveling and
Lloyd, Willie Solar,
Roy Harrah,
Maude Ryan, Elliott and Mullen, and

dress.

acts

the Colonial Sextette.

Those

who

The Lights

will close its

Excellent likenesses of the youngest

1.

door Oct.

1

provements designed for the comfort
and amusement of its members. Next
season the bathing beach and tennis
courts will have been completed and
an abundance of shrubbery planted.
The plan for raising $30,000 by a
bond issue may be altered to a $15,000
issue, leaving the builders' mortgage
of $11,000 stand.

Another benefit
the

larger

cities

were stopping at the
house immediately checked out after
the management refused to accord them
any satisfaction for the insult, and
went to other hotels.

tour, taking in only
in

the

east

is

also

contemplated.

TORONTO EXHIBITION OPENS.
Toronto, Aug.

The Canadian National

30.

Exhibition,

held annually on the exhibition grounds
in this city, was formally opened last

Monday by

The names were
ular

LA PETITE MERCEDES.
LIGHTS CLOSES OCT.
till

total darkness.

Brighton Beach
closed last night with the Hawaiian
Ball.
It was an unusually early date
for a shutdown, as most resorts will
wait until after Labor Day. The undecided matter of a Mardi Gras probably had something to do with it. Eddie Pidgeon, who has been in charge,
Reisenweber*s

meeting was held by the members
program immediately upon their
arrival, after which they notified the
management they would not* give more
than three performances daily.
The
acts gained their point without any
trouble or interruption to the opening
show.
After communicating with the book-

May 1, and when it reopens next
May there will be a number of im-

4.

Is

credited with the originality of the
"Walkin' the Dog" dance, and who is
now at a Coney Island cabaret, has arranged to open a dancing school in New
York for the winter months, where he

A

of the

Monday

former
team being replaced by Bert Fitsgibbons and the latter by the Novelty
left

will start

new show commen and a six-

its

tember.

who

Frisco, the Chicago youngster

basis.
The opening bill carried Bill
Rapoli, Dixon's Models, Atroude Trio,
McCune and Grant, and Gordon and
Wallin, all members of the White Rats.

AND OUT.

Morris and Allen and

capacity of the house.

the Shelbourne until the end of Sep-

(Shapiro).

advertised
vaudeville bill booked through the Affiliated Booking Corporation of Chicago. The policy was originally scheduled to be four shows daily with five
acts playing the house on the split-week

show-a-day plan because of the limited

"Kansas City Blues" (Jenkins Co.);
"Cradle Rock" (Feist); "St Louis
Blues" (Handy Pace Co.). WALTZES:
Confession"

—

Creighton
Sisters (Parisian), Miss Jennie Remont (Perry's, C. I.); Baldwin and La
Pierre (Greeley Hotel), Newark; Rose
Lee and Irwin Gluck as an extra attraction (Alimo, 125th street).

Engagements

Cabaret

IN

Aug. 30.
here opened

Ala.,

The Colonial theatre
Monday with a heavily

being

is

steps on the
their
utilized to guide
dance floor might be appropriate.
Ban-Joe Wallace has handed out the
following list as the selections being
most popular in the Broadway lotteries :

Birmingham,

Sir

George Perry and

will

run until Sept. 11. The feature spectacle for the current year is called "The
Federation of the Empire" and carries
1,200 performers with 10 massed bands.
Model Zeppelins, Woolwich torpedoes
and other German war devices are on
exhibition and seem to corral more than
ordinary interest

HEADLINER SHOT.

A

Chicago, Aug. 30.
heated argument over the "head-

house at 1009
South Halsted street Sunday night resulted in Alfred Silvctto, Chicagoan, being shot by Alfonso Vilo, Buffaloan,
and removed to the County Hospital,
where his condition was reported-Monday as serious. Vilo took to his heels
and eluded the police.

premier danseuse in vaudeville, LaPetite Mercedes, adorn the front page
this week.
LaPetite Mercedes, who is
a Chicago girl by birth, is playing hei
first engagement in the west, having a
long route booked by Harry Spingold.
LaPetite Mercedes has everything in
her favor, being young, shapely and
possessing the natural requisites of a
high class, artistic dancer.
Her toe
dancing is considered marvelous and
she maintains the toe equilibrium with
great ease and grace.
Her technique
is flawless; the young danseuse executing every movement superbly and showing wonderful poise and accomplishment. When the director of the Chicago Grand Opera Company sought an
understudy for its leading ballet dancer

Mercedes was the unanimous
Expert dancers of the west
proclaimed her the finest exponent of
classic terpsichore they had seen in
years.
LaPetite Medcedes is still in
little

choice.

her teens, but has studied dancing ot
several masters who predict a great
professional career for the little lady.
When she became understudy to Rossini Galli, of the Chicago Grand Opera
Company, she displayed such artistic
and natural proficiency that the opera
management forecasted a dancing success that would land her on the top line
of the country's greatest dancers' list.

line position" at a jitney

B« sura

to f«t

VARIETY

of Sept. 22.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

PICTURE STAR IN VAUDEVILLE.
Anna
Pathe's

Nillson,
serial,

who was the star
"Who's Guilty," is

of

to

make her debut in vaudeville shortly in
by Jerome N. Wilson, entitled

a sketch

"Decency." This is be Miss Nillson's
initial appearance on the speaking stage.
She will be supported by Guy Coombs
and Herbert Standing, Jr.

VARIETY
Robert HUUard may be teen in vaudethe coming season, having submitted for booking a new playlet en-

ville

titled "Adrift."
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Times Squirt

Ray Comstock

applied

for in-

surance policies amounting to $200,000
on seven of his companies as protection
against a railroad strike.

advutisimints
AdTcrtitief copy for ewrrest isstMviU be
ccepted stthe New York office ** to Tkoroioy
Advertissaieats by atail shoaU bo eoseoa paaiodby roaUttaacos.
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A stag party composed of the employees of the United Booking Office
is being selected by J. J. Murdock, who
will take them for a spin on his yacht
within the next week.
George B. Reed, last heard of as a
of the Hazel Kirk Trio, is requested
to
communicate with his
mother at 204 Johnston avenue, Pitts-

member
latered as soooad'Class smatter at

Nov Yotk

No. 1
aesss
George Morley has been placed in

VoL XLIV.

the box office at the Hip.

Nat Goodwin has been routed over
the

Orpheum

monolog.

Circuit in his

Grace Merritt is taking "Some Baby"
on tour. She will star in the farce.

Lubowska has been engaged
which

week

in

for the

opens the

first

The

Dave

Clark Association has
definitely decided on Oct 18 as the
date for its first annual "racket" The
affair will be staged at the New Amsterdam Hall on West 44th street
Phyllis Neilaon Terry open^-Monday
Memphis for a tour" of the Orpheum
Circuit.
Her act will consist of "Alice

Ben Bolt" and the Mad Scene from

"Romeo and

October.

Hellen Bvily has been signed by the
Shuberts to play Vickey in "Hobson's
Choice."
Alice Gale has forsaken the legitimate
and is entering vaudeville in a Blanche
Merrill sketch called "Babies."

»»

Juliet'

Mabelle Estelle makes her
Girl He Couldn't Buy,"
ner Nichols, on Monday, in
N. J.
The company goes

Through an error

last

by SumCamden,
over the

International
{

Ray Cox has
where she

London
Wiliam

is

arrived

to

Wilson

London,

in

appear in the

Hippodrome
J.

is

Revue

new

the
D. C.

Gayety

theatre,

Washington,

Harry L. Newman, general sales
manager of the Waterson, Berlin and
Snyder Music firm, leaves on an extended

trip to the coast this

Nat Wills

also a novel for dramatization.

Lucien Bonheur is to manage the
Francais, which the Shuberts are erecting on West 45th street It is not generally known that Rosa Bonheur, the
famous painter of animals, is his sister.

which

staging.

Albert Leoni, son of Harry Leoni,
has been appointed assistant treasurer
of

O. S. Wee, of \Vee and Lambert, has
formed a partnership with Edwin F.
Reilly, and will enter the producing
business. One play has been accepted,

week the Ethel

Kirk advertisement should have read
Ethel (single) Kirk.

week.

Augusta Lang, prima donna, and
Rice & Frene, acrobats, are to leave
the cast of "Rag Dolls in Ragland," at
the Empire theatre, Philadelphia, next
other
evening.
Several
Saturday
changes in the cast are contemplated.
Hilda Bertie will be the leading
woman with Quinn and Mitchell in
"The Funny Mr. Dooley" on the International

Circuit

show opens Monday

The

season.

this

at the

Knicker-

bocker, Philadelphia.

Several of the Southern house managers operating houses in the South
booked by the United Booking Offices

convened

New York

in

last

ranging for bookings for the coming
season.

N. T. Granlund, the press agent of
Loew Circuit, is vacationing by

the

taking a motor trip (in his own car)
to his farm, which is located at Newcastle, Me., about sixty miles north of
Portland.

Frank Wakefield and Jack Howard,
formerly with Hurtig & Seamon attractions, have joined together to do
an act in vaudeville entitled "The Sidewalks of New York." The act will
open

Brooklyn on Monday.

in

Will Rogers is one of the men who
play polo without wearing a padded
helmet.
Last Sunday at Freeport a
ball struck by Frank Tinney collided
with Rogers' skull, raising a lump on
his forehead the size of an egg.

fire

J.

Morton extinguished a small

that threatened to spread into a

damaging blaze

last

Saturday night

the King
painfully
burned in the right hand, but otherwise
was uninjured.

while

visiting

a

friend

in

Morton was

James Hotel.

sey City, tonight (Friday).

Arthur Blondell, of the United Booking Offices (Family Department), has
added the Palace, Hazelton, Pa., the
Perth Amboy, N. J., and the
Frostburg, Ky., to his books.
The three houses will play a four-act
City,

Lyric,

show on

week

the split

plan.

will continue in vaudeville

until October, at

which time

James

last year's

"The

Hippodrome show, "Hip, Hip Hooray"
goes on tour.

Robert D. Jewell of Jennings, Jewell
and Barlowe is seriously ill in £1 Paso,
Tex. Jewell is in the Wiley Sanitarium
there.

Girl, the

Moon and Broadway"

of a musical comedy that
Wash. Martin, a former burlesque producer, will launch on the one-nighters
Sept. 15.
Frank Mackey will play the

is

the

title

stellar role in the production and will
have a supporting company of thirty

people.

Jack Stern, formerly with the Broadway Music Publishing Co., opened offices,
booking
in
conjunction with
Roehm and Richards.

Sam Bernard opens Monday in Columbus, then goes to Cleveland, playing
the two weeks in vaudeville before rehearsing for the new Century show.

J.

of weeks

famous

Corbett
of U.

Man

playing a couple
O. time with his

is

B.

in the

Charles Collier has been engaged to
play the role of Arnold Macy in the
company that is to support Eugenie
Blair in "The Eternal Magdalen," under the management of Lee Harrison,
this season.
The company opens in
Washington next week.

Jack Allen, brother of Edgar Allen,
has been appointed assistant to Walter
Plimmer and will have charge of the
cabaret department of the U. S. Vaudeville Agency.
Allen will also assist
Plimmer in the booking of the Majestic
theatre, Perth Amboy, and the Plainfield theatre, Plainfield.

On Sunday morning last, just before
noon, fire gutted the business offices
and stock-room of Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder who use the upper floor of a
building on 48th street, west of Broadway. The Apeda studios, directly beneath, suffered considerable damage,
water spoiling a large quantity of finished photographs.
Counihan & Shannon and Walter
Plimmer have obtained the lease of a
theatre

the

Trail

Holliday,"

in

in "Hit
which he is

appear under the management of
Cohan and Harris.

to

Arthur Hopkins was alone
of

"The

in

the

Happy Ending"

While Babcock, the loop the loop
was performing his stunt at
Dominion Park, Montreal, last week,
he miscalculated his jump and was
hurled thirty feet in the air, his ma-

which closed on Saturday, after one
week's showing. His investment was
well over $30,000. It is said that whatever chance the piece had was killed
by the early season opening and its

chine going in the opposite direction.
He sprained his left shoulder, but
otherwise was unhurt.

attendant

warm

show been held
ing

it

in

course

of construction

at

Keansburg, N. J. The house is being
erected on Laurel avenue, will seat 1,500
persons and cost about $100,000.
It
will be ready for occupancy about July
1.
Road shows and vaudeville will be
the attractions presented. The house Is
being built by Perth Amboy capitalists.

While with a party of
sea

rod

friends deepBrighton Beach, RayWylie was using a very beautiful

fishing

/

given

off

him by Mayor Frank of

Ogdensburg, N.

when

Y.,

his attention

during a

moment

was diverted from

(he sport, a large codfish gave the rod
such a yank that it slipped out of

Wylie's grasp and disappeared with the
'

fish.

Harry Tighe says that he is going
new gag in his act every
week and eliminate a weak one. In
to place a

such fashion he will will have constructed a new act, gag by gag as it were.
He explains that he will do this by subscribing
to
the
Cleveland
"Plain
Dealer," the Cincinnati "Enquirer" and
other papers that might have bright
stuff, just like "all the other bright
actors do."

Brown Derby mon-

olog before starting rehearsals

production
specialist,

charge of the professional department
of that firm, has been selected to supervise the professional department of
the firm's Chicago office.

mond
James

Arthur Hammeratein's number two
company of "Katinka," which is booked
for the Coast, will have its initial performance at the Majestic theatre, Jer-

Sam Shannon has placed Lillian Lee,
formerly of the "Follies," with "The
Two James," which Max Felkenhauer
will open at the Broad Street Theatre,
Phila., shortly.
Miss Lee will have the
feminine lead.

Harry Tenney, who has been with
New York office of Jos. Stern &
Co. since L. Wolfe Gilbert assumed

the

week, ar-

debut in

"The

'

Arthur Greiner has arrived from Chicago for an extended visit and is being
entertained by Walter Kingsley.

Family Department of the U. B. O. The
house seats about 1,000.

burgh, Pa.

in

Century Roof,

City theatre, Perth Amboy, just
completed, will inaugurate its intitial
vaudeville policy tomorrow, using four
acts semi-weekly booked through the

The

weather.

for a

Had

the

November show-

might have gotten across.

A New

York

vaudeville agent

was

commissioned some time ago by an
actor to secure from a prominent legitimate manager the right to play a condensed version of a former Broadway
success.
When approached by the
agent, the manager said the actor could
have the rights for nothing; whereupon
the agent set the price at $250, pocketing same and charging the actor $50
for putting over the deal.
The actor

appealed to the courts and the agent
has asked for time to "make good."
He has been granted but a few days
to return the $250.

LEGITIMATE.

10

REMODELING MANHATTAN
Morris Gest

is

re-

decorating
the
Manhattan
Opera
House, getting it ready for its opening
early in October. Mr. Gest estimates
that the work will entail an expendiThere will be two managers of local houses
thiR season of tbe name of Walter Sun ford.
The one who claims tbe sonority right to that
name as a theatrical manager will be the manager of Daly's, wblch Is to play shows of tbe

Circuit this season.
He Is the
same Walter Sanforu who In tbe past acted as
manager and lessee of Niblo's Qarden, tbe
Old Star theatre, and the Star and Empire
theatres In Brooklyn when they were dramatlo
Tbe "other" Walter Sanford will
houses.
manage the Manhattan Opera House for Morris
Oest, he having been brought east from Kansas City, where he managed a theatre for the
Shuberts.

International

Ben Linn has signed a three year contract
with Oliver Morosco, and Is to open with "So
Long Letty," wblch is due in New York on
Oct. 0. Tbe show opens nearby on Sept. 25.
Previous plans of legitimate producers In-

cluded many openings to take place on MonBut the fever for early
day (Labor Day).
showings caused every date to be set ahead,
and tbe result Is that tbe re-opening of Leo
Ditricbsteln in "The Great Lover," at the C.
A H. Theatre has the holiday date alone.

"The Hour of Temptation" Is tbe title of a
new melodrama which is to Inaugurate the
popular priced season at Daly's theatre next
Monday. The piece is a new production in
three acts and a prolog by Lee Morrison,
who dramatized "Three Weeks" and "My
The cast of the production
Lady's Oarter."
includes Eleanor Montell, William Morris,
Anthony Burger, Roma Lowrle, Ellen Morris,
John Martin, Marguerite Von Keese and C.

Girl" at the Century, which

about Oct.

James

la

due to open

2.

Hebron

sailed

England

for

and

France on the Baltic yesterday with a commission to write a number of stories -in the
war zone. He will remain abroad about three
months.

Dorothy South has been engaged for the
prima donna title role In "Princess Pat" under
Cort management for the coming

the John
season.

Anna Nichols has completed a play to be
which Chamberlain Brown will

called "Guilty"
cast and wblch
October.

Augustus Pltou

will produce In

Helen Tyler Is producing the O'HlgglnsFord comedy, "Mr. Lazarus," in which Henry
E. Dlxey is starring and which opens at the
Sbubert on Monday.
Grace Merrltt has decided to return to the
stage and will make her reappearance In "Some
Baby," wblch Is to be sent on tour under the
direction of Fred Hayward.

The Sbubert production; of "The Little Shepherd of The Kingdom Come" la due to open
in Boston next week and will be brought to
later in the season.

New York

pany.

Jobn Drew returned to town Monday to berehearsals of "Major Prsdennls," which
open the first week in October.

gin

Is to

Edwin Nicander and Edna Mar Oliver have
Max Marcln play, "Are
You My Wife?"
joined the cast of the

Lee Harrison

Robert O'Conner, Gilbert Clayton, Muriel HudFollowing
ippe, and Kate Stout.
son, Juliette
the Philadelphia engagement tbe piece will be
brought to New York.

sending Eugenie Blair over
tbe International as iue star of "The Eternal
Magdalene."

produce grand opera at a

night with "Princess Pat" as the Initial attrac-

1

The Aborns are

to

dollar top scale In New York later this seaThey are sending a company on tour
son.
for tbe early part of the season to play Washington. Baltimore, Brooklyn, Boston, Buffalo,
Chicago, Kansas City. St. Louis, Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh, coming Into New YoVk In
January sometime at a theatre that has not
as yet been selected.

There are three companies rehearsing Chas.
Sumner's "Tbe Natural Law" for tbe coming
Tbe first, under tbe management of
season.
John Cort, opens at Birmingham, Ala., next
Tbe second company opened last
Monday.
Monday at Hoopeston, III., and will play one
nlghters to the Coast. The third
play tbe eastern one nlghters.

Daniel

T.

company

will

Inc.,

rapidly getting Into1 the
class In the matter of farewell tours.
Tbe famous Shakespearean actor
is
announcing that be will make a second
farewell tour of twenty weeks the coming
season, presenting repertoire.
The tour will
open in October sometime.

H. Southern

E.

O.

a

E Wpp and Edwin

partnership

and

will

F.

RpIIIv

enter

have formed
producing

the

field.
They have In readiness a dramatization
of a well known novel wblch they will produce
shortly.
They are also arranging to install
a stock company In one of the up-state thea-

tres.

Robert Campbell has acquired from Herbert
Jay of London the exclusive American ana
Canadian rights of the great London success,
"Tlner's Cub." which play has been running
in London at tbe Queen's theatre for nearly a
year past, with Miss Madge Tltheradge as tbe
star.

Rehearsals began Monday for Arthur Hop"Good Gracious Annabclle." by

season on

Its

Monday

"Hush" Is the title of the Initial production
of the season at tbe Little theatre by Wlnthrop Ames. The opening Is set for Oct. 2.
"The

Silent

Witness" moved from the Long-

acre to tbe Fulton theatre on

Monday

night.

Maude Hansford has replaced Ethel Grey
Terry

"Yankee Doodle Dick."

In

The Cort theatre onens
with "The Princess Pat."

Its

season

Monday

Kummer.

Clarence Harvey w«»«« «"Med to the cast of
•The Girl From Brazil" this week.

Arthur H. Sheldon

to be business

is

manager

at Daly's.

"Fast And Grow Fat " the new o^r^e Broadhurst farce, opens tonight at the Globe.

A farce In three acts by Mark Sawn from
the story by F. J. Randall, produced hv t^e
SHiberts at tbe 48th Street Theatre, Aug. 23,
191(1.

Judging by the lack of Interest toward the
of the performance, "Somebody's Luggage" will hardly do. Herald.
In the whole category of farces, native or
Imported. It would be bard to find one more
close

—

lacking In Ingenuity, cleverness, real humor
or any of the other oualltles that honestly pro-

voke thp merriment of an
audience than
"Somebody's Luggage." World.
An elusive something In the voice, rapid
speech, gestures, manner
at a dozen points,
In the method, with all th» vivacity, alertness,
and unexpected pauses would keep reminding
yon of "Erstwhile Susan." Tnere wn» uu escaping it.
It had an
uncanny fascination.
This In Itself, may afford you entertainment.
Or If you would relish an entire evening of
Jlmmle Powers In happy vein, go to see
"Somebody's Luggaao" at the Forty-eighth
Street. Otherwise, stay away.
Times.

—

—

—

—

will

mer's comedies.

There was a dress rehearsal of "The Man
nark" at the Playhouse last night
and Jules Eckort Goodman, the author, and
William A. Brady, the producer, were both
sufficiently recovered from the effects of their
motor accident last Sunday to attend.

Who Came

C. P. Oreneker.fs ahead of the Al .Tolson
show which opened at the Nlxoh, Atlnntlc
City, on Monday.
Formerly Mr. Greneker confined his efforts to press-ngentlng the Winter

Garden shows.

The Messrs. DIlllnKhnm and Zelgfeld announced this week that EMe .Tnnls would be
one of the leading features of "The Century

cert will be held under the direction
of the Managing
Producing Co.,

&

which has Theodore H. Bauer as

"A PAIR OF QUEENS."
A

Leo Ornstein

its

the

holidays the

Aborn Opera Com-

will

farce

In

three ucts

by

Otto

go

in

for

an

in-

Seymour Hrown and Harry Lewis.

21).

1!>10.

Produced by H. H. Frazec at the Longacre, Aug.

Much of the order of "A Full House" and.
after Its almost mirthless first art, Just about
as amusing Is the rlp-roarlng farce which was
swiftly, loudly and competently played for the
first time In
New York last evening at the
Longacre theatre. It Is "A Pair of Queens."
a new play In three acts by as many authors.
—Times.
However much

may have lacked the suswhich perhaps Ih the supr< me test of a really good farce. "A Pair
of Queens." which was first performed last
nk'ht at the Longacre theatre, at least has
the merit of pursuing Its devious way along
fairly Independent lines.
World.
tained

It

sponta.niety

—

Melville

remains as

Stoltz

manager of the Jefferson, and Mique
Cohen leaves on Sunday to act as house
treasurer and look after K. & E. interests.

C

OLCOTT WITH
AND H.
Chauncey Olcott will be under the
management of Cohan & Harris this
season, after a year of inactivity due
to the failure of the star to procure a

Mr. Olcott's new show
unnamed. Peggy Wood has
been engaged as his leading lady.
Cohan & Harris are making ready

proper vehicle.
as yet

is

new

three additional

plays,

all

listed

They are "Speed
Up" by Owen Davis, "The Road to

for a fall opening.

*

BIG OPERATIC SEASON.
Not in many seasons has there been
so much activity in the operatic field,
not only here but throughout the
country. The west is slated for a plentitude of opera. This is evidenced by
reorganization of the Chicago
Grand Opera Cc. and the forming of a
coast organization which L. £. Beh-

ymer, of Los Angeles, is working on.
The latter sponsored an opera com-

pany at the coast three years ago.
There is also talk of a new grand
split

the season

be-

tween Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit and the names of wealthy persons in those cities are mentioned as
the backers. The plan calls for a two
weeks' run in each of the three cities,
to be repeated two or more times, a
month being guaranteed in each place.
Other cities in the central west are included in the tentative plans and bookings are said to be in course of making.
J. R. Saville, a former newspaper
man, but who lately has been managing
Yvonne de Treville and other concert
stars, has been in town for some time
in the interests of the central western
group of backers, but announces that
nothing is definite.

Hauerbach,

A.

seasons.

will con-

duct the orchestra of 70 pieces. Alexander Kahn will manage the concerts.
The Ballet Russe will remain three
weeks, followed in by "Ben Hur," which
will be presented by George Tyler and
K. & £.
David Belasco's revival of
"The Music Master," with David Warfield, will succeed "Ben Hur," and after

pany (English)

John B. Fitzpatrick, formerly manager of the Hippodrome, takes charge
of the Shubert theatre, Kansas City,
Walter Sanford, who has been managing that house, having been appointed
by Morris Gest to take care of the
Manhattan opera house. Frank O. Miller, who has been managing the Manhattan, has been moved to Chicago,
where he will be in charge of the "Chicago," the new name of the American
Music Hall, a Shubert house.
The Shubert theatre, St Louis, has
been renamed the "Jefferson" and will
play both K. & E. and Shubert attractions.
The Olympic, the old K. & E.
house there, has passed to pictures and
vaudeville." Dearth of attractions has
kept one or the other dark for considerable periods during the last two

will be the soloist

and Chevalier Oscar Spirscu

opera troupe to

PRESS OPINIONS.
"Somebody's Luggage."

have Its New
York premier In October. Hopkins will later
in the season produce another of Miss Hum-

The show

10 the first "Manhattan
Sunday Night" popular musical con-

the

kin's comedy,

Clara

9.

Sept.

definite stay.

tion.

Is

Mme. Bernhardt

is

The Standard opens

Frawley and William H. Currie

associated In the June Amusement Co.,
the Initial production or which will be
"Tbe Right Little Girl," a comedy In three
acts, by Mrs. Charles Doremus and Leonldas
WeBtervelt. June Keith has been engaged for
the principal role in the play wblch will be
produced out of town in October.

are

On

head.
Margaret Anglin began rehearsal In "Caroline" last Tuesday.
Her tour this season will
be under the direction of the Frobam Com-

B. Ross.

John Cort produced a new operetta in Philadelphia at the Broau Street theatre last Monday night. The piece Is entitled "Flora Bella"
and Llna Abarbanell appears in tbe title role.
Tbe cast also Includes Lawrence Grossmlth,
Charles Purcell. Adolpb Link, *.. H. Weldon,

ture of $35,000.
The entire house is
being laid. with carpets, Gimbel Brothers having contracted to supply same
for $10,000. It is necessary to remove
every seat in the orchestra and balcony
floor to relay the carpeting. Special attention has been made for the comfort
of the artists and the dressing rtomi
are being completely overhauled and
fitted up with the latest modern equipment. The house opens with the Russian Ballet Russe, which begins rehearsals on the arrival of the troupe
due here on Sept 15. The house opens

on Oct

MANAGERIAL SHIFTS.

0. H.

remodeling and

Destiny" by Channing Pollock and M l
Love the Ladies" by Emile Nyitray and
John Richards. These, with the other
new plays already announced and the
road shows now out or in rehearsal,
will

make

for

one of the busiest sea-

sons since the firm began producing.

The opening date for "The Cohan
Revue of 1916-17" has been set for
Christmas Eve, the same as last year.
Kathleen Clifford, who is playing in
Pair of Queens," will probably leave
that show for Rida Johnson Young's
"Buried Treasure," one of the new
Cohan & Harris plays, as she has been
engaged to play the lead.

"A

CUT RATE SEASON LOOKS

BIG.

The

indications the first two weeks
of the theatrical season point strongly
to the fact that this

is to be one of the
biggest years in the "cut rate" ticket

game.

Monday and Tuesday

the current

week brought

for the cut rate brokers the

night of
a clean up

demand

for

seats being larger than the supply.

On Wednesday

there were listed at
Leblang agency tickets for
Jimmie Powers in "Sombody's Luggage," "A Pair of Queens" (second
the

Joe

"The Silent Witness," "A Bit
"Broadway and Buttermilk,"
"Sybil" at the Empire and "Please
Help Emily" at the Lyceum.
There were balcony and gallery seats
to be had for the opening on Wednesday night of "The Girl from Brazil" at

night),

of Fluff,"

"THE DEFECTIVE" AT POWERS.
Chicago, Aug. 30.
That brand new play, "The Defective," which Dr. Harry Moore, Oak
Park, 111., wrote on the eugenics problem and recently was tried out at the
Elks' Club in Oak Park by professionals, has been booked for a regular
legitimate fling at Powers', starting
next Monday. The Bennett Dramatic
Exchange supplied the cast.

the 44th Street, the Shuberts having
evidently passed up the time honored
custom of "papering" the upper portjjmof the house to sell them at a disc ount.

Ba •ur»

to get

VARIETY
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DELMONICO'S TO BE LOCATED
ON VANDERBILT PLAZA SITE
Famous Rendezvous

of the Social Elite, Feeling Loss of

Patronage, Decides to Move Further North. Vanderbilt and Charles Murphy Said To Be Interested
Financially. Most Expensive Restaurant Site
in the World.
Delmonico's, the most famous of

American restaurants,

to

is

all

move once

With business up and the two-

$1.50.

dollar thing prevalent

one can figure
doing business.
The Lew Fields show is going splendidly at the Garrick and the business
is on the right side of the ledger.
"Margery Daw" opened at the Princess Sunday night and the critics did
not enthuse over the show.
Percy
Hammond (Tribune) let the show down

show

that the

more.
This

statement, while not planetwhirling in its importance, marks another era in the progress of the metropolis.

A

corporation has been formed comprising the heirs of the late Charles

Delmonico, Charles F. Murphy,
interest

in

who
the

has
present Delmonico corporation, and
Cornelius Vanderbilt. The purpose of
the company is to take over the Cornelius Vanderbilt home on Fifth avelarge

a

financial

nue, 57th to 58th street, and establish
there the Delmonico restaurant and

banquet rooms, remodeling the mansion, but retaining the gardens surrounding it, on the lines of Claridge's
in London.
The proposed site for a restaurant
exclusively is probably the most ex-

The Loop brokers say

lightly.

show

is

the

"cold" as far as their deman>!
is concerned.
"Common Clay" (John Majson) had
a sell-out on its Chicago premiere at
the Olympic Monday night. The signpost points to a prosperous run.
Two other legitimate theaters get
going next Sunday and Monday, respectively. Mitzi in "Pom Pom" opens
at the Illinois Sept. 2, while Powers'
theatre opens Sept. 4 with Dr. Harry
Moore's new play on eugenics.
is

for tickets

pensive ever utilized for that purpose.
It is planned to cater to the most exclusive set only, which patronage has

SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.

San Francisco, Aug. 30.
"Canary Cottage," now in its sev-

been slipping away from the famous
restaurant, being divided between the

enth week at the Cort,

Ritz, Sherry's, the Plaza, etc., the lat-

big business.

ter place enjoying the bulk of the best

At the Columbia Ruth Chatteron in
her second week in "Come Out of the

Hebrew

patronage, which in the past
entirely to Del-

was confined almost

Kitchen"

monico's.
The Vanderbilt

eighth

bilt,

which

site,

is

held

of Mrs. Cornelius Vanderutilized for a restaurant only

in the

name

would probably be the most expensive
one in the world. Other than Charles
M. Schwab's, it is the only private residence in New York City occupying an
entire block, which, while not so large
as the Schwab block on Riverside
Drive, is probably worth considerably
more per square foot.

pany

is

the

week of

still

attraction

the

This

here.

is

is

pulling

for

the

Henry Miller comthe play in which

to appear in the East this
season under the joint management of
this star

is

Klaw & Erlanger and Henry Miller.
"Johnny. Get Your Gun" is the title
of a new play which is being presented
by the stock company at the Alcazar
with Lotn's Bcnnison as the

star.

SAN DIEGO MOROSCO'S DOG.
San Diego, Cal., Aug. 30.
Oliver Morosco has made a promise
San Diego that he will permit it to
be the "dog" for all tryouts of productions he makes on the coast in the
future.
He tried out "Canary Cottape" here this season.
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PHILLY SEASON ON.
was opened

HILL'S LITTLE JOURNEYS.
Gus Hill returned to New York
Wednesday morning after a week out

the presentation of the

of the city visiting the opening of his

operetta "Flora Bella," at the Broad.
The piece was given by a distinguished

shows in adjacent towns. Usually a
calm, cool individual, he grew quite enthusiastic in
recounting his experiences in search of shelter.

Philadelphai, Aug. 30.

The season
week with

this

of

1916-17

cast of light opera favorites headed by

Lina Abarbancll. The music is catchy
and the operetta handsomely staged
and costumed. There was a well-filled
house on hand to start the new season off in a satisfactory manner, and
"Flora Bella" was liberally treated by
the public and press.
"Experience" was scheduled to open
the season at the Adclphi on Thursday
evening, that performance being restricted to the clergy and city officials
"Robas guests of the management.
inson Crusoe, Jr." will open the Lyric
season next Monday and "Little Miss
Springtime" will be the initial attraction

at

the Forrest.

The Walnut will open its season next
Monday with "Madame Spy," written
by Lee Morrison and Harry Clay Blancy and featuring Herbert Clifton, the
female impersonator, who recently appeared in vaudeville.
"Little Peggy

O'Moore"

is

attraction at

announced as the opening
the Orphcum.

ANOTHER WOODS SHOW OPENS.
Long Branch, Aug. 30.
Queen, Jack," the Willard
Mack play, produced by A. H. Woods,
opened here on Monday night. The
"King,

general opinion is that the show is
destined to achieve success in New
York. One of the features of the opening that was most notable was the absence of the author and it is generally
understood there is a rift in the lute of
friendship between he and the producer.
Mr. Mack expected to stage his own
play^and the fact that Mr. Woods dicf
not call on him to perform that service
was an early indication that all was not
well between writer and manager.

MOLLY McINTYRE OPENS.
Toronto, Aug. 30.
Molly Mclntyre made her debut here
at the Grand Opera House on Monday
night in "Silent Sue," under the management of F. C. Whitney. The piece
is a three-act comedy drama from the
pen of Eugenie Magnus. She is supported by an English company.

Among

the towns where his attracopened were Waterbury, Hackensack,
Elizabeth,
Wilmington and
Chester.
In not one of these was he
able, lie claims, to secure a bed, even
on a billiard table, at any price. Mr.
tions

Hill attributes this condition to the
country's prosperity and his contention
is

backed up by

ceipts,

all

of

his

them

statements of re-

Man

"Old

big.

Hill" doesn't kid himself very often.

PREPARING HELD REVUE.
The Anna Held Revue, which

is

due

November, begins rehearsals within two weeks.
Harry B.
Smith and Jos. Herbert are doing the
book; Matt Woodward, the lyrics; and
Gus Edwards and Helen Trix are writ-

at the

Casino

in

ing the music.

"Very Good, Eddie," now at the Cacontinues a good draw, and its
producers have no date set for with-

sino,

Should "Eddie" continue to
do business, it will probably be moved
to another theatre when the Held show

drawal.

is

ready.

TO REVIVE "THE ELOPERS."
Chicago, Aug. 30.
Frederick Hercndccn, whose musical
comedy, "Yvctte," made a one-night
stand out of New York, is here and
about to revive "The Elopers," a musical offering that he staged several
years ago. Herbert Corthell and Lillian Herelein are to be featured with

the show.

FOLLIES RECORD.
The

"Follies,"

which

takes

to

the

road two weeks from Monday, will
probably not have William Rock and
Frances White in the cast. It is said
because of Miss White's popularity on
the roof, Mr. Ziegfcld asked the pair to
remain for the new "Frolic." The
"Follies" have been at the New Amsterdam for fourteen weeks, a new record for the New York run.
Last
year's season was thirteen weeks.
It is

to

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, Aug.

30.

The legits are doing business. This
takes them all in. With a drop ii^the
mercury the box office returns went
skylarking at all the legitimate houses.
Inasmuch as the regular season isn't
considered started until Labor Day, the
shows now

in full blast are mighty glad
they didn't wait until Labor Day to get

started.

"The Cohan Revue 1916," now at the
Cohan Grand, is sure to stay until long
Business is at
after the snow flies.
the capacity mark and indications point
to an unusually profitable run for weeks
indefinite.

The

critics

praised

MOROSCO PLAY CORT
"Up

SEPT.

25.

and Down," with "a typicast," is due to open at
the Cort theatre on Sept. 25. The play
was tried out in Los Angeles early this
year and was pronounced a hit by the
west coast critics.
Another play that is due in New
York shortly is "Mr. Lazarus," with
Henry E. Dixie, which is to come into
the Shubert theatre.
cal

Stairs

Morosco

the

revue to the skies and with the folks
talking about the show on the street
the receipts are sure to stay at the high

Broadhurst Piece Follows Powers.
"Rich Man, Poor Man" by George
Broadhurst is scheduled to go into the

water mark.
"Fair and Warmer"

48th

turning the
profit trick at the Cort, where the top
is $2 instead of the former price of
is

following Jimmie
"Somebody's Luggage" at
that house. The opening date will be
theatre,

St.

Powers

in

about Oct.

1.

RUSH PRODUCING "WAKE

DILLINGHAM WANTS TATE.
London, Aug. 30.
Charles Dillingham has been burning up the cables between the States
and London baiting his wires with
tempting offers to Harry Tate, the
comedian, to make an American appearance.

The

net outlook

is,

Ed Rush

Carle.

"GO TO IT" FOR PRINCESS.

that Tate

GETTING GLASS PIECE READY.
William A. Brady has made plans to
place a now comedy by Montague Glass
and Jules Eckert Goodman into rehearsal some time next month. The
piece is as yet unnamed, but is said to
be of the "Potash and Pcrlmuttcr"
order although the two principal charactors will not bear these names.
Don't

to ret VARIETY of Sept. 22.
WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK
W. R. A. U. A A. A.

fall

JAMES

International President.

A.

to

T

however,

is under contract to Albert
dc Courville and will remain here under that management.

UP."

do another new play
as soon as his "When the Rooster
Crows" starts out. It will be called
"Wake l j>" and is a German adaptation, having been revised by Richard
is

"Go

and Josephine
open at Buffalo on Sept. 12.
remains out for three weeks and
to Tt," the Cross

piece, will
It

comes

into the Princess.

Nancy Boyer's Company Openi.
Newark, O., Aug. 30.
from Lonesome
Town" opened here on Aug. 22 with
\ancy Boyer as the star
The piece
was written by (lenree M. Rosener,
who is associated with George J.
Wetzel in th«* management. The company started on a tour of the Inter-

"The

national

Little

l.ady

Circuit

this

week.

»

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK (SEPTEMBER 4)

BILLS

In Vaudeville Theatres
houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orphcum Circuit. Theatres with "S ('" and "A BC" following name (usually "Empress") are on
the Sullivan-Considinc- Affiliated Booking Company Circuit.
Agencies hooking the houses are noted hy single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
r
Circuit -"U. B. O.." United Booking Offices— 'W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Association (Chicago)- "M," Pantages Circuit— "Lotw," Marcus Loew Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit
(booking through YV. V. M. A.). "Sun," Sun Circuit— "M," Tames C. Matthews (Chicago).
VARIETY'S Bills Next Week are as reliable as it is possible to be at the time gathered. Most
are taken off the books of the various agencies Wednesday of the current week published.
(All

New

Maybew A Taylor
Eddie Leonard Co

Henry llorton Co
Johu F O Malley
Hector's Dogs
(One to till)

"4 Husbands"
Mabel Russell

The Lowrys

York.

PALACE

(orph)

Weston
Don Fong Gue A

Willie

Guud.seliiuidts

2d half

Wood Co
Haw Cray A Granville
Smith A Kaufman
Juliet

& Hughes

Adelaide

ROYAL

(ubo)

Whltu & Cavauaugu
Jack Kennedy Co
Dcprec A Dcpreo
Crcightons

Uulinont

Ac

Wentwortb \esla A T

PROCTOR'S 125T11
Raymond Wilbert
Allen

Ac

Grace St Clair Co
Shuyuu At Loruey Sla
Mubotiuy Bros At D
U llurvards

2d half
Asukl Co
Muiuford

Thompson

Ai

flub
lhider A Packer
Amerkau Couiedy 4
\> ii.i.

an

>

llorlous

4

PRO OR

o obTII

i

Asukl Co

Mumford A Thompson
M Courtney Co
Kilkenny 4
•Married Ladles Club
(un to Ull)
4 llortona

2d bull

Maxlmllliaub Dogs
Armstrong Ac Strauss
Grace St Clair Co
Noodles Fugen
Moore Gardner A R
liert Wheeler Co

AMERICAN

(loew)

Lexcy at O'Connor
Kiugbbury At Munson

M

Albright At
Rauibdell Duo

Mack

Corcoran A Mack
'« Peaches At Pair"
Senator Murphy
(Une. to

to

Gray A Granville
Cordon Eldred Co
It'ddington A Grant

(Three to till)
2d half

Arno A Stlckney
Leonard A Wlllard
Ford & Leslie
Andrew Kelly
"fl Peaches A Pair"
Mint A Wertx
(Two to fill)

ORPHEUM
J Johns

Morgan A Stewart
Old Soldier Fiddlers
Belle Oliver

Nelson
to

2d hadf
Lexey A O'Connor
Haddington A Grant
Bessie Leonard

Miss Hamlet
Kubanoff
Ramsdell Duo

(Two

to

BRIGHTON

Curry

Harry Fern Co
Halllgan A Sykes
Sophie Tucker Co
Chuck Sale

(ubo)
Clark

Howard A
Isabelle D'Armond Co

Caron

Morgan

Ponzlllo Sisters

Stewart

At

Old Soldier Fiddlers
N» Hie Mouahau
Ethel Mae Hall Co

Armstrong

(Two

to

(loew)

Cockatoos

The Lowrys
Tracey Ac Vincent
Robt O'Connor Co
Smith A Kaufman
J At D Gleason
2d half
Murphy Ac Barry

Chas Reilly
Gordon Eldred Co

Brown Comedy

4

Orange Packers

AV

(loew)
Murphy A Barry
Bogart Ai Nichols
7T11

Clark A Verdi
J

C Nugent Co

Laurie A Bronson

D'Amour

Follies

Musical Johnstons
Booth A Lcander

1111)

LINCOLN
Obersoue's

BIJOU (loew)
Warner & Corbett
5 Lyceum Girls
Wra Ebs Co
"Honor the Mayor"
Brown Comedy 4
Bessie Leonard

(One to

(Cue

At

Co

to

fill)

"What Molly Knew"
Adonis A Dog

DEKALB (loew)
Morlarty Sisters

(One

I^ouise
Juliet

to

till)

half

_'d

Mayo
Wood Co

Rogers & Wood
Bunco A Woods
Kamcrer & llowland
Honor the Mayor"

Geo Armstrong
Helen Smith Co

Senator Muriihy
J At H Gleason

Tojettl

BOULEVARD

(loc-w)

Lew IlofTman
LaVelle
"Between Trains"
Dolan & Frazer
LnVi'lle

At

(One

to

fill)

2d half
Bogurt A Nichols
Fred C Hagan Co
Fields A Halllday
r
, >

Lyceum

(One

to

)

(loewj

Ornnge Packers
Kunn-riT Ai llowland
Louise Kent Co

Tom Mahunev
to

fill)

•Jd

Aerial

Belmonts
viii lid-;

«

Ward & Wilson
Louise Mmvo
O'Malli-y

ll.irnld

(One

to

Sclman Co
(111)

NATIONAL

(loew)

rmott A Wallace
Fields A Halllday

Mi'I).

2d half
Lew HolTman
Thornton A Corlew
Helen Smith Co
.las J Johns
Novelty 4
(loew)

Boners A

Wood

Phllhrlek

A DeVoo

The Reynolds
Ward A Ixmg

half

Tin- K<

.lohn

& Caron

Novelty 4

tOno

to

fill)

2d half

Obersones Cockatoos
McDermott A/ Wallace
Trari-y * Vincent
Oelmore A Moore

Tom Mnhoney

Evelyn A Dolly

T.

If.

PROCTOR'S

4

'Devil Servant

A

Fletcher

Conn.

POLLS (ubo)
Purdella Paterson
Roberts

'Woman"
O Harris A Morey
Bounding Gordons
2d half
Four Maxims

M"

Stewart
(abc)

Apollo Trio
Anita Osgood

Dunlay A Merrill
Klnkald Kilties
Atlanta
(ubo)

Josle O'Meers

DeLeon A Davis
Una Clavton Co
Wilson A McNnlly
Vanderbllt A Moore
Honey Boy Minstrels
n Romans
City. N J
(ubo)

KL.TH'S

Maud Yam

Princeton Five
2d half

Hadley

Hippodrome Four
Artronz A Adele
"Peter A His Pals"

(Inter)

1st half

Calvary

PANTAGES (m)
Renee Family
Ward A Fayc
Darrell A Conway
Herbert Lloyd
Chlnko
Minnie Kaufman
Cedar Rapids
MAJESTIC (wva)

(loew)

W llllnms

Co

r

A Guhl

(One to fill)
ntranlc^haan, Ala.

COLONIAL

to

fill)

Florette

Vnl A Ernie Stanton
Williams A Segal
Clnra Howard

2d half
Adelaide Boothby Co
Heron A Arnsman
Bert Earl
Sylvester A Vance

Kramers

PALACE

(orph)

All)

2d half
Anita O^enod
At. olio Trio
(Three to fill)

LYRTC (ubo)
(Nashville Snllt)
1st half

Bert Hanlon
McRne A Clegg

KEDZJE

wva
A Mabel Hart

I,oroy

Misses Nelson
"Case for Sherlock"
2d half
Marie Russell
Evans Lloyd Co
Bobby A Nelson
Ernest Evans Co

Ronton
KEITH'S (ubo)
Antrim A Vale
Moore A Haager
3

I^elchtons

Kvn Taylor Co

(Two

to

Men

fill)

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Pa rise Duo
Dolce Sisters
Dena Cooner Co
Owen A Campbell
•Around the World"
Arthur Henry
(One to fill)"
2d half

Vnlnvn A Prirll NTnts
Archie Nicholson 3
Lnnihfrt A FrroWlcks
•T,.|,.p^ono Tnnclc"
Sfnpo A Clonr
^nrettl A Antoinette
iHiip to

fill)

(wva)

Lavlne A Inman
La Count
Evans Lloyd Co
Bobby A Nelson
2d half
Wilton Sisters
Rnval Gascolirnes
(Three to All)
WILSON (wva}
Marie Russell
Clayton A Lcnnle
(Three to fill)
2d half
MIsseB Nelson
Bessie

Nan Halperln

Cronln's Merry

WINDSOR

TEMPLE

Klutlntr's Novelty
(Three to fill)

Barry McCormlck Co
Wr nrren A Con ley
Five Kltamurs
Hoboken. N. J.
(loew)
1st half

(ubo)

ORPHEUM

(m)

Burke A Brod< rl< k
Chas De Land Co
Imocene Comer
Pereira Sextet

A

F Bunoe A Doods
Jaek Pvmonds
Three to fill)

MILES

Nolan A Nolan
v A Klunker

Howard A White
Betty Bond
Albertlna Rasch

On lire A Nlckerson
Hoev A Bellow
Mltrhell A Mitchell

fill)

Johnatovrn, Pa.

Dnlnth

MAJESTIC

ORPHEUM
Chip A Marble
Orth A Doolev
Alex Mr Fay den
Plerlot A Prhoflidd
riulre Vincent Co
S'bnrman A Uttry
N(»derveld*s Baboons

GRAND

(abc)

Mnntro«e A Allen

Lillian

Harmony Four
to

APOLLO

(nbc)

(wva)

(ubo)

(Sheridan

Sh Pittsburgh Split)
1st half

Blanche Sloan
Cook A Rothert
M Samuels Co
Grant Gardner
"At the Club"

Knnnnn City

Musical Story

ORPHEUM

Mimic Four
Falrmnn A Furman

Kn-!off's

Plcknrd Seals

"Cranherrles"

Pullet

Ihnnnfl
f.'iitli
Tludd
H- v, ..»tlev

HOTEL CECIL
15« St. Nlch.

Ave.

Low

Rates. Transients Taken.

A Willing

Beeman A Anderson
Bonlta A Hearn

The Rials

Oakland

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Duffy A Lorenz
Cooper A Smith
Du For Boys

A A Paradofskl

PANTAGES
N Brown

(m)

Geo

Midnight Follies"
Sllber A North
4 Staley Sisters

Wm

De Hollls Co

Alexandria

Ogden. Utah

PANTAGES (m)
Mable Harper Co
Storm A Marston
Rose A Ellis
Davis A Davis

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Kitamuras Japs
Homer Miles Co
Leipzig

E Burrows Fontaine
Claire Rochester

The Brlghtons

Lockett A Waldron
"Forty Winks"

Minneapolis

ORPHEUM

Bernnrd A Scnrth
JVW.,1 T, » Torr.no
Raymond Bain Co
Frank Carmen
GRAND (wva)
Australian Waltes
Marlon A Wlllard
Jaek Polk
Stcrllne Highlanders

UNIOUE

(abc)

Frecol Co
op
Th«»
T

Kerr A Berks

La Argentina
Kenny and Hollls
Melsterslngers
Bales
Dooley

Booth A Leander
Plttaftmrffh

h^SM

1

"'

Eddie Bodger

Mardo A Hunter
Fox A Ward
Lesslg Co

E

Willy Zimmerman
Neal Segal A F
Flying Kellers
DAVIS (ubo)

Burley A Burley

Ln Mont A (71r1l«»
"Tm Dnrk Knlchts"

Elsa

PRINCESS

(ubo)
Split)

1st half

Joe Towle

Swan A Swan
De Bone Sisters
Stelndels

Newark
(loew)

Tvro Trio
Monre A Gardner

Andrew Kelly
Miss Hamlet
Nellie Monahnn
Daniels A Conrad
2d half
Jewett A Rose

Svmonds

LaVelle A LaVelle
oulsp Kent Co
f'nreomn A Mack
T

TT^cter's Dosrs

Nfw ff«Te?i. Conn.
POLT'S (ubo)
Four Maxima
Onkland Sisters
Albert White Co
Alexander A Scott
Great Leon Co
2d half

Ryan Co

SHERIDAN SQ

split)
1st hair

W

T
S Harvey
Yalto Duo
Hallen A Fuller

Rolnnd Weaves Co
(One to fill)
Portland, Ore.

PANTAGES

Ma ley A Woods
Leonard Anderson Co
Woolfolk's My Horse
Providence, R. I.

EMERY

(loew)

Dorothy Sothern 3
Valaya A Brazil Nuts
Billy McDermott
Sorettl A Antoinette
(One to All)

2d half

Brown A Jackson
Don Mullaly Co
"Around the World"
(Three to

fill)

Rending. Pa.

MAJESTIC

Crawford's Girls

(Ono

2d half
Onston Palmer
Crnwfnrd Girls

"Woman"
G Harris A Morey

(ubo)

The Schmettnns
Walter Milton Co
Ed Dowlln*

Western A Clare

Bounding Gordons

(ra)

Von Cello
Alice Hamilton

The Olds
Roberts

(ubo)

(Johnstown

tn'flll)

(Blrmlneham

Jrw-k

(ubo)

Carlisle A Romer
Jas J Corbett

2d half
Joe Kenncdv

.T

KEITH'S

Frank Le Dent

Kerr A Weston

A Bennett
De Bares

'Twn

Amoros Tr
Philadelphia

r

Herbert's Dogs

Snm Rowley

Donald

T

"Fashion Aflame"
Adair A Adelphla
Thos Swift Co
Felix Adler

W erner

MAJESTIC

Jnnenvllle, Wis.

(ubo)

Split)
1st half

Marvland Singers
Ralph Connors
Demarest A Collette
F A \ Affaires
Bert Levy
(Onen Sun Mat)
"Bride Shop"
Ernest Bnll

Webb A Burns
Great Lutz

ACADEMY

Andv Rice

Nn«hvlll^. Tenn.

Gn

Phillips

Carroll Kcntlnc; A Fay

(Three

Mllwnakee
MAJESTIC (orph)
Sarah Padden Co
McKay A Ardlne

Hounton
MAJESTIC (Inter)

Primrose Minstrels

Kaufman A

"Vacuum Cleaners"
Rice Elmer A Tom

•

Young A Brown

Melville

Girls

Lester Trio

LYRIC

Harry B Lester
Fnnton's Athletlc's
De Pace Opera Co

W

Ward

Paul Le Van A Dobbs
2d half
Gold A Seal
Oakland Slaters

Hi-nrb-tta <"rnss:nan

i

(

Moon

In

Cycling Brunettes

Fay A E
"Mayor A Manicure"
Klein Bros
Prince Charles

Girl

Wood A Wyde

Snvona Co
Elklns

"Consul" A "Betty"
Lydla Bnrrv
Stetfner A Bentz

Marrow Co

Will
Doris

Ward Bros

Doyle A Dixon

Nonette
Pa Be Hack A Mack

Wm

fill)

Detroit

Morgan Dancers
Jack Wilson Co
Harry Green Co
Pllcer A Douglas

Claude Saner

Den Moines
ORPHEUM
(Onm Sun Mat)

Chicago

(nbc)

The Gregorys
Klnir A Friend

Morgan

to

Dlannp D'Aubrey
Jan Ruhlnl
Milton A DeLong Sis
Vntn1l-» A Ferrari

Maud Lambert

Hartford. Conn.
POLT'S (ubo)
Queenle Dunedln

Rockwell A Wood
Mnrtlnctt! A Svlvestcr
Sablna A Bronner

5 Nowatts

3

Mme Jomelll
Great Lester

ORPHEUM

(One

Mem phi*

A Butte

PANTAGES (m)
Three Bnrtos
Crawford A Broderlck
N Nestor A Sweth'ts

Canines

Warner A Corbett
Wm Ebs Co
Ward A Long
Norfolk, Va.

(7-0)

P Nellson Terry

(4-r>)

S Kello<*"

LOEW.

A Snee
Fred C Hagan Co
Lew Cooper
2d half

Al Golem Troupe
Brown Fletcher 3

ORPHEUM

Girls
heeler

(Anaconda

Rochelle, N. Y.

T>argay

Shop"

Norvelles
Parish A Peru

A Lassies
Great Folia, Mont.

J Moore

JAB

W

r

Msu.

"Girl In Gown
Al Herman

playing

7-11)

(One

Chattanooga
MAJESTIC (ubo)

Lowell.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Barnou's Ponies
Blllsbury A Robinson
Douglass Hunt Co

Scotch Lads

Denver

Izetta

Layart A Dale

Dainty Marie
ftrand Raalda. Mich.
RAMONA PK (ubo)
Gu7manl 3
Mildred Richardson
Marie A Billy Hart
Stuart Barnes

L A M Hunting
E

Will Morris
Davelt A Duvall

B Howell Co
Monteom^ry A Perry

2d half

Calbert
Nicholson

Rospner
A Panlo

(Three to

N A S Kelloge;
Grace Hazard

Alex Carr Co
G Aldo Randegcer

Alberto

Mnms

(wva)

PANTAGES (m)
"The Elopers"
Dickinson A Deagon

F1v»>

Co

111.

Thos P Jackson Co

Smith A West
Lawlor A Dnuehters
Lllllnn Dohertv
Lottie

111.

Leo Zarrell 3

(Inter)

Antonio 6-9)

Yates A

(wva)
Lua A Analeka
Hone Vernon
T
Conn A Corrlne
Skipper Kennedy A R
Royal Onscolencs

Manton
Gulnan

(ubo^

Those

fill)

Merrlam's

Brown A Spencer
McTntvre A Heath

HIP

ORPHEUM

to

Deeatnr.

J Cullen
Kervllle Family

Spencer A Williams

bill

International Girl

New

"Petticoats"

la Palarlca
Smith A Farmer

la.

(wva)

EMPRESS

Jas

"Never Again"
Arthur Geary
(One to All)

Stin

Perraalne

(Two

Boudlnl Bros

Harry Holman Co
Sylvia Loyal Co

(Inter)
(3-4)

Bevan A Flint

A Scott
Benny A Woods

All)

GRAND

2d half

2d half
Lavlne A Inman

ORPHEUM

Nora Bayes

2d half
Pnrlse Duo
Dolce Sisters

Lamb's Manikins
Mullen A Rogers
Harry Clarke
Llehtner Sis A Alex
Lillian Klngsburg
Odlva
(One to fill)
Galventon. Tex.

Arthur Deagon
Smith A Austin
Ben see A Balrd
Emerson A Baldwin
Spencer A Wager

Loa Aaajnlca

Fort Worth

"What Hnnned Ruth"

fill)

to

New Orleaaa
ORPHEUM
Bankoff A Girlie Co

(Richmond

Lew Madden Co

(Same

Davenport.

COLUMBIA

Hickman Bros Co
Cantwell A Walker

Archie Nicholson 3

MAJESTIC

Cummins A Seahan

fill)

Mercedes

Stone A Kallsz
Al Shayne
Breen Family

2d half
<"avanna Duo
Cnltes Bros

Frisco

W

Co
McShayne A Ilathaw'y

Elsie Williams

N A

MARYLAND

Plplfax

to

(Inter)

Carmen Minstrels
Earl A Edwards
"Edge of the Wo*id"

Baltimore

Geo

MAJESTIC

Klutlng's Novelty

Champaign,

rMntwell A Walker
OnllctPs Monkeys

Harris A
Gibson A
Marearet
Norton A

MILES (m)

to

Meehan A Pond
Don Mullalv Co
Brown A Jackson
(One

"Everybody"
HufTord A Chain

John T Doyle Co
Baby Helen

Chas Olcott

Snxo Sextet

Hickman Bros Co
Mario Fitzglbbons
Mercedes

(ubo)

Nlblo's Birds
I^»w Wells

Rlssett

Macks

Aerial

Cleveland

Four Roses
Silver A Duval

(Two

2d half
Aerial Macks
Saxo Sextet

(loew)

Bl.TOU

(Inter)

BAB
Wheeler
Bert Fitzglbbons

Msu.

Fall River,

Winston's Seals

Empire Comedy 4
at Ocean Ben"
Dallas

MAJESTIC
The Larneds

Stamm

Orvllle

Princeton Five

2d half
Ellis A Bordlnl
Donovan A Lee
Albright A Rodolfl
Fay Coleys A Fay
Moon A Morris
McLallen A Carson
Wilfred Clarke Co
Little Rock. Ark.

(ubo)

(ubo)

Sam Mebabby Co
Hyland A Dale

1111)

Lincoln

McCarthy A Faye
Le Roy Lytton Co
Comfort A King

Mob Hall

"Day

Sisters

H

to

ORPHEUM

Sylpblde Sisters
Maurice Burkhardt

Fascinating Flirts"

Jordan A Zeno
Norton A Noble
Rucker A Winifred
Great Howard

Western A Claire

(Two

MAJESTIC

COLONIAL

McVICKER'S (m)
Landry Bros
Cohen A Young
Barry A Wolford

HIP

(m)

"Nut Sundae"
Sherman Van A
Clifford A Mack
Brie. Pa.

Brooks A Lorella
Adele Jason

(Three

BIJOU

Anthony A Adels
Hippodrome Four
Warren A Conley
Five Kltamurs
2d una
Paul Levan A Dobbs
Claud Saner

R a poll
The Gregorys
King A Friend

•

Mori Bros
Valentine Vox

Chas Howard Co
Taul Klelst Co

Stroud Trio

K

fill)

PANTAGES

Lorraine A Dunn
(Three to fill)
AMERICAN (wva)

(abc)

2d hair

Edmonton, Can.

Brooks A Lorella

(ubo

Windsor McKay
Harry Be res ford Co
Rav Samuels
Bros

(Three to

Dewltt Youn? A Sis

Connelly Sisters

Anstln

fill)

2d half

Walters A Walters
radets De Gascolgne

Nip A Tuck
F A L Bruca
Chas L I letcher
Mosconl Bros

Belleclalr

to

GRAND

Anderson Sisters
Gordon A Wallv

Co

Geo Leonard
Ed. Dowllng

Lamont Cowboys

White Co
Alexander A Scott
Great Leon Co

PLAZA

Hoyt's Minstrels
2d half

Fiddler A Shelton

Eddie Janls

The Olds

Atlanta

PIEDMONT

Dorothy Sothern 3

Albert

A

Gordon A Gordon
Dave Roth
Woolf A Stewart
Kuter Hughes A

Arno A Virginia
"On the Veranda"
(One

Knoxvllle, Tcasu

2d half
Edna Dreeon
Godfrey A Henderson
E^iaton. Fa.
APLEO H (ubo)

W

"0 Little Wives"

Dona*

A Opp

Barrett

Lewis A Felber

(wva)

2d half

Meehan A Pond
Owen A Campbell
Dena Cooper Co
Billy McDermott
Bridgeport,

Charles

Wayne A Dwlght
Chas Rogers Co
Dorothy Brenner
Anthony A Mack
Mausdanla Co
2d half
Reno
Hess A Hyde

DeVoe

Robert O'Connor Co
Tyro Trio
(One to nil)

FULTON

Fvelyn & Dolly

(Two

2d half
A Bennett

Philbrick A
Belle Oliver

Bell

Girls

fill

GREELEY

Chinese Entertainer

PALACE (loew)
Jewott & Rose
Arno Ai Stlrkney
Leonard A Wlllard
Marie Russell

W

fill)

Alhaa?,

fill)

2d half
Ho! Jen A Graham
Sidney A Towulcy
"What Molly Knew"
Marie Russell
Daniels & Conrad

Ada

Dave Thursby

(One to

Clalrmont Cros
(One to fill)

BUSHWICK

Graham

At

At

(ubo)

3 Bobs
Etbel Hopkins
Leo Beer*

to nil)

2d half

Henry Frey
Whirl of Song A D

Atlantic

fill)

Brighton Beach

"Never Again"
Stone A Clear
"Telephone Tangle"

Louis Anker Co

FORSYTHE

fill)

ST JAMES (loew)
Lambert A Fredericks

(One

2d half

(loew)

Curry A Graham
LaToy Bros

(One

Winchester A Claire
"The Pardon"
Anthony A Mack
(One to All)

(loew)

Holdon A Graham

.Tas

(loew)

fill

Drooklya

till)

2d half

(Jeo

me

DKLANCEY

DeluionlS

Aerial

Uell

<

<

Kubanoff

Sboen A Maync

Jciiks

Chinese Entertainers

WARWICK

AVENUE

Novel Bros
White Mullaly A
(Three to All)
2d hair
Leo A Mae Jackson
Clayton A Lcnnle
(Three to fill)
LINCOLN (wva)

to

fill)

O'Rourke A Ollden

(Two

to

fill)

(Continued on page 25.)
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STRIKE WORRIES MANAGERS.

OBITUARY.

SUPERS CALL MASS MEETING

James

AND ARRANGE FOR A CHARTER
Will Be Offshoot of White Rats and Affiliate With A. F. of L.
Committee To Be Appointed to Confer With Film

Manufacturers and Try to Book Direct.

Lowry, of the burlesque

J.

producing firm of Butler, Jacobs, Moynahan & Lowry, died at the Brooklyn
Hospital Saturday, August 26.
Although Mr. Lowry had been ill for some
time and an operation for cancer had
been decided upon, heart failure was
the immediate cause of death. Funeral
services were held at the Lowry home

Richmond Hill, Long Island, at four
Sunday afternoon, 27, and interment was made in the Lutheran Cemetery at noon Monday.
Both services
in

Through
treatment
for

the agitation caused by the

employed

people

extra

of

motion picture work

of agents or contractors,

at the

Hugh

hands

Frayne,

general organizer of the A. F. of

and

L.,

Mountford of the White

Harry

Rats, have held

several

with

the

leaders

of

conferences

extras

and

ar-

ranged for the granting of a charter to

an organization, which

formed and
tion

Extra

Picture

tion of Greater

tentatively

is

known

will be

People's

New

Associa-

York, Local

White Rats Actors Union

The following were

Mo-

as the

30,

of America.

elected temporary

officers:
president;
Stern,
Jack
J.
Snyder,
vice
Fred Von
president;
Stange, secretary;
Allen Law, treas-

urer.

These people will hold office until
tonight (Friday), when a general mass
meeting will be held in Bryant Hall
and permanent officers will be elected.
Those who will address the meeting
are Frayne, Mountford, Lewis J. Selznick and other prominent film manufacturers.

During the past week things were

in

a chaotic state about the offices of the

agents
and contractors,
who are
greatly perturbed over the steps the
supers desire to take. Word was con-

veyed to them from these offices that
any of them that joined the organization need expect no work through the
offices.

A

representative

Sheer was
building

in

all

front

week

of

William

of

the

telling

A.

Lcavitt

the supers

there was no possibility of an organ-

and that they should keep away
from the union agitators or they
would be blacklisted.

ization

Last
Little

Friday a

woman

Bearo of 87 Van

Dam

known
street

as

was

about 46th street engaging extras to
play Indian "characters" in a Fox picture at Fort Lcc. She did this without

any authorization or sanction from the
Fox concern and as a result she had

more than

100

people at the

street ferry that morning.

130th

Word was

conveyed to the Fox offices and a representative was sent up and after explaining to the supers that no commission had been given the woman to
hire them, reimbursed them for their
carfares.
This woman when engaging
the people told them she would pay
$2.50 a day and when they completed
work on this picture would take them
to the coast for six months and pay
them $4 a day and expenses.
The Fox concern is one of the few
producers which hires its people direct
instead of through
contractors
and
consequently was
very
much upset
when it heard of the transaction. It

was learned

who

is

that a

man named

Parker,

said to be a super captain for

a

contractor,

assisted

the

woman

o'clock,
in

her work.

Endeavors have been made on the
part of the supers to find
legal
the
status of the agents and contractors
and to ascertain these facts they called
on Commissioner of Licenses George
H. Bell. He informed them there was
no provision for these people in the
city charter as far as his department
was concerned and therefore would be
powerless to assist them.
The majority of the manufacturers
seem to be in accord with the movement and William A. Brady, of the
World Film Corp., J. S. Blackton, of
Vitagraph, Lewis J. Selznick, W. L.
Sherrill,
Frohman Film Corp., informed Stern, who represented the

were largely attended and there were

many

beautiful floral offerings,

both as performer and as manager, but
in recent years he was associated with
the

Columbia and the American

direct, and though they may accept
them they would have to obtain their
employment from the agencies. Just
such an incident happened a week ago
when word was conveyed from the
Rolfe studio that
twenty men were
wanted for a retake of a scene. The

men

applied to the director and he informed them they could work, providing that they accepted the employ-

cir-

cuits.

Alphonse Althoff, a German artist,
was found dead in his dressing room at
the

Bedford

Brooklyn,

theatre,

Thursday shortly

last

after playing his first

In

memory

of

baby vivienne
(irving Mcdonald)
lt-months-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jlmmto McDonald
(Loola Kenny)

who

died

August

28, lflf

performance with a new musical single.
AlthofTs family were without funds and
the funeral arrangements were looked
after by Willy Zimmerman and Eddie
De Noyer.

James McLaughlin, who for years
was special officer at Shea's theatre.
Toronto, died suddenly from heart

ment through Ben Weiss, an agent, who
was providing the supers for all their

IN

hired through Weiss, the reason being

trouble Aug. 27.
For the past two
years McLaughlin managed a picture
house in Toronto.

found getting the people in
this way saved them a great deal of
trouble at the studio and at the same
time they
were able to get better
types of character through the agency
than if they hired direct.
Mr. Rolfe
further stated that if any people had
complaints against treatment by Weiss
lie would
be glad to have them call
upon him. As to the fee that Weiss is
said to have exacted from the people,
Mr. Rolfe stated that he understood
that the agent was getting fifty cents
on each $2.50 super, and believes that
he is entitled to that amount.
After the formal organization tonight committees will be appointed to
meet with the various producers and
devise a

with

the

Who

died

FROM

August Mth, IMS
HIS FRIENDS

porary officers will be obtained for the
booking of the supers. A matter that
will be taken up will be that provision
to be made by the producers for people

Alex. Higinbotham, master of stage
mechanics at the Metropolitan O. H.,
was drowned last week while bathing
off of Fort
Slocum in Long Island
Sound.

William M. Marshall, a picture operator of Buffalo, was drowned Aug. 24
while

swimming

He was

Woodlawn, N. Y.

at

George W. Milliard, manager of the
Collingwood O. H., I'oughkcepsie, died
last

week.

FILM CO. WANTS WARFIELD.
The Frohman Amusement Corporation recently offered David Warficld
one hundred thousand dollars to play
in "The Music Master."
Philip Klein,

son of Charles

At a meeting held at the White Rats
Tuesday it was unanimously decided

also

ner possible.

man-

in time.

However,

it is certain that passenger
not cease altogether in spite
of the brotherhood's orders becoming
effective.
This can be seen from tin
fact that not all railroaders are members of the brotherhoods and that the
older employees who will soon be
eligible to pension will hardly walk out
with the others. In addition, each road
has a goodly number on the reserve list
and these men will be called back to
service.
George Flatow, in the publicity department of the Pennsylvania
road, explained that there were 5,000
men eligible for pension now on the
road and that an additional 5,000 were
already pensioned off. This road has
already paid out $13,000,000 in pensions.
Mr. Lindsay was also certain that the

sympathy with the strike movement.
Both claimed their roads would attempt to run according to schedule, but
neither was sure that service would not
be impaired.
Transportation of shows by motor
lorries is being figured on now for
jumps to nearby stands and vaudeville

managers

in

New England

are investi-

Klein,

communicated

t

lie

with.

author, was
As yet noth-

ing tangible has resulted. Mr. Sherrill,
head of the Frohman Company, however,

is

jumps

via trolley.

News

of preparations to forestall the

brotherhood are

filtering

in

from

all

sections of the country.
In St. Louis
vaudeville managers are anticipating
the strike by prevailing upon acts to
stay in the city next week and in quite
a

few instances acts have been held

over.

20 years of age.

injured while working in a picture.

to help the organization in every

complished

gating the possibility of acts making

means

of transacting business
organization direct, as tem-

K

in

Jaul Armstrong

he

Legitimate managers will not immediately feel the effect of the projected strike, as heavily as the vaudeville and burlesque group, because comparatively few shows have gone out.
The Shuberts are sending "The Blue
Paradise" to Chicago today (Friday)
to ensure the opening of the run on
Monday. The show was not scheduled to leave until Saturday. " A Pair
of Silk Stockings" also got away today
for Toronto.
All other companies will
be held here pending a settlement
Cohan and Harris have nothing leaving
the city immediately. Neither has
& E, but they have a number of shows
scattered throughout the country due
to open Monday.
A. H. Woods has
"King, Queen, Jack" moving from Asbury Park to Buffalo, and "Potash and
Perlmutter in Society" opening at Atlantic City.
Both shifts should be ac-

Lehigh would run trains and believed
that but 20 per cent, of the men were

MEMORY OF

productions.
B. A. Rolfe, president of the Rolfe
Picture Corp., when seen by a Variety"
representative, stated that all of the
supers under the $5 a day scale were
that

possible.

traffic will

supers that they would be glad to
employ the men direct, as they were
paying a good price for all extras and
believed that it would do away with a
great evil in the industry.
It was learned
that
directors at
studios were powerless to hire supers

among

them an elaborate piece from the Columbia Amusement Company.
For"
many years Mr. Lowry had been active
in the affairs of the Empire Circuit,

(Continued from Page 3.)
second week show with
the performance changed as much as

stalled, give a

anticipating

hopefully.

Chicago, Aug. 30.
Theatrical agents here appear to be
unconcerned over the possibility of h
railroad strike and believe that passenger service will he unhampered. They
arc continuing routing for the W. V. M.
A., the

U. H. O. and Doyle theatres an
ease of a complete tie-up motor cars
will be pressed into service so that acts
can reach nearby towns.
I

in

Toronto, Aug.

30.

"A

Pair of Silk Stockings" will arrive
here ahead of time for Monday opening,

because of the threatened railroad

strike.

—
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Facts Versus Fiction
"v'!h»k fiii $\77i>. In iiik Mr'iiiiiii."
<if
the I'alacc Tluatre, New Y"ik,
Friday ni^ht, was sent to the N. V. A.—

The

tvipls

-The receipts wire about

"l-'ai-l."

God

$12(W.

the misnamed "good old days of old," it was
custom, after anyone had been convicted of
trVason, for the executioner, after having decapitatVJ the criminal, to seize the severed head by
the naSs^ ^and, hol ding it up to the awe-stricken
crowd, declare in a loud voice, "THUS PERISH

Fifteen Dollars' worth of tickets to make
$1776, su as to make a good showing.

up the
So

it

the

costs the I'alace Theatre $1200 and
agents $576 because the U. B. O.

formed

a

new Organization.

Notice that the amount of the check
from the American has not been publ'robably because Marcus Loew
does not know how to make it up to a
decent figure. He can't tax the agents.
It was a Very poor house at the American
lished,

in spite of the fact that in all the delicat-

essen stores of the neighborhood tickets
like these were given away:
'This ticket and 10c. will admit
you to the Bene tit of the National
Vagrants' Association."
Well, that

the finish of the Vagrants'
K. I. P.
it rest in peace.

is

Let

Association.

I was thinking of at. appropriate motto
for its tombstone and the best one I
could think of was "Here lic« the N. V. A."
But that is not much good, because anyone passing it would say, "That's nothing

— it always

A
I

1

did."

real conversation:

Agent— "I have booked you up
know the manager will 'gyp'
will make it all right."
Actor— "I would not play for

at

.

you, but
that

man

anything."
Agent— "That's all right. I know he will
'gyp' you; but you want $75 for the three
days, don't you?"
for

Actor-"Yes."

Agent— "Well, I'll make the contract out
Then the manager will cut you

for $100.

He
because he's out to cut acts.
thinks that shows he is a manager, and
then you will still be getting the $7b."
Actor— "I wouhi not give that manager
a chance for $750. I will not go." And he
didn't. Nice manager— nice agent.
$J5,

there was an affinity between
I knew
"Don't send your laundry out" and some
of the actors who are scabbing and blacklegging in Oklahoma City.
One actor called them to me, "The Dirty
Linen Brigade," anil en looking up the
records of these persons, I find that one
of them, whose name is listed in our file of
strike-breakers, stayed at the Club here
and ran away owing $1.75 for washing.

some of these people never
linen washed unless at the exsomebody else.

Evidently
their

get

pense

of

1'rrhaps
will

after

this

send us along the

The

Folly Theatre,

poiite

reminder, he

City, has

been turned from a vaudeville theatre into
a 5c. picture show.

How

managers

these

every moment

score

victories

!1

Cannot understand why the Vaudeville
ManaK'Ts' Protective As»>ociation doesn't
send down some of the Committee of the
N. V. A. instead of letting this poor

ager
iik

have

to

turn

his

theatre

man-

into

a

kelodeon.

But

if

the

Vagrants could only draw $1200

Palace Theatre, probably they would
not draw as much at the picture show.
at the

The name

of.tlie ilnatre

good description

mind and the

of the

r<

h rred to is a

managers' state of
meas-

price of admission —the

ure of his soul.

The White Rats had another strike in Chicago in
and one act made themselves notorious by re- ^

-1^
they
had apologized to this Organization and to the ~3
L
Profession, and had paid a big tine, when this Organization pardoned it.
X^L
<**~~
This is not five years ago, and yet the proprietor
of that act is now a hopeless paralytic cripple* begging on the streets for his living, while the woman
in the act is earning a precarious living.
If nothing more were needed to point this moral,
fusing to obey orders.
prevented this act

We

able Fate.
In the early part of 1907, the Variety Artistes'
Federation of England declared a strike against cer-

The
of the vaudeville theatres in London.
members responded to the call with alacrity and
courage, and it was impossible for the managers
tain

any vaudeville acts to appear upon their
fell back upon the unemployed in the
legitimate profession, each and every one of whom
at that time was carrying a sketch in his pocket,
anxious to obtain a footing upon "the halls."
One theatre, known as the Euston Music Hall, was
completely closed the first night, but the manage-

an

to obtain

They

to

all

no

avail.

On

ter

was

I

wrote these

the story of the

print

this

week's

article.

a strike-breaker in the

German

He had changed
it,

but,

on the

first

HE DROPPED DEAD.
WHILE ALL BLACKLEGS OR SCAMPS ARE
NOT PUNISHED IN THIS WAY, YET, IN MY
OPINION, THERE IS NO NAME TOO VILE, NO
EPITHET TOO DEGRADING, FOR THE MAN OR
WOMAN WHO WILL FIGHT AGAINST HIS OR
HER FELLOW-LABORERS BY AIDING MANAGERS TO CONTINUE A SYSTEM OF INJUSTICE, FRAUD AND TYRANNY.
1 could, if space would permit, give many more
instances to prove that treason and treachery never
pay, but surely these are enough.
The Actors' Organizations had nothing whatever

to

do with the deaths of these men, but

seem as

if

some strange

fatality follows

it

does

them

in

life.

Ridicule,

Scorn, Contempt and Disgust is their
minds of managers, agents and their

in the

fellow actors.

Poverty and Disgrace

is

their living portion.

MURftER, MYSTERIOUS, DOGS THEIR FOOT-

cutioner.

obliged to leave the country, pnd

tell

day he again appeared,

reward

One was

will

Actors' strike some years ago.
his name, very few people knew

DR. CRIPPEN.
Belle Elmore was murdered by Crippen, and Crippen was afterwards hanged by the Public Exe-

an outcast for years.

in

STAGE.
This man was

WAS

HAPPENED TO THE MEN WHO DID WORK?

of last week,
I

ance, AND AT THE CONCLUSION OF HIS PERFORMANCE HE DROPPED DEAD ON THE

after

WHAT

will

Great Britain." This matThursday morning, so that it is
seeu that my mind had been already decided

THE LEADING LADY
WAS BELLE ELMORE, and THE MANAGER

theatre to vaudeville theatre to try to fill the places
of the striking acts.
Three years passed, and one day, in a suburb
near London, the proprietor of this act was loading his elephants into a box car, when one of his
elephants leaned up against him as he was passing
a stone wjall, and crushed him to death.
In 1901/thc Wliitc Rats Actors' Union of America
went on strike, and one or two actors tried to help
the managers by working.. It was useless labor,
for the White Rats won the strike— BUT

Thursday

last

Now, on Thursday night, a man who had not
worked for many years was makuig.Jtns re-appear-

article,

Another act which black legged and scabbed
England ivas a troupe of performing elephants,
which their manager marched from vaudeville

"Next week

:

was

easily

manager and
upon the stage, and

in

Wednesday

the

on the subject of

Whether this sketch appeared again or not, I do
not know, but the villain of the piece was Weldon
Atherstone, the actor referred to in the clipping
this

until

traitors in the strike in

in a brief speech appealed to the audience, saying
he trusted that their British spirit, fair play, would
be strong enough to listen to the lady, even if they
would not listen to the man. His appeal failed, and
he left the stage amidst more noise than did his
leading lady and the villain.

which heads

which occurred

incident

words

Finally, the

of the sketch appeared

fromworking

suffice.

ment, after a great deal of hustling, managed to
arrange for one or two sketches (?) to appear on
the succeeding night, and the theatre was again
opened.
Public sympathy was with the striking artist, and
very few troubled the box office. The few who did
enter the theatre went more for the purpose of
"guying" and to see the fun than to enjoy the show.
At this particular music hall, the Euston, one night
a sketch appeared, and when the leading lady and
the heavy man appeared, the audience, such as it
was,y«ommcnced to hiss and whistle so unmercifully that neither of them could be heard.
They
st/iiggled for about five minutes to obtain a hearbut

his partneor degot another partner; that partner

1911,

SJ^PS.

$1.75.

Oklahoma

of th« (nils fBasLfhialp
grind •xceoding' •mails

STARVATION.

Those days, thank Heaven, have gone, but occasionally strange coincidences arise, which lead
one to believe that treachery and treason to ones
fellow-man and to ones fellow-workman is still
punished in an even more ghastly form by inscrut-

g,

th«jr

deserted hira-AND, WITHIN THE LASVYEXR,
HE CAME TO THIS ORGANIZATION 'TO BORROW MONEY TO KEEP HlMSZtF FROM

ALL TRAITORS."

wner

He

serted him.

tie

stage.

Yet

Though with pattancs stands Ho waiting?
With exactness grinds Ha all."

Another man kept on working;

j'ln

It would never do to ht it he published
to the world that this tremendous (?)
benefit (?) to this Organization only got
512UO at the I'alacc Theatre, New York, so
the cp< nts were assessed l*ivc, Ten and

"Though ths mill*

(Weldon Atherstone, an actor, was found murdered in the yard of a flat building in the suburbs of
London last night. Up to the present no trace of the perpetrator has been found. The cause of his death
was a bullet wound through the head. The size of the wound indicates that it was tired from s revolver.)
—London "Daily Mail," August, 1910.

/
/

I'n ss."

l>aily

Mitts of

/SADDEN DEATH

^

PURSUES THEM WITH
UNRELENTING FEET, AND THE SHADOW OF
THE HANGMAN'S NOOSE IS EVER OVER
HEM.
•k)

one knows, no one can foretell what will be the

Oklahoma, but, judging from history and past experience, which is the

fate of the strike-breakers in

basis of all true judgment, the future looks dark.

To avoid any chance of the "Mills of God" to avoid
the bad opinion of ones fellow actors, to avoid a
dishonored death, to avoid being classed with the
Carev's, the Crippcns, the Judas Iscariots, the
Benedict Arnolds,

is

easy.

SIMPLY REFUSE TO ACCEPT CONTRACTS
FOR OKLAHOMA CITY AND TULSA.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

;
''

A

°J

15

L
Chicago,

To
V

NEWS

ITE RATS

(

All

Concerned

in the Operation of

UU

A«*»et

24,

ltll

Mr. Cash. Sorensen of tho "Quaker City QvarUttw" wutt It understood
that tko TOuukur Comodj Four" who pUyed tho unfair Lyric Thoatro,
Oklahoma City, Okla*, AuMt 13th to ltth, aro not tho original Quaker
City Quartofta*

*UhopgUtk«y aro using kU

act tho "Staffing Blacksmltha.'*

JOE.

Bll

Facts Versus Fiction
On. of the paper, uyi ther. It • personal grievance between E. E. Cllve and
myself.
I never saw him, met him or
even heard of him, till he acted a. a strike*
breaker. Then he went to Chicago, found
he could not work there, and then went
back and worked again In Oklahoma Citj.

vaudeville andLe-

managers at the Grand Theatre, St.
Loul
sted ns to close the theatre,
so theylaad nine acts and pictures booked

gitimate Theatres
Manafan and agent*

week font instead of that we allowed
the show to gugrinue, so the manager had
the pleasure oOglaylng and paying all
these sets, and furthermore, giving the
audience a bHabf nlneWte and pictures,
so that next week theyNare bound to be
disappointed If he doesn't pnjt on the same
this

only one more
monthror»this]

There
ara

is

htrafcy adrisad that if they

$16

number.

book or play tho fol
acts they do to at their

For the information of Mr. Slnopoulo
and hla frlenda and all who are assisting

riakt

him
9

(Dr. Joy's S*mjtrium)

$15.

HAGER A GO&BWIN

Therefore, to become in good
standing for either man or woman in
these Organizations, at the present

* COMPANY

CLIVE

—

Six months dues so the dues till
October 1st are $1, the initiation fee,

AL HARVEY & COMPANY

E. E.

We

CHUCK HAAS

I

GOMEZ
(Colored Singer and Dancer)

HARTMAN & VERADY
(Hungarian Dancers)

ROYAL GASCOYNE

C

H

(Of "The Gaacoyne.")

DUNEDIN DUO

?

ONETTA

w
H
I

costs $16.

think ( I say "I think" because the
International Board has not fully decided yet on this point) that on October 1st it will cost you $25.
I

October

1st, I

think

it

From now till October

will

be

.

.

H

$25.00
16.00

1st

An application in times saves

C

.

.

?

9.00

In the fight, 1*11 let them Into a secret.
always try to do the unexpected.

Last November

I

had an appointment
Western

to get an actor's salary, In the

Vaudeville Managers' Association office.
In the Majestic Theatre Building In Chicago. When I was shown In, I was aghast
at the way the actors were treated. They
were herded against a rati, crammed la

and shouted at and were treated worse
than the stockmen treat the cattle when
they drive them Into the stock yards, and
I thought to myself, some day well
stem
this.

Now the sgents come out, put their arms
around the actor's waist and sak him to
hfve a drink, ask him out to lunch, put
"N
W ". I
1
«* won't you
L"* ••Jd •«•
go to Oklahoma
Cltyr*
And the actor, who has no sense, no
brains, no memory snd no loyalty, fatla for
It.
He forgets the time he had to stsnd
ontsWe that rail in the Majestic Thestre
Buttdlng. when the sgents would not speak
to hlm. would not look at him and used to
bawl him out, snd hecsuse the agents now
flatter him and Jplly him. s-xne few are

W.

willing to fight other actors.

A

telephone tragedy:—
actor, a member of this Organisawas taken out by an agent In Chicago, and then told that the Rats were his
enemv and that the agents were his
friends, snd he then tore op his card and
was put on the trsin snd sent to Okla-

One

tion,

Members of the White Rats
and A. A. A. and members of
the
the Musicians Union and
9

I.

A. T. S.

E*

to avoid trouble

with these acts and actors, are

NOT TO ASSOCIATE WITH THEM, TO
HAVE NOTHING TO DO
WITH THEM, AND
EVEN TO TALK TO THEM;

requested

they have purged their
offenses against Organized
ontfl

are sore that the de-

not

members

will

who
not

want to be on terms of equality

with these people.

Let them
until

live

in

silence,

w

a

getting

*

" on

f

MT

•"y*hing ahAQt

It.

you well."
Th
n,wer. wai « ,Tfn that the lady
.j l
would
think about It and the conversation
.

STATE OF OKLAHOMA

ended.

22, 191ft.

Members of the W. R. A. U. or its affiliated Organisations MUST
NOT ACCEPT CONTRACTS OR APPEAR UPON THE STAGE
OF ANY THEATRE IN OKLAHOMA CITY, with the exception
of the Metropolitan Theatre, from this date until further orders.

Nor must members ACCEPT CONTRACTS, NOR APPEAR
UPON THE STAGES OF THE EMPRESS THEATRE OR
BROADWAY THEATRE, TULSA, OKUL, until further orders.

I would suggest to Mr. Humphreys that
be be more careful the next time he Is
talking over the phone, as I sm rure It
win not amuse
to know that he was
talking to the Rata* stenogrspher.

Mm

But the moral of this is. csn Sctors at
other timet, imagine agent a feing int-reeted in the, pecuniar? and financial welfare of the wives they lesve behind them?

Does it not sll show that it la to the
sgents' advantage to win this light?

Onery— Is anything to' the advantage of
the Chicago agenta an advantage to the
actor F

HARRY MOUNTFORD,

^

Is

after

(?)

International Executive.

He

y
.
Let"t!i
hint alone, come over here and HI take
care of you and give you money and look

INTERNATIONAL ORDER NO.

cent actors and actresses

are

right.

plenn^rTJioney down there snd If you
riny money. Just come over here end
give you as much money as you
*

August
4

Labor.

We

$25

$25

homa.
Hla wife appeared In the city soon afterwards looking for him snd waa known to
have come op to our office to Inquire about
him. She had Just left when the phone
™"f "d voice aaid: -Is this Mrs; -r"
Jo* Wmes snd his stenographer were in
the office snd recognising the voice, the
lady stenographer was put on st the
'".*!• °LJ!rf
°.ho,, S. and «"• other voice
said,
*Thls Is Mr. Humphrey s. Mrs.
.worried shout your
*j
.. *°2Ly4P
r*~L
hnahendiju*4<ran

Does

International Executive.

It

not provs thst we are on the
we are ffahrlng for the
Chicago gang ia fighting

right aide, that
actor, when that

againat uaP

u

si

NEW ACTS

16

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance
or Reappearance in or Around

Initial

New York
"The Four Husbands" (Tab),
Mabel Russell, Talace.
"The Age

Comedy

Palace.

Sketch.

done by these people, it strains for the
unconventional, and an audience in
bizarre

the

in

would probably regard

To

amusements
as "clever."

it

unique twaddle.
The author has simply taken the idea
of a married couple having a child and
about to be divorced, switched the
theme of them worrying about the
the proletariat

child's future
all

out.

It

it

is

and lets the child figure it
opens with the child (a

about 12) seated waiting for a
She had sent
friend of her own age.
for the other girl to consult with her
about the future. Together they concoct the scheme of sending for a young
man and woman, asking them to accept
girl of

her as their child, figuring that by so
doing the parents might be induced to
postpone their contemplated divorce
proceedings.

cause

of

develops

It

the

the

that

parental

differences

The

is

"combatibility."

finish

is

Jolo.

Schoen and Mayne.
Songs, Talk and Dances.

French-Cannuck comes

suggestion of the negro, and at other
times she forgets that she is supposed
to use anything other than her natural
voice. As for the sketch
well, it might
be entitled "Her Prince Charming," or
"His Fairy Story" and still perhaps it

—

is

"Tracked Through the Snow."

last gives

and

the numbers are
seems to get thoir

when

strong.

finish

The

girl

of-

number. It
is a song that she could get along without. "I'm Crazy About Someone" later
in the act and "Teach Me to Love," two
fers

a

more of

the act really

ballad as the

The

a suggestion of what

A

is.

of eighteen,

girl

the daughter of a trapper, is seated
alone in her home in the wilderness.
It is snowing out-of-doors and the girl
is cuddled before the fire reading fairy
stories. A knock, and the prince charming of the sketch arrives.
She immediately falls in love with him, but her
father returns and recognizes him as
a fugitive for

whom

there

of $100 dead or alive.

He

is a reward
wasn't worth

first

The

doubles, send them along nicely.
comedy worked out with the aid of the
orchestra in the latter number is good
Fred.
for any amount of laughs.

Singing and Dancing.
10 Mins.; One.
City.

A

efforts

to

straignt

?

The

girl

shows

might confine her

singing only.

turn needs to be rearranged.

man

for robbing his

Tha

upon their ideas, instead of
taking into consideration their ability
to cope with the rather over sized burden they have placed before them. The
act runs as though it were a single
entirely

woman

in fact, that is the enoutside of a little hard shoe
dancing by the woman at the close.
The full stage set is a pretty hard thing

tire turn,

them to overcome. The man accompanies her throughout at the piano,
doing a short solo bit himself. They
would do much better in "two" with a
change in the songs. In the "No. 3"
for

spot, they did well enough to
the smaller houses.

The Reynolds

Alvarez and Martell.
Singing and Dancing.
9 Mins.; One; Full Stage (Special Set-

some years ago. He finally succeeds and at the same time wins the
hand of the girl.
(3).

Songs and Dances.

little

trio for the

bills. There
and a man in the act.
looks and acts as though

better class of small time

two

The

girts

latter

he stepped out of the chorus of a musi-

comedy somewhere in the dim past
and the manner in which he wears his
evening clothes goes a long way toward
cal

verifying that impression.

(Firhard Fearwev)

(Sam

either way.

(J.

He

has a

in one with
singing and stepping, neatly done; then
going to full stage with a special setting at the rear, for no apparent reason, the man changing to white tights

and trunks, the woman in ballet length
skirt trimmed with fur, for a finishing
dance which appears to be crude and
not fully whipped into shape.
The
quota of talent of the couple does

full

seem

SL

But "pop" holds him

S.

Butterfield)

V. M. A.
T.

PHmmer>

voice which he uses effectively.

The

up and then confesses that as soon as
he pets the "century" he and Marie are
to be married
Ah. ha! He is not her
father after all. hut the real murderer.
So "bing!" r IT ::ocs Mario's revolver
and the villain div.r.s dead, just outside
the door. A final clinch between P. C.
and the girl brings the curtain. The

two girls comprise a good combination
and dance exceedingly well together.
The act opens with a song and dance
by one of the sisters and the man,
"You're a Dog Gone Dangerous Girl"
being used, and then the latter offers
"When the Black Sheep Returns to
the Fold." The sisters then sing "Min-

exceedingly small, timely for

Parade," which brings the act
to the closing number, "I'm In
Love with the Heavenly Twins," the

sketch

is

the veriest of "pop" houses.

trio offering

core.

Jack Smith.

three

"Yaaka Hula"

for an en-

The girls look pleasant, and the
make a pleasing impression.

Single.

10 Mins.;

Fred.

One.

City.

talk should be dropped, also the
piano playing. A straight singing turn
with dancing and whistling on the side,

would show him to better advantage.

been

sufficiently

The

Jolo.

MARRIAGE TO ETHLYN

local

San Francisco, Aug. 30.
papers here have
been

printing denials of the story that Tack
Halliday was ever married to Ethlyn

Clark last spring in Colorado.
In an interview Halliday said:

"In

first

her very well. I simply did my utmost
to befriend her at a time when she
was
having some difficulty with Toe Howard
because of a complicated love affair
with him. She was madly in love with
Toe Howard, but a quarrel separated
them and Howard, to spite her, married another woman."

The "another woman" referred to is
evidently the late Mrs. Trma Kileallen
Howard,

Omaha

who

committed suicide

in

last spring.

strel

down

Fred.

have

place T have never been married to Ethlvn Clark, though I know

(Cns Snn>
U. S.
(Walter

DENIES

the

MICH. VAT*DFVTTJ.E CIRCUIT
(W.

to

brought out.

PANTAG1S CTKCITT
(Walter F. K~frt
B. S. MOJW CTFCUTT
(B S. Mm«)
gus wtn rrerurr

H. Al«c)

CT1CT1 IT (Australia)

rrvris^ Brow

much

at/>7 crecurr

TCabl>

for

ting).

American Roof.
Here is a corking
are

show

Harlem O. H.
Man and woman, open

12 Mins.; Full.

fWalter F. Keefe)

RTCKAFfH

offering an exclusive repertoire

of song numbers;

father

fFd»ar AT1e»>
MTT.FS mKTlT

The

:

to break the old

—

—

Sehewck)

ment

c

a mortgage when in steps the
young salesman (who later poses as the
lawyer) to ask the young girl running
the hotel for her hand in marriage.
However, this is forgotten, for he wants

BERT T.EVFY CT1CUTT
(Fert T/ever>
SHIA CreCTTTT
(Warrv A. 9bea)
FETFFt SFFA CTtrUTT

M

whistling finish that shot him by the
success line, and only for that it is questionable what he might have received.

poorly framed.

down on

Variety*! Protected MattHal Department will receive and file all lettrra addressed to it.
The envelopes are te> be sealed upon tbe back in a manner to prevent opening without detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
It is suggested all letters be registered, addressed to Protected Material, Variety, New
York, and receipt requested. Variety will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page 5 in
Variety of Feb. 4, rJM.
The following «4rcaits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to adopt
such means aa may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from their theatres,
when rnfermed **f tbe resnlt of an lnvestlrari«»n condnrted by Variety:

young^ appearing trio (two boys
and a girl) offering singing and dancing done in crude fashion. The arrangeis

pleasing comedy skit, with sufficient action to hold attention throughout, although the playing, especially the
one playing the young lawyer role, does
not derive much from his opportunities.
Small hotel situated in a small
town is being put out of business by a
large hotel recently built by the big
men in town. The small hotel goes
under and the old man is about to close

PROTECTED MATERIAL

Jack Smith should be able to do a
pretty pood single that would carry him
around the smaller houses.
Everything imaginable is attempted, whistling, singing, etc.
In fact, it was his

Gordon Bros, and Walton.

possibilities, but

This couple appear to be depending

A

not

FOX CTlCinT

girl

pair

which

out, after

there lapses into a dialect that has a

(Je.e,

This
the usual type of flirtation talk.
about the weakest section of the
is

stride

distinct dialects in play-

ing the role. At ihe opening her dialect has Scottish burr, and later the

MARCTT8 TjOEW CTtCUTT

looks pretty, sings
well and dances nicely. The boy, working with a German dialect, gets a number of laughs and the turn as a whole
The act op ms with
is very acceptable.

the

reel "fillum

FINN WFTVAf nUCUIT

The

Then

and

different

Here is a new boy and girl combination good enough for the better type

started

vogue as single

days of the movies.
Miss Page, who is supposedly a FrenchCanadian girl, utilizes no less than three

Fifth Avenue.

turn.

City.

Helen Page, assisted by a company
of two men, showed a rather poorly
constructed and highly melodramatic

One.

of shows.

15 Mini.; Full Stage.

Hamilton.

appar-

ent just as soon as the plot is unfolded,
and when father and mother are locked
in each other's arms the child remarks,
Fairly
"What children they are."
enough acted, but very light waisted.

18 Mins.;

15 Mins.; Full (Special).

Granville,

Songs.
15 Mins.; Full Stage.

Fifth Avenue.

stories in

Another of the sketches originally
presented by the Washington Square
Like most of the playlets
Players.

Gray and

(3).

"Four Times a Year" (Comedy).

thrillers in the early

Palace.

of

Robert O'Connor and Co.

Helen Page and Co. (2),
Melodramatic Sketch.

sketch at the Fifth Avenue the first half
of the week. The plot of the piece reminds one strongly of the type of

of Reason" (6).

22 Mins.; Interior (Special Set).

quest

WEEK

Home" (3).
Comedy Sketch (Special
"Just

Set).

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

City.

Another of the young married couple
that appear to be flooding the

ideas

smaller houses.

The

usual thing hap-

pens, they quarrel and decide to separate, until the finale, when they are
about to leave, the reconciliation ocThe piece might have a chance
curs.
when touched up in a number of spots.

Mrs.

known

Jack Halliday (professionally
as Camille Personi), is at pres-

ent in

New

York.

week

She

that she was fully
"affair" that her husband

stated

this

aware of the
was carrying

on with Ethlyn Clark while in Denver,
and that her husband had informed her
of all the facts. She and her husband
are living apart, but friendly, and
at
the time of the reported marriage she
remained quiet at her husband's request because he stated there was
nothing to it and that any further publicity would cost him his position
with

Denver stock company. Halliday
wrote his wife at the time that he had
permitted Miss Clark to circulate the
the

report so that she would not be menthe cause of the suicide of

tioned as

Mrs. Joseph Howard.

;;

SHOW REVIEWS
SPIEGEL REVUE.

Mlta LaRue opened with " Shades of
Night," which went over nicely, following It
with "Rose In the Bud." an English ballad.
Then she offered "The Grey Wolf." a dramatle
ong, standing close to her plush drop In
"two," which Interfered with the projection
Most performers know
of proper enunciation.
that plush deadens sound and studiously refrain from associating themselves with such
a situation. Anyway the lady should not sing
dramatic numbers because she Is minus the
Indefinable "throb" In her voice so essential
she shows
Still
to their proper rendition.
every Indication of careful study and application.
For "Tango Dream" and "They
Wouldn't Believe Me" she did a little stepping, employing almost tbe same terpslchorean
movements for both. It Is the familiar swaying walk she used when she sang "The Dancer
at a French Cafe."
Most of the time Miss
LaRue, while singing, holds her hands only
half open.
This Is mentioned In all kindness
and only on the assumption that It Is tbe
province of the reviewer to note such things.
She did, however, score a healthy round of
aplause for her efforts, but criticism, accepted
In the proper spirit, sometimes is an aid to
fire.

artleIn magnitude, originality, beautj and
abaci, the production of "The Spiegel
it thle week being shown at
tranthe Columbia theatre, lm measurably
scends anything hitherto achieved in burMore than this, the details of the
lesque.
a distinction so proproduction possess
nounced and an individuality so conspicuous
very
the results must be classed among the
of the
best that have been obtained by any
foremost producers of exquisite stage picasserting that
tures. There is no hesitancy in
from the production point of view, at least,
or
burlesque needs no apologists In the light
Aaverae
this really remarkable achievement.
absocriticism or Bcant consideration or even
the Judglute silence may be justified In
ment of the critics with reference to librettos
of the
and musical features and the worthperiormwork of the players in burlesque
that
whatever
doubt
no
there
la
But
anoea.
accomplishas exhibition of positively worthy
ment in the broad field of stage endeavor,
wholly
this production of the "Spiegel Revue
merits the distinguished consideration of the
The architecaccredited newspsper critics.
square
ture and the color tones of the public
first
In Spotless Town, the first scene of the
act; the Beauty Parlor shown at the conclusion of this act; the Peacock Room in the
Qlltmore Hotel which Is the final scene of
the last act and an effect called ,"Tbe Girl on
tbe Magaslne" all reveal a degree of artistic
excellence that has not been surpassed upon
any stage In New York. Drops In one showing the railroad station at Oatfleld Junction,
Columbus Circle and on the Avenue, exhibit
the master band of a genius In originality of
design, accuracy of perspective and consummate beauty of color-blending. And, althougb
•f somewhat more conventional treatment but
deserving of more than passing consideration
for the completeness of their details, are the
scenes called Kids Quick Lunchroom and a
novel conceit in cretonne which Is used as an
olio drop and Is carried out to supply a complete false proscenium. If purely sartorial embellishments could carry a stage performance
to success, tbe "Spiegel Revue" would need
But Mr. Spiegel bas not
no other attraction.
rested here to give potency to his admirable
He has
contribution to the burlesque stage.
furnished a book that Is full of genuinely
witty dialogue and highly amusing scenes and
situations that compel frequent and hearty
outbursts of laughter he has chosen the musical features with unerring appreciation of the
tlc

Revue," which

betterment.

Adelaide and Hughes have gone several
forward with their pretentious pantlballet in the form of an allegory based
on the present military embroilment In which
Tt was very well liked
the world Is plunted.
Monday night and Is sure to be well received
wherever shown. Paul Gordon, on the slack
wire, was the first act.
He Is verv graceful
and ranks with the best In that line of enThe Honey Boy Minstrels followed,
deavor.
opening with "The Sunshine of Virginia."
well done as an ensemble number In merzo
"Mississippi Days" was also rendered
voce.
by the entire company for a finish, with
"Underneath the Stars" for an encore.
"The Age of Reason." a so-called "problem
play for children." as produced by the Washington Siuare Players (N*»w Acts).
Wlnsor
McCav with Ms Dlnosnurus motion picture
enrtoon secured a lot of lnucbs.
Paul Morton and Naomi mass, with tTielr musical
sntire. wpre nrobnblv the annlsuse bit of the
bill.
Miss Oi«s* has s sw«*et low me»ro. full
of feellne
Thplr dance un and down stcna
was a riotous flnl*h. Morris Cronln's M*>rry
M«»n. with comedy Juggling, made a fitting
strides

mimlc

•*

;

the distinctly attractive sort both physically
and vocally, and he has provided a prodigality of costumes for the moat part startling in design and delightfully harmonious in
So well and evenly distributed
color effects.
has been tbe work allotted to the principals,
no one person stands out conspicuously above
the others with the posulble exception of
Mldgie Miller, whose work in the soubrette
role is particularly good, notably her dancing.
Special mention also Is deserved of Ann Btatler, who emerges from the ranks of the chorus
and sings a song that actually stops the perMiss Statler leads two or three
formance.
numbers gracefully and pleasingly but with
nothing like the effect created by her solo.
Billy Mossey and Harry Crswford fill the
positions of leading comedians with entire
Josephine Young brines agreesatisfaction
able charms of person to the prima donna role,
but Is not particularly Impressive vocally
Folly Follette plays a maid with fitting skill,
and others who succeed In contributing materially to the general excellence of the performance are Leo Nadell. Chuck Callahan,
Everett Callahan, Harry Allen. George Estelle,
Mammle Allen and Anna Smith. Of the
specialties the dancing of Callahan Brothers
and Mldgie Miller Is very much the best, the
work of the brothers beine similar and altogether as effective as that of Doyle and
Dixon, although Miss Miller receives most of
The Twentieth
the applause for the act.
Onturv Four have good voices and an exact
appreciation of close harmony which brought
them several well merited encores.
;

PALACE.
As a sample of the intelligence of tbe averago vaudeville patron this little episode will
Seated in a smoking box at the
testify.
Palace Monday evening were three youns
men, wcll-drcssod and, apparently, possessed
Nellie Nichols was on next
of normal brains.
Tbe program printer had "pied"
to closing.
her name and to offset this an attendant appeared for a moment and displayed her name
Imon a card from tbe side of the stane.
mediately these young men agreed that It was
"a tryout." How they could imagine for one
moment that the Palace was given over to tryouts Is one of those unexplalnnblc things. And
yet there
vaudeville.

is

a constant cry for

more

art

In

Miss Nichols opened with "Yaka Hula" and
then went to "Baby Shoes" which formed part
of an acting song scene with a male assistant. It
consisted of a "wop" characterization by the
comedienne, the man feeding her in what Is
really a draanitlc sketch with a conw^y finish.
She then rendered her stand-by. "Will Someone Name My Nationality," announcing It as
Miss Nichols rmphaslzes effectby request.
ively and Is full of unction, but should abstain from the mediocre habit of waiting for
her laughs where she has learned by experience they are sure to come.
Grace LaRue Is In her third week at that
house and Adelaide and Hughes In their secAnd why not? Ov*r In Tyondnn when
ond.
an act scores a big hit It Is retained for
months. Such a scheme here would simplify
booklnp*. making the basis of a program sure

(New Acts) were

the

first

bright spot of the

•how.

Wood and Company,

presenting a
Roman travesty, got a number of laughs
throughout the act. None of the laugh* w« re
big, but they cam© steadily, and that is whnt
counts.
The rive Lyceum Girls, violinists,
closed the first part.
Here Is a mighty good
Idea that has gone wrong throu'h fautly
staging.
The aet as It stands is a good novelty for the small time, but If the Idea had
been worked out as It deserves the turn would
have been big enough for the big time houses.
A quintet of girls playing the violin fairly
well should stick to playing.
The dancing
Juliet

in the act doesn't help It any. for the girls
cannot dance any too well and the Ftrpping
hurts their playing.
What they want is a
routine of numbers, runnlnr mostlv to the
popular variety, end the quintet should remain on the stage throughout the aet. The
changes are not necessary.
Then keep the
girls playing, cutting out the majority of the
speclaltlea, and Just placing a solo or two Into
the repertoire.
Madle DeLong was the first real hit of the
show.
She opened the second half and had
the audience with her all tbe wsv.
Del
Vecehlo and Co In "Fired from Yale" was
the sketch offering of the hill.
Down next to closing John O'Mallev created
a veritable furor w«th his tenor voice
Tie
was the real outstanding hit of tbe oroiram.
"KHamev" who the opener followed hv "Ireland Must Pe Henven." "Turn Park tbe Universe." with "I Hear You Calling Me" and

"Mother Machree" ns encores.
Elbert Hehhard and Co. In a eomedv cveltng
SPeclnltv were the rioter" and held th* audience In to the Inst. A Keystone comedv finished off the fihow.
Wells H-»wks and his cremos staved until
tbo v»ry last and got a laugh out e* the
picture.
Frcdm

FIFTH AVENUE.

the climate might
bes* be accounted for the capacity attendance
on band Monday night. Tn fact, It was something unusual to see standees In the rear of
The
the orchestra throughout the evening.
weekly dance contest might be credited to
some extent for drawing them In. While this
Idea has been In vogue some time, the patrons
do not seem to tire of It. consequently the
younger set find enjoyment in the dsnclng,
while the older ones continue to applaud for
their favorites.
The show ran a bit above the average small
time program and went through successfully

The Fl'th Avenue was tnmmed to the doors
on Tuesdav n1»ht of this week.
All of the
bores held capacity and the onl- empty seat
visible was a lone one In the upper gallerv
over on the end. Tt was an easv audience and
thev annlauded everything on the bill.
The
show held eight acts, and 111. song singer, a
Pathe weekly which split the hill and a tworeel Keystone comedy. u«ed to close.
.Jehle Purke. who has been at the Firth
Avenue for more than a vear singing to the
anlm-t*"* nl"t'»r"s. started the pro"«»«*d ng with
"Mv Mother's Ro«nrv" and was forced to sing
a double rneor*1 eborus. T^e KMoo Poy». with
their higgling, fallowed and earned both laughs
and enpls"«e with their work.
T«*d and Corlnne Preton. the second act,
opened wt»h a clever h't of hnrle^one motion
pletuep talk that earned Uuehs and a nv>d'ev
of all of the popular numbers nt tbe finish
sent them over In -on* shape.
Helen Paee £

from

Co.

closing number.

JoU>.

HAMILTON.

;

be
requirements of a lively burlesque show
has selected a cast that Is perfectly balanced
and that displays much Individual ability
he has assembled a chorus or twenty girls of

Inglng combinations, held the second spot,
getting some return on their vocalizing but
falling down on their comedy.
Tbe Reynolds'

The sudden change

In

start to finish.

Dale and Boyle opened the show, the Impersonation not being disclosed until the final,
when the audience burst out with rounds of
solid applause.
During the turn, the auditors did not take verv kindly to their offering,
they showing a slight suspicion towards the
Impersonator, still It was overlooked at the
end.
"Underneath the Stars" went exceptionally well as a solo.
Al Rlpon came next with
some ventrlloqull work, gaining sufficient to
pass along In the poslton. A good portion of
his talk might be changed for something more

<'

,

(New

acts) did fairly well with s sketch.

Ed Morton was a big ult.
tie san» six
number*, the malnrftv of the comedy onter,
and left the stage while the audience was askHe opeped w»»b "i n FlnrMi
ing for more
Among The Palms" and followed It with
"Since Mother Ooe« to the Movie Shows" and
then offered a trsvestv on the present Hawaiian
craze. "Since Maggie Doolev Learned The
"Tho T r Ub-Y1'M|<her
H>»'v "
"I'm Cured."
and "Not Prepared" finished the act.
with all of the numbers getting their share of
"

KW

a

applause.
After the Psthe Weeklv was shown. Schoen
and Mayne (New Acts) opened the second hnlf
and proved them^elve* *« rd* time material for
an earlv spot. Paul McCarthy and EMe Fnva
In "Suicide Onrden" showed a neat offering
Ml«s Fave,
that was HVed bv the audience.
put over "Simple Little Marv Ann" nicely
and the two doubles that followed. "Thst's
All" and "You'll Pe The Same Sweet Pahv"
won no end of applnu^e. T^e «"t Is a peculiar comhlnntlon of comedy sketch and sones
and dances thst Is seldom seen and should
prove a novelty on any bill.
Trolv Shattnck and Marts Oolden who had
the spct next to closing, were the hit of the
show. The two women opened with a i-uineoy
number after which Mls« Shnttueic offered a
Miss Oolden'S
solo that was well received.
burlesque bit of h'T partner as n enpe< rt «nprnno wns irend for a Inu-b nnd mi«« ctinttivk
came hack after It hv singing "When The Sun
Ooes Down In Romnnv." which went over to
ble applau B e
A onnrrel nnm*" r h< *'ve«-n the
girls was next and finally thev did "Yaka
Hula" with a couple of wntch-ehnrm size
"Ukcs." '*..e "Ukes" got a laueh from tho
audience.
Closing tue show Joyce, West nnd Senna
worked In two and went over solidly. Tho
act Is a combination of piano plnylng. son^x
and dancing. The girl looks fnlrlv wel.. nnd
dances quite cleverly, but the male dancer of

through

the

up-to-date.

O'Connor and Co., In a comedy
sketch. "Four Times a Year" (New Acts),
was followed by a pictorial weekly, and a onereel comedy, n'ter which Casaon and Earl
easily walked away with the applause hit of
the show.
This couple show a decided Improvement since last seen, although they did
Robert

entirely too much Monday nl*ht.
The girl
has a sweet voice and displayed it to rood advantage. The arrangement Is well looked after,
hut for the closing portion. wh»n nothing but

ponular numbers are used Durlne this, "Dangerous 01 rl" "Sweet Tooth." "Knock the L
Out of Kellv" and "South Sea Tale," stood out
continuously.
Cordon and Marx should change their suhhtlllns' for. according to It. thev are presenting "The Dancine- Teacher." However they
Indulge in the familiar German cross-fire talk,
often heard In burlesque, with a lot of other
Thev pulled
business alone the same lines.
Thin should he
a bid line durlne a parodv.
Welmers and Burke
taken out Immediately.
closed the show, scoring a distinct hit wth
dancing, after which came the dance contest.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Wells Hawks' Idea of a good time is to get
pocket full of live-cent cigars and sit
one of the shows on the American
Hoof.
Wells confessed that much last Monday night nfter he had sat through tho first
Years ago. he. in
half of the progrnm there.
company with Charles Plllinithnm. Bruce Edwards, and Joe Humphries, the stage director,
\v!i< n the quartet were employed In the Frohman office, got thrlr recrcntlon hy attending
Miner's Eighth Avenue on amateur nlirht and
the habit grow on Wells, hut since Miner's
Wells stntca that the American
is no more.
Hoof show are the next best substitute. The
joke of It Is that Wells is fnr from being
right, although the show there the flr«<t half
was about a riO-fiO split between good and bad.
Harrv Hewitt and Company, "The Clrl and
the Polar near," opened the hill.
The girl
was missing constnntly In h^r steps and In
her last number thought more about her hat
than she did about dancing. The Forrest City
Trio, one of the conventional types of comedy

net

Is

the applause

puller.

Tb>t

>-ov

|;

"some" eccentric stepper nnd works hnrd. Tho
piano player pulls the "Ptnrs and Strlpt s"
solo and plays yerv well Indeed.
The ivevstone finishes the bill, with the

breaking about

17
as
miss being eligible for big time honor*
through employing small time comedy nod
all
puhlhthod songs
Their ensemble danee
at the tiuibh earned them big applause.
LoClair and Samption, comedy acrobats get
a lot out of the invisible wire stuff.
Mots' and
Krry, colored comedians, could hold down
next to dosing spot on any bill in the world
with their crossfire opening material and then
spoil the excellent Impression by some
vary
bad Hinging for a finish.
"Monkeyland "
trained Mouks, made a good closing number.
JqIo.

CITY.
The most noticeable feature

ef the bill at
half of the week was the
number of singing turns. It was impossible
to arrange the program to break the
steady
run of singing, naturally tbe abundance
of
song became monotonous.
The vocal effort*
ranged from "rag" and light ballade t* heavy
•»»»*
opera.
The attendance was of the usual dimension*,
WJ, a K <)tK,| y number of vacant
chairs noticeable about the place. Nevertheless they
an enthusiastic gntherlng with each turnmade
setting away with its share of applause.
Work nnd Ower opened the show with acrobat I, work, displaying quite some
ability In
that line, some band-to-hand balancing
belnc
responsible for the returns. Oeorge
Schlndler
went through about five minutes of harmonica
Pluying securing sufficient recognition to
uphold his spot.
His ragtime playing

the

City

w

nfter the picture, scoring substantially.
although she lacks the finesse essential
to her
style offering.
Howover, her rendition of a
scene from "Faust" was well received
EHpe and Dutton closed the show with
heavy
b.ill
toss lug
The boys could eliminate the
opening talk to advantage.
Much tlm. J
wasted through this alone. Gordon Rroc. and
Walton, "Just Home," and Jack Smith
(New

ACtS).

MUELLER TOURING STATES.
Chicago, Aug. 30.
Harry Mueller, one of Ben J. Fuller's
right hand men in directing the
booking affairs of his Australian housei,
now
in the States on a personal
sight-seeing

tour and theatre inspection of the principal houses in the bigger cities,
plan*
to hand some big act a nice fat
contract and a nice fat salary for touring
the Fuller Circuit.

Before coming to the States— Mueller
now in Chicago and goes to New
York next Sunday from here obtained
sanction from his chief to book a big
act, a girl act preferred, but a
meritorious one as well as "flashy and classy"—
is

—

but

it

proval

fllli-d

to over-

flowing Tuesday evening by the tltn* the

The program
commenced.
nets and Triangle p|. tups,

e<usM«d

of

^)\<<w

six

fin. nudlrnce
;i"ii
nparently felt thst It wm«i getting Its inorwy'H
worth.
A-t«i
Alvarez and MnrtHl (
«tsrt<-d
things off, followed by Trnnk f',-,!i!iv, yi-n-tn;>rt
l<
trlloqul«t, whose work
nnd HesnIllusion
!!• er*.(it.«n t!i*
verv w« II of
CUt.
Tbe NoveMv Vlnstre's,
rendering a duet.
Bre aeo, mad* mp aa Urtgrm ooasediajaa. J»hA

Ww

must meet w* h Mueller's apl

before

the

contract

will

be

signed.

To the Variett representative here
Mueller on Monday said that the salary would be no object, but that the
act must come up to all expectations.
Mueller will not only pick out the act,
but will personally direct the tour while
it tours Australia.

Mueller plans to take moving pictures of the players off the stage and
at the time of sailing from the States

and during their voyage and subsequent
arrival in Australia.
All this will be
used for advertising purposes.
Since visiting San Francisco and
Chicago, Mueller is highly pleased with
his trip and has nothing but praise for
the courteous treatment received along
the route.

show

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
The Harlem Opera House was

llrst

could
-«»•« be
Improved upon.
Gray and Oravllle (New Acts) was
by Jimmy Hynn singing three songs. followed
was given a reception upon bis entrance,Flynn
no doubt the 14th streetcrs have heard and
him
time and again, for they continued to
applaud
nft<-r the weekly
pictorial went on.
Flrnn
knows how to deliver a song. Leon la Ouerney
came

Fred.

11.05.

the

MEAGHER

IN ST. LOUIS.

Chicago, Aug. 30.
Kerry Meagher has been selected by
Mort Singer to look after the interests
of the Western Vaudeville Managers*
Association
is

fice,

in St.

Louis.

Dave Russell

connected with the St. Louis ofhut Meagher will have charge hers-

still

aft en

MOVING PICTURES
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YOU CANT KILL BRADY.

MORGAN INTERESTS PLANNING
COMBINE OF SUPPLY HOUSES

elected to be steeri

Big Wall Street Banking Interests Investigating the Film
Accessory Field. Representative and Two Attorneys in
Chicago Looking Over Two Plants. The Nicholas
Power Co. and 22 Other Concerns Said to be Lined
Up. Combine to be Launched Jan. 1, 1917.
May Be Forerunner of Big Film Merger.
Chicago, Aug. 30.
Arrangements are under way, according to activities of late in this section
for

the

Morgan

Pierpont

J.

to take over

and H. T. Edwards, representing the

Morgan

firm,

torneys,

were

past

New York

and two

at-

Chicago within the

in

fortnight

up

lining

the

local

houses.

The visitors conferred with E. E.
Fulton and the George Kleine distributing houses and gave them close investigation.
It is understood before
they left that the deal was consummated.
reported that among the supply
houses included in the Morgan activities
are the Nicholas Power Co. of New
It

is

York, and 22 others located

in

various

sections of the country.
It

is

also understood locally that the

options

given

Edwards contem-

Mr.

payment in cash just as soon as
appraisers and the auditors have

plate

the

finished their work,

which

be later than Jan.

1,

manager for the underwriters
company.
The main design of the corporation
the commercialization of the motion

financial

of the
interests,

the big supply houses,

all

the Board, while Thco. A. Frey, heretofore interested in the steel industry,

will not likely

1V17.

is

picture

which, they feel, is
the KestingEngler system of audit and control of

only

motion picture distribution.
There are two distinct companies,
the producing organization, which has
four companies now taking pictures,
the first to be released Oct. 15, and a
distribution concern, which will not
onlv handle the producing company's
pictures, but is prepared to buy outside productions.
Both these concerns
are capitalized by the same people, the
entire stock of both having been subscribed for by six men.

The

present lay-out calls for the establishment of 43 exchanges, which
will offer the goods in open market
and not exact advance deposits. Features only will be dealt in, ranging in
length from 3.000 to 4.500 feet.

"We
the

its experts was to the effect
was impossible to get the producing concerns together on any kind
of a reasonable business basis and advising that the time was not ripe to
talk merger until a few more of them
went bankrupt.

report of
it

The purchase
very much in

of the supply houses
line

with

the

is

posal the control of supplies would give

them a powerful wedge leading to the
absorption of the producing end. The
ol

the liastnian

company has not

yet been mentioned in the negotiations,
but there

is

little

are

not seeking publicity for
an officer of

Piedmont corporation.

"When we

get ready we are prepared to buy and
pay for it."

its share of the recent exposition held in Chicago.
This is the
largest sum ever placed in the League
treasury as its share of expo receipts.

$5,000 as

NEW PHILLY

PICTURE HOUSE.

Philadelphia, Aug. 30.

The Stanley Realty Company has acquired a spacious site for a new moving

picture theatre to be erected at
Nineteenth and Market streets.
It is
said the operation will represent an investment of one million dollars. The
house is to seat 4.000 and will be one of

the handsomest of

its

kind in America.

GRIFFITH INTERVIEWED.

PIEDMONT PICTURES CORP.
iivx'-inilliou-dollar

motion picture

corporation, with $3,600,000 already in

been organized
without one word having crept into
punt. Sounds almost like a fairy tale,
but it is, nevertheless, a fact capable
in

solid cash, has

When David Wark Griffith was in
Chicago last week en route from the
Coast to New York he stated in a
local interview that he is considering

Pictures Corporation, with offices at 42
L>roadv\ ay.

Sennett.

verification.

helix

Managing

It

is

the

Piedmont

formerly of Pathe, is
Director and Chairman of

Malitz,

Last Saturday night Brady attended

the

on the

erected

machinery.

ing property, as a result of a lease con-

ago,

the

for

sewing up

"Any bones caved in?" inquired
Brady.
"No," was the comforting assurance
of the man with the bandages and instruments, "but you're in for a fortnight
at the hospital."

it

At the present time Fox has a lease
on the Academy of Music, where a picture policy is in operation, and on the
opposite side of the street,

FILMS.

Film Corporation will
release Sept. 25 on its regular program a Clara Kimball Young picture
titled "The Dark Silence," and about
the middle of October another photoplay with the same star, the name of
this second piece not having been decided upon at the present time.

Both of these photoplays were made

World

studios prior to the ex-

Miss Young's contract
It
is
understood that the WorldBrady concern, covering a period between the beginning of November and
the last of March, will re-issue eight or
ten Clara Kimball Young pictures, giving their contract customers first call
on their service at the regular price.

INTERNATIONAL AITER HOUSE.
Cincinnati, Aug. 30.

is

which has been desirous of obtaining
this property to make an addition to
their building on Irving place.
They
at present hold
mortgages on the

Academv

propertv.

they will obtain

Olympic

the

Is

It

Cunningham
The Citv

manager of the Wal-

nut and a string of other houses, insists

VITA'S

is

making money.

NEW
is

the

PRESS MAN.
new

publicity rep-

hardly likely
Hall,

where

situated, or the prop-

was recently
to O'Keefe ft

it

for $170,600.

theatre will continue Its
present policy after the new house Is
in operation.
Prior to obtaining the
City. Fox conducted the Dewey with a
vaudeville policy, but was compelled to
vacate the property on account of legal

entanglements with the estate of T. D.
Sullivan, through

a ruling of the fire
department, which condemned the balconies of the theatre.

PARAMOUNT^ ONE REELERS.
Contracts were signed last week by
Paramount with two comedy producing

companies for single
be

reel

comedies to

weekly.
The producing
companies are the Klassic Pictures,
Inc., producing the Klassic Komedies,
released

and the United States Motion Picture
Corporation,
producing
the
Black

Diamond Comedies.
will

According to rumor, Hearst's InterFilm Service is after a lease
on the Walnut Street theater in this
Ike Libson,

Is

Tammany

ertv east of there, as
at public auction

national

Vic lohnson

feet

several years to run. but
quite likely that Fox will turn It
over to the Consolidated Gas Co.,
it

piration of

Walnut

fifty

from the new theatre site. Is operating
the City theatre, where vaudeville Is
being presened.
The lease on the

sold

that the

lease

Academy has

"Guess again," admonished Brady,
with a stifled gasp as the pains shot
through him.
On Monday morning the surgeons
said their principal patient might possibly be taken home by Tuesday night.
The same afternoon Mr. Brady was
smoking a large dark cigar in the club
car of the Pennsylvania's
Congressional on his way to Wilmington.

city.

The

property.

1917.

case," said the doctor,

various gashes and lacerations.

the

and adjoin-

an option of renewal for another
twenty-one years. The annual rental
for the ground will be $52,000.
The
theatre is to have a frontage of 145
feet
on 14th street, run 206 feet
through to 13th street, and occupy 150
feet on that thoroughfare.
The plant
for the building are being drawn by
Thomas W. Lamb. The entrance will
be on 14th street, where two stores
65 feet deep will adjoin the entrance.
As the Unique theatre and the Hartford lunch rooms have leases until
Nov. 1 on the premises they occupy,
the complete
demolishment of all
property cannot start until that time.
The Dewey, however, has already been
torn down.
It Is expected that the
theatre will be completed by May, 1,

With him were Jules Eckert, Goodman, the author, and Johnny Tuerk,
Mr. Brady's personal
representative.
The rear axle of the car broke, a wheel
came off and there was a crash, and
when the ambulance arrived Mr. Brady
and his companions were extricated
from a confused heap of smashed
glass, torn upholstery and scrambled

in

the

of

site

theatre, 14th street

"The Man Who Came Back/'
was
receiving its
finishing

touches for the season's opening of his
New York theatre, the Playhouse.
After the performance he started in his
automobile for Wilmington, Delaware,
to rehearse the company over Sunday
and see another, performance of the
play on Monday evening.

"Bad

be

will

Dewey

for a period of twenty-one years with

J.,

play,

which

motion picture palace seating 5,000

of the

the premiere, at Plainfield, N.

new

A

summated by William Fox, two weeks

30.

suggestion that in the future he
devote himself entirely to the directing
of three or four big features a year,
leaving the regular Triangle releases to
the work of Thomas H. Ince and Mack

of

it

likelihood they have

Chicago, Aug.

bank

at the time

The World

$5,000.

The Motion Picture Exhibitors*
League of America received a check of

been overlooked.

A

g

happens.

WORLD HAS YOUNG
LEAGUE GETS

methods

pursued by the Morgan cohorts when
they decided to seriously enter a field.
With unlimited nuances at their dis-

name

through

this venture as yet." said

This may be the forerunner of a big
amalgamation of motion picture industries.
It is known that the house of
Morgan has compiled statistics on the
film game for several years and the
that

industry,

possible

FOX TO BUILD ANOTHER.

more than a mere automobile smashup to divert William A.
Brady from the particular course he has
takes

It

The

be issued September

first

release

25.

THREE PICTURE BALLS.
There

will

balls held in

be three motion picture

November

this year.

The

Cinema Club of the Bronx has announced Election Eve as its date, the
Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors
of

Brooklyn

Nov.

York Exhibitors

28, and the
Thanksgiving

New

ture, "Intolerance" will be exhibited in

resentative for Vitagraph. In order to
he more in touch with things he has

Chicago was noc announced by him.

Eve.
plan to bring the three together and
give one affair failed.
Each will pub-

located himself at 1600 Broadway.

lish

Just

when

Griffith's

big pic-

A

a separate program.

MOVING PICTURES
SUBSCRIPTIONS COMING SLOW.
National Association of tbt
Motion Picture Industry, Inc., which
represents milions of dollars, is finding
it
rather difficult to obtain the subof $40,000 which it started
conout to raise in record time.
dition under which the subscription
was to be raised was that the entire
amount was to be underwritten before
the subscribers would be called upon to
make payment, which was to be within
thirty days after the election of a
scription

A

treasurer.

They now have about

$11,000 sub-

have

been elected, headquarters established
in the Times
Building and various
committees appoinsted.
On Tuesday
the executive secretary sent out a circular letter to those on their list asking
them to waive the agreement which
makes payment contingent upon the
receipt of $40,000.

WESTERN

8 REELER HERE.
Gilbert P. Hamilton, head of the
Century Film Corporation of Roundup,
Montana, is in town and will shortly
give a private showing of an eight reel
"Inherited Passions,"
written by Dot Farley and adapted
from the novelette story, "The Big
feature

entitled

Western Hat," by Jack Wolf.
Mr. Hamilton is one of the oldest
film men in the game, in point of service,

A

having been connected with

in

it

various forms for the past 21 years.
He thinks he has something big in the
way of a heart interest feature and will
attempt to get action for it at once.

rumor

wild

was

in

circulation

Wednesday that the Vitagraph Co.,
under its new management, had made
an offer of $3,000,000 for the Strand
theatre, and contemplated presenting
there for a run its big new feature, "The
Battle Cry of War."
No verification of the yarn was to
be had, those who should know smiling

garding the

After two years of refusal and disdaining otters that exceeded hve figures tor his dramatic masterpiece, "The

Witching Hour," Augustus Thomas,
noted playwright and directing general
of the Charles Frohman interests, has
turned over to the

Frohmau Amuse-

ment Corporation the him

rights to this

non-coinmittally.

powerful play and that vehicle will be
the next production of the Frohman

The Strand is looked upon as a gold
mine, and unless some fabulous offer

Company.
"The Witching

like

scribed, officers of the association

WITCHING HOUR FOR FILMS.

VITA WANTS THE STRAND.

The

one above

the

mentioned

was

made, there is small likelihood of its
changing hands. Then again, it is tied
up with a contract to play Paramount
pictures and the showing there of any
other film service would prove a very

Thomas

From
reel

is

responsible

for.

the very inception of the multiple

feature,

producers have been of-

Thomas immense sums for
the screen rights to this play and have
fering Mr.

costly proposition.

On

Hour," which enjoyed a three-year run at the Hackett
theater, several years ago, is easily the
most important dramatic document

Augustus

the other hand

it

is

known

that

Mitchell L. Mark, president of the
Strand Corporation, lias recently expressed himself forcibly in favor of an

even gone so far as declaring them-

open market

others,

After Sept.
of

service

by

hibitors in

there will be no de-

11

either

features

film

feature,

willing

similar

to

make

to

"Civilization"

it

a special

and

but Mr. Thomas has resisted
every offer. He was firm in his belief

service.

COMBINE FOR PREPAYMENT.
New Brunswick, Can., Aug. 30.
livery

selves

or

exchanges

New Brunswick

regular
to

ex-

"The Witching Hour" could be
it would run again on
Broadway.
Recently, however, Will-

that

revived and that

iam

head of the Frohman
Corporation, induced Mr. Thomas to
L. Shcrrill.

enter into serious

consideration

unless paid

19

re-

screening of the piece,
with the result that contracts were
closed last week, which permit the

Frohman

Company

produce

to

Efforts
going forward now,
are
through George Irving, of the Froh-

man Company,

to secure as many of
the original cast as he possibly can to
portray their original roles.

GENERAL FILM RUMOR.

A

serious split in the General Film

manufacturers

company because

comprising

Co.,

was

forecasted by one of the insiders.

His

the

Motion Picture Patents

information has

it

that

Picture

and Melies

will

be

all

that

again

J^

up the Womazii
you loved or your
foniQk.€>a.ohoice?

% tlon.-S^the

stop releasing.

Several

Sales

ilil

^1

\

"

/:;

ffl

Have you booked many pictures that hold the
undivided attention of your patrons for a solid
hour and a quarter that thrill and entertain and
receive the approbation of all?

—

"The Thoroughbred," one of the

latest TriPictures, does this and more.
Frank
Keenan as the star will entertain your audience
as they have never been entertained before.
His troubles will be their troubles and his
in the end will be their joy.

angle

fc^^^^S^^S^SS$S^^

I

wmim wx
PHOTOPLAY yVHICHEVEHY W9MAN SH9ULD $£t

1

Oie Unwelcome M«flier
^sssasssssasss^^

WITH

ssssssssssa**^^

AND AN ALL STAR CAST OF TOX PLAYEJtf
^WRITTEN BY MARY WURJLhO sm^
SSSSS^' DIRECTED BY JAMES VINCENT ^

is

left,

re-

of

the

manufacturers are disgruntled because
others, instead of releasing new him,
have been getting by with reissues.

WIE\T
YTQUXD YQU DO?
^^^^^^^^$s^s

I

re-

That there is something* in his statement was borne out last week by the
fact Edison rented its Bronx studios to
the new McClure syndicate, and will

:§S$Ss^3S*$$i^Sa$$S$^^

in

the

leasing 26 reels weekly.

Company.

Nil

after

alignment, Kalem, Vitagraph, Essanay

This prepayment policy was decided
a meeting here attended by managers of the following exchanges:
Mutual, Fox, Universal, General Film,
Metro, Famous Players, World, Tri-

Motion

that

of royalties to be paid

at

Pathe,

amongst

ranks, as a result of a quarrel

the

for in advance.

angle,

the

picture.

MOVING PICTURES
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Edward Qulnn, boy actor, who was with
"Just a Woman" last season, has bsen signed
to play leads with The Little Players of America Co., leaving for Los Angeles Sept. 1, to bo
gone one year.
Helene Rosson

to be featured in "Esther
of the People," with Franklin Ritchie, playing

Tho executive
Cory,

u*

of

Film

Mutual

thw
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ocubive * proposition lo make tbe mow. I
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WUcI*

tl)C
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go by auto to Coney Island where the afternoon will be spent in various amusements.
Dinner and dancing have been arranged for at
the Hrlghton Peach Casino.
This will be the
third ahair of the kind which the Patbe Club
ha> had sine .1. A. Perst was elected presiiP'iit, and others are contemplated before tha
end of the year.

Is

opposite her and with Orral Humphries and
Eugenie Forde In the cast. Frank Thorns Is
directing the flve-roeler.

,

Murton Holmes, whose motion pictures have
n h a*ed exclusively through Paramount,
h !« rvtur'ied from hi* summer Journeying*,
daring which he wns In search of new material.
He Is now deep in the preparation of
Ave new travelogues to be delivered by him
personally in the principal cities throughout
the country during the coming season, and the
pr-paraiion of making new weekly travel pictures for Paramount.
been

.

paper man.
»jtn tuo establishment of the exeiutive oftue Mutual
fice* in Uic Cuu&u iiic-ia" bulluuiK,
exchange, which wuh located at 117 .\ur*h
Hit conlo
tuuay
move
will
Dearborn street,
sumerH buildiug, where they will occupy tne
.

entire lSth lloor.

Shannon Fife, the writer, and Jacob Wllk.
scenario broker, were In Plainfield Saturday
night to witnoss the William A. Rrady premiere there.
After the show Brady Invited
the pnlr to accompany him to New Y'ork In
his car, but they declined, preferring to return
home by train. Hoth nro patting themselves
on tho hack slm'e they escaped the accident

which disabled Brady and two other occupants
of the auto.

vice running

With

rampant

the city, the

In

Antl-Vlce Motion Picture Corp. have prudacid
a Uineiy orieriug, entitled "la Any lilri bait-,"
which will have Iim initial showni* at Hie
Maxine fcllllott. Labor Day. This puture is a
Wilson.
subject, featuring Hoberia
tlve-reel
Raymond Nye aud Mlna Cuuard. Yusha bolwm, the bed f- con teased "wnite slavir," also
appears in this picture, as he was photographed

making bib conitsious in the District Attorbotwiu informed tin* idsuDi Atney's office,
torney that a private p»ol 1U the Washington
Cemetery, Urooklyu, wan used by the .n« w
York benevolent Assu. for the burial of the
htlms of the white slaviis," hihI scene* o:
Dr. (.'has. 11.
this are shown In the picture.
Parkhurst is in charge of the prc.M ntatiou oi
Charles Haukiu will handle the
the picture.
business end.
been Installed as
Robert 11.
studio manager by the World Film Curpuration, with headquarters at Hit I'ecru.ss Studio
Mr. Mclntyre, who liHeda herein Fort Lee.
after to devote himself to motion pictures exclusively, has enjoyed long and valuable experience at the business end of tui-airn.ii
amusements. For several years be was business manager and treasurer of •the historic
From
Walnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia.
that post he Joined the active forces of William A. Llrady, lust as touring manager of
"iiaby Mine," and then as treasurer of Mr.
Brady's Playhouse.

Mclntyre has

"The Two James," a new musical farce, with
a book by Lee Swartout, inu^ic by Max baetkebheur, and lyrics by W. M. Cre.-sy und Ted
Robinson, will open on Sept. ID. at the Hroad
Street Theatre, Phila., being produced by the
Reserve Producing Co. The play is due heie
In the cast are Harry Fisher,
In November.
Lillian Lee, James McElhern. Jane Fearnly,
Faiicuoucitl,
Marie
Trowbridge,
Frederick
Claud*' Went, Marl*- iHiwiht, Stunlev Kid*es,
Vera La
DeWitt.
Victoria Gauran, Clara
Stange, lieth Hardy. Lunnah brokaw, and
Louise Hardy. The production is being staged
by Frederick bishop.

E

Walter

Greene,

who

Having completed his final picture for the
Paragon Company, in which Lew Fields was
starred, Director Frank Crane Is taking his
first vacation in three years and Is making a

activities or the Arteraft Pictures Curpuration.
the new releasing company that will hamlie
Mary Plckford's own iilms, iinnounci s that

since the first statement regarding the Pickford releases he has r-ceived iimmroiis inquiries by wire and Utter asking for bookings.
The Arteraft will soon publish the list of tweuty-llve branches and managers rnveniig this
country and Canada and makes plain the fait
that the new PiekTord pictures are to be ah.-o-

lndipend'iit In

lutely

that any

releasing and

t

•!.e

op

bv

the

house can book the features.

Hurtou Rico, of the l"nlv« r>al advertising
department, wlio recently intu rlted $4».lXK)
through the dtath of his mother, has been
He has
ducking the cops In his n< w auto.
been arrested twice within the last w> k. once
for speeding, when he was fined $:;<>, and the

I'nlversal

Danny Suillvan. at one time In yaudevllle
ami Alio some months ago essayed to mauagto
Thai ley Wi inert, the heavyweight boxer, la
now screinlng for the Rolfe-Metro studio. Ha
will ap;>. ar in "Bradley's Weakness," which
William \:gh direct* d. The latter appears as
the feature, which has as a background the
deserted village of Allaire, N. J., and which la
owin d by W. R. Hearst.
Harvey A. Thew, a New York newspaper
man and more recently a photodramatlc critic,
has signed a contract with the Jesse L. Ladky

Company to devote himself exluslvcly In the future to the preparation and
adaptation of material for the screen stories
hy famous novelists and dramatists.
Mr.
Tin w will also do considerable original work
for both Famous Players and Lasky studios.
Feature Play

<

Mrs.

whu

W. Smith,

San Francisco,
a divorce from her
York broker, has en-

Charles

recently

lend

Hie
livelihood

Selu-rtzinger,

L.

The Important part of 'Tommy Malnnrd."
In
Juvenile In "The Wheel of .In lie."
1

"The dmquest

ant

Following the announcement that Lottie and
l'icktord, sister and brother of the celebrated Mary, have joined the Famous Players
for I-.-, where Owen Moore Is already at work,
authoritively stated that Lottie Plckford's
it
in wly-arrived baby has not yet signed a contrail w it!) that concern.

.lack

i

Work
<"ot.

.!

hi
it

>

gins
a

.

this week on "The Brand of
Mitro wouderplay in live acts;

with conditions In Mexico and on the
Mexii :m hordt r at the present time.
Lionel
Hairs more is the star of the production, which
luliii
\V. \ ible wi.i dire t, with tne assistance

ii".i!iik

•

Fred Silteuham.

of

-

i 1

l!imiish ma-a/iii'.- recently recplved.
All lilnis
lii.^inrii al
interest are carefully stored and
view of thus compiling a
living record of the events of the day.

o:

•

t

•

i-

i

r

.:

i

S.

Tb« Path* Club

to

Theatre

theatre
vie;
I.

i

ic:t.:;n
.1

•

will noon hava another outSaptamber 0th haa bf-rn *Hected for tha
date and club members and th^lr friends will

it

s
i

p

for him last month and h* mad* a
to Indianaooll
to advise them on

joints of construction.

W.
Co.

la

director of publicity for
to his home at Flushing,

James,

Arthur
Metro,

confined

with a severe cold.

1.,

Howard Estabrook has completed a twelvereel scenario, in which be will
ally. In the near future.

appear person-

The big Lubln plan at Coronado has been
down lor the summer, a lone watchman
beiug on the ground there at present.

closed

Oscar C. Apfcl, who has directed the Farphotoplays,- 'was burned severely about
the hands and body last week In the Aiming
of Farnum's last "western."
The presence of
water saved him from serious Injury.

John H. Ooldfrap has left the publicity department of the B. S. Mooss enterprises.

num

Virginia Clarke has been engaged to play
the Ingenue role with James Cruze and Marguerite Snow In an International Film Service,
feature which will be produced at a New Jersey studio.

"Seventeen." the new novel by Booth Tarklngton, has been chosen by Famous Players
as the vehicle for the Joint presentation of
Louise Huff and Jack Plckford on the Para-

mount Program.

of Trade
there. It

Is

Thomas H. Ince's "Civilization" will open at
the Tremont, Boston, on Labor Day.

COAST PlCTUkl NIWS.
By GUY PRICK.

Whltcomb Is now with the scenario
department of the Universal.
D.

F.

Robert Z. Leonard
The team, It

lately.

making every

effort to

keep them

remains to be seen whether the peculiar suburban fire laws are to Interfere.

W. H. Clune

not directing Ella Hall
said,

will present

have

split

perma-

"The Eyes of the

World" at the Auditorium early
The picture is now completed.

September.

in

J. McClung Francisco, head of the Monrovia
Film Company and producer of "The Daughter
Don," announces two new films in the
making. They also have to do with early Cali-

of the

fornia

Lewis

J. Selznick Is paying $3,. >00 for tho
privilege at Broadway and 40th street,
where he has erected a large electric sign
announcing the first of the Clara Kimball
Young releases. The rent is until Oct. 15.

history.

r

Herbert Rawllnson has a new car.

sign

W. C. Rlter, who has represented Mel lea on
the Pacific Coast, visited the New York office
week and has now been allotted the MidWest territory, with headquarters in Chicago, Illinois.

Wallle Reld and I<ow Cody arc stumping for
Woolwlne.

District Attorney

Margaret Courteaux has Joined Phillip Smalcompany at the "U."

ley's

this
dle

Henri DeVries

Is working In a Universal fea'Saintly Sinners." Ruth Stoneplaying the female lead. The picture
will be released In December.

Bonnie Zeldman
is

rumored he
Mrs. William

she

Mrs.

Thos. H. Ince, wife of the producer
'•Civilization," arrived from Los Angeles
Wednesday, to remain here until Ince returns
to the west.
of

S.

Winnlck, formerly business manager

of Local tfOrt. I. A. T. S. E., has been appointed
chief operator at Proctor's Fifth Avenue theatre.

George W. Lederer has about concluded negotiations with Lewis J. Selxnlck for the release
of some big features with Important legitimate
stars.

Ferguson

begins

rehearsals

for

her

new play "The New York Girl" next week,
K. & E. are producing It. This firm is also
casting a new musical play by Guy Bolton.
All of the 16 episodes of "The Yellow
Menace" were shown to exhibitors yesterday
in
the projection room of the Unity Sales

is

back from

New

York.

It

quit the Fine Arts.

Parker, wife of the scenario
up film' acting. At present

writer, has taken

house

is

Is

will

ture, entitled,

Jack

Is
Is

nently.

Griffith has given two private showings of
"Intolerance" here.

Flushing, L. I., may be the permanent home
of the Frohman studios.
The Flushing Board

doing cradle duty at home.

FOUR TRAVEL PICTURES.
Chicago, Aug. 30.
author and photographer, has completed a photographic
tour of the west and northwest, and the
result of his camera work will be exhibited by the International Film Service, Inc., in a series of four pictures
under the title of "Seeing America."
The first will be released as "Nature's
Miracle," the Chicago houses planning
to get the picture Sept. 9. The second,
"The Giant at Sunset" will deal with
animal life in Yellowstone National
Park.

Edward

S. Curtis,

Corporation.

Under the direction of James Y'oung work
has been started on an elaborate production
at tho I.asky studios, entitled "The Lash," In
which Marie Doro will be starred.

l.ft

K'lnnev

!or'!ii«rlr

of tV.e

I'nlcorn

VIRGINIA N0RDEN
STARJtrrfO IN

GOTHAM FILM

first
of the Mary Plckford pictures,
will bo an eight-reel production, will be
completed nnd ready for release In the middle
of October.

The

CORF.

FEATURES

which

The Universal Film Co. purchased $1.",000
worth of scenarios during the past week.
Twelve scripts were accepted from Brand E.
Whitlock. I'nited States Minister to Belgium.

Fred Ward was retained this week by the
Anti-Vice Motion Picture Corp.. to do tinpress work for "Is a Girl Safe," at the

Maxine

Elliott

theatre.

The National Board of Review on Wednesday unanimously passed the nrw Annette Kellerman picture for the Fox Film Corporation
Ned. Holmes will handle the publicity work
for the Universal production, "20.000 Leagues
I'nder the Sea." which opens at the Studebaker theatre, Chicago, Sept. 15.

The scaion li soon to commence. If there arc
any new propertW-i you need In your act or should
there be any you need retouched or repaired, let us

know and we

Paramount

will

take care of you.

ANIMAL AND GROTESQUE COSTUMES,
PAPIER MACHE, ARMOR WORK, ETC.
22t

WE8T

41st

8TREET
Tel.

Maurice and Florence' Walton are now at
work on "The Quest of Life," a fothcomlng

NEW YORK

CITY

Bryant SOU.

Picture.

Herbert Levene Is now manager of the Public Service Film Co.. having supplanted J. P.
Jon. Le Blang controls the concern.
Collins.

manager

\rarht ha* been spnolntcd advertising
o f tie Motion Picture Mall to succeed

John H.

Sernh-r.

C. A.
N1

Tue- day for th? cr.ast. en rout"
to t.'inna, win re he will represent the Pnlv.-i«ci| I'lim Co.
McKlnmy will be in charge of
th'* export l'U«in*M for China and India and
will make hi* headquarters In Sbanghl, China.
l'i!:o

lag.

left for Indianapolis Sunday
sup< rvi-e the opening of the new
there.
The owners of the

Rothapf«d

L.

Cirle

i

i

;

opened Monday In Rochester
Tuesday the takings were
Is there for the entire week.

Rose Tapley of the Vltagraph Company la
confined to her home at East Orange, N. J.,
s. rlously
ill
with a nurse In attendance.
It
was first believed by the physician that typhoid fever was ttie ailment.

without a single cut.

Pathe Fr» re", of London, have started the
formation ot a film lllr.iry. aci ordlng to an

nig'it

Florida, to gratify hrr lifelong
When
spend a winter there.
received on ofjer to play In a ?t rk roinfnny
..:
In Jacksonville, he gave n;>
tlonB to ri main In motion id lire w rk tn \> v
ays, "1 ran wait
York.
"I am \onnc," he
better than mother can."
to

of

roles.

mother

I

the

Canaan," the most recent
of
the
Fr<jlnnan Aruusement Corporation's
product ions, is being cut and assembled by
Ceorge living.
Its
disposition will be annmin ed :h(itly. Edith Taliaferro, Jack Shern',\ and i<al|>h Delmore, Jean LaMott and Marie
Wells and Hen Hendricks are seen in Import-

M
which Emily Stevens Is starred on
program, Is In the hand-* of Kaymond McK'e.
The young man has uhandoii'-.i niotion picmv
work for the winter, in order to t:.kc hi-

tto

to

of

<

piv.rvid with a

wish

composer

on

The feature

tour of the Adlrondacks.

Elsie

Victor

musical sc.iro of "Civilization," with the comfir he^rras
bined
frotu
the
Criterion
and
Prigjiton lh a< h theatres, gave a special conert at Wanamakirs auditorium for the shoppers in the store on Wednesday morning.
Alec.
Lorunore, general
representative for
lu.e. w.«s in charge of the arrangements.

I

tPe

of

obtained
a wealthy New
motion picture business to earn a
lor her two children.
She is cmployed at I niversal City, and Is being especiali> ca.-t lor society parts.
She is the daughtc
of Ern.-t von Seipoldt, a San Francisco banker.
hu.-l/aini,

i

second time when lie stopped ;u a pelj. e station in New Roehi He to gc-t some water for
The police there iii-covt r< d that
his motor.
renn the mathe lhense plate was nils-ing
He was
chine and took him Into cm tody.
arralgmd before a magistrate and dDi barged
with a reprimand.

the

mirket any productions turned down
company.

n

and

$r>00

the

directing

Is

Tt
was learned on Wednesday that In the
future ttv 1'niversal Film Co. will only take
their nick of comedies nindr hy the L. K. O.
on era. instead of taking their entire output.
.lu'i'H Sr« rn.
president of the concern, has
he a in New York for the past two weeks, and
understood that he has made arrangeIt
Iiii' ut;
to have a local representative offer on

"Civilization"
to

$1)88.

L.

i

>

Jack Oohn, editor of tho Universal Animated
Weekly, is spending bis first vacation lo eight
years at Tannersvllle, N. Y.

Ann Pennington has been working In a clr«
ens background for her next Famous PlayersParamount picture, "The Rainbow Princess."

When

in

need of an experienced, reliable

and etflcimt Camrra Man

rail

IM
Rapid, Efficient Service.

Cinema Camera Club,

«KfSgr

FILM REVIEWS
SAVING THE FAMILY NAME.
Eatelle

Mary

Ryan

Winthrop
Wally Dreislin
Janstn Wintbrop
Robert Winthrop
Mrs.

Blllle

Schramm

Harry

Depp

Even though she was a good little actress,
and tbe word good Is used advisedly In this
mere fact that she was of the stage
branded the heroine of "Saving the Family
Name" with tbe mark of tbe Vampire. But
though she was not a vamp at heart It must
be said that Mary MacLaren, who played the
role of the heroine, sure did have a most
"Saving the
potent attraction for the boys.
Family Name" is a Bluebird feature produced by Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley
Miss Weber having adapted the scenario from
Evelyn Heath's story of the same name.
(Mary MacLaren) Is playing
Estelle Ryan
in the chorus of a Broadway musical show.
She is in love with a youngster of good famWhen the
ily and he is infatuated with her.
case, tbe

boy's folks learn of tbe affair a long line of
relatives gather about him and tell him that
as he is the last of tbe line, he must uphold
tbe honor of the family by marrying accordThe
ing to his position in the social pool.
boy has given bis word to the girl and when
he Is Anally swayed by tbe arguments of bis
relations at tbe family council and a promise
wrung from bis unwilling lips, he turns to
The
the only road left open and suicides.
sensation that the yellow journals made of the
affair brought success to the doors of the little choruster and It isn't long before another
youth of the smart set is dangling at her

and in another family there is ancouncil.
In this case the widowed
mother of the boy turns the matter over to
her bachelor brother (Phillips Smalley). He

skirts,

other

takes the case
taking her on

in

band and kidnaps the

his

girl,

yacht to a lonely island

where he has a bunting lodge. After three
weeks the elder man discovers that the youth
wasn't so far wrong when he picked the girl
and sends for him to Join tbe girl. But she
has changed her mind by this time and the
outcome Is that the bachelor brother falls
Into her net and the two get together for the
final clinch in the last fifty feet.
"Savins the
Family Name" Is a good story well told in
film form by a capable company of players
and tbe feature Is one of the best of the
Bluebird flock that has been released within
the last month.
Fred.

DAUGHTEROF THE

Loa Angeles, four weeks ago. The picla In 10 reels and carries an appeal to
every Callfornian and to those Interested In
that community. The camera has dealt with
the most romantic and stirring days of that
section of the United States, vividly picturing
tbe siege of Los Angeles and tbe battle which
raged at the Old Plaza, now the center of the
business district. The acting Is not the best,
but this is easily counterbalanced by the exquisitely beautiful scenlo effects.
Since the
opening the footage has been cut down and the
film now la a good two and a half hours' entertainment.
McClung Francisco heads the
company that manufactured the picture and
tbe story was wrlten by Wlnfleld Megaboom,
a former Los Angeles newspaperman.
The

jestic,

MacLaren

Qirard Alexander
Carl von Schiller
Jack Holt
Phillips Smalley

DAY.

Breathing the atmosphere of California and
recounting the early events of tbe history of
that state. "The Daughter of the Don," made
by the Monrovia Feature Film Co., at Monrovia, Cal., received Its premiere at the Ma-

ture

film is particularly

noteworthy for

It

appeal.

historic
Prioe.

THE VICTORY OF CONSCIENCE.
Louis
Rosette Burgod
Prlnco Dimitrl Kartzin

Lou-Tellegen
Cleo Ridgley
Elliott

Remy

Dexter

Thomas Delmar
Laura Woods Cushlng
John McKennon
Lou-Tellegen 1b the star of "The Victory
Conscience," a five-part Lasky feature
of
(Paramount) adapted for the screen by

Mother Burgod
Father Burgod

Margaret Turnbull, from the story by Alezundro de Jannelll.
The story shapes up as
a very good picture subject until the author
was forced to pull tbe war Into the plot to
kill off both of his leading characters.
The
first 4,54 H> feet of the feature run along in
an interesting manner, but during the last
five hundred there ia a lot of soggy mush that
kills the good effect of what has gone before.
Cleo Ridgley plays opposite Lou-Tellegen In
tbe role of a little dancer at a country inn
who is torn from early home by the star
who takes her with him to Paris. The girl
believes his Intentions are honorable, but
learns that he wants her only as a plaything.
She deserts him and seeyres an engagement in an underworld cabaret which Is
the headquarters of The Frogs as the particular band of Apaches who frequent its portals are known.
But the little dancer soon
rises to fame, while the young nobleman is
felled by an avenging country swain of the
girl and on his return from the very edge of
the vale of eternal darkness, he decides to
devote his future life to tbe Church and takes
the vows. While performing charity work he
sees and recognizes the dancer and knowing
that it was he that killed her belief in Ood he
resolves to restore her faith.
Finally he is
victorious and through her still burning love
for him persuades her to enter the sisterhood. At the outbreak of the world war, the
priest renounces his official robes and offers
himself to his country after having recruited

21

a company of troops from the underworld.
With bis men be Is the final rear guard that
remains to protect a field hospital where the
sisters are nursing the wounded. At the last
call all escape but the priest-soldier and the
dancer-sister, who refuses to leave him, and
an exploding shell kills them. The picture Is
well directed by Frank Relcher, but the story
makes it a rather thankless task for the producer to try to secure the convincing punch
But with the name of
in the final scenes.
Lou-Tellegen the feature should attract some
Fred.
box office patronage.

t ?re
get a

not for tho fact that he manages to
line here and there In bis sub-

it

comedy

titles the picture would fall flatter than the
tire on a flivver thai has run over a smashed
pop bottle. Miss Barrlscale goes through al-

most four reels of tho feature without a chance
to do anything, not even look pretty, and for
the balance of tho plcturo that Is all that she
does do.
Charles Ray, who has proven himself as an actor In other features, never gets
a chance at all, and aa for the remainder of
the company, there aro but two roles, other
those played by tbe stars, that need
little better than extra people.
Fred.

than

PLAIN JANE.

THE COUNT.

Jane, "Tbe Orphlnt"

Bessie Barrlscale
Mr. "John Sophomore Adams". ..Charles Ray
Mabel Johnson
Bthelda Rathbone
Frederick Verstner
W. Burgermaster
Fanny Mldgley
Nora O'Orogan
An exceedingly weak story saved only by
the strength of the sub-titles, acted by a
capable cast, none of whom have any opportunity to extend themselves In any of the
roles, and although well directed with locations carefully selected, "Plain Jane" is but
a fair feature.
This is the only manner In
whioh one can truthfully sum up this Trlangle-Ince feature written by C. Gardner Sullivan, directed by Charles Miller, which has
Bessie Barrlscale and Charles Ray as Its
stars.
Perhaps the task of grinding out "so
many" features a week Is beginning to tell on
Mr. 8ullivan, who has been a most prolific
writer of Triangle features, and It might be
well If he settled down to rest for a while until his punch returns to him.
"Plain Jane"
will never win him any great laurels, and

Hero you

are. step right

original

!

Hway A 4Snd Street
Contlaucma from noon dally

RIALTO
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THE TEMPLE OF THE MOTION PICTURE
W.

S.

Hart

"The Dawn Maker" and new
Keystone comedy.

in

1

"MUSTY SUFFER"»
(Gworg«

<

n

ONLY

(

LOUIS MYLL,

KJftine Studio)

i

UCDIDD
THE INCOMPARABLE

PRESENT

"Saving the Family Name

DANA

The LIGHT

A

Drama of a Family

Pride and a Chorus Girl

With

Mary MacLaren and
An

of

Phillips

Smalley

Unusual Production by the Smalleys
Directed by

HAPPINESS

Lois

Weber

and

Phillips

Smalley

i
l

A METRO

wonderplay

in Five

Superb Acts.

and Directed by John H,

Written

I

Watch for The Coming Bluebird
"BEHIND THE LINES"

Collins.

t

Book through your

Released on the Metro Program September 4th

local

BLUEBIRD Exchange

or

Executive offices

BLUEBIRD
1600 Broadway

Jr
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up and get the old

Charlie Chaplin
Tho real thing.
Charlie Chaplin in all his glory, with all of
his tricks, sliding, slapstick, pie throwing,
sloppy table stuff, cane tricks and his kicks.
What more could any one ask? The picture
is a little slow at tho opening the comedian
having relied on Morton and Moore's measuring bit for his opening scene and not getting much out of it.
But later when the
action gets under way and the old Chaplin
stuff crop
out there will bo a lot of laughs
for the picture.
"Tho Count" is one of the
new Mutuals.
Fred

Photo Plays

(Inc.)

New

York

J

Director
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FILM REVIEWS
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(EplttoOtB 4, 6,
All

Manning
Hong Kong Harry

Wlllard
J. D.
Capt.

Foo

Urousou

lironsou

Watson
l'rincess

Muyne

Hall

Koy Genre*
James Nemalne
Harry Mainball

Clark

May

Stevens

Brio

Aruiaud Cortes
David Wall
Gerald Griffin
Albert

Kemp
Toug

Katlsba
Margaret

<i.)

Edwin

Singh

lirroll

Malone
Marie Treador
Margaret Gale
Tina Marshall

Florence

Nujla

Bronsun

Manning

Following the lines of tbe first three episodes of "ihe Yellow Menace," tbe Unity lttepisode serial (two reels to each part), the
next three are designated "Tbe Plot of a
Demon," "Tbe Haunted House," "Torluiw
Chamber." They are all replete with hairbreadth escapes, murders, and always tbe
evasion of capture by tbe smallest margin of
He is past mastbe arch villain All Singh.
devices such as secret
ter of mechanical
passages, tbe dropping of a bridge so his pursurers will crash, tbe throwing of a rope to
bt-ccme entangled with the rudder of a purThere Is sussuing motorboat, and bo on.
throughout.
Interest
melodramatic
pensive
Just so long as melodrama Is wanted by the
public and there bas never been a cessation
this style of serial will be
of tbe demand
popular, and If the Ingenuity of the producers
bas not been exhausted before the 16 episodes
have been filmed, "Tbe Yellow Menace" is
Jolo.
sure to entertain.

—

—

THE W0LFW0MAN.
Leila

Louise Glaum
Charles Ray

Aradella

Rex Walden
John Morton

Even the meek little female oensors
writhed uneasily as the picture was projected
As a
in Triangle's studio the other day.
"vampire" Miss Glaum gives a fine exhibition
U's the
of that style of screen portrayal.
story of a young man (Charles Ray) who becomes entangled with a woman. His mother
appeals to his older brother, who also becomes enmeshed. The younger shoots himself
in the vampire's apartment, hut she la so
alluring Bhe succeeds in holding the other
until he is finally weaned away oy a "good
woman" whom he marries. Whereupon the
"vamp" takes to drink, pulls a huge mirror
down upon her and scars her face so she is no
longer attractive to the male sex. In the end
she is shown, down and out. looking hopelessly plain.
There is something sincere and
"clean" about Charles Ray's cinema acting
kind."

THE YELLOW MENACE

Howard Hickman
Marjery Temple
Walden
Gertrude Claire
Franklin Walden
Wyndbam Standing
"The Wolf Woman." an lnce (Triangle)

Adele Harley
Mrs.

feature, directed by Raymond West, scenario
by C. Gardner Sullivan, photographed by .1.
D. H. Herlot, will probably prove a big drawing card, appealing to the women. According
to the late Oscar Wilde "every woman Is a
wauiou st heart," and whether we agree with
Oscar or not, it Is certain that the average
woman is Interested in the methods adopted
by an adventuress to lure the female sex.
Louise Glaum In this picture reveals many of
the "tricks of the trade," not the least of
which is the sartorial adornment with which
she Invests herself.
In addition there are
erotic sub-titles and descriptive titles such as
"the mistress of no one man, nut of man-

In this instance his
that carries conviction.
part Is a small (or brief) one, but it stands
out from tbe others. Miss Glaum la Inimitable
and the entire cast excellent. There Is some
exceptional Interior photography and the production breathes class. Watch the women wben
viewing this picture and If they tell you afterward that it isn't so much, note the little
hysterical laugh that accompanies the stateThey're kidding.
ment.
Jolo.

THE VELVET PAW.
Robert Moorhead
Mary Dexter
Senator Uarrlng

House Peters
Gall Kane
Ned Burton
Frank Qoldsmith

Congressman Drake
"The Velvet Paw," Paragon (World) release,
directed by Maurice Tourneur, story by Paul
West, scenario by Gardner Hunting, photography by John v. d. Broeck.
Young wife
comes to Washington with her husband in an

concluding with a verse of "The Star Spangles
Banner." It is a classy drama without any unnecessary attempt at sensationalism, well acted
with some exceptionally fine studio reproductions of scenes in and around the Capitol.
"The Velvet Paw" is good entertainment for
any screen audience.
Jolo.

YOUTH'S ENDEARING CHARM.
Mary Wade
Harry Disbrow
John Disbrow
Mrs. Disbrow
Joe Jenkins
Mrs. Jenkins

Bessie Banks

George Horton
Marry Clark
Maud Horton
Margaret Nichols
This is the first of the Mutual Star Producfeaturing Mary Miles Mlnter.
It was
turned out by the American Film Co. from a
scenario by J. Edward Hungerford under the
tions

direction of William C. Dow Ian.
Little Mlas
Mlnter Is going to *rove a winner for the
Mutual as is proven In her first picture, where,
in spite of a rather commonplace story, Bhe
stands out like an orchid In a potato patch.
Her wlnsomeness and sprightly personality
carry the picture and ihake It possible. Che
essays the role of a little orphan farmed out
and finally running away from the family
where she is working for her keep. Her travels
and adventures until she finally marries the
son of a wealthy banker complete the balance
of the story, which is well produced with a
Grlfflnesque touch here and there by the Introduction of dumb animal flashes. The picture Is well worth playing, as it Is the first of
a series in which this little star Is to reappear
before screen patrons, who have 1 en undoubt-

edly awaiting this event.

effort to secure the

adoption of husband's Invention by the government.
Constantly obstructed by Inability to buy the right kind of
Influence. She secures a letter of introduction
to tbe senator who Is ring-leader of the grafters (It must be great to be a graft leader—
they always smoke such nice-looking cigars)
and obtains his promise to help her. On returning home she finds her husband has committed suicide.
Tbe leader takes her to his
borne, where he and his wife befriend her.
In
due time he enlists her assltance in winning
over "reluctant" congressmen.
She ruins one
by getting him to vote her way, throws him
over and is "sicked" upon another, who loves
her and agrees to remain away from the vote
of the Child Labor Bill.
She comes to a
realization of her position and persuades him
to not only appear in Congress, but to speak
In favor of tbe measure, thereby securing its
passage.
The ruined ex-congressman shoots
her, wounding her but slightly, and she is
seen in a "clinch" with her lover, the picture

Mary Miles Mlnter
Wallace MacDonaid
Harry Von Meter
Gertrude Le Brandt
Alfred Ferguson

Frod.

LITTLE MISS~HAPPINESS.
Lucy

White

Dave Allen
Sadie Allen

Grandma White
Max Barker
J

im Butterfleid

Squire Allen
Nancy Allen
Mrs. Butterfleid

Maudie Butterfleid
The Minister
June Caprice does a

June Caprice
Harry Hllllard
Zena Keefe
Sara Alexander
Leo Kennedy
Sidney Bracy
Robert Vivian
Lucy Moore
Genevelve Reynold
Grace Beaumont

Edward N. Hoyt
flop In "Little Miss
Happiness," her latest feature released by the
William Fox Coi/ipany.
Miss Caprice tries
to Plckford her way through this picture and
falls short of registering in every respect.
It
Isn't the girl's fault entirely, for the story
isn't any too good, but at that the little star
discloses the fact that she Is lacking in the
essentials that are necessary to one who Intends to maintain the position In the screen

world that the Fox people elevated her
falls

Had he followed out the suggestion
embodied In his title he would have fared to
"Little Miss Happiness"
better advantage.
could have waded her way through fiwe reels
of film and by her philosophy of the poor,
cheered the grouches, heaped coals of flee on
the heads of the scandal mongers and finally
won her way victoriously to the altar on the
arm of her hero amid the good natured smiles
on faces where dlstaln, avarice and hatred
once held court. But no, Mr. Harris had to
dig up all the old melodramatic Junk that
was used In "Way Down East" and a score
of plays of that type and piece it Into his
The trouble Is that he did it altopicture.
gether too poorly to make an impression. John

his yarn.

who

Adolfl,

directed the picture,

THE LITTLE

LIAR.
Mae Marsh

Maggie
Bobby

Robert Harron
Olga Gray
Carl Stockdale
Dick 81ade
Jenny Lee
Boarding house keeper
Ruth Handforth
Maggie's mother
Tom Wilson
Maggie's father
Loyela O'Connor
Matron of Jail
One of the silliest features ever turned out
by Fine Arts (Triangle) Is "The Little Liar,"
by Anita Loos, directed by Lloyd ingraham.
The author evidently tried to show a girl
brought up in the slums, but possessed or a
"soul" and a vivid imagination. To do this
she depicts Maggie (Mae Marsh) as an Idiotic

Fanny

liar.
Maggie gets herself Into all sorts of
scrapes and finally lands In Jail, where she
writes the "things she sees" to the Judge, who,
with a newspaper editor, rushes to her cell,
only to find that she has committed suicide
whereupon she receives a swell burial with
flowers, etc.
It is understood the producer
originally had tbe girl recover and become a
newspaper writer.
It is Just as well they
killed her off because, had she been permitted
to live, she would undoubtedly have involved
her paper in a serious libel suit and started
Just a lot of twaddle. Interother things.
minably dragged out for five reels.
Jolo.

WORLD
pr««cnt»

r.K.LINCOLN
m

BUT

'ThtAlmithtyMar
•

"Our contract exhibitors
are our business partners
and are to have the beniflt

of our best efforts
in

everv

release

—The

World Film Corporation
will never weaken its

Program by issuing
special releases"-'

~

t

PICTURES

FRANCES
/NELSON
ond

The World Policy reads

to

Fred.

A BR ADY
WILLIAM
In au«ciati«n wi h

on the World Program
could be wildcatted
at enormous figures

managed

do very well with the material he evidently
had on hand, but the finished product Is rather
a sorry specimen of the usual type of features that are released from the Fox office.

"

Certain coming releases

to.

first place the little lady's personality
to get to her audience, and wben It
comes to the moments where the registering
of emotion Is needed she fails to drive home
her points. The story is a rather weak attempt to follow the general plot that was tbe
basis of "Teas of the Storm Country*" and
the author of "Little Miss Happiness," Clarence J. Harris, did not put any punch Into

In the

Directed by ROBERT THORNb?
Produced by PARAGON FILMS Inc.

VARIETY
2d half

BILLS NEXT WEEK.

Reno A Ploros

A Beck
Hagsr A Goodwin
South Bead* lad.

Hall

(Continued from page 12.)
Salt Lako
Rlcki

ORPHEUM

LYRIC (UDO)
(Norfolk split)
Julia Curtis

Jones A Sylvester
Willie Solar
D Morrelle 6

ROANOKE

4

Lew Holtz

Burke A Burks

PANTAGES

split)

1st half

T & S Moors
Van Dykes
Emlle Lubers

& Ackerman

TKMPLE

(ubo)

Nat Wills
Tempest 6 Sunshine
J Bernard Co
Rudlnoff
Connelly A Webb
Halzer Sisters

Rockford,

PALACE

111.

iwvu)

Six Water Llllles
Milt Collins

(Sunday openings)
Green A Parker
Ed Blondell Co
Cameron A O'Connor
"Tragedy of Egypt"
Scheneetad7t W« Y.

PROCTOR'S

Allan Dlnehart Co
Marie Stoddard
Jacques Pintel
Gomes Trio

Murphy
Hess A Hyde
Mr A Mrs N Phillips
Fletcher A Stewart
Mme Dore Co
Pert

(wva)

Bush & Shapiro
Nevlns & Erwood
"Fashion Shop"
Harry Sterline
Weir Temple & Dacey
Five Armentos

'Jd

Paul

(Oprn Sun Mat)
Williams & Wolfus

Millie

Mllo Belden Co
Alvln A Wms

split)

1st half

A

Clown Seal
Qulgley A Fitzgerald
Old Homestead 8

Edna Dreeon
Godfrey & Henderson
2d half
J Edmund Davis Co
Fiddler & Sheldon

Dunn

"Lingerie Girls"

Will

A Kemp

Browning A Dean
Bernard A Tracer

(abc)

Joe Kcnnodv

Woolfolk's "Follies"
Romalne Fielding Co

QuIrs £ Nlekerson
La Mont & Olrlle
Models De Reaux Arts

Sioux City

ORPHEUM

2d half

Sam Rowley
The De Bnrs
Orpheus Comedy 4

POLI'S

Hadley Sisters
Rs^al A Bender

Dyer A Fay
Manlo Sextet

A Cartello
Wayne A Wright

Hal Stephens
Mile Luxane Dancers
Kane A Herman

2d half

Rns« A Dell
"How it Hannened"
Connelly A Wenrlrh

Dorothv Brenner
Chas Rogers Co

Former

AmUUM

Hotel

will very likely

the

Playhouse

Rlvervlew's fourth annual Mardl Oras, lasting 23 days, started with a masquerade aud

Aug.

pageant
Dr.

26.

Max Thorek

downtown

to

640

has moved his office from
Sheridan road near IMne

Grove avenue.

Both the Garrisk and Princess are advermatinee for Wednesdays of
each week.
tising the dollar

Ralph Kettering has written a travesty on
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" for Dwlght Pepple's
"All-Girl Revue."

Karl Hoblltzclle has been In Dallas for the
past fortnight looking over his Interstate
theatre Interests there.

OPERA TENOR—VOICE SPECIALIST

Hand Knowledge

at

of Trabadelo. Paris (teacher of Melba. Tvry.
Requirement*. One of tha larteat profeMlonal fellowlsgt Is Aaarloa.
Voice* triad gratuitously.

Garden. P"utt*nUiio)

The Chicago Federation of Labor has not
ban on the Saratoga whlrh was declared "unfair to organized labor" some weeks
ago.

of Professional

Woodward— Broadway and

55th

*»•»•

Harry Miller continues to route the W.V.
M.A. snowH which take to the road through
the northwest and later play the Ackerman *
Harris houses.
Maxwell Bodenhelm and William Saphier
huvo colluboruiud upon a one -ait play enIt may eventually see light
titled "Drown."
of day in vaudeville.

Work la progressing nicely on the new
Jones-Linick-Schaefer house, the Rialto, Stats
It will not be ready, however, for an
opening in September.
street.

The remaining houses on the Butterfleld Cirnamely Saginaw, Bay City, Battle Creek
Ann Arbor all in Michigan, resumed

cuit,

—

and

their regular vaudeville Beason Aug. 27.

Norlnne Coffey Is convalescing from a severe
Her Illness prevented
attack of pneumonia.
her from heading the Churchill production of
"Fraternity Boys and Girls"

The sudden change in the temperature
knocked the bottom out of the local park
business which for some weeks has been ungood.

usually

Augustus Pltou, Jr., who Is In on the Flake
O'Hara show aud may engage In producing
other road stars, plans moving from Chicago
to New York where he will beoome more
activo In the producing Held.
Business has been splendid at the Haymarket since the opening of the season. The
weather has been against show going but the
Haymarket has done unusually well on Its
week ends.

Walter Buhl has again been engaged as
house manager for the Wilson Avenue by
Buhl has been there for the
Mitcb Lacalil.
past year, also having the house during Its

summer

picture policy.

Henry

In

CHICAGO

IMPORTER
1572 Broadway, Cor. 47th St
Opposite Strand Theatre.

Dresses

Coats

November.

Pr. Harvey W. Martin was made an honorary member of the T. M. A.
The young
doctor was the Association physician for a
long time.

Field

to New
stay.

York

late

in

have

LUBALL

is

Lillian Reynolds hbh been signed for the
Ingenue role In "Miss TT. S. A."
Miss Reynolds jiiHt recently closed a 37 weeks' season
of burlesque stock In Cleveland.

Helen Murphy goes
September for a long

to

Dorothy Vaugban, who has returned to the
booking gsme, has started off with a rush

to be occupied by Maurice Browne's Little Theatre company for five weeks, beginning early

Mark Vance,

who were

Adelaide,

lifted the

ciroi. 2000

The Playhouse (formerly the Fine Arts)

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

and

played the Kedzle the first half of last week
but dropped out of the bill owing to the 111have cancelled several
nesB of Adelaide,
weeks' bookings until the lady recovers.

It is a local rumor that George M. Cohan
offered $25,000 for the Strollers' collection of
Btago celebrities and managers.

LIONEL ROBSARTE
Flrat

In

Gene Greene's father-in-law is the Chicago
representative for William Randolph Hearst.
Gene and the latter are good pals.

Homer LInd Co

Cartello

(wva)

(ubo)

Gold A Seal

Clayton Sisters
Lewis Harrington Co
Mayo A Tally
Jarvls Harrison Co
Barrett A Opp
2d half

attraction

Frank Doyle says the Victoria is doing
making money. Doyle books the

Warren A Templeton
Worcester, Mpaa.

Reno

first

business and
house.

James Oradv Co

.

PANTAGES (m)

(wva)

Neal Abel
Jus Oyon Tal

PROCTOR'S

the

Oct. 0.

The Kilties
Poshay A White
Harry Gilbert
Prince Karmi
PANTAGES (m)
Ollie A Johnny Varies

Howard Klbel A H
Kennedy A Melrose
YONGE ST (loew)

Seattle

he

A Howard

STRAND

Sisters

Loon a Guerney
Wanzer A Palmer
Bertie Fowler
Standard Bros
(Three to fill)
Troy. If Y.

Blllee

Mae Francis

Montgomery

PRINCESS (wva)

Tossing Austins

again manace the Qalrty,
which reopened Its vaudeville
will

"Where The Rooster Crows"

L Nelson Hall Co
Walter Brower
Fred V Bowers Co
Allen

D.

S.

Ottawa, L. I.,
season Monday.

ORPHEUM

Toronto
HIP (ubo)

The Orpheum, Peoria, Felix Greenherg.
manager, started up its vaudeville shows again
Monday. Sam Tlshman books the houHe.

Harry Lewis

Morln Sisters
Helene Davis

Olive
of a Totem"

Joe Sullivan no sooner landed from OklaCity than he took a flyer to New York
spend a few weeks.

Sioux Falls,

A Ackerman
Wlaalaea. Oaa.

Hill

The Frcscotts
Scranton, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
(Wilkes Barre

Francis A Kennedy

HIP

half

a link of the Thielen
31, with J. J.

Richard Hoffman Is penciling In the show
opening the regular season for the Orpheum,

Sam Llebcrt Co
F Luckle A Gordon

Roy Snow
"The Cop"
Flo Adler A Boys
"Luck

Blllee

Hpllt)
1st half

Paul Petrhlng Co
John tfeff Co

fill)

Charles
Lerner A Ward
Lewis Harrington Co
Russell Vokes
Jarvls Harrison Co

Wood

Robbie Gordone
"Honor Thy Children"

to

(ubo)

(Scranton

Terre Haate

2d half

4

ORPHEUM

Wllkea-Barre, Pa.

POLLS

111.,

Will Conley is still In Chicago. He Is helping Joseph Dimes with local White Rats'
matters.

WbT

HIP (ubo)
Nell McKlnley
(Two

to

Pormalne
John T Dovle Co
PearlB A Burns
A Wilson

Harry Coleman
Kimberly A Arnold

from the

homa

2d half

(m)

In

Jane Courthorpe Co
Mme Latoy's Models

Wins & Espe

A Sherwood

James Cullen
Kervllle Family

Pets
the Park"
Stanley A Farrell
Melody Six

"Night

(m)

week

this

Circuit, resumes vaudeville Aug.
Rubens managing.

"What Happe'd Ruth"

Taoeaaa

returned

The Fox, Aurora,

MAJESTIC iwva)
Wllllson

Nash

John

of the

east where he spent a short vacation.

Ward Girls
Waterloo, la.

Emmy's

PANTAGES

Edward R. Sanford is now manager
Warner hotel on the south side.

Will

Savoy A Brennan
Grace Hazard

PANTAGES

2d half

Hayes A Rives

George Lyons

Merrlan's Canines
2d half
Jack Lavler
Norwood A Hall
Carmen Minstrels

Oliver A Olp
Brlce A King

Emll Mendelsohn
•Tango Shoes"
Venlta Gould
Regal A Bender
Gerard A Clark

E J Moore
Kauffman Bros

Dancing Kennedys

COLUMBIA (orph)
Valerie Bergere Co
Mme Chllson Ohrmann

I1L

Stone A Hughes
Barry Girls

Kalamo Duo
Mme Sumlko Girls

Holmes A Wells
Royal Hawailans
Beaumont A Arnold
Perklnoff R A Ballet
Waterbefy, Cobb.
PJLl'S (ubo)
Three Rossaires
Flt/vM-rald A Lorenz
"How It Happened"
Clover Leaf Trio

Henrietta

Serris Co
Sprlnfffleld,

MAJESTIC iwva)

Princess

Hlrschel Hendler
2d half

M

De

(Open Sun Mat)
Mrs Langtry Co
Lydell A Hlggins
The Sharrocks

The Olearys
(Four to fill)
St. Loala

Brltt

Mme

ORPHEUM

Dawne June
Bevan A Flint
"The Right Man"

GRAND

Edna Aug

Amoros Sisters
Grace De Winters
"The Outpost"
McCloud & Carp
Saa Fraactaeo

D

Coakley Harvey A
Retter Bros

Mann
BAH
Slatko's "Rolllckers"

Earl & Girls
Dale & Archer
Naynon's Birds

Rochester. N. Y.

Band

Garclnettl Bros

(Sunday opening)
Phil La Tosca

(ni)

Mealey A Montrose
Vloterta. B. O.

Spokaao

PANTAGES

"Society Buds"
Claudia Coleman

PANT AG KS (m)

PANTAGES (m)

& BogKS
Gardner & Revere
Saa Dtege, CaL
I.llyaii

Kartelll

Creole

"On the Veranda"
Electrical Venus

(m)

Aatkony A Mask
Mme Dore Co
Vamooavor, B. O.
PANTAGES (m)

W

2d half
Musical Geralds

Reo & Norman
Llplnski's Dogs
Leila Shaw Co
Danny Simmons

(ubo)

(Lynchburgh

(wva)

Adroit Bros
H A F Minstrels
"School Days"

(Murk Ai Hamilton
The Brlghtons

Roanoke. Va.

St.

ORPHEUM

Night)

6 Wheaton

Headings
"Might Have Beens"

The Peers

Hill

Wed

(Open
Carroll

1st half

25

road

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

1

',

and Furs
Showing for early fall wear a
Chemitz Serge
full line of
Dresses, featuring the Galeti

Model

KVane and Wal«h have gone on the
John Bcrnere's new show. "Tho

with

Little Olrl That Ood Forgot"
their vaudeville specialty.

and

will

at $9.50.

Regularly $15.

See it

do

Special Attention to
the Profession

in charge

The
white.

front

of

the

Cleaners did

Avenue

Wilson
It

last

Is

all

week.

CORRESPONDENCE

^DILT
THE PERFECT MAKE-UP REMOVING CREAM

Unless otherwise noted, the following reports are for the current week.

"Se Pure You Can Eat

It"

For Sale At

The Orpheum,

.lollet,

rssumsa vaudeville Aug

The

Roy Ragan, manager,
31.

Majestte, Cedar Rapids, is announced ts
reopen Sept. ft, with W. V. M. A. bookings.

Harry Ulaundin Is house manager for the
OszeoIq lntsreats at the Victoria.
Charles Walters Is back ea tha
Job at the Star * Garter.

laaagsrlal

ALL LIGGETT-RIKER-HEGEMAN DRUG STORES
Macy's

The Gray Drug Co., Hrnadway and 43rd Strrct
Manufactured by BULLET BRAND LABORATORIES,

St<-rn

S54

Bros.

Wast

Girebel's

44th Street

VARIETY

FRANK EVANS

«S5ff

VAUDEVILLE

Gene Alvarez * Fay

Martell

"SUNBURST OF FASHION AND FROLIC"
EASTERN APPEARANCE

FIRST

Cost thousands— Big Profits— Easily worked.

Avenue,

2001 5th

New York

To The

theatre newly decorated, fully equipped, best location in City, seating
capacity 800 suitable for pictures or productions a sure winner
at low rental. Inspection invited. C. S. McClellan
Co., 6 East

City.

—

—

—

Among bor tarly bookings are Clifford and
Willis, Jack Laiuey and Rita Mario and orrlubtra for the I'antugt's Circuit.

1st St,

Profession
Means a Lot
MACK'S
9 CLOTHES
have

&

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Hynlcka, Republican National Com-

H.

K.

Individuality

Managers and Producers Take Notice
WILL LEASE, for unexpired term of about two years, attractive

Sacrificing complete equipment of elaborate
established headliner art tableau feature.

COLLINS,

mitteeman from Ohio, was in Chicago last
week tulklng politics and predlctng a big seaRon for tbe theatres wben not beiug inter-

THE ORIGINAL IDEA-FIFTH SEASON.

viewed by tbe political writers.

On

or

"Joy"

Oct.

,e

produced

of

Galsworthy's

John

13

about

will

by the Maurice

at

tbe

all

tbeatre
"Tbe Hawk

Little

Hrown company.

that

of

will also be produced here for tbe

Gold"
time.

first

NOW

THEATRE

THEATRE OPPORTUNITY

ACT FOR SALE
A.

FIFTH AVE.

and more.

"IDEA

MACK'S

Burke and Murray Pell breezed In
from Chicago last week. One of Pillle's de»>_ 1-" A •»«»»# nrs*** .<-•
. n. r r*..*-«'

DEPARTMENT'

Blllle

Sunday

profession either for

apply a

The ache ends
stantly, and
will return.

it

NEXT WEEK

little

Blue-jay plaster.
in-

never

(SEPT.

west side ball park.
Dotb
were in splendid bealtb.

4)-DELANCEY
New York

ST.,

agents

Ralpb

Kettering journeyed to Pittsburgh
to attend the Initial performance
at tbe Lyceum there tbat nlgbl of bis piayelaborated, "Which One Shall I Marry?" Kettering sent back word tbat "it went over big."

one minute. A million women
prove it every month. A corn
will never pain again alter Bluejay once goes on it.
in

*

Tbe death of Alva M. Holbrook down cast
last week caused considerable regret locally,
as be was connected with tbe LaSalle 'or a
long time.
He wan last seen here as stage
director with "Watch Your Step" at the
Illinois.

Monday
No Corn

Pain
On Monday you
won't know you
have a corn.

It is

gently disappearing.
that
You

know

corn is done for. You
know it won't come back. You
may also know that soreness will
not follow. For Blue-jay is as
gentle as efficient.

Tuesday
The Corn

Gone

is
In 48 hours Blue-jay ends 91
corns in 100. The other 9 per
cent are tough corns which need

another application.
Such has been the history of 70 million corns, since Blue-jay was invented.
And any user will assure you that such
results are certain.
Prove that fact tonight.

BAUER

A. BLACK, Chicago and New York
Makers of Surgical Dressings, etc.

15c and* 25c at Druggists

Blue jay
=

Ends Corns

NEW~YORK,

and BIJOU,

BROOKLYN.

«i

with Miss Irwin about some changes In "Friend
Wife" which he and Charles Sumner have
written an her starring vehicle for later In
the season.

Fred and Aleen Vance are doing a double
act.
The former wan a principal with the
"September Mom" tab (Churchill's) and the
latter has been playing feminine leads with
the LaSalle Musical Comedy Co. The art cmbraces patter, songs and character numbers.

Greene opened nn "Association" tour
the Great Northern Hip last week and In
his routine used
"Pretty Baby" from the
(Tone

at

"World of Pleasure" show. A deputy sheriff
railed on Gene and Instructed him to stop
using the song. Gene stopped.

Harry Segall has gone
rnnr

hom#

In

to

the Thniionnd

May

Trwln's sumIslon^. fn confer

crew at the Kedzle
Is again stage
Smith, orchestra leader; J.
J. Lambert, doorman; Anna Ross, treasurer
(Miss Ross has been with the Kedzle for
Is

All of the old stage

back on tbe

manage r

Job.

Jimmy Lynch

Leonard Hicks Is again spending his days
and nights at the Hotel Grant, having moved
L. H. Is all primed
in from tbe soutb side.
for his Palace "Monday nights." The Hlcksea
expect to Initiate tbe baby Into the mysteries

q

of the "first nighters."

that

Richard Henry Little did some kidding In
He wrote
his Herald column the other day.
n humorous "answer" to the query "How ran
become a dramatic editor?" Dick told what
I
the critic would run up against at tbe local

Tbe Life"

At prices ridiculously
low compared to
other shops.
One Forty-Ei«ht
West Forty- fourth Street
Near Broadway
New York City
Four Doors

West of
The Lambs' Club

to
ready
broken lots
formerly cost
in

$15.

Straw

at

The company Is headed by William Fox and
Marks Stewart.

Is

to

appear

a

In

new

Dunge

Auscust

Is

Mack

playlet,

The Tailor

In vaudeville.

managing

Kedzle.

the

William Malcolm, former manager, has found
his personal Interests demand all of bis tine
and will be unable to look a'ter the Kedzle
Malcolm at present Is at Forest
personally.
Park, being one of the stockholders of the

1582-1584

BROADWAY

Opp. Strand Theatre

722-724-726 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre

William P. Frledlander and wife. Nan Halperln. depart Aug. 31 for New York where
they will witness a performance of Friedlander's "Four Husbands" at Henderson's.
Miss Halperln will continue her way to PosFrledlander will
tnn where she opens Sept. 4.
remain In New York until after the Palace enNat Phillips. Frledgagement of hlH act.
lnnder's general mnnager, went east with the
"Husband", "* superintending the production at
the

Hats now

fifty cents.

concern.

SUITS

do

NOW

the Imperial this
"This Ts
week and Is advertised as the "first musical
show of the season." It Is tue first for the
local bookings of tbe International Circuit.
Is

do "For Value Received"

WRAPS

to

up to forty dollars

She and Miss Clifton
Dollevue Annex."
at the Malestlc some weeks ago In
•The Saint and the Sinner." Miss Clifton Is to

GOWNS

me

SUMMER

houses.

Miss Fowler

The Kahn Shop

AU
SUITS
wear

were seen

THE RECOGNIZED SHOP
TO THE PROFESSION.

in

and

several years).

••'J'l

Gowns

clothes,

in that line.

Prenda Fowler Is to continue In vaudeville,
but will not have Ethel Clifton as her partner

Creator of

specialize

difficult for

Chris.

;

I

strip

there has been nothing up to date too

Saturday

You can prove that

stage

or

street
clothes.

The Corn Aches
You

is

always open to the

New York

house*.
:

Clarke hns left Institution Charles
Pearl, dlscha reed ;, Lew W. Haley has left
Rvelvn .lovre. making dally
the hospital
May Klbbey. getting along nicely;
proer*««
Isabella lones has returned home much ImFrank
Clinton W. Vldor. Improving
proved
Devltt (Devltt, Purns and Torrence), treated
for k.iee Inflammation and able to resume en-

Robert O

;

C

:

:

:

gaxementa.

CITY, N. Y.

The manacement of the "Pound l'p" at the
Cubs hall park on the west side was up
Wednesday nl«ht the
the air last week.
park wa«» besieged bv thousands who had
tickets which they thought entitled them to
The
admission to the wild west dolncs.
old
In

Carlo Mylea.
Hospital bulletin
one of Ruffalo Pill's Sioux Indians, recently
InUired by a fall from a horse, Improving;

American

NEW YORK

:

papers carried the storv that several thouamong the
sand tickets were distributed
stores on State «treet nurpnnins to he cards
of admission to the Round l'p" a week aso
The Trlhune said It reWednesday nleht.
saying
ceived one complaint after another
there were from -J.tum to Un.iiOn trying to uet
At the park ihr crowds
In on the thkets
were told that the tickets were not good unless so much accompanied them lor reserved

VARIETY

Do You JVant
W 15?

FORTY tSuRTn St

NEW YORK

CITY

OPPOSITE TNI CURIMENra
Paris Franco, 74

To

look like everybody else, or do you prefer
to have others want to look like you ?

Rut

fl

To make

your

different

start

new costumes most
with

a

suitably

on

call

Sophie

Rosenberg.

Look

fl

marks of indentificadistinguish the Rosenberg Label.

for the revealing

tion that

OtW

Tkm

Ct.Ml.hMlt

«l

SOPHIE ROSENBERG
la
I

W. 44th STREET.
T«L

NEW YORK CITY

Bryant

nappy comedy

bit.
No new stuff but thnt
Judging from the way It waa
The Gomez Trio. Spanish dancers,
two men and a woman, danced gingerly and
effectively to the accompaniment of the castanets.
The trio worked fast and was enthusiastically applauded
Mullen and Coogaa

a

mattered

Private Baths $7.00 Week
IN THE NEW, MODERN FIREPROOF

Rooms with

not.

received.

NORMANDIE HOTEL
417-419 South Wabash Avsnus
Within three blocks of Ten Largest Downtown Theatres.

m§

at

CHICAGO,

ILL.

were a big hit and had thlnka pretty easy
with their style of funmaklng.
"The Forest
Fire" held eevrybody In in the closing position.

McVICKER'B (J. O. Bureh. mgr.; agent
—Two dancing acts vlod wltb eacn otner

Loew).

UTHIE VOLLMER
SCOTTISH COMEDIENNE

ALBOLENE
"The stars of the stage
have made it the rage."

"I

am using Albolene every day and

Will arrive from Liverpool Sept.

Address

it

surpassing. It cuts the paint

nicely and does not irritate the skin."

STELLA MAYHEW.
is put up in i and 2 ounce tubes
make up box also in ? and I lb
cans
It may be had of most druggists and
dealers in make up. Sample free on request.

Albolene
to n t th

•

'

:

McKesson & robrins
Manufacturing Chemists

L

91 Fulton Street

•

-

New York

If you persist
with the A. F. of L.
unu«ual activity we shall be forced
members of our organizations to
withdraw their book Intra from such agents
who send acts to Interfere with the general
progress and welfare of the above named organizations."

advise

AUDITORIUM

(Cleofonte Campanlnl. gen.
dir.
opera, open In « Nov. 1.1.
PLACKSTONE (Hsrrr Powers, mhr).
"What** Your Husband Doing"" onens Sept 2.V
COHANS ORAND (Harrv Ridings mar.)
"The Cohan Revue W10," rapacity (2d we«>k».
>.

— Orsnd

CHICAGO (Frank

The

notification

handed

all

and the

manager* and

agents In Clilmao by the union committee
dcslenatcd for thnt purpose rend a* follows
"Dear Sirs Attention has been called to the
fact ih.it you are booking nets and strike-"
bronkcrs fn play Ibe theatres at Oklahoma
City and TuNi wMoh have been designated
ss unfair by the Theatrical Stage Employes',
The MusMnns". The Operators' and the White
Rats Actors' Union, all of which are af-

O.

Miller,

Dine Paradise." opens Sept.

CORT
The crowds

Hnnlly pnclOed
show given without Interruption.

sent*.

communications

filiated
in this

to

find

all

(U.

.1.

Warmer," doing

17.

mgr.).— "The

—

Herman, mgr.). "Fair snd
big baslness at $2 top Hth

week

COLUMniA

(E.

A.

LIvMv

Girls."

GlrN"

(Ed.
(burlesque).

ENGLEWOOD

OARRICK (.1.
Way" (Lew

This

Wood,

mgr.).— "Btep

Beatty,

mgr.).— "Auto

J.
Oarrlty. mgr.).— "Step
Fields), drawing profit (.ird

week >

GAYETY

(Robt.
Schoeneeker,
mgr.).
"Dropdwnv Relies" (burlesque).
(Art. H. Moeller, mgr.).—
"Am»*r|cn First" (burlesque).
IMPERIAL (Will Spink, mgr.).— "This la

HAYMARKET

The Life."
ILLINOIS

(Rolla Tlmponl. mgr.).— "Pom
Pom" (Mltz! Hajos). open* Sept. 3.
LaSALLE (Harrv Earl, mgr.).— "Where Arc

THE

Mv

F«r Street, Stage and Evening Wear

^VETtiES:
Orders Promptly Filled

1560 Broadway
Mall

Children? (film), drawing profitably C>th

week )

Women's Smart Footwear

NATIONAL

ton

(John Barrett, mgr.).— "Trux-

Klne."

OLYMPIC
mon Clay"

(Charles Warren, mgr.).— "Com-

(John

Mason),

opened

Mouua>

night.

PALACE
week; opens

(Harry Singer, mgr.).— Dark
Sept. 4 vau deville season.

thla

to

S.

on

S. S.

HARRY VOLLMER.
POWERS'

Philadelphia
Variety. New

(Harry

Powers,

York

mgr.)

"The

Defect ve" has premiere here Sept. *.
8TAR * CARTER iChas. Wallers, mgr.).—
"Roseland Girls" (burlesque).

August Sale

FURS

I

MAJESTIC
Orpheum).

(Fred C.

— The

Eberts, mgr.;

agent,

bracing air of Monday
attractrd a bin crowd to the Majestic and the
matinee returns were big. The audience did
not need any fan* an «iit In comfort during
the show.
The henf1lln«T was "The Fofest
Fire." with the Sylvia Rldwell corupanr presenting.
The offering proved an excellent
thriller.
While the production did not compare favorably to the way It was xtagea at
the Palnce the audbnee enjoved the novelty
and applauded vigorously.
There has been
several chnnaes

Select from a $26 ,000 Collection

FUR COATS
FRENCH SEAL

eool.

the cast but none of suffimake any difference In Its
present presentment.
Miss n Id well seemed to
be working under vocal difficulty as It was
extrcmHv hard to catch all of her "lines" In
the middle of the house.
The act closed the
show at the Malrstlc nnd kept the stage crew
Ilerberfs dogs started off the
on the Jump.
show, with the clown antics of one and the
activities of another, holding keen attention.
Wllllnm Drmarcsi and F>t««lli» Collecte pleased.
Demare«t Is a "nut musician" who also strives
for a touch of comedy while playing serious
numbers on the cello. Music scored. Mildred
Richardson looked nice In her stage wardrobe
and san* well. Miss Richardson was in excellent voice.
Valerie Rergere and Co. offered
another one of those Jap skits wmen wits*
Hcrrere has been Successfully Identified In
It's entitled
vaudeville and drew applause.
The setting Is
"Little Cherry niossoms."
quite realistic and the role of Cherry Klossom
Is noticeably slmllnr to the one Miss iser«era
lias played before In an Oriental -uavored playlet.
A touch of melodrnma but not carried
Fannie Steadman. prime
Al. and
too far.
In

cient importance to

favorites, continued In favor by

rounding out

Full Flare, large

Skunk Collar

In Season $135.

NOW

$85.00

HUDSON SEAL
Hsra
In Season S165.

model.

Attractive

Full length Rare model.

and border

of

$Q7 50

NOW

Collar, cuffs

Skunk, Lynx and other

contrasting f urt.

NOW

In Season $225.

$165

MUFFS -SCARFS
SCOTCH MOLE
Muffs, S22.S0

Up

Scarfs, $17.50

Up

HUDSON SEAL
Pelerines, S19.S0

Up

Muffs, $14.75

Up

TAUPE WOLF
Muffs, $14.50

Scarfs, $12.78

Ermine, White Fox, Red Foi, Black Foa
at similar savings.
Furrier.

The Nation's

A. Ratkowsky
28-30-32-34

West 34th

St.

VARIETY
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America's Representative Dancers

ADELAIDE and HUGHES
PRESENT
Their Timely Ideas in Dance Form, introducing "The
Garden of the World", an allegorical ballet based on military
facts.

Proclaimed by press as the Most Pretentious Offering
ever presented in Vaudeville.

NOTE—Making this the

first

"BALLET" ever

seen on the

vaudeville stage.

Now

running at B.

New

F. Keith's Palace Theatre,

Nothing Succeeds Like Success.

The Author

York.

Who Knows What

FRANK TERRY

the Public Wants.

THE EMINENT ACTOR-AUTHOR

CHRIS GRAY

NOW

Voice Culture.

Just opened elaborate offices with rehearsal halls and
IS

THE TIME TO SECURE NEW MATERIAL

The author
Wire, Write,

Phone—229

I

more

but the real Interest was
the enatlc-s hut whlteshlrtea wtnte

to flate

u;>

In

mu'lehms who
foxfr<itty

niimh'

'

elas-

uway

Ja-sed'"
rs.

does

The

imid''

at

the

may

rairgedy,
not spell

an dwhat more

ja-s''
hut it
Of course
at MvVI'ki r'-i want''
that had heroine tired
applies to nerv'
the n< \t day.
Fnbefore
d
and
Jadthe day
carty's datn-ers rompri «1 thr-e eotiple«, with
Foirarty as one of t.ie darners, and they went
through a program of everything "danceable"
s;>ell

'

would an\one
this

>

A

Ml

of

WEST

in holding the headline position of the McYickcr's Mil Monday.
Hoth were anplauded
and the dancers of hoth turns whooped things
up nicely but the Mad -on Street bunch
handed the palm to the .lass hand carried
This aggregation of
by Foearty a Pander*.
musicians proved a genuine noveltv and the
Ave men bang< d away merrily nearly all the
time they were on \i.w.
The dancing was
no doubt appreciated and the audience entertairied with the FVxns Tommy dance brought

centered

MADAM LEA

Author and Producer

Business Manager.

WHO

PUTS THE PUNCH

all

IN

kinds of acts.

YOUR

ACT.
10:30 A. M. to 6:30 P. M.
or by appointment

42D STREET.

(

how was slapped toother,

mi

to produce, direct and stage

from THE MAN
hundreds of successful songs, acts and monologues.

but pansed up the foxtrot.
But that didn't
matter, the band was working and they kept
the nerves tingling.
Act was applauded ana
there wbh no question that It proved diverting.
The other dancing turn was the Imperial
Uus Ian nalht (direction W. Horlek) and U
made an excellent showing. The men and
women danced Individually and collectively
the native danced, with the usual Russian
Owing
b'Kinanla finish that drew applause.
to the late arrival of the acts, the original
scheduled form of the McVlcker's show had
comeouently
manngebe
the
to
changed and
Tnent
ould not he blamed for the way the
i

all facilities

a-

quieklv

as

they

.hey

reported

for

were put
the day.

Williams and Fuller and Norton and Noble
w.re on too early a° the folks were getting
arid consequently much of thler work
Norton nnd Allen, a sister
went for nauL'ht
a<t, did fairly well with a routine that did
•e.ite«i

not show any speed and the girls failed to
arouse much enthusiasm.
Their routine was
more at fault than anything else. The fact
that one sang asong that had been used Just
ahead of them also hurt.
Dixie Harris and
the All-Star Four pleased with their songs,
closing number "Yaka Hlckey Hula"
turned the applause trick.
Mlsh
Harris made several changes of costume, her
wardrobe all looking new and clean.
Her
songs were sung in good voice. That the act
is
new was evident by the singing of the

tho

number

four men who tried for some close harmony
on a ballad and who struck some "blue uut«
that grated.
The soner they get numbers
suited to their voices the better the results
as one of the men persisted In singing off
key and the others were Inclined to drag the
words.
There is nucleus here for a good
vuudevllle but the quartette did not make the
impreslon desired until they hit the Hawaiian

Mill

SAM SHANNON

number

at the close.
Miss Harris was well
her numbers.
After the Fogarty
revue appeared LcMalre and Dawson, who
stopped the show.
LeMalre and Dawson refused to work last week, claiming too many
shows.
Then stepped into the bill Monday
and without any trouble cleaned up with the
forer Conroy and LeMalre crossfire about the
"car ahead." the "bean mines," etc.
Cunningham nnd Marlon rMd nicely in "one" with
their acrobatics and comedy hits.
Rest score
when men were going through their acrobatic
stuff.
Good act but some of the talk might
go and more speed Injected.
The Imperial
Russian Ilnllet closed the show with a Triangle picture on at 2 o'clock.

received on

CUKAT NORTHKUN HMM'ODROMK

—

(A. H.

W.V.M.A.). An
mgr
iiuml
arial
two dancers, man nnd woman offering
combined magical and shadowgraph turn.

Talbot,

:

net,

a

A SUCCESS
Presents

Mill

THE CELEBRATED WIRE WALKER
After
B.

F.

Keith's

One

Solid

Palace Theatre,

Year With Ziegfeld's Midnight

New York

This

Frolic

Week (Aug. 28th)

—

!

VARIETY

NOW

ENUE

HARRY

GEO. W.

SYLVESTER

JONES
IN

A NEW COMEDY SKETCH, ENTITLED

ER AND "THE HAM"
By JUNIE McCREE

A MUSICAL EPISODE OF CITY LIFE
Don't Miss

It

HARRY WEBER

Direction

! !

enjoyed.
The Tun Chin Chinese
Troupe made a good closing act for the bill.
Williams and Watklns were successful, and
Howard Graf In "The Juggler's Dream" went
well.
The Douglass Family, presenting a
repertoire of Scotch and Irish songs, and
Herbert Brooks, the magician, were added to
the bill, the latter presenting a series of
most baffling tricks.
Flavllla, an accordionist, also an added starter and an Immense

oughly

feminine vocalist-pianist,
a talky sketch,
monologlst and miniature musical comedy
were the vaudeville ingredients dished up at
the Hip Monday evening.
For a house like
the Hip there seemed to be entirely too much
talk for there Is many a word lost between
the footlights and the middle of the house.
Of course there was little talking of any
consequence until the fifth turn, but there
was enough In It to supply the whole show.
The next act and also the closing ran largely
to recitations and dialog.
The fans were not
on during the running of the acts and consequently they cannot be used as an alibi
agslnst Andy Talbot this week. It beemea to
be the fault of the players themselves In not
making their voices heard. In the sketch for
Instance Just occasional words uttered by the
young man and woman doing the Juvenile
roles coulu be heard.
Only the personal
efforts of the principal player. Robert Henry
Hodge kept tue skit from hitting the discard
with a bump.

EXCELLENT
MAIL ORDER

TELEPHONE
STUYVESANT

JcfcRdXataNi

SERVICE

4310

THEATRICAL TIGHTS
A FULL ASSORTMENT
spun
and

1 In cotton, worsted, mercerized

silk

lisle,

pure thread

silk,

per pair

$1.00 to $12.50
f Mercerized combination suits, in pink, black or white (in stock), suits,
all colors, made to order only.
$5.00 and

and Marguerite opened the show
and elicited close attention. Albert and Irving are dancers.
They got away slowly and
for a time the boys upstairs were Inclined
to kid them about their attempted comedy la
Sterling

f Spun or pure thread

made

silk suits,

f Special silk stockings in knee and opera lengths

(all colors),

ff

A

complete stock of padded

tights, suits

COLUMBIA (Oottlob, Marx ft Co., nigra.)
Miller ft Co. (8th week).
ALCAZAR (Bclasco & Mayer, mgrs.).
Dramatic Stock.
SAVOY (Homer F. Curran. mgr.).— Dark.

WIGWAM (Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).— Del. 8.
Lawrence Dramatic Players (70th week).
PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;

developed

free.

The Kobert Henry Hodge company
pounded away at a slow opening which finally
swung Into a farcical atmosphere that caused

cut 20%, Films 15%. Roll films purchased from us
the road use our mailing envelopes. Lowest prices.

On

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANT AGES' THEATRE BLDG.

>m

StVAve.

Phone, Douglass 2213

EDWARD

SCOTT,

in

charge

ORPHEUM (Fred Henderson, gen. rep.;
direct).
Elizabeth Brlce and Charles
King, the headllners of this week's bill, proved
to be worthy of that honor.
They were the
applause hit of the show. The Dancing Kennedys, who were on closing the show, held
the audience solidly until the last.
Olga and
agent,

—

—

Vaudeville.
(Edwin A. Morris,
V. A.). —Vaudeville.

Mort Nathan, brother of

Harvey Johnson, Fleet's
New York City.

Is

New York at y

Alado Parndofska, billed as the Miniature
Melba and the Boy Pianist, were not of the
standard set Tor Orpheum Circuit acts. Sylvia
Loyal and Her Pierrot, playing a return engagement at this house, opened the show,
doing nicely.
George W. Cooper and Chris
Smith, "The Bell Boy and the Porter," and
Jimmy Duffy and Mercedes Lorenze both repeated last week's Ruecess. The Three DuFor
Boys, also held over, added "Walkln* the
Dog" to their act, and scored stronely Clarence Oliver and Oeorgle Olp In Hugh Herbert's "Discontent." the bill's other holdover
act, won out through clever acting.

SAN FRANCISCO

Old man character was
laughter.
splendidly done but the Hip folks didn't take
klndlv to his support through their apparent
Inability to make their words heard In all
Eddie Foyer reeled off
parts of the house.
his restaurant ordering "bit" and then gave
"The Shootlnc of Dan McOrew" and
"Oungha Dhln." There was some noise as
several persons were being seated during the
McOrew Intensltv bu* Foyer pitched his voice
"The Doe Watch" was
and put It over.
applauded at the start on Pa electrical effects
while the peppery and lively work of two
The
diminutive principals held attention.
soubrette Is a hardworker, keens up a fast
pace and dances with spirit. The script does
not cause much laughter but the company
worked bard to make It land.

S.

A1,

mgr.;

getting out

la

local

Irwin Cluxton, brother of J.
the floor of Pan's local house.

ciation.

much

W.

manager,

EMPRESS. — Lew Hawkins, who

Is

always

sure of success at this house, repeated again,
hut It was Rnwsnn and Clare that cleaned up
Their dainty offering, so defor the show.
lightfully clean and sweet, was most thor-

Sept. 4-5-6

J., Is

managing

Ida Gold, formerly of "The Candy Shop,"
taking a fling at vaudeville.

On the week of Aug. 13 the Empress business broke all records.
Despite the fact that
It was the third and last week of Bid Orauman's "20 Minutes at the P. P. I. E." On
Sunday of that week f>,000 oald admissions
were registered at the box -office.
Pearl and Irene Sans have

split.

Recently the Treble Clef, a women's organization composed of University of California scholars, began to look around for a
suitable musical play for the 1016 production.
At leneth after several manuscripts of successful Brosdwav shows had been read earefullv. rh#» clnb *»Wt*d a nle* entitled "What
Ne*t*" the work of four male students. Rehearsals of "What Nevt*" are now under way.
hut the date of production has not been announced.
Louis Bennlsnn. a dramatic stock favorite
here who nlavM the Doctor In Brleux's "Damaced Goods" when Richard Bennett was starrlne In that nlay. Is starring for a short engagement at the Alcazar, where on the night

RCHI

5th Ave.

ARMSTRONG — STROUSE
In their

own

IN

novelty

ii

See

ModeYfl Mixture"

ED

IRISH

NAT SOBEL

ENOR

JOHN O'MALLEY
Now Featured

on the Loew Time

Is

back from

and stockings.

frnoaAway.fthand 9fa 8fc&.

Levey).

HIPPODROME
agent,

the "Empress Weekly."

per pair

DISCOUNT TO ALL PROFESSIONALS
Eastman's Kodaks

F. Curran, mgr.).— "Canary
week).

(7th

—Henry

$1.00 to $3.75

spoiling a "routine" with subsequent talk to
the leader about the wrong music. The boys
finished up strongly though with their team
dancing of different national tunes and dances.
Nelusco and Hurley were one of the bright,
particular spots of the bill. These young people attended strictly to their knitting and put
over their combined act of legerdemain and
shadowgraph log nicely. Dena Caryll la a nice
looking girl, who sings well and has a voice
She
that reaches the top notes with ease.
also nlayed the piano Just to show her versatility and the audience showed hearty appre-

scored.

favorite,

CORT (Homer
Cottage"

agent.

$7.50
$15.00 tO $28.00

to order at

local

A Success on Every Bill

VARIIT
WE WANT EVERYBODY TO

SEE THIS ACT AT HENDERSO

N'S,

CONEY ISLAND.

Ntxt Week (Sept 4)

HANNEMAN
FANCY DIVER

IOIM

IN
REPRESENTATIVE

ALF.

WILTON

BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

ISM

THE GREATEST WATER EXHIBITION EVER STAGED.

PERSONAL DIRECTION

PETE McAVOY

.•

BATH BEACH. BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

N. Y.

Frisco, the Xylopbonlst. a
opened snappily
eorklng act; Walsh. Lynch and Co., good;
Harry B. Leater. good; laabelle D'Armand.
bright; Avellng and Lloyd, excellent, having
made a big Jump since their last appearand
Lerey, Lytton and Co.. aa usual with act unchanged
Van and 8ohenck, excellent; Mildred Maenmber In "Holiday's Dream" elosed
as Ueadliner. act being 100 per cent, better
then when It was given Its premiere here, as
she did not show In her true worth at that
time because of nervousness.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. ; agent. U.
).).
Pour hour show with concert vaudeB.
;

MINERS

NX

Starting Sunday, September 3rd

;

15 ALL-STAR ACTS
HEADED BY

CLOTHIER

THE

HABERDASHER
HATTER

Mabel McKinley

Outfitter

(Favorite niaca of the lata Pre*.

Wm.

Store

SAM BERNSTEIN

NOW OPEN

322-24

Putnam

Building,

baa Just got out his lateat aong, "Our Boys" If
the first number put out by young Smith Is a
success he will then publish snd place upon

soma more

the market

of his

own

compositions-

New York

with hla business associates.

aaa ISM Broadway

Oapoeila Straael
Sttk Streat

aa*

PHOTOGRAPHER

Melrasa Ave.

CITY

Catering to the Moving Picture
of Aug. 21

be

made

the hit of bis career In
tbe leading role of a new play by Edmund
Burke which beara tbe title of "Johnny Get
Tour Oun." The critic* pronounced the play

good enough for Broadway.

Another echo of the Panama-Psclfle Exposition was heard laat week when Mayor Berkeley

experienced

Mayor came over

tbe

scare of
to thin aide

his

life.

Tbe

and decided

(V.

Morrla.

J.

mgr.;

Loew .— Blggeat small time groan

to

go through a business building owned by blm
whl^h b*s 'or w^o tlrr>r r>s*t been utilised as
s storehouse.
While looking nround In the
loft he discovered a coffin which contained a
ghastly skeleton.
Tbe Mayor promptly sent
In s hurried csll for the police, who upon Investigation learned that the skeleton waa only
a prop which had been used st the Jap concession at the Expo.

and Vaudeville

Field.

City
Club pro-

two days,
a succeee,
population

1661

TARR
BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY
Tel. 2S14 Circle

BRANCHES
MS Eighth Ave,
1M West 13th SL

at 42nd Street
Tall. 24tl

Morn.

San Francisco has a new song writer and
composer In the person of Fred. M. 8mltb, who

In

— Pop.

•0ST0N.
Br

T'BUf

LiaasT.

LAW

—

— —

OFFICES
OF

Louis M. Levy

Manfred H. Benadek
35 Nassaa St,

N«w York Gey

HOLLIS (Charlee J. Rich, mgr.).—"The
Melody of Youth" opena Saturday night with
a big Invitation audience of prominent Irish
people.
Looks like a winner.
COLONIAL (Chsrles J. Rich, mgr.).—SecFair
ond week of "Tbe Amber Empress."
business.
Book being revamped.
8HUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—Opened
Monday nlgbt with "Katlnka." Will cleaa up
if

(Robert O. Larsen, mgr.: agent,
U. B. O). An Ideal late summer show, going
stronger than It appears on paper, with an
abundance of comedy.
Booth and Leander

Excellent.

TREMONT (John B. Bcboeffel. mgr.).—
Opens Labor Day with "Civilisation." which
is having a whale of an advance advertlalng
campaign In the dalllea.

Itself.

After a Ispse of something tike 10 or 12
yesra, 'Frisco recently bad the opportunity of
witnessing a revival of tbe old drama. "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." Tbe Wigwam stock compsny
staged the revival, and although tbe play la
considered ancient. It was new to tbe rising
generation, hence no small amount of Interest
and excellent business prevailed during tbe
week. Of late tbe Wigwam management has
resurrected some ancient
plsys with
unusually good resulta In the way of attendance.

KEITHS

H.

mgr.).

Mme. Schuman-Helnk, the noted songstress.
reported to be considering the Idea of purchasing a ranch In Oregon (within eaay access of Portland) snd settling on the Coast.
The Mme. Is reported to understand the art of
handling the Coast realty agenta, which la no

notice.

preaent weather continues.
(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Very Good

WILBUR

Eddie" holding up strong.

MAJESTIC

(E.

D.

Are My Children?" on

Smith, mgr.).— "Where
lte 0th week doing a

FOR

WANT-ACTS
——
—

sssawasawa

SHERIDAN AGENCY,

Girl Acts, Teams, Trios,
Sister Acts, Singing and
Dancing Acts.

1547 B'way,

Room

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

New York Costume

Co.

Importers, Designers, Mcnufcciurcrs cf

Costumes, Millinery, Hosiery
188

New

GLOBB (Frank Meagher, mgr.; agent.
Loew). — Pictures during summer. Fair.
agent,
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennan, mgr.
Loew).— Pop. Big nights.
PARK (Thomas Sorolre, mgr.).— Pictures.
Excellent.
8COLLAT OLTMPIA (A. H. Malley. mgr.).
— Pop. Good.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA (J. B. Comerford,

Is

Reproductions made on short

agent.

la

;

Tbe Park-Richmond Improvement
moted a Dahlia Show which lasted
Aug. 20 and 27.
The show was
drawing nearly all ef the feminine

mean accompllahment

THEATRICAL

CalaaxVoa Circle

time
Big

Fair net.

England.

la that locality.

Adolph Ramlah of Los Angeles aad aasootated with tbe Ackerman-Harrla enterprises
recently spent a few days here In conference

NEW YORK

advertising ana a atoek ohorua of glrla.
gross.

)

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

150th Street

agent. U. B.

— Pictures. Fair.
BOW DO IN (Al Somerbee, mgr.;
Loew). —Snappy email time with big

O.).

ORPHEUM

McKinley)

Columbus Circle

117$

Good business.

ville being featured.

BIJOU (Harry Oust In. mgr.;

Theatrical

f

—

BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION"

NORTH STATE STREET, CHICAGO

costumer for William
B. Friedlander, Inc., Attrac-

Official
tions.

See

"4 Husbands/

9

Henderson's, Coney Island,
this week.

Why don't you
YOUR work ?

have us do

207
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NAOMI

PAUL

MORTON » GLASS
Week

First Half This

"1916-1950"

Own Musical Satire

In Their

(Aug. 28), B. F. Keith's Palace,

New York

Last Half Travel—Orpheum Circuit
with a bar of iron by Denver Aldricb. Both
the injured were treated by doctors and
und the others were held by
the looal polloe.

big business due to controversy with ex-Mayor
Fitzgerald over merits of film.

of

PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
"Hlt-the-Trall Holllday" opens Labor Day.
PLYMOUTH (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).— "The

their usbailanta

in the city,
clientele.

as

it

already

Nat Goodwin started his three-day presenon the
of "The Merchant of Venice
diamond at the Braves' ball park Tuesday
night. Getting good publicity through declaration that it 1b his farewell tour and that
hereafter he will appear exclusively In the
tation

562

Between 40th and

Tel.

Bryant

PICTURES

2441

Established 1872

Norman
is

for New York to
and Down'' company.

Monday

Whistler, the Hip's stage manager,

back from his vacation.

Alexander Pantages

sale or hire.

is

hero for his annual

rest-up.

Mrs. Elizabeth, a local society woman
cently divorced from her husband, is
with the Ince company.

Harry Hlldebrand is now a member
Morosco stock company.

FEATURED

to be

married next month.

The Rurbank

will return to musical
least.
"Forty-five
is to be the flrBt.

awhile at
from Broadway"

comedy
Minutes

Edwin Lowe has been laid up with an Ingrown toe-nail honestly.
He will be back

—

FLORENCE BAIN

— Bert

Saunders and Walter Vernon and the "PanPansles" drawing big business with new

ama

Is

— for

AND

(P. C. Cornell, mgr.).— House dark
Reopening last half with Mitzl
half.
Hajos In "Pom-Pom."

Leon

St.

of the

Winifred Bryson writes from Arizona that
she is rapidly improving In health.

RAY RAYMOND

STAR

Is

here.

Have You Seen

first

re-

now

Miss Qrace Perrault, of San Francisco,
She will go with Fox.

COMPANIES THEATRICALS
BALL MASQUE

Ida

—

mgr.).

left

Join Morosco's 'Upstairs

N. T.

mgr.). Second week
of feature picture "Ramona" holding up with
record attendance for the week.
ACADEMY (Jules Micheal, mgr.).— Musical
Comedy Stock offering "Nloba," with Fred
Cndy and Fred Godding now taking the leads.
Business up to
Feature nights a specialty.
standard.

show

LOS ANGELES.
BY GUY PRICE.

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING FOR
AMATEUR
STOCK
MOVING

9TBPHAN.

Graham,

York.

»

movies.

(Wm.

New

Mary Serves

New York

41st Streets,

Costumes made to order, for

'

GARDEN

in

SEVENTH AVENUE

circuit.

HOWARD (George E. Lothrop, mgr.).—
"Hello-Paris Burlesquers," with Laypo and
Benjamin heading the house bill.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr. ) .— Wataon
and Wrothe well advertised and pulling the
biggest burlesque gross of the week.
GAIETY (George Datcheller, mgr.).— "Hello,
New York" burlesquers. Good.

1UFFAL0,

Earle S. Crabb, formerly connected with
the Casino theatre In Chicago, has taken up
the managerial duties at the Strand theatre
in this city, filling the vacancy caused by
Harold Edel's changing to the Strand theatre

THEATRICAL COSTDMERS

(John Craig, mgr.).—
Opens Labor Day with "Her Naked Self,"
which Is at present being dressed up here for
its Initial performance on the International

By W. B.
(John Olshel,

Co.

has a wonderful

CASTLE SQUARE

TECK

&

Charles Chrisdie

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" will open
this house Labor Day under Shubert management for the first time. Effort will be made
to make It the most exclusive legitimate house

playing leads at the Morosco shortly.

Fred Butler Is now directing at the Morosco.
A. Burt Wesnef, of the latter, haB been transferred to the Burbank.

IN

for 1810-1017.

SHEA'S (Henry Carr, mgr.).— Excellent bill
headlined by Adele Roweland and including
George Kelly and Co. in "Finders, Keepers,"
good
Ames and Wlnthrop, a hit Lew and
Bill Adroit, pleasing; Walters and Walters,
The
fair
Conlln, Parks Trio, very good
Volunteers Quartet, good D'Amore and Doug-

William B. Friedlander's "4 Husbands"
At Henderson's, Coney

Next Week

;

;

NEW ORLEANS.

Week

(August 28)
(September 4), Palace Theatre

Island, This

;

;

;

lass, closed big.

OLYMPIC (Bruce Fowler, mgr.).— Jeanette
Von Dornum and Co., headlining a very good
bill,
and followed by Seymour and Dupree.
In "Just for Fun"
La Petite Marguerite.
singing; The Tasmanlan Trio; Le Roy and

SEE THE

NEW

BIG ACT

;

Tozlor in "Doing the Art Musee," with pictures to close.

GAYETY

Big business.

OSCIA

—

Taylor,
mgr.).
Fred
Irwin's
with Florence Bennett
nnd Frank DeMont In the leads, putting across
a big show for the season of 1916-1917. B. O.
receipts very good.

(Chas.
"Majesties,"

E. Van Wle has recently been appointed
treasurer of the Star theatre in this city.

Lett half this week (Aug. 28)
Jefferson

Jules

Mleheal

of

Academy has again

the

nssumed management

of

ing Mrs. Clement, who
ton to fill the position.

the

came

Regent, replachere from Bos-

York

(14th

St.).

New

(ZHCI

CELLO

VIOLIN

Verdi

City.

Personal Direction, CHRIS. O.

By O. M. I1MCBL.
ORPHEUM (Charles E. Bray,
Initial

program

Vanda

Hoff's

tures.

—

ALAMO

(Will

Guerlnger,

mgr.).

— Brown's

Musical Revue.

The Crescent opens Sunday with
Up Father."

Ed

BROWN.

mgr.)

particularly Imposing.
stands out pre-eminently.
Bee Ho Gray and Somervllle submitted adequate opening vehicle detracted from
by dilatory arrangement. Caltes Bros., dance
well.
Lillian Kingsbury's military
sketch
proved intensive and interesting.
Irwin and
Henry, moderately entertaining.
Savoy and
Brennan bring memories of the Russell Bros.
Odlva closed.
Manager Bray was presented
with floral emblem by loca! Elk lodge and hla
welcome home displayed on the screen.
SPANISH FORT (M. S. Sloan, mgr.).—
Paolottl's hand and Dansant.
TRIANGLE (Ernst Bocbrlngcr, mgr.).— Pic-

not

dancing

Schiller's

through

New

Km ma

Orleans,

"Bringing

Bunting stock passed
route to San An-

en

The company opens there Labor Day
In "Tess."
Its members include, beside Miss
Bunting, George Whlttuker, Eva Sargent, E.

tonio.

The Empire theatre, one of the first moving
picture houses In Buffalo, is being remodeled
and when alterations are finished will be the
home of the Ford rnr. Mr. Bagq. the hotel
man and owner of the house, |s hacking the
agency.
While in town last Saturday the Al. Barnes
Circus lost the services of four of the!r employes ns the result of two fights.
Benlamln
Hawkins was shot In the arm by Shorty
Graham, a fellow employe, after a quarrel,
nnd James Brockrnan was hit on the head

INAUGURATING A SERIES OF ADVERTISEMENTS CONTAINING GAGS ORIGINATED
BY US AND LIFTED BY MANY

MOSS AND FRYE
IN

"SENSE AND NONSENSE"

No.

1-"H0W COME"

HUGH

M. Leonard, Margaret Ryan, Albert Vees,
Marie Hareourt, Joel Frledkln, Bertha Leigh,
Sam Miller, Ed Menlove, Jack Ball and W. H.
Peters.
Frank V. Carpenter Is manager with
the company, while E. M. Leonnrd will direct.

Nat Bausch has succeeded C. R. Logan as
of the World office at Dallas.

manager

The ElkH* band of this city, which won first
prize at the recent Baltimore convention, and

GRACE

McCORMICK-WALUCE
Originators of the

Song and Dance

ED REYNARD is now doing it in his new act — Imitation
Booked Solid—As Usual

I

assure you

is

in a Ventriloquial Act.

the sincerest flattery and

flag for a fini,h

we

are not compelled to use the American

HARRY WEBER,

Manager

VARIETY
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AND

J ^J

NIP AND TUCK
Keith's, Atlantic City,
which

by

directed

Is

B.

Tohso,

E.

Next

Week

"NEW NUISANCE"

(September 4th)
had the feature position the last half. The
surrounding bill offered several good feature

pheum h leader, offered the Initial number of
iuw season at the Orphuum Monday. Local
Elks attended In a body. Manager Charles B.

the

liray effected the

KEYSTONE

(M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "The
Playgrounds"
headlined.
Venita
Sutton, Mclntyre
and Sutton, Morris and Campbell, the Braml-

School
Gould,

arrangement.

S. Darron, until recently manager of the
office here, has been transferred to the
J. L. Evans, formerly a traveloffice.

It.

Fox

GLADLY

ing representative, has been placed In charge
of the local office.

at the

Alamo

la

la

would warm

it

Is

All four burlesque houses are open and doing well. The Casino has 'The Merry Rounders"
the "Bon Ton Girls" are at the Peoples
"Frolics of 1U17" at the Trocadero, and
"September Morning Glories" at the Gayety.
;

Its

;

sixth week.

The Hippodrome

I
ACKNOWLEDGE THE COMPLIMENT EXTENDED ME BY BEING SELECTED FOR THE
NEXT TO CLOSING POSITION AT THE

being advertised for rent.

the cockles of Max Wlnslow'a

heart to wafh Teddy Howard, at the Cadillac,
Miss Howard Is a
Yaka-Hula."
put over
native of Honolulu and offers a series of
Hawaiian dances that are novel and dis•

sr.

and

Milano

FranccB

Dessauer

(Harry Wallace, mgr.).— "The
Little Girl that God Forgot," did very good
on the week with little paper in advance.
At popular prices melodramatic policy should
be a success.
Next, "Truxton King."

Palace Theatre, New York
THIS WEEK (AUG. 28)

are

being featured at Brooks' cabaret.

Charles Hodklns announces the Lafayette
will open about the middle of September with
four vaudeville acts and pictures at popular

GAYETY
the

STANDARD (Leo. Relchenbach, mgr.).—
"Cabaret Girls" did big business. Next. "Follies

REPEATING MY SUCCESS

F.

IJ.

KEITH

8

(H.

T.

Jordan,

LouIh Cella and George Tate of St. Louis
are interesting themselves in real estate In
East St. Louis, it Is understood, with the intention of erecting in the near future a "Dig
time" vaudeville theatre.
It Is reported the
new house will be on Colllnsvllle avenue and
will probably be operated in connection with
a hotel.
Joseph Erber, now manager of Erber's theatre, is named as the probable man-

FULLY COPYRIGHTED

ager.

THIS BEING A RETURN ENGAGEMENT WITHIN SIX WEEKS— IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Building Commissioner McKelvey,

GRATEFULLY,

Nellie V. Nichols

The Boston-National
pany has been engnged
December 7, 8, and 0.

cross-fire comedy talk and the third
of the trio has a pleasing voice which
usra to good effect.
It's a nice, breezy

and

A

Success at B. F. Keith's Palace,

New

York, This

Week

(Aug. 28)

vaudeville.
The girls have good voices
should sing more Instead of trying for
The young man Is at a disad-

vantage

with

the.

material

he

has

to

To

PRESENTS

Morris Cronin's "Merry
IN

PLAYING

U. B. O.

M

Men"

MANY MIRTHFUL MOMENTS
NEXT WEEK (Sept. 4), KEITH'S, BOSTON
Direction ALF. T. WILTON

TIME.

comedy called "Wake Cp America"

BILLY

Over a hundred
horses

to

New York, Next Week

will

Louis Fire-

Players are to locate permanent and will offer
stock produetlons throughout the coming season.
In addition to Mitchell Harris and Miss
Thais Magrane. who will enrry the lends, the
cast will comprise Joseph Daliey, Miss Esther
Howard. Miss Jennie Ellison, Arthur A. Holman, Edwin R. Stanley and others who have
won fame In dramatic stock and road shows.
hnnlel F Ilanlon has been encaged as general

director.

"Let's Go," a Roger Gray

(Sept. 4)

St.

participate.

Members of the Players Company are arriving here and have begun rehearsal of "Seven
Keys to Baldpate," which comedy will open.
The Players theatre, formerly the Princess,
at Grand and Olive, Sunday matinee.
The

SCHOEN^MAYNE

Royal Theatre,

is

aid the pension fund, a spectacular fire
to be staged at the Motordrome, week
is. under the direction of Fire Chief

Henderson.

tures.

mil leal

Odeon

Is

men and many

farth.

NIXON <F. C. Nlxon-Nlrrlllngcr. mar.).—
.lames Skelly nnd Co In "Mother Was Right."
rnlirhton Pros, and Hnran. Dorothy Hermann, fin. ran nnd Newell, The Dunkirk**
f'ROSS KEYS.White and Minn Francis headlined the first half of the wwk with
th-dr hk-h el.-ms dari'lng n timber.
A tabloid

at the

of Sept.

net needs
reconstructing.
The
Dar- 1'rothers do some familiar hand-tohand tricks
As a whole the show was very
good nnd played well from start to finish.

Fisher, Luckle and Cordon, Fashions Aflame.
Tlerney and Franklin, Riche nnd Clegg. Pic-

Com-

Opera

appear

The reeprtotre
management.

Tho Columbia theater's summer picture
policy has closed and the Sixth street nouse
undergoing redecoratlon preliminary to the
opening of the regular vaudeville season on
Labor Day. Orpheum acts aro to appear exclusively as In the past.

play

work

The

GRAND OPERA HOCSE (Dayton Wegemgr.).— "Vlttles," a one-act English
comedy which was used at th» "Little Theatre," was the hcadllner, with William Whitney nnd Co.
Other acts were Dyer and Fay,

Grand
to

The Shenandonh's Inaugural week of pop.
vaudeville proved a big success and the management has resolved to continue the policy
of five nets
nnd pictures, changed twice
weekly, which seems to meet favor with southside theatregoers.

co. ii' dy.

with.

re-

Is

comedy

In

Is

be chosen by the local
Max
RablnofT is to direct the caBt which it Is
understood will consist of many notables.

member

hit.
Kerr and Weston did very well
in an early spot with their variety of stepping and a couple of songs.
Plenty of action
helps this pair put over a very likeable act.
The Five Idanlas were down In the closing
spot with their showy gymnastics. They were
at the New York Hip last season and have a
K'mil
looking act for the two-a-day.
Harry
Anger and the King Sisters are a new trio

It

ported, has been Induced to change his mind,
with reference to fire regulations pertaining
to the Olympic theatre, nnd the old leelt. house
will again be open to the public.
The Klaw
* Erlanger theatrical syndicate of New York
has renewed Its lease for a year and will
use the large auditorium for concerts which
formerly appeared at the Odeon.
Melville
Stoltz will manage.

Is

their

he

Park

air theatre to continue business.

AN ITALIAN SONG SCENA

sextette

the

Weston

acts will continue at Foreat

Highlands very probably until the middle of
September, or, according to the management,
Just as long as weather will permit the open

"THE SAND HOG"

Willie
are instrumentalists.
doing the best act be has ever
in
offered here, and got over in great shape,
addition to several good songs be bad a
couple of recitations, one a sentimental bit
A dandy litthat scored In a patriotic way.
tle comedy playlet, with a bit of heart Interest stuff near the Qnish, Is called "Me and
Mary," and presented by Thomas Swift and
Co.
It has plenty of vaudeville flavor, with
Home Hnappy talk and a song well bandied
by the two girls and a young fellow who
knows how to get his comedy chatter over
Konalr, Ward and Farron
the footlights.
did very nicely with their skit, "Are Tou
Lonesome?"
One of the men and a girl
carry the first part of the act alting with

of

of Pleasure."

Orpheum

mgr.).—

Dancing acts carried off the honors of this
Lucille
White and
George
weeks bill.
Cavanagh, who were here during the past
season with "The Follies," made their first
appearance a9 a vaudeville act and carried
They did six numbers, most of
off a big hit
them different from what we have been getThe
ting and each one an applause winner.
girl makes a splendid appearance in a varl« ty of clothes, and White Is a nifty dancer
BeaInjecting plenty of snap to his work.
Morelle's Grand Opera Sextette were
trice
While the greater portion of
also new hero.
her offering Is made up of operatic numbers,
two popular ballads, disclosing
sing
they
Two
pleasing voices and excellent harmony.

(Ben Parry, mgr.).— "Follies of
fair.
Next, "Star and Garter

Day," did

Show."

prices.

PHIUMLPH1A.

uxm.

AMERICAN

tinctive.

James

Putnam and Lewis,

nos and the feature serial, "Beatrice Fairfax."

Atlanta

The musical revue

PRESENT

IN

Or-

the

ITH

l\fl

I

Direction

product,

did

ELISABETH

ARTHUR KLEIN

so

!
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AINT IT THE TRUTH?
Eve was

Mother
very,

VERY

They read the Good
Book Sunday, and
" Snappy Stories "
Monday.

good,

but even She raised
Cain.

There's
JL/llllG

Bit of

Bad

Every
Good Little
Most
that's

every

girl

There's lots of men

proper, has

someone she

in

calls

Hades who were
by the

sent there

"Papa."

ladies.

She's the Right

Kind— Tie Up

The

greatest novelty "Girl" song since
Girl" and by the same composer,

"Any

to

Her— She's a

Little Girl is the

Hit!

Right Little

FRED FISCHER, while the sure-fire lyric is

by GRANT CLARKE, he who wrote "You're a Dog-gone Dangerous
and "Get Out and Get Under."

Girl,"

WONDERFUL FOR SINGLES
KNOCK-OUT FOR DOUBLES

AIN'T IT

THE TRUTH?

Chicago ssrax-i— »,*.

LEO FEIST,

BOSTON

135 W. 44th St., New York
PHIL A.: Parkway Bldg., Broad and

£r££2S-5 t

Inc.
Cherry

STi L.UU10
LOUIS
o
.

l21

1tk

"•»•»* »w«.
A OUv# flu •

SAN FRANCISCO

^X,

-
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H OKWASSEI
AVENUE

•NEAR SO"* STREET

Open

FURNITURE
CASH OR CREDIT

Phono Bryant

Ladies'

Rochester,

S1S3
If

•Phone

You Want Anything Quick
W. B. Lindsay, E. P. A., Bryant
4212

A. J. SIMMONS, A. G. P. A.
Ticket Office, B'way A 42nd St., New York.

Gents' Suits
or Overcoat

JAMES MADISON

Dry Cleaned

Dry Cleaned

$1«.5S
fll.lt

Loweat Feres, Special

Bag gavo Service

Hour

Suit or Coat

Toronto,
Chicago,

$7.42

M

Buffalo. IS
All Stool Cora,

Work Done One

Gown,

Vaudevillians

for

l^MghAfallcyTtiiilroad

Dyer

All Night and
Sundays

Any

Service

SpeciaJ

THIRSTY

Cleanser

,

W4Z?Trw!D

O'M

DRY

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR.— refer te my clients, aetoni
NAT M. WILLS. AL JOLSON. NORA BAYE8.
ROONEY A BENT. HUNTING A FRANCIS. HOWARD
A HOWARD, JACK WILSON, JOE WELCH. FRED
DUPREZ. JULES JORDAN. MORTON A QLASS. etc.
I

wheel are

$

$

1.50

Write for

We

Niw 80-Pan CitotofH

St.

Let

Me

Clean You

Artistic in

JULIAN

Homes

Corner 47th
York Opening

care-

of

fully catered to a most discriminating clientele of those who delight
in bringing into their homes something more than the ordinary set designs available at any of the usual
York.
furniture shops of
specialize in artistic interiors. This

SII

S-Room
Grand

Outfits,

Rapids Furniture,

West 46th St, New York

245

WANTED

•-Room Apartment. Period
ment, Period
|7M Value Style flttt Value

-Room Apart-

City,

new

Weekly

S2M
$300

$20 00
$30.00

$2.00
$2.2S
$2.50
$3.00

S4M

$4000

$400

$S*t

$50.00

Terms apply

also to

15%

this

MILLER.1554 Broadway,

Seventh Ave. at 48th Street

o

bargain

*^^ s..!

Theatrical

f

and

CLOG.

and

Shoes

Ballet

made

STYLE 3010-BALLET SANDAL,

AUGUSTO

& SONSm

Sll fth Ave., near Slat St.
42d St., near Times Sq.
58 3d Ave., near ltth St.

West

Send

for Catalogue

V

CITY
Qresttet

& Bro.

Professional

AooordloD

BON MARCHE

turers

Manufacand Repairers.

Incomparable Special
Works.
New Idea
Patented 8hlft Keys.

HOSIERY
UNDER VESTS

GLOVES

2*3

POLLY HYMAN

Canal Street,
N. Y. City.

TeL

Theatre,

626

Franklin

New York
Warranted

VELVET DROPS

will

H

ft

BURLESQUE ROUTES

PRICE, Ssles Manager

AMERICAN VELVET DROPS
New York
Room 41S, Gaiety Theatre Bldg.
Sept. 4

and

It.

first week of Its presentation that
of the Park decided to extend the engagement another week. Hoth Gray
tin*

mnnnRcmont

Kent are sr-nring M« In musical
with Sarah Edwards, Florence Macklfl
and Carl Hayden continuing as favorites In
the leads.

iiiid

lllllv

revue,

N'i-w

\
II

York

lien Jul

CM"
I)»s

4

Star & Carter Chicago

Mollirs.

Trocndero Philadelphia 11
4
Olympic New York.
Auto Girls" 1 Gaycty Milwaukee 11 Gaycty

Americans"

Minneapolis.

Say

Send

POSITION
New

New York

'

I

City

WANTED

York.

WANTED
musical

comedy

permanent

engage-

First

class

stock

for

ment.
pals.

John

can

1015

E.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Cincinnati.
Ilowery Murlesquers" 4 Empire Albany 11
Gaycty Hoston.
Uroadway Hclles 4 Mnlrstlc Ft Wayno Ind
11
Hm kltmhain Louisville.
hurlesipie Kevue" 4 Gaycty Poston 11 Columbia New York.
("abai t Girls"
Duluth Minn 4 Tcrre Haute
Lafayette f. Lngnnsport 7 Michigan City H
C,,iry Ind 11 Gaycty Chicago.
"Charming Widows" 4 Star St Paul 11 Duluth
12 St Cloud l.'t Mankato Minn 14 Waterloo
17. Marshalltown 10 Cedar Rapids la.
Cherry Blossoms'* 4 Cadillac Detroit 11 L O.

Change

Black

J.

end

talk.

P. cavity
Youth & Folly" 4 Century Kansas
City 11 Standard St Louis.
"Hchraan Show" 4 Empire Hrooklyn 14-10
Park liridgcport.
"Hon Ton*" 4 Palace Baltimore 11 Gaycty
Washington.
"Ilostonians" 4 Lyceum Dayton 11 Olympic

."»

It la Beat
and Color Card

consisting of 8 to 10 girls and 4 to 6 princi-

WANTED
HARRY BARRETT,

for Price List
4Sth Street

Vaudeville house manager.
Experienced. Address Box 7, care VARIETY,

and painter* of productions and vaudeville
acts.
Trunk scenery a specialty for the past 20 years.
See me. I can save you money. FREDERICK 8CENIC
STUDIO. 643 W. 42nd Street.

St.,

l

Ua Prove

Let

US Weat

Builder*

Fayette

Fres Samples.

of Herald Cuts, 2Sc.

S%^ g^^CHICAGO
ZAUDK^MAKE-UP
^^^W"

Scenery Helps Your Act

Address

Book

15c.

CROSS

New York

who

Yet

STAGE MONEY,

CO., SI. Louis

Straight Object Juggler

It

Contracta, Tickets, Envslopss,

and

716 7th Avenue,

.*t

tlio

Wo

LETER HEADS

City.

your good
make you investi-

M TRUNK

•

Painted Scenery— Stage Settings of All Kinds
E. A.

New York

St.,

Lest You Forest

gate or write for catalogue.

$1.75

GLASSBERG

J.
Z2S

Special Discount to Professionals

All Gloves

judgment

Vici
Colors:

E.Galizi

Strand

Slat,

experience

Grand Street

NEW YORK

Opposite

His

in

Kid, one Strap, Spring Heel.
Black, Blue, Red and Pink

4

Msnufacturers o f
the Best Accordions
in the World.
Special for Piano
Keys.

Broadway,

W.

Bryant

Special Attention to Professionals

PROFESSIONAL
HJCrM
"
OCAYA
TRUNK

3000—One Strap Sandal, in Fine
Quality Satin, French Heel, White, Black,
Ked, Pink, Emerald Green, Stage Last,
Short Vamp
$2.50

All work
at short

notice.

220

Tel. 3970

Branch, Broadway at 95th
New York.

the

STYLE

Acrobatic
Spea

cialty.

IORIO

Opposite Rector's

WAISTS, CORSETS, LINGERIE, HOSIERY AND
GLOVES.

Ask any user you meet about

Satin Sandal

Shoes.

Write for Catalog

girls

2000 SALESMEN

Glassberg
Short Vamp

and

Boots

N. Y.

Parlor Floor, 2f

special

Manufacturer

Tel. 2343 Col.
51I-S2*
W. SSth St.

DROPS

8th Ave., 2d floor.

State,

New Jersey and Connecticut
We Pay Freight and Railroad Fares
Delivered by Our Own Motor Trucks
8

,

Big Bargain.
Have been uaed. Alao a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunka, fit and SIS. A few extra large Property Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bal Trunks.

for

Off

For Cash

New York

i

rnr

Prices

Ereett Ftatas Co. Theatrical Printers
lOT&DeareefoSt. Isublished 1890 Chkace. Iffiee.

WARDROBE PROP
TRUNKS $5.00

Send

of

I

MM

heeds thee yoa ever bad. Owing to
the great cost of producing this catalog
ipeDed so snake a charge of 10s for same. Send ltc
-ad see ear origieal designs. All other printing at Sow pric**

i

Professional

Discount

Low

DAN DODY.

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
$1000
$1500

at

Also sister acts and single principal

$750

Deposit

showiae fifty
. n»l desire*, suitable
tor professional people. t»uc1*ti11i»j>»
circus
men. cernivsU, etc Letterheads
ems
printed ie one or more colors, _
left for photos.
This settlor; will ssvs
dollars and yon get better letter

Professional

IN CITY.

Style,

$100
list

SEND FOR CATALOG

Good Printed

FOR REVUES.
Report 11 A. M, Monday.
PEKIN RESTAURANT, 47th Street and Broadway.

$375

$585

BROADWAY

Dentist to the White Rats

CONSOLIDATED VELVET

Apartment with
Period Furniture,
Value $5ee. now

$275

1493

Special Rates to the Profession
Official

RENTALS

section has enabled us to offer prices
unobtainable elsewhere— with extended terms of payment where desired.
We should like to serve YOU.
Easily Accessible from Wast Side by
Mth or SSth St. Crosstown Cars.

well

SAN FRANCISCO

Awarded Gold Medal,
P. P. L E., Sen

VELVET DROPS

owing to the fact that our location
beyond the borders of the high rent

1571

Columbus Avenue

27t

St.

Plush, Silk, Cretonne stage setting. All aisea and colors, special discounts and easy payments

has been the more deeply appreciated,

I.

Hlfh Gradt Acconflow

Letterheads

We

New

PUTNAM BUILDING

DENTIST

the

of a

a

Value

Guerrini Co
Manufacturers el

New

for

(Phone Bryant 4708).

York.

Francisco, 1915

Are Creators of the

century
FORhouse quarter
Holzwasser hat

5

Up

New

1493 Brosdwsy.

etc.

14& Broadway and
1572 Broadway

^^^aaaa^^^

Broadway

1S52

Corner 46th

W

^

Alterations and Repaira

1.00

Ceo. H.

i

V

Ward

)

of Bills

_,
"«•«

Answer

I

Weekly.

M. MARCUS,

\

Colonial Theatre,

)

Covington. Kv.

--Darlings of Paris" 4 Gaycty Philadelphia 11
Shamokln 12 Shcnadoah 14-10 Wllkes-Parre
Pa.
"Follies of the Day" 4 Columbia Chi. ago 11
Oaycty Detroit.
"Frolics of 1!M7" 4 Shamokln fi Shcnadoah 7-9

Wllkes-Rarre Pa 11 So Hrthlrhcm 12 Easton
Pu 14-10 Grand Trenton.
"French Frolics" 4 Gaycty Chlcaco 11 Majestic
Ft

Wayno

Ind.

"Follies of Pleasure" 4 Standard St Louis 11
Duluth Minn 12 Terrc Haute 1.1 Lafayette 14
Logansport l."» Michigan Cltv 10 Gary Ind.
"Ginger Girls" |-.-> Itinghamto'n
Norwich 7
Oneida M Niagara Falls N Y 11 Star Toronto.

!
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I

JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
ANNOUNCE

"UNDERNEATH THE STARS"

Their Successor to

«

BY THE WRITERS OF

"UNDERNEATH THE STARS"
Lyrics by

Music by

FLETA JAN BROWN

We
now

HERBERT SPENCER

about our famous "Underneath The Stars" and
we're talking and telling you about "IN OLD BRAZIL"

told

you

all

.

WHAT A CHAMPION SONG HIT
WORTH YOUR WHILE TO GET IT

!

IT'S

JEROME
219 W. 46th

St.

NEW YORK

R

REMICK

W. Fort St.
DETROIT
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Majestic Theatre Bldg.
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BEST PLACE TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO DIKE
-i?o>it

300 Housekeeping Apartments

PONDr*

(tffesfft*

B ROADWAY and 66 "XT.

far theatrical folks to
Of unsurpassed sorrltie ami attention at

V

1RVINGTON HALL

Announcer
THE OPENING OF THE
MAY-NOVEMBER FARM
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HARTSDALE, N. Y.
On Central

whom wo

ALL BUnJMNOS DELIGHTFULLY COOL AND EQUIPPED WITH ELECTRIC LIGHT
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West 4trd

sad
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St.

with bath furnished to a
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will
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Catering to the Profession
to

M Claman

SO Woet

elrd Street,

accommodate

Weekly

Now York
Goo. P. Schneider, Prop.

BAXT
LAKt

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 Wert 43rd Street, NEW YORK CITY.

COUNTRY

35ttlNUTEJ FROM 66"

and Airy

9T

Private Bath, 3-4

Booms

Steam Heat

comfort*

and convenience

.

of the profession
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AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WONT FORGET
«k At<
$L
f% | f% | |T

A
W

111-111 West 41th

!
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M nil

I.

1 1 1| Bass-js
with wine
With Wine
I
THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST'
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY
LuNhik.

,

THE ONLY BRIGHT SPOT

IN

WHERE THE PROFESSION EATS

CHICAOO CAFETERIA

THE OCEAN

NAT GOODWIN CAFE
niMriMr
UAWtlWU
MmI

The

sawia
SANTA

moniua, CAL.
cai_ (2$
<e minutee from
MONICA,
^ "College Inn Sextette" (Late B. F. Keith
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CTttUdSl JBATHIMG
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t

PAUL W. SCHENCK.

of Chicago

Prooidont

DORADO ST.PAULHOTEL
EL
ROTI3SERIE— RESTAURANT
AND COLUMBUS
B'way,
NEW YORK CITY AH
AVE.

StTH ST.

'

lStt-ltOl

164. 4*1. anei 4tth SU.
ft CELLA, Inc.

R AZZETTI

Ten-story building, absolutely fireproof.
bath* with shower attachment. Telephone fa

101 -3-5-7-1-11-13

SPfCULTIII

200

On* block from Contra! Park Subway, ftk
and tth Ave. L Statione. Sumo cUateaoa from
Century, Colosdsl, Cbxlo and Park Theatres.
lit

Rooms, uee of bath. SIM par

Ui Rooms,

private bath.

Suite*, Parlor,

•I

•

.

. •

oeW

fLM

slay.

par day.

Bedroom and Bath. fLM and up.

By the weak, ft, $» and J14.es.
SPECIAL BATES TO THE

PROFESSION

6»Mktttl.

Palp* Gareio.-Mu.ic

TaL6M

TabU eTHoto Lunck 4Sc
A Dom. Win.. A Liquors,
'Phone Bryut
until 1AM.

CATERINO TO THE PROFESSION

ABBEY COURT
SIM Broadway, N. Y. C,

N. E. Co. 124th

Ml

St.

Furnished 1, 2 and 3 rooms, elevator house,
electric lights, hotel service, home comforts,

housekeeping facilities,
rant, convenient to subway.
telephone,

restau-

"Girls from Follies" 4 Majestic Scranton 11
Gajrety Brooklyn.
"Girls from Joyland" 4 Gayety Baltimore 11
Trocadero Philadelphia.
Olobe Trotters" 7-0 Park Bridgeport 11 Co-

Providence.
"Golden Crook" 4 Oayety Pittsburgh 11 Star
Cleveland.
"Grown Up Babies" 4 Star Brooklyn 11 Acalonial

demy

Fall River.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
REOCHT HOTEL, 100 R. 14th Street
HOMI OP THE PBOPBSSION
Fivb Mintjtbb Walk To All Thbatbbsj
ELMER B. CAMPBELL. Prop, and Mgr.

"Hello Girls" 3 Duluth 4 St Cloud S Mankato
Minn 6 Waterloo 7 Marshalltown 8 Cedar

Rapids la 11 Century Kansas City.
New York" 4 Orand Hartford 11 Jacqus*
Watsrbury.
"Hello Paris" 4-9 Gilmore Springfield 7-9 Worcester Worcester 11 Gardner 12 Oreen field
13 Amsterdam 14 Sebsnsctady N Y.

WHERF

^

Jr

!

HOTEL

8*

JrVmTrsX* ^RODERICK'
X

WHY NOT!^:

^

201 w.38'"ST.
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I
BROOERICK

J

ANNEX
700 W 39

*
be

,H

ST.

\

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

T. A.

ety Buffalo.

"High Life Girls" 4 L O 11 Englewood Chicago.

"Hip Hip Hooray" 4 Olympic Cincinnati
Star & Garter Chicago.
"Howe Sam Show" 4 Gayety Kansas

11

BRODERICK,

"Lady Buccaneers" 4 Oardner S Greenfield 6
Amsterdam 7 Schenectady 11-12 Blnghamton
13 Norwich 14 Oneida IB Niagara Falls N T.
"Liberty Oirli" 4 Star Cleveland 11 Empire
Toledo.

City 11

Gayety St Louis.
"Irwin Show" 4-0 Bastable Syracuse 7-0
berg Utles 11 Gayety Montreal.

Lam-

ILL.

I

EMMET

Us

"Hastings Show" 4 Gayety Toronto 11 Gay-

"Hello

HOTEL

OS

9

WEST 42D ST., uaai
Elegaat fumlahad rooms with private bathe:
modern comfort, Fsench cooking. Single and
Double Rooms, with or without board. For past
19 years under the personal management of
Lunch, $.25 and Dinner
F. MOUREY.
served in the Summer Garden.

CHICAGO,

SECONDS FROM BROADWAY"

s
8

s

The
Central
m

Dark),

St. (Cor.

ROOMS OF THE BETTER KIND
"45

.a

Ian.
i

W. Van Keren

I

"Lid Lifters" 4 Se Bethlehem 5 Easton Pa7-t
Orand Trenton 11 Star Brooklyn.
"Majestle'a" 4 Corinthian Rochester 11-11 Baatable yraeaae 14-14 Luaiserg Utlea.

Prop.

"Maids of

America"

4

Empire

Newark

11

Casino Philadelphia.

"Marlon Dave Show" 4 Oayety Omaha 11 L O.
"Merry Rounders" 4 New Hurtlg & Seamons
New York 11 Empire Brooklyn.
"Midnight Maidens" 4 Miner's Bronx New York
11 Orpheum Paterson.
"Military Maids" 4 Howard Boston 11-13 Oilmore Springfield 14-16 Worcester Worcester.
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BEST PLACE* TO STOP AT.

DAIMI

Hotel Bradley

Northwest Corner 42d Street end 9th Avenue

TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Telephone 1M2 Bryant

ROOMS
NEW BUILDING

8*4

CITY

CHICAGO

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

CATERING TO THE BETTER CLASS OF THE PROFESSION
WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES

With Hot and Cold Running Water
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

RUSH AND RAIT GRAND AVE.

NEW YORK

ROOMS WITH BATH, $7, $•, $•. $IOJO
K>M SUITE,
SUITE, $14. THREE ROOM

TWO ROOM

WEEKLY

$450

$3.50, $4.00,

host, h. Borland,

cV>^c%

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

N NNtLNflM

2t

M

ONI BLOCK
TO TIMES SC>

•0 ftlRffl* and DmMi HeMM
wlta Bath. |4 to fit Weekly

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

City

Hmi

Hmni,

Mmm

PImm

Jeat aff

West 47th St

WM.

J.

Brsadwty

Bryant 4841

Located la the Maart af tea
Theatrleal Saatlaa aad

CORNELL

Cookies.

Coarterta

114-16

m eaeger
Metal)

THE

Apartsieata

Mil.
Weekly
M «**

i»4 1 *.*••>•
ef 2 and
t* 117
•7

554
Tel. Bryant < 555
7833

$21
$21.

MODERATE

HIGH-CLASS RESTAURANT

Booklet Oftaat
a

Com»i«t« Natal Berries

New York City

SMITH. Manager

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

EIGHTH AVENUE

776.78-80

Between 47th

anal 48th Streets

NEW YORK
Private Bath and Phone in Each Apartment

New

Ofnce-77.

£IGHTH AVENUE

MARION APARTMENTS

Victoria Hotel
Formerly

KING EDWARD

Room..

2S» Private

of

Upwards

47TH STREET, Juat off Broadway
Absolutely Fireproof
New York"

PHONE FOR RESERVATION

EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE

Bath.

Room. (Running Water), $1.M and Upward. Room and Bath, SUB
Five Minute.' Walk to M Theatre.
POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT
Try Our Dollar Dinner for Sec.

CAFE IN CHARGE OF ABE MIERS
CHAS. A. HOLLINGSWORTH, Proprietor
AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

102

754-756

EIGHTH

AVE.,

Room Apartment. Completely Furnlahed

Now

Special

Bet. 49th
ha*

Wee*

the

*att5r
47th St..

New York Hippodrome.

7-0 Academy Fall River 11 Howard Boaton.
"Williams Mollle Show" 4 Oayety Buffalo 11

Hotel Bouillon

n AND »

CATHERINE STREET EAST,
MONTREAL. CAN.

ST.

167 East
TcL

DELIGHTFULLY COOL FOR THE SUMMER
(Phone 1141 Aoedleeey)

Superior 5344

Tee Minute, te

All Theatre.

not be listed.
P following name Indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name Indicates regis-

108th Street

GEORGE

tered

g Water.
Heat.

EJLAJI

"Record Breakers" 4-5 Erie 6 Ashtabula Pa

Youngstown O 11 Penn

7-9

HOTEL ROLAND
56 Ea*t 58th Street
Room. Absolutely

CITY

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE
PROFESSION
"Million Dollar Dolls" 4 Colonial Providence 11
CaBlno Boston.
"Mischief Makers" 4 Lyceum Columbus O 11
Newark 12 Zaneevllle 13 Canton 14-18 Akron
O.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 4 Buckingham Louisville

Lyceum Columbus.

"Pace. Makers" 4 Gaycty Minneapolis 11 Star
St Paul.

"Parisian Flirts" 4 Savoy Hamilton Ont 11 Cadillac Detroit.

Philadelphia.

"September Morning Glories" 4 Olympic New
York 11 Majestic Scranton.
"Sidman Sam Show" 4 Jacques Waterbury Ilia

Fireproof

"Puss Puss" 4 Empire Hoboken

Circuit.

"Reeves Al Show" 4-6 Newburgh 7-9 Pougbkeepsie 11 Miner's Bronx New York.
'Review of 1917" 4 Englewood Chicago 11
Gayety Milwaukee.
"Rose land Girls" 4 Gayety Detroit 11 Gayety
Toronto.

Block from Grand Plaza and Fifth Avenue
entrance to Central Park, 5 minutes' ride
from Grand Central Station.
Single rooms, private bath, $8 weekly and
upwarda.
Parlor, bedroom and private
bath, |12 weekly and upwarda.

11

LETTERS
Where C follows name, letter la la
Variety's Chicago office.
Where 8 F follows name, letter la la
Variety'a San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will

Newburgh 14-16 Pougbkeepale.
Orpheum Peterson 11

"Sightseers"

People's

AKE-UP

Km-

Pittsburgh.

"THnRo Queens" 4 New Castle 5 Johnstown 6
Altoona 7 Harrisburg 8 York 9 Reading
Pa 11 Gayety Baltimore.
"Tempters" 4 Academy Jersey City 11 Gayety
"Thoroughbreds" 4
Canton 7-9 Akron

K.«

Blake's

Allen Mrs Townaend

Brown Al
Bruce Madge

Alllaon

Cbaa

Booker Owen
Boyle Jack

W

IfrNKY CVMINKK.

Inc.

W

Brunnln Roee
Burna Joe

Alphle Laddie

Alwyn Dot
Archer /<!ele
Armour Margarette
Atkinson John

Bushel),

May

Buster * Bailey
Calvert Delia

Baker Doc
Barbour Ruth (P)

Cameron Hazel
Camner Ed

ftavard Victcr

Calmpbell

Htdlnl Jean

Carew Mabel
Cnrle Edythe

Bender Matie
Bennett Doroi'iv
Bennett Eva
Benton A Cl»rk
Bernard A Neale
Bertlna Millie
Bert Billy H

A

Allen

r.irmen Norlne
Carr Trio
Carr Harry
Carter Joe
Claudius Mrs D
Corbett Ed
Cox Mlsa Ray

Bevan A Flint

LIBERTY VAUDEVILLE CONTRACTING

CO.

Suite 504 Fulton Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
L. CLAIRE McLAUGHLIN. Manager

Standard
WANT51
YWJ+lV 1 aj
aaaeBBBalBBaatSBBBI

Acta of Every Description that are new to thla territory.

prefer Personal Interview* with
at eur office.

Cabaret Performers and Combinations, get
tench with as. Caa nee Tabloid*, hut must

fas

Newark S Zaneevllle 6
11 Empire Cleveland.

11

INERS

"Sporting Widows" 4 Gayety Montreal 11 Empire Albany.
"Star & Garter" 4 Gayety St Louis 11 Columbia Chicago.
"Step Lively Girls" 4 Berchel Dee Moines 11

Gayety Omaha.
"Stone 4 Plllard" 4 Casino Philadelphia 11
New Hurtlg A Seamons N Y.
"Sydell Rose" 4 Gayety Washington 11 Gayety

Boston

Mrs Joe
Mule
Bond Harry A

Rlssett

Aberdeen Cbaa
Adams Mabelle
Alkln Eddie
Alberto Robert

B

Newark.

^GWArk

Casino

Beauties" 4 Oayety Brooklyn 11 Academy
Jersey City.
"Watson Billy Show" 4 Empire Toledo 11
Lyceum Dayton.
Watson Wrothe" 4 Columbia New York 11
Caalno Brooklyn.
"Welch Ben Show" 4 People's Philadelphia 11
Palace Baltimore.

Follies" 4 Empire Cleveland 11-12
Pa 13 Ashtabula 14-16 Youngstown O.
"Some Show" 4 L O 11 Gayety Kansas City.
Dire

4

"U S

"Social
Brie

Philadelphia.
11

Ont.
"20th Century Maids"
Grand Hartford.

Empire

"Spelgel Review" 4 Casino Brooklyn 11

mall.

Near

"Tourists" 4 Star Toronto 11 Savoy Hamilton

280

Corinthian Rochester.

Ohio Street

CHICAGO

Four, fire and •li-room large, light apartment., beautifully and miniaoUilf fumasaed lot'
Telephone and all modern lmproTemenU— $10 up. Electrie Faat tarlaMad la aH aaaiupsall

NEW YORK

TeL Bryant
"White Pat Show" 4-6 Orpheum New Bedford

The home of theatrical people. Free aJeutee*
walk from any theatre.
Grill room, private room, aad ladles' dining

or

HIGH CLASS FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Agent, on premiaea

Street

Mre. Power, and Mr.. GueeaeL formerly of Weat 4$th and

NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS, RUNNING WATER AND TELEPHONE SERVICE
RATES, 93, $4 and $5 Weekly

Strictly Profeaaiooal.

NEAR CENTRAL PARK
15 West

and 100 West 44th
t of

48th Street.)

with Bath and T.

tar

Summer Rata,

iag«

Directly Oppoaite the

THE ADELAIDE

Bryant

HOTEL COSMOS and ANNEX
(Under the

HALF BLOCK FROM THE WHITE RATS
Telephoaeei

35th Street

Teeaameame and Elevator Service.

WEST

"The Vary Heart
SSf

Wert

NEW YORK

RTMENTS

NEW YORK
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IN
145-1S5

158

all

acta, so

If

coming

We

to Pittsburgh, call

Yee, friends, we are book'nEmpire, Eaat Liberty, again t.i.

the

VARIETY

B. F. Keith's
Circuit
*

tedBooking
Offices
(Agency)

A.
E. F.

PAUL KEITH,

ALBEE,

President

Vice-President and General

Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

New York

Palace Theatre Building

E
V
CIRCUI

INDEPENDENT

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

HODGDON

S. K.

The Beat Snail Time

City

729 7th AVE. AT FORTY-NINTH ST.

««.

The

M. D. SIMMONS.

VAUDEVILLE

General Booking Manager

la the

mm _^
f% t"4
0/
^f
^T <a*r /O
At

President

General Executive Offices:

Far Wast. Steady Consecutive Work for Novelty Feature Acts
EXECUTIVE OFFICES-ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDCx. SAN FRANCISCO
Can arrange from throe to five woeka between sailings of boats for Australia for oil Ant class
acta. CommunlcaU by wire or letter.

Alea,

AMALGAMATED

of allperformers going to Europe make thoir steamship arreagomeats through
«*• The following have:
Adonis, Aeroplane Girls, Billy Arlington & Co.. Ansonia Trio, Apollo Trio,
Arco Bros., Maxini Muianer, American Ragtime Eight. Aurora Troupe, Three
...
Adlers, Prof. Armand & Co., Great Albas, Alvaretta Troupe.

PAUL TAUSIG A

SON. 1M E.

14th St,

Now York CHy

Savings Baak Bid*.

ARTISTS

GUS sun CIRCUI
GUS SUN,

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE
AUSTRALIA

and

NEW ZEALAND

ACTS DESIRING AUSTRALIAN BOOKINGS
can arrange from It to 14 weeks Association time for you out of Chicago, carrying you
right to your sailing point. Since I must first see your offering, don't fail to notify me
where and when you are appearing in Chicago. Address all letters and wires to

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

Roy D. Murphy, American Booking Manager
BEN. J. FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.
Uth FLOOR, CHICAGO, ILL.

LTD.

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres
And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS. INDIA
Combined

egad

Will keek tay and alt sets

SEASON ROUTINGS START AUGUST

Suite

Artiste' Representative
4f7-2e E. Jackaon Blvd., Chicago

Telephone Harrison

7087

A ROUTE FOR THE WEST
Cumsteln

A B

Curley Pete
Curran Helen
Cusey Harry

F

Dare Alec
Darvllle Dot

10th

CHICAGO—Teei Powell, etsjsstls
Mask. Psisoe Theatre Bids.
PITTeBUROH—A. W. Jsess, Aeadsajr
W. Todd, 72t BrUbsns Bldg.

REPRESENTATIVE*— new YORK—Pete
Theatre Bldg.
Thsstrs Bldg.

BUFFALO—J.

WANT ACTS OF ALL KINDS

REAKINO JUMPS

STANDARD
FOR

GORDON SQUARE AND LIBERTY THEATRES
General Manager.
GORDON SQUARE THEATRE BUHL, CLEVELAND. O.

HARRY Du ROCHER,

AUSTRALIA

AFRICA

Governing Director

VAUDEVILLE ACTS COMING TO BOSTON COMMUNICATE WITH

VAUDEVILLE

FRED MARDO

Registered Cable AeVreeet "HUGHMAC," Sydney
Head
id Oflcei TIVOLI THEATRE, SYDNEY—AUSTRALIA
NEW YORK OFFICESi til Strand Theatre Bldg.
BldaT^

VAUGHAN

Building. Springfield. Ohio
Address All Letters to Springfield, Ohio
direst or thra perseasJ Interview win New York and Ckleage Representatives

Capital, t),C«a,tW

HUGH McINTOSH,
DOROTHY

H. LEASON, Booking Manager

EXECUTIVE OFFICESi-Sua

I

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION.

RAY

General Director

Pntaam Bldg* Now York, Baeaa U7

J.

H.

Orpheum Theatre

ALOZ
Bldg.,

MeatreaL

Address c/o
Derllng Margaret
Devlin James 8
Diamond Jas

Dlka Juliette
Davie Edw
Davis Jack E
Dnwli-y DeForest
Dawson Sidney

DeBadl* Al
DeFranckle Sylvia
DeHaven Cbas
DeNovllle Julia

Dody Dan
Douglas Harry
Douglas J C (P)
Dudley Wanda
Dunn Peggy

FOR FURTHER BOOKING IN NEW ENGLAND
MARCUS LOEW AGENCY, Tremont Theatre Bldg.,
DuPree ft DuPree
Dwyer Leo
Dyer Belle

E
Earl ft Curtis
Earl Erna B
Edison Pearl J
Elliott Francis

Elmore Alan
Evensen Mlis 8

Boston, Mass.

Mr A Mrs
Flannagan Ed

F

Fisher

E

Everest's Monkeyn
Everette Flossie (P)

Fontaine Azelea (P)

Ford Mrs

K N

Forrester Mrs
Forrester Bid

R

(P)

Famswortb Bobble

Fox Eddie

Fiddes ft Swalne
Flnlay Miss F

Frank Herbert J (P)

Francis Milton J

"-*'

\
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VARIETY?

New

putmbI far It to
ereatt at Ike

tRrVOLE

^^^^^oymlm

PALL MALL DBPOUT AND FORWARD.
INOCO.
Caritan

MU

Rages*

W,

flt, S.

tk« Pal

tfce

Pan Mafl

to
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VARIETY'S

Bid. »£..«•«>#.

5
.^v

Frank

W

Hargrare Henry
Harrison Lea

J

Freed Lew

^07="

Harris Pauline
Gallo

'Va
Al

Hart Billy
Hart Maude
Hart Ruby
Haaa Chuek
Harel .Arthur Co
Harlland J B
Hayes Max B

Jibm

Oannon Tom
Gardner George
Gardner Irene
Four
Goldtng * Keating
Goode Lfisle
Gordon Jim
Gordon John R
Gray Trio
Green Edna
Gregory Gilbert
Orlema Anna
Orlffln Hasel
(P)
Groese GenerleYe
Gtrla

Hayward Sisters
Hearn B F
Hearn Miss J
Hennlng Leo

[go im ah o see HfM-

d§
Jne JUST GAVE
WU

Hlnkel Otto

*

Hoagland Mrs J A
Hodge J C
Holden Maxwell

A TIP THAT
A55 OR-e tVt ewTUM

Holt Victoria

Hornbrook Barl
Howard Chas
Howard Jean
Hudler Fred

H

Haines C H
Harcoart Leslie

3UCC&

WW

AULV<NuMft6ft5 PUB-

UntVeYs.e^cell-?

\rV.
WOLFC

OH.BVKMT,

ISM BROADWAY, NEW YOMC •*»««»» ejilini

L.V<0tF6 GILBERT,
clairvoyant.

M«r

Prof.

Dept

CNICAOOi US N. CLARK STWEET

AddtM datilto MARK-STERN BLDG, IK-IM W.

M* St, H. Y.

The abore photograph ahowa
I

Belle

Carmen

convalescing oa a farm up state after an
Illness of a short time. She expects to resume her engagements shortly.

Jennings Fred
Ingoldsby Chas

J arret t
Jarrott

Mrs Q E
John

Jeffries

Florence

Jericho

Emmy

Johnson Roy
Joyce Dorothy

K
Keary Virginia
Keefe Chas H

(P)

Kelly a GaWtn
Kelly a Wilder

Kent Annie
Kerr A Davenport
Kerr A Weston
King Marie
Kneeland Koliy
Koehl Margaret

La Brock Miss
Langdons The

LeClalre Jack
LeCroIx Mildred

F

Llndons The
Lorraine Fred S
Lucas Edna F
Lusby Ruby

Lester Harry J

Larneds The

LosValadons The

LaRue Ethel
LaVola Great
Lawrence B A

Liberty Norlne

Lc«l!e Arthur

Level th Miss
I

Lew

V

L

M

>lnhonee

Lew l« Georgette

MacClennan Ken (P)

SHATTUCK v GOLDEN
HUR K

truly
FEATURED ON

U. B. O.

TIME

Direction,

JACK>HALLEN
E.

HEMMENDINGER

'Phone 971 John

and Polishing Free.

45 John

St.,

N. Y. City

marta
IN

A CLASSY SINGLE
Many thanks

for

numerous

production offers
SEE

IVI
Recognized

Jewelers to the Profession
Diamonds, Jewelry, Watches, Remounting

CASH OR CREDIT

.

VARIETY

•

I

Macau

and

Bradford

ONE-ACT FARCE by W.

i

MACART

H.

Love, Honor and Obey

P

Nesbitt Evelyn

B

Nillson Louis

Noble Ruth
Nolan Loulsia

H

McOuffey Marut
Miller Caro

Norwood Edw
Norris Mrs C
Norwood Edw

Florrie
A Dolly

Oakland Vivien

Mortimer Cfus
Morton Lew
Morton Stella (P)
Mowall Ben
Mudge A Morton

O'Dowd Dave

A May

Oliver

O'Maller Jack (P)
O'Neal Mrs Harry
O'Neill Georgia

Mum ford A Thomson
Murphy J A
BABE
COOK

O'RIU Mabel

Owen Herman

FLO AND NELL

WALSH

THE REYNOLD'S
Watch

SONG,

Now

for

ua in

RHYME AND MAGIC

(Formerly of "The Candy Shop")

BOWERS, WALTERS m CROOKER

NEW YORK APPEARANCE

INST ANTANEOU S HIT

Direction,

in

u

Shaw Winn

Preston Bobble
Proto

THE GIRL WITH THE LOOKS, CLOTHES AND TALENT
NOW VAUDEV1LLINC ON THE PACIFIC COAST

JULIET

Schubert Hughle
Senna Clarence
Shannon Harry T

Pochew Delphlne

IDA OOL-D

PLAYING MY ORIGINAL ACT
WHICH IS FULLY COPYRIGHTED AND
SCORING A BIGGER HIT THAN EVER

Schank J

Ed

Phillips L C
Phillips Minnie

WELL WORTH SEEING AND HEARING

NOW

FIRST

Perclval

WITH AL JOLSON'S "ROBINSON CRUSOE. JR/

Featured on Loew Time

Salvaggie Martha
Sampaell Guy
Saxton Billy

Pavlowa Anna
Pelham Rene (P)

COMEDY DUO
ORIGINAL LONG SHOE DANCERS

Moore Emmett

8

Passaic Nick
Paulette Louise

ENTERTAINERS OF THREE CONTINENTS

I

Morrelle Lillian

DOLLY

&

A Williams

N'evlns

<P>

Mayhew Stella
May Jessie

Monohan

P.S.-Thou Shalt Not Steal

N

Mallett Belle

Mantball Edw
Marshall Miss
Mayfleld Cleo

Millershlp

tt

Shayne Albert
Shea Evelyn
Sherwood Don

H

A Von Hamp'n
Snow Ray

Shriner

Randolph Marie

Raymond
Raymond

Melville
Will

Readings Four
Regal A Bender
Renee Sig M
Richard Jack

Robey H C
Robinson

W
W

C

Robinson

S

Romaine

Julia

Rome Joe

Rosener Geo M
Ross Eddie
Rouse J Claire
Russell Marie

Ryan Mrs G

B

Snyder Fredk H
Spellmeyer A Middl'n
Spencer Thomas
Staunton Violet
Stephens Leona
Stepper Vic
Sterling Harry
Steindell F
Stuart Austen
Stuart Martha

Suarez
Sutton

Dolores

H

A

K

Tanaka Miss

H

WOOD v CO.
ff

KELSO BOYS

KENNEDY
SAMUEL BAERWITZ
tom

-ETHEL

IN

ENGAGED. MARRIED AND DIVORCED

Phone, 6483 Bryant

Vaudeville
IN

"Dollie's

PREPARATION

Dolls"— 7 people

—

"No Men Allowed" 9 people
"The Belle of the Beach"—9 people
"Cheer Up Revue"—9 people
"Toy Town Revue" 7 people

—

PUTNAM

Manager and Producer

BUILDING,

1493 Broadway,

New York

(where he can be reached by wire, letter or in person)

CHICAGO OFFICE
riMMmiiin Bvfldhic

LEW CANTOR,

Representative

Will J. Harris
GENERAL
STAGE
DIRECTOR

'

K

KAIN/IMERER
Success this week (Aug.

28)-ORPHEUM. New

HOWLAND

THE EVERLASTING FAVORITE

York, and

FULTON,

and

Next Week

Featured on the Loew Circuit.

Brooklyn.

LEW

Address care

Two

(Sept. 4),

sad Mass]

Mile.

Pelsf

est Is Vaeesviii*

JEAN BERZAC
Introducing

Wonderful Trained

Roanoke, Va,
Bierbaoder

PONIES and

MULE

the

that amuses everyone.

*

» BILLSBURY - ROBISON

JOHN
Paifine

OF MUSICAL COMEDY

IN BITS

BOOKED SOLID

U. B. O.

ALT.

Direction

Frank Evans Suggests Quality

T.

TIME

DOYLE and Co.

NOW TOURINC

THE DANGER
I,

WILTON

LINE"

IN

A

Genuine Novelty

Ann* 11—nalety.

IN.

•el isors,

ih

FLOSSIE

JOE

MORRIS
BOOKED SOUD

St "Sresty

The

Carman

Treat Theatre, Lynchburg, and

NEW YORK.

Musical Casads

Is

York

THE POLITE ENTERTAINER
Next Week

7TH AVE.,

GOLDBERG

M.

CI

F. Barrett

SQ. end

Preseets

VARIETY

New

4)-GREELEY

(Sept.

and

CAMPBELL

MTbe Avi-atft-her99
By J* L» Browning*
Direction,

U. B. O.

LEWIS * GORDON

MORGAN
MARION
DANCERS
Art

Classic

This

Week

(August 28), Shea's, Toronto

and
NOTICE —Artists
new comedy

W CullCu
«

1

.

Clever young comedian (hick preferred), v. !th strong specialty, to work
with singing and dancing soubrette. I heve script and scenery.
Address, THAT VERSATILE NUT

GEO. NAGEL,
One

of the

c/o Gen. Del., Wildwood, N.
BEST COMEDIES Nov

Starting our third successful year
together.
Next Week
Direction,

fc

iguay Eva
annen Julius
mplo Luclla

Moe

ex|eo
liomas Miss

B
omas Mr & Mrs

Turner & CJrare

Vlolette Virginia

Voerg Nick
Voyer Guy
Arthur
Valyore Orlah

Valll

VanFossen Harry
Vernon Jack

W
Wallace Jack
Waltan Hamilton

(Sept.

and

Yost Harry

RITA MARIO

Zlra Lillian

Inimitable Orchestra

Y

Aae Her
Zoe A Bunnle
Zuruk Myron

WHY?

Wantana Brna
Ward Edith
Ward Lawrenoe
Ward Thomas

^ W.

IN SIX

V.

Id.

A.

MONTHS

WORLD'S GREATEST EBONY-HUED ENTERTAINERS

Weinberger Rose
Weston Miss B
Weston Miss E

ON OUR WAY WEST

IN

DIRECTION

TOM JONES

THE YOUNGEST PRIMA DONNA

ON BROADWAY

To

play prima donna role in
"The Girl From Brazil" in Aw

F"

EA

"CANARY OO
IN

MOROSCO'S

° » O

randYfVI

TBIXIB FRIGANZA

OLIVER

HoadUning

BOOKED RETURN ENGAGEMENT PANTAGES CIRCUIT

LYDY
OF"

ALFREDO

4)— Hip, Youngstown.

HARRY FITZGERALD

Weston Lucy
West Billy
Whipple A Houston
Wildes Harry 8
Wlliams A Held
Wolfe A Stewsrt
Wood P S

"NEVER AGAIN"

—

WORD)

.

This week (Aug. 28)— Henderson's, Coney Island.

J.

flaying Vaudeville

NANA SULLIVAN
ut

BILLY .
GEORGE
LLOYD and BRITT

Producers

acts for male and female specialty

I will sell or let on royalty, two brand
people, including special scenery.

^¥7

"AYOLA*
(PASS

•p

VARIETY

42

The guy who keep* Jot Kan* working, the nan who
made Morrl* a. Fall famoua. the comedian who goes
Into The Century (with Con Roddy), but I will n«rer
claim I can put anything over on the crowd at The
Palace.

New

York.

No. 81ree. never

Mr. Roger*

I

and Mr. Gottlelb and Mr. Dub and ererrbody emDon't forget
ployed by them ta a werry wise worker.
they also know that plunger* help on Monday afternoon, but It's help yourself the rest of the week.

PERFECTION
Some ha»e bow lega.
attained by none of us.
hook noses, cook eyes, receding chin, kidney feet, or
There is only one perfect man.
some other curse
Pael Swan Joe Ksns, second, my dear, and while
you are at It. do not forget Dos O'Neill is no ML D.
He Is hist antiseptic
is

—

TO LIEUT. PIP PINEAPPLE:
Dear Pip:

Sorry,

Review of N. Y. Star at 5th Ave. Theatre says Richard Bolkes'

STAN STANLEY

I'm

ma-

old pal. cannot send you

terial for

Brennan
However.

*

dude and low comedy dam* as Savey and
(my very dear friends) are in too good.
I will see them about It. as they do that

style of act.

Why

A. K.'s do not like me.
Because I am always for Staa Stanley. First, seoand alwaya
Because I do not employ a claque.
Because I always make good.
Because I throw more good material, that's original, away than some acta buy.
Because I am for a guy until I catch him wrong,
then

Direction— ALF. T.

— beware.

I am ugly as blue mud and a very bad
I
cut with a knife.
I kill with a hatchet.
hare six notches on my rewolwer now. I have a prigrave
yard.
vate
A steel weapon Is better than a fist.
They aay I was a poor acrobat who accidentally dlaoorered a good Idea, but I am always funny.

BILLY GRADY

Our conception

presents

of

O tough Jobs

JOE
VALYDA TERMINI
Paying

Major KEALAKAI

and her

LOEW TIME

off acta at

a benefit

Playing Blooming ton Co-operative Chautauqua Association.

Ohio and Indiana— July

LORO GOOCH

Direction.

Time through.

Illinois.

12 to Sept. 12

A

bill

by the press and public

SEVEN COLLEGE (K)NIGHTS
Own) Copyright No. Class

D. XXc, No. 4422a.

JEWELL'S MANIKINS
Established ISM

m SOW production— Their latest succesa

"A MANIKIN CIRCUS"
Originators of everything appertaining to the Manikin busineaa, presented by

MADAME JEWELL AND SON
Playing U. B. O. Circuit Only

DWtion.

Thos. J. Fitzpatrick

ATFORLIBERTY
NEXT SEASON
Mr.

MISS

BEATRICE

LAMBERT

JAMES <»»>
THOMPSON

American
Nightingale
la SB Artistic Song Repertoire

Booked Solid

TELL THE ELEVATOR BOY TO HAVE
THE CAR HERE AT SEVEN SHARP
Now on a real water wagon (Steamer

Honor"

Affair^of

Ventura), bound for Australia

Playing U. B. O. Time

Direction,

ARTOIS

Harry Weber

JANET
ADAIR

DUO
Direction,

Richards' Tour,
Australia

•_•
ft
Song VX
Definitions

<*0

A?.

BLACKFACE

EMMA ADELPHI
Booked

solid

EDDIE ROSS

Orpheum, U. B. O. and

Nell O'Brien Minstrels

Interstate
Direction,

lf-17

HARRY WEBER

Permanent Address, VARIETY, New York

GLADSTONE«°TALMAGE THE FAYNES
OFFERS FOR
MUSICAL COMEDY PRODUCTIONS
Summer Address— MIRROR LAKE, HERKIMER, N.

4

ACT

NOW

IN

In

Playing Morris Duvall In

Y.

PREPARATION

MARX

a*
"HOME AGAIN"

BROS,

Are for the Summer

SAM DODY

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OFFERING
Ra prooootattvo, JACK FLYNN

INVITE

NEW

MARK LEVY

Assisted by

Miss Sue

Billy E.

WO *N« O^e

LEW M
GOLDBERG

"An

THE ORIGINAL
In

New York

Varla table Pair

U. B. O.

New Acta

VIRGINIA DAYS

JOS. B. FRANKLIN
1547 Broadway,

Direction,

JIM «•«•> MAC WILLIAMS
for His

Direction,

GRACE LYMAN

Presents

headlined on every

his

•till

AL HARRIS
end

^Te

Pianologue Act (His

quintotto
scoring sucat Otis
Harlan's and Wardell's Hotel, Long
Branch, N. J.

MARK LEVY.

HONEY BOY OF THE PIANO

Watch

and

cessfully

Chicago. IIL

Hba been automatically

THE VIOLINIST

BRAZILIAN NUTS.

HIS

Royal Hawaiian*, including Princess Uluwehi, the only Hawaiian
dancer on the American stage. Opening in September to tour all
U. B. O. theatres.

DIXIE'S

WILTON

I

STAN STANLEY

Now

IS

Because

guy.

Tours In fun.

AND

A BIG TIME FEATURE

>nd

CO

Hendricks and Padula

I

Phenomenal PlanlsU

I I

Stogora

Do Luxe

\

Lew

Fielda

"STEP THIS WAY" CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Bert Williams
Zlegfeld "Follies of 191

"

New Amsterdam

Theatre

:

VARIETY
Thla apaoa balonga to

BUSTER
SANTOS

A DRESSMAKER

PRINCE AND DECRIE.

NOT

IS

Tlvoll. Sydaey, Australia.
Dear Frlands Al aad Helsa:
Good luofc and smoosss to you

DISORDERLY

EVEN THOUGH
SHE RIPS
AND TEARS

JACQUE
HAYS

kindly say te

Tht

the stags boys la both cities

AND

aad

"Haw

CLARE

de do" for us.

Year slaoere fHeads.

But

BILLY
BEARD

TMrNmrJUl,

all

rawson;
Australia,

In

JIM ari

MAUM

-JL.
OSWALD

HARKINS

Party from

the South'*

NORMABI

PETE MACK

JRI

H.T.

m

wm

Our rout*

S

A
N

cheesed to the folrowlBf
Sept. S— Majestic, Houston.
; Sept. 10—Opera House. Galveston. *«.; Sept. lS-MAjejtlo.

Oh,

San Antonio. Tax. ; Sept. 1»—M»~
BepC 11—
jesUe. Auetln. Tex.

I

F

lova to alt la tha

AUTOMAT

:

Book.

Only Metiers ere we;

A

E

A

If roloee only wo had.
song for Jack Mills.

T

I

Little

Majestic.

s

S

how ww

Tex.

»

To

.

For

Ha

would

TRANSriCLD IISTCKi

I

A

Berkhart

Jefferles

Back on tha

'

MARK

fOl/R

LEVY.

fj5»C

"mo <q,o

/*)

Wanta You To Try This

COaJ-

STftt/c-riue coo^io«

^
^(^ffD

H ,j

Cirra.er

McINTOSH

«?#or H

OnaSodaDispenser

t/5u^ccy rt* 3
sr

g?

rue r^OMys

ghi Juat fainted in tha street.
Water will not aava bar.
Quick, a chocolate aoda with vanilla cream.
And delicious pineapple flavor.

Mark Levy
said

tiser"

Blackpool Herald
about

DUO
Phenomenal

comedy circulates."

EVERYWHERE

Catherine

Crawford
AND HER

Accordionist and Singer

THE VENTRILOQUIST
WITH A PRODUCTION
ED. Fa

"AYOLA"
WORD)

(PASS

ANGIE
REYNARD WEIMERS
tra, Marloav,

BEN
SMITH

O.

Dtrectiom

ARTHUR KLEIN

Fashion
Girls

A N<-

BOOKED SOLID
Dtrec

Arthur Pearson

XrRAHAM PAUL RAHN
ARTISTIC VERSATILE NOVELTY ACT

t

ANY ARGUMENTS
ASHED POTATOES

VESPO

"Mr. Dupres la. of oourae. in
the Hitchcock part, and he does it
so well that anyone who saw the
origins! creator of the role at onos
begins to wonder how it was that
he formed the impression that the
play would be nothing without
Mr. Hitchcock. We are not going
to Indulge in anything so 'odorous'
as a comparison, but as a plain
statement of fart we must say that
Mr. Duprez Is brilliantly successful in the extremely »mii«ii»y pert
of the American dude around
wbnse frivolities the action of the

BREAKING RECORDS

M

to

America

YSTIFYINO
ERITOR10U8

Puzzling Australia

"MR. MANHATTAN"

FENTON A GREEN

En Route

sad Fylds Adver-

FRED DUPREZ
In

RayMonde

A

IS? Musical Maids
What "The

WHY.

JIMMY FLETCHER

To (mOvc&t /v om.9r^%jcj-t*/c

Foe?

MX

LVCKY KI«N.

t**THeiA

1

C««CCOi-OCr/'-

T"H/1aI

Y*M*f.

Loaw Tlmo

|BBBaBSBBBJSSK«SBBaSBSWSBaaBBJSBa*HSBBBWSBBfaiWa|

Cr7iT«C«»^A

BRO**,

V/flLTCf?

NEIMAN and KENNEDY
Direction,

Norman

HtitflDSH,

Appetiningljr youre,

NOLAN

and

ft

CHr?IS 0.

from his Mends.

Ilka to hear

NOLAN

D

OiakUl

Shialer.

k

Corner a flock of fteh-cakee, bath thaaa faa
Tomato aauca (to prevent hoof and mouth
dlaeaee), than kill thorn one at a timet

ting wo would be glad.
hustler la he.
And with his whole heart.
He is now working.

E
L

HlKH

Juat Finished 4f

Weeks
Wt V

"Planted" ^t the laoeal Plaaatre, Chtonoo

a

eei

oaysbO

dAo

Mth Week-Merrie Garden Ravua

MU

CANT GtT AUAy FROM

IT

LAN6F0RD
(Juvenile

Light

Comedian.)

Direction.

well presented
Novelty, are one of
the Best and "most
Unicwe Acts in
in their

$ig-T»me Vaudeville

Ask "Frank IEvanS

MARTYN

and

Venus Co.

SCIENTIFIC ENIGMA OF

WONDER AND FUN

A LAUGHING SENSATIONS]

PETE MACK
Submits

Electrical

FLORENCE

(Vaudeville's Beat Opening Act)

FEATURED ON

U. B. O.

AND W.

V.

M. A. TIME

Week (Aug. 28), Decatur and Springfield, III.
Next Week (Sept. 4), Ft. Wayne and South Bond, Ind.
This

LEW GOLDBERG, Western Representative

VARIETY

HARRY

WILL ROEHM

H.

RICHARDS

Vice-President

President and Treasurer

ROEHM & RICHARDS CO.,

m,

THEATRICAL PRODUCERS EXCHANGE
BROADWAY AT

216 Strand Building
TELEPHONE BRYANT

47th STREET,

NEW YORK

M7t

EVERYTHING FOR

WE
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE
WE

V
A

U
D

VAUDEVILLE

V
I

L
L

WRITE
PRODUCE
STAGE
DIRECT

ENGAGE
DESIGN COSTUMES
STAGE NUMBERS

PROCURE

and

SELL

E
P

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING RELATIVE TO

I

ACTS
PICTURES

C
PICTURES

U

BURLESQUE
DIALOGUES
MONOLOGUES

R
E
S

SPECIAL SONGS

B

MELODIES
NOVELTIES
SCENERY
COSTUMES
SPECIAL DANCING
STAGE DANCING TAUGHT

U
R
L

BURLESQUE
S

Q
U
E
T

We Guarantee Everything We Do for You.
Let Us Be Your Broker and SAVE MONEY for you.

B
TABLOIDS

we can place you to advantage.
CHORUS GIRLS —and Chorus Men — we can place

A

O
I

D

Artists in all lines,

you

to advantage.

S

REGISTER WITH US AT ONCE.

c

WRITERS AND AUTHORS - We have a

A
B

CABARETS
R
E

T
S

market
for you and can place your material to your
advantage if it is GOOD. Let us be your
brokers and

MAKE MONEY for you.

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS.—THE R. & R. CO., Inc.

TEN CENTS

VARIETY

H OW"

WITH
cc
I

NEW YORK HIPPODROME

The minstrel show

—a

is

probably the

swaying
bank of black and white with darky
songs ranging all the way from "My Old
Kentucky Home" to "Mister, Let Me
Tell You When the Music Starts." And
these are sung not by Orville Harrold,
thank Fortune, or by any other uprooted
and misplaced notable, but by good old
quartets, who sing swipes and barber
shop chords to your heart's delight.
There are 400 of these minstrels the
brothers Leighton and 398 others.
largest

in

history

great,

—

New York

Direction,

-

Management,

"Times." Sept.

1.

1<>16.

IN/IAX
I

MART

IIMGMAIVI

*

NEW YORK

VOL. XLIV, No. 2

SEPTEMBER

CITY, FRIDAY,

8,

PRICE TEN CENTS

1916

—

INNOVATION BOND SELLING.

MANAGERS AND RATS DEFINE

Montreal, Sept.

"STRIKE BREAKERS' " POSITION
9

Managers Association Says it Will Protect All Acts Playing
in "Unfair" Houses and Take Measures Against Any
Acts Interfering With Them. White Rats Say
Each Case Will be Individually Handled
and all Efforts made to Wreak Vengeance Upon Turns Playing
9

Against Rats Orders.

White Rat* News

6.

Adopting a practice long In vogue in
England but new to this side of the
water, the Canadian Theatres Circuit,
mostly playing vaudeville in its Canadian cities, has authorized an issue of
$500,000 worth of six per cent, interest
bearing bonds, guaranteed by the assets
of the company, valued at $1,500,000.

The proceeds of the bonds, to be
placed on public sale, will be used in the
purchasing of the site for the new Orpheum,

and the construction
of the building, both to cost around
This site has virtually been
$600,000.
this city,

closed for.

As

development

a*

the

of

theatre

Oklahoma City, in which the
White Rats have become directly involved, and the Vaudeville Managers'
strike* at

Protective

Association

reported to

is

its moral support at least,
opposing sides were asked this
week by a Variety representative for
a statement of their respective position toward what are known as "strike

dividual matter
as

we

results

and make such move*

think will best accomplish the
we wish to achieve. You can

say though that the White Rats will go
the absolute limit against any act or
actor who goes against its strike

be lending

orders."

the

In the Oklahoma City strike have
been mentioned certain acts that played
"unfair" houses out there. These names
have been published by the White Rats
and in various ways it has been suggested what might happen to them or
others who played in theatres the
unions have issued a strike order
against.
The White Rats is an affiliated body with the American Federation of Labor.

breakers"; in this instance acts playing in vaudeville theatres labeled as
"Unfair" and against the orders of the
White Rats not to do so.

A member

of the V. M. P. A. said

managers' association intends to
protect every act that plays an "unfair" house, and at the last meeting of

the

the association (Sept. 1)

was

it

decid-

ed also to take measures against any
acts

that

"strike

attempted to interfere with

The manager

breakers."

also

stated orders had been issued to route
acts declared by a White Rats an-

all

nouncement

to be "strike breakers" or
in the bad graces of that society, and

that these routes

were then being pre-

pared.

"You can not make

it

too strong,"

manager. "We have no hesitancy in stating our position. We will
go to any lengths to protect acts playing for us and just as far for those acts
said the

we

believe arc against us."

An

official

informed

of

of the

White

the

Rats,

joint

when

statement

Varikty wished to print on

this sub"In this particular matter
we do not care to commit ourselves,
but the profession may best judge by

ject,

said:

circumstances arising.

We

shall

treat

every case of 'strike breaker' as an in-

It

was reported

after the V.

M.

should be placed to work forthwith.
The question of the position of the
"strike
breaker" was placed before
Variety- by a booking manager, who
a member
who asked if

and replace
the present Orpheum, now operated by
the Canadian circuit of which Clarke
Brown is general manager. Its bookings are received through the United
Booking Offices of New York.

of the V. M. P. A., and
Variety- knew the stand

of the two sides on that subject.
He
mentioned vaudeville managers everywhere, as well as as acts, would like to
have information on the subject. Asked
if he had received any official communication from the White Rats informing
or requesting him not to play any act,
he stated he had not, but considered
the published announcement in Variety
weekly of the Rats as their official
statements, and these statements so far
have only mentioned the name of the
turns, without telling anyhing of possible consequences or action the White.
Rats intended to take.

will seat 2,500

PROCTOR TURNS OVER ANOTHER.
The Proctor theater at Mt. Vernon,
Y., was placed Monday upon the
routing books presided over by LawN.

rence

Goldie

J.

ing Offices.

It

Book-

the United

in

the fourth Proctor

is

theater that has wandered

away with-

a year from the Proctor sheets to

in

The others are
Avenue, Proctor's, Newark and

the U. B. O. books.
the 5th

P. A.

meeting last Friday that the matter of
one of the strike breaking acts had
come up and it was decided the turn

is

The house

N.

Elizabeth,

also

J.,

booked by Mr.

Goldie.

A. B. Conkwright

hinterland

the

startling

who

for the Palace.

is

It

to

visitors

Broadway by scouting about
ners of the Main Stem with
auto-ped machine,

been

has

new

preparing an act

will

be

assisted

HIS

OWN

Majestic,

Slattery,

CRITIC.

la.,

of

has

6.

the
not

been at all pleased with the way the
papers have been reviewing his shows.
The manager has taken space in one
of the papers there and is now writing
his

Columbia
Amusement Company
shows at their Gayety theatre, Pittsburgh, and Star and Garter, Chicago,

of

will very likely be abolished

on
the

own
Be »ure

VARIETY

separate

vered

assumed by
managements is perse-

in.

Although each of the' companies has
always contracted for a full season's
equipment of lithograph and other window and wall printing before the beginning of each season, Hyde & Behman
have steadfastly refused to allow that
printing to be used at the houses named.
Instead they have arbitrarily compelled
the companies to use stock posters
ordered by the firm and charged around
fifty per cent, more for it than the price
paid for the regular printing.
Many of the company managements

have notified the Columbia Amusement
Co. that in future they will not submit
to

procedure.

this

They

phatically that since there

assert
is

em-

nothing in

Columbia comHyde & Behrefuse to pay for

their contracts with the

pelling

man

them

to use the

printing they will

and furthermore that

if

their

own

posters are not put out Hyde & Behman will pay for the paper they use or
there will be none posted.

The managers
printing

special
tive

and

assert that their
is

much more

own

attrac-

effective than that provided

by

concern.

USUAL ACT SHORTAGE.
The
at

usual act shortage in vaudeville

the opening of the season

now

is

more so

former years, according to the booking men of both big and

just

reviews.
to get

from now

the attitude recently

if

been vigorously discussed and objected
to by the producers for several years.
But until now no concerted action has
been taken to overcome what they consider the unjust and wholly arbitrary
practice
by the Hyde & Behman

manager

Cedar Rapids,

years maintained

in their advertising

by a young

Chicago, Sept.

Charles

many

& Behman

Hyde & Behman and costs them very
much less. This is a matter that har

dancer.

MANAGER

practice for

there

show

will

within the next few weeks.
"

A

by Hyde

the corhis

12-13

BURLESQUE MANAGERS PROTEST.

it

AUTO-PED ACT.

He
woman

PAGES

of S«pt. IS.

HARRY MOUNTFOflD.

than

small time.

in

*

XA BLES
AUSTRALIA AND PASSPORTS.

LONDON

IN

London, Aug.
Alfred Butt has a new
production this autumn,
of
author
Brighouse,
Choice."

It

entitled

is

A

Goes Round."

25.

comedy

for

by Harold
"Hobson's
'The Clock

leading part will be

played by Joseph Coyne.

ments, the shortage of petrol and the
consequent lack of taxicabs, and the
dearth
parts.

is

the

new

produced by
September. The cast

Drury Lane drama
Arthur Collins

of the

in

M. Hallard, Langhorne
C.
Burton, Robert Hale and Sir Valentine
Grace (who as an actor is new to
London). Among the ladies are Miss

May Hobson,

Fortescue, Renee Mayer,

the

whole,

According to C. W. Calbreath, an
authority and San Francisco's passport
clerk, the rules governing the landing
in Australia were tightened up Sept.

Gwen

New theatre early in September, with
Marie Lohr and Irene Vanbrugh in the
leading parts.

Fothergill and

"Snooker" pool
stakes

Hall.

are

Mayo and
author or a book on
finance, has approached our leading
authors with a view to their writing
one-act plays, bringing home to the
Stoll,

public the value of thrift.
the series by Alfred Sutro,

The

first

of

"The Great

Burglary,"

is

now

at

Sir Arthur Pinero and
the Coliseum.
Sir James Barrie have also consented

contribute plays.

to

The former has

"Mr. Livermore's Dream," which will be produced
at the Coliseum at the end of Septem-

work

entitled

ber.

Raymond Hitchcock may reappear

Bad
Nazimova

at the

quired by Violet

Jones's play, "We
as All That," produced
theatre, has

Vanbrugh

Rinaldo

game

at

for high

Recently Sam
played a match

for $1,000 a side.

commissions.
For Andre Chariot he
has written "This and That" for immediate production at the Comedy, with
Clarice Mayne and "That" (J. W. Tate)
in the cast.
He is writing "Blighty"
for Alfred Butt to succeed "We're All
In It," at the Palace in October. Also,
he is writing a Scotch revue for Harry
Lauder, for which Herman Darewski is

composing the music.

Arthur

Can't Be as

frequent.

Games

Harry Grattan, who has established
himself as the most succesful revue
writer in London, is overwhelmed with

in

ment.

Henry

game

a popular

is

The

cast for

r,

Blighty," the

autumn

production at the Palace, includes
Muriel Window,
Phyllis
Monkman,
Peggy Primrose, Arthur Payfair, Lupino Lane and Nelson Keys.

been ac-

for touring

purposes.

Herbert Jay and George Dance, the

new

lessees of the

Kingsway

theatre,

inaugurate their management by
producing a revue in the autumn.
will

&

Grossmith

Laurillard have selected

Sept. 6 for the debut of

is

to

"OLD COUNTRY" A SUCCESS.
London, Sept 6.
At Wyndham's "The Old Country
was produced Sept. 2, revealing a
comedy-drama that contains several
American characters. It is a complete
§»

success.

amount and

ERNEST LAMBERT WOUNDED.
first official word that has been
received regarding
Ernest Lambert
since he left over two years ago to en-

British army was received
brother Harry Lambert this
week. It was a cable notification to the
effect that Ernest' was wounded and in
a hospital somewhere in France.
He holds a commission as a Second
Lieut, in the Royal Berkshires Regilist

in the

by

his

ment

BATES SIGNS WITH MILLER.
San Francisco, Sept

DR.

OSMAND CARR

DIES.
London, Sept. 6.
Dr. Osmond Carr, a prominent composer, died here

Aug

cast aside

lately entered into an

London, Sept 6.
"We're All In It" was withdrawn
from the Palace Sept. 2 and "Bric-aBrae" revived Sept. 4.

6.

Henry

Miller for the latter to

BERTRAM BANKS DEAD.
London, Sept. 6.
Bertram Banks, child impersonator,
well known as a music hall artist, died
at his home in Brixton, Sept 2.

become

vaudeville.

ALTERING

29.

when she

agreement with

her manager, Miss Bayes to appear in
a play of his selection.
The Miller-Bayes business association
will commence in about two months.
Meanwhile Miss Bayes may continue in

The

N. V. A.

contract

was

CLUBROOMS.

let

this

week

straight

duced by Felix Edwardes.

packed houses.

commodate
Artists,

the

National

Vaudeville

which leased the space for

rental

basis,

is

The

contract

large amount.
will be

for
It is

adaption

completed by Oct.

1.

PLAY WITH A KICK.

playing to

London, Sept.

KNOWLES REAPPEARS.

of

London, Sept.

Francis de Croissets three-act play,
"L'Epervoit," to be called "The Hawk,"
will
11.

to

SAM BARTON IN

6.

VAN HOVEN

Sam Barton

have just finished reading a book in which

Last year the Zeppe-

the hero was dearl against women for the first
nine chapters, and I was beginning to think he
was riKht. But in the tenth chapter he (ell
heavy and didn't even wait till the end of the

and darkened streets were a
heavy handicap. This year they have
been heavily hit by the tax on amuse-

book to marry her.
Listm! You know Solomon, Washington and
Napoleon were wise guys and they all fell.
The man who doesn't tall at least once is just
naturally hard. Boy, he is awful hard.
•

at

His Majesty's Aug. 31. It is an "Arabian Nights"
story embracing drama,
revue, musical comedy, all with a kick,
with unsurpassed scenes, full of life and
color, with delightful music.
enormous
an
It
registered
has
success.

MILD "CIRO'S GIRL."
"The

London, Sept. 6.
Ciro's" was proJose Levy at the Garrick

Girl

duced by

Monday

PARIS.

London, Sept.
I

raids

the
visit

son, without the assistance of anyone.

killed at the front.

lin

6.

London, Sept. 6.
Albert De Courville's next Hippodrome show, "Flying Colors," is being
staged exclusively by William J. Wil-

Private Charles Henry Cryer (formerly one of a combination of four
performers in the halls), well known
as Vitelo, the weight lifter, has been

The present day manager has much

G.

WILSON, SCLE STAGER.

Countess de Dasetta, played by Dennis
Eadie and Gabrielle Dorziat, retain
their French nationality while the remaining characters are English.

to contend with.

Knowles

reappears at
Holborn Empire, after his recent
to America.
R.

be produced at the Royalty Sept.
The action has been transplanted
this country, but the Count and

its

repairs ran to a
expected the work

"Chu Chin Chow" was presented
Knoblauch's

to

remodel the upper floors in the
Loew's American theatre building at
Eighth avenue and 42nd street to ac-

clubrooms.

Weedon Grossmith will look after the
comedy element. The play will be pro-

Edward

will

The

Norah Bayes were

"BRIC-A-BRAC" REVIVED.

'EM.
London, Sept. 6.
"Razzle Dazzle," transferred from
the Drury Lane to the Empire on a

be Jack Craigcn, while

a counter claim for this
interpose it

All other plans held in abeyance by

"RAZZLE DAZZLE" PACKING

"The MisleadMalcolm

ing Lady" at the Playhouse.

Cherry

Mr. Calbreath advises artists to
have their passports made out in the
east where they are known, and not
wait until they reach here, for very often the necessary identification witnesses cannot be found, and where applicants are not accompanied by bona
fide witnesses, no passports will be issued in San Francisco.

Joe Jackson is awaiting his day in
court with the Shuberts. The pantomime comedian has brought two suits
through his attorney, Nathan Burkan,
against them.
Mr. Jackson asks for $25,000 damages
in one of his actions, alleging the Shuberts stepped on his reputation to that
amount by using another "Joe Jackson" in the original's specialty during
the tour of "Maid in America," a Shubert production Jackson appeared in at
the Winter Garden, New York.
Jackson's other suit is for one week's
salary he claims the Shuberts failed to
settle for. It is said the Shuberts have

1.

in

"The Yankee
Consul," under Alfred Butt's manage-

London next spring

plays

Dion Boucicault has decided to produce "Her Husband's Wife," an American comedy by A. E. Thomas, at the

Oxford Music

finished his

new

No longer can theatrical folk ignore
or fail to comply with the passport
laws of Australia and land there without the proper credentials as many acts
have done in the past when some of the
Australian theatrical managers stood
for the acts without passports.
All theatrical people contemplating a
journey to Australia should pay strict
attention to securing passports or they
may be returned regardless of whose
management they will be under in
Australia.

the Vaudeville Club.

Redding-Street

the

too,

JOE JACKSON'S SUIT.

6.

promise far more novelty than usual.

Violet Blyth-Pratt, the latter being the.
daughter of the popular manager of the

Oswald

activity in the-

and numerous plays are
rehearsal for immediate production.

to be

includes

Simeta Marsden,

more

has never been
in

title

of juvenile actors for leading
In spite of these handicaps there

atrical circles

On
"Best of Luck"

San Francisco, Sept

from

with a strong cast including

H. V. Esmond, Lyston Lyle, George
6.

appearing this month
at the Folies Bergere (Paris) Revue.
is

Gladys Cooper Has English Rights.
London, Sept 6.
Gladys Cooper has secured the EngM
lish rights to "The Lady's Name.'

Bealby, Marsh Allen, Madge Lessing,
Lorra Delia, Saba Raleigh and Lottie

Venne.
It is an adaptation from the French
and proved to be an attenuated farce,
registering only a moderate score.

^"TeTui^^^?^ARlETYof^ept^r^
HARRY MOUNTFORD.
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Mr. Shannon, saying Variety's wire
had been turned over to him and mak-

STATEMENTS FROM BOTH SIDES
IN

OKLAHOMA

CITY STRIKE

Manager Smith of Tulsa, Alleges Variety's Correspondent
Using Assumed Name and Is In League With Strikers.

Is

Rats9 Representative Says Everything Progressing
to Their
W. M. SMITH.
[Mr. Smith

the best the house has ever had

manager of the Em-

is

press theatre, Tulsa, Okla., a house declared "unfair"

by the labor unions

in-

terested in the present strike situation
in that territory.

The statements appearing herewith
from Messrs. Smith and Gilmore, were
received by wire Wednesday, in response to telegraphic requests to each

from Variety the day

before.]

Tulsa, Okla., Sept. 6.
Most all reports from Oklahoma City
are false. Your correspondent, Carl L.
Shannon, is believed to be one of the

Tucker Brothers of Oklahoma

City,

who operate the Metropolitan theatre.
No one in Oklahoma City knows any
one of that name.
Managers have made no requests for
conferences to end fight and under no
circumstances will they concede to

White

Rats.

They

are willing to sign

with the stage hands and musicians but
not with the White Rats.
Neither did they say they would give
White Rats. acts preference. Burton's
Comedians, now playing there, are doing a good business, in fact so good
it has split the Union patronage till
the Metropolitan is doing small business.

On

the

bill

Shannon claims there

were four singles were Knight and
the Dancing Kennedys (the
Orpheun? time)
latter now playing
with three other acts on the same bill.
Things are quiet in Oklahoma City.
Actors coming down here with the idea
that there is no place to eat and sleep
and rioting going on are badly fooled.
There is nothing of the kind, and unless
they had read about it in the papers
they would not know there was a

Moore and

Business is big in all houses.
is packing them at 10 and
20 cents, with Boyle Woolfolk's musical show Sunday the business ran over
The Lyric show Sunday con$600.
sisted of the following acts: Kensington Sisters and their five-piece orchestra, Three Alaskans Mahon and Fagin,
Wm. Cahill, Colvin and Thornton, Rio
strike on.

The Liberty

All these acts were
and Helmar.
booked in by the Interstate Circuit.
The Rito mario orchestra of ten pieces
are playing the show.

The situation in Tulsa: Pickets are
not working and there is no excitement
The Empress has been
of any kind.
non-union for 14 months, so the public made up their minds where their
sympathies were long ago.
There have positively been no acts

Empress or Broadway
at Tulsa. The business at the Empress
Sunday was the
has been capacity.
biggest day the house has had in over
a year. The Labor Day business was
pulled out of the

on

this

day.

The

Wonderland, where Shannon
says the acts were placed, is a musical
comedy house seating 400, plays four
shows a day and seven on Saturday and
Sunday.
This is the only house in
Tulsa that plays union actors.
The Broadway theatre, which is now
non-union, was last season a closed
shop. The Empress played four shows
on Sunday and three^ on other days.
The Broadway has from three to five
shows. The house was not a success
with White Rat acts. The theatre cost
about $10,000 to build and at the end
of the season it sold for $5,000. The
season before it went bankrupt for
$24,000 and has failed several other
times.

The managers

in this territory have
house as a shining example of what
the closed shop will do. The Broadway
opened two weeks ago as non-union,
with the Idyl Frolix musical comedy
company, which was to stay for two
weeks.
For the first time in its history the house has made money and
shows that have been booked have been
cancelled and the same company continued.
This in spite of higher admission than the house has ever known.
Pickets in Tulsa were arrested for
spieling and were fined $25 each. The
case was appealed and the union lost.
In the Labor Day parade at Oklahoma City the White Rats were represented by five members.
In Tulsa
there were none, in spite of the fact
a place had been allotted to them.
A White Rat was one of the pickets
in Tulsa, but he left after a week and
called on the union from Joplin, asking

this

for aid for his sick wife.

He was

re-

fused aid and then called on the manager of the theatre in front of which
he had been picketing.

As

to the business in Tulsa,

if

there

any more discussion I will send
signed affidavits from acts on the bills.

is

W. M.

Smith.

The statement by Mr. Smith
is

believed

respondent

the
in

Variety

Carl L. Shannon,

that

is

a

special

Oklahoma City

ent,

name

that

it

cor-

at pres-

a myth, and
assumed by one of the
is

Tucker Brothers, owners of the Metropolitan theatre there, which is now
playing the union, or "White Rat
shows," does not appear to be borne
out by the facts as Variety knows
them.

Aug. 8 Variety wired to "The Daily
Oklahoman," of Oklahoma City, asking
it
to wire Variety a report on the
strike

situation

there

at

that

time.

Variety received a wire signed "Carl
L. Shannon, Oklahoman News Bureau."
Later in the week came a letter from

*

ing application to become Variety's
regular correspondent in Oklahoma
City. The Shannon letter was written
on the letterhead of "The Daily Oklahoman," of which the Oklahoma News
Bureau seems to be a part.
After the first report by Mr. Shannon was published, Variety was requested from the White Rat's office in
New York to watch Shannon's reports
thereafter carefully, as the Rats' headquarters had been advised from Oklahoma City that the managers there
would attempt to influence him.
The Tucker Brothers, of Oklahoma
City, have one of the papers there, but
there is nothing on the "Oklahoman"
letterhead to indicate any interest by

By Francis J. Gilmore(Mr. Gilmore is a traveling representative of the White Rats, now stationed in Oklahoma City.)
The

City,

Sept.

strike situation in this city

6.

and

Tulsa is highly satisfactory to the
Quadruple Alliance and we are more
confident than ever that the local
managers will soon realize that we are
not advocating a policy that will be
injurious to their best interests, but, on
the contrary, the closed shop will
prove advantageous in every way. We
have had several meetings, two of
which were called at the solicitation
of a Mr. Mills, a representative of the
Interstate Circuit, but on each occasion
he was the only person to appear, and
as he stated he was not acting in an
official

capacity

we

refused to enter-

any proposition made by him.
Sunday,- August 27, Allen Street, one
of the owners of the Liberty theatre
(Oklahoma City), was to meet a committee but no offer of settlement was
made which could be accepted by the
tain

alliance.

An

attempt was made to break our

when Manager

picket line last Friday

McCall had two of our pickets arrested
for loud talking.

The

trial is

set for

In Tulsa the picket case is
cision.
In Tulsa the picket case is
still in court and pending the trial
silent pickets have been placed on the
today.

Broadway and Empress

theatres.

It is

$25

each.

The

most amusing to hear the man-

agers declare the pickets are not affecting their business arid then see

them make

frantic efforts to have

them

removed.

The strike so far has been nothing
more than a skirmish, but now that
the I. A. T. S. E. road order has been
issued to take effect Sept. 15, the theatrical world will hear of some lively
action on the part of the Qaudruple Alliance.

We

have made arrangements

for the strongest picket line ever placed

on a theatre to begin working on that
date, centering our attention on the
Lyric and Liberty theatres.
Organized labor is standing solidly

us,

we

We

We

be very beneficial to
White Rats Achave already secured

will affiliate, will

the

members

of the

We

Union.

several theatres, three of which will
be operated by the Quadruple Alliance.
The fact of the matter is we are just
starting and we will show our speed
shortly.

A

later in the season

little

when we have

the entire
unionized it will give me
sure to point out to the
terests
how beautifully
played into our hands and

middle west
great plea-

booking inthey have
perhaps the
theatrical world will be treated to a
hearty laugh at the expense of certain
Chicago agents. The backbone of the
strike is not even bent.
Since the convention of the Oklahoma State Federation we have been
requested by various central bodies to
come into their cities and arrange
closed shop agreements with their
local theatres.
This no doubt is due
to the fact that the Oklahoma State
Federation of Labor by unanimous vote
indorsed the strike and offered the undivided support of that body to the

Quadruple Alliance..
We will be glad to see the strike
over as we feel that the local managers
are, unfortunately for them, under the
influence of the booking trusts, and

we will fight them to the finish,
we do not want to see them lose any
more money than is necessary.
One thing is certain: we are going
while

win the
and might
to

strike.

Right makes might

will triumph.

Francis

By

That

the talking pickets were keeping down
the attendance at these houses was
clearly proven and the loss of business so annoyed the managed that a
deliberate "frame up" was planned and
the boys were fined
case was appealed.

both financially and morally,
are prepared to conduct the
strike as leng as the managers desire
it.
Our theatre, the Metropolitan, is
playing to good business and last week
the strike did not cost the Quadruple
Alliance one cent as the receipts were
sufficient to cover all expenses.
are going to place a larger show
than ever commencing next Sunday,
and if we need a couple of extra acts
we will take them from the Lyric bill,
just as we have done in the past
are organizing a new circuit of
vaudeville theatres which will give the
acts working for us over eight weeks'
bookings. This, taken in connection
with two other circuits with which we
so

tors'

the Tuckers in that publication.

Oklahoma

behind

J.

Gilmore.

Carl L. Shannoa.

Oklahoma

City, Sept. 6.
(Special Report to Variety.
Although practically nothing was accomplished the past week which was
indicative of settlement of the strike
of White Rats and union stage hands,

operators and musicians, against unfair theatrical managers in the near
future, unusual occurrences kept both
factions on tip-toe and caused repetitions of blame placing by one side
or the other.
Additional arrests of
strike pickets in front of unfair houses

were made.
The Labor Day celebration at Belle
Isle Park was interfered with through
erroneous stationing of union pickets
at the entrance to convey that
the
park was unfair to organized labor.
Monday night H. W. McCall, manager
of the Liberty theatre, and G. Hoag,

manager of a

now

musical tab company
playing that house, reported that
(Continued on Page 7.)
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Billy

NEW ACTS
Hart

from the legitimate and

them

vaudeville.

in

Robert Edeson

t

will

present

Dean and

Julia

head sketches not

will

Vincent Serrano will be

yet named.

seen

names

four

snared

has

"The Double Exposure," with

in

a

supporting company, and Helen Holmes
will have a sketch called "Jim's Baby."
Other new Hart acts are: Elsa Ryan

Eva

and company in "Peg
Taylor and company in "Rocking the
Boat," Bernard Rheinhold and company in "Keeping a Secret," Ed Farrell
and company in "Suspicious of Hubby."
Leona Stephens and Leonard Hoifor Short,"

lister, last

season with

on a comedy act
volving a golf

Y„

mira, N.

Irwin, put

"Fore"

entitled

game

Sept.

May

in-

at the Majestic, El-

Both were with

1.

Remick Opera Co.
ing the summer.
the

in

Elmira dur-

Buckley).
Billy Gaxton, in "Somebody's Baby,"*
with three people.

Bee Laurence and Jack Higand piano act. (Chicago)

gins, singing

La

Petite

Mercedes, dancing. (Chi-

cago)
Lillian

Fitzgerald,

single

(George

O'Brien).
Sutton, Mclntyre and Sutton in
Perfume Shop."

Sam

Bernard,

(nephew of

Jr.

*4{

"The

Sam

Bernard) and Grace Leigh.
Lewis, Belmont and Lewis re-united.
Harry Joldon is in a new act.

Harry

Lew

Dockstader,

new monologue.

HIP CHANGES.
been a number of
changes in "The Big Show" at the
Hippodrome.
All efforts are being
made to build up the minstrel first part
section which appears to be lacking in
comedy. Several cuts were made previous lo the opening when the Ahearn
bicycle act, Barney Fagan's "Phantom
Guards" and about 30 acrobats were
taken out of the show. After the first
night's performance, which ran until
11:25, Frank Fogarty and Marck's lions
were out, with the second night's show
having its finale at 11:05.
Fogarty left because it was said by
the management that he could not be
heard in the big auditorium, and Fohave

garty's style of delivery
ally

fast.

lotted

14

is

exception-

Originally he had been

minutes,

was put back, in the spot left open by
Browns leaving. Until then Ahearn

the

had been appearing in the minstrels as
an end man.
The Leigh tons also left the show
after
the opening performance, as
a baseball bit, was
ruined through the elephants playing
baseball ahead of them.
Miller and

mainstay,

their

Mack, who were doing a dance
minstrel

did

first part,

al-

but this time was

it

in the
but once, the

opening night, after that becoming part
of the semi-circle as their share.

The

surprise of the

show was

George Marck's

failure of

the

lions to get

This act has been reported as

sensational and considered a

draw in
was brought here under a

Europe.

It

season's

contract

at

$1,000

weekly.

Marck could not make his lions perform, it is said. Whether it was the
failure of the animals to become acclimated or the long lay-off incident
to their coming affected them, no one
knew. Another reason set forth as the
cause of the act's failure is that the
jungle kings have been used to working in a caged enclosure measuring
about 35 feet in width. At the Hip the
new set supplied measured almost
twice that.
All of the acts in "The Big Show"
held play or pay contracts, mostly for
10 weeks, with an option. The people
leaving the show when asked if they
should report daily were informed it
would only be necessary for them to
call for their salaries.

The show continues to draw and is
well over last season's record.
The
second night, rather warm, drew $5,100

on last season's secwhich was in October.

as against $4,700

ond

night,

box

last

$3,800

was

with the
night
performance bringing $6,300.
Saturday matinee with $1.50 top the
draw was $5,800, and Saturday night
with $2 top (to be the rule every
registered in the

in sketch.

"The Bogey Man," sketch.
Jack Ellis in "Marching Orders."
Eddie O'Connor in "The O'Gradys."
May Ward, single.

There

Brown

Friday afternoon

Ellis, single.

Bernard Reinhold

with the Six

over.

Constance Collier in a comedy-dramatic sketch, until the middle of
October, when she begins rehearsals in
•The Merry Wives of Windsor" (M. S.
Bentham).
Ben Bernard produced two tabs last
week, each having 12 people. One is
"The Parisian Girls," and the other
"The Leap Year Girls."
Col. Charles Walt, (formerly with
Nettie Wilson), in a double turn with
(of Johnson and
Jeanette Johnson

Little

Brothers, who
were called in at the last minute. Friday and Saturday the latter act took
all of Fogarty's allotment, but retired
Saturday from the show to join "Chin
Chin."
Monday the Ahearn Troupe
split

to playing

split, weeks on the Loew Circuit, for
which he holds a contract for 15 weeks,
with an optional addition for a similar

•

Jos.

IN AND OUT.
McDermott objected

office,

Saturday), $6,600 was taken, making the
•otal of the
first
five
performances
amount to $27,600. The takings for the
two performances Labor Day ran to
$12,842.

The overhead charges have not yet
been compiled but it is estimated they
will exceed that item of last season's
show, for there are 100 more people in
"The Big Show." Last year the overhead seldom fell below $38,000 weekly
and ran to $42,000. Late in the spring
withdrawals and summer cuts brought
the figure under $30,000, but only during a comparatively few weeks.
Preliminary advertising this year used up
$8,000, and the weekly advertising bill
from now on will run about $4,000.
The Arnaut Brothers (musical
clowns)
were inserted in the show
Wednesday, Charles Ahearn withdrawing his act that day, and resuming his
position of end man.

He refused to play a split with
Providence, starting Monday, and Joe
Browning was rushed up in his place,
but McDermott later changed his mind
period.

and appeared as billed.
Brice and Worth did not open at
Henderson's, Coney Island, Monday.
Hans Hanke substituted for Antrim
and Vale at Keith's, Boston, this week.

The Great Howard was

cancelled

remainder- of the Loew Circuit this week through having failed
to appear at McVicker's, Chicago, last
week, after having been billed. Howard was booked for the Loew time
with Walter Keefe through Irving
Cooper, Howard's agent.
Routed to
for

the

open at the Miles, Detroit, it was afterward learned he had played an opposition house there, when the Detroit date was suspended by Keefe,
with McVicker's to follow in the regular order. Howard, probably aggrieved
at having been taken out of the Detroit show, paid no attention to the
Chicago date, with the result his further engagements on the circuit were
rubbed out. Howard was to have been
at Loew's, Toronto, next week.
The Fritches, due to open at Henderson's

Monday,

failed to appear.

Richie

TANGUATO SHOW FILLED.
While the six acts in addition to Eva
Tanguay (who will do two turns in the
performance) have been secured by
William Morris, according to a statement made in that office this week, no
information as to the names of the
acts engaged was given out.
The Tanguay show under Morris' dimake its start about Sept.

rection will

playing a few dates in the East
before striking for the West. Several
of the Eastern dates are said to be
under guarantees to the show from the
houses to be played.
One of the acts for the Tanguay
show is Chas. J. Ross and Co. of three
20,

who will play the Ross-Fenton
former sketch, "Just Like a Woman."
Mr. Ross will also appear with Miss
Tanguay in the latter's "Salome"
dance that is to close the performance.
Lester Murray, the manager with the
Harry Lauder road tours for Morris,
will be back with the Tanguay show.
Morris also expects to travel with it.
Louis Stern is going ahead of the attraction, and Martin Wagner will be
the assistant manager.
people

It is unlikely Harry Lauder will reHe may
turn to America this year.
not reappear over here before the fall
of 1917. Lauder is now in negotiation

to appear in a

London revue

especially

written to introduce him, about Xmas.
Vera Michelena is under a William

She

re-

and Burt substituted.

Morris contract,

Belmont and Creighton
left the Royal Tuesday night due to
illness.
They were replaced by Snyder
and May.
While descending the perch or rope

hearsing an act in which she will be
supported by Harry Spingler who has
appeared opposite her in several feature

her aerial act at Keith's, Toledo,
Sept. 1, Blanche Sloane slipped down
too fast or in some manner tore the
ligaments in one of her legs, and had
to retire from the bill. It will be a few
weeks before she recovers.
Jack Wilson was forced to retire
from the bill at the Palace, Chicago,
Bert
Tuesday because of sickness.
Hanlon, playing the Majestic, doubled
for the balance of the week.
"The Fascinating Flirts," the "tab"
scheduled to play McVicker's, Chicago,
this week, did not open, Jack Walsh,
the leading principal, reporting sick
and offering a doctor's certificate. The
act played four days at Oklahoma City,
opening there July 30. Phil E. Adams,

ris

Creighton,

in

manager of the act, and Walsh are
both White Rats and have applied for
reinstatement to the organization.
It
is also reported that Walsh has tendered his notice to leave the "tab." The
tabloid is reported to have a full route
from the Association.

SHEA, THE SHUBERrS BOOKER.
The report of Harry A. Shea placing
the Sunday vaudeville bills
Winter Garden, commencing

for

productions.

is

said.

is

pictures.

of the William MorVaudeville from the Park. New
York, is claimed by Mr. Morris to be
but temporary. The weather obliged
the closing, says Mr. Morris, and with
the house management having an opportunity to book in a feature picture
to fill a gap, the Morris office consented. It e'xpects to renew the pop
the
vaudeville there, according to

The withdrawal

statement, within the near future. The
Park was first obtained for pop vaudeville by Jack Goldberg, now in the

Morris

office.

said Morris will book a split
week between Boston and Lynn, Mass.,
this fall. Houses not named.
Along with other Morris reports,
It

is

there is one that says the proposed
operation of the John Cort and Oliver
Morosco houses in the west by William Morris vaudeville is off, at least for
the present. There were 20 or more
theatres available for this purpose, but
the present Morris object appears to
be as has been outlined in Varibtt
previously, the playing of road shows
only, with the Tanguay show the single
one so far prepared to go out under
the Morris banner.

the

SunShea-Shubert

Union

this

augurs a further
booking than the mere Sunday placing
might mean.
From stories around, the Shuberts
and Clifford C. Fischer are no longer
closely associated in booking mattery.
Last season Fischer gathered together
the Winter Garden's Sunday bills, and
also engaged a large number of their
vaudeville people and attractions for
day,

it

The

Hill, N.

Lincoln, a

J.,

Sept.

6.

new

house, will be
booked with pop vaudeville by William
Morris.

The

Boston

theatre opens this month.

Branch

Reopens.
Boston, Sept. 6.
After being closed for one week, the
Watcrson, Berlin & Snyder branch office here at 220 Trcmont street, reopened this week, with Don Rani9ay
again in charge,

VAUDLVILLE
OKLAHOMA
(Continued

FIQHT.
From Page 5.)

they had been held up
vate office by a

of the

in McCall's pri-

masked desperado who

stole over $400.

While neither the Belle Isle trouble
nor robbery was in any way identified
with this

strike,

material

tional

both furnished addigossip

for

beneficial to neither side.

more,

Edgar Fgnton.

nation.

President,

which

is

charge of the Quadruple Al-

in

Oklahoma

State

Federation of Labor.

Francis Gil-

liance strike, declared his forces

were

no way associated with the unpleasantness at Belle Isle and his statement is borne out by an admission
from a mechanics' union that the
pickets had been placed as the result of
a misunderstanding that the park
grand-stand had been erected by nonin

union carpenters.
In the case of the Liberty theatre
robbery, the police are hunting persons known to be acquainted with the
theatre, as the managers declare it

would have been impossible for any
one without such knowledge to attempt

Chicago, Sept.

6.

Mort Singer, executive manager of
the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, and Edward Shayne, who
"

books the Grand, St. Louis, have denied the statement carried in last
week's Variet* anent the length of
programs played at the Grand, it being reported the house played but five
acts as a rule, but in order to protect

McCall and Hoag, according to their
just counted
the

masked

both to hold
robber then
scraped all the money in sight into a
sack and relieved both his victims of
their individual cash. .The man then

backed out of the

office,

McCall and

Hoag declare, slammed the door, made
his way through a crowded balcony
and disappeared through a door leading to a fire escape. No arrests have
been made.
Arrangements now are being perfected, according to those in charge
of the strike, for the establishment of
White Rat vaudeville houses through-

out the southwest. The Metropolitan
theatre here, which is being conducted
as a union house by the strikers, last
week did the largest business since it
became the exclusive union house, it
is

business along lines adopted soon after
The Lyric
the strike was declared.
still is playing vaudeville and generally
has a complete bill, as practically all
the acts are brought from St. Louis
or Chicago. The musical tab company
at the Liberty is one of the best ever

less

that

office-

they

rulings

as to clean burlesque. After considerable discussion it was decided to send
out a letter to the managers to obtain

on

their attitude

and

this proposition

attractions, early

MORRIS SPLITS IN TRENTON.
Beginning Sept.

18,

the Grand, Tren-

ton, will play the American burlesque
shows three days weekly instead of

booked through the William Morns
office.

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 6.
The Avon opens Monday with pop
vaudeville supplied by Jack Goldberg
of the William Morris office. The house
will play five acts and a feature picture.

west

6.

The Majestic opened Labor Day with
booked by the William
Morris Agency.
Mabel McKinley is
vaudeville

headlining the

AMERICAN CHANGE.

MILWAUKEE'S PALACE OPENED.
The Palace opened Aug.

31, the

6.

show

giving big satisfaction and the house
being packed for the occasion.

were begun at once.

A

local

American Burlesque
abandon the town and rethe

route the shows. In place of Fall River,
the American has added the Holyoke
theatre,

Holyoke, where the shows will

Beginning Oct. 2, when Fall River is'
dropped, the shows will go from the
Star, Brooklyn, to Holyoke, two days;
days, Boston, one
Bedford and Worcester,
three days each, and then along the
original route. As a result of the change
Springfield,

four

New

Springfield

will

play

four

of

instead

three days.

Crisis" (film) to Elliott

My

Sept.

LEAVING WATSON-WROTHE

Phillips

left

"The

MARRIAGES.
Carleton-Canfield
(late
ot
Carleton and Canfietd) has announced
her marriage to Frank Arar, a Detroit

automobile dealer.
Miss Carleton is
now playing in the west with May Elinore, whom she joined following the
death of her former partner and hus*
band, in July, 1915. She will continue
Jan. 19, in Little Falls, N. Y., Hazel
to Andrew Brannigan, a merchant

Cox

lesque Circuit, last Saturday. He
replaced by the Spencer Trio,
joined in Cleveland Monday.

Mr. Brannigan was on the stage
as a professional dancer before he entered business.

Max Reynolds, of the Fox Film Corporation, to Joie Hayner, non-professional, of New York, at Jersey City.
July 26.

W.

Hyde to Mrs. Grace M. BlakeBay Shore, L. I., Aug. 24. Mr.
Hyde is the president of the Hyde &
Behman Amusement Co.
J.

ly at

Cincinnati, Sept.

was

who

FEHR'S EMPIRE SITE.
Chicago, Sept.

A

Cincinnati, Sept.

refused to support the White
Rats in the Oklahoma City strike on
account of the failure of the White
Rats to "put up" $300. I wish to state
for organized labor of Oklahoma that,
unlike "The Billboard," its influence is
not for sale and that the statements
contained in article referred to not
only regarding the action of the State
Federation of Labor, but the progress

here producing stock comedies.

company

homa has

ison street.

EMMA CARUS AND LARRY COMER.
The cover page

"MUSICAL MILESTONES"

Playing U. B. O. and W. V. A. time.

STOKER & BIERBAUER, Eastern ReprcaenCONEY HOLMES, Western Representative.

tatives.

carries a likeness of

program

6.

The

at the Palace,

return engagement as well as a series
of

new costumes.
Since the Carus-Comer

team was
managers have been

Grieves, Charles Moran, Ralph Rogers,
Elsie Donnelly, Fanny Donovan, Sisters

originally formed,

McCaul and

best vaudeville combination Miss

a chorus of twelve.

Its

Prima Donna.

Louise Pearson, prima donna in the
Union Square stock burlesque for the
past year, will join the "United States
Beauties" on the American wheel.

New

York, next week for the second time
in five weeks.
They will offer a complete new repertoire of songs for the

includes George Weston, John

Union Square Loses

ELIZABETH OTTO
In

6.

was consummated
here last week whereby Herman Fehr
of Milwaukee acquired possession of
the Empire theatre site on West Madreal estate deal

Emma Carus and Larry Comer, who will

John Grieves Musical Comedy company will open Sept. 10 at the Lyceum

of "The Billboard" which article states
in effect that organized labor of Okla-

6.

Heuerman, singer at the
Grand Opera House, which is the summer home of the movies, to Rudolph
Marjorie

Bur-

GRIEVES' STOCK.

5.

attention has been called to an
2nd issue

New

of No. 542 Fifth avenue,

CO.

Tango

Queens," playing the American

article published in the Sept.

Sperman for

Violet

feature the
City,

&

$250,000.

Bentel, of Hamilton, Ohio, last week.

Goff

Oklahoma

man-

slated for the

Chicago, Sept. 7.
Selig has sold a half interest in "The

tailor,

Circuit to

is

SELLS HALF INTEREST.

York.

caused

man

agership.

River, Mass., which they have leased,

suitable part.

than half normal.

is

has

Helen ("Patsy") Delaney and Max
Fuhrman, are to leave the WatsonWrothe show, now at the Columbia,
Saturday. It is claimed neither had a

is

stock will be $50,000. The property
owned by Cohen, Hartz & Gebhart
and the Nixon-Nirdlinger company has
secured a 10-year lease.
The rental
will amount to about $15,000.
The house will be 10, 20, 30, and
open about Oct. 1.
Improvements
tal

on the stage.

Circuit having decided to
play vaudeville in the Academy, Fall

week;

bill.

and several prominent
Baltimorians, to be known as the Nixon
Victoria Theater Company. The capiPhiladelphia,

The Loew

play two days.
Utica, N. Y., Sept.

ly
operated by Pearce & Scheck,
passed to Fred C. Nixon-Nirdlinger, of

An

four as heretofore. The first three days
of the week will be used for vaudeville,

6.

consummated here

deal

today in the offices of Israel B. Brodie,
attorney, the Victoria theatre, former-

report before the October meeting.

ager George Peck and Assistant General Manager Harry Leoni will then
view the show. The committee consists
of Chas. Franklyn for the east, Sam
Levy, of Detroit, for the middle west,
and I. H. Herk, of Chicago, for the

its

theatres,

registers prove the patronage

Association

the

gated to supply
in the year.

the managers, contend, are doing excellent business. On
the other hand, the strikers claim their

hand

with

would abide by the home

report to the home office. Should the
reports be unfavorable, General Man-

seen here.

Both

was held in the executive offices at the*
Columbia theatre building last Friday,
with President M. Muller presiding.
Those attending were Chas. Franklyn,
Dr. G. E. Lothrop, George Peck, I. H.
Herk and Harry Leoni.
The general operation of the circuit
and addition of new houses was first
discussed, and then, General Manager
Peck proposed his new plan of compelling house managers to post a forfeit

Baltimore, Sept.

Through a

American Burlesque Association

Shayne claims the house has been
playing nine-act bills since he was dele-

Milwaukee, Sept.
their

of the

NIXON'S VICTORIA.

of directors

acts.

against a threatened strike, the
management booked in four extra

claimed.

The managers are conducting

The September meeting

important move along the line of
censorship was made in the appointment of a provisional district censorship committee to review shows that

itself

such a crime.
story to the police, had
the day's receipts when
man entered and ordered
The
up their hands.

AMERICAN MEETING

strike as well, are absolutely

without foundation.
It will probably interest your readers to know that on Aug. 23 the State
Federation of Labor in annual convention adopted a resolution endorsing
the strike and pledging our best efforts to bring it to a successful termi-

of

the

opinion that

it

comprises the

Cams

has ever been identified with and the
claim is amply justified by the success
attained by the couple since their initial
performance.
Don't

to got VARIETY
WILLIAM FITZ

fall

JAMES

International President,

W. R.

of Sept. 22.

PATRICK

A. U.

*

A. A. A.
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A

AHEAD

GLIMPSE,

The Vaudeville Season
This week ushers in a new season
new hopes and new ambitions.

for the vaudevillian

The prospects for artist and manager depend a good deal
upon what each has done during the period of vacation. The
wide-awake artist did not give himself up to idleness during
vacation. The alert manager has been redecorating, refurnishing and improving the condition of his house. There has
been no vacation-time for the manager. He has been on the
The ambitious artist has similarly .been
job all summer.
busy, adding to and improving his vehicle.

The
if

artist

who has not been thus engaged need not wonder

hopes and ambitions are not realized. This latter kind
the disgruntled ones, who blame everybody but their
sluggardness for their failures. They make up the rank

his

make up

own
and

file

of the

army

of agitation.

They give up their last dollar to pay an enormous salary to
a leader, hoping by agitation to procure what the energetic
and efficient artist does procure through his individual effort.
The effort to get something for nothing always fails.

The
is

artist

who has

a route and

commands a good

salary

in that position for good and legitimate reasons.

The

artist

his fate

who

is

constantly bewailing and bemoaning

and listening to the words and advice of one who

inexperienced in

all

is

things, except in agitation, is contrary-

wise in his position for good and substantial reasons.

There is always a good reason for every man's success,
no matter what his occupation be.
those artists who are still in the slough of despond
say brace up, get an act, improve your old act, do something and success is bound to crown your efforts.

To

we

To the ambitious and efficient artist we say co-operate,
harmonize and make every endeavor to please the public.
The public cares nothing about the "closed shop," or any
internal differences between actor and manager. They seek
amusement. They want the best. They are willing to pay
for

In other words, they want RESULTS, and the only way
results can be accomplished is by sensible co-operation between every department in vaudeville.

We

have every reason to believe that greater harmony
will prevail in vaudeville this season than ever before.
We
must give credit for this peaceful and harmonious outlook
to the new organization made up of energetic and ambitious
artists, who have bound themselves together under the name

We

NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS.

have already given public acknowledgment of our
disposition to help that organization prosper, by the handsome returns of the benefit performances given at B. F.
Keith's Palace Theatre and Marcus Loew's American Music
Hall, in the.City of New York, and the adoption of a form of
contract prepared by the National Vaudeville Artists themselves.

At this time of season, a few words about this contract
are proper, in view of the many attempts made by the fastexpiring order of White Rats, through their leader, to throw
suspicion upon its fair and equitable character.
In the first place, this form of contract is now being used,
but only in booking members of the National Vaudeville
Artists. Under our agreement with the National Vaudeville
Artists we were to commence using this form in bookings

made

September

after

first.

The clause, in the ordinary contract, permitting cancellaon two weeks notice by either party, has been entirely
eliminated. The contract provides that a route shall not be
changed or shifted unless the manager pays any additional
expense of transportation, etc., caused by the change. The
9

tion

contract provides that there shall be no extra performances,
except one on New Year's Eve and one Election Night.

These are just a few of the benefits now accorded and to
be accorded the members of the National Vaudeville Artists,
and these benefits have been brought about through decent,
business-like conferences between the representatives of the
National Vaudeville Artists and the representatives of this
association.

The new

association in the short period of its existence
propose to help it continue

has done exceptional work.
its prosperous career.

growth

We

We

and to be successful must, be slow.
that growth sure for the benefit of vaudeville.
The International Executive of the White Rats may
call the National Vaudeville Artists vagrants, or even worse,
but the one big fact remains and it is such a big fact that
it haunts him night and day
that the National Vaudeville
Artists is GROWING, while the White Rats is DYING.
Its

propose to

is,

make

—
—

That there may be no misunderstanding on the subject

we wish

every artist to know that the members of the
National Vaudeville Artists will receive a preference by the
members of this Association, not only in the matter of the
form of contract, but in booking.
have no hesitation in
saying that we will book a National Vaudeville Artist every
time the opportunity presents itself, in preference to a White
Rat or an unaffiliated artist.
consider such action on
our part in the interest of harmony and for the best interests
of vaudeville.

We

it.

of the

of 1916-1917

We

So at the threshold of the new season we have no hesitancy in letting it be known that we are for harmony, and
with the co-operation of the ambitious and able ladies and
gentlemen of the profession, who mean something to the
public, we expect for both a most successful season.

With every wish
to all artists,

we

for success for the season of 1916-1917
subscribe ourselves,

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
9
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Joe Levy will enter next Monday
the agency of his brother, Mark Levy.
Joe has been with the Loew Circuit
Mark

Trttf*

over three years.
ftcffisured
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The Princess, Wichita, Kan., resumed
week as a stand on the International Amusement Co. circuit, playing the

last
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ville for this

may

return to vaude-

season.

Dallas Anderson will again be leading man for Maude Adams this season.

The

Colonial,

New

York,

reopens

Sept. 18

Leon Kelmar has gone to NarraganI., to manage the Casino

sett Pier, R.

for the fall

Orpheum

Cir-

booking staff, is confined to his
home through having had an operation
last Saturday upon one of his eyes to
remove a piece of steel that had become
lodged there.

Maw Y«rk

at

XLIV.

Lillian Russell

of the

cuit's

fUBSCUFnOlf

Satarod aa

from Kansas City with
L. M. Miller is

intact

twice weekly change.

The Bronx theatre
Keogh is playing

in

which William

the International

T.

opened last week. The
Split Time Department of the U. B. O.
is furnishing seven acts for the Sunday
Circuit shows,

Mile. Destrees, with the late Gene
Hodgkins in vaudeville, sailed for
Roumania Wednesday by the way of
Sweden on the "Frederick VIII." She
will join her husband, Count Tanasesco,
who is a lieutenant in the Roumanian
flying corps.

The Crescent theatre, in the Bronx,
has been purchased by Hattie Lissberger, at auction by bidding $5,000 above
encumbrances amounting to $175,000.
The sale was forced by a foreclosure
suit brought against the Vion Amusement Co. by John M. Harlan.

R B. Boyce, manager of

father.

Sam Rachmann will again have the
Yorkville theatre this season where he
will present German stock. The house
will

open Oct.

August M. Bruggemanu, owner of

New

Jersey theatres, is a candidate for the Democratic nomination
as United States Senator (rom his state
to be voted upon at the primaries,
Sept. 26.

Increasing patronage has caused additional space to be secured by the
Mme. Kahn dressmking establishment
at 148 West Forty-fourth street.
Chas. Ballard is reported to have
bought out all other interests in the
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus. Charles E.
Cory was one of the owners.
Oliver

Morosco placed "Up

Stairs

and Down," the new play by the Hattons, in rehearsal this week.

opens at the Cort Sept.

The show

The Taylor opera

house, Newburgh,
N. Y., plays pop vaudeville once in a
while, with an
understanding with
Cohen's theater there, regarding that
policy.
Cohen's plays burlesque and
vaudeville on a split. Tim O'Donnell

at Corning, N. Y.,

opening about Oct.

Dave Ferguson

will

1.

play the hotel

"Very Good Eddie" comopening tomorrow at Pough-

clerk in the

pany,

keepsie.

Max Lowe,

is

going West when the big circuses close
their season, to confer with Marinelli
acts for vaudeville engagements.
Kitty Mitchell, with "The Tourists,"
on the American (burlesque) Circuit,
who has been ill for several weeks, returned to the cast on Wednesday.

Joe Miller, lessee and manager of the
Empire, Glens Falls, N. Y., is at the
Marlborough hotel, New York, having

motored

in.

with "The Night Clerk"

shows,

Louise Crandall

is

slowly recovering
an auto acci-

injuries received in

to the

Polyclinic hospital fol-

lowing the crash.

"The Cohan Revue 1916" will not extend its original engagement at the
Grand, Chicago, at the close of its
present six weeks' stay. It will be followed the

Leo

week in October by
"The Great Lover."

first

Ditrichstein in

Charles Weidner, assistant treasurer
of the Grand opera house, Cincinnati,
will follow Harry K. Shockley, former
Keith's, Cincinnati, to act

Decatur,

III.,

the

management

of a

house.

Horace Wright and Rene Dietrich

of

a

new Hawaiian

song,

"Isles

of

Aloha."

Herbert W. Hutchinson, not James
E. Moore, as announced in the Portland,
Me., papers, will manage the Portland,
vice James W. Greely. He was form-

manager of the Portland Keith
house. George Foley, former propertyerly

man

New

at the

Portland, will be stage

manager.
Bookings will shift from
Quigley to Loew's books next week.

for

$50,000

A.

time.

J.

Dufiey,

formerly a Scrantonian, and
now connected with Globe Feature
Film Company, New York, went to
Scranton last week to assist in the
selection of the attractions,

number

to include a

which are

of aerial flights.

Mjss has been quarantined at
home in Far Rockaway, for the

at

one time a boxer and

Grady received the unanimous

credit for losing the Lights ball

game

Saturday, to the Friars. Score, 21-20.
Mr. Grady substituted for George
Whiting in the Lights' pitcher's box.'
When Grady went in the game it stood
15-8 in favor of the Lights.

pa&t

two weeks, as a

May Robson

today and tomorrow at the Cape Cottage theatre,
is

to play

Portland, Me., in "The Making Over
of Mrs. Matt," under the auspices of
the Woman's Literary society of the

This

colony.

is

the

first

big

attraction to play the house, which will

refund carfares to Portland ticket purchasers.

John

H.

Patterson,

multi-millionaire,

to

is

cash

register

and ophome town,

build

Dayton, O. It will be used for society
amateur players and members of the
Drama League. Mr. Patterson a lew
months ago built an open-air theatie
on the grounds of the Hills and Dales
Country club.

The

Life

theatre,

Meriden,

Conn.,

formerly playing vaudeville the last
three days each week, has changed its
policy and will hereafter play split
weeks booked by the Eastern Vaudeville

Managers' Association.

Hallinell,

manager

of

the

Richard
theatre,

is

celebrating the birth of twins (boy and
girl),

born

last

week.

Oklahoma

Liberty,

City,

booked

by the Interstate Circuit as a two-day

had no opening date set as

stand, has

Interstate

yet.

acts

will

open

for

Ft Worth on
The Lyric, Oklahoma

the run of the circuit at

Wednesdays.
is booked by Ray Whitfield, the
nttrstate's booking agent in the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association,
City,
»

Chicago.

Celia

Bloom

tor the Interstate's big

places the bills

houses from her

Orpheum Circuit suite at
the Palace Theatre building, New York.

office in the

Eustace

Hale

Ball,

author,

play-

and scenario writer, was

set

upon, severely beaten and robbed of
$9,

a gold watch, Masonic emblem, cuff

cane and his coat
near Eighty-sixth

links,

Park

in

Central

by
Thursday night. Ball had
just alighted from a subway train at
Eighty-sixth street, and prior to goin£
home was strolling through the park.
As he passed a clump of bushes he
noticed two men in conversation and
street,

thugs, last

had progressed about ten
he was struck down.
L.

Wolfe

feet

Gilbert, professional

when

man-

ager for the Stern Music Co., was arrested in Chicago this

monizing
cago

"My Own

office

staff in

man House.

The

two of

result of

hav'ng contracted infantile
paralyse.
They are his son "Buster,"
tour years of age, and a daughter, 11
years old. The chidren are said to be
on ihe road to recovery and the quarantine is expected to be lifted by the
ena of this week. Mr. Moss has been
transacting all his business with his
orhce over the phone.
his children

wright

erate a Little theatre in his

well known to professionals, was injured in an auto accident on Merrick
Six stitches were
Road last week.
necessary for a cut on his nose and he
also received a gash in his back from
the glass of the wind shield.

Billy

Ellis,

has rejoined the William B.
Friedlander, Inc., forces. For the present he will appear with "The Naughty
Princess," the newest of the Friedlander shows.

summer

have completed a series of Hawaiian
records for the Victor, using many old
melodies of the Islands. Miss Dietrich
also has written the words and music

Harry Fern,
of the Marinelli office,

Frank

over here.

has been leased to Lee & Harris, of Albion, N. Y.
It will play road attractions,

into Taylor's for the

tab last season and who was announced
as going with one of Boyle Woolfolk's

as his aide in

The opera house

five acts

half of this week.

England. It is unlikely Miss Loyd will
return to this side before a year, when
she will probably reappear in vaudeville

moved

of
that

tractions for the season.

booked

manager of

25.

Mer-

the Lloyd baby, sailed last Saturday for

from

in

B. S.

dent at Forty-third street and Broadway last week. Miss Crandall was re-

1.

Poli's,

been transferred to Waterbury, exchanging places
with Leon Belasco, of the Strand there.
The Meriden house, which has been
playing straight pictures all summer,
will play pop vaudeville and road at-

first

(Wyatt's Scotch
Lads and Lassies) sailed for Liverpool
Saturday because of the illness of her

of October has been
Scranton as "Old Home
and the local authorities have

Week"

bis

several

week

first

raised a subscription

concerts.

and winter season.

Crawford

The

set aside

amusements during

iden, Conn., for years, has

Alice Lloyd, her daughter, Alice, and
Nellie

Coney Island is to have its Mardi
Gras after all. It will hold forth from
next Monday until Saturday night,
which will mark the official closing of
the season.
At first it was thought
that the "Island" would pass up the
annual celebration.
Little newspaper
publicity has been given the affair, but
Brooklyn billboards were plentifully
sniped in a last minute rush.

week while har-

Iona" with his Chifront of the Sher-

When

arraigned the folcourt
Gilbert
answered "guilty" to the charge, advising the judge that he was the writer of
the song.
The magistrate, apparently
a humorist, answered he was glad of
the opportunity to fine him $25, since
a neighbor kept him awake continually
with a phonograph record of the song.

lowing

morning

Gilbert paid.

in
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COMPARATIVELY FEW HITS IN
v NEW SEASON'S PLAY CROP
'Turn to the Right" Only Solid Success. "Cheating Cheaters'
Second Choice. "Mr. Lazarus" This Week's New Comer
Bears Earmarks of Success. Four Shows Already
in Storehouse and Indications Many More
Will FoUow.
Four of the shows that have opened
on Broadway since the commencement
of the current theatrical season in New
York have already found their way to
the

yawning maws

of the storehouses.

four productions are "Yvette,"

The

made a one-night stand of
which
Broadway; "Coat Tales," a farce which
Arthur Hammerstein produced; "The
Happy Ending," a very elaborate
scenic production by Arthur Hopkins,
which lasted one week at the Shubert,
and "A Little Bit of Fluff," an English
Shuberts imthe
production which
ported.

"Broadway i.nd Buttermilk," in which
Blanche Ring starred, spent three
rather unprofitable weeks at the Elliott
Of the
and has taken to the road.
other shows in the class getting along
through the
are

aid

first

Help

"Please

Ann

Murdock
Lyceum, "The

of

"cut

Emily,"

which

in

starring

is

rates,"

the

at

Silent Witness" at the

Fulton, "Somebody's

Luggage"

48th street, and "The Guilty
the Astor. The latter piece

at the

Man"

at

for the attraction.

Pair of Queens" at the Longacre

goes out this week and the Frank McIntyre farce, "Fast and Grow Fat," at
the Globe, bids but to stay until the
Raymond Hitchcock starring vehicle
"Betty" is in readiness, which will be
in about three weeks.
"His Bridal Night," with the Dolly
Sisters, just looks to be a 50-50 proposition, about 50 per cent, hit and about
the same percentage the other way.

Another

show

in

this

class

Chances," at the Cohan.
Early this week "The Man

Hack"

W ho
r

is

"7

Came

Playhouse showed enough
box office to warrant
the Brady attaches believing they had
a hit, even with the notices not extraordinarily
favorable.
"The Flame,"
which opened at the Lyric Monday, got
the worst panning of the season thus
far by the critics.
The one big accepted hit of the town
is "Turn to the Right" at the Gaiety,
which is doing a turnaway business.
Max Marcin's "Cheating Cheaters" at
the
F.ltinge is rated as the
second
choice from the standpoint of the hotel
at the

activity

at

the

brokers.

"The

Girl

From

musical comedy hit
the "Follies" and

Brazil"
in

is

Good Eddie" at the
moves Monday to the
39th St. to make room for "Flora
Bella," the new John
Cort production, and "Fair and Warmer," which

ing are "Very

the only

the town, with

"The Passing Show"

both getting close to the end of their
runs.

Last season's two successes continu-

Chicago, Sept.

Daw"

"Margery

close

will

at

the

Saturday, poor business ne"The Unchasthe move.
tened Woman" opens there Oct. 1.
"The Defective," based on an incident happening here last season, which
created international discussion as to
the right of a physician to kill a dePrincess

cessitating

turned out to be a box
will close at Power's

fective baby,
office failure

and

next week.
"Princess

Pat"

is

to remain at the Harris until Octo-

ber when the Selwyns will have a
piece in readiness for that house.

"The Boomerang,"

new

at the Belasco,

replaces

Henry

E.

tolerance," the

picture at the

son's favorites, reopened

renamed

&

H.

of last sea-

Monday

at the

(formerly
Candler) and "Sybil," which reopened
the season at the Empire, is continuing
along with cut rate aid.
C.

theatre

The Actors' Fund on recommendation of James Armstrong, contributed
$50 to the aid of the widow and two
children of Alfonzo Althoff, the

man

who was found dead

artist

Gerin his

dressing room in the Bedford theatre.
Brooklyn, last week. Althoff had been
in this country only two years.
Although the Fund's by law require a resi-

dence of three years, it was decided to
waive the formalities in favor of a case
of real necessity such as this.
Willie Zimmerman, who, with Eddift
De Noycr, took charge of the body,

Chicago, Sept. 7.
confirms that it,
with Selig, will joint with Edison and
Kleine for the further distribution of

Essanay

officially

The new combine

for

at present util-

is

lack

their

co-operation in the
although, he makes acknowledgement of a gift of $25 from
K. F. Albec to the bereaved family.

The Winter Garden Show, "RobinCrusoe,

soe

at irregular intervals, varying in length

opened the season

from five to eight reels, which will be
marketed on the open booking system.
The new arrangement will be effective
after Sept. 16.

"INTOLERANCE" STARTED.
Griffith film, "Intolerance," opening at the Liberty Tuesday, seemed to
get started immediately.
Wednesday matinee and night, only

second day of the picture, saw
nearly capacity audiences in the theatre.
This bespoke much for it, as

the

warm

a

day.

who saw

the Griffith special comparing

with his other big one, "The Birth
of a Nation." The "Nation" film was
given the choice through its story that
was more coherent than that of "Intolerance." But the massiveness of the
latest Griffith is box office compelling,
they believe. The Liberty staff declare
it

comments

the

of

outgoing audi-

the

ences are as strong in favor of the
"Intolerance" film as they were of the
"Nation" when that picture had its long

run

in

the

same

Alexandra Carlisle has signed a conHenry W. Savage to appear
under his management in a new play
this season.
Miss Carlisle was to have
been a member of the Morosco cast in
"Up Stairs and Down," but decided that
fit

her.

Chicago, Sept.

6.

Grace Cameron and Knox Wilson
have been engaged as the principal
players in the new musical phantasy,
"The Golden Lily," by Arthur J. Lamb
and Julius Chauvenet, which starts rehearsals in Chicago, Sept. 11.
Others signed are Dainty Le Doine
and James E. Phillips.
to get VARIETY
WILLIAM FITZ

fall

International President,

W. R.

of Scot. 22.

PATRICK

A. U.

e\

A. A. A.

Al

Jolson,

The
show got over in good shape before
Al
a holiday crowd on Labor Day.
at the Lyric.

Jolson carried it through, there being
a lull when he was not on the stage.
The dressing and scenery caught a
favorable eye and the production received liberal treatment from the public

and

press.

"Flora Bella" with Lina Abaranell,
in its second week at the Broad, is
doing good business, considering the
warm weather, and is billed to remain
another week.
The Forrest opens
next Monday with "Little Miss Spring-

"Sport of Law," described as a powAmerican play by Stuart Fox,
will be the opening bill at the Garrick,
•

erful

Sept.

The

11.

International

houses

Circuit

opened Labor Day. The Orpheum has
"Little
Peggy O'Moore," "Madame
Spy" is at the Walnut, and "The Funny
Mr. Dooley," with Paul Quinn and Joe
Mitchell, the vaudeville team, featured,
at the Knickerbocker.
Business is

is

reported
satisfactory at
all
three
houses and the managers declare prospects for a good season are bright.

theatre.

AUTO TURNS TURTLE
FAITH IN "FLAME."
ton Tully play opening at the Lyric
Monday, was accorded uniformly poor

The author-producer, however,
the Tentmaker,"
criticisms

won

the

called

"Oma",

same kind

of

and yet made good.

The

business at the Lyric Tuesday
night was twice what "Omar" did on
its second night and Wednesday evening the house was double that of Tues-

Thursday the producers backed their
opinion against the critics by taking
half-page "ads" in four dailies.

COLLIER NEXT WEEK.
Willie

"A

is

Collier

in

"Nothing But the

to be the attraction to follow

Pair of Queens" at the Longacre

Sept.

14.

The

latter attraction will lay

one week while rehearsals for
the successor are held and will reopen

off

in

members

George Walker

skidded and turned
burying beneath it the Aerial
Macks, Ralph Meade, Walter Markwith,
Mile. Stantone and Mercedes.
Mercedes was injured so badly he
turtle

attention to the fact that his

Truth"

Austin, Tex., Sept. 6.
of the Majestic bill
were painfully injured this week in an
anto accident when a car driven by

Several

"The Flame," the new Richard Wal-

day.

CHICAGO'S MUSICAL SHOW.

with

Jr.,"

time."

Opinions varied regarding the feature, with nearly all the show people

notices.

tract with

Don't

ness.

distribution of features, to be released

of

CARLISLE WITH SAVAGE.

JAMES

The show has been boomed for several
weeks and is expected to do big busi-

izing the Kleine offices for the general

emergency,

the pait did not

was not admitted, got some
good publicity across for "Experience"
which opened very well at the Adelphi.
eral public

New York managers

several

criticizes

IN PHILLY.

Philadelphia, Sept. 6.
A special performance for city officials and clergymen at which the gen-

BIG FOUR.

Wednesday was

FUND AIDS WIDOW.

will
be headed by Lola
Frank Otto, with the latter

SHOWS

The

"The Great Lover," one

.

Merrill and

.

D. W. Griffith feature
Liberty on the same

evening.

templation

Lew

the

films.

Dixey starring vehicle at
the Shubert Tuesday night, and "Inthe

Holliday" companies after all.
Inquiry at the Cohan & Harris office
brought to light that but two companies
of that show were to be sent on tour.
One is already in Boston with Fred
Niblo at its head. The other in con-

at the Garrick Sept. 18.

NEW

is

another of the holdovers from last season that is doing big business and bids
fair to remain until about holiday time
when the new Frances Starr production will come to New York.
This week's late openings included

is

playing the Niblo role.

show

Fields'

seems as though James J. Corbett
not to play the titular role in one of
the Cohan & Harris "Hit the Trail
It

7.

Casino, which

said to

is

have gotten a good start this week
through having played to $1,700 on
Labor Day. On that same day "The
Silent Witness" showed sufficient box
office draught to warrant the Frazee
office laying out an extra campaign of
newspaper and billboard advertising

"A

9

CORWTT AS "HOLUDAY" OFF.

CHICAGO SHOWS CLOSING.

for

Detroit Sept.

18.

'

was forced to cancel, but his physician
reports he will be able to leave town
at the conclusion of the week.

"OLD LADY 31" NEW.
Schenectady, Sept.

"Old Lady

31,"

a

four-act

6.

comedy

with a prolog, by Rachael Crothers,
founded on Louise Forssman's novel,
had its first presentation at the Van
Curler Monday. Emma Dunn and Reginald Barlow have the leading roles.

The scenes arc laid in a home for old
people and the story has to do with an
indigent old couple.
The play has a
strong appeal of homely sentiment. It
was said here that a New York appearance will be sought for the production.

VARIETY
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SHOWS

AMONG OTHER THINGS--

Chicago, Sept.

So far the

By ALAN DALE
Hippodrome

program

the

to

the

at

discipline has

"military

been introduced and the ushers, guides
and all attendants are uniformed and
as
military
body,
organized
a
thoroughly drilled and with a full complement of officers." However, let us
hope that they are at least too proud
to fight

The same

chatty program announces
Hippodrome is "scientifically

purified."

like the idea

I

immensely

the notion of calling in science to effect
purification upon the vast mobs that

popular

to the

bound

I

am

Show"

lives

resort.

to say that the "Big

up to the idea consistently. A season
or so ago the public appeared to be
more interested in entertainment that

was

Many

a desponadmits that

ing for the regular season with two
holidays in succession helping business

is

usually looked

upon as

necessary for
box office success.
Owing, however, to the unfortunate

"Comedy

Here and
Hereafter" produced by Arthur Hop-

result

of the

of

managerial convention may
Mr. Hopkins' "Happy Ending"
cost $30,000. Therefore it is a luxury
rather than a necessity.

kins, the

Poor Richard Walton Tully got hisl
Not satisfied with announcing that
"The Flame" was written by Richard
Walton Tully, he insisted that it was
Richard Walton Tully,
That was his one false step from
sublime to the ridiculous. The

presented by

—

Inc.

the

"inc." did

it.

don't think
said the
screen
actor.

much
actor

"It goes in at

at the other."

of your play,"

"And

I

to the

stage

one ear and out
don't think

much

your film" quoth the stage actor to
the screen actor. "It goes in one eye
and out at the other."

of

"The Rev. Alexander Lyons of
Brooklyn made a few remarks from the
stage in which he emphasized the need

New York

of acquainting residents of

with conditions existent in the underRiotous, reckworld." Daily paper.

—

less

and rampageous

Brooklyn

evi-

dently feels the necessity of explaining
the pitfalls of life to innocent, innocuous
and ingenuous Manhattan. Oh, Rev.

Alexander!
Oh, Lyons-hearted
ister of audacious intention

min-

I

Who Came

"The Man

Back" was

surely the dramatic critic at the Playlast Saturday night.
As he was
not at all certain how the story of the
prodigal son would be treated, and as
there were five acts or episodes he
came back four times, as a guarantee

house

good

faith

"The world is sad enough," said
David Belasco picturesquely, yet pathetically, "and it is our duty as managers to let in a little brightness where
we can." Many managers are valiantly
endeavoring to do this duty, yea, to the
point of cut rate tickets. Just the same,
it is taking a
mean advantage of the
sad old world to inflict upon it some of
the farces

now

current.

tear-washed sphere when
Be sure

to »et

VARIETY

Why
it

is

hit this

down?

of Sept. 22.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

box-office receipts are

all

to the

merry

man's town.
"The Defective" opened at Powers'
Monday night. Big audience seemed
to get a lot of food for mental reflection on the way home as play deals
with
the
much discussed topic
eugenics. Fact that local doctor wrote
it is bound to help local engagement.
in

this

"Pom Pom"
Illinois

started briskly

Sunday

night.

at

Critics

the

were

good to show.
Capacity rules at the Grand where
the "Cohan Revue 1916" is playing a
limited
engagement.
"Fair
and
Warmer" (Cort) reported averaging
around $11,000 weekly.
The Lew
Fields show is doing very well at the
Garrick.
The Princess show, "Mar-

gery Daw," has picked up since the
opening, the holiday business being
splendid.
"Common Clay" (Olympic)
big business.

in the theatre's

ness at the Cort.

Ruth

Chatterton

in

"Lome Out

of

the Kitchen," remains at the Columbia

and next week, thus ending the

this

Henry Miller company's engagement at
that house. "Come Out of the Kitchen"
have played live weeks. Business has been uniformly good.
Business is satisfactory at the Al-

will then

cazar.

"SPORT OF LAW" PREMIERE.
Baltimore, Sept.

6.

"The Sport of Law" was given its
The
initial performance Labor Day.
play is by a local newspaper manager
and owner, Stuart Oliver. The house
was very well filled and the show was
received with approval.
The piece has a few dragy situations
and several more scarcely probable, but

with some touching up and more finished acting it should do.
Contributory negligence is the theme
and the plot hinges on the law's failure
to protect the individual who fails to
protect himself and who through contributory negligence suffers loss or inIt

is

is

of strong situations, these
in the second and third

full

predominating

scheduled to open next Thursday night
Lyceum, Rochester. The show
has been booked out of town for the
two succeeding weeks, but it is barely
possible that it may be brought to New

places and the last act docs not fulfill
the promise of the second and third.
Mary Boland as Mary Page, a young

York

ruin of her

at the

earlier.

Charles Dillingham intends to give
"Fast and Grow Fat" a fair chance to
prove whether or not it has a box office draught before arranging for it to
leave the Globe.
But if the necessity
arises before the alotted time the Hitchcock show will be rushed into town.

The

acts.

first

is

somewhat heavy

in

determined to avenge the financial
father and the death of
her sister, is head and shoulders over
the rest of the cast, although Fredcrick Truesdale and Roy Briant were
very acceptable.
girl

GALLAGHER LEAVES FAVERSHAM.
After an association that has lasted
for over six years Leonard L. Galla-

gher and William
Favcrsham have
parted company.
Gallagher has directed and booked

and also for publication.

The telephone

IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, Sept. 6.
"Canary Cottage" is doing good busi-

jury.

"BETTY" MAY RUSH IN.
Raymond Hitchcock in "Betty"

—

—

of

money.

in

the houses open-

happy ending

"I

"Is any girl safe?"

all

not in the
business for his health will tell you, a

"scientifically putrefied."

dent maiden regretfully
she is. Alas!

Cooler weather,

is

change.

1

that the

flock

As any manager who

6.

legits are thriving nicely.

The new shows are taking
According

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.

the tours of the star during their
agerial association.

smok-

man-

ing room, minus a booth, often supplies
the humor that the play lacks.
The
other night a crowd of men listened to
a person with a Sam Bernard dialect,
telephoning.
Apparently he was calling up his best girl, and was quite unconscious of his audience.
When he
had finished he was greeted with
laughter and applause, which, by-thcbye, the play proper and it was veryproper never received.

Shubcrt is responsible for the
statement there will be four new dramatic attractions placed in rehearsal
within the next two weeks.

"LETTY" OCT.

—

—

Gordon

Kitty

SHUBERT'S FOUR NEW PLAYS.
Lee

having

accepted

a

wishers to watch the situations devised
by Oliver White enabling her to do it
with her back to the audience.
After

all

was Zelda Sears with her

it

saving
Fat."

They

grace

When
rarely

"Fast

of
in

fail.

to

and

may

to

popular.

this

week

the

Klliott,

Morosco

to either

the .VMh

make

to

r<>oin

street
fur

or
the

piece.

Grow
Marie Shctwell

in

"Mockery."

Kdward Rush and Lyle Andrews
gaged
the
cist
this
week

be "unpleas-

an apparently well-bred
woman emulating the "airs and graces"
of the bar room, but it gets the laugh,
and that is the essential thing. To be
is
"unpleasant"
frequently
be
to

ant"

that

be the

doubt, use vine-leaves.
It

Long

production to the Shuhert, New York,
Oct. 2.
Several changes will be made
in the cast of principals before the show
is seen in the big town.
The Shuberts will
probably move
"Mr. Lazarus," opening at the Shubcrt

vaudeville sketch entitled "Sit Still." it
will be interesting for her many well

comedy "jag" who proved

2.

Oliver Morosco's plans for "So
Lctty" call for the bringing of

sec

"Mockery," a
by Martha M.
rehearsal

RAYMOND WYL1K
VV"

1 1 1 >

lias

WKHER'S.

returned to Broadway to be featured with the new

rection of

J1EKKK K KLV'l'K

at

KKISK.V

enfor

rotm-dy drama
St.inlev, to be played in

thr<

»•

,vt

Monday tinder
Kduanl
I'ostwick.

next

the

di-

I*

Marie Shot wall was signed Tuesday.

h

!
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Facts Versus Fiction
i^ouowing

notice

was potted

International Board,

in the

United Booking Offices dated August

Chicago,

9

White Rats Actors Union,

19th,

1916:

New York

Notice.
It it against the interests of this
in general for
business
the
office and
booking men connected with any deSartment of this office, upstairs or
own, to accept gratuities or presents

September

4,

111.,

1916.

City.

Gentlemen:-

of any nature from those they have
business dealings with.
A violation of this order will be se-

hereby humbly apologize and publicly express my regret that
did not obey orders issued by the White Rats at Oklahoma City.

verely dealt with.
(Signed) E. F. Albee.

I

have been waiting to see if it took
But I notice the Vaudeville Collection Agency is as busy as ever. I notice that the United Booking Office still
takes commissions. And every cent the
United Booking Office or the Vaudeville

I

I

Realizing my terrible mistake and feeling that I alone am to blame,
take this means of promising that it will never happen again.

effect.

Collection Agency gets

is

a

I

gratuity or

I

present.
It is not payment for services rendered
or work done.
•

agent

is still

says, "Don't give me
a piece of silverware,"

who

publication.
9

busy

I

money-

have received no complaint!
manufacturer! of ailverware that

thank the White Rats Actors Union and

And the office-boy is still as busy as ever
murmuring to the actors as they go out,
with his hand to his mouth, "I smoke

Witness:

Hansans."
•

•

•

for leniency

(Signed) PHIL. E. ADAMS,
(Signed) JACK WALSH,
99
of "Fascinating Flirts Co.

their

business has dropped.

•

its officers

shown me in this matter.

and we
from the

me

my own free will and agree to pay the expense of its

•••••

I notice also that the

there
give

sign this of

JOE BIRNES.

•

any further proof were needed that
mere fiction, it can be found
in the fact that the Interstate Circuil has
itarted a Vaudeville Collection Agency of
If

this notice is

its

THEREFORE, Phil.

own.

More
I

E.

Adams and Jack Walsh

are pardoned.

gratuities.

was seated on a

Harry Mountford,

trolley car the other

Int. Executive.

night, and in front of me were two men,
evidently cloak and suit manufacturers,
engaged in a very heated discussion.

"What are you going to do
1st Mnfr.:
about the strike?"
2nd Mnfr.: "Oh, that's all right. I have
just been talking individually to the

THE WRONG PERSPECTIVE

strikers."

does that do?"
2nd Mnfr. "Well, I have proved to each
them everygive
will
I
that
one of them
thing they want, but it is the Union that
is preventing them from getting it."
"And do the suckers swal1st Mnfr.:

"What good

1st Mnfr.:

:

low it?"
2nd Mnfr.: "Some of them seem to."
"Are they going back to
1st Mnfr.:
work, then, tomorrow?"
2nd Mnfr.: "No; to I am going to give
in to the Union and get the men from
(mentioning evidently a rival manufacturer)."
1st

Mnfr.:

"Well, that's not

fair to

,

2nd Mnfr.: "Oh, well, he would do the
same to me."
Well, what will the Manu1st Mnfr.:
facturers' Association say about it?"
"Oh, they're worse cut2nd Mnfr.:
throats than the men are.
Moral:

The V. M.

P. A. is not the only

one.

It is astonishing how persons' opinions, persons'
wishes, bias their point of view. It is marvelous
how people imagine they can see what they want to

see.

And there never was a
Oklahoma skirmish.

Stage Hands and Musicians came out in
Austin, Texas, Labor Day, and got all
they wanted.
Reason: They stuck and struck together.
all they want?
they stick and strike together.

Can Actors get
Yes,

if

Did you notice in the proceedings in the
Senate, that station agents, ticket sellcrr,
porters, etc., etc., were stricken out of th:
8-hour bill hy a big majority, and are to
receive none of its benefits? Do you know
why? They are not organized.

Brotherhoods got all they
wanted, but the men who were not organized have still to work 17 and 18 hours ;i
day for $11. $12 and $14 a week.
Moral: If you want anything, even from
the Senate of the United States, ORGAN-

The

IZE.

four

it

than

the

the courageous.

The managers and agents are convinced that the
Oklahoma episode is of vital importance. They
imagine that it is a kind of combination of Water-

As far as we are concerned, the Oklahoma trouble can last for three years, and the longer it lasts
the better we shall be pleased.
Mr. Sinopoulo owe*s actors a lot of money. It
is impossible to collect it legally from him, owing
to the awful contracts issued on the Interstate Cir-

Gettysburg and the Battle of the Marne.
Hurried secret meetings are held in Chicago!
Agents and managers dash madly to St. Louis!
The V. M. P. A. is in constant telegraphic communication, and all the managers and agents are
running around like chickens with their heads cut
loo,

off!!

The V. M. P. A. sends a check for $10,000 down to
Oklahoma City, saying, "There is much more to
follow," much to our astonishment, amusement and
mirth
If

Notice the Stage Hands at Syracuse
struck last week on Friday, and got all
they wanted.
Reason: They stuck and struck together.

better example of

As far as we are concerned, Oklahoma is a mere
"flash in the pan." It is a skirmish. It is not even
an engagement. It is a good testing-ground to see
who are loyal to this Organization, and to weed
out the scabs from the soldiers, the cowards from

this little

flare-up in

Oklahoma City worries

the managers to such an extent,
of what will
a fight.

I

am

afraid to think
really is

happen to them when there

If it takes all the agents in Chicago and half the
agents in New York, working night and day, to
supply acts for two little towns of three nights
each like Tulsa and Oklahoma City, what on earth
will they do if we ever strike a circuit?
My view of it, on the other hand, is that it is
merely a training ground for our Chief Deputy
Organizers. It is Plattsburg transferred to Okla-

homa.
Miss Corson was there. She gets offers
is permitted to accept them.
Then Searjeant spends a couple of weeks there, and
now Gilmore is in charge.
If I viewed it from the point of view of the managers (who sent Kerry Meagher, Tink Humphries,
Joe Sullivan and 10 or 15 of the "lesser lights" down
there), I should have had all the Chief Deputy
Organizers on the ground, and should have probably been there myself.
First,

of engagements, and

cuit, so we are making him pay the money in another way.
This fight was forced on us by the utter contempt
Mr. Sinopoulo showed for the Organized Musicians,
Stage Employees, Motion Picture Operators and
Actors, and, whatever happdns, he himself is to
blame.
^personally think that, before smashing him completely, Ftl let it run along until about the second
wee Ictfl December ( unless he fluffs 'sboneT^JjIi ic
will just give him aboul 20 weeks' hard labor.
We have other a n cT Ta r ger~fi str 1 ffy7~
J ohn Sinopoulo to us is a joke and not all the
support of all the managers in The United States
can save him in the long run.
His brother may be a millionaire, but millionaires
don't like to lose money regularly any more than
anybody else in fact, they hate it rather more.
It is the old, old fight of Money against Brains,
of Artists against Capital, of ORGANIZED LABOR
AGAINST TYRANNY, and THE END IS SURE.
i

,

;

RIGHT WILL TRIUMPH.
When the real war starts,

Sinopoulo will sink
back into the obscurity from which he should never
have emerged.

And when

the real

war

perhaps win some Battles,

THE WAR.

starts, the U. B. O.

may

BUT WE SHALL WIN

HARRY MOUNTFORD.
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Facts Versus Fiction

To

Concerned

All

\$lu

gitimate Theatres
Managers and agents are
hereby advised that

acting within the powers vested in

W

Commencing October

book or play the following
acts they do so at their

H

HAGER and GOODWIN
CLIVE and CO.

E. E.

initi-

H

By coming

the

1st,

1

initi-

H

in

now,

Man

Woman,

or

C

H

YOU WILL HAVE TO JOIN, so why
not

now?

?

September

—$

?

1 6.00

October— $25.00

November— $30.00

(Hungarian Dancers)

OR

(Of "The Gascoynes")

DUNEDIN DUO
ONETTA
THE PARISIAN TRIO
and

MARTIN VON BERGEN
White Rats
and A. A. A. and members of
the Musicians' Union and the
A. T. S. E., to avoid trouble
with these acts and actors, are
I.

NOT TO ASSOCIATE WITH THEM, TO
HAVE NOTHING TO DO
WITH THEM, AND NOT
EVEN TO TALK TO THEM,

requested

$30

A signature in time saves nine

$25

want
ity

to be

will

who
not

on terms of equal-

with these people.

Let

them

live

Directly he had seen a doctor and found
that he was too ill to appear, he and his
partner rushed over to lie White Rats
office, paid their fine, signed 'he apology
and put themselves right in the eyes of
their fellow-men.

in silence

No

to the

By-Laws and

Constitution,

a two-thirds majority

last

Tuesday night,

is

published for the

first

time in the

official

columns of the White Rats Actors' Union of

America:
'That in Article 5, 'Qualifications of Officers/ there shall be added
after the words, 'engaged in such business/ the following sentence:
"

'No member

him

who

shall ever

for election to

has been convicted on charges preferred against
be eligible either for nomination as a candidate or

any

office in the Organization'."

for a

stormy sea-

ing performance.
Oh, yest With the exception of Oklahoma, that we are using as a training
camp for Chief Deputy Organisers, breakng them in so that they will know their
business when the real struggle comes
it

at

John SinopouUrs expense

I

wonder how "Cyclone rimmy," "Yellow George" and "Brusso' f enjoyed their
I

outing to Oklahoma at "Dago Joe's" ex-

pen sel
Understand they are back now with silk
shirts, new "lids and are going to open •
booking agency.
I see the Western Vaudeville Managers'
Assn. are up to their old tricks: Issuing
contracts for J) weeks and 25 weeks, getting the actors out there, and then telling
them they are getting too much money
and that they must take a cut or the rest
of their time is cancelled.
11 acts came back this week from the
West who only left four weeks ago. each
one-opening, making a success, and lien
the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association telling them that they could play
the rest of their time at a cut salary.

And then people wonder why -we want a
contract which cannot be broken!
It is criminal to give actors contracts
at a certain figure, get them to pay their

STATE OF OKLAHOMA
August

Members

of the

W. R. A.

U. or

its affiliated

22,

1916.

4

Organisations

MUST

NOT ACCEPT CONTRACTS OR APPEAR UPON THE STAGE
OF ANY THEATRE IN OKLAHOMA CITY, with the exception
of the Metropolitan Theatre,

from

this date until further orders.

Nor must members ACCEPT CONTRACTS, NOR APPEAR
UPON THE STAGES OF THE EMPRESS THEATRE OR

BROADWAY THEATRE, TULSA,

OKLA.,

fares from New York to Chicago or
towns near it, let them open for one week
and then tell them they must accept a cut
in salary— more especially after they have

own

until further orders.

(?)

International Executive.

•

•

less than 10 strikes

and doing

amendment
which was passed by more than

cut their salary in the
conseculive time.

But,

much

thank

God,

first

this

place to get

won't continue

longer.

Al Harvey was booked to appear at a
thrntre in Newark last Monday.
II'ih
photographs were posted, and we

were informed his baggage was there, but
he did not appear.
It serins he was transferred and put on
a program in Brooklyn, but Harvey is not
playing there.

$500,

would he hrttrr
as this

is

Harvey to pay the
week he has lost.

for

the Sth

ALL COLORED ARTISTS are urgently
requested to attend a Meeting tonight' at
New Lincoln Theatre, ISSth Street and

HARRY MOUNTFORD,

\

•

were reported at
International Headquarters on Labor Day,
and everyone was settled before the even-

It

until

••••«

•

In accordance with the Constitution, the following

INTERNATIONAL ORDER NO.

members

•

Every week there is some fresh proof
is on our side.
McVicker's theatre, Chicago
Monday, the "Fascinating Flirts" were to
have opened, and one of the principal
comedians was suddenly taken very seriously ill. He had read my article last
week, and, as this act had appeared in
Oklahoma City, he began to wonder if
sudden death were following in his footthat Fate
At the

son.

$30

Organized

are sure that the de-

rails.

To carry the comparison further, the
porters who grab your bag and carry it
to the station, and insist on being tipped,
have as much right to call themselves the
owners of the railroad as the managers
have to call themselves the owners of the
vaudeville business.

OR

(This applies also to reinstatements)

they have purged their

not

•••••
•••••

managers own are the

:

Labor.

are

•

All that the

steps.

•

of the

cent actors and actresses

the freight and baggage cars are
vast majority of acts which make
for the managers.

money

Labor Day opened well

ROYAL GASCOYNE

We

elaborate office acts which send the people

*

$25

against

in.

The coaches are the ones which carry
when the headliner has pulled
them in.
(The Pullmans represent some of the
the people

•

you can become a member in good standing until October 1st for $16.

H ART MAN and VER ADY

offenses

the people

the

(Colored Singers and Dancers)

until

The theatre is simply the rails upon
which the entertainment runs.
The headliner is the engine that pulls

ation fee shall be $25.

CHUCK HAAS
DOWNES and GOMEZ

Members

runs.

And

that,

Commencing November

I

HARVEY and CO.

(Dr. Joy's Sanitarium)

are able to control the railroad station.
But the Actor is in a better position than
even an engineer, a fireman, a conductor
or a brakeman, tor the railroads provide
the track, the rails, the stations, the depots, the coaches and the engines.

to sleep.)

and

$25,

C

AL.

W

ation fee shall be $20, which, together
with the dues from October to April, is

own

risk:

the

1st,

The railroad situation ought to prove a
good lesson to Actors:
The Brotherhoods, representing the men
who operate the trains, are organized, and

The Vaudeville Actor provides everything except the rails on which the train

solved that,

they

if

SJq

The International Board on Tuesday,
them
by the By-Laws and Constitution, re-

in the Operation of

Vaudeville and Le-

C° me Upstairs and Save $9

the

International Executive.

Lenox Avenue.
The Chair will be taken

at 11:15 P. M.
I.B. C.D.O.,

Speakers include Ernest Carr,
and Harry Mountford.

*
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NEXT WEEK (SEPTEMBER

BILLS

M

11)

In Vaudeville Theatres

the SullivaD-Considine-Afriliatrd Booking Company Circuit.
Agencies hooking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circu"t-"U. B. O.," United Booking Offices-' W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Association (Chicago)— "M " Pantages Circuit— "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit—"Inter," Interatate Circuit
(booking through W. V. M. A.). -"Sun," Sun Circuit— "M," James C, Matthews (Chicago).
VARIETY'S Bills Next Week arc as reliable as it is possible to be at the time gathered. Most
are taken off the books of the various agencies Wedneaday of the current week published.
<

New York

Adelaide

ft

ft Walker
•Swat the Fly"
Willie Weston

to

K & H

(Ubo)

Bernard Jr ft Leigh
Hurry Bills
Howard ft Clark
Ketchetu

(One

Cheatem

ft

to

2d half

Quinn

half
Lafferty

12.7TH.

Bert Whei-ler Co
Bert Murphy

C

<\i

A

Mercedes Clark Co
Forrester ft Lloyd
•Kldland"
Archie Nicholson 3

(One to

1111)

Lullniiu

The Frescotts
Moore Gardner &

ft

(loew)

Wells

Beatrice Leonard
Moore A Gerald
Chlsholm ft Breen
Billy McDermott

5 Lyceum Girls
2d half

Burton's Revue
Dunley ft Merrill
"Full of Pep"

PROCTOR'S

ft

Hewett ft Rose
Tracey ft Vincent
Smith ft West
"At Home"
Mechan ft Pond
Cal Orange Packers

DELANCEY

It

(loew)

West
Fay Frankel
Cal Orange Packers
Juliet Wood Co
Perry

^ Kcltons

Nat

2d half

Raymond

ft

ft

Angel CTlrls
Helen Royalton Co
Albert ft Paul

Boyle
"Between Trains"

T & C

Tom Mahoney

:i

Dale

Uretton
F run (ios

Vogue

fiSTII

Barrett ft Opp
3 Angel Sisters
Arllne Fredericks Co
T ft C Uretton

Bore Opera Co
Anierhnn Comedy 4
Ud half
Bob Tip Co
Stone

McAvoy

ft

C & A Latham
tu rt Murphy

ft

Evelyn

ft

PROCTOR'S
Raymond

ft Dolly
2d half
Johnson ft Wells

Lyceum

Mae

Co

Hall

Dave Thursby
The Faynes

ORPHEUM
Benson

(loew)

Spell

Co

Smith ft West
Harold Selman Co
Geo Armstrong
Hello llonalulu
Hector's Do^a
ALHAMBRA (ubo)
(One to All)
The Do Marcos
2d half
Wells Norworth ft M
Shorty DeWItt
Bradley ft Ardlne
Gllmore ft Romanoff
Laurie & Bronson
Marie Russell
Fklyn Ardell Co
Moore ft Gerald
Isabelle D'Armond Co
Atlnms ft Guhl
Stan Stanley 3
Louise
Kent Co
Revue
Edwards

3 Kcltons

Tho Frlscotts

AMERICAN

(loew)

Shorty DeWItt
(illmore ft Romanoff
Forrester & Lloyd
"At Home"
Slilm-v .< Townley
"School Days"
Adamx & Guhl
Tho Faynes
(One to All)
Hi

half

I

Chishnlin & Breen

Brown Coinedv
Rre.l

St

Dal"

\

John 3

iii,

Shone Co
Ruth Roye
4 Amaranths
Wallace

A:

Lond

ft

Graham
Ethel Mae Hall Co
Smith ft Kaufman

Miss Hamlet
2d half
Perry ft West

Lambert
Juliet Wood Co
Franconl Opera Co
(One

WARWICK

t

ft

Corcoran ft Mack
Fred C Hawaii Co

Marv Russell
Aila ft Co

(One

"Sons of Abraham"
Wilbur Sweatman

Th^ Lowrys
Middlefon-'Spell

Gallagher

tt

Lyres
Harold Solman Co

One

Martin

ft

ft

to

2d half

Beulah Walton
Delmore ft Moore
The Havelocks
(Ono to fill)

Albany. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Vanda Meer
East ft Haddam
Joe Bernard Co

Mum ford

Thompson
Wayne & Warren

Be\cy

ft

ft

2d half .
Kartelle ft Kartelle
Georgia Comedy 4

FORSYTHE

Heron

Lyr.-<

2d half
Ilohh n A; (Trahaai
Sidney ft Townlcy

Dew Hoffman
.-le
Leonard
Cray X Graham
•Hamli t"
Ahhott ft White
Raimdeli Duo
I

'.i

.

A Astalre
AMERICAN (wva)
ft

"On the Veranda"

"Little Miss Uptodate"

LINCOLN

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Rogers ft Wood
Rouble Sims
Chinese Entertainers
Folsom ft Brown
Robt O'Connor Co
John F O'Malley
LaVlne Clmeron 3

ft

Fay

(wva)

rhoa Jackson Co
Weston ft Young

Imogene Comer
Primrose Minstrels
(One to fill)

Reslsta
Bertie Fowler

"Her Honor the
Mayor"
Manhattan Trio

Clara Morton
rTuett Co

Wm

Marie Nordstrom
Mang ft Snyder

Austin
(Inter)

Those Five Girls
Yates ft Wheeler
Geo B Howell Co
ft

Perry

Dainty Marie

I

responsible for any debts contracted by the aforesaid Lew Brlee In the name of "Worth and Brlce."
The sot of Worth and Brloe no longer exists, and I
take this medium of apprising you.

(loew)

Ward A Wilson
"Her Honor the
Mayor"

MARYLAND

(ubo)

Roberta ft Revera
Shoen ft Mayne
Shannon ft Annls
Leo Beers
Canslnos
Tally

"The Unexpected"
Toombs ft Wentworth
Paul Gordon
(loew)

& Meyers

B ft E Conrad
Gordon Eld red Co
Burnes & Robinson
D Banvnrd ft Dunbar
(Two to nin

Me.

BIJOU (ubo)
(Lewlston split)
1st half

Dell
ft

Mack
Co

niiiKhnmton, N. Y.
STONE O H (ubo)
Skipper & Kastrup
7>

Harmonic

(One

to

Thomas

Girls

Henderson
ft
Dorothv Meuther
to

Lockhart Bros
John Neff Co
Camllle Personia Co
ft

Fitzgerald

fill)

(One to

(ubo)

ft

ft

White

Mme Herman

Co
2d half
Oakland Sisters
Newhoff ft Phelps

Fields ft Ernie
Paul LaVan ft Dobbs

Calsrary. Caa.

ft

(m)

Valentine Vox

"Nut Sundae"
Van ft Hyman
Clifford ft Mack
Caampalenit

ORPHEUM

Columbus

KEITH'S

Ellnore ft Carlton
Cartmell ft Harris

Richards
Yvette

(One

ft

Kyle

to All)

Dallas

MAJESTIC
Hayden

III.

(Inter)

Stewart
Rogers
Lamb's Manikins
Harry Clarke
Lilian Kingsbury Co
Llghtners ft Alex
Odlva
ft

ft

Davenport

COLUMBIA (wva)
ft Woods
Robt H Hodge Co
Benny

2d half

Dayton, O.
KEITHS (ubo)
(Indianapolis
split)
1st half
Sadie Fondelier
Kenny ft Hollls
"Tho Octopus"
Decatur,

III.

EMPRESS (wva)
Jark Lavler
Clark ft McCullough

HOTEL CECIL
15t St. Nick.

Ave.

Low

(m)

J Varies
Neal Abel
Jue Quon Tai
ft

Warren

Tcmpleton
ft
Erie, Pa.

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Valentine ft Bell
The Crisps
Tower ft Darrell
Wolf ft Stewart
Baker ft Janls
"Court Room Girls"
Evansville, Ind.

GRAND

E

W

ft

J

(wva)

Hennlng
Moore

Bush

Shapiro
Balancing Stevens
2d half

Rates. Transients Taken.

LYRIC

Scamp

ft

Scamp

BIJOU

(loew)

Standard Bros
Owen ft Campbell
'What Molly Knew"
2d half
Valaya ft Brazil Nut
Lambert ft Fredericks
John F OMnlley
Sorettl ft Antolnetto
(One to fill)

Ft. Worth
MAJESTIC (inter)

The Lnrneds
B ft B Wheeler
Hale Noreross Co
Adler & Arlene
'The New Producer"

Kenny ft Nobody
La Graclosa
Galveston, Tex.

GRAND
bill

(loew)

Jim Reynolds
Delmore ft Moore
Havelocks

(Two

(inter)
plavintr

San Antonio ll'-lf))
Nolan ft Nolan
Gray ft Klunker

to

fill)

2d half

La Palarlca
Smith A Farmer
Those Five Girls
Montgomery A Perry
Dainty Marie
Loo Ansjelea

ORPHEUM
Mme Sumlko A Girls

to

Harry Holmsn Co
Lew Madden Co

PANTAGES (m)
George N Brown
"Midnight Follies"
Silber A North
Haley Sisters

Wm

De

Co

Hollls

KEITH'S (uoo)
Fred Webber Co
Venita Gould
Conly A Webb
Barto A Clark
Lovenberg Sisters

H A B

Brown

Two

Carltons

Lynchburg;* Vs.

fill)

TRENT

(ubo)

(Roanoke

split)
1st half

Sweatman

ft

Paradofski

Nora Bayes

The Peers
Adelaide Boothby Co
The Stantons

"Mayor ft Manicure"
Madison. Wis.

ORPHEUM

"Six

Little

(wva)
Wives"

Silver A Duval
Elsie Williams

Vera Berliner

Stone

"On the Farm"
Lorraine ft Dunn
"A Case for Sherlock"

Co
McShayne A Hathaway
Kallsz

ft

Shayne

2d half

(One

Breen Family

KEITH'S

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Dayton split)
1st half

Straus

Becker

ft

F

ft

Klein

Janeavtlle. Wis.

APOLLO

Thompson
Clifford

Goldie

(abc)
Griffin

ft

Rae Ellnore Ball
"Girl In Gown Shop"
Van A Ward

KEITHS

Mr A Mrs O Wilde
Parish A Peru
"Yellow Peril"

Memphis

Orville Harrold

Valerie Bergere Co

(ubo)

Kane Bros
"The Bogy Man"

Water

Jacques Plntel

Milwaukee

Lew Dockstuder
2d half

The Bartellnes
Hawthorne ft Lester
B Relnold Co
Marshall

ft

"The Headllners"
"Fortune Hunters"
Jokastown, Pn.

MAJESTIC

(Sheridan

(ubo)

So

burgh

Pitts-

split)

1st half

Juno Salma
Hendrlx ft Padula
"Everybody"

Tom

Lilies

A De Longs
Marie Stoddard

Milton

Gomez Trio

"Female Clerks"

Hamilton

Girls

Telegraph 3

ORPHEUM

Mack

ft

(ubo)

Frletcbes

White A White
WalBh Lynch Co

Wills

ft

fill)

PALACE

2d half

Stlrk

ft

to

Manchester, N. M.

Indlnnnnollo

ft

Mcvlns ft Erwood
(Three to fill)
Pall River, Mass.

(Snine

Alexander ft Scott
Great Leon Co
Hoboken. N. J.

Jersey City

James Grady Co

Slsto

(Two

LowelL Mass.

Musical Stewarts

Reslsta

Carmen Minstrels

Mile Olive

PANTAGES

Wm

Howard's Ponies

Alexandria

6 Castllllans

Edmonton, Can.

J

Anthony ft Adele
Albert White Co
Reed ft Wood

Neil Seigel

Ward

Manhattan Trio

ft

Ray Snow

ft

Morton Jewell 3
(One to till)

O

Waters ft Morris
Will Oakland Co

Newport

Thomas 3

(ubo)

Casson ft Earl
Meredith ft Snoozcr

(wva)
Analeka
Flo ft Olllo Waters
"The Cop"

Lua

Irving

Jordan Girls

2d half

Mori Bros

1st half

Howards

"Lingerie Girls"

Hal Stephens Co
(Four to fill)

Howard

PANTAGE3

fill)

James Cullen
(Two to fill)

ORPHEUM

Morin Sisters
Helene Davis
Laura N Hall Co
Walter Brower
Allen

to

Mullen

Dale
Paul Fetching Co

Fagg

(One

(ubo)

11

(ubo)

Mayo 3

Belle

Al

fill)

ABLE O

Dooley ft Rugel
Mrs Whiffen Co
Blossom Seeley Co
4 Volunteers
"School Playground"

"What Happened R"

2d half
Kimball ft Kenneth
Bob Yosco
McCormlck
Barry
Co
Nevins ft Gordon
Will Oakland Co

Hyland

Shelon

ft

2d half
Nelusco ft Hurley
Roth ft Roberts
Tiny May

The Berrens

till)

2d half

(One

Bridgeport, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)

Quigley

(wva)

Boston, Pa.

ST JAMES
King A Rose

PALACE

Western Claire
Olga Cook

Four Roses

Frank Colby Co
Edmund Davis Co
Fiddler

MAJESTIC (Inter)
E Faye A Elklns

Boudlnl Bros

Houston
MAJESTIC (inter)

Wood

GRAND

Martlnettl

Hlnpodrome Four
Hill ft Ackerman

ft Wallace
"Sons of Abraham"
"Carnival Days"
(One to fill)

ft

Morgan

Rockwell

O A A

McDermott

Francis Kennedy

DOMESTICALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY
connected with Lew Brlea, nor am I In any way

JAB

Albright

2d half

Glass

ft

Lincoln

ORPHEUM
Last half
Alexander Carr Co
G Aldo Randegger

Camllle Personia Co
Burt Johnson Co

Wilbur
fill)

Wolfus
Donovan ft Lee
Robbie Gordonne
Brltt

with you to
that from this date. Sept 5th,
no longer In any war.

am

PLAZA

Baltimore

ft

Patrlcola
(Three to

Duluth

Agents, Artists, Friend* and

"The Dreamers"

1st half

La Palarlca
Smith ft Farmer

Lytcll

George Yoeman

Wms

MURIEL WORTH
know

(abc)

ORPHEUM

Olive Briscoe
"Betting Bettys"

Rose

MILES

Morton

Dolce Sisters
Chinese Entertainers

Ilnnjror.

Empire Comedy 4
"Day at Beach"
(Two to fill)

(ubo)

Minnie Allen

Te

(m)

Panlo
Frankle Kelsey
ft

Cleveland

HIP

Standard Bros

Scamp

ft

ORPHEUM

Kltner Taylor A MoK
Clem Benvins Co

De For Boys
Duffy A Lorenz

Ml seen Co

2d half

Nevins ft Erwood
El Cleve

Five Sullya

Wilson

Wm

E Conelly

ft

Ward

:t

Rome

HIP

Met Dancing Girls
J

King 6 Rose

Klrby

The Langdona

Mayo &

Balancing Stevens
2d half

Stuart

ft

(ubo)

"The Fashion Shop"
Hcnnlngs
J ft
Bush ft Shapiro
E J Molr

(Four to fill)
MCVICKER'S (m)
Malone ft Malone
Rucker A Winifred

(Ubo)
Frank Shields

Montgomery

Evansville, Ind.

Piplfax

(One to nil)
MILES Cm)
Burke ft Broderick
Chas De Land Co
Cohen ft Young

MAJESTIC

ken ft Wllken
Witt ft Winter

Scamp

Rogers A Wood
Folsom ft Brown
Robt O'Connor Co

ft

W

POLI'S (ubo)
Peter A His Pals
Jarvis A Harrison
Princeton Five
Nevins A Gordon
Regal ft Bender
2d half

11

2d half
Flo Adler Boys

Atlantic City. N. J.

KEITH'S

Durkln

ft

Stafford

"Little Miss Uptodate"
(One to fill)

2d half

Rlgoletto Bros

Hartford, Conn.

(ubo)

W

,

Ray Snow

Friedowsky Tr

H

GRAND

Morris Golden
Kervllle Family
(Two to fill)
2d half

Jarvis ft Dare
Al Herman

Reason"

A Conway
Herbert Lloyd Co
Darrell

Kaylyama

"Paris Shop"
(Three to fill)

.Tewctt

Tyro Trio

Hull

Bertie Fowler
Sorettl A Antoinette
2d half

Granville

.",

Brennan

Nan Halperin

of

PANTAGES (m)

4 Marx Bros
Stuart Barnes

Mlrano Bros
Irwin ft Henry

F

(11-12)
13

(Anaconda

Renee Family
ft Faye

Detroit

TEMPLE

John Stone

A Rodolfl
A Wood
A Sylvester
Sabina A Bronner
and Little Rook, Ark.

Ward

Ruth Budd
Beeman A Anderson

(abc)

Carroll Keath

Win

•Ri'dhcad^"

Mercedes
Morgan Dancers
ft

Elsa Ryan Co
Primrose 4
Miniature Review
Great Falls, Mont.

Claire Rochester

MURIELWORTH

PIEDMONT

(lnow)

2d half

(orph)

NIblo's Birds
Lloyd ft Brltt

Butte 14-18)

"Cranberries"
Cranberries
Mullen A Coogan
Llbonatl

Weston ft Young
Thos Jackson Co

Co

Brenna ft Carr
Gypsy Meredith Co
Draper ft Clayton
(Two to fill)

Dave Thurshy

e

ORPHEUM

Ralph Connors
M A B Hart

Savoy

fill)

Retter Bros
John Cutty
J C Nugent Co
Naudaln ft Fiiedlan

(ubo)

Willie Solar
Milton Pollock

Kllil.lh s

Uo

Don Moines

Milt Collins
4 Entertainers

PALACE

DeWItt Young A Sis
Dcmarest A Collett

Clark ft Hamilton
The Brlghtons

Ardlne

ft

Andy Rice

to

to ill)

Denver

Mme Ohrman

2d half
Draper ft Clayton
(Four to fill)

Arnsman

ft

Mercedes Clark Co
(lalla^ln r \- Martin
Daniels ft Conrad

ft

McKay

Split)
1st half

Great Luti
tartds,
EMPRESS (ubo)

(One

(Ubo)

(Bangor

Adele Jason
Mabel Florence Co

Ameta

Carroll A Wheaton
4 Readings
"Might Have Be en a"
Lou Holts

Kosloff Ballet
"River of Souls"

MUSIC HALL

Albertina Rascb

Webb A Burns

ORPHEUM

(orph)

(Two

Revue De Luxe
Atlanta. Ga.

(Jen

Thoriitim ft Chrlew
Ilarrv Svil. 11

MAJESTIC

Bert Fltsg ibbon

Russell Vokes
Nowlin ft St Clair

I

O'Connor

Omeers
Harry Pease
Jas Thompson Co
Adair A Adelphl
Saona Co
Chleoajo

Howard A White
Betty Bond

Cavanna Duo

Josle

Mrs O Hughes Co

Russell
fill

DE KALU

:*,

Arinst n.iit'
Hector's Doirs
TTH AVE (loew)

Co

'Red Heads"
Andrew Kelly
i

to Mil)

Sullivan

fill)

2d half

l.avitt

1M hair

to

(loew)

Polly Prim

(One

(abc)

Anderson Sisters

"Age

to All)

(ubo)
(Knoxvllle split)
1st half

Mltohel ft Love
Penn City Trio

Boston
KEITH'S (ubo)

Beatrice

Diana's Models

Nichols

Corhi

(ubo)

II

Ward

Mabel Best

Lloyd

ft

Mi Deiiiuitt

(Two to fill)
w
LINCOLN'
Arno ft Stirkti'\v

Warner &

Avollng

(!rav

Kundles

&

ni'SHWICK

Hooper ft Marbury
Kerr ft Berko
ThoB Swift Co
Marlon Weeks
II
Beresford Co

BIJOl" (loew)

Bovl.«

BoL'art.

to nil)

Itrooklyn

1

Lew Welch Co
Smith ft Kaufman

(

(Two

Pond
Kingsbury ft Munson
ft

2d half

Moore

ft

Mlddleton

(loew)

Graham

ft

T

MAJESTIC

ft

5 Mowatts

Lew Hoffman

»'o

I

FULTON

Holden

Davis

COLONIAL

Frank Terry
Daniels ft Conrad

Girls

Corcoran ft Mack
Curry ft Graham
Ethel

ft

2d half

Bert Levy
ft

McNallys
Emerson ft Baldwin

Clara Howard
B Morrell 6
Frank Morrell

Browning

.loo
f»

Wilson

Fay Frankel

Diana's Models

2d half
Mrs S Baxter

Johnson

Hunters"

ft

Uw

NATIONAL

Allen

l>d

Tracey ft Vincent
Reed St John 3
Besslo Leonard
Welch Co

Mr

Faye & Russell
R Coghlan Co
Frank & Tobee
"Fortune

Russell

Zeno Mandel

Morris ft Allen
Hoyt's Minstrels
HARLEM O II (ubo)

ft

&

Andrew Kelly
The Gleasons

fill)

Ruby Norton
Maud Ryan
Frank & Tobee
••Fatshlon Show"
R Coghlan Co

Morris

Old Soldier Fiddlers
GREELEY (loew)
Lavitt

The Bartellnea

Sylvia

Mechan

Long

ft

DeLeon
Saxo 6

Is half

Florette

"Ward 22"

Evelyn ft Dolly
Thornton ft Corlew
Kingsbury ft Munson

Ward

Blraeiasjhaaa, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)
(Nashville split) -

Farrell ft Farrell
Lottie Grooper
Old Soldier Fiddlers
2d half

Nat

4

2d half

Qaxton Co
Flanagan & Edwards
Creo

5TH AVE

(loew)

Sylvia

Phllllpl

(ubo)

Charlotte Ravenscroft

Herbert

The Lowrya

fill)

ft White
"Kldland"
Frank Terry

Leander

Wm

uiiu to

BOULEVARD
Abbott

fill)

ROYAL

(

(loew)

Kinkald

Billy

Four

IMilllipi

Mack

(Two

McDermoU

Billy

i cm pest ft Sunshine
Chick Sale
Emma Carus

Booth

PALACE

•Between Trains"

(orph)

Hughes

Iietta

"Edge of the World"

Chuttunooaru,

(All liovnrs open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
TheatitH listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description arc on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "SC" and "AB-C" following name (usually ''Empress") are on

PALACE

Iietta

Ralph Whitehead Co
Clark ft McCullough
8 Black Dots

Gillen

MAJESTIC (orph)
Louise Dresser
Scotch Lads A L
C

F Usher

ft

Nonette
Bert Melrose
Hunting ft Frances
Mario ft Duffy
PALACE (wva)
Connelly Sisters
Parlllo A Frabbltto

"The Dog Watch"

Two Georges
Bowman Bros
(One to

fill)

2d half
Bros

Polzln

Wilton Sisters
Kantian City, Rio.
"The Right Man"
ORPHEUM
Evans B Fontaine Co Wilson ft Wilson
Dunbar ft Turner
Homer Miles Co
Minneapolis
Imperial Chinese 3
ORPHEUM
Bonlta ft Hearn
(Sunday Opening)
Leipzig
"Girl In

"Forest Fire"
Marshall Montgomery

Moon"

Lydla Barry

Ward Bros

Knoxvllle, Tenn.

CRAM)

(ubo)

(Chattanooga

split)

1st half

Swan

ft

Swan

Lillian Calvert
Stelndel Bros

Km

1 1

Subera

Miller ft Vincent
Kitaro Japs
Stettner ft Bentz
Ernie Potts Co

UNIQUE

Infield

Dehnurg Sisters
(IRANI) (abc)
Dlx ft Dixie
Jack George
(Three to fill)
2d hnlf

Thqmp^on

ft

Ray

(One to fill)
2d half
Brooks ft Lorella

Ray
Fox

Tho

Ray

ft
ft

(Two

Anitn Osgood

Roman Four

(abc)

Hartz ft Evans
Theo Tenny

Evans
to

fill)

GRAND

(wva)

Kilties

Apollo Trio

Posh ay ft White
Harry Gilbert

(One

Prince

to

ft

fill)

Berry

Karmi

(Continued on page 23.)

NEW ACTS THIS_WEEK
NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial Presentation, First Appearance
or Around
or Raanpaaranca

m

Now York
Hooper and Marbury, Bushwick.
William Gaxton and company, Royal.
Creo, Royal.

"The Four Husbands"

(25).

Tabloid Musical Comedy.
49 Mine.; Full Stage.
Palace.

Of
their

the

tabloids

home

in

seem to have
Middle West, the

that

the

William B. Friedlander, Inc., tab.,
"Four Husbands," at the Palace this
week, appears to be the best sample to
date, as far as mounting and production go. But it's doubtful if these tabs,
as they run, are meant for houses like

They could better please
smaller theatres at a lower admission
scale than the Palace charges. For the
Palace "The Four Husbands" is too
long, and while that could be rectified,
the absence of comedy in the time it
still
would
require
would remain
against it. This tab carries some likeable principals and while not strong in
the singing department, the company
is well dressed and the turn on looks
fits the Palace stage. There are a dozen

the Palace.

chorus girls, six chorus men and about
seven principals, the latter led by Ray
Raymond and Florence Bain. Of the
show Mr. Raymond finally emerges
with the most strongly scored impression. He's a neat juvenile, who plays
and sings quite well. The songs, with
words and music written by Mr. Friedlander, contain nothing of note among
"The Wedding Rethem, musically.
hearsal" is well staged for an act of
this sort, and "The Temptations" in its
lyric may also bring some little attention.
"There's a Rose in the Garden of
Girls" has a familiar strain that sends
it along, but neither that nor the other
three musical numbers meant anything
excepting an opportunity for the girls
to change costumes for those numbers
calling for it.
The book, written by
Will M. Hough, is a compact farcial

Jack E. Gardner.

Harmon

Songs and Talk.

Dancing.

One.
Fifth Ave.
Jack Gardner is at least to be congratulated on his streak of progressiveness.
He, unlike many other "single"
men, seems continually to strive for
the original, and generally makes proper connections.
His present turn is a

18 Mint.; Full Stage (Special Set).

17 Mint.,

neatly constructed affair, consisting of
an introductory number, after which he
runs through a routine of songs of different style, each one prefaced with an
explanation in rhyme, Gardner explaining he would never think of imitating
others, then proceeds with an illustration of what he means.
The finale
is the comedy trump.
A speech, in
which he invites applicants to the stage,

introduces

ters.

Phyllis

Van

Courtland

(Miss

has three suitors and attaches
John Mortimer (Mr. Raymond) as the
fourth, her father offering Mortimer
$10,000 if he will not fall in love with
Phyllis.
The other suitors warn him
also, and there is some conventional
comedy business at about this point.
"The Four Husbands" should make the
proper entertainment as an all around

Bain)

attraction for houses wanting a tab.

In

other theatres where it is to go on as
an act only, it should be cut down to
Rime.
its closest margin.
Don't

fall

JAMES

to ret VARIETY of Sept. 22.
WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK

International President,

W.

R. A. U.

ft

A. A. A,

Benjamin

of the house during a recital of "Gunga
Din."
Gardner promises Ben protec-

but at the finale stages a

tion,

comedy

choking scene, with Ben retreating to
the auditorium delivering a routine of
satirical remarks. It's a (rood finish and
Benjamin was surprisingly good. So
was Gardner. With this act and his
name Mr. Gardner should do nicely, although some of the number could be
cut down so that the act would not exceed 12 or 14 minutes in running.

Company

(6).

Eighty-first Street

The stage has introduced many and
many a vampire woman since Kipling's
inspiration developed into a society fad,

Harmon

remained for

Cheshire
vampire man.
Mr. Harmon is a classic dancer of that
particular species that cavorts around
in little red panties and laced blouses,
kicking hither and thither like a reckless fawn and squirming his versatile
arms like a bad, bad snake. Just why
he leads this production is a problem,
but one automatically thinks of the
bankroll cause after reviewing Harmon. The supporting cast, a quartet
of dancers, led by Felice Lipkowska,
seems capable in every sense of the
word, but what an "oil can" little Harmon turns out to be. His introduction
comes via the dark stage route. The
approaching light shows him dressed
up like the queen of diamonds, squatted
on a box in the rear center. At the
psychological moment he arises majestically and crawls around the platform
as though he was king of something.
but

it

to give

What

it

the

first little

a kittenish

little

rascal

Harmon

Later on he solos with a
sort of vampire man effect, suggesting
a devil bug or something naughty. It
just didn't seem right, particularly with
the realization that Harmon has an unreally

BERT LEVEY OICUIT
"tert Levey)
RA CIRCUIT
rry A. Shea)
PEIBERSHEA CIRCUIT
(Richard Kearney)
ALOZCrRCUTT

M. Schenck)

(Walter P. Keefe)

FINNHEIMAN CIRCUIT
(SamKahl)

PANTAGES CTRCUTT
(Walter

CUS SvH CIRCUIT
(Ons Sun)
MICH. VAiUDEVTLL B CIRCUIT
(W.

mistakable
male appearance.
And
then a duet dance with Miss Lipkowska.
Harmon threw all reserve to the
winds and skipped around as though
he was being chased by a flock of bees.

R. C. Faulkner.

(Talking cartoonist).

One.

15 Mins.,

Fifth Ave.

unknown

Apparently
least

heretofore,

as a big time possibility,

Faulkner,

a

Broadway

this

monologist,

R.

dropped

at

The redeeming

C.

tuming and the work of the girls. If
Harmon would be content to play manager to the turn and let the girls attend
to the art, it might have a chance, but

on

week from somewhere
and Tuesday morning his vaudeville
future
seemed
reasonably
assured.
Faulkner bears a striking resemblance
to

Wilson, his chief asset.

President

He works
with

a

in

"one," timing his subjects

series

cartoons,

of

his

S. Bntterfield)

U. i V. M. A.
(Walter J. PUtnmer)

(Australia)
(Chris Q. Brown)

"Woodrow?"

F. Keefe)

MOSSOTCUTT

B. S.

(J.H. Alos)

RICKARDS CTRCUTr

feature lies in the cos-

it
doesn't look possible as
arranged.
Harmon,
in

"Cheshire" for a stage
doesn't

know

that

is

it

name,

is

now

selecting

maybe

also the title of a

famous English cheese.
Wynn.

topics

running along the political theme, dealing principally with the well

known

ex-

periences of the present chief executive.

A comedy

and Roosevelt,
thrown in for
routine,

much

of

discourse on Bryan
with a few stories
relief,
comprise the
it

done in rhyme and
Faulkner has a

excellently delivered.

personality and sells it well. He could
dress somewhat better. Faulkner was
the hit of the bill at the Fifth Avenue
the

first

part of the

week, a genuine

surprise to everyone.

Corcoran and Mack.

Laugh Creators"
Talk).
14 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

"The

Comedian

and

(Songs

it's

matic comedy and deals with slum life,
with Miss Calvert as a shop girl, whose
ambition to escape from the slums is
awakened through the visit of an ambulance surgeon who calls to treat her
younger brother after the latter had
been cut in a street fight. While the
playlet is essentially dramatic, some
clever

comedy

inent

through the excellent work of

sections are

made prom-

A

her equally excellent support.
character woman, playing the mother, stands
out conspicuously for her naturalness
and the chap playing opposite offered
some good character acting. Miss Calvert, while not displaying any unusual
emotional ability, should easily qualify
for the better hhouses wit this vehicle,
It's away from the coventional and Is
well staged.
It carried off a big hit
W|m*.
at the Fifth Ave.

The

Songs and Talk.
12 Mint.; One.

American Roof.
looks as though Charles Reilly bethe American Roof program.
The sub-caption for him on it was "The
Comedian."
Mr.
Character
Clever
Reilly opened as an Irish story teller
and singer, and he looked the part If
a novice in vaudeville, he is no stranger
to those things, but later on Mr. Reilly commenced doing "Yiddish stuff
In most
and that let him down.

houses

would

it

let

him

out, for he's

as Irish as his name, and if he has any
chance #t all in vaudeville for him, iff

with Irish only. He sings best of all,
tells stories but fairly well and recite*
worst of all, it being 50-50 between hit
Yiddish and reciting. Small time can
use Mr. Reilly at a price and in a spot.

Lexey and O'Connor.
Songs and Dances.
8 Mins.; One.
American Roof.
The two points that remain in memory of this mixed double are the acrobatic dance by the boy and the "Robinson Crusoe, Jr." song by the girl. The
song in itself wasn't as noticeable as
If
the costume the girl wore for it.
that's her idea of dressing or comedy,
she must start all over again. Otherwise the act may slip along in the "No.
BitM.
2" spot on the small time.
Gretchen Spencer.
Prima Donna.
11 Mins.; One.

straight,

talk in its

As

Charles Reilly.

and

song and
main portion
has been revamped rather well from
familiar schemes of doing this sort of
work, the comedian does well enough
for small time and the same may be
crossfire.

said of the straight.

Wynn>

Catherine Calvert (Mrs. Paul Armstrong) is celebrating her return to
vaudeville with a revival of one of her
late husband's successes, condensed to
vaudeville size. "The Escape" is a dra-

It

Variety's Protected Material Department will receive and file all letters addressed to it.
to be sealed upon the back in a manner to prevent opening without detecby permission of the owner of the letter.
It is suggested all letters be registered, addressed to Protected Material, Variety, New
York, and receipt requested. Variety will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page S In
Variety of Feb. 4, 1916:
The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to adopt
such means as may be within their power to eliminate •'lifted material" from their theatres,
when informed of the result of an investigation conducted by Variety:

FOX CTRCUIT
(Edgar Allen)
MILES CIRCUIT

Fifth Ave.

lieved

tion, unless

(Jos.

24 Mins., Full Stage (Special Set).

is.

The envelopes are

MARCUS LO£W CIRCUIT

Catherine Calvert and Co. (7).

"The Escape" (Comedy Drama).

PROTECTED MATERIAL

story, filling its object in so far as a

thread of continuity is needed, but this
tab is all story, leaving it to Geo. W.
Jinks as a waiter to supply the few
laughs obtained, with Mr. Raymond
petting one or two of these shortly
after his entrance as a soused young
man who had flown from Palm Beach,
guided by the waiter who led him away
from a disturbance. The scene is an
island off Palm Beach, the home of the
Van Courtlands, who have two daugh-

well-known

the

who "masquerades" as an
amateur and who craves the attention
Schaeffer,

Cheshire and

IS

a

two-man

there for the pop houses.

act
8ime.

Orpheum,

New

Orleans.
Orleans, Sept. 6.
Gretchen Spencer offers four semi-

New

classical

Wagner

numbers, accompanied by Al
She has a light

at the piano.

soprano voice of fair quality. Without
other ground of appeal will scarcely do.
Samuel,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

16

Frank Harkness and Company (3).
Dramatic Sketch.
30 Mins., Full Stage (Special Set).
Hamilton.
The main theme is white slavery.
While the piece docs not relate entirely to it, it is clearly brought out toward the closing. A good portion of
the dialog

is

a repetition of that in for-

mer

skits previouoy seen around the
smaller houses. The idea alone is sufficiently strong to carry the piece, but
unfolding,
the
during which some
noticeably poor acting is shown, proves

harmful to some extent.
An exceptionally slow pace is attained throughThe player handling the salesout.
man's job did his part about the worst
of the lot, consequently with everything resting upon him, he proved un-

The

able to carry the burden.

old barber looked and played the best of the
three.
A thorough boiling down will

probaby bring
running time.

it

within

reasonable

Curry and Graham.

Songs and Talk.
20 Mins., One.

Curry and Graham (man and woman)
have gotten away from the conventional
two-act, although part of their present

might be

She possesses a

Both are

discarded.

young appearing, the
Her shyness is harmful

especially.

girl

to her delivery.

fair voice,

derive the real value from

member shows

but does not
it.

to advantage

The male
when leav-

r.lone.
The one about the
cucumbers and mother-in-law is some
old boy, with the rest also dating back
that far. The Scotch song and dance by
the girl is unnecessary, only making the
turn run over on time. The closing part

ing "gags"

well looked after, although the

is

loses confidence in herself during

next-to-closing

the

position

night, they did as well as

it.

girl

In

Monday

anyone

else

on the program.

Armstrong and Strouse.

AMERICAN ROOF.

Songs.

Still gambling with the weather, the Ameribill the flret hair was laid out with a safety
It turned out quite a
first tbougbt In mind.

13 Mins., One.

can

Fifth Ave.

good scheme, for tbe
anyway, while Tuesday
Tbe Roof bill bad a
something unusual up

Man and woman

with an idea that
strongly suggests other acts of other
times, the latter portion carrying a

number

woman

delivered by the

man

with the
entering on the choruses with

complete changes for each.
ing

The open-

a comedy number with "Turn
the Universe," a splendid modern

is

Back

rendered by the male partner,
after which comes the character song,
ballad,

the woman making four changes in all.
This carried the team over, principally
through the efforts of the woman. She
could do something better than the
present routine for she seems capable
in every way.
It's a small time offering as it stands.
Wpnn.

Weir and Mack.

Comedy Drama.
13 Mine.; Full Stage.
City.

A playlet of mistaken identity of two
brothers, so often seen in the smaller
houses. This piece is a trifle different
and through that holds attention.
woman has one of those funny
cries.

The married brother

is

out.

The
little

His

wife and child are home.
The other
brother is a crook and enters his brother's house to rob, but seeing the child
they named after him, he decides to reform. The police are after him, but he
slips into his brother's

smoking

jacket,

only to have his sister-in-law mistake
him. While the wife is outside he escapes and fhe husband returns to find
his

much-hated brother has paid

a visit.

Meastro and Oretta.

grew very warm.

change In its running,
there.
Charles Rellly,
for next to closing, appeared "No.

exchanging with Mack, Albright and Mack,
a three-man singing act that got the hit of the
show. That they did so next to closing might
toll the class of the performance as a whole*
and particularly as they followed "Drifting,"
as played by Scott and Tlerney.
This Is the
big time "Drifting" played there by Scott and
Keane but not the same Miss Scott. It had Its
appeal on tbe big time through one of those
soft settings and the personality of its actors.
On the small time It hasn't a chance, for the
small time won't appreciate anything In it,
perhaps through not being quite as gullible.
Tbe bill started rather well with the Mabel
Fonda Trio, who juggled clubs dexterously and
with quite some speed but failed to go to a big
4,"

enough flash finish.
Next were Lexey and
O'Connor (New Acts), a mixed two-act that
didn't mean much either way, but filled in the
spot. After them were Kingsbury and Munson
in "The Devil In Possession," built on regulation small time lines of the idea of the skit
the wife developing from a loving helpmeet to
a vivacious cigarette Bmoker, with the husband's by-play, his disgust, not to forget his
direct remarks to the audience, all done in
the stereotyped way.
These things as a rule
call for artlBtry.
If the small time accepts It
as such, also comedy, that's sufficient to let

well enough alone.
Mr. Rellly (New Acts) was next, winding up
poorly after a fair start, and tbe Ramsdell Duo
closed the first half.
The Ramsdells might
find a better field for themselves in cabarets,
but they look nice as a mixed double on the

small time and are doing a midling turn of
its

sort.

Following the intermlslon were Corcoran
end Mark (New Acts), then the "Drifting"
spasm (the sketch headlining), and the threeact with Its hit next.
The three boys sing
very poorly as a trio and are still using "He's
a Rag Picker," whlrh now sounds a thousand
years old, but withal, it was that self same

song, regardless
of
their vocalizing,
that
brought them the hit of the bill.
Still the
orchestration is entitled to some of the credit
and the Roof orchestra to some of what is
left.
One of the trio does Yiddish and Dutch
intermittently.
They seem to be the sample
of what umall time likes In singers.
The Aerial Pelmonts, a couple of very likeable gymnasts, closed the show on the rings.
Simc.

WATSON- WROTHE SHOW.
Joe Hurtlg.

In

his current

season's edition

of the WatRon-W'rothe show,
has produced
what should eventually develop Into one of
the best comedy aggregations on either wheel,
accompanying it with a reasonably fair production, but without any flash of pretentious-

tion end carries are lost entirely to view in
n perioral review of the book, for this show
was built solely for lancing purposes and the

8 Mins., Full Stage.
City.

A couple offering a much hashed
routine of juggling and acrobatic work,
of a half-hearted way.

house had the holiday

ness nor extravagance In Its furnishings.
Whatever redeeming features the produc-

Acrobatic.

in a sort

programmed

Neither

man nor woman carries any appearance. The woman remains on the stage
about three minutes. The remainder of
the time is utilized by the man handling
the

some dishes and a couple of trick ornamentals.

Watson-Wrothe combination accomplishes that

end.

Hut

serving this portion of credit, one
It
with a dash of condemnation
for the "blue" spots, for of the few remaining
d'nil.lc-ontendre comics, "Sliding" IHMy Watson Is the king, and Ed. Lee Wrothe Is gradually following right
In
his line,
perhaps
through association.
Wntson reels off one
unnecessary "hell" and "damn" after another,
fhoosliig the easiest way to a laugh, when
with n substituted comedy line he would attain
the same end.
Neither Wntson nor
Wrothe finds this lino of work necessary to
makf good, for both are in their own Individual classes for their particular line of

must

In

mix

religion for spiritual regeneration The aoanes
of revelry In Claudia's apartment and the
action on "Monte's" yacht when Sylvia "falls
for" the millionaire, were probably designed to
deliver the "punch," of alluring wickedness.

first part looks new In construction,
although running around an old Idea, the
writer choosing the mistaken Identity theme

At Daly's they fell flat and the only thrill
Claudia's spiritual awakening.

entire

City.

turn

comedy. Watson never appeared to better advantage than he does In the first part of this
show, working with a new book and Introducing some original comedy bits that promote one continuous line of laughs.
The

for his basis.

Mabel e Morgan, a tall, rather good looking
prima donna with a corking voice. When a
burlesque audience calls for encores on ballads, It's either the song or the singer, and
In this Instance It was simply the singer.
She
alone held up the vocal department and did
It well.
Patsy Delaney, always a lively member for a second lead role, works well and
with Watson and Wrothe, leads a number of
light songs to the hit division and dances
as well as one might expect
Ous Roeber
and Herman Olbson offered a specialty during the action of the opener and they too
scored with little or no trouble. Olbson might
find something to do with his hands while
singing.
Roeber has a good counter tenor
voice and the pair have built a perfectly able
I

specialty

81ST STREET.

,

Mr. Hurtlg has given the two principals
some able support, the most conspicuous member, aside from the male comedians, being

for burlesque.

The second part Is given over to Wrothe,
who Is offering a condensed version of three
former burlesque successes. The first,
"Hlgglns at Home,'' Is probably the best
known.
This requires the entire stage and

of his

waa

Notwithstanding the general Blump In business prevalent throughout the greater city and
due, of course, to the current unnatural circumstances, the most Irritating of which l\
the prevailing epldemlo, this house, the mosr
pretentious try-out stand In the city, has run
along through the summer to a steady, consistent attendance, and with the new season
right at hand prospects seem particularly
bright, for aristocratic New York like* Its
vaudeville close at home, and this houae la
centrally located, right amid the city's social
headllners
Unlike the average pop vaudeville house, the
81st street theatre draws a bright, appreciative
clientele
It's not particularly good for low
comedy, but nothing escapee them, and whilo
they are not exactly demonstrative, they exhibit somo enthusiasm when pleased.
The
audience here could be safely paralleled with
the Palace gathering, or even a bit more exclusive, for the Broadway house draws from the
entire city and the 81st street merely from Its

own neighborhood.
The programs are

The moijt ardent well-wishers of the new International Circuit will find little to encourage
them and a good deal to apologize for in the
initial attraction at Daly's, which opened Monday night as a stop In the HUl-Stalr-NIcholal

neatly arranged and somedifferent from the average pop bill, a
or six-reel up-to-date feature breaking In
on the bill between the third and fourth ante.
The vaudeville "attraction" genorally follows
In "one" with the feature act closing the show
proper, the finale coming with a Triangle comedy.
The system seems popular uptown and
probably gets better results In a general way
than the conventional style might.
Frank Shields opened with a roping routine,
suggesting Will Rogers, but not by way of
Shields is somewhat of an expert
Imitation.
with the lariat, and while he starts rather
slowly he becomes more and more entertaining
as he progresses. He should do the entire turn
In "one" if such a thing Is possible.
Such
stunts as skipping rope, etc., are done atop a
balancing ladder and a rolling globe.
He
pulled a hit before his exit.
Brlerre and King held the second spot with
one of the daintiest little affairs around the
vaudeville field.
A special set enhances the
value of the turn and the couple have an entire routine of exclusive material. It's strictly
high class in every respect and belongs on the
bigger circuits.
They earned one of the few
big applause hits of the evening.
Lew Welch and Co. have a rather novel Idea,
but it is poorly developed In this skit It evolves
into a grind of talk and holds up only because
of the interest in the subject proper. The female lead should develop a dialect for the

chain

part.

practically ensured the success of the other
two. "Hlgglns at the Races," In "two." makes
a suitable filler, Wrother utilizing the entire
cast for the routine of cross fire talk. .The
closing bit Is short, but well staged, and
carries the title of "Hlgglns at the Front."
Practically all the numbers scheduled for
the second section are staged In the opening
scene.
None of the several hits stood out
sufficiently to deserve special mention.
The costuming of the show is somewhat below the average, but three changes In the
first part with only three more fn the trio
of burlesques.
The comedy covers this defect,
If
it
might be called a defect, and
while the modern burlesque producer alms to
parallel his book with a better production,
after all the comedy is most important.

Mr. Hurtlg should take the pruning knife
to some of the suggestive sections.
It could
be done nicely without damaging any portion
of the book.
Wynn.

HOUR OF TEMPTATION.
INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.

The

piece Is billed as a melo-drama In three
and a prolog by Lee Morrison entitled
"The Hour of Temptation." It has been framed
up frankly with economy of investment in view.
The cast is small and the stage equipment
cheap and meagre. Under even these handicaps, a strong play and a uniformly able group
of players might have pulled through In a
acts

popular priced house appealing to a "family"
But the Morrison play fell considerably short and the organization was much
weakened by several poor actors.
Tuesday night Daly's drew an audience a
good deal less than one-third capacity The
preceding holiday and the fact that the newspapers did not notice the opening of the house
Labor Day may have contributed to this condition.
The audience received the play with
coolness, not to say Indifference, except at the
end of the last act. which brought out an effective bit of melo-drama.
The rest of the
play was without the "punch."
It was discursive and frequently simply dull, a fatal
defect, when It Is considered that its appeal Is
made to a type of theatre-goer who demands
that he be thrilled, and is not particularly fastidious as to the methods by which the thrill
clientele.

is

managed.

As Is commonly true of dramatic companies,
the women players are Infinitely better than
the men. Eleanor Montell heads the eompanv
Tn the occasional sentimental passages she was
truly effective, but she was hampered by a part
for

which she

is

wholly unfitted

She was

gracefully Ingenuo In the first act, for example,
but when the progress of the story called upon
her to portray the worldly, wicked advo/ituress.
she was wofully nondescript. At that she was
at all times the outstanding figure of the cast
of nine.

Of the men. William Morris was by long odds
the best as Raron Von Der Teufel (even If the
program did ppell it "Tuefel"). a sort of embodied Satan, who wore a red spotlight nimbus around his head and lured Innocence and
virtue into evil.
These two had some conception of the characters they were playing. The other members
of the company were Just actors, and Justin
McNabb as a hypocritical clergyman was consistently a bad actor at that.
Sam Lowett
scarcely suggested the millionaire yacht owner
and society leader and didn't wear that sort
of clothes.
Andrew Malony, however, was
fairly true to the low comedy type of empty-

headed Englishman.
The story has to do with the adventures of
Clnudla Tarter, a young innocent of Winchester.
Va.. who is wronged and cast off by Leonard
Bruce, a clergyman from Mnine.
That's the
prolog.
Act first finds Clnudla in a luxurious
apartment In Riverside Drive. Champagne was
plentiful, but the shabby stage settings destroyed the Illusion of gay Iniquity. However.
Claudia, under the Influence of the embodied
Satan, entraps Sylvia, the clergyman's daughter, and encompasses her ruin at the hands of

"Monte" Flagg.
When the clergyman learns of this state of
affairs. Claudia Is avenged, of course, but then
she repents and the finale finds her turning to

what
five

The orchestra had Its Inning next, playing
Victor Herbert's "American Fantasy" and filling a regular spot In Itself. This "bit" seemed
rather rare and uncommon, but the music was
quite in demand and the house seemed to expect It. The orchestra here, Incidentally, will
run second to few In town, big or small time.
"Oretchen the Greenhorn," a feature reel,
with Dorothy Glsh as the star, broke the program next, with Cummlngs and Gladylngs In
next to closing spot. They were sure-fire once
the dancing portion was Introduced. Harmon,
Cheshier and Co. (New Acts) closed the bill.

Wynn.

HAMILTON.
Monday afternoon the Hamilton show ran
in spurts, but It mattered little, for few arrived for the first show. But they kept pouring In- and by the time It was almost over
the entire house was pretty well filled.
It
looked as though the house was In for a good
business day.
The opening act caused considerable trouble,
and made It exceedingly hard for the following turn, which failed to Impress on that account, until almost through.
Donnelly and
Doherty opened in song and dance, with the
male member returning for a solo and a couple
of eccentric steps.
This couple do a silhouette dance, easily the beet of their offering,
and while the male member Is out, the lights
are supposed to be arranged for the following
dance.
The electrician failed to carry out
the act's orders.
It made them peeved, and
besides the orchestra was away off on their
music.
That made matters worse, and they
stopped right there, leaving the stage. It was
not half so bad to have anything like that
occur, besides a slip at the opening show
might be overlooked, and at that time about
a handful of patrons were present.
They
would not return, and a few minutes later
Arthur Llpson appeared, who suffered through
the other turn's foolish departure.
Llpson gained little attention at first, but
gradually worked his way In. Still his work
appeared faulty,' and he surely Is more capable of doing better with his present turn than
he did Monday afternoon, when comparing It
with a previous engagement. Frank Harkness
and Co. (New Acts). A weekly pictorial oame
In at this time, followed by Camilla Personia
and Co. In a moving picture Idea placed to
song.
A rather attractive setting shows the
turn off to good advantage, while the singing
of the young American officer upholds the
act.

Blxley and Lerner got away with both the
laughing and applause hit of the show, especially after doing their operatic burlesque, a
scream here.
The Three Kings closed the
show with somo difficult and showy acrobatic tricks, but the comedy might be looked
after.
Not necessary for the three members
to be talking continually, when the turn opens
In pantomime.
They might do better if confining their efforts strictly to acrobatics,
will

which

probably get them more than they reMonday with the combination.

ceived

)

:

:

SHOW REVIEWS
Tableau III.
A forest In which a young Prince, Desire,
with his suite is hunting.
ApArrival of the Prince and his suite.
pearance of the Good and the Bad Fairies.

THE BIG SHOW.
ACT

1.

THE BIO SHOW.
Scene

I—OuUlde

(Painted by

the Hippodrome.

The Vision.
Grand pas d'actlon.
The Prince Deeire— A. Vollnlne.
Vision of the Princess Aurora Anna Pavlowa.
And the Ballet of Nymphs.

Mark Lowson)

Song, 'The Hippodrome Street Parade."
Austin Walsh, the Four Singers and the
Entire Company.
Milton Mooney's Horses.
Powers' Elephants
Scene II Somewhere in Prance.
"The Revenge of the Lions."
In two parts.

—

Tableau IV.
The Palace of the King.
Awakening of the Princess Aurora.
Grand Festival in honor of the engagement

—

Anna Pavlowa and A. Vollnlne.
—
Gallop Finale. Apotheoe.

Gavotte

Augmented Orchestra under Theodore
Entire Hippodrome Chorus.

.

George March

Gaston Derives
HI* Adopted Daughter

Emma

Fette

The New Ice

Frank Sherman
Andrew Byrne

Pari*.

Hubbell.

Scene III Somewhere In Spirltland.
(Painted by Mark Lawion.)
George Hermann
Dancing Specialty

Dancee arranged by Mme. Marlette Loretta.
Scene—Somewhere in Germany.
(Mark Loweon.)
1—Waltz and Song, "Queen of the Land of
Snow."
Henry Taylor, Katie Schmidt and Hippodrome

"TOTO."
Volant
Scene IV Somewhere in Ireland.
A few minutes with FRANK FOGARTT.
Scene V Somewhere in America.
Song, "We'll Stand by Our Country."
Henry Taylor, Dixie Girard and the Hippo-

Specialty

—
—

Chorus.

and Pierrette,
— Duet, Pierrot
Katie Schmidt and Ellen Dallerup
Hilda RuckerU
3— Solo, "The Merry Doll"
4— March of the Masqueraders
Walter Brlant
2

drome Company.
Tableau
(Painted by

Scene

V— Somewhere

(

1.

Tov soldiers
Roldfora
Toy

Mark Lawaon.)

America (Continued).
Tableau 2.

(Pointed by

(

Langermann
Happy Hooligan

Mark Lawton.)

Eddie Russell.
Rosalre, Bobby Hale.
——Robert
Midshipmen—Johnny Davis, Fred Gregory*
Scene VI —Somewhere in Japan.
(Painted by Erneet Albert.)
Captain

Sandow
Friar

THE MAMMOTH MINSTRELS.

(a)

Harry Wardell

Mm

{Mr. George Wilson
Mr.

Pages

W.

G. Stewart

Miller and

Mack

ACT 2.
ANNA PAVLOWA.

(c)

(d)
(e)

—
—Waltz Duet
Pope and Kerner
Ballet
Misses Wruck, Gebauer,
—Butterfly
Mullar, Merkel, Weideman,
:

Kollhofer,

Welkusat, M. Welkusat,
Welden, Anderson, Sully, Frlck, SchaeWalters,
fer,

The

Parker Coombs
Natalie Dagwell

Anna Pavlowa
,_

.

A

-

,,
Vollnlne
,

M. Vajlnskl
M. Domlslavskl
M. Hubert
Letty Yorke
Henry Taylor
Enzo Bozano
The Major-Domo
The Herald
William C. Reid
Companions of the Princess Aurora, Ladles
of Honor, Cavaliers of the Court, Pages, Suite
of the

peasant

Good Fairy, Suite of the Bad Fairy,
men and women, guards, etc.
Tableau

I.

Prologue.
the palace of the King and
to celebrate the birthday of their first

Reception In

Queen

Aurora.
Tableau II.
The Gardens of the King's Palace. Sixteen
years have passed. The King and Queen are
Stvlng a grand festival In honor of the birthay of the Princess Aurora and the various
princes who have come to ask for the hand

child, the Princess

their daughter.
Grand Valse: Stefa Plaskovletyka and Miles.
Butzova, LlndovBkaJa, Colllnet, Grlffova, Legglerova, Shelton, Cortnowa, Tastova, Brfnova,
Verlns, Doganova, Moskvina, Myersa, Stuart,
Smellers, Grassova.
Messrs. Zalewski, Montes, Parker, Poppellow, Radeskl, Bain, Vaseloff, OUveroff and
of

Corps du Ballet.
Entrance of Princess Aurora.
Adagio: Anna Pavlowa and Vollnlne. M. M.
Vajlnskl, Domlslavskl, Hubart.
Dense, of the Princess' companions. Pas de
Miles. Butzova, Colllnet, Grlffova, Legcinq.
glerova, Doganova.
Variations

:

Anna Pavlowa and

Coda General.

A. Vollnlne.

11

C.

Worm

and Georges.

—Charlotte—Oriental Dance.
Broe. —The Fastest
—Lamy
World.

The
The
The
The

Princess Aurora
Prince Desire
Venetian Prince J
Spanish Prince
An Italian Prince
An Oriental Prince
Lllas, the Good Fairy
Carraboese, the Bad Fairy

Georges and Frlck.
Jumping Dolls: Misses Moore, Overlack,
Norman.
Margaret
O'Neill,
Marlon

8— "Toto."

10

A
A

J. R. Proctor
Dippy Dlers
Stanley Ferguson
Dolls:
And Dance of the
Chemise Dolls: Misses Sully, M. Welkusat
Walters, C. Welkusat.
Clown Dolls: Misses Weideman, Gebauer,
Wruck and Mullar.
Japanese Dolls: Misses Welden, Anderson, Merkel and Kollhofer.
French Dolls: Misses Worm, Schaefer,

Beverly Miller, Phyllis Miller,
Calne, Melville, Merest, Johnson, Moran, Prltchard, Frederick, Dlx and Corty.
6 Dance, Max and Morltz. .. .Miller and Mack
6— Specialty by the Nichols-Nelson Troupe.

Music by Tschaikowsky.
Scenery and Costumes designed by Leon Bakst
(Painted by Ernett Qroe.)
Dances arranged by Ivan Clustlne.
Ballet Master of the Russian Imperial Theatre.
Characters
J.

Jamee Graham

O'Neill,

7

In "The Sleeping Beauty" Ballet.
In Four Tableaux.
From the fairy tale of Charles Perrault.
Arranged by R. H. Burnslde.

King
Queen

Metzetti

Matt Keefe
John J. Daly
Fred Sweeney

Rueslan Soldier
French Soldier
John Bull
Austin Soldier
Fat Boy

(b)

Miller and Mack
Dance
Matt Keefe
Song, "On the Mountain"
Assisted by the Four Singers and the Elm City
Four.
The Brothers Lelghton
Song and Dance
Entire Company
Medley Finale
S Mr. Charles Ahearn
Rn<i
End Men

Sylveeter

. .

.

Coombs

Gus Wlcke
Dave Rosen

Arab
Turk

by Mark Lawton.)

P.

Max Aronson

Kaiser
Simple Simon
Satan . .,

The Six Brown Brothers.
Scene VIII Somewhere in Mlnstreland.

400—Count 'Em—400.
"Come on Down to Ragtime Town,"

J.

Chinaman

'

Interlocutor

Charles Ahearn
.Harry Wardell
Bobby Hale
David Irwin

Scotchman

the Elm City Four and the Hippodrome
Chorus.
Scenery and Costumes designed by
Robert McQulnn.
Scene VII Somewhere in Chinchlnland.

p* ul Brlant
w. O. Ladella
Peter Ladella
Austin Walsh
Frank Scallsh

Tramp
Dude

Japanese Dance.
Misses Klyo, Yoshle and Nobu, B. K. Oklta.
Song, "Poor Butterfly."
Hani Onukl, assisted by the Four Singers,

Song,

J
i

In

Officers

—
—
(Painted

Admiral's

Direct from
Palace, Berlin.

Ballet,

Book by Leo Bartuschek.
Lyrics by John L. Golden.
Music by Julius Blnedshofer and Raymond

Part One. Cinematographic Picture.
Part Two. Exterior of the Countef Villa near

—

Stler.

ACT 8.
"THE MERRY DOLL."

Yvonne March

The Maid
The Butler
The Organ Grinder

Aurora and Prince Desire.

of the Princess.

By Georges March.
Cast:
Blanche Marcl
The Countess de Kerny
_
.
( Adelaide Lorrett
Her Friends
{ Adelaide Clarke

Skaters In the

12— Finale: "My Skating Girl."
Elm City Four, El Rey Sisters and

the Hippo-

drome Company.
entire production staged by R. H. Burnslde.
Musical Director
Raymond Hubbell
Resident Stage Director
W. G. Stewart
The new Hippodrome show will probably go
down In American theatrical history as one of
the greatest achievements on record, when
reviewed from the production angle, for Director Charles Dillingham has spared neither
pains nor expense In an effort to awe his audience, throwing on one big spectacular scenic
affair after another and following up each successive display with one equally as pretentious
until the arrival of the third and final act,
which introduces the inimitable Charlotte and
an aggregation of exceptionally clever ice artists in

the

new

edition of the ice ballet,

"The

Merry Doll," programed as direct from the
Admiral's Palast In Berlin.
One could wade through a basket of adjectives in a brief description of the production
of "The Big Show," for from this point It
easily excels the "Hip Hip Hooray" show,
which last season rejuvenated the Hippodrome,
but when contrasted with Its predecessor on
the question of real entertainment, "The Big
Show" runs a bad second.
There Beems to be a lack of comedy here,
although the cast Includes some notable comedians, and one Is led to believe that Rtage
Director Burnslde has aimed solely and highly
for spectacular honors, striving more for a
gasp of surprise. This becomes more and more
evident as the show progresses until the arrival
of Pavlowa, when the affair approaches a semimonotonous angle, solely because of the absence of some suitable comedy arrangement,
and whatever comedy

possibilities

remained

are crushed entirely as the tireless danscuse
continues to unfold her four-part ballet, "The
Sleeping Beauty."
avlowa Is a big attraction for any $2 house (or less), but from a
commercial standpoint, one wonders If Pavlowa
will continually hit the target at the Hip, a

principals that almost parallel herself In terp-

slchorean talent, but will Pavlowa mean anything to the rank and file of Hip patrons T
The opening night's gathering consisted of
the usual first nighters, a majority professionals themselves, and everyone enthusiastic
for the show's success. While they were singularly frank in admitting her Incomparable
ability, on the whole they seemed to feel that
Pavlowa overworked her welcome. One Is led
to speculate as to Pavlowa's ability to stand
the two-a-day grind.
Of the newer attractions, the minstrel first
part utilised to close the opening act is of
secondary consideration only to Pavlowa. Carrying the entire company, some 400 in all, it
spells a gigantic arrangement, completely filling the massive Hip stage and spread into a
wondroue picture from the auditorium. The
honors of this section went to Matt Keefe,
the affair Into a singular hit.
who yodled
Keefe rs voice was never better and with his
usual splendid appearance and perfect poise
he stood out before that vast aggregation and
carried the numbers light into the hit division.
The Leightons also scored an impressive mark
with a single song and might have encored on
The
this were encores in vogue at the Hip.
end men were Charlie Ahearn and George
Wilson. Ahearn did little, while Wilson shouldered the small item of comedy responsibility.
However, it was the picture more than the
individuals that brought the minstrel affair
could have been better used to
It
over.
open the show proper.
The initial scene showed the front of the
Hippodrome Itself with the minstrel parade in
action. Powers' Elephants came In here for a
few minutes of the usual pachyderm fun, the
feature showing a burlesque ball game with
the big bulls emulating a battery* This was
followed by March's Lion act, slightly changed
from Its original form, but still an attraction.
It was prefaced by a motion picture introducing the story, the act itself following.
Merck has constructed a fine combination of
animal art and actual acting, backing the turn
with a perfect stage picture and lending somewhat of a theme to support his cage work.
The animals seemed paeelve enough, but the
act is quite a thriller.
The opening, while
necessary in Itself, seemed to slow the affair
up.

George Hermann and Volant had the next
portion to themselves, Hermann scoring one
of the really big Individual hits with hie
skeleton dance. It was somewhat away from
the ordinary, and while familiar enough to
the vaudeville students it caught on with the
Initial step and at Its conclusion Hermann
was an assured success. Volant's flying piano
specialty had some difficulty In the fly gallery,
the wired chopping off eeveral sections of seenery which threatened the safety of the prinbut under ordinary circumstances one
must credit Volant with a hit. He will amaze
some of thoee Hip visitors.
Frank Fogarty followed, but that was all.
Fogarty at no time had the slightest possible
chance to Interest that cynical crowd. They
seemed to have prematurely concluded that a
fast talking act, such as Fogarty's Is, was out
cipals,

He wisely curtailed his speof place there.
cialty and made a hasty exit, probably for
the first time In his successful career. And
Fogarty's experience marks a lesson for talking applicants at the big Hip. They* don't want
It there, except the powerful voice that may
perhaps get over.
A duet of tableaus followed, the flret showing the Capitol building with the company

assembled on the stepe.
A song by Henry
Taylor and Dixie Girard completed the first
picture, after which the scene was shifted to
the deck of a gigantlo battle cruiser with the
company attired as officers and crew. This was
the logical closer for the first act, but the
arrangement as set for the initial show made
this Impossible.
Harl Onukl, the Japaneee prima donna, had
the sixth scene, the opening being given over
to a Jap dance by a quartet of Geishas, with
Miss Onukl closing the scene with a song, supported by the company. The song might be
cut down to bring on the ensemble as fast as
possible, for this really carried the scene.
The Six Brown Brothers filled In the spot
between the Jap turn and the minstrel affair,
and to this sextet, temporarily borrowed from
"Chin Chin," went the top honors of the show.
The Browns realized their limit, offered the
best they knew In the way of selections, and
at the exit were called for several bows. Too
bad they can't remain, for here Is one of the
brightest spots of the entlro production.
With the minstrels over, came the first Intermission after which Pavlowa offered her
ballet, and then came the Ice Ballot, duplicating Its last season's hit with little or no
trouble.
The new star is Hilda Ruckerts,
a mechanical doll skater, and second only to
Charlotte. Katie Schmidt scored an Individual
Pope and
hit here, as did Ellen Dallerup.
Kerner waltzed through to a liberal hand and
the Lamy Brothers came fully up to expectations.

Toto

burled In this production, doing
anything and marking up a blank
The Charlie Ahearn cycling
withdrawn during rehearsals
troupe
(through lack of facilities), although a comedy
"bit" In "one" of this kind would have been
Ahearn continued In
a welcome acquisition.
the production as an end man In black face.
What comedy weaknesses the show contains
will probably be remedied before It reaches Its
second week, for Charles Dillingham Is Old
Doctor First Aid to an HI production, and here,
with all the necessary talent at hand, he has
"The Big Show" can't fall.
but little to do.
little

Is

of

comedy

score.

was

Wynn.

.

house

almost

patronage.
scenic

affair

entirely

dependent

on

tourlRt

She works hard, offers a splendid
and Introduces some supporting

PALACE.
On one of the finest days of this summer,
Labor Day, the Palace matinee was capacity,
before a well laid out show that held much
singing and dancing.
Tho program had Its
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eight acts oddly divided for the Palace, three
This
In the first part and five In the second.
was owing to "The Four Husbands," a tabloid
new to the east (New ActB), closing the flret
section and consuming about B0 minutes.
Opening the second part were Adelaide and
Hughes in their third Palace week with a new
dancing production of several people beeidee
the principals and with specially written Incidental muslo by Leo Edwards. The younger
composer of the Edwards brothers has done
It
very nicely with the musical portion.
Thie
fits so snugly there is never a Jar.
condition doesn't often enough occur in vaudeville, and vaudeville, if it Intends encouraging these large dance or pantomimlo productions, may as well prepare to lncreaee the
size of the orchestra, if the full value is to
be obtained. Music and pantomime or pantomime and muslo usually are found together.
Adelaide and Hughes' "Garden of the World."
for Instance. It is the big thing and the onty
It could have
big thing in their new act
been turned Into a thunderous finale of a huge
production, with many people and large .orchestra. Still in vaudeville it's a mighty proSressive bit, aptly and timely placed, well
Otherwise,
evised and needs no synopsis.
while the Adelaide and Hughes act is oarried
by that finish to it, there is no ingenuity in
the preceding matter nor newnees in dance
steps, with the entire act given In one set,
another thing that vaudeville may make necessaryBut the eet is plctureeque in Its
simplicity and givee an idea of vastness seldom attained outside the latest soenlo scheme,
of which this setting seems to be a produot
The dancing girls accompanying the turn have
a freshness in their work that is very refreshing In itself, and that includes their
looks and lithe figures.
Theodora Keen as
"War" In the big number, if a stage novice
Is a remarkable one, and her coacher held a
keen mind, for to expreee war merely pantomlmlcally and get the Illusion over as this girl
did Is quite a remarkable feat
The hit of the bill seemed to be Willie
Weston, who followed the dancing act, with
as well routined a single turn as has come
to light in a very long while.
Mr. Weeton,
like Bernard Granville, does more than one
thing well.
Weston mixes hie sober and
laughable moments so neatly each Is equally
enjoyed.
Admitting, however, Mr. Weston
used a couple of flag recitations to clinch his
hit.
The flret of the two was an admirably
written verse and the other, with a oomedy
ending, called for the sympathisers of each
warring nation to expreee themselves, all Informed at the ending to go In the alley and
fight it out among themselves.
It might be
called somewhat rough, but It was an encore and audlenoes that demand onooree should
stand for what they get
Mr. Weston need
a topical number called "Sometimes Ton Get
a Good One," gave an imitation of Al Joleon
(whom he often suggests when not Imitating),
had a new Hula song and told about waiters
calling out ordere, changing it a bit from
some one else who Is doing similar business.
That some one if memory le right is Eddie

Foyer, but whether Mr. Foyer claims the bit
Is unknown.
Mr. Weeton worked It for a
couple of very big laughs.
An encore that didn't arrive at the matinee
was in Eddie Leonard's act Perhaps the lateness of the hour was why Mr. Leonard, next
to closing, would not further perform, although
he reappeared often enough, tahlng bows. The
applause continued In a desultory manner for
exactly five minutes, and the audience finally
seemed to think it was somewhat tiresome,
as a few hisses were heard.
By that time,
however, It looked ae though the stage manager needed the delay to set the stage for the
closing turn, which opened, however, in "one"
before a curtain.
Leonard's reception upon entering surpassed
that of any other two turns on the bill,
but it was not Leonard's first appearance of
the afternoon.
Early in the show, while behind the wings. Mr. Leonard had "assisted"
in the new turn headed by hie wife, Mabel
Russell (with Marty Ward and Co.) In "Call
It What You Like," ae the program telle the
title,
and It is a most alluring name for
this turn.
There are three men In the Rusi
sell-Ward act with Miss Russell leading a
couple of numbers with the boys behind her,
all doing the numbers the same, walking back
and forth across the stage, while the muslo
Is wholly operatic with words written to It.
Mr. Leonard seems to be singing with them
while behind the back drop, and toward the
last of the act he thrust his head Into eight
of the audience.
That helped the act greatly,
also thus early making known the Leonard
vaudeville popularity.
Leonard's own act. called "The Minstrel's
Return," Is about the same ae when rearranged after being first produoed.
Leonard
has a couple of new songs, with four boys,
Including a pianist There Is a piano In the
Russell-Ward turn also, but It Is little used.
It would seem that the Eddie Leonard and
Mabel Russell's acts could be one combination, merely doubling In the show If routed
together.
The Stella Mayhew-Blllle Taylor turn was
the hcadliher on the bills and the stage. They
followed Mr. Woston, balancing their singing
and comedy, the latter coming from dialog,
the couple scoring hard, as they always do.
Dong Fong Que and Harry Haw closed the
show, with Chinese songs and "Chinese doing
American dances. There are three people, two

boys and a girl, the latter singing "Nobody
Likes a Chinese Girl," a number made very
fumlllar In Shanley's cabaret for a couple of
ymrs.
Tho turn has some novelty, a little
more so than most of tho Chinese acts, through
the people In It being better performers, but
elosing the show was a hard spot for them.
Tho Oaudschmldts opened the bill, their finish
with the two dogs sending them over strongly.
Rime.
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to get
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STRAND BALKS AT PARAMOUNT;
REFUSES CHAPLIN COMEDY

The
mova

Down "The -Storm" and

Considered Sub-

"The Chattel/9
Has Also Cancelled Chaplin Releases and May Go
In For Open Market Releases.

stituting Vitagraph's Sothern Feature,

state's rights sales of the Nazi-

"War

feature,

Brenon
ed

now

is

Brides," Herbert

producing, were start-

week by Lewis

last

J.

Selznick,

who

charge of the business end, by
disposing of the rights for Illinois to
Jones, Linick & Schaeffer of Chicago.
It is said that firm, which has taken
in

is

Tentatively Turns

WITCHING HdUR POSTPONED.

SELLING NAZIMOVA RIGHTS.

many
paid

Illinois

rights for special films,

amount

considerable

a

Nazimova

feature,

besides

for tht
following

the usual Selznick system of retaining

The Strand has tentatively turned
down another Paramount feature, "The
Storm," produced
by Lasky with
Blanche Sweet, which is to be released
on Sept. 18. If such action occurs it
will have been the third time in the
past several weeks that that house has
pulled out its feature. "Rolling Stones"

was yanked and "Hypocrites", put in
its place three weeks ago and a short
time previous to that "The Evil
Thereof" was refused and an old Mary
Pickford, "Tess of the Storm Cpuntry,"
inserted.
Although Mitchell H. Mark
declares

to

the

contrary,

the

refusal

of the features indicates a future break

Paramount, as intimated
Variety lately. The Strand is held

with

is

shown or

did

notice

they

reply

to

of cancellation,

the

a

contract,

year's

On Wednesday the Lasky
company showed the feature in question to the trade, a week ahead of the
usual time, with the idea in mind that
standard.

by the various film
reviewers, might cause Mr. Edel to
change his mind. It is reported the
Strand sought the open market for a
substitute for "The Storm" and had
considered showing the first E. H.
Sothern picture "The Chattel" (Vitaa favorable report

V-S-L-E refused

to

report

Nov. 6

mova

getting the

all

New York

and American showing the

comedy at the same time. The first
three named houses are paying $300

in

"nothing to" the reported break with
He pointed out the fact
the Strand.
that it would be quite difficult for the

put the Sothern

signed up for a 26-week service.
It has been pointed out that since the
formation of the Paramount program,
which occurred exactly two years ago,
the Strand has been supplied with 104
features.
Only serious objection was
found in three out of that number, "The
Evil
Thereof,"
"The
Rugmaker's
Daughter" and "Rolling Stones." In

"The Rugmaker's Daughter"
a double bill was given, the Strand obtaining a Pathe feature for that week
the case of

and featuring it in the advertising.
Another change in Strand service was
marked by the cancellation of the
Mutual contract calling for a year's

to

substitute

a

to obtain the protection that

gives

its

For

exhibitors.

that

service
it

be able

Paramour*

instance, the

Strand shows a Monday (opening Sunday) release which does not appear in
New York for two weeks and then is
shown in the Bronx. The second run
exhibitor

is

two

also protected by a

weeks' guarantee.

BILLIE BURKE'S DENIAL.

The

first

intimation the Kleine com-

pany had that

Billie

Burke would

retire

the near future to await the arrival
of an addition to the family was the
in

publication of this

news

in

Variety.

When they confronted Miss Burke with
it she vehemently denied it, but three
weeks later admitted the "crime."
This necessitated the rushing of the
Gloria's Romance" serial, which is
'

probably the costliest moving picture
ever produced. Up to date the cost is
estimated at something in the vicinity
of $650,000.

The natural color motion pictures
perfected by the Kinemacolor Co. will
shortly be placed upon the film market.
work on a two reel
by Edwin August, at

The company

rent

comedy, directed
its Whitestone studio, which will probably be released through V-L-S-E.

without a showing and while it is reported good, the "One A. M." picture
was considered unsatisfactory. It seems
that

directly

after

the

release

of the

Strand served notice on the
Mutual of a cancellation. The house
claims to have an equitable contract
that the instrument allows the Mutual
to cancel on ten day's notice and therelatter, the

—

fore

th«»

house has lhat privilege.

The

own,

is

at

MOLLIE KING'S SERIAL.
The next

serial

to

be put out by

will
be called "The Double
Tatlic
Cross" and have Mollie King as its

principal player.

The preliminary work on the
tures starts in about 10 days,

pic-

first

a Broadway theatre. Nazithe feature

now completing

Brenon
$30,000

studio.

outright

She

will

re-

work

her

for

stars he will use for

AMERICAN USING FEATURE.
Loew's American theatre took a departure yesterday from its usual policy

when

it placed a feature film in the
downstairs theatre, in addition to the
nine acts played in that house. The
feature film policy will continue at the
American, downstairs, although the
American Roof will not play the picture, using the vaudeville only.
Previously the American, other than
showing ordinary film, paid no attention to features unless they were special comics or a serial.
The American's downstairs policy formerly was

10 acts.

KELLERMANN FILM OPENING.
The

first opening of the Annette Kellermann film, "A Daughter of the
Gods" was decided upon by William
Fox this week. It will be at the For-

rest theatre,
19,

Philadelphia, Sept.

18 or

and the same day another print

show

receipt of cable advices from
Aubrey Smith, the Frohman Amusement Corporation has postponed the
beginning of work on "The Witching
Hour" until Sept. 12, at which time Mr.
Smith will arrive from London. He
C.

has been visiting William J. Locke,
author of "Jaffery."
Mr. Smith arrived in London August
28, and had just gotten settled when
the Frohman Company cabled him that
work would begin Sept. 10, on "The
Witching Hour." He immediately, arranged to return and arrangements
were made with Miss Margaret Illington to postpone her rehearsals one
week in order to allow Mr. Smith time
to conclude his camera work.
Mr. Smith will be leading man with
Miss Illington in her new play, which
is scheduled to open on Broadway the
middle of October.
Jack Sherrill has been cast by Director Irving to play the part of Clay
Whipple in "The Witching Hour."
number of highly important dramatic
and screen personalities vill be seen
in the nine other principal parts.
Work at the Frohman studios, Flushing, L. I., has begun on the many in-

A

it.

will

at the Ft. Pitt, Pitsburgh.

Both openings

will be prior to the
appearance of the big special feature
Herbert Brenon produced in a New
York theatre, which is yet to be settled
upon.
Fred Warren, of the Fox staff, was
Philadelphia
for
reported
leaving
Wednesday to arrange for the details
of the initial showing.

called

teriors

for

by Mr. Thomas'

script.

The

latest

release of the

VICE PICTURE DRAWING.

fortnight.

CUMMINS GETS INCE FILM.
Samuel Cummins, of 1476 Broadway,
has purchased the state rights to
Women" for Washington,
"War's
Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West
Virginia and North Carolina. His policy will be to play first class theatres

throughout the territory and is now
preparing an elaborate advertising and
publicity campaign. Mr. Cummins will

open a special
this

office in

Washington

tion at the

Maxine

"Is

the attrac-

Elliott theatre,

were

adverse, the picture has been doing a

record-breaking business. On the opening night, Sunday, with paper liberally
distributed, more than $500 was taken
On Monday evein at the box office.

ning $904 was the gross.
The picture will be kept at the Elliott
until Sept. 15, when the Universal will
take the house over for the presentation of the new submarine picture, entitled "20,000

Leagues Under the Sea."

This picture will also open on that date
at the Studebaker theatre, Chicago, and
Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles.

for

picture.

LEVY FORMS STATE RIGHT

CO.

Louisville, Sept.

6.

Fred Levy, who is interested here and
in
several middle west towns with
the B. F. Keith interests in the operation of theatres, has just formed the
Big Feature Rights Corporation, and
will specialize in buying state rights for
features for the states of Ohio, Indiana,

The

local

of the concern will

be in the
Mary Anderson theatre building here.
The ,New York representative of the
corporation will be Joseph Daly, who is
associated with the Globe Feature Film
Corp.
offices

"dailies"

picture

Frohman

Corporation, "The Conquest of Canaan"
is being cut and assembled and will be
ready for public presentation within a

Kentucky and Tennessee.
Despite the fact that the

COLORED PICTURES READY.

reserve

will

its

comment on the motion
Any Girl Safe?" which is

service of Chaplin releases.

The curChaplin comedy was turned down

for

Mr. Brenon is already preparing for
the picture to follow "War Brides,"
having decided upon the story and the

weekly for the first run, the Loew
theatres paying $50 daily and taking
It is esti-

in

is

the

in it

runs,

feature into the Strand unless the latter

at

on Mondays. This arrangement
has the Strand, Rialto, Broadway, the

falls

theatre

the

five

ceive

first

state

showing the Nazimova release about

tied

mated there are about 70 other theatres
the city showing Chaplins at the
same time (first run).
A prominent Paramount official in
discussing the matter said there was

down

The Brenon company

release date which

picture on the

approached theirs nor would

so

pic-

the pictures for three days.

not.

in the net profits of the picture for that state.

New York

Mutual is releasing the Chaplin
tures once a month.
There are
theatres in the Longacre district
to

an interest

seems to sub-

thought the feature not quite up to the

But,

Strand's

stantiate the latter's contention.

"The Storm," but he explained that he

graph).

film

in

Harold Edel, manager of the Strand,
said, at the time of going to press, he
hadn't positively decided to turn

nor

Mutual did not deliver the

to

a contract with the releasing concern,
calling for a weekly feature at. $1,000
and must pay that sum whether the
picture

fact that

Upon

BOB DAVIS SCENARIST.
Munsey's Magazine falls
consuming the voltage of
Robert H. Davis and among other
methods he adopts for passing his idle
Editing

short

of

moments

usefully

is

scenario writing.

Bluebird Photoplays will soon produce his latest work, under the title of
"We are French." In this feature Ella
Hall, previously directed by Robert
Leonard, will have Rupert Julian as
both director and leading man.

,

MOVING PICTURES
r

SUPERS HAVE CLUBHOUSE.
The newly organized Motion

V-L-S-E'S

N. Y., Local 30, White Rats Actors'

Union of America, has taken club rooms
at 234 W. 46th street, where the executive offices will

be maintained.

ing of the organization

A

meet-

was held

last

night (Thursday) and the future plans
of the association were discussed.
A great deal of encouragement has
been given the new association by the

motion picture producers and last Sunday 40 extras were employed at the
Mirror studios, Glendale, L. I., direct
from the organization.
The Vitagraph company has taken its
business away from the agencies and
opened its own employment bureau at
the studio with an assistant director in
charge.

The producers who have been obtaining their extra people from agencies
have insisted that the agents pay the
people more money than they have done
in the past and the scale of wages from
agents has increased twenty-five per
cent, in the past week.
At the mass meeting held in Bryant
Hall last Friday night more than two
hundred members paid their dues into
the association.

Among those who addressed the
meeting were Harry Mountford, Hugh
Frayne, general organizer of the A. F.
of L.; Lewis J. Selznick, Clara Kimball
Young, President Isadore Stern of the
Association, a number of agents and
extra people.
Both Miss Young and
Selznick in addressing the meeting
stated that they were heartily in favor
of the organization and each of them
subscribed $100 to be used
for the
benefit of the association.

DENY PARTNERSHIP

SPLIT.

Both Aaron Hoffman and Bobby
North, two of the partners who are interested in the
Popular Plays and
Players Corp., releasing through the
Metro, deny that there has been any
internal

friction

in

the

concern.

third partner in the combination

is

A
L.

Lawrence Weber.
Aaron Hoffman has been spending
the summer at Allenhurst, N. J., where
he has been devoting his time to writing scenarios for the company. Bobby
North has been in New York acting a3
the managerial head for the company
at the Colonial studios, which they have
under lease.
Both insist that the
greatest

of

harmony

exists

and that

neither has any intention of stepping
out of the firm.

FOX

IS

As

Picture

Extra People's Association of Greater

GRACIOUS.

Despite the fact that Justice Mullan
Supreme Court refused to grant
a court order
Herbert Brenon
to
ordering William
Fox to mention
Brenon in all advertising matter as the
producer of "A Daughter of the Gods,"
Fox has decided to place Brenon's name
in the

forecast

BRENON WANTS HENRY MILLER.
San Francisco, Sept.

FRISCO'S CENSOR VICTORY.

seems

San Francisco, Sept. 6.
With everything indicating that the

on a hasty

long fight against censorship has term-

City was the

inated in a victory the local film trade

According to inside gossip

6.

assume complete control of the
V-L-S-E exchanges at once. The VL-S-E and Vitagraph will be amalga-

that

Henry

Miller while

trip

back to

New York

mated under the name Greater Vita-

recipient of an offer to star for Herbert

is

Brenon.

future

will

graph.
leases

All the Selig

and Essanay

re-

put out on the V-L-S-E pro-

gram since its inception will be withdrawn Sept 15, Lubin continuing to
book those pictures already produced,
while making no new releases.

it

Brenon, so the story goes,
offered Henry Miller $1,000 a day to
pose before the camera in a feature
which Brenon expats to turn out in
the near future. In declining the offer
it

is

Mr

reported

Miller said,

"My

in-

terest lies elsewhere."

A

week under the new order of
tentative plan

daily

is

things.

to offer a complete

show consisting

of a comedy, ed-

and a single-reel drama or

ucational,

cartoon in conjunction with the feature releases in the same manner as

Paramount and Triangle.
What program Essanay and Selig
will release their new productions on
is

problematical.

Rumors have con-

nected both manufacturers with the
Success and McClure companies with
both denying the existanct, of any arrangement. The Mutual "Film Co. is
striving hard to replace the abandonment of the Thanhouser product, and
is understood to have made an attrac-

Essanay and Selig. Wiseacres point to Mutual moving its executive offices to Chicago, where Seligf
and Essanay have their studios and offices as a desirable reason for such an
arrangement
Should such plans go through it will
be interesting to note the effect upon
the General Film Co., where both Selig
and Essanay are relasing their short
subjects. The Mutual is a direct competitor of the G. F., and the curious
spectacle of a manufacturer releasing
through two competing exchanges will
be watched with considerable interest
V-L-S-E's deal with its manufactures
was on 70-30 basis.
tive offer to

CIVILIZATION'S PROFITS.
"Civilization"

Park Theatre Sunday

it

moves
will

to

the

have com-

pleted a 14-week run at the Criterion.
For the first nine weeks the film drew
$70,000, or

approximately $8,000 weekly.

Except during the extremely warm
weather the Ince production continued
about the same draw and that prompted
the producer to take over the Park indefinitely.

Up

to date the profits for

the Criterion run are $38,000. Including
the orchestra the house force num-

bered 100 persons, there being 42 in
the prolog and 25 in the chorus. This
house force entailed an expenditure of
about $2,600 weekly. At the Park the
prolog will be eliminated but the chorus
retained.

PRESS AGENTS CHANGE BACK.

VICE PICTURE PACKING 'EM

IN.

picture which openElliott last

Sunday

night under the auspices of the Anti-

Vice Motion Picture Co., did a turnaway on the opening night on the
strength of a number of invitation

were issued. On Monday
(Labor Day) the house was getting a
fifty cent admission price all over and

tickets that

capacity shows.
The picbusiness, on the
strength of a flash title and the timely
white slave exposure that is now under

played
ture

five

attracting

is

way.
Others were also quick to take advantage of the White Slave stir and
at the

Harlem Opera House "Smashwas booked as the

ing the Vice Trust"

and did a turn-away business.
This coup was engineered by Joe Daly
of the Globe Feature Film Office.
It was also understood that others

•feature

are getting ready to resurrect the old

U. feature, "Traffic in Souls," and sevpeople were making a countrywide search to locate Samuel W. London, who was responsible for "The Inside of the White Slave Traffic," which
was barred in New York State by the
courts, in the hope the picture could

topic of concervation

Censors

promptly
it

the

got

Board of
and

busy

But now

shelved.

it

looks

as though the sky will be the limit as

as San Francisco

far

is

concerned

present

On

if

the

Aug. 31 the Police Committee

by a vote of 2 to

1

recommended

that

Board of Supervisors abolish the
existing board
of
censorship.
The
Board of Supervisors will consider the
police
committee's
recommendation
Sept. 11.
Those who claim to know
the

predict that the Supervisors will sanction the committee's suggestion and

do away with the Board of Censorship,
which for the past year has been composed of three members with two vavancies remaining unfilled for some
reason, although when the ordinance
creating a censorship board was passed
the measure stipulated the board was
to contain five members. And at that
time there were only 31 picture theatres
in San Francisco, which now boasts
with several
others being
erected and planned.
In making the fight the picture interests cited the increase of picture
houses since the censorship ordinance
was passed, objected to being compelled to stand for the police supervision, claiming that the picture business was a legitimate one, and not to

of 118,

be retitled and used in the present craze
for vice films.

exceptions?

PANTAGES MAY PRODUCE FILM.

That was a query the Police Committee could not answer off-hand and

San Francisco, Sept.

6.

Current rumor has it that Alexander
Pantages, vaudeville magnate, is planning to enter the motion picture proAt local headquarters
ducing field.
rothing leading to a confirmation of
the report could be obtained.
Mr. Pantages, who is in the South,
so the story goes, has been thinking
about the picture producing game for
some time and has in mind Romaine
Fielding as the director of the new enFurthermore Chris Richards,

on the program when the picture will
have its initial appearance in New
York toward the end of the month. It,
however, will be eliminated from all
other advertising matter such as the
lithograph paper and the newspaper advertisements.

Hipp

Beach.

Pcmberton's place.

the

be compared with saloons which were
always under police supervision. Moreover other theatre managers had to
ask no questions of any man, so why
should the picture theatres be made

terprise.

in

many of
exchange heads and exhibitors who

recommendation of
Police Committee is carried out.

Girl Safe?" the Universal'!

new "White Slave"
ed at the Maxine

from

considerably

rigid censoring, according to

the

Victor
Wilson returns to the
Strand as press agent Sept. 18. Murdock Pemberton, who has been holding down the post since Mr. Wilson's
retirement last spring, returns to the
Hippodrome as Mark Luescher's assistant, which position he held up to
the time he went to the Strand.
Lewis B. O'Shaunessy has been at the
J.

past has suffered

$2,500 salary.

Any

of

possibilities

the picture business here, which in the

ordered

"Is

optimistic than ever about the

money-making

London, Sept 6.
Herbert Brenon has forwarded Ethel
Levey an offer to appear as a film star
at $1,500 a week.
She has replied,
through her New York representative,
M. S. Bentham, that she would consider

eral

When

more

claim that about the time a film showing a risque scene became the chief

Vitagraph will probably release one
a

ac

;:i-

FUTURE.
Vahihtt, Vitagraph

in
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comedian, may be the*
one chosen to star in the comedy films,
the Australian

while Fielding will in all probability
be seen in the leads of the big feature
films which will be turned out expressly for Pantages' Circuit if the new concern materializes. The camp will be
at a point near

Santa Monica

at

Long

compromised by promising
that such

to

advise

governing the
operation of movie theatres be done

away

A
civic

restrictions

with.

Miss Luella Ward, head of the
department of the California

Club, a women's organization of much
strength and influence, was present to

defend the Board of Censorship and
argue in favor of maintaining censorship, and her closing argument was:
"If we had no milk inspectors, bad
milk would %c sold. It works the same

way with

pictures.
Vampire pictures,
models films and those which
attack the home are unwholesome; but
the motion picture is a great industry
and its playhouses are the poor man's
theatre, so we must make and keep the
picture industry wholesome."
artists'

Don't

to get VARIETY of Sept. 22.
WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK
W. R. A, U. A A. A. A.

fail

JAMES

International President,

.

;
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[Raymond Wells

INTOLERANCE.
Tho

Woman who

Counsellors of the King

Hocks the Cradle,
Lillian

Glsh

Vera Lewis
.I.nkins, Industrlul Magnate. .Sum »lo Grasse
Mae Marsn
Story
Modern
the
of
(ilrl
The
Fn-il Turner
The CJlrl'H Futhor
The Hoy of tho Modern Story .. Uobert Harron
Olga Grey
Mary Magdelene
Miss

Mury Jenkins

Josephine Crowell

Catherine do Medici
Charles IX

Frank Bennett
W. K. Lawrence
Henry of Navarre
Maxfleld Stanley
Due dAnjou
Joseph Henabcrry
Admiral Collgny
Marjorle Wilson
flrown Eyes
The Father of Brown Eye«.
SpottiHwoode

.

Edward Dillon
Chief detective
James Curley
Charioteer of Cyrus
Ed. Burns
Chrioteer of the Priest of Bel
Charioteer of the 2d Priest of Bel.
James Burns
Louis Romalne
Lloyd Ingraham
W. H. Brown

Catholic Priest
Judge of the court

Warden
Kindly

Max

Davidson
Miss Lee
Kate Bruce
j Pauline Stark
[ Mildred Harris
Martin Landry

neighbor

The Wife
Babylonian

mother

Favorites of the
Auctioneer

Harem

Howard Scott
Babylonian dandy
Arthur Meyer
Brother of the girl
Girls of the marriage market,
Margaret Mooney, Ruth Darling. Agnes Lubtn
Barney Bernard
Attorney for the Boy
Lawrence Lawlor
Babylonian Judge
Mary Alden
Society social worker
Morris Levy
Due de Guise
Lillian Langdon
Mary the mother

J
252i b r^2*

(

John Bragdon

Chas. Eagle Eye
Barbarian chieftain
Wm. Dark Cloud
Ethiopian chieftain
Uobryas, Lieutenant of Cyrus,
Chas. Van Cortland
Jack Cosgrove
Chief Eunuch
Maxfleld Stanley
Due d'Anglon
George Pearce
MarKuerlte de Valols
Howard Gaye
Cardinal Lorraine

George Walsh
Luray Huntley

Bridegroom of Cana

Lucille
Self-styled~Upllfters.

Brown

Miss Washington

. .

Elmore
Mrs. Arthur Mackley
Marguerite Marsh
the magnitude of "In-Pearl

Aitken

Eugene Palette
Lover of Brown Eyes
Foreign Mercenary Soldier... A. I). Sears
Tully Marshall
High Priest of Bel
Constance Talmadge
Mountain Girl
Elmer Grlfton
Rhapsode
Prince Belshaxzar, reigning with his
Alfred Pag"
father, King Nabonldus
Nanonldus. King of Babylonia. .Carl Stockdale
Attarea, favorite of Belshazzar. .Seena Owen
Miriam Cooper
A Friendless One
Walter Long
The Musketeer of the Slums
Bessie Love
The Bride of Cana
Tona Wilson
The Kindly Policeman
Ralph Lewis
The Governor
George Slegmann
Cyrus
Elmo Lincoln
The Mighty Man of Valor
Grace Wilson
First dancer of Tammui
Lotta Clifton
Second dancer of Tammui
Beranger
Bel
of
Priest
Second
( Baron Von Rltzhow
First Pharisees
\ Count Von Strohelm
Ah. Singh
First Priest of Nergel
Ranjl Singh
Second Priest of Nergel

Tho
The
Tho
The
The

J

.

Guest at ball

A partial Idea of
tolerance" may be gleaned by a perusal of
the cast, printed above, but which does
not Include hundreds of minor roles or extra
It Is a full
people numbering thousands.
three hours' entertainment, comprising a prolog and two acts and Its undoubted success
will be due to the magnificence of the Investiture, which reflects much credit to the
wizard director, for it required no small
amount of genuine art to consistently blend
actors, horses, monkeys, geese, doves, acrobats and ballets Into a composite presentaThis new work of D.
tion of a film classic.
W. Griffith's is a departure from all previous
forms of legitimate or film construction, In
that It attempts to tell four distinct stories
at the same time—more or leas successfully
accomplished by the aid of flashbacks, fadeThla makes It so diffuse
outs and fade-Ins.
In the sequence of Its Incidents that the development Is at times difficult to follow. These
four tales are designed to show that Intolerance In various forms existed in all ages
and three of the exemplifications of It are
based upon historical fact, the fourth visualized by a modern melodramatic story that hits
a powerful blow at the hypocrisy of certain
The
forms of our up-to-date philanthropy.
ancient periods depict mediaeval France In
the reign of Charles IX, with the horrors of
massacre perpetrated by Catherine de Medici
Jersualem at the birth of the Christian era,
with one or two historical episodes in the
life
of Christ, and a shadow suggestion
of the Crucifixion.
This vagueness was as
effective In its artistry as any of the stupendous battle scenes also revealed.
The
martial visualisations were confined principally to the Babylonian period (about 600
B. C), when Belzhazsar's army was defeated
by the Persians under the military direction
of Cyrus.
Words canot do Justice to the
"stupendousness" of these battle scenes or
feasts.
Tbe construction of the Tower of

palace must have absorbed
and
fabulous sums of money, the exercise of structural artistry and Ingenuity and some remarkable strides In the science of creating
All of which
perspective via the camera.
was embellished by tbe Metropolitan Opera
House orchestra. A detailed analysis would
occupy pages and then fall short. Mr. Grif-

Babylon

fith has a film spectacle that goes a step beyond bis contemporaries.
Jolo.

THE STORM.
Natalie Raydon
Professor Octavlus
Robert Fielding
Sheldon Avery

Blanche Sweet

Bay don. .Theodore Roberts
Thomas Meighan
Richard bterung

;

David

Chandler House
"The Storm," a Lasky (Paramount) pro-

duction, story by Beatrice C. DeMllle, directed
by Frank Retcher, photography by Dent Gil-

a drama that departs from the conventional ending wherein the wronged girl
Is "righted" by her betrayer by taking her
unto wifehood. In this feature it follows on
the lines of "Hindis Wakes." wherein the
wronged girl refuses to marry her seducer,
and accepts an offer, of marriage from the man
bert,

Is

she really loves.
She confesses to him In
the midst of the ceremony and, after a mohesitancy,
the
bridegroom
says
ment's
"Go on with the service." The seduction is
handled very delicately so there may be no
objection on the part of women and children.
Theodore Roberts plays the father of
the girl (Blanche Sweet) and, as always, contributes an original characterization as an
absent-minded professor.
The usual Lasky
direction and photography Is manifest.
Jolo.

THE DAWN MAKER.
Joe Elk
Alice

William S. Hart
Blanche White
William Desmond
J. Frank Burke
Joe Goodboy
another of the series of William 8.

McRae

Bruce Smlthson
Walter McRae
Chief Trouble Thunder
This

Is

Hart star features that the Trlangle-Ince
people are releasing. To those that, like Mr.
Hart and his characterization of half-breed
types, this picture will appeal, but to those
that are not Hart fans tbe picture will
act as a sleeping potion. C. Qardner Sullivan
is
responsible for the story, the Scene of
which is laid in the Canadian Northwest along
In the late 'sixties.
Hart has the role of an
Indian halfbreed whose entire time seems to
be taken up with trying to decide which of
his natures is uppermost that for which his
white father is responsible or that which the

—

wild blood of bis Indian mother baa endowed
him with. Finally he falls in love with the
daughter of the factor of the Hudson Bay
trading post and she in turn is In love wltb a
white man who is one of the officers of tho
company. When the father Is killed by tbe
Indians, who loot the storehouse and make
away to the south to astape the big bllssard,
the girl and her sweetheart are left behind to
starve, but the halfbreed, who has been forced
to travel with the tribe, returns and rescues

them at the final cost of his own life, and In
the last moment the strain of Indian blood
that Is in his veins asserts itself In his performing the tribal ritual of the dance of The
Dawn Maker before he succumbs to death from
freezing.
Plctorially the feature Is quite on
a par with the Hart starring vehiclee that
have gone before.

FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH.
Robert Brownley
Peter Brownley
Judge Lee Sands
Beulah Bands

.Robert Warwick
Clarence Harvey
Charles Brandt

Count Varneloff
Simone

Gerda Holmes
Montagu Lore
Lenore Harris

While one could ride roughshod through the
story of "Friday the Thirteenth," picking out
flaws, it is, nevertheless, a good melodrama
about "Important" people, and hence should
prove extremely entertaining to the regular
picture patron. It Is a screen adaptation from
a Thomas W. Lawson story, directed by Bmlle
Chautard, produced by Peerless (World). Being "Bradymade," It Is needless to state that
stock exchange scenes are as well staged as
Brady did In his legitimate production of
"The Pit." There are occasional reminders
of "The Man of the Hour," "The Lion and
the Mouse," etc., in tbe tale's unfolding, but
these enhance rather than detract from tbe
feature's value.
It Is a story of "frenzied
finance," A southern Judge, plus a daughter.
financially ruined by a New York stock
Is
operator who Is plus a son. The girl comes
to New York to earn her living, taking an
assumed name. She secures a position as secretary in the stock operator's offices, revealing
his Inner manipulations to her father, thereby
nearly ruining the father of the man she loves.
She confesses and they are married. Southern
girls of wealth are not usually given business
educations to fit them for positions as stenographers, nor would they be apt to go to the
extreme of opening an employer's cable and
altering Its meaning.
But in spite of such
things (not generally analyzed by the film
fan) there is such a wealth of interesting
surrounding the cumulative melodraaction, that "Friday the Thirteenth"
rank with the best of the World pro-

detail

matic
will

gram

releases.

Jolo.
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THE GIRL AT THE CORNER TABLE
to ask the waiter to ask the
orchestra director to play "I Love You Truly."
The man at the next table sent up a request for
"The Sunshine of Your Smile. t*

asked her escort

THE STOCK COMPANY ENTHUSIAST
stopped at the box office on the way out after the
show and asked the manager when he was going
to put on "Camillc." "I want to see your leading
lady play that part; she made a great hit with me
when she did it last season"

THE FILM FAN
has the same peculiarities as any other fan

v

—only

so.

sh ozvs

His word

A LL RELEASES FINISHED,

A ED1TED,«*/**REA1>Y
/ IFOR YOUR SCREEN

law to the exhibitor. He
asks for the picture he wants and the exhibitor

more

is

it.

THE PROGRESSIVE PRODUCER

THIS MEAHS/^ftS/PRODUCTIONS
DEPENDABLE program PICTURES

makes

it a point to keep exhibitors and film fans
acquainted with the current and forthcoming releases of his company. The 'progressive producer
docs this by advertising in the magazine that
reaches and influences the choice of both the
exhibitor and the film fan. He keeps his eye on,
and his copy in, that magazine. It is the medium
through which he reaches the exhibitor-middleman and the ultimate consumer-fan.

NO SPECIAL RELEASES
BECAUSE

THE MOTION PICTURE MAIL
C. A. Kracht, Advertising Manager
1482 Broadway
New York City
iti&tti&i:

>!:•:•:::;:•:
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FILM REVIEWS
"IS

ANY GIRL SAFE?"

the rescue of his victim.
The picture is very
badly framed, frightfully acted and last of
all, if the question as to the safety of the kIHh
In the picture is asked, one might venture to
state that they would be safe on the border
with all of the bandits, at least so much for
their looks.
Fred.

This is a Universal special release that has
been rushed on the market to take advantage
of the White Slave Investigation that has been
conducted by the New York County District
Attorney's office. The picture has had Beveral
titles before "Is Any GTlrl Safe?" was decided
The feature Is rather a cheap affair
upon.
that Is utterly devoid of any real thrill or
punch, and It is destined to be short lived in
Its prosperity.
It will attract the morbidly

THE CHATTEL.
niake Waring

Mazlne
Sunday
a

where

Walter Horly

Maid
More or

H.

Sothern

Peggy Hyland
Rose E. Tapley
Charles Kent
John Lark Taylor

Mrs. Delavan
Mr. Bard

Florence Radinoff
interest is manifested In "the
trade" over the screen debut of E. H. Sothern,
which will be released by Vitagraph (V-L-S-E)

opened last
night. The management arranged for
packed house through the medium of a
Elliott theatre,

E.

Leila Bard

curious and the seekers after the salacious,
but even these will be disappointed and the
chances are that the picture will not live beyond its week or two that It will play at the
It

of invitation tickets and so many of
these that were invited responded that it becamo necessary to call out the police reserves
to maintain order. Rabbi Alexander Lyons of
Brooklyn made a brief address prior to the
showing of the picture that was ; by far better
He stated that it
than the feature itself.
taught a timely lesson. The lesson is "Girls,
do not make any chance acquaintances." In
this picture two youths obtain a livelihood by
securing recruits for houses of Ill-fame. The
manner of procedure of one is shown from the
time that he makes the acquaintance of a factory girl to the time that he finally places
her In a house. Later, flushed with his victory, he calls on his friend to have him Join
in the revel to follow the securing of a bank
roll and finds that his sister Is in the friend's
rooms. He has arrived In time to save her
from the fate of the girl that he has Just sold
into a life of bondage, and the narrow escape
of his own flesh and blood forces home the
realization of his own misdeeds and he effects

number

25,

entitled

wag has

referred to It as a "Sothern exposure," but such levity Is uncalled for In the
appearance in fllmdom of so distinguished
a recruit from the legitimate. The selection of
"The Chattel" for Sothern's first venture in
front of the camera Is an unfortunate one, In
that it Is not at all suited to his histrionic
talents.
It is that of a selfish man who will
pay a fancy price for anything he wishes and
feels that once It belongs to him, It Is his to
do with as he wills. This motto he applies
first

:

Rl ALTO «JV«-.

tally

THE TEMPLE OF THE MOTION PKTWE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS In "Manhattan Madness" and Keystone Comedy.

Harry Watson,

Jr.

/INPICTURE3\
"MUSTY SUFFER" (™«B
)
jj

LOUIS MYLL,

(CUdrf• Klein* StudHo)

Director

YORKE
FILM CORPORATION
PRESENTS

HAROLD
LOCKWOOD
MAY
AND

in the

«
By

ALLISON
METRO

wonderplay

supreme

MISTER
E. J.

RATH, Author

of

44"

"The River of Romance"

Picturized by Charles A. Taylor

Directed by Henry Otto

Superb story

—

vital,

Tho interior settings conrole.
tone to the production, which is at
present In six reels, but will be cut to five.

slow-moving a
tribute

Jolo.

EACH PEARL A TEAR.

less

"The Chattel," written by
Paul West, produced by Fred Thomson. One
Sept.

even to his wife, finally running amuck and
having her quit him until he becomes more
He Is thus called upon to wear modern
clothes, and his "strutting," which would have
been of lmmence value In a swashbuckling,
romantic role, Is altogether out of place. For
a man of his years, with a tendency to embonpoint, he affects double-breasted business
suits, which serves to accentuate the fullness
of his girth. Then again he is not yet camerabroken, a defect that Is very manifest In ro

human.

romantic, gripping.

Released on the Metro Program Sept. 11th

i

Diane Wlnton
Lorillard

Fannlo Ward
Charles Clary

John Clarke
Jack Dean
Roger Winston
Paul Welgel
Mrs. Van Bant
Jane Wolff
Fannie Ward Is the star of this five-part
Lasky feature (Paramount) which Is showing
at the Broadway this week. The picture is a

more or less conventional story of the usual
stock exchange type, where the heavy Is the

21

wealthy broker and the hero the penniless
youth und finally the hero breaks the vilIt is a fairly good
llmi and wins the girl.
picture for tho star, as it does not give her
too much to do, and yet gives her an opportunity to show herself in a uuuibor of pretty
gownfl.
Her role is that of the daughter of a
confidential clerk who has been In the employ
of Lorillard (Chas. Clary) for a number of
years.
She returns from boarding school and
devotes herself to taking care of father. Lorillard sees her and falls In love with her. She,
however, is In love with his secretary (Jack
Dean). The girl's father dies of a paralytic
stroke and the broker takes the girl to his
house as his ward, determined to win her
confidence first and then to make her his
mistress.
The secretary and the girl are
seated with their arms about each other when
Lorillard arrives and he discharges the clerk.
Later the boy takes a flyer In the market and
with the aid of the girl cleans up a fortune, rulutt Lorillard and he and the girl are
in the usual clinch for the close of the picThe lightings, sets, and direction are
ture.

up to the usual Lasky standard, and the
feature should provo interesting to those who
care for Miss Ward on the screen.
Fred,

1
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NOW

IBERT
THEATRE
42d St.

West

of

SEATS

TWICE DAILY
INCL. SUNDAYS
AT 2:15 and 8:10 P. M.

NOW

SELLING
MATINEES. $•*., 91 AND
SUNDAYS, Sc, Sto. *

AND SATURDAY
PPIPITQ NIGHTS
riVI^EOALL
OTHER MATINEES. INCL.

$2.
$1.

Broadway

which four paralleled stories of the world's progress unfold before your vision in thrilling sequence

in

THE FALL OF BABYLONBELSHAZZAR'S FEAST-

THE HUMBLE NAZARENE IN THE HOLY LAND.
PARIS UNDER THE SCOURGE OF CATHARINE
DE MEDICI. A GRIPPING MODERN STORY
CONTRASTED WITH THESE HISTORIC
PERIODS
by Orchestra from the Metropolitan Opera House

FORMERLY KNOWN AS "THE MOTHER AND THE LAW"
II

HM>PINESS —
NOT BOUGHT WITH A UE.

WIUJAMA.BIWDYi.MWMdtio.wifl.

WORLD PICTURES

HOUSE PETERS
and GAIL KANE

Tk Vchjct Kiw
mauricetSurnelr
fro&uud by Paraxon Film; lnc-

Thrillingstory ofdec&rt SLnd flr&zzd
practice dby awoman in. hex search far
happiness. Atonement brings the content-

ment for which she almost sacrificed herself
See the

WILU&MF9X
BerDouble life
1HEDABMIA
-wiTiH THfi -woivld -Famous

written by mary xiuriulo Djrec'ied by

J.

STaK^

GORDON EDWARDS
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(Continued from pace H.)
"Night In Park"

MAJESTIC (loew)
Mr A Mra 8 Baxter

Curry ft Graham
Joe Browning
Franconl Opera Co

Btantley

Melody 6
Harry Coleman
Kimberry

Arnold

ft

Pravldeaee, R.

KEITH'S (ubo)

Brown comedy 4
3 Ellisons
2d half
Lezey ft O'Connor
Bogart ft Nichols
Lottie Grooper
Fred C Hagan Co

Duprej ft Dupree
Antrim ft Vale
"Tango Shoes"
"Breath Of Va'"
Moore ft Hanger
Dyer ft Fare

Ford

Lambert

EMERY

Tom Mahoney

Leslie

ft

Hew Hawea,
POLl'S

Cobb,

(ubo)

Kimball ft Kenneth
Burt Johnson Co
Claude Saner
Dorla Lester 3
"Lawn Party"
2d half
Lockhardt Bros
John Neff Co

MUloy Keough Co

A

Qulgley

Mr

Fitzgerald

BIJOU

Bob Yosco
Harry MoCormick Co
Fields
Hill ft

Bernle

ft

Ackerman

2d half
Peter ft His Pals

Fagg

3 Doloe Bisters
"Telephone Tangle"

Reno
Clayton Sisters

Lewis ft Felber
Georgia Comedy 4

Chas Morate Co

(ubo)
Morton Jewell 3

Co
Orleans

New
ORPHEUM
Phyllis N Terry
Dlanne D'Aubrey
Jan Rublnl
Milton ft De Long

"Vacuum

New

McWms

(Two

to

Homestead Co
Hill ft Ecker
Nip ft Tuck
Cant Kidder Co
O'Rourke ft GUden

LYRIC (ubo)
(Norfolk split)

Sis

Ferrari
Cleaners"

1st half

Cook

T

LOEW

Wayne ft Dwight
Henry Borden Co
Dorothy Brenner
Mausadanla Co
geraatem. Pa.
POLl'S (ubo)
( Wilkes Barre split).
1st half

Reaaoke, Va.
(ubo)

(Lynchburg

split)

1st half

Joe Towle
"Prince Charles"

fill)

2d half
Sungrade Bros

Raeheater.

TEMPLE

Belle Oliver
Farrell ft Far re II

Dorlo Trio

Norfolk, Va.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Richmond

split)

A Johnson
Bobby Heath Co

Jones

(m)

La Tosca
Mann

Ed Leonard
Eva Taylor Co
Mabel Russell

Cycling Brunette

(Two

ORPHEUM

(Sunday Opening)
Princess Kalama
Oliver ft Olp
Brlce ft King
(Others to fill)

Duo

PANTAGES (m)
(Sunday Opening)
Green A Parker
Ed Blondell Co
Cameron ft O'Connor
"Brides of Desert"
OtTden, Utah.

PANTAGES

(m)

(14-16)

PALACE

(wva)
McRae A Clegg
Misses Nelson
Allman A Loader
Baby Helen
"A Case for Sherlock"
2d half
"Six Little Wives"

COLUMBIA

(orph)

"Overtones"
"Girl From Delhi"
Josie Heather Co
Plcler A Douglas
Caits Bros

Wallace Garvin

Lipin8ki's Dogs
Leila Shaw Co

Danny Simmons
Lilyau A Boggs
Gardner A Revere

Omaha
ORPHEUM

(Sunday Opening)

A Bordinl

Ellis

III.

Be Ho Grey

Norman

Rio A

BoekforA,

Fay 2 Cooley's A F
Moon A Morris
Werner Amoros Co

Ruby Cavelle Co
it. Pawl

Ernest Ball

Maud Lambert
PRINCESS (wva)
Nelusco A Hurley
McLallen A Carson
Roth
Roberts
"Honor Thy Children" Tiny A
May

Svengall

Philadelphia

KEITH'S (ubo)
Lillian's

Dogs

(Two

to

Stanley

Tooney A Norman
Emmet Asorla Co

VAC

Violinsky
"Prosperity"

(One to

Anna Chandler
Mayhew & Taylor
Lew Wilson
World Dancers

GRAND

RAG
JAM
Van

(ubo)

Dooley

Burke

Brothers

4 Pallettis

Alvln

.4

Wmj

i'hw Bros

Pittsburgh

HARRIS (ubo)
Hazel Moran
Clifton A Carter
Leonard A Whitney
Rennet A Richards
Paul Poole
De Pace Opera Co
Tore A Wood
La ma re Trio
SHERIDAN (ubo)
(Johnstown spilt)
1st half

Tossing Austins
Harkins

JAM

F

M

Stafford

Co

Rurkhart

Kono Keen A M
Portland. Ore.
PANTAGES (m)

mmy's

Pets

Bert

fill)

2d half
A La Brack
Avery

Howard
fill)

HIP

(abc)
Brooks A Lorrella

Ray A Ray
(Three to fill)
2d half
Hartz A Evans

(Open

Wed

"Petticoats"

Wms

PANTAGES

(m)

(Three to

fill)

PANTAGES (m)
(Sunday Opening)
Keno A Green
Long Tack Sam Co
Eva Shirley
Wills tillbert Co
Lancton
SpriawfleU, IIL
MAJESTIC (wva)
N ft 8 Kellogg
Hunting
Ralph Whlthead Co
Mile Luxane Dancers
8 Black Dots
2d half

Gaylord

ft

LAM

Smith A Austin

James Culien
Nash A Shaw
(One to fill)

Amoros Sisters
Grace De Winters
"The Outpost"
McCloud A Carp
Btaero,

OaL

PANTAGES (m)
"The Elopers"
Dickinson A Deagon

Watertary, Ceaa.
The Norvellos

Mayo

Ward
"Woman"
(Joe let

Girls

Harris A

M

"Auto Mechanics"
2d half

The XorvelloH
Jack Marley
Douglas Fling Co
Regal A Bender
Waters A Morris
"In Days of Old"

Taeoas
PANTAGES

(m)

Bros

Scamp A Scamp
Nevlns A Erwood

Bush A Shapiro
E J Moore
Susmaln 3
Davenport A Raferty
Ren Deely Co
Adams A Murray
Nardlnl
('has Kellogg
Conlln Parks .1
Olympia Dcsval

Teroate
YONGE ST (loew)

Will Morris
Davett A Duvall

Amodlo

Laser A Dale

Helen Smith Co

MEMORY OF MY

IN

MOTHER
Who

Hal Stephens Co
Bevan A Flint

composing

further

West

Howard
A Cornelia

Bruce Duffett Co
Baby Helen
Demarest A Collette
Wtlkea-Barre, Pa.
POLl'S (ubo)

Died Sept.

6,

Forty-fifth

at

his

street,

ORPHEUM

Chip A Marble

Sherman A Uttry
Pielert

A

Failing health prevented
a Mason and a member of the Lambs.
His son, William Taylor Francis, Jr., is
in "Sybil," now at the Empire, New

York.

Mrs. Louis Wesley, known profesMargot Hobart, was a white
plague victim, passing away at Saranac
Lake, Aug. 29. At the request of the
deceased, the body was cremated at
sionally as

Alevander MacFayden
Claire Vincent Co
Nederveld's Baboons
Orth A Dooley

White

IN

SAD REMEMBRANCE
off

my

BERT BOHANNON
JACK MACAULEY

Relmonts Manklns

(Two to fill)
Woreeater, Maaa.
POLl'S (ubo>
Anthony A Adele
Douglas Flint Co
Fitzgerald A Lorenz
Hippodrome Four
Great Leon Co

2d half
Will Ward Girls
Jarvis A Harrison
Coelet Harris A

Troy and
Union Hill.

ashes deposited in
ceremonies were
private,
also the wish of the deceased.
Mrs. Wesley was 38 years
of age and had been married for 20
years. She appeared in all of the Casino
shows with her husband when the latter was before the footlights.
the

The

PLAZA

(ubo)

Henry L. Auerbach
known as Heine) died
Oakland,

Cal.,

Aug.

(professionally

home in
He had been

at his

22.

"Woman"
Western A Claire

ceased was one of the original

Princeton Five
Yonkera, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Wms

A Espe
William Ebs Co
Daisy Leon
H Royalton Co
Tlghe A Jason
Vogue Land Fancies
2d half
Rarrett A Opp
Clayton Sisters

Tim Cronln
Arline Fredericks Co

Farber Sisters
Dortl Opera Co

n

"American" 11 Olympic
Be ran ton.

"Auto Qlrle"

n

ot Paul.

^^
* <***•* ChtoMO

New York

18 Majeetlo

Gayety Minneapolis 18 Star

"Beauty Youth and Folly" 11 Standard St
Louis 18 Duluth Minn. Terre Haute 80
Lafayette 21 Longansport 22 Michigan City
£a uarry ind.
"Bon Ton" 11 Palace Baltimore 18 Gayety
Washington.
"Bostonlans" 11 Lyceum Dayton 18 Olympic
Cincinnati.

"Bowery Burleequers" 11 Empire Albany 18
Gayety Boston

W

™"

Ft. Wayne.
"Charming Widows" 11 Duluth 12 St Cloud 18
Mankato 14 Waterloo 15 Marshalltown 18
Cedar Rapids 18 Century Kansas City.
"Cherry Blossom" 11 L O 18 Engelwood Chi-

"Darling's of Paris" 11 Shamokln 12 Shenandoah 14-10 Wilkes Barre 18 So Bethlehem
10 Kaston Pa 21-23 Grand Trenton.
"Follies of Day" 11 Columbia Chicago 18

Oayety Detroit.
"Frolic's of 1017" 11 So Bethlehem 12 Baston
Pa. 14-10 Grand 'l ronton 18 Star Brooklyn.
"French Frolic's" 11 Majestic Ft. Wayne 18
Buckingham Louisville.
"Follies
of
Pleasure"
Duluth Minn.
12
Terre Haute 13 Lafayette 14 Logansport 15
Michigan
City
10 Gary Ind. 18 Gayety
Chicago.
"Ginger Girls" 11 Star Toronto 18 Savoy
Hamilton Ont.

From Follies" 11 Gayety Brooklyn 18
Academy Jersey City.

engaged in picture work and was well
known in Coast vaudeville, musical
comedy and legitimate circles. The de-

Maek Brown 3

Sept 11 and 18.

N ew

01 ^'
8Ur
i« Bercbel
r
I !*^
.
18
Des Moines.

"Girls

M

Missen Co
Oakland Sisters
Madison A Winchester
Ncwhoff A Phelps
Paul La Van A Dobbs
2d half
Hyaland A Dale

"A

cago.

Rounding Cordons

Wm

Is just within her grasp she decides to turn the loot over to him.
There Is
action throughout the picture and the feature
Is one that ought to prove a money
getter In
the neighborhoods where the previous exploits
of Miss Holmes were shown and where a
title
of the type of "The Diamond Runners" will
attract.
To these classes of an audience the
picture will be highly edifying.
Fred.

"Cabaret Girls" 11 Oayety Chicago 18 Majeetlo

Gone, but not forgotten

Curtis Trio

when success

.

beloved ffrlend

who departed this life September 9, ISIS

H A F Mlnstrols
STRAND (wva)

This picture deals with a certain ship-

men when they search her and her apartment,
and how she finally falls in love with one of
the men who has been sent to trail her and

"Broadway Belles" ll Buckingham LoulsviHe
18 Lyceum Columbus O.
"
D, ur le8
Re
11
Oayety Boston 18
Columbia New York

Schofleld

Baggett A Frear
Horellk Dancers
Barry A Wolford
Santuccla

rough.

ment of stones that she successfully brings out
of the mines, later foiling the secret service

home, 252

New York.
this.
He was

1st half

Clover Leaf 3
Gautler Shop
ww L
__
w

who have been trimming the South African
mines and getting away with stones In the

1913.

(Scranton epllt)

Hayes A Rives
Emll Mendelsohn
"Married Ladles Club"

This la one of the Mutual 8tar Feature
releases of the particular scries that has Helen
Holmes, she who won fame In a number of
railroad serials, as its star. The plot Is of a
highly melodramatic flavor and one that
abounds with thrills and suspense of the detective novelette order.
Miss Holmes is the
feminine aide of a gang of diamond smugglers

DAVE FERGUSON

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Two Pikers
W Mullaly A White

PANTAGES (m)

Bounding Gordons
Rillsbury A Robson
Will

poser of the musical comedy score of
"The Rollicking Girl." He retired as
musical director of the Frohman companies six years ago and planned to do

3

mOnSuU)

THE DIAMOND RUNNERS.

OBITUARY.
William Taylor Francis, composer
and musical director for many yean for
Weber and Fields, and later for Charles
Frohman, died in St. Vincent's Hospital, New York, after a long illness.
Besides writing many songs and dance accompaniments, Mr. Francis was com-

Doris Lester 3

Elsie

Sprlaarfleld, Maee.
PALACE (ubo)

Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)

"Earl A Girls"
Dale A Archer
Nayons* Birds

ft Norton
Dooley ft Bales
La Argentina

Knapp

Geo Lovett Co

JAW
Hennlng
Balancing Stevens

Mary Melville
Sylvia Loyal
Leo Zarrell 3

S James Co (local)
Geo Rosener
The Melsterslngers

Prelles Circus

(Three to fill)
2d half

Mrs Herz Co

Saa

2d half
Nell McKlnley

HIP (wva)

Mat)

Frank Le Dent

2d half

Terre Haate

ORPHEUM

Montrose

Washington, D. C.
KEITH'S (ubo)

fill)

Holmes A Wells
Royal Hawallans
Lander Trio
Beaumonte A Arnold
Perklnoff A Rose

Salt f*ake

Spencer A

to

Garcinettl

Theo Tenny
Infield A Ray
(Two to fill)

ft

Band

Bert

Norwood A Hall

ORPHEUM

(Sunday Opening)
"Bride Shop"
Raymond Bond Co
Bernard A Scarth
De Witt Burns A T
Frank Carmen

Buds"
Coleman

Waterloo,

Galvin

ft

joat592St.*fifi..&ifch

M

"Auto Mechanics"

G Van Dyke

Jones ft Sylvester
Vanderbllt ft Moore
Oakland, Cal.

W Mealy
Creole

John T Doyle Co
Bevan ft Flint

Geo Lovett Co

Bro

PANTAGES (m)

"The Lawn Party"

Young A Brown

ft

Vlertorta, B. O.

Olga Cook

Kirk A Fogarty

Lester
Fanton's Athletes

Romalne Fielding Co

Belle

fill)

LeClair ft Sampson
Barrett Cannon

H B

Browning ft Dean
Bernard ft Traoey
Woolfolk's Jr Follies

Pikers
Wllllson ft Sherwood
Kelly

ire

PANTAGES (m)
ft Kemp

Will

(Two

Saata Bead. lad.
ORPHEUM (wva)
Horton ft Latrlska
Earl Edwards

1st half

Mononlo

Permalne
"The Freshman"

(wva)

Mystlo Hanson 8
to

on the'

Mumford A Thompson

Jack Marley
AlbeiV»White Co
Reed A Wood
Alexander A Scott
"In Days of Old"
2d half
Rillsbury A Robson

2d half
Y.

if .

Stu f e Spot

East A Haddam
Joe Bernard Co

POLl'S (ubo

Edna Aug
Stowx City

ORPHEUM

SWVk

A Stuart

Fletcher

Mausadanla Co
2d half
Vanda Mler

•Santly

Two

(ubo)

PROCTOR'S

Julia Curtis

Mardo A Hunter

Slatko's Rolllckera

ROANOKE

TVawj W. T.
Leon A Adeline Sis
Russell Vokes
Rogers A Rogers
Devil Servant A M

Claudia

BAH

5 Calligans
Violet McMillan
3 Kramers

Aerial Belmonts

Kartelll
"Society

Rogers A Rovers

Phil

Klein Bros
E E Clive Co

Ford A Leslie
to

2d half
Adeline Sis

PANTAGES

ft Rothert
S Moore

ft

Roekelle, N. Y.

(Two

fill)

2d half

ft

Mahoney s A Daisy

Mme Herman

ft

Mrs Gene Hughes Co

LaVlne Clmeron Trio
(One to fill)

Leon

"Around the World"
"Empire Comedy 4

Vaaseavei. B. O.

"What Molly Knew"

Paul Fetching Co
Madison ft Winchester

Natalie

PROCTOR'S

2d half
Rouble 81ms
Owen ft Campbell

White

ft

"Divorce Question"
Brooks A Bowen
Klrksmith Sisters
Bob Albright
l*T. H. T.

Archie Nicholson 3

Jim

(ubo)

(m)

Freeman A Dunham

Spencer Charters Co

Mrs Llewellyn

ft

PANTAGES

MAJESTIC

"The Dreamers"
(One to fill)

A Hlgglns

Lydell

The Sharrocks

(Sunday Opening)
Black A White

(loew)
Fredericks

ft

(Sunday Opening)
A A F Steadman
Old Time Darkies
Gordon A Rica
Mrs Langtry

Arthur Geary

Ran Co

Slnfer

I.

Mayo

Louise

.

ORPHEUM

Farrell

ft

"Way Down

Hy
A

Hol-

wife
(of the Beverly Sisters), and a brother
and sister (non-professionals) survive.
lers

in

East."

The daughter of Salvadorc Adorno,
manager of the Grand, Middletown,
Conn., was burned to death as a result
of a fireworks display at the Irish Convention there last week.

"Girls From Joy land" 11 Gayety Philadelphia
18 Olympic New York.
"Globe Trotters" 14-10 Park Bridgeport 18
Colonial Providence.
"Golden Crook" 11 oayety Pittsburgh 18 Star
Cleveland.
i.rown Up Babies" 11-13 Orpbeum New Bedford Conn. 14-Kl Academy Fall River Maes.
lrt Howard Boston.
"Hastlng's Show" 11 Gayety Toronto 18 Gayety
'

Buffalo.

"Hello GlrlK" 11 Century Kansas City Mo. 18
Standard St. Louis.
Hello New York" 11 Grand Hartford 18
Jacques Waterbury.
Hello Paris" 11 Gar«ner 12 Greenfield 18
Amsterdam 14 Schenectady 18-19 Blnghamton 20 Norwich 21 Oneida 22 Niagara Falls
N. Y.
-High Life Girls" 11 Knglrwood Chicago 18
•

Oayety Wllwaukee.
"Hin Hip Horray Girls" 11 Olympic Cincinnati
18 Star

L Garter Chicago.

11 oayety Kansas City
"Howe's Sara Show
Mo. 18 Oayety St. Louis.
"Irwin's Show" 11-13 Bastable Syracuse 14-16
Lumberg Utlca 18 Oayety Montreal.

VARIETY

34

EXCELLENT
MAIL ORDER
SERVICE

TELEPHONE
STUYVESANT

mMBBwPCBB^^

DIVING CIRL

4310

Must Have Appearance and

THEATRICAL

TIGHTS

A FULL ASSORTMENT
f In •cotton, wonted, mercerized

spun

lisle,

and pure thread

silk

silk,

per pair

f Mercerized combination suits, in pink, black or white (in stock), suits,
all colors, made to order only.
$5.00 and

f Spun or pure thread

In almoat univmrmaluf
in th* dreating room.

They

ail testify

to

the

paint

instantly so

it

V

A

A

complete stock of padded

can be

1 ounce tube*

tights, suits

and stockings.

New York

2

EVELYN BLANCHARD

tar Cleveland 18 Empire
Toledo.
"Lid Lifters" 11 Star Brooklyn 18-20 Orpheum
New Bedford Conn. 21-23 Academy Fall

GUP

"TEA

"T"

"Majeatlc's" 11 Corinthian Rochester 18-20
Bastable Syracuse 21-23 Lumbers Utlca.
of America" 11 Empire Newark 18
Casino Philadelphia.
"Marlon's Own Show" 11 Oayety Omaha 18 L

ton.

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.

O.

Next Week, Sept. 11.
"The Peddler," Bridgeport.
"The Heart of Dixie" Providence.
"Mutt A Jeff's Wedding" Boston.
"Her Naked Self" Worcester.
"The Path of Folly" Syracuse Utlca.
Thurston Buffalo.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

S7tt

Kate Elinore In "My Aunt from Utah"
Youngstown.
"Which One Shall I Marry" Cleveland.
"The Old Homestead" Toledo.
"The Other Wife" Detroit.
"The Woman He Married" Chicago.
Nancy Boyer in "Little Lady from Lonesome

Town"

St.

Louis.

BARNEY
NOW
THE

4STH STREET

NEXT DOOR TO THE VAN CORTLANDT HOTEL
WHERE THE PROFESSION MEETS

NEW YORK

Belle

DeHaven

ft

Booker Owen
Bowen Clarence (C)
Boyle Jack
Bradley T ft U (P)
Brlsson Alex
Brown Al
Bruce Madge

W

Bryan Tom
Burns Joe
Burroughs Co
Busch Julia M
Buster

9. Heoptetat
Creator of

Diamond Jas
Doll Alice (C)
ft

Mack (P)

Detroit.

its

kind.

Clarke A Borden
Claudius Mrs Dave
Cleveland Babe (P)
Cleveland Marie (P)
Clifford T
(C)
Cllne Vivian
Clive B B (C)
Corneas Frances
Corr Amore (C)
Cox Miss Ray
Coyle Walter
Crelghtons Australian

Miss Frances Cassell

Century Maids" 11 Casino Boston 18
Grand Hartford.

"20th

MILLINERY

City 18

Creations

of

her

own

designing, presenting an assortment
styles that are most exclusive, attractive and moderate in price.

"Watson Billy Show" 11 Empire Toledo 18
Lyceum Dayton.
"Watson Wrothe" 11 Columbia New Tork 18
Casino Brooklyn.

ftfje

11 Pooplo's Philadelphia 18

H

of

<&ranb Jttobel &fjop
127

Howard Boston 1S-20
21-23 Worcester Wor-

Bet.

West

47th

Street
6th

Broadway and

New York

Bailey

Carroll Marlon
Carr Trio
Caryll Den a (C)
Clark Bert (C)

GOWNS, WRAPS

that will atand compariaon with the best shops of
Estimates gladly given on new productions.

ft

Curran Helene

Avenue

Curtis

City.

L B

"Williams Mollle Show" 11 Gayety Buffalo 18

n

fi.

Dally Bob (C)

Dorr Monroe (C)
Douglas Harry
Ducay John (C)
Dudley Edgar (P)
Dudley Wanda
Dufty
H
Dunlay Mrs Willie
DuPree Llllie
Dyson H

B
East Fred
Eckardt Musical
Eldredge Clara (C)
Eldrldge Mrs H B
Ellis Oeo R
Elmore Alan
Evans Em (P)
Evelyn David
Evelyn Fay (C)
Everesta Monkeys

Farnsworth Bobble

Carle Edythe
Carl In Bob
Carlos Carley (C)

GOWNS, WRAPS

Pa,

Corinthian Rochester.

DeNovllle Julia

Devine Harry (P)
Devlin James 8
DeWltt Oeo

Falrchlld Mattle (C)

Cameron Hazel
Cameron Lillian (P)
Carew May belle

Gowns

originates the highest class of
and SUITS and
invites professionals to inspect his creations for the coming seaaon.
New models for the fall in
and SUITS at prices

"Thoroughbreds" 11 Empire Cleveland 18-19
Erie 20 Anhtubula Pa. 21-23 Toungstown O.
"Tourists" 11 Savoy Hamilton Ont. 18 Cadillac

Ollmore Springfield

DeFrankle Sylvia
Delmont Al ft Nan

W

W

ft Neale
Bert Billy H
Bethen Herbert (C)
Blakcs Mule

Gayety Omaha.
"Stone A Pillard" 11 Casino Philadelphia 18
New Hurtlg A Seamon's New Tork.
"Sydell Rose Show" 11 Gayety Washington 18
Oayety Pittsburgh.
'Tango Queens" 11 Gayety Baltimore 18
Gayety Philadelphia.
"Tempters" 11 Trocadero Philadelphia 18
Sbamokln 19 Shenadoah 21-28 Wilkes Barre

11

(C)

Anna (C)

Bernard
Bernard

bia Chicago.
"Step Lively Girls" 11 Berscbel Des Molnea 18

Palace Baltimore.

B

Bennett Eva
Benton A Clark
Berlin Dean (C)
Bernard Amy (C)

Mo.
"S pel gel Revue" 11 Canino Brooklyn 18 Empire
Nowftrk
"Sporting* Widows" 11 Gayety Montreal 18
Empire Albany.
"Star & Garter" 11 Gayety St Louis 18 Colum-

"White Pat Show"

W

Bence Mrs
Bender Masie

Hoboken.

"Welch Ben Show"

Davis Warren (C)
Dawley De Forest

Baker Doc
Barry ft Nelson (P)
Barry Dlxey

"Social Follies" 11-12 Erie 13 Ashtubula Pa.
14-16 Toungstown O. 18 New Castle J9
Johnstown 20 Altoona 21 Harrlsburg 22 Tork
23 Reading Pa.
"Some Show" 11 L O 18 Oayety Kansas City

,

W

Dolly

Orpheum Peterson 18 Empire

Academy Jersey

Mrs Slayman

Donita (C)

"September Morning Glories" 11 Majestic
Scranton 18 Gayety Brooklyn.
"Sldman's Own Show" 11 Jacques Waterbury
Conn. 18-20 Cohen's Newburgh 21-28 Cohen's

11

Damerel Oeo (C)
Dare Alec
Darvllle Dot
Davis Annie
Davla Edwards
Davis Family
Davis Jack B

Aberdeen Chan

Adams Billie
Adams Mabelle
Adams Marie
Adams Mrs R (P)

Bachelor

Brooklyn.

Beauties"

=

=

Anderson Howard
Anderson Jessie (C)
Armond Orace ()C)
Arnold Oeo (C)
Attrldge Harold (C)
Aubrey A B (C)
Aveling Bdw (C)

"Review of 1917" 11 Gayety Milwaukee 18
Gayety Minneapolis.
"Roeeland Girls" 11 Gayety Detroit 18 Gayety

S.

r—

All

Tork.

Trocadero Philadelphia.

York.

Where C follows name, letter is la
Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name indicates registered mail.

Allison Chaa
Alt Max (P)
Alvaretto Win

Philadelphia.

"U.

New

"Hour of Temptation" Brooklyn.
"The Devil's Harvert" New York.

"Little Girl In a Big City" Pittsburgh.

"Record Breakers" 11 New Caatle 12 Johnstown 13 Altoona 14 Harrlsburg 15 Tork 16
Reading Pa 18 Gayety Baltimore.
"Reevea Al" 11-13 Cohen's Newburgh 14-16
Cohen's Poughkeepsle 18 Miner's Bronx New

Poughkeepsle.
"Sightseers" 11

"Rolling Stones"

INN"

Rialto Restaurant and French Bakery

WEST

City.

Peterson.

"Texas" Newark.

LETTERS

AT

148

Jimmy"

"In Walked

By FRANCES NORDSTROM

"Maids

N. T.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 11 Colonial Providence
18 Casino Boston.
"Mischief Makers" 11 Newark N. J. 12 Zanesville 18 Canton 14-16 Canton O. 18 Empire
Cleveland.
"Monte Carlo Olrls" 11 Lyceum Columbus O.
18 Newark N. J. 19 Zanesvllle 20 Canton 2123 Canton O.
"Pace Makers" 11 Star St. Paul 18 Duluth 19
St Cloud 20 Mankato 21 Waterloo Minn. 22
Marshalltown 23 Cedar Rapids la.
"Parisian Flirts" 11 Cadillac Detroit 18 L O.
"Puss Puss" 11 Empire Hoboken 18 Peoples

"Broadway After Dark" Indianapolis.
Fox * Stewart In "Keep Moving" Louisville.
"The Cry of Her Children" Nashville.
"While the City Sleeps" Memphis.
"The Olrl Without a Chance" New Orleans.
"Bringing Up Father In Politics" Birmingham.
"The Natural Law" Atlanta,
"Little Peggy O'Moore" Richmond.
"For the Man She Loved" Washington.
"The Eternal Magdalene" Baltimore.
Blckel a Watson In "Look Who's Here" Phila-

Presents

A COMEDY PLAYLET

IN

River Mass.

"Merry Rounders" 11 New Hurtlg ft Seamons
New Tork 18 Empire Brooklyn.
"Midnight Maidens" 11 Miner's Bronx New
Tork 18 Orpheum Peterson.
"Military Maids" 11-13 Qllmore Springfield 1416 Worcester Worcester 18 Gardner IB
Greenfield 20 Amsterdam 21 Schenectady

"Truxton King" Kansas City.
"Little Olrl God Forgot" Omaha Sioux City.
"My Mother's Rosa it" Clhcago.

O IRWIN

Star Toronto.
"Liberty Girls" 11

Carginer, Mala*.

"Daughter of Mother Machree" Jersey

City

^IHbVbIHbVbBbMHbIbMbHbHbVbHBHHHHBbHbI^HbIbVbVbVbMbIb^bMHbHbVbIbMbI

"Lady Buccaneers" 11-12 BInghamton 18 Norwich 14 Oneida 15 Niagara Falls N. T. IS

CONROY

delphia.

New York

ROBBINS

F.

"Madam Spy" Atlantic City Trenton.
"Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband" Camden.
"The Olrl He Couldn't Buy" Philadelphia.
"The Other Woman" Philadelphia.
"The Funny Mr. Dooley" Wilkes Barre Scran-

Eastman's Kodaks cut 20%, Films 15%. Roll films purchased from us
developed free. On the road use our mailing envelopes. Lowest prices.

%

Manufacturing Chemist*
•
,
91 Fulton Street

per pair

DISCOUNT TO ALL PROFESSIONALS

and i lb.
to fit the make-up box : also in
cans. It may be had of most druggists and
dealers in make-up. Sample free on request.

McKESSON

(all colors),

$1.00 to $3.75

excellence
say "it cuts

that

removed in a second."
Albolene u put up in I and

$7.50
$15.00 to $28.00

to order at

its

a make-up remover and

as

made

f Special silk stockings in knee and opera lengths

We have many testimonials from prominent
artists.

silk suits,

JOHN
R. F. D. No. 15
}

$1.00 to $12.50

ALBOLENE

Mall

Figure.

Photographs and Measurements
Immediately, with Salary
To

F

Fay Miss Billie
Faye Budd (C)
Faye Elsie (C)
Fearn ft Wynne (C)
Ferguson Dave (P)
Ferniere Henry C
Ferns Bob
Flnlay Miss

F

First Barney
First Irene

Florence Daisy (C)
Francois Margot (C)
Frasee Frank
Free Dorothy

Gallo James

Gardner Fred
Gardner Georgie
Gaston Bill
Oaylor Flossie
Glrard Eddie (C)
Gillette 8 B
Gluck Alma
Glynn Harry
Goldlng ft Keating
Goodale Eva (C)
Gordon John R
Gray O
Orouer R (C)

Gumm F A

(C)

—

VARIETY

\A/

ION
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
Camden, N.

J.,

U.

S.

CO.

Variety,

Dear

A.

August

25,

:

August 18th, Deiro made certain
statements which were absolutely false. One of
these statements was to the effect that I was present and overheard a conversation at the Palace
Theatre, three years ago, and that the Victor agent
appeared at the stage door and begged him to come
to some understanding with the company. In answer to that I would state that during the time
that Deiro played the Palace Theatre, I was not in
New York and I never was either at the stage door
of the Palace Theatre, nor anywhere near the Palace Theatre during the time of any of his engagements at that house. Regarding his statement that
he asked me to fulfill the time with the Victor peoIn "Variety" of

1916.

Mr. Pietro,

New

Milford, N. J.
dear Mr. Pietro:
In a recent issue of "Variety" we notice that an
accordion player named Deiro made statements in
which he said that a great talking machine company had begged him to play for them, but he refused, etc., etc. These statements are absolutely

My

ridiculous.
facts which the Victor Company will verify
That as soon as the Victor people heard your
test records and compared them with those made
by Deiro, they dropped all negotiations with him
and engaged you for a term of years to make Victor records exclusively, and have ever since billed
you as the greatest accordion player in the world.

The

are:

The

Times Square, N. Y.

Sirs

ple, would state that this also is absolutely false,
and the letter which I have from the Victor Talking

people will verify my statement. The fact of the
matter is, as the Victor people have written, my
records were faultless, while not one of his was
perfect.
I regret very much to have been brought into this
matter, as I usually attend to my own business, and

real reason for our declining the services of

my engagements

Deiro was that the tests he made were not accurate.
Of the half dozen records he made, scarcely one was
perfect.

Very truly yours,

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE.

me busy without having any
kind. Why Deiro should have
falsehood regarding me, I canshall pay no more attention to
he may make*

keep

controversy of this
printed a malicious
not understand. I
any statement that

PIETRO.

BOOKED SOLID ON THE U. B. O. CIRCUIT, UNDER THE MANAGEMENT
OF KAUFMAN, BROADWAY THEATRE BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY.
I.

LOOK WHAT
IETRO
EERLESS
AGANINI
ADAREWSKI
REMIER
IANO-ACCORDIONIST

NA/M

Y

AY

VARIETY

26
if.

Uanlon Herbert (b)
liur^iavi:

I

O'Brien
O'Clalre

Hart Maude
Hart Huby
Hass Chuck

Olcott

of

ORIGINAL

Early Fall Styles

JOSIE FLYNN

rich with the kind of values
that we alone, with our second floor location, our low

Owen May

Max

Page Helen
Paulette Louise

Pease Harry
Peirpont Elise (C)

A

Perclval Ed
Peter ft Pals
Philips L C

Holt Victoria
Hooper Miss D
Horubrook Earl

Pochew Delphlne
Pogue Miss M

Howard Chaa

Howe Sam

NEW

ldona (C)
loront-s Sid

(C)

Rawson G
Raymond Melville B

Jarrott John

Florence
Jennings Fred
Johubon L (C)
Jolbon Mr A Mrs
Jonanl Irene (C)
Jonothan (C)
Jones Edith (C)
Jones Jack (V)
Joyce Dorothy
JeffrlcB

W

David (C)
Keate Harrison (C)

Romalne

M
Geo M

Roman Mrs

Keefe Cbafl H
K Langton & White
Kelley Eddie (C)
Kelly & Wilder

Rosener
Rouse St Clair

Eddy

Russell

Kennedy Harold
Kennedy & iiurt (C)
Kent Annie

S

F 8 (C)
Salvaggl Martha
SampBell Guy
Santoro Nick
Santrey Henry

Sallley

Kimball Maud (P)
King Dottle
King Mazle
Kokomo Kids (P)
Krausbc Otto (C)

Schank J
Schubert Hughle

Shady

Lambert Deatrlco

Lambs Manikins (P)
Lamont Francis (C)
Langdons The
Laugiord Howard (C)
La I'alva (C>
Late 11 Edwin
La Hue Eva (O
,

LaVola Creat
Lelirun Lou

H

LeClalre J
U>« Croix Mildred

D

Leiii/ig Mrs L
Lembeck Dick

Hazel

Spellmeyer & Middle
Spencer Thos
Spink Geo
Start Helen (C)
Stephens Leona
Stepper Vic
Stevens (C)
Stewart Jeanette
Stewart SlBtcrs

have

only

three

—$5.00,
and
—none

prices
$7.50
$10.00

higher

none

lower. These
hats are sold

1

elsewhere for
to
$10
$5
more.
m

Special Introductory Sale of

DRESSES

Former Assistant of Tnkedslo. Paris (tasjfur of Msike, Parrar. Garden. Constantino)
Rsewlsdss «f PrefesslsssJ Resslrossesta. Os. et tM lai-iost srsfmloasJ MUwIbss Is Amtrtea.
frttajltotttly.

Woodward—Broadway and

$1 $.50 $22-50 $29- 50

Pboas ClroU 2000

55th

F

Hazel

Special Attention to thm

CHICAGO

ft Bennett
Toklo Japs (C)
Torcat (C)
Townley Miss B
Turner & Grace
Turner ft Grace (C)
Tyson Bijou

Charmeuses,
nish

Dolly (P)
(C)
1>
Marshall Edward
Marshall Elleene
Marsh Jeanctte (P)
Marshall Lew (C)
Marx Leonard (C)
May field Cleo
Mayorga Louise M
Muy Evelyn C
McGuffey Marlus H
McKay At Ardlno
McShnne Jack

M aim In K

Mercer Vera
Mennod Mrs E
Meyers Belle

Miller Elizabeth R
Miller Fred
Milton ti. DcLonK
Mitchell H A (O
Mitchell Kuth

Mobley Hoss
Monlesdale II P

Mnnohan & Polly
Montague Marcoline
Moore Eminett

W Id

Arthur

Vallle

Van & Ward Girls (C)
VanRush Miss
Van Tommy (C)
Vivian Edith (C)
Volyore Orlah
M (C)
Vressy

W

(

Mark Vance,
Casselman's circus closes Oct. 6 In Michigan.
Electric Park. Waterloo, la., closed Its

most becoming

first

for Sherlock" la a new act to ChiMonday at the Kedzle.

Chicago showing

at the

—at

Hefty Caldwell, formerly a principal In tabs,
has algned with Menlo Moore to head his act,
"Vanity Fair," which opened Its season Sept. 7.

that make
them real Du

cago, opening

The Eva Tanpuay show has been booked
In Ottumwa, la., Sept. 25.

for

one night only

styles

and color
combinations

sum-

mer season Labor Day.

"A Case

pleasing,

in charge

"Vanity Fair" has Its
Lincoln Hip 10.

Man-

Serges

—in the most

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

The Empire (West Madison

W
Wallace Jack

Walsh Rudd (C)
Walsh May
Walton Hamilton
Wantona Erna
Ward Lawrence
Warkelt The
Watson Harry B
Watson Kitty
Webster

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

new-

est fabrics

Satins,

Tojetti

Mann

Profmion

All the

Texlco

M

street) reopened

Jewish repertoire, the
ing the Joseph Kessler Players.

Sept. 1 with

company

Barry values.

be-

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

Similar Values In

SUITS AND COATS
Watch

('

prices

for the opening

announcement of our new
Fur Department

Welgnnd VI
Weston Miss Eddie
Weston Sammy
West Anna M
West Joy
West Lew
West Vivian

Wlehman Hannlo
Williams

H

Murphy KntnclH

I

)ot

he (C)

& Held
Williams Ixw (C)
Wolfe & Stewart

Wllllntns
((')

A

Myers Illbbert T

Wood Mrs F
Wurnella

S

(C)

N a fih May
Nesbitt Evelyn
Sh:. rs

(O

N'lcliols

Yoflt Harry
Young lilllle

1

ZIthb

2oe

ft

THIS DAY and AGE

attention to your ap|w«ar-

Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; n will
Injure your wlfarc!
I'pon the Impression you conKtnntly »nake rests the failure or success of your life.

wish to ap|H>ar aa attractive an possible, for your
Which la to In* vour ultimate destiny? My new Noseown self-satisfaction, which la alone w»-ll worth your
Shaper,
TUAF)()S" (Model Tl) corrects now 111efforts, but you will find the world In ^neral JuduHliaiN-d noses without operation, quickly, safely and
ln§ you greatly. If not wholly, by your "looks." therepermanently.
la pleasunt and does not Interfere
fore It pays to "look your beet" at all times.
with one's dally occupation, belntt worn at nlftht.
Writ* today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-shaped noses without cost If not satisfactory.
,

((')

Noble Ruth
Nolan Ivoulsla
iC)

ArTEH
|N'

* anre u an absolute necessity If you ex [not to
make the moat out of llf>. Not only should you

N

'Wm

styles.

Thaw Betty
Thomas Miss Bobby

Mac Loon Louis (C)
Mack Charlie

Norton

and

We

OPtRA TENOR—VOICI SPECIALIST

Hotel

such

offered
values

Tanner Harry
Temple Luella

Lowry Ed
Lowy Harry (C)

NorrlH Mth C

we

~Best Girl Actlln Vaudeville
LIONEL ROBSARTE
Vsless trtsd

$10-

have

Never

AND
WHICH AS "STERLING" ON SILVER STANDS FOR THE

First Htatf

$7.50

NONE HIGHER

FLYNN
JOSIE
EVERYTHING NEW BUT THE NAME

Hazel (C)
Stuart Martha
Suarez Dolores
Sullivan Nana
Swain Frank <C)

Lewis Georgette
Liberty Norlne
Llndons The
Lindsty Hoy 1<J)
Lorenzo Bert
Lowo Adelyne Co

Mur|»hv J

Snow Ray

Stllb
Stllb

l^eonard Olive
Leslie Arthur
Lfsslg Edwin
Lester Bert
Lester Harry J
I^esValadons The

Mortimer Gus
Morton Howell
Mudge Leland

Singer Beatrice
Smith Art (C)

Stiendell

Lenhart Joaepbine
LeNoro Jack

Morris

Shady

ft

Shelley

$5.00

and

Julia

Trimmed

HATS

This season's ROLL OF HONOR
BABE FILLINDS
MAE ROBERTS
MARGURITE ARNOLD
FREDERICA FONTANA
FLORENCE LOEB
NAN BUTTERFIELD
PEGGY KAVANAUGH
NINA ZELLER

Wm

Kalll

Exclusive Models In

IN ITS ENTIRETY
SCENERY, COSTUMES, ETC.

Ask the man who knows

Readings Four
Regal & Bender
Rent Annie (C)
Rhoades Marie (P)
Richards May
Robey H C
(<C)
Robertson
RoberU (C)
S
Robinson
Rolland Geo

H

offer.

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

Radford & Winchester
Rausey Kline (C)

is

rental, and our wholesale
buying accommodations, can

THIS YEAR BRAND

Quinn Tommy
quirk Mrs P J

1

Every hat and garment

MINSTRELS
NEW

Preston Bobble
Prince & Deerle (C)

Huberth & lluberth
Hudlcr Fred
HuBuey Geo
Hyde Arthur U )

Showing

Brilliant

But Only One

O'Neal Mrs Harry
O'Neal & WamsleyrC)
O'Neill Georgia

Hearn E V
Heincs Harry U,)
Heuderaon Clarrle (C)
Illllb Mrs M
Hougluml Mrs J
Holden Maxwell

Wm

Oltboff Girla

Chuck

Hlukol Otto

"COPY ACTS"

M

Mrs

O'Dowd Dave
Chaa (C)

((-)

Havel Arthur Co
Havilaud J B
lluyea

THERE ARE IMITATIONS AND

i«u ry

Hartuont Sulllo (^)
Harris rfti-vu lO
Harrison Le«

llass

lefinninf Friday, Soft.

Norwood Bdw
Nor worth Ned (P)
Nuger Arthur

H
Hnll Willi-

Th« (C)
Bunnle

M. TglLTTY. Face

Specialist

392 Fifth Ave.,
Vpitiln ImMm

Cor.. 36th St.

Ekntor Swviit

VARIETY

TOM BROWN'S ATTRACTIONS
TOM BROWN'S

BROWN BROTHERS

44

SIX

jj

WITH

MONTGOMERY

and

STONE
THIRD YEAR

IN

PAT CASEY, Agent

"CHIN-CHIN"

TOM BROWN,

Manager

TOM BROWN'S
44

SIX

HARVARDS

99

NOW AT
PLAYHOUSE, PASSAIC,

CHAS. WILSHIN, Agent

N.

J.

GUS KING,

U. B. O.

Manager

TOM BROWN'S
44

PRINCETON FIVE
POLI'S,

NOW AT
NEW HAVEN,

CHAS. WILSHIN, Agent

CONN.

99

JOHN DRAKE,

U. B. O.

Manager

TOM BROWN'S
44

CHING LO MAIDS
NOW AT

CHAS. WILSHIN, Agent

PALACE theatre, hazelton,

pa.

MUg CLARA STEVENS, Manager

TOM BROWN'S MUSICAL MINSTRELS
NOW AT

CHAS. WILSHIN, Agent

^
JS^^p^JS^f;
COMING
BOOKED
>

EAST,

PARK,

>

SOLID, U.

B. O.

NATE BOLTON,

M.nag.r

Act Means CLASS
A Tom BrownCOMMUNICATE

TOM BROWN

6lobe Theafre-

New

M

City

VARIETY

Oliver B. Jones, former editor of the Chicago Morning Telegraph, is now on the dallj
staff of the Chicago Journal.

The
the

W. Parker

C.

State

Fair

at

"Salamander Sallle" will be produced by
Prang
William B. Frledlander In October.
will likely be assigned to one of the

Ellis

carnival company plays
Indianapolis, Ind., next

Charles Christie

week.

principal

&

Co

"The Narrow Way." direction B. K. Pitman, takes to the road the latter part of
this

month.

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS

of a Thousand Candles," direction C. 8. Primrose, Is getting all primed
for the road.

"The House

Wlllam Kilrov, who has called off his road
show, plans to go east shortly to spend the

5C2

winter.

Frank Mahara has gone ahead of E. C.
Wilson's "Shepherd of the Hills" and reports
things prosperous so far on the road.

"What Do You
Wool folk's

tabs,

WE
MOVING

DAy, with Al. Laughlln directing.

Wally Decker has severed his
.

nections
pany.

with

the

official

"Bird af Paradise"

con-

Tel.

com-

PICTURES

Bryant 14*

Established 1172

Nate Erber, who

Is

going to

Palace, Danville, this season,
St. Louis.

is

41st

Louis

New York

Stmts,

Costumes made to order, for

Sell?" the newest of Boyle
went Into rehearsal Labor

The Interstate house (Majestic), Little
Rock, Ark., reopened Sept. 4, playing five acts
Karl HobllUelle, head of the Ineach half.
terstate, now In Dallas, Is expec.ee to arrive
in Chicago this week.

SEVENTH AVENUE

Between 4ttk and

tale or hire.

AMATEUR
STOCK
COMPANIES THEATRICALS
BALL MASQUE

Fox Rellly and his musical comedy company
"Oh, Tou Daddy !" have returned from their
Oklahoma and western trip and showed at

In

Aurora,

Tim Keeier Is back from Oklahoma City
where he sized up the strike situation at close
range. Tim would rather see a horse race any

111.,

Sunday.

The Grand, Grand Forks, S. D., has resumed Its vaudeville shows from the Association

day.

(Richard

Hoffman)

playing

three

acts

each half.

Mabel Baker sails Sept 7 from San Franfor Sydney to Join the Ben J. Fuller
burlesque company at the Adelphia as prima
donna.
cisco

LUBALL

Recently someone stole William B. FriedFrledlander took the Insurmoney to it and purchased
another machine.
lander's new oar.
ance, added some

IMPORTER

recovered

judgment from

Olenn Burt Is booking the shows Into the
Gaiety, Kankakee, 111., the house playing six
acts and tabloids.
Burt Is booking big acts
into the house.
The opening week had the
Four Marx Brothers as its headliner.

SUPPLY EVERYTHING FOR

a brother of

The Family, Mollne, 111., plans to play
The house Is trying to
vaudeville Sundays.
get Association acts.

Chevalier

the Potts Brothers for $50 for writing a sketch
and rehearsing the show. Chevalier sued for
$110, but $60 is not due until the first of
October.

manage the

Joe Erber of East

roles.

Several eastern acts that came to Chicago
expecting routes made one showing and then
hiked back east again, the Association deciding it could not use them on Its books.

Charles Wledner, who was long attached
the box office, Grand, Cincinnati, Is now
assistant manager and treasurer of the
new Lincoln Square theatre, Decatur, 111.

John Prince, former theatrical writer and
located In Chicago for years, was in town the
latter part of last week renewing old acquaintances. Prince is now In charge of the School
of Elocution at the University of Nebraska.

to

the

The Frank Rich Co., comprising 12 people,
has arrived In Chicago from the Coast and
has three musical tabs it will show the local
booking offices In hope of getting routes.

E. S. Lott, secretary of the Lett Hotel Co.,
last week married Ruth Plslow, a non-pro. The
honeymoon Is being enjoyed at Detroit and
Niagara Falls. Mr. Lott is a pretty popular
fellow among the thesplans and vaudevilllans.

Wallace Munro

will take the "Cohan Revue
to St. Louis from here the last day
August for a week's engagement. The show
goes back to Phllly and Boston for antici-

1910"

of

Arma Roma, formerly with the Sellg, has
signed with -the Rowland-Howard forces and
will be assigned to one of their new produc-

pated long engagements.

tions.

and Roy D. Murphy, the Chicago representative, were in Milwaukee Sunday Inspecting
the new Palace there prior to their depar-

Fred Berger is now attached to the pubbureau of the W. V. M. A. Ned Alvord,
formerly in charge, is in Texas handling the
tour of the Hodges-Tyne musical company.
licity

Harry Muller,

of the Fuller Circuit forces,

ture East.

James A. Galvin has made plans to tour
South all winter under canvas, calling
his musical comedy outnt the "World of
Follies."
Johnny and Irene Galvin are fea-

the

1572 Broadway, Cor. 47th

St

Walter

Baldwin Is going to stay In
Duluth, where he closed a successful stock
season last week and will open a dramatic

Opposite Stnued Theatre,

8.

school there.

Featuring a
Full Line of

The William
pany

may

New Fall Models

Inc., has de"Night Clerk" tab com-

Frledlander,

its

later In the season.
The show
going again early in December.

until

get

Howard Langford came

in Serge Dresses
From $9.50
i

B.

cided to disband

last

in

Mort H. Singer sent out instructions last
week to all the ten percenters doing business
with the Association to be on duty at
a. m.
John Blllsbury was expected to arrive from
this week to remain indefinitely
at the Helen R. Murphy Agency with which he

New York
is

financially Interested.

he will

FOR RENT

to attend to some local business.
not determined just what company
be associated with this fall.

Dauphine Theatre,

Earlo Norton, is sending out two shows on
"Freckles." one opening Saturday night on
The other will also play
the one-nlghters.
one-nlgbt stands.

and Upwards
Special Attention to
the Profession

Joseph F. Sheehan has been hitting the high
notes for a few weeks with the grand opera

company at Ravlnla Park. Sheehan and his
own G. O. troupe open in "Martha" for a road
tour Sept. 17 in Davenport, la.

from New York

week

He has

tured with the show.

daily hereafter.

New

Orleans

Modern, Fire-proof Playhouse Seating 1800 Persons
Apply DAUPHINE INVESTMENT COMPANY
311 Dauphine St., New Orleans, La.

Frank A. P. Gazzolo has been in New York
for the past week conferring with the heads
there of the International Circuit about a
new show he will send over the circuit.

CLARENCE

MAUDIE

NORDSTROM
In

A BIG

at the

HIT.

POTTER

"A BUNGALOW WOOING"
By

Opened

AND

UNA CLAYTON

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE the first

half of

THIS

WEEK

(Sept. 4)

Direction

and

SCORED

VARIETY

Featured in William B. Friedlander's

"THE

HUSBANDS"
Now at the Palace Theatre, New York
4

RAY
i

FLORENCE

Who Scored a SMASHING, SENSATIONAL HIT
Coney

CESS

INDIVIDUAL SUCPALACE THEATRE This Week (Sept. 4)

Island, last
at the

at Henderson's,

week and

are an

VARIETY
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i

i

Every JVoman
has a "Position

A
Pari*

Frac%

If

99

If r**
fl

Rue

Whether
holds

business,
better

it

or

social

when

artistic

by

aided

she

proper

dressing.
fl

This
pend

why

is

so

many

in the profession de-

upon Sophie Rosenberg for the
creations which have made her famous.
fl

New

models and creations from
Paris Shop now on view.
fall

my
SOPHIE ROSENBERG
to at

» w. 4** mux.

LaPlte Mercedes, a Chicago girl, who waa
have made her first local vaudeville appearance at the Great Northern Hip this week
as a premier danseuse, has had the date set
forward for a time.

says will open the flrat week In October.
will play pictures up to that time.

to

$12

Iska Murff and Harry Downing are playing
the leads for Woolfolks "Six Little Wives,"

THEATRICAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

S

#|B
^19

ROOM & BATH FOR 2

wS:

Miautoe

aD

CIIITFtt
9UIIEL9

PER

WBRK

P/IB
rUlf

PARLOR, BED-

R0QM&BAXH

U$h% Alx* WtthaD

*%
a<

Hoed

JTtEETANO

REimWEBEI'S HOTEL

OKLE,

Reproductions made on short

H.
1661

BROADWAY

Tel. 2814 Circle

BRANCHES
114

which rehearHed here for several weeks and
opened In Gary Sept. 1-2. The tab was di-

MS Eighth Ave.,
West 12Sth St.

at 42nd Street
Tell. 24tl

The Lents & Coutts circus was billed for Oak
Park and the bills *had the lot picked as Redgland avenue and Adams street, but the outfit
failed to Bhow last week.
Reports reached
here the nhow had stopped traveling with salaries unpaid.

NEW YORK CITY
Morn.

Winona Winter, who was to have resumed
her vaudeville tour Sept. 3 at Battle Creek,
suffered a relapse of malaria fever and 1b now
In a serious condition at her home In this
city.
I*ast week a "zone of quiet" was ordered by the police about the Winter home.
The Haymarket, with

its

burlesque attrac

for the Thieplay vaudeville in the Grand,
Kewanee, 111.. Sundays only, week days being
devoted to traveling combinations.
Frank
Thlelen and
W. J. West, who manages
the Grand, started the vaudeville shows Sept.
as
them
long
as
business
and will continue
warrants. SanfTlshman is handling the book-

Circuit

J.

KEIRN
Tom

Moore)

the

ings.

fell

off

Sunday night

the Bel-

In

Princess Jue

Quon Tal

is

being sued by the

Simon Agency for $28 commissions.

The Low-

enthal firm represented the plaintiff, but when
the case was called last week It continued until

THEBOOrCfy
Women's Smart Footwear

Majestic,

a

Waterloo. la., swung
ville season Sunday.
houses to get Into
pheum, Green Hay,

Finn
Into

K-

its

theatre

and Lincoln neighborhood at the pop
theatres, the Rlvervlew mardi gras getting
the play.
Anyone In masked costume was
admitted free to Rlvervlew.
The crowd got
pretty rough Saturdav night and ten rowdies were reported as being arrested.

Heiman

house,

regular vaude-

The last of the F. & H.
aetlon will be the OrWis., which Sam Kahl

For Street,

1560 Broadway

STpSS*.

Mall Ordora Promptly Filled

presents

At Proctor's 5th Ave.,

o

!! an4 Evento* Wear

THE POPULAR SONG WRITER
iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii

BRENNAN
(The Modern

to

.'I

The

of

Haven.

Business

Arrangements have been made

len

effect*

A. H. Talbot got some publicity last week
when the papers went into detail about the
Hip's musical director, Walter Hettinger, who
did some tall traveling to get married but got
back In time to play the afternoon show at
the Hip.
Hettinger's wife was formerly Myrtle

tlon last week, registered around the $4,000
mark, with the weather not favorable to
theatregolng.
The show Itself came within an
ace of being canceled owing to the poor condition of the wardrobe.

JENIE JACOBS
iiiiiiiimiiimm

lighting

mont

rected by A. Laughlln.

TARR

new

proper of the Star & Garter are the talk of
the West Side.
The auditorium Is now brilliantly Illuminated with 600 100- watt electrics and the effect is much brighter than last
year.
Charles Walters, manager, has an
augmented orchestra of ten pieces.

N. Y.

Catering to the Moving Picture
and Vaudeville Field.
notice.

The

It

NOW (Sept. 7-10).

Author of
"A LITTLE BIT OF HEAVEN"
"GOOD BYE, GOOD LUCK, GOD BLESS YOU"

"IRELAND IS IRELAND TO ME"
"TURN BACK THE UNIVERSE AND GIVE ME YESTERDAY"
"THAT'S HOW THE SHANNON FLOWS," etc., etc.

I

A

VARIETY

.

l
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i

DAY"
ONE
HEATH AND LANGE

"JUST

By
The greatest march

A

"There's

moment.

Quaker Down In Quakertown"
SOLMAN AND BERG

By
The biggest

ballad of the present

hit of all the

Nineteen Sixteen sontj

hits.

MNIICWW.MIIII
By

A

BRANEN AND POLL

dainty, melodious little love ballad that hits home.

"On The Arm
A conversation number

of

The Old Armchair"

that will

make them both laugh and applaud

"HELLO MY SWEETHEART"
(I

A

LOVE YOU)

fascinating flirtation song that's sure

fire.

"Come To Me Now While I Need You"
ALFRED SOLMAN'S

latest ballad offering that's going over big

"TWO KEY RAG"
JOE HOLLANDER'S great novelty
An over-night hit
BOSTON, 230 Tremont St.
PHILADELPHIA, 136 N. 9th

JOE
t

CHICAGO, Grand Opera House Bldg.
ATLANTIC CITY, 1029 Boardwalk

MORRIS MUSIC CO.

145 West 45th Street

• •

•

St.

k

••f IIIISIII
« •

rag song.

New York

j

—
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BEST PLACE TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO DINE

300 Housekeeping Apartments
(if til bitter

dan

NMNrinl

within rtadi if

Ms)

Under direct supervision of the owners. Located la the heart of the city Just off
Broadway, close to ell boohing offices, principal theatre*, department stores, traction lines.
L reed ead subway.
Our specialty Is housekeeping furnished apartments for theatrical folks to whom we
especially cater and who can be assured of unsurpassed service and attention et all times.

ALL BUILDINGS DELIGHTFULLY COOL AND EQUIPPED WITH ELECTRIC LIGHT

HENRI COURT

IRVINGTON HALL
Phone 7102

356 te 350 West list St.

levator

312. 814 and 310

Col.

building of the high art type.
With every modern device and oon-

fireproof

Just coemloted.

Apartments are beautifully arranged and consist
rooms, with mtonens and kitchenettes,

I«4

sf X.
private bath

West 48th St

Pheas 0500 Bryant

An np-to-the -minute new fireproof bull*
ranged In apartment* of 3 and 4 moms With at
prlrate bath. Phone in each apartment.
• 12.00 Up Weekly

vsnienoa

and phone.
112.00

THE DUPLEX

Up Weekly

YANDIS COURT
241-247 West 43rd 81.

Three and four rooms with bath furnished te s
degree of majpmnaej that excels anything in this type
of building.
Theas apartments will accommodate
four or more adults
88.00 U» Weekly

t and 4 -room apartments wtth
Private bath and telephone.
Ins pnvaor u
apartments am noted far is one of Us attractions.
1.

1 1 0.00

Phone 4208-6131 Bryant

823 and 830 West 43rd St.

Phons 7012 Bryant

Us Weakly

Address all communications to M. Clemen
Yandis Court, 241 Weat 43rd Street,

Principal Ofllcei

Now York

J

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK CITY.

r*amplate fet* Housekeeping
Clean ead Airy
Privets Bath, 3-4 Rooms.

Catering to the comfort and convsniencs of the profession

Steam Heat

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET
SL

Ill-Ill West 41th

Lunch 4k.

LITO
G
1
"THE RENDEZVOUS

181st

Make yoar some with «s for the summer. Oar ompoity is located on
our tnuldmgs are mtnhrn. and fireproof, with elevator, eleetrto ught sad

101st St.. 60 feet from Central Park,
telephone in each apartment. Comschedule for apartments and rentals Is as follows:
Our sobedul
tor housekeeping.
?etely equipped for
6 Roent. aooonnodstlas 6 »eo»le. $12 Weekly
seeple, 810
$10 Weekly
Reene. aeeea negation
legation 4 pernio,
Roene. aeeee asdstlss 8 sssale, 318 Weekly
TeL 5020 RWerside
JOHN MILBERQ. Mam
14 W. 101st St. M. Y. CITY

Holiday*

WITH WINE

OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY
THE ONLY BRIGHT SPOT

IN

Up

EIMTIOIM
STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST

Near eta At*.
DINNER. Week Days,

WiM

With

$3

WHERE THE PROFESSION EATS

CHICAGO CAFETERIA

THE OCEAN

NAT GOODWIN CAFE
SANTA MONICA, CAL. (S minutes frees Lm Angelee)
nATUINr
SaMtt" (Lata B. F. Keith's Palace Theatre) J PAIfllWU
The Moat Funout Bohemia Witt of Chicago
PAUL W. SCHENCK. Prooioeat

niMriNr
UAWUWb

I

I

I

|"CoU.g. Inn

|

DORADO ST.PAULHOTEL
EL
ROTISSERIE— RESTAURANT
MTH
AND COLUMBUS
B'way,
NEW YORK CITY
AVE.

ST.

1599-1601
Bet. 48th and 49th SU.

RAZZETTI & CELLA,

Inc.

SPECIALTIES
Chicken . .40
.

Duck

...

.45

6oeM

...

.4*

..

.58

...

.30

Turkey

Lamb

Park .... .30
Vaal
.35
Btaf
40
Spaghetti... 25

Palm Garden—Music
Table d'Hot* Lunch
Imp.

Opsa

e\

until

45c.
Dom. Wine* at Liquors.
'Phone Bryant 6835

1AM.

CATERING TO THE PROFESSION

ABBEY COURT
3120

Broadway, N. Y.

€.,

N. E. Co. 124th St.

rooms, elevator house,
electric lights, hotel service, home comforts,
telephone, housekeeping facilities, restaurant, convenient to subway.

Furnished

Sept. 11.

1,

2

and

ficate.

told th»* court she was
not have any birth certi-

The Princess

said she

was born Dec.

T

everything arranged for
show, "My Homo
Town Girl," to play at the i>ollr»m»n's annual
benefit at the Auditorium, openlns Oct. 8,
and continuing three weeks. The show opened a week's stand in Detroit Labor Day.
Uuulness so far reported good by tbe company.

Perry

Kelly

has

Hyams and Mclntyre

..

—

Bert Oonveree and A lire Berry have been
engaged by Norman rricacnwald to*e*fa1n*t*
the roi«**i In his new snow, "My Honolulu
Ofrf," which has its premiere at Gary. Ind.,
Sept. 17
Frlenedwald plans to play the Ab-

5

One block from Central Park
and tth Ave. L Stations, Sasas da
Century, Colonial, Circle and Para

200

Em

SPECIAL RATES TO THE
TeL

4888

B
S

EMMET
S

221 WEST 4ZD ST.
Elegant furnished riHrms with private baths;

> HOTEL

WHERE ^OjV
DO YOU

GO^

fromhere?X
WHY NOT! ^

modern comfort, Fseach cooking. Single and
Double Rooms, with or without board. For past
13 years under the personal management of
F. MOUREY.
Lunch, $.25 and Dinner $.35.

Xr,r.rt^r^.^.,

BRODERICK

*-

20iw.38

K

ST.

s
03

o

f
ro

Garden.

I

u

ST. LOUIS, MO.
REQENT HOTEL, 100 N. 14th Street
BOMB OP THE PROFESSION
Fivk Minutes Walk To All. Tbbatcii
ELMER B. CAMPBELL. Prop, ead Mgr.

(0
4)

BRODERICK

J=

ANNEX
200 W 39'" ST.

tc
4)
4>
In

T. A.

PHILADELPHIA
Boci&Uoa and United houses with the tab and
if they aen't pay the money will enlarge It
and sand it oa tbe road. One of the promised
features la a volcanic eruption In which Miss
Berry makes a dive at the close of the show
dallies hinted at

a chorus

girl

o

s

Ud

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

The Chicago

ILL.

i

HOTEL

9

The Central
Summer

CHICAGO,

SECONDS FROM BROADWAY"

PROFESSION

Bryant

served in tho

Buret. St. (Cor. Clark),
From AH Theatree

Minutes' Walk

ROOMS OF THE BETTER KIND
"45

100 Rooms, use of hath. $L8t per dap.
ISO Rooms, private
bath, 8U0 per day.
_
'
Suites, Parlor,
Bedroom and
and up.
sad B
BatK
By the week, 88, 80 and I14J0.
"

W. Van

ia

28, 1898.

tho

101-3-5-7-9-11-13

AB

flr

3

Jue Quon Tal

under age but did

Tea-storr buBmng, aeselntary
betas wtth shower sttneaaneat

BRODERICK,

scandal Monday evening in a fire which routed thirty families in scant attire from a threestory apartment building at 804-810 Lakeside
The blaze started In the flat formerly
place.
occupied by four chorus girls who were evicted a few days ago (so the papers say) for
carrying on 'no many night parties. The report was turned In to the Are department
that the fire was caused by a lighted cigarette.

The
Chicago,

have

Prop.
Allardta operate the Gaiety, South
and tho Orpheum, Hammond, and
play vaudeville again at

arranged to
these houses but

will have them hooked by
Burchlll, who frames up the Allardt
road show that plays the northern territory
and Canada. Tho Gaiety will play five act*
during the week and six on Sundays.
The

Tommy
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.

DANIEL-

Bradley

Northwest Corner 42d Street and 9th Avenue

TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Telephone 1M2 Bryant

84

NEW BUILDING

ROOMS

NEW YORK CITY

CHICAGO

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

CATERING TO THE BETTER CLASS OF THE PROFESSION
WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES

With Hot and Cold Running Water
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

RUSH AND EAST GRAND AVE.
em Room s

$3.50, $4.00,

$450

ROOMS WITH BATH, $7, $8, $9, $105$)
SUITE, $14. THREE ROOM SUITE.

TWO ROOM

WEEKLY

HIGH-CLASS RESTAURANT

A CALL WILL
CONVINCE YOU

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

ROBT. H. BORLAND, Manager
(Same Management Alexandria Hotel)

THE

Hsessaseslsf Asartnssta

28

and 8 Reosu with Bath.
$7.88 te $17.50 Weekly

sf 2

Tel. Bryant

554
555
7833

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

II The Edmonds
J

Home*.

114-16

Office—778

J.

Consists Hotel Service

New York City
156

West 35th Street

NEW YORK

Broadway

1, 2, 3, and 4 Rooms, $3 and Upwards
Complete Housekeeping Equipments. Telephone and Elevator Service,
NEWLY RENOVATED WRITE OR PHONE FOR RESERVATION * WTC*

EIGHTH AVENUE

Victoria Hotel
KING EDWARD

A NEW HOTEL FOR MEN ONLY

Bachelor Hotel "SSSSS"
ROOMS WITH RUNNING WATER-MOO,

NEW YORK

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
145-1S5 WEST 47TH STREET, Just off Broadway
"The Very Heart of New York"
Absolutely Fiireproof
EVERY MODEI
358 Rooms, 2S8 Private Baths
MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water), $1.88 and Upward. Room end Beth, $138
Five Minutes' Walk to 38 Theatres
POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT
Try Our Dollar Dinner

WM.

Just Off

Private Bath and Phone in Each Apartment

IN

Broadway
SMITH, Msssetr

Jutt off

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

Formerly

West 47th St

MARION APARTMENTS

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 47th and 48th Street*

New

Phoss Bryant 4841
Located Is the Heart si the
Theatrical Section snd
Booking Offloee

CORNELL

Horns Cooking.

Home Comforts

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION
776-78-80

80 Single snd DoubU Rooms
with Bsth. $4 to $10 Weekly
City

Furnished Apartments

$21.

MODERATE PRICES

$7.88

$5.88 and
Per Week. By the

STEAM HEAT. ELECTRIC LIGHT. ELEVATOR.

$8.88

Per Week. With Private Bath-

Day—$1.88.
Long Distance Phone

In

HOTEL COSMOS and ANNEX
102 and 100

for 50c.

CAFE IN CHARGE OF ABE MIERS
CHAS. A. HOLLINGSWORTH. Proprietor
AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

West 44th

Street

(Under the management of Mrs. Powers and Mrs. Guensel, formerly of West 41th and
^^
48th Streets)

NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS, RUNNING WATER AND TELEPHONE SERVICE
RATES. $3, $4 and $5 Weekly
Directly Opposite the

New York Hippodrome.

Tel.

HALF BLOCK FROM THE WHITE RATS
Teleph

THE ADELAIDE

Bryant

754-756
S-e-S

EIGHTH

Room Apartments

AVE.,

Bet. 46th

One Mock west
of

IDEAL APARTMENTS FOR THE

Broadway

and 47th

Tel. 728

Special rates by the month
204 Manhattan Avenue,
(Between 108th and 188th Streets)

Academy

MRS. GEORGE HLECEL. Proprietor and Manager

many

years at booking to discard the knowledge and experience) to Join the ten per cent,

HIGH CLASS FURNISHED APARTMENTS
NEAR CENTRAL PARK
IS West

DELIGHTFULLY COOL FOR THE SUMMER
(Phone 1141 Academy)

108th Street

Four, fire and six-room lares, light apartments, beautifully and completely furnished (or housekeeplas.
Telephone and all modern improvements— $10 sp. Elsotrlo Fsns Installed Is all start suit*.

GEORGE

Agents on premises

HOTEL ROLAND

NEW YORK CITY
288 Rooms Absolutely Fireproof
Block from Grand Plsia and Fifth Avenue
entrance to Central Park, 5 minutes' ride
from Grand Central Station.
Single rooms, private bath, $8 weekly and
Parlor, bedroom and private
upwards.
bath, $12 weekly and upwards.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE
PROFESSION

Hammond

house

reopened

Sunday,

playing

four acts Sundays and week days. The Hammond house wlil Ret the same class of acts
that Burchlll will book for the northwest and
Canadian houses.

Messrs. Koppelberger and Coleman,

who

con-

houses In the northwest, have set
Sept. 8 as the opening of their Mrtropolitan,

trol several

Minneapolis, vaudeville season, the house playing Ave acts the last half of the week only.
Fred Hartman has gone to Minneapolis to

AND

CO.

Hotel Bouillon
21

AND

23

The home

56 East 59th Street

K.EAN

CATHERINE STREET EAST,
MONTREAL, CAN.

ST.

of theatrical people.

walk from any theatre.
Grill room, private rooms and
room.

7228

SUMMER

ZUCKER CORPORATION,

Each Apartment
Special Summer Rates by the Week or Month

Strictly Professional.

Bryant

St..

Completely Furnished for Housekeeping with Bath and Telephone In

Now

Every Room.

Five minutes'
ladlss' dining

manage It until tho season gets well under
way.
The Met will get Its shows from Lacrosse. Koppelberger & Coleman also operating; the LaCrosse theatre, playing five acts
each half.
Richard Hoffman, of the Association, Is booking both houses.
Frank L. Koppelberger will personally manage the LaCrosse
house.
Paul Goudron is not to become a ten percenter.
He had his mind all set to obtain
a long list of acts and book with the Association and U. D. O. but after a conference
with Mort H. Singer last' week Paul will remain attached to the Association booking
forces. While the Northwest and Coast territory will be booked by Harry Miller at Paul's
oiu desk, Goudron is lining up a new boon,
having theatres penciled in from Missouri,
Iowa and Nebraska as positive and other territory to be added later.
He will line up
new acts coming into the Association and
Singer has
will give them personal attention.
convinced Goudron that he has spent too

agents.

Chicago producers of legits are pretty busy.
Halton Powell's new show, "Little Peggy
O'Moore," started a tour of the International
Circuit Sept. 4 after It had a preliminary
fling for three days at Kankakee last week.
Earl Norton's "The Natural Law" opened
well at Hoopeston last week.
It will play
the one-nlghters.
"My Mother's Rosary," direction Rowland A Clifford, with Horace Noble,
Maxlne Alton, Carl Runyon and Heroer\
Bethew In the cast, which opened In St. Louis
and played the Garden, Kansas City, last
week, will be at the Imperial, Chicago, Sept.
10.

Gasklll

A MacVltty have "The Shepherd

of the Hills" slated for the one-night stands

through the South.

new produetlon

of

The Oaskell A MacVltty
"The Other Man's Wife"

opened Saturday night

In

Michigan City.

It

play the one-nlghters.
W. T. Gaskcll
and Carl MacVltty attended the premiere. The
company has Ann Hamilton as Its principal
feminine player.
L. E. Pond Is the road
manager. In the company are Beatrice Ebert, George Sharp and Al. Campbell.
"The
Girl Without a Chance," Robert Sherman's
company that will tour the International Circuit, opened Sunday in Memphis.
The GattsRowland-Cllfford road production of "In old
Kentueky" Is now on the road and reports
have it doing well.
will

-

Richard Hoffman Is himself again. That Is.
Richard has buckled down at his books on

INERS
AKE-UP
'

MINIM

New York

the Association floor In grim earnest for a
long fall and winter of keeping
lot of
theatres supplied with acts.
Quite a number
of Dick's houses got started with their W. V.
M. A. shows last Sunday and Labor Day. The
Logan 8quare, Chicago, resumed vaudeville

last Sunday with six acts, Hoffman booking
in five each half during tho week.
Hoffman
also Alls In the Academy, Chicago, show on
the split policy. The Nicholas theatre, Council Bluffs, la., resumed Sept. .'i, with two acts

playing Sunday, Monday and Tuesday of each
week. The Orpheum Sioux Falls, S. D., playing four acts each half, opened last Sunday.
I,
.1.
Salarlo Is again managing the Nlcnoias.
The LaCrosse, LaCrosse, Wis., five acts each
half, resumed Sept.
while the Metropolitan,
Kochester, Minn., opens Sept. 8 with a flveaet show last half each wee^.
The Grand
Grand Forks, 1h now open with a Hoffman
show, three acts each half.
Hoffman is also
booking a five-act show Into the Orpheum, Llneoln, Ne.b.. the first half of eaeh week. The
Harrison. Waukegan, opened Labor Day under
new management, the house now being operated by Messrs. Fleckles A Hoag, playing
four acts split week.
Thf New Wilson, Beloit.
Wis., management. L.
Carrutbers,
started last Friday with five acts, playing
the last half and combinations the first half.
Tho Metropolitan, Watertown. S. D., opened
Sept. 4, management, Messrs. Hess A Rau,
playing two acts each half.
.'I.

W

AUDITORIUM (Cloofonto Campanlnl. gen.
dlr. ).— Heforo
Grand Opera opens Nov. 13
tho Hyams and Melntyre show plays during
Oetober for the Policemen's annual benefit.
ULATKSTONR (Harry Bowers, mgr.).—
Scheduled opening Sept. LT» with "What's Your
I

|iiv-t<(incl

Doing?"

COHAN'S GRAND (Harry
"The Cohan Rovuo
i-very

1!»IG"

Ridings,

mgr.).—

has done capacity

night since opening

(third week).
f'MICAGO (Frank <>. Miller, mgr.).— "The
I'.lne Paradise" opens house Sept. 17.

COKT

(I'.

Warmer"
('OF.!

Htlll

MHIA

Gerard's

—

Herman, mgr.). "Fair and
taking profit (fifth week).

.1.

(R.

"Follies

A. Wood, mgr.
of the Day."

)

.—Barney
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ADVANCE SALE OF

FURS

BEAUTIFUL
MARVELOUS!!

A small deposit now

Back Stage
See The Labels

reserves

any model and saves you ¥d to
regular season's prices.
Take these values for example
y>

EXQUISITE

were the comments heard of
Kahn gowns worn by the

company

HUDSON SEAL STOLES SOO 50
dSadasa

at the opening of the

production,

$OC 00
Advance Sale Price Ml

Models for the

Fall

28-34

The

department
has helped many in
the profession and it
can help YOU.

MODERATE

at

few

following

Dawn

profes-

Vivian Siegel

Gowns

On* Forty-Eight
Wast Forty-fourth Street
Near Broadway
Now York City

Four Doors

Wast of
The Lambs' Club

ENOLEWOOD (Ed. Beatty, mgr.).—"Big
Review 1917" (burlesque).
OARRICK (J. J. Oarrity. mgr.).— "Step
This Way" (Lew Fields) picked up nicely

Defective," by a local doctor, opened to packed

with holiday patronage (fourth week).
OAYETY
(Robt.
Schonecker,
mgr.).—
"French FrollcH" (burlesque).
HAYMARKET (Art. H. Moeller, mgr.).—
"The Joy Riders" (burlesque).
IMPERIAL (William Spink, mgr.).— "Any

pheum).— Cool weather following a hard rain,
a holiday and a good show made everything

mgr.).— "The

4.

STAR & GARTER (Charles Walters, mgr.).
—"The New York Girls."
MAJESTIC (Fred Eberts, mgr.; agent, Or-

fun right for the capacity audience at the
Majestic Monday afternoon.
Hundreds were
turned away and were forced to seek theatre

ILLINOIS

(Rolla Tlmponl, mgr.).— "Pom
Pom" opened to big business Monday night
reviews favorable.
LA SALLE (Harry Earl, mgr.).— "Where
Are My Children?" big draw (sixth week).
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "The

amusement elsewhere
entertained

hill

good

show

for

in

hugely.
a holiday

"The Loop."
The
It was a corking
crowd,

plenty

Lady from Lonesome Town."
(Charles Warren, mgr.).— "Common Clay" (John Mason-Clara Joel), draw(second week
big
ing

OLYMPIC

.

GUN That Shoots the Original
BULLED L <tt
A

of

vaudeville fun and diversity.
Mario and
Duffy opened nicely, closing with their skilful
diabolo manipulations. The act was applauded.
Bert Hanlon was "No. 2." Ho appeared
to better advantage than on his last appearance and his voice even sounded better, ills
material made an excellent impression and

Little

the

Powers,

and active Vegetable Laxative. Recommended for Constipation
forms and for Liver Complaints.
stimulates a torpid liver; assists a weakened stomach;
rids the Intestines of the poisons produced by putrefactive bacteria
tlii'.Ukh the arin in of tteruis from undigested food.
Get the Original with the trade mark stamped In the bottom.
Put up In a Brass Bullet In one size only. Prloe 25 cents.

show and

PALACE
pheum).

(Harry Singer, mgr.; agent, OrSinger was as happy as a

— Harry

and vaudeville returned to the house again
under bappy conditions. That the Palace got
its share of the holiday crowds 1b best attested by the fact that the matinee was sold
out long before curtain time, while the "seats
all sold for this performance" went out early
Monday night the crowd
for the night show.

seemed In bully good spirits and the show
went like a house aflro.
It must be duly
chronicled the opening show was a humAll the Palaco employees, front and
dinger.
hack, are glad that vnudevllle Is thero again,
for they put forth every effort to make the
The orchestra
opener show life and vim.
was ten strong, with Harry L. Rogers majestIt sure got
ically waving the leader's baton.
a good workout especially on the accompaniment for the classic dancers. It must also be
said that while the Palace was dark last
week the pointers and cleaners got busy and

NEW

nafe

Manufactured by

The

Bullet

Brand Laboratories

'W. cit?"

my summer
"ready

to

$46

now

$15.

Call

Mack
The Tailor
1582-1584

BROADWAY

Opp. Strand Theatre

722-724-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. CaiumbU Theatre

NEW YORK

CITY, N. Y.

to

Monday afternoon and evening.
The
Palace was all lit up (the Palace, not Harry)

up for the
The program had Page, Hack and Mack carded to
open the show, with MacRae and Clegg to

dolled the auditorium and lobbv all
new season. Looks mighty nice.

At night these acts reversed positions.
cyclists held attention, the fancy trick
routine of Gertrude Clegg bringing applause
time and again. The tandem tricks were also productive of substantial applause, something that few wheel acts get at the Palace
close.

The

in

midseason.

Robert Dore and George Hal-

pcrln were "No. 2." Dore can sing, and HalDore was in splendid
perln Is some pianist.
voice and made every number tell. His voice
has quality and quantity and his program was
Halchosen with good taste for vaudeville.
perin was modest and unassuming in his piano
work.
The act made a fine impression and
the applause was spontaneous and cenerous.
Elsie Pilcer and Dudley Douglas are working like seasoned veterans and getting away
Miss Pilcer has a
with it most creditably.
wealth of wardrobe, most of the designs being of tho Gaby Deslys pattern, but as Gaby

FOR LEASE
UftVI

V EL- AND. OHIO

Ideal for

BULLET LAX

All

suits

and see my new fall
styles coming in fast.

and

lark

In all

and

GOOD

wear" that I have
been selling up to

Little

finely,

made

especially pleasing. Inthe skating prowess
Teddy, who closed the
held everybody In for the finish.

terest was attached
of the bear, Alice

Slater."

«

favorite Monday afternoon, in the particularly hard spot of next to closing on this

Every number was put over

specialises

from the beginning.

big

"He Was Nice" was

house Sept.

Big,

MACK

in strip clothes

has

Soldier Boy," "I Met a Little fclfman Down
the LI 11 lee" and "Down by the Brie Canal.
which Bbe announced as being done by permission of George M. Cohan. The "Erie Canal" number was the best received. Completely recovered from her recent illness Is Helen
Lackaye, and she gave a splendid perform*
ance of her novel offering, "Overtones." The
entire company acquitted Itself capably and
the score was never In doubt.
Applauded.
Bert Melrose, In whlteface, had them howling
and shrieking with his rocking chair stum
on the tables.
As usual surefire.
Josie
Heather is back again and with her are Willlam Casey, Jr., and Bobbie Heather. Misr,
Heather not only looked unusually well, but
kept her ingratiating smile working to good
advantage. Miss Heather sports a brand new
wardrobe and It sure is nifty.
Makes her
look classy, and that last outfit in particular
was most becoming. Miss Heather wasn't at
all stingy with her numbers, and the audience took her to heart without any trouble.
Miss Heather Is dainty In ways and charming
in appearance and with personality that an
audience likes. She was Indeed a particularly

bill.

(Harry

a

Br

Jane Grey
Marguerite Namara

POWERS'

New York

Worry What People Say," "My

King
Norma Talmadge
Frances Demarest
Beth Lydy

Creator of

St.

imitations

received as much applause as they did Monday. Louise Dresser, In white, gave her popularity renewed stimulus and sang five numbers effectively.
In
succession she rendered "When .t's Springtime in Killarney,
Molly, I'm Coming Back to You," "I Should

Mollie

Tempest and Sunshine
Blanche Ring
Muriel Hudson
Maude OdeU
Mrs. L. Herz
Dorothy Maynard

RATKOWSKY
W. 34th

have

muiviuuaiicya

his idea

were particularly effective.
Hunting and Frances pleased immensely. This
pair has some bright, snappy patter that
amused greatly and the dancing by the man
and the banjo accompaniment by the woman
at the close were a hit.
A large-sized bit
was made by Kalmar and Brown, whose novel
dancing act, "Nurseryland," proved a genuine treat Not In some seasons has this pair
bis

sionals will vouch for our high
class workmanship and character of our work.

is

been

Special Discount to the Profession

PRICES.

This

should

SCOTCH MOLE STOLES

A.

middle

Mack's

THE NATION'S FURRIER

exhibition

Mans

MACK

Advance Sale Price

with an unusual style character
that insures distinction now on

Hazel

the greater number
have the
labeL

# Wa
* 7C

Advance Sal* Price

"THE
GIRL FROM BRAZIL"

New

Price,

Full Flare; Collar, Cuffs

the

doughnut*

dollars to

50
$££Q
IsWa
HUDSON SEAL COATS

Full Flare Models,
Advance Sale

!!!

and Border
off Skunk,
Lynx, Fox and other
contrasting Furs
$1
00

Shubert

The Clothes?

In

FRENCH SEAL COATS

STOCK COMPANY

or

VAUDEVILLE

Fast °th Street, near Euclid, in the heart of downtown Cleveland. Practically rebuilt,
reseated and redecorated. Seats 1300— now really beautiful house. Vaughan Olaser recently
rinsed very successful stock season at 25-50-75c.
Attractive proposition to responsible
parties for one or term of years.

THE METROPOLITAN THEATRE COMPANY

SIS

ERIE BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO

VARIETY
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once wtnt to the Coast with Billy Wilken pulling a lot of nifty press stuff on Gaby's dresses
and hats, Miss Pilcer won't bays to worry.
Harry Oreen and players In "The Cherry
Tree' scored the first big laughs of the show.
Everything went through like clockwork and
the applause was such that Oreen was foroed
to make a little curtain speech.
Nonette was
a happy hit with her songs and violin. The
audience showed willingness for her to remain In view longer. Marlon Morgan's Classic Dancers presented a Roman ballet In
three episodes, and the bare-legged girls went
through a series of the classic terpslchore
that will make those famously trained gouavea
turn green with envy If they ever catch the
Morgan bunch. To some It all seems bunk
Just the same as museums of art appear
to be a waste of time and money to those
who pass right on. To others In this day
of classic appreciation appreciation that la

—

resulting In the art societies In

^uiiiHinirHrniimniftiiiiitimiHifiiimniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiftiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiu^

r

its

house

one of the biggest days of the
year, but the day show Rot away to a bad
start by the scheduled acts falling to show,
and the management had to do some tall hust-

THE

San Francisco will have an "Illumination
Carnival" Sept. 20-21.
"War's Women" film
while at the Tivoli recently aroused the censor's Ire.

g

Number

Anniversary

11th

1

received, their dancing making a most
Act above average of
favorable Impression.
type recently appearing at McVlcker's.
They work hard and their efforts were applauded Monday. Hilda Schnee also appeared
on the bill.

well
this

VICTORIA (Harry

—

Blaundin,

mgr.; agent,

Doyle). Just by the way of making it known
North Side that the Victoria Is playing
pop vaudeville the house has circulated free

In the

many

the families in the Belmont
section getting enough to make them realize
that the Victoria is now offering a new kind of
entertainment.
The house continues to pack
them in and the returns the last half in particular were especially gratifying.
The show
the last half seemed to give a barrel of pleastickets,

of

ure.
The Pathe offered a picture, "Luke's
Last Laugh," that had a fellow trying to do
Chaplin all the way. Frear, Baggot and Frear
sent the show off with a bang. Their comedy
scored and the Juggling was very well received. Gordon and Early, "sifter act," spent
most of their stage time in a dim flood which
effect did not help their turn.
One girl plays

the violin, the other the piano. They did well,
the flood and all things considered. Don Taylor,
ventriloquist, did nicely.
Croatlo, six
men on the stage, one woman and a musical
director, working in the pit, made a bully impression and the audience showed hearty appreciation.
The music of the stringed-Instruments pleased Immensely. George Yeoman did
not wear any sort of make-up and eschewed
his old-style German stuff altogether.
He
talked and snng nnd then read some war telegrams that brought much laughter. The one
from Evanston sure tickled those Delmonters.
"At Ocean Beach" has not Improved much

The Republic has a Country Store and Song

contest nights each week.

The Rlalto, formerly the American,
mighty well with feature films.
In

OF

probability

all

the

Savoy

doing

Is

will

again this season with road shows.

reopen

Girl ushers are still the vogue at the
press and the change Is satisfactory.

Em-

All the downtown legitimate
special Labor Day matinees.

cave

houses

Sept. 7 an I nee Carnival was held at
the
Techau Ice Palace.

The new Monte Carter musical comedy comis playing an engagement in
Stockton.

pany

=

WILL BE ISSUED IN DECEMBER

1

=

NO CHANGE

IN RATES

J
|'

EARLY RESEVATIONS FOR PREFERRED POSITIONS ARE SUGGESTED

]j
=

Babe Wright, diving

girl,

who has appears*

In local vaudeville circles, recently
established
n ew r«cord °y swimming the Golden
Oate
f
o
in si
minutes.

in order for

As it was,
ling to get the program started.
the show up to 2 o'clock was several acts
shy, yet those that had passed In view gave a
lot of amusement and that helped matter*
considerably. WLen the first show got under
way It was raining outside and the receipts
sure looked as though they were going to be
knocked higher than the clouds, when the
weather cleared, some of the acts showed up
and business picked up right away. Before
the afternoon had fully arrived the business
was at the turnaway notch. Up to 2 o'clock
the honors of the show were bagged by WinCohan and
ston's Seals and Awo uivlng girls.
Young, and Bob Hall. These three acts were
sufficient to hold up the bill and they rang
up big applause. The seals, five in number,
and the girls, appeared earlier than the act
wished, perhaps, but they held the closest
attention imaginable. The act faded previous
diving acts at this bouse. The seals perform
some great stunts, but the aquatlo work of
one of the girls. Miss Gray, was what took
She is the most graceful natator
the cake.
seen In the local theatres in many moons.
Her work made a big hit with the audience.
This turn is bound to make the local beach
devotees sit up and take notice. Cohan and
Young talked and sang parodies that were
surefire.
The man handling the comedy
worked up his "bits" amusingly. Patter tor
the most part away from the beaten path.
Bob Hall remained as long as he wanted to,
and even then the audience couldn't get
enough of him. He followed the Angela Dolores sketch and used reference to It as a
Hall went much better than he did
starter.
on his last appearance at McVlcker's show.
He made too much of a play on Wilson, but
got away with it The Dolores company, two
men and a woman, got away slowly but fin*
ished up strongly with the farcical situation
Barry and Wolford did not
that developed.
show and the La Belle Trio was substituted,
the card for the Francis, McHenry and Co.
being used. The McHenry act as well as the
Fascinating Flirts had not shown up to 2
The music of the trio entertained,
o'clock.
although the teuor was off color on the chorus
refrain of one of the numbers the women
sang. Act pleased.
Sweet and Johnson were

B. Kalver, Remlck's traveling advertiser,
expeled here dally.

J.
is

some sections

was especially desirous of having

there it is said by Rood authority that the
n'rosa •* the attraction averaged about
J.*9
$10,000 per week.

*^

doing the bare-legged trooping over the green
(some places wild woods are being used) the
classic dances are Just the proper caper. Bare
legs In classic dances on the stage display
class and art, but bare legs In musical shows
and burlesque brings down the Ire of the
Vaudeville
reformers and church societies.
sure gets pretty close to nature In the Morgan
act The Morgan Dancers are retained for a
second week. Jac* Wilson found the dancers
a good subject and made the best of It In his
Wilson had a cinch with
verbal comment.
that holiday crowd, and his style of funmaking, especially the classic dance "Dit" he
did, bowled the audience over with laughter.
Hurst's singing was applauded. Page, Hack
and Mack offered a corking <?ood routine of
hand balancing and their closing trick In
particular was a whale.

McVICKER'S (J. O. Burch, mgr. agent,
Loew).— With Labor Day at hand, McVlcker's

Sept 10 "Canary Cottage" ends an eightweek run at the Cort. During the show's stay

=

The Ackerman-Harrls

offices

ting ready to handle the

True
have a

to past predictions. San Francisco Is -#
Little theatre of it. own whichwlll ha

sponsored

by the Players' Club under the
direction of Reginald Travsrs, who Is having
the clubhouse turned Into ar'ayhous)
with a
seating capacity of 100.
pertonnaaoes
w~ Ijr wU1 be 1 1 * nd *t Six
the beginning the
attractions will be mads up of at least
four
one-act plays. The season will open Oct
16.
ft*

.

™

?* Ba "ie« *n Private
w^IIE!
Vincent In professional
1

cently

si

since last seen

at McVlcker's, although the
costumes showed to splendid advantage. The
Victoria audience thought well of "Ocean
Beach" and the act filled the stage nicely with

its

and chorus.

special setting, principals

WILSON AVENUE

(W. H. Buhl, mgr.;
agent, W. V. M. A.). The Wilson Avenue is
back in vaudeville. The show was off color
but the folks the last half laughed and applauded.
The Ovanda Duo, one of the best
turns on the bill, opened. These xylophonlsts

—

won

big applause, playing both the classical

and the topical numbers effectively. LeRoy
and Mabel Hart go right into singing like
grand opera veterans, although Miss Mabel,
who seems to possess a voice having lustre and
register, appeared to be singing at a disadvantage. She was not sure of her high notes
and reached them with effort, a perceptible
hoarseness giving evidence of a cold. The man
needed a little more rouge. They were well
received.
Lee Morgan and Beryl Gray offer a
little travesty on the trials and tribulations of
a young man, addicted to sound sleep, trying
to get dressed and eat breakfast In a Jiffy and
get to work before the noon bell rings. After
much hurrah with the usual slam about a rotten breakfast, the pancakes, cooked to a cinder, losing collar button and searching for divers wearing apparel, the y. m. starts to leave
the house, has the morning paper slammed into
his face and finds it is Sunday. The program
said Willard Mack wrote it.
Mack must have
written it one day while waiting for the hotel
elevator. Not much to it but still good for an
occasional laugh and Just the sort that tickles
the small time audiences.
LaFrance and
Bruce, blackfaced comedians, have a special
drop to a Jail exterior, with one barred window from which peers the taller of the men.
There's patter and a song or two, with the
men doing the the Miller and Lyle "bit" of
boxing and the talk about what each is going
to do for the other.
Charles Howard, assisted by Kenan Crlpps and Margaret Taylor,
closed the show. The house was laughing continually at Howard's funny stage antics, C. H.
doing his tipsy stage arecning and skidding
with the usual results.
Howard 1b all the

works

to this act.

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S

PANTAOES' THEATRE BLDC.
Phone, Douglass 2213

ORPHEUM

in

charge

(Fred Henderson, gen. rep.;
direct).— Mrs. Langtry in "Ashes," to
appearances a natlsfaotory headline at*

agent,
all

SCOTT,

results.

Princess

well opening the show.
Musical Dixie Olrls,
six In number, failed to make much of an
Impression.
Teh act had Itself to blame.
Five Belmonts did very well.
Jerry and
Oretchen O'Meara registered the hit of the
bill.
Hugh J. Emmett was excellent.
and Brown were added to the bill.

PANTAOES.— "Brides

White

the Desert," featuring Athenla and Verna Mercerau, held tho
closing position and did excellently.
The
whole show is creditable and Is pulling business.
Cameron and O'Connor are funny. Ed.
Blondell and Co. gathered more laughs than
ever with "The Lost Boy." Harrison Greene
of

and Katharine Parker went

well.

Du Luxe

Models are very good in the early position.
Lamar and His Educated Dog make an interesting number, but the effect was injured
by the fact that Lamar did not talk loud
enough to get his patter over.
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— "Canary
Cottage" (8th week).
COLUMBIA (Oottlob. Marx & Co., mgrs.).—
Henry Miller and Co. (Oth week).
ALCAZAR (Belasco A Mayer, mgrs.).- Dramatic Stock.
SAVOY (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— Dark.

WIGWAM

Bauer, mgr.).— Del. 8.
Lawrence Dramatic Players (71st week).
HIPPODROME (Edwin A. Morris, mgr.;
agent,

W.

8.

PRINCESS
agent,

(Jos.

V.

A.).— Vaudeville.

(Bert Levey, leasee and mgr.

:

Levey).— Vaudeville.

While playing the Empress, week Aug.

Ouy Rawson and Francis Clare were

27,

selected

as special guests of honor at weekly Jinx of
the Pals' Club, which advertised the affair as
"Rawson and Clare night."

Henry Miller, whose compan* is in the
ninth week of a stock engagement at the Columbia, has returned from New York, where

immediately after It
was certain that "Ruth Chatterton had a vehicle in "Come Out of the Kitchen" worthy of
a New York showing.
Mr. Miller tried the
piece out while playing stock here, and it was
so successful that it was held over for three
weeks at the Columbia, and, as he was not in
the cant he utilized the time In hurrying to
New York and arranging for the eastern premiere of the play. This has been accomplished
and while the theatre has not been dlsoloned'
Ruth Chatterton and the new play will open
y
in New

York

life,

or Angellola

life, seems to have reunderwent a strange experience here

which many of the local scribes accredit as.
an effort on her part to secure publicity since
she claims to have been Dustln FernumTs leading lady at one time and a room
mate of
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw's. Aug. 26 a loonldo©tor was Informed over the phone
Barnes
was held an unwilling prisoner Miss
In a hotel
near Eddy and Taylor streets, a neighborhood Included In the section known is
uptown redllght district. Over the phone the
the
doctor Jearned Miss Barnes feared
shTwaa

U
the d
K^k
h
2?l/ ? wom

t0
tl?e *H-«d, who failed to
«-*F
On the following Monday
night she was V>located in a Market street hot*!
and exhibited a black eye and bruises
proof
octor
message was the truth.
? £dhone
I',
that ,be had
bed^n5f«tr
Ded of |200 by the S?
three men, whom she ears
entered a jitney bus in which she
and attempted to kidnap hsr withoutwas rtdK
any
ey °#n tak, g Der t0 th6 botel. The sS?
latest
S
reports of i.
Miss Barnes
were to the effect that
she was In a local hospital suffering
froma
nervous collapse.

U™

m
^»

S
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ATLANTA
FORSYTH

(George H. Hickman
mar
-Week beginning
Day opened with big houses and billwUh Sfbor
veirwell
•

agent. U. B. O.)

NOTICE FOR

EUROPE

F.

he went on a flying

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

EDWARD

Lydell and Hlggins secured good
The Sharrocks went well.
Kalama, secured enthusiastic applause.
Lohse and Sterling held down the
closing position satisfactorily.
Oliver and
Olp, held over, were again successful. Dancing Kennedys opened the show for their second week and did well. The other holdovers
were Brlce and King, again successful.
EMPRESS.—"The Joy Riders," really enjoyable number. The Edward Zoeller Trio did
traction.

comedy

are busy get-

new W. V.

A.
shows which are now being headed thisIf.
way.

trip

In October.

Players la Europe desartag to aeV<
VARIETY, mmd wishing
late
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B. F. Keith's

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

UnitedBooking
General Executive Offices

Putnam Building

Offices

New

(Afaacy)

A.

PAUL KEITH,

ALBEE,

E. F.

President

Vice-President and General

Manager

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Tim*

Communicata by wiro or

Far Wast.

Steady

live

Work

SON.

let R.

14* St, Nov York OK?
Ti

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE
and

NEW ZEALAND

ACTS DESIRING AUSTRALIAN BOOKINGS
Roy D. Murphy, American Booking Manager
1 * ln
ew X°^* k S**}- 8lh mnd can
« ^ilU
, ?
York
Office, Palace Theatre Building.
'

BEN.

J.

•

eddreeeed csrs of Mr. Martin Back's

New

BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS FOR NEW ENGLAND

Fred Mardo
Mgr. Marcus Loew N.

O'Mcers, pleased, opening
do Leon and Davles, very entertaining
I'na
Clayton nnd players in "Collusion," excellent
sketch well played
Hans Wilson and the
McNallys, very well received, and Vanderbllt
.losie

;

;

;

11th

FLOOR. CHICAGO.

ILL.

and Moore were liked. The Seven Honey Boy
^MlnBtrels proved an enjoyable offering, and
the Three Romans, athletes, offered a good
closing act.

PIEDMONT

(Ted

Hardcastle,

mgr.).— Pop

E.

Agency

TREMONT THEATRE BUILDING
This
Birmingham.
split
with
vaudeville,
house played four performances on Labor Day
Five acts were preagainst three ordinarily.
sented to excellent audiences. Bill was headed
by the Pour Romans.
GRAND (Mosea Wise, mgr.).— International
Circuit.— Opens week Sept. 11 with "The
Natural Law."

FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION.
received.

Ws

Standard Acts of Every Description that are naw to this territory.
prefer Personal Interviews with all acta, so If coming to Pittsburgh, call
at our ontoe.
Yes, friends, ws are booking the
Cabaret Performers and Combinations, get
Empire. East Liberty, again tnis
in touch with us. Can use Tabloids, but must

mmmmhbbbb

Barons mans their steaaMktp arrangomants

Savings Bank Bid*.

AUSTRALIA

CO.

11TA WTTC
W/\l^l 1 O

for Australia for all first class

Augustine and Hartley, Adelaide and Hughes, Adelman Family, Bob Albright,
Jack Ark, Armando, The Amaranths, Adonis Bros., Alexander and Scott, Athletas,
Chas. Ahearn Co., Avon Comedy Four, George Alii Co., Alexandroff Troupe and Ancilloti.

FAUL TAUSIO *

1

Suite 504 Fulton Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
L. CLAIRE McLAUGHUN. Manager

AaU

for Novelty Foal

SAN FRANCISCO

and

11

LIBERTY VAUDEVILLE CONTRACTING

lattor.

of allperformers going to
us. Toe following navei

95%O

Between

VAUDEVILLE

In the

EXECUTIVE OFFICES-ALCAZAR
ZARTI
THEATRE
Can arrange from thraa to Avs wosks as two— seine gt of

acts.

City

VE
Y
CIRCUI

INDEPENDENT
Ssaall

Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artists Daily

New York

Palace Theatre Building

The Best

General Booking Manager

HODGDON

S. K.

Times Square
York

BALTIMORE
MARYLAND

— Mclntyre
the

largest

(Fred. C. Schanberger, mgr.).

and Heath headline, and carry off
part of the honors.
George M.

RoeBner gained nearly as great a hit with his
William Gibtrue-to-llfe characterisations.
son and Texas Qulnan have a well acted skit
which depends for its success chiefly on the

Nothing Succeeds Like Success.

The Author

BOSTON, MASS.
Tom
the two throw at each other.
presents an unusual ventriloquist
Others on the bill, Fleta Brown in
songs, with Herbert Spencer at the piano
Harris
and
Manlon,
Marguerite
Calvert,
Frisco, Margeurite Calvert
Frisco, Piplfax and Panto.
epithets

Edwards

number.

AUDITORIUM.— "Look Who'u Here," a
musical farce in three acts opens this house
for the season.
Bickel and Watson are featured and the production contains many musical

numbers and amusing

GARDEN

(Geo.

F.

situations.

Schneider,

mgr.).— The

Faynes,

contortionists,
headline and
show
cleverness.
Snowle Maybelle carries off the
hit of the bill with Imitations of children.
D'Almond and Co. present a fair skit.
Edmunds and Ludham, amusing. Billy Morse,

Who Knows What

the Public Wants.

THE EMINENT ACTOR-AUTHOR
CHRIS GRAY

MADAM LEA

Author and Producer

Business Manager.

Voice Culture.

Juit °P ened elaborate offices with rehearsal halls and all facilities to produce, direct and stage all kinds of acts.
IS THE TIME TO SECURE
MATERIAL from THE
PUTS THE
IN YOUR ACT.
The author of hundreds of successful tonga, acts and monologues.

..~...

NOW
Wire, Write,

Phone—229

NEW

WEST

42D STREET.

MAN WHO

PUNCH

10,3 °
or

to 6,3 ° p M
£by Mappointment
*

-

.

VARIETY
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WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT

Vaudeville Circuit
W.

S.

BUTTERFIELD,

OF THEATRES

Gen. Mgr.

WILLIAM FOX, President

Four Weeks of Positively Consecutive Booking With Short R. R. Jumps

ANN ARBOR— Majestic Theatre
BATTLE CREEK— Bijou Theatre

Executive Office*, 130 West 46th

New York

St.,

JACK W. LOEB
General Booking Manager

\

BAY CITY— Bijou Theatre
FLINT— Majestic Theatre
JACKSON— Orpheum Theatre

EDGAR ALLEN
Manager

KALAMAZOO—Majestic Theatre

Personal interviews with artists from 12 to

6,

or by appointment.

LANSING—Bijou Theatre
SAGINAW— Franklin Theatre
Acts expecting to play these cities in Michigan should protect themselves by specifying the above theatres.'

AMALGAMATED

BOOKED BY
THE UNITED BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
in conjunction with

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

The Western Vaudeville Managers' Association
C.

CROWL,

Booking Manager

Majestic Theatre Building, Chicago,

MOSS

m. 3.

For Time Address

CHARLES

President

Illinois.

General Executive Offices:

729 7th AVE. AT FORTY-NINTH ST.
M. D. SIMMONS]
General Booking Manager

WANTED

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

GUS SUN CIRCUI
OUS SUN,

RAY

General Director

H.

LEASON, Booking Manager

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: -Sun

First Class

CABARET

Talent Only For

Will book any and all acts

SEASON ROUTINGS START AUGUST
REPRESENTATIVES—NEW YORK— Peta

BURLESQUE
VAUDEVILLE ACTS

CLUBS

STOCK

MOVING PICTURES

Building, Springfield, Ohio
Address All Letters to Springfield, Ohio
direst or thru personal Interview with Mew York and Chloago Representative*

BUFFALO— J.

Theatre Bldg.
Theatre Bldg.

Combined

Now

Governing Director
"HUGHMAC," Sydney

TIVOLI THEATRE, SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFlCESi 311 Strand Theatre Bldg.

Offices

NEW

VAUDEVILLE
New

Pn

J.

Artists' Representative
Suite 4t7-2f E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

Telephone Harrison

117

ALOZ

H.

Orpheum Theatre

7SS7

A ROUTE FOR THE WEST

York,

Bldg.,

(Licensed-Bonded)

Bldg., Montreal,

Canada

BOSTON.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 5614

AUSTRALIA

Capital, &,#**,#*•

HUGH McINTOSH,

VAUGHAN
ROOM

Majeetle

Aoademy

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

DOROTHY

1482

Powell.
jonaa.

LTD.

Harry Rickard's Tivoli Theatres
Head

UNITED THEATRICAL AGENCY

PITT8BU ROM— A. W.

Bldg.

WANT ACTS OF ALL KINDS

Regietered Cable Addreesi

Register

10th

CHICAGO— Tern

Mack. Pslaos Theatre Bids.

W. Todd. 72S Brisbane

403

HIPPODROME (H. M. Gurlsch, mgr.).-Lottio Williams and Co. In a playlet walked
the honors before a crowded house.
Alberts dances his own tunes on the xylophone; Charles Lawlor sings; ,la« k and Josso
Smith
Gibson do stunts with a single cycle;

awuy with

NICK HANLEY, Mgr.

My LKN L1BBKY.

"Flvo Peautlcs nnd a Spot"
received.
and Dudley and Temple complete the. bill.
well

;

and West havo a
are

Bklt

;

German comedians.

and Adams and Guth

KIOITU'S
l'.

(Hubert G. Lursi-n, mgr.; agent,
O.i. -Nun Halptrln featured went over

II.

eban-up

for a

and

llaagt-r,

In

a well ha'aticed bill. Moore
well tip on the- bill, did

placed

show, Darn helm; HUhst It tiled.
The Two
Tom Hoys op. md ^ in ^ Antrim and Vale,
\li|ry
Morris ('rmiius
uood
Men, UBUal
•crcatn; Kat)n rlne Dana's Fisher Folk, good;
took ami l.oreii/., snappy; Fvu Taylor anil
not

r

;

!-•

^
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HOEWASSE

NEAR SO*

STREET

Open

FURNITURE

Dyer

CASH OR CREDIT

Phono Bryant

All Night and
Sundays

Any

Ladies'

1.50
\f*Z
New

Write lor

Whm Cgjgj

Where Economy Counts

Dr.

Ml

grant that there is a certain
percentage of couples who,
in the event of their having
one hundred dollars to donate

up here where
rents are immeasurably cheaper — and
rices
likewise.
These
innocents,
K owever. are rapidly becoming scarcer,
owing, doubtless, to our having for 25
years paved the way for their better

—we

would

rentals in

245

46th St,

?

Value

Hfos

Te

$5SS,

now

meat, Fsrled
Value
S7SS \

Weekly

,

•bovine fifty original doslr**/
for profession**
el

r rices
the greet oceW arodoolnt tain

eeJuneafr

^Tt^TttptwCe*., TlSlXu^rkteTt'
sftrtsbUed 1*90

tni.DoerUr.St.

floor.

also to

Glassberg
Short Vamp

of

15% Off

For Cash
New York State,

1

t

Manufacturer

fit-ni

o

W. Bth St.

Theatrical

(

STYLE 3010-BALLET SANDAL,

in Vici

Kid, one Strap, Spring Heel.
Black, Blue, Red and Pink

Colors:

511 fth Ave.,

22S

Shoes.

CLOG.

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spesanity.

near 31st

St.

West

42d St., near Times Sq.
near ltth St.
Send for Catalogue V

A SONS

Works.
New
Patented Shift

Manufacturers o f
the Beat Accordions
in the World.
Special for Piano
Keys.
22s

& Bro.

Greatest Pitrfessloaal
Aooordlon afannfaeturers and Repairers.
Incomparable Speatal

AUQUSTO

Idea

MB Canal

Street,
N. Y. City.
TeL SM Franklin

Grand Street

NEW YORK

CITY

Qustln, mgr.; agent, U. B.
Good.
Qustln, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Pop heavily advertised. Fair.
agent,
mgr.
Morris,
(V.
ORPHEUM
J.
Excellent.
Loew). Pop.
ST. JAMES (Joseph Drennan, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Pop. Heavy evenings.
GLOBE (Joseph Brennan, mgr.).— House
has been leased by the Boston Photoplay Co.,
said to be backed by a man prominent In
Paramount.
Opened Labor Day with "The
Little Girl Next Door" heavily advertised.
Real turn-away.

IHJOU (Harry

O.).- Pictures.

Tlscouat te Professionals

BON MARCHE
GLOVES

HOSIERY
UNDER VESTS

POLLY HYMAN
Broadway,

Opposite

Strand

Theatre,

New York
Qlrret Warranted

VELVET DROPS
Painted Scenery—Stage Settings of AH Kinds
E. A. PJUCX Bates Manager

AMBjRICAN VKLVKT DROPS
Gaiety Theatre Bid a;.
New York

4*7,

DOWDOIN

—
—
—

(Harry

;

PARK (Thomas Sorolre, mgr.).— Pictures.
Excellent.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA (A. H. Malley, mgr.).
—Pop. Big.
GORDONS OLYMPIA (J. E. Comerford,
mgr.). — Pop. Excellent.
TREMONT (John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—
Opened Labor Day, completely renovated and

Lawrence Grottan In "Rocking the Boat," exMaria Lo and Co, closed, holding

cellent;
well.

IJOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr.
B. O.).
Concert vaudeville,
this week.

;

agent, U.

picked up strong

St.,

New York

City.

with larger stage.
"Civilization" opened so
strong that the stage will not be needed for
some time to come, however.
HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.). Opened
Saturday with "The Melody of Youth" with
big play for Boston's extensive and propseror.*
Irish population.
Will go well.

—

TeL M7t Bryant

Branch, Broadway at 95th
New York.

WARDROBE PROP
TRUNKS $5.00
Have

Biff Bargain.

used.

Sicsnd Hand Innovation and)
fit and fit, A nv i
ertjr Trunhs. Also oM Taylor

Tmnha,

COLONIAL

Rich, mgr.).— "The
third week improving
rapidly with relently work being done on
book. Score and settings carrying production

(Charles

Amber Empress" on

J.

Parlor Floor, 2t

its

at present.

SHUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Katinka"
after preliminary week is going so strong
that real run seems assured.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Very Good
Eddie" holding on well considering its mid-

St.,

Special Attention to ProfeationaU

light

W.

Hat,

Also a few
large

Bal Trunhs.

New York

City.

Scenery Helps Your Act
Bulldere aad painter* of productions aad vaudeville
Trunk scenery a specialty for the sett 29 years.
I
can save you sneaey. FREDERICK SCENIC
543 W. 42nd Street.

acta.

See mo.

STUDIO,

PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
"Hlt-the-Trall Holllday" opened well and
probably be held to the limit, as this
house Is apparently In line for a long-run

GAYETY (Chas. Taylor, mgr. ).— Mollis
Wlllama and company scoring big this week.
Next week, Harry Hastings' "Big Show."
SHEA'S (Henry Carr, mgr.).— Very good
bill
bere beaded by Walter Kelly, with
Dorothy Regal a Co. as special attraction.
Kurtis' Roosters, good
Ronalr, Ward and
Farron, very good
Roy and Arthur, good
Van and Schenck, pleasing Bessie Rempple,

reputation.

clever

opening.

ness letting up.

Writs for Catalog 4

OHIO

East 86th

N. Y. City

play piano and
Write M. Gross-

MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Where
Are My Children?" on its 0th week. Busi-

Ail work
at short

E.Galizi

I

Opposite Rector's

WAISTS, CORSETS, LINGERIE, HOSIERY AND
GLOVES.

who can

Chelsea.

summer

St 3d Ave.,

Ballet

and

$1.75

GLASSBERG

J.

and

Boots

N. Y.

1*47 Broadway.

comedian partner who
can sing and dance. Phone 3336

3000-Onc Strap Sandal, in Fins
Quality Satin, French Heel, White, Black,
Red, Pink, Emerald Green, Stage Last,
Short Vamp
$2.5f

^ ri,.""

436

Wants

STYLE

Jersey and Connecticut
Ws Pay Freight and Railroad Fares
Delivered by Our Own Motor Trucks

Col.

Seventh Ave. at 4Sth Street

ladTatTmrty

Satin Sandal

New

MILLER.1554 Br»idwiy, B

the Theatrical Prefssslee

Juvenile experience.

dance.

man,

£g
Terms apply

—

Low

at

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS

Professional

«.„

of

WANTED PARTNER

Discount

«

Professional

will fit

Gaiety Theatre Bids.,

OUR LIBERAL TERMS

Room

sU«T6>OR CATALOG

Good Printed

meet any act or oooaatoe. professions!
copies of which we will he pleased to mall Fret en
Boquoot. and will Demonstrate ear which may he
found arallahlo for Professional Use.

$750

$585

Members

All Singing

which

f-Reera Apartmeet. Period
Style tleSt Value

S-Roem Apart-

AM

Franciaco, 1915

Dentist to the White Rats

near 8th Ave- 2d

Columbus Ave*

SAN FRANCISCO
Awsrded Gold Medal,
P. P. L R., See

WE HAVE SOME
Great New UNPUBLISHED SONGS

witk
umfture.

$375

Style,
s.

1571

27t

St.

city.

New York City,

it

Special

Guerrini Co

like to talk to you.

Outnte.
Rapidsi Fi
Furniture,

TaL ZMS

Corner 47th
York Opening

CONSOLIDATED VELVET DROPS
Weit

BEFORE YOU BUY

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

High Gride Accerdions

Plush, Silk. Cretonne state setting All sixes and colors, special discount, and easy payments

Easily Accessible from West Slate by
Sfth or Stth St. Croeetowa Cars.

I.

Now

for

1493

VELVET DROPS

manufacturer)

understanding.

You Up

Clean

JOE WELCH, FRED DUPREZ. JULES JORDAN. MORTON *. GLASS, etc (Night call*— Hotel Wooditock).

Utl Broadway and
1572 Broadway

Official

to seme one, would rather pay $500 to
a house in the Fifth Avenue section
than pay $400 for the identical class
of goods (actually bought from the

same

^^^^^^^

Mo

JAMES MADISON
VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR—ASK NAT M. WILLS, AL
J0L80N. NORA BAYE8. ROONEY A BENT. HUNTING
A FRANCIS. HOWARD A HOWARD. JACK WILSON.

JULIAN SIEGEL mt2X&JS2£rm
DENTIST

in

BUYING THE BEST

A

Manufacturers si

V

^

St.

Lot

4212

A. J. SIMMONS, A. G. P. A.
42nd St., New York.
Ticket Office, B'wey

1.00

Broadway

Corner 4€th

S1S3

Goats' Suits
or Overcoat
Dry Cleaned

Dry Cleaned

Toronto, tlSJS
Chlcafo, flt.lt

$7.42

Lowest Fares, Special
Baa gage Service
If You Want Anything Quick
'Phone W. B. Lindsay, E. P. A., Bryant

Hour

Gown,

Suit or Coal

1552

Rocbeeter,

Vaudevilliana

for

Buffalo. W.St
All Steal Cars,

Work Done One

Alteration, and Repair.

Service

Special

Cleanser

THIRD AVENUE

1417-1423

O'M

DRY

will

PLYMOUTH

;

;

;

;

The Levolos,

usual.

OLYMPIC

(Fred E. Wright, mgr.).— This
house, now Shubert's, opened the season with
"The Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and Its desirability as a children's play will probaly

(Bruce Fowler, mgr.).— Fine bill
with King Bolo heading, followed by Cornellla
and Adele, very good Marcus and Whittle,
good
Wm. Champ and Co., good Gladys

be featured.

Mlddleton. pleasing.

CASTLE SQUARE

Craig, mgr.).—
With Craig touring for the Shuberts in
Shakespeare, this former stock house seems
destined to do well on the International, despite the predictions that his absence would
cause the house to open under a handicap.
"Her Naked Self" opened Labor Day for first
production.
Fair.
(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).—
"The Military Maids," with Seeley, Bates and
Capacity.
Seeley heading the house bill.
Waldron,
mgr.).
CASINO
(Charles

(John

HOWARD

"Twentieth Century Maids." Good.
GAIETY (George Batcheller, mgr.).— "The
Burlesquo Review."
Excellent.

The Labor Day season opened with a

;

;

;

GARDEN (Wm.

mgr.).— Fourth
week of Independent burlesque with "The
Parisian Beauties" and Stella Morrlssey and
.loe Wilton.
Next week. "Early Birds."
ACADEMY (Jules Micheal, mgr.).— Musical Comedy Stock Players offering "The Girl
from Larkln's."
Fred Cady, Fred Godding
and Irma Vincent are now taking the leads.
First run in this city of "The Devil's Needle"
as special attraction.

Is

The Palace at Angus, Ont, recently opened.
running six acts of vaudeville and pictures.

McMabon & Dee
Harry Dixon

real

bang, and the local belief Is that the coming
season will be one of the best in years.

Graham,

has

left his

at the

are booking this house.

of the

former

Dixon 4 Slnden agency

offices

and

Is

now

John

TECK

iurrAt*, m. t.
By W. B. ITBPHAN.

—

Olshel,
mgr.). House re"King, Queen, Jack" drawing
Next week, "Go To It."
Cornell,
mgr.).— "Yankee
C.
Doodle Dick," new comedy drama, going
strong In Its second week. Next, "Mister An-

(John

opening with
big business.
STAR (P.

tonio."

—

MAJESTIC (C. F. Lawrence, mgr.). Playing International Circuit with "A Little Girl
In a Big City" as first attraction.
Receipts
good and plenty of paper to help.

located

Sun Theatre.

Laughlln, formerly manager of the
Majestic, has retired from the theatrical business and his place Is being filled by C. F.
P. C. Cornell of the Star theatre
Lawrence.
is general manager.
I,

STAYS ONI
'Gives a

most beautiful complexion.
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MANAGERS
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS A

IF

BOOST SEE

Richard Bolke's
(*S^

«

ft

CREO
Next Week (Sept. 11)
'

KEITH'S ROYAL, Bronx
DIRECTION

Alf . T. Wilton
HONOLULU,
BY

ID.

O.

H.

The

I.

Slllngardi Opera Co. opens at the French

opera House Oct. 31.

TAUGHAN.

Spanish Fort closes Sunday evening.
resort 1b reported to have made money.

The

Honolulu. Aug. 23

LIBERTY.—

EMPIRE.

HAWAII,

BIJOU,

The Dauphlne

is

being advertised for rent
It is one

by the Dauphlne Investment Co.
New Orleans' newest theatres,

Pictures.

and

of

The late J. H. Magoon, father of J. H.
Magoon, Jr., burled Aug. 15, the body arrived
on the "Matsonla."

was

Virglna

"Bunk,"

and
Tyson's two dogs, "Bull"
she named after the show

which

business, are said to be very

quite successful last season.

warmest

Its

PHILADELPHIA.
B.

METROPOLITAN
"World

(L.

N.

of

—

mgr.).—

SHl'BERT (A. G. Balnbrldge,
"Civilization"— nearing the end of
month

mgr.)

Scott,

Pleasure."

of

an

the

first

Indefinite run.

ORPHEUM (G. A. Raymond, nigr.).— "The
Ernest R. Ball and
Bride Shop" headlining
Maude Lambert, appearing separately, and
Raymond Bard ft Co, clever
scored heavily
sketch
Bernard and Scarth, breezy comedy
DeWltt, Burns ft Torrence, novel "toy shop"
;

;

;

act

Frank Carmen,

;

Interesting.

GRAND

(Mr. Koch, mgr.)— Excellent bill of
popular vaudeville, with Jessie Sterling and
Highlanders headlining.

UNIQUE— BUI changes twice weekly— Frigol,
Protean actor, heads satisfying bill the firRt
half
"The Text of Chivalry" picture feature
for the week.

—

;

STRAND

(Mr. Keough,

mgr.)— Wm.

S.

Hart

"The Patriot."

in

GATETY

(Wm.

Koenig,

mgr.) — "Pace-

SOPHIE
TUCKER
AND

makers."

Sprague Green has been appointed manager
New Garden Theatre, the local home of
run Universal movies.

of the
first

Her Five Kings of Syncopation

"Ramona," excellently produced, began an
indefinite run at the Lyric, Sept. 3, at $1.00 top.
Less than a block away "Civilization," playing
to $2.00 top, is enjoying a prosperous run.

up

the week of the annual Minnesota
State Fair, and despite the threatened railroad
strikes the hotels have been packed, and all
theatres report a turn away business.

This

is

Opening Sunday (Sept. 10) for the Orpheum Circuit and booked consecutively until June, 1917
NOTICE-

NEW ORLEANS.
Wf •. M. lAMUHL.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr. "Bringing Up Father."
TRIANGLE (Ernst Becbrlnger, mgr.— Pictures.
ALAMO (Will Gueringer, mgr.)— Jimmle
Brown's Musical Revue.

The Columbia

is

being converted into a pop

vaudeville house.

Lew Rose will manage the
"Diamond Rube" Chisolm, when

Lyric

for

that house
opens with stock burlesque, Sept. 24. Wilbur
Dinkel has been engaged as musical director.

Sydney Shields has entirely recovered from
her recent Illness.
She sails for New York
Saturday, accompanied by her slater, Sarah,
who has forsaken vaudeville for stock.
Charles
pretentious

E.

Bray

In

reported

home on Bayou

St.

purchasing a
John.

'

again assisting Tom Campbell In tho management of the Tulane and
Crescent theatres, colncldentally presiding over
the Crescent box-office.
Nick Smith Is the
Crescent's assistant treasurer.

Abe Sellgman

Is

KEITH'S

F.

Jordan, mgr.).—

(H. T.

rate comedy bill was provided for the
opening of the new season this week with
the Melsterslngers as headllner.
The Boston
triple-quartet is again using "At the Flag
Station," the best of their productions, with a
few changes in the vocal progham and a bit
of comedy worked in through making up A.
Cameron Stelle as a "rube" with whiskers.
The popular basso doets not try to be funny,
but you can't fool a set of those whiskers.
The Melsterslngers are almost as popular
here as In their home town of Boston and were
accorded a warm welcome.
Despite the hot
weather and the fact that the Champion
Phillies were drawing 30,000 fans to the ball
park (about 4,000 of whom could not get In),
Keith's held a big house Labor Day,, afternoon and evonlng, and the show went over
with a loud bang. La Argentine, the Spanish
dancer, showed something away from the
beaten path, and scored nicely. There is considerable fo her dancing that Is similar In
style and the Spanish beauty no doubt suffers
somewhat from lack of variety, but she is an
attractive woman and certainly a marvel with
the castanets.
The big laughing hits were
Bcored by J. Francis Dooley and Corlnne
Sales and Kenney and Hollis.
The former
pair took splendid care of a very hard spot
down next to closing, but got away with flylug colors. They are using a lot of their old
material, but have worked In some new chatter for excellent results and staging and
dressing the act In splendid fashion, two
first

just now.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
By C. M. WALTER.

"The Olrl Without a Chance" cornea to the
Crescent next week.

ill.

The theatres here are all playing to poor
Honolulu Is
houses, owing to the weather.
at

The Tulane will not open until the middle
of October.
"The Lilac Domino" la now
scheduled to start the season at thla theatre.

My

attention has been called

"stars" and others

purloining

my

VARIETY
upon the

who

few vaudeville

who

me

with an original production
my present act. While

presentation of

9

they claim "imitation is the sincerest form of flattery/
I prefer not to be flattered, imitated nor utilized as a
It took much time and
first aid to "lame brains."
money to originate and produce my new offering.

Why

can't others labor instead of pilfer?

Kenney

and

for the first
tlmu and were a laughing hit.
Kenney has
a personality that helps a lot and Hollis is
a fine straight man.
A comedy playlet by
Everett Ruskay called "Forty Winks" made
an excellent Impression on Its first visit. It
Is nicely played by Fay Wallace and Regan
Hughston. who handle the well written story
with good effect.
It Is a hit talky at first,
but takes an odd turn to reach a pleasing
climax and makes a very good comedy number.
Tom Kerr and Bteffy Berko were very
well
received with their violin selections.
Ix>ckctt and Waldron finished to big applause
on their eccentric dancing.
Frank Le Dent,
who Is Just back from Europe, with his well
set up Juggling act gave the show a good
opening, and the Flying Russells put on a
satisfactory finishing touch with their highspeed aerial work.
It was altogether a very
pleasing bill for the tag end of the summer

season.

are

idea.

credited

initial

to a

are not as yet stars,

special drops being carried.
Hollis are playing this house

NIXON'S COLONIAL (Harry A. SmLth,
mgr.). The opening of the season at this
big Cermantown popular priced vaudeville

—

house got away to a good start. Two shows
are given dally with Hght n< ts and two featuro reels, and prices are 10-20-30.
Trovato
Is headlining the vaudeville nil for the opening week, with Kelly and Wilder, In their
high class singing turn, the second feature,
and both srored.
Other* are CTueran and
Newell, Malda I)e Long, Wllllnm Whitney and
Co. In "Vlttles," Mosh and Fry, Carson and
Wlllard, and the Six Olivers
Virginia Pearson In "Dare Devil

Kat< "

Is

the feature pic-

ture.

ALIIAMHRA

(Jules

A

fori

was the opening week

on,

mgr.).— This

of the Reason for this
vaudeville mid pictures as the
offering.
"The Colonial H.-I1.V headlines the
vaudeville bill and the pr-ncrnm Includes a
Pauline Frederick and a Chaplin picture.
with Mary Plrkford In
Ilulda from Holland." tho last three days.

house

with

'

NIXUNS UKAND OPERA HOUSE

—

(Day-

ton Wegefarth, mgr).
Valerie Bergere'i dramatic sketch, "Judgment," with Katherlne

—

A

;
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Mr.

HARRY WEBER
Announces the opening of the
Vaudeville

Season

BILLIE

TAYLOR

PALACE THEATRE,
THIS

of

MAYHEW

STELLA
At the

16-17

WEEK

NEW YORK

(Sept. 4)

BOOKED SOLID
Kavanaugh

in

the principal role,

1b

Up America,"

a tabloid musical comedy, Willis Duo, Charles Riley, Eldrldge and Barlow,
Vonnell and Drew, Mills and Co., Dare Bros.,
George Allen and Co., Gene Ward Duo, Edna
Wallace Kinney.

the fea-

surrounded by Kelso and Leigh ton,
Wells, Norworth and Moore, Newhoff and
Phelps, Bradley and Nardlno and Martyn and

THE ONLY PERSONAL

ture,

MINERAL GRAVITATOR

Florenz.

ALLEGHENY (James Harkins, mgr.).— The
house opened to good business on Labor Day.
"Motoring" feaSplit week bills are played.

The four burlesque houses had the followStone and Pillard in "The Rag
ing shows
"American
Doll in Ragland" at the Casino
Burlesquers" at the Trocadero
Ben Welch's
"Big Show" at the People's, and "The Darlings of Paris" at the Gayety.

OF THE WORLD

tures the first half, and Eugene Emmett and
Co. in "Town Hall Follies," with Bobby
Heath one of the principals, tops the second.
Others on the bill are Ray and Gordon
Dooley, Harry Rose, Holden and Harron,

;

;

stTlouis.

Mang and Snyder; second half, Harkins,
Loftus, McKee and Jones, McGowan and Gordon. Billy Davis and Greene and Piatt.
NIXON (F. C. Nlxon-Nlrdlinger, mgiO.—
playlet called "Don't Ix>ae Your Nerve" headed, and others are Van Brothers. John and
Mae Burke, Jerome and Carson, Karl. "Little
MIbs HapplnesB" was the feature picture.
KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— Earle
Cavanaugh in "Mr. Inquisitive" hendllned,

surrounded by Charlie and Adelaide Wllklns,
"The Mvsterious Will," Elliott and Mullen,
Ollle White and Gnusch Sisters. w!th "Beatrice Fairfax" as the screen feature.
CROSS KEYS- Bert Leslie with Elva Bates
and Co. In "Hogan in London" is back in
vaudeville, featuring this week and supported

E.

(Harry Buckley, mgr.; Orph.).
—Big time vaudeville reopened at the Columbia Day with two packed houses.
Valeria
Bcrgere and Co. headlined with great success
Mme. Chilson-Ohrman, well received
Allen Dlnehart and Co., bit hit
Gomez Trio,

H. P. HANSEN
1419 Welton

St.,

;

;

pleased
Pintel,

Six Witer Lillles, novelty
entertained
Marie Stoddard,

;

STANDARD

Denver, Colo.

;

;

Jacques
good.

(Leo

Reichenbach, mgr.).
"Follies o* Pleasure."
Next, Beauty, Youth

and Folly."
by

Dow and Dow, "The

Party," Horn and
Noodles Fagln, Lucille Savoy, in the
half, and Gliding O'Mearas, Luckie and

Ferris,
first

Yost,

Ollle White,

Jack McGowan and Fore

and Gore.

GLOBE

(David

Sablosky,

HEMMENDINGER

'Phone 971 John

COLUMBIA

Examining and Polishing Free.

45 John

St.,

mgr.).— "Wake

GAYETY (Ben. Parry, mgr.).— "Star and
Garter Show" did well. Next, Sam Howe's.
AMERICAN (Harry Wallace, mgr.).—
"Truxton King" at popular prices did a good

Recognized
Jewelers to the Profession
Diamonds, Jewelry, Watches, Remounting

N. Y. City

CASH OR CREDIT

HARRY FIRST
In a one act play

OPEN SEPT* 11
by ADDISON

and

Co.

BURKHURDT

"THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE"
Direction

ARTHUR KLEIN

.
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HOWLAND

THE EVERLASTING FAVORITE

K AIVIIVIERER
[Blf Success—Greely Sq. and

Loew 7th

Week

Ave., This

(Sept. 4),

Next Week

and

Featured on the Loew Circuit.

(Sept. 11), McVicker's, Chicago.

VARIETY

HOUDINI

Introducing

Wonderful Trained

New

Week

Direction

Ada

BILLSBURY
This

Week

Stoker

"My

Novelty
S—

——

wasted Weolworth wedding rlail"

Hae ye

A

7Sept.
Malettle. Waterloo, la.
Sept. 10-13 Orphean, Sioux Falls. 8. 0.
Sept. 14- IS
Orpheum. Sioux City, la,
Sept. 17-20— Prlnoees. Ft. Dodge, la

est a boteiT

FRANK EVANS

Direction

BOOKED RETURN ENGAGEMENT PANTAGES CIRCUIT

WHY?

i

MARK LEVY

MONTHS

IN SIX

GEORGE
LLOYD and BRITT
BILLY

In a "Mixture of Vaudeville"

RUCKERandWINFRED

WORLD'S GREATEST EBONY-HUED ENTERTAINERS
DIRECTION
ON OUR WAY WEST

TOM JONES

This

Vent

Week

(Sept.

Week (SepL

Direction,

MOSS

AND

"SENSE AND NONSENSE"

business.
Policy will doubtless remain. Next,
"The Little Lady from Lonesome Town."

as presetned by the Park
opera company at the popular west end theatre did a record business first half and bid
[fair to boost box office receipts beyond that
paid In for a single week's attraction since
the change In policy. The Player's company,
appearing at the Princess, Grand and Olive,

FRYE
l-"HOW COME"

No.

under the management of Hagerman & Fltzslmmons, were enthusiastically received in
"Seven Keys to Baldpate."
Mitchell Harris
and Thais Magrane are carrying the leads
with an exceptionally good cast of assistants.
The
big success.

Player's

company should enjoy

HARRY FITZGERALD
Lew M. Goldberg

WRIGHT
DA VIS
and

Heib Brothers, proprietors and managers of
Empress at Grand and Olive, did a record

BO WERS, WALTERS si CROOKER
WITH AL JOLSON'3 "ROBINSON CRUSOE,

Core VARIETY.

RITA MARIO
And Her

Inimitable Orchestra
Hondllnjnn U. B. O. and

BABE
COOK

V.

It.

A.

WALSH

THE REYNOLD'S
Watch

SONG.

Now
log

for

us In

RHYME AND MAGIC

Featured on Loew Time

remarkable

a

business.
God's Country
Woman" at tbe Pageant bae been held
Indefinitely after a week's record business.

and tbe

Again

business

last week, featuring Lovette's Concentration, in addition to tbelr regular program of five acts and movies. Tbe Empress
has remained opened throughout tbe summer

and base enjoyed unprecedented patronage.

Janet Mclllwalnc has Joined the Park opera
for an indefinite engagement.
Mlse
Mclllwalnc scored tbln week in the leading

company
role of

The

has remained at the Orand Central four weeks, do-

LYDY

W.

FLO AND NELL

1

In Chicago.

"Where Are My Children?"

JR."

ALFREDO

Wo want to thank The Mystic Bird
for the good 1 mo they showed while
Call

the

by Ned Dandy

4)—Hip, Youngstown.

11)—Empress, Grand Rapids.

Direction.

INAUGURATING A SERIES OF ADVERTISEMENTS CONTAINING GAGS ORIGINATED
BY US AND LIFTED BY MANY

OLIVER

TOURINC IN

LINE"

DOLLY

Loew Time

O IM

WILTON

Puhge

ENTERTAINERS OF THREE CONTINENTS
ORIGINAL LONG SHOE DANCERS

"Madam Sherry"

amuses everyone.
Direction ALF.

IN BITS OF MUSICAL COMEDY
(Sept. 4), Keith'* Theatre, Lowell, Mats.

&

IN

that

Note:— F-r-rr-tni" 'en DoonlnM
" 'Twee ever thus." we sadly else.,

Bierbouder

. ROBISON

Personal Direction,

COMEDY DUO

A

MULE

NOW

THE DANGER

Lynchburg, and Roanoke, Roanoke, Ve.

(Sept. 4), Trent Theatre,

the

JOHN T.DOYLE and Ce.

THE POLITE ENTERTAINER
This

PONIES end

York

Carman

F. Barrett

JEAN BERZAC

Mile.

Address care

film

"Madam

Sherry."

11)16 season at
with the final

Foreat Park Highlands
night's activities being
staged by the Labor Council, Monday, Sept. 4
closed

THE YOUNGEST PRIMA DONNA
ON BROADWAY
To play prima donna role in
'The Girl From Brazil" in Auguet

TH1X1I PRIOANZA

m e:
MOROSCO'S "

m—

I

IM

CANARY CO

FF

VARIETY
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This

remember our memory It retentive, dear." Thai's
It made t gentlea wonderful system.
man out of thle guerilla. I even ate a napkin properly now.
I know lt't aot t kerenlef.
No store soup
on my vett and no watermelon In
so;

Week I'm Lucky

rotts skip the first taratraph)
yeu haven't
Living on tlie fat of the land, the beat money can
E. M. Waterfeury,
I'll let you In on It. bote.
buy.
late of Watarbury Bros, and tannsy. Is ninnlnu the
Parfslann* Rotliaarls In back of Keith's theatre.
Washington, D. C. From soup to nut* for t. hurk,
aooompanli'd by mualr and swell white women. While
I'm tipping off. don't forget Whlttler Hotel, Virginia Ave., across from Jackson Ave.. Atlantic City
room and bath, American or neutral. \V a day.
Herman Sahns runs It and will play you three
cushions, douhle or nothing for your hill.
Khan
8hanley of Fnsoo also runs a hostelry, dear, in j«artnera with Furnls (they must have a hot time).
There ia only a alight difference twlxt Stan and
Shan.
He has no hair and I have bow legs with
no hair on them.
(If

STAR AT ITH AVE. THEATRE SAYS RICHARD BOLKE'S

my

IMeaae tend name to VARIETY, tnd will add to
growfng list of »8. bait tend It to JeHnny
O'Cenner.
Mae la too boay for knockers. Knock
gently and leave your bruise on my eye. I wonder If
what they any About me it truer

fast

IS

Lucky Guys

A BIG TIME FEATURE

Jet Ktne baa an act. My old friend Red, at Tht
Alhambra cot married. He acta esetythlnf. Ail I
want ia a dance written by Irving Berlin to I nan
be sure of a suoceea.
Jt Faint Smith It t hustling

K.

A.

you need a 90% broker, try
books Joe Kane's tingle.

If

He

Joe.

strictly

Nat W**k

(Sept. 11), Ketth'e Royal Theatre,

Direction—ALF. T.

i%

Bronx

WILTON
•y

Mrs. Stan Stanley

picked on all over.
At the Pal at* Mr.
Elmer Reeer* carved it out. At Washington Mantier Bobbins requested Its removal and State ManMar Thompson stami>ed on it. Eddie Darling has me
tagged all over the country.
When I arrive at the
theatre a letter awaits me. "i'lease eliminate so and
is

A

In a single art.
high twinging perch. It would
just fit on The Century Roof, but the want*
a
week and you til know who ante Shy every week.
Ye*, boys.
Yourt truly.

XHY

Did you ever pick an argument with a
waiter to save the price of a tip?

JOE
TERMINI
VALYDA
WHAT

STAN STANLEY
BILLY GRADY

Sonnda

presents

LORO GOOCH

Pr

Chicago,

111.

Tint* through.

IS 35?

a email time aalary.

and

and her BRAZILIAN NUTS.
LOEW TIME Direction. MARK LEVY.

AND HIS
Royal Hawaiian*, including Prince** Uhnrohi, the only Hawaiian
dancer on the American stage. Opening in September to tour all
U. B. O. theatre*.
Playing Bloomlngton Co-operative Chautauqua AaeodatJoa.
Ohio nnd Indiana—July 12 to Sept. It

like

THE VIOLINIST

Major KEALAKAI
Now

Y.

Who Dislike Me

Guys

My Floating Kidney
Oaf

REVIEW OF N.

efficiency,

quintette
scoring seccessfully at Otis
Harlan's and Wardell's Hotel, Long
Branch, N. J.

al harris

Direction,

graceIyman

IUInola,

A

his

•till

JOS. B. FRANKLIN
1547 Broadway,

Varlatablo Pair

New York

Boolcod Solid

W.

V. M. A. and

U. B. O.

THE ORIGINAL

MISS

Direction,

LEW M.
QOLDIEBQ

JEWELL'S MANIKINS

BEATRICE

LAMBERT

Eetabllahed IBM
In n

new production—Th*lr

lntott tuccotn

"A MANIKIN CIRCUS"

JAMES ")
THOMPSON

MADAME JEWELL AND SON
Dim**. TllOt. J. Fitzpatrick

Playing U. B. O. Circuit Only

American

<F

Origlnatora of everything npportninlng to the Manikin buetnoaa, proton tod by

Nightingale
In an Artistic

Song Repertoire
Booked Solid

INTOXICATED CHAUFFEUR

MARX

4

BROS,

-"

CO

BACK

IN

Direction,

VAUDEVILLE

MORRIS

CAMPBELL

and

'The Avi-ate-her"
By J. L. Browning
BOOKED SOLID

Direction,

U. B. O.

LEWIS & GORDON

DANCERS

little of

One

of the

2

MARK LEVY

Auatralia

BLACKFACE

aolld

EDDIE ROSS

Orpheum, U. B. O. and

Nell O'Brien Mlnatrelt
li-17

HARRY WEBER

Permanent Address, VARIETY, New York'

THE FAYNE6
SACK

GREY

everything

I

Hendricks

I

Phanomanal Plaatata

C us

BEST COMEDIES Now

Direction,

Richard a' Tour,

Intaratnta
Direction,

"WHAT WE DONT DO AINT"
U O

DUO

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OFFERING

GEO. N AGEL and A EVELYN
In "Bite of Variety"

ARTOIS

EMMA ADELPHI

Art

That Veraatile Nut

After conaultation,

"THE DETOURS."

Aaalatod by

Bookod

THE ACME OF VERSATILITY

While en rout* to Portland

to hospital.

doctors agreed he had
(For Motoriata Only.)

"Song Definitions"

MARION MORGAN
Clastic

Harry Weber

JANET
ADAIR

FLOSSIE

JOE

was taken

Playing U. B. O. Tina

"HOME AGAIN"

In

(Grantlund).

"An Affair of Honor"

FLYm

< Padula
hdal
Slngort

Do
>o

Lam

SAM DODY
Playing Morrit Duvall

In

Lew

Fielda

"STEP THIS WAY" CO.

I

CHICAGO, ILL.

Playing Vaudeville

NANA SULLIVAN
Praaantlng

"NEVER AGAIN"

and

Williams
Zledjeld "Follies of

1916"

New Amsterdam

Theatre

—

:

VARIETY
This space belongs to

SOME WOMEN
MISTAKE
A BOX OF ROUGE
FOR THE
FOUNTAIN
OF YOUTH

S

A
N

I

S

S
F

T

I

E

Lester Jefferiee. bordering on a nervous breakdown

Norman

Jetferies. to show his appreciation of Lester's sterling qualities, hustling ability, arduous labor,
etc.. presented him with a beautiful automobile.
Good luck to you. Los. Hope I'm nowhere to be
found when you need now tiros.

•. S.

Direction,

INTER STATE ROAD SHOW
GREY AND KLUMKER
Aet
HOWARD
AND WHITE
Comedy
BETTY BOND
Bounding Wire
MADAM RASCH
AND CO.
Aerial Aet
WEBB
BURNS
AND
Chinese
Act
THE GREAT LUTZ AND CO.
Hand Balancers
NOLAN AND NOLAN

But
I

am

A

rubber on a broker'a deak

J}ejl/t^>

"to-

NEMAN

NO L.V.N AM) NOLAN,

and

-wv|

Njlmt

hot

C(»vyv»s

2 IoIiaJ

,

off

•

KENNEDY

Direction.

Loew Time

Musical Maids

tardus

I

Hospi*tb~U3Xj

^JF

Proratically yours,

Grand Opera Singers

f/vowv.

^O-ttol^

Little bita of iaabo

Tiny bits of boko
Keen many actora proeperoua
Who'd otherwise be broke.

Bister

it

WoodakJe. N. Y.

NORMAN JEFFERIES

LISTEN

Juggler*

using

OSWALD

la more to be feared
Tban one at Fleiechmann'e Baths

Bicycle

McINTOSH «S

CLARE

Heath, please writs.

HARKINS

Direction

PETE MACK

(This si>aoe belongs to
but the show is using It)

— Bobby

JIM and MARIAN

"The Party from
the South"

D

AND

rest.

BILLY
BEARD

E
L

RAWSON

after a strenuous season at the ball game, fight clubs,
restaurants and tailors, left for his father's magnificent estate In New Hampshire, for a Much needed

MARK

LEVY.

Ch*h_ COl-OO/The only good write-up some get
in

is

an Obituary notice.
r

Fred (Hank)

FENTON
and
Harry (Zeke)

GREEN

To 'MOtLO-e

/a/

Dcer~^uc-rv«y*s-

Cr?iT»ojM4 Thi**i t-o *to
Sr«i;<r»ce eocene*

fcc *ZL »
t. rr-.ee

HQ

" u " llys
!!

ffffMia re*

It

/<0 Cc*;-

I'm worried, my braln'a afire.
Mentally I'm a wreck.
My agent sent me a wire,
And It didn't read COLLECT.

******

rmmZtrm

Yours

"Magic

BREAKING RECORDS

EVERYWHERE

oiMpuMxr rxccpo*/

f?cr%

T"u;»ctt)<u

as

"MR. MANHATTAN"
"Two 'Mr. ManliattaiiH' are busy in
tins country, but it is hard to Imagine
mi* with a more happily adapted peraoiiality

on

than Mr.

Dupre/.

While he

NtsKf tin? tun 1h continuous,
«-\<ry bit <ii his talk in runny; while
lit*
is
off (hi* fun
ntcvssanly languishes
Hi- manages a delicate tone
und a bit ol court Iiik very adroitly and
drifts colliMiuially into -»>nn in droll
fu.8l.imi
His iiitt-rwi-aviiiK of talk
und inunic 1h indeed a Kinn-lalty of the
p'ay
Th<- reception accordi-d him by
n
lacked noum- proved thiit Ms efforts
met
with
w nan niou s
appioval."
is

AND HER

Fashion
Girls

BOOKED SOLID

I'M GOOD—BUT
EVER HEARD OF JACK
BORNHOLD?

JACK BORN HOLD SAYS

WHO THE H

DUO

lh*'

]

Phenomenal

i

I

Pii^y

Australia

VESPO

A BIQ 8UCCESS
A Bradford paper Haul

IS

Crawford

Arthur Pearson

Rlckards Tour

Mark Levy

FRED DUPREZ

Catherine

Direction

In earnest,

Dire*

Pills"

RayMonde

JIMMY FLETCHER

(and Cat)

in

Never Happened
IN REAL LIFE

Bradford "Argus".

THE VENTRILOQUIST
WITH A PRODUCTION
. F.

Accordionist and Singer

ANGIE
REYNARD WEIMERS

OF

Pevfjaaaent address. Marlon Thewtr*.

M«Hwi,

O.

PLAYING

A HAND5PKtN(* in fi\
BARREL, IN HIS

U. B. O.

TIME

SMITH

I>O.NCt

NOVEL 8*RREU

PPsNCE

rn

ArV>

is;

AHAA4 PAUL RAHN

ARTISTIC VERSATILE NOVELTY ACI

Week

This

(Sept.

4),

Keith's, Lowell, Mass.

Just Finished 4

Weeks on

"Planted" at the Hotel Planters, Chicago
57th

i*/.

V.

M. A.

Week — Merrie Garden Revue

HHMiaMiBa^Bii^B^aaMMSMHi
MESSRS. HUGHES AND SMITH

HOWARD
LANGFORD

Present

THE PINT-SIZE PAIR

JOE

LAURIE

(Juvenile

AND

Direction,

Light

ELECTRICAL VENUS CO.

ELECTRICAL

VENUS

Comedian)

Chamberlain

Brown

ALEEN BRORSOII
in

as

LOST AND FOUND

ff

"NOT BIGGER-BUT BETTER THAN
EVER"
Thin

Week
36'

(Sept.
,

4).

Bushwick. Brooklyn

NOT A CENT MORE

MARTYN

and

This week (Sept.

4), Ft.

Wayne,

So. Bend, Ind.
Next week (Sept. II), Hattle Creek,
Kalamnzuo, Mich.

FLORENCE

(Vaudeville's Beat Opening Act)

CO.

A Laughing Sensation

PETE MACK
Submita

BOOKED SOLID

ECLECAVITRALENUS
•*Paaa

Word"

Lew

Goldberg,

Rep.

VARIETY

WEEK AFTER NEXT
the

real

of the

surprise

new

season

RAYMOND WYLIE
opens as a special added feature
with the wonderful new revue
to be presented by Lea Herrick at
[

REISENWEBERS
Mr. Wylie
of

is

now under

EZRA

B.

the exclusive personal direction

EDDY and LEA HERRICK
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VARIETY
Telephone
Bryant

m

ucwvooKcmr
TW CtAJiftdf «om

OPK>*tTt

Paris Franc*, 7f

One

of

Rim Reaumur

Many

Letters
DOROTHY GREEN

DELL2 BAKER

SOPHIE
ROSENBERG'S

THE

CJL«^ic^<*k JkL>4>
f

CLARIDGE

GOWNS
ARE KNOWN

;

SHOP
A SHOP OF

FOR THEIR

IS

CHIC
PARISIAN

DISTINCTIVENESS

WHERE THE

EFFECT THAT
IMMEDIATELY
APPEALS TO

INDIVIDUALITY

OF EACH PATRON

THE WOMEN
OF THE

IS

STAGE

STUDIED.

ARTISTICALLY

SOPHIE

ROSENBERG
IS

SIME

KNOWN

FOR THIS

Said in His
Brighton Beach Review
of August 25th, 1916
"BELLE BAKER

IS DRESSING AND LOOKING
MUCH BETTER THAN SHE EVER DID. WITH
A CLASSY LOOKING GOWN OPENING THE ACT
AND WORN MOSTLY THROUGH IT, BELLE AP-

PEARED NICE (AND ALMOST THIN) TO GAZE
AT IN THE NEW IDEA."

The Other Establishment

SOPHIE ROSENBERG
Is

SOPHIE ROSENBERG

This

Gown

is

a Sophie Rosenberg "Creation"

of

153

W.

44th

at

STREET,
Tel. 55ft

NEW YORK
Bryant

CITY

B

NEW YORK

VOL. XLIV, No. 3

CITY, FRIDAY,

WHITE RATS TO BE BOYCOTTED
IS MANAGERS' ASS'N THREAT
Reported Account of General Meeting of Vaudeville Protective
Association, Wednesday, States October 31 Is Date
Set For Commencement of Boycott.
Managers
Advertise They Will Not Play Acts That Appear
at Union House, Oklahoma City, or Break
Contracts For That Town.

A

meeting of the Vaudeville Man-

agers' Protective Association
at the

was held

headquarters of that organiza-

Wednesday, attended by over 30
of its members, those present said to
tion

represent

burlesque

more than 700
theatres

United States.

This

vaudeville and

throughout
is

the

first

the

meet-

ing held by the society in more than
three months, at which the complete

membership was present.
It was said a motion had been passed
by those present which prohibits the
members of the organization from employing any acts that will in the future
play the Metropolitan, Okloholma City.

The Metropolitan

being run at present by the union organization, playing
in opposition to the houses boycotted
as "unfair" by the union quadruple alis

which consists of the four organized bodies of theatre and stage em-

liance,

ployees.
It

is

also reported the

members

of

M. P. A. agreed not to engage
any actor who is a member of the
White Rats after Oct. 31 of the current year. The time between the present date and the date scheduled for
the "boycott" is said to have been set
in order that the V. M. P. A. can comthe V.

pile a list of the

and

members

of the Rats,

be distributed to the
various members so they will be prepared to lay out their tills of nonunion talent exclusively.
While this fact could not be officially
confirmed up to Wednesday night, a
this list will

Variety representative was informed
by a member of the V. M. P. A. that
while such matters were entirely up
to the executive board, and an indi*

member

vidual

prohibited

of the organization

from

discussing

was

into effect, as stated above.

At the same meeting of the V. M.
it is

said the

members

P.

resolved that

will hereafter play

any

act appearing in a union house in Okla-

homa

City while the strike exists, or

any act that breaks a contract to appear in an "unfair" theatre of that
city.
The V. M. P. A. is announcing

Oklahoma

the

City matter in this issue.

NON-STOP ENDURANCE RUN.
Denver, Sept. 13.
The Denham Stock Co., of this city,
celebrated
its
1,500th
performance
Tuesday. The organization has been
together for four years and in that time
has not closed a single week.
Manager O. D. Woodward declares
this

is

a record for stock, at least in the

west.

A QUIET PRODUCTION.
Klaw & Erlanger began rehearsals
of a new play yesterday under the direction of Edgar MacGrcgor, but the
details are being kept very much in
the dark at present.
The company
started rehearsals at the

PHYLLIS
It

is

said

Amsterdam.

TERRY TO WED.
New Orleans, Sept. 13.

N.

the

wedding

will

shortly

take place of Phyllis Neilson Terry and
her stage manager, Cecil King.

Miss

Terry

is

Orpheurn. this week.

headlining

PRICE TEN CENTS

1916

"HERALD" COMING UPTOWN.
"The New York Herald" is to invade
the Longacre square district and in all
probability another year will find James
Gordon Bennett's daily turned out
from a building which is to be located
on the triangle bounded on the north
and south by 48th and 47th streets, and
east and west by Broadway and Seventh

The

present Herald building on
Herald square is to be taken over by
the D. L. & W.-R. R., which will make
the site the tube terminal for the line.
There will also be a baggage station
located in the same structure and all
passengers coming in over the line will
be landed in the square.

at

the

1

PAGES" ' M- 15.
AUTO TRUCK CIRCUS NEXT.
a, story circus men are
among themselves and which
Anp Morgan as interested in

According to
spreading
mentions

San Francisco, Sept.
police of Auckland,

New

arrested for inciting a disturbance.

be employed

will

for a

scheme of

have been overcome.
or two engagements have been
It will oppose the
present big tops, including the Ringfor the circus.

Hagenbeck-vVallace

lings,

ENGLISHMEN ENGAGED.
The Charles Frsohman Co. has placed
"Rio Grande" in rehearsal at the Empire, with the piece expected to be in
condition to go out in about two weeks.
The play, decidedly American, will
have several English members in its
cast. An English actor has been signed
to play the role of an American army
officer.

Sells-

tions.

DONT

FAIL
To Read

VARIETY
NEXT WEEK
(Sept. 22)

HARRY MOUNTFORD
International

Executive

W. WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK

J.

International President
W. R. A. U. and A. A. A.

playing somewhere about.

managers have been
notified by the local stage hands that
their wages per week should be increased from $21 to $28 and that the
stage hands want the shows to be
over by 10.45 p. m.
The managers arc thinking it over.
They believe the National Board of
the Stage Hands Union would refuse to
sanction this demand.

and

Floto, besides the wild west aggrega-

Paris Green wears a green suit upon
the stage and speaks rapidly.
He recently returned from Australia and is

theatrical

this nature are said to

One

made

expressing displeasure.

The

the daily street

will not exclaimed, the initial cost of
railroad cars for a new circus and other
details first appearing as impracticable

Zea-

STAGE HANDS' TIME OF CLOSING.
New Brunswick, N. J., Sept. 13.

pro-

is

day when Mr. Green made his first appearance in the house, he was given
"the bird/' an English audience way

now

in

13.

Mon-

is

The equipment

parades.
it

land, informed Paris Green, an American vaudeville player, on Tuesday morning following his opening at the Opera
House the night before that if he again
appeared upon that stage he would be

it

posed to launch a full-fledged circus on
auto trucks for next summer.
The plan or theory* of the promoters
of the new concern is to move the circus on auto trucks only, all of which

ceed,

"THE BIRD" AND POLICE.
The

White Rate News

the financing of the project,

avenue.

it

was settled between the manager's
members that the boycott would go

A.,

15,

matters

talked over at a secret conference,

none of them

SEPTEMBER

EQUITY ASSN. IN POLITICS.
The

Actors' Equity Association has
a committee consisting of

appointed

Kyle, John Cope and Edward
Mawson, whose duties will be to show,

Howard

the professional world certain reasons
the theatrical profession and those

why

in its welfare should not
favor the nomination or election of
Messrs. Whitman and Walker in the

interested

coming

state campaign.
Equity society communicated
with the executives of tlie White Rats
this week, requesting that organization
to appoint a committee to work in harmony with the Equity trio toward this
end, but the Rats have decided not to

The

take issues in the coming election, having decided that regardless of the result of tlie flection, little or no benefit

ran

accrue for the actor, basing this
their experience with the

decision on

so-called "agency law,"

CABLES
ENGLAND'S BARRING OF ALIENS
WON'T EFFECT PROFESSIONALS

LONDON HIP SHOW OPENING.
London, Sept.

Effective Oct.

London, Sept.
There has been spread broadcast
through the medium of publication an
13.

where

who works in any other capacity
than munitions employment.
According to several officials who have
been approached a rigid application of
this order would apparently exclude
alien

from the British

Isles all foreign ac-

musicians, singers and

all others
not come unc*er the heading of
munitions workers.

tors,

who do

An

attempt to reach Mr. Norsworthy,
New York, Wednesday, brought to light that he was out
of town at present, but an attache of
the English Consulate, on being asked
as to the probable effect of the new

mer

labor

amendment

contracted to run for four

London, Sept.

The London opera

the strong revue cast,
business.

Oswald

is

doing poor

is

13.

roundr
ing up the native legitimate actors and
variety artists of military age.
The shirkers are being fined and escorted to the various camps.
military authorities are

ban was to be as widespread
surely would have had some
official notification on the subject," he
continued, "but as we have not received
any word, and until we do, all that will
be necessary for artists going abroad is
to obtain passports in the usual way."
"If the

we

from

week

that

London, Sept. 13.
the only theatre giv-

ALICE DELYSIA AT WORK.
London, Sept

13.

Delysia has recovered from
her recent illness and has returned to
Alice

cast of

"Pell

Mell,"

at

the

Am-

bassadors.

London, Sept.

will

for

sail

New York by cable this
Daphne Pollard had been

HETTY KING

IN

DIVORCE CASE.

London, Sept. 13.
Ernie Lotinga is suing Hetty King
for divorce, naming an American artist

London, Sept.

Of

13.

London, Sept. 13.
"Back to Blighty" was produced at
the Oxford Sept. 7. ft is a bright, entertaining revue in two acts and seven
scenes and scored.

London, Sept. 13.
"Her Husband's Wife," A. E. Thomas'
play, produced at the New theatre, is
the

happiest,

funniest,

cleanest

here,

made by American

turns,

per-

at $500.

a

Willie Edelsten comes forward with
quartet of turns he has signed to

open

in England within a month on the
Moss Tour. They are Betty Washington, Kay, Bush and Robinson, James

seen recently in this city.
It
is
splendidly played by
Aynesworth, Dion Boucicault,
VanBrugh, Marie Lohr.

Allan
Irene

"B'WAY JONES" DRAWING.
revived

"Broadway Jones"

theatre Sept.

6,

13.

"Razzle Dazzle," still playing to* capacity at the Empire, is produced in
replica

at

the

Olympic,

Liverpool,

is

in

charge of a theatrical

in this city.

.

Sept.

2.

Alfred Butt, in conjunction with A.
H. Woods, will produce "Fair and
Warmer," by Avery Hopwood, at a
Wcflt End theatre this autumn.
The
same authors' "Nobody's Widow" has
been secured by Doris Keane for production in London shortly.

Negotiations are. in progress for the
production of Harold Brighhouse's latest play, "Jack," with George Formby
in the title role.

at Prince's

at popular prices

Seymour Hicks and Ellaline Terriss
open the Prince's theatre, with "Broadway Jones" Sept. 6. The theatre has
been renovated, the stall floor enlarged
and popular prices will be charged.
George Robey will remain at the Alhambra till the end of the year, after
which he joins the Moss Empires for a
new revue at the Hippodrome.

and

are playing to capacity.

Israel

Zangwill

written

has

three

playlets for use on the variety stage.

October.

The cast of "Flying Colors," the new
Hippodrome revue, includes Little Tich,

MARIE

Jack Humphries, Bertram Wallis, W. S.
Percy, Charles Berkeley, Henry Frankiss, Ray Cox, Dorothy Waring, Bessie
Wynn, Yetta Rianza Rianza, Margaret
Campbell, Gabrielle Ray. W. J. Wil-

IS SICK.
London, Sept. 13.
Marie Lloyd is seriously ill and will
probably be unable to appear on the
stage for

some

time.

son will be the producer.

SIR GEO.

ON MOSS TIME.

London, Sept. 13.
George Alexander will tour the
Moss Circuit with "Howard and Son"
until Nov. 18.

Alfred Butt, with a view to consolidating his many enterprises, has taken

Sir

extensive offices at Garrick House, Lisle
street, W., where his business will be
transacted in connection with the Pal-

Empire, Gaiety, Adelphi, Globe,
Queens, Victoria Palace and Palace,

ace,

Lady" Doesn't Convince.
London, Sept. 13.
"The Misleading Lady" was produced
at the Playhouse Sept. 6 and is very
unconvincing, redeemed only by the
"Misleading

splendid playing of

"Professor's
S.

London, Sept. 13.
"The Professor's

Love Story" was successfully revived
at the Savoy Sept. 7.
Mr. Irving gave
a

performance of the procharmingly supported by Fay

finished

fessor,

Compton.

Robert

new

~

Love Story" Revised.

Willard's

Paris.

Weedon Grossmith,

Malcolm Cherry and Gladys Cooper.

E.

London, Sept.

agency

performance there since the house
was damaged by a Zeppelin last

Fleming, and Rafael

'RAZZLE DAZZLE' DUPLICATED.

Leo Maase has returned from the
ranks and

farce

recent hits in the music halls over

haps none is more certain than that secured by Miller and Lyle, the colored
comedians.
They have been booked
for three years ahead on this side.
Jessel and Edwards, a youthful couple from the States, are also fixed over
here for quite some time to come. Bob
Anderson and "Bonita," his trained
horse, are an English success, as is also
Kitty Francis, who in "Mrs. O'Malley's
Reception," with 16 people is getting
all the time she wants at $750 a week.
Miss Francis came over here to show

A. Gluck, manager of the Apollo at
Dusseldorf, died last week of heart
disease, at the age of 60.
He was one
of the best known among Continental
variety managers and at one time was
president of the Managers' Association.

IN LONDON.
London,

first

VARIETY HITS ABROAD.

Moebitz, the comedian, was killed
here the other day by falling down
an elevator shaft. As a stage favorite
in Germany he stood second to Reuter.

as corespondent.

13.

Wine" was successthe Lyceum Sept. 9, the

and

fully revived at

entirity,

its

London, Sept. 13.
Seymour Hicks and Ellaline Terris

LYCEUM REOPENED.
"Woman

who

CLEAN FUNNY FARCE.

ing an all variety bill three performances daily, is playing to capacity.

the

Ray Cox.
staged the pro-

the debut here of

Wilson,

vacation.

premiere

placed under contract for his next Hippodrome production and would make
her debut here next February.

3-DA1LY DOING CAPACITY.
The Palladium,

its

"BACK TO BLIGHTY" GOOD.

London, Sept.

would not

be included under that heading as far
as the New York Consulate could interpret the law at present.

ation

SHIRKERS TRIED.
The

J.

readiness and

13.

introducing Arthur
Roberts in new scenes in the hope of
bolstering "Look Who's Here."
Stoll

William

house, in spite of

as applied to

theatrical artists, stated they

as that

is

mark

will

The produc-

night (Sept. 14).
in

is

Saturday on the Saxonia.
Albert de Courville received confirm-

OPERA HOUSE DOING POORLY.

the British Consul in

alien

it

1.

directed by

morrow

New York

weeks, commencing last Monday.

amendment

to the order in Council
governing the restriction imposed upon
aliens, by which, after Oct. 1, the written sanction and approval of the Board
of Trade must be obtained for the admission to the United Kingdom of any

1.

still

Franz Steiner, reopened today after
having been remodeled during the sum-

duction in

Does Not Include
Artists Holding Contracts for United Kingdom.

Which Becomes

Berlin, Sept.

The Wintergarten,

"With Flying Colors," the new London Hippodrome revue opens here totion

Attache of British Consulate in New York Interprets Order
Governing Restrictions Imposed. Upon Foreigners,

IN BERLIN.

13.

VAN HOVEN.
On May 10th, this year, I was one year in
England, and to celebrate the day I bought
myself a new wrist watch and sat alone in my
hotel room with a large bottle of grape and
thought of some May tenths I have seen.
Gee! after all, we do some silly things and
hurt those dearest to us. Oh, well, I guess
we pay the debt with interest. I think it was
Shakespeare that said the saddest words of
Oh, Bill, old kid,
all "What might have been."
you were sure one wise guy.
Read

VARIETY

next week.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

Courtneidge

has

secured

a

composed by George
H. Clutsam and Hubert Bath, the book
by Captain Basil Hood.
light opera,

Piano Given

Up

After 18 Years.

In the formation of the
Jolly,

new

Dunbar and Wild, there

act of
is

no

time in 18 years Ed
Jolly has appeared upon the stage
without being accompanied by that
musical instrument.
piano,

the

first

VAUDEVILLE
HIP

CONTRACTS SETTLED FOR
AS ACTS AND PEOPLE LEAVE

CENTURY OPENS OCT.
Marie Dressier
to appear in

Zeigfeld,

Vaudeville Acts Paid Off In This Way. Maarck's Lions
With 30 Weeks, Still Drawing Weekly Salary,
Though Not In Show. Hip's Receipts Last

Week,
The Hippodrome management

is

re-

ported settling contracts of acts and
people

who have

left

the performance

"The Big Show," since it started.
Frank Fogarty accepted $2,000 from
Charles Dillingham, Charles Ahearn is
said to have received the" same amount.
Ahearn left the Hip production last
Saturday. Both are reported to have
held contracts for 10 weeks with a
further option by the management. The

of

known as Maarck's Lions, imported,
and engaged for 30 weeks at $1,000
weekly, has reached no settlement as

This week the many acrobats engaged for the Hip show, 40 in all, and
who were not used in the first production, participated in an acrobatic scene
especially staged for them, the acrobats
appearing together in this scene but in
several groups, giving the stage the appearance of a four-ring circus.
The Hippodrome's gross business
last

week (including Labor Day) was

$52,000.

acrobats in the Hip number
George Davis
Five Matzettis,
Troupe, The Briants, Brothers Byrne,
Nicholas Nelson Troupe, Jackson Company, and Ladelle Comiques.

The

are

the

RATS VOLUNTEER BENEFIT.
The White Rats have forwarded

City,

Dec

9,

from January to July,

and that
he com-

1913,
1916,

torney.

case

calendar in

on the October
the'Supreme Court.
will

be

DORALDINA AT LARGE.
Doraldina, the initial promoter of the
Hawaiian Hula fad and who has been

appearing at the Montmarte restaurant
on Broadway, has severed business relations with Senor Garcia, who was
commonly supposed to have placed
Doraldina under a long time agreement. According to the account there
was never a written agreement between
the couple. Doraldina has placed her
business affairs elsewhere.
It is said the Shuberts are prepared
to place a $25,000 ballet around the

Honolulu dancer in the next Winter
Garden show. Several other offers
have presented themselves to the girl,

who

is

reported to be

now

asking $800

weekly.

N

a

communication to the executives of the
Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electic Railway Employees, volunteering their services toward the promotion
of a monster benefit to financially aid
the striking motormen, conductors and
allied employees ia the current street
railway strike in New York.
The Rats propose to engage a theatre
or hall, attend to the staging and engaging of the talent and wish to donate
the entire proceeds toward the fund of
the strikers. Up to Wednesday no word
of acceptance or rejection has been received from the street railway employees' organization.

.

Last Sunday night at the Winter
Garden, its first Sunday performance
of the season, Malcolm Scott, an English comedian, playing a "dame" character, appeared in the program.
It was reported after the show the
Shuberts might engage Scott for the
next Winter Garden production, if
terms could be reached. The Englishman is asking $750 weekly for this side.
Scott some years ago gave a trial
performance in the American Music
Hall, New York, when managed for
vaudeville by William Morris, but Mr.
Scott immediately left for home after
•

a special

It

is

barely

possible

that

numbers that Helen Trtx has

submitted will be allotted to the star.
In addition to Miss Dressier the stars
engaged are Elsie Janis, Sam Bernard,
Eddie Foy, Frank Tinney and Hazel
Dawn. Harry Langdon ("Night on the
Boulevard") and Van and Schenck are
also to be in the cast, as well as Doyle
and Dixon, Harry Kelly and Leon
Errol.

Bruce Edwards, general manager for
Mr. Dillingham, made a statement
early this week that should put to rest
for all time the rumor Mme. Melba is
to be a member of the Century organization.
Mme. Melba and Mr.. Dillingham have been friends for a number of
years and the theatrical producer has
agreed to manage her concert tour for
the

coming season.

MAX HOFFMANN
Max Hoffmann

LEADING.

is

Gertrude Hoffmann has turned aside
her intention to place an Hawaiian act
in vaudeville for this season, it is said,

and is now undecided as to her plans,
though favoring pictures. Her price

The

is

reported

best offer so far

made

her was $30,000 for six weeks. Miss
Hoffman has never appeared upon the

THREE YEARS FOR ACROBAT.
Ventura, Cal., Sept. 13.
Harold Yorke, an acrobat, has been
sentenced to three years in San Quentin Prison for grand larceny.
Rosa Yorke, his wife, was also implicated, but

was placed on probation.

ASHLEY DIVORCE

CASE.

Grace Elizabeth Ashe, picture actress,
has brought suit in the Supreme Court
for an absolute divorce from Herbert
Ashe (Ashley) in vaudeville (formerly
of

Matthews and Ashlev).

playlet from the repertoire
Washington Square Players to
be given vaudeville is "The Magical

acts on the vaudeville program. It is
the intention of the Keith bookers to
have Mr. Morton travel over the New
York houses of the circuit, alternating

and announcing in each. Eddie Darling saw Mr. Morton do his announcing
bit one evening at Port Jervis and at
once talked the professional stage announcing thing into the comic's ear.
Mr. Morton for many years has been
in demand for benefits and so on as
an announcer, to make certain of some
comedy at least in the shows.
Last Sunday night at the Winter
Garden, Ed Wynn acted as announcer
for the program.
Wynn will continue

to announce at the Garden Sunday
nights during the run of "Tho Passing
Show," of which he is a member.

WHITE SLAVE WARRANTS ISSUED.
Chicago, Sept 13.
Warrants were issued here today Involving Walter Griffenberg, Samuel
Deyer and Fred Cody, all members of

were working with the company.
The girls, all under eighteen years
of age, ^declare their duties called for
dancing with the men patrons, an4

when they

apprised the judge of the
they were living with the three
men, the White Slave law was used as
a basis for the warrants.
fact

CHICAGO HAD TO FALL
Chicago

will have to acknowledge
she has taken something from little old
New York and step down from her
high and mighty metropolis mien and
accept the accusation of "copy act" in
the future.

Chicago

NAN HALPERIN HELD OVER.
Boston, Sept.

Nan Halperin

is

held over this

as a feature at Keith's, this city.

13.

week

by Arthur Hopkins.
The piece was written by Zoe Atkins
and considered the most successful of
the Square Players' list.
Margaret
vaudeville

Mower
the

of the original cast will be in

Palace

company,

playing

Petro-

nelle.

Other Washington Square
in

vaudeville are

and "The Clod."

skits seen

have announced that

home.

Miss

GOOD

A. C. SEASON.
Atlantic City, Sept.

Halperin opened an engagement here
week.
It is very infrequent that a hold-over
of a turn occurs in the local Keith

lar Pier closed

house.

the best season since the pier opened.

MORGAN DANCERS COMING.
The Morgan Dancers in a new act
produced under the direction of Martin
Beck are due at the Palace, New York,

many

claims are

made

in the

act and

The Hippodrome

The Amsterdam Roof

will

next week, opening with the

be dark

fall

edition

"Midnight Frolic" Monday, Sept.
26, coincident with the premiere of
"Little Miss Springtime" in the theatre

of the

below.

For the new "Frolic" Florenz Ziegreported to have uncovered a
will be in

feld

is

find

in

the

new

Peggy Brooks, who
roof show.

Saturday after enjoying

Traymore, Breakers and Strand had
much to do with attracting a banner
crowd. An addition to the St. Charles
to be made before next season.

is

for the turn.

ZIEOFELD'S "FIND.

13.

at the Million Dol-

Business all around is reported*t the
best Atlantic City has had in 20 years.
New hotels and additions to the

NESBIT PREFERS PICTURE8.

of the

City," due at the Palace, New York,
next week. It has been produced for

officials

they are going to change the name of
Clark street, the rialto of the town, to
Broadway, so the actors will feel at

last

There are 20 people

The next

quick witted adaptability.
Next week at the Colonial, New
York, Mr. Morton will announce the

screen.

Sept. 25.

"MAGICAL CITY" NEXT.

Being paic| for his favorite pastime,
which heretofore brought him little, is
the reward of James J. Morton for his

the Barkett Carnival Co., as a result of
stories told in tourt by three girls who

reported engaged as
the orchestral leader at the Century
theatre. For several seasons Mr. Hoffmann has been the musical director of
his wife's (Gertrude) large vaudeville
productions.

at $40,000.

it.

week and

for a single feature picture

MALCOLM SCOTT SHOWS.

Century

the

songs for her part in the perbeing selected by Flo
is

Zeigfeld.

mitted indiscretions with various women in numerous hotels about the city.
Herman L. Roth is the plaintiffs at-

act

yet.

formance
several

New York

at

Miss Dressier was added to

16.

series of

In her complaint Mrs. Ashe alleges
she and the defendant were married in

is

Dillingham-

"The Century

revue,

Jr.,

the cast late last

$52,000.

The

Oct.

the Charles

be revealed

to

Girl,"

Several

JIM MORTON, ANNOUNCER.

the latest star to

is

be added to the constellation which

F.

Lump Sums Paid to Cancel Outstanding Agreements.

3=

16.

Notwithstanding there is said to be
a standing offer for Evelyn Nesbit to
return to vaudeville, that young woman
is reported looking for a picture en-

gagement

at $2,000 weekly.

FIRST OF THE KIND.
Hugh Emmett is now working in
"one," with a woman at the piano. He
is

the

first

manner.

ventriloquist to

He

is

work

at present in the

in this

West,

but expects to return East in the near

"The Age of Reason"
Don't

fail

VARIETY next week.
JAMES W. FITZ PATRICK.

to get

future,

/

VAUDEVILLE
"BOYCOTTED ACTS" INVOKE
PENAL CODE FOR PROTECTION

BILLY McDERMOTT OFF LOEW TIME
By not appearing at the National
Monday Billy McDermott has finally
broken with the Loew Circuit. He was
billed to play

Loew's Seventh Avenue

the last half of this week and
cused in both neighborhoods.

Harvey Objects

Al.

White Rats Adver-

to the Publication of

tisements in Variety, Holding Him Up to Contempt*
Criminal Law Plain on Boycotts and Conspiracies.

go on,

holding up to contempt or ridicule Mr.
Harvey or his vaudeville act known as
"Dr. Joy's Sanitarium." (The sections
of the Penal Code applying are reproduced on this page.)
The statutes printed herewith wera
passed and aimed against boycotts and

opinion that they will get their

The

Monday was

report

but the managers on the Circuit (southern) are reported having declined to let

show go unless the Empress paid
the acts already booked into San Anthe

tonio.

turn and others appeared
in "unfair" houses in the theatre strike

being waged

in

Oklahoma

At

City.

pear in the unfair theatres, was
pended from the order and fined $500,
an amount necessary to be paid by him
for reinstatement.

to the organization

the

understood Harvey has not paid

fine.

For the past few weeks the White
Rats has been advertising in Variety
over the signature of Harry Mountford,
International Executive, advising
"All concerned in the operation of
vaudeville and legitimate theatres that
they play to the following acts at their
own risks." Then followed the names
of several acts, and further down in the
its

BOSTON BOOKING RUMOR.
Boston, Sept.

its

couple of reports affecting local
vaudeville bookings have been spreading rapidly of late.
One is that the
Gordon Bros., controlling the Olympia
and Scholley Square houses, may place
a Boston man familiar with New England vaudeville in some agency in New
York City to look after their local bookings, also of the brothers' Olympia at

Lynn. The Sheedy agency, New York,
now books the Gordon theatres.

week

by arriving

a strenuous
he wired Jos.
Schenck that he would not play any
more splits, demanding an answer as to
whether the Loew office would agree
to his working the remainder of his
Mr.
contract on a full-week basis.
Schenck did not reply.
McDermott played the latter part of
last week at the St. James, Boston, his
home town, and he remained there
Monday, sending his drummer (who
travels with him) down to sound out
after

registering

Friday

night

Mr. Schenck booked McDermott on
a play or pay contract for 15 weeks,
"to play as per the policy of the theatre" and intends holding the comedian
If McDermott plays other than
to it.
Loew houses during the remaining
twelve weeks the contract has to run,
he may be asked to pay to the Loew
office the salary he would have drawn
from it. It is possible that McDermott
will report later in the week, but it is
also possible Mr. Schenck will not per-

mit him to play.

During the three weeks

McDermott

has been on the Loew time he has appeared at least three times daily in the
Loew theatres, playing split-week engagements.

Section 242. "A malicious publication, by writing, printing, picture,
or otherwise than by mere speech, which exposes any living
person, or the
memory of any person deceased, to hatred, contempt,
ridicule or obloquy, or which causes or tends to cause any person to be
shunned or avoided, or which has a tendency to injure any person, corporation or association of persons, in his or their business or occupation,
effigy, sign

he has been often engaged by managers
belonging to the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association. His letter of
complaint dated Sept. 6 stated he was
then playing at the Prospect in the
Bronx, New York.

is

a

libel."

"To commit any

act injurious to the public health, to public morals, or
to trade or commerce, or for the perversion or obstruction of justice, or
of the due administration of the laws, each of them is guilty of a mis-

was

steel

San Antonio, Tex., Sept.

The management
refused to play the

13.

of the Princess here
bills

booked

in

by

Charles Hodkins, with the result that
Messrs. Epstein & Lytle, operating the
house, may lose their bond given to
play Hodkins' acts.
The acts have a

"pay or play contract" and are of the

vaudeville, as announced,

was

to

MoThe western managers, from

ern theatres managed by Cort and
rosco.

accounts, were to furnish the theatres

and Morris to book and place the

So

vaudeville

of the

bills.

the only Morris activity in

far

shows has been the formation

Eva Tanguay road show

opens

this

Union

Hill,

Saturday at the
N.

J.,

that

Lincoln,

playing that house

and the succeeding two towns on a
guarantee, then striking west where
Miss Tanguay has never appear as a
star.
_
Varibtt received a report from Denver this week that John Cort had authorized L. B. Vick Roy, manager ot
the Tabor Grand in that city, to announce the William Morris Circuit will
be ready to open there Sept. 25 and
play 35 solid weeks.

No

Morris vaudeville

engagements

other than those for the Tanguay show
Two or three
are positively known.
acts claiming to have held Morris contracts for this season are now playing
Vera Michelena, reported
elsewhere.
as a Morris attraction, stated this week
she had not signed a Morris agreement.
The Morris office has secured the

booking for several theatres in the east
playing pop vaudeville. These will be
booked by Jack Goldberg.
It is understood that if the Tanguay
combination meets with the anticipated
success, Mr. Morris will immediately
organize other road vaudeville shows to
it.

The Tanguay show in its working order will be Leddy and Leddy (Hippodrome clowns), Don C. Alfonzo Zelaya,
(pianist), Charles J.

Ross and Co.

in a

Eva Tanguay, Meredith and
Brown, M. Rudinoff (smoke artist),
Weber, Beck and Frazer, and the last
act (eight acts) is "Salome," with Eva
sketch,

J. Ross.
a rule the houses in the one-night
towns have taken the show over, guaranteeing $1,250 for matinee and night.

The

first

ton.
is

The

town

afer Union Hill is TrenLincoln, in the former place,

an independent house conducted by

Carl F. Michealfelder.

FOX'S

BAY RIDGE.

The Bay

FULLER MEN IN

KARNO'S NOT COMING.
Though Alf Reeves

in

England had

gone to the point of securing passage
for

himself

"Night

in a

and

people

London Music

had been booked

SAN ANTONIO BOOKING TROUBLE.

with the proposed

have supplied and kept open the west-

demeanor."

when combe put on in two

will seat 1,800

expected to arrive this week.
A day and night shift will be working
by next month, when the plastering
will be done.

may have had

William Morris-John Cort vaudeville.

As

Section 580, subdivision 5 and 6. "If two or more persons conspire to
prevent another from exercising a lawful trade or calling, or doing any
other lawful act, by force, threats, intimidation, or by interfering, or
threatening to interfere with tools, implements or property belonging to or
used by another, or with the use of employment thereof, or,

Chicago, Sept. 13.
Aaron Jones (Jones, Linick & Schaeffer) says indications pointed to the
firm's
new Rialto being ready by
Thanksgiving and that it would play
vaudeville.
The Rialto (State near
roof will

tion he

Tanguay, assisted by Charles

CONSPIRACY.

RIALTO, CHI, VAUDEVILLE.

weeks and Mr. Jones said the

rosco has withdrawn whatever connec-

follow

the

Mo-

report not denied says Oliver

at

just in time to

LIBEL.

name of Harvey was published among these acts

Van Buren)
pleted. The

last

MOROSCO OUT?

A

That

NEW YORK PENAL CODE.

female branch).

It is said that since

13.

A

same advertisement was a suggestion
to members of the White Rats (including

13.

Charles Hodkins is now in Chicago
and is continuing to route acts through
his southern houses.

a session of the White Rats, Mr. Harvey, a member of that organization,
which had notified members not to apsus-

cir-

the situation.

Chicago, Sept.

The Harvey

It is

Em-

that the

press, through Epstein, offered to pay
over $500 for the Hodkins show intact,

conspiracies.

now

money

anyway.

action

his

Providence
kick.

The Penal Code of the State of New
York has been quoted on behalf of Al
Harvey to prevent the White Rats in
advertisements in Varibtt from
its

was

Mr. McDermott took the stand he
would not play split weeks and fore-

shadowed

White Rats Copy Changed*

-

for

14

in

Karno's

Don't

fall

tralia,

arrived in

New York

accompanied by Harry

weeks over

eral

VARIETY next week.
JAME3 W. FITZ PATRICK,

to get

repre-

sentative of the Fuller Circuit in Aus-

Hall," which

here on the big time routes, all preparations were declared off when the big
time informed the Bo9tock Brothers
(representing Karno) the "Music Hall'
act, then carrying Charlie Chaplin, had
played
in
too
many "opposition
houses."

N. Y.

Roy Murphy, American

T.

this

manager of the Australian

Muller

is

week

P. Muller, gen-

here to look over the

tour.

Ridge, Brooklyn, will reopen Saturday with a show booked by
Edgar Allen of the William Fox office.
The house will be known as Fox's
Bay Ridge, playing the customary Fox

show of six acts and picture. It was
booked last season by the Loew office,
but was controlled by independent
parties.

field

productions for the Fuller legitiin the Antipodes.
The couple will remain for the next
five weeks, when Murphy will return
to Chicago where he makes his American headquarters. Muller proposes to
visit Canada en route to the Coast,
from where he sails for home Nqv. 7.
for

mate houses

BALL IN GARDEN SHOW.
Foster Ball (Ball and West), has
been engaged by the Shuberts for the
new Winter Garden production to follow the current "The Passing Show."
Read

VARIETY

next week.
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VAUDEVILLE
Ml

'ROBBIE'S" DAYLIGHT OFFICE.
M. Robinson now has daylight In

OKLAHOMA MANAGERS SEND DEFI

E.

his nicely-furnished

TO STATE ARBITRATION BOARD

Oklahoma

City, Sept. 13.

Before the State Board of Arbitration today

W.

G. Ashton, State

Com-

missioner of Labor, presiding, the strike
of

White Rats and union musicians, op-

erators and 100 stage hands against the
managers of "unfair" theatres, went to

hearing, despite D.

I.

Johnston, counsel

the managers, emphatically declaring that, notwithstanding the findings of the Board, the managers would
under no circumstances grant the demands of the quadruple alliance for a
for

closed shop.
The stand taken by the managers
City
caused a furor in the crowded
Commissioner's chamber, where the session was held. The law empowers the

Board to offei the best means of ad 1
justment of the controversy with a penalty for the side

which ignores the rec-

ommendation.

None of the managers was present.
Insistence by £. J. Giddings, of counhearing of at
the strikers' side alone was responsible for an order for procedure.
sel for the strikers, for a

least

When

Mr. Johnston became aware his
protestations were unavailing he made
known his readiness to go ahead. Opening addresses of counsel for both sides
consumed the remainder of the morning session, the first witness not being
called until the Board reconvened this
afternoon.

The hearing probably will be concluded Friday.
The important issue,
the joining of the strike by the White
Rats Actors' Union, was not reached
during the day, it being the intention
to summon Francis J. Gilmore, traveling chief deputy organizer of the organization, who is in charge of the
strike here, to the witness stand tomorrow morning.
A meeting of the Oklahoma State

-

Board of Arbitration was

called for this

Tuesday.
The absence of E. J.
Giddens, attorney for the strikers,
caused a postponement until today. The
call for the hearing was issued by Mr.
Ashton. It is the fourth of the kind
ever held by the Board.
city

The opening

Oklahoma

of the

State

Fair is Sept. 23 and the plan seems to
be to settle the strike, now in its tenth
week, before that time.
The matter of settlement was taken
before the Chamber of Commerce, but
the strikers

demurred

to that

board act-

saying arbitration could do no possible good.
It was then placed before
Commissioner Ashton, who upon being
convinced the strike was having a demoralizing effect upon the city's business and would greatly interfere with
ing,

the

fair,

The

issued the
first

court

from an action

in

call.

decision

resulting

conection with the

was handed down yesterday in
district court when Judge Jno. W. Haystrike

son held that the Lewis Brothers, the
new lessee of the Strand theatre, should
be given immediate possession since
the lease held on the theatre by Powell
& Crooke had expired. The Powell &

Crooke lease expired Sept. 9 and the
Lewis Brothers were forcibly ejected
from the theatre when they attempted

ment Co. gave the

lease to the Lewises

to conduct the Strand as a union house.
It

plays pictures.

The

STRIKE MANAGERS CONFER.

the arrival in Chicago of

John Sinopoulo, Interstate Circuit Representative Mills and W. M. Smith,
manager of the Empress, Tulsa, who
held a conference with the local United
Booking Office, Interstate Circuit and
Western Vaudeville Managers heads.
That the local conference means an
important development in the western

was admitted by one
of the party. Soon after their arrival
here it was said there was likelihood
territory

of the strike being brought to a speedy
end.

At the

where the remainder of Mr. Robbooking staff is located.
A

stairway leads into the chief's suite.

When

R-C

the

building

was

finally

reached just above the
Palace's sixth floor, shutting ott the
light of the Palace side, and compelcompleted,

ling the

it

Robinson

staff

to

move

into

darker rooms in the extreme rear of
the "sixth."

Space was afterward secured in the
office
building and alterations
started were finished about two weeks

new

ago.

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
Next Week, Sept.
'Bringing
Atlanta.

Up Father

18.

in Politic*"

Opera House

"Broadway After Dark" Qayety Louisville.
"Daughter of Mother Machree" Lyceum Pater-

local Rats' quarters

Joe Birnes

admitted knowing of Sinopoulo's presence in the city, but said he had not
heard of any strike settlement.

The Oklahoma
home last night.

managers

"For the Man She Loved" Auditorium Baltimore.

"Her Naked Self" 18-20 O

H

Syracuse

21-2.1

Colonial Utloa.

"Hour of Temptation" Bronx New York.
"In Walked Jimmy" Park Place Newark.
"Keep Moving" Orpheum Nashville.
"Little Girl Ood Forgot" Imperial Chicago.
"Little Girl in a Big City" Opera House
Youngs town.
Lady from Lonesome Town" Garden
Kansas City.
"Little Peggy O'Mooro" Poll's Washington.
"Look Who's Here" 18-20 Nixon's Atlantic
"Little

Chicago, Sept. 13.
A new twist was given the Oklahoma
City strike situation here during the

strike

the

son.

have increased their
picket forces around unfair houses and
are parading nightly with a 24-piece
union band.
strikers

week end by

in

inson's

The Strand Amuse-

to take possession.

office

sixth floor of the Palace theatre building,

Notify Body Through Counsel It Will Not Grant Union Demands, Regardless of Board's Findings. No Managers
Present. Strand, Oklahoma City, Becomes
Union House.

new

Ritchie-Cornell building, adjoining the

returned

City 21-23 Trent Trenton.

"Madam Spy" Broadway Camden.
"Murphy Mrs Second Husband" Knickerbock-

IN AND OUT.
The Eddie Leonard act left the Palace program Friday, last week, through
throat trouble of the principal. Clark
and Verdi substituted^
Philbrick and Devoe left the City bill

Monday, refusing to take the No. 2 spot.
The Ellisons, programed to close on
the American bill the first half, were
forced to cancel, being unable to
their scenery fit the Roof stage.

make

Gene and Delia Muller substituted
for
Dupre and Dupre at

Monday

Providence. Dama Sykea of
Halligan and Sykes, was ill Monday
and the act could open on the Providence program, but was expected to
appear later.
Keith's,

Barber and Jackson were forced to
leave the American, Chicago, Monday
night, owing to the man's voice giving

out
Savoy and Brennan did not open at
the Palace, Chicago, Monday, as carded.
They are playing Milwaukee this
week, with the Palace date set for next
week.

The

American

Comedy

Four,

at

Proctor's 125th street the last half last

week were called upon Saturday to replace an act at the Royal. The quartet
arrived at the Royal at the show had
ended with the feature picture running.
The picture was stopped, the act went
on and after they concluded, the remainder of the picture was shown.

er Philadelphia.

"Mutt * Jeffs Wedding" Grand Worcester.
"My Aunt from Utah" Prospect Cleveland.
"My Mother's Rosary" Park Indianapolis.
"Rolling Stones" Opera House Brooklyn.
"That Other Woman" 18-20 Opera House
Wllkes-Barre 21-33 Academy Scranton.
"The Cry of Her Children" Lyric Memphis.
"The Devil's Harvest" Lynn Bridgeport.
"The Eternal Magdalene" Walnut Philadelphia.

"The Funny Mr. Dooley" Majestic Jersey City.
"The Girl He Couldn't Buy" Orpheum Philadelphia.
Girl Without a

"The

Chance" Bijou Birmingham.
"The Heart of Dixie" Castle Sq Boston.
"The Natural Law" Bijou Richmond.
"The Old Homestead" Lyceum Detroit.
"The Other Wife" National Chicago.

The Path

of Folly" Majestic Buffalo.

"The Peddler" Modern Providence.
"The Woman He Married" American St

Louis.

"Texas" Daly's New York.
"Thurston" Lyceum Pittsburgh.
"Truxton King" 18-20 Boyd's Omaha 21-2.1
Opera House Sioux City.
"Which One Shall I Marry" Palace Toledo.
"While the City Sleeps" Crescent New Or-

MARRIAGES.
M. Irwin (Amalgamated VaudeAgency) to Juliette Levy (Levy
family), Aug. 31, in New York.
B.

ville

Bert Melrose in Chicago last week,
according to a report, with name of
bride not mentioned.
Al Wood (Rockwell and Wood) to
Blanche Colvin (non-professional), at

Melbourne (Australia), July

14TH STREET'S

1.

NEW BOOKER.

Wesley Rosenquest's 14th Street theatre, playing pop vaudeville, is
now
being booked by Leslie Morosco.
Harry Shea booked the house for
seven years, but had to discontinue it
season through other matters pressing upon his personal time.

this

leans.

TULSA QUIET.

MISS MICHELENA HURT.

Tulsa, Okla.', Sept. 13.
The theatre strike here quieted down
the past few dayi.
The pickets have been withdrawn

San Francisco, Sept. 13.
According to rumor, Beatriz Michelcna, the California Motion Picture
Corporation's star, has been laid up for a
week, as the result of an accident in
the Lagunitas mountains, where the
California company was photographing

from the Empress and Broadway theatres.

some of the scenes of a new feature.
It seems that in a scene where William Pike, leading man, was carrying

CARRIE STARR IN TROUBLE.
Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 14.
Carrie Starr was arrested here last
night for assault upon Lillian Dallis,
the present vaudevijle partner of John

Miss Michelena in his arms, Pike
caught his foot on a stump and fell in
such a way that Miss Mischelena's
head struck the stump and she wrenched her back.

Neff. Miss Starr manipulated a pitcher
over Miss Dallis' head in such effective
style

the

latter

received

emergency

treatment at the City Hospital.
Miss Starr was formerly Mrs. Neff.

MRS. CHAS.
Jean

RAYMOND WYLIE

NED WAYBURN MARRIES.
"The Times" yesterday printed Ned
Wayburn had married Sept. 5 at Stam
ford, Conn., Marguerite Lee Kirby, who
formerly

appeared

Mabel Woodrow.

professionally

as

Raymond Wylie will appear upon Broadway
next week, as the feature of the big new revue
to be presented by Lea Herrick at Reiienweber's
(Columbus

Circle).

Mr. Wylie, playing

at the seashore

over the

summer, attracted exceptional attention

to his

work.

A cut of the
VARIETY wss
genuine Wylie

appearing in last week's
not Mr. Wylie. Above is the

Guran

HOEY

DIES.

Hoey,

professionally
as Jean Potter, wife of Chas.
(Hoey and Lee), died at her

known
Hooy
home in Brooklyn Wednesday

evening.
She is survived by her husband and a
daughter.

artist

face.

Read

VARIETY

next week.
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BURLESQUE
INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT HEADS
DISSATISFIED OVER CONDITIONS
Concern's Executives Believe Shows Are Cause of fiad
Business. Producers Will Be Given Four Weeks to
Strengthen Attractions. Daly's Dropped From Route.

Two New Shows To Be

Added.
Returns Off.

The heads
are

cuit

manner

of the International Cir-

from

far
in

the

which the returns are com-

ing in at the box office

The

with

satisfied

principal

the directors in

all

trouble,

New

along

York,

is

Out-of-Town

pattronage.

its line.

ON

INSIST

according to

50-50.

Cleveland, Sept.

that in

Drew & Campbell, managers

13.

of the

the majority the shows are not up to

Star theatre in this city and owners of

the standard and a general order has

the

been issued that

under

cuit

all

shows on the

would be allowed four weeks

get into shape.

If

cir-

to

they do not measure

up to the standard at the end of that
time their routes will be canceled and
franchises revoked.

The

move made by the
week was the dropping

Columbia Amusement Co. franchise
which "The Liberty Girls" is
playing, have notified the Columbia

Amusement

Co. they will not play their

Hyde

attraction at

&

Behman's Star

and Garter theater, Chicago, unless
they receive 50 per cent, of the gross
receipts.

New

The prevailing terms at the Hyde &
Behman house for all shows are 45 per
cent. Drew & Campbell maintain that

tional chain,

as the attractions receive 50 per cent, at

principal
this

ficials

of-

of

York, from the Internaand "Texas," the attraction slated for that house next week,
will lay of!. Daly's has been playing to
an average of about $25 a performance.
The opening week at the house, "The
Daly's,

Hour
a

Her Temptation," played to
gross of $396. This week "Rolling
of

Stones" is the attraction.
The record for the circuit so far is
held by Joe Welch in "The Peddler,"
which opened its season at the Grand
opera house, Brooklyn. The attraction
got $3,200 in ten performances, including two Saturdays. At that the show
was a loser because of an extra newspaper advertising bill of $600.
Last

week the same

attraction

is

said

to

have played to a gross of $1,800 at the
Bronx theatre. Richmond, Va., gave
the attraction there a gross of $1,058.
One unusual feature of the circuit is

Washington, where the International
shows are playing Sunday performances, closing the

week there Sunday

nights.

Among

the other stands that are reported as decidedly off are the Knicker-

bocker, Philadelphia, and the houses In
Wilkes-Barre and Scranton.
There will be at least two new shows
on the circuit after Oct. 2 to replace
attractions falling out.

are

"Peg

o'

My

The new ones

Heart," which will be

presented by Robert Campbell, and
"The Sins of a Great City" produced
by John Nicholson. The title of another of the Campbell shows has been
changed. Originally the attraction was

named "Her Naked Self." The new
title will be "The Penalty of Sin," the
former having struck the

officials

of

the circuit as too suggestive.

Labor Day was practically the openday all »over the circuit and it
marked the advent of a new chain of
ing

theatres catering to the public at popular prices, replacing the old Stair
lin

circuit

which had

& Hav-

this field entirely

their Cleveland

house and

People's,

Cincinnati,

on the American

circuit, it

was decided Mon-

day by the proprietors of the houses
from the Independent Burlesque Circuit Sept. 25, and produce

own

their

Amusement

ginning Sept.

is

25.

sents

I.

is

C. president,

B.

in

made

burlesque, will close Sept. 23 and be
turned over to the wreckers to make

way

for a

modern

to be erected

Billy Mclntyre, Louie Dacre and J.
Theodore Murphy and a company of 30
people have been engaged by "Diamond" Rube Chisolm, for the stock
company, which will open at the Lyric,

Orleans, Sept. 25.

The show was booked through the
Joe Shea office and contracts for six
weeks with transportation both ways
were given.

Lew Rose

will

manage

the house.

BARNEY GERARD
started

in

ducted against "burlesque" at that theatre by the clergy of the city.

Wm.

Cubitt,

New York

part

ously

ill.

of

the

week

house
would remain on the circuit. Mr. Cubitt was unable to state whether or not
the Haymarket in Chicago was to be
People's,

Cincinnati,

the

CINCINNATI

that

Inquiiy at his home, 67 Park circle,
Plains, N. Y., over the 'phone
brought but meagre information, saying Mr. Gerard was ill, but getting
along nicely.

White

Bill Clark Goes to Baltimore.
George Peck, general manager of
the American Burlesque Association,
left this week for Baltimore to arrange
for the transfer of managers at the

Gaycty, that city. J. C. Sutherland, who
lias been in charge of the house, will be
succeeded by \V. S. Clark. Clark last
season had tlu "Blue Ribbon Bells" on
the wheel.

representative

of the Independent Burlesque Circuit,
stated Wednesday he had received word
from C. Hubert Heuck, who owns the
that

his

circuit.

ILL.

circulation

Barney
Gerard, the burlesque man, was seri-

early

site.

was suddenly
Hubert Heuck, proprietor of the house,
as a result of the campaign being con-

withdrawn from the
report

which
This dereached by C.

office building,

on the

cision

NEW ORLEANS SHOW ENGAGED.

13.

The Columbia, playing independent

is

50-50.

SHOWS CLEAN.
Cincinnati, Sept. 13.

The Mayor's Censors,

after visiting

burlesque shows at the Olympic
and People's theatres in this city, pronounced yesterday they were as clean
as may be expected.
The visit was made after a complaint
had been preferred before the mayor
by the Hamilton County Federation of
Catholic Societies that while the character of the performances had material
ly improved (following the mayor's admonitions to the managers of the
houses before the season opened) thero
was still opportunity for betterment, the
Federation stated.
The visit of the
censors followed this complaint.
the

Read

VARIETY

Independent

Heuck

Last night Mr.

"The

said:

these reports have emanated
from our'enemies.
have been playing them pretty hard lately and they
are resorting to desperate measures. I
truth

is

We

have not the slightest intention of retiring from burlesqque."
Mr. Heuck also denies that the Haymarket, Chicago, or the People's, Cincinnati, will close as parts of the In-

dependent

show

"The

circuit.

playing

is

the

at

house," said Mr. Heuck.
the weather cools,

Haymarket
Indianapolis

"As soon as

we may reopen

the

Columbia."
Mr. Heuck returned from Indianapolis

last night.

was reported on Wednesday that
which

It

either the International Circuit,

supplanted Stair & Havlin, or William
Morris is trying to get Heuck's opera
house, now using pictures.

Hubert

Heuck,

President

of

the

was approached by two
strangers from New York, who said
they wanted a house seating over 2,000.
They would not say whom they repCo.,

resented.

ROSENBERGS OUST KAHN.
The stock burlesque policy in the
York theatre on West 116th street ends

Indianapolis, Sept.

the terms are

the principal

to quit burlesque.

is

George

the owner.

the

Cleveland firm has definitely
concluded, at any rate, that so far as
their ^Liberty Girls" is concerned it
will not play the Star and Garter unless

is

the

of

no xeason why

difference

The

A

Pittsburgh,

of

Burlesque Circuit, denies the reports he

Heuck

Academy,

the

terms.

New

the Alham-

of which

houses, nor as to the closing of Sam
Miceal's show, Sept. 23, which repre-

which the

a

Co.,

At the offices of the Independent Circuit, no news was forthcoming as to
the withdrawal of the two western

Schaeffer,

be

Monday

Frank
Gerard is the head, leased the Gotham,
Brooklyn, for Independent shows bebra

Star

should

that

cuit, despite

costs

there

respective

the

in

H. Herk, owner of the Haymarket,
was in New York last week endeavoring to make arrangements to have his
house accepted by the American Circuit, but Hyde & Behman, who have
a "restrictive" contract in Chicago, refused to grant their sanction.
C. Hubert Heuck, who controls the
People's, was to have placed this house
on the American Circuit with the provision he would withdraw the Independent shows from Indianapolis. This
deal was not consummated.
The loss of the two houses will
greatly weaken the Independent Cir-

much to run their theatre as it
Hyde & Behman to operate the

and Garter, there

stock

houses.

operation

the

in

to secede

them

as

Cincinnati, Sept. 13.

Hubert Heuck, who

place the Haymarket, Chicago, and the

costs

it

to

I.

to itself in seasons past until the picture theatres made a great inroad on
its

made

were

efforts

futile

Burlesque

New

HUBERT HEUCK'S STATEMENT.

INDEPENDENT LOSES TWO.
After

next week.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

this Saturday, by order of Walter and
Jerome Rosenberg, who have the theatre.

will

It

reopen

Monday with pop

vaudeville.

Ben Kahn placed stock burlesque in
York some weeks ago on a per-

the

centage

with

basis

the

Rosenbergs,

The Rosenbergs claimed the
show Kahn gave them cost him about
$600 or $650 a week and that the gross
50-50.

ran from $1,300 to $1,500, not letting
the house out.
Notice to quit was

served on

Kahn

Sept.

4.

Walter Rosenberg offered to purchase
Kahn's lease on the Union Square theatre, offering $15,000 for

it.

Kahn

re-

by mentioning $25,000 as his figThe Union Square also plays stock

plied
ure.

burlesque.

There was some talk that the Garrick
street might be utilized for
stock burlesque, but E. Davidow and E.
on 35th

Margolies have taken noTd of that theIt is said a Shubert $2 attraction
will be played in it.
The new lessors
are spending about $5,000 to freshen
up the interior of the old house. It
was offered to A. H. Woods for "The
Guilty Man," now at the Astor.
Mr.
Woods would not consider it.
The Lee Avenue, Brooklyn, also a
Kahn house with stock burlesque proposed, is still dark.
It will not open
for several weeks, according to Kahn,
who had engaged a company for it.
atre.

The general conditions just now around
New York are delaying the new policy.
Jack Goldberg, of the the Morris ofwill book the York with eight acts,
on a split week with a feature picture.
fice,

Don't

fail
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Jack Howard (Wakefield and Howard) has been engaged to join Gus
Hill's "Midnight Maiden's."
He will
play the straight part. His wife, Bonnie
Abbott, will also join the show.
Florence Reed joined "Kinj£ Queen,

fUBSCUFnOll
J

Nov York
No. 3

XLIV.

Lew

will represent the direccorporation owning the

Jack," the Willard Mack play, which
closes in Baltimore tomorrow night,

Aaaaal

Vol.

will

Taaraaay

AitrortlMBioaU by aiaO skoal* bo
aaalodby roaUtuaooa.

Maglo Capiat,

There

Colder and Buck Taylor are

friends again.

Letter Lonergan has been engaged
company to support John Drew.

for the

New York

but which will open in
added cast changes.

with

A. E. Heinrich, formerly manager of
New York, is directing
the tour of "Rolling Stones" over the
the Jefferson,

International Circuit.
W. A.
has the place at the Jefferson.

The Harte

Rufua Le Maire is in
office, booking for the Shuberts.

"Watch Your Step," on tour this season under the management of the Mittenthals, Ben Forrester and Max Plohn,
is to open in Elizabeth tomorrow night.
Juno Powell (Langdon & Juno),
while rehearsing an act suffered a bad
resulting in internal injuries.
taken to her home, Buffalo.

was

She

Jack Goldberg is running the Sunday concerts at Daly's, which house
plays International shows during the
week.

South BcMtlehem, Pa.,
S. boss's Amalgamated Circuit and will play a split
week.

The

Palace,

has been added to B.

The Empire, Hoboken,
will
17,

(burlesque)

open with Sunday vaudeville Sept.
booked by Dick Kearney (Feiber &

Shea).
««i
'Her Soldier Boy" opens in Syracuse
on Sept. 22. The cast is headed by
Clifton Crawford, John Charles Thomas
and Margaret Romaine.

Ferguson's

New York
into

Girl"

rehearsal

Martin

is

is

new show, "The
being cast and goes
Mrs. Jacques

Vt,

theatre, Bennington,

Em-

to join the

new

piece.

Billy Frieze, of the Frieze Brothers,

spinners and dancers, is
being inquired about by his mother,
Mrs. John Frieze of Rockville, Conn.
Jack Frieze, a brother, is near death.

tambourine

The

Metropolis, Bronx, has reopopened with a feature picture policy.
Louis J. De Fosse, formerly manager
of the Casino theatre, Washington, D.
C, is in charge of the house.

Taylor and Stella Mayhew
Taylor) have purchased the
Waldo Estate at Mamarcneck, N. Y.
They will reside there, having leased
their New Rochelle home.
Billie

is building at the Princess theawith a stairway extending downward to it from the back part of the
little playhouse.
Harry Brown, Jr., remains as house manager. The first attraction will be "Jane Clegg."

South Bend, Ind., will celebrate the
hundredth aniversary of Ind. statehood
Oct. 3-5, with a pageant involving 8,000

The

persons.

celebration,

de-

is

it

"The Bunch Back of Third Base*' is
a beefsteak supper tomorrow

George McKay, making the jump
from Rockaway to Milwaukee, with the
efficient aid of Bill Lindsay, of the Lehigh Valley, was set back a $15 taxi fare
from the seashore to New York, be-

to give

at Terp's at 153d street and
Eighth avenue, to a number of players
and sporting scribes.

night

Although it was reported around
Broadway a few weeks ago that Ann
Murdock was about to be married, It
has been denied by the young star that
c l*e

is

The

considering matrimony.

Majestic,

six acts

and

Pa.,

Erie,

pictures.

dependently and

is in

Colonial, Erie, at the

is

playing

booked

It is

in-

opposition to the
scale of ad-

Jack Stern, Tobias Fitzpatrick and
Ritter, formerly with the Broadway Music Co., are now associated with
Feist's, Witmark's and Remick's, respectively. Jules Von Tilzer, formerly
of Remick's, is now with the Broadway.

Max

Loew's, Newark, N.

J.,

play a

will

feature film in conjunction with vaude-

commencing Sept. 18. The show
be of six acts and pictures. The

house has been playing seven acts as a
program.

The

United States.

Loew
Jack Mandel, now

Steiner Trio open on the

Circuit next week.
with the Tom Jones office, did it. Mr.
Mandel moved over this week from the
Bohm agency, with which he has been
connected for a long while.

The Putnam, Brooklyn, badly damaged by fire last June, has been rebuilt and will open next month under
the management of D. H. Keith with
It
formerly played vaudepictures.
ville.

will

the Inter-

start

playing

Sunday vaudeville bills this week, with
a seven-act show booked by Arthur
Blondell of the U.
Dept.

B.

O. Split Time

Havea

Houston

Garden on
York, booked

Winter

New

street,

through the Sheedy office, reopened
this week.
The house has a roof garden and played its acts there, with the
lower part devoted to pictures. The
management is considering running the

theatre takes on

a

vaudeville policy of five acts and pictures on a split week commencing Sept.
18.

Moe Schenck

office will

He

book the

in the

Loew

bills for this

Circuit

house.

has been placing the Sunday shows

The young Schenck also books
Sunday programs for the Cecil
Spooner theatre.

there.

the

Max

are exploiting

Wolf

and Ivan Varvara, Russian

who made their debut here as
a singing act at the Riviera late last
week and are said to be headed for the
Palace.
The youngsters lost their
families, described as v ell-to-do people
in Minsk, Russia, in the war and fled
across the border. One is said to possess a remarkable tenor voice.
refugees,

Palisades Park, on the Jersey side,
be open on Saturday and Sunday
only after this week, although the
swimming pool will be run daily until
the end of the month, when the park
will shut down for the season. George
Henshall, the press agent for the overthe-river resort, is again along Broadway after having been confined to hi!
bed for several days by injuries received in an auto accident.
will

William A. Robinson, an Australian
who has played the American
circuits, is described as being in almost
dwarf,

circumstances in Montreal.
Henrietta St. John, district secretary of
the Charity Organization Society of
that city, has addressed an appeal. She
says Robinson is incapacitated by

destitute

rheumatism
Actors'

and

is

Fund home.

to the
has a pony

ineligible

He

and trap and is seeking to exploit them
as a street advertising novelty, R. D.
McLeod, of the Standard Film Service,
in

Montreal, has intereste4 himself

the case.

A new

wrinkle in the

traffic

regula-

around the Palace theatre

tions

ing was sprung

noon a new

build-

Monday morning.

detail consisting of a

At
very

brusque sergeant and a roundsman appeared at the corner and made things

vaudeville downstairs.

B

ft Silver

Scarpioff

Ltd.,

The National

Landau, a vaudeville agent,

Wohlmann, the music

publisher,

Al.

They were particularly active
moving motor cars from the 47th
street side of the building. The roundsman said that he was sent over to slap
summonses on anyone who didn't move.
The orders about the autos, he said,
lively.

in

were the result of a complaint sent in
by the Palace management who claimed
that the stalled cars left no space for
the private machines of Palace matineegoers.

and

Flo Rheinstrom were slightly injured
Tyesday night in Central Park, when
an Overland car which Landau was
driving was struck by another machine
and totally wrecked. Landau was pro-

ceeding along the East drive at 96th
street, when a car racing along behind
his crashed into the car and threw the
occupants to the road. Bruce Duffus, an

Frank Lubet, a musician who was
with the Pavlowa orchestra last season

and who was contracting for the or-

now playing Sunday nights at
Manhattan opera house, was seri-

chestra
the

ously injured by a mail truck Tuesday
last

week,

while

near the musicians'

driving through the
park in his car, stopped at the scene of
the accident and took the three men to
the office of a physician where their injuries were attended to and they pro-

union headquarters. In an unconscious
condition he was taken to the hospital
on Blackwell's Island, but failed to re-

ceeded home. The car

friends

agent,

who was

is

covered by

in-

surance.

Announcement
plans

Circuit,

is

cause he disregarded Bill's advice to
send his baggage ahead in time.

for

a

has

$100,000

been

made

theatre,

of

seating

and provided with roof garden
for 1,200, to be situated 752 to 756 Melrose avenue, Bronx.
The house, 121 by 80 feet, will be
owned by the Cortland Corporation,
Harry James, president. Its policy was
1,300,

national

City boosting

its basis.

Loew's Ave.

mission.

ville

in the

same

The Grand, Brooklyn, on
(MrSi

sumptuous smoking and lounging

clared, will be the largest ever staged

are

shortly.

leaving "The Silent Witness"

A

room

Danbury, Conn., (six acts on a
now being booked by Walter
Plimmer.

split),

will

Elsie

northwestern end. It resulted in Ernie
Williams and Moe Schenck securing
a more commodious office for themselves in the centre of the big room.

Raynor

(four acts semi-weekly), and the

J.

Walter Keefc has moved his office in
Loew booking suite to the extreme

the

tre,

press,

the Harry Shea

fall

Edgar MacGregor will shortly open
new play called "Friend Martha," a
Quaker comedy by Edward Peple,
The premiere will be held in Pittsfield.
The show was done in stock this sum-

a

mer.

N«w Y«rk

Pofolaa

be one of the

to

building.

Timet Sqaart

•cccpud

the

of

tors

Inc.

AdvertldAff copy for carrtat

He

be three.

TnAm Mark RtgtsterW
PvbUtlud WMkly by

VARIETY,

if

treasurers at the Century.

accommodations

not disclosed.

ceive

attention until night time.

Lubet managed to

Mr.

word to his
Wednesday night and was transget

ferred to the Hahnemann Hospital
Thursday.
He complained bitterly
about the treatment on the "Island/'
Not only, he averred, did they wait until
10 p. m. to give him medical aid,
hut that when he was taken away, a
diamond ring was missing from his effects.
Mr. Lubet said that there was
an argument between the nurse and an

orderly as to what became of the ring,
is still missing.

which

LEGITIMATE,
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MANAGERS BIDDING FOR CHANCE
TO PLACE SHOWS ON BROADWAY
Lack of Available Theatres Keeping New Productions Out of
New York. Three New Pieces Hanging Around Outskirts Trying to Get in. More New Ones
Rehearsing Without Immediate Prospect of Metropolitan
There is a lively competition on between various producing managers who
desirous

are

of

various

fur

of

their

new productions

Broadway viewing.

But despite

there are really but few successful legiin town at present, no one
seems to be able to crowd in owing to
plans for several attractions having

timate hits

been

laid far into the future.

The Katz Producing

which has
had "Yankee Doodle Dick" on tour for
several weeks, has been looking for a
house, but up to Wednesday could not
get a line on a possibility in town for
The
the next four weeks at least
same is also true of Walter N. Lawrence,

who

Law"

in

Co.,

is presenting his "Sport of
Philadelphia at present and

waiting for a chance to slip into New
York. The reports on both of these
shows from the road have been encouraging, the former getting very
good notices in Cleveland, where it

opened Monday.
A. H. Woods

is

another producer

who

is casting about for a theatre at
which to present Willard Mack's play,
"King, Queen, Jack."
Charles Dillingham is going to keep
starring
Raymond
Hitchcock
the
vehicle, "Betty," on tour for at least
weeks longer than originally
four
planned because of this very reason.
He has permitted Corey & Reiter to
bring "The Amber Empress" into the
Globe next Monday. The Hitchcock
show, which opened in Rochester last
night, will play as far west as Detroit
and then be brought east to Philadelphia for tour weeks, opening there

The Lyceum, where Ann Murdock

in

"Please Help Emily" closes Saturday,
with the attraction going to Power's,
Chicago. Otis Skinner in "Mister Antonio" opens at the Lyceum on Monday.

Tuesday the management of the 48th
Street was undecided whether or not
to close the house Saturday and send
"Somebody's Luggage" to the storehouse. The only reason for not closing was that "Richman, Poorman" was
not in readiness to open there next

week.

"The Flame"

Comedy

the

at the

Lyric

is

serve for this house.

Margaret Anglin comes into the Emweek Wednesday and will be

new

Washington

rt

Stuart Walker, the founder of the
Portmanteau theatre, is trying to

break into

The

son.

New York for a brief seabest that he could arrange

a series of morning and special
matinee performances to be given
at either the Booth or the 39th Street,
with the latter house favored.
for

is

Klaw & Erlanger are bringing their
own musical production, "Miss Springtime," into the Amsterdam Sept 25,
keeping the

house dark for a week

after the departure of the "Follies" to-

morrow night.
The Gaiety was to have been
reserve as the Broadway house

held in
for the

Ruth Chatterton in "Come
Out of the Kitchen," but the success of
"Turn to the Right" precludes any
possibility of that show coming into

debut of

is

A

canvass of the Broadway houses
finds the managers almost unanimous
in stating the galleries are the only secAt the
tions affected by the strike.
Hippodrome the lower floor and the
balcony are at capacity, and the gallery

EDESON WALKS OUT.
Robert Edeson turned

"Mockery"

in his role for

after reading

it

disbanded.

Marie Shotwell had been engaged as
leading lady.

THE FLAME" GOING UP.
"The Flame," the Richard Walton

the attendance remaining at a reasonably level mark.
Wednesday night the managers of
legitimate attractions began to view
the street railway strike seriously.
Business throughout the district was reported off or not up to expectations
of an increase looked for with the growing season. The night was warm, but

Tully piece at the Lyric, has continued
the jump in takings this (its second)
week.
The first week's' gross was
something under $4,500. Monday the
house drew $340 but jumped to $750
Tuesday evening. The producers are
enthusiastic
about the increase in
patronage and expect to take $7,500 by
Saturday night.
Big space is being
used in the dailies, and the bill for
newspaper "ads" alone is $3,000 for this
week, not including the liberal space to
be used Saturday.
Tuesday night after the first act of
"The Flame" at the Lyric, Robert
Hilliard strolled out into the lobby and
in
most approved stage voice said
things about the show. Richard Walton Tully, the author, remonstrated in
not uncertain fashion. The author demanded whether the actor had crashed
into the show with "Annie Oakleys"
or had bought tickets.
Mr. Hilliard
stated that he had bought, whereupon
Mr. Tully flashed a $10 bill, saying that
that sum would repay him and wouldn't
he kindly bow himself out of the house.
Thereupon Mr. Hilliard indignantly declared the author didn't know who he

the managers blamed the strike.

was and announced himself.

slightly off, as against last season,

but this is laid to the infantile paralysis
bar as much as to the street car strike.
Joe Leblang (cut-rate agency) claims
that

the

ness

badly,

latter

strike

has

hurt

particularly

part of last

busi-

his

during

week and the

the
first

two days of the current week, with an
of a brace Wednesday for
both the matinee and the night shows.
Monday night Leblang, with his outright-buy contracts loading him up,
had about $700 worth of deadwood.
Tuesday night was but little better.

indication

The
vated

fact

are

subway and

that the

maintaining

ele-

regular

fairly

service schedules, in spite of the fact

that the surface lines are pretty generally tied up, has been responsible for

Some houses

Mr. Tully's cue to follow
sistance" at the

ested with K.

& E. in the Gaiety, figures the house is getting too big an
amount for its share to turn out a hit

counted for it by the fact that suburbanites remained at home, rather than risk
The Hippoa trip to Times square.
drome alone claimed normal good busi-

and he

ness.

Mr. Miller, who

the house.

atre

inter-

will look

house

to

The

October.
the

is

show

in

about for another theproduction late in
cast that is appearing in
his

San Francisco, where

it

is

being tried out, will be pretty well retained

for

the

New York

show has been playing

run.

The

Columbia
four weeks and

at the

has not had a week under $10,000.

There are at present three or four
additional productions in rehearsal, one

by Brady, several by the Shuberts (in"Her Soldier Boy") and one or
two by independent producers that will
have to be shuttled and shifted on the;
road until a place can be found for
them on Broadway.
The Selwyns are going to keep "Fair
and Warmer" at the Harris until they
have the new Roi Cooper Megrue play
cluding

The piece
now playing out of town.
To follow "The Great Lover" at the

in readiness for that house.

& H. theatre Cohan and Harris
have a production of their own, entitled
"Husband and Wife," in reC.

hearsal at present.

The

productions that
Oliver Morosco is to present in New
York this season is to be "Upstairs and
Down," due at the Cort Sept. 25. Just
where "So Long Lctty" and "The Brat"
are to be shown is still a question at
present.

first

of

the

at rehearsal

Wednesday and walked away from the
theatre, also from the management of
Rush & Andrews, who had intended
producing the piece. The company was

reported a marked falling off in the cheaper seats and ac-

to be

in about two weeks by the
Annette Kellermann picture.
At the
Maxine Elliott, where "Is Any Girl
Safe?" is being shown, the indications
are that "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea" will be the follow-up
attraction and the Shuberts are holding
William Hodge in a new vehicle in re-

the

hurting the theatre attendance in the Broadway section but
slightly, but the cut-rate agencies and
the neighborhood houses are complaining that business
has
been decidedly off.

at present

is

in a

Square Players are holding forth and
on Oct. 2 will be presented a new bill
of four one-act plays. The dramatic
punch to this bill will be given by a
playlet written by Alice Brown, who
wrote The Earth," which Winthrop
Ames produced two seasons ago.

is

followed

pire next

At

theatre in 'Frisco for

Sept. 25.

Maude

play, entitled "Jeff."

New York

securing

theatres for the purposes of bringing
in

followed later by Cyril

STRIKE HURTS A LITTLE.
street car strike in New York

The

The

early part of the

week the

Rialto,

crowd was greatly depleted after dark
and Wednesday night not a single surface car ran through the theatrical district;

in

fact,

union

officials

declared

was in operation
throughout the city. With the stoppage
of all lines excep the subway and "L"
that not a street car

six o'clock, .the neighborhood
houses enjoyed the benefit of the most
completely paralyzed railway condi-

after

tions in the history of the city.

SETTLING CLEARER? STRIKE.
The

trouble between the theatre

man-

agers of

New York

clearers,

the latter comprising Theat-

City and the stage

rical Protective Union, Local No. 390,
over the question of a new wage scale,
is to be settled by a conference between Charles C. Shay, International
President of the I. A. T. S. E. and the
Theatrical Producing Managers' Protective Assn.
Pending the settlement
the men, acting under the advice from
the parent body, have called off their
strike and returned to work.
Wednesday Ligon Johnson, attorney

Managers' Association, stated
any possibility of the
managers granting the scale that the
men wanted, but intimated that a compromise migh be effected.

The

incident

That was

suit.

was the "piece de

Lambs

re-

after the show.

CENTURY'S PRESS AGENT NAMED.
Dorothy Richardson who has been
associated with Elisabeth Marbury in
a similar capacity, has been given the

post of press agent for the Century.
Almost every press agent of note was
after the job.
The reason for favoring Miss Richardson lies in the fact that through
Miss Marbury she has been actively
in touch with many society people, the
class which Messrs. Dillingham and
Zeigfeld believe will largely patronize
the house.

PRESIDENT DRAWS BUSINESS.
Long Branch, N. J., Sept. 13.
The Broadway theatre was honored
from the President and his
night, when Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson watched "John W. Blake,"
the Irving Cobb play produced by the
by a

visit

wife

Saturday

Selwyns.

Whether Mr. Wilson thought
an* opportunity

ness for Mr.
the

to evidence his

Cobb (who

Wilson stump

is

it

was

fond-

going on

this fall) or just be-

cause the President likes the theatre,
the Broadway doesn't care it did a
gross of $2,104 for the single performance, which is the record for the At-

—

for the

lantic Coast.

that there wasn't

The President's party will
here until about election time.
Read
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weak.

remain

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

LEGITIMATE,
SCREEN FAVORITES FLOCK
BACK TO THE FOOTLIGHTS

SHOWS

Cummings and Tom Moore Turn
Drama for the Speaking Stage.

Backs to Silent
Other Footlight Favorites in Pictures Returning.
Short Reel Feature Stars May Go on

"Pop" Price

PRICE OF MAKE-UP GOES UP.

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, Sept.

Old Sol came back to
and put a crimp
business.

Carlyle Blackwell, Irving

11

The

the

in

legits

life

13.

Monday
show

local

suffered as well

any other branches and seats could

as

be obtained at almost

all

the houses

playing the fancy-priced form of amuse-

shows "The Cohan Revue,
1916" still leads the procession and

Circuit.

the

business

continues

at

capacity

mark.

Every indication points that the show

The
as

picture bubble has burst as far

the actors and actresses

are

con-

cerned, and they are flocking back to
the speaking stage.

people

picture

and

contracts

No more

handing
calling

are the

52-week

out

on the

holding contracts to work

artists

when

there

are roles calling for the particular type

the individual represents in any
picture.

ticular

No more

will

actors

taking things easy, drop-

ping around to the studio only once
a

week

to collect salaries.

Therefore

the actors and actresses have decided
that

stage

the

is

calling

them again

and they are straining

all effort

swer before there

a

from the

is

to an-

general

rush

film lines.

Over-production and the lack of new
material in pictures, the abandonment
of film stock organizations by the pro-

ducing companies, and the waiting
around before casts are selected for
such pictures that are in work are
given as the reasons for decline in de-

mand

the

expresses a like sentiment.
On the side of the film people is said
they are developing new talent for the

minor roles and as long as they have
one name of value in a picture they
are beginning to figure that that

is suffi-

them through.

They

cient

par-

walk up and down the Rialto or lounge
in their clubs

Popular Plays and Players
and is casting about for a starring vehicle for this season.
Joseph Kilgour
with

for professionals.

Blackwell and Irving Cummings, both distinctly picture-made favorites, are going into the legitimate
and have signed contracts with William
A. Brady. Tom Moore, brother-in-law
of Mary Pickford, has quit pictures and
is now on tour appearing in "Yankee
Doodle Dick." Robert Fraser has engaged with Arthur Hopkins and will
appear in "The Happy Ending" when
that attraction goes on tour.
Eleanor Woodruff, with the World
Film, has engaged with the company
that is to support Otis Skinner.
H.
Cooper Cliffe has left the William Fox
forces and signed with Cohan & Harris, to appear in a new play, entitled
"Husband and Wife," which the firm
will shortly produce.
Another one of
the Fox people to leave is Maude Gilbert, at present with "The Silent WitCarlyle

to

carry

have decided it is false economy to
maintain a stock organization and will
only engage principals other than the
stars themselves for roles by the day
as they are needed for special scenes.
The majority of these scenes are to be
finished with as great a speed as possible, so that the expense for the acting cast of the pictures may be held
at a minimum.
Several of the "picture made stars"
who have been in pictures since the
early days and who have played all
6orts of roles from the wild and
wooly west hero down to the dress
suited ones and have created star
values for themselves, are spoken of
as strong possibilities for the International Circuit a little later, when the
shows that are now trying out under
the four weeks' probation which the
circuit heads have granted them arc
worked out and they begin to fall away.
One of these stars has been one of the
big money makers for the Universal
and he is already negotiating with a
manager to present him in a strong

could stay there well into the winter
and even longer, but the booking mandates have decreed that it must vacate
when its six weeks are up, the last week

September.
Business is not what it should be for
"Pom Pom" (Mizzi Hajos) at the Illiin

and there

nois

"The Defective" fell down at Powers'
and Ann Murdock, Sept. 18, in "Please
Help Emily" opens there.
The Chicago is announced as coming to life Saturday when Cecil Lean
opens in "The Blue Paradise."
Other incoming attractions are "Princess Pat" at Garrick, Oct. 1; "The Unchastened Woman" (Emily Stevens) at
the Princess and "The Great Lover"
(Leo Ditrichstein) at the Grand the
same date as the Garrick change.
"Margery Daw" fell down completely
an attraction at the Princess, although the Chicago closing is not sending the piece to the warehouse. The
show has gone on the road, so reports
have it.
as

in Australia.

They

October.

hearsal a

Hopkins has placed

in

new comedy

"Good

entitled

re-

Gracious, AnnabeLle." There has been
considerable secrecy regarding the production.

It

is

expected to open Oct.
out-of-town show-

15 for a preliminary

Road
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next week.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

ing.

Of

that

the

raise his retail prices.

The imported rouges and cosmetics
are especially high at present, as the

supply on hand in this country has
been almost exhausted.
Several of the local manufacturers,
who make cold creams, etc., catering
exclusively to theatrical patronage, will
not raise their prices. Edward Davis,
president of the Bullet Brand
Laboratories, who market the Rialto
Brand of theatrical cold cream, states
that as long as the brand remains on
the market and he can secure cans for
its distribution the price standard set
before the war will remain the same.
the

NEW UNION SCALE
A new

union scale for stage hands
goes into effect in New York City next
Monday (Sept. 18) through an agreement reached between the unions and
the Managers' Association some time
ago.

Flymen

show instead
the former scale.
Where
there are three or more flymen in one
theatre, the head flyman is to be paid

of

will receive $2 a

$1.75,

$2.25 a performance.

Stage hands are to be paid $2 a performance and lamp operators $1.75 and
$2.

These stage hands have not demanded an increase for some years and there
was no difficulty in reaching an under-

Some of the theatres paid
the present scale last season.

standing.

So

far

UP STATE.

Hudson, N. Y./Sept 13.
this season the Playhouse here

has been establishing a big business
record. Three shows here have gotten
a little over $3,900 gross. "Poiri Pom"
got $1,380 in one performance; the
Myrtle Hardy Company (week) totaled
$2,540 and the gross for "The Three

TURNING SALARY BACK.
understood James T. Powers,
being starred at the 48th Street theatre
in "Somebody's Luggage," walked into
the Shubert offices, the other day and
voluntarily cut his salary $200 a week,
adding that when the warm weather
was over and business picked up he
would be glad to have it placed on the
It

turned their backs on the film

for the present at least are Flor-

ence Reed, signed with A. H. Woods
and to be featured in "King, Queen,
Jack"; Robert Edeson, with Edwin
Rush and Lyle Andrews, to be starred
in
"Mockery," and Orrin Johnson,
placed under contract by the Selwyns.
Oliver Morosco has secured Courtenay

Foote from the films for a prominent
role in "Up Stairs and Down," which
comes into the Cort theatre, New York.
Edmund Brecse also says that he is
through with pictures for the time
being.
He has completed his contract

states

price of tin cans has gone up to such
an extent that he has been forced to

in one performance was $993.
This town has a population of 11,000.

the accepted speaking stage stars

drama

war by the manufac-

whom

Twins"

ness."

who have

to the

one of

BIG BUSINESS
Arthur

will sail in

is laid

tilt

HOPKINS' SECRET COMEDY.

Goff Phillips and Jimmy Rosen have
been engaged by Chris. O. Brown for

Mcintosh Circuit

likelihood that

fairly well at the Garrick.

melodramatic offering.

the

is little

&

Erlanger will let the Henry W.
Savage show remain there when its
originally six weeks of Chicago time is
up. "Alone at Last" is reported as its
successor the latter part of October.
Good returns are reported for "Fair
and Warmer" (Cort), while "Common
Clay" (Olympic) continues to take in
profit.
The Lew Fields show is doing

Klaw

firms that make a specialty of furnishing these requisites. The cause for the
turers,

ments.

Of

Cold cream, cosmetics, rouges and
liners and the other incidental necessities that complete the make-up box of
the player have been boosted in price
during the last week by several of the

.

is

old basis.

This
year

recalls

a

two

ago

or

similar

instance

when William

a
T.

Hodge requested the Shuberts to reduce his salary for the New York run
of "The Road to Happiness," after the
show had cleared $55,000 on the road.
The Shuberts were loath to accept the

COLLIER'S

NEW SHOW.

the Lonpracrc Theatrr, New York, last night.
"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH" openrd
WILLIAM COLLIER is tht star. MARGARET BRAINERD is pictured above with him,

proffer.

.-it

scene of the second act.

in a

Don't

fall

VARIETY next wook.
JAMES W. FITZ PATRICK.

to f«t

'

—a
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AMONG OTHER THINGS-

OBITUARY

By ALAN DALE.
"In the event of Germany's defeat/'
said

a

movie

well-known

star,

"I've

got a magnificent idea. My company
will make the Kaiser a big offer
regular
Mary Pickford offer, you
know to support me as leading man
in my new picture.
'Supported by the

—

—

Kaiser'

would

read

well,

don't

you

think? And somebody else has suggested that a similar invitation be extended to the Crown Prince to appear
M
with the Dolly Sisters.'

umph" by "every newspaper but one.*'
Certainly the use of the word "triumph" is very much abused, and has
long ceased to suggest that idea of
"exultation over victory" that the dictionary assigned to it. Therefore, Mr.
Lawrence Reamer must be congratulated for steering

away from

the mean-

When

Miss Ada Rehan appeared

in

—

"Pierrot the Prodigal" or, as it was
then called, 'The Prodigal Son"—at

Geraldine Farrar.

history

At

mothers are going
and mommer will have a
club of her own. I suppose that the
stage mother comes under the head o4
last the stage

of the mommers
really are frightfully and astonishingly
skilled.
What a delightful evening one
coud spend at the Stage Mothers' Club
with Mrs. Janis and Mrs. Claire as
hostesses I In these days, maternity is
skilled

Some

labor.

is

history.

During the week it was announced
George Broadhurst yearned for

that

some

concerning his
"Fast and Grow Fat" Later

farce,

criticism

it

was

that "The Amber Empress"
would take the place of that play at

decided

the Globe theatre next Monday. Apparently Mr. Broadhurst's yearnings

have been

gratified.

But criticism

is

so venal 1

a pleasure.

WANTED:
A melodrama

that

is

not "gripping

and red blooded."

A

comedy

not a "triumph."
musical show that is not a "senthat

is

Miss Louise Huff, a new movie star,
is appearing at the Strand in "The Reward of Patience." Being a new movie
star, she probably deserves it, on the

theatre that

is

not "turning 'em

away."

A

principle that everything

comes

to

its

is

not "superior to

predecessor."

A

first-night

without "Diamond" Jim

Brady.

While there is no smoke without a
fire, there was some joke about "The

Flame"—or

at

least

first-night

au-

diences thought so.

"Henry Arthur Jones' play, *We Can't
Be As Bad As All That,' produced at
the Nazimova theatre, has been acquired by Violet Vanbrugh for touring
purposes." Variety London Notes.
Looking through the long list of New
York theatres, I cannot find the
Nazimova. Where is it? In fact, where
Really, it is most peris Nazimova?
plexing. I hunt up my records, and
discover that Variety is correct. The
play was produced at the
Jones
Nazimova theatre. Can any reader tell
mt where to find it?

—

"Pierrot

the

Prodigal,"

it

is

nounced, has been "proclaimed a

street,

children.

One story given
man had been
street.
The correct

instantly killed.

walking

the

in

appears

Kane was last seen in vaudeville with
John G. Sparks in a Willard Mack act.
He is survived by a widow and two

m. Saturday, and

a.

out was that the dead

have

to

been

that

Francis Evert, 52 years old, a painter,
Conway, wife of the
burlesque
comedian,
wa3 instantly
killed at Melrose, Mass., Sept 8, when
he fell from a ladder on a building
where he was working.
father of Mrs. Jack

and his wife occupied had stood looking out of the window,
called to him.

was he

it

lost his balance.

The

shrieks

Fogarty

awakened the hotel guests.
had married an Iowa girl

(non-professional)

He

months ago.

two
than
no property, but

less
left

Henri Iskowitz, 58 West 58th

Dr.

when someone

Leaning out to see who

of his wife

New

York, died late last week
He was 31 years
of age and widely known among stage
people who made up the large part of
street,

after a short illness.

his practice.

is said to have liberally supplied his
parents in Boston from the monies he
had earned, besides purchasing a home
there for his mother. A committee of
friends, consisting of Mark Arons, Tom

Mahoney, Bob Dailey, Jack Allman and
Gus Dreyer, attended to such matters
About
as needed prompt attention.
$1,000 was subscribed. J. Keirn Brennan was also instrumental in relieving the widow from care. William
Fogarty was 28 years old. He started
in the show business seven years ago
in the

Chicago

&

Snyder.

Waterson, BerAbout a year ago he

office of

formed a stage partnership with Ethel

The

father of Isabelle Jason (formerwith Dave Genaro and now dancing
partner of Johnny Ford) died of heart
disease at his home, 24 West 125th
street, New York, late last week, aged
62 years.
ly

(Cole and JohnTuesday night at
the Provident Hospital from a fractured
skull,
sustained by falling from the
porch of his home on the South Side.

William

Johnson

son), died in Chicago

MR. AND MRS. E. FOGARTY,
MRS. BILLY FOGARTY

him

ETHEL KIRK,
(partner of Bill? Fogarty)
to tondor their sincere thanks
appreciation to the many Mod

Wish

Nearly all the reviewers of "Intolerance" have oozed exultant adjectives
anent that extremely magnificent spectacle.
Still, not one writer has been as
luridly and as lavishly laudatory as Mr.
D. W. Griffiths himself in his advertisements. It does seem as though Mr.
Charles Slattery, the Grand Rapids
manager, who reviews his own shows,
has the right idea.

"Madame

Bernhardt," said William
Conner, "has not looked so well in
recent years as she does now, and
surely she looked younger than when
That is because
she was here last.
since the amputation of her leg she has
not suffered pain."
It is all poignantly pathetic, I think,
and to the hundreds of thousands who
know the art of the greatest tragedienne
in the world it must be very sad inF.

spectacle that

York, at 5.30

—and likewise to her—that waits.

sation."

A

was

lin

The movie press agents are now far
ahead of their legitimate brothers. In
all the years that E. H. Sothern has
appeared in the "spoken" drama, he
never once had an accident. But the
other day while making a film version
pf "An Enemy of the King," he "narrowly escaped injury" when a portion
of a movie city was blown down by a
high wind. It must be very gratifying
to Mr. Sothern.

a.

New

the

of

floor

Fogarty, upon reaching the room, he

Daly's theatre on the evening of March
1891, she had as associates, Miss
3,
Isabel Irving, Sydney Herbert, Miss
Adelaide Prince, Charles Leclercq, Mrs.
W. H.. Gilbert and Wilfred Buckland.
For the sake of those still with us, I
am sorry to give away the date, but

to organize,

seventh

the

Somerset Hotel on West 47th

version

inglessly conventional.

Although
we shall soon know
through the screens what Miss Gcraldine Farrar thinks of Joan of Arc
and it is plaintively asserted that she
has always been interested in the life
of the saint we shall never, never
know what Joan of Arc thinks of Miss

—

from

and Fogarty)

(Kirk

Fogarty

Billy
fell

deed.

Whatever

make

to

efforts

may

writers

avoid morbid allusions,
task will be stupendously difficult.

the

According to a Sunday paper, Mrs.
Schwartz weighs 123 pounds, while
Mrs. Fox tipo the scale at 125. Total:
248 pounds of Dolly Sisters. It would

seem more frugal to invest
for instance in
in one star

—

this

May

weight
Irwin,

an-

Marie Dressier or sundry other plump
ingenues that I could name. Still, as
long as one can be sure of 248 pounds
of lady it doesn't really matter how
much the weight is distributed. So far
the press agent has balked at weighing
a cast,
so a new industry is thus

tri-

opened.

and

friends, who
In our great

Kirk.

proved themselves such
bereavement.

Their act had been very suc-

The mother of Franklin Talbot, proknown as Talbot Vaughn,

fessionally

The turn had a season's route
on the big time and was to have opened
this week.
Some comment was created during
the week through the reported refusal
of the White Rats to subscribe to the
fund or aid the widow, saying Fogarty
was not a member in good standing.

died Sept. 7 in Montagny, Province of

The National Vaudeville

Ernie

cessful.

donated $50, although Fogarty was not
a member of the N. V. A.
Artists

Quebec, Canada, 63 years old.

Jeanne Bloch, a Parisian vaudeville
comedienne of corpulent proportions,
died recently in Paris.

The mother
Fordham
Elsie

Johannes Miersch committed suicide
Miersch was a
in Cincinnati Sept. 8.
teacher of the violin in the Cincinnati
College of Music. Difficulties with the
faculty are thought to have been the
cause of his deed. The dead man was
a pupil of Ysaye and one of the best
known concert violinists in the country.

died

Hospital,

New

Frances
Vivian

J.

known on

Kelly,

Darville,

until

the stage

recently

a

member

of the Winter Garden company, was killed in an automobile accident in New York Sunday. She had
been in the "World of Pleasure" and
with "Robinson Crusoe, Jr." She left
the stage a short time ago to become a
model in a millinery store.

Pat Kane, aged

49,

died last

week

in

Bellevue Hospital after a brief illness.

at

the

York.

John Alstley, a foreign clown, died in
Paris at the age of 84.

The father of Daniel Cervo died a few
days ago in Roanoke, 111.

GERMAN STOCK PLAYLETS.
company at the
management of S.

stock

Yorkville, under the
as

7

Kelcy (Three Kelcy Sisters),
a Chicago hospital of pneu-

The German

Orchestra.

Sept.

monia.

He will be succeeded by Emil Heermann, concertmeister of the Cincinnati
Symphony

in

Mrs

of Clara Nelson and

Williams died

Rachmann, opens

Sept. 22 headed

by

(Miss) Mizi Gizi and Rudic Rahe.

The opening pieces will include "Der
Handschuh," "Der Geldbrieftraeger"
and "Treller and Co.," the latter a twoact

playlet.

will

make up

Solos by the principals
the remainder of the pro-

gram.

The company
Naumann, Emil
Richard Feist,
manda Blum.

also

includes

Ernst

Willie

Frey,

Berla,
Julius

Staedtler,

Ar-

VARIETY
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M PROTECTION

OF OUR

OWN

INTERESTS

And So That

*

All

IN/I

DUE NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY
PROTECT THEIR OWN INTERESTS
We Hereby Give Notice that
Members of this Association
WILL NOT EMPLOY ARTISTS WHO BREAK
CONTRACTS OR GO ON STRIKE IN
OKLAHOMA CITY OR TULSA.
the

9

Vaudeville Managers
Protective Association

—

—

WHITE RATS NEWS

14

The Western Way
"Dear Mr. Mount ford:
"New York. Sept It, MM.
"We have today returned from a 'tour* on the Western Vaudeville,
and would like to know if anything can bo done about the following:
"We were booked by the Western Vaudeville Managers' Association
for 24 weeks, and of course had to go through an outside agent.
"Our act was seen by at least • of the men connected with the
Western Vaudeville Mngrs.' Assn., and was pronounced 'Good'; so
good, In fact, that we were told the cancellation clause in the contract
would bo scratched out if we required It. (Of course, It wasn't, but

Facts
versus

we took

m

"I know, under the two weeks' cancellation clause,
redress, but can this not be stopped?

He dug up a man and woman —a poor old
broken-down actor and his equally passe
wife. They were too old to go on the stage,
but during the strike, the managers put
on any act that would appear, just to bluff
the other actors that they were keeping
the theatres open. The agent is talking
to another actor when a card is brought in.
He .looks at it and on it are the names of
this poor old couple.

to office boy: "Don't they know
Tell them to stay
is over?
here." As office boy goes to
from
away
door, the agent shouts after him, "Or
better still, tell them to come back when
there is another strike."

Agent

the

strike

During the same

strike

WE WERE

ONLY ONES TO GET NOTHING.

incident that took place

after the strike:

Scene— Agent's office.
(Th?s agent was one of the biggest in
London and was very busy helping the
managers during the strike to get acts.)

the

managers

posted in all theatres this placard:
"Notice to stage hands and musicians.
"All musicians and stage hands who remain loyal or who work Tor us during the
strike, will be permanently engaged here.
We shall stick to those who stick to us."

Within two weeks after the strike was
every one of them was fired with-

settled,

out a word.

Have you read in the newspapers the
revelations about the treatment of strike*
breakers by their employers in the street
car strike in New York City? Well, it is
that way always.

—

WORK WE

little

Fiction

we returned to New York last Monday.
"There are 3 of us in the act—We got fttt a week—We had to pay
lZVa% commission We lost a week in going, and a week In coming back
—we received In cash $Mt, less MV4% each- week—We paid S fares and
sleepers to Chicago, S fares and sleepers from Chicago to the next
town, and S fares and sleepers from the next town back to New YorkIt took up 4 weeks of our time and, when we arrived
New York,
FOR 4 WEEKS'
HAD LOST OVER flN.
The railroad got Its money—The agent and the W. V. M. A. got
Ita money—The hotel proprietor got hie money—
THE

So the managers publish they are going
scabs and strikebreakers!
They always say that during strikes, but
over they always forget
strike
is
after the
them. This is an invariable rule.
to stick to the

Here is a
England

versus

their word.)

"We left New York, and went to Chicago to open there. As we
walked Into the theatre on the opening day. In the letter-box for us
was a two weeks' notice dated the Sunday previous, cancelling our
time. Wo tried to get a reason from the W. V. M. A., but failed.
"We played the week in Chicago, and then had to make a H Jump to
play the other week. At the finish of that week, not being eble to get
any reason for the cancellation, or further tftsae from the W. V. M. A^

Fiction

in

Facts

"Yours

fraternally,

The only way

And

to stop this
the only way to stop

"W.

we have no

So the dear old V. M. P. A. has awakened
Thought it had gone to sleep for-

legal

again.

ever

."

R. A. U. No.

is—TO STOP IT.
it is by forcing the W. V. M. A.

to use a

contract which they cannot cancel.
The only way to force the W. V. M. A. to use a contract that they
can't cancel is by the same tactics as were adopted inl911
keep
on closing theatres until managers get tired of it, and then managers will sooner BE HONEST
WORRIED.
At the present moment, the Actor is worried every Monday as
to whether he is going to play or not.
By continual aggression, the manager gets worried every Monday as to whether he is going to have a show, and he soon gets
tired of that and issues a good contract.
This is not the only instance that has occurred of this kind within
the last few weeks out West, and Actors, members of this Organization, ask me the reason why this is done.
In the first place, the W. V. M. A. offer acts in New York 20 and
25 weeks in the West because they know actors wouldn't go to
Chicago for two weeks, and it costs the manager no more money
to bring an act from New York or from Los Angeles to play Chicago
than it does if the management went into Monroe Street or State
Street and engaged the Actor there. They thus get new acts and
fresh faces at no cost or risk to themselves.
In the second place
TREAD-MILL, the Great Northern
Hippodrome, must be supplied with acts.
It takes 14 acts a week to satisfy that one theatre that is, 728
acts a year.
There is no circuit in or around Chicago that can supply so many
new acts to play the City of Chicago, more especially as they ask
Actors to cut for this house on the pretense of bad business, and the
poverty of the owners.
(I may say that the owner of this place is amongst the wealthiest
men in the United States. He has four or five palatial homes scattered throughout the country, one of them, his Chicago home, being
the palace of the late John W. Gates.)
The place is packed to suffocation, yet thev ask Actors to cut

THAN

THAT

;

"Oh," I hear the manager and agent who
reads this, saying, "Yes, but that was in
England. It would be different here." Is
that so? Where is the Onlaw Trio now?
Where is— but what's the use of giving

names? Try and remember any strikebreaker in 1911 and try and find him working on any

bill

now.

To bring it closer up to date, the Fascinating Flirts worked for the managers in
They were one of the
City.
so-called "Loyal" acts, and so they had
to be rewarded.
We have documentary evidence that after working there, as a reward for sticking to the managers, they were offered a
twenty weeks' route over TTie Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association time.
That looks like a good bribe.

Oklahoma

DO FOUR SHOWS A DAY

their salary and
THERE.
In the third place, managers have become so used to treating
Actors as the mere scum of the earth, that they feel themselves at
liberty to do anything they like.

The Western Vaudeville Managers' Association
IT WAS DEVISED FOR GETTING

institution.

THE ACTOR.
But the salary was $50 and $75 less than
the previous tour. In other words, "If you
are 'loyal' to us (the managers) and work
for us, you won't have a friend in the
world except us and we will take advantage of your position by cutting your
salary."

Why, they are even deducting money
from the scabs and strikebreakers in OklaCity now. In my possession, I have

homa
a

letter

written

to

the

manager

of

the

Lyric Theatre, telling him how much to
deduct from ea<h act. The agent must
have his exorbitant commissions, even
from so-called "loyal" acts.

The

aftCnts are carrying the grips of the

strikebreakers

at

present.

Does anyone

do that after the
strike?
Just as much as they will carry
the actors' grips after the strike, will they
give them work.

imagine that they

will

is

I

But
drivel

not a business

MONEY FROM

it wakes, prints a page of utter
and signs no name, except the com-

pany's incorporated.

page we read was from Mr.
Evidently he had enough of it and
gave it up. Then things got hot and he
had to stir, with his toot, the sleeping
beauty, the V. M. P. A., for Vaudeville
Must Protect Albee— the V. M. P. A.

The

last

Albee.

And

the

V.

M.

P.

A.

talks

about

a

"Glimpse Ahead" and as usual, publishes
a lot of beautiful promises of the future.
When the actor reads the promises of the
managers, he should take a glimpse backwards and remember how every promise
to any agreement ever made with the
actor has been broken.

But there is one nice thing about this
page and that is that we at last have
taught the V. M. P. A. courtesy and politeness. In the last article from the managers, vou were referred to as "performers." On your behalf I objected to this
and explained to the managers that vou
were artists, and now in this article they
have taken my advice and address you all
through as "artists."

Not only that, but they refer to you also
as "Ladies and Gentlemen." They certainly are learning their lessons. At last
they realize the actors and actresses of
this country should be addressed as "ladies
and gentlemen."

It

is

true that privately they refer to

you as "hams." It is also true that
some of the agents trying to get acts for
Oklahoma City have been overheard saying, "I want to buy some fish for Oklahoma City." But at least they are learning the decency not to use these terms in
public.

If the actor and actress want always to
be addressed as "ladies and gentlemen"
and "artists" and not spoken of as "coolers," "hams," "fish," they must continue
to behave as such; to stick by their fellow
artists and, like ladies and gentlemen,
respect the obligation they have entered

into.

was a failure when it was first started, and then Mr. Murdock
went to Chicago and instituted the outside agent, and, by so turning
in an extra 2]A%, enabled the W. V. M. A. to live.
They manufactured a score of agents out there to keep the W. V.
M. A. together, and, as far as any contract that is ever issued by
the W. V. M. A. being any good, don't take my word for it. Take
the words of a manager, who said: "Every contract issued from
It

this office

is

a gamble."

And

in the gamble the Actor puts up all the money, takes all the
has to play with marked cards, and, if he wins, all he gets is
his salary, whereas, whatever happens, the W. V. M. A. gets its 7 l 2
and 10% commission.
How loner is this to continue?
LONG ARE THE W. V. M. A. AND THE INTERSTATE

risk,

/

It is only because actors are asserting
they are being treated
with respect and called "artists," and
addressed as "ladies and gentlemen."

their rights that

Naturally, with the V. M. P. A., the wish
father to the thought, and they say
"The White Rats is dying." As usual,
months behind the times. A srah newsis

aper has been saying that for months.
fact, six w^cks ago, this scab newspaper said that we were dead and that all
was over ordered a nice coffin, dug a
grave and loudly wept over the corpse
(which wasn't there).
f.n

—

HOW

ALLOWED THUS TO GAMBLE WITH MEN
AND WOMEN?
THAT NOW, THANK GOD, IS IN THE HANDS OF THE
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES OF THIS COUNTRY.
HARRY MOUNTFORD.

CIRCUIT TO BE

And now another of the Quack Doctors
pronounces us "dying." We cannot be
There must be a mistake some-

both.

where.

RATS NEWS
notice, in writing to Mr. Sylvester Z. Poli that they did
not approve of his custom of bringing acts into Waterbury

The pulse of this Organiration It iti
application Hit, and here are the number
of applications for membership of the four
weeks, up to and including Tuesday, Sep12th:

Week
Week
Week
Week

54
ending August 22nd
51
ending August 29th
74
5th
ending Sept.
61
ending Sept. 12th
All bona fide, all paid for, and all aware
of what they were doing when they en-

tered this Organization.

"dying" .in August and SeptemOrganization will live longer
than Methuselah.
If this is

this

The

promises no benefits that I
except that the actor must play
extra performances New Year's Eve and
I quite
Election Night, free of charge.
agree that if a theatre is closed from any
cause beyond the manager's control, that
the actor should not get paid, which is
one thing on which the managers will
agree with me. But, however, when the
theatre is opened for an extra performance, the actor should get paid. That is
just the difference between this Organization and the Managers' Organization.

can

article

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

practise,

AND WHEREAS,

Sunday

night, though the
house was packed and though the prices were doubled, he^:
brought a 3-act (not Rats) into Waterbury from another
town and paid the expenses of each, namely 60c, and then
tipped each member of the company $1, making $4.80;

Last

THEREFORE, If any member of this Organization is
offered Waterbury on any Sunday night at a remuneration less than 1-6 of his regular weekly salary (because
this Organization does not recognize a 7-day week), or
if any act plays Waterbury on any Sunday night and does
not receive 1-6 of his regular weekly salary,
It is

The

nipulator.

some person who

It is

When we

ashamed

who the fake
wo will tell

is,

the Profession.

of the

White Rats Actors Union
9

Motion Picture Extra
Players' Association
of Greater

Now

New York

organized and doing business.

The

officers ares

JOSEPH SCOTT

International Executive

President

HARRY H. LOEB
Vice-President
FRANK A. SHUBERT
Sergeant-at-Arma

says the actors "give up
That's true. They give it
and give it willingly. The managers, on
the other hand, take it.

MORE DAYS AT

I

article

•••••

In Oklahoma City, the Strand Theatre
signed the Union Shop agreement on Sunday. The managers tried first to buy the
theatre, then tried to enjoin the manager
from opening his house; in other words,
tried to stop the manager from doing
business.
But we won the injunction suit and the
Strand Theatre opens as a full Union
house. Watch for the others.

"Whoso diggeth

find out

"Barney Williams"

free.

•

is

of his own name, and assumed for
the week the name of Barney
Williams.
This notice is published to avoid
confusion.

HARRY MOUNTFORD,

a pit

.

.

."

$

I

Organiser sad Secretary-Treasurer

International Board on Tuesday,
September 5th, acting within the powers
vested in them by the By-Laws and Constitution, resolved that,

$

and

until

October

1st,

14th,

The

IM

sooner

September

INTERNATIONAL ORDER NO.
R. A. U. or

its affiliated

Chief Deputy Organiser.
In accordance with the Constituamendment to
the By-Laws and Constitution,

which was passed by more than a
two-thirds majority last Tuesday

STATE OF OKLAHOMA
W.

New York City.
WILLIAM H. FARRELL,

tion, the following

(This applies also to reinstatements.)

of the

of the Colored

Street,

$16.00
$25.00
$30.00

November

offices

Branch are at 145 West 45th

1st for $16.

September
October

else.

^
^
MUST

12, 1916.

10

Organizations

NOT ACCEPT CONTRACTS OR APPEAR UPON THE STAGE
OF ANY THEATRE IN OKLAHOMA CITY, with the exception of
the Metropolitan and Strand Theatres, from this date until further

night, is published for the first
time in the official columns of the
White Rats Actors' Union of

America:
"That In Article S, 'Qualification*
of Officers/ thara shall be added
after the words, 'engaged In auch
business/ the following sentence

" 'No member who has been convicted on charges preferred against

him shall ever be eligible either for
nomination aa a candidate or for
election to any office in the Organization/ "

orders.

Nor must members ACCEPT CONTRACTS, NOR APPEAR
UPON THE STAGES OF THE EMPRESS THEATRE OR

BROADWAY THEATRE, TULSA,

OKLA.,

until further orders.

But the sword is suspended over every
strikebreaker by a single hair. We shall
cut the hair and the sword will fall when
and where we please, and where it is least

Actors who are fighting with us
are not fighting for the White Rats
Actors' Union, for any Officer or
any other person. THEY ARE

FIGHTING FOR THEMSELVES.
\ctors

expected.

H. M.

City
October

After that it is $5.
Dues are 56c. per month, payable in advance.
All other information may be
obtained from the Secretary.

the initiation fee shall be $30.
By entering now, Man or Woman, you
can become a member in good standing

YOU WILL HAVE TO JOIN,
or later, SO WHY NOT NOW?

Members

New York
Initiation fee, until

that,

Commencing November

V

Address 234 West 46th Street,

is 50c.

Commencing October 1st, the initiation
fee SHALL BE $20, which, together with
the dues from October, to APRIL, IS $25,

Al. Harvey was booked at the Prospect
Theatre last week for three days. The
wise and all-knowing managers expected
that we would interrupt the show; but we
know the Prospect Theatre just as well as
It is a theatre that has never done any
business. It doesn't belong to the United
and we knew that last week, especially, it
would be operated at a loss.
But still fearing us, the managers engaged actors and sent them to the Royal
Theatre, a little distance from the Prospect and kept them there all the three
days in the audience, watching the performance at the Royal, their plan being
if the acts were called out at the Prospect
to send the Royal show over to the Prospect and put the acts on that were in the
building, to keep the Royal show going.
Being aware of this, we did nothing, except let the facts be known and lower the
ordinary bad business of the Prospect,
thus making the managers pay two salary
lists at the Royal Theatre.

$

ISADOR STERN

The

their dollar."

anybody

The "Barney Williams" who
worked in Oklahoma City is not
Barney Williams, the Card Ma-

Branch No. 30

defying this Organization.
Immediate action will then be taken to correct and remove this abuse and injustice.

if

performances
Choose

^

Hereby Ordered

That the said act immediately communicate the facts to
me, in strict confidence, the name and particulars never to
be used, being merely regarded as proof that Mr. Poli is

the actor joins this Organization and sticks to it, he will get paid for
all extra performances.
They say that if you join their Organization and stick to it, you will give extra
say,

business
of
the
Organisation
transacted with him at the following addressi
Mr. Edward Barry, CJ>.On
St. Charles Hotel,

from other towns to play Sunday night performances
without payment, and asked him to desist from sue*,

see,

We

new Chief Deputy Organizer
Western Canada and Winnipeg has been appointed, and on
Monday took up his duties.
Dues may be paid, application
blanks obtained, and all other

International Executive Order No. 1
The International Board last week gave

Fiction

ber,

A

for

WHEREAS,

versus

tember

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

POLI CIRCUIT

Facts

15

International Executive.

who

are

fighting

for

the
Managers are FIGHTING
AGAINST THEMSELVES, and
are THEIR OWN WORST ENE-

MIES.

~

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance

Initial

or Reappearance in or

Are wmA

Now York
"The Magical

City/' Palace.

Lew Dockstader (new
Wynne Pyle, Palace.

vehicle

act), Palace.

Jack Norworth (Reappearance), Colonial.

Ames and Winthrop

(formerly known
as Kolb and Harland), (New Act), Al-

hambra.

O'Rourke and Gildea, Alhambra.
Bradley and Ardine, Orpheum.
"Breath of Virginia," Orpheum.
Tom Edwards and Co. (Reappearance), Bushwick.

Chic Sale.

"The

Sunday

Rural

School

Someone
tell

says

it

is

Set).

trying

make Chic
The program

to

name.

Charles Sale.

though Mr. Sale

is

It

looks as

training for a pro-

duction and wants the public to forget his "Chic."

worthless

But there are so many

Charlies

and so few good

The new act by Mr.
Palace this week is nothing

Chics

1

Sale at the

experiment
to
whether or not he had used good judgment in assembling his "exotic dances."
After the first show he wss convinced
that he could take the act east and before the day was over was tendered
time on the coast The stage setting,
gorgeous costumes and beautiful dancing never failed to bring forth big applause throughout the presentation.
The routine discloses a stage hung in
oddly designed but magnificent curtains
which part at the center in the back and

It

support a play built around him.

His

MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Joe. M. Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT

out and lightning fast when remembering he never leaves the stage,
excepting for his final encore character.
Mr. Sale stepped on the Palace
stage Monday night at 10.44. He left
Chic
it at 11.07 to the hit of the show.
Sale is a Palace, favorite and when a
character comedian can become that
in vaudeville through the very legiti-

(Edgar Allen)

MILES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Kecfe)

FINN-HE1MAN CIRCUIT

player,

this

he certainly is some card. "The Rural
Sunday Benefit" opens with Mr. Sale
as the rube preacher on Sunday morning telling the flock there will be an
entertainment the following Friday
night at 7.30 to celebrate the installation of the steam heat.
Sale could

have remained in "one" in that charThe next scene is the church
interior, with Mr. Sale first as the janitor, when he moves over the organ behind
which afterward he changes
acter.

various

sorts

of

country entertainer are given, Sale taking them all in turn and wasting no
time over any.
His old man with
the cornet was a scream and little bits
of business »ln this were as remarkable
for the thought of them as they were
for the execution. Mr. Sale didn't want
to make a speech, but he had to.
Bime.
to get

VARIETY

latest is

one of the

pieces which have been'

based upon a lost baby incident. In
a child is brought into the bachelor
quarters of two men through a woman
having asked one to hold the child
while she went into a store. She never
returned and the child is brought to
the bachelor hall. The men are to enthis

tertain their fiancees at their

home

to his sister's child.

The

curtain

fall-

ing as he endeavors to choke it trying
to make it say "uncle." The piece provides a role suited to Gaxton. It is of
the dashing juvenile type. Little to it
other than his work. The remainder
of the cast does well enough, with
nothing of extreme weight being given
them. The young women are attrac-

of Sent.

B.

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

—

~

(I.

(Chris. O.

results.

Mr. Browne

in

change of cos-

tume reappesrs as a Japanese maid, who
indulges in "The Dance of Vanity,"
after which a drop in "one" is lowered
and Mr. Young, as an Egyptian slave,
steps forth to do the prologue to
Browne's dance, "The Vampire of
Egypt/' which was the finale of his
former act, "The Serpent of the Nile.'
In this is Cleopatra's throne room, a
gorgeous spectacle.

In the Cleopatra

dance, Browne is assisted by Young,
otherwise he works alone as does his
assistant.
Aside from the prologue
there

is

written

Browne,

Browne

no dialogue.
for

all

who

the
will

in the east,

The music was
dances
also

by
direct

Nick
for

and the act carries

own

mechanician, making four people in all. Just what will happen to the
turn back east is hard to predict, but
one thing is apparent, the act, as it is,
without any doubt is the best staged,
produced, costumed and elaborate dancing turn that ever left the Pacific Coast.
Browne's exotic dances, as presented
here, should experience little or no
difficulty is comparing favorably with
the big time dancing ccts seen out here,
while en route over the vaudeville cirits

cuits.

Scott.

PAKTAGES CIRCUIT
(Walter __F. . Keefe)
B. & MOSS ORCUl
(B. S. Moss)
GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(Gus Sun)
MICH. VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

^

(W.

H, Aloe)

S. Butterfield)

U. S. V. M. A.

(Australia)

(WalterJ^jlimmer^^^^^^^^

Brown)
tive

and well gowned.

An

idea which

has not been threshed out so well heretofore would have been much more interesting.
"Somebody's Baby" is not
proving the vehicle "A Regular Business Man" did for Gaxton.

Howard and Ethlyn

The Howard-Clark turn is nothing
more or less than a sequel to the former Howard-McCane specialty with
much of the talk eliminated and with
finale

reconstructed to bring out

the strongest portion of Miss Clark's
stage ability. The latter is decidedly

reasonably good singer, but
seems untrained when handling dialog.
This weakness can be overcome, for
the girl shows promise and seems conpretty, a

tinually

trying.

Howard

is

Howard,

Miss Clark
her clothes and wears

sufficient for this vehicle.

looks very well in
plenty of them,

some earning

indi-

applause for attractive appearThe new combination will
do easily. Forgetting the past, failures
and successes, Joe Howard is certainly
vidual
ance.

tome

picker.

(Otis Skin-

18).

"Polyaana," Hudson (Sept 18).
"The Amber Empress," Globe

(Sept.

19).

"Carolina,"

Empire (Margaret Anglin),

(Sept 20).

"Swat the Fly"

(9).

Educational
17 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Palace.

May

Tully with Eleanor Gates (who

wrote the playlet) overreached in this

There

sketch.

is

nothing

left for it

but

Neither the big nor

the storehouse.

the small time can use it

It

teaches

the lesson of the danger of the fly as

a disease breeder, which could be

more

thoroughly and better exploited in moving pictures, as doubtlessly

it

has been.

dwelt upon through an
array of genuine small animals about,
but it has been chopped up too much
for a vaudeville act, if it could hold
any interest in a verbal discussion to
the general public.
But perhaps the
decided fault is the company.
The
small animals are succeeded upon the
stage by living impersonators, five in
all, besides a prop horse badly worked
for voice from behind it
To obtain
five animal players who could satisfy
would cost a vaudeville producer more
than vaudeville will pay. This might
have been appreciated, for of the five
impersonators in this play, but one,
Tom Corliss as the Cat, does anything
worth while. Other characters are a
doctor, a woman vivi fanatic and a
young boy. A prolog and epilog are
programed as having been written by
Miss Tully. The prolog was superSim*.
fluous, but so is the sketch.
Vivisection

is

Three Bobs.

Comedy

Joggling.

8 Mins.; Full Stage.
Palace.

Juggling clubs in the usual

way but

Three
Bobs try a little for comedy, getting
most of the laughs through a dog who

Clark.

Songs and Talk.
25 Mins.; Full Stage.
Fifth Ave.

the

(Sept

ner),

with

Joe

Lyceum

"Mister Antonio,"

that

evening and the baby is hidden under a
large cover on a couch. The girls appear separately, with the first learning
about the baby immediately. She questions her husband-to-be, who says the
child belongs to his paL With the appearance of the other young woman
she is given the same excuse by her intended.
The girls get together an J
console each other. The men are called
forth to give a straight account when
it is discovered the child has a ring
given by one of the boys (Mr. Gaxton)

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
(Bert Levey)
SHEACIRCUrr
(Harry A. Shea)
FEIBERSHEA CIRCUIT
(Richard Kearney)
ALOZ CIRCUIT

Kahl)

RICK
KARDS CIRCUIT

laid

the

William Gaxton's

Variety's Protected Material Department will receive and file all letters addressed to it.
to be sealed upon the back in a manner to prevent opening without detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
It is suggested all letters be registered, addressed to Protected Material, Variety, New
York, and receipt requested. Variety will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page 5 in
Variety of Feb. 4, 1916.
The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to adopt
such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from their theatres,
when informed of the result of an investigation conducted by Variety:
"
- *-

ple can not help but laugh at. For the
vaudeville act his changes of costumes
must also be figured. They are well

Then

Royal

many comedy

Announced

Productions

for Metropolitan Proamioroa.

The envelopes are

are the characters as taken that peo-

mate means employed by

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
Ggitiaaafto

18 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor).

PROTECTED MATERIAL

has

a special setting and this gives more
body to the turn, but other than that
it is just Chic Sale, a creator in his line
of work and an unquestioned rural character player of no mean merit
It
looks very much as if Chic Sale could

Be sure

the
decide

William Gaston and Co. (3).
"Somebody's Baby*9 (Comedy).

but a con-

tinuation 'of the Sale success.

clothes.

make

to

dancer holds a burning incense bowl in
each hand. The picture aided by the
lights started the audience to applauding and as he arose from the rest and
displayed his costume made of gold
cloth there was more applause. Francis
Young, attired in the scant trapping of
an ancient Persian swordsman and
carrying a sword and shield follows
with a warrior's dance. This lad is
about as handsome a built boy as one
wants to see and he danced so easily
and gracefully his efforts met with good

his full
is

and therefore

Hippodrome
which was

One, Full Stage and One

Palace.

Sale

satisfactory

show Browne seated cross-legged upon
a jeweled rest of Oriental design. The

Drop and

(Special

was

selected the

Benefit

(Comedy Protean).
26 Mins.;

Bothwell Browne and Co. (3).
Exotic Art Dances.
22 Mins.; Pull Stags (Special Sets).
Hippodrome, San Francisco (8ept 4).
Before going to New York Bothwell
Browne wanted to see if his present

Wpnn>

considerable

likes to

grab the clubs.

nection

with juggling

that by

itself,

the

speed,

A
is

dog

in con-

new, and in

with the fast juggling.

makes the turn desirable as an opening
one.
There are two comedians, but
only one believes it. He dresses as a
tramp. The other seems to be doing
a poor dress impersonation of Chaplin.
The Chaplin fellow might either try to
do comedy with his clothes, or
straighten up the dress part. A good
point to the act is the music employed
for the early part.
kind, but

fits in

It's

the "a la hoop"

well, although held too

long without a change. The comedian
in a three-people formation lies upon
his back, passing the clubs from the
first to the third man with his feet.
It's new. This act doesn't need comedy
in business or dress.
The dog will take
Sime.
care of that.

NEW ACTS THIS W ELE K
J.

Illusion*

10 Mini.; Full Stage.
Royal.

Creo

As a

an attractively

is

woman around whom
lusion

Sam

Kiern Brennan.
Songs and Talk.
15 Mins,; One.

Creo.

is

worked.

formed young

a pretentious ilact, in addition

The

to the central figure, has

two additional

workers, the first a man who does the
talking, with the other a woman assistant.
The illusion is worked out
upon the stage in view of the audience.
An alabaster head is placed upon a
pedestal in the middle of the stage. A
gown is then drawn around the support.
The man proceeds to paint the
face and places a wig upon the head
with the stone image appearing to come
to life with the live woman disclosed
It is a novelty, neatly
at the finish.
handled and with the audience left in
doubt at all times as to how it is done.
The man's talk is interesting, getting
several laughs with his mild comedy.
Creo is new to New York, but has
been appearing in the west.

hie vaudeville career

with Irish songs of his own writings,
those that have become famed as jointly
turned out by Mr. Brennan and Ernie
Ball.
But Mr. Brennan did nothing of
the kind. Entering to the refrain "Little
Bit of Heaven," Mr. Brennan did not
sing the song at all, in fact he sang
none of his best known lyrics, apparently having formulated "an act" to
stand on its own merits. It was some-

thing to try when the other might have
been so easy, and this was greatly in
Mr. Brennan's favor, though perhaps the
audiences will never know the difference. At the finish of the turn Mr.
Brennan stood as of quite some per-

Comedy
15 Mins.;

Sketch.

FuU Stage

(Special Set).

City.

Having made a substantial investment for stage equipment Helen Woods
with a company consisting of one man
offering a breezy

little

time in the journey to the better grade
Sam Bernard, Jr. (Davy
Jones) works along the exact lines of
Sam, Sr., with Miss Leigh doing a
proper "straight," the routine revolving around a sensible little theme, but
houses.

comedy

continually aiming at

points.

An

appropriate comedy song breaks the
climax and gives the pair an excellent
finale.
Jones is surprisingly good, but
just why he has chosen Uncle Samuel's

name
fool
little

It might
is a problem in itself.
'em out of town, but it carries
or no commercial value here. In-

cidentally

Sam

Bernard,

Sr.,

would do

The

at the Fifth

tioning

how

his

(that

will

catch

the

a story
vote very
displayed a

telling

Irish

Mr. Brennan
brogue that sounded even better when

he lapsed into his natural speech. Most
of the stories were about Donovan and
Doyle.
Some were all right, others
ones
could be replaced
if
better
can be found. Especially is the "corn
beef" story rather well known, but if
Mr. Brennan is going to continue telling it, he might better say that at the
Knickerbocker the order was for one
portion of corn beef for which the
charge was $1.25. He said the same
man ordered five or six portions and
the check was $9, -which discounts the
value through its implausibility. Mr.
Brennan also had something to say of
"The River Shannon" (its source)
(heard before but written by him) and
"Dan Doolan." Altogether he put over
an agreeable turn and needs but little

development to rank well up among
Irish story tellers and singers. There
are many worse than he now drawing

Tempest and Sunshine.
M
A Broadway Bouquet.n

Sunshine is busily occupied often by
changing gowns. They do the "Teach
Me to Love" number, "Small Town
Girl," "Babes in the Wood" and "Take

tive in itself.

on the Palace

a

Little

Bit,"

besides "Dangerous

The girls are very agreeable in their
work and have an act they can go
anywhere with. They were "No. 4

*t

bill.

Will Oakland and Co. (2).
Irish Singing Sketch.
24 Mint.; Full Stage (Special Set-Exterior).

The new Will Oakland act is one of
those sweet Irish singing playlets, with
a neat little story, perhaps not unfamiliar but well handled by this company of players, led by Mr. Oakland
and ably seconded by a very pretty girl,
surely looks the Irish colleen we
much about in song. Mr.
Oakland sings an "Ireland" song, also

who

have heard so

a "rock-a-bye"

number and

closes with

"Wild Irish Rose." During the act is
used a bit of comedy with the girl
through the employment of a wooden
leg to deceive into believing the young
has lost one of her limbs. This

woman

a bit of business used by Gordon
Eldred in vaudeville,. perhaps by others,
but Mr. Eldred to date has been credited for it. The story is of a son returning from Chicago to the home of his
is

father in Ireland, forgetting his love of
younger days, who is the girl She

It looks as though Mr. Oakland
has something here that will carry him
along. He's entitled to be classed with
the Irish singing juveniles (whether
Bime..
juvenile or not).

other.

One.

It's a nice act for them that Florenze
Tempest and Marion Sunshine have returned to vaudeville with. They sing
and imitate, with Miss Tempest as the
boy doing the most of the work. Miss

off

Wpwt.

Ave.

"dresses up" for him and he feels his
rekindled, notwithstanding the
love
wooden leg first on one side, then the

Slime.

vaudeville salary.

17 Mini.;

pair gathered in the hit of the bill

father suggested the

Girl" (by Miss Tempest as a solo).
Three of the numbers compose the
main portion. Miss Tempest sings the
Gaby song, "Little Bit" and Miss Sunshine returns to the stage in an enormous hat as an imitation of Gaby.
Then comes the "Babes in the Wood"
bit with the couple seated on the stage,
Miss Tempest here making her lisping
imitation of Ernest Truex stand out.

little

combination with a better ve-

and one that should lose

livery.

sketch based
on
the
much
discussed
subject
whether or not the word obey should
be eliminated from the marriage vow.
The plot is based upon the breaking
of an engagement between a youn£
couple with the happy reconciliation
furnishing the necessary punch at the
finish.
Nicely staged and although a
bit talky, this vehicle has the necessary requirements, being suitable for
some of the smaller big time houses.
Miss Woods, a dainty miss, plays with
an abundance of animation, which
helps immensely. The set representing
the exterior of a bungalow is attracis

fine

good story teller, who can
and with an accurate deIn the opening bit of talk, men-

Palace.
(1).

A
hicle

sonality, a

heavily)

Helen Woods and Co.

(Special Drop).

Fifth Ave.

also recite,

Full Stage (Special Drop).

from, their military uniforms
John and Bertha Gleeson with Houlihan have put on a new turn, called
"The Good Old Days." The Gleesons
still dance and Houlihan plays the piano.
Mr. Houlihan essays as well an
old timer who returns to the bare stage
of a theatre for a little happiness
amid familiar surroundings.
A hat,
coat and large beard make up the disguise.
The old man seeing a piano
reminiscences over it and apparently
falls asleep, dreaming of the old days
when the Gleesons appear in their dancing, always a strong feature of the turn.
Houlihan plays the piano and in another dark stage moment returns to his
disguise.
The Gleesons are wearing
western costumes. The story is a bit
vague, but merely placed there for a
connecting link, though it slows the
opening of the turn. Still, however, as
the Gleesons' dancing and Houlihan's
piano playing always satisfied an audience, there doesn't seem to be much
doubt but that the trio now are as good
as ever.
Sim*.

AMEB1CAN E00F.

and Grace Leigh.

well to consult Davy's author when he
contemplates another vaudeville plunge.

"Heaven" song through

Away

One

14 Mins,;

note and pracnumbers, it was perhaps
naturally expected that Mr. Brennan
lyric writer of

The Gleesons and Houlihan.
"The Good Old Days" (Skit).
American Roof.

Jr.,

Talk and Song.

tically of Irish

would commence

Bernard,

Slme.

Russell and Frey.
Singing.
15 Mins.; One.

Harry Swift, house manager of the
Harlem opera house, stands sponsor
for the two boys, who until a few
weeks ago worked for him as ushers.
They have framed up a simple singing
Both
turn with the aid of a piano.
have big tenor voices and their sugary
sufficient

in

volume to

win approval, led by a tumultuous demonstration from their one-time coworkers. They run to popular current
numbers, finishing with "Good Little
Girl." One performs on the piano during an interval when neither is singing.
They have a neat appearance in wellfitted

Palm

Beach

Ths American Root bill displayed oomodr
strength the Ant half, and this of course
made for better entertainment than the
hot
weather brings forth. The big oomedy bit of
the show was la "8ohool Dayt/^a wellknown amall time turn of nine people, with
four boye, all oomedlane. Thojr axe all tho

aUpetlok rough oomedy quart** rollod Into
on*.
Nothing has boon overlook** or forgotten In th* bouncing fun they provide for assail
tlmo amusement and It dot* amuse. Tola to
oallsd a now version, but th* principal scheme,
hokum, gaa and gravy, rematoe th*
Th* girl* are amall, droaaod In glnghame. and
there la a school toaohar.
All of the boye
take oar* of their roles, with th* Italian and

umH

Hebrew

suits.

should do on small time.

The

turn

leading.

Boy Mack

to

aa presenting the act that looks vary mi
like the one Joe Wood onos had.
Tho turn
la a pip* for amall time.
There wasn't anything also la tho bill to
rave over, it waa juat a nicely balanced nop
show. Walter Junes, "The War 'Bum'." followed the achool act In hie Nat Wille-tramp
turn and did well enough when singing, Mr.
James could Improve by bettor and more talk,
but it would have been easier for him had not
thejK&ool hurrah occurred Just before.
The Five Hodges In a mualoal turn closed
th*
* program. They play the brasses well and
ar*
•e about the remainder
..
of
w_ th*
„__ whit*
WWOT tarns
mmmmm
of an almost now aitlnot variety class. There
is a boy who alnga, after first "**" <
rnlsltng
a baton, but th* young man has pMk td for
ons of th* songs a number he does net understand how to get over. It to "Mother Maenree." There ar* several Irish songs more
ourrent A girl works the traps for the drums
at the finish and makes It look big. atoo getting a little comedy out of the bit The turn
would have been more valuable la another
•pot, and If the program oould have stood It,
the opening after Intermission would have
suited the act better, for "School Days" with
Its mountain of noise might have been the
closing act of this bill.
A comedy dumb act opened the bill. Mint
and Worts, acrobats, who use the wire for a
comedy finish. But they dldnt allow the wire
to
n .Ul°lr *>*r Mentioning bows, Reed
J°&J
and
Wright, a "slater" act (New Acts) In
the seoond spot, are rehearsing, and pretty
soon ought to be able to raise the limit to
five bows In one curtain and make It fonr
curtains, even If they flop on their encore.
Thle curtain and bow thing to aa awful auto*
anos. It may bull the act, but It doesn't the
audience.
If some turns oould do an act
aa well aa they can steal curtains and bows,
they wouldn't have to do the — ^Mrg
This
tout aimed at th* sister turn, but they suggested it.
It goes more for the big time
aots that are making themselves look foolish
,

^^

^^

in thle way.
"Just Home*' closed the first part euietiy,
although It was liked (New Aots). John ani
Bertha Oleason and Houlihan In "Good Old
Daye" (New Acts), could have had tho closing first part snot on tho small time. The
next turn was the former big time net. "An
Everyday Occurrence/' as played by Mack and
Walker, and now done by Forrester and Lloyd.
Just the same difference remains. The small
time turn to probably being played by consent, but Mr. Mack erred in permitting the
line he also uses In his present big time act,
"Well, how about Itr to remain to the old

Louise Ogden (New Acts) opened after

In-

termission.

ROYAL
Under adverse conditions the Royal Tuesday night did business the house management should be proud of. The Bronx oar system was badly crippled, with the Westchester
bus in ess practically eliminated, but at show
hour there was a steady stream at the box
office, and Al By dell, the champ ticket taker
of the Bronx, waa pushed nearly to his limit.
The Royal show this week was not the best
It has had this summer, but It gave satisfaction through one or two substantial hits.
The headline position and billing were tendered Flanagan and dwarda, who easily
aoored one of the laughing hits of the show.
Opening Intermission was not the best spot
for an act with a quiet opening such as this,
but the audlenoe soon started to laugh and
kept It up until the finish.
The show continued In Its laughing stride
with Howard, Klbcl and Herbert, who followed

Harlem Opera House.

harmony was

17

the

hcedliaere.

Notwithstanding

the

two acts were made up of men only, tho audlenoe did not appear to mind and laughed
heartily at the trio. The boys are doing some
fair harmonising with their "Quaker Down In
Quakortown," getting the necessary results.
Creo (New Acts) closed the show, tho only

woman

in the second half.

bouse until the

A comedy

This act held the

finish.

picture selected to start things at
about 7.80 ran until after eight. The vaudeville started with Booth and Leander to comedy, with clever trick riding.
The balloon
buslnsss was more productive than ever Tuesday night, keeping the hous* to an uproar for
several minutes.
Charlotte Ravenseroft, a
violinist, bsld forth next and Miss Ravenseroft
did not appear aware of the fact aha waa
before an audience and not In n parlor. Her
efforts were confined to eight minutes, divided
between playing the violin and vocal work.
The audlenoe hardly knew she wee there before sbs had gone with nothing to the way
of applause to make her stay longer. The net
appeared much out of place at the Royal, and
In fact doesn't appsar to be able to fit Into
vsudsvllle bills or any kind in 1U present
shape.
Following the llfelaee turn, William Oaxton
and Co. In "Somebody 'e Baby" (New Aots)
bad Utile trouble In starting the laugh*, and
with the aid of the star the piece waa put
oyer handily, although the Idea involved to
not of a late data
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AMERICAN BURLESQUERS.
(AMERICAN CIRCUIT.)

show

scoring.

Although it looks rather hoggish by Welsh
tn occupy the centre of the stage continually,
Through
it turns out to bo a one-man show.
Welsh's efforts the show will probably turn out
As a
to be one of the best on the wheel.
comedian, Welsh easily proves his superiority
with this aggregation.
Bobby Vale, doing •' Dutch," keeps Welsh
busy, and while humorous to some extent, the
situations brought forth by Vail do not quite
Through this Welsh secures a numstrike.
ber of openings that otherwise might not hapAlthough the show has been out but a
pen.
couple of weeks, they work together like old
timers, and the director has shown good Judgment In allowing them to do so as often as

The feminine contingent Is a second consideration.
But from a singing standpoint and all
around ability Marie Mann (soubret) easily
walked away with the honors. She Is a diminutive person with a barrel of . personality,
always working, and while she has the advantage In handling some of the best numbers.
Bhe proves her right to It. Babe Brunett, as
She made
soubret, could finish off her work.
too much of her showing the first time out, allowing herself to fall gradually thereafter.
Kathryn
In her first gown she looked fine.
Pearl, as the prima donna, was just the opposite.
She did not look over well at the opening, but made a fine impression later on.
The production end Is well looked after, the
chorus wearing some good-looking creations.
Some of the early ones do not show the proper
style according to what they are now wearing.
This part of the company was short, with 16
girls working.
It made the stage look empty
during certain numbers.
Sam Green, handling the heavy part, showed
perBarnes
while
Billy
advantage,
to
formed well enough as the straight. The other
member of prominence, was Hughey Bernard,
He
the only male member to offer a song.
opened the second part with "Never Nearer
Heaven," putting over one of the best scores
of the evening.
Some of numbers were well looked after with
the costumes attractive, especially the one worn
for "Good Little Girl." led by Marie Mann.
"Dixieland," also led by her, proved a success,
while "Dangerous Girls," by Miss Pearl, came
in for Its share.

The second part was

easily the best, runin quick order, with the num-

ning through
bers also proving the best.

Much more life
comedy also being on a
More speed In the first part
would do no harm, although some corking
to this half, with the

higher order.

good fun Is indulged in there. A table scene
kept them roaring through the comedian's efforts, while a bit of comedy whereby the directions of a trip are shown on the shirt fronts,
proved bright spots during this part.

ROLLING STONES.
(INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.)
Judging from the two samples that have

New

York, the great trouble of the International Circuit producers is, and' will continue to be, their difficulty In finding players
of ability and training and with salary demands within the popular price producer's
means.
Many of the players in "Rolling Stones," this
week's International Circuit attraction at
Daly's are new comers to the four-act play
stage and do not, at least In this early stage of
their association, make an adequate organization.
The A. Helnrlch Producing Co., which
sponsors the piece, has done its part in selecting a tried play. "Rolling Stones," whatever
may be said of it as an entertainment, has the
visited

prestige of a

Selwyn wrote

New York

Broadway presentation. Edgar
and the Selwyns put it on in
the $2 scale. It was a good deal
It

at
short of a hit to be sure, but the fact that

It

had a bearing on Broadway argues something
for the enterprise and earnestness of Intent of
International Circuit owners.
Monday night It drew about half a house at
Daly's, nearly twice the record of last week's
attraction. With a fair chance (for of course,
Daly's theatre would undo the best drawing
attraction in the world) the show ought to attract patronage.
Broadway production,
Its
properly exploited will probably give It a hearing out of the city and it has an excellent
equipment of "paper," left over from the
Metropolitan production.
Besides it has an
unusually attractive lobby display from the
same Bource.
"Rolling Stones" Is a farce "a comedy of
adventure," the program calls It with diszy
complications.
In the hands of the Helnrlch company It loses its appeal because the
organization has not a single real comedian.
George F. Smlthfield heads the cast
He is
neither a low comedian nor yet a polite comedian, but something between the two that defies clarification.
If anything is to be made
of the Helnrlch property, the manager should
lose no time In instructing Mr. Smlthfield to
"rough things up" In the comedy department.
This is a case for heroic remedy.
"Rolling Stones" In Its present shape Is a
misguided endeavor to present two-dollar comedy by a popular,prlce cast.
Clifton Crawford could make Mr. Smtthfleld's role funny
with his knack of exquisite drollery. Jimmy
Powers could probably clown it into a laughable part.
Crawford's methods are probably
beyond Smlthfield, but an effort to get something of Powers' noise and knockabout might
Immense
work an
improvement In his work In
Its

—

—

Comer turn should be

left the house in a ripe condition for Sale's
comedy characters.
The program got Its wallop from "Swat the

lnstanoe.
Now It Is pale and colorless
is distinctly not funny.
lists 17 names, all In a fair
level of mediocrity.
The women, as usual, are
better than the men.
They, at least, make a

The program

The "American burlesqued," a Hughcy Bernard organization playing tin; American Wheel,
gave a creditable performance at the Olympic
Monday night. Its principal comedian, Harry
Welsh, in a Hebrew role, whs solely responsible for the

this

and he

good appearance and play with something approaching ease and poise. The men are artificial and work under a labored strain.
The
one bit that was natural and true to life was
done by Joseph Cusack as Dennlson. the detective.
He was required simply to enter, exchange a few words with another character
and take himself off. He did It without once
remembering that he was an actor, on the
stage at Daly's, New York, trying to entertain
an audlenoe, and the result was he achieved
one of the few natural bits of actlug In the
performance.
Harry Harford looked the ancient clerk and
Earl
played his minor scenes satisfactorily.
Yeadaker was noisily effective In the scene that
ended act second, but he carried his forceful
methods into scenes where they were not In
the specifications. Joseph J. Kelly was a selfconscious actor at all times.
The five women of the cast are subordinated
(a serious defect, by the way) but were likable.
Jane Morre was a "cute," amusing ingenue.
The stage equipment was light The play
has only two settings and a special drop for
a change which divides the first act but it
waa entirely adequate. The piece does not
call for elaborate stage fittings and those provided were in good taste and established
the proper picture frame without being at all
expensive.
There is no occasion to discuss the play.
Its Broadway prestige will be useful, even
if it is a very bad play In spots, such as those
dreary minutes In the final scene of act first,
In which two characters tell each other all
about things which have already happened In

sight of the audience.

THE PEDDLER.
(INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.)
For a tour over the International Circuit
this season Joe Welch, the Hebrew character
comedian, has revived the four-act comedy
melodrama, "The Peddler," by Hal Reld, and
the attraction Is being presented under the
management of Maurice Jacobs. While the
piece Is not pluyed as well as it was when
originally presented. It will please the audiences.
If a show of this type, which possesses
all of the old melodramatlo punches, with the
usual characters that go to make up a playing
cast of a real thriller, can get the laughs
and applause that this attraction did with
half a house, then it is time for a revival
of all the old ones.

"The Peddler" could have been Improved
It was sent on tour again.
A little bit
would have helped Immeasurably,
even if only to freshen up the slang expressions.
In the staging there could also have
been Improvement the detail being overlooked
in a great many places.
One Instance alone Is
where a character Is summoned by a messbefore

of rewriting

enger, who tells that the Juvenile is awaited
at the corner by certain of his cronies and
after the directing of the rendezvous Is indicated by a nod of the head, the juvenile
starts off In the opposite direction.
The cast is headed by Mr. Welch, who In
addition to playing Abraham Jacobaon, the
peddler, who eventually turns out to be a
Baron, delivers a portion of his monolog, in
"one," during the action of the second act.
It takes from his character and breaks into
the running story of the play, principally
through the talk used in the monolog.
Others in the cast who stand out are Annie
Smith, as the blind child; Frank B. Elliott
and Jane Mora, the heavies; and Larry Leewood and Ada Dalton, in two "tough" characters.

The Juvenile and ingenue are rather weak.
They are T. Harrison Roberts and Luella
Pullen. The latter Interpolates a song, "Baby
Shoes," during the last scene of the second
act and puts the number over. The carpenter
and the property man are also In the show
for "bits," the latter doing a "cop" rather
well.

Percy Bollinger, besides being the stage
manager, plays two "bits," doing nicely, taking the picture at the end of the second act
with a bit of business that wins applause. It
Is the old bit of throwing the dispossess notice
into the face of the grasping landlord who
wants the poor peddler evicted during a snowstorm.
Scenlcally the production will prove a flash
for the International.
The greater part of the action Is laid In
the vicinity of Chatham Square, with three exteriors used.
In these scenes generous use of
lights shining through windows make ordinary scenes seem heavy.
With Joe Welch's name as the star of the
company and some good bustling advance
work with flashy paper, the show should be
a winner.

The show seems to be "hooked-up" for
about a gross of $1,200 weekly with the star
under a guarantee, and for that amount of
money the organization is a good one. Fred.

PALACE.
The Palace had a good show Monday, barring one very bad spot in the early part,- but
what was a surprise was to see the capacity
orchestra, with all street car service suspended after dark that evening.
The two big bits of the bill followed one another, toward the ending of the program.

Emma

down

Carus and Larry

Comer came

first

there.
It looked as though they had
cleaned up for the bill, but Cblc Sale (New
Acta) coming right after them, overtopped
their success, though of course the Carus-

credited

with having

Fly" (New Acts) in the "No. 3" spot. The
Palace bookers could hardly make anyone
think they did not have a line on this playlet
before booking it and only wanted tho use of
the title for a week through the Eleanor Gates
connection. Putting it "No. 3" was getting it
out of the way.
The "No. 2" spot could have been held by
Willie Weston, he being offered it to hold over
for this week at the Palace, but Mr. Weston
didn't want the position.
Howard, Klbel and
Herbert got It and had the people walking in
on them during their act which might account
for the inattention given their talk.
Their
singing, never wonderful, is~preferable to the
dialog.
They sang "Quakertown" well and

have a

trio

Was

number "We Knew Him When He

All Right" that may have been written
for them or a quartet
They got away all
right at the finish, but It looked rainy for a
while.

"No. 4" had Tempest and Sunshine (New
Acts) and they lightened up the bill nicely,
with Mack and Walker in a soft spot ou this
program, cloning the first half, coming next
Mack and Walker wanted to walk out Monday morning. Somebody noticed that on the
three-sheet on the. 47th street side of the
Palace Chic Sale had been billed over Mack
and Walker. So the bill was stripped to place
Sale at the bottom and the two-act In the
centre.
The hilling for the Palace this week
had been nicely balanced, everybody thought.
In their position Mack and Walker had a
walkaway. The class to their setting, dialog
and Idea appealed to the Palace crowd. Mr.
Mack sang "I'm Afraid of the Girls," which
sounded new. Adelaide and Hughes, in their
fourth weak, opened the second part, with
good appreciation for the act
The Carus-Comer turn started off well with
a new number, "I Don't Mean What I Say,"
and later Miss Carus had another new song,
an Irish- Hula called "Maggie Dooley," or
something like that that she started a riot
with.
Doing the song with an Irish brogue
and with her hitch to the skirt. Miss Carus
had them laughing and applauding all during
the song. Mr. Comer also got a lot out of his
"poker game," medley and finished one verse
and chorus of "Good Little Girl" with a sort
of waltz-clog that he liked so well he repeated
It to the applause.
The "New Orleans" number waa also used together with the avoirdupois dialog and the Joint dancing finish. Mr.
Comer Is dressing the early part of the turn
very well, with a green Jacket making a lounge

He seemed to do a
ad lib kidding Miss Carus commenced
and they played very nicely together. (The
"breaking In new shoes" gag waa still in the
act Monday night)
The Balzar Sisters, closing the show, held
them to quite some extent These girls (there
suit affair of his clothes.
little

are three) dress tastefully for an aerial turn
and they look well besides. Two of the girls
do most of the aerial work. It Is teethholds
In the main with the "butterfly" effect for
the finale.
The Three Bobs (New Acts)
started off the program.
Stone.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
It's a great audience at the 125th street
Keith stand. Even the ushers laugh. Tuesday night they were standing at eight o'clock
before the end of the ballyhoo concert in the
lobby.
An average fair small time bill of
eight acts and two feature pictures kept the

crowd pleased from that hour until after 11
o'clock.

Frank and Toby made an agreeable openBoy and girl have youthful appearance and unlimited energy in their dancing, and are aided with a plentiful supply of
bright costuming.
They open In "one' r with
a song and dance number, then go to full
stage for a series of dances, a change of
dress for each while the stage is curtained
strikingly in black and white striped hanging number.

ings.

Russell and Frey (New Acts) were "No. 2,"
followed by Rosalind Cogblan in a farcical
sketch, "Too Much New Stuff," the accepted
style of small time vehicle.
In this case the
action has to do with a gray mouse stenographer, who, when she is threatened with discharge because lacking In "pep," pretends 6)
be a flashy, gum-showing, blondlned typist
lady and thereby defeats the designs of her

philandering boss and wins back her Job.
The audience laughed continuously.
R. B. Falkner was a valuable ballyhoo for

He attracted attention by riding
about Harlem in an auto wearing his makeup
which so closely resembles President Wilson.
Falkner has a neatly arranged offering, the
talk fitting extremely well with his series of
quick sketches.
The patter flows along
smoothly with Its frequent reference to politics and matters of up-to-the-minute Interest during the presidential campaign.
Much
of It is rhymed.
The delivery is excellent.
In passing, however, the recommendation Is
made be drop his talk beginning "I believe
in
This is a travesty on the Credo,
" etc.
the show.

—

part of the established services In Protestant
churches. To use It in such a spirit of levity
cannot but give offense and is distinctly a
grievous violation of good taste, to give it no

worse a name.

An Interpolated number was an illustrated
song by Gus Edwards, assisted by one of his
girls in a box.
Edwards is headlining the
Alhambra, Just around the corner.
Morris and Allen, Hebrew comedians, did
very well with crossfire talk. They make their
entrance from behind a drop representing with
more or less fidelity the front of the Metropolitan opera house, and their exchange of
funnlments all bears on the performance they
have Just witnessed. Much of it is laughable.
A medley of familiar airs with parody lyrics

Crelghton.
off to a substantial hit.
Belmont and Crelghton, a burlesque minstrel
first part by a trio of rubes, was one long
scream.
Unrestrained clowning appeared to

took them

amuse the Harlem crowd.
the act has a capital

The

style of

old

man

of

rube comic.

The dancing was excellent
J. K. Brennan (New Acts) cared

for the
important spot next to closing.
The finale was "The Fortune Hunters." a
musical tabloid which bore all the marks of
having been boiled down to Its present limits
from a grown-up burlesque show. Two Hebrew oomedians furnished the usual line of

comedy a tenor and a prima donna led numbers and aang duets while four girls made
frequent changes of costume and cavorted
Tho arrangement la bright as to
variously.
dressing there la not a little novelty in some
of the numbers; the tenor la really good, and
the whole affair moves with considerable speed
and snap.
The pictures were "The Patriot" with W. 8.
Hart, a first rate thriller, at the start, and
an amusing Triangle-Kay-Bee comic to close.
;

;

HAMILTON.
first half enow at the Hamilton fell a
below the program usually offered. It did
not run smoothly, although the turns could
have beep placed differently to brace the
show.
The attendance seems to be picking
up gradually, aa children over 12 are now admitted accompanied by a guardian.
Suzanne Rocomoro opened the show with a
Outside of
brief picture followed with songs.
being the one bright spot of her turn, the
Miss Rocomoro
picture has no other reason.
does not register, probably due to her poor
enunciation, although having a dandy appearance.
Some of her songs are almost ImposShe Just about passed.
sible to understand.
Keane and Williams did exceptionally well
following, gaining considerable through the
efforts of the woman, who essays a country

The

bit

"two" before a
a dream about
meeting a city chap and getting married.
This brings them into "one" before another
special drop, and the comedy by the woman
Her partner does
easily catches the laughs.
not show very well as a "straight," but he Is
almost completely overlooked through her
work. They encountered little trouble regis-

Opening in
girl character.
special drop she goes Into

tering.

"The Poolroom" with Its new cast showed
a disadvantage. The newly selected company will hardly lift the sketch any higher
to

than the small time, for those handling the

main parte do not appear capable enough for
The principal lead with
their assignments.
much consecutive dialog does It poorly, harming the piece a good deal. The other young
fellows do well enough when it comes to putT stuff across, but that
ting the "hard guy
seems to be the limit of ability. Cosclo and
Verdi (New Acts) came after a weekly.
Auger and the King Sisters (New Acts)
'

were followed by Lee Casados, who closed the
show.

CITY.
Bringing its summer season to a close at the
end of the current week, the show the first
half at the City held up nicely for summer
entertainment, being decidedly of that nature
without a semblance of heaviness during the
running.
With the waning of summer the
City Is now getting its share of business
playing to near capacity Monday night on the
lower floors. With little In the way of big
name and with next week's show billed aa a
festival, this

with

the

was a remarkably good showing
weather Monday helping to

cool

draw them In.
The City orchestra

Is

doing some good work

with its overtures, giving several minutes before the first act handling selections from 'The
Princess Pat" Monday In good style.
Paul and Benjamin (New Acts) opening,
an acrobatic duo, had to suffice with one curtain.
Kammerer and Howland, "No. 2," gave
the show its first real start. The male member is still doing his Ford Sterling impersonation, the appreciation for which was not forthcoming in great abundance. Impersonations of
picture personages undoubtedly died with the
death knell of the Chaplin mimics.
The
couple did well enough with their vocalizing,
the "Roman" number going over nicely.
The laughing portion of the bill started with
Willard and Bond, "No. 3," who, with their
coon chatter, made a noticeably good impres-

sion.

Amorus and Mulvey made their impression
with dancing, little credit being accorded the
much talk indulged In. The young woman of
the French soubret type Is vivacious and shows
the necessary class In her dancing. The table
business Is carried on much too long and
would rather suggest burlesque.
A better
dancing finish should be worked up immediately as it is sorely needed.
Stevens and
Brunelle furnished the best singing of the
evening.
Before the special drop their summertime skit caught on nicely, and with well
selected numbers put them over in the hit division.
"Sunshine of Your Smile" proved one
of their best efforts.
Helen Woods and Co.
(New Acts) displayed a comedy sketch Just
right for summertime entertainment.
The third male team of the bill. Corcoran
and Mack, were placed down next to closing,
probably due to the other two being placed in
the first half. While apparently a satisfactory
small time act, they found the spot rather
heavy. The tall chap should get some good
results with dancing, bis present nolo work
rather suggesting Lew Murdock of the Whitfield and Ireland act.
He, however, does not
play a rube after the style of Murdock, being
more of the boob variety. The flash turn of
the bill, Dora Dean's Players, closed the show.

The Garden

at

Broadway and 50th

street is the first to launch a

for

free

its

cabaret,

new
and

fall

this

the best show
It is
the Garden has yet presented.
better in lay-out and much superior
to the others in costuming. The speed
is

new Garden show

of the
nal.

Moment"

is

phenome-

run 30 minutes. Monran 31 minutes. During

It is set to

day evening

it

the time 14 or 15 numbers were given,
including a neatly staged prolog, delivered by the Evans Sisters (now ap-

pearing without Billy Newkirk, who
formerly made a trio with this team).
The prolog introduces the six other
principals,

making eight leads

in

all.

a chorus of five good
looking girls, the choristers necessarily
being held down to that number
through the width of a very small
stage, where they must be * grouped
when not working in the narrow aisle
just in front of it. The runway is again

number unsuited for it or Miss Hall.
Clara Martin has a "Society" number
as a straight song that meant little
either.
Otherwise everything was O.
K. The dressing of all the women calls
comment, since the Garden

previously never gave particular attention to that end. Bare legs were much
in evidence.
Messrs. Thompson and
York seem now to be vieing with
any show for the costume prize. Tuesday night Duke Rogers and Eva PereBilly
the were added to the show.
Curtis books the Garden. It's highly

probable no show people will miss this
new Garden revue. It will be their
idea of a good free show.

The show has

and the manner

there

in

which the

played in these three narrow
spaces, stage, aisle and runway, is a
wonder. The show seems too fast for

show

is

the good of the restaurant. While it
is on business comes to a dead standEveryone is too intent upon makstill.
ing certain nothing is missed to think
of waiters. Yet Jimmy Thompson and
Arthur York, those two popular boys
who manage the Garden, believe the
plan of running right through is the
best one, for the same thing might

occur if the show were padded out.
Railroad tie-ups, strikes, infantile paralysis and all the other dangers now besetting New York didn't keep a dollar's
worth of business away from the Garden Monday evening. The place was

jammed when

the

show

started,

and

that's a fine^record to gain before the

season has really started. Billy Arnold
staged the Garden show. He is accomplishing so much in limited quarters.,
this young man is entitled to an opportunity

if

anyone wants a stager whose

middle name is speed.
Mr. Arnold,
with Belle Gannon, his partner, take
prominent parts in the show and work
in the ensembles.
They are a nice
team, and have been at the Garden for
about two years now. Another held
over is Billy Lynotte, who has eschewed
a ballad in the show to sing his own
rag composition, "Lay It Heavy," that
is used for the finale and sounds very
well.
Mr. Lynotte also wrote "Personality," sung by (Miss) Billie Wilson, a newcomer to the Garden. Miss

Wilson features red hair and comedy.
She's a fun entertainer and did excellently, always working hard.
It was
her work alone that put over "Personality."

The Evans

Sisters

The "Hello Henderson" revue, at
Henderson's, Coney Island, this summer, may be duplicated in several cities
by Gus Edwards, its producer, but the
principals of the original

company

will

not continue with that «how. Mr. Edwards has placed Norton and Lee
under contract for a long term and they
will head a new Edwards act for this
Louise Grody
season, of 35 people.
and Bobby Watson, the other two principals of the Henderson show, have
also been placed under engagement by
the producer and will reappear as a
two-act under his management. The
revue Mr. Edwards is preparing for the
Hotel Martinique, New York, will have
four principals and eight choristers.

A new

dance adopted by the conven-

tion of the

American National Associa-

Dancing Masters

at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, last week, was
the glide canter.
The return of the
waltz responsible for the g. c, which
is danced to the waltz rhythm. There is
one measure of canter, followed by one
measure of waltz. It is arranged with
many combinations of turns, half-turns
and cross steps. Among other new
dances is a new one step figure which
includes a slight backward prancing
wave for the men and a Cuban exhibition ballroom dance to be known as
El Danzon. This is a mixture of waltzing and snycopated steps.

tion of

A

revue entitled "Fads and Fashions
1917,"

of

with nine principals and a

chorus of eight

girls,

is

being staged

by Dan Dody and will have its premier at the Pekin Sept. 18. Those engaged for the principal roles are
Johnny Dale, Rose Ford, McCartorf
and De Wolff, Herman Walters, Rose
Francis,
Edward Kerby and McLaujhlin and Evans.

or three numbers and leave a fine imThey look like a corking
"sister act," though their voices may
sound stronger in the cabaret than they
would upon a regular stage. Another

of

newcomer

original Bessie Clayton Sextet of three

who

men and two women."

lead.

sterdam Roof that depended solely up
there

upon the lighting

effects.

These

being absent at the Garden, rendered

time ago when
the Inn opened Silver himself confirmed the announcement that he would
furnish the shows for the Inn. If the
Inn is getting any acts Silver claims to
know nothing of it. Silver says the
Inn has discontinued the shows for the
present

Six banjos and six saxophones to
back up one number in the "So Long
Letty" show have been ordered. The
act will play seven minutes during each
performance. It is said Banjoe Wallace has the commission to secure the
players and may appear himself in the

has

requested

sion that the W. V. M. A., Chicago,
was booking any acts for the Inn.
Varibtt Ust week said Morris Silver, of
the Club department of the W. V. M.
A., had been supplying the Inn with

not say that the Associa-

It did

acts.

was booking there nor

tion

was

Some

at present.

piece.

The

Francisco
branch
of
San
White Rats has been instru-

the

mental

during

Culinary

present

the

Cabaret agents sometimes are care-

Fannie Grant and Teddy Wing, acrobatic dancers, scored the individual hit

premiere of "Flora Bella," at the
Casino Monday. The team had been
appearing for the past eight months at
the Bismarck Gardens, Chicago, and
in the

Workers' strike in unionizing one
open shop restaurant The Charley
Fashion eaterie on Ellis street is the
place
that
underwent the change.
Barnum & Bailey's Circus, due here
Sept. 16, for a three days, had contracted to have the restaurant feed its
people. The Rats issued a notice the
restaurant would have to be unionized
before any Rat members could eat
there. The next day Charley's Fashion
Restaurant

signed

the

union

agree-

came

to the

Harry Prescott, with Sam Howe

One

writing

to

a

hotel

man

out

town the other day offered "the
It's

the

first

time an agent has ever offered to sell
five people for a sextet and this agent
evidently didn't

women

in

know

there

were no

the original Clayton turn.

last

season, has been added to the professional staff of the Harry Von Tilzer
Music Publishing establishment. Mr.
Prescott is traveling through the east-

ern states for the concern.

The

reopening of the redeco-

official

room at the
White Rats club house was scheduled
rated and renovated dining

Paul Salvain has leased the former

Gardens

Aster

(first

known

The

as

Arena), at Broadway and Forty-eighth
street.

The

floor space is 10,000 square

without a post.

feet,

The

location

is

opposite Rector's, which Mr.
Salvain also controls, and the restaurant proprietor probably took the opposite corner as a protection, though
it will shortly open as a full-fledged
restaurant of the first class under Salvain's direction. The terms of the lease
are reported to be based on a percentage to the owners of the property of
the gross receipts, which is to be considered as the rental.

to take place last night (Thursday), the

being accompanied with a scam*
per set for 11 p. m.

affair

The Bedford Riding Academy, Brookbe converted into an indoor
opening next month. This is
the first indoor rink Brooklyn has had
since the Claremont closed several

lyn,

years ago.

Dave Lee, who has
at the

open

will

having

been

in

about two weeks,

converted into an

ice-

skating rink by a corporation headed

and J. E. Fuller. The new
a bit wider than the St. Nicholas and will rival the older place.
Irving Brokaw, who established the
skating craze among fashionables last
by

led the orchestra

Hotel Seabourne, Coney Island,

summer, composed while there a
fox trot that the Island thought very
v
well of.
this

and Viola Allison, who
Watson-Wrothe show at the

Elsie Stuart

"Iceland" at 52nd street and Broad-

way

will

ice rink,

left

the

Columbia Saturday, were engaged for
the cabaret at Rector's and opened
Monday.

C. B.

rink

is

season,

is

also financially interested in

having invested with the
proviso that certain sessions be private
for the wealthy circle in which he
moves. At present Monday afternoons
will be given over to Brokaw's following.

Castles-in-the-Air has postponed its
opening until Sept. 25. The entertain-,
ment, all Spanish, will be a burlesque
on "Carmen," employing 12 choristers
and six principals.

"Iceland,"

Long Beach has closed
most profitable season. The second

its

The Hotel

Tuller, Detroit,

a revue next

the

Monday,

is

to

have

a dozen girls in

show, with four principals;

Newkirk

Billie

featured.

<<i
'Splash Me" leaves the Hotel Shelburne, Brighton Beach, this Saturday,

opening
Circle

about statements made by them.

less

show unheralded.

•

ment

Healy's at

pression.

in the show is Lalli Hall,
given "My Spookey Girl" to
It's the number from the Am-

that Silver

Rector's is await'ng a legal argument
over Lee's Hawaiian Orchestra. Paul
Salvain. engaged the band under contract to appear in the ballroom. Later
Salvain claims he discovered there were
but two real Hawaiians in the combination, and that the other four were
Portuguese. Mr. Salvain believes the
title guaranteed the genuine delivery.

Singer

directly

do two

is

H.

Varibtt to refute the outside impres-

the

for special

19

•

Mort

CABARETS
revue
"Folies de

^^

VARIETY

-.

at

Reiscnweber's on Columbus

Monday.

annual Festival Ball was given there
Saturday.

Monday Benny

Healy manager,
tion he has had

left

Uberall, the

on the

first

for three years.

vaca-

Mr.

Uberall will look over some of the
middle western big city restaurants before returning to Healy's, New York.
Healy's Farm, near White Plains, will

remain open

until

November.

Steve Mulroy, of Cincinnati, has been
to manage the Music Hall
skating rink in that city. Mulroy was

engaped
in

vaudeville.

The Grosman Twins
Rector's ball

arc vacationing.

room reopened

Sept. 14.

.

f

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK (SEPTEMBER

BILLS

18)

"SUNDAY"

In Vaudeville Thaatraa
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orplu-um Circuit. Theatres with "S-C" and "A-B-C" following name (usually 'TEmpress") are on
the Sullivan-C'nnsidine-Afhiiated Booking Company Circuit.
Agencies hooking thr houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circuit -"U. B. (). " United Booking Offices— "W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Association (Chicago)— "M" Paniages Circuit— "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit
(booking through W. V. M. A.).— "Sun," Sun Circuit.
VARIETY'S Rills Next Week are as reliable as it is possible to be at the time gathered. Most
arc taken off the hooks of the various agencies Wednesday of the Current week published.

Mew York

(orph)
Clayton Co
"Magical City"
Lew Docks! ader

Malone A Malone
Gray A Granville

Ed Clark's Roses
(Two to All)

Ruth Hoyo

Mildred McCoinber Co

Chas Grapewln Co
(ubo)

Alexander Bros
Mooro A Haager
Flanagan A Edwards
Leo Heera
The Canclnos
Dorothy Toye
Stan Stanley 3
Jack Norworth
Camlllos Bros

Van A

(ubo)

Belle

O'Rourke & GUdea
Emma Carus Co

Llda McMillan Co

5TH AVE

(loew)

to

(One to

Farrell

Tom Mahoney

2d half

Amoros A Mulvey
Meehan A Pond
Susanna Roecamora

Rom

A My<-s
Ward A Lond

Wllla Holt WakeAeL
(Others to All)

Marie Russell

PROCTOR'S 123TH ST
Barrett A

Sis

Arllno Fredericks Co

Kennedy Hayw'd &

I<oulse

PROCTOR'S 58TH

2d hair

Tossing Austins
Felber & Sellg

Wayne A Warren

Sis

M

Dena Cooper Co
Earl A Sunshino
Phillip! 4

Klnkald Kilties
Fields & Hallldny
Wolgns & Girlie
to nil)

half

Lovel A Lovel
Emcrsons
Tabor & Green
Franconl Opera Co
.*{

Co

Tom Mnhoney
ft

.!

(One

Gibson
to

fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)

Dale ft Boyle
Grav & Granville
Juliet Wood Co
Louise Kent. Co
Bell ft Cnron
(Ono to fill)
I'd

half

Hoi den & Graham
Mills ft Lock wood
Thornton ft Corlew
Ethel

M

Hall Co

Frank Terry
5 Lv'-eum Girls

7TH AVE

(loew)

Hess ft Hyde
Standard Pros
Burns ft Klssen
Roht O'Connor Co
Marie Russell
Musical Hodges'

to

fill)

FULTON

(loew)

A Welton

Willie Smith
"Straightened Out"
3 Lyres

BAH

3

A Halllday
A Caron

Fields
Bell

WARWICK

(loew)

Brown Comedy 4

Roy LaPearl
Nat A Fay Franklyn

Klnkald Kilties
Dale A Boyle

(One

Paul Casserle

(loew)

Peatrlee Lambert
Ethel
Hall Co
Arthur Llpson

Albany, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

D Banvnrd A Dunbar
2d half

Hoy LaPearl
"Be Gamo"
Nat & Fay Franklyn
Tyro Trio
(Ono to fill)

Brooklyn

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
Pradley A Ardlne

Kerr A Berko
"Breath of Virginia"
Pantly A Norton
Jarvls A Dare

Cunningham

BUSHWICK

(ubo)
Prunottes

M

Tom Edwards Co

Wm

Gaxton Co

Watson Sisters
White A Cavanaugh
Four Danubes

PROSPECT

(ubo)

Myrl A Delmar
Pusnn Wostford Co

Wm

Slsto

(Others to

fllj)

Emallne 3
Rogers A Rogers
L Harrington Co

Tim Cronln
Madison A Winchester
J Flynn Minstrels

"Prosperity"

Rondas Trio
Nalnoa
Mllo Belden Co

Lew Wilson
Laurie A Bronson
Dogs

Calvary, Can.

ORPHEUM

Chip

Plelert

Ala.

LYRIC (ubo)
(Nashville split)
1st half
La Palerla Co
Lillian Calvert
Milton Pollock Co
Meredith A Snooser
The Peers

(ubo)

2d half

Frank Shields

TAB

Breton

"Romance of
Ed Dowllng
4

U'dcr'ld"

Vanders

Atlanta

FORSYTHE

(ubo)

Paona Co

A Vance
McWaters A Tyson
Saxo 6
Hong Kong Mysteries
Nat Wills
Emerson A Baldwin
Sylvester

Schofleld

'

(m)

Bert Melrose

Kenney A Hollis
Loney Haskell
Be Ho Grey
Arco Bros
MeVlCKER'S (m)
Burke A Broderlck

Mayo

Polzln Bros

"Fun on a Farm"
Belmont A Lewis
Weber A Wilson

L

E

2d half
J Moore

Neal Abel
Jue Quon Tal

(Three to

Jas Grady Co
"Lingerie Girls"

Warren A Templeton

Tllford
to

fill)

2d half
Bert A Harry Gordon
Francis Kennedy
(Three to fill)

WINDSOR

(wva)
Merlan's Dogs

Howe A Howe

TOM JONES

(Three to fill)
2d half

Vaudeville Manager and Promoter

Barry Girls

Weber A Wilson
(sAc)

A Fay

Carrell Keating
Clifford
Melroy Sisters

LAS

to

fill)

2d half
nil)

Boston
KEITH'S (ubo)
Louis Stone

Fogg A White
Whipple Huston Co
Dorothy Granville
World Dancers

A

Whitfield

Ireland

Fklyn Ardell Co
Arthur Deagon
Kitamma Japs

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Forrest City 3

"What Molly Knew"
Curry A Graham
Daniels A Conrad

Lew Hoffman
"School Days"
Frozlnl
3 Daring Sisters
fill)

ST JAMES (loew)

fill

2d half

'What Molly Wncw"
John F O'Malley
(Three to

fill)

Bridgeport,

Conn.

POLIS

(ubo)
The Norvcllos
Mack Brown 3
Olga Cook
Doris Lester 3
Will Oakland Co
2d half
Daly Berlin
Venlta Gould
Belle

Mayo

"The Freshman"
Lorraine A Dunn

Caasapnlro,

ORPHEUM

III.

(wva)

Pollard

Faber A Waters
Plsano A Bingham
Nevlns A Erwood
"The Fashion Shop"
2d hair

Henry A Adelaide
Lew A Mollle Hunting
Chas Howard Co
Nlel McKlnlcy
Kervllle Family

Charleston,

S. C.
(ubo)

Bert Earle

The Stantons
Tho Van Dykes
Emil Subers
Debourg Sisters
2d half
Josle O'Meers

T A

S Moore
Novelty Minstrels

Capt Jack George
"The Octopus"
Charlotte, N. C.

Frozlnl
Reslsto
to

2d half
Flo Adler Boys
Clayton A Lennie

1st half

Kingsbury A Munson
Mabel Best

(Two

MAJESTIC (wva)
Day A White
Dodson
Godfrey A Henderson
Baby Helen

ACADEMY

(Three to All)
2d half

to

Oednr Rnplds

.1

Waters A Morris
"In Days of Old"

PIEDMONT
(Roanoke

(ubo)
split)

1st half
Leclair A Sampson
Violet McMillan

Sampson ft Douglas
Cheyenne Minstrels
Barrett Carmen
f'hnttnnooara, Tenn.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
(Knoxvlllo split)
1st half

Frank Pardon
Wilson A McNally
Joe Towle
He Leon A Davles
Blanche Sloan

HOTEL CECIL
IIS St. Nice.

Ave

Rasss. Transients Taken.

LINCOLN (wva)

The Reynolds

BAB

Cincinnati

KEITH'S

(ubo)

3 Jordon Girls

Elwln

George

McCarthy A Faye
Dooley A Rugel
Mrs Thos Whlffen Co
Bob Albright
Jack Wilson Co
Mazle King Co

EMPRESS

(sAc)

King A Friend
Jack Georgo
Anderson Sisters

Amy

Butler A Blues

(Three to

fill)

Cleveland

HIP (ubo)
Herbert's Dogs
Kerr A Weston

"What Happened
Ruth"
Baker A Janis
M Morgan Dancers
Jas J Corbett
Billy Bouncer Co
PRISCILLA (sun)
Great Rlehards
The Norrlses
Black A Mllford
Three Chums
Paulino Saxon
King Bolo

MILES (m)
Imogeno Comer
"Youth"
D Harris A Four
Joo Whitehead
"Betting

(One

to

Bettys"
fill)

Columhnn

KEITHS

(ubo)

Delton Marcna
i Entertainers

A D

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
Alf Grant

Chung

Davenport

Wm

2d half

Mary Gray
Diaz's Monks
(Three to

fill)

Delator. III.
EMPRESS (wva)

Four

PANTAGES

Baggett A Frear
Horellk Dancers
Barry A Wolford
Santuccl

H

A F Minstrels
Erie, Pn.
(ubo)

COLONIAL
Guzmalr 3

Davenport A Raftery
Clifford Walker
Eva Taylor Co
Ronalr, Ward A F

2

Tom Boys

Evnnnvtlle), Ind.

GRAND

(wva)

Stone A Hughes
Bert Lamont Cowboys
James Cullen

Millie Olive

Kervllle Family

Norwood A Hall
Chas Howard Co
Nell McKlnley

Cavanna Duo

Bennett Sisters
2d half
Balancing Stevens

Pat Barrett

Faber A Waters
Plsano A Bingham
"Fashion Shop"

ORPHEUM
Rooney A Bent
Mrs Herz Co

A Williams

Spencer

Mary

Des Molnen

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Evans B Fontaine
Sarah Padden Co

Morgan

Albright A Rodolfl
Martlnettl & Sylvester
"Girl In Moon"

Detroit

TEMPLE (ubo)
Creasy A Dayne
Dorothy Regal Co
Tho Volunteers
Ellnore Ball
Say
llnore A Carlton
Roy A Arthur
Endlo A Ramsden
Dudley 3

H

ORPHEUM
^ Dorn

(m)

A

Sully Family

Fenton A Green
"All Aboard"

(Two

(sAc)

Anita Osgood
Adair A Adair
(Three to fill)

COLUMBIA
F A A

Flo A Ollle Walters
Morgan- A Gray

"The Dog Watch"
Fall River, Mao.

BIJOU (loewF

Lew Hoffman
Holmes A Holllston
Mabel Best
"School Days"
All)

2d half

Folsom A Brown
"Her Honor the Mayor"
Chinese Entertainers

(Two to All)
Galveston, Ten.

MAJESTIC

(Same

(Inter)

(17-18)
bill
playing

San Antonio 20-23)
4 Roses
Silver A Duval
Elsie

Wm

Co

Stone Kallsz
Al Shayne

Rreen Family

McShayne A Hathaway
Grand Rantda. Mica.

EMPRESS

(ubo)

Keno Keys A Melrose
Chief

Capoullcan
Wolf A Stewart
Minnie Allen
Dubois Hussars
Ben Deeley Co
Palfrey Hall A B
Great Falls, Mont.
(25-2G)
2R-2)

PANTAGES (m)
Three Mori Bros
Valentine Vox

(sun)

Pelot

Gorman A Mack
Isabelle

All)

2d half

Anaconda 27 A Butte

to All)

MILES

(One to

(One to

"Petticoats"

(m)

White

Elsie

F

All)

Dayton. O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
The Rosalres
Hufford A Chain
Carlisle A Roma
Mason Keeler Co
Comfort A King
Miniature Revue

Wha

Edmonton, Cam.

(wva)
Flo Adler Boys

"The Cop"
John Gelger
"Luck of .a Totem"
(One to All)

Champ Co

Barnold's Dogs

COLUMBIA

JAB

(Sunday opening)

Billy

LaGraclosa

Leipzig

2d half
"Night at ClubNorwood A Hall
(Three to fill)

Billsbury

"New Producer"
Adler A Arlene

Dog Watch
to All)

(sun)

Wheeler
Hale Norcross Co
Kenny A Nobody

"Night at the Club"
(Four to fill)
2d half
Nevlns A Erwood
(Four to fill)
AMERICAN (wva)
Musical Chef
Knight A Caryle

(One

AMERICAN

The Larned8

(Inter)

Melville
Leo Zarreil 3
Sylvia Loyal Co

Curzon Sisters

2d half
Nardlna
"Fashion Girls"
(Three to fill)
E. Liverpool. O.

A Robinson
Beard
Bonomor Arabs

MAJESTIC

Denver

A Dunn
Godfrey A Henderson
Spiegel

Putnam Bldg., MM Broadway
Phone Bryant 1S47—(Suite 4JS-J2)

Roshonora
(One to fill)
Dallas

(wva)

Barry Girls
Bobby Nelson

Associated With

Florenze Duo
Una Clayton Co
Conlln Parks 3
Chas Kellogg

(One to

fill)

WILSON

Connected for years with

(Two

show throughout.

their week's

Inquisitive"

Rucker A Winifred
Plplfaz A Panlo
(One to fill)
KEDZIE (wva)

Otto Keorner Co

JACK MANDIL
Frank Bohm
Now

Barry

Lydla

O A J Vanls

Artists and Friends

(Ono

ORPHEUM

PALACE (orph)
Louise Dresser
Alex Carr Co
"Girl of Delhi"

(Two

Kingsbury A Munson

Glllen

A

Alex McFayden
Claire Vincent Co
Nederveld's Monks
Orth A Dooley

PANTAGES

Tom

Henry Borden Co
Mago A Tally
Toney A Norman
Maud A Snyder
Altoona, Pa.

A Marble

Sherman A Uttry

fill)

A De Longs
Smith A Austin
Gautler's Toy Shop
Bros
The Berrens
Paul Gorden
(One to fill)

"Mr

Frivolity Girls

"Never Again"
Bessie Leonard
Lambertl
The Blondys

(orph)

Milton

Louise

Virginia Girls

HIP (loew)
F Bunce A Woods

2d half
Leon A Adeline 91s

Valentine A Bell
John P Wade Co
Newhoff A Phelps
Harvards

Avellng A Lloyd
Gus Edwards Co
Mnrla I,ob
Cycling
Wells Norwnrth A
D J Wood Co
Clara Morton

fill)

Arthur Llpson
D Banvard A Dunbar

Bogart A Nichols

Cecil

to

Co

2d half
Beatrice Lambert
Bogart A Nichols

fill)

AVE B

"Suffragette Girls"
OLYMPIC (sun)

(Three to

Edah Eldrldge

2d half
Jack Symonds
Cal Orange Packers
Earl A Sunshine

to

Belle Story

La Argentina
Walter C Kelly

Conrad

Robt O'Connor Co

McDonald Trio
Frankle Kelsey
Chas DeLand Co

Amedlo
Empire Comedy 4

2d half

Walter James
(Onn to fill)

/(One

(ubo)

Curwood A Gorman
Fregol Co

Johnson A Wells
Dave Thursby

M

Dnvo Thursby

J

K

faltlmoro

COLONIAL

3 Emcrsons
El Cleve

-Sylvia

(loew)

3 Dolce Sisters
Harold Selinan

(loew)

A Rose
Sommers A Moore
Franconl Opera Co
Fred C Thomas Co

Gladlola

"(1

(One

Bord School Girls
BnnTnlo

LYRIC (m)

MARYLAND

2d half

Marshall

Rah Co
Smith A Ralph
Alber A Saul

Frank Le Dent
Antrim A Vale

Corcoran A Mack
Chlsholm A Breen
Jim Reynolds

Ada Co

MAJESTIC

Kosloff Ballet

.Calts

Slnfer

Webb A Burns

Kamerer A Howland
Lew Welch Co

Howl and

2d half

Great Luts

Arthur Geary
Cal Orange Packers

Jewett

"Busted"

Edney Brothers
Everest's Monks
Kennedy Hayard A
Mausadanla Co

(Two

(loew)

Kent Co

ORPHEUM

(loew)

•

Eugene Bmmett Co

Betty Bond
Albertlna Rasch Co

to

Chicago

(ubo)

A Ackerman

Morley A-McCarty Sis

(18-10)

To Managers,

Johnson A Wells

4

BOULEVARD

3 Lyres

Martyn A Florence

Dooley
RAG
Merry Students

PALACE

R*ed A Wright
Susanna Roecamora
Gordon Eld red Co
Meehan A Pond
The Oleasons

K Kamerer A

Marcelle Co

A

"Straightened C.c"
Ptallllpl

PLAZA
Hill

(Inter)

Nolan A Nolan
Grey A Klunker
Howard A White

"Ward 22"
Gordon A Marx
Evelyn A Dolly

2d half
Largay A Snee
Ward A Wilson

Dorothy Brenner

AMERICAN

Sylvia

2 Ellisons
Jewott 4
Sullivan

Noodle Fagan
Doree Opera Co
2d half
Martyn A Florence
Ernoy Brothers
"Busted"

Warner A
Mills A Lockwood
McGowan A Gordon
Chlsholm A Breen
Frank Terry

office in

Hollman a^onnettl

Austin

MAJESTIC

(Two

fill)

(loew)
Corbett

2d ha'f

Opp
Mor A McCarthy
Luckey A Yost

to

list

VARIETY'S

The list will
The regular vaudeville houses play

to All)

DE KALB

(loew)

Leah Nora
Weston A Clare
Susan Wcstford

Russell Vokes
Devil Servant

(One

(Two

who wish to know the special Sunday vaudeville
may hereafter be obtained upon application to
Times Square from Friday afternoon onward.
contain only special Sunday bills in New York theatres.
those
of these

programs, a

Co

Fregol

Lillian's

El Cleve
Standard Bros

Thornton A Corlew
Archer A Belford

Roschler's Dogs

fill)

2d half

Maths A Girlie
Archer A Belford
Nora Allen
Lew Welch Co

fill)

NATIONAL
A

A Meyers

Bulllvan

Malone A Malone
Farrell

Amoros A Mulvey
Jack Symonds
Harold Sellmsn Co
Old BnMUt. Fiddlers
Brown A Jackson

R*ed A Wright
Musical Hodges
Brown A Jackson
Burns A Klssen
Fred Thomas Co
Wolgas A Girlie

(Two

(ubo)

Rath Bros
Morris A Campbell
Deschello A Archer
Dunley A Merrill
Maletl Bonconl
(Others to All)
2d hair

Florence

Banjoette*
Dunley A Merrill
"Lady Oodlva's Ride"
BIJOU (loew)

To accommodate

1st half

A

Churchill

2d half

Marlon Weeks
Howard A Clark

Farrell Co
to fill)
2d half

Levy A O'Connor
Bob Yosco
Bernard Reinold Co

2d half

Norton A Nobles
Gray A Graham
Virginia Ogden
Dena Cooper Co
Geo Armstrong
The G lessons
(One to fill)

(ubo)

O'Nell

Curwood A Gorman

(Two

4

"Ward 22"

Pero A Wilson
H Lower A Lacey Sis

"Ankles"

J

Geo Armstrong
Ada Co

Belleclalr Bros

D'Armond A

nrown Comedy
A J Gibson

Montrose A Allen

Au Comedy 4
Col Diamond A
O rand-daughters
OREENPOINT (ubo)
Lorraine A Cameron
Gordon A Klnley
Burt Johnson Co

to press.

(sAc)

Lane A Cameron
Harry L Mason

Edw

Edah Eldrldge 3

Herman

ROYAL

5 Lyceum Girls
Jim Reynolds
Jesslo M Hall Co

Allen 4k Moore
Gray A Graham
Gordon A Marx

C Nugent Co

Al

Girlie

DELANCEY

Johnsons
Ames A Wlnthrop
Shattuck A Golden
Musical

J

(loew)

Ward A Wilson

Pyle
Stulnos Circus

ALHAMBRA

GREELEY
Maths A

Wynne

COLONIAL

Wood Co

Juliet

PIEDMONT

2d half

2d half

PALACE

Betjslo

BILLS

Variety in unablo to print in this Department tha special Sunday vaudoilia programs played in many New York theatres which hare other policies
during the week. These bills are seldom prepared when VARIETY goes

Miller

Page Arden A Page
The Xellars

"Nut Sundae"
Sherman Van A

Hy

A Mack
Hamilton, O.

Clifford

GRAND

(sun)

Callahan A Callanan
The Buckleys

The Lanoles
Simmons A Simmons
"Salesman A Models"

Ppycho
Columbia Players

Almont Dumont Co

Dulath

ORPHEUM
Maud Lambert
Ernest Ball

DeWItt Burns A T
Raymond Bond Co
"The Bride Shop"
Bernard A Scarth
Frank Carmen

Ronton, Pa.

ABLE O

II

(ubo)

Wheeler A Dolan
Nip A Tuck
F A E Fisher
Ward A Van
"Fashion Girls"

Bert Ilalon

2d halif

Marcnos
Shannon

ft Trolse
Stanton Co
"Foolish Fellows"

Wm

(Ono

to All)

Ifarrlnlvurfr.

MAJESTIC

TAB

I*a.

(ubo)

Breton

Nardlna
(Three to All)
2d half

"Romanco

of Und'ld"

Wheeler A Dolan
Flsho A Rockaway
"Old Homestead G"

Nip A Tuck

.

'

'

VARIETY
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*sas

Hartford* Cosm.

PALACE

(ubo)

John Neff Co

Woman

Howard A White
Betty Bond

M

A

Ooelet Harris

Bounding Cordons
(One to fill)
2d balf
Cordon ft Cordon
Mor ft McCarthy Sis
Douglas Fling Co
Qulgley

Fitzgerald

ft

The Dreamer

POLI (ubo)
Bldridge

Barlow

ft

Howard
lime. Herman Co
2d half
Kimball ft Kenneth
Club 8
Headllner
Julia Curtis

Trout Mermaid

B

ft

Hobokea, N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
1st half

A

Sorettl

Cooper A Smith

'

Antoinette

Leonard ft Dempsey
Helen Case Co

Andrew Kelly
Archie Nicholson 3
(Five to fill)

Hoaatoa
MAJESTIC (Inter)
Hayden ft Stewart
Harry Clarke
L Kingsbury Co
Mullen ft Rogers
Odiva
Llghtner Girls A Alex

Lamb's Manikins
Iaftlaaaaalla
KEITH'S (ubo)
(Sunday opening)
D'Armour ft Douglas

Tower ft Darrell
Valmont ft Reynem
narry Cooper Co
Harry Fern Co
Blossom Seeley Co
Foils D'Amour
Jacksonville. Fla.

ORPHEUM

fubo)

1st half

Williams ft Segal
Clara Howard'
Beatrice Morrell 6
Willie Solar
5 Mowatts

Jersey City

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Levy A O'Connor

A Barnes
Thompson
Dick
Farber Girls

Canfleld

M

L Mason

A Banjoettes
2d half
3 Armstrongs
Churchill

Rice A Francis
Burt Johnson Co

Edw

Farrell Co
(Two to fill)
Johnstown, Pa.

MAJESTIC

ubo)
PlttRburgh

(Sheridan.

(

spilt) "

PANTAGES (m)
Green A Parker
Ed Blondell Co
Cameron A O'Connor
"Brides of Desert"

"Models de Luxe"
Lowell. Mass.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Bldridge

Tourgee Sisters

Wm

Lytell

Room.
R C Fawkner
(One to

Madison, Wis.

ORPHEUM

ORPHEUM

Mo.

Wilfred Clarke Co

The Gladiators
EIIIr A Bordlnl
Svengall

Werner Amoros Tr
Moon A Morris
Mullen A TJoogan
Knovvlllc, Tenn.

GRAND

(uho)

(Chattanooga

split)

1st half

Northland A Wnrd
Smith A Farmer

Romans

Frnnk Morrell
Jcromo A Cnrson

GRAND

(s*c)

Carr

Mitchell A T/>ve
City Trio

Pmn

Orton Troupo
2d half
Draper A Clayton

(Four

to

(wva)

Ernie A Ernie
Primrose Four
Scotch Lads A Lassies

(Two

to

2d half

A Edwards
Ray Snow

Earl

Curson Sisters

(Two to fill)
Manchester. N. H.

PALACE

(ubo)

John Stone
Granville A Mack
Clem Bevlns Co
Bersac's Circus
2d half

Josephine Leonhart
Kraft A Grohs
Lucoty A Costello
4

"Overtones"
Pllcer A Douglas
Montgomery A Perry
Wallace Galvln

Ruby

Cavelle Co
"Miniature Revue"

Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orph)
Eddlo Leonard Co
"Saint A Sinner"
Bonita A Hearn
Milt Collins
Mabel Russell

fill)

Until, O.
(sun)
2d half
Thn Lnnoles
Simmnns & Simmons

ORPHFI'M

Bobby Heath Co
Zeno A Mandel
Eldridge A Barlow
Elliott A Mullen
Eugene EJmmett Co

half

Four Readings
"Mlcht TTave Been"
T.ew TToltz
Plnrk * TTamllton

The Rrlchtons
Little Onok. Ark
MA.TI7STTC (Inter)

Swan A Swan
Salllo Fields

Mav Nannary Co
7 Tloney Boys
Rita Mario Orchestra

A DeLongs

s

ROANOKE

(ubo)
(Charlotte split)
1st half

Tabor A Green
2d half
Marshall A Welton

Tom Almond Co

(Two

Elliott

(ubo)
split)

Rochester. N. Y.

TEMPLE

Hayward

Donovan A Lee

Reeman A Anderson
Ruth Budd
Fay Coleys & Fay
(«Ac)

3 English Dancers

(Three to

opening)

COLUMBIA (orph)
Bankoff A Girlie Co
Harry Green Co

McKay A Ardlne
Dainty Marie
Savoy A Brennan

Offden. Utah.

GRAND

(wva)

Novel Bros
Davis R- Waker
Mabel Florence Co

Dunbar & Turner
Tiny

May

Ok In.

Mnnkofffe,

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

Tuscano Bros
E Fay A Elklns
Antwerp Girls
Pen see & Palrd
Homer Miles Co
Whiting & Burt
Rlro Sullv A Scott
playing

bill

Wichita
and
10,

Miles

Worth.

Rice Sully & Scott

PRINCESS

(Open Sun Mat)
Rockwell A Wood
Claire Rochester
Maryland Singers
Cantwell A Walker
Imperial Chinese 3
Geo Howell Co
Sablna A Bronner

Fawtacket, R. I.
SCENIC (ubo)
Rlcho A Clegg
Wm Wilson Co
Dyer Faye A Girlie
Rotter Bros
2d half

Tenn.
(ubo)

(Hlrmlnghnm

JAM

split)

1st half

Harklns

Philadelphia

KEITH'S (ubo)
A Revcra
nrlerro A King
Dugan A Raymond
Kins: A Harvey

Harry Pease
A Earle
Jan Thompson Co
Adair £ Adelphl
HIckmanTlros Co

Beresford Co
Felix Adler
II

Osgood & Rousoy
Tempest A Sunshlno
Borslnl Troupe

OR AND

(ubo)

Neher A Kappell
Abbott A White
Tho Lnngdonn
Kilter Hughes
Too Browning
Empire Girls

Paal

A

K

Nestor "Sweethearts"
Great Lester

Chlnko
Minnie Kaufman
(ubo)

The Dreamer
2d half
Paul Petchlng Co
Morris A Beasley
Mahoney Broa A
Doris Lester 8
Hippodrome 4

D

Bobby Heath Co

Fox A Evans
"Beach Beauties"
(Two to nil)

(Throe to

Walrod A

Zell

(Three to

fill)

Salt

Henrlette de Serrls Co
B. O.

(m)

Will

Browning A Dean
Bernard A Tracey
Woolfolk "Follies"

Romaine Fielding Co
Waahlagrtoa

KEITH'S (ubo)
The DeMacos
Gallagher A Martin
Four Amaranths
Maude Muller
"Age of Reason"

The

A

Tseona
PANTAGES (m)
Kartelll

Night)

Lew Madden Co
Harry Holman Co

W

Buds"
Coleman
Mealy A Montroso

Creole Band

ORPHEUM

(wva)
"Fraternity Boys"

(sun)

The Reynolds
A If Grant
Wm Champ Co
Chung Wha Four
2d half
A Robinson
*
Billy Beard
Bonoraor Arabs
Blllsbury

fill)

Wflfcaa lam. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
(Scranton Split)
1st half

Allen

Nevins A Gordon
Kiddles Burglar
George Lyons

Wood

Williams A Wolfus
"Hony Thy Children"

M

Montgomery

Harry Hlnes

Will Morris
Davett A Duvall

HIP (wva)
Cavanna Duo
Flo A Olllo Walters

Perlera Sextet
O'Neal A Walmsley
Valory Slaters

Lngnr A Dale
Bob Allbrlght

Ray field
San Diego

Florenco

PANTAGES (m)

George M Brown
"Midnight Follies"
Gilbert A North
Halev Sisters
Do Hoi Us Co
Lewis Neff A Lewis
Hanley A Farrell

Wm

San Fraaclnco

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
"Nursery Land"

Francis A Kennedy

PANTAGES (m)

Morgan A Gray

BIJOU

A Hughes

James Cullen
Geo Lonett Co
(Two to fill)

Toledo
KEITH'S (ubo)
DeWItt Young A

Sis

Lloyd A Brltt

(ubo)

Frank Stafford Co
Frank Crumlt
Elsa Ryan Co
Hunting A Francis
Mlrano Bros

Princeton 5
2d half
Rlcho A Clegg
Rotter nros

Dyer Fayo

ft

Glrllo

Worcester, Maaa.
POLI'S
Paul

ft

Elliott

(ubo)

Azella
ft

Mullen

Barry McCormlck Co
Qulgley

ft

Fltzgernld

"Lawn Party"

13.

Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 13.
Bridgeport, due to the manufacture
of war supplies and the limited housing
accommodation for the 50,000 increase
in population since 1914, is like a mining camp in newly opened gold fields.
Acts arriving in this city have difficulty in getting even the best hotel acstreets

hours searching for rooms.
With the opening of two houses for
burlesque and road shows and several
vaudeville houses on the split-week
basis, some acts arc reported to have
slept over-night on benches in the New
railroad station.

Divorcing
I.

Ledora
Armstrong A Strouso

2d half

Stone

for

and the trial set for Sept. 19.
Patton and Elmore, so the story
goes, agreed the production was to
play providing Elmore paid Patton twothirds of the profits.
Patton declares
Elmore would not pay.

Haven

Adonis A Dog

Woonaoelcet. R.

Pat Barrett
Geo Lonett Co

flattering .offers

until late

ORPHEUM

Francis Dyer
(Three to fill)

PANTAGES (m)
"The Elopers"
Dickinson A Dragon

2d balf

of

commodations' and tramp the

Geo Damard Co
Wlnalpesr

Lua A Analeke

number

BRIDGEPORT CONGESTED.

Barnold's Dogs

Boudlnl Bros
ft A Paradofska
Lohse A Sterling

a

at the Em(south side) .Saturday on a
charge of embezzlement.
Elmore was later released on bond

Darn Good A Funny
Ralph Whitehead Co
John Gelger
"Luck of a Totem"
Wheeling*. W. Va.

Brltt

Renault's wardrobe includes a number of exceptionally audacious gowns,
and together with his special drop the
total represents an expenditure of more
than $5,000. This portion of the specialty was designed entirely by Re*
nault.
Last season he pTayed over the
United » Booking Offices tour and
scored particularly big at the Alham-*
bra and Colonial during the closing
weeks of the season. He has been reengaged for another trip over the circuit, having accepted vaudeville contracts from Arthur Klein in preference

press

Morton A Glass

Terra Haute, Ind.

cover

had Gus Elmore arrested

M

la.

A

fill)

Chicago, Sept.

MAJESTIC (wva)
"6 Little Wives"
2d half

to

to

Jack Patton, who claims the production of "Cannibal Maids" as his own;

John Neff Co
Barry MoCormack Co

(Two

(Two

Charges Elmore with Embezzlement

Woman

VICTORIA

Quartet

Dadocjc

both pictures and production work.

Sterlings

Alton

fill)

Sonka A Davis

to

Paul Petchburg Co
Oakland Sisters
Mahoney Bros A D
Douglas Flint Co
Jarvis A Harrison
Hippodrome 4
2d half

Blackmore Co

Claudia

Lake

Wed

Wm

"Society

ORPHEUM

(Open

Edna Aug

Bounding Gordons

Gordon A Gordon
Kimball A Klnneth
Albeit White Co
Venlta Gould
Alexander A Scott

4 Venders
2d half
Valentine A Bell

aginable.

PANTAOBS (m)

Tosca
BAHLa Mann
Slatko's "Rolllckcrs"

Ooelet Harris

Sprlagrneld. O.
SUN (sun)
Doss
Shannon A Trolse
Little Lord Roberts
Four Foolish Fellows
Amy Butler Co
2d half
D Rafael A Rice

2d half
3 English Dancers

'

PANTAGES (m)
(Sunday opening)
Three Bartos
Crawford A Broderlck

"Forest Fire"
Ward Bros
Miller A Vincent
Stettner A Bentz
McLallen A Carson
Kltaro Bros
HIP (sAc)
Variety Trio

O

Ladora
Armstrong A Strouso

Roberta

Co

%'fiNhville.

St.

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)

Amoros Sisters
Grace De Winters
"The Outpost"
McCloud A Carp

Ten.,

Whiting & Burt

.Casson

"Earl A Girls"
Dale A Archer
Nayons* Birds

Princeton 5

(17-1H)

(Same

Homer

Llbernatl
International Girl

(m)

fill)

Gaby Daphy
Brussels

carries
a likeness of
Francis Renault, a female impersonator
of no mean ability, and in addition one*
who has the sweetest singing voice im-

POLI'S (ubo)

Misses Nelson

A MeU

Delllo

FRANCIS RENAULT.

Ota GTgi
Clark A Verdi
Adelaide A Hughes
WataefcsjVT, Coaa.

Victoria Four
(Two to fill)
2d half

PALACE

Loots

St.

"What Happened

A Ward

Frank" Van Hoven
Athos A Read
Odette Myrtle
Mile Vallee
Dental Rlaklto

Neighbors Garden

The

Musical Storys
Ethel May Co

PANTAGES
A Kemp

Parle

ALHAMBRA

Co

Ed Dowllng

Lunette Sisters
Allen A Howard

Snrflaatleld, Bfaaa.

2d half
"Vanity Fair"

Omaha
ORPHEUM

fill)

in.

(wva)

Ray Snow
(Two to fill)

fill)

PANTAGES

Co

Lawrence Crane Co
Ralph Whitehead Co

PANTAGES (m)
Black A White
Freeman A Dunham

Zell
nil)

2d half
Variety Trio
"Beach Beauties"

(Three to

Stafford

PALACE

ORPHEUM, (wva)

Musical Geralds

(Three to

Wilkens A Wllkens
Witt A Winter

(Open Sun Mat)
Mrs Langtry Co
Lydell A Hlgglns
The Sharrocks
Dancing Kennedys

PANTAGES (m)
Keno A GYeen
Long Tack Sam Co
Eva 8hirley
Wills Gilbert. Co
Gaylord A Lancton
Sloax City

Chaa Mason Co

Kajlyama

(21-23)

Walrod A

(ubo)

4 Marx Broa
Stuart Barnes
Hull A Durkln

Monroe Bros
Geo Rosener

Wash.

Ruth"

A Mullen
Eckert A Parker
O'Brien Havel Co

1st half

Frisco

UNIQUE

- 1st half

"Mayor Manicure"
Morton 3
New Rochelle, N. Y. Mudge
Mazlne Bros A Bob
LOEW
Roaaoke,
Va.
Hector's Dogs

ORPHEUM

Sophlo Tucker Co
"Cranberries"

Seattle,

Raymond A Wilbert
Hal A Francis

Norfolk, Ta.

ORPHEUM

Laura N Hall Co
Walter Brower

"Neighbors Garden"
(One to fill)

1st half

(Norfolk split)

fill)

Irving

Morin Sisters
Fred V Bowers Co
STRAND (wva)
Mimic Four

A

B

Seabury A Shaw

Nowlin A St Clair
Kelly Wilder Co
VaaeoaTer, B. C.

Morrlsey A Vera
Spencer Charter Co
Regal A Bender
Will Ward Girls
Auto Mechanic's

Richmond, Ta.
LTRIC (uD*d)

Marie Stoddard
Jacques Pintel

(Richmond

Nowlin St Clair
Monanlo 6
2d half
Maximilian Dogs
Tom Cronln
Luckey A Yost

Harrbon A Manlon
"40 Winks"
Richards A Kyle
"School Playground"
Yvette
Olympla Desval

Mme Herman Co
York. Pa.
OPERA HOUSE (ubo)

2d half

Emmallne 3
Stone A McAvoy
Chaa Mack Co
Denny Sykes

Phil

Co

ACADEMY

PROCTORS
Vanda Meer
Wayne A Warren Girls
Joe Bernard Co
Mumford A Thompson

Carl ItoBlnl Co

Hallen A Hunter

POLI'S (ubo)
(Wilkes Barre Split)

Llllles

"Divorce Question"
Brooks A B rower
KIrksmlth Sisters

fill)

Minneapolis

"Prince Charles"

Albert White

Toney A Norman
Revue De Luxe

2d half
Seabury A Shaw

Ward A Van
Joyce West A 8

Haw Orlaaaa
ORPHEUM

(Sunday

Adelaide Booth by Co
Stelndel Bros

PROCTORS

Maxlmllllan Dogs
Georgia Comedy 4
Henry Bordeh Co
Leuls A Felbero

Fairman A Furman

JAM

Orvllle Harrold
Valerie Bergere

(Jacksonville' split)
1st half
Florette

*

Yoanawtowa, O.
HIP (ubo)

A Ackerman
PLAZA (ubo)

Morris A Beasley
Club 3
Trout Mermaid A
2d half
The Yaltoa
Helen Nordstrom

Y.

If .

Fredericks Co
Crelghton Belmont Co
J Flynn's Minstrels

Geo Leonard Co
Harklns
(One to fill)

2d half

(Others to

Izetta

Tuscano Bros.
E Fay & Elklns
Antwerp Girls
Benseo A flalrd

2d

Imagination
Albert A Saul

ORPHEUM

Lawrence Crane Co

Tilneoln

A Wheaton

(ubo)
Frank Shields
Fisher A Rockaway

Oakland, CaL

Francis Dyer
Jack Lavler
Bob Hall
Barber A Jackson
2d half

Falls,
Ft.
Tex.. 20-24.)

ORPTIEI'M

HIP

Jasper
Sylphlde Sis

(wva)

"Pnlofman & Models"
Dert. Halon
Almont Dumont Co

Cnroll

Curry A Graham
A Conrad
(One to fill)
Readlaa. Pa.

Daniels
(ubo)

Homer Lind Co

Irwin A Henry
Bonivlccl Bros
Cycling McNutts

Maley A Woods
Leonard Anderson Co
"My Horse"
SaTaaaah, Ga.

Tray,

Newhoff Phelps
Harvards

Daly A Berlow
Smith A Ralph

Stelner Trio

*

Holmes A Holllston

Billy Beaton

Co

Murphy A Klein

Veron A Arnsman

May

John F O'Malley
Chinese Entertainers
2d half
Forrest City Trio

fill)

to

(Sunday opening)

of"

3 Dolce Sisters

Memphis

ORPHEUM

J.

(loew)

Daring Sisters
Folsom A Brown
"Her Honor the

Gomez Trio

The Schmettans

PALACE

EMERY

Sterlings

Milton

Ballet

Providence, R.

The Nordvellos
Mack Brown 3
Olga Cook
Gt Howard
"Lawn Party"

Water

K

Ketner Taylor A

Avon Comedy

Perkinoff-Rose

Hill

Ben Harney Co
"The System"

BIJOU (ubo)

Beaumont A Arnold

Stark

A Fan Stedman

Don Cello
Alice Hamilton
*

A

Frank Gabby
John P Wade Co

2d half
Onrl
Kelly A Pollack
Will Oakland Co
Alexander A Scott

(loew)

Dreher

(PANTAGES (m)

Lucier Trio

Paul A Azella

fill)

Al

Garlnetti Bros

'

The

Morton Jewell 3

Holmes A Wells
Royal Hawallans

Jack Onrl
Helen Nordstrom
Belle Mayo 8
Hallen A Hunter
Waters A Norris
"In Days of Old
2d half

BIJOU

Fantell
Stuart

Portlaad Ore.
PANTAGES (m)

lfew Hama, Ooaa.
POLI'S (ubo)

(One to

Wlllard
Old Time Darkles

3 Escardos

Walter James
B A E Conrad
(One to fill)

(Open Sun Mat)

fill)

Rmman A

A D

Queenle Dunedln

(Three to
Girls"

Knttfinn Clt*\

3

Co

Corbett Shepherd
"Dream Orient"
Halllgan A Sykes

Bob Hall

1st half
3 Angel Girls

"Court

Girls

Du For Boys
Duffy A Lorenz

(Sunday opening*
(Savannah split)

Harry

Duo

Princess

Flying Henrys

Adams A Murray
Morris A Allen

Farrell A Farrell
Allen A Moore
Old Soldier Fiddlers

Sylvia Loyal

Bernle

ft

ORPHEUM

Brlce A King
Oliver A Olp

LAB

(ubo)

spilt)

1st half

Nora Allen «...
Ed Clark Roses
Delmore A Moore

YONGB ST

Alan Dlnehart Co
Dore A Halperln

(Johnstown

Corcoran A Mack
Evelyn A Dolly
2d half

Sumlko A Geasha

The Taltos
Fields

Albertlna Rasch Co
.

SHERIDAN SQ

Holden A Graham

Taroato

Delro

Plttaharah

Newark. N. J.
MAJESTIC (loew)

24 half
Nolan A Nolan
Grey A Klunker

Show

Girl.

Cincinnati, Sept. 13.
Clifford Andrews, automobile salesman, suing Dorothy Kcates Andrews
for divorce, charged that she went
swimming afternoons with other men.
In reply, she says they were his good
friends.
She was a member of "The

World of Pleasure" company when it
was at the T.yric last spring, and during
that week met Andrews.

MOVING PICTURES

22

NEW

COURT RULES TO PROTECT

Artcraft Co. has decided upon a
radical departure from the usual meth-

STAGE TITLES FROM PIRACY
Declares in Paul Dickey-Mutual Film Suit Play Name It Entitled to Same Protection as Trade Mark and Owner
May Demand Damages for Violation.
In granting an injunction and appointing Wm. Leonard referee to determine the amount of damages alleged to

have resulted through the Mutual Film
Corp. and American Film Corp. using
the

title

of

"The Come-Back"

for

a

Ben Brodsky, of the
China Cinema, Ltd., and Sling Yung,
who represents a coterie of Chinese
merchants interested in the motion picture industry, were also present.
The representative of the Chinese
government was there to assure the
government was in-

capitalists that his

important decisions regarding the protection of titles that has yet come from

try through the

any court of equity.
Paul Dickey, who is the plaintiff in
the action, in March, 1911, produced a
one-act play, entitled "The Come-Back.*
In June, 1915, the American. Film Corp.
produced a picture of the same title,
but no similarity in the story existed.
a result -the plaintiff contended that
a three-act play of this name, wfiich he
had offered to various producers was
turned down upon the fact that a pic-

As

ture

had the same

title.

ods of handling special features. No
solicitors will be employed. All exhibitors will receive blanks on which to
make application for bookings. The
use of solicitors, in President Greene's
opinion, would only complicate the machinery by which complete distribution
of Pickford pictures can be effected.

representative of

motion picture, Justice Clark, in the Supreme Court, has made one of the most

terested in the exploitation of the coun-

motion picture and that

they would give the use of their army
and navy, as well as all government
properties and facilities, for production
purposes.

Even though

the participants at the

conference refused *o reveal the nature
of the meeting

it

purpose

merging of

the

is

*s

believed that
all

its

inter-

ests in the picture business operating in

Yung

understood to have
from Chinese in this
country and Brodsky's affiliations are
China.

DISTRIBUTION SCHEME.

The

is

$2,000,000 pledged

UNIQUE FILM ACTRESS.
A
in

visit to Triangle's

executive offices

Brokaw Building

the

day found the entire

noon Mon-

at

staff in a state of

Inquiry elicited a
most remarkable happening, probably
unprecedented in the history of the
world.
Olga Gray, a former Fine Arts screen
artist, recently resigned to accept a
position with the Fox Film Corp. Monday morning her mother called at Triangle and asked for the treasurer. She
was referred to Mr. Dunning, who
holds that position, and said: "I wish
to return four weeks* salary which my
daughter drew during her vacation this
summer. She doesn't feel it belongs to
her as she is going with another conexcitement.

wild

cern."

Dunning

Mr.

hasn't

yet

recovered

from the shock.

was brought in the Supreme Court by Nathan Burkan, at-

The

suit

torney for the plaintiff, and in appointing the referee the court stated that de
spite the fact that there was no similarity in the stories of either play or picture, the plaintiffs play

was of

17,000
IN

sufficient

ti

value to be the subject of loss through
competition, and that the name, "The
Come-Back," is not descriptive, but

PICTURE EXHIBITORS

THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
WILL RECEIVE

VARIETY" OF SEPT. 22
(NEXT WEEK)

copy of that issue will b« mailed to every moving picture exhibitor
from the most authentic list that could be obtained.
There is no paper published read by over one-half that number of ex-

not think the prior copyright of two
dramatic compositions under a similar

hibitors.

the question that decided

VARIETY

to send a free copy to every

exhibitor.

protected under
the equitable rule applicable to trade
marks; that is, priority of actual use

letter will be mailed in advance to each exhibitor, advising him he will
receive VARIETY of Sept. 22 and offering a special inducement to subscribe for the paper, to test its value to him as compared with other journals, published ostensibly for the trade but in reality for the benefit of the
advertisers in them.

A

is

gives priority of right to use and to

VARIETY HAS NO POLICY IN PICTURES. IT PUBLISHES ITS
FILM NEWS AND REVIEWS FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE
TRADE AT LARGE.

protection.

In

ordering

the

case

sent

to

the

Justice Clark ordered that in
addition to determining the amount of
profit that was made by the production
referee,

the referee should also determine the
amount of damages that were sustained

by the

plaintiff

through the production

known

to be heavily interested at the
present time in the industry in China.
These interests pooled with the other
capital represented at the conference

aggregate about $15,000,000.

will

of the picture.

FATTY'S GOING
CHINESE FILM TRUST.
At the law offices of Schechter &
Morse, 10 Wall street, this week, a prolonged conference took place regarding
the exploitation and production of motion pictures in China.
After the conference on Wednesday efforts were
made to ascertain the nature of the
business discussed, but none of the participants was inclined to make any
statement further than "this will develop big and startle the picture Industry."
It was learned that one of the

men

present was a representative of the

Chinese Embassy at Washington. The
other men that were there represented

San Francisco, Philadelphia, Chicago and New York.
A

big interests

in

WEST

KELLERMANN FILM DELAYED.
The opening of the Annette Kellermann feature in Philadelphia Sept. 19
and

in

Pittsburgh Sept. 26 has been de-

layed, probably awaiting the definite an-

AGAIN.

Fatty Arbuckle has decided that the
lure of the sunshine of California is
more potent than the glitter of the
bright lights of Broadway for the coming winter and he is about to bid farewell to New York and start westward

He has just completed a
two-reel comedy that he says is
funnier than "The Waiter's Ball" and
with that off his mind he has nothing

nouncement of the New York premiere,
scheduled for the Lyric, but which has
been postponed awaiting the departure
from the Lyric of "The Flame." It is
understood Richard Walton Tully has
been persuaded by the Shuberts to relinquish his option on the Lyric in t
week or so and move to another New

next week.

York theatre

new

lermann picture.

to

do,

THEATRE BECOMES CHURCH.
Cincinnati, Sept.

13.

A Jewish congregation has acquired
temporarily the former Avon picture
in

this city.

to

make way

for the Kel-

SAME PLAY AND PICTURE.

except have a Rood time until

the train starts for the Coast.

theatre

Tuesday

held

association

Motion Picture Industry
was decided that the

it

actively

participate

the

in

by

canvassing
against the election of the sponsors
of the Wheeler Christman censorship
bill which Governor Whitman vetoed
The present plans are to
last .winter.
make a special trip to Herkimer, N. Y.,
where the candidates hail from, where

forthcoming

elections

there are nine theatres, enlist the servof the local exhibitors and hold
It Is
mass-meetings in their houses.
also planned to have Mary Pickford,
Alice Brady, and other stars to appear
in person at these theatres. William A.
Brady will have direct charge of the
campaign.
Randolph Lewis, formerly Sunday
ices

editor of the New York Herald, was
appointed publicity director of the Association.
He will be in charge of the,

campaign and

political

all

legislative

work.

KENNEDY REPORTED OUT.
is
rumored J. J. Kennedy has
withdrawn from the Bio graph Company
and from the picture business in general.
Kennedy is a prominent engineer

It

connected with the Steel Corporation,
and leaped into prominence when he
took the helm of the Bio Co. and was
mainly instrumental in forming the
Patents Co. in January, 1909. He engaged D. W. Griffith as a director and
gave the now famous producer his opIt

is

number

reported that Kennedy has a
of large building contracts

will

occupy

his entire time, in-

cluding a massive bridge,
couple of million dollars.

to cost a

GOLDFISH RESIGNS.

WHY?

affected the plaintiffs rights, declaring that the title not being subject
to copyright, its use

tional Assn. of

which

A

and therefore is entitled to the
protection of an equity court.
The court further stated that he did

Is

FILM MEN IN POLITICS.
At an executive meeting of the Na-

portunity.

fanciful,

name

•

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 13.

The same play and picture are being
shown in conjunction this week at the
Academy.
The picture is the "Beatrice Fairfax"
serial
title

and a music play of the same
is being given simultaneously
by

a stock

company

of players.

Samuel Goldfish has resigned as
chairman of the Board of Directors,
and also as a member of the Executive
Committee of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Mr. Goldfish, however, retains his position on the Board
of Directors, and his interests in the
company.

FIRE BUREAU ALERT.
The Fire Prevention Bureau suddenly
became active last Saturday and made
a canvass of the exchanges, serving two
summonses in cases where violations
were found. They condemned two automobile delivery wagons belonging to
the Prudential Delivery Co., which delivers the

shows from the exchanges

to

with the result that 25
theatres were stuck for heir matinee
performances, in. Brooklyn.
Several
summonses were also served upon theatre managers who are violating the
law by not placing each reel within a
metal container.
the

theatres,

VITA WILL REISSUE.
Now that Vitagraph is in full

pos-

session of the V-L-S-E. exchanges they
will shortly commence to reissue a

number
pictures,

Bid,"

of their better

known

five-reel

amongst which are "A Million

"My "Official

Wife,"

etc.

It is

not

unlikely the same thing may apply to
the better known two and three-reel
subjects.

MOVING PICTURES
FROHMAN

SCREEN CLUB POLITICS GROW
BITTER DURING HOT CAMPAIGN

Gambling, in so far as actual risks
run in making costly film productions,
has been practically eliminated by the
Frohman Amusement Corporation. During the past four weeks arrangements
have been consummated by Sherrill and
Reichenbach of the Frohman concern
whereby all the foreign markets will
be reached with Frohman productions
and it now rest with he Frohman people as to whether or not they will sell

Partisans of Joe Farnum, Candidate for Presidency, Make
Issue of Parmer Expulsion and Revive Old Charges

Against Founder King Baggot.
Electioneering for candidates for
Screen Club offices has developed into
a bitter partisan fight in which the followers of Joe Farnham threaten to de-

mand

undo certain
a
acts of the governors and to revive
charges against King Baggot which, it
is

special vote

to

declared, have been pigeonholed for

more than a

A

year.

a hundred

now has releases
well into next year.

completed until

Nothing bordering on a verification
on the rumor was to be had.
.

members

calling for a special

meeting to protest against the expulsion of Devore Farmer, and to vote on
his reinstatement oyer the heads of
the governors of the club.
The fact that Parmer had been expelled will come as news to the motion
picture trade.
His alleged offense was
expressing an unfavorable opinion of
the club's manager, William Hannon,
outside the clubhouse. Parmer asserts
the real reason is that he is active in
supporting Joe Farnham for president

Chicago, Sept. 13.
The exact date of the Chicago opening of "Intolerance" will be Oct. 2 at
the Colonial, where it. will stay as long
as it indicates any b. o. draw. Aaron
Jones informed Variety yesterday
that it would be shown with a clean bill
of health and that it would not have th»
"pink slip" ban as Griffith's "Birth of
a Nation" had when shown at the

tive bids

after competi-

have been invited.

Parmer charges

that

King Baggot,

the founder of the club, and twice president, and at present the controlling factor in the board of governors,

is behind the charges that led to his expulsion.
Parmer's friends have retaliated by dragging up old charges against
Mr. Baggot. While they were made a
year ago, the board of governors never
acted
upon the evidence, Parmer's
friends say, because of Baggot's influence. They are still alive therefore and

Jones-Linick-Schaeffer have Sept. 25
day when the Clara Kimball

set as the

Young

feature,

"The

Common

Law,'

will

Leagues Under the Sea,"
indefinite engagement.

will start

an

San Francisco, Sept. 13.
report reached here to the effect
that recently, while in Philadelphia directing the rehearsals for the produc-

A

Kolb and Dill feature,
Kolb accidentally shot him-

tion of the next

Clarence

self in the head.
The details of the
accident were not given beyond stating
that Kolb's injury was not of a seri-

ous nature.

at the meeting.

i

film people in Australia,

England,

Russia, France, Spain and Portugal,
Latin America, China and Japan, have
within the past fortnight closed for the
twelve pictures a year now scheduled

The unusual

activity in disposing of

foreign rights to the Frohman picture*
is attributable to the happy selection oi

"The Conquest of Canaan," shown last week to
subjects by that concern.

several buyers from abroad, settled the
matter, and with the exception of South
Africa and India, almost the entire civi-

world can be closed for within the

lized

week

if

the

Frohman

interests so desire

it.

who

has had the

British rights to the Frohman pictures,
suffered a cancellation of his contract,
last

month, owing to his violation of

contracts.

No

less

than four reputable

British buyers hastily sought the Froh-

man franchise. The foremost Japanese
and Australian distributors have bid and
deposited to cover their bids, and now
the Frohman concern, without danger
of loss, can go ahead with its ambitious program, for beginning with
"The Witching Hour," which is now in
work, and "The Conquest of Canaan,"
which has practically been accepted by
one of the big distributing concerns,
but which Frohman is holding for a
turn of the market, a series of extremely important pictures is to characterize the
ite

Frohman

statement of

all

output.

A

defin-

releasing arrange-

ments has been promised by Mr. Sher-

ESSANAY GIVES 50 PER CENT.
Chicago, Sept.

13.

trast to the legitimate theatres

of the SO, taking 25 per cent. each.

The
that

story that

Essanay

Aldermen are

Color was
given to the rumor by the sudden rise
the past few days in the quotation on
World Film stock on the Curb. It is
now held at double what it was a few
releasing

attempting to put this
feature over in the metropolis employed
the wrong methods, first trying to
"square" everything and everybody.

to view

the

film

ANITA STEWART'S AGE.
The

contract existing between the
Vitigraph and Anita Stewart may past
under legal scrutiny before long, according to reports.

The agreement was for three years
and has eight months before expiring.
It is said Miss Stewart is desirous of
leaving Vita, and has stated the agreement could not legally hold her, since
when she signed it, she was only 20 and
under age for a legal signature.

HAL REID QUITS U.
Hal Reid, author, playwright and producer, left the employ of the Universal
Film Corp. very suddenly last Saturday, and opened offices in the Balboa
Mecca Building.
a Varibtt representative he
suite in the

Reid told

was over-

burdened with work and unable to give
the

Universal people his entire time.
stated that after completing a tworeel picture to be used as a political

He

propaganda by the Republican National
Committee, he will make several other
pictures to be used during the campaign
by the "G. O. P." He also says he

sociological film which is to be placed
on the market toward the end of the
year. After completing this he will do

an allegorical subject of IS reels for

STAIN.*

The "Crimson

Stain Mystery" serial
has been accepted by the Loew Circuit

in

The serial has been produced by the
Consolidated Film Co., and will be distributed through Metro.

"KING LEAR" REFUSED.
The Thanhouscr production

TO RELEASE REHASHES.
Taking a cue from the wildcat exchange men, Essanay will shortly re-

alliance.

weeks ago.
William A. Brady accounts for the

said

men's petition favorably.

for first-run rights in its territory.

came back here was

among

a

where

standees are permitted and where
standee space is sold with no assurance of a seat all evening.
The proposed ordinance will be fashioned after the existing theatrical
standee law and will be ready for introduction as soon as a few minor
Haws are withdrawn. The Board of

This

of

is

LOEW TAKES "CRIMSON

Woods and Walter Rosenberg
New York are said to be the dividers

A. H.

week's crop of rumors has,
other things, a circumstantial
report that Triangle, Vitagraph and
World Film are formulating some sort

standees in motion picture
said to work an unnecessary hardship upon the film managers.
It is pointed out that the first three
rows in a picture house are invariably
empty, the audience preferring to
stand in the rear. It is also pointed,
out that picture audiences change rapidly, permitting a standee to receive a
seat almost any minute in direct conall

that film properly handled in the east.

of

MORE MERGER TALK.

nates

theatres

Steiner.

Other campaign

ing the lack of prominent visitors to
the club during the past year.

three local organizations of exhibitors have united in an effort to
have a new standee ordinance passed.
The present ordinance which elimi-

seems from all accounts that
Essanay has given away 50 per cent, of
"The Little Girl Next Door" to have
It

material which the anti-administration
members have prepared is a list show-

The

has been commissioned by William
Steiner to write and produce a ten-reel

for the very near future.

rill

copies of certain affidavits have been
printed and it is designed to distribute

them

For

Richard Edmondson,

KOLB ACCIDENTALLY SHOT.

awarded only

production to
one concern for the whole world.

Colonial.

monopoly of the club printing, which
work is done by Race's printing concern.
They insist that since Treas-

tracts be

American

the

retain

by Frohman.

be shown until Oct. 9 at the Studebaker, when the Williamson Brothers'
undersea specetacle, "Twenty Thousand

urer Race pays Printer Race's bills, he
should at least recommend that con-

and

rights, or sell the entire

THREE FEATURES FOR CHICAGO

next month.
Farnham has taken up the cudgels in
behalf of Parmer and at the open meeting will, it is understood, charge that
his campaign manager was "framed'
because of his political activity.
The Farnham adherents also criticise
Treasurer John Race for his alleged
at the election

countries

summer, an increase of 20 per cent, in
sales recently and the knowledge that

been signed by half

petition has

the rights to their pictures in foreign

rise in the value of stock in his corporation from the fact that its business
was held up remarkably throughout the

he

NEW STANDEE LAW.

ON VELVET.

CO.

23

lease a rehash

EDWIN AUGUST
Director— Author— Scenarist— Actor

One of the hest known of picture people,
Kdwin August dates his experience in the films
from nearly the inception of them.

or

"review"

of

of "King
Lear," featuring Frederick Warde, has
been refused by the Pathe Exchange because it is a costume play.

the

Essanay Chaplins. This will consist of
cuts from his early releases and will be
released through the new Klcinc-SeligEssanay Co. Several more will follow
if the first one is a success.

RIALTO **&&*nCTWE
THE VAOABOND

THE TEMPLE OF THE MOTION
H.

B.

WARNER

In

PRINCE," and Rotco* ArbuckU
Comedy.

In

K»y\

-

MOVING PICTURES
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Valkyrlen is to bavo her own producing
company under the title of Valkyrlcn Films,
Tho success of "Diana," a ft ature photo-

i

the

west,

house

offered

a

special

program.

This

making money.

is

Inc.

play in multi-color

made her debut

effect,

as

a

in

which Valkyrieu

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD

star on the American
in interesting capi-

was instrumental

Hereon,

on behalf of tbe youthful
proposed producing company

tal

titled star.

Her

will bo devoted
exclusively to classic feature plays based on
tbe fatuous and captivating episodes of Greek,

Roman and

The
Scandinavian mythology.
will bave no studio what-

new organization

ever, as all classic action takes place in the
open.
The producing staff and the principals
will bo engaged on a new profit sharing plan,
and the entire scope of production will be organized on a plan entirely new to America
whereby the maximum artistic results are
feasible at minimum expenditure.

Despite the fact tbat the announcement was
only made a week ago that the Klassic
Komedles and the Black Diamond comedies
were to be released by Paramount in connection with other single reel features, the Para-

IMctograpbs, the magazine on-theHcreen, the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel
Pictures, weekly trips around the world with
Burton Holmes, tbe world's greatest traveler,
and the Paramount-Dray Cartoons, the producers were at work on a number of releases
which have already been passed upon and accepted by Paramount. They have given them
their stamp of approval as being well up to
tho standard of pictures tbat are released
through this distributing organization.

mount

Mildred Cheshire, Albert Froome, Leo Post,
K. B. Clarendon, Thomas O'Malley, Al Hall.
Freeman Barnes, Ben Lodge, James Levering
and William B. Miller. Miss Brown and MIsb
Cheshire will be seen in support of Derwent
Hall Calnt, the English actor who Is to be
starred in a number of Arrow pictures.

Joseph R. Darling, special representative of
the Fox Films In England, left London last
week for an extensive tour of South and Central America, in the principal cities of which
be will open branches for the corporation.
Mr. Darling will visit Rio de Janeiro, Buenos
Aires, Montevideo, Santiago In Chill, La Paz
in Bolivia, Quito in Ecquador, and Panama
for tbe purpose of developing the Fox Film
Interests in the Latin- American republics.
The trip will require nearly a half year.

Henry

Joe C. Frelbusch and A. M.
Landau, formerly of the Bluebird Film Ccrp.,
and Louis Greene, of the World Film Corp.,
bave been engaged by Sales Manager Sol.
Berman to represent the Clara Kimball Young
Film Co. Selgel will take the New Jersey territory
Frelbusch will handle Brooklyn and
Long Island Landau will be the office booker
and Green will handle the New York State
C. Sclgel,

Marshall Nellan, leading man in motion
pictures, and prominent also as a director, has
taklh up his new work as one of the Lasky directors at the Hollywood studio of the company.

and 110th street, and the Van Kelton Stadium,
57th street and 8th avenue, for the concern.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, who
recently completed the stellar roles in "Romeo
and Juliet," are now at work on a five-part
Metro-Quality feature called "A Diplomatic
Romance."
Mr. Bushman is directing the
production and he collaborated in the writing
of the scenario.

"The Firm of Girdlestone," a five-part London- Vltagraph feature, from the pen of Sir
A. Conan Doyle, will be released on the Vltagrcph program Oct. 0. The picture was taken
under the personal supervision of Doyle. The
cast is headed by Chas. Rock aud Edna Flu-

which Mary
Plckford will mako her first appearance as an
independent star by arrangement with Artidea

of

craft Pictures
the principal

tbe

story

Corporation,

in

and a roster

of

members of the notable supporting company which has been engaged for
Hector Turnbull's "Less Than the Dust," were
forthcoming this week.
John Emerson Is
directing the picture.
There are nearly fifty
Important characters in the play. The principal roles will be played by David Powell,
Frank Losee, Mary Alden, Marie Majeronl,
Cesare Gravlna, Francis Joyner, Russell Bassett,

Walter Morgan and Mercita Esmonde.

The Florida Feature Film Company's next
five-reel picture, "The Toll of Justice," will
be ready for the trade on or about Sept. 15.
In speaking of the new picture, Thos. J.
Peters, under whose personal supervision it
was produced, said
"In the making of this,
our second offering to the state right buyers,
we have adhered to our set policy of getting
tbe most into a picture for tbe least money,
and I am convinced that as a result of our
systematic method of production we have
turned out another money-making product
with real box office value."
:

Valkyrlen has brought suit against tbe
William Fox Corporation for $25,000 damages
for "wilfully and maliciously Injuring her
professional reputation, and luring her away,
on false pretenses, from a two-year contract
to star for Thanhouser on his new program."
Valkyrlen alleges rhe accepted the stellar
part in a five-reel sea drama the title of
which Fox kept a secret with the distinct
understanding and promise that she would be
featured and advertised tho same as Theda
Uara and Virginia Pearson.

—

—

Another new "movie" theatre, situated at
corner of Polk and California streets,
San FranciBco, is preparing to open in tbe
near future. The new house cost, according
to report, $200,000.
The seating capacity
the

reaches the 1.500 mark. A $25,000 organ will
be Installed and the interior Is being finished
in elaborate style.
From tbe way new picture
theatres havo been erected of late it looks as
though the capitalists and amusement purveyors figure that the film drama's present
popularity is here to stay.

;

territory.

Expansion in every direction at the Lasky
studios In Hollywood, Cal., has been, for the
tlmo in the history of the organization,
employment of seven directors on
productions for the Paramount Program.
In
days gone by, as many as six directors have
worked at one time on the two massive open
air and glass-covered stages but with tbe engagement last week of Marshall Nellan, seven
separate companies are now operating.
first

H. W. Williams, who has been private secretary to Commodore J. S. Blackton of the
Vltagraph Company for a number of years,
has resigned that post and was succeeded by

Judging by the amount of applause he gets
when his figure appears on the screen at The
Rlalto this week, Abraham Lincoln will be our
next President.
In the topical weekly Mr.
Hughes gets a good hand, T. R. gets a better
one. and President Wilson the biggest of the
three.
Then Lincoln's statue appears and the
applause makes everything up to that time
sound

faint.

Miss Doris Kenyon leaves this week for
her annual vacation. She will Join her brother,
the Hon. Raymond T. Kenyon. at his
hunting lodge in the Adirondacks. Miss Kenyon has had a strenuous season between the
legitimate stage and motion pictures.
She
is a good rifile shot and hopes to bring back
some trophies to decorate her dressing room
in tho Paragon Studio at Fort Lee.

Grace Vaneltine told Blllle Burke the other
day that she was coming up to her country
home north of Yonkers for a call. Grace said
she would bring some friends along. She did,
and they included Director John W. Noble.
Mr. Barrymore and twenty other players. The
players made themselves at home, and used
Miss Burke's grounds to photograph several
Important scenes.

Arrangements have just been completed by
Paramount Pictures Corporation with the members of the cabinet of President Wilson and
other prominent persons in diplomatic circles,
for the production of a series of feature screen

Am

stories entitled "What I
Trying
They will be released as the leading
in tbe Paramount Pictographs, the

magazine
to Do."
articles

magazine-on-the-screen.

The Jesse

L.

announces that

Edward Jose, who Is directing a new Pathe
with Pearl White as the star, turned
the entire floor of the studio in Jersey City
into one monster set the other day.
He was
staging a diplomatic ball and wished to have
the walls almost completely covered with
heavy plate glass mirrors, but found that
put them where he would the camera was reflected in them.
Finally be hit upon the idea
of tilting them forward and got the effect he
wished without the intruding reflection.
serial

Dr. R. Ralston Roed, of Morristown, N.

J.,

whose photoplay, "Witchcraft," was Judged
tho winner in the recent Columbia University
Lasky Co. prize contest, left Now York thib
week for the studio in California, to be present
during tbe making of his picture. The production is under the direction of Frank Relcher,
and tho star Is Fannie Ward. The cast also
includos Jack Dean, Paul Weigcl, a new member of the company, Lillian I-*lghton and
others.

Ten companies are busily at work this week
making photoplays for William Fox— six In
the eastern studios, lour in the west.
In the
N<*w Jersey plants, pictures starring Theda
Hara. Bertha Kalleh, .Tune Caprice, Valcska
Suratt, Joan Sawyer and Gladys f'oburn nre
being ninn-d.
Across tho continent. Ceorge

WaUh.

Fnrnum, Gladys Brockwcll
and Cnleinn Hartmnnn. n recently acquired
Fox player, are nctlng before the camera In
new produetions.
William

has obtained the photoplay
rights to the late F. Hopklnson Smith's famous
novel of the Jersey coast, "The Tides of Barnegat." It will be placed in production soon
with Blanche Sweet as the star. Miss Sweet
It

will take the part of the older of two sisters
who Is called upon to risk her young life to
save tho other.

Payne has once more returned to
the publicity field and will conduct the camFrank

C.

paign for the Universale feature, "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea," which the Williamson Brothers have Just completed in and about
the Bermuda Islands. Mr. Payne handled the
first undersea picture which the Williamsons
produced.

Three leading men will support tho little
Metro etar, Viola Dana, In her forthcoming
photoplay entitled "The Gates of Eden."
These are Edward Earle, Bob Walker and
Augustus Phillips. Both Mr. Earle and Mr.
Walker appear with Miss Dana In "Tho Light
of Happiness," the five-act feature play preceding "Tho Gates of Eden"

The Pathe News

recent issue ran a
series of pictures showing the proper methods
of roscuelng nnd resuscitating a drowning person.
These pictures received wide mention In
the newspapers throughout the country.
An
early issue of tho "News" will contain a similarly helpful series of pictures showing the
proper way of alighting from a railroad car.
in

a

Tho

latest acquisition

to

the forces of the

Metro- Yorke Hollywood studio is Charles P.
S tailings, who will act in the capacity of assistant to Henry Otto, director of the Harold
Lock wood- May Allison feature productions.

The producers of "Ramona" have obtained
picture rights to Harold Bell Wright's
popular novel. "The Eyes of the World," and
will make a big feature out of it
the

Only one more week of films- after this at
Orchestra Hall, Chicago, as the house resumes
its former policy of concerts with the Chicago
Symphony orchestra Oct. 13.
Eight re-issues of Clara Kimball Young
photoplays made by the World are now in
great demand.
These pictures have been reedited and re-titled.

"The Test," a play by Jules Eckert Goodman, the well-known dramatist, as produced
by A. H. Woods which enjoyed marked success
for two whole seasons from coast to coast, Is
to be filmed by Pathe.
Blanche Walsh starred
in it, and through it added materially to a
popularity already noteworthy.

organ,

One of

the

biggest

"studio

scenes"

ever

Marie E.

Leslie, formerly assistant editor of
Life," the Mutual Film Co. official

"Reel

has Joined the reviewing
Motion Picture Mall.

Btaff

of the

H. H. Van Loan, of the Universal publicity
department, left New York on a mysterious
business mission for the concern last Mon-

is a feature of "The Velvet Paw," a
Washington picture play with a woman lobbyist as its central figure.
This scene represents the House of Representatives in session
at a vital moment.
House Peters and Gail
Kane are the stars.

day.

Sidney Olcott has resigned from the Famous
Players directorial staff.
He was the first
American director to produce a picture abroad.
Incidentally he filmed the first five-reel production to be released.
This was "From the
Manger to the Cross," and was picturized In

Olive Thomas of the Ziegfeld Follies has
been engaged for the tenth episode of "Beatrice Fairfax." May 'Hopkins, also a Broadway beauty, will be seen in the eighth episode.

built

Egypt and Palestine.

she

mean?

Now that Helen Holmes, J. P. McGowan and
others of the Signal Film Co. have recovered
from the epidemic of grippe which seized
them, they have begun production of the first
of the super-series, "The Lass of the Lumberlands."
H. B. Warner in "The Vagabond Prince"
the feature of next week's bill at the Rlalto.
Dorothy Dalton plays the part of a cabaret
dancer who makes the Bohemian quarter of
San Francisco mean more to the prince than
the throne to which he falls heir.
is

A

meeting of the Universal Exchange managers will be held at the Sherman House,
Chicago, tomorrow (Friday).
M. H. Hoffman, general sales manager of the concern,
will preside.
Eighty exchange and district

managers are expected

W.

C.

Bachmeycr, manager of Paramount's

Cincinnati exchange, has added a publicity
and advertising department and placed J.
Maurlco Ridge at Its bead.

Under the direction of James Young, Marie
Lasky star, who recently appeared In
Paramount theatres in the production "Common Ground," has begun an elaborate plcturlzation of "The Lash," by Paul West.
Doro,

"They talk about men from the West being
so fine because they are big and bluff," says
Valeska Suratt, the William Fox star, philosophically.
"I've met some pretty big bluffs
right here In New York City."
Who does

to attend.

The

Motion
Picture Interests
Alliance,
has special quarters In the Mailers
Building. Chicago, is out with Its full-fledged
support for the candidacy of Robert R. Levy,
Republican candidate for Assessor
(short

which

Lasky Feature Play Company

J.

Ray Oallajgher, who has been employed by the
concern in a clerical capacity for the past
eight years.

tbe constant

;

by L.

serial

grath.

;

Some

"The Secret Kingdom," a

Vance, featuring Charles Rlchman, will be released by Vltagraph about Dec. 1.
It will be
In sixteen episodes, produced under the direction of Chas. Brabln.

Henry Siegel, who has been In charge of the
Bluebird offices In the New Jersey territory,
joined the Lewis Selznick sales force Tuesday
and will be in charge of the Jersey
His headquarters will be at Newark.

district.

W.

E. Landau, who conducts a motion
theatre on Manhattan Island, was
exhibitor to contract for
World Film program, and he still takes
World service. Likes it, evidently.

pic-

ture
first

the
the
the

New York

Hugh Ford denies the truth of the story
to the effect that he was forced to use his woodfibre shirt to start a fire while camping In
tho Maine woods last week.
Dorothy Green has been selected for the
vampire part in "Patrla," the new preparedness serial of the International Film Service,
in which Mrs. Vernon Castle is tho star.
Phil. DeAngells has placed with the N. Y.
Billpostlng Co. the largest order for any show.
Ho contracted for 1,500 stands In Greater
New York for D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance."

The Mutual Is getting Its Chicago offices In
shape in tbe Consumers' Building and it will
be some time before everything will be in apple-pie order.

term).

George Clarke, stage manager for the
H. G. Segal, secretary and general manager
of tho Globe Feature Film Co., of Boston, and
his associates, Edward Levlnton and BenJ.
Shoolman, are In town nil this week reviewing pictures to be handled by them in tho
New England states.
J. Herbert Frank has been encased by Bobby
North to play the heavy opposite Olga Petrova
in a picture written by herself, colled "The
Orchid Lady." Others in the cist arc Mahlon
Hamilton and Arthur Hoops. The feature is

now being

filmed.

Bookings for "Civilization" for the thearound Chicago will be made by James

atres

was taken

off

at

the

Colonial.

Chicago, Sept. i>, and replacing is "Ramonn."
which formerly was shown In the Windy City
at the Auditorium. AH scats two bits. Jones.
Linick & Sehaefer plan many features tins
fall

Virginia Norden. who has been confined to
hor home at Brlghtwaters, L. I., with pneumonia, is now on the road to recovery.

Theda Barn and Harry Hilllard have been
by William Fox for the name parts
"Romeo and Juliet" as a feature photoplay.

selected
In

Chicago's picture houses are doing business.

The theatres outside the Loop are doing unusually well, especially on tho week ends.

Wingfleld just as soon as the Illinois rights to
the big film are settled.
Wingfleld Is fixing
up routes for the "Birth of Nation" In the
legitimate and vaudeville houses on the road.
"Jaffery"

late

Charles Frohman for many seasons, is now
an actor with tho William Fox productions.

for tho Colonial.

H. R. Ebensteln, until recently manager of
tho film exchange of the B. S. Moss Motion
Picture Corporation, has been appointed general manager of that organization nnd has

After finishing work on the Vltagraph serial,
"The Scarlet Runner," Director Wally Van
left

on a two weeks' vacation last Saturday.

Walter Arthur, chief cameraman of tho
Vltagraph Co., for the past fifteen years, has
left the employ of that concern.
George Vaux Bacon has quit the Vltagraph
press department and gene to London to represent there the Central News Agency.

Essanay plans to have Max Under work in
comedy ntmosphero at a studio on the Coast.

Edward

E.

"Evangeline"

Rice
In

Is

dickering

to

revive

pictures.

.

Among

recent additions to the players at the

Arrow Film Corporation's studios
N.

Y.,

Arrow

east

In

Yonkers,

fur rob-v in early forthcoming
feature releases, nre: Barbara Brown,

Wm.
Mutual

Hart,

and

who has been
General

Film

in charge of the
Co. exchanges In

street, has been appointed general manaci-r of the Van-Kclton Amusement Co., nnd

2.U1
Is

operating tho Moorish Gardens at Broadway

assumed

full

charge of

ail

its

activities.

The I^akeslde, Chicago, observed "anniversary week" and Manager Lamcrcaux, considered one of the handsomst picture managers in

Sidney Braey has been signed by the Arrow
Co. for

work

In

n

number

of

new

features.

The Band Box theatre. Chicago, advertises
as tbe place "where you breathe washed air."

\

FILM REVIEWS
THE UNWELCOME MOTHER.
Mason

eldest of these children, Ann (Violet de Blccarl), resents the Intrusion of Ellinor Into
the family circle in the role of step-mother and

Law

Walter

George Hamilton

John Webb Dillon
Valkyrlen
Warren Cook
Tom Burrough
Violet de Blccarl

Ellinor

Richard Ruaeell
Old Peter

Ann

Captain of Ship
Frank Evans
Housekeeper
Lillian Devere
Hamilton's Children.. .Jane and Katherine Lee

teaches her little sister and brother to keep
green the memory of their dead mother. The
step-mother finally wins her way to the hearts
of the children and all ends happily.
In the
role of Ann the little de Blccarl girl gives a
performance that is by far the best of the
entire cast and It looks from this picture as
if
the Fox forces have the makings of a
star in this little lady.

From

the standpoint of a box-office attraction the William Fox ofQco seems to have overlooked the value of a name In the case of
this feature.
Whether this was done intentionally or not is a question, but from the
exhibitor's standpoint it would seem after reviewing the picture that he had better play
up the name of Valkyrein, who plays the titular role in the picture's cast.
The Fox Film
Corp. selected Walter Law as the player In
the picture that they wished to feature.
Mr.
Law in the role of Mason, a rough-neck Bailor,
is only In the picture in the first reel and a
half and again for a brief scene Just before
the final flash.
His best work is In a fistic
set-to with the brutal captain of the sailing
schooner, which takes place early In the picture.
Valkyrlen is almost constantly before
the camera and should, by virtue of the importance of her role be the feature player.
"The Unwelcome Mother" Is not a strong feature, but It Is the type of a story that will
appeal in certain sections. Ellinor (Valkyrlen)
Is rescued from the sea by a lighthouse keeper,
who takes her from the arms of her dead
mother. She Is brought up at the light house

and years

Fred

Camilla.

.

Edith Johnson
R Utn Clifford

.

Senora Cano
Dr. Ralph Hamlin
Senor Garcia

Miriam Shelby
Harry Carey
Marc Fenton

Carlos
\
i08e v;
Gen.
Dominguez
Gen. Nomza

Bill
-

-

"

E.

N. Wallack
l.

a

The feature
fundamental Ingredients.
and will prove highly satis-

Bluebird

Jolo.

factory.

PHANTOM FORTUNES.

M. Wells

Barney

Zalmon
Mrs.

Plnsker
Plnsker

Mrs.

Bernard
Moscowitz

James Morrison

Bob Deerlng

Lester Bernard
Edward ElkaB
Adele De Garde

Ike Mandell
Able Lefkowltz
Molly Sherman

Fortunes,"

a

Vltagraph

(V-L-S-E) feature, directed by Paul Scardon, Is of Interest to the trade because It Introduces a new film star and a new picture
Barney Bernard Is the former and
scenarist.
Both acquitted
Samuel Tauber tho latter.
themselves creditably, but both will do better
work If they continue in that field of enBernard proved himself much more
deavor.
camera-broken than the average neophyte
and has another "Potash" character, a big-

of five full reels of

Hanford
Lee Hill
"Behind the

Lines" it looked as if Harry Carey, who was
for the role of a physician who had
given over his life to experimenting in the
cause of humanity, would go through to the
finish without a physical encounter.
Fear
not, gentle exhibitor, about booking
"Behind
the Lines," for "Hank" was there at the finish
with wallops galore. The feature is based on
a story by Mary Rider, scenario by Walter
cast

woods, directed by Henry McRae, photography
by Harry Grant. All deserve credit, as well
as the actors, for contributing to a
good
suspensive melodrama with the present U. 8 Mexico embroilment for a background. There
are battle scenes, diplomatic Intrigues and

John Hudson (John Webb Dillon), after having had her educated with his
children, decides ho wants to marry her and
have her act as mother to two daughters
and a small son by his former wife. The
later

Harry Watson,
••

"MUSTY SUFFER"
(George Kleiae Itudfo)

VIRGINIA NORDEN
STARRING IN

GOTHAM FILM

CORP.

FEATURES
If

It a

that

for the stage we mike it Papier Mache work
cannot be aurpaaaed. equaled or duplicated
anywhere.

I

When

THEATRICAL PROPERTIES
Animal coatumea of
Grotesque Coatumea

4n nood of an wijinra— m* reliodle
and offioimu Camera Mmn mil

all bearta. blrda. nah. etc
or all characters and times.

METAL ARMOR WORK
226

WEST

41st

STRUT

NEW YORK

TeL Bryant

Ba*id, BffiMmt

CITY

ftorvio*.

5914.

.

1SISE
AT

JOHN OAK'S

22"

HA9 CAPNED $25,000

i.i
53

WEEK?

IN

PPINTS NECBSABT ID SUPPLY DEMAND

Paw

WOOID-DPAW-MAPE RB0CBM1

Ppogpam

jaffhev

HEAC?T«T INTCCNAHONM.PB06W1

Playing

Jm

-5--fll

M«T

TMC TMBCC

mThutbk

,

in

GkatebNm Yoqx,

THI FlBST WEft

Of

ITT

ftlLMl

^--4^

FPOUMAN FEATURES

CFCCNT

CfTABUfHCD OUQ PRODUCTIONS' A9 PCAllV CONSISTENT
MONEV MAKECS FOG
AND rXHlBITOR,

KAVI

NEXT

BOOTU TAQKlNGTON'r
DYNAMIC rrOBY

Or ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE

V^-/ EDITH TAUAFlPRaJACKSWBJWll
AND

MARIE WELL?, RALPH DCLMOOE, BEN UEND(?ICKS. GENE l*M0TT.tTC.

NOW COMPLETE

MBaBMHMBBBBJJIMBMMBMBMBB
PELCA9IHG

ARRANGEMENT? ANNOUNCED SHORTLY
IM

PQCPA9ATION

Augujtu? Tmoma?

Dpamatk Tmundkbolt

" Tie WITCHING HOUR"
o°°
00

FPOHMAN AMUSEMENT C0MWM0N
WILLIAM L 3"MtftQlLL.PttCr.

IS

CA9T

AIxt

hearted clothing merchant who Is the victim
of a gang of swindlers posing as buyers of
garments for the Allied Nations.
Anticipating an order for half a million dollars
worth of goods, but being sworn to secrecy,
reels
several
goes
through
flouring
out
he
how much good he can do with tho profits and
saying to his family and friends: "If a cernext
happens
In
the
day
or
two,"
tain thing
There are corking comedy touches and a
etc.
fair proportion of heart Interest, muking for
a good comedy drama that might be adapted
Into another "Potash and Perlmutter" sequel.
There Is but one unpardonable fault to record,
e., the flashing of the conversation of the
1.
Btellar and other Yiddish characters with little or no dialect or falWng into the vernacular
they employ In real life.
If the scenarist
failed to write It that way It Is Inconceivable
that tho producer overlooked so Important a
point.
Ono might as well have Abe Potash
and Mawruss Perlmutter played on the legitimate stage, Bpeaklng erudite English. Cast
throughout excellent.
Jolo.

Ra *

"^}/,;;
E
Fred
Williams
For four out

Human

L c Shmway

*

'

1b

"Phantom

BEHIND THE LINES.
Jflne Garcia

other

25

STREET,

NEW

YOttrx,

W<^M^i^ii^i^JM^^T/a^\<^7/tt^yv^/<&yv$<

Jr.

/IN PICTURES

(

ONLY

LOUIl MYLL,

;

Director

-
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any audience. Duatln Farnum stands as the
star, but "Doc" Cannon as "Chuckawalla"
shares honor* with him. The feature Is one
of the beet that haa been turned out by the
Pallas people In some time and well worth

THE PARSON OF PANIMINT.
Philip Pharu
"Puckskiii l.U"
"Cliui:kawalla Pill"

"Pud"

DuFttn Farnum
Wlnl rrvd Kingston

"Doc" Cannon

luinliiK

lluward Dnvics

•Chappie"

Kllcrton
Haiulall

Colin

Absalom
ArubHIa Randall

O^dt
Ian.»

ri

THE SOCIAL SECRETARY.

Kt*kl<>y

"Crabapple" TlioinpMm
loin bates
This Is a film adaptation of a story that
appeared In tho Saturday Kvi-ninK Po.st about
a year ago.
It In corking material for a feature picture nnd JMistln Farnum In the titular
role

Fred.

playing.

Chase
Craue

Mayme

Norma Talmadge

Van Puyster
Elsie Von Puyster.
Jlmmle Von Puyster
The Count
The Dussard
Norma Talmadge Is

Kate Lester
Helen Walr
Oladden James
Herbert Frank
Eric von Strohelm

Mrs.

,

portrays the lighting parson of the wild

west raining camp In truly likeable manner.
Tho production was made by the PallaB Pic-

the star of this Trianglefive-reel feature scheduled for release Sept. 17.
"The Social Secretary" is a

ture Corp. aiid tho feature wiia the current
wiek's attraction at the Strand. The yarn Is
told by an old western character Bitting on a
pile of empty tin cans that mark the spot
where Pnnlmlnt stood In the long distant past.
Panlmli't was "some camp."
"Chuckawalla
Pill." who re.'atis the tnle of her rise and fall,
was the mayor of tho camp when It was in
Its
prime.
There were throe things necessary to make the camp complete— a church,
a parson and a "Jail, and Chuchawalla takes
up a collection for the building of the church
and Jail and decides to go scouting for a
parson.
He gets one in 'Frisco and when
he brings him back, he proves to be Just the
type for the town. He makes good, and finally
loses his life saving ono of his enemies from
burning to death.
The camp life Is realistically reproduced and the dance hall with its
gambling outfit and the other attendant features Is very Interesting.
The picture Is
well produced and will hold the Interest of

Fine Arta

comedy drama that gives Miss Talmadge a role
she can play to perfection and the feature
is one that will hold any audience from start
to finish.
Its plot Is based on the fact that
girl who Is at all attractive can expect
hold a position In New York without the
"boss" trying to occupy her time after office
hours, and that unless she Is willing to permit

no
to

the advance
sure to be

of

employer she

her

fired.

(Norma Talmadge)

Is

pretty

stories that Mayme
relates to her companions

The

at her boarding house carry a decidedly humorous touch. She has lost a half a dozen
Jobs and Is looking for another when she
notes the ad. of Mrs. Van Puyster (Kate
Lester), a wealthy woman, who wants a social secretary, and Insists that she must have
one that Is unattractive to men. Mayme disguises her charms and secures the berth.
Naturally, It Is only a question of time before

she has Jlmmle Van Puyster (Oladden James)
with her saves the good name of the
family by rescuing the daughter from the
hands of a villainous Count (Herbert Frank)
and then finally is accepted by Mommer Van
Peyster as being eligible as a daughter-inlaw.
The picture was produced under the
direction of John Emerson, who turned out a
feature distinctly worth while. There are several slight touches of detail here and there
that should have been looked after more
closely, but the story as a whole is so good
Fred.
these can be easily overlooked.
In love

;

THE UPHEAVAL.
Lionel Barrymore

Young Jim Gordon
Joan Madison
Jim Gordon, 8r
Henry Madison
Benjamin Waters
Sidney Benson
Alec,

Marguerite Sklrvin
Franklin Hanna
Edgar L. Davenport
John H. Smiley
Paul Lawrence
James Malaldy

delegate

Howard Trueedell

Myles McCool
Jerome Hendricks
Frank Wagner
j

George Stevens
Frank Lyons
Myra Brook
Liza Poke. ..«
There is nothing particularly new about this
latest Metro release, bearing the Rolfe label,
the story revolving around the experiences of
a young political leader who eventually earns
the love of his strongest opponent, a young
society miss with many reform Ideas. Nor can
one recommend the directing, which falls somewhat short of the Metro standard. The young
"boss" controls the municipal destinies of a
rather large city. Judging from the parent
scene, showing the tenement districts, yet the
town's largest and most influential newspaper

sae
from an old time hand press, the
species In vogue some thirty years hack. The
actlpn develops from the efforts of the reform
party to pass a sanitary bill which will compel tenement house owners to rebuild large
sections of their property.
The girl who
leads the reform movement does so against
her father's wishes, father being the biggest
property holder In the section where the Dill
will strike.
Eventually the bill Is passed and
the father financially ruined. But the girl Is
happy, regardless of the sacrifice. Then comes
the time when father needs funds to tide
over the expense. The young political leader
provides the necessary amount after arrangements are made for his marriage to the girl.
After the ceremony a few more complications
arise, but finally things are Ironed out and
the girl develops some love for her husband,
but only after he had given away a railroad
Rather far fetched, Inconsistent
to the city.
and a bit out of gear with current political
situations, the redeeming feature being the
acting of the two principals. Of course It
springs

'

will fit In on a program, but it should come
between two better grade features on any ser-

Wynn.

vice.

.

The PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITOR
and

MARY PICKFORD

THE BIG SISTER.
Betty

Mae Murray
Matty Roubert
Harry C. Browne

Norton

Jimmy Norton
Rodney Channlng
Mrs. Spauldlng
"Nifty" Mendez
Joe Kelly
Edith
Robert Colton
Norton

Ida Darling
Cortes

Armand

Tammany Toung

Florence Flinn
Joe Qleason
J. Albert Hall
Mae Murray Is now a screen star and her
first picture since her promotion is a Famous
Players production, "The Big Sister," directed
by John B. O'Brien.
There Is nothing remarkably original about the scenario, but it
has a wide range of setting, from the slums
of the metropolis to the country seat of a
millionaire.
It is melodrama without any attempt at concealment and the story is straightaway, with little or no counterplots to divert
it
from its Inevitable conclusion.
A poor
little slum girl is left with no one to look
after her and her little brother, owing to
the sending to Jail of her father. She runs
away to avoid a white slaver, the child is run
over by the rich man's auto, she becomes engaged to the rich man, the white slaver tries
to blackmail her, and so on.
But it is all
so nicely told and so magnificently photographed and directed and acted that there
is no fault to find with the picture other than
that the finish is a foregone conclusion to the
"wise" folk.
People who produce pictures
do not, as a rule, aim toward pleasing the
smart ones, and as "The Big Sister" will appeal
to the popular taste. It will undoubtedly be a

—

—

successful release.

Jolo.

Are the Two Greatest Factors in
the Motion Picture Industry
Each is Essential to the Other

Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.

The Progressive Exhibitor Understands:
1%

That

Box

MARY PICKFORD

Office Attraction in

Presents

Has Always Been

Motion Pictures.

::

the Best
::

::

::

If That as

an Independent Star All Signs Point to a Marvelous Increase of the High Favor in Which She Is Now
••
••
..
••
..
••
••
••
Held by the Public.
..

The

STAR

of

STARS

EMILY
STEVENS
in

•flThat no Matter How Successful the Policy of
Theatre Has Been a Stimulus is Required to Retain and
Increase His Prosperity.

::

••
••

••
••

••
••

••
*.

••
..

..
..

..
..

9 That MARY PICKFORD Is His Greatest Stimulus.

MARY PICKFORD
PRODUCTIONS Through

He Is Now Booking

"The Wheel

..
..

of the
:

Law"

A METRO

wonderplay
George D. Baker
and interpreted in 5 acts by
a superb company of players which includes
directed by

MR. FRANK MILLS
Released on the Metro Program Sept. 18

m

t

—

729 Seventh Avenue New
And in 15 Other Cities

York
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GREATEST

PLAY IN

STARS

PARAMOUNT

ON EARTH

PICTURES

Others may boast of one, two, three stars, but Paramount points with pride to a
hundred. Paramount does not plead for patronage it makes patronage.

—

Paramount

is

the mightiest distributing picture organization this world has yet

seen.

PARAMOUNT
owe

to a doMn.
The organization

that rU«« by one

by that

star will fall

do not
one star or

Pictures

their success to

star.

Human
It

nature craves diversity.
would even tire of Heaven if

had to

live

a player that the public must tire of
sooner or later.
It has the largest, grandest collection of famous players ever assembled by any moving picture organization.

And

it

public

there.

it

serves

these stars to the

two new pictures every

in

If the public tires of one Parastar,j there are ninety-nine
others that it loves.
And those ninety-nine others come
along regularly at the rate of two a
week (104 a year) in the cleverest,
brightest, briskest pictures that it is
humanly possible to make.

mount

week, keeping the public's interest in
them fresh and unwearied.

Paramount

service

serves

human

nature.
It

star
It

does not attempt to force on*
on the public week after week.
does not thrust upon the public

Everywhere in the United States
Paramount exhibitors will tell you
that Paramount Pictures are the one
program that never surfeits or palls.

The Paramount Idea is broader
than any single player— broader than
any single
It is

ment

tyarammritwidure&>ffi
U^ FIFTH/WENUE V»^
NEW YORK, N.Y.

\~/ FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

at

THE PARAMOUNT
ROLL OF HONOR
MARGUERITE CLARK
BLANCHE SWEET
PAULINE FREDERICK
MARY PICKFORO
QERALDINE FARRAR
LENORE ULRICH
MARIE DORO
FANNIE WARD

MAE MURRAY
EONA GOODRICH
LOUISE MUFF
KATHLYN WILLIAMS
ANN PENNINGTON

MAR0UERITEC0URT01
MAURICE ul
FLORENCE WALTON
VIVIAN MARTIN
MYRTLE 8TE0MAN
HAZEL DAWN
TSURU AOKI
VALENTINE GRANT
ANITA KING
CHARLOTTE WALKER
CONSTANCE COLLIER
WINIFRED KINGSTON

CLEO RIDGELY
EDITH WYNNE
MATTHI80N
„
GABY DE8LY8
ELSIE JAN IS
HENRIETTA CROSSMAR
BERTHA KALISH
MAY IRWIN
BESSIE BARRI8CALF
FLORENCE REED
EDITH TALLIAFERRI
ALICE DOVEY
FRITZI 8CHEFF

RITA JOLIVET

john barrymore
theodore roberts
gesrbe beban

lou>telleqen
victor moore
du8tin farnum
sessue hayakawa

owen moori

donald bhian
john mason
wallace eddinger
edward abeles

maclyn arbuckle
b. warner
max figman
charles richman
john emerson
marshall neilan
william h. crane
h.

william elliott
edgar 8elwyn
sam bernard
george fawcett
cyril maude

charles cherry
sydney grant
wallace reid
frank l08ee
robert ede80n
viola dana
ina claire
laura hope crews
blanche ring
vale8ka 8urratt
anna held
>'*ude allen
violet heminq
lois meredith

Paramount Picture* Are the
Production g of

F1M00S
rurett

r

[LMRY

MOIOttO

MLLU

play.

as broad as

human

itself.
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Judge Our April Promise

COMING RELEASES

TODAY

Here are a few of the Brady-Mades, ready for release
Study the titles; the stars and the variety of theme.

You were promised

FRIDAY THE

THAT

William A. Brady would personally supervise the
making of every World Picture;

Every

World Picture would be

Stock Exchange.

(Release

would never weaken our program by issuing
would be a service

Every branch

office

Your

would be our

interest,

station;

and success

told;

wonderful

settings,

enormous

cast.

Big!

ALICE

BRADY.

co-operative.
...

Your response proved

t

that

THE MAN WHO STOOD
you believed

STILL, comedy-drama ; Louis
Mann's stage success comedy and drama entwined in
a charming combination. LEW FIELDS.

us.

;

Your co-operation justifies our belief that we have
made good.

THE HIDDEN SCAR,

Tomorrow is another day.
True, W. A. Brady has set a pace. But, during
the present week and the weeks to follow, World

THE HEART OF A HERO,

Pictures will reach

still

previous mis-step.

the famous play,

higher standards.

are kept, but

we have new ones

Fitch.

George Broadhursfs mar-

velous Stage success; one of the most talked of plays
ever produced. ALICE BRADY.

to

These photo-plays form the strongest and most dependable program ever released.

THE FILM COMPANY THAT KEEPS

ITS PROMISES'

McCLUNG FRANCISCO

"THE DAUGHTER
SV^S

by a

historical; picturiaation of

"Nathan Hale," by Clyde

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR,

make.

•THE FILM COMPANY THAT KEEPS

great love stained

ROBERT WARWICK.
TILLIES NIGHT OUT, comedy; sensational; sidesplitting; never to be forgotten. MARIE DRESSLER.

passed his previous splendid triumphs.

Our promises

modern; a

ETHEL CLAYTON-HOLBROOK

BLINN.

In his selection of our new scenarios, in his
choice of directors, in his assignment of stars and supporting casts, and in his staging Mr. Brady has sur-

Written by

story, with

war; beautiful love

scenes laid "Somewhere in France." CLARA
KIMBALL YOUNG.
THE REVOLT, drama; national theatrical success as played
by Helen Ware and Alma Berwyn. FRANCES NELSON and ARTHUR ASHLEY.
THE GILDED CAGE, one of the sweetest stories ever

many

special releases;

interest

New York

ROBERT WARWICK.

THE DARK SILENCE,

dependable

a

from Thomas

scenes laid in

date September 18.)

picture;

We

13th, business, high finance,

W. Lawson's famous book;

ITS PROMISES'

presents

OF
THE

DON"

MONROVIA FEATURE FILM COMPANY

WINFIELD

HOGABOOM

The Most Romantic and

Directed by

HENRY KABIERSKE

Chapter of All California History
California Taken From Mexico

If

You Have Ever Been

Stirring

Your Friends Have Ever Been There

in California or If

You Will Want To See

A Big

1 0-Reel
NOW

Photodrama

IN ITS 6th BIG

This Film

California's Latest Success

WEEK AT THE MAJESTIC THEATRE, LOS ANGELES

STATE RIGHTS

Aadre"- 6

atre B,d

l.?)ffeJM

*

VARIETY
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HUMA3V mTBHLl3£T
PROMISES KEPT
JUSTIFY CONFIDENCE
when we

Believe us
(all finished to

than

January

Thoi

:tk>pu.
^sihe.
saie a bi± faster ai id

A

coming releases
are bigger and stronger

say that our
1st)

iTidefziirible

something £ticdc&ii

\

EVEN WE HAD HOPED FOR.

1 1

V

u

tr.

rnan-kjnn'
nlified

>s rill

t

is e5

?<ki:i

that master-craftsman, William A.

Brady, dominates every picture.

All are powerful,

gripping stories that will win your patrons.

These World pictures reach the summit of
onic art in The silent drama.

command

A

W

the*

The touch of

histri-

They are bound

to

nation-wide recognition and applause.

In these pictures and in their filming you

what

see a vision of

all

photo-plays must

mm

will

come

to

Only Art can

Hurried, tawdry productions must

Ml 71 &

sS'

.

eventually.

r>:£X&!M mW+WwX&M I^-^y-y->:::-Uv>>-

:

m^M $

fail.

survive.

Patrons won to the World programs will not have
be resold. Remember that you are selling service
as well as buying it.

\

m%

to

»

And

service

nearest branch

is

at

your elbow

—telephone

our

office.
Zi

II

THE

FILM COMPANY THAT KEEPS ITS PROMISES"

is

a itorq of stirring ac?ve7jfu j e

Dinp/

J^>X

HIM CQRponAlI«M

Clara Kimball

Young

Service

World Pictures
We
Service

have just established a "Clara Kimball Young

— World Pictures."

On
Young

program eight remarkable Clara Kimball

this

pictures will be re-issued*

Through

this service

World Pictures

ditional co-operation to exhibitors.
1

—These

will give ad*

Note these points;

subjects will be released as a

program and

The World policy is to take care of exand to give them the benefit of all our pro-

not as specials.
hibitors

first,

duction

facilities

AS A PROGRAM.

2— Holders

of World franchises will be given the
opportunity to secure these pictures.

3— The

prints are new.

Hidly re-edited and

4— The

Each subject has been

first

splen-

re-titled*.

paper for

this service is entirely

new.

It

is

has been designed to render unusual assistance
and publicity to theatres owning the franchises for the

unique.

It

"Clara Kimball Young Service

Our branches will

TTTT

1

1

1

! 1

1

1

—World Pictures."

you further information regardApply to the one nearest you.

ing this service.
! I

give

TTTT

TTTT

7/:W'

THE
I

'•isiiihv"

in

colle-n

FILM COMPANY THAT KEEPS ITS PROMISES"

VARIETY

30

EXTRA PEOPLE MEET.
A
tra

meeting of the Motion Picture ExPeople's

White

Rats'

was held

Assn.

Clubhouse

last

the

in

ffWI^WWPTi

Sunday

night at which more than two hundred

'^Shielding

new members were enrolled.
A letter from Mary Pickford endorsing the organization was received,

a box

as

Shadow

office attraction

J**mn

M

in tin*

l^illhoarj

which stated that both she and her director, John Emerson, would co-operate
with the organization.

Ifl'// »-.»;; uifcVti tkrill.i,

Another open meeting will be held at
the White Rats' Clubhouse Sunday at
which Hugh lirayne, general organizer
Of the A. F. of L.; J.

International

W.

Fitzpatrick,

the White
Misha Appelbaum,
Rose Tapley and

president

of

m

•

rtet v.

A. Brady,
Gabriel Geiger will address the

mem-

}

>~ij

;

»i

should Jit well in the
ht'itt'} class theatres <*.» u ell
as the cheaper ones' h has real
est

%

it

fascination
<<\v U

Smith

'>

Rats' Actors' Union;

Wm.

Vu Stained

ana genuine M(

J:\er\j

reucner has

in

:

7t

stronoli.

'tvsa*

k

rmrised

Pathci best yyrjal!

bers.

maturing

MAY BE TWO OLIVER
Perhaps

unknowingly

—and

perhaps

—

otherwise there are to be two film
productions of "Oliver Twist " one by
Herbert Brenon Co., with Kathleen
Clifford as Oliver, and the other by the
Lasky Co., with Marie Doro in the
'

titular role.

*:

jfalph Kellard
and Leon Rary

under
(Gasnn

Produced bu CiSl/'Cl
direction or Louis

and

/V»tt:/</

.

f<&

!

the

riackemJe

r
*J

is aware of the
and hence both productions will be rushed forward as rapidly as is consistent with the importance

Some

t'*i*£

Qmce Invmond.

TWISTS.

say that each

VUeaved Octlst

other's intentions,

of the undertakings.

Picures in Atlantic Garden.

The old Atlantic Garden on the
Bowery will be remodeled by Lowenfeld & Prager, who have the place, into
a picture theatre, seating 1,000.

Sept 18 and 26.
Qlrl" 18 Oayety Omaha 26 L O.
"Americans" 18 Majestic Scran ton 25 Oayety

"A New York
Brooklyn.

"Auto Girls" 18 SUr St Paul 24 Duluth 25
Mankato 26 Waterloo Minn 27 Cedar RapIds 28 Marshalltown 29 Oskalwsa 80 Ottowna
la.

"Beauty Youth * Folly" 17-19 Grand O H
Terre Haute Ind 25 Oayety Chicago.
"Behman Show" 18 Colonial Providence 25
Casino Boston.
"Bon Tons" 18 Gayety Pittsburgh 25 SUr

C

O.

"Burlesque Rerue"

18

Casino

Brooklyn

25

Empire Newark.
"Cabaret

Girls"

Dayton.

"Grown Up Babies" 18 Howard Boston 25-27
Gllmoro Springfield 28-30 Worcester Worcester.

1 Aw* fil ftJld

18 SUr A Garter Chicago 25
Berschel Des Moines la.
"Bowery Burlesquers" 18 Columbia New York
25 Casino Brooklyn.
"Broadway Belles" 18 Lyceum Columbus 25
Newark 26 Zanesvllle 27 Canton 28-30
" Boston lans"

Akron

"Frolics of 1917" 18 Star Brooklyn 25-27 Orpheum New Bedford Conn 28-30 Academy
Fall River Mass.
"French Frolics" 18 Buckingham Louisville
25 Lyceum Columbus O.
"Follls of Pleasure" 18 Oayety Chicago 25
Majestic Ft Wayne.
"Ginger Olrls" 18 Savoy Hamilton Ont 26
Cadillac Detroit
"Olrls from Follies" 18 Academy Jersey City
25 Trocadero Philadelphia.
"Olrls from Joyland" 18 Olympic New York
25 Majestic Scranton.
"Globe Trotters" 18 Casino Boston 25 Orand
Hartford.
"Golden Crook" 18 Empire Toledo 25 Lyceum

18

Majestic

Ft Wayne 25

Buckingham Louisville.
"Charming Widows" 18 Century Kansas City

Mo 26 Standard St Louts.
"Cherry Blossoms" 18 Englewood Chicago 25
Oayety Milwaukee.
"Darllaga of Paris" 18 So Bethlehem 19 Eastern pa 21-23 Orand Trenton 25 SUr Brooklyn.

"Follies of Day" 18 Oayety Toronto 25
ety Buffalo.

Oay-

"Hastlng's Show" 18 Corinthian Rochester 2527 BasUble Syracuse 28-30 Lumberg Utlca.
"Hello Olrls" 18 Standard St Louis 24-26
Orand O
Terre Haute.
"Hello New York" 18-20 Cohen New burgh 2123 Cohen Poughkeepsle 25 Miner's Bronx
New York.
"Hello Paris" 18-19 Blnghamton 20 Norwich
21 Oneida 22 Niagara Falls N Y 25 SUr
Toronto.
"High Life Girls" 18 Oayety Milwaukee 25
Oayety Mlneapolis.
"Hip Hip Hooray Olrls" 18 Berschel Des
Moines 25 Oayety Omaha.
"Howe's Sam Show" 18 Columbia Chlacgo 25
Oayety Detroit
"Irwin's Big Show" 18 Empire Albany 25 Oayety Boston.
"Lady Buccaneers" 18 Star Toronto 25 Savoy
Hamilton Ont.

H

MARRY WEBER
CHARLES IRWIN and KITTY HENRY
Presents

IN

n

tt
I

Big Success This

Week

BOOKED SOLID

(Sept. 11) Palace Theatre, Chicago

U. B. O. and

ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

VARIETY

CON CONRAD
ROBT. MARKS,

Beg to announce to the theatrical world that they have taken a lease of the entire second floor of the Rialto
Theatre Building, and are equipped to handle every branch of amusements in all departments.
They will not *only stage their own productions, but will undertake to write, stage and produce anything, anywhere, from the smallest kind of an act to the biggest musical comedy. Their previous record
in London and America speaks for itself.

—

Con Conrad's
London Productions:
"Step This Way"

Robt.

Robt Marks

London Successes:
"Shell

"The Honeymoon Express"
"The Million Dollar Girl"
"The Scotch Minstrels,"
etc.,

Marks9

u

American Successes:
"The Bride Shop"
'The Persian Garden"
"The Antique Girl"

Out"
"Stop, Look, Listen"
"Fads and Fancies"
tire and Proud of It"

etc

'So

9

Long Lucy"

and a score of other Lasky successes.

In addition, they are prepared to book a limited number of high class vaudeville acts and novelties.
Their private studio, connected with their suite of offices, enables them to secure a proper line on
-?
the value of all acts.
The value of their years of experience is at your disposal. Don't forget the address
!

RIALTO THEATRE BUILDING

PHONE
W

$12

v£e\
S

$15

ROOM & BATH FOR

Minutes from

WttEX

all

Light, Airy, with all

3

tk.

BRYANT

BEST COMEDIU N«w

NANA SULLIVAN

2

and

the Theatr*s~Overlookiar Central Park

SUITES
3

5422

ROOM&BATH

FOR 2

v nil

II

"Liberty Girls" 18

Lyceum Dayton 26 Olym-

pic Cincinnati.
Lifters" 18-20

Modern Hotel Improvements

Orpheum New Bedford
Conn 21-23 Academy Fall River 25 Howard

"Lid

mamam
EL mlumujs

>C IATCI

"NEVER AGAIN"

Stt STREET AND
chicle, n.

Martyn

Boston.
"

Ma Jes tic's"

18 Oayety

Montreal 25 Empire

Colonial Providence.
People's Philadelphia.
"Military Maids" 18 Gardner 10 Greenfield 20
Amsterdam 21-23 Schenectady 25-20 Bing-

hamton

Albany.

"Maids of America" 18 New Hurtig A Seamons New York 25 Empire Brooklyn.
"Marlon's Dave Show" 18 Oayety Kansas City
25 Oayety St Louis.

and

"Merry Rounders" 21-23 Park Bridgeport 25
"Midnight Maidens" 18 Empire Hoboken 25

"Million Dollar Dolls" 18 Grand Hartford 25

Jacques Waterbury Conn.
"Mischief Makers" 18 Empire Cleveland 25-26
Erie 27 Ashtabula 28-30 Youngstown O.

Florence

(VAUDEVILLE'S BEST OPENING ACT.)

Playing the Entire Loew Circuit
Opening September 25th

Direction

MARK LEVY

VARIETY

I

IM

BOYLE

10TH FLOOR, MAJESTIC

THEATRE

PHONE RANDOLPH

BLDG., CHICAGO.

5900.

PIONEER AND LARGEST PRODUCER OF TABLOID MUSICAL COMEDIES, IN THE

IONS
In

Musical

SHER

Greatest

Box

Office Attraction

in

Vaudeville

Comedy Company

with

with

JACK TRAINOR

Presenting seven complete productions. Now playing its 70th consecutive week without layoff.

OLGA DE BAUGH

supported by

By John

P.

BOYLE WOOLFOLK'S

Sell?''
Mulgrew and

" Junior

Follies

1917

Boyle Woolfolk

with

with

MABEL WALZER

ARTHUR

PRIMROSE

CONRAD

and

A

Comedy with

real Musical

land O.

Pace Makers" 17 Duluth 18 Mankato 19
Waterloo Minn 20 Cedar Rapids 21 MarRhalltown 22 Oskaloosa 23 Ottumwa la 25
Century Kansas City Mo.
Parisian Flirts" IS L O Englewood Chicago.
Tubs Puss" 18 Palace Baltimore 25 Gayety
Washington.
Record Breakers" 18 Gayety Baltimore 25
Gayety Philadelphia.

Orpheum Paterson 25 Empire

Hoboken.

music.

"Six

18 Gayety Minneapolis

2."i

"Roseland Girls" 18 Gayety Buffalo 25 Corinthian Rochester.

"September Morning Glories" 18 Gay*ty
Brooklyn 25 Academy Jersey City.*
"Sldman Sam Show" 18 Miner's Bronx Now
York 25 Orpheum Paterson.
"Sight Seers" 18 People's Philadelphia 25
Palace Baltimore.
"Social Follies" 18 New Castle 19 Johnstown
20 Altoona 21 Harrlsburg 22 York 23 Reading Pa 25 Gayety Baltimore.

of musical

Little

comedy

Wives"

By

Will Hough and
Boyle Woolfolk

With the best

Tabloid.

of 1917"
Star St Paul.

"Review

cast.
stupendous murevue in seven scenes.

The Gem

"

By John P. Mulgrew
Music by Woolfolk and Rice. Second season of the biggest novelty in

SEMON

Monte Carlo QIi-Ib" 18 Newark 19 Zanesvllle
25 Empire Cleve20 Canton 21-23 Akron

'Reeves Al" 18

'

A

and a great
sical

'What Do You

/

Woolfolk s "Vanity Fair 1917"
By John P. Mulgrew

OUY VOYER

"The Sannyside of Broadway"

With ALICE

13 16-131

BOYLE WOOLFOLK

MAX BLOOM

U. S.

"Some Show" 18 Gayety

St Louis 25 Columbia

Chicago.

Review" 18 Casino Philadelphia 25
New Hurtle & Seamons New York.
"Sporting Widows" 18 Gayety Boston 25
Columbia New York.
"Star & Garter" 18 Gayety Detroit 25 Gayety
"Spcigel

Toronto.
"Step Lively Girls" 18

L O

25 Gayety Kansas

City.

"Stono & Plllard" 18 Empire Brooklyn 28-30

Park Bridgeport.

cast in tabloid.

Rose Show"
Empire Cleveland.

"Sydell

18

Star

"Tango Queens" IS Gayety
Olympic New York.

Cleveland

Philadelphia 25

"Tempters" 18 Shamokin 19 Shenandoah 2&23
Majestic Wllkrs-Barre, 25 So Bethlehemi&O
Easton Pa 27 Norwich 28 Oneida 29 Niagara
Falls N Y 30 Grand Trenton.
"Thoroughbreds" 18-19 Erie Pa 20 Ashtubula
21-23 Park Youngstown O 25 New Castta/Jft
Johnstown 27 Altoona 28 Harrlsburg •*J
York 30 Reading Pa.
,

,»

HERK, KELLY AND DAMSEL PRESENT

MARGIE CATLIN
The Soubrette Supreme with

THIS

WEEK

(SEPT.

11)

GAIETY THEATRE, CHICAGO

« T'lII?
*

PARAPCT C
ID Q W
VjIIxJLO

*!£* ^/\D/\I\JL\ 1

I

IA!

DUQUESNE COMEDY FOUR
wuh me

"FOLLIES OF PLEASURE"
ADELPHI THEATRE, SYDNEY

Direction

JOE

25

—
VARIETY
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astxx

LYNN

THEIR BIGGEST LAUGHING HIT

and

Bradford

ONE-ACT FARCE by W.

U

MACART

H.

Love, Honor and Obey
we are doing THREE SHOWS A DAY

Dacre Miss

Alter Edith
Atkinson

Barry Dixie
Barry Mr ft Mrs J
Bartell Bessie

Midnight

DUAL

Featured

Bates Matilda (P)

W

Special Attraction

y

ENGAGEMENT

at

at

The Hippodrome

Ziegfeld "Frolic"

Benee Mrs
Bender Maile
Bentley Miss R A
Benton ft Clark
Bernard ft DeHaven
Bernard Sam
Bernle Lewis
Berry Ace
Bertrand Dixie
Bersac Mrs Jean

DeWitt Geo

Dodd Jimmy

Dorman

Downing Sam (C)
DuBois Wilfred (C)
Dudley Wanda
Dunbar Charley
Dunbaj Ralph
DuPree Llllle

Bessie's Terriers
Beyer Billy

Bimbo Chaa (C)

THE INCOMPARABLE

Bluches

JC)
Booker Gwen

Cadewell

"U S Beauties" 18 Trocadero Philadelphia 25
Shamokin 26 Shenandoah 27-30 Majestic

W ilkee-Barre

"Watson
25 Star

"Watson

Billy
ft

Pa.

Show" 18 Olympic Cincinnati

Garter Chicago.
18 Empire

Wrothe"

Newark

25

Casino Philadelphia.

"Welch Ben Show" IS Gaycty Washington 25
Gayety Pittsburgh.
"White Pat Show" 18-20 Gilmore Springfield
21-23 Worcester Worcester 25 Gardner 26
Greenfield 27 Amsterdam 28-30 Schenectady
N Y.
"Williams Mollie Show" 18-20 Bastable Syracuse 21-23 Lumberg Utlca 25 Gayety Montreal.

follows name,

letter

not be

listed.

P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name indicates registered mail.
Adams Edna
Adams Marie
Adams Blllie
Adams Dorm

Alarcons Five (C)
(C)

All

Mrs Slayman

Jerome Ben (C)
Johnson Martin
Harrington Hazel
Harris Eleanor (C)
Hart Ruby

Jones Bessie
Josephs Mrs M
Joy Esther

Haas Chuck
Hawley ft Hawley
Hawley Vida M
Helder ft Packer
Hlckey Bros
Hickman Mrs P

Kaufman H
Kaufman A Lillian

E

K

(C)

Kays Kasting (C)

Keefe Chas H
K Langton ft White
Keeley Helen

A

Kelly
Kelly

Howard Charles
Howard Martin
Howatson Bryce
Huberth A Huberth

Edw B
A Wilder

Kennedy Harold
King Dottle
King A Millard (C)

S. Heoplstat

Ellis Geo R
Elmore Alan

Elvason Monda
Emerson Grace

Ess Allle (P)

May

Creator of

Everette Flossie

Fay

is

Llllle

Fennel 1 Mrs Ed
Fernlere Henry C
Ferns Boh

Chldlow Roy
Chrystys The
Clarke ft Borden
Clark ft Brown
Clark ft Gerard
Cole
B

W
W

exclusive

Follette Folly

prices.

L

Miss

Frances

Millinery

Free Dorothy

for

Cassel

stage

and

street wear.

Gallagher Edw
Gardiner Oscar
Gardner Georgle
Gardner's Maniacs
(C)
GTascolgnes Royal (C)
Gaston BUI

Connors ft Edna
Cooke
H
Coryll Esther (C)
Coyle Walter
Curtin Dick (C)
Curtis Jane (C)

of

Ford ft McNeill
Ford J

Norman R

Foster Ed (C)
Francois Margot (C)
Franzeska ft Jackie
(C)

Chesley Hazel
Chester Ernest (C)

presenting a wonderful

collection

W

Cervo

Gowns

models in Gowns, Suits
and Wraps at attractive

Field

Finney Jameson

Carter Joe
Cavall Ruby (C)

and

Mr

James Beatrice
Jenings Fred

Edna Ruthe

Carr Trio

Variety's Chicago office.
Where 8 F follows name, letter Is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will

Jacobson

Gross Genevieve (P)
G rover R (C)

Elchenberger C C (C)

Canpollcan C
Cardinal Arthur (C)

In

Ilona (C)

R

Hinkel Otto

Earle Francis
East Fred
Eckardt Musical

Carew May belle
Carmen Norlnnee (C)
Carroll Marion
Ib

Gordon John
Gray G

Cameron Hasel

LETTERS
Where C

Alma

Golden Marta
Goldlng ft Keating
Gordon Blanche

Calvert Margaret

I
"Tourists" 18 Cadillac Detroit 25 L O
"20th Century Maids" 18 Jacques Waterbury
25-27 Cohen New burgh 28-30 Cohen Pough-

Ofcick

Hoagland Mrs J
Hoffman Miss F

B

Boone Harry
Box Car Duo (C)
Brltton Frank
Brltt Mrs Geo
Brooks Wally (C)
Bryan Tom
Burkhardt Max
Burroughs C & Co

ARN AUT BROS

Rogers

ft

Hursley Harry (C)
Hussey Geo
Huyler Frank

Gajlor Flossie
Gillette 8 B

L

Dalbrlance Qeo
Dare Aleo
Davis Family
Davis Annie
Davis Edw
Davis Howard
Dajrson Sidney
Deane Sable
Delmar Miss L (P)
Delmont Al ft Nan
DeNovllle Julia
DeNovllle Julia (C)
DeOnsonne Nellyc (C)
Devlin James S

B

Matinee and Night

Pi-Hum Shah Not Steal
D

Allen Anita (P)
Allison Chas
Althoff Girls
Armstrong ft Odell (C

W

Yes,

»

&be &ranb jWobcl &f)op
Bet.

in West 47th Street
Broadway and fth Ave.
New York City

JUGGLING DOG
SUCCESS AT

Keith's Palace This

Week (Sept.

A CLASSY

HALLEN
FRANK — TOBIE

Direction

NOTE—This

is

11)

SINGLE

LESLIE

MOROSCO

not HaJlen of Hallen and Hayes

A POSITIVELY DIFFERENT ACT

FEATURING "THE JOCKEY"
Direction

HARRY WEBER

At Proctor's Fifth Ave.

Now

(Sept. 14-17)

VARIETY
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Tonight
Alhambra
CLOTHIER

-

Next

-

Week

Let's

(September 18th)

HABERDASHER

Apply a

HATTER

That brings a
wonderful wax in touch with the
corn,

and protects

John McCormack's Only Equal

Store

NOW OPEN

studying corns.

Tomorrow

*

Stephen D. O'Rourke
'•

You'll forget
the corn. Blue-jay

ends

Sweetest Tenor

you that

and ISM Broadway
less.

Columbus Circle
Sfth StTMt
ISOth Street and

instant
Blue-jay.

James

CITY

HIPPODROME
Night*

at

every

Mat.

"THE BIG SHOW"

n
"^

With the
Incomparable

NEW

ICB

day

* h

MAMMOTH

I

MINSTRELS
BALLET
BIG— BUT
EVERYTHING

|

I

BeaU

week*

six

at

2.

LaCroese Leo

Lambert Beatrice

LaMont Francis B
LaMont Lloyd L

100 NOVELTIES
1.000 PEOPLE.

Edwin
LaVlr Jack (C)
Lee Edna
LeHoen ft DuPreece
Lembeck Dick
Lenhart Josephine
Leslie Arthur

LesValadons The

Mattreus Don (C)

LeVerne May

Mattreus Juanlta (£)

Addf ss

Mayer D ft E L
Mayorga Louise M
Mayo Louise (C)
McAllester Harriett
(C)

1

1

i

ALBOLENE
hart mxcmllmnt

the
—"Inbyremoving

are told

stage that

stars

of the

all

kinds

of theatrical make-up there
nothing to compare with it."

is

Albolene is put up in i and 2 ounce tubes
to (it the make-up box : alio in lb and i lb
cans. It may be had of most druggists and
dealers in make-up. SampU/rttcn r*qu4*t.

McKESSON

A

ROBBINS

Manufacturing Chemists
91 Fulton Street
'

One

off

the

First Acts
Picked for

the Morris

Time

THE RECOGNIZED SHOP
TO THE PROFESSION

The Kahn Shop

GOWNS
SUITS

WRAPS

toilet article

for gtnttal purpotmt

We

Gowns

New York 3

At prices ridiculously
to
low compared
other shops.
One Forty-Eight
West Forty-fourth Street
Near Broadway
New York City

McDride M ft Mrs C
McBride Harry (C)
McClennan Kenneth
McDermott Jas P (P)
McGuffey Marius H
McKay ft Ardine
Meehan ft Pond
Melvern Babe (C)
Merle's Cockatoos

Mermod Mrs E
Merrltt Grace
Meyers Belle

Meyers Helen

Blue jay
=

Norris Mrs C
Norwood Edw

O'Clare

Enos

Moore O ft Cormack
Moran Hazel (C)
Morgan Dancers
Morgan Chas
Morton Howell

Rogge Edw
Rolland Geo
Romalne Julia
Rouse J Claire
Royal Jack
Russell Eddy

Wm

O'Meara Oretchen (C)
O'Neal Mrs Harry

Myers Edw (C)

N
Naylor Frank
Nesbltt Evelyn

I

Ryan

ft

Rlggs

S

Salmo Juno (C)
Salvaggl Marthe
Sampsell Guy

O'Neill Georgia

Owen A May

Paalukl Mrs J
Packer Nettle

K

THEATRICAL
PHOTOGRAPHED

Page Helen
Palmer Juggling
Palmer Lucille (C)

STUDIOS.

Preston Bobble
Primrose Al
Prior ft Newall
Psycho (C)
Pullman Episode

Qulnn

1661

665 Eighth Ave.
At 42nd Street
7M4 Bryant

Tel.

Tommy
164

Tel. 24fl

Redford ft Winchester
Richard Jack
Richards May
Rivers Dolly
Roberts C (C)

H

C

Robinson B

W

West

125th St.

Near 7th Avenue

Rawson Frances (C)
Rawson Ouy (C)
Readings Four

Robey

Broadway

At 51st Street
Tel. 2814 Circle

Moulton Gertie

Mudge Leland H
Murphy Dick
Murphy Francis
Murray Jos (C)

Lor.i>

I

Powers Freeman

Monlesdale H D
Mooney Jack (C)

Four Doors

a corn.

15c and 25c at Druggists

Peddiick Billy (P)
Pelletler Dora (C)
Pelot F A (P)
Piccolo Midgets («C)

Miller E P (C)
Miller Eliz R
Miller Fred
Millman Dolly
Mills Robt J
Mitchell Ruth

West of
The Lambs* Club

After that,

promise.

Chicago and New York
Makers of Surgical Dressings, etc.

For standard vaudeville act or part in road show.
Claridge Apartments, 226 West 50th St., N. Y. C. Phone-Circle 1M4

Creator of

we

will never keep

BAUER C81 BLACK.

Of Gallagher and Carlin

Matthews Donald (C)

Lester Harry J

you,

CARLIN

Marshall Edw
Marshall Miss E
Marvin Jack (C)
Massey John (C)
Matthes Elsie

LeRoy Al

BART McHUGH.

AT LIBERTY

Maguire Tom
Manhattan Trio
Marble Dan

H

Blue-jay has
proved that on 70
million corns. It will prove it to

you

Mack Taylor

Latell

soreness follows.

Wagon"

offloea.

See H.

will
for

And no

good.

"Waiting for the

PRICES

Ethel

LeClaire J

The corn

disappear

LaPearl Art
Larklns Nick

LaRue

the facts.

Next Day

in

Lewis Georgette
Lewis Jack M
Lewis Louise
Loralne Oscar
Lowe Adeline
Lowe John

LaCardo Victoria

—

always do

will

"THE SONG DOCTORS"

S5bn5idi

box

You

when you know

that

Late Feature of

8u

THI
Five

ahead.

Gildea

DILLINGHAM

CHABXJE8

*.

J.

—

prove to
all corn

pains are needstop them in an
with a
and forever

You can

Opposite Strand

Melrose Ave.

all pain.

It will

with

MANAGEMENT

it.

This wax was invented by a
chemist who has spent 25 years

Columbus Circle

NEW YORK

little

plaster.

Blue-jay

DON'T MISS THIS

Theatrical,
Outfitter

1578

End

That Corn!

Morn.

Catering to the Moving Picture and Vaudeville Field.
Reproductions made on short
notice.

(C)

IAN

DAWSON - DAWSON

MAJESTIC, UTICA

NEXT WEEK
Direction,

(Sept.

18)

SAM BERNSTEIN

VARIETY

Mother
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Eve was

VERY

They read the Good
Book Sunday, and
" Snappy Stories "
Monday.

good,

but even She raised
Cain.

Most

every

There's lots of men

girl

proper, has
someone she calls

in

"Papa."

ladies.

that's

Hades who were
by the

sent there

She's the Right

Kind— Tie Up

to

Her— She's a Hit!

greatest novelty "Girl" song since "Any Little Girl Is the Right Little Girl," and by the same composer, FRED
while the sure-fire lyric is by
CLARKE, he who wrote "You're a Dog-gone Dangerous Girl" and "Get
and Get Under." Wonderful for singles! Knock-out for doubles!

The

GRANT

FISCHER,
Out

U

YOU'RE

A DOG-GONE DANGEROUS GIRLw
Continues to be the

ONE BEST BET novelty

song of the year.

"IRELAND MUST BE HEAVEN
(FOR

MY MOTHER CAME FROM

undoubtedly the best Irish ballad ever published.
the melody, by Fred Fischer, is emphatically infectious.
Is

PI4
1C A CC%
^niW\V»VJ

Western Office
Grand Operm Houae Bldf.

BOSTON

Eastern Office
181

Tremont

St.

The

lyric,

THERE")

by Joe McCarthy, stands out as a masterpiece, while

LEO FEIST,

Inc.

135 W. 44th St., New York
PHIL A.: Parkway Bldg., Broad and Cherry

ST1
O

.

1 OII1S
L.KJKJIO

(21

7th

Holland Bldt.
* oilv. SU7

SAN FRANCISCO ft£Su

VARIETY
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Now FEATURED

^A

«

-w ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

LOEW TIME

on the

KUBANOFF
THE MONARCH OF THE VIOLIN

—

Many thank* to managers and agents for their kind offen, but expect to
my bow playing for Mr. Loew.
write special material for all acts, using restricted numbers, at reasonable figures.
Just write and name your style of act.
P. Ss

wear out
I

Direction,

ARTHUR HORW1TZ

Address

KUBANOFF, care

Variety,

New York

DAVE THURSBY
ENGLISH CHARACTER COMEDIAN

Week (Sept. 11), DeKalb, Brooklyn, and Delancey Street, New York
Week (Sept. 18), American, New York, and Fulton, Brooklyn
? I Murdered Her

This

Next

Stuart Austen

Sanders P
Savoy A Brennan (C)
Schmeller Cbas
Shelley Hazel
Shepard Bert (C)

Thaw

Thomas A Ball
Thompson Mrs Jas

Simpson Miss C
Singer Sarah (C)
Smith B M (C)
Bpellman Jeanette

Thoyer Katheryn (C)

Stafford

Mr A Mrs F

Wnltelaw Arthur
Wicks Jack (C)
Wllhart Elizabeth (C)
Wilson C A L
Wilson Corlnne (C)
Wilson Hans (P)
Winch A Poor (C)
Wise Mary C (C)
Wood T S

Wood Ollle
Woods Thos E (P)
Worden Jeff
Wright Chas
Zelsler

W

(C)

R

Vern (C)
Zoe A Bunnle

Zell

Texlco (C)

Sherlock Sisters

Spencer Thomas
R (C)

Co

Temple Luella

Sherman Miss K
Sherwood Don

St Denis

&

Charles Chrisdie

Taylor Sidney
Tempest Marie

& Sofranski

?

Sweatman Harry
Sylvester A Vance

Sardell Blossom (P)

Shady A Sbady

Direction Thalheimer

Steward Fred (C)

Santoro Nick
Santrey Henry

Scbofleld Inez (C)

DIFFERENT FROM THE REST

BOOKED SOLID—LOEW TIME

Betty

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS

Tllton Luclle
Towner Sid (C)

$(2

Toiart Arthur (C)
Trevett Evelyn
Troutt Arthur (P)
Tyson Miss B

SEVENTH AVENUE

Between 4ttk and

A

Ceetamea

LUBALL
TaL Bryant

IMPORTER

MO

Established 1172

1S72 Broadway, Car. 47th

to order, for sale or hire.

St
Vert Haxel
Veterans Four Old (C)
Volyore Miss O
Von Tllser (C)

VanRush Mlaa

Displaying a
complete line of

Vedder Fannie B
Vernon Hope (C)
Vernon Jack

W

Wallace

Dresses, Suits,

F P

Ward

Welsh Robert
Weston Miss E
Weston Mary (C)
West A Malloy
West Anna M
West Lew
Wheeler B & H (C)

Edith (P)

Warkelt The
Webster Harley (€)
Welchman Hannle

Welgand VI
Wellington Dave
Wells A Southern

FOR RENT

Coats and Furs
low

worn/km

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING FOR
AMATEUR
STOCK
MOVING
COMPANIES THEATRICALS
PICTURES
BALL MASQUE

Valll A Valll (C)
Valli Muriel (C)

at ridiculously

N«w York

41st Strata,

prices.

Dauphine Theatre,

New

Orleans

Modern, Fire-proof Playhouse Seating 1800 Persons

Special Attention to
the Profession

Apply

DAUPHINE INVESTMENT COMPANY
311 Dauphine SL,

New

Orleans, La.

V#&***Zj*U

BOTHWELL
BROWNE
In

HIS

NOW

URED

REVUE OF EXOTIC ART DANCES.

CINCUI

JOHN and BERTHA

FRED

THE GLEESONS and HOULIHAN
PRESENTING THEIR NEW ACT

A NOVELTY
Act Fully Copyrighted.

"GOOD OLD DAYS"
One

of the Big Hits at the

American and Fulton, Brooklyn,

ThU Week

(Sept. 11).

A SURPRISE
Direction,

LOUIS PINCUS

VARIETY
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THE ORIGINAL AND GREATEST YAAKA HULA SONG ON THE MARKET

AL JOLSON'S BIG SONG HIT
irresistible strain

and a

in the

SEND FOR THE

NOW RELEASED

Winter Garden Show and
op that weak spot.

It will bolster

lyric that lingers.

If

you haven't

to the profession.
it

now, send for

it

It carries

an

at once.

NEW DOUBLE VERSION WITH A DOZEN GOOD LAUGHS
IRVING BERLIN'S LATEST BALLAD

cc

WHEN THE BLACK SHEEP
RETURNS TO THE FOLD
BELLE BAKER INTRODUCED THIS SONG AT BRIGHTON BEACH
Berlin has written a

the orchestration.

It's

number

of highly successful ballads, but this one tops

a Berlin song, and

them

VERSE.
the robin returns to its nest
After straying away from the rest
There's a welcome that waits
From its feathery mates,
A welcome that can't be expressed.
So it is with the boy who decided
From his Father and Mother to roam

OUR LATEST

Featured at

and then send for

Everything that ho did is forgotten.
And they welcome him back to the fold.
He knows by their sad wrinkled faces
That the pain of his absence has told
Once again they all sit 'round the table
As they did in the days of old

And they'll weep tears of joy,
As they whisper "My Boy"

Through his travels he may be misguided
But when finally the black sheep comes home

IS

lyric

CHORUS.

When

HERE

Read the

alL

that's sufficient

10.45 P.

When

HIT.

the black sheep returns to the fold.

ANOTHER BERLIN SUCCESS

M. with FLO ZIEGFELD'S "FOLLIES

OF

lilt"

and a

riot

If

CC

IN FLORIDA AMONGTHEPALMS
The south has been thoroughly covered
of the prettiest state
tion.

Just send for

it

in music and rhyme, but it remained for Berlin to realize the beauty and charm
below the Dixie line and in this wonderful number he pictures all the beauties of that incomparable locaand youll not be without it.

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
STRAND THEATRE

BLDG., 47TH ST.

AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CHICAGO

BOSTON

81-83-85 Randolph St.

FRANK CLARK,

220 Tremont Street

Chicago Manager

MAX W1NSLOW, New

York Manager

VARIETY

RA R R
Presents for the

A Y l-O R

EVEN DO

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS'

t C

new

approval a brand

Written by

WILL

black face

comedy

act in

"one"

entitled

9 9

DAVIS

A.

Enacted by

FARREL TAYLOR,

TOMMY CARTER,

as Samuel Henry Frisby
as Chas. Budworth Osborne

WARNING.—This act is fully protected in all its details by copyright laws, so pirates keep off and save
JAMES E. PLUNKETT, Palace Theatre Building, New York City, is the man to see about arranging

unnecessary trouble.
bookings for the above

TELEPHONE
STUYVESANT

MAIL OftDZR
SERVICE

Now

4310

THEATRICAL

TIGHTS

lisle,

spun

silk

and pure thread

silk,

per pair

$1.00 to $12.50
1 Mercerised combination suits, in pink, black or white
all colors, made to order only.
f Spun or pure thread silk suits, made to order at
f Special silk stockings in knee and opera lengths

MOORE

(in stock), suits,

$5.00 an* $7.50
$15.00 to $28.00

(all colors),

per pair

$1.00 to $3.75
f

A

complete stock of padded tights, suits and stockings.

DISCOUNT TO ALL PROFESSIONALS
Eastman's Kodaks cut 20%, Films 15V Roll films purchased from us
developed free. On the road use our mailing envelopes. Lowest prices.

New York

For Speaking Stage or Pictures
City

Addresa:

2 or 5 -reel plays
suitable for

1,

OPIRA TIMOR—VOICI SPeCIALIST

Hotel

M mwp m

•Ml

s

Mlewfae)

Sam Tauber

Have on hand

LIONEL ROBSARTE
rim mm<

At Liberty

VICTOR

A FULL ASSORTMENT
f In cotton, worsted, mercerised

act.

FARREL TAYLOR.

Emanuel Eichner, Legal Representative.

229

109th St.

New York

Mr. Moore

la AaMrfi

West

Personal Representative

V

Woodward-Broadway and

PSom

SSth

Urate SSSS

White City
to

mark

Its

la

having

closing

its

summer

annual carnival
season.

Eddie Allan will not be with the Woolfolk
forces this season.

CHICAGO

Jack Cushman is now working with Anna
Belle around here.

Mae

Mark Vance,

a vau-

Lottie Briscoe will make her first appearance in pop vaudeville next week at McVlcker'a.

Charles F. Pope of New York vaudeville
some of the boys around the Majestic
theatre building last week.

visited

Edgar Dudley has returned from an act
scouting trip to New York and haa resumed
his booking for Coney Holmea agency.
Carlita and William Howland have
been rehearsing a new act entitled "Luzon
Love."
Mile.

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

cently to fiernyce Morrison, will Join
deville act this fall.

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

A change of
(Olympic) has
role formerly

j

"Common Clay"

players

in

Dudley

Ayres

handling

layed by Sydney Booth.

Churchill's newest tab, "Fraternity Boya
and Girls," made its first Chicago appearance
Sunday at the Lincoln Hip.

in charge

Jack Patton
plans to become
this fall.

The Association reports big business at the
Ward and Curran have been given
new Palace, Milwaukee, which opened recently. Association route by Jess Freeman.

back in the Loop. Patton
very active in producing again

Is

their first

Elmer Thomas Hayes, who was married

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

The Author

re-

Who Knows What

FRANK TERRY

the Public

Wants

THE EMINENT ACTOR-AUTHOR

CHRIS GRAY

MADAM LEA

Author and Producer

Business Manager

Voice Culture

Juat opened elaborate offices with rehearsal halls and all facilities to produce, direct and stage all kinds of acta.
IS THE TIME TO SECURE
MATERIAL from THE
PUTS THE PUNCH IN YOUR ACT.
The author of hundreds of successful songs, acta and monologuea.

NOW
Wire, Write,

Phone—229

NEW

WEST

42D

STREET

MAN WHO

A. M. to 0.30 P. M.
or by appointment

10.30

the

VARIETY
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PRODUCERS she SINGERS!
20 Leading Song Successes

of the

^^

e±^

Day
^J

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiim

H t No.

1— "AND THEY CALLED IT DIXIELAND"
2— "UNDERNEATH THE STARS"
RADFORD

The

Ht

No.

and

WHITING

"surest fire" song hit in the country

BROWN-SPENCER

The most popular song and Fox

Ht

No.

trot of the year

3—"DOWN HONOLULU WAY
4— "IN OLD BRAZIL"
5—"MEMORIES"
6— "COME BACK TO ARIZONA"
7— "ON THE OLD DOMINION LINE"
8— "MAMMY'S LITTLE COAL BLACK ROSE"
9— "JUST A WORD OF SYMPATHY"
J

DEMPSEY-BURKE-BURTNETT

That haunting melody you're hearing everywhere you go

Ht

No.

A new song by Spencer and Brown and a positive hit.

Hit No.

KAHN-VAN ALSTYNE-LITTLE
The ballad beautiful

H t No.

BRYAN

and

PALEY

As popular as 'The Sweetest

Ht

No.

Girl in

Monterey19

BOTSFORD-HAVEZ

A great fast song by the writers of "Sailing Down the Chesapeake Bay"

Ht

No.

A wonderful new song

Ht

No.

A

brand

new

ballad, but

WHITING

and

EGAN

by the writers of "They Called

It

Dixieland"

KAHN-VAN ALSTYNE
one that we say will be another "Memories" and
"When I Was a Dreamer"

H t No. 10— "ON LAKE CHAMPLAIN"
BRYAN-GUMBLE

One

Two

Big Song Hits

in

of the

most beautiful ballads we have ever published.

Three of the Biggest Musical Productions

in

America

—from the House of "Remick"

"PRETTY BABY"
by

"Passing Show

til

1916"

"A World

RESTRICTED

I

Illi

I

IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIMIIIMIIIM

of Pleasure"

X

ONLY GIRL
YOU WERE THERESTRIOTKDI

"IF
II

off

KAHN-VAN ALSTYNE-JACKSON

IN

THE WORLD"
"The Ziegfeld Follies of 1916"

lllllMlirilllttllllllllltllllllllltllllltlillllllllilllllllllitllllllillllillllllf

H. REIVIIOK
137

West Fort
Detroit

St.

219

West 46th
New York

St.

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

Chicago

&

228 Tremont St.

Boston

OO

HI II II I II III II lllll llllllllllllll

906 Market St
San Francisco
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B. F. Keith's

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

UnitedBooking

General Executive Offices

Putnam Building

New

Offices

Times Square
York

(Agency)

A.
E. F.

PAUL KEITH, PrMidut

ALBEE,

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

Manager

Vice-President and General

General Booking Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS
Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artists Daily

HODGDON

S. K.

New York

Palace Theatre Building

INDEPENDENT
The Baat Small Tim*

FRANK

City

Q.

DOYLE,

VAUDEVILLE

Far Waat. Steady Coaaacutiva Work

of allperformers going to
us. The following have:

95%

nr—

in

for

OUl SUN. Geaoral

Novalty Faatura Acta

New York

Carman Savings Bank Bldg.

ell eats direst

MPggglliTATIVM-lltW YBBK—Pete Been, Palass Theatre
BUFFALO—J. W. Tedd. 7M Brtekaas Bldg.

ThenPe BJ*f.
*'*'

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA
Caanblnad Capital,

books, opens its Beason (with Leo
featured) Oct. 1 at Kankakee, 111.

Greenwood

FLOOR, CHICAGO,

Frank Thlelen, who
21™'. ,n A? wn Tue8da F

lives

"d

In

VAUGHAN
Artlato' Representative
Suite 4t7-» E. Jackson BlvdL. Chicago

ILL.

Aurora

Talaphoaa Harrlaon

Marie Pettea

"The

1h

in

Woman He

town this week, headMarried" at the Na-

tional.

"Around the Town." with Dewey and Rogern and Harrinon back In their original roles,
went Into rehearsal this week.

Mrn. A. Mllo Bennett ha« taken full charge
of the engagements for Bennett's Dramatic

Ann Murdock cornea to Powera' next week In
her new play, "Pleaee Help Bmlly."
"The
Defective"
week.

enda

Its

local

engagement

7aV7

A ROUTE FOR THE WEST

111

conferred with the
Thlelen Circuit staff In the Majestic Theatre
building.

ing

Director

Sr

VAUDEVILLEa?

DOROTHY

"

the U. B. 0.

APIMN

Governing
McINTOSH, "HUQHMAC/*
Regtatsrad Cakle Aaareeei

Roy D. Murphy, American Booking Manager

to

AUSTRALIA

dOBUei TIVOU THEATRE. SYDNEY-AUI
BUg.
NRW YORK OFFlCBJi til f tread "

YJHomUpSZ TbaJtr^BuUdln fMld "" * "*""" «" °' Mr "^ *** N "
BEN. J. FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.
WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS'
"The niow Out," according

ltth

•HICAaO—Tea

PfTTBBBBtH-A. W.

WANT ACTS OF ALL KINDS

ACTS DESIRING AUSTRALIAN BOOKINGS

11th

BlejL

LTD.

NEW ZEALAND

ASSOCIATION.

H. LEASON. Boeldag Maaager

Hirry Rickird's Tivoli Theatres

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE HUGH
and

charge

Building, SprlagaeU, Okie
Lettars to SprtngftaU. Oka*
ar tarn aeneaal letsnrlev wtta New Yerfc and Baleeee earanatatbss

City

Telephone Stuyvaaant lMt

AUSTRALIA

in

A0

SEASON ROUTINGS START AUGUST

A ugustine and Hartley, Adelaide and Hughes, Adelman Family. Bob Albright,
jacn
Jack Arkj Armando, The Amaranths, Adonis Bros., Alexander and Scott, Athletas,
Avon Comedy Four, George Alii Co., Alexandroff Troupe and Ancilloti.
St.,

RAY

Dirseasr

Chas. Ahearn Co.,

Hth

FRED MARDO,

charge

Aaaraea

WNI toak any aed

E.

Tremont Theatre Building

EXECUnVE OFFlCESt-Sun

aaillnf a of boata for Auatraiia for all flrat claaa

Europe make their steamship arrangements through

PAUL TAUSIG A SON, 1M

1

Boston Office:

Chicago Office:
North American Building

EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDC-. SAN FRANCISCO

Can arrange from thraa to fiva waoka batwaan
:ta. Communlcata bjr wlra or lattar.

and

11

UN CIRCUI

CIRCUI
In tha

Between

Faber and Watera hare not dissolved partship again but have rejoined for "business
reaaona" and hare accepted an Association
route with their old act.

J.

The TransOeld Sisters, after a season with
Dwlght Pepple's "All Girl Revue," are back
playing vaudeville for the Association.
The
sisters open a tour of the Rickards Circuit
late In

this

r

November.

small stock companlea playing a circuit of the vaudeville
houses In and around Chicago. HUlyard has
been quite successful In his present venture.

understoond Ralph Kettering has sold
his Arm Interests In the American Productions Co. and that It is now controlled jointly
by Ed. W. Rowlaud and Loren J. Howard.
Kettering will keep on writing.

Will J. Harris left Chicago Sept 7 to make
headquarters permanently In New York.
will be located there with Bam Baerwltz,
a former Chicago booker.

The Chicago theatre starts Its season next
Saturday night with "The Blue Paradise"
(Cecil Lean featured) and Frank O. Miller,
the new manager, came Into Chicago last week
to take charge of the house.

Norman HUlyard has two

roth
Donne, 'J nas signed with the local
i .E?
,Z
l,lttlc
Theatre
company and her first appearance here will be In "Mrs. Warrens Pro"

H. AL'OZ

Orpkeusn Tkeatre Blag,

fession.

It's

Exchange.
Society Note
Aaron Jones took
fihow from start to finish
:

Palace

In

the

Monday

night.

Fred A. Flyer* has Joined IiIm road show of
"The Frame Up" to personally manage It
while It tours Iowa.
The show Is worklag
weet through Montana to the Coast.

The Orpheura, Lincoln,
acta

W.

Neb.,

V. M. A. booking the

is
first

playing

half of each

week and the Orpheum road show the
half.

flva

last

The Wilton Sisters have accepted eastern
bookings and Just as soon as they
complete
their Association route In a month
will play
into New York.
As a result of her showing at tha Great
Northern Hippodrome last week La Petite Merwas given a long route »y the Asaoil-

cedes

atlon.

Jeanette and Burke are rehearsing with the
new Churchill tab, "The Blow Out," In which
Leo Greenwood Is to be featured. It la
expected to opeii the latter part of the month.

his

He

Skipper,

Kennedy and Reevea have returned

to Chicago after a long aummer vacation
at their bungalow at Pearl Beach, Mich., and
will again play an Aaaoelatlon route.

Beatrlee Beryl, formarly scaretary to Arthur
Morwitz In New York, was In Chicago with
tha "Step Lively Girls!" company at the

Columbia.
chorister.

She

has

become

a

full-fledged

J. J. Shubert hit Chicago last week and accompanied by Sam Oeraten went up to Minne-

apolis to confer with the management of the
Shuberts' "World of Pleasure" which shortly
starts a tour to the weatern coast.

The Marronl Brothers, now In Chicago, are
getting publicity through their first accordion
number for the Victrola Co. The Maroonis and

VARIETY
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WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT

AMALGAMATED

OF THEATRES

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

WILLIAM FOX, President

MOSS

.

Executive Offices, 130 West 46th St,

New York

President

JACK W. LOEB

G«n*ral Executive Offices:

General Booking Manager

72* 7th AVE. AT FORTY-NINTH

EDGAR ALLEN

t^t

M. D. SIMMONS]

Manager

General Booking Manager

ARTISTS

Personal interviews with artists from 12 to

can seeure long •ngagatntnts by booking diroot witk

axemen ts and stage hands and, of course, be
Mike did the piloting for
visited the flies.
Muller at the Hip. and Mike Is reported as
saying that It was his first time up In the
flies

Whether

in the East or the

West

We

give you proof of our unlimited c? parity when
we adroitly present you with the ideal type of player.

ATLANTIC

NEW YORK
1416

Broadway

424 South

PACIFIC

Pietro combined their accordion strength aid
rendered "Cavallerla Rusticana."

The Majestic. Ann Arbor, Mich., It the last
the Butterneld houses to swing back In
vaudeville action.
It resumes Sept. 24, playing five acts split with Butterfleld's house In
Jackson. Prank O'Donnell will again manage.

Broadway

leads with his new tab, "What Do You Sell?"
Miss Seamon was last feaIn rehearsal.
tured In UurUg * Seamon's show, "Me, Him

now
a

I."

of

Ed. McDowell Is In our midst. "Mack" was
with Al. Woods for year, but getting a special
dispensation from Vic Lelghton he accepted
the management of "Pom Pom"
(Mltil),
which is now at the Illinois.
So far McDowell says "so good."

Thst

Sam

good with the
western roads was fully attested when he obtained the consent of a certain railway to hold
Thall stands In

fastest train Sunday morning Just onehalf hour so that an act coming west out of
Detroit could make booking connections.
its

The belief has become common that no more
of the Association and U. B. O. tabs will play
any other circuits without the consent of the
bookers of the former, or at least not as long
as the producers continue doing tab booking
with them.

Arthur Conrad and Primrose Seamon were
engaged last week by Boyle Wool folk to play

There were some Well (wild) times around
the Ashland at 40th and Ashland last week.
The Well brothers operate the New Ashland
and recently Brother Joe quit the business
and disposed of his Interests to Brothers Tke
and Lew. In some way the ushers and tickettakers objected to some rules laid down by
The Wells conthe Wells and walked out.
tinued operations, though handicapped by the
loss of their regular help.
Colonel William Roche, former manager of
the Columbia, has not left Chicago, although
he has had several good mangeiial offers outThe Colonel has his
side the Windy City.
headquarters In the Jake Bternard office In the
At the time of the
Consumers' Building.

LOS ANGELES

TWO OFFICES

at this bouse.

Welsh-White

fight

In

Colorado Springs last

week, Billy Roche, the prise-flght referee, was
having his name in the papers, many local
boys thought the Roche In question was none
other than tea Colonel, late of the Columbia.

American Hospital

bulletin

:

Anna Rock-

Mrs. Walter M.
discharged as cured
Jones, recovering at her home, care of Dr.
("Broadway
Cummlngs
Tborek
Vivian
Belles"), recovering from recent operation;
Babe Mills ("New York Girls"), getting along
nicely
William Kurtls. Improving from nerrous prostration Nellie Dreano (Dreano and
Goodwin), recovering from an operation for
Charles Hawkins
the removal of her tonsils
("Allan Jimmy Valent!n«") taking treatment
for complication of conditions.
field,

;

;

The Grand

(8.

State)

resumed

Its

regular

vaudeville season last week, playing five acts.
Billy King has signed a contract with Lew
Cantor whereby King will be back at the
Grand next summer at the head of a musical

;

;

;

stock.

,

Workmen were messing things about In the
MoVloker's theatre lobby Monday.
JonesLlnlck-Schaefer are redecorating and repainting the entire front, installing a marble
lobby and ticket office.
One wouldn't know
the old place now with Its new electric front
B. F. Wheeler, formerly manager of the Oak
and several other small theatres In Chicago,
has become Interested la the Hartley theatre,
East Chicago. Ind., and will personally manage it this fall. The Hartley Is a new house,
costing $85,000, and will have Its opening
Sept. 10.
It will play vaudeville, with Independent bookings.

They are telling one on Stage Manager
Mike at the Hip. Last week Harry Muller
gave both the Majestic and Hip a thorough
inspection, thanks to the kindness of the

man-

When Roy D. Murphy and Harry Muller
Anally made their getaway on their eastern
auto Jaunt with Murphy driving hia own car.
Murphy informed Paul Goudron he would keep
him posted as to the progress made enroute.
The first wire Paul received was from South
Bend saying that everything was lovely. At
Elkhart Sept. 7 Murphy wired Paul that a
gear rod on the car had gone to smash. Paul
expected a wire any moment saying that Murphy has abandoned the machine and proMurphy and
ceeded by rail to New York.
Muller will remain In New York until about
Oct. 10. when they will return to Chicago.
Mr. Muller expects to ssll from San Francisco
Nov. 7
One Chicago vaudeville manager

will shout

%

or by appointment.

with Joy when cold weather puts a quietus
to the bathing stampede Lake Michigan has
been having all summer. That man Is Mitch
Llcalsl, who owns the Wilson Avenue.
The
theatre is not ten minutes' walk from the
lake and right on a line with one of the most
popular bathing beaches In the city. As the
Chicago council permits bathing at night until 10 p. m. the beach
(Wllaon Avenue) has
been proving a most formidable "opposition"
to Lacalzl's Avenue playhouse.
A condition
like this Is not an everyday occurrence elsewhere.

AUDITORIUM (Cleofonte Campini, gen.
Policemen's Benefit
(annual affair)
opens three week's engagement of "My Home
Town Girl" (Hyama and Mclntyre) Oct. 8;
grand opera opens Nov. IS.
BLACK8TONE (Harry Powers, gen. mgr.).
Advertised to open Sept. 25, with "What Is
Your Husband Doing?" (Tom Wise).
COHAN'S GRAND (Harry Ridings, mgr.).
—Capacity hit, "Cohan Revue 1010" (fourth
week).
CHICAGO (Prank O. Miller, mgr.).— Season starts Saturday night with "The Blue
Paradise" 'Cecil Lean).
CORT (U. J. Hermann, mgr.). "Fair and
Warmer," still getting Chicago money (sixth
week).

dir.).

—

—

—

COLUMBIA (E. A. Wood, mgr.).— "Hip!
Hip! Hoorav! Girls" (with Ben Pierce).
ENGLEWOOD (Ed. Beatty, mgr.).—"High
Lire Girls" (burlesque).
OARRTCK (J. J. Oarrlty, mgr.).—Fair returns for "8tep This Way" (Lew Fields)
(fifth week).
OAYETY (Robt* Schonecker, mgr.).
"Cabaret Girls" (burlesque).
HAYMARKET (Art. H. Moeller. mgr.).—
"Panama Pansles" (burlesque).
IMPERIAL (William Spink, mgr.).—"My
Mother's Ro«ary. M
ILLINOIS (Rolls Tlmponi, mgr.). "Pom
Pom" (Mltzl) r ports profit taking (second
week).

LASALLLE

(Harry

Earl,

—
mgr.). —"Where

My Children ?" doing blgaer business now
than when It started (seventh week).
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "The
Woman He Married" (Marie Pettee).
OLYMPIC (Charles Warren, mgr.).—"Common Clay" (John Mason-Clara Joel) continuing to profit (third week).
POWER 8' (Harry Powers, mgr.). "The
Defective" gives up the house next Ssturday,
failing to do miriness expected (second week).
STAR aV GARTER (Charles Walters, mgr.).
—"The Star k Garter Show."
Are

—

Phoney 6483 Bryant

SAMUEL BAERWITZ
Vaudeville
IN

"Dollie's

PREPARATION

Dolls"— 7 people

PUTNAM

Manager and Producer

BUILDING,

1493 Broadway,

(where he can be reached by wire,

"No Men Allowed"— 9 people
"The Belle of the Beach 9'—9 people
"Cheer Up Revue"— 9 people

'Toy Town Revue"

—7 people

CHICAGO OFFICE
ConnorrMsrs

LEW CANTOR,

New York

letter or in person)

B«ldnmg
Representative

Will

J.

GENERAL
STAGE
DIRECTOR
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NEW YORK'S CAR

DESPITE

STRIKE

Our Transportation was good.

Moved from

FOURTH

to

SECOND AFTER INTERMISSION at THE ALHAMBRA THEATRE, New
for which

Inspector

EDWARD

V.

we

DARLING

Conductor

THE PINT SIZE
Power House,

HUGHES & SMITH

FURS

RIALTO
SIZES:
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AND
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NOW

reserves

—

(Prod C. Bberta, mgr.

;

agent,

hope to the fore with a dancing feature that
The
le to be reckoned with at any etag«>
Majeatlo claeale tarpalchore feature le furnlehed by Theodore Koaloff and Vlaata Maatova, who are capably aided and abetted In
their ballet dlTertleeement by Stasia Kuhn,
Alexis and Vera Fredowa, with special music
furnished by Kosloff*s own Russian orchestra
and a 'balalaika expert named Alexandre
Iyanoff.
The Theodore Kosloff aggregation
made a tremendously artistic hit. They well
deterred the headline spot and held the honore
Marie and Billy Hart opened the
easily.
ehow. A mighty early epot but the pair made
the best of It. with Miss Hart making Billy
play second fiddle. She seemed In unusually
good voice. Ralph Connora deeerred a better
spot.
With a ventrlloQulal offering that was
decidedly new and original and excellently
etaged he commanded close attention all the
The program doesn't state who wrote
way.
It Is snappy ituff and
It should.
the act.

Connors was a happy hit.
all up to date.
Thoee Four Entertainers have changed around
In personnel since last season, and the change
Is all

to the better, as they got more harmony
their last appearance in

than they did on

Billy Renaud and his
neighborhood.
personality and deep bass voice are a valuable asset to this singing turn. He Is of the
original Primrose Four, but at that time
worked in blackface. And again Billy did not
sing a solo those days. But Happy Bill has
learned a lot since George Van quit managing.
"The River of Souls" is a creepy affair
at best, but has a good cast that keeps it from
Well staged and
falling into the discard.
very well played, particularly the roles of the
Mandarin and the Lily Flower. Act still a
novelty. Milt Collins secured his usual laughing hit, although he followed a tough customer In that sordid Chinese tragedy. Milt's
After the Kosloffpolitics turned the trick.
Maslova dancing exhibition appeared McKay
and Ardlne. At the Palace, if memory serves
one correctly, this couple some months before
had to follow Adelaide and Hughes. So they
came on after Kosloff and, to quote George's
words, "we fear no one," proved true, and
the team registered unusually well In the next
Bert Levy closed. No spot
to closing spot.
for Levy, hut he made the best of It and he
got along nicely.
this

Full Flare; Collar, Cuffs
off

comedy

score.

were carded as "No.

Savoy
6,"

and

Brennan

but did not appear.

SeriD
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motto
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New York
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Burch,

mgr.;

agent,

Loew).
rise in the temperature failed to
affect business and Monday's returns were at
the usual high-water mark.

good

taste.

tailoring

out from the crowd.

Mercedes and Mile, Santone were next. Things
seem to break nicely and there were no
passes by the pianist What titles were not
caught the music was, so the score was certain.
Mercedes had a hand bandaged and
his face looked as though he had been roughing it with Freddie Welsh.
However, he
offered no alibis.
Turn thoroughly enjoyed,
although the novelty has worn ai considerably.
Bert Pltsglbbon worked until he was
exhausted.
He did everything imaginable
which takes In his song plugging "bit" to a
little travesty he did to the Morgan music.
The Mirano Brothers and their hair-raising
circus thriller in midair with the flying motor
and trapeze stunts held everybody glued to
the seats.
Show gave excellent entertainment, althoughg it ran more to dancing than
anything else.

McVICKER'S

The show gave

immense satisfaction. Mysto opened with his
exhibition of contortionists work. Lewis and
Chapln were second and their style of comedy
appeared to find favor with many.
The
woman, for some reason, coufd barely be
heard, and on the songs her voice was lost
almost entirely.
"Youth," the Edgar Allan
Woolf sketch, which Mrs. Gene Hughes and
company so capably presented in the bigger
houses, was offered by Betty Swartz and company.
At McVicker's the playlet acted itself,
the dialog and situations keeping the act
above par.
The acting company showed
lack of talent and it was probably a good
thing for that McVicker's audience that tbey
had not seen Mrs. Hughes in the principal

Up-to-the • minute
without being conspicuously extreme.
There are models
with a "Zippy" tang
the

like

first

crisp

day
of
autumn.
There are more conservative designs and
the betwixt-and-between.
has
something for every
shade of taste so
long as it is good

MACK

taste.

Mack
The Tailor
1582-1584

BROADWAY

Opp. Strand Theatre

722-724-72* Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre

NEW YORK

CITY, N. Y.
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makes the man stand
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the

of style
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The Nation'* Furrier

28-34

mark

They

wearer with the

and

Special Discount to the Profession

A.

'em,

dividuality

to your measure
Of great gaving*

WRITMG EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE
TWQ

«.

and Border

Fur Coat* meefe

send them to a hospital.

81ngar was well satisfied Monday night. He
said It could have been far worse for such a
night when the electrio fans were again pressed
Into service.
The Palace haa the Marlon
Morgan Classlo Dancers for their second consecutive week, but the bare-legged delineators
of the historical Roman ballet were unable
to pack the house Monday. The dancers presented the same dances as last week, but the
act as offered seems entirely too long for
Not In a year haa an
vaudeville comfort.
opening act gained the palm as easily as
this week's opener, Fred and Adele Astalre.
This youthful couple halted proceedings and
the audience demanded several encores.
On
fancy dances the boy and girl have a routine
that Is a corker and one very hard to beat.
That boy alone is like a streak of artistic
lightning on his feet. Charles Irwin was last
seen at the Palace with Eunice Burnham and
Miss Burnham and the piano are
a piano.
missing and in their place Is the dancing,
Irwin retains his
high kicker, Kitty Henryhlccoughupy impression and does the Inebriate
making It unwelcome.
without
Madame
Chllson-Ohrman sang three numbers and In
her last one showed Just how high the human
Madame
voice can soar without breaking.
Chllson-Ohrman is to be commended for not
staying overtime. The Morgan Dancers were
Es"No. 4" and they impressed favorably.
pecial mention must be made at this time to
the work of Rosamonde Cowan In her Slave
dance and to the duet (dance) superbly executed a la Dolly Sisters by Talsey Darling
and Josephine McLean. The features are dlRtlnctive and are features worth while in the
Morgan program. Andy Rice was the first
'clean

Advance tale Price

That yon don't get
Player
elsewhere.
folk are the moat
the
enacting
in
satworld.
isfies

Skunk, Lynx, Fox and other

contrasting Furs

and, of course, the Monday theatre business
slumped off aa a result. Aa all of the Loop
houses felt the rise In temperature the Palace was no exception to the rule. The Chicago
managers are thanking their lucky stars they
are not In the same boat aa their brother New
York managers are, as the latter not only
have the weather and Infantile paralysis to
contend with but the entire city is practically
paralysed as a reeult of the street car strike.
So the local boys, which Includes Harry
Singer of the Palace, are not going to let a lit-

Fall Clothes

MACK

$4tQ
w*7a
HUDSON SEAL COATS

;

warm weather

small deposit

any model for you

Full Flare Model*,
Advance Sale Price,

PALACB (Harry Singer, mgr. agent, Orpheum). —Warm weather slipped back In town

tle

A

«.

FRENCH SEAL COATS

ALL L1GGETT-RJKER-HEGEMAN DRUG STORES
Stera Bros.
GimbePs
The Gray Drug Co., Broadway and 43rd Street
MauesJactured by BULLET BRAND LABORATORIES, JM Waat 44t*> Straat

MAJESTIC

Mack's

Your Fur Coat or Set
and Save One-Third to

One-Half.

CENTS.

For Sale At

Orpheum). Locally vaudeville la very much
on the artUUo. Laat weak and this the Palaoe haa been having the Morgan Glaaalc Denoara aa a ballet feature and now the Majestic
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THE ORIGINAL PIANO ACCORDIONIST

r2Esii

l

fiESaSl

Will prove that his advertisement printed in

few weeks ago was

Not only

I

correct.

sent Mr. Pietro to the Victor Co., but also to

the Columbia, and

I

will ask

him who taught him how

play,

SB

and who

is

the original?—

The Shirley Slaters got away to a Blow
but presented a corking nice wardrobe
worked bard to please.
Girls looked
nice and closed up much stronger than they
role.
start,

week "The Eleventh Hour/' did only
Alan Brooks In what he calls a
tragedy," "Dollars and Sense,"
won big applause. Al and Fanny Bteadman's
piano capers were rewarded with laughter.
Wlllard, "The Man Who Grows," has aroused
an unusual degree of Interest
The natives
are tauking about the novelty and the act Is
drawing business. Gordon and Rice held ather

"humorous

opened. And got much applause on Its dancing finish. Girls could attain greater results

more dancing and eschew some
singing.
The Hearts International
was followed by the Three Melody
Girls, who were formerly known as the Burns
Bisters.
The girls sang to applause and fitted
In the show very nicely.
The Sully Family
cleaned up In every phase of the vernacular
of the stage.
Not In many months has any
tfolng In for

of the
picture

popularity

the

old

ballad

was

heartily

tention at the close of tha show.
Dunbar's
Old Time Darkies won encores even in the
opening position. Lydell and Hlgglns
and Sharrocks, holdovers.

THE

difficult

EMPRESS.— "A

H

11th

Number

Anniversary

s

OF

thought her show days were over. Miss Comer
not only looked well but showed unusual
strength In her voice and put her numbers
over splendidly.
She dished up recollections
of the good old days of Harrigan and Hart
that were weH received and she put forth
some of the typical Comer spirit In her revival of "Just Break the News to Mother."
In these days of "war and mother song"

programmed.

NOTICE FOR

WILL BE ISSUED IN DECEMBER
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PANTAGES* THEATRE BLDO.

(Kred Henderson, gen. rep.;
agent, direct). Mrs. Langtry presenting for
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SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
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Players fas Ei
VARIETY, aad wtoktag t» take
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In

appeared.

SAN FRANCISCO

patter,
made good, especially with their
dancing. Hal Chase and Co.. In "When Ignorance Is Bliss," won laughs.
Duncan and
Holdt, blackface, went well.
Mann, cartoonist, was added to the bill.
He was not

4Mfr
H

Night with Woodrow Wil-

son and Charles E. Hughes," not up to the
Empress standard. Otto Adlon and Co., com•dy Jugglers, opened show. Davis and Elmore,
all right.
Kennedy and Kramer, songs and

f

ap-

plauded.
Miss Comer knows how to put a
song over, enunciates unusually well and sure
showed that she Is still able to entertain
and entertain well. George H. Primrose and
his merry minstrel men held the remainder of
the time up to 2 o'clock, and as Primrose is a
big local favorite it goes without saying that
he got a big reception. Primrose has made
several changes in his company since his last
Association appearance hereabouts. The singers and endmen gave a good account of themselves, while Primrose's softshoe dancing was
an empahltc hit. Primrose Is now appearing
In white face and no one can blame George
after all the years that he has worn burnt
cork. After a comedy film Fenton and Green

final

fairly well.

and

act made the hit that the Sullys did with
their sketch In which they offered oomedy,
songs and dances.
The 8ullys at the oloso
are now using the syncopated song Idea that
George Cohan uses In the court scene In his
revue,
and It scored substantially.
The.
Sully worked their heads off and have an encore that Is much better than they had In the
past season. Corking good act for McVicker's.
Imogene Comer, who has returned to the stage
after a twelve years' absence, made a "come
back" that was surprising to those who

to

AND MR. PIETRO
WILL HEAR OTHER THINGS THAT HE HAS
ALREADY FORGOTTEN.
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ST. LOUIS, MO.
REQENT HOTEL. 100 N. 14th Street
HOME OP THE PROFRSSION
Fivb Minutkm Walk To All. Thbatbbs
ELMER E. CAMPBELL. Prop, and Mgr.
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A.

BRODERICK,

Prop.

IO Ml

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

IO HI

Our apartments are a big hit with the profession. Known all over New York City for
Four, five and six-room apartments;
the cleanliness, cheerfulness and conveniences.
situated in the heart of the city, fifty feet from Central Park West; all modern improvements, such as telephone, electric light, steam heat, shower bath, etc.
Pricss range from $11.00 weekly upwards
Local telephone calls five cents
Office on premisee under supervision of owner

14

West

101st

St

Telephone

The Motion Picture Operators held
J.

J.

5026 Riverside

their

anual ball at the clvlc-audltorlum Sept.
After several months up north,
ton is back on the Job again.

best sellers.

Work has been Ptarted on razing tho building on the southeast corner of Market and
Fourth streetH. A new theatre will be erected
en tho site.

T

WEST

rooms, elevator house,

electric lights, hotel service,

telephone,

RATES TO THE

42D ST, near Broadway
'Elegant furnished rooms with private baths:
modern comfort, French cooking. Single aad
Double Rooms, with or without board. Far past
13 years under the personal managemaat of
F. MOUREY.
Lunch, $.28 and Dinner 8J8,
served in the Summer Garden.
221

3120

s

The Central

Liquors.

'Phone Bryant

Ten-story building, absolutely fireproof. All
baths with shower attachment. Telephone in
every room.
One block from Central Park Subway, 0th
and 0th Ave. L Stations. Same distance from
Century, Colonial, Circle and Park Theatres.

^

EMMET

o
p.

Sts.

RAZZETTI & CELLA,

Open

AVE.

ILL.

HOTEL

OS
•

CHICAGO,

SECONDS FROM BROADWAY"

a
s

I

DORADO ST.PAULHOTEL
EL
ROTISSERIE— RESTAURANT
AND COLUMBUS
B'way,
NEW YORK CITY

(Cor. Dark),
Walk From AH Theal

ROOMS OF THE BETTER KIND

200

NAT GOODWIN CAFE
f

W. Van Burcn St

JOHN MILBERG, Manager

The Philharmonic Orchestra

will

be reor-

ganized for the winter season.

2.

Clux-

Ignatz Jan Paderewskl begins his new tour

by playing at the Cort, Sept. 24.

Labor Day Eva Lang and John Halllday are

Musical Director Harry James has left for
New York to direct "So Long Letty."

playing leads at the Alcazar.
Al

"A World «f Pleasure" Is scheduled
future appearance at the Cort.

Ragologlsts P. J. Conlan and Walter Molntosh are featured at the Red Paint

for

;

;

VARIETY
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.

DANIEL.

Hotel Bradley

Northwest Corner 42d Street and tth Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

NEW BUILDING

ROOMS

8*4

Room a——

CHICAGO

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

CATERING TO THE BETTER CLASS OF THE PROFESSION
WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES

With Hot and Cold Running Water
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

RUSH AND EAST GRAND AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone 1M2 Bryant

$350, $4.00, $450

WEEKLY

ROOMS WITH BATH, $7, $8, $9, $10.50
SUITE, $14. THREE ROOM SUITE, $21.

TWO ROOM

A CALL WILL
CONVINCE YOU

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

ROBT. H. BORLAND, Manager
(Same Management Alexandria Hotel)
5Heasekeeei»n

J

THE

Aseristesta

t aatf 3 Iteease wit* Bath.
•7»o te f
Wnskly

IMS

554
555
7833

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Tel. Bryant

MODERATE PRICES

HIGH-CLASS RESTAURANT

Nntts Csmfsrtn

Jest sff Broadway

West 47th St.

WM.

J.

SMITH.

Couplet. Hetel Senrlee

New York City

Mai

MARION APARTMENTS 156 ^SSt?"FURNISHED APART ENTS

EIGHTH AVENUE

Just Off Broadway

Between 47th end 41th Streets

NEW YORK
Private Bath and Phone in Each Apartment

Hews*, Nssln Cseklat,

114-16

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION
776-78-80

CORNELL

St Slants setf Double ftoeau
with Bath. $4 Is tit Weakly
City

Phone Bryant 4841
Located la the Hssrt of tat
Theatrfesl Seetlea and

Office—771

EIGHTH AVENUE

1, 2,

3

and

4

Rooms,

$3

Complete Housekeeping Equipments.

and Upwards
Telephone and Elevator Service.

NEWLY RENOVATED. WRITE OR PHONE FOR RESERVATION

New

Victoria Hotel
Formerly

KING EDWARD

145-155

SSt

Rooms,

WEST

"The Very Heart of
2SS Private Baths

47TH STREET, Just

New York"

East Van Bursa Street

CHICAGO

I7.se

|S.M and ft.tt Per Week. With Private BathPer Week. By the Day-$l.st.
Distance Phone In Every Room.

STEAM HEAT. ELECTRIC LIGHT. ELEVATOR. Long

Broadway

Absolutely Fireproof

EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Upward. Room and Bath, $1.M
POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT

Rooms (Running Water), fl.St and
Walk to M Theatres
Try Our Dollar Dinner

Five Minutes'

off

22

Bachelor Hotel
ROOMS WITH RUNNING WATER-Rtt.

NEW YORK
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IN
I

A NEW HOTEL FOR MEN ONLY

for Sec.

IDEAL APARTMENTS FOR THE

SUMMER

2 to 5 room apartments, kltotiea and bath, felly equipped far housekeeping.
Lints, silverware nnd utensils
supplied.
All modern Improvements; telephone and electric light.
Near Par*. "L" end subway. Rents
/.uu g?#r
aind up.

CAFE IN CHARGE OF ABE MIERS
CHAS.
HOLL1NGSWORTH, Proprietor
AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

wmk

A.

Special rates

ZUCKER CORPORATION,
Tel. 72t

Academy

204

by the month

Manhattan Avenue,

(Between letth and ltfth Streets)

Now York

HALF BLOCK FROM THE WHITE RATS
Telephones i

THE ADELAIDE

Bryant

754-756
3-4-1

EIGHTH

Room Apartments

AVE.,

Bet. 46th

102 and 100

and 47th

Sts.

Completely Furnished for Housekeeping with Bath and Tslephone in

Each Apartment

New

Special

Strictly Professional

Summer Rates by the Week or Month
MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL, Proprietor and Manager

108th

DELIGHTFULLY COOL FOR THE SUMMER
Street (Phone 1141 Academy)

Four, five and six -room large, hunt apartments, beautifully and completely furnished for housekeeping.
Telephone and all modem improvements—110 up. Electrlo Fan* Install** In all apartm.ats.

GEORGE KEAN AND

Agents on premises

Telephone Bryant

2347

Hotel Bouillon

Furnished Apartments

» AND a

and Rooms
three-room apartments,

Hallctt

Sid Orauman'n show, "Midnight 'Frisco,"
routed through southern California.

In

on the grounds the damages Is placed at a
high figure. The Donner monument Just completed at a cost of $20,000 and the Agricultural Building said to hare cost $75,000 and
other loses not ltemlxed brought the damage
up to $200,000. The Fair, always a big yearly
event, had Just opened.
The fire Is thought
to have originated In a picture tent near the
Agricultural Building.
An most of the exhibits and live stock was saved the Fair continued

The Monte Carter Musical Comedy

Co.

RATES,

Directly Oppootte the

Tel.

$3,

3 the State Fair came near being
destroyed by flames.
The Are marked the
first incident of its kind to happen at any of
the California State Fairs for more than
sixty years.
Only three days before the conflagration a connection was made between the
Sacramento City water and the Fair Grounds.
Thin, In all probability, saved the Fair Grounds
from losing all its buildings. Still with water

Ten Minutes

to

Invitation wan* neverthelesn duly appreciated.

ATLANTA
By LINTON K. STARR.
FORSYTH (George H. Hickman,

mgr.

agent, U. B. O.). Expected demoralization an
the result of Georgia's state-wide Democratic
primary failed to show itn effect on audiences.
The week at the Forsyth began with big matinee and evening performances, the bill rangBertie Herron
ing along average standards.

and Milt. Arnnman in "Koon Kapern" formed
a fair opener. Willie Solar went moderately
well, and Milton Pollock and Co., In "Speaking to Father," proved very entertaining.
Clara Howard, and the Beatrice Merrill Sextet
went over splendidly. "The Five of Clubs,"

INERS

i

Bryant

722a

Superior 5344
AH Theatres

Complete for Houeshoeping
Furnished Rooms.
Running Water.
Steam
Heat.
Near Lahe.
b—snnsnsn—a-snsnforget the Incident though, and prior to the
New York premiere of tbe Tully drama, "The
Flame," critic Anthony received an Invitation
to attend the metropolitan premiere and bring
Mrs. Anthony, all expenses to be defrayed by
the playwright. This was Impossible, but the

F.l.

Tel.

Ohio Street

CHICAGO

run.

It was during Richard Walton Tully a visit
here with his play, "Omar the Tentmaker,"
that Walter Anthony, dramatic editor of the
"Chronicle." interviewed Mr. Tully for a Sunday special story. Mr. Anthony pointed out
what Mr. Tully, a native of California, had
contributed to the written drama of the American stage, after which Mr. Anthony forgot all
about his story. The playwright, whose efforts
had not been looked upon any too kindly by
the other critics throughout the state, did not

and

Weekly

$4 and $5

New York Hippodrome.

Is

playing to good business In Stockton.
Sept.

Its

4Sth

NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS, RUNNING WATER AND TELEPHONE SERVICE

Five minutes'
ladles' dining

Street

eSth Streets)

—

"Lollta," the violin vlotuoso, Is being featured over the Hippodrome time.

the Al

of theatrical people.

walk from any theatre.
Grill room, private rooms end

$6 to 58

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 W. 48th St., New York

Edward Carlle has Joined
Stock now playing In Ogden.

CATHERINE STREET EAST,
MONTREAL, CAN.

ST.

The home

Baths and continuous hot water
Large Rooms $4 and up

Two and

CO.

West 44th

(Uadsr ths management of Mrs. Powers and Mrs. GuenseL formerly of West

167 East

HIGH CLASS FURNISHED APARTMENTS
NEAR CENTRAL PARK
15 West

HOTEL COSMOS and ANNEX

One block west
of Broadway

AKE-UP

Hr.NRV

Jos. T.
N.

W.

St. Louis,

MINKR,

Inc.

Mo.

Leading Theatrical Hotel
Room., 75 with Private Bath. All FIRE
PROOF. Free Shower and Tub Bathn and

ISt

Circulating Ice Water in all parts of the
Hotel. Hot and Cold Running Water, TeleShone and Electric Fan. in every Room,
pecial Rates to the Profennlon end Permanent Guentn.

RATES TO THE PROFESSION ARE:
Room without Bath $3,541 per week
Room without Bath... 4.M per week
Room with Bath
S.St per week
Double Room with Bath
t.tt per wesk
2 Double Rooms with connecting Bath, $11

Single

Double
Single

per week
Wire at our expenae for reservation*.
Will meet you at Station with Automobile.

formerly known an The Mowatts, formed an
excellent cloning act In "A Plerrot'n Dream."
PIEDMONT (Ted Hardcantle, mgr.; "pop"
vaudeville). The Piedmont's new bill of family vaudeville wan received with no great enthusiasm. The Roslnl Trio, aerlallsts, opened.
Other acts, In addition to motion picture offerings, Included Qypny Meredith and Co.

—

Fltzslmmona and Groves

;

Cassldy and Langs-

ton
Draper and Clayton.
Acts announced
for the last half of the week (npllt with Birmingham) are Carroll, Keating and Tay ; Ths
McElroy Slsteri Larry and Haldy and Clifford
Oaffney and Oay, and Paris Fashion
;

C.

Weinman, Mgr.

Cor. 14th and Chestnut Streets
Formerly ths New Rsgsnt

;

;

—
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I

A OOOD THING?

12 YEARS TOGETHER!!

STILL TOGETHER!!

Joe

THE Italian Act
I

Notwithstanding Reports to the Contrary— CLARK and
VERDI Havo Never Dissolved Partnership, Never Contemplated Such a Move, and as Long as Vaudeville Is
Vaudeville We Will Be Part of Vaudeville.
'

GARDEN (G. M. Schneider, mgr.).—Paul
Armstrong's "Romance of the Underworld,"
with a cast of 21, got the hit at this house.
Frank Davis Introduces several new songs and
Is well received.
The Musical Clovers open
the show In a novel musical act. Luckle and
Yost are seen In a miniature musical comedy.
Others on the bill: Billy Kenny In Imita-

Shop. For the first half the Roslnl Trio replaced tho Omar Sister*.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

(Hose Wise, mgr).
The Orand, leased by the Shuberts, opened
Monday as an International Circuit house, offering "The Natural Law" to a falr-slsed audience.
Matinees are to be offered Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
The house announces one week stands, with 75 cents as top

—

prices.

The Two Howards entertain
and
sing.
COLONIAL.—"Stop Thief" was presented

tions

a company of negro players and
remainder of the week.
Is much against the desires of the merchants In this neighborhood that this house
be converted Into a negro theatre.
Curtain
speeches were made by several prominent
negro politicians calling on the colored population of this city to support the enterprise.
GAYETY.— Burlesque, "Tango Queens."
PALACE. Burlesque.

(K. A B. bouse) will
open Thursday, Sept 28, with the Al O. Fields

will play here for the
It

Minstrels.

BALTIMORE
D.

;

cleverly by

season at the Atlanta

By FRANCIS
MARYLAND (F. C.

;

Knight and Sawtelle

—

ATLANTA (Homer Oeorge, mgr.). Announcement has been made that the winter

OTOOLH.

Schanberger, mgr.).

—

With but one exception, all acts this week
are new for this city. Mayo and Tally gather

—

HOLLIDAY

the biggest hit of the evening with their atettlng
tract Ire stage manner and way of geti
eongs across. "The Oarden of Lore,
e." bee utlfully staged musical offering, has a pleasing
©ore, well sung. The Casinos, well received.

Girls" open

STREET.
'The Columbia
up here to crowded houses.

BOITON.

By LaWI LIBBBY.
KEITH'S (Robert G. Larsen, mgr.; agent,
U. B. O ). Nan Halperln topping the bill for

William Abingdon and Jane Marbury hare a

Leo
surprise sketch full of clever lines.
Beers, who was the only one with whom the
audience was familiar, was as much enjoyed
Paul Gordon doe*
as on his former visit.
stunts on a slack wire that make his act
worthy "of real attention. Florens Ames and
Adelaide Wlnthrop have a humorous skit which
Billy Schoen and
they make the most of.
Elisabeth Mayne In "Ain't She Nice," and
Bea Verera complete the best bill so far this

—

the

second week.
John Cutty, originally
for next week, was Jumped In to replace Brlerre and King, who did not show.
Retter Brothers opened big
J. C. Nugent's
"The Meal Hound" was deserving of a higher
spot than "E"
Naudaln and Frledland, fair;
"The Age of Reason," good, but slow In getting headway
Jarvis and Dare, high class,
fairly well received
Al Herman, rough-neck
riot as usual
Fridowsky's Russians closed to
quite a walkout.
,
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.). Concert vaudeville.
Strong.
BIJOU (Harry Oustln, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O). Pictures. Good.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent.
Loew). Pop.
Last week of summer stock
billed

;

;

;

BOoa-BOD.

;

AUDITORIUM

McLoughlln, mgr.).—
Eugenie Blair returns here in "The Eternal
Magdalene," the play which had It* premiere here last season and attracted great attention.
The supporting cast and staging are
This 1b the second week of this
splendid.
house In the International Circuit and the
(Leo

;

—

^THIS

Ford, mgr.).— "KingQueen-Jack," a mystery melodrama In three
acts, was presented to a deeply Interested audience. The play moves with rapidity and finEdward Robins has the
ish and 1b well acted.
Walter Jones and Lola Fisher
leading role.
have parts well Bulted. There was also a good
character role, HUa, a Kanaka servant, acted
by Macey Harlan, and Edwin Caldwell was
the drug fiend.
LOEWS HIP (H. M. Gurlech, mgr.).
David E. Francis, a Baltimore concert singer,
headlines this week and presents a repertoire
of old-fashioned songs and some of the latest

CHIC SALE
IN HIS

NEW OFFERING

burlesque.

ORPHEUM
GLOBE

ST.

In which Mr. Sale plays eight different characters.

KEITH'S PALACE THIS

;

Sixth Year Under Personal Direction!

;

L

WEEK
EDW.

Morris, mgr.; agent,
gross in New England.

J.

—

(Frank Meagher, mgr.). "The Little Girl Next Door" going big, cutting deep
Into "Where Are My Children?" which has
been cleaning up for the past two months at
the Majestic.

"The Rural Sunday ISchool* Benefit"

*

(V.

Loew).— Biggest pop

JAMES

Loew).

The feature of the bill Is the
composition.
playlet "Won by a Leg," presented by Gordon,
Fields and Halllday In a
Eldrld and Co.
burlesque on the war situation keep the audiThe other acta
ence In continual laughter.
on the bill Include Ed Barnes and Mabel Robthe McGlnnls Brothers In a song and
inson
dance review Sullivan and Meyers In a clever
comedy sketch, "How It Happened"; sad
aertallsts.

—

IS

—

prospects seem bright.
FORD'S (Charles E.

Dunbar, Banner* and Dunbar,

;

S.

(Sept. 11)

KELLER

— Pop.

(Joseph Brennan, mgr.
Excellent

PARK (Thomas

;

agent,

Sorlero,

mgr.).—Pictures.

8COLLAY OLYMPIA (A.
—Pop.
Good.
GORDON'S OLYMPIA
mgr.). — Pop.
Excellent.

H. Mailey, mgr.).

Big.

(J.

E.

Comerford,

TREMONT

(John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—
"Civilization" on second week going strong,
due in part to one of the most lavish advertising campaigns seen here In years.

HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— "The
Melody of Youth" holding up fairly well on
second week.

—

—

A

;

VARIETY

GENUINE
Here
be

a wonderful composition, one of those songs that is hard to describe, but easy to appreciate.
as a novelty number. Just out, and the reports are wonderful

it

classified

It's

a

light "rag"

and might

GONNA MAKE HAY WHILE
THE SUN SHINES Virginia

"I'M

(in

">

YOUNG-GOTTLER-LEWIS

Don't overlook this one.

A

Send for

it

now and

y oull be singing

it

next week.

by the authors of "Lonesome Melody"—and a corker!

light ballad

GOT THE BLUES FOR
HOME SWEET HOME"

"I'VE

JEROME-GOETZ-MEYER

This

We also

is

a genuine applause winner.

have a wonderful comedy number that

is

positively

It

can

fit

anywhere.

a successor to "Get Out and Get Under," with an equally good lyric

"WHEN THEY GO THROUGH A TUNNEL"
Word, by

HENRY LEWIS

and

Rush your order

BERT KALMAR.

for this trio Of SUre fire hits.

Music by

ARCHIE GOTTLER

KALMAR, PUCK and ABRAHAMS, CONSOLIDATED
MACK
MAURICE ABRAHAMS,
STARK,

COLONIAL

(Charles

J.

General Manager

Rich,

mgT.).—"The

Amber Empress" on its last week Is In a
much Improved condition. Zlegfeld's "Follies" next Monday for a killing, as the town
is ripe for a real girlie show.
SHUBBRT (E. D. Smith, mgr. ) .—"Katlnka"
going

big.

WILBUR

Good for a run.
(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Very Good

because of run.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—Last week
Will conof "Where Are My Children?"
tinue with feature films so long as they prove
more profitable than the $2 field.
PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
"Hit the Trail Holliday" going well.
PLYMOUTH (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
Last week of "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come." "A Pair of Queens" opens Mon-

Eddie" falling

off

day.

CWSTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).—
The local International circuit secured Just
what it needed this week, having an opening
without a bigger show pitted against them
As a result, the critics
for press review.
devoted themselves to "Mutt and Jeff's Wedding" for want of something better, giving
the new circuit a real introduction and Jump"The Heart of
ing business over night.
Dixie" next week.

HOWARD

(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).
"Gaiety Girls" playing to capacity with the
Three Walaeys heading the house bill.
GAIETY (George Batcheller, mgr.).—"MilGood.
lion Dollar Dolls."
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.). "Bow-

—

ery Burlesquers."

Excellent.

The Copley, formerly the Toy, will reopen
In October, H. W. Pattee having secured the house on an Indeterminate lease. He
Intends to offer the Henry Jewett Players at
popular prices with a weekly change of bill,
Craig will not
Jewett directing personally.
offer stock until May, according to present
plans, and Jewett expects to be firmly entrenched by that time.
early

The Boston opera house

being renovated,
and many of the boxes are being ripped out.
It will reopen as a opera house, playing any
booking and having a sliding scale based on
Manager Lawtbe value of the attraction.
rence McCarty has already booked the Hippodrome show, the Dlaghlleff Russian BalHe
let,
the Aborns and the Metropolitan.
claims to have full bookings up to April.
Is

MONTREAL
The Tlvoll has changed hands and is now
under the management of Samuel Freed and
Lesser Samuslsohn.
Blanche Ring opened her road tour at the
Princess in "Broadway and Buttermilk" and

was warmly

The

St.

received.

Denis has added a 89-pIece orchestra

to play for the pictures,

1570

Broadway

Work on

the new Loew theatre which was
have started July 1 has not commenced.
Drlscoll, one of the promoters of the
theatre, says work will start very shortly.
to

Geo.

The orchestras at the Orphoum and the
Francals and the Dominion, Ottawa, are this
season under the supervision of Albert Bray,
leader at the Orpheum.
Mr. Bray has appointed C. Gerson as musical director at the
Francals.

NEW ORLEANS.
Br O. M. BABfUBL.
ORPHEUM (Charles B. Bray, gen.

mgr.).
is the feature of an enTerry's
sinuous
Juliet
makes a distinctive vaudeville Item. Rice,
Ebner and Stone made a satisfactory opening
Phyllis Nielsen Terry

gaging

Miss

bill.

number. Dlanne D'Aubrey, French and frisky,
also a beautiful girl, was Misunderstood.
Rolland company evoked laughter.
Derklns' Dogs scored.
Natalie and Ferrar
improved.
Jan Rubini, capital violinist.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "The
Girl Without a Chance."
George

TRIANGLE

(Ernst

Boehrlnger,

Pictures.

ALAMO

Brown's

Guerlnger,
Musical Revue.
(Will

Charles E. Bray has
passenger touring car.

mgr.).

mgr.).

—Jimmle

purchased a seven-

The Orpheum Is serving soft drinks to
patrons during the prevailing hot weather.
It

Is

verted

Its

reported the Hippodrome is to be coninto a pretentious cabaret, modeled
Churchill's, New York.

somewhat after

Sam Rosenbaum, professional manager of
the Triangle Music Publishing Co., Is getting
his first peek at Nw York.

Professional

Rev. William Chlnn, who calls himself "The
Colored Billy Sunday," has been
hurting
ebon amusements with his revivals,
all of which have been largely attended in
Dixie's "blackberry belt."

strictly

Harry Schrleber

is

a

local visitor.

Ernest Boehrlnger has announced he will
reopen the Columbia with a revue. Instead of
vaudeville, as at first contemplated.

Unusually hot weather played havoo with
attendance at southern theatres during th first
week of the new theatrical season.

PHILADELPHIA.
B. F. KEITH'S (H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—
well balanced bill for the 15th Annual Fall
Festival this week, with Stella Mayhew and
Rllle Taylor holding down the headline spot.
The ability of this clever comedienne to keep
an audience amused after It had been laughing steadily at the preceding acts was evidenced by the big hit she and her pianoplaying associate put over. In the way the
show was laid out. Miss Mayhew had a nice
spot.
She followed the quiet comedy talking
and singing turn of Toney and Norman, which
left the audience in good humor and caught
the house at once with the "souse" number
she handles so well.
The crossfire chatter
brought good results, and the two are doing
some harmonizing on a couple of numbers.
May Tully has given vaudeville another big

feature In 'The World Dancers," in which
Erallie Lea and Tom Dingle are featured.
The Idea of depicting the evolution of the
dance from the days when they carried war
clubs and wore only leopard skins for clothes
is a nice Idea and carried out to good effect

in

having

the dancers do an

all

one-step

18)

HENRY LOWY
LACEY SISTERS
AND THE

ECCENTRICITIES IN SONGS AND DANCES. FIRST

DIRECTION

NEW YORK APPEARANCE

PETE MACK

up-to-date

ensemble.
Pretty staging and scenic effects help the act, and it got over in
good shape. There is a vary Interesting playIe
,ed "fosperlty," by Hugh Herbert,
hv CaBsra
J.
with
Mathews and Co. in the characters that give the early portion of the show
a great bis: lift It is a sort of moral play,
along the lines of "Everyman." but in no way
similar, and It takes hold and leaves a fine
Impression.
It Is vsry well played.
Anna
Chandler Is billed as 'The Debutante" and
calls her offering "A Study of Bongs."
Three
of the five numbers she is using are new here
and she gets a lot out of that "Wlckywhacky"
Hawaiian song one or two other* have attempted. It's about the best act Ml«s Chandler
has dons here, and she scored solidly. Violin sky blends his classic stuff with his comedy
selections in a way that reaches both ths
musically Inclined as well as those who frequent the "movies" and oafas snough to appreciate his impersonations.
He was very
well liked. Lew Wilson did well on his first
time here. This fellow Is versatile and clever
—clever enough to work out a better entrance,
for when he gets out he takes good care of
all the time he remains on tbe stage.
Lillian's Comedy Dogs supplied a satisfactory
opener, and Burden a Patterson held the majority of them In front seated to gase at her
"flgger" displayed In a series of pretty nosings.

WILLIAM PENN (W. W. Miller, mgr.).—
Contrary to early reports, this house will play
split week shows this season with four acts
and pictures each half.
The house opened
this week, getting away to an excellent start.
Hall's Muslcsl Minstrels, three men and two
women, headlined the first half, with George
Barbler and Carrie Thatcher, two well-known
stock fa writes, In a playlet called "A Southern Breeze"
Anthony and Mack, and the
film feature, H. B. Warner In "Shell 48." For
;

the last half, the Six

At Keith's Royal Theatre Next Week (Sept

Manager

Howards headlined,

sur-

rounded by Amsrlcan Comedy Four; Charles
Drew and Co. Overholt and Young Bisters
picture feature, "Hell-To-Pay Austin."
BROADWAY (Joseph A. Cohen, mgr.).—
The Fox picture, Theda Bara In "Her Double
Life," and five arts are on the opening bill
;

of the season

at this house.
The vaudeville
rontlngent Is headed by Ryan and Lee, and
the others are "Marcelle." a musical comedy
with a company of 12 Arthur Havel and Co.
In "Playmates"; Three Reinards; Junle Mills
and Co.

•The Maids of America," at the Casino;
the Jean Bedlnl-Pam Lawrence show, "Puss
Puss," at the People's; "The Tempters" st
the Trocadero, and "The Girls from Joyland "
at the Oayety, are furnishing food for the
appetites of those who have a taste for burlesque.
Business Is reported good at all four
houses.

COLONIAL

(H. A. Smith,

mgr).— Lambert!,

A

;

VARIETY

48

Special Service for Vaudevillians

DRY

HCCTAS
mS^NEAR eO~ STREET

Open

FURNITURE

Any

Phone Bryant

All Night and
Sundays
%

CASH OR CREDIT

Ladies'

Goats' Salts
or Overcoat

Dry Cleaned

Dry Cleaned

Corner 46th
Specializing in

Low

resultant

its

JULIAN

PUTNAM

SII

Special Rates to the Profession

245

West 46th

$750

We

New

Discount of

Pay

I.

^

OO

KreeoL

cheep, for sale.

2000 SALESMEN
Ask any user you meet about

cloth.
3S2 Weet

New.

H&M
"
OCA¥A

Very

His

Mth.

Boots

and

amhy. All work

STYLE 3010-BALLET SANDAL,

abort

at

Kid, one Strap. Spring Heel.
Black, Blue, Red and Pink

Writs) for Catalog 4

J.

AUQUSTO
IORIO

CHARLES SWAIN,

22S

in the world.
Special for

Weet

in Vict

Colors:

WANTED—

near Slat St.

CeletofM

V

BIJOU

22t

Piano

LGaki&Bro.

CITY

Greateet Piofeanomel

Aeeordlon

Special Discount to Professionals

BON MARCHE

laoamparahle Speelal
New Idea
I Works.
Patented Shift

GLOVES

HOSIERY
UNDER VESTS

m N.Canal
Y.

Street,
City.

POLLY HYMAN

TaL

Broadway, Opposite Strand Theatre,

New York

Warranted

ttt

;

AMERICAN VELVET DROPS

New York

;

;

the impersonator, and "The Minstrel Review
of 1!)lfJ" divided headline honors this week.
Others arc: Jnmes Skelly find Co. In "Mother

Dorothy Herman; Zcno and
Maude!
Dare Tiros Ahbott and White Dovipn «n(j Wi!!!am a
The new Fox feature,
Right";

;

.

;

:

;

;

;

ace."
This bill shifts to the Allegheny
the second half of the week.

for

ALLEGHENY

(James Harklns, mgr.).—
miniature musical comedy called "My Neighbor's Garden" with a company of eight, including Louis Winsch,
Billy
Wilson and
Irene Law, headlined.
Others: Sam J. Harris; "The Mysterious Will"; Miller and Williams
Samoya, and the film feature, "The
;

the picture feature.
NIXON (F. O. NIxon-Nlrdlinger, mgr.).—
"The Bachelor Dinner," with Jack Henry,
Rone Gardner and company of 13, headlined
Harry Rose
Kelly and Wilder
-Wood and
Mandevllle; Arco Brothers; "The Unwelcome
Mother" featured on the screen.
CROSS KEYS (James Springer, mgr.).—
The Golden Troupe featured the first half,
surrounded with Elliott Spears
Harry J.
Kelly; Four Ruben; Burke and Harris; Harry
English and Co. The last half has a one-act
playlet called "The Poolroom" as Us feature,
supported by the following acts
CarrollGillette Trio; Joe Fields, Showoy Mabelle
Edmunds and Ludham In "Going to the Wedding,*' and the Novelty Minstrels.
;

Painted Scenery— Stage Setting* of All Kinds
E. A. PRICE, Sales Manager

;

Franklin

"The Unwelcome Mother," with Walter Law,
Is

VELVET DROPS
Gaiety Theatre Bldg.

Dougherty, mgr.).— Jack
Mary Reading In "A Fool There
De Mlla, "The Mysterious Lady"
Mann and Warren In "A Surprise for Mother"
Hously and Nlcholls Gordon's Comedy
Dogs, and the film feature, "The Yellow Men;

Grand Street

NEW YORK

All Glovea

(Joseph

Inglls and
Is"
Mile.

Key a.

Grip of Evil." This bill shifts to the Bijou
for the second half of the week.
NIXON'S GRAND (W. G. Wegefarth, mgr.).
Ray and Gordon Dooley
John and Mae
Burko: Van Brothers; Four Pallettes Alvln
and Williams Stelner Trio Pathe and Mutual comedies on the screen.
GLOBE.— Bert Leslie In "Hogan In London"
Is the headline feature; The Minstrel Five;
Dow and Dow The Faynes a company of
Ringers and dancers In "The Party"
Canfleld
and Karnes Dave Rafael and Co. In "A Day
on the Farm" Mae Walsh Walter Ward and

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

Co.

KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor. mgr.).— Leona
a ten-year-old girl telepathic wonheadlined. Others
"The World of Song
and Dance"; Lady Sen Mel; Fletcher, Llbby
and McCnhA Ryan and Rlggs Richard Broa.
Lnmar,

der,

:

;

The

film feature Is

New York

III.

By Cello or Trombone
player, position with a theatrical orchestra in a good Eastern City. Steady
habits.
Married.
Box 49, care Variety, New York.

$1.75

42d St, near Times Sq.
near ltth St.
Jar

Effingham,

CO., St. Louis

711 7th Avenue,

WANTED AT ONCE.

SI Sd Ave.,

Send

will

HIM TRUNK

3t rate, the

TOP MOUNTER that can do a little head and
hand balancing. Weight not over lit pounds. Address OLIVER, Ot W. 38th St., New York City .

GLASSBERG
Sll Sth Ave.,

A SONS

Manufacturera o f
the Beat Accordiona

etc.

black. Both
Cata end Rats are quick and willing workere.
For price and further particulars, addreea

3000—One Strap Sandal. In Fine
%aality Satin. French Heel, White, Black,
ed, Pink, Emerald Green, Stage Last,
Short Vamp
$2.50

n d

sde

do high dive, boxing,

common grey white and white and

STYLE
Ballet

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe•

Swain's Cats and Rats
8 cata

Satin Sandal

Shoes.

TRUNK

and your good
make you investi-

gate or write for catalogue.

Glassberg
Short Vamp

Theatrical

f

the

PROFESSIONAL

experience

judgment

ft;

CLOG,

Was

Yet

DROP CURTAIN. Red

Manufacturer
o

N. Y.

4t7,

8TU0I0.

Our Own Motor Trucks

Col.
iis-sji
St.

Room

BeHders sad Mister* of predsonses and vaedevtlls
Treat scoaory a saerlatty for tho east 20 years,
I eaa savo yea noaey.
FREDERICK SCENIC
S4S W. 42nd Sfroot.

acts.

too no.

sZ

S.8 For Cash
New York State,

W. Bth

157€

Scenery Helps Your Act

COMPANYrUTPArn
CUnSS
UWOJ PRINTING
m 5. DEARBORN
ST M"IAIjU

also to

MILLER.15S4 Broadway, 8

TeL

Blf Barfaln. Have been used. Also a
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, tit and $15. A few extra large Property Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bel Trunks.
Parlor Floor, 2t W. 31st St, New York City.

Contracts, Tickets, Envelopes, Free Samples,
STAGE MONEY, 15c Book of Herald Cute,

Off

Jersey and Connecticut
Freight and Railroad Fares

Delivered by

WARDROBE P
TRUNKS $5.00

Ave., 2d floor.

LETER HEADS

p rofe ..i 01Mli

15%

It

I

I

Last Yon Forget

Say

\

Prices

Ernest Faatns Co.. Theatrical Printers
•B? i OewhoreSt, nWifcdwrl 1090

MONOLOGUE
HARRY

ment, Period
Value

Low

haada than yon aver had. Owti
the great cost of product ng tola eat
to makaa ckargaof lOe for eama. tood lSe
bad eaa oar origtaal deatgne. All athar prlntiag at low poison

CITY.

We

Terms apply

at

i have written a
One-act newspaper play that's different.
No "a tar" reporter} no "cub"; no "sob alater"-but It will get the laughs, and a tear or
two. Features a girl. Four people; two men, two women. Rune 2t minutes.
Also, if you want a
GOOD
OR SPECIAL ACT. write me.
V. MARTIN
Cincinnati Correspondent for VARIETY. Ml United Bank Bldg., Cincinnati. O.

•-Room Apart-

If

showing fifty origin*! dodgms. rattoMo
for pr
<A; TaudaTilliaaa,
jesTsMteael pa°pi«
circus m.n. earaJVala,
printed ia on* or more colore.
tor photo*. Thla catalog will ear*
maay dollar* aod yon gat

Professi o nal

SKETCH FOR SALE

Style, flttt

Deposit Weekly
$2.W

6E N 6 FOR CATALOG

Good Printed

Dentist to the White Rats

New York City, near 8th

St.,

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
Value

BROADWAY

14S3

CONSOLIDATED VELVET DROPS

Value ISM, now

$585

BUILDING.

Official

RENTALS IN

$375

$7M Value

Columbus Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO

Awarded Gold Medal,
P. P. I. E., San

Plush, Silk, Cretonne etage setting. All eises and colore, epeclal discounts and easy payments

ment of finer furniture for less money
than anywhere in New York. Will you
come?
Easily Accessible from West Side by
Mth or Sfth St. Crosstown Cars.
Apartment with
5- Room
Period Furniture,
Outfits, Grand

S-Roora Apartment, Period

27t

VELVET DROPS

fore SELL
here, we

Style,

Hffb Grids Accarins

Letterheads

for less, and thereIf you will come
for less.
will show you a larger assort-

$275

Manufacturers of

14*2 Broadway and
1572 Broadway
Corner 47th St.

Now York Opening

for

DENTIST

BUY

Rapids Furniture,

Yog Up

Clean

.

Guerrini Co

Francisco, 1915

has

power,

purchasing

Me

JAMES MADISON

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR—ASK NAT M. WILLS, AL
JOLSON. NORA BAYES. R00NEY 4 BENT, HUNTING
A FRANCIS. HOWARD 4 HOWARD. JACK WILSON,
JOE WELCH. FREO DUPREZ. JULES JORDAN. MORTON 4 GLASS, etc. (Night calta— Hotel Woodstock).
1493 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Prices

of a century we have
level best to present the
finest grades of furniture the
market affords— at prices at least
20% under the prevailing quotations of
any other store in the city. Our location, and consequent low rent, has
greatly aided us in carrying out this
purpose. But further than that, the
immense volume of our business, with

FORdonea quarter
our

enabled us to

^^^B^s^W^

St.

Let

W

^

Broadway

CaUlope

80-Paji

A. J. SIMMONS, A. G. P. A.
Ticket Office, B'way eV 42nd St., New York

1.00

Alteration, and Rep.ir.

New

4212

Hour

1.50
Wrtti for

Lowest Fares, Special
Baggage Service
If You Want Anything Quick
'Phone W. B. Lindsay, E. P. A., Bryant

Work Done One

Gown,

Toronto, $lt.S5
Chicago, flt.lt

Rochester, |7.42
Buffalo, $8.M
All Steel Cars,

1153

Suit or Coat

1S52

LeMgh^iOlcj Railroad

Dyer

Cleanser

THIRD AVENUE

1417-1423

THIRSTY

;

"Beatrice Fairfax."

#•

Let Us Prove ^s^^P
It Is Best
Send for Price List and Color Card

US Weat

New York

41th Street

1

City

CHORUS GIRLS FOR REVUE

Room Ml

Gaiety Theatre Bldg.

Ask

for

Mr.

Cornell.

ST. LOUIS.
By RBI.
manager of the Jefferson and
Shubert-Garrick theatres, has announced SunMelville Stolz,

day, Oct. 1, as the opening dnte for both
houses. Tho Jefferson (formerly Shubert) will
have for its initial attraction Cohan's "Revue
of 1010" and the following week Nell O'Brien's
Minstrels.
Other attractions to follow are
Julian
Eltlnge,
Montgomery and Stone In
"Chin Chin" (two weeks). "Pom Pom," "Justice,"

"A World

of

Pleasure" and "Alone at

Last."

The new Shubert-Garrick, formerly the Garrick, will enter the field of first-class theatres with Geo. Hobart's morality play "Experience."
The loading dramatic offerings are
to be presented at the Shubert-Garrick this
season Instead of the Olympic, as In the past.

COLUMBIA (Harry nuckley, mgr.; agent,
Orphoum). Helen Lnckayc and an excellent
enst In "Overtones," headlined with great success
"The Dancing Girl or Delhi," an Oriental fantasy, won Immediate favor; Josle Heather,
well received; Plleer and Douglas, hit;

—

;

('alts

Brothers, applauded

;

Gray and Somer-

—

VARIETY

TRACEY

AMERICA'S POPULAR SONG WRITERS IN

Billy

ADDED ATTRACTION LOEW CIRCUIT. THIS WEEK

(Sept. 11),

"1$

MINUTES OF SONG AND COMEDY.'

VIIMCEIMT

and

GREELEY SQUARE and NATIONAL.
APPLAUD our ACT.

The Public have

APPLAUDED

our

SONGS

for years.

Nat

You should hear them

"HOW COME"

MOSS AND FRYE
IN "SENSE

AND NONSENSE"

NO.

2-HOW HIGH

IS

UP?

BOWERS, WALTERS sCROOKER
WITH AL JOLSON'S "ROBINSON CRUSOE,

EVELYN BLANCHARD

JR."

Presents

GEORGE
BILLY
LLOYD and BRITT

IR\A/||\|
A COMEDY PLAYLET

IN

In a "Mixture of Vaudeville"

CUPF» irttM"

a" a*

By FRANCES NORDSTROM

This

Weak

Next Week

PRINCESS

ATHENA

Direction,

ALL THE PANT AGES THEATRES And Justified
Selected as THE HEADLINER OVER THE TOUR
Written and Produced by J. J. CLUXTON

THIS ATTRACTION

Being

Itself In

Good

Comedy

IN

Business,

this week.
ful young

NEAR FUTURE

Remember

soon won

the Combination

CHRIS

Vlolin-A Cello—A

New

Big Act*

;

Sept. 17.

AMERICAN
Little

(Harry Wallace, mgr.).— "The
Lady from Lonesome Town," featuring

Miss Nancy Boyer, did good business at popular prices.

GRAND

(Harry Wallace, mgr.; agent, W.
A.).— Kluting's Novelty, headlined; "Merry
Von Hampton and
Married Men," featured

V.

;

Shriner, big; Kelly and Pollock, good; Three
Musical
Barry Girls, clever
Melvlns, fair
Chef, closed. Businep? fair.
;

;

den carrying the leads,
were resumed 8ept. 10.

matinees

Pop vaudeville, changed twice weekly, Interspersed with film, continues at the Shenandoah, and Is being well patronized by South
Side theatregoers. The policy replaced a stock
cast and will doubtless remain.

EMPRESS (C. F. Helb, mgr. agent, W.
V. A.). Opening of the Players theatre in
the immediate vicinity has in no manner affected business at the Empress.
Two packed
houses each evening have greeted each per-

—

formance.

;

First half,

Frank Bush and Herr

divided headlining honors
Curzon
seen here often
Faber and Walters,
won applause
Gallerlni Four, entertained.
Last half, Mable Johnson, featured p "Edge
The Family,
of the World," good scenic
Lew and Molly Hunting were a big
treated
Marlon's Dogs pleased the kiddles.
hit

J an sen

;

Sisters,

Montgomery and Stone's successful novelty
production, "The Old Town," followed "The
Follies" at the Park this week, the stock cast
scoring a big hit, Roger Gray, Florence Mackle. Sarah Edwards, Billy Kent and Carl Hay-

Sunday

;

;

;

;

;

Watch

Now

made her debut

for us in

RHYME AND MAGIC

Featured on

K&Uflal&n

TOURING

Pantages Circuit

MODELS DE LIXE
THE SEASON'S BIG HIT

as a pro-

to be retained as a soloist.

"Seven Keys to Baldpate" proved an excellent vehicle for the Player*, which house
opened with a very talented stock cast the
Mitchell Harris and Thais Mapast week.
grane are carrying the leads, assisted by such

SEPT. 25—COLONIAL, PHILADELPHIA.
pleased
Wallace Oalvln, usual ; Ruby
Cavelle and Co., novel. Excellent business.
STANDARD (Leo Reichenbach, mgr.).
"Beauty, Youth and Folly" to packed houses.
OAYETT (Ben Parry, mgr.).— "Sam Howe,"
greatly reinforced, drew fairly good business

15,

REYNOLD'S

SONG,

worthy of better opportunities.

Is

COSCIA and VERDI
vllle,

I.

Park Opera Co. this week,
taking a leading role in "The Old Town." She

presents

WALSH

WARD THE

act in

fessional with the

BROWN

FLO AND NELL

KATIE

Miss Boyer is not only a beautiwoman, but Is accomplished, asM
She is
favor with her audiences.

Bertha Black,

A

BABE
COOK

Nancy Boyer, of International Circuit fame,
assumed the lead in "The Little Lady from
Lonesome Town," playing at the American

COMING EAST
of

Address Car* VARIETY, London

and
"One" (SpL Scenery)
"Almost »*—---»

Real

Direction,

RIIM
At a Matter

HARRY FITZGERALD

KING

A

ALFREDO

Grand Raplda

(Sept. ll)-Kelth's, Toledo

HARRY

"BRIDES OF THE DESERT"
JAMMED

by Ned Dandy

(Sept. 11)— Empress,

notables

In

stock

aa Jennie Ellison,

Esther

Howard, Arthur Holman. Daniel B. Han Ion,
Edwin R. Stanley, Joseph Ralley and others.
"Wild

week's production, has
proved popular and the house haa boon
packed at every performance. A unique step
taken by Manager Oreen Is the employment
of some six or eight red-headed girls, who
are officiating as ushers.
Fire,"

this

VARIETY

50

going to tell
swoethcsads,

At The Alhambra
Tbla week. Old Paulo
Jm Kan*. Mrs. tts*
Stanley ( display in* the neatest limbs In captivity)
and our straight (on and off) Jams* Grahasi will
Harry Ballsy Informed us in advance to
attest
omit the "Floating Kidney" fag.
This is the way they operate It

me

Anatomy?
don't they grab • swell fallow liks
Besides being versatile he has a
Bradley?
That
tlful physique and a talented partner.
ever, don't make me love fiat Edwards lees,

rery cordially as I enter the stags door,
and so I smell trouble.

my

"I'm

but you will
the swimming

cut

am

I

In this Poker

Stan, old pal.
that joke about

sorry.

out

knows

forever, and
vaudeville.

pal.

ment of

Ben Kelly
says:
hare to

REVIEW OF N. Y. STAR AT 5TH AVE. THEATRE SAYS RICHARD BOLKE'S

My

Why

but he has a funny look

the boss in back,

sinking

the

What Do They Want With

James Kosher Brennan
greets

funny joke about

that

for

WaJly
beau
howhe la

the better-

Game

Slaw Dos*h opened. Tern Olaale

IS

A BIG TIME FEATURE
Thla

raised. Chappie
Stan (jealous of

Al Llsyd raised.
Deaeva
aatoetlo" raised It
and a pair of lacks) won the thlrty-nva
Mrs. Stan knew the two dollars I gava
winnings was the dough 1 but l owed for be
such guys as Arthar Sslllvaa and leheay O'Caaaer
couldn't crack that sandpaper wouldn't l oaaan *
Avsllao

liver."

Jim Corcoran
at the door (I went out to crash a swell "broad"
who is stuck on my billiard playing) says:
In.
"Well. I see the old diving heart was out out"

Jit

raised.

away from

(Sept. 11), Keith's Royal Theatre,

Bronx

WILTON

ana.

GOING!— This
eOlNQ!!— Next

Eddie Klein and Lou Heiman

Week

Direction—ALF. T.

"sweet

his

ID

Typhoid

coatagioue—Tabloide

am

not.

JOE
STAN STANLEY
GRADY
VALYDA TERMINI
Major KEALAKAI
ma

In the box office, told

Alhambra asked them

if

about 7f4 pntrooa of the

STEIN STANSKY waa

It)

Is

sonsy others draw flies.
Ernie— Do you work Incognito or In "one" 7
tabs draw

Some

SOME!!!—Ceatwry

Try-out applicant—In

BILLY

full dross.

presents

THE VIOLINIST

BRAZILIAN NUTS.
Direction. MARK LEVY.

and her
LOEW TIME

AND HIS
Royal Hawaiian*, including Princess Uluwehi, the only Hawaiian
dancer on the American stage. Opening in September to tour all
U. B. O. theatres.
Now

Playing Blooming ton Co-operative Chautauqua Aaaecistion .
Ohio and Indiana— July 12 to Sept. 12

LORO GOOCH

IWnsIa,

Preeents

Chicago,

MORRIS
THE

CAMPBELL

and

AVI-ATE-HER," by

J. L.

Direction,

u. b. o.

BROWNING

Branch, N.

J.

Direction,

GRACELYMAN

B FRANKLIN

1547

Broadway,

Naw York

VariatabU Pa ir.

May Come and Acts Mmj Go,
But Whora Do Wo Go, Is What
We All Want to Know.
(Wo Should Worry.)

Acts

BOOKED

LEWIS A GORDON

cessfully

JOS.

A
FLOSSIE

quintette
scoring sucat Otis
Harlan's and Wardell's Hotel, Long
bis

still

HARRIS

AL.

III.

JOE

booked solid

Tlaae through.

and

BEATRICE

SOLID.

Direction

LEW

L.

LAMBERT

GOLDBERG

THE ACME OF VERSATILITY
That Versatile Nut

GEO. NAGEL and
A

In "Bits of Variety"

••WHAT

Mile.

EVELYN GREY
little

of everything

WE BO&T DO
U O

2

C

AIN'T*

us

JEAN BERZAC

<F

PONIES and

the

MULE

Nightingale
In an Artistic Song Repertoire

Booked SoHd

Why 7

"An Affair of Honor"

Introducing

Wonderful Trained

American

JAMES ")
THOMPSON
PUy ing

U. B. O. Tlnaa

that amuaca everyone
Direction

ALF.

WILTON

Direction,

No train wrecks on the
Because the N. Y. N. H. eV H. R. R.
Operate only in New England
So I Erie!

Take B. A O., reverse them, add to origins!
two letters end you have what Mandel is if
atill owea me ten.
If paid, above don't

Harry Weber

he

JOHN

DOYLE
T.
NOW TOURING

and Co.

IN

THE DANGER

LINE"

A

Genuine Novelty

Sept. 17-2S—Prlnceee, Ft. Dodge, la.
Sept. H-2»—Empress,
Sept. 24-27—Cryatal. St. Joa, Mo,

Omaba

JANET
ADAIR

ARTOIS DUO
Direction,

Rickards' Tour,
Australia

MARK LEVY

la

Address care

"Song Definitions 9'

BLACKFACE

Assisted by

VARIETY

HOUDINI
COMEDY DUO

New

York

Direction

BOOKED RETURN ENGAGEMENT PANTAGES CIRCUIT

IN SIX

MARK LEVY

HARRY WEBER

le-17

Permanent Address, VARIETY,

SAM DODY
Playing Monaiaur Duval in

Hendricks »« Padula

"STEP THIS

Lew

WAY"

Flelda

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Da

Pianists

New York

MONTHS

4

nd\A/l

WORLD'S GREATEST EBONY-HUED ENTERTAINERS
DIRECTION

ON OUR WAY WEST

Nell O'Brien Minstrels

Interstate

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OFFERING
Repressntative, JACK FLYNN

Loew Time

RUCKER

EDDIE ROSS

Orphsuna, U. B. O. and

THE FAYNE8

ENTERTAINERS OF THREE CONTINENTS
ORIGINAL LONG SHOE DANCERS

WHY?

solid

Direction.

DOLLY

&

EMMA ADELPHI
Books*

TOM JONES

MARX
In

BROS,

-j
"HOME AGAIN"

BACK

IN VAUDEVILLE.

CO

VARIETY
This space belongs to

ONE IDEA OF
LOST TIME-

T
R
A
N

you think you sre clever— wait until you

If

play

WAITING
ALL THROUGH
AUGUST FOR
SEPTEMBER

RAWSON'

York?

AND

Sept. IS— Reading and Allentown
Sept. 2S— Keith's, Lowell
Oct.
2— Keith's, Boston

CLARE

t— Pawtucket and Woon socket
Norman Jefferies* fault.

Oct.

MORN

But

It's all

BILLY
BEARD

S
F
I

E
L

"The Party from
the South"
Direction

D

PETE MACK

I

JIM ltd MARIAN

am

It

OSWALD

HARKINS

Addreaa ava
Kennela
Woodelde, N. Y.

NORMAN JEFFERIES

Direction,

using

We

have the greatest team on the bill
Good natured and funny. You
ought to see them.
Virginia "Red" Grey, and Tonle "Funny
Legs" Klumker still make them sit up and
take notice in "No. Z" spot. We should
worry about position.
with us.

We

Cl ju^itfZxL.\ a,
1

1

9 o-cd

VV5fcr*S

were three.

last reviewed there

One smelt—The other was no

[oktS,

lilac.

r>s

VKU.«T In *-

Standing sitting standing dive
Announcingly yours,

NEIMAN and KENNEDY

NOLAN AND NOLAN

ua-

Otitic

^rj'tf v/cJtiX

"The Geranium Duo"

When

Glad to see the Morton and Jewell Trio
are back in the east again.
luck.

Have With Us
This evening

Regards to Bonnie and Jlmmie Allard
and Jim and Marion Harkins.

Wish you good

f\

MARK

Direction,

o5o^e

of rftesc tWi+ic T*!l©aU

LEVY.

Loew Time

McINTOSH

a

h1? Mus'cal

Maids

Ch^c COt-C6/CHAUFFEUR

The pen

Is

mightier than the sword, but

not a post-office pen.

TO

'AJOu«-G-€~

Runs Over Himself

Fred (Hank)

FENTON

A chauffeur asked a small boy to go across
the street for some cigarettes.— Boy refused
ran over himself.
(Clean out Vault Seven for Freddy James.)
Nonsensically yours,

—chauffeur

and
Harry (Zeke)

GREEN

JIMMY FLETCHER

Pills

FRED DUPREZ

BREAKING RECORDS

EVERYWHERE

Catherine

Crawford
AND HER

as

A lxmdon paper said:
"Fred Duprrz* entrance aa "Mr.
Manhattan' was the sltinal for a heart v
round or applause and |nov<-<l that bis
l>u|)Ularlty with Bradford sudUncvs Is
an strong as ever.
Aa the star of the
play.
Mr. Duprez proves himself a
comedian of front rank in musical
oonit'dy and It is curious. Indeed, to
how

the

characteristics

of

the

piece corresiKind
with Ins peculiar
style.
He hands out a rantlme ditty
without distressing your nerves and his

—

BOOKED SOLID

Arthur Pearson

HOW DO YOU

LIKE MINE?

Touring Australia

SCORED A BIQ SUCCE88

jests are never so enfrtaluliiK as when
he turns to (untie burlesque or the
mocK serlo mood. He Is the soul of
Uie piece.
Yorkshire Tost.

Girls

RayMonde

"MR. MANHATTAN"

note

Fashion

Direct***

Richards Tour
Australia

Mark Levy

•F

"YOU DO A GREAT ACT'

(SPACE PREVENTS DESCRIPTION)

Dt

(and Cat)

"Magic

in

JACK BARNHOLD SAYS:

OMr^vcr/t/c-

/a/

Wright
We

would

Davis
whose names ap-

pear below to write us at once in regards to

YOU KNOW.
The Four Altksni

The Myrtle Bird
Fred Raymond, Jr.
Three Adnsrds
Antrim and Vail
F. and M. Weddoll
The Pleroe Trio
Norwood and Anderson
Gypsy Meredith

Harry Sterling
Yates and Wheeler

Lew Fltiflbbons
Baser sad Jackson
Goldlns snd Keatlni
Mr. and Mrs. Rosy as
Aliens Minstrels

LEW

Addreaa

The VENTRILOQUIST

WITH A PRODUCTION

and

like the people

Mf

Majestic

M. GOLDBERG, Our Agent,
Theatre

Bldg.,

Chicago,

IU.

ED. F.

ANGIE
REYNARD WEIMERS
GRAHAM PAUL RAHN

Jumping oven trViE
B*CH AMO FOftTH AN5
ih mio our of HMM l
AT THB SAMS Ti«C

A DIFFICULT

Permanent address, Marlon Theatre, Merlon. O.

t\tiO

HAZARDOUS TRICK

PLAYING

U. B. O.

TIME

flrv/t

AR11SI1C VERSATILE NOVELTY All

fl//tecrwfjwrt(fiHAtS

"Planted" at the Hotel Planters, Chicago
SSth

MESSRS. HUGHES AND SMITH

HOWARD
LANGFORD

Present

THE PINT-SIZE PAIR

JOE

LAURIE

(Juvenile

AND

Direction,

ALEEN BRONSON
as

LOST AND FOUND

9

"NOT DIGGER-BUT BETTER THAN
EVER"
This Week (Sept. 11). Alhembra, New York

BOOKED SOLID

U. B. O.

Light

Comedian)

Chamberlain

Brown

This week (Sept.

Announces the Opening

MARTYN
V. B. O. A. on

of

and

Loew

FLORENCE
Circuit, Sept. 25th.

11),

Battle

Creek and Kalamazoo, Mich.
Next Week (Sept. 17), Bay
City

MARK LEVY

Week— Merrie Garden Revue

and

Lew

Saginaw,

Goldberg,
Rep.

Mich.

BEN
SMITH
Just Finished 4

Weeks e»
M. A.

W. V

VARIETY

NEXT
LEA HERRICK

A*

the

Announces the Broadway Appearance of

SPECIAL FEATURE

of His Wonderful

NEW REVUE

to be Presented at

REISENWEBER'S
(COLUMBUS CIRCLE, NEW YORK CITY)

Mr. Wylie
««tflSBtl of

is

now nnuv.

EZRA

B.

the exclusive personal direction

EDDY and LEA HERRICK

TEN CENTS

VOL. XLIV, No.

4

NEW YORK

CITY, FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

22, 1916

PRICE TEN CENTS

VARIETY

If

Van and

A

1 ham bra this
Belle are not at the
where in the U. S. are they?

Follow the dotted

lines

and you

week

may by chance

as programed,

find

them

AND
FLYING MISSILE EXPERTS
THE GREATEST NOVELTY

IN

THE WORLD.

Only act of

its

kind before the public

LATE FEATURE OF THE

NEW YORK HIPPODROME.

i

BOOMERANGS PATENT APPLIED FOR Direction

HaiTY Weber

NEW YORK

VOL. XLIV, No. 4

PAT CASEY IS NOW RUNNING
VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASS'N
Appointed Generaf Representative of Vaudeville Managers
Protective Association.

Has Charge

9

of All Detail in

Connection With Association's Affairs.

Left

Tuesday for Oklahoma City.
Pat Casey is now the general representative for the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association.

Casey

left

Tuesday

for

to survey the theatrical

As such Mr.
Oklahoma City,
field there now

agitated by a strike and to give any
assistance needed by the local man-

agers

in

combatting

the

strikers,

among whom

are acts which are
bers of the White Rats.

mem-

The appointment of Casey as general
representative for the managers was
made at the meeting of the V. M. P. A.
held last Friday (Sept. 15) at which
session also it was favorably voted
upon to furnish all help called for by
the Oklahoma City managers.
A motion voted down at the same
meeting was to increase the scope of
the V. M. P. A. to take
in
stage
hands, musicians and operators as
opposed to the managers. The argument against this was that the various managers could settle their differences with the union people, excepting White Rats, as their cause was
always local, and that the V. M. P. A.
as an organization
would notice no
theatre strike the actors did not take
part in.
With the entrance of the Rats into
the western trouble, a further demand
was made by the unions there upon the
Rats' behalf for a "closed shop," to
which the V. M. P. A. managers profess to be unalterably opposed with
the Rats as strongly insistent upon it.
The position given Pat Casey is
unique in theatricals. He is practically
the guiding hand for the managerial
interests wherever his presence may be
needed through activity of artists or
their

organizations.

has been engaged for

Casey
one year by the

It

is

were

affairs

days

conducted

quietly

for

previous to his appoint-

He was

ment.

the unanimous selection of all the Association's members
at a well
attended
meeting held a
couple of weeks ago.

When asked Tuesday just before
leaving to catch the 20th Century what
were in connection with the
new office, Mr. Casey said: "I haven't
had time to outline them and now I
have just 11 minutes to get the train.
The first thing I did, however, was to
secure routes for all the acts boycotted
by the White Rats through having appeared in Oklahoma City non-union
theatres, and that's one thing I am
going to do right along, take care of
his plans

staff,

being

MOUNTFORD

IN

OKLAHOMA?

White Rate N«wt

Wednesday

though
as
Harry Mountford had gone away from
New York. A wire from Oklahoma
City to Variety received that morning
said he was expected to appear there
before the arbitration board today. The
dispatch stated Labor Commissioner
W. G. Ashton, of Oklahoma, presiding over the board meetings on the
strike situation had requested Mountlooked

It

PRICE TENICENTS

22, 1916

ford to attend.
At the White Rats offices Wednesday,
it was said Mr. Mountford had not arrived there and his coming was uncertain, but information as to whether he
had gone to Oklahoma City was not

vouchsafed.

On Broadway the opinion seemed to
be the departure from New York almost simultaneously of Mr. Mountford
and Pat Casey was more than a coincidence and it was said either one had
immediately left when it became noised

PAGE&15to21.
GIVING UP HARLEM
The

Oct. 1, after having been a tenant of
the 125th street theatre for ten years.
The annual rental paid bv Keith was

The property belongs
$50,000.
the Lichtenstein Estate, and the
Keith lease on it expired a few months
ago, Keith holding over as a monthly

about
to

renter.

In recent seasons the Harlem opera
has been playing the Keith
vaudeville at popular prices. The Keith
Alhambra is around the corner from
the opera house and T.oew's 7th Avenue diagonally opposite.
No information is about as to the
future of the theatre.

house

SONG ORDERED OUT.

about the other intended going.

There was a report Commissioner
Ashton had wired Mountford requesting his presence and that Mountford
replied if he were to appear before the
Board in Oklahoma City, he would insist upon the condition that he be permitted to make such statement as he
pleased without interruption during it.
At the White Rats it was denied
Mountford had received a wire calling

him

to

Oklahoma.

The members of the V. M. P. A.
seem well satisfied with the selection
of Mr.
Casey to take charge. The
affairs of the Association were calling
upon too much of the individual managers' attention.

Pat Casey

ably equipped to direct
His greatest experience with vaudeville actors came from
bis solution of the "Advanced Vaudeville" muddle, when the United Booking Offices took over the Klaw & Erlanger vaudeville contracts. Casey had
been an important factor in the K. & E.
the V.

M.

is

P. A.

scheme and upon its dissolution proved
as agreeable to the U. B. O. in handling the outcome, while at the same
time Mr. Casey pacified acts holding
K. & K. contracts through seeing they
obtained tht work the contracts called
for or a money settlement of the same.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Mills has been dispatched to
City where he will watch
strike events in the interests of the
Interstate Circuit, which is booking
vaudeville attractions there.
K.

C.

Oklahoma

No. 2 "Flora Bella" Casting.
John Cort plans a number two "Flora
Bella for the mad
about Christmas.
Casting for the touring company will
be directed by John J. Scholl.

0. H.

B. F. Keith interests will with-

draw from the Harlem opera house

A

verse of a song slurring President

Wilson

and

sung by Ruth

Roye

at

Keith's Palace Monday matinee wis immediately ordered out of her song
repertoire. At the evening performance
Miss Roye used it again, substituting

Eddie Foy for the President, when the
Palace management instructed the girl
to discontinue the use of the number
altogether
during
her
Palace
en-

gagement.

acts."

said

V. M. P. A. at a large salary, with the
understanding he need not abandon
his lonjr established vaudeville agency.
Mr. Casey will probably divide his time
between the two, his headquarters for
the V. M. P. A. being in their general
offices in the Columbia theatre building.
Under Casey will be a staff of employes and upon the general representative's return from the middle west

he will start organizing his

clothed with full authority to take any
steps he deems requisite.
Negotiations looking toward Casey
taking full charge of the V. M. P. A.

some

SEPTEMBER

CITY, FRIDAY,

The catch

RATS'

VEW OF

The White

may

"BOYCOTT."

say if the
Managers' Association persists in its
reported announcement to "lock out"
acts
after
all White Rat vaudeville
Oct. 31, next, they will create a condition of "closed theatres."
The Rats were asked what reply they
had to the intention of the members
of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association not to engage a White
Rat after Oct. 31, as reported in
Variktv last week.
"There is no answer," was the reply.
"We are not being governed by announcement but wait for the facts, nor
J*ats

you don't advertise

In

VARIETY,

don't advertise.

M

oving Pictures
News and Reviews

Pages Thirty-one to Forty-nine

*^»"

OFFERING TO BUILD.

officials

do we give advance warning of our inRut if the managers should
tentions.
with
their plan to bar
go through
White Rats from their stages, instead
of agreeing to the 'closed shop' that we
create a
have asked for, they will
'closed theatre' by that action."
If

line of the song is "He
be old but he has young ideas."

Several of the big producing managers have been approached this week
by a representative of the realty company holding the plot at the northeast
corner of Broadway rnd 49th street,
with a proposition to utilize the site
for a theatre.
The holding corporation is willing to build the house.

The

theatre is to occupy the site reltbe same on the 49th street
block as the Winter Garden does on
50th street, and will run through from
atively

Broadway to Seventh avenue, covering about half a block north and south.

COHAN MAY WRITE MANN PLAY.
barely possible the next time
Mann is seen on the stage it will
the production of a play written
by George M. Cohan. Since the Friar's
Frolic, the club's abbott and the comIt

is

Louis

be

in

edian

have

become

exceedingly

chummy.

EDESON IN NEW PLAY.
Edward Rush and Lyle Andrews have
arranged l<> present Robert Edeson in
a new play entitled "Thy Brother's
Keeper." by Robert Porter. Tt will be
placed in rehearsal next week.

CABLES
ENGLAND NEEDS ACTS.

FLYING COLOURS" GORGEOUS.
London, Sept.

London, September

supported
Band.

8.

In consequence of the war it is difficult to find young leading men either
for drama, revue, or musical plays.
Owing to Henry Ainley being called to
the colors, Frederick Harrison was in
a quandary with regard to the leading

part

new

is,

in

Van

New

Gibson, writing a Chinese musical play
a West-end theatre
Grossmith and Laurillard.
at

Charles B. Cochran will open the
new St. Martins theatre about October
20 with a musical play, "Houp-la," written by Paul Rubens and Hugh E.
Wright, music by Rubens and Nat. D.
Ayer. The cast includes Gertie Millar,
Ida Adams and Ayer.
of "We're All In It"
was due to the
threatening to restrain

The withdrawal
Moss Empire

Dorothy Ward and Lupino Lane, two
principal artists, from appearing at the Palace theatre. Alfred Butt's
reply was to withdraw the revue at
a few days notice and revive "Bric-aBrac" until the new piece was ready.
of the

Recently Oswald Stoll threatened to
injunct Harry Tate from appearing in
"Razzle Dazzle," although he had given
permission for Tate to play the Hippodrome next door. The matter was settled by the Moss Empires foregoing
their claim on the services of George
Robey until the third week in January.

Edward Knoblauch, who since he became naturalized, has changed his name
to Knoblock, has written a new play,

$2,000.
Hoven, the magician arrived in

New York this week for a brief visit.
He has informed his agent, Edw. S.
Keller, he will accept next week in
vaudeville, preferring the Palace,
York, for $2,000.
Van Hoven's contracts for a long
future period in England prevent him
from remaining longer on this side.

Edwardes'

after a very short run

he left here two years ago Van
Hoven was receiving $250 a week. In
London he gets $1,000 weekly playing
two halls nightly, and has scored one
of

the

biggest

successes

in

made by an American artist
Van Hoven will leave early

ever
'

in

October, to return to Paris, where he

Olympia for six weeks and
the Alhambra for two more. His Engwill play the

run as far as 1923. During each year he has agreed to play
twice at the Victoria-Palace, London.
While in London Van Hoven played
as many as three halls nightly, covering an area equal in New York to
playing the Palace, Bronx and Bushwick, Brooklyn. A motor car to convey
lish contracts

Van Hoven
cost

these

to

different

places

him $18 weekly.

(lecture) for $3,750 a week.
Mr. Bornhaupt replied to the cable by

DARRELL-CONWAY
Chicago,

Sept. 11.

marry Mildred Thompson.

An unrehearsed

scene took place at
Violet Lorraine's

Oxford during

She had nearly concluded her last song when she saw a
soldier friend in front whom she had
long thought killed. The sight of him
sent the audience and song out of her
mind, and she left the stage and passed
recently.

to the stalls to greet her old friend
seemingly returned from the dead. The
audience was puzzled at first, but
and
situation
reafized
the
quickly
cheered heartily.

La Belle Leonora, with a new series
of modern dances, commenced a tour
Sept. 4 at the Hippodrome, Portsmouth,

returned

from London brings the news Vernon
with the aviCastle is well and still
corps of the British Army in
France. Several weeks ago the name
of Castle appeared in the lists of the
missing, but it was some Castle other
than Vernon.
Mr. Miller before sailing saw Ernest
Lambert in London and reports that
he has almost fully recovered from

ation

wounds.

letter.

Who

"The Man
Kaiser"

is

Dined With the
Lon-

a correspondent of the

don Daily Mail.

Paris,

Sept

20.

Margot, the principal dancer at the
Paris Opera-Comique for the past five
years, sails on the "Rochambeau" for
America under contract to Elisabeth

Marbury, who engaged her here about
two weeks ago.

WILSON RETURNING.
William

J.

stage director,
tic" for

N<w

London, Sept. 20.
Wilson, the American
sailed today on the "Bal-

York.

NANA RETIRES.
Nana, the dancer, has retired from
the stage after having been in that line
of endeavor since she was eight years
Her husband, Mr. De Foe, is proold.
ducing vaudeville acts, and Alexis, her
stage partner, has taken up the training of ballets for girl acts.

Odette Myrtil Coming Back.
London, Sept. 20.
Odette Myrtil has concluded a contract in America again under the management of Florenz Ziegf eld for a period of six months, commencing NoyJS.
t

Sept.

London, relieving

Al.

Canby,

who

is

looking after the "Daddy Long Legs"
company now playing there.

The

split

last

suit over the alleged infringement in the matter of the
defendant
utilizing
the
for stage
use by
presentation certain of the plaintiffs'
devices, has been up for a rehearing in
the courts and a decision handed down
in which the court sustains the validity,
of the claims of 4 and 8 of the Rocher

patent.
In the opinion of the attorney representing Lochez this claims define the
construction of the apparatus which is
at present being used in the Raffin act
and an action in this connection will
be the result of the decision just hand-

ed down.

SAILINGS.
through

Reported

&

Tausig

Paul

Son, 104 E. 14th street.

Dooley and

Mr. and
Mrs. Roxy La Rocca, Mrs. Bruce Morgan (St. Louis).
Sept. 16,

Sales,

"SOCIETY POTASH"

IS

OVER.

London, Sept.

20.

"Potash & Perlmutter in Society"
was produced at the Queens Sept. 12
and is a success.
The piece was produced by Lee
Kohlmar.

ADA REEVE'S THIRD WORLD TOUR.
London, Sept.

week while

ways.
they were playing the Pantages, Winniact

ROCHEZ CLAIM SUSTAINED.
The Rochez-Raffin

20.

Ada Reeve

is

20.

playing a farewell en-

gagement at Finsbury Park prior
making her third world's tour.

peg.

Miss

to

"KNOBLACK" UNNECESSARY.
London, Sept.

20.

play,
"The
Edward Knoblauch's
Hawk," presented at the Royalty, will

houses.

enjoy a brief career here.
The author's change of the spelling
of his name to "Knoblack" is unnecessary and unsatisfactory to the British.

ANOTHER GERMAN BAND.
The Loew

Capt. Lauder, the only son of Harry
Lauder, who has quite recovered from
his wounds and will be going back to
the trenches shortly, is engaged to

0. K.

has

After spending about two months in
New York Mr. Miller will return to

do a "double" with Sallie Fields,
who's now a "single" in the Association

Carl Rosa Opera Company en47th year of its tour at Ply-

who

his

SPLIT.

ly

its

Miller,

traction

Emily Darrell and Charles Conway
have come to the parting of vaudeville

theatre.

the
turn

York wanted "The Man Who Dined
With the Kaiser" as a vaudeville at-

England

Leave," which has been secured by Dennis Eadie for the Royalty

mouth

cable from Percy Reiss to Charles
Bornhaupt this week inquired if New

When

"Home on

The

ACT NOT WANTED.

A

.

Darrell will continue on the
Pan time as a "single." Conway has
returned to Chicago and will very like-

ters

$3,750

Wilson has sur-

J.

PARISIAN DANCER ENGAGED.

comconjunction with Major

for production

Producer William

VAN HOVEN ASKING

transport service.

Georg«

cellent.

CASTLE REPORTED
Gilbert

sional."

Letty Lind, a former brilliant star

by

passed himself.

singing to my comrades." The officer
looked annoyed, and remarked, "Why
you're almost as good as a profes-

and has been replaced by Gerald
Ames. For the same reason George
Desmond has given up his part in "A
Little Bit of Fluff" in favor of Arthur
Chesncy, a brother of Edmund Gwenn,
who is engaged breaking in mules for

halls are complaining of a
shortage in attractions. Needed mostly are comedy acts and headline turns.
The local managers are continually
urging agents to secure the two kinds,
and the agents are cabling America for
them, without much result to date.

Wynne and Ray Cox

his bit."

went on the stage
some "Tommies."

20.

The music

Tich, Bertram Wallis, Gabri-

scored. Purcella Brothers, Mewse and
Singer, Yetta Rianza, dancers, are ex-

Gwenn's ability was evidently unknown
to the officer in charge, who, at the conclusion of the concert offered him two
guineas. "No thanks, sir," said Gwenn,
"I couldn't think of taking a fee for

duties,

late

London.

all

Ray, Bessie

elle

Compton, known as
Frank Compton in America, has been
wounded in action. He came from
M
Australia eighteen months ago to do

vice Corps, recently
in camp to entertain

Leon Quatcrmaine has resigned from
"The Hawk" at the Royalty, produced September 16, owing to military

the
panies,

draw
Mackenzie, second

S.

Edmund Gwenn, the actor-manager
who is now a driver in the Army Ser-

thur, Dawson Millward, Randle Ayrton,
E. Lyall Swete, Doris Lytton, Pollie
Emery and Ellis Jeffreys.

in

Albert de Courville's production of
"Flying Colours" produced at the Hippodrome Sept. 16 is replete with gorgeous scenes and dresses.
Bairnsfeather's trench scene, a Spanish scene
and a dancing carnival will be sure to
Little

the Haymarket, but luckily A. E. Matthews has been secured. Other members of the company include Paul Ar-

the

American

Valentine's

Lieutenant F.
son of Edward

H. A. Vachell and Walter Hackplay, "Mr. Jubilee Drax" at

in

ett's

by

London, Sept

20.

Circuit has another Germusical organization of 22 men,
called The Kaiser Wilhelm 2nd Band,
presumably from the boat of that
name belonging to the North German

man

"LIGHT BLUES" A DRAW.
London, Sept.

20.

Lloyd and now in dock at Hoboken.
The last war band the Loew Circuit used was the Vaterland, which
of late has been playing on the New

At the Shaftesbury "Light Blues," a
musical comedy, was shown Sept. 14.
It is a light story with tuneful music.

York Roof.

Cicely Courtneidge are excellent.
It is a probable draw.

It

is

said

the

musical groups for the Loew time
still has 87 musicians and three leaders
to divide up in bands as soon as he
can find more ships to name them
after.

LET THE

Shaun

promoter of these

WAR COME!

"Connie" Roe, manager of the Plattsburgh theatre, believes in militarism.
"Rookies" from the National Guard instruction camp here supported Jere McAulifTe's Musical Revue to $2,051 for
the week, a house record.

arrived in town

Monday from France

for a

brief visit to New York and every time I hear
one of the subway blasts go off on Broadway
I

think

'The
ing

me

it is a Zep.
old place looks the same," but it is taka few nights to get accustomed to the

lights.

time I come out after dark I am
the glare for a few minutes.
not wearing my wrist watch because
they misunderstand me. (Will put it on again
when I go back.)

Every

blinded
I

l>y

am

VAN HOVEN

Jack

Hulton

and

"This and That" Not Strong Enough.

HELLO!
I

Glenville,

London, Sept. 20.
Andre Chariot's "This and That" at
the Comedy Sept. IS failed to enhance
Harry
reputation of its author,
the
Some of its scenes are exGrattan.
cellent, but the piece requires strengthening.
Clarice Mayne, Will West and Mazuz

and Mazrttr scored personal
If

hits.

la VARIETY,
don't advertise.

you don't edvertiee

VAUDEVILLE
"FROLIC AS AN ACT.
9

MANAGERS' ASS'N INVITED
TO CONFERENCE WITH RATS
James William FitzPatrick, President of the Organization,

in

History of Rats in This Issue of Variety,
Formally Extends Invitation.
In a history of the White Rats organization, appearing in this issue .of

Variett,

James William

FitzPatrick,

president of the Rats, who wrote it,
on behalf of the order, invites the

Broadway successes were from

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association to meet a committee appointed
by Mr. FitzPatrick to talk over the
present vaudeville situation, as it exists between the managers and the Rats

best-known lay Catholic controversialist in America, on the subject of "Clean

societies.
The article

redeems all.
His motto

back to
Rats in

by Mr. Fitzpatrick dates
the organization of the White
1900 and brings out the salient

points at various times arising since
then between the vaudeville manager
and the artist.
James William FitzPatrick, the International President of the International Unions of the White Rats Actors'
Union and Associated Actresses of
America, and the Big Chief of the
White Rats, was born in Waterbury,
Conn., June 15, 1879.
He was educated in the public
schools there and after graduating from
the high school in Waterbury in 1897,
went to Holy Cross College, sophomore
class of 1897.
In 1900 Mr. FitzPatrick graduated
with the degree of Bachelor of Arts,
and went from there to Washington,
where for two years he attended the
school of Belles Lettres and received
his degree as Master of Arts in 1902,
and also matriculated for his degree of
Master of Philosophy.
After the granting of his Master's
Degree, he went to the Minnesota
woods, and for over a year was engaged
in the timber camps and railroad construction in Minnesota, in the position
of paymaster.
He then went back to Waterbury,
and became a newspaper reporter on
the staff of the Waterbury "RepubliAfter a year on the "Republican."
can" he was engaged by Sylvester Z.
Poli as press agent, manager and
treasurer of Poli's and Jacques', Waterbury.
Remaining there for two years, Mr.
FitzPatrick entered vaudeville with
Lewis M. Madden, and scored a success at their first attempt in the sketch
entitled "The Turn of the Tide," writAfter that, they
ten by FitzPatrick.
played another sketch called "The
Wanderer," from the same facile pen.
They dissolved partnership in 1915
when Mr. FitzPatrick presented himself
and company in a sketch entitled "The
It was proPitcher and the Well."
duced at the Prospect, Brooklyn, in the
fall of 1915.
Mr. FitzPatrick joined the White
Rats Actors' Union of America Jan.
9. 1912, and was elected International
President at the fifirst international
election of the International Unions in
April, 1912.

Apart from his theatrical activities,
Mr. FitzPatrick is a well-known magazine writer.
In the Open Story Competition in Collier's two years ago, he
won the second prize of $800, and is

now

a

lier's."

constant

Other of

contributor

to "Colhis stories have ap-

peared in "Donahue's," and the "Cavalier," one of the Munsey publications,
and he is at present at work on a series
of six vaudeville

stories specially ordered by a prominent editor.
Many of the best known of vaude-

today are appearing in
written by Mr. FitzPatrick,
and many of the lyrics in last year's
ville

artists of

sketches

Vaudeville."

about 6 feet

in height, slightly
grey-haired, of upright carriage, and, in
spite of his biting wit, has a smile which
is

in life is the coat-of-arms
of the FitzPatricks:
"Fortis Sub Forte Fatiscet,"
which means, in English, "Strength and
»»
Right brings Victory.'

BRICE TAKES "WORTH" NAME.
Lew Brice has proba'bly heard from
an attorney this week through having
formed an act with Ellen Kearns and
calling Miss Kearns "Ellen Worth,"
naming the turn "Worth and Brice," the
same as used when Brice appeared
with his wife, Muriel Worth.
Miss Worth is reported to have consulted an attorney to prevent her husband using the team name. She is now
a "single act" in vaudeville.
Brice and his wife had a disagreement previous to opening at Henderson's, Coney Island, a few weeks ago.
Miss Worth is said to have been

roughly handled during the
by her husband, whom she
left and advertised she was
associated with him in any

encounter
thereupon
no longer
way.

FIGHT IN A FLAT.

A brief but violent fisticuff encounter
occurred at the apartment of a well
known musical comedy woman a few
It was started by an actor
has long been an ardent admirer
of the musical comedy queen.

nights ago.

who

The

of the attack was the
of a well known film
producing and releasing concern, the
actor being
spurred to the "violent
stuff" by a wild fit of jealousy.
object

financial

man

LADIES LADIES!
t

Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 20.
charged
with
Carrie
Starr,'
an
assault upon Lillian Dallis. partner of
Johnny Neff, was fined $25 in the city
court.
She paid and was released.
Girl

The

vaudeville act of Stan

Stanley

was protected last week by the Columbia theatre management, New York,
when it ordered Henry K. Morton, the
principal comedian of "The Burlesque
Revue," then playing there, to discontinue

use.

its

Morton,

it is said, was using Stanexact dialog and manner of workthe audience. August Dreyer,
for Stanley, filed the complaint with the

ley's

ing

in

Columbia,

which

was

immediately

acted upon.

his ever-

ready typewriter.
Last year Mr. FitzPatrick aroused
great interest through the Catholic
press by a public controversy which he
carried on with Dr. James J. Walsh, the

He

STANLEY'S ACT PROTECTED.

Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic," which
closed at the Amsterdam Roof Saturday last is to go into vaudeville under
Wayburn, but
the direction of Ned
whether Ziegfeld's name will be used
has not been decided. The show intact,
except the cast, will be taken with
The
special scenery by Robert Law.
opening date had been set for Oct. 30,
probably at the Palace, where three
weeks are booked. The act will carry
about 30 people, including a chorus of
twelve.

Accused of Taking Trunk.

Hamilton, O.. Sept. 20.
Fortuna, a member of the
George Jupiter troupe of acrobats at
the Grand the last half of last week,
visited the theater Sunday and it is
alleged appropriated the trunk of the
company which contained the costumes of the aggregation, valued at
$40 and after purchasing a ticket for
Chicago, left here on an early train.
The manager of the troupe filed a
complaint at the local police head-*
quarters and a warrant was issued
charging the girl with grand larceny.
She was arrested on the train at ConCelia

and a detective was sent
from here to return her to this city

nersville, O.,

DOOLEY AND SALES SAIL

CHIC SALE GOES HOME.

"St. Louis" Sept. 16 carried away
York Dooley and Sales, who
from
have a Moss Empire route for England, and will open Sept. 25 at the

Following his engagement at the
Palace, New York, last week, Chic
Sale left for his western home.
He
asked the vaudeville managers $600
weekly for further time. The big time
refuse to consider the amount, on the
plea that last season Sale's salary was
$300 and to double it this year (notwithstanding he has a new act) would
be to set a precedent in salary raising
they did not wish to do.

The

New

Finsbury Park Empire.
J. Francis Dooley said before sailing he felt obliged to leave, owing to
having signed English contracts that
might cause him trouble in future over
This
there if not fulfilled at present
was to explain the report Dooley and
Sales had declined a big time route
for this season at an incrcease in
They also turned down a prosalary.
duction offer for this fall.

indeterminate offer was

made by

lined.

CLASH OVER "IMITATION."

FIGHT ON STAGE.
Chicago, Sept 29.
There was a free-for-all riot at the
Ashland last Friday night. The trouble started when Cornell and Wilbur
were doing their turn and some of the

Ray Comstock and Tempest and
Sunshine went to the mat last week
over the interpolation of a number from
"Very Good Eddie" into their act at the
F.

Palace.

Wilbur
gallery gods began kidding.
invited the disturbers to come on the
stage and several accepted the defi.
Wilbur started punching right and left*
The police were called to restore
quiet, arresting seven boys for good
measure. The Ashland plays "amateurs"
every Friday night in addition to several acts of "professionals" booked in
by the management.

Miss Tempest announced the song as
an imitation of Ernest Traux in "very

HUSSEY AND BOYLE DISSOLVE.

The entry into vaudeville of H. B.
Warner is being engineered by Gus Ed-

Good Eddie," but when Comstock
it he promptly demanded the
number be eliminated from the act's
heard of

repertoire.
Under legal advice the girls continued
to use the song, prefacing it with the

"imitation" announcement.

H. B.

Hussey and Boyle have dissolved
partnership as a team. When Hussey
returns to vaudeville, following the removal of the current Winter Garden
show from that house, he will in all
probability be seen with His former
partner, Al Lee.
Hussey and Boyle are now with the
Winter Garden show, playing principal
parts, but not offering the combined
specialty.

Another vaudeville team that will dissolve with the close of the Winter Garden show is Swor and Mack. John
Swor has given his notice to the management, while Charles Mack, his stage
partner, has decided to remain with the
show.
In place of Swor will be Will Philbrick.

NAWN DAVIS ROAD SHOW.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Tom Nawn and Hal Davis have constructed a road show which they will
jointly headline and play the legitimate
theatres through the middle west with
an opening scheduled for the latter
part of October.
The show consists of three one-act
pieces. P. S. Maddock will travel
of the organization.

ahead

HOPKINS' "KISSES."
Arthur Hopkins has taken over the
"Kisses" sketch which Arnold Daly
introduced to vaudeville a few weeks
ago at the Palace. Upon applying to
the
Booking Offices for a
United
route, the star's figure was considered
prohibitive and he deserted vaudeville
for a Harris Estate production.

for a hearing in municipal court.

REHEARSING IN PROVIDENCE.
Bert Melrose Marries Mae Mack.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Bert Melrose has confirmed his recent
marriage to Mae Mack
(Dancing
Macks).
Mrs. Melrose
has
retired
from the stage and is at present travelling with her husband.

No

the managers, who admitted Sale was
worth the money and could be head-

Wolfe Gilbert journeyed to Provweek to aid Van and
this
Schenck in putting on a new song by
Gilbert and Carey Morgan, entitled
"Hawaiian Sunshine." which Van and
Schenck arc to sing in the new Century,
L.

idence

New

York, show.

wards,

WARNER

who

will

IN SKETCH.

direct

Mr. Warner's

variety tour.

Mr. Warner is one of the Triangle's
big picture stars and currently popular
on the screen.

BALL

IS

BACK.

Foster Ball is no longer with "The
Soldier Boy," having retired from the
Ball
cast after rehearsing two weeks.
refused to accept the part assigned to
him and the Shuberts agreed to a canBall returns
cellation of his contract.
to vaudeville with Jimjnie Cripps, playing the opposite role created by Ford
West.

NATALIE ALT'S ACT.
Oct. 2 at the Palace, New York, will
see the Broadway vaudeville debut of
Natalie Alt, who will be accompanied
by a piano player. Max Hayes is her
representative.

Ponzellos on United Time.

opened MonWashington, under a
contract issued by the United Booking
Offices.
Jos. M. Schenck of the Loew
Circuit, released the sisters from an

The Ponzello

day

Sisters

at Keith's,

a

agreement.

The Loew
$400 weekly.

Circuit contract

was

for

The United is now giving
The U. B. O. notified

the act $250.
Loew of its prior agreement.
The Ponzello incident is said to have
resulted in a "single act" having been
called on the carpet in the U. B. O. for
the activity of her husband in soliciting
"United acts," when in a theatre ostensibly to call upon her. A strict injunction was given regarding future action
of that sort, although the agent who
was the subject was once before in the
centre of a similar controversy through
his poor judgment and peculiar business
ideas.
If

you don't advertise

In

don't advertise.
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VAUDEVILLE
NO RATS SYMPATHY STRIKE.

MANAGERS' DEFIANCE HOLDS UP

among

STRIKE DECISION TILL SEPT. 23

City, Sept. 20.

Although the State Board of Arbitration in a special session which lasted
two days and one night (Sept. 13-14)
heard all of the strikers' side of the
controversy and some testimony of the
managers, there will be no decision
until

On

Sept. 23.

that date

it

is

board to renew
to persuade the managers

intention

of

the

the
its

to
voluntarily state their side of the case,
and if there is a continuation of defiance which was conspicuous at the
probfirst meeting, the board in all
ability will take whatever action it can.
Commissioner W. G. Ashton informed the managers and their counsel
he resented their attitude toward the
board, of which they seemingly were
determined to make a joke.
The hearing was the fourth of the
kind in the State's history and attracted much attention from others
than those directly identified with the
efforts

controversy.

The opening addresses of the counsel
were brief but decidedly to the point.
Mr. Giddings explained the grievances
of the strikers, particularly the White
Rats, pointing out that it would be to
managers for
the advantage of the
them to sign up with the Rats and in
on the
run
their
theatres
the future
"closed shop" plan, which meant the
employment of White Rat acts exclusively.

Mr. Johnston's opening was simply
a repetition of his previous assertion
that he felt grieved to think the board

would waste so much time which
might be profitably
otherwise
employed. He again made the declaration
felt
they had
that as the managers
nothing to arbitrate efforts of the
board in that direction would be quite
useless.

Gilmore.
chief
deputy
traveling organizer of the White Rats,
was the first witness called Thursday
morning after two witnesses had been
heard Wednesday, and from him the
board heard the story of how the White
Rats became identified with a strike
which at first was important from a
Gilmore. a trim,
local standpoint only.
alert
young man, made an excellent
his
and
explanation
witness
of the
trouble was convincing.
witness
exThe "closed shop"
plained, provided
that
all vaudeville
play
be
required
to
union
managers
Ry so doing, they
acts exclusively.
would have every assurance that they
would be furnished with the exact quality of acts their houses demand and
would be protected by ample bond furnished by the union.
frequently
Counsel ior.
Loiinsei
for. ine
the managers ircqi
irr.ony,
interfered v^jjh Gilmorc's testii
owing to theWct that practically everything
was not
ig the
tnc witness had related wa
identified directly with Oklahoma City.
The objections were overruled.
Gilmore admitted that no instances of
graft had been brought to his attention during his brief stay in Oklahoma
City, possibly because he never had
occasion to visit any of the theatres
or acquaint himself with their managers.
Tie explained an instance with
which he was personally acquainted
in Kansas City, however, and was permitted to reveal it in all its details.
Francis

J.

<

Commissioner

Ashton
wanted to
know if. provided the managers would
sipn up with the White Rats, agreeing
to accept none other ""than Rat acts,

the organization would be in a position
to guarantee first class acts acts as
good as the managers were accustomed
to playing. Witness said the organization would furnish bonds to bind its
agreement with the managers to furnish
acts of a quality
which would be a
credit to the house.
"It will be up to the agents to furnish the managers
with
White Rat
acts," witness said. "If they fail to do
this
they
will
be
liable
the
to

referring

Oklahoma

to divulge

the
true
strength of the
Rats,
but was unsuccessful.

White

Considerable
sarcasm
was used by
both the witness and attorney for the
managers, and not infrequently did

Commissioner

Ashton

interfere

affiliated unions.

its

One
agers

of the contentions of the
that if they signed up

is

manwith

the White Rats they will forfeit their
franchises with booking agents now
furnishing their acts, and as the Rats
would be unable to give them satisfactory service, their business would
suffer to such an extent that it probably
would have to be closed entirely. Gil-

more was asked

he were not aware
that this were true.
He said he was
not.
He was convinced the managers
would not only improve their acts by
signing with the Rats, but would be
given more satisfactory service, would
have absolute protection and "graft"
would be eliminated.
When Commissioner Ashton took
charge of the witness he asked a maze
of questions, touching on every phase
of the case and bringing out several
points
for
better
understanding by
if

the board.

A member
plained

how

of the operators' union exhis

walked

union members had
sympathy with the

out in
stage hands.
During the afternoon of the second
day of the hearing T. H. Bolend, manager of the Empress, and W. H. McCall of the Liberty, appeared in the
room and were called to the stand by
Mr. Giddings.
Their testimony was
not taken until night, however. They
said their business
was normal in
spite of the strikers' pickets, and said
they had no intention to recognize the
Rats or sign up with them. It would
be suicidal to their business, they defranchises
clared, as their
with the

booking agents would be forfeited and
they would be unable to get acts.
John Sinopoulo, manager of the
Lyric theatre,
and president of the
managers' association, was not present
during the hearing.
He was said to
be absent from the city.
The Lyric and Liberty theatres (nonunion) this week are playing complete
vaudeville bills, some of the acts being
of an exceedingly high class order and
brought from Chicago and St. Louis

Oklahoma City engagement. The musical tab show which
particularly for the

played

tfic

closed

last

Liberty for four weeks,
Saturday, and is said to

have done excellent business.

The managers

union

at

on

Owing to Cleveland being a sixday show town acts playing the Miles
theatre there are reported forced to
play Sunday in Elyria, a nearby city in
Ohio. Contracts- for the Miles are for
six days with no mention of Sunday
shows in another town.
According to report acts do not receive their salaries at the Miles, Cleveland, Saturday, but are told they must
first play Elyria Sunday.
Upon refusal
to play the Sunday stand one-seventh is
deducted from their week's salary.
This has caused trouble to New York
agents who booked their acts for the
following week and in several cases for
jumps which could be made Sunday.

say they are having
no difficulty securing acts and that the
regular season business will proceed

KEOGH SUING

I.

R. T.

An action for $200,000 damages has
been started in the Bronx County Supreme Court by the William T. Keogh
Amusement

Co., against the Interbor-

ough Rapid Transit Co. The concern
is the owner of the property on which
Loew's National Theatre is located.
In

the

complaint

it

opened Sept. 25 with pop vaudeby Harry Shea and Frank Gersten.
Mr. Shea will book the theatre.
The litigation started by Oscar -Hamwill be

ville

insurance"
life
the
mortgage
the first
from
Hammerstein
evicted
and which
the opera house is said to be in process of adjustment.

is

alleged

the

newly constructed extension of the
Third Avenue "L" system through^ Bergen avenue, adjacent to the National,
is an unlawful seizure and a trespass
on easements and property rights. It
is also alleged the railroad had no authority to construct the extension. It
is stated the viaduct for the "L" extension and the subway below, both of
which run parallel with the theatre
property, have depreciated property
values and resulted in a loss of rentals.

Advice received from Australia by
Chris O. Brown states General SupRickards
Cately of the
erintendent
circuit sailed for this country in midAugust.
Mr. Cately, due in New York within
the next few days, will mark an in>
petus in bookings for the Antipoles.
It is planned to send to Australia a
number of recognized American headMr. Brown says Mr. Cately inliners.
timately knows the kind of acts needed
in Australia, and the Rickards' representative will assist
the material required.

A downtown Brooklyn theatre playing legitimate shows during the week
with concerts Sunday, advertised an
amateur night for last Sunday.
people
church.

matter was observed by
connected with the Catholic

billing

They

registered a complaint,

which brought a visit to the theatre
by a police inspector, who ordered the
billing taken down.
The amateur night for a Sunday show
would have been illegal according to
the present law.
quite as though there
proeress.

were no strike

in

The Metropolitan (union) is playing
second week of tab and vaudeville.
The Strand theatre now is being conits

ducted as a union house. Lewis & Lewis
taking possession last week.
Pickets still are patrolling the unfair houses and urging prospective patrons not to patronize them. Many of
these pickets are women who operate
hand registers which, they declare,
show the Liberty and Lyric are doing
The
far less than normal business.
managers say their attendance, particularly at night, is normal for this season
of the year and is improving every day.
Friday John Sinopoulo, manager of
the Lyric theatre, will be one of the
witnesses, while other members of the
Oklahoma City Managers' association,
also are expected to testify.

Harry Mountford. of the White Rats,
has been requested by Commissioner
Ash tor. to be in attendance when the
investigation is resumed. The commissioner has written a personal letter to

Mountford explaining why
is desired by the board.

his presence

him

choosing

in

ORPHEUM MANAGERS.
Chicago, Sept.

20.

The Orpheum Vaudeville (formerly
Alhambra), Seattle, opening Sept. 24,
Mr.
will have Carl Reiter as manager.
Reiter returns to that city from the Orpheum, Portland.

The Portland Orpheum

to be di-

is

locally by Frank McGettigan,
when opening Oct. 1 with Orpheum
Mr. McGettigan was
Circuit shows.
formerly press agent of the house when

rected

known as the Helig.
The Orpheum, Vancouver, opened
Calgary on the Orpheum
this week.
chain started last week.

FOX'S OPENING.
The new William Fox house,
Bay Ridge, opened Saturday last
The opening
capacity audience.

the
to a
bill

(running order) was: Espe and DutKing and Harvey, Lawrence Grant
and Co., Bertie and Eddie Conrad,
White and Clayton, and Gus Edwards'
"School Days."
The feature film was "Dare Devil
Kate," with Virginia Pearson.
ton,

SUNDAY "AMATEUR" ILLEGAL.

The

against

merstein

company holding

RICKARDS CIRCUIT HEADLINES.

FORCING "SUNDAY" PLAYING.

v

The Lexington Avenue opera house

stage

and

urge a "more gentlemanly" procedure.
The attorney asked many questions
which the witness declined to answer,
and on all these occasions Johnston
appealed to the court in an effort to
compel Gilmore to divulge business
secrets of the White Rats organization

and

strike
situation
to the
City, where the Rats are

along with the
hands and musicians.
strike,

—

managers."
On cross-examination Mr. Johnston
made many efforts to persuade Gilmore

New

sympathy with the striking traction
men, carried no weight with the Rats,
who had no intention of "walking out."
Each strike situation, said the Rats'
officer, was independently acted upon,

Arbitration Board Renews Vain Effort to Secure Statement
of Showmen's Side and Resents Their
Rats Make "Closed Shop" Pledge.
Oklahoma

SHEA-GERSTEN'S LEX. 0. H.

offices of the White Rats it
talk of a sympathetic strike
all unions in
York, in

At the
was said

HEXTER SUCCEEDED.
Charles

Cincinnati, Sept. 20.
succeeds Billy
manager of the People's

McDonald

Hexter as
week. It is generally understood
the
Heuck (Independent Burlesque
make several other
will
Circuit)
changes in the staff at the People's
within the next few weeks.
this

a

Has U. B. O. Franchise.
Lou Shean, brother of Al Shean, and
nephew of Minnie Palmer, the Chi-

cago producer, has arranged for a headquarters in New York, where he will
look after the interests of Miss Palmer
in the east, in addition to supervising
the booking of several of his own acts.
Shean has been granted a booking
franchise in the split time department
of the United Booking Offices.

Goulberg's

Lynn Theatre

Closes.

Lynn, Mass.. Sept.

20.

The Lynn

Saturday,
theatre closed
after playing pop vaudeville for one
furnished
been
week.
The show had
by Jack Goldberg in the William
Morris office, which had been reported
playing the bill there on a percentage.

Vaude

at

South End, Boston.
Boston, Sept.

There

is

20.

Loew's South End
exchange pop
shortly

a report

theatre
may
vaudeville bills for

its

present picture

policy.

Vaudeville Expected.
Cincinnati, Sept. 20.
old Standard theatre building
being repainted, reviving the rumor
may play vaudeville.

The

is
it

—

:

VAUDEVILLE
RATS "CLOSED SHOP" AGREEMENT
Copy of latest "Closed Shop" agreement White Rats is sending out to all
vaudeville managers, together with the copy of letter accompanying it.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.
for
lul
day of
by and between
Made and executed this
hereinafter desigState of
Theatre or Agency In the city of
the
Branch No.... White Rats Actors' Union- of
nated party of the first part, and the
America, Hereinafter designated party of the second part,

WITNESSETH

Whereas, many forms of contract have been Issued by managers of theatres, circuses, burlesque shows, motion picture studios and amusement resorts of various kinds, to artists or
performers, the termB or provisions of which were Inequitable, unjust and opposed to the
principles of equity, Justice, fair play and organized theatrical artists, and,
Whereas, It has been deemed necessary, In order to attempt to prevent the demoralization
and decllue bf the theatrical profession as an art, and In order to encourage and foster artistic
ability to the mutual advantage of both parties to this agreement, and,
s
Whereas, the present conditions are such as to cause friction and discord between artist
and manager, and.
Whereas, the parties to this agreement are desirous of eliminating said unsatisfactory conditions, for the mutual benefit of all parties concerned, and to Insure harmony and a more
filendly understanding,
THEREFORE IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED:
day of
191 .... the said
I.
That on and after the
Theatre, or
shall be with reference to all acts playing therein, or engaged thereby, a
Agency

CLOSED SHOP.

—

II.
That (it being no fault of the manager If an act neglects to prepare itself with a
union card to play said theatre) the manager of said theatre shall refuse to continue in employment a non-Unlon act, a Union act not in good standing, or an act which refuses to join
said White Rats Actors' Union.
That all non-Unlon acts shall be given an opportunity to Join said White Rats Actors'
III.
Union upon payment of the Initiation fee and dues current on the day of application for such

—

membership.
IV.
That with relation to new acts, freak acts, and acts otherwise ineligible to Join said
Union, a working card shall be Issued to said act upon payment of five dollars for each working
card Issued, excepting upon grounds of public morality or decency, said working card or cards
entitling the performer or the members of said act to work In closed-shop theatre for fourteen
consecutive days from the date of issue of said card or cards.
V. That in the event that non-Unlon performers wish to Join said Union or obtain working
cards and are without funds to obtain same, the management shall accept fin order upon the
salary or salaries of Bald performer or performers and pay the amount thereof to the business
agent of the White Rats Actors' Union upon application.
VI. That the party of the second part or its representatives shall have the privilege at all
times to demand the exhibition of proper credentials from all artists or performers working in
said theatres, and that the party of the second part shall be allowed to post in said theatres
notice that said credentials must be shown as a requisite to continuing in employment at
said thesxre.
VII. That when the representative of the party of the second part shall give notice to
the party of the first part or its duly authorised representative at said theatre that an act is nonUnlon and that It will be impossible for Union acts to work with it, the msnager of said
theatre shall so notify said act. But the party of the first part shall be entitled to the services
of said act until a suitable substitute can be procured in its stead, provided, however, that in
no case shall said act be employed for more than twenty-four hours subsequent to service of
notice of its Ineligibility by the representative of the party of the second part.
VIII. That the party of the second part shall conduct the closed shop in said theatres
with the least possible friction snd Inconvenience to the party of the first part, snd that each
parly hereto shall endeavor to maintain this agreement In a friendly and equitable spirit, and
to work together for the mutual benefit of the orchestra and the management.
IX. It Is further mutually agreed that this agreement shall be for
years from above
dste.
dsy of
101
Witness our hands and seal this

MORRIS AND BAYES.

U. B. O.-FOY-DILLINGHAM.
extensive
family are not
big time
vaudeville just now is because the
United Booking Offices has taken a
stand against
Charles
Dillingham's
edict to his artists they must not appear in New York big time vaudeville,
while holding a Dillingham contract.
Foy is said to have had an engagement arranged at the Palace, New
York. Shortly previous to the date of
his appearance there, the New Rochelle comedian signed with Mr. Dillingham for the Century production.
He is reported to have thereupon informed the U. B. O. of his inability to
appear at the Palace, New York, but
announced a willingness to play the
other U. B. O. houses he had agreed
to with the booking office.
The U. B. O. retaliated by saying
if Foy did not play the Palace, New
York, his other contracts would also
be considered canceled. This was done,
much to Foy's irritation, and he negotiated with the Loew Circuit for a
his
playing in

route.

Joe Schenck of that pop vaudeville
chain, according to the story, offered
Foy 40 weeks on the Loew time at
$1,300 weekly, with the understanding
his Century agreement for 10 weeks be
filled,

10

Loew

the

weeks

contract jumping those

for that purpose.

Foy matter

The Loew-

abeyance.
An officer of the U. B. O. is reported
to have frankly told Foy when he inquired there in person why outside New
York time would not be given him by
the United, that that big time agency
did not propose to permit Mr. Dillingham to take artists off its books, then
instruct those artists that they could
not play in U. B. O. houses.
Foy's contract with the Century is
for $1,100 weekly.
It will be a few
weeks before that house will open, and
Foy wanted to fill in the interim with
is in

KALAMAZOO

(Seal)
( Seal)

York, Sept.

15,

Dear Sir:

direction of my International Executive, Mr. Harry Mountford, I am instructed to
forward you the enclosed Union Shop Agreement for your careful consideration, so that, when
I am ordered to request your signature to a similar document, you will be thoroughly familiar
with its contents.
You will notics this contract does not limit you In any way In your booking, and does
All these are to your own discretion, and a matter of arnot concern ltpelf with salaries.
rangement between you and the individual artist. It does not limit your freedom of choice in

By

any manner whatsoever.
I shall

be pleased at any time to take this matter up personally with you.

If

Very truly yours,
Secy' International Board, Chief Deputy Organizer N. Y., N.

action for injunction and

'SHOULD A

damages

pending by Arthur Deagon against
Larry Comer, the former claiming that
the lyic of "A Game of Cards" is his
copyrighted property.
It is alleged
Mr. Comer is using it in a vaudeville
act without permission.
Papers drawn
by James A. Timony, counsel for
Deagon, state that in 1913 Howard
Johnson and Joseph McCarthy wrote
the lyric which Deagon has used since
then and is now using.
Instead of a
cash payment the authors arranged with
is

Deagon that the lyric become his property provided he sing a number called
Love Her Oh, Oh, Oh," during the
season.
This number was published
by Will Von Tilzer,
for
whom the
writers worked.
Deagon claims that in April of this
year lie notified Comer to discontinue
using "A Game of Cards," but no attention was paid to the protest and the
lyric is still retained by Comer.
In July of this year Deagon copyrighted the lyric.
"I

Garden's Stage Manager Moves.
Doc Wells who has been stage manager

Winter Garden

productions
for the past three years, is now with
for

Ned Wavhurn
If

in a

similar capacity.

you don't advertise

In

don't advertise.

VARIETY,

A

J.,

desire.

and Conn.

WOMAN

TELL?"
Hammer-

sketch that headlined at

stein's

in

the

day when

catered to sensational

that

titles, is

house

being re-

vived for vaudeville by Marvin Welt.

The

playlet

Tell?"

A

is

"Should

a

Woman

20.

The

stage of the Majestic was endestroyed by fire Monday night
following the final performance of the

tirely

day.

Some of the acts on the bill had their
wardrobe and scenery damaged by the
blaze, but all were prepared to continue
on the route and open Thursday at
Battle Creek, Mich.
The house, which

on the Butterbooked by Charles
is

circuit
and
Crowl, will be repaired in time to refield

in

LYRIC IN COURT.

An

you so

FIRE.

Kalamazoo, Mich, Sept.

1916.

open Oct. 1. Among the acts on the
bill were Lew Fitzgibbons, Muller and
Show," Frank
Mulford, "The Style
Bush and Ergotti's Lilliputians.
The house was empty when the fire
broke out. It was blamed on defective
insulation.

large quantity of press mat-

was secured by the late Willie
Hammerstcin for the engagement and
the playlet was headlined there for
three weeks. It played one or two
others of the big houses and was then
withdrawn for the reported reason the
ter

salary necessary could not be obtained.
Mr. Welt is also organizing a female
minstrel act of all principals, nine of
'em. Bijou Russell and
will

be on the ends.

also a

Norah Bayes

The Eva Tanguay road show, which
Morris manages, started last Saturday
Union Hill, N. J., playing that town
and Trenton, N. J. Mondav on a guarat

antee.
Tuesday the company traveled
to Utica and appeared there Wednes-

day playing Thursday in Syracuse. Today the Tanguay show is at Canton,
O., and tomorrow at Ft. Wayne, Ind.

From

that point

it

will rapidly travel

west.

A corporation known as the W. M.
Tours, Inc., was formed this week. It
sounds like an abbreviated title of the
William Morris Tours. J. Wilzier, L.
Murray and W. Murray are

the incorporators.
Mr. Wilzin is attorney for
Morris.
Lester Murray is the travelling manager of the Tanguay show.
The capital stock is $5,000.

"MANAGERS" AFTER DEPOSIT.
The

office of B.

Rosofsky

in the Fitz-

gerald building was besieged Tuesday
afternoon by five men, who were in a
turmoil of excitement to secure the return of from $5 to $200 they claimed
to have had deposited with Rosofsky
as a bond to guarantee their services as
manager.
Rosofsky, who is said to be an English concert Jmpresario, advertised in

New

York dailies for a manager of
his recently installed vaudeville departthe

The

ment.

five

men

there

Tuesday had

it.
Upon calling they were
told a cash bond would be required.
When the applicants demanded their

answered

back, Rosofsky informed them
they would have to wait as hit money
was in Chicago. One of the applicants
becoming suspicious, informed the
others who were in the office and the
resultant near-riot followed.
man at the Rosofsky office said he
had followed the impresario to 112th
street,
when he disappeared, after

A

threatening his pursuer if he continued
to follow him.

CIRCUS SELLING STOCK.
"The Auto Circus" seems

to be a
stock selling proposition from reports
about.
The scheme is fostered by a
promoter of open air amusements and
proposals are now being made to men
who know their Broadway to take certain sections o.f the country where
they may try to sell the shares of the
U. S. Circus Co. on a commission basis
only.
The report is there is no great
rush to secure the positions.
The "auto circus" is expected to
travel by auto truck, if it ever materializes, which is doubted by show people.
Persons talked to on the stock
selling job are told they will be allowed
to use the names of a couple of wellknown aviators, to give the country
people confidence in the project.
$8,000 Elephant

Hanged.

Erwin, Tenn., Sept. 20.
tfce big female
elephant leader with Sparks Shows,
was put to death by order of the State
authorities here after she had killed
Walter Kldridgc, her eighth victim, at
Kinsport last week.
Having no quick poisons at hand, the
showmen hanged the beast with a
steam derrick car.
Showmen valued
the elephant at $8,000.

is

member.

POWELL'S MINSTRELS.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Everything's set for
Tom Powell's
Peerless Minstrels to inaugurate their
first road tour, the show starting Oct.
8 to play one-nighters
through
the
middle west. The
minstrels will go
through territory without a minstrel
troupe in years.
Powell had a minstrel act playing
vaudeville last season and elaborated it.

and

"Murderous Mary,"

Helen Primrose
Lottie Vincent

Morris

are in constant communication regarding a road show Miss Bayes may head
under Mr. Morris' management.
Before doing that Miss Bayes is obligated in writing to appear under the
direction of Henry Miller in a legitimate play. This will require at least
four weeks of her time, exclusive of
rehearsals.

money

variety dates.

,

New

William

That Eddie Foy and

MOSCONI BROTHERS
Cliarlc9

&

Joe Carlisle 111 in Brooklyn.
Joe Carlisle, manager of "The Sep-

Ivouis

Presented by Max Hart at the Royal theatre.
York, next week (Sept. 25) in "At the Hal
A new ami pretentious scenic pantomime production in "one," containing character
dancing of different types, including the only

tember Morning
ety,

Masque."

ill

eccentric male

toe dance.

(ilories," at

the Gay-

Brooklyn, this week, is seriously
with stomach trouble and is confined
to his room at tin* Gayety Inn, adjacent

New

to the theatre.

VARIETY

8

AUSTRALIA ACCEPTS BURLESQUE.

FEW BAD REPORTS.
The

NEW ACTS

earliness of the

new season Has
meagre number

thus far brought but a
of adverse reports to the two large
burlesque circuits, Columbia and American.

"Ankles," comedy

with

sketch

four

people;

Frank Hurt, Hd Johnson and

Pauline

Barry

in

comedy

New Rcue;

Burton's

Minstrels, five people;

Countess

with

"On

the

and

Rossi

sketch;

Al

Musical

Hall's

Campus/

15

people;

"Step Right Along," "girl act," with 14

Bob Yosco, single; Al White
and Maurice Abrahams, two-act (Rose
and Curtis).
Cornell's Revue with Charles and
Nell Cornell, Olive Hastings, Harry
Pierce,
Florence
Hamilton, Barney
Sage and eight girls.
Book by Al

people;

(Pat Casey.)

Piantadosie.

Johnny Walker," with 14 peoby Raymond Paine and
Inez Nesbit. Katherine Crawford and
"Little

ple,

headed

her 15 Fashion Girls (Arthur Pearson).

Ruth
"Star

"The Rag Time Girl,"
was formerly with the

Curtis,

She

single.

&

Garter Show."
Rives and Ben

Shirli

Harrison,

in

sketch "Almost a Patient," by Herbert

merly of Knowles and Powers); Vardon and Perry (formerly Vardon, Perry
and Wilbur); Harry J. Fitzgerald.
Lila Brennan, late ingenue with "The
Tourists,"
and Joe Phillips,
who
closed with the burlesque stock at Cincinnati.

Julius Neuman (comedian with the
late Paul Conchas) and Bob Dunn, to
reproduce the former Conchas act
(Morris & Feil).
Harry Kranz and Teddy Boyle, twoact (Kranz formerly of Taylor, Kranz
and White, Boyle formerly of Denny

and Boyle).
"Pinkie" with four people.
"Motorboating" with four people, including Tom McRae and Jimmy Lane
(Billie Burke).
The father of the elder Chadwick
(former Charwick Trio) with Harry
Ellsworth (late of the Four Ellsworths)
in a specially written sketch.
Carrie Meredith (formerly Meredith
Sisters), character songs with seven
changes.

"The Pink Ruby," with Josephine
Victor, Ray Gordon and Leonard Ide.
Hart).

(Joe.

McGraw who

Jock

played

in

"Bunty

Moore.
Jack Scannell (last season of "The
Clock Shop") and Arthur Stewart in a

Pulls the Strings," and 'Kitty McKay*
in vaudeville assisted by a bag piper.
Mercedes Clark and Co. in "Straight"
(formerly played by Esther Sullivan

sketch.

and

Charles Orr, with Etta Hager, singing, written by Jean Havez and staged
by Jack Mason.
"Over the Sands," musical pantomime
by Ernest Klapholu. Cecil and Wilson,

Ned Findley, the picture actor, in
"Blackmail,"
by
Richard
Harding
Davis (M. S. Epstin).
Charles Merntt (Merritt and Love)
and Ed. Crawford (Crawford and
Roach), in "one."
Claude Gillingwater will have Julie
Heme and Daniel Jarret, Jr., supporting him in his new vaudeville sketch.
Mike Donlin, again with Marty

sister act.

Inman and

Tom

McGuire in a
vaudeville act being written by James J.
Morton (Harry Fitzgerald).
Harry Vokes (formerly Ward and
Vokes) with Jimmie Hughes, assisted
by a woman in "The Millionaire Tramp."
Herbert Ashley (formerly Matthews
Billy

Co.).

McHale.

Lew

Williams

olutionists" with
Al Fields and

in

two people

and Ashley) has joined with Jack Allman (formerly Dody and Allman).
Emily Leask, formerly with the Vitagraph, has joined the vaudeville act of

Mae

Chuck Reisncr (formerly Reisner
and Gore) and Grace Hayes in "Only
a Show."
Second company of "What Happened
to Ruth," with

Harry Cansdale, LuelU

Rhodes, Herbert Light.
Charles McNaughton, single (Willie
Edelsten).

formerly with "The
is playing vaudeville.
Arthur Stuart Hull and Lillian Dur-

Gladys

Sears,

Military Maids,"
kin,

new

in

sketch.

Florence Rockwell

in

"The

Jolt" with

four people.

Gene Hughes' new act is
"Gowns," not "Clothes," as reported.
Ball and Gamble
Usher 3 (2 men and woman).
Mrs.

"Frivolity Girls" (6).
P.

"Rialto
is

Wade
Girls"

and
with

Co.

in

eight

sketch,

people;

"The Handsomest Man in the World"
the title of a new Fdgar Allen Woolf

Vincent Casstdy will play the
title r<>lc originally designed for Kenneth Harlan, who was unable to obtain
a release from liis contract with Evan
skrtch.

Bnrmws

Co., in

a dramatic

Marion Morning, Raymond Moon and
act.

11

people, 6

chorus girls (B. D. Berg).
Marguerette
Torrey with 7 girls.
(Leslie Morosco).
Rogers and Mcintosh, comedy.
George Whiting and Sadie Burt in
"The Little Ticket Speculator."
"Shamrock Revue," four girls and
three men.
Gladys
Fairbanks
in
a
sketch,
"Money," by Mrs. Henry Duffey.
Edith Thayer (formerly with "Katinka")

single.

"Mary's

mann

in

Ankle,"

with

the cast.
E. Liederman,

Lynn Overwith

Venitta

Presslar.

Gladys Fairbanks, in a sketch with
four people.
"A Persian Romance," musical comedy, with 15 people.
Josephine Victor, in sketch by John
Willard.

Monty Wolf and Creighton

Sisters,

three-act.
Billie Reeves, in a new
by Eunice Elliott

skit,

assisted

Poynter, sketch by Willard
Mack, adapted from a short story.
"The Midnight Kiss," with Mabel
Bcrra and 10 people.
lU-ulah

Chapinc, prima donna.

John

Theresa Martin and

Earle

act.

Dorothy de Shelle and Frank Archer

"The

sketch.

Yvonne Chapelle, with

and Davis.

in

Vegetable Growers."
Dolan and Lenhar in "Modest Mary,"
sketch, with three people.

Cole, Russell

Fontaine.

Jack Jarrott and Miss Patterson (formerly Hale and Paterson); Johnny
Powers and wife (Mr. Powers for-

Sam

J.

Faults reported in other of the Columshows are merely minor.
Of the American list there are said to
be two or three productions that could
easily be improved upon, considering
bia

Curtis and Elsie Gilbert.

Howard Langford, single.
Ethel Whiteside, in a i w

act.

hit
sent Fuller the principals as the
latter decided to select all Australian
girls for his chorus.
It was the original p.an to change the
bills every week, but the success of the
office

Herk

company has

resulted in a decision to

,

the standard of those attractions, and
other than the fear of some ot the
American shows attempting to add

change about every three or four weeks.

"ginger" to their performances, that

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Lincoln, Neb., hat
started playing the Orpheum road
shows the last half of each week with
the bill the first half supplied by the
Association (Richard Honman), a fiveact show being sent out of here.

cuit is likewise said to

cir-

be in excellent

SPLITTING BOOKINGS.
The Orpheum,

shape for so early in the season.
The only show which has been
ordered fixed by the newly appointed
American Wheel cersor committee is
That show
"The Military Maids."
made the necessary changes and will
continue on the wheel.

INDIANA AGAIN POP.
Chicago, Sept 20.

AMERICAN DATES REVISED.
the
through
Beginning Monday,
dropping of St Cloud, Kans., and the
substitution of Oskaloosa in its place

week of one-night stands on the
American Burlesque Circuit between
Paul
was
City
and
St.
Kansas
shifted about. Sunday the shows will
play Duluth, Monday, Mankato; TuesWednesday, Cedar
day,
Waterloo;
the

Rapids; Thursday, Marshalltown; FriOskaloosa, and Saturday, Ot-

day,

tumwa.
The change reverses the playing dates
at Marshalltown and Cedar Rapids.

American One-Night Stand Added.

The Auditorium, Burlington, N. J.,
has been added to the American Burlesque Circuit, so that one day could
be dropped off the schedule of the
Grand, Trenton.
Beginning Sept. 18, the show will
play one day each in South Bethlehem,
Easton and Burlington anc three days
in Trenton.
Changes

in "Sept.

Morning

Indiana, booked last season by
the A-B-C, is back in the vaudeville
pop column with a show booked by

The

"The Mexican Rev-

ten people.

Knight, three

But one Columbia attraction has been
so severely commented upon that some
drastic action on the part of the circuit's officials may become necessary.

Chicago, Sept 20.
H. Herk is in receipt of word from
Sydney that the burlesque troupe he
recruited here in Chicago and sent to
play permanent burlesque stock at the
Adelphia theatre in Sydney and is now
controlled by Ben J. Fuller, is a box
I.

James Matthews. The house opened
Sunday to big business with the bill
topped by Patricola.

HAYMARKET DENIALS.
•

Denial

is

Haymarket

Chicago, Sept. 20.
attaches of the
is going to swing

made by
the house

from the Independent Wheel and be-

come

a stock burlesque theatre.

Art.

H. Moeller, operating the Haymarket,
declined to make any statement other
than the Haymarket would continue
playing "independents," having "Uncle
Sam's Belles" there this week and the
Mark Lea show coming in next week
from Detroit.
Moeller says that the Independent
Wheel not only added the Gotham,
Brooklyn, opening last Monday, but
that the Avenue, Detroit, starting Oct
18, would also play the independent
shows.

The Haymarket has played burlesque
stock before and made money at it,
but the "independent" house managers
out here declare the Haymarket is to
stick to that wheel.

WESTERNERS RUSH.

Glories."

Tom

Shumate, Iran comedian with
the "September Morning Glories," has
been replaced by Earl Kerns.

With

the opening of the current season the shows of the Columbia wheel
playing the western houses have shown
an increase in business over those in

the east.

BURLESQUE GIRLS FINED.
Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 20.
Rose and Ruth Stanley of "The Military Maids," following a gay party
gilded
with
several of
local
the
youth, appeared on the street in semiundress and were fined $5 for breach
of the peace.

The reason given is the westerners
rush to the new shows and tire of them
more quickly than the people in the
east, where the houses gradually work
up instead of starting off to big business and slipping back.
The east so far has held up expectations with some of the houses doing
larger

"CARLO GIRLS" ADD

4.

Barr,
Billy
Jerry
Kearns,
Jack
O'Donnell and Jack Howard will join

"The Monte Carlo

Girls."

Independents Close Indianapolis.
Indianapolis, Sept. 20.

Columbia, the Hubert Heuck
house on the Independent Burlesque
Circuit, closed Saturday after finding
business with the Independent shows
was not profitable.

The

"The Spy," with four people.
"Billie" Richmond with nin» people.
Snitz Moore in "A Regular Man."

Montgomery and McLean, who do

Baisley Noon and Margaret De Von.
Curtis Vance and Josephine Taylor.
Fred and Allcen Vance.
Cook and Sylvia in "The Man Ahead."

specialty in the olio with "The Frolics
of 1917," at the Star theatre, Brooklyn,
this week, close with the show tomorrow night.

"Frolics" Loses an Olio Act.

a

business

than

expected.

"TOURIST" CHANGES ORDERED.
Upon

the return of Harry Leoni, of
American Burlesque Circuit, after
viewing "The Tourists" at Hamilton,
Can., last week, he recommended radical changes be made.
John G. Jermon
proceeded to Detroit where the show
the

is

playing this week.

Several of the
and the

principals are to be replaced
book revised.

Bob Simonds, who managed the show
since the beginning of the season, left
at Detroit and was succeeded by E.

W. Chipman.

PAPA
Mr.
son.

and

Mrs.

AL. LEWIS.
Al.

Lewis,

Sept.

IS,

^•«»
Ml

Friends" have done more tt> kill off
The day has also gone of printing
theatrical papers since there have been
Jones and Jones killed them dead at
theatrical papers printed than any
Hokum. Smith and Smith were strandother one thing.
ed the same week at Badplace, where
they should never have gone, but there
The policy of omission and suppres- was no paper which printed that Badsion was death, sometimes slow, more
?»lace was a good place to keep away
often fast, and the policy of being bound
rom. So Smith and Smith went there
by advertisers will meet the same end.
and were stranded, while the paper continued to use its space to tell Jones
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Trade journalism in theatricals appears to be passing away. The same
fate awaits the trade journalism of
moving pictures, an industry closely allied with theatricals.
The fundamental
principle of theatrical trade journalism
which seemed to be wreathed in a motto reading "Tell nothing you are not
told to" has wrecked the papers which
adopted it. As far as the history of
theatrical papers reaches back, to the
present day, nearly all accepted that
maxim of the trade. It held a double
barreled back fire for the papers laboring under it. One by one they passed
away or will, after going through var-

moving

picture exhibitors.

It didn't

say anything about Vabistf, mentioned
The advertisement
it but once in fact
dwelt upon the value of film reviews
to the exhibitors and suggested exhibitors should buy all trade papers giving
attention to picture criticisms, gradually eliminating those found of no
value and continuing to read those that
furnished them with reliable information. That same page is reproduced in
this issue of Vabibt*.
Variety submitted its advertisement
two of the leading picture weeklies,
an advertisement Both papers reOne said it was
fused to publish it
a "roast" upon it, and the other did
not thinking it was good business to ae*
cept it.
But VABiBTr's advertisement
said nothing a trade paper should have
been frightened at. VARiKTr printed it.
The point of the advertisement is that
no paper can give proper service that
has that service limited through catering to advertisers rather than readers.
The exhibitors, or some of them, read
the picture papers and the manufacturers advertise in them. The exhibitors
do not advertise in their trade mediums.
These matters are gone into in the

to
as

ious spells.

article.

A theatrical paper to compete nowadays must be a newspaper. A newspaper to be that must print news. A
trade paper prints the items of the

begins the era of the change
of belief of the professional, most
often found in the old timer, that
good
brings
a
an advertisement
Circulation brings the advernotice.
tisement and as the advertiser secures
circulation for the money paid, he is
not in a position to ask for anything
else. Variety started that era. Other
Picture
trade papers must follow it
manufacturers have learned the notice
of a film in Varudtt, whether that notice is good or bad, carries more weight
than all the puff notices their pictures
receive weekly in the film papers. It's
the adage of the truth prevailing.
trade paper can't fool the people in its
trade.
They will find that out sooner

trade it represents, comments upon the
general conditions, looks over the government reports, digs up statistics and
its editors read the news of the trade
he is writing about in other papers.
Theatrical and moving picture trade

papers have "friends." The theatrical
papers usually have more friends than
readers. They couldn't miss the friends
for they said nothing to make enemies.
To get readers meant nothing at all
Get the advertisements.
And from
whom should they get the advertise-

ments?

From

their "friends."
But it
to happen more and more
frequently that as the friend didn't
read the paper himself he didn't believe
anyone else did, so he didn't advertise
in that paper.

commenced

The papers have given everything
but service.
Service for show people
is information.
They want to know
what is going on. Seattle is a long way
from New York and the show business is always moving. But something
could happen even in Seattle of interest to the show profession.
Could it
be printed? Let's talk it over,
Now
if we print that, then So and So may
be angry because his or their name is
mentioned, so let's throw it out. And
out it went. That item from Seattle,
that item from Broadway, all the news
the show people wanted and never got,
because the papers were overloaded
with "friends" who had, would or might
advertise. And if it were not advertiswas something else, always with
the same results, Friends.

ing,

A

or later

if it is

tried.

Variety gained its present circulation
through a gradual increase, never in a
As it drew, it
sensational manner.
held, and there was no danger of losing that circulation if the policy of the
in its news and reviews was held
and the service kept up.

paper
to

Variety has paid for news, received
it,
collected it, got it somehow and
printed it, regardless of what or who
it aimed at, and without figuring out
how many angles a story had to it for
It used a wire and cable
the trade.
service, secured a staff that never saw

—

a pair of scissors, printed more exclusive items in a month than other theprinted in years,
atrical papers had
with the end Variety believes it has left
behind it the classification of a theatrical trade paper and gained the name
of a theatrical newspaper.

it

One

theatrical paper had a standing
its office for years, "Print all
the names you can."
An explanation
of that rule as once given was that if
you printed a person's name in a theatrical paper, he or she would purchase
the paper to see it. It never seemed to
strike the managers of that sheet what
could be put into the paper to hold the
readers for the next issue. They wanted
but a temporary class of readers.
Names were to be given preference over
rule

Now

in

news.

As

the theatrical papers have passed
for want of progressiveness, better
known as ginger, so will the film weeklies see their day waning, if pursuing
their policy of padding their paper and
petting their advertisers.
are not
concerned in that however.

We

and Jones, from extracts in their own
letters, how good they were, something that interested none of the pareaders excepting Jones and
per's
Jones. Variety took that curse off thepapers when it commenced
throwing the Jones and Jones' missives
into the waste basket

the world has ever seen, because John
Doe's press agent said so.
No one
would believe that, not even John Doe
himself, so that reaches a waste basket
that is kept pretty full all the time.

traveling
in

stock

Hudson,

Leola Kenny has retired from the
is now connected with the

stage and

Oily Logsdon agency.

Fred Mardo has added to his New
England circuit the Portland theatre,
Me., the Colonial, Nashua,
and the Colonial, Laconia, N. H,

Portland,
N.

II.,

atrical

in the show business
getting different ideas of theatrical
papers.
The old timer will never
change his. He believes that "an ad
The other day a
will get a notice."
burlesque man walked into Variety's
office, and before he could be stopped,
had reeled off the following: "You are
going to catch my show this week,
aren't you? It's the greatest show I've
ever had, and I can't tell you what it
is, but this show is going to lead to
a very big thing for me. I would like
to advertise it this week, but you know
if I advertised the same week the no-

The newcomer

is

came out, then everybody would
So I thought I
I had fixed it
would wait until next week before I
used that two pages, but it's going to

tice

think

be a big thing and

I

may have

to use

more than two pages. Don't you want
to come up to the theatre now with
me? My car is downstairs." That
manager was told on the spot he had
a bad show, the worse he had ever had,
and if a notice of it were printed it
would be a bad notice. One of Variety's
staff had seen the show the week before
side
idea

when

New

appeared

a theatre outYork City. But the oldtime

it

was there

—talk

in

of an advertise-

ment. That's the old plan and it
have worked with the old papers.

may

believe he is doing the paper a favor
to advertise in it. Advertisers now advertise for value and if the paper gives
them that, it owes them nothing. If it
couldn't give value it wouldn't get the
business.

The

"old days" of theatrical journal-

ism have gone forever.

They

booking the SunGrand O. H.,
Brooklyn. The Grand plays International shows during the week.

Aaron Kessler

day

concerts

is

at

the

Barney J. Reilly is about ready to
show business and settle down
to the peaceful existence of dodging
taxis on Broadway.
quit the

Walter Herrbrun, formerly assistant
treasurer at the Shubert, is now treasPaul
urer at the 39th Street theatre.
Outch was in the box office last season.

Harold de Backer, Harry Ashford
and Lionel Atwell have been engaged
by F. C. Whitney for the new farce

"Who

He?",

Is

now

in rehearsal.

Helen Lowell is to retire from the
Ring company, presenting
"Broadway and Buttermilk," in a week.
Blanche

Ed Abeles is with the Joe Morris.
Music Co., professional department
He was formerly with Bernard Granville's

publishing house.

TOMMY'S TATTLES.

Another day has passed, that one
when the paper makes the advertiser

finished

By Thomas

J.

Gray.

Things You Seldom See.
Forty-week route.
Dress suited ballad singers who do
not remove their gloves while singing.
Women who do not shake their hair
while bowing.

Acrobats who do not try to talk.
Acts who are not "considering a bet-

only in disaster.

ter offer."

Claudia Carlstedt Wheeler is ready to
appear in vaudeville or a production.

Stage managers who smile on Monday morning.
Female impersonators who do not
try to walk off like a man.
Sketches without telephones.

The Sunday concerts at the Hippodrome will start early in October.
James Madison is back
after a two months' visit

in

New York

to the Coast.

E. J. Stevenson has secured
boken theatre for stock.

a

opened on the
week.

ton, has
last

Locw

Circuit

Jos. Ratcliff has deserted vaudeville

and

is

now

selling life insurance, with

headquarters

in Cincinnati.

Gertrude Bock, secretary to J. J.
Shubert, will be married next month,
to a non-professional.
at

the

Theatre du Gymna.ic Paris Sept. 1, having rented the house for this month.

The

National,

Dayton

O.,

recently

burned, has been rebuilt and will be a
station

on the International

line.

If many more acts have the leader
talking to them a man will have to take
a course in acting before he can conduct an orchestra.

Ho-

"The Redheads," with William Sax-

The Great Raymond opened
Nor does Variety print that John
Doe is the greatest moving picture man

The Merkle-Harder

played to $3,300 on the week
N. Y.

You've Heard These Questions?
"Are we going to take the dog on the
road again?"
"Why don't you take care of the
photographs?"
"Who's going to take care of the
music?"
"Can I help it if they don't laugh?"
"Did you ever try the wife's cooking?"

"How do you
the country?"
"Is there any
half?"

like traveling

around

chance for the

last

"Where did you get that gag?"
"How much do you pay your agent?"
You never can

tell

about show busi-

looks like a cold winter
for society dancers.

ness,

but

it

—

*
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BROOKS

9

GUS HILL SATISFIED.

FIRST.

Joseph

Brooks' first play, opening
yesterday (Thursday) at Toledo is a
farce by George V. Hobart entitled

WITH THE PRESS AGENTS
Hon Atwoll has rejoined the Shubert press
stuff, roplaclnK C. I*. Qrenuker with "Robinson Crusoe" at Philadelphia. Grencker moves
to another
Shubert attraction, "Alone At
I^ast," while the post of prena agcntlng the
Winter Garden, New York, whU-h Greneker
attended to for several years, has been turned
over to J. Frank Wllstach, who was lately
succeeded as general publicity man for the
Shuborta through the return of A. Toxen Worm
to tbnt position.
Worm takes care of the
Shubert New York houses. Harry Drown left
last wick for Chicago to look after the pr«»b
with Lew Fields' "Step This Way."
Charles F. nurnham, former manager of
Wallack's, New York, must pay his wife $10,000 under an agreement with her to accept
that sum in lieu of claims for alimony. Justice

Cohalan supported) the agreement over-

ruling Durnham's contention that It was void
because made before he had been served with
a writ in Mrs. Durnham's divorce suit.

Mrs. Renee Pcuricault Seelye, granddaughter
Dion Doucicault, told a New York court
she had to dress shabbily on an Income of
$7,300 a year and afiked that the surrogate
Increase her allowance from trust funds. She
Is 18 years old and was married two years
of

Its

Beason Monday at the Bronx opera house.

Hugh

Ward has

J.

taken over the Austra-

lian rights to "Nothing But the Truth" for
J. C. Williamson interests from H. H. Fraxee.

Maud

Allan arrived In

New York

late last

week.

Constance Collier won't play In vaudeville
before the opening of "The Merry Wives."

Roy Atwell and Zelda Sears go from "Fast
and Grow Fat" to the Anna Held show.
The Washington Square Players
sent a new bill of four playlets Oct.
Minna

"Katlnka"

Phillips joined

will

pre-

2.

in

own

Kenneth Harlan

to

is

stock com-

have a stock

in

Wash-

ington. D. C.

Mrs. Flske, in "Erstwhile
Oct. 2 in Atlantic City.

Mabel

ago.

Weeks

will

be

in

Susan," reopens
tie

Anna Held

show.

The Playwrights' Club has

elected

for

the

coming year Robert Stoddard, president Mrs.
Maravene
Thompson, vice-president
Leo
Seldman, corresponding secretary
George N.
;

;

;

William Hodge's premiere in "Fixing
ter," at the Elliott, is fixed for October 4.

Sis-

Nelson, recording secretary J. Van V. Smith,
treasurer; Matthew White, Jr., and Harry
King Tootle, publicity representatives.

booked for Harmanus
Bleecker Hall, Albany, September 23.

"Castles In the Air" opens Sept. 2Ti.
Constance Werner, Doris Prado, Oladdte O'Hearn
and Alice Van Ryker, show girls, will Have
small parts. The place will be modeled after
a Spanish bull ring and will be called by that
name. Helen Trlx beads the cast of the revue,
staged by Edward F. Temple.

MISTER ANTONIO.

;

"Her Soldier Boy"

Is

PRESS~0PINI0NS.

The Selwyns put Into rehearsal this week
the Megrue-Cobb piece, "Under Sentence,"
and Avery Hopwood's "Out Little Wife."
"Under Sentence" Is "John W. Blake" made
over.
It replaces "Fair and Warmer" at the
Harris Oct. 3.
Margaret Illlngton will bead
the cast.

"Billy" Sunday may make his long deferred
assault upon New York March 1 next.
A
tabernacle will be built at Broadway and
lOfith street, the old American League ball
park, unless the minister* show hostilities. In
which event the campaign will he abandoned.
Neil McCune Martin, formerly dramatta
editor of the Cleveland Citizen, has been engaged by Stuart Walker to assist Robert B.
Long In the promotion department of the
Portmanteau theatre. The venture will open
in Springfield, Ohio, Oct. 23.

Jack Lalt's

volume of short stories, enIron and Wine," has Just been
published by Doubleday, Page & Co.
The
publishers' blurb which announces It protitled

first

"Beef,

claims Lalt "logical heir to O. Henry."
41144, series OH, perhaps.
-

No.

—

The Stage Children's Fund, Mrs. Miller
Thome, president, Lee Shubert, honorary
president, will hold a benefit at the Hotel McAlpln Sept. 24 and 25 to buy
for stage kiddles.

a summer home

The bachelor apartments and private ballroom occupied by the late Frank Work have
been secured as rehearsal rooms for "The
Merry Wives of Windsor," Silvio Heln's
production.

Luclle Tompkins, one time actress and film
player, Is suing Edward Hale, 71 years old,
of Poughkecpnle, for $r>o,nno. alleging breach
of promise of marriage.
She Is 21.
Elsie Ferguson Is rehearsing her new comedy, "A New York Girl." When she was married to Thomas B. Clarke, Jr., New York
banker, she promised not to give up the stage.

Max

Rabinoff will bring the Boston National
Grand Opera Co to the Lexington Avenue
opora house. Opening date and length of season have not been disclosed.

A motor bus

service

brought the audience

the

C. C. N. Y. Stndlum for this week's
open air operas.
The place is Inaccessible
during the traction strike.
to

Elsie

Plowden

Baker

from

th*

Empire

and

from

gether with

new Century show, arrived Sunday.
"Somebody's Luggage"

Skinner.
Full of poetical

Impudence and Latin enthusiasm in art, Mr. Skinner makes the role
of Mister Antonio a thoroughly fascinating
study in character, one that is worthy of
comparison with the best roles In his ex-

—

tensive repertory. Herald.
role affords him (Mr. Skinner) no
Just this revel of plcturesqueneas.
It Is a pity that the play itself Is little more
than a pleasant short story spun out for an
entire evening, a talky and tenuous comedy
that makes a most promising start and falls

But the
more than

to-

the

(James T. Powers)

new play
Powers

The Mimical Mutual Protective Union has
started a bus service to carry Its P»,000 members to show their sympathy for the striking
traction employees.
»

Wllllnm Hodge opens Oct. n at the Maxlne
Elliott In "Fixing Sister."
"Justice" begins

—Times.

NOTHING BUTFtHE TRUTH.
Farcical
comedy by James Montgomery
novel by Frederick Isham, produced
Sept. 14 at the Longacre by H. H. Fraxee,
with William Collier In the principal role.
In Its present reincarnation the old Idea
was capitally used by James Montgomery. so
In the Interest of strict veracity It must bo
recorded that "Nothing but the Truvh" made
a real hit. World.
The comedian (Mr. Collier) slipped quietly
Into the opening act at a quarter to nine
o'clock.
It was his first appearance in New
York since be was seen with George M.
Cohan In "Hello Broadway" season before
last
and the applause which greeted him
brought the fastest farce of the season to a
full stop.
Herald.

from

—

—

Harry

C.

Power, Marion Kerby,

Clara Louise Moores, Lillian Lawrence,

Grace Peters, Armette Westbay. Robert
Kelly, Chas. Abbe, Jack Devereaux,
Horace Mitchell, Florence Shirley, John
Hogan, Geo. C. Lyman, Belford Forrest and Geo. O'Rourke.
Rehearsals start next week for the
all-star revival "Ben Hur," which Mr.
Brooks is presenting in conjunction
with Klaw & Erlanger, opening at the
Manhattan opera house about Nov. 1.
Among other Brooks' productions,

some previously reported,

is

"Faith,

Hope and Charity" by Forrest Halsey
and Lillian Trimble Bradley, founded
on Mr. Halsey'9 story, "The Lady of
Yesteryear."

HUNTING "DOG" TOWNS.
With

the closing of the seashore season and the natural passing of Asbury
Park and Long Branch as the tryout
towns for the present season, the bookers of the big producing managers have
been trying to locate a town or two
close to
is

New York where

making

its

initial

a show that
bow would stand

a chance of getting a representative audience and incidentally some money.
Stamford, Conn., has been ideal for
this purpose, but it has been so rushed
to death with shows that dates a&enot
available. It was Vic Leighton, otthe
A. H. Woods office, that first put Stamford on the map as a "dog" town and
now Vic is out scouting over the territory for another like it.
He has his
eye on two over in New Jersey, but
won't tell where they are. One of the
towns under consideration holds a millionaire commuting colony.

POLLYANNA.
Comedy In four acts by Catherine Chlsholm
Cushlng based on Eleanor H. Porter's novel
of same name. Produced by the Frohman Co.
at the Hudson Sept. 18, with Patricia Colllnge

the main part.
Criticism of such a play would he futile
it achieves Its purpose— it makes a
great many people glad.
It has some of the
elements that made "Peg o' My Heart."
"Daddy Long Legs" and "The Cinderella
Man" popular, and, like these, it will undoubtedly prosper. Times.
Apparently her first audience, at the Hudson theatre, held no grudge against her for
the tardiness of her Manhattan debut, for her
welcome was one of multitudinous cheers and
not a few heartfelt and flattering tears.
In

because

DELAYED VACATION.
Pell Trenton, leading man with the
Cecil Spooner Stock in Bridgeport,
closed his engagement there Saturday.
This week is the first vacation he has
had in two years, he having played 104
consecutive weeks in stock.

—

World.
"Pollyanna," with her wealth of gladness,
aroused the enthusiasm of those who attended
the opening of the play last night in the Hudson theatre, and, judging from the welcome

the charming little comedy received at the
hands of the ordinarily cold and super-critical first nleht audience, should be most successful.

— Herald.
THE AMBER EMPRESS.

fiperntlc

Dore

the Alhambrn. London,
10 danelng beauties, all for

leaves the 4Nth Street Saturday.
A
by George Droadhurst will succeed.
will go on tho road for eight weeks.

Comedy in four acts by Booth Tarklngton.
Produced at the Lyceum Sept. 18 with Otis

to keep the promise.

Apollo, Atlantic City, reaching the Astor, ^ New York, Oct. 2.
The cast is
the same as in the Chicago run, including^

Boston

Monday.
Alice Fleming will head her
pany at Portland, Ore.

"What's Your Husband Doing?" starring Thos. W. Ross and Macklyn Arbuckle. The play opens at the Blackstone, Chicago, Monday for an indefinite run.
Others in the cast are Viola
Gillete, Eileen Errol, Frances von Waldron, William R. Farrell, Hardin Rickman, Danny Deed, Jefferson Wesley,
Mason Jones, James Bryson, J. H.
Huntley and Harry E. Willard.
"His Majesty Bunker Bean," with
Taylor Holmes, opens Sept. 28 at the

comedy

In

two

acts,

music by Zoel

Parenteau, book and lyrics by Marcus C.
Connelly
Produced Sept.
at the Olobe."Our next location will be behind the Doge's
Palnce." said one of the characters, In a long
drnwn out motion picture scene, and his
franknesa semed to have a touch of prophecy.
Herald.
Two hours spent In an effort to absorb the
melodic and
literary atmosphere of "The
Amber Empress" disclosed It to be an example of amiable mediocrity, a piece with
no clnlm to distinction, which traveled strictly
In the trnll blazed bv snores of such
productions.
World.
The net result Is an ordinary musical comedy that stands a little below par.— Times.

W

F.

"Go To It" Opened.
Ray Comstock's "Go To It" openThe show

ed Buffalo Thursday night.

was

to have started Sept. 12, but rewriting the second act made it necessary to set the date ahead three times.
In the cast are Duke Cross, Lois
Josephine,
Chas.
Percival
Judels,
Knight, Will Deming, Will Archie,
Alice Hegeman, Ethel Pettit, Dan Mar-

Helen
Jane Ware,

ble,

Bond,

Gertrude Waixel,
Lillian Gaylor and Henry

Duffy.

The play was orginally Hoyt's "A
Milk White Flag" but was done over
by Jack Hazzard and furnished with
music by John L. Golden.

—

—

"A
this

"Queens'" New Cast.
Pair of Queens" playing Boston
week featured Kathleen Clifford

and Maude Eburne. The new cast includes Frank McGinn, Hugh Cameron,
Elsie Scott, Regina Connelli, Harry
Stubbs and Thos. Emory.

A

report was circulated this week
the new International Circuit of popular
priced houses was not meeting with the
success anticipated and contemplated
disbanding.
Gus Hill, who can usually be relied
upon to tell the truth about his enterprises, when asked about it, said:
"It's a joke.
Just think of it—a new
circuit with 38 new attractions and all

we have had to drop was two shows
and two houses. They are the Bickel
and Watson show, replaced by 'Peg o'
My Heart,' Truxton King replaced by
Clifford Hippie in an Irish play, and
the houses are Daly's and the Park,
Newark.
"I. regard it as a big achievement to
be able to offer 38 consecutive weeks
without a break and all doing so well
we have innumerable applications by
holders of franchises for shows for the
right to put on other attractions.
I
know a show that played on Broadway
to less than $800 gross last week. None
of ours did less than twice that sum and
a number of them many times that
figure.

"The Columbia Amusement Co. is 18
years old and still
has
three open
weeks. Taking that into consideration
we feel we have done very well, thank
you, and I stand ready to put on additional shows whenever an opportunity
presents itself."
The Park Sq., Newark, on the International, closed Saturday with "Texas"
as its last attraction.
The Harry K.
Blaney show "In Walked Jimmy" had
its paper out for this week, but owing
to the drop in business there last week
it was decided to lay it off rather than
keep the house open.
The International shows went from
to Daly's, New York,
with both houses dropped, the
has at present
two lay-off
weeks around New York.
George Klint, of Chicago, has been
awarded a franchise on the International and will produce a melodrama,

Park Square

the

and

circuit

"The Millionaire and

the

Shop

Girl,"

open at the Imperial, Chicago, Oct. 1.
Robert Campbell will withdraw "The
Heart of Dixie" from the Circuit next
week and replace it with his old melodrama, "The White Slave," which
played the old Stair & Havlin circuit
to

for the past decade.
"The Cry of Her
in

Children" closes

Memphis Saturday, "The Heart

Dixie," at the Castle Square,

of

Boston.

Chicago, Sept. 20.

Three shows playing the Internago out within a tew days. Nancy Boyer in "The Girl of Lonesome
tional

Town"

quits

this

week.

"GrausTark"

comes to an end today and "Truxton
King" ceases to be after next week.

"The

Two

Has Fair Chance.
Long Branch, Sept. 20.

Janes"

The Two Janes," a musical farce,
opening here Saturday, seems to have
a fair chance of success. It started at
the Broad Street, Philadelphia, Monday.
Heading the company are Harry
Fisher and Lillian Lea.

The Reserve Producing
Faetenhauer
(Cleveland),
head, put on the show.

Max

Co.,

managing

SCHOLL CASTING.
John J. Scholl who cast both companies of "The Princess Pat" is to cast
a second company of "Flora Bella" at
Christmas time.
In the meantime he will gather the
cast for a new comedy to be produced

by Mr. Cort
is

in

November.

of the type of "Mrs.

This show

Wiggs

of the

Cabbage Patch."
"Molly O" will also be put on and
headed for the coast.
"Defective" For Road.

"The Defective,"
Powers', is idle
tour is planned.

which

this

week.

failed

A

at

road

LEGITIMATE,
STOCK COMPANIES YIELDING
NEW TALENT FOR BROADWAY
Metropolitan Producers Go To Trained Repertory Players In
Search of New Faces and Methods. Many Engage-

ments Announced.

11

NEARS CHANGE

SPECS' BIG BUY.
The New York ticket speculators

are
reported making a record purchase for
advance seats of the "Miss Springtime" engagement at the Amsterdam
theatre starting Monday. The amount

reached $40,000.
Seats to the extent of 400 each performance were taken for 10 weeks in
advance, after the specs saw the show
at Philadelphia last week.

The box

office price of the tickets is

$2 each.

That the producers are looking about
for new names and faces for their productions came out this week by the
achievement of what might be practically

a record

in

the

number

of en-

gagements of actors and actresses who
have heretofore devoted themselves to
stock appearances. The influx has been
so great one office alone has placed
practically a score of stock people with
New York producers for productions.
Chamberlain Brown's was the office
with the longest list of engagements in

He
"Common

this connection.

Ayres with

placed
Clay,"

Dudley

Charles
and the Girl," Suz-

Dingle with "Arms
ette Jackson with "Arms and the Girl,"
Arthur Behrens with Julian Eltinge,
Victor Brown with "The Blue Envelope," Sue MacManamey with "Are

You My Wife?" which Edgar MacGregor is to produce later; James Crane
and Blanche Shirley with "The Guilty

Man"

(they join the cast next week),
and Alice Flemming, the well known
stock leading woman for a principal
role in a new production.
Others are Albert Gebhardt, who will
be seen in "The Eternal Magdalen,"

Agnes Findlay

and Richard Barbee
signed with the Selwyns for "Little
Orphant Annie," Jessie Brink with
"Friend Martha," Harry Hollingsworth
and Forrest Orr with Blanch Ring,

Minna

Phillips with "Katinka," Henry
Duffey with "Go To It," and Frank
Jamieson and Ann Warrington with
"The Flame."

SANTLEY

IS "BETTY'S" HIT.
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 20.

The

Raymond

Hitchcock

show,

"Betty," produced by Charles Dillingham, left here Saturday for dates West,
after "trying out" .for three days at
the Lyceum. The piece is to open at
the Globe, New York, in Octobir.
Mr. Hitchcock surprised the natives
by giving an impression of an Englishman in his performance, wearing a
monocle and using a decided accent.
The combination didn't fit, and besides
it had chased away the characteristic

Hitchcock temple forelock.
Jos. Santley is the easy hit of the
evening and perhaps "Betty" will be
known on Broadway as a "Joe Santley
show" rather than a Hitchcock one.
Peter Page has the role of a dressmaker, with untold opportunities, but he
made little of it. Iva Sawyer is an
English beauty, but her voice doesn't
measure up to the prima donna part
assigned her. Jos. Herbert plays the
old Duke and gets considerable out of
it.

The chorus has about

30

little

them

POOR FAIR DATES.
Chicago, Sept. 20.

companici

The

bought heavily for the
show, "Nothing But
the Truth," at the Lqngacre, immedispecs

William

The shows blame

their

poor business

ately after the opening, taking 400
seats nightly for 10 weeks, leaving the
house nothing but the last row at the

box

to counter-attractions, the fairs in most
cases illuminating the fair grounds at
night and offering big vaudeville shows
and moving pictures.

FEATURING THE CHORUS.
One
Girl"

"The Century
some of the ad-

of the features of

was revealed

in

vance sketches for the printing received this week,
The stands bear the line, "Messrs Dillingham and Ziegfeld present a Combination of Their Musical Comedy
Stars and Chorus Beauties/' the type
being laid out in such manner the
chorus and stars are the same size and
on the same line.
The chorus ladies of the Century
show will be able to class themselves
with the stars of the attraction in accordance with the prominence given
them in the billing.
Some of their salaries are said to
None of the inreach $50 weekly.
dividual stars' names are mentioned.

STARR FOLLOWS "BOOMERANG."
Frances Starr in "The Little Lady
in Blue" is to be the attraction to follow
"The Boomerang" at the Belasco
opening about Nov. 15.
According to the present plans "The

Boomerang"

open

will

at

Power's,

Chicago, the same date.

office.

MISS ADAMS AT CHRISTMAS.
The
glin's

stay of "Caroline," Margaret

new

play,

An-

which opened at the

Empire Wednesdav, is to be a short one.
"Jeff," with Cyril Maude, is due in at

The
that house around November 1.
opening date at the Empire of Maude
Adams' new play, "A Kiss for Cinderella," has been definitely set for Christmas Day. Miss Adams tours in "The
Little Minister," beginning Oct. 2, but
starts rehearsing the new show about
mid-November.

di-

rector for the Frohmans for a number
of years, is going to conduct a general
He has taken oftheatrical exchange.
fices at 34 East 32nd street.

Former

BOX OFFICE.

Cincinnati. Sept. 20.
Justice of the Peace Harold

Hohenstein,

who

is

still

in

his thirties.

h£s been named by Manager Theodore
Aylward as assistant treasurer of the
succeeding
House.
Opera
Grand
Charles Weidncr.
will remain.

Treasurer Rirnbryer

Hohenstein is a lawyer. He savs his
object in going into the box office is
to make a closer study of human nature.

IS RENTED.
thing Messrs. Davidid upon securing
the Garrick theatre on 35th street was
to rent it for an indefinite term to the
French Players. The organization will
open there Oct. 9 in repertoire.
first

The French group have a theatre
West 45th street, near the

building on

house also

in process of construction
Oliver Morosco recently secured from
Upon the Frenchmen
the Shuberts.
being notified they can occupy their
own theatre, they will leave the Garrick, if still there.

"SILENT WITNESS" REMAINS.
William
Harris.
new play,
Jr.'s
"Arms and the Girl," which received
good notices on its opening at Atlantic
City, was scheduled to replace "The Silent Witness" at the Fulton. Arrangements completed Tuesday called for
the Hauerbach play to remain there indefinitely.
Business at the Fulton has steadily
it is maintained.
The Harris
piece will stay out several weeks. Another theatre is being sought meantime.
Fay Brainter is well spoken of In
"Arms and the Girl," as is Cyril Scott.
Others in the cast are Henry Vogel. J.

climbed

Malcolm Dunn, Frank Byrne and Ethel

institutional influence as the
Francaise in Paris.

—

demand.

J.

the Francis Starr producout of the way and David Warhas opened at the Knickerbocker,
David Belasco will turn his attention to
making a production of "Alias Santa
Claus" by Willard Mack.
This is the play in rehearsal last
spring when the actor-author who was

&

appear in it suffered sudden indisposition and the project was abandoned
for the time being.
to

ONE AFTER ANOTHER.
With the completion of his new piece
"Good Gracious Annabelle," now in rehearsal, Arthur Hopkins will place in
rehearsal a dramatic play entitled "The
Deluge," for which rehearsals are expected to start in three weeks.
"Annabelle" was expected to open
Oct. 18 at a local house, but this has
not been decided upon.

ARLISS HAS

TWO NEW

PLAYS.

two new plays
consideration
for
production
later this season.
One will be placed
into rehearsal in about a week with a
view to presenting it at the Criterion to
follow "Paganini."
George Arliss has

under

WILLIAMS STARTS WORK.
John

D.
Williamas will produce
"Zack," a new play by Harold Brighouse, author of "Hobson's Choice."
Richard Bennett will be starred.
John Drew, who begins his first season under Mr. Williams' direction, has
begun rehearsals on "Major Pendennis," which opens next month.

films.

which
Oct.

is

another

artist

re-

from the
He will be with "Rio Grande"
Opens its tour in Boston on

turning to

the

legitimate

2.

ONE-NIGHTER CLOSES.
Pierce and Edwards' dramatic piece,
"The Yoke," which opened Sept. 3 in
Wilmington, Del., closed Saturday, after two weeks over the one-nighters in
that territory.

The

Paul"

"St.

last

Sunday brought

to New York Mollie Lindsay, a Scotch
character actress, and her company of

Scotch players.
$50,000 Theatre in 600

Town.

Chicago, Sept.

20.

Although the town has a population
according to report,
than
600,
Frankfort, 111., is now on the
legitimate map.
A $50,000 theatre has
been built on the ground floor plan
will open Oct. 1.
loss

MUSICALIZE DRAMA.
Nona Malli is in New York and
completed

plans

to

phoon" musicalized.

West

has

have "The TyShe will appear in

the piece.

"Showgirl" Show.

«i

Crow"

Chicago.
Chicago. Sept. 20.
The Little theatre. Fine Arts rechristened. is to open Oct. 9. when Rush &
Andrews will present "When the
Roosters Crow," 1>y N. A. Ranee, at
'Roosters

in

the house.

Geoffrey

C.

Stein.

Mildred

or so before.
you don't advertlM

In

don't odvortlso.

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Russell and his father
preparation a piece named
have
in
"The Showgirl He Couldn't Buy,"
which they propose to put on at the
National, Oct. 6.
J.

Bernard

Jessie
P.arrett

Mary Mallon are in the cast. The
show first plays Grand Rapids a flay
unci

If

is

field

SCOTCH COMPANY ARRIVES.

N. Tate, who were
very successful in presenting "Peg o'
My Heart" in Australia, is due shortly
in New York.
Mr. Tate will look over
plays while here and arrange for their
Australian presentment with American

Tate of

"ALIAS SANTA CLAUS" AGAIN.
As soon as

tion

Comcdie-

AUSTRALIAN PICKING PLAYS.
J.

James Wing-

of

Wingfield says this time a year ago
the house managers were all eyes to
pictures everything else in the amusement line but legits. Now this has all
changed and he hasn't enough first class
attractions
on hand to supply the

Robert Frazer

Boston. Sept. 20.
The Henry Jewett Players will open
their season at the Copley Oct. 2 with
the following English players: Gladys
Morris, Tsbel Mcrson, Jessamine Newcombe, Elizabeth Merson, Lionel Glenister.
Fred W. Permain. Leonard
Craske. Leonard Grey, Cameron Mathews, Leon Gordon, Arthur Dennis.
The idea is to have a local repertory
company in Boston exerting the same

E.

office

held.

BACK FROM THE FILM.

BOSTON'S ENGLISH PLAYERS.

casts.

SEYMOUR'S EXCHANGE.
William Seymour, general stage

IN

GARRICK

About the

dow and Margolies

Tntropodi.

Miss Starr will start her tour in
Washington Oct. 16 and play within
easy hailing distance of New York in
case the business at the Belasco should
take any sudden drop. In that evnt theu*.
Starr piece will be rushed into New
York and "The Boomerang" will take
up the former attraction's time playing
into Chicago.

booking

the

Collier

next season.

LAWYER

Around the holiday*! Mr. Santley will
be starred by Mr. Dillingham in "One
Day in May." This is an operetta
adapted bv Anne Caldwell from the
original of Rudolph Berman and RuThe music is by
dolph Schanzer's.
Walter Kollo and Willy Rredschncider.

will certain roa^d

will think twice before accepting

pretty

girls.

No more

and stock outfits work overtime trying to book in fair dates. The disastrous results at the box office for some
of the companies this season have convinced the managers the fair dates no
longer hold big takings, and that they

IN POLICIES.

Chicago, Sept. 20.
The one-night stand managers are
lamenting attractions, according to
letters and inquiries pouring daily into

VARIETY,

Bonstelle's

Comedy.

A comedy in three nets by a Buffalo
newspaper woman and called "Good
Morning Rnsctnnnfl," will be produced
next month by Jessie Bonstelle.
Detroit during
It was tried out in
the summer.

LEGITIMATE.
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UNIONIZING
A special fund

AMONG OTHER THINGSBy ALAN DALE.
"Ham"

delicately
the sweet yet
porcine name of the African play in
which Miss Maud Allan, the Greek
In it she
classic dancer, is to appear.
I have heard of
will be a
slave girl.
is

lassies being enslaved

by booze,

dope,
horrid men, and recalcitrant ideas, but
Still a
never before by ham.
never,
I
new idea is always delightful.
wonder what artists Miss 'Allan will
engage to play the eggs that love to
nestle up against all well appointed

ham?
absolutely unnecessary
can write movie plays,
and get from $10 to $500 for each that
you write. Of course, $10 is not very
much, but if you write a couple of
week it is better than
dozen each
nothing. I should say having various
photoplays in mind that you could
write a couple of dozen each day.

Experience

I

am

—
—

One Sunday paper says that Anna
Pavlowa eats a light supper at 11.30
pee-em. Another Sunday paper declares that she has often dreamed of
an American ballet, because she can see
"infinite possibilities in the action and
vitality of the native dances."

Perhaps

Pavlowa eats what we should
call a heavy
supper.
Nothing but
lobster or Welsh rarebit could account
after

all,

such a fantastic dream, with our
native dances, including the Jitney Bus,
the Corkscrew Glide and Walking the
for

Dog

as reflections of the

William
"Willie,"

is

American

soul.

Collier,
who was once
now "Mr." on the Longacrc

Theatre programme.

"Mr." Collier has
austere dignity that is not
without
its
appeal.
In addition to
shedding
the
"William"
and the
"Willie" Mr. Collier has deleted from
a

relief

even from the monotony

of beauty.

Eugene Brieux of the French Acadof "Damaged Goods" wants

emy and

to abolish both the marriage contract
and the dower in France. Without
those dramatic adjuncts French playwrights would be hopelessly incapacitated.
What on earth would they do?
It is the dowered wife that gives the
Gallic dramatist his chance to indulge
in the eternal triangle.

is

You

told.

needs

certain

his cast both Mrs. Collier
Collier.
He stands alone,

and Master
unfamilied,

How men

do worrv about girls nowThere's the Vice-President of
Benefit
Life
Insurance
Company of New York actually barring
them from wearing short skirts, peeka-boo waists, striped stockings and face
powder. What can the poor things do
but go into the
chorus? They are
driven to it by the
instinct
of selfpreservation.
In the chorus at least
they can wear anything or nothing.

adays!
the

—

Our old friend, Robert Loraine. who
now Major Robert Loraine, M. C,
must have altered a* good deal since the
days when he was a matinee favorite,
for it is announced that he is to apoear
as Cyrano de Bergerac. and an Engis

says that he is "ideally
writer
suited both physically
and temperamentallv to the 'trumpet-nosed* Gascon."
His
features
must have developed "at the front."
lish

"Constant Reader" writes indignantly
on the subject of Hebrew dialect and
declares that thouch he had a laugh
at "Potash and Perlmutter" against his
will, he has no intention of going to
see Henry E. Dixev in "Mr. Lazarus."

The authors of that comedy certainly
managed to choose for it a misleading
title.
You see. "Constant Reader." and
his

yet mistered!

Mutual

friends are not

reading of the

New

addicted

to

the

Testament.

Miss Anna Held has done so much
altrustically commendable work for the
French soldiers that she is now going
to try and do some for herself. She is
about to reappear. In vaudeville, she
sang a song that, she said, made the
soldiers laugh, and if she can do as
much for unwounded
York audiences she will be a success. Letsopeso.

New

Lovely! I see it solemnly announced
that
the
"American play" called
"Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model"

have

first production in Engan event! Verily, the war
brings us all very close together. This
was the play we knew nine years ago,
when our programme declared that "A.
H. Woods Takes Plcasaure in Presenting His Greatest
Production of
City Life, Entitled 'Xellie. the Beautiful Cloak Model.' "
London may still
revel in "No Mother to Guide Her,"
and "No Wedding Hells for Her."

will

land.

its

What

Miss Eva Le Gallienne seems to be
the answer to Father Richard

Le

Gal-

popular book. "The Quest of
the Golden Girl"
lienne's

Well, there's one actress who has
profited by criticism of the
adverse
order, and it is Miss Lina Abarbanell.
In "Flora Bella" she is perfectly charming.
She has shed her tremolo, her
Viennese manners, and her labored
snrightliness.
Today, she is light,
vivacious, vocallv admirable and altogether a surprise quite minus "press
work."

—

A twelve-year-old girl from Bridgeport was taken to the Children's Society because she ran away from home,
and yearned to see Broadway's "lights."
Personally. I'd like to see them too. So
I have discovered only advertise-

far,

love the title of "Our Little Wife"
for the new play by Avery Hopwood
in
which
Sclwyns are to present
I

Miss

Margaret

Illington.

It

for just to be seen.

recalls

the joyous day when
Miss Illington
made her famous remarks anent her

ambition to retire from the stapc, darn
socks, and raise "kiddies."
Alas, for
all onr ambitions!
In these days of trade unionism, it is
to realize that twenty young English won en* "chosen for their beauty"
arrived on the St. Paul to take part in
the Dilliimham-Zi< izfeld revue at the
Century theatre. As though there were
not twenty thousand of 'em here! And
skirmishing around too.
However. I
don't blame Dillinghatn-Zicgfeld. One

odd

ments of whiskey, corsets, petticoats,
tooth paste, and motor cars, all paid

In introducing

dramatic

critic

Frank Mclntyre as *
in "Fast
and Grow

Fat," Mr. Broadhurst. the proud author
thereof, paved the way for some epi-

grams that ,io playwright could write
more feelingly. These were not forthcoming, though several critics sat on
tenderhooks, waiting for them.
Discretion is probably the better part of
valor— but rather dull, don't you think?
Mr. Broadhurst may get his opportunity
later.

N. T.

FLAT RENTALS THE RULE

THEATRES.

$100,000 has been
raised by the members of the Labor
Trades Council, affiliated with the theatrical
business,
to institute a campaign for the "unionization" of theaters
in the Greater New York District
For the past two weeks a special
committee of 40 members representing
the stage hands, electricians, clearers,
picture operators,
billposters,
musicians, scene painters and theatrical baggag% men has been mapping out a
campaign to be put into operation
Oct. 1.
of.

Preliminary work along this line has
been done with the Fox, Loew and
Moss circuits and it was learned that
they were willing to accept union help
in all the houses, with the exception
of the musicians, as they seemed to
think the musicians' demands were en-

So keen has the competition become
for New York theatres among the producing managers who are trying to
bring attractions to Broadway an unusual number of flat rental contracts
have been entered into during the last
w€ek.
The Walter Lawrence production,
"Sport of Law," which comes into the
39th street is on a rental. "Very Good
Eddie" was capturing a gross of about
$7,000 a week at the
house, but the
rental price
was strong enough to
force
is

out.

it

"The Amber Empress" at the Globe
in on a guarantee
rental,
Charles

Dillingham having decided to send
"Fast and Grow Fat" to the storehouse
and accept the terms Corey &, Reiter
offered for a chance to show Broad-

way their musical comedy production.
Tuesday there seemed to be a liklithe
aid of the
hood that H. H. Frazee would arrange
Labor Trades Council, the unions will
with the Harris Estate for a rental on
insist that no recognition will be acthe Fulton, holding "The Silent Witcepted by^ them unless all branches of
ness" to that house.
the organization are dealt with.
The policy to be persued in the campaign is to be of the "circusing" type.
IN CHICAGO.
Brass^ bands, speakers, billboard advertising and literature are to be used
Chicago, Sept. 20.
and circulated in the neighborhood of
The weatherman is cutting all sorts
the theatre that is considered unfair
of capers here.
Hot one minute and
and pickets will be posted about the
cold the next
sudden drop in the
theatres.
temperature sent the business at the
At a meeting of the joint organizalegitimate houses skyward during the
tions executive committees to be held
week end.
on Sunday a resolution will be introThe new shows have gotten away to
duced for an assessment of 1 per cent,
a good start. Ann Murdock in "Please
on the wages of all men in the trades to
Help Emily" opened Monday at Powbe used- for the contingent campaign
ers'.
Critics for the most part kind.
fund.
"The Blue Paradise" (with Cecil Lean)
It is understood that this campaign
started out with capacity at the Chiwould have commenced Sept. 15 if
cago Saturday and business since the
President Chas. Shay of the I. A. T.
opening, has kept at the top. Lean is
S. E. had not been busily engaged in
a big favorite locally and as the critics
the street car strike, he being chairman "gave favorable notices, the show apof the
executive
committee of the
pears to be set for a profitable engageAmerican Federation of Labor.
ment.
One of the first houses to be dealt
Big money-makers are "Cohan Revue
with was the Cecil Spooner theatre,
1916" (Grand O. H.), "Fair and WarmBronx, where only union bill posters
er" (Cort) and "Pom Pom" (Mitzi) at
were employed. These men were
the Illinois.
Of the three the firstwithdrawn and the circus method of
named is getting the biggest play, alboycotting was instituted a week ago.
though the "$2 top" policy at the Cort
Meetings were held in the vicinity of
is a big item.
the theatre nightly with five speakers
Lew Fields is not making much hay
addressing the people.
The manage- at the Garrick and is planning to leave
ment of the house protested to the within the fortnight. "Princess Pat"
police and the orators were ordered to
follows there the last of the month.
get outside of the property limits by
The Princess resumes operations
the authorities.
Oct. 1, with Emily Stevens in "The
A number of conferences have been Unchastened Woman."
held with David V. Picker, owner of
the house, by the union officials, and he
IN FRISCO.
made the statement that he would
install a full union crew with the exSan Francisco, Sept. 20.
ception of the musicians,
providing
The "Clansman" film is doing rather
the other houses in the vicinity plaving
nicely at the Cort this week, but
vaudeville and
stock would do likeat the Columbia "The Mission Play" is
wise.
Picker operates several houses
not drawing particularly well. The Alin the Bronx where union picture opercazar business seems to keep around
ators are employed and was informed
the normal point.
that if he did not recognize the organThe Barnum and Bailey show played
ization the men would be called from
Sept. 16-18 to excellent business. The
his houses.
circus hit indifferent business from
Sunday afternoon the pickets became
Southern Colorado to the coast, but
so active about the Spooner the police
the local stand came entirely up to exwere called in to warn them away.
pectations from a financial angle. The
Corse Payton is playing stock at the
show looks worn, but plays well.
house, which opened two weeks ago.
tirely

unfair.

With

SHOWS

A

SHOWS

The Flatbush theatre. Brooklyn, operated by B. S. Moss, was one of the
houses the Brooklvn local of the stage
hands and musicians was ready to
start a boycott campaign on unless a
full union crew was installed.
At a
conference held with the delegates of
one of the unions Monday B. S. Moss
agreed to install union help within
the next ten days.

Morosco- Alfred Year's Agreement.
Alfred, first engaged to restage "So Long Letty" for its New
York engagement, has signed a conJulian

tract

for

to

remain with Oliver Morosco

Matrimony" Opening.
Montagu Glass-Jules Eckart
play first called "Making
Over Milton," but renamed "Object-^
Matrimony" opens tonight at Long
Branch and plays Washington next
'Object

Goodman

week.

The show will remain out for awhile,
probably following George Broadhurst's
"Richman, Poorman" at the 48th street,
unless the latter show develops into a
success.

REVIVING WALTERS' PLAY.
Eugene

Walters'

play,

"Just

a

Woman," has been secured by Cecil
Magnus, who will send the production

one year.
If

—

Hi

The

you don't advertise

In

don't Advertise.

VARIETY,

on tour with Grace Studdiford as the
featured

member

of the cast.

)

.

VARIETY
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PAGAN ALLEGES INFRINGEMENT.
A complaint was filed by James A.

STOCKS OPENING

Timony, with

The Elsmere

Bronx opened with
stock Sept. 18 with a company secured
through the Oily Logsdon Agency, inin the

has arranged for the couple to return
here next summer.

cluding Clay Clement, Margaret Fry,
Harold Kennedy, Guy Sampsel, Claude
Miller,

Lorna

Elliott,

Hazel

Miller,

Franklin Gale.

New Bedford, Mass., Sept. 20.
All-Star Players at the New Bedford theatre open Oct. 2 in "Kick-In.
The

The

company, man*/ement Warren
O'Hara, includes Alfred Swenson and
Enid Jackson leads, Ed Dennison stage
director, Bob McClurg, Lyman Abbe,
Carrie Lowe, Hal Briggs, and Dorothy

Beardsley.

Paterson, N.

The Winifred

J.,

Sept. 20.

Stock Co.
opened here Monday at the Empire.
The company recruited through the
Paul Scott Agency includes Frank
Harvey, T. Gibson, Edythe Ketcham,
Morris Burr, Ted Brackett and N.
Claire

St.

Williams.
Somerville, Mass., Sept. 13.
are
Margaret Lotus and G.

The Somerville Theatre Players
here

with

Gardner, Elbert Benson, Edwin Bailey,
Hardie Meakin, William Parke, Paul

Lawrence.
The Elsemere theatre, Bronx, opened

left

Avenue

the 5th

be-

Thursday (September
14) matinee, due to the "No. 2 spot"
Morris and Allen substituted, but when
informed of the position also walked
out. The spot was finally filled by Stone
fore playing the

and Kaliz.
Maude Lambert, taken ill
last
week, is out of the

in St.
bill

Paul

at the

Orpheum, Duluth, this week. Verax
Miss Lambert
Berliner replaces her.
expected to resume her Orpheum

is

engagement next week.

The Kosloff

Ballet did not hold over
at the Majestic, Chicago, this week.
The headline position was taken by
Edwin Arden in a sketch instead.
Van and Belle disliked the position
assigned them at the Alhambra and

would not open Monday.

The

Austral-

ian Creightons replaced the act.
Will Morrisey and Co. substituted
this week for Halligan and Sykes at
Mass. Miss Sykes
Keith's, Lowell,

underwent an operation Monday.
After the Monday matinee O'Rourke
and Gildea retired from the Albambra
program, due to illness on the part of
O'Rourke. Nat Carr was substituted.
The Leightons replaced Felix Adler
on the Keith bill, Philadelphia, this
week.

Dan Burke and

Swayne

Gordon, leads; Grace Fox,
John Dugan, Florence Carrette, Cecil
Owen, William Townsend, Edmund

AND OUT.

IN

Maude Ryan

Girls

and Keeley

billed for the Francais, Montreal this week were replaced by Bert
Wheeler and Co., and Heras and Preston.
Louise Mayo failed to appear for

Bros.,

its

bill, Chicago, Monday.
Frank and Rose Mack were substi-

as

tuted for the week.

stock Monday with "Some Baby"
the bill. The company includes
Mary Frey, Clay Clemment, Harold

Kennedy, Lorna Elliott, Hazel Miller,
Guy Sampson and Wm. Blake. Frank
Miller is the stage director and V. L.
Newman the resident manager. Beginning next Sunday the house will play
Sabbath day vaudeville two shows a
day, eight acts booked through the
U. B. O. Family dept.
Boston, Sept. 20.
The Henry Jewett Players will open
a stock season at the Copley Oct. 2.

The company will include Gladys
Morris, Lionel Glenister, Leonard Gray,
Cameron Matthews, Leonard Craske,
Elizabeth and Isabel Mersen, Fred Permain, Arthur Dennis, Jessamine Newcombe, all engaged through the Packard
Agency

in

New

York.

Los Angeles,

The Belasco reopened

this

Sept. 20.

week with

under the supervision of John
H. Blackwood. The opening bill was
"The Fortune Hunter," with Cecil
Van Auker, Inez Plummer, Richard
Watson, Christian
Sterling,
Albert
Lynton. George B. Howard is the distock

rector.

Chicago, Sept.

20.

Emerson Jones, former manager of
will
inPowers', and George Fox,
augurate a stock show next Monday
at

Rock

Island,

111.

Kenneth Harlan is putting on a
stock company in Washington with
the idea of presenting new plays only.
Each play will be given two weeks.
Flemming is sponsoring a
Alice
stock company for Portland, Ore.,
which she opens in two weeks.

the McVicker's

Weber and Wilson revue was out
of the Kedzie, Chicago, show Monday
night.
The Three Peronees replaced
them.

Those Four Entertainers were out of
Chicago, for several
performances last week and Charles Irwin and Kitty Henry doubled from
the Palace. One of the quartet had a
tooth out of order.
Ray Samuels flatly refused to open
Monday afternoon at the Majestic,
Complaint, name not in
Chicago.
lights.
No one substituted for the
matinee.
The Five Lyceum Girls, a musical
the Majestic

bill,

were withdrawn from the bill at
Loew's Greeley Square Monday night
after two members of the act refused
to appear unless the act's owner paid

act,

them salary they claimed was due. The
Gliding O'Mearas were substituted.
Girls act is owned by Dr.
Louis Michal, of 106 East 7th street.
Cornalis and Pauline Kritzler,
the two girls, said $10 was due them.

"THE MASTER," DALY'S PLAY.
"The Master" is the title of the new
drama Arnold Daly will star in under
the direction of the Henry B. Harris
Estate.
The piece is by Benjamin F.
Glazer, an editorial writer and operatic
critic for the

Philadelphia "Press."

He

a member of the Philadelphia bar.
The play opens in Cleveland Oct. 2.
Notable in the company besides the
star are Edward Abeles, Edith LattiEdna May
mer, Ramsay Wallace,
is

Oliver and Charles Halton.
In November another new play by
Mr. Glaiier to be called "A Man's Morals" will be produced by Maurice Revenes, opening in Chicago.

Dallas, Sept. 20.

to

open

later in St.

perial with a

Louis at the Im-

new supporting

C. R. Baxley,

manager

cast.

of Cycle Park,

—their

ard,

Shuberts

have

John Charles Thomas and

McGowan.

in many
identical."

situations

ages

may

reach $50,000.

About a year and a half ago Mr.
Fagan took up the matter with O'Brien,
Malevinsky & Driscoll, who were then
his attorneys.
Mr. Fagan claims he
supplied the legal firm with a summary
of the points of similarity, but was informed by them that they could not
handle the case, as the authors of "A
Full House" were their clients.

SHOWS

IN

NEW YORK.

(Legitimate attraction!

now

playing.)

"THE AMBER EMPRESS. Globe (2d
"THE BIO SHOW/' Hippodrome (5th
"THE BOOMERANG," Belasco (61st
"CIVILIZATION,"
wook

Park

week).
week).
week).

(picture)

(17th

"CAROLINE," Empire (2d week).
"CHEATING CHEATERS," Eltlnge
"FAIR

(7th

AND WARMER,"

Harris (48th week).
"THE FLAME," Lyrio (4th week).
"FLORA BELLA," Casino (5th week).
"GIRL FROM BRAZIL," 44th St. (5th week).
"QUILTY MAN," Astor (7th week).
"HIS BRIDAL NIGHT," Republto (6th week).
"THE INTRUDER," C ft H (1st week).
"INTOLERANCE" (film), Liberty (4th week).

"MISS

SPRINGTIME,"

Amsterdam

(let

W66sC )

"MISTER LAZARUS," Schubert '(4th week).
"THE MAN WHO CAME BACK," Playhouse
(5th week).

"MISTER ANTONIO," Lyceum (2d week).
"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH," Longacre
(3d week).

"PAOANINI,"

Criterion (3d week).

"PASSING SHOW," Winter Garden

(15th

Sanville, sister of the bride-

The wedding is set for Nov. 24.
Kathryn Tyndall of the Belasco Con-

taker.

cert

Co.,

Sept.

New

in

14,

Alfred Dryer of the same

York, to
a non-

city,

professional.

Lou Hanvey (Coakley, Hanvey and
Dunlevy) and Nellie Francis (widow
Henry) in Hamilton, Ont.,

of
Carl
Sept. 18.

Vera

White,

actress,
of
Chicago
company, and Raymond
artist, announce their

Little theatre

.

Johnson, scenic
engagement.

Byron Russell

"The Flame") and

(of

Helene Viola, dancer
Church of the

"Chin Chin," at
Ascension, New

in

the

York, Sept. 17.
William H. Holden, a New York
broker, a 'trooper with Troop A, N. Y.
militia on the border, and Dorothy A.
Foster, of "It Pays to Advertise," Sept
16 by the Mayor of Mount Vernon,
N. Y. The bridegroom traveled from
the Mexican border to wed.
Steve Talbot, picture scenario writer
and general manager of the Prohibition
Film Co., of Philadelphia, and Marion
Bernadette
Lewis,
of
Washington,
D. C, in New York City Hall Sept. 11.

OBITUARY.
Arthur Hoops,

stances being almost
The. copyright law on infringement
of dramatic pieces provides for the payment to holder of the lawful rights of
$100 for the first performance and $50
tor each performance thereafter.
As
"A Full House" is in its third season
and there are two companies of the
piece on the road, the action for dam-

J.

at 250 Riverside drive.
Carlotta de Felice, dancer, lately of
the Vitagraph players, to Vinton P.
Breese, society man, dog fancier and
bench show judge, Sept. 11, in Newark,
N. J.
Both had previously denied
rumors of their engagement.
Nellie Martini (Martini and Troyse)
announces her engagement in Chicago
to Frank Mclglore, a Chicago under-

in-

"PIERROT THE PRODIGAL," Booth

placed "Her
Soldier Boy" in rehearsal again with an
idea of trying the attraction out for
the second time.
Clifton Crawford will play the lead.
Among others will be Frances Pritch-

The

The Lewis-Worth stock closed last
week at Cycle Park after a record season
here.
Gene Leis and Olga Worth are

Pekin

Mrs. A.

groom,

.

46,

suddenly

died

Sept. 17 while riding in a motor car
jost purchased.
Mr. Hoops was long
associated with the legitimate stage.
He was a member of "The Gilded
Fool," which Nat Goodwin took to
Australia, and appeared for many years

James K. Hackett.
worked in pictures, first
with

Famous

Lately he
with
the
Metro.

Players, latterly with

Lew Crane, age 47, died of Bright'*
disease Sept. 13 at his home, 259 Ninth
street, Brooklyn, N. Y. His widow was
Pearl Inman of the Inman Sisters. The
deceased leaves three children.
He
was of the Mudtown Minstrels and the
last of the two Crane brothers in that
vaudeville combination.
The cables report the death in
Madrid of Jose Echegaray, Spanish
dramatist and Minister of Finance, 40
years ago. He received the Nobel prize
for literature in 1904.
His plays were
translated into all languages.
The mother of Fred and Harry Ward
died Tuesday morning at her home in
New York. She was 60 years of age.
Fred Ward returned from London
Sunday.
Francis Carlyle, who played with
Gillette in "Clarice," died at
the
home of his sister in Hartford,
Conn., late last week. He was born in
England 48 years ago.

William

Mrs. Adeline Louise

Faust, widow
Faust, the restaurateur,
was found dead a few days ago in her
bedroom in 28 West 97th street. New
York. Death was due to heart disease.

of

"Tony"

wofelc )

"SOLDIER BOY" AGAIN.
STOCKS CLOSING.

the Longacre

in

attorney f r Barney Fagan,
against H. H. Frazee, Fred Jackson and
Otto Hauerbach, alleging infringement
of copyright in the matter of the farce,
"A Full House," claiming the play was
taken from the Fagan farce "A Mysterious Suit Case," the manuscript of
which he swears he gave Mr. Frazee to
read about five years ago. The play,
according to Mr. Fagan was really
written 20 years ago. The action also
includes a suit for damages.
The complaint alleges that Mr. Fagan
inquired often from Frazee whether
the latter had read the play and when
he importuned for the return of the
script was repeatedly put off by Mr.
Frazee on the plea that there had been
no time to go over it The papers in
the case further allege that "A Full
House" was opened on the road under
the title "A Gripfull of Trouble," the
title being changed on its presentation
in New York.
The complaint offers 21 points of similarity of plot, the summary giving that
number of "fruitless attempts to disguise" even some lines, incidents, intent or motif, general atmosphere, characters, locale in mention and fact, Riverside and New Haven scenes (first and
last act), number of cast, the couples,
the elopement, the calling of one or
two principals, the jewelry, the detective, the bags »nd "above all, the character woman part, played by May
Vokes, an absolute fac-simile of the
Fonda Pekin of my farce, with the
difference that you disguise her as a
servant and 1 portray her as a gossiping eavesdropper, but your Vokes handles almost every thought given my
building,

The Lyceum
Lillian

offices

MARRIAGES.
Rudolph de Cordova, dramatist and
of the Metro scenario staff, to
£ember
rs. Alicia Ramsey, his co-author in
the writing of "Monsieur de Paris," and
"As a Man Sows," at the home of

"POLLYANNA," Hudson (2d
"SOMEBODY'S LUOQAGE,"

£4th

week).
48th

St.

(5th

"SEVEN CHANCES." Cohan

(8th week).
"SILENT WITNESS." Fulton (7th week).
"TURN TO
RIGHT," Gaiety (7th week).
"VERY GOOD EDDIE." 3ftth St. (40th week).

THE
WASHINGTON SQ. PLAYERS, Comedy
wook)

Jacl^
If

you don't advertise

in

don't advertise.

VARIETY,

Louis Buryon, former assistant treasurer at the Columbia, died in a local
hospital this week of tuberculosis.

Sydney Ayres, legitimate and picture
actor,

died

He had

in

been

ill

Oakland,
for

some

Cal.,

Sept.

9.

time.

(Tith

Mrs. Marie Eppe, mother of Mrs.
Jack Shea, was killed Sept. 8 in Utica,
wln-n hit by a train.

VARIETY

14

The headwaiter

Rector's ballroom reopened for the
winter September 14. It has been newly

pone over, from

floor to ceiling.

The

color scheme is orange, and^ panels
.around the walls have sketches in nearly life-like sizes that follow some of
the cover pages on the fashion magaThe entire aspect of the ballzines.
room has been altered to one of richness with sufficient lighting however
to remove any impression that Rector's
Concurrent with the
is
a morgue.
throwing open of the upstairs doors to
a crowd that looked like a first night
assemblage, Hector's gave a revue. It
was costumed and staged by Mons.
The costuming brought imAndrce.
This was heightmediate attention.
ened by a white dressing scheme for
"Parisian Walk," the finale of the first
The second part had a red fire
part.

The show
finish also well dressed.
have been improved in
itself could
Both probably
spots and padded out.
have been attended to by this time.
The people in the revue had been rehearsing the day it opened at midnight from five o'clock that morning.
Anyone would have been fatigued by
the arduous labor. Babette, one of the
principals,

plainly

showed the

strain,

her voice not being equal to it. Other
principals are The Glorias, dancers,
who were about -second to the Hula
dancers as the show's hit the first
night; Julia Gifford, who had a moment for a male impersonation, doing
excellently with her bit; Veronica, one
of the Hulas; Yvonne Shelton, a pretty
girl who led numbers and danced well
with Jack Carlcton, the juvenile. The
latter is likely, but vocally light.

The

parts ran short, one 18 minMiss
utes and the other 11 minutes.
Shelton started the show with the 12

two

behind her, singing "Pretty Baby."
Babette then had a "Blues" number,
but her voice was against it, although
this rag came after Babette had stood
in the rear of the floor, unseen by the
audience, trilling as though a soprano
prima donna was about to appear. She
did another song later on as well. After the Glorias did their skating dance,
Mr. Carlcton sang a ballad in a commonplace way, and then "The Parisian
girls

Walk," a number that had plenty of
Babette
action to it, led by Babette.
and Mr. Carlton (who was Prolog)
sang "Save All My Loving for You,"
but it went out after the first night
through Flo Zicgfeld filing a complaint
with Rector's that this number
being used without permission.

now done

in

was
It

song had been

Follies."
Another
rehearsed to replace it

A

song in the second
part was "Just One Day," with the
flag finish closing the brief half. Mons.
Andree took part in the performance
to the extent of one number.
After
the two sections proper had been given,
the Hula number was presented as a
part by itself, with Elliott's Hawaiian
Orchestra furnishing the music (Earl
Fuller's band, the regular ballroom musicians, played for the remainder of
the show). Veronica in the Hula number was the dancer, letting out a little
and getting a great deal for it, but she
was surpassed later in the letting out
thing by the younger of the two girls,
who did the Hawaiian dance at MaxFriday evening.

any sort

This little girl who looks like a
(which Veronica
genuine Hawaiian
does not) went right to it and she issome wriggler. The costumes for the
choristers were gold braid short skirts
(instead of the straw or ribbon), with
red waists and flowered strings over the
im's.

It was a different sort of
shoulders.
an Hawaiian dancing costume, but these
costumes don't mean nearly as much
It's
as the producers seem to believe.
how the jzirU dance that counts Andree staged this number for the choristers differently from the way others
have done and he made it very lively.
The Rector review when whipped in
will run there quite a while. It fits the
The girls look well, the first
place.
thing in its favor, and the dressing and
principals can take care of the rest.

is

commencing

restaurant proprietors.

to oppress the

Headwaiters as

a rule receive $150 monthly.

The Pekin presented its newest revue
for a fall run Monday night.
It has
10 principals and eight girls. The show
was staged by Dan Dody, who is the
official amusement regulator for the
Pekin.
The revue is operated rnpre
like a cabaret bill.
The show is made
two hours through public dances
being given between every couple of

to run

numbers. This brings the closing of
the midnight performance around two
o'clock.
As the Pekin has an all-night
license there will be a late morning

performance during the season by anbunch of entertainers.
Those
now in the floor show do turns earlier
in the evening.
The Pekin has been
redecorated at quite some expense, and
the band is placed in the rear of the
restaurant, over the entrance, a spacesaving expedient that probably added
eight more tables to the floor, where
the band formerly held forth.
Mr.

Thompson

now

Dody has

given his usual pleasing show
to the Pekin, though the manner of
running badly chops it up. The choristers are good workers, something
Dody needs for his active staging, but
if hard work will thin down some of
the young women, it won't harm their
appearance. Monday evening a young
man walking down the stairs from the
balcony and noticing the girls on the
floor said:
"Am I soused or arc those
Billy Leeing is a sort
fat legs I see?"
of Punchinello-Prolog, always the first
Among the numbers are
to enter.

"Honky Tonk," "Sunshine of Virginia,"
"Brazil" (duet), "Good Little Girl,"
"Yacci Wacci," "Romany" and "South
Sea Islands." The latter number is
made the big one of the show. "Sunshine of Virginia," led by Mamie
Moore, with the other principals acting as a chorus, did very well and was
neatly staged for this idea. The "South
Sea Islands" number has a Maypole effect.
The principals arc Edna Leader,
Josie Harmon, McLaughlin and Evans,
Miss Moore, McCarthy and De Wolfe,
Herman Walters, Edward Kirby, Mr.
Leeing. The scheme of prolonging the

show has a two-fold

object, to hold the

crowd and give them no excuse to
dodge the waiter while the performance
is going on.
Ontario, Canada, went completely
dry last Saturday at 7 P. M. and will
probably remain so for the next three
years.
Hotel proprietors in the principal cities such as Toronto, Hamilton.
London, Ottawa, etc., will in all probability raise their rates on rooms and
meals in order to offset the loss from
the liquor end. The Hotel St. Charles,
Toronto, will continue to feature a big
cabaret show during dining hours, but
the majority of other cabarets in Toronto and surrounding cities have practically announced their retirement with
f

the closing edict.

prices

Mons. Andree, who produced the new
revue at Rector's, was engaged after

and that runs the salary of
both men up to an unknown figure. But

first performance of that show to
costume the revue Gus Edwards is producing for the Hotel Martinique. Mr.
Andree staged the first free revue on
the Pacific
Coast, it running
eight
months at Tait's, San Francisco. He*
has a revue now running also at the
Strand Roof, New York, where Julia

the

Gifford is a feature of it

as the floor of the
on the 44th Street

Castlcs-in-thc-Air

opens Monday with
Edward P. Temple.
headed by Helen Trix, Ernest
Hare. Patsy O'Hearn, Alice Van Rykcr and has a large chorus. The Marvellous
Millers,
the
Gaudschmidts,
Hugo Janscn, Cronin's Merry Men and
Grazier (male dancer) are the specialties.
Admission will be charged.
Pierre & Cantone are announced as the
managers.

Roof will be called,
a revue staged by
It

Adelaide Hall and partner are the
(modern) dancers
Hall commenced
dancing professionally quite late, but
had long before that been famed
among her friends. She was formerly
special professional
at Rector's.
Miss

a
Broadway production. Good
looks and youth help her other accomplishments.

in

The Lea

Fleurs, located on West
striving to popularize a
dance craze, called "London Taps"
claimed to be the latest thing in

45th street,

new
and

is

English society.

The dance

is

done by

Clifton Webb to special music written
by Uriel Davis.
The Les Fleurs is
owned and managed by a woman, Mrs.

V. V. Farone.

"Blondy" (C. E.) Wallace, at one
time a star football player on the U.
of Pa. team and well known in out of
town restaurant circles, has taken a
half interest in the Deoch and Doris
and is managing the cafe. He formerly
managed Steele's, Phila.. Central Valley Inn, N. Y., and the Columbus Inn

Road House

The watch carried by Francisco
Villa, the Mexican Bandit, for several
years and valued at $800, which has
been in various pawn shops around
New York, has been secured by Max
Rogers, the cabaret agent, who will
display it at the opening of the Ritz,

The Garden,

Broadway and 50th

at

has undergone some changes in
its management, with Arthur York and
Dick Green
the
present
managers.
retired
from the
J in: in y Thompson
Garden last week, after seven years
there, having disposed of his interests
ners,

presumably

who

arc

his former partin sole charge.
Mr.

to

now

late

hours the

tips are con-

the restaurant men say the headwaiters
are going too far in holding out tables,
passing up parties to wait for more
-familiar faces to show, for the tip that
will follow. This costs business that

does not return in many cases, makes
enemies and while the restaurant man
understands these things as a whole, he
doesn't want to see patronage lost. In

most

Broadway

the

of

restaurants,

however, the headwaiters are particularly nice to people they know and
complaints are seldom heard. Many a
headwaiter takes care of patrons and
That tips do
risks an eventual tip.
amount to considerable in a cabaret
may be gleaned from the income of one

young and pretty

cigarette

Sell-

girl.

ing nothing but cigarettes and cigars,
this girl often- earns as high as $80 4
week and averages around $70. In the
particular place she works the proprietor has liberal ideas. He will not permit flower selling on the floor nor the

Mexican nut thing, nor does he charge
The flower and
Mexican nut nuisance might be taken

for the cigar privilege.

out of all the better places. It cheapens
a high grade restaurant, and the flower
selling is an open confession the place
is

catering to souses.

George Morton

is

doing a blackface

Los Ange-

single turn at Levey's Cafe,
les.

He was

Morton, who

formerly of Kramer and
separated while on the

Coast.

Brooklyn.

Broadway cabaret managers are
worried over the scarcity of acts, blaming burlesque and the large dancing
acts in vaudeville.
There are a large
of turns in the market, but
are not the type which suits

number

dancing
formerly
Barrie,
Nigel
partner with Joan Sawyer, was married recently to Helen Lee, who is under contract to the Shuberts.

they

Broadway.

The Lafayette

Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.,
is about finishing a sumptuous restaurant and ballroom, which is to open
with a free revue. William Forsythe,
manager of the hotel, is reported willing to pay $1,000 weekly for the first
show. It will open about Nov. 1.

Cabaret

Engagemtns:

— Zemoa,

Ann Purccll and Dot Keller
(Hotel Tivoli, Atlantic City) Jack and
Dolly Cornell and Lucille Vonder
Vour Rensselaer, Troy) Dorothy Gibson (Garden 50th street) (Sheridan
Agency).
The

Rita, Brooklyn, will have opposition this winter.
In the same neighborhood is building Saltzman's Capital,
a four-story and roof building, with
restaurant and cabaret.
It is to open

around Nov.

15.

The Barr Sisters (Gertrude and
Evelyn) have been engaged to do a
speciality in the Century Roof Garden
cabaret.
The girls were at Maxim's
for a year.

The Hotel McAlpin Grill, New York,
fall
will have Tom Rector and
Hazel Allen as dancers, with Amparito
Farrar soloist with Ernest Hussar's

this

orchestra.

Charles C. Harris, cabaret master at
Chester Park, Cincinnati, is going into
vaudeville.

Francis Lemaire has succeeded Reynolds and Donegan at the Maltosia

Gardens

N. Y.

ice rink in Buffalo,

Nan

is

street,

and

siderable

in Jersey.

Saks,

"The Bull Ring,"

Waiters

In these places of high

get about $30.

located at Rector's
in a managerial capacity.
is

other

is

"The

proposition in restau-

rants that give cabaret entertainment of

Healey's, at 66th street, is having
another floor added, above the present Balconnades.

Ruth Wells, who has been
Onondaga, Syracuse, N. Y.,

the

at
for

10

weeks, closed there Saturday night.

William (Billy) Foster
aging the Parisian.
Theresa Pape

at the

is

Hof Brau, Buf-

was married recently
professional.
She will not
falo,

now man-

to

a non-

retire

from

cabaret.

Horn & Hardhart,
Automat

owners

of the

restaurant, have paid $750,000
property in Times Square on
which that establishment stands.

for the

'
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RATS

IS

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS

>3

OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
"When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation"
(The Declaration of Independence, July

On Tuesday, April 18, 1916, after being elected, I was installed in
office as President of the International Board and Big Chief of the
White Rats Actors' Union and Associated Actresses of America.
In my inaugural address I declared my purpose of acting toward
everyone connected with the variety business in accordance with the
principles of fair and honest dealing, without fear of or favor to anyone.
I said, among other things, "As far as conditions outside the Organization go, I am assuming office without the slightest vindictiveness toward anyone. I have no personal axe to grind, no personal grudge to
pay off, no favor to curry. I ask only what I stand ready to give."
THAT STATE OF MIND STILL EXISTS, AND THE PLEDGES MADE IN

THAT INAUGURAL ADDRESS STILL STAND, AND WILL CONTINUE TO
STAND AS LONG AS I AM IN OFFICE OR HAVE ANY VOICE IN THE
ORGANIZATION.
My
I am a man of moderate intelligence.
up to a certain period of my connection with

attitude toward the Organisation,
it, was largely one of passing interest. Like other intelligent actors, I read the statements, pro and con, pubwithout any Tory great amount
Rats,
the
White
to
relating
lished at intervals,
of thought and consideration. Certain statements had been made. I accepted
or rejected them with the same casual attitude as did a great majority of those
connected with vaudeville.

elected to office, I considered I was bound in conscience and
duty to make myself familiar with whet had been done by the Organisation during the IS years of its existence, and to search out the minutest detail in connection with its activities to justify its existence, so that I might know what I
was talking about.

But when

I

was

In view of possible events in the immediate or remote future, and for
the benefit of other men and women in the business who have perhaps
the same viewpoint I had before this research began, and who, like I,
are desirous of contributing whatever they can to the material and
moral prosperity of the profession, knowing that it means their livelihood, it is right that I make public just what I have found out.
This review is necessary to avoid, in days to come, the charge of misrepresentation by our enemies, misconstruction on the part of the great Public (to
whom as a Court of Last Resort we may finally have to appeal) or the possibility
of misunderstanding by our friends.

ONCE AND FOR ALL, THOSE MOST INTERESTED IN THE
PROSPERITY OF THE VARIETY BUSINESS SHOULD KNOW
WHO IN THE PAST HAS PLAYED FAIR, WHO HAS DEALT
HONESTLY, AND UPON WHOSE SHOULDERS THE BURDEN
OF THE PRESENT DEPLORABLE CONDITIONS BELONGS AND
RESTS.
For some of the matter used in this letter, reference had to be made to documentary evidence in the Organization's files. Some of this evidence has already
at different times been printed and published. It still remains unrefuted.
It is difficult, knowing the Organization's history, to write with the degree
of dispassionate detachment necessary and desirable in a document of this kind.
However, I shall endeavor to present the facts as I have discovered them with
as little addition or injection of persosal feeling as is humanly possible.
^

PLEDGE MY HONOR AS A MAN, AND MY OFFICIAL HONOR
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ORGANIZATION, THAT EVERY
REFERENCE OR QUOTATION I MAKE, OR FACT I MAY PRESENT, IS SUBSTANTIATED BY THE RECORDS OF THIS ORGANIZATION, ON FILE IN THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE WHITE
RATS ACTORS' UNION OF AMERICA OR FROM MY OWN PERI

AS

SONAL EXPERIENCE.

to get as

4,

1776.)

much money

per week as formerly, they were to have more work; that
agents were to be eliminated, and acts booked direct. The five per cent, agent's
commission was to go to the Vaudeville Managers' Association.
There followed among actors a good deal of comment on what this published
program of the Vaudeville 'Managers' Association reallv meant, and, on the third
Thursday in June, 1900, the White Rats was started by the following original

members:
Dave Montgomery

Fred Stone
Sam Morton
m
IS
Sam J- Rvan
James F. Dolan
w°
,_
Mark w
Murphy
Charles Mason
George Fuller Golden
The Organization soon had enrolled in its membership the best-known and
.

best-qualified vaudeville actors of that time.

The Vaudeville Managers' Association in the meantime had naturally divided
into two sections, one known as the Eastern Branch and the other
as the
Western Branch. The Eastern Branch held all the managers east of Chicago,
the Western Branch the managers from Chicago to Los Angeles.
Conditions, as far as the actor was concerned, grew worse month
after
month, and, in the effort to crush the growing power of the White Rats
(steadily
increased because act* were driven to it in the hope of protection),
the Man..

itself

a *«™ Ass °ci a tipn started a blacklist, and put on it, among
others,
and Stone, Mark Murphy, Sam Morton and James F. Dolan.

Montgomery

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND ONE
One evening

in February, 1901, conditions having become intolerable by
this
were sent to the Keith theatres in Boston, Philadelphia, Providence and the Union Square, New York.
The next day Mr E F. Albee was informed at Keith's Union Square theatre
that, unless he could obtain the services of some new
actors, there would
show the following day as all the men on the bill had been taken sick. Hebe no
was
referred, for further information, to the Headquarters of
the White Rats, at that
time on 23rd street over the Ben Ton Music Hall.
Calling at the headquarters, Mr. Albee was received by a
committee of three.
He said, It is reported that your members are going to strike this afternoon
at the Union Square." The reply was that conditions
had become so bad and
members so worried over them that they had become sick; but, if, the conditions
were adjusted, the invalids would most likely recover at once and a
performance

time, organizers

be given.

Mr. Albee said, "I can do nothing without the consent of the
other managers
our Association." He was advised to secure that consent at
once.
Mr. Albee then requested that a committee of the White Rats
wait
Managers Association in their office in the St. James Building that upon the
afternoon.
request for a conference, the first ever made, came from
a member of the
Association to the White Rats, and was courteously
*
granted
in

™s

Mm m

At the meeting the managers declared they were powerless
to abolish comm, s si °" 9. unt, » ^e two branches of the Association met on
March 6th. They
7
said, "We must consult with our Western members
first."
t he n «* meeting of the branches,
7 pronV* cd
to have commissions
f*
done away with entirely,
and objectionable clauses omitted from all contracts
.

,

A^t

'

THE PROMISE WAS ALSO MADE THAT. UNTIL THIS MEFTINP op
8
ELD ° N MARC " «™. COMMIMIoSIToULD
SSf BEDEDlSw^ "
THEY REFUSED TO SIGN AN AGREEMENT TO THIS EFFECT Af
THOUGH ASKED TO DO SO. THEY WOULD™7m?LY
GIVE THEIR WORDS*
AS GENTLEMEN WAS TAKEN, AND THE PERFORM
.JHS IR J ¥ORD
ALL
E KEITHS THEATRES WER E PERMHTED TO CON*
TINUE.

™

THE FIRST PROMISE
During the following week, members whose services were in demand
by the
Managers Association were offered engagements, but the contracts
contained
the same objectionable clauses, and the same old commission
was still included.
These actors said, "We thought you had given your word not to
take commisrn Branches mct on March 6th " Thev wcre
.

NINETEEN HUNDRED
Early in May, 1900, the managers of the principal variety theatres in the
United States established the Vaudeville Managers' Association, which has since
evolved into the present United Booking Offices of America.
This association stated through the press that there were too many actors on
the stage, that actors received too much salary, and that the supply was greater
than the demand.
The first important meeting of the association was held in the Hoffman
House, and at its conclusion there wai published a statement to the effect that
actors were to be given 40 weeks' work a season that, though they were not
;

t^d -thU° was T7oke "

Representatives were sent to the managers asking them to keep
their word
live up to their promises.
The effort was useless, and, on the 21st of February, 1901, organizers
were
sent to the principal cities east of Chicago.
On February 22nd, Washington's Birthday, no White Rat appeared on
any of
the stages of the Vaudeville theatres in the East or Middle
West.
Within less than a week the Western managers, becoming
alarmed
at the
success of the strike, sought peace, and Mr. Henry Lee,
a committee of one was
sent to Chicago to secure the agreement with the Western
Branch of the VaudeUQf
ville Managers' Association,
(Continued on Page 16).

and to
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wh^Ws
V

met at
Lee,
That agreement was signed and brought back by Mr.
and Stripes, an«*icorted in
the station wifii a brass bind, draped in the Stars
triumph to the White Rats Headquarters.
by £ Managers
That was the- first reception given an actual agreement signed
Association with the White Rats Organization.

THE VICTORY
committee of three from
Finally on March 6th, the late Mr. B. F. Keith met a
declared that he was never
the White Rats, and in he course of the interview
all in his power to have them abol!n favor of commissions, that he had done
East to confer with him, he
ished and, as the Western Managers had not come
in the newspapers
and his associates would publish this statement of attitude
Eastern Managers
and theatrical press, and would also publish the fact that the
would abolish commissions and issue a good contract.

promises, conThe committee of the White Rats, believing the managers'
Headquarters with the good
sidered they had won a victory, and returned to
news
Mr Keith kept his word as to the publication, and the next day the New
York papers were filled with accounts of the White Rats victory.

PUBLIC
Till- STATEMENT WAS DISTINCTLY MADE IN THE
PRESS THAT THE MANAGERS HAD PROMISED TO ABOLISH
COMMISSIONS.
THE
THE NEW YORK "TIMES," THURSDAY, MARCH 7, MNI1, PRINTED
STRIKE
STORY WITH THE FOLLOWING HEADLINES: "WHITE RATS
ALL COMMISINDED VaCdEvTlLE MANAGERS DECIDE TO ABOLISH
SIONS" AND. IN THE COURSE OF THE ARTICLE, THE FOLLOWING
MANAGERS
THE
BUILDING
JAMES
STATEMENT IS MADE: "IN THE ST.
IN THEIR OFFICE DECIDED AS A BODY TO ABOLISH THE FIVE PER
CENT. CLAUSE IN THE ACTORS' CONTRACTS."
1

Actors throughout the country wore filled with enthusiasm. They believed
that the promises made would be lived up to, and, being unskilled in Organization
matters, they neglected the one sure means of preserving what they had won.

THERE WAS NO UNION SHOP.

And because there was no Union Shop, they surrendered
they had won collectively.
Abuses were revived almost immediately, and for the
on the vaudeville business.

first

individually

what

THE FIRST AGREEMENT
agreeAs a result of Mr. Mudge's interview with Mr. Albee, the following
ment was entered into February 28th, 1907:

The White Rats of America.
Gentlemen:—After a conference

Manager and the Western Managers' Association, represented by Mr. John J. Murdock, confirmed by Mr. C. E> Kohl, we wish to make
this brief statement.
In forming a consolidation of our interests the distinct understanding
between the parties concerned in the same was as follows:
artists
First. That an equitable contract shall be agreed upon by the
and the managers.
salaries.
of
Second. That there shall be no cutting
Third. That there shall be no blacklist and that all old scores shall be

as Business

I HAVE ENDEAVORED TO CALCULATE IN DOLLARS WHAT
THE KEEPING OF THIS PROMISE TO ABOLISH COMMISSIONS
WOULD HAVE MEANT TO THE VAUDEVILLE PROFESSION.
THE AMOUNT IS UP IN THE MILLIONS.

effective means of computation is the present prosperity of the booking
which exist on these commissions.
The best method it for each actor to figure out for himself the amount
of salary earned from March 6, 1901, to September 22, 1916, to take five
per cent, of that amount and realize how much richer by thousands of
dollars he would be had the agreement been kept, and how much poorer
he really is as a result of that broken word.

One

offices

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWO, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND THREE, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND
FOUR, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FIVE.
The following five years was a period of disintegration and discouragement
as far as the White Rats was concerned. The membership dwindled to 28 men,
who still retained the conviction that, through the White Rats alone lay the sole
salvation of the actors of the country.
So firm was the conviction of these men that they even went so far as to
keep other members in good standing who, by virtue of conditions, were unable
to pay their organization dues.
It was due to the intelligence of these actors that the principle of the White
Rats was kept alive and perpetuated.

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SIX
The Managers' Association grew in strength, and in 1906, as the result of
pressure brought to bear upon Percy Williams and S. Z. Poli, who were
forced into the combination, the United Booking Offices in its present form
came into existence.
An effort was made by the actors to correct abuses by establishing the Vaudeville Comedy Club, and it was with the weapon of the Vaudeville Comedy
Club, pledged over the members' signatures to his support as a result of
promises, that Mr. Williams practically dictated his terms of admission into the

United Booking Offices of America.
On June 17, 1906, R. C. Mudge was elected President of the White Rats,
and was the first in the line of Big Chiefs to receive a salary.
Some idea of the condition of the Organization at that time may be realized
when it is known that the total poll of votes cast at Mr. Mudge's election was 77,
of which he received 50.
Abuses grew and fattened, and the spirit of unrest increased apace.
That such a condition of unrest existed is admitted by Mr. E. F. Albee in
the issue of "Variety," June 16, 1916, in which he says:

"MR. MUDGE CAME TO US AND EXPLAINED THAT THERE WAS
UNREST IN HIS ORGANIZATION, THAT THEY BELIEVED THAT
THOSE WHO HAD PLAYED IN OPPOSITION TO THE MEMBERS OF
THE UNITED BOOKING OFFICES WHILE MR. WILLIAMS WAS
BOOKING ELSEWHERE, WOULD BE DISCRIMINATED AGAINST,
AND THAT THIS GETTING TOGETHER OF MR. WILLIAMS AND
OURSELVES WAS RAISING ALL KINDS OF FEARS."

;

.

.

wiped

out.

we shall endeavor in every way possible to establish the
most friendly relations between the artists and the managers, and in case
Fourth. That

of disputes to arbitrate matters.
Fifth. That in case of change of routes, causing an unreasonable shift
of the artist, being necessitated by conditions that may arise, the manager
shall bear his share of the railroad expehses.
(Signed) B. F. KEITH,
E. F. ALBEE,
G. WILLIAMS,

PERCY
MURDOCK.

J. J.

Feb.

28, 1907.

This agreement clearly discloses that abuses did exist and their existence was
admitted.

The net result of the agreement reproduced above
to keep the promises made.

was that nothing was done

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVEN

time the ten per

cent, evil fixed its hold firmly

of your President with the representa-

Keith, as Presitives of the United Booking Offices of America, Mr. B. F.
Williams,
dent, Mr. Edwin F. Albee, as General Manager, and Mr. Percy G.

Conditions steadily grew worse, and on November

21st,

1907,

at a

regular

meeting of White Rats, it was moved and seconded that an attorney be engaged
to represent the Organization and commence legal action for breaches of conDuring the debate which followed the introduction of this resolution,
tract.
Mr. Mudge seated that if the motion were carried he would resign his
position as President.
The spirit of resentment against abuses grew stronger within the next few
months, and on February 6th, 1908, the feeling against Mr. Mudge (who was
acting against the interests of the Organization) had grown to such a degree
that as a result of another debate, he resigned, the resignation to take effect
February 8, 1908.

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHT
Immediately upon Mr. Mudge's withdrawal from the position of authority,
there were placed in power officials committed to a policy of protection of the
actor at any cost. The first action of the new administration was the following
statement sent to Mr. E. F. Albee on February 20, 1908:

MR.

E. F.

ALBEE,

GENERAL MANAGER UNITED BOOKING OFFICES,
26TH STREET AND BROADWAY, CITY.
DEAR SIR:— I HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED BY MY EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE TO INFORM YOU THAT A SIGNED, WRITTEN STATEMENT HAS BEEN PLACED BEFORE THEM BY ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THIS ORDER, WHICH ACCUSES ONE OF THE AGENTS
EMPLOYED AND DOING BUSINESS WITH YOU, OF RECEIVING ILLICIT COMMISSIONS. WE FEEL CONVINCED THAT AFTER WHAT
YOU HAVE STATED PUBLICLY AND ALSO TO MANY MEMBERS OF
THIS ORDER, THAT IT IS YOUR INTENTION TO STAMP OUT AND
ERADICATE SUCH PRACTICES.
IF YOU DESIRE TO TAKE ACTION IN THIS MATTER, WE WILL
FORWARD COPIES OF THE SIGNED STATEMENTS WE HAVE IN
OUR OFFICE.
RESPECTFULLY YOURS,
(Signed) HARRY MOUNTFORD, Secretary.
No answer was received from Mr. Albee, though the letter indicated a desire
for co -operative action.
Immediately there ensued a campaign to increase the membership and develop the strength of the Organization, and for the first time in the history of
the White Rats, on February 25th, 1908, it was voted to employ an attorney to
represent the Organization and see if there was any way to protect the actor

by law.
Late in the Autumn of 1908 attempts were made by law to
particularly in the matter of commissions and contract.

remedy the abuses,

IT CAN READILY BE SEEN THAT FROM THE QUESTION OF
COMMISSION AND CONTRACT, EVERY ABUSE EXISTING IN
THE VAUDEVILLE BUSINESS HAS TAKEN ITS RISE, FOR, DURING THE TIME OF THE FIRST STRIKE, IN A PUBLISHED AN-

:

WHITE RATS NEWS
NOUNCEMENT OF GEORGE FULLER GOLDEN, IN THE "NEW
YORK TIMES" OF FEBRUARY 24TH, 1901, MR. GOLDEN SAID:
"WE ARE FIGHTING ONLY FOR WHAT IS RIGHT AND
FAIR. WE ARE FIGHTING AGAINST COMMISSION AND
FOR AN EQUITABLE CONTRACT."

In this article he says,

among other

17

things:

"I have held up my original article for this week in order to inaugurate
the 'News off the Order' page and use some off its space for the following
soothing and beautiful information.
"I have indisputable evidence at hand which will go far to prove that
we, as a society, are going to get everything within reason that we started
after without any effort or discord whatsoever.
M wish I could tell you the
l
whole story, but you will know it sooner or
later, and, oh, if you only did know the eventual outcome
"All our supposed enemies are turning out to be our friends."
1

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TEN
The culmination of the White Rats' Organization struggle for the legal remedying of the contract and commission evil came in June, 1910.
After a two years' fight in the New York State Legislature a bill was passed
and signed by Governor Hughes, June 25th, 1910, making it illegal to take or attempt to take more than 5 per cent, gross commission for any one engagement,
no matter how many agents were involved in securing that engagement, and
that an equitable contract should be issued.
Two days after the bill was passed, the managers issued a new contract,
whose purpose was to evade this law by compelling the actor to contract out
of its provisions, as follows

"SpscUl

AfTNmML"

"The

Dirties to the annexed contract do hereby expressly
York, requiring said contract or the form thereof
State of
or the Commissioner of Licenses or prescribing the contents
8 reparation and filing of a written verified statement as to
rst party thereto.

New

waive any and all Statutes of the
to be first approved by the Mayor
of said contract or requiring the
the financial responsibility of the

"(Manager sign

here.)

The Board of Directors of the White Rats Actors' Union under the same
impression as Mr. Golden, believed in the promises that had been made and on
24th, as a result of solicitation of some sort, the following letter was sent
to the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association by the Board of Directors.

October

October

Allied and Affiliated Interests.
Dear Slrsi
The Board of Directors of the White Rate Actor*' Union of America, having abiding
faith that protection, peace and prosperity is the ultimate goal of manager and artist and
that the best thought and endeavor of each should be directed to a consummation of that
desirable end, propose a conference to be held In the City of New York, on Wednesday,
November 1, lfll, at some convenient hour and place, between committees appointed by
each Interest to represent them respectively In conjunction with such counsel as they
desire, to consider and to determine some plan whereby our mutual Interests mey be effectively and harmoniously strengthened and advanced, to the end that our profession and
vocation may not remain In Its present discordant condition and that It may. In the exercise of wisdom. Judgment and discretion, attain Its highest aspiration and loftiest ideal
and purpose.
Your early reply to this proposition will be appreciated by
Yours respectfully,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WHITE RATS ACTORS' UNION OF AMERICA,

"(Performer sign here.)"

(Signed)

to this time the conditions under which women in 4he vaudeville
business worked had been taken cognizance of, but only in an unofficial
capacity, and such protection given them as was possible under the Constitution and By-Laws.

Up

The abuses under which they labored grew proportionately with those
of the men of the profession and on September 23rd there was founded
the Associated Actresses of America, of which the women of the vaudeville profession were invited to become members.

AFFILIATION

WITH THE

A F. OF L.

The move to concentrate and solidify all branches of the vaudeville business
resulted on November 7th, 1910, in the consolidation of the Actors' Union with
the White Rats and on that day came into existence the White Rats Actors'
Union of America, affiliated with the American Federation of Labor.
Thus at last was placed in the possession of the actor the one weapon to injure his ultimate protection and the final securing of his rights.
The law relating to the charging of commissions which had been passed
after two years of constant struggle was not lived up to by the managers, who
treated it as a joke, and in December, 1910, charges against the United Booking
Offices for violation of this law were made to the Commissioner of Licenses.
These charges were thrown out by the Commissioner of Licenses on a remote legal technicality, with the result that charges against the Commissioner
were made to the late Mayor Gaynor.
That law has never been respected or lived up to and no effort has ever been
made to comply with it on the part of the Vaudeville Managers' Association.
In fact, the collection agency scheme was created in the attempt to beat the
law,

and up to the present has succeeded.

The fight to secure the elimination of abuses was hardly started in the East
when it was prosecuted to success in the West.
At this time Chicago- was 90 per cent, union. An equitable contract was issued
and the West won. The success of the White Rats in the West carried the
feeling of confidence East and the struggle was renewed with increased vehemence in this section.
The great mass of the vaudeville fraternity was heart and soul in the movement, as is proved by the fact that over 11,000 members joined the Union in
four months.

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND ELEVEN
As a precautionary measure in case of trouble, formal agreements were drawn
up between the White Rats Actors' Union and the foreign organizations. By
terms of this agreement these organizations, the International Artisten
Loge, the Variety Artistes Federation and the Union Syndicale des Artistes
Lyriques, were not to send acts to this country under certain conditions.
The Vaudeville Managers' Association, frightened by what would happen in
the following season, again made promises and on September 2nd, 1911, the first
good contract ever issued by the United Booking Offices was published in
the

It was stated that this contract was to be issued and the
only thing interfering with the removal of grievances was said by that Association to
be the
aggressive policy of the White Rats.
On September 30th of the same year, the policy of the White Rats, due to

managerial influence, promises made to prominent actors, and to the organization
was changed.
Jt was the belief of George Fuller Golden that
the troubles of the
to secure the rights of its members were won.
He believed in

experience in 1901.
that the abuses were to be removed
under date of October 20th, 1911,
his

White Rats
the promises
That Mr. Golden was assured privately
is proved by his article in "The
Player"
*

/

•

Junle McCree, President.

The following answer was received
October

Board

SI, lfll.

of Directors,

White Rat* Actors' Union
1S5S

of America,

Broadway, City.

Dear Sirs:
At a meeting

of the Board of -Directors of the Vaudeville Managers'. Protective Association, held thla day, your communication of October 24 was duly considered. While we
disagree with you In the statement that there Is at present a "discordant condition" in the
vaudeville profession and vocation, we are perfectly willing to meet a committee of artists
to listen to any alleged grievances.
As there are many Important vaudeville artlats who are not members of your organisation, we think In luetics to them and the entire vaudeville profession, and to make the
conference fair to all concerned, that three members of the Vaudeville Comedy Club, who
shall not be members of your organisation, and three vaudeville artists who shall not be
members of any vaudeville artists' organisation should be present at such conference. The
latter three to be appointed, one by you, one by the Vaudeville Comedy Club and one by us.
Until there Is aome necessity for counsel to be present, we desire the conference or con-

ferences to be held without them.

The Committee eppolnted by this Association
Samuel Scrlbner and Percy G. Williams.

Is

E. F. Albee, Martin Beck,

Marcus Loew,

this Is •erasable to you, kindly notify us that we may communicate with the Vaudeville Comedy Club and arrange for a meeting which should be held at an early date.
If

Very truly yours,

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
Martin Beck. Chairman of Board of Directors,

(Signed)

Edward

(Signed)

To

this

communication answer was made

in

F. Albee, President.

the reply which follows

November

t, lfll.

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association,
United Booking Offices of America, and
Allied

Dear

and

Affiliated Interests.

Sirs:

We are in receipt of your coramunlcetlon of the 31st ultimo. We note that you disagree with us In the statement In our Invitation for a conference, that there la at present
a "discordant condition" existing In the profession. A re-examination of the article published by you In several theatrical papera, on or about June It, ltll, entitled M A Note of
Warning," will recall conditions seemingly forgotten by you. A perusal of that article.
It

seems to

us. Is sufficient to call to

your attention aomethlng of the paat.

It la

an old

aaylng thet "there are none so deaf as they who will not hear; none so blind as they who
will not see."
If the conference Is held, we heve no objection to the presence of any member of the
Vaudeville Comedy Club or any unaffiliated vaudeville artist. We do not care to take any
part In their selection. We sincerely hope that you realise that we do not propose to be
deflected from our purpose by the presence of anyone who may not entertain a belief in
the principles for which this organisation Is battling.
In view, however, of your suggestion, we shall Insist that there be also Invited to the
conference representatives of the leading theatrical publications in ths City of New York,
to the end thet the public may be fully Informed of the situation.
Furthermore, we muat Insist upon the right to heve our counsel present to the conference for the following reason: Many of the points that we shall aubmlt to you for conalderation "focus around the artist's contract," and, inasmuch as this Is almost wholly a
legal proposition, we necessarily require the preaence of our counsel to aid ua in the
presentation of our side of that Issue.
Furthermore, permit ua to say In advance of the conference, that thla organisation has
not departed one lota from the principlea for which It has been contending for the past
several yeera. We are aeeking this conference In the earnest endeavor to secure relief from
existing conditions by peaceful means and an appeal to reaaon and logic. Wo hope and
trust that you will meet us in that spirit. If the conference be held, it seems to us advisable that It be held at an early date. Awaiting your pleasure, we remain,

Youra

respectfully,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WHITE RATS ACTORS' UNION OF AMERICA

"Variety."

made, despite

24, ltll.

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association,
United Booking Offices -eft America, and

(Signed)

Junie McCree, President,

The meeting was never

held.
obsessed with the idea of a conr iliatory attitude as the best means of
securing the rights of the members of the Organization, the Board clung to the
policy of diplomacy and trusted in promises.
Still

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWELVE
AT THIS POINT CAN LAY ASIDE ALL REFERENCE TO PAST EVENTS
AND SPEAK FROM PERSONAL OBSERVATION AND EXPERIENCE
I

(Continued on Page

18.)

AS A RESULT OF THIS POLICY OF INACTIVITY, NEW ABUSES CREW
WITH MUSHROOM SPEED. THERE CAME INTO EXISTENCE PUBLIC
REHEARSALS IN THE MORNING—THE THREE AGENTS, HOUSE, BOOKING AND SELLING AGENT— SUNDAY SHOWS IN SOME TOWNS, FOR
WHICH ACTORS WERE NOT PAID PROPORTIONATELY—THE SIX-SEVENTHS WEEK CAME IN— SPLIT WEEKS GREW AND MULTIPLIED, WITH
TWO AND THREE RAILROAD FARES IN ONE WEEK; ACTS WERE LAYING OFF IN HUNDREDS AND YET OTHER ACTS WERE PLAYING TWO
HOUSES IN ONE WEEK, NOT, HOWEVER, FOR DOUBLE SALARY.
These are only a few of the abuses which

existed.

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN
From my

seat, as a casual observer, I could see, as every other intelligent
actor saw, the growing contempt of the managers for the rights of the actors
and uselessness of the policy then pursued by the White Rats to check the tide.
I conducted for some time with the administration then in power, a propaganda to see if some relief could not be secured by aggression. That effort,
privately made, failed, with the result that I determined to carry my fight for
what I knew to be right, into the open Organization.

was at that time working steadily and successfully.
had much to lose and nothing to gain by ray attitude, but I realised that
when the rights of others had been trampled to annihilation, my own rights and
the rights of other successful vaudeville players would be attacked openly as
they were then insidiously.
I knew, as every thinking actor must know, when he carefully considers his position, that the security of my engagements depended on the
security of all engagements and that what other r.ctors were suffering
would inevitably be my portion sooner or later.
I

I

I
I

N EWS
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knew
knew

suffer

little

tomorrow.

knew

I

abuses grow to be big abuses over night.
that what the little actor suffered today, the big actor would

that

becomes a

that

all

habit,

injustice

from which

is

perpetrated on the weak first and then
however big or strong they are, must

all,

suffer.

At that time I was what was known as a big time act and I knew that what
was happening to the small time act would happen to me next month or next
year, and so there was something selfish in my fight. I was fighting for myself
as well as other actors.

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN
result of my efforts to awaken the Organization to a sense
of the follv of the nolicv it was pursuing. T cannot say; but in October, 1915,
when the Organization had fallen to six hundred members from sixteen thousand, when there was not a single penny left in the treasury and when the vaudeville actors throughout the country were maddened by persecution and injustice, the policv of the Organization was radically changed, and a return made
to the course of action which had proved in the past to be the only means of
protecting the actor.

Whatever the

That the new policy was recognized as the only way to secure their rights
by the vaudeville actors of the countrv is proved by the fact that actors flocked
back to the Organization bv thousands.
Tt occurred to me that this deserved consideration, and because my faith in
the Organization, sorely tried bv years of disgust and discouragement during
its policy of conciliation and diplomacy still remained, I determined to contribute
my bit to its success in the accomplishment of its purposes.

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN
story of my flection to office need not be repeated here, but it is necessary tk«t there should be repeated a statement of abuses which not only I, but
every other vaudeville actor, knew existed when that election took place.

TKe

1 IfNFW THAT T"F PUSINF.SS MORALITY WAS, TO USE THE LEAST
OFFFNSIVE WORD. DEFECTIVE.
I IfNFW THAT TMFPF WAS NO SUCH THING IN USE AS AN EQUITABLE. ENFORCIBLE CONTRACT.
I
KNEW THAT RATES OF COMMISSION IN CRIMINAL VIOLATION
OF THE LAW WERE BEING EXTORTED FROM THE ACTORS BY AGENTS,
IN SOME CASES AS HIGH AS 70 PER CENT.

KNEW EXTRA PERFORMANCES WERE DEMANDED WITHOUT
REMUNERATION BFING GIVEN, ALTHOUGH STAGE MECHANICS AND
MUSICIANS WHO BELONGED TO AN ORGANIZATION WERE INVARIA-

MADE IN SOME INI KNEW THESE CUTS IN SALARIES HAD BEEN
STANCES ON THE SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE END OF A COMPLETED
WEEK.
MUSICIANS HAD
I KNEW THE SALARIES OF STAGE HANDS AND
NOT BEEN CUT.
BOOKING OFFICES
I KNEW THE SALARIES OF OFFICIALS IN THE
HAD NOT BEEN CUT.
CUT.
I KNEW THE RATE OF COMMISSION HAD NOT BEEN
WERE MADE
I KNEW THAT FABULOUS DEMANDS FOR GRATUITIES
IN THE
ON ACTS BY REASON OF THE FACT THAT OFFICIALS HIGH OFFICES
THE
IN
INTERESTED
BOOKING OFFICES WERE PERSONALLY
OF THE AGENTS.
I KNEW ALL THESE AND INNUMERABLE OTHER EVILS.
Nevertheless, I had pledged myself to do everything possible to
remove these abuses, and, like some other men in the Organization, I
had been influenced in a certain sense by the oft-repeated saying that
the managers were perfectly willing to treat with "men of intelligence
whose reasoning powers are sufficiently developed to cope with the
situation so important to them," as Mr. Beck in "Variety," March 10,
1916, says.
So, two days after my installation in office as President, I sent the following communication to Mr. E. F. Albee, under the impression that he was the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association:

April

Palace Theatre Bldg.,

New York City.
Dear Sirt
At this, the first meeting of the International Board of the White Rats
Actors' Union and Associated Actresses of America, it was unanimously
resolved that a communication should be sent you asking you to receive
a committee from the said International Board for the purpose of discussing the entire present vaudeville situation and, if possible, arriving at
some amicable and friendly understanding with regard to it.
You have, in the early part of last month, stated that you would be
willing to receive a committee to talk matters over, and have admitted
that there are certain conditions in the business which might be improved
and certain abuses which might be eradicated.
It is the wish of the newly-elected officers that their term of office,
if possible, should commence, continue and terminate on friendly terms
with the managers of all the vaudeville theatres of the United States and

Canada.
In consequence of the aforesaid resolution, the International President appointed the following committee:
Mr. Edward Clark,
Mr. Theodore Babcock,
Mr. Fred Niblo,
and, as he himself is ex-officio member of all committees, he also is a
member of this committee.
This committee will call upon you at any time that may be satisfactory
to you, and hopes, by a personal interview, that the whole matter may be
settled to the mutual satisfaction, betterment and progress of the managers and actors of the profession.
(Signed)

Very

truly yours,

JAMES WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK,
International President.

One week

later,

no answer having been received,

I

I

KNEW UNPROTECTED WOMEN WERE VICTIMS OF UNSPEAKABLE

I
KNEW THAT OVERNIGHT CANCELLATION WAS A BI-WEEKLY
DIVERSION ON THE PARTS OF MANY MANAGERS.
I KNEW THE AMBITION TO CREATE
NEW MATERIAL HAD BEEN
KILLED BY THE TREATMENT THE CREATORS RECEIVED.
«

KNEW THAT THE

SALARIES OF ACTORS HAD BEEN CUT WITHOUT EXPLANATION, CONSULTATION OR EXCUSE, IN 30ME CASES AS
HIGH AS 25 PER CENT.
I

the

April 27, 1916.
E. F. Albee, Esq.

Palace Theatre Bldg.,

New York City.
Dear Sir:
As we have received no answer

to our communication of April 20th,
we are forced to believe that somehow or other it has failed to reach
you.
Therefore, I have much pleasure in enclosing you a copy of the same
and hope to be favored with a reply.
Very truly yours,

(Signed)

JAMES WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK,
International President.

On

April 29th. Mr. Albee replied as follows
1564

Broadway,

I

INJUSTICES.

sent, registered,

following communication to Mr. Albee:

I

BLY PAID FOR SUCH PERFORMANCES.
KNEW THAT ACTORS, TO COMPLETE A WEEK, WERE FORCED
TO JUMP FROM ONE STATE TO ANOTHER TO PLAY A SUNDAY PERFORMANCE FOR NOTHING.

20, 1916.

E. F. Albee, Esq.

New

York,

April

29, 1916

Mr. James William Fitzpatrick,
229 West 46th St., New York.
Dear Sir:
I am directed by Mr. Albee to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter
of April 20th, and to say that the same would have been answered sooner,
but that he has been waiting to present it to the VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION, which had their meeting yesterday. He also wishes me to say that inasmuch as no individual has authority to act, any communication in reference to affairs of interest to the
vaudeville situation generally, should be addressed to the VAUDEVILLE

MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
Very

truly yours,

(Signed)

A. L.

ROBERTSON,
Secretary.

:

N E, W S

WHI TE RATS
On the 2d of May, 1916, I sent to Mr. Albee the following letter ind on May
3d sent to Mr. B. S. Moss, the secretary of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, a communication, enclosing my original letter to Mr. Albee,
written April 20th

May

2,

1916.

E. F. AJbe«, Esq.

Palace Theatre Bldg.,

New York City.
Dear
I

Sir:

letter of April 29th, for

which

If 1 made a mistake in sending a communication to you, it was done
simply because of my desire to do everything possible for the good of the
Organization, of which I have the honor to be the International President,
and the prosperity of the variety business.
I thank you for your suggestion as to sending any future communications to the secretary of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association,
and have sent a copy of the letter I wrote to you to Mr. Moss, from whom
1 hope to receive a favorable answer.
With your assistance, I have no doubt that our committee will be able
to meet the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association within a week.
Yours very truly,
(Signed)
JAMES WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK,
International President.

May

3, 1916.

B. S. Moss, Esq.
Secy. Vaudeville Managers' Protective Assn.,
Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City.

Dear Sir:
The original of the enclosed letter, which is self-explanatory, was sent
to Mr. Albee on April 20th.
I have been advised by Mr. Albee's secretary to address
same to you
and hope to be favored with a reply.
Very truly yours,
(Signed)

JAMES WILLIAM FITZ PATRICK,
International President.

Mr. Albee, at this writing is some points ahead of Mr. Moss in the game
Mr. Albee merely waited nine days to answer my communication.
The secretary of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association has not yet
answered it.
I do not know whether the secretary presented
my letter to the Vaudeville
Managers Protective Association. If he did not present it, the reason would
be most interesting to his fellow members of the Association. If he did present
Jt, it will be illuminating to know whether
the members of the Vaudeville
Managers Protective Association consider an attitude of contemptuous indifference to be the best means of removing abuses, which everyone,
actor and
manager, who is honest, knows and admits exists; and how they can reconcile
this impolite and scornful silence to a civil and respectful
request to meet a
committee, with their oft-repeated public statements, a sample of which
follows:
of courtesy.

"My associates and myself are always open to argument and we
would warmly welcome any movement or plan of co-operation
whereby there could be obtained a better understanding between
the artist who plays in our theatres and the managers."

MARTIN BECK.
("VARIETY," March
Care was taken,

10, 1916.)

selecting the men to confer with the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association, that no one should be a member of
it whose personality
would be a reason for refusing to receive that committee.
in

Now, there is a time when patience ceases to be a virtue. There is a
moment when intolerable injustice can no longer be suffered to stalk
abroad in shamelessness, and there comes a day when
Justice is forced
to tear the

THEY BROKE THEIR TELEGRAPHED PROMISES TO GEORGE
FULLER GOLDEN OF SEPTEMBER, 1911.
THEY BROKE THEIR PROMISE OF OCTOBER 31, 1911, TO
MEET A COMMITTEE.
THEY HAVE CREATED AND INVENTED AGENTS INNUMERABLE, FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING HALF THESE
AGENTS EXTRA COMMISSIONS, AND TO OBTAIN AN ADDITIONAL PART OF THE ACTOR'S SALARY.
THEY HAVE CLOSED THEIR EYES TO THE BLACKMAILING
OF AGENTS OF ACTS, AGENTS WHO ARE IN THEIR OWN EMPLOY AND WITH WHOM THEY ARE PARTNERS.
THEY HAVE CANCELED ACTS BEFORE, DURING AND AT
ANY TIME WHICH PLEASED THEM.
THEY HAVE MADE BALTIMORE AND NEW YORK INTO ONE
WEEK.
THEY HAVE TURNED SCHENECTADY AND NEW YORK INTO
ONE WEEK.
THEY HAVE CUT OUT THE SYSTEM OF PAYING ACTORS'
FARES WEST OF CHICAGO AND AT THE SAME TIME CUT THE
SALARIES OF ACTS PLAYING THAT TERRITORY.
THEY HAVE MADE IT PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR ACTORS TO PRODUCE NEW MATERIAL OR INVEST MONEY IN
9

beg to acknowledge receipt of your

thank*.

•

19

bandage from her eyes and to

raise her

has found her scales held neither in respect nor fear.

sword because she

THAT DAY HAS COME FOR THE WHITE RATS ACTORS'
UNION IN ITS DEALINGS WITH THE VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS
OF THIS COUNTRY.
THEY BROKE THEIR PLEDGED AND PUBLISHED WORD OF

FEBRUARY,

1901.

NEW ACTS.
THEY HAVE DRIVEN EVERY REPUTABLE, LARGE PRODUCER OUT OF BUSINESS.
THEY HAVE PARALYZED THE VAUDEVILLE PROFESSION.
THEY HAVE ELIMINATED FULL SALARY WEEKS IN NEW
•

YORK.

THEY HAVE INTRODUCED PUBLIC REHEARSALS IN THE
EARLY MORNING, THUS DESTROYING THE MYSTERY, ROMANCE AND ILLUSION OF THE THEATRE.
THEY HAVE BLACKLISTED AS THEY PLEASED, GOOD, INTELLIGENT AND FIRST-CLASS ACTS.
Nevertheless, despite the treatment accorded the White Rats Actors'
Union in the past, despite the inexplicable attitude of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association to my civil request for a conference,
despite sixteen years of broken agreements on behalf of the White Rats
Actors' Union of America, the only bona fide actors' organization on
the continent,

I

ask

FOR A CONFERENCE TO BE HELD
with a committee or

all

of the

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

TO CONSIDER THE SOLUTION OF THE EXISTING
ABUSES.
I ask Mr. Albee, Mr. Beck, Mr. Loew, Mr. Miles, Mr. Moss, Mr. Fox,
Mr. Pantages, Mr. Poli and the other members of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, will you meet a committee appointed by
me as President of the International Board of the White Rats Actors9
Union of America to see if an amicable adjustment cannot bo obtained

at once.

make this request publicly, so that at no time can it be stated that we
I
did not endeavor by all means in our power, to seek a solution of difficulties
by arbitration and conference.
If this

request

is

refused, whatever happens, the

blame mutt

THEY BROKE THEIR PLEDGED AND PUBLISHED WORD OF be on the shoulders of those who refuse it, and this statement
is published because of a "decent respect to the opinions of
MARCH 6TH, 1901.
THEY BROKE THEIR WRITTEN AGREEMENT OF FEBRUARY mankind/
9

28TH,

1907.

THEY BROKE THEIR AGREEMENT RE SUNDAY PERFORMANCES MADE TO A COMMITTEE OF THIS ORGANIZATION IN

DECEMBER,

1907.

THEY BROKE THE EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LAW OF 1910.
THEY BROKE THEIR PROMISE OF AN EQUITABLE CON-

TRACT OF SEPTEMBER,

1911.

International President,

White Rats Actors' Union

anrl

Associated Actresses of America.
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Peace With Prosperity, Or

?

When

Shakespeare wrote Hamlet's famous soliloquy, and made the
melancholy Prince utter these words:
"Whether
to Buffer the Bllngamnd mrrowB of outrmgeoaB fortune,
or to take arm 3 again *t m bom of trouble j, mod by oppoaiag end them. "

Facts

Managers and agents must not forget
the City of New York is not the

that

United States and Canada.

way to Berlin from the
from Lemburg, but if the
front and Lemburg fall, the effect

is

long

a

is

It

and

Berlin.

in

felt

way from California to New
York. It is a long way from Canada to
New York. It is a long way from Texas to
a long

It is

New

York.
But if they
mu9t be felt in New York.

fall,

the

effect

New York lives on the United States —
not the United States on New York.
Think

little

this over.

ganizations to right the wrongs of the actor, reciting the many promises and agreements entered into by the managers, and finally putting
the issue squarely up to them.
there shall be peace with honor (peace as the result
of arbitration and conference), or peace as the result of war;
the managers, in their own interests and in the interests of the profession, will meet a committee from these Organizations with some view to an amicable arrangement with them,
OR
they wish to go on record as breaking every
promise and every agreement they have ever made, and as proving
that their oft-published statements, that they were willing to negotiate and arbitrate, were mere lies issued to deceive.
It U too clear that this state of things cannot continue, cannot prevail and cannot last In all sincerity we hold out the "olive branch."
It has been offered privately, by correspondence and in conferences

WHETHER
WHETHER

WHETHER

that
So the V. M. P. A. arc going to cancel
White Rats on October 31sl? Here is
chance for the actor to see who
is really bluffing.
Wait foi October 31st
and see how many White Rats are canall

a great

celled.

•

•

•

The burlesque business
Rat,

is

99% White

many shows being union throughout.

Small time vaudeville is 95% White Rat,
and with the exception of the office acts

(many
bers)

whom

of

time

big

individually

vaudeville

is

are

mem-

89% White

Rat.
•

•

•

The managers in their press matter
week certainly made "Variety" a
funny paper. "Variety's" headlines were
worthy of anything "Life," "Punch" or
"Judge" ever carried.
last

•

•

•

On

the third page of "Variety" is this
headline: "'Boycotted Acts' Invoke Penal

Code

Protection," which means that
think they are boycotted by

for

actors
us are
crime.

who

going to punish us for it as a
On the first page it says, "White
Rats to be Boycotted is Managers' Assn.
Threat," meaning thereby that it is all
right

if

we do

it

the
it

managers boycott, but when
penal offense.

is a

•
I
if

•

•

had an almost verbatim

I

report of all their meetings.
They may
say this is an idle bluff. But I am perfectly willing that they should get some
disinterested party; should tell him what

occurred

one of

meetings, and
then, if he likes, he should come over
here and I will show the same person a
report of that meeting, and he shall he
the judge as to whether I have not the
full details of their meetings.
This offer shows my statement cannot
be refuted.
at

•

tluir

•

•

There arc Charles Leonard Fletchers on
both

sides.
•

The V. M.

•

•

page

A.

ad.

laugh.
It
be when that mifihty association has to
advertise "For the Protection of Our Own
Interests."

Just imagine this powerful Organization
being in such a condition that it has to
advertise in "Variety" to protect itself.
«

•

•

•

Notice that they say they will not employ artists who break contracts.
Why

do they employ
contracts?

have had with different managers,

FERED PUBLICLY.
We are something

like the Irishman
has to fight for it.

AND HERE

who wants

IT IS OF-

peace, and

must

have peace, even if he
And peace will come, peace must come, even if, to quote Shakespeare again, we have
"To reap the harvest of perpetual peace by this one bloody trial of
sharp war."
This issue of "Variety" will be read by every person connected with
the show business, and I earnestly and prayerfully beg them to read
carefully Mr. FitzPatrick's article, to cut it out and preserve it, as in
the future it will be of immense value whatever the result of his
eloquent appeal may be.
In thus making this public request for the meeting of committees,
it must show even to the greatest doubter that we have nothing to
conceal.

We have exposed the record of our main negotiations with the
managers from the period of our birth to the present day.
Right through the Big Chief's article it will be seen that the Body
of this Organization was always pressing for protection and was
always in an atmosphere of agitation for action.
One more thing it proves, and that is that nothing can destroy this
Organization.
It has been powerful, it has been weak
it has been well-led, it has
been badly directed.
It has had its triumphs, and its failures.
It has been betrayed by one of its leaders.
It has suffered from the incompetence and laziness of one of its
generals but it has responded unanimously and immediately to con;

;

scientious, courageous and fearless leadership.
It has been down and out, and has always risen again.
In this there ought to be a warning to the present-day managers in that,
whatever they may think, whatever they may say, whatever they may do, it
is beyond their power, wealth, and intellect, strong and brilliant as they are,
to

KILL THIS ORDER.

At my own request, and so that the managers could not find the shadow of
an excuse to refuse to meet this committee, my name was not on it, and I have
no desire to be on that committee.
I want nothing connected with me to interfere with the hope and prospect
of a peaceful settlement, and
for I know that amongst the

I think there is an amicable solution in sight,
managers of this country there are successful
men, men who appreciate what a test to a finish with us would cost them.
If they win (and it is a big "IF"), they will lose not only many millions of
dollars, but it will take them months to bring back the patronage to their

theatres.

made me
shows how scared they must
P.

I

managers

Fiction
The representative of one firm of manannounced last week that they

agers

would cancel any act they did not like
on Monday afternoon. And this is a member of the V. M. P. A.

What do

who

And
that the

J

believe,

New

when

York

the fight is over, whatever the result may be,
managers will find that their weekly receipts will be

decreased by at least one-seventh.

Should we lose, wc are no worse off than before.
CONDITIONS, CONTRACTS AND COMMISSIONS CANNOT BE WORSE. At present
is hemp extracted from the actor "all the traffic will
bear."
On the other hand, when we win (as we shall win), the manager! will have suffered all

and he obliged to give us what they can easily, without any loss to themselves,

Srfe&ASS S&VMOT

•

•

One manager

•

Saturday,

last

seized the scenery,

baggage and

a

week,

effects of

an act and would not release them till
on Sunday I threatened him with arrest
for theft, when he immediately sent them
to New York City.
I wonder what the V. M. P. A. thinks
And he is a member
of that manager.
of the V. M. P. A.
•

•

*

One manager, on Monday,

cancelled an

act because they would not take a cut be*

they

fore

opened,

and he had engaged

them by wire. And he
M. P. A.

is

a

member

of

the V.

A theatre in Los Angeles closed last
Saturday night and not a cent for an
actor on the bill, and we, the White Rats,
had to bring the members out of Los
Angeles.

What does

the V. M. P. A. say about

that?
•

These are

all

•

•

happenings within the

last

ten days.
•

•

•

Another act that gets $400 a week went
Palace Theatre on the promise
by the management.
At the end of the week— five people in
the act— they were paid 187.50, because

into the

of their salary

they hadn't a contract.

Who

got the difference? The managethe theatre, the proprietors of
the theatre, the agents, or who?
Perhaps the V. M. P. A. would like to
look into this and suggest a remedy for it.

ment

of

•

These are

facts,

•

•

not opinions, not ad-

vertisements; but cold, cruel, hard facts.
•

No

actor's

•

•

contract

is

safe.

No one

knows how much commission is charged
and no one really knows how much money
they are going to get at the end of a
week.
Isn't it time this was changed?
•

•

•

Just a line to remind you that the cost
of joining this Organization goes up to
$25
will

on October
be

On November

1st.

1st

it

$30.

We

want

The

inside ownership of

every actor a chance
to get into the ark before the flood comes.
to give

•

•

•

many

agencies

would make interesting cross-examination.
•

•

•

The amount of "sugar" used each year
by one or two persons would also be very
entertaining.
•

•

•

The

there

this loss,

members think about

the other

that?

,

wonder what the managers would think
they knew

versus

in the

Fiction
Somme
Somme

knew how often and how well they would fit many situations
forthcoming years.
And no situation have they ever fitted better than the present situation which confronts the organization of the vaudeville managers of
this country and the organization of the actors of this country.
On other pages will be found a cool, calm, dispassionate statement
of facts by the International President of these Organizations, reciting from the year 1900 to the year 1916 the endeavors of these Orhe

versus

Facts

5

T ° L° SE THE MANA <= ER S HAVE EVERY-

true history of a few campaign contributions would also be enlightening.
•

The

real

reason

•

•

why some men

much

-

pleasure.
•

But don't

•

forget, that

•

New York

the United Stales and Canada.

break

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

are

where they are would also give scandallovers

is

not
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Cut

this

POLI CIRCUIT

Out

Executive Order No. 2

and Keep for
Reference
APRIL CARDS
now

are

West 46th

White Rats Actors'

It Is

Louis

Street,

Building.

Orders

The International Board on Tuesday, September 5th, acting within the powers vested
in them by the By-Laws and Constitution, resolved that,

Al Harvey and Co.
("Dr. Joy's

the initiation fee
SHALL BE $20, which, together with the dues
from October to APRIL, IS $25, and that,
1st,

Hager and Goodwin

the initiation

fee shall be $30.

By

Man

entering now,

become a member

Searjeant,

October

in

1st for SIS.

Chuck Haas
sooner or

Downes and Gomez

September.......$16.00

(Colored Singers

Street.

October

Hartman and Verady

1st.. ...$25.00

(Hungarian Dancers)

till

November lst.$30.00

San Francisco offices,
Continental Hotel
(Barry Conner*, I.B., CD.O.)
•

Winnipeg

Royal Gascoyne
(Of

(This applies also to reinstatements.)

NINE DOLLARS

ft*

Dunedin Duo
Onetta

STATE OF OKLAHOMA
September

INTERNATIONAL ORDER NO.

office,

308 Erie Building.
(Jack T. Mclnemey, CD.O.)

12, 1916.

Members of the W. R. A. U. or its affiliated Organizations MUST
NOT ACCEPT CONTRACTS OR APPEAR UPON THE STAGE
OF ANY THEATRE IN OKLAHOMA CITY, with the exception of

Hammond

(Harry G.

orders.

Building.

Lelliott,

CD.O.)

CALL AT OR WRITE TO
THE NEAREST ONE,
AND SAVE TIME

Actors
Actors

who
who

The Parisian Trio

10

the Metropolitan and Strand Theatres, from this date until further

Detroit office,
512

"The Gascoyne.")

offices,

St Charles Hotel
(Edward Barry, CD.O.)

Cleveland

and Dancers)

till

I.B.,

CD.O.)

m*r*

Give and Co.

E. E.

or Woman, you can
good standing until

YOU WILL HAVE TO JOIN,
later, SO WHY NOT NOW?

offices,

SaniUrlum")

1st,

Commencing November

665 Washington
(Geoffrey L. Whalen,

FOR

NINE DAYS
Commencing October

CD.O.)

Boston

America
Disobedience of

offices,

W.

ated Actresses of

International Executive.

604 Carleton Building.

(George

Union and Associ-

HARRY MOUNTFORD,

(Joseph Birnes, LB., CD.O.)

St.

FROM THE

Hereby Ordered

That the said act immediately communicate the facts to me, in strict
confidence, the name and particulars never to be used, being merely regarded as proof that Mr. Poli is defying this Organisation.
Immediate action will then be taken to correct and remove this abuse
and injustice.

Chicago offices,
Tacoma

~

THEREFORE, If any member of this Organisation is offered Waterbury
on any Sunday night at a remuneration loss than one-sixth of his regular
weekly salary (because this Organisation does not recognise a seven-day
week), or if any act plays Waterbury on any Sunday night and does not
receive one-sisth of his regular weekly salary.

and the

411

HAVE BEEN

Suspended

International Headquarters

227

The Following Acts

WHEREAS, The International Board on Tuesday, September 7th, 1916,
gar© notice, in writing, to Mr. Sylvester Z. Poli that they did not approve
of hit custom of bringing acts into Waterbury from other towns to play
Sunday night performances without payment, and asked him to desist from
such practice,

ready, and can

be obtained at any of
the following offices:

^

21

NOR APPEAR
UPON THE STAGES OF THE EMPRESS THEATRE OR
BROADWAY THEATRE, TULSA, OKLA., until further orders.
Nor must members ACCEPT CONTRACTS,

Matin Van Bergen
Al Harvey and Co. of "Dr.
91
Joy's Sanitarium hat been
tried by the Organization
on the above charges, and
has been fined $500 and
his card suspended until
said fine

is

paid.

International Executive.

are fighting for us are fighting for themselves.
are fighting for the managers are fighting against themselves.

VARIETY
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The

Agitator's Goldbrick

For six years, since 1910, the Agitator has been trying to sell the closed
shop goldbrick to the vaudeville profession in the United States. That some
yaps are still being taken in by him is not surprising. Barnum's saying is as
true today as it ever was "There's one born every minute."
The brick ia the identical one he used in 1910 and 1911. The gold paint
is the same and so is the line of bull which usually goes with the glittering

—

brick.

Having
Rats'

all the old copies of "The Player," the White
amusing to compare the brand of bunk he handed

our possession

in

official

paper,

it

is

out in 1910-1911, with the brand
It's

the same old

Some

of

it

is

have a complete

now

being dispensed.

stuff.

copied word for word, showing that the Agitator must also
"The Player" on hand.

set of the rare edition of

For

instance, in "Variety" (only recently) on September 1st, 1916, he pubwhole page about the murder of Weldon Atherstone, an English actor,
who was found dead shortly after appearing in a vaudeville theatre, though
ordered to strike. The Agitator said: "Thus perish all traitors." This is to
intimidate, frighten and bully performers from playing*, in Oklahoma City and
Tulsa for fear they may meet a like death. Remember the date, SEPTEMBER
1ST, 1916.

lished a

On November
lished the

Traitors."

25th, 1910, almost six years ago, the Agitator

wrote and pub-

same story in "The Player," under the caption "fhus Perish all
was the same threat six years ago as it is now. The Agitator tried
a strike in a few towns then, but failed just as he is making a grand
It

to pull off

flivver of his present attempt.

When

A

m

honeyed words fail him, he resorts to veiled threats of bodily injury.
on the situation is the Agitator's inhuman and unmanly treatment of

side-light

Weldon Atherstone's memory. We understand he was a friend of the Agitator.
At any rate he was an actor. He was a fellow countryman of the Agitator, and
it would be more manly to let him rest in peace, instead of stirring up his
memory in an effort to scare the American artist. The, use of Weldon Atherstone's name by the Agitator is on the same level with his cowardly attempt to
scare actors by veiled threats of bodily harm. Actors who fall for such stuff

We

said the Agitator

buncomb.

WILL HAVE TO
After October

brick, the same paint, and the same
threatens the actor by saying "YOU

was using the same

Here's more of

Today he

it.

JOIN, SO

1st, 1916, it will

WHY NOT NOW?"

Pay us $16 and save

$9.

be $25."

what the Agitator himself says, and if you doubt us, look at "Variety"
Are you scared to death?
1st, 1916, and every issue since then.
If you are then look at "The Player" of March 3rd, 1911, over five years ago when
Mountford wrote his famous or infamous bluff entitled, "We open the door. For
90 days you can all come into the organisation. All will be forgiven. All will
be forgotten. We mean to make this for 90 days an open shop before we begin
to insist on the closed shop in every theatre in the land." And on March 17, 1911,
he published in "The Player" his never-to-be-forgotten warning, "Ninety Day
Notice," in which he said, "Everyone must carry a Union card. We have no wish
to threaten, we have no desire to coerce, but we have not failed in anything we
have undertaken, and we shall not fail in this."
This

is

of September

Well, any vaudevillian in the United States and in England knows how
genuine that goldbrick was. The funny thing is it's the same brick, the same
paint, and the same hot air. Think of his trying to put over such a statement as,
"We have never failed in anything we have undertaken," with England's strike
fiasco still reeking from his imported clothes.

Then on June 2, 1911, Mountford wrote his editorial, "The Sands are
Running Low." Yes, they were running low and finally ran down completely,
but they were the sands in the treasury of the White Rats, not the sands of
In this article he made one frantic, grandstand play to the actor, that
time.
only twelve days remained before the ninety day limit would expire and then
he said it will be "too late." Well, the ninety days expired and about sixteen
hundred more days have since expired, and the only condition which it is too late
to mend is the financial condition of the White Rats, and their standing as a
vaudeville actors' organization in this country.

The

Agitator's record

unkept promises and

is

one continuous performance of

strife for the actor,

but

life

failure after failure,

for the Agitator.

A

reference to

think explains how he
was able to eoldbrick his way into a ten thousand dollar a year job. The following is the Agitator's own language in that editorial, word for word:
his editorial in

"The Player"

we

of January 6th, 1911,

with reference to 'that money thing.' In England I worked
I was never a salaried
I could for the actor without salary.
officer of the Variety Artistes' Federation. In this country I did not seek
the position I occupy. I was not a candidate for it The position was
offered to me after full and complete inquiries had been made about my
standing on the other side. Last year but one I was offered a five years'
contract by a large corporation in the Middle West, not in any way
connected with the show business, at a salary of $200.00 a week, rising
annually $25.00 per week. The beginning of last year I was offered the
position of general manager of another big corporation in New York
City at $175.00 per week on a six years' contract rising annually $30.00
per week. This corporation also had nothing to do with the show business. * * * All of which I have refused."

"Now

must be yellow indeed.

and did what

In the same issue of "The Player," on November 25th, 1910, Mountford published an editorial on agitation, in which he said, "Agitation is movement, strife,
protest, life. • • • To agitate is to move. Agitation is life."
you, Mountford, as editor, secretary and treasurer of "The Player" pubAs he was drawing a salary as editor, secretary and treasurer, and
also aj secretary of the White Rats, we can well understand that agitation
mean LIFE and movement to him.

Mark

lished this.

DOES

But to the White Rate it means STRIFE and to "The Player," the White
Rats Investment Fund, and the White Rats Circuit it meant death.
Just compare the White Rats organization as it stands today with the White
Then it was a social and
it in hand six years ago.

Rats before Mountford took

benefit organization of large

as

good as

membership and large

finances; every

member was

the next; each had an equal standing and voice in the organization.

it is a discredited organization whose money to the
thousands of dollars has been dissipated in agitation.

Today

sum

of hundreds of

Well, when the Agitator and the White Rats parted company, shortly after
he whote this editorial, did the Agitator get that $200 a week job with the
corporation in the Middle West, or did he get that other job at a salary of $175
per week on a six years' contract? You know he did not and you also know
that he sought out the United

The members

of the organization have as

much

voice in the organization as
"The Player" agitated, created

the inmates have in a deaf and dumb asylum.
(which Mountford says agitation does) for the artist, and

"strife"

"The Player"

died leaving loads of debts and a bad odor.

Mountford agitated the White Rats Circuit Made "strife"
But the Circuit died.
life for Mountford.

for the actor,

made money and
Have

the actors

who

invested in this circuit found out what happened to the

houses that were purchased with their

money and White Rat money?

DO THEY KNOW THAT THE LANCASTER HOUSE, ONE OF THE
WHITE RAT CIRCUIT, WAS SOLD NOT LONG AGO, AND IS NOW
BEING REMODELED FOR A GARAGE OR AUTOMOBILE SHOP?
DO THEY KNOW HOW MUCH WAS RECEIVED FOR THE LANCASTER HOUSE? Do
where

Do

it

they

know who

in the

White Rats got the money and

White Rats who

White Rats

Circuit,

know

member, an acrobat, who invested $6,000, let
out a yell when he discovered what was going on? That that yell brought Mountford and a few others to their senses, so that he is quietly receiving back $50
per week to keep still and not make a holler for fear that other investors will
want their money back? Yes, in the language published by Mountford on November 25th, 1910, "Agitation is movement, strife, protest, life * * * To agitate is
to move. Agitation is life." But it's life for Mountford and strife for the actor.

that one particularly courageous

and

tried to get a job with it

Instead of talking about unkept promises of the managers, let the Agitator
back up some of his own promises. Yes, let him back up a single promise, just
one. The actors have paid Mountford for his promises and paid him well. Let
him, therefore, make good a single promise to the actors since he came to this
country. The managers owe nothing to the actors an£ the acton owe nothing
to the managers, but Mountford owes something to the actors. He owes them
everything, including the suit of clothes
Certainly,

attention

if

from

you
his

on

his back.

him get away with it, he is going to try to divert your
failures, from his own unkept promises and the absolute
let

worthlessness of his goldbrick closed shop.

The Agitator
individually invested in the

Offices

We repeat this charge. We stand ready to prove it. The Agitator has
never dared to deny it Let him use some of the valuable space now given over
to his hot air to deny or explain this charge.

went?

the

Booking

Yes, he tried to get a job in the United Booking Offices and offered to start
a new organization of actors to break the White Rats organisation.

will

never succeed

in

trying to hold his people in fear.

This

what he has always tried to do. On February 24th, 1911, he wrote an editorial
in which he said, "Take this* medicine or die."
"Unless you are a member of the
White Rats Actors' Union, you cannot work." Remember, the Agitator said
This is the same bunk he is handing out now. You
this over five years ago.
must have a White Rat card or you cannot work. You know that actors did not
need membership in the White Rats to get work and you know that ever since
Mountford's agitation a White Rats' card instead of being a help has been a
is

hindrance to the actor in seeking employment

VARIETY
October 1 will come and go just as the ninety days came and went in June,
and the managers will go on employing whom they please and will continue
to fight the closed shop. The Agitator may bring more strife and heartaches to
actors by calling a strike here and there, just as he did in 1911, but the only
sufferers will be those who strike, just as they were the only sufferers in 1911.
The Agitator's treatment of the mothers, widows and orphans of actors and
his treatment of the poverty-striken actor, is another thing he mi* well explain
to the White Rats and to the profession at large. The story ofjlilly Fogarty.
who met an accidental death only a few days ago is another pflelight on the
Agitator's game.
When Fogarty died and his widow sought relief, just a few dollars for burial
expenses, that was no time to question whether Fogarty was a White Rat or
not a White Rat; that was no time to talk of technicalities and .yet the White
Rats turned Fogarty's widow down without a cent and we have the original
letter from the White Rats, given us by his wi^ow, showing that he was a mem-;
ber of the White Rats. Nevertheless, the White Rats didn't even give the $10
dues back. And where did his widow find help and assistance? She found it in
an organization that owed Mr. Fogarty no obligation whatsoever in the National Vaudeville Artists, an organization made up of men and women, who
think more of the profession, more of vaudeville as an institution than they do
of their individual selves. It is true that if the White Rats had given Mr.
Fogarty's widow some money, no matter how paltry a sum, that would have
detracted or subtracted from the amounts paid to the Agitator, his walking delegates, his organizers and the other parasites and leeches.
Talking of money, it would be an easy matter for the members of the White
Rats to find out the name of the bank or banks in which the White Rats funds
are kept. Why not inquire the actual cash balance in bank? What has happened
to all the money that the Agitator claims has been pouring in from new memberships within the past few months? Who has it?
1911,

—

Does the vaudeville profession wonder why the Vaudeville* "Managers* Prois opposed to the Agitator, his army of leeches and his goldbrick closed shop schemes? Men are known by the company thev keep. By
tective Association

the leaders they employ.
Does the vaudeville profession expect the members of this association, who
have spent their lifetime in constructive work and making huge investments and
building beautiful theatres and improving the condition of the artist, to accept the
dictation of an agitator who confessedly lives on agitation, to whom agitation

means

life

and whose methods include such

stuff as the

Weldon Atherstone
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and who from time

This

is

White Rats when

of the

in distress
public speeches and In
of the vaudeville profession as easy prey for

his

way by

is going to be much more of this kind of agitation, the name vaudeand the reputation of the vaudeville profession will sink to the lowest depths.
We have fought years to put it on a high pedestal of decency and respectability
and by our efforts we have compelled public recognition of vaudeville and of the

If there

ville

vaudeville profession as being in the highest class of

why we
The

is

injury he has already done to the good
years to eradicate.

We

amusement

enterprise.

why we

arc bitterly opposed to the Agitator and his schemes. That's
are opposed to the White Rats who stand for him, and support him.

That

name

of vaudeville will take

operating our theatres as open shops and we want the prono circumstances, no matter what is threatened, no
matter what the force or pressure and no matter from what source it comes, will
the members of this association ever consent to the closed shop, or consent to
employing only members of the White Rats Actors' Union.
are

fession to

still

know

that under

trying to pick the best for our audiences. We are employing
are
bill as the theatre and the community will accept.
expect to go on doing busiliving up to our contracts and paying salaries.
have nothing to explain and nothing
ness in the usual, businesslike way.
to defend. As we said before the Agitator who has lived off and on the actor
For six years off and on he has been trying
is the one to do the explaining.

We

as

are

many

still

We

acts on each

We

We

to sell

Let him explain.

them the same goldbrick.

The Agitator himself

"The Player" on January

said in

actors' professional life is not long.

He

27th,

1911:

The
A

star
the favorite of a fickle public.
today, forgotten tomorrow." If that was true in January, 1911, it is true today,
say the
and yet he would put the actor in the same class as the laborer.
laborer is not a star today and forgotten tomorrow.
say the laboring man
is not the favorite of a fickle public.
say you can't put them in the same
class.
There is the sole distinction which we have been preaching all the time.
is

We

We

We

The

actors' professional life is short, he is the favorite of a fickle public, and he
a star today and forgotten tomorrow and for these reasons the managers
must be free to pick to satisfy that fickle public.

is

Vaudeville Managers9 Protective Association.

edi-

m "UJ

'' JU-

«

the Vaudeville Profession:

an exact copy of a

letter

ceived Mr. Fogarty's application

immediately following

from the

is

fee.

by a prominent White Rat
which speaks for itself:

fttjttr

Sata Adorn'
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Auortateft
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Man
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of Aarrtra

with the American Federation of Labor

227-29431

WEST

4*th

Sc%

NEW YORK

17M

New

The

a copy of a let-

ter written

friend,

member

gone out of

women

public print to class the

White Rats Actors' Union to Billy Fogarty,
who died suddenly a few days ago. It proves
that less than a year ago the White Rats reletter

of a

to time has

managers.

f

y To

widow

help the

torial, refusal to

Yomr.

eoenber 14th, 1915

Ur. Billy yogerty,

Pen*er,^.Colp.
pear 3lr:fe herewith aoknowlefpe reoelpt. of
your application fat of $10.00. "holnaeA you will
find application blank whloh please fill out and
re tarn to us as soon ns possible.

Very truly yours.

Following

is

letter

from a White Rat:

DEAR FRIEND:
When

I

left

L^-XG**Seoretary- Treasurer.

home Saturday morning and

strolled

down Broadw ay,

I heard of the sudden death of Billy Fogarty.
I was surprised to
learn that he was the sole support of his mother, and that he died pen niless, leaving her in a destitute
condition. It touched me so deeply,
even though I had only met Billy Fogarty once or twice, that I imme diately started a subscription towards his burial, with the
aid of Mark
Aaron. Someone suggested to me that as Fogarty had been a membe r of the White Rats, I get in touch with them. I
immediately went over
to report the matter to them and to see what they would do, as we ha d to have
money immediately in order to have the body shipped to
his home in Boston. They informed me that he had not been in good standing
and therefore they could do nothing,
We collected enough, from everyone along Broadway, to pay F rank Campbell,
the undertaker, here at this end, $144, and Mark Aaron
advanced $100 to defray the funeral expenses in Boston, which I pi edged to make good, through another subscription
that I will take up.
I then went to the National Vaudeville Artists, Inc., and explain
ed the case to Mr. Chesterfield, who told me he would see the Board
of Relief, and said they would give $50. I then received $50 from the National
Vaudeville Artists, Inc.
The late William Fogarty had absolutely no claim against the N ational Vaudeville Artists, Inc., as he had never
joined the organization,
although he had intended to do so, which was verified by the applica tion blank already made
out, in his agent's office.
In fairness to the
decency and humanity exhibited by the National Vaudeville Artists, I write you this letter,
to make such use of as you please.

Faithfully yours,

For obvious reasons the name of the writer, as well as the recipient of the letter, are withheld.
Suffice it
to say that the writer of the letter, though a White Rat, is one of the many who is
disgusted with the sham and
emptiness of the present White Rat policy.
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NOTES
Dwlght

tiliighain Is treasurer at the

Comedy.

The fifth season of the Municipal stock at
Municipal theatre, Northampton, Mass;,
will start Oct. 7, under the direction of Jessie
the

George Morley. formerly with tbe McBiide
Agency, is In the box office at the Hippodrome.
Barton and Ashley leave here In time to
open the Moss tour in England Nov. 10.
Julius Lenzberg is the orchestra leader with
tbe Eva Tanguay show.
Willie KdelBtein expects to sail Sept. 30 for

a brief
to

vlalt in

England.

Carrio King, now In Paris, expects to return
New York during November for a visit.

Albert Patterson has gone to Fargo, 8. D., to
play stock leads.

John Prince (Prince and La Pollta)
been engaged for "So Long Letty."
A. Weinberg, with
eler, is tbe father of

Max Lowe
employ

last

has

Hemmondinger, the Jewa girl.

week.

Vlctorlne and Zolar will be a Winter Garden act for the next production there.

Nat Grlawold has been engaged
in "The Devils Harvest."

for tbe lead

Mildred Adams left the cast of "Potash and
Perlmutter In Society" last week.
Forrest Stanley has replaced
'The Bird of Paradise."

Norman Hack-

Edward Emory

cast

ett in

leaves

Man Who Came Back"

the
in

two

of

weeks

"The
and

joins "Friend Martha."
of the Comthe Astor In a similar ca-

Abe Llnder. former treasurer

now

at

The Orpheum, Jacksonville, Fla. (Jake
Wells circuit) opened with vaudeville Sept.
17.
H. C. Fourton Is manager. The United
Booking Offices furnishes the hills.
George Bascon, who has the ticket agency
In the Blltmore, has also acquired the Manhattan Hotel, which has* been a Tyson stand
for the past ten years.

Herman Goldman, former manager of the
Strand. Hoboken, is now managing the ProsLoewer has succeeded him

pect, Bronx.
J. J.
at the Strand.

The new

George W. Monroe has been engaged for the
new Winter Garden show.

edy, is
pacity.

"The Publlo Academy of Music of the State
of New York," 146 East 116th street, offers
dally musical Instruction to deserving genius
at a rate which works out at $1.70 a week.

Majestic, Providence, R. I., which
to replace the Emery theatre in that city
as the Loew Circuit stand, will open about
is

Christmas.

The Wallace R. Cutter traveling stock
opened Monday In Naugatuck, Conn., and will
play week and three night stands through
New England.

Fox's
Bedford,

Britain, Is now handling the
Brooklyn, under the same management.

The Shubert, Brooklyn, will open Sunday
vaudeville commencing Sept. 24, booked by
Moe Schenck of the I>oew office.
Cyril Ring, husband of Charlotte Greenwood,
was successfully operated upon for appendicitis last week In an uptown hospital.
Miller's shoe factory was half destroyed
by Are Sept. 14. It Is being rebuilt and will
resume In a month.

Lumsden Hare has been engaged by Willlam Faversham for the production of "Get-

A

company of "Twin Beds" put out
Stern and Co. opened Monday in
Elizabeth, N. J. This Is the second company
of the piece to go out this season, the other
opening last week in Hudson.
special

by A.

8.

In "The King of Nowhere,"
open at the Academy of Music, Baltimore, Oct. 0. The show will then proceed to
Washington and Pittsburgh, after which It
will go Into Chicago for a long stay.
will

Ed Wynn did not announce the acts at last
Sunday's concert at the Winter Garden, although It was officially stated during the week
he would. Instead Wynn offered a specialty.
Edna Earte Andrews opened
Milwaukee

In

this

vreek

in

the Brenda Fowler role In "The
played by Ethel

Salntless Sinner," formerly
Clifton and Brenda Fowler.

mains with the

Miss Clifton

re-

act.

Ray Cobb and Jim Hazleton will replace
Victor Lord and Jakey Jacobs with "The
Frolics of 1017" (American Circuit) nexQ
week. Bill Armstrong will be substituted for
William Fitzgerald In "Grown Up Babies."
Al.

J.

A new

Norman Speln is treasurer of the Lincoln,
Hill, N. J.
He was lately at the Lexington Avenue opera house.

sounding board modeled upon the
roof of a mouth, has been built for the Yale
Bowl In preparation for the Yale Pageant.
Five hundred seats have been built for the

Fred Mardo, manager of the Loew Circuit
Boston office, has been In New York during

chorus.

Union

the past week.

Roy

Mort Singer of Chicago while here for a
week collected 12 new golf balls, each one an
emblem of defeat of a New Yorker.
Louie Lavlne, with the Fred Mardo cfrcult
New England during the summer, has returned to New York.
In

and Elsa
Augustus

Billy Raynor has recoyered from
cent operation for appendicitis and

bis
Is

again

Jefferson.

Barney Edelman

of the Fox booking office Is
Saugrrtlos. N. Y.. for his health, suffering
from a nervous breakdown.
In

Mabol Clnrk and Henry Marshall are said
to have had a disagreement during their rehearsals for a two-art and separated.
.Tamos

Edwards (part owner

of "The Yoke."
Harrlsburg) Is seriYork, suffering from diabetes.

which rlosod Saturday
ously

111

In

Now

Frank

Klne

Ofcdpn, hrr manager, were married In the
British consulate. New Orleans, Monday.

Croat Falls. Mont,
(population,
14,000)
plnyK throo two-day stands of vaudeville cirPnntagos. Ackermun & Harris and again
Arkcrmnn & Harris.

cuits.

In

tho

cast

Murphy,

the

Brennan

American representative, who
ters In Chicago, will remain In

(Australia)

has headquar-

New York

for

three or four weeks. He Is stopping at Walllck's Hotel, at Broadway and 43d street.

Jlmmle Flynn, one

of the best

known song

pluggers In the east, has moved over from
Waterson, Berlin and Snyder to the Leo
Jack Stern accompanied Flynn
Feist offices.
In the business shift.

The Royal In the Bronx will Inaugurate Its
winter policy commencing Sept. 25. The house
played a feature picture and six acts during
the summer.
It will at that time drop the
feature with the vaudeville portion Increased
to fill out the show.
Fred Wagner, former treasurer at the
Bronx, moved to the Royal last week, with
Mae Corcoran taking his place at the former
house.
William "Nemo" Cleary from the
Royal was transferred to the Greenpolnt,
Brooklyn.

In

Phyllis .Tulla Xellson Terry and Cecil

supporting John
Drew In
will bo found Alison SkipMolnkon, Jano Houston and

There are to be three companies of "Katlnka." Two are now out and rehearsals begin on the third next week. Three companies
of "The Blue Paradise" also will tour.
But
two companies of each show were originally
planned.

The Gotham, on 125th street. Is now under
same management as the Thnlla on tbe
Bowery and was scheduled to have opened
Monday with Italian grand opera. The, leadthe

ing woman becoming 111 ncepssltHted the opening being shifted to Thursday.

"MHlor IVmlennls"
Holon
Mary Worth.
worth.

Maurlro Rltti-r moves over next week to the
Shapiro, Bernstein Co. publishing house where
ho will nld have Opponhelm In the professional
department.

son.

"The Happy

Ending," which opened the
but vacated after a week,

fall,

was scheduled to have opened at a Chicago
theatre Monday. Owing to the city authorities
refusing to grant permits for the children In
the oast to appear, It waa decided to lay the
company off. According to the present plana
the piece will reopen Oct. 15 In Philadelphia.

"Under Sentence," which the Selwyns open
at the Harris Oct. 3, Is renamed from "John
W. Blake," the new Irving Cobb-Rol Cooper
Megrue play. George Nash and Janet Beecher
have the leads. William Courtney was cast
for the play but objected to being featured
with two others. "Fair and Warmer" moves
over to the Montauk, Brooklyn, Oct. 2.

The Walker-Stevens Opera Company, which

ting Married."

managing the

Bratton are considering sending

toured last season as the de Koven Opera Co.,
opens Its season In Allentown Sept. 25 and
will go to the coast over the southern route.
They will present both "Robin Hood" and
"The Serenade" this season. In the company
will be James Stevens, Ivy Scott, Cora Tracy,
Herbert Waterous, Philip Branson, David Andrada, Edw. Andrews, Ralph Bralnard, Helen
Relnhold, Tilly Solllnger.

I.

Robert Fraser, Edwin Brandt
have
been
Rlzer
engaged
for
Thomas' "Rio Grande."

ft

Walter Herzhern, former assistant treasurer

of

New

Leffler

out a new musical piece entitled "The Newlyweds and Their Grownup Baby." The present
plans are to have the "kid" role of the tough
variety played by a Hebrew comedian.
If
finally decided upon this will be the only
musical piece put out by this firm this sea-

of the Shubert, has been appointed treasurer
of tbe 39th St. with Josle Collins as his assistant.

Lou Tellengen

"The Little Lady In Blue" with Frances
Starr and produced by David Belasco Is due
to open In Washington In mid-October.
Ben Jackson, formerly manager

Howard 81oat has leased "The Girl He
Couldn't Buy" from O. B. Wee and will send
a company of the piece through the South
booked by Charles Burt. There are eight
companies on the road of this pleoe at the
present time, one of which Is being handled on
the International by Arthur Alston.

Shubert this

the H. B. Marlnelll agency

left

Bonstelle and Bertram Harrison.

When David Warfleld opens at the Knickerbocker In "The Musio Master" during the
second week In October, extensive alterations
to the house will have been completed.
A
cantilever system has been set in, all the
posts having been removed.
The house Is
owned by K A E and Charles Frohman.

The

Produrlng Co.. formed some
time ago by James J. Morton, nert I^slle and
Felix Adler. was dissolved this week, the
trio having determined to write and produce
Crescent.

Individually.

The

neveral

acts

owned

Jointly

by the trio nnd working on a royalty basis
were Hold outright

Alexander C. Johnstone, musician and comIs suing his wife
(Edna Cook John-

poser.
stone)

for divorce, naming Will Meyer of
New York as corespondent. A cross bill has
been filed by Mrs. Johnstone denying all of
her husband's allegations.
Johnstone Is In
danger of contempt of court as Judge Heard
recently ordered him to pay temporary alimony and he has failed to comply with the
court's order.

The

amout subscribed for the burial
expenses of Billy Fogarty, who was accidentally killed last week by a fall from a 7th story
window at the Somerset Hotel, amounted to
$570.50, and after paying all bills Incurred the
total

committee In charge voted to divide the remainder equally between Fogarty 's mother
and wife. The widow Is making preparations
to return to, her folks In the west.
Ethel
Kirk, who was Fogarty's stage partner for
the past four years, will return to vaudeville

with another partner In a new act.

Gladys Rice, the daughter of the late John
C. Rice and Sally Cohen (Mrs. Rice) is making vocal, records for the Edison phonograph.

Young Miss Cohen Is meanwhile continuing her
musical studies.
Mrs. Rice has decided to
release the two vaudeville sketches she and
her famous husband were so successful with,
for further vaudeville engagements.
They
are "Mary and John" and "An Early Breakfast."
As sketches they are far superior to
many now seen on both the big and small
time.

The Packard Theatrical

Exchange estabrecord In one day last week, when
of the Dramatic Department, secured contracts for the following players : Eugene O'Rourke, Gene Weathersby and Martin Mann with Cyril Maude's
company for "Jeff" ; Will Howell. Will Nicholson, Herbert Charles, Gerald Prlng and Gilbert* Faust with Joseph Brooks for the revival of "Ben Hur"; Jules Jordan, William
J.
Kane, Billy Dixon, Jess Dandy, John
Shayne, Wright Kramer and Irving Cummlngs with William A. Brady's "Object
Matrimony"; Muriel Hope, Loretta Wells
and Kay Carleton with "Everywoman" ; J. H.
Greene and Jack Daley with "Hit the Trail
lished a

Ada Humbert, manager

Edward Mordaunt, Jack Ells and
Jerome Renner with "The Fear Market"
Hans DuMont, Carl Axsell, Paul Caxeneuve,
Holllday"

;

Carl Delta and Suzanne Jrckson with Wlllliam Harris, Jr., for "A Delicate Situation";
Walker, Frances Stamford, Jennie
Dlckerson and Eugene Dlngens with "Where
the Rooster Crows," and Edward Holltngsworth with "Broadway and Buttermilk." On the
same day the Los Angeles office signed Inez
Plummer, Cecil Van Auker, Ruth Davis, Corbett Morris, Ida Lewis and Emily Melville for
the Blackwood Players, who are to present
stock at the former Belasco theatre there.

Laura

JULIA ARTHUR'S PRODUCTIONS.
Through the importunity of a Boston
newspaperman who discovered her with
several artists hard at work in the
public library getting data on mediaeval
French history, Julia Arthur was led

announce prematurely she was pronew play called "Seremonde,"
"The Red Wine of Roussillon,"
by William Lindsay.
to

ducing a
really

The play, in eight scenes, begins rehearsals next month, and will be put on
in the large scale that has attended her
former productions.
With un-named backers the star has
incorporated for production purposes
under the name of the Julia Arthur
Offices have been taken in the
Co.
Hudson theatre building, plans for the
next two years having been laid out.
Charles G. Bochert, last year manager
for Miss Arthur, is general manager of
the

new

firm.

not known, however, Miss
It
is
Arthur will do a revival of her greatest
former success, "A Lady of Quality,"
the production originally costing $150,000, and which was destroyed by fire
"A Lady
three times in one season.
of Quality" will follow "Seremonde" in
the spring, or if the new play proves
unusually successful, will be kept for
next season.

A few years ago Miss Arthur was marBenjamin P. Cheney, a wealthy
Boston man, and announced she would
give one more production before re"More Than
This was
tirement.
Queen," which cost $200,000 to put on, a
expended
as a
sum which Mr. Cheney
wedding token to his bride. But last
year the Selwyns succeeded in bringing Miss Arthur back to the footlights
in "The Eternal Magdalene." That was
Miss
one of the few plays which
Arthur appeared in which she did not

ried to

On the crowded fifth floor of the Putnam
building last Thursday morning Ssm Bernstein, a booking agent, and Frank Wolf, booking manager of the Nlxon-Nlrdllnger offices of
Philadelphia, had a wordy argument as a result of Wolf having been served with a sum-

Her biprerest plays among
produce.
them, "Imogene," "Romeo and Juliet,"

mons and complaint

"A Lady

In

a

municipal

courtsuit* Is

action Instituted by Bernstein.
The
for $200.
Bernstein alleges Wolf j* Indebted
for using long distance calls from Bernstein's
office to Philadelphia and other points, as well
as reversing calls. The calls were made during June, July and August. Harry Hecheimer
Is the attorney for the plaintiff.

of Quality," and "More Than
Queen," were her own productions.

PACKARD'S PUBLICITY BUREAU.
Murdock, known to many theby reason of her long ser-

Julia

atrical folk

Harry Houdlnl walked Into the Palace theaelevator the other day and noticed Lew
Dockstader there. "How are you, Mr. Dockstader?" said Houdlnl.
"Very well," replied
the minstrel. "You don't know me." remarked
Houdlnl.
"Oh, yes, I do, but I Just can't
tre

place you," was the reply. "I am the nephew
of Luke
Schoolcraft," said
Houdlnl, "and
I
remember you, Mr. Dockstader, from '88,
when you had a theatre In New York." "My
Lord, yes," replied Dockstader, "of course I
recall you. but I can't think of your name.
What is it?" "Houdlnl." was the answer,
and then Dockstader blamed it on the poor
light In the car.

John B. Fltzpatrlck, formerly manager of
the Hippodrome, and recently appointed manager of the Shubert theatre, Kansas City, was
robbed of .t 1.000 In Jewelry and a wallet conFltzpatrlck bad left
taining $'275. recently.
his coat and vest In bis office while making an
Inspection of bis theatre and while gone a
snenk thief entered his office and pllf<red bis
coat Hnd vest of a watch, chain and charm
that, were presented to him by the employees
nnd performers of the Hippodrome upon the
Fltzpatrlck baa offered
close of that house.
a $."00 reward for their return, according to a
letter he wrote Chas. A. Bird, general manager of the Shubert enterprises.

vice as dramatic critic of the Washington "Times," where she held forth
for five years, has taken charge of a

publicity bureau in the Packard office.

The bureau

will

handle publicity for

individual artists as well as for the exof

ploitation

the

bureau

and

its

in-

terests.

CALLIS LESSEE.
Santa Barbara,

H.

Callis,

for the

W.

T.

Cal., Sept. 20.

many years manager
Wyau company in South-

for

has leased the Potter
booking road shows.
"The Mission Play" opened its tour in
Santa Barbara to two capacity houses.
ern

California,

theatre

If

and

is

you don't advertise

in

don't advertise.

VARIETY,

VARIETY
AMES NEW LIGHTING SYSTEM.
reopens the
Little theatre with his production of
"Hush," the public will be shown a
new lighting system installed in the
A series of lights have
playhouse.
been arranged in the ceiling of the auditorium that will act as spots on the
They are operated from the
stage.
theatre's switchboard.
Thousand watt lamps will be used for
these spots instead of the usual open
arcs. The scheme of using these lamps
for this purpose originated with John"
High am who carried them on tour with
the production of "Sumurun."

Several of the producers and road
managers who make a practice of taking shows that have outlived their usefulness in the bigger towns and try to
get a winning out of the smaller onenighters, are very much in the air over
the price of scenic equipment and the
scarcity of stock scenic material to
meet their wants.
One producer, after a trip through a
number of storehouses, decided he
would not try the road this year because the storehouse men stated they

were getting more for the canvas and
the paint scrapings than the producer

was willing to pay for

NOW 'THE

Atlantic City Oct.

The
Baby,"

16.

who

author,

did

also

"Some

will act the title role.

The

includes

cast

William

Cary,

Rose Wilbur, Molice Campion, Howard
Robert Blaylock,
Chas.
Truesdale,
Massett, Russell Simpson, Lillian Van
Arsdale, Fred'k Guest, Richard Freeman, William Bitner, Albert Knott,

Daisey Stampe.

CHANGE
There

IN

GERMAN THEATRE.

be several changes in the
conduct of the Irving Place theatre for
the coming season. The present plans
call for the taking over of the management of the theatre by Hans Bartsch
and Rudolph Christens. The former is
the well knowsn foreign play broker and
the latter has been the stage director
and star of a number of productions
that have been made at the house in
the last couple of seasons.
The new combination will also conduct the former Adolph Phillip theatre
on East 57th street, running both
houses and twitching the companies
playing the dramatic productions to the
uptown houses when their is a musical
attraction at the other theatre.

Realty Corp. has been formed by Gus
W. T. Counihan, Walter Plimmer
and Chas. Carr for the purpose of developing Keansburg, N. J., into an
actor's colony.
Carr, who owns a great deal of property in the town, is building a new
theatre there and only recently comHill,

pleted a $50,000 pier.

City theatre, Perth Amboy,
which plays three acts of vaudeville,
booked through the Split Time Department of the United Booking Office,
had considerable difficulty in the selection of acts to play the house on account of the depth of the stage.
It is only six feet deep and consequently only acts in "one" can be
On the opening day the acts
played.
were unable to get into the dressing
rooms and were compelled to dress in
a hotel across the street from the
theatre.

It is

the inten-

He

now

is

placing the bills from the
ac the Play-

house,

Passaic,

N.

J.,

Jimmy

Carson.

MOVING "EDDIE" AGAIN.
Walter N. Lawrence's "The Sport of
Law" has caused a mix-up because of
the acknowledged house shortage.

An

was made

Lawrence play at the Booth, but Winthrop
i\mes declined to move "Pierrot, the
effort

Mrs. Dennis O'Neil
(O'Neil and Sexton), son, Aur. 30, at
Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ali Haggin at
Roslyn, L. I., son. Mrs. Haggin, before
her marriage to the portrait painter, was
Bonnie Glass, one-time dancing partner
of Al Davis.

you don't advartlM

la

VARIETY,

don't advortlM.

nine have done so?

because a large number of the others are White Rats, from

it

you hope to receive dues on October
3.

Was

4.

Why

5.

Were you

8.

Why

Weldon Atherstone an intimate

the late

whom

1st?

friend of yours?

have you kept a newspaper clipping relating to his death so
years?

many

interested in his murder?

do you use so much advertising space for your cheap melodramatic

blitherings?
7.

Do you

8.

Is

f.

Would you

think you are frightening

me?

not the finger of scorn you are pointing at artists
City controlled by the almighty dollar?
not point that finger at artists

who

who REFUSE

play

Oklahoma

to play

Oklahoma

were you paid so to do?

City,

Can you

11.

Will you

12.

Am

me how many

tell

of the acts that struck at your instigation in

me how many

tell

wrong when

I

are not working?

say that 40% are out of work forty weeks out of

I

every fifty-two?
13.

14.

What became

of the funds of the Actors'

Union

in

England?

After you started to agitate for a minimum wage and a strike, didn't
the Actor's Union last only about two months?
^

15.

Do you remember

10.

Who

that meeting at the Criterion Hotel in .London?

were the two Labor members of Parliament that you introduced to

that meeting?
17.

Weren't you the

18.

Was

first

to suggest "strike" to legitimate actors in

A

guarantee

by

not that meeting called to solidify a proposed organization that had
its purpose nothing but social benefits?

19.

Did not that meeting end

20.

Was

to plant the

Lawrence

for

the

or that

of "Very Good Eddie" again
show taking to the road, which

play that still
sacrificing
the
Last
continues to do Rood business.
portion of this

next few weeks, but

in the

Ray Comstock

it is

possible

in

chaos due to your suggestion of a strike?

not the Actors' Association, as distinguished from the Actors' Union,
time?

in existence at that

21.

The Comstock-Marbury company
fered to put a fourth company out

ofto

the dates, so "Eddie" could remain
York, but the Shubert office
vetoed the idea.
"Jane Clcug" was to have gone to
the Princess until "Go To It" was
ready, but has temporarily been with-

22.

Who

23.

Has not the Actors' Association,

And

is

not the Actors'

caused the downfall of the Actors' Union

in

England?

as an active body, protected the rights

of the legitimate actor to the actors' satisfaction?
24.

Would

25.

Why

that organization have anything to do with you, Mr.

do you ask the managers

this profession as artists,

in

this

when you

Mountford?

country to designate members of
arc endeavoring to lower us to the

level of the laborer?

26.

Are you conscientiously fighting

27.

Is

28.

Should the White Rats,
paid,

29.

for

the artists?

personal financial gain a secondary matter with you?

freely offer

New

drawn.

not the Actors' Association in existence today?

Union dead?

fill

in

Is

will place it again in
"Go To It" is ready.

Pressure lias been brought to bear to
have "Eddie" take to the road to fill
the dates laid out for the Boston company.
The succrss of the latter will
keep it in the Hub indefinitely.

England?

for

39th Street was accepted by the Shuberts.
The arrangement calls for the

F.

BIRTHS.

Answer:

to

Prodigal."

the Princess until

and

You

and Alhambra,

Stamford, Conn.

week "Eddie" drew $7,000 and the early
week was a sell out. It
seems certain "Eddie" must move with-

If

Is

Time Department

Split

people.

Mahler and

Challenge

street.

means

To Mr.

when nearer ninety and
2.

I

do you publish the names of only 11 acts, (mine among them) that
have played in Oklahoma City in defiance of Your Majesty's orders,

CLOSE SUNDAY BOOKINGS.
Bookings close together for Sunday performances only will be done
by Harry Carlin in the Split Time Department of the United Booking Offices.
Mr. Carlin will furnish six acts
every Sunday to the Olympic and
Union Square on 14th street, within
a block of each other, and under different management.
Carlin will also book in the six-act
Sunday bill at the York on 116th

the vicinity of the resort to restrict all
professional
property
to
building

Associated with them in the corporation are Senator Mahcr, of Brooklyn,

Questions

Why

England, are at work today?

moving

& Sam

A Few
1.

10.

concern to build a large
amusement park next season and in
of the

FIRST!

PRETTY SMALL STAGE.

1

Rueben

BUT THE LAST SHOULD BE
TO MR. HARRY MOUNTFORD:—

his sets.

The

will

PLANNING ACTORS COLONY.
The Keansburg Development &

tion

I

SIMP."

Clarence W. Willetts enters the producing field with "The Simp," by
Zellah Covington, the piece opening at

ON 3

SCENERY PRICES GO TILTING.

9

When Winthrop Ames

25

or

them

perhaps,

Arc you on the

in

the near future, be in financial straits,

a loan of say half the total salary that

level,

would you
you are to be

have already received?
Mr. Mountford?
£. E.

CLIVE.

n

VARIETY

26

NEXT WEEK (SEPTEMBER 25)

BILLS

In Vaudeville Theatre*
week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
ut any further distinguishing description are on the
Theatres listed _as "Orpheum" without
Orpheum Circuit Theatres with "S-C" and "ABC" following name (usually ''Empress") are on

homes open

(All

for the

the Sullivan-Considine-Affiliated Booking Company Circuit.
te name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single
Jeville Managers' AssociaClrcuw— "U. B. O^," United Booking Offices— "W.V. A.," Western Vaudeville
tion (Chicago)— "M " Pantages Circuit— "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit "Inter," Interstate Circuit
(booking through W. V. M. A.).— "Sun," Sun Circuit.
VARIETY'S Bills Next Week are as reliable as it is possible to be at the time gathered, Most
are taken off the books of the various agencies Wednesday of the current «veek published.

New York

PALACE

(orph)

Morgan Dancers
Hermlne Shone Co
Jack Wilson Co

Archer ft Bel ford
Love ft Lovel
Frank Terry
I

"Honor the Mayor"
(Two to fill)

NATIONAL'

Farber Sisters
I

C Nugent Co

Ooelet Harris

ft

M

Ougan ft Raymond
Beau Arts
Louis Stone

COLONIAL

(ubo)
Crelghtons

Vustrallan
Vlollnsky

Grace Leigh Co
Willie Weston
'Age of Reason"
Belle Storey

Avellng

Lloyd

ft

White ft Kavanaugh
Four Danube*

ALHAMBRA

Kramer

(ubo)
Patterson

ft

Kerr ft Berko
Whipple Huston Co
.tack Gardner
Flanagan ft Edwards
Marlon Weeks
Hallen ft Hunter
Santley ft Norton

M acorn be Co
ROYAL (ubo)

Mildred

Eddie Montrose
Luce ft Luce
Maurice Samuels Co
Mosronl Bros

C L

Fletcher

Toney

ft

Wolgaa

(loew)

Girlie

ft

Louise Mayo
Forrester ft Lloyd
Robt O'Connor Co
Burns ft Klssen

A

Ford

Leslie

2d half

King A Rose
Leonard ft Wlllard
Corcoran ft Mack
Harold Selman Co
Marie Russell
Standard Bros

BOULEVARD (loew)
ft Florence
D Sallmlnl
M

Martyn
ft

Farrell

Farrell

ft

John F O'Malley
Folsom ft Brown

Onnn'W ft Wenrlch
PROCTOR'S 126TH

La Dora
Nowlin ft St. Clair
L Wlnslow ft Mulvey
8cbrode ft Mulvey
Johnson ft Dean

"Dream Pirate"
PROCTOR'S BOTH ST.
La Dora
Wayne ft Dwlght
Schrode A Mulvey
Johnson ft Dean
L Harrington Co
Denny ft Sykes
Revue De Luxe
2d Half
Norman Bros
Baker, Lynn Co
Hilton A Sheldon

F Leonard Co
Rogers A Rogers
"In Daya of Old"

AMERICAN

(loew)

Maths A Girlie
McOowan A Gordon
Archer A Bel ford
McGraw A Hoey
"In the Trenches"
Bert Baker
"Blackmail"
Herbert A Dennis
Hector'a Dogs
2d half
Bogart A Nichols
Lucille ft Cockatoos
"Kldland"
M ft D Salamlne
'Telephone Tanglo"
Theodowltch Trio
(Three to fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)

King

ft Rose
Beatrice Lambert
Tabor ft CTree
Dens Cooper Co
Keene A Williams

Dolce 8lsters
OR p HEUM (loew)
Lucille ft Cockatoos
Dolce Sisters
Norton ft Noble

Lew Welch Co

Kamerer A Howland
"Blackmail"
Burns A Klssen

7TH AVE

(loew)

Vora Allen
Jackson

Harold Selman Co
BMlv McDermott
fill)

2d half

(loew)

1st half

Appletoa, Wis.

BIJOU (wva)
Bayle A Patsay
(One

to

2d half

3 Lyres
2d half
Holden ft Graham

Asalaad, Wla.

ROYAL (wva)
Gordon A Early
Allle Leslie Hasson
(One to fill)
Ataeas. Ga.

floew)

Town ley

COLONIAL

Beasle Leonard
"Her Honor the

Blaaastaatea. III.
MAJESTIC wva)
Ernest Evans Circus
Kate Weston

Scamp A Scamp
2d half
S Black Dots

McKlnley
"Edge of World"
The Doughertys
(One to All)
Nell

(abc)

Roman Four
The Karros
Jackson A Florence

Mayor"
Ben Harney Co

Frank Le Dent
Wells Norworth A

(orph)
Morton A Glass

A Wood

Brltt

Wras A Wolfua
"Honor Thy Children"
M Montgomery
Francis A Kennedy
"Lads A Lassies'
pavt'OES (m)
F'sle White
Fear Baggett A F
Horellk Dancers

Bnrrv

Wolford

ft

Howard A Fields
Cedar Ranldn,

fa.

Nelusco A Hurley

Fox

Tneraham

ft

Kaufman A

w

Harry Sydell
Daring 81a
(One to fill)

N

GREELEY

Meehan A Pot
Largay A 8ne«
Ethel Hall Co
Marie Russell
Standard Bros
2d hall
Rovers A Hug'

A Fan
McOowan A G«

Farrell

Old Soldier Fl

We

Earl A 8unshl
Wolgaa ft Oil

Brooklyn

ORPHWTTM

(ubo)

Alexander Bros
Lew Wilson

Arthur Oeary
3 Emerson*

n*X.*vcKY

(loew)
Sunshine

Preen

Gordon A Marx
Pufty ft Dnlsy
2d half
Rouble 81ms
Byron A Duval

YOU RIGHT NOW

Claude Roode

Waldron

Bradley A Ardlne
Maude Muller
ft

Ireland
'

Emma Cams Co
Al Herman
F P Rent

PROSPECT

Bob Yosco
Armstrona

ft

(ubo)

Ford

Churchill

Astell

Dick McOulness Co
2d Half

Mack
ft
Ward Glrla

Anthonv
.1

What

Mayo
Gordon ft Marx

Fltzsimmona

Cal Orange

Caaslday

Louise

(One

BLIOP (loew)
Byron A Duval
V Runcp ft Wood
Fronkle Onhy Co
"Telephone Tangle"

Tom Mshnney
Daring ^l«tera
2d half
Allen ft Moore
BUlv MrPermott
Gordon Eldred Co
Folsom ft Brown

Grover

ft

Packers

ft

Longton

to All)

Atlaata, Ga.

(loew)
Shubert

ft

FORSYTHB
Jerome

ft

(One

to

Albertlna Rasch Co
PIEDMONT (abc)
Juggling Bannons
Vincent ft DeNoble
Al Lawrence
Ladell Sisters

fill)

2d half

Evans
A Ray

ft

(One

Variety Trio

to nil)

2d half
Prevost Merrill Co

Albany, S. Y.

PROCTORS

Ray

Everett

Lurky

(Two

ft

Kelly. Wilder

Co

2d Half

Ward

ft

Chas Mnck Co
Florence Glndlola

F ft L Purke
American Comedy 4
Alton.

Adelaide

ft

Ross Bros
2rt

(One

Armento Troupe

WILSON (wva)
Small A Sisters
Maryland Slaters

Ray Snow
(Two to All)
2d half
Carolyn Thomson

Luxanne Dancer
Bentley A Willing
(Two to fill)
WINDSOR (wva)
Crackerjacka

Coates

Knight A Carlisle
Grew Paltes Co
Cavanna Duo

to

(wva)

ft

MARYLAND

Ernie

to

fill)

Ranaror, Mfe.

BIJOU
(Lewlston

Conley

Rnckaway
ft
"Homeatead 6"

ft

St.

Aah A Shaw
"The Freshman"
Adele Jason

(One

to

Co

fill)

(wva)

Stone A Hushes

Brady A Mahoney
Allman Loader Co
(One to fill)
2d half

Brown Fletcher TrlO
Burke ft Burke
Alice Teddy
Gene Greene

Harris

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Murphy A Klein
Holmea A Holllaton
Curry A Graham
Gleasons A O'Houlihan
Wilson Broa
Franconl Opera Co
(One to fill)
2d half
Murpby A Barry
Frankle Fay
Del more A Moore

split)

Webb

Nlcb Ave.

Low

(Two

Mason Co
Ash A Shaw

Olive Briscoe
"Betting Bettys"

Smith

Hanlon

ft

to flin

LOGAN SQ
E

5 Florlmonds

Cbampnlarn.

Kaufman

ft

Dean

(Two

("has

Harry Gordon

to nil)

McVTCKER'S (m)

H

Lyman

ORPHEUM

Paltes Co
ft

J

(wva)

Moore

111.

El«rht

Black Dots

(wva)

Klnss

ft

Jack Lavler

Weir Temple A Dacey
Burke A Burke

Walman

Wood's Animals
(One to nil)
2d half

Pat Barrett
Metro Dancers
2d half
Wilton Sisters
John R Gordon Co

Stone ft Hughes
The Mvstlc Bird

"Day at Beach"
Dave Thursby

Knapp

Chlpoewn Falla.Wls

(One to

"The Do* Watch"
Charleston, a. C.

Zeltler ft Zeltler
(Two to

Florette

Pankey

Ward A Long
fill)

JAMES

"School

Days"

(One

to

fill)

Llbby

(loew)

ft

2d half
Barton

ft

Cornelia

Hendler

Rrrschel

AT* DEMY (ubo)

IJlMnn Calvert
Wllllama ft Segal
Sato 6
Leclnlr

ft

Sampson

2d half

Ward A Curran
Lou Holtz

(Two

to Oil)

Dayloa, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
2 Blondys
Bert Hanlon

M

A B Hart

Morrla A Allen

"Vacuum Cleaners"
Conlin-Parka 3
Winston's Nymphs

Denver

Frnnk Rnrdon

Wilson Bros
Gleasons ft O'Houlihan

Northlnne ft Ward
Clnra Howard
"Prince Charles"
Charlotte. N. C.

Bridgeport. Cobb.
POLI (ubo)
Mardo ft Hunter
ft

Rates.

T

TTernn

ft

Arnsman

PTFnMOVT
(Roanoke

stoats Tabaa.

(ubo)
split)

1st h«1f

Rnvmon'i Wllhert
HtI ft Francis
Mndee Morton 3
Revnnrd ft Planca
Chnttanooarn. Tenn.

MAJESTIC

ORPHEUM
Ruth St Dents

Patrlcola
Klutlne's

(One

Meyers

ft

Novelty

to nil)

EMPIRE

Lohse A Sterling

Lew Madden Co
Dew Molaea

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Wilfred Clark Co
Imperial Chinese 3
Robbie Gordon

Mary Gray
Ellis

(wva)

2d half

(Two

McCarver

to nil)

Cincinnati

KEITH'S

(ubo)

2 Torn Rnvs

Walker
Una Clnvtnn Co
Mnck Wnlker Co

(ubo)
(Knoxvllle split)
1st half
La Pelerlca Co

R.nker

ft

Mavhew
Follies

Janls
ft

Taylor

D'Amour

EMPRESS (abc)
3 Dixie Olrls
Dlx ft Dixie
Mitchell ft Love
Montrose ft Allen
Jack

Lamy

Mnnola Hurst Co
Sextet De Luxe
Draper ft Clayton

Clevelnnd

HIP

(ubo)

Bordonl

ft

4 Readings

Moon A Morrla
Detroit

TEMPLE (ubo)
Louise Dresser
Eva Taylor Co
Dyer A Faye
Leroy Lytton Co
Burley A Burley
Kullervo Broa
Act Beautiful

Oddone

ORPHEUM

Wm

(m)

Douglaa Trio

Dunlap A Verdln
Dora
"The System"

HAM
(Two

to nil)

MILES (abc)
Dixon's Models
Mitchell A Love
Montrose A Allen
Jack George
Pltroff
(One to

fill)
•

Devlin Lake. N. D.

GRAND

(abc)

2d half
Musical Three

Walrod
Albers

nm

ft

C<

Broa

O A A Paradofakl

Bell

ft

ft

Thorn

Dnhaqne. la.
MAJESTIC (wva)
"Vanity Fair"
2d half
Nelusco ft Hurley
Adele Jason
"What Hap'd Ruth"
Nevlns ft Erwood
3 Peroneea
niilnth

Clifford

Murphy A Klein
Holmes ft Holliston

Jarvlfl

hair

ft

Ineraham

ft

Bert

Garden

Lilly

to nil)

Grew

LaTour

ft

fill)

2d half)

Geo A

Ward A Curran

Belleclalre Bros

HOTEL CECIL
1M

Daveaport

C^
.dlA (wva)
Lavlne A Inman

Harry Holeman C

files

AMERICAN

Shannon A Annls
Nat C Goodwin

Harrison
Spencer, Charter Co
Resral ft Bender
"Heart of a Thief
2d Half
Espe A Dutton

(ubo)

The Nagfv*
O'Nell A Sexton

AJtoonn, Pn.
OR r 'HEI'M (Ubo)
Wheeler ft Dolnn
Fisher

(ubo)

Daisy Jean
Musical Johnstons
Adelaide A Booth by
GnMIng ft Keating
Fklln Ardell Co
Shntturk ft Golden
Muriel Weston Co

(One

to nil)

Hager A Goodwin
Thoa P Jackson C
Ed Morton
"Fashion Show"

Boudinl

fill)

Margaret
(Four to

III.

(ubo)

2d half

Chief Caupollcan
Those 5 Girls
Patrlcola A Meyers

2d half

I

Chase

Wyde

"Prosperity"
3 Lelgbtons

ST.

fill)

1st

half

Ovnndn Duo
Ernie

C

111.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Henry

to

PALACE

Ovando Duo
Willing A Jordai
"Merry Married Men"
John Hennlng
Jack Lavler

Cavanna Duo

(Two

3 Peronees
Lou Holtz
Inas Troupe
2d half
Coates Crackerjacka

ft

Murpby A Barry
Brougbton A Turner
Delmore A Moore

Baltimore

ft

Rob Tip Co
Lerncr

Ray
ft
White

ft

Maximilian Dogs
Yost
A Fredericks Co
Stone ft McAvoy
Crelghton Relmnnt

(ubo)
Carson

Dlka

Juliet

Aberdeen. . D.
BIJOU (abc)

Infield

ft

Adair ft Adelphl
Jas Thompson Co
Stelndel Broa
"Jasper"

2d half
Johnsons ft Johnson
Jack Symonda
"A Mile a Minute"

Fox

Wood

Roslnl Trio

Lawlor A Daughters

(ubo)
Anniversary)

Whltfleld

*

4

Danville.

fill)

2d half

Fox
Merlan's Dogs

2d half
Ladell Sisters

Bel ford
Belle Oliver

BUSHWTCK
ft

to

2d half

Archer

George Kelly Co
Jack Norworth
Four Arnarouths

Lockett

Bowman Bros
5 Florlmonds

Those 5 Girls
Clark ft McCullough
Richard Wally Co
(One to All)

Ward

Moore A Haager
World Dancers
Howard A Clark

(Mb

YEDZTE (wva)
Geo A Lilly Garden
Larry Rellly Co
(One

Wha

Chlng

AVENUE (wva)
Chief Caupollcan

WARWICK

Tom Edwards Co

Valand Gamble

ft Graham
Lew Welch Co

we-aro roady-FOR

(ubo)

A Winter

Cycling McNutta

(One

OMver

Belle

KEITH'S

Witt

International Girl

Curxon Sisters

We

fill)

2d half
Molly Knew

Moss A Frey
"All Aboard"
(One to fill)
Colaaibaa, O.

Milt Collins

A Beck
Brown Fletcher 3

AV B do

Franklyn Duo
John sonn A Tr
Jack Symonda
"A Mile a Mir
(One to fill)
2d half
Ward ft Shubert
I^ottle Orooper
Archer ft Bel ford
Lew Cooner

Forrester * Lloyd

Gray

believe

Dixie Harris 4
Sully Family

Hall
la the stuff we ere heading out, and
believe that honla our ability to get resulta.
eet atuff caa be passed out to honest men by

E BELIEVE

We believe la working, not
hoaeet methoda.
weeplag; la boosting, aot knocking; aad la the
pleasure of our Job. We believe that a nana geta
what he goea after, that one deed done today la
worth two deeds toasorrow, aad that no snaa la
down aad out until he has lost faith la hhaself. We believe la
today aad the work we are dolag, la toasorrow aad the work
we hope to do, aad la the euro reward which the future holda.
We believe In courtesy, aladaeea, la generosity, la good cheer,
in friendship aad la boaeat competition. We believe there la something dolag, somewhere, for every man ready to do It, for ACTSPICTURES, and BURLESQUE.

Rouble Blma
Allen A Moore

MILES (m)
Myato

White Hussars
Primrose 4

LINCOLN

3

Yvette

Mlrano Broa
(One to fill)

Tower A Darrell
The Berrens
Ben Deeley Co
Lloyd A Brltt
Elsa Ryan Co

Ross Broa

LI

Robt O'Connor

(One to

Hufford A Chain
"Miniature Review"
Schooler A Dickinson
Rice Elmer A T
PALACE (orph)
Bankoff Co
Bonlta A Hearn

W

MAJESTIC (wva)

M

Phyllis N Terry Co
C Gllllngwater Co
Milton A De Longs
Willie Solar
Jaa H Cullen

Mme

Suntueol

Boaioa
KEITH'S (ubo)

Apollo Trio

3 Emersona

GRAND

Parlllo A Frablto
Leroy A Harvey

Zeltler A Zeitler
(One to fill)

Mori Brothers
Valentine Vox

.*>

Clifford

B Morrell 6

(orph)

D'Armond A Douglaa

(29-3)

"Nut Sundae"
Sherman Van A H
A Mack
Calgary* Caa.

Romans

I

fill)

PANTAGES (m)

Blraalaahaaa. Ala.

8mlth A Farmer
O'Brien Havel Co
Marie 8toddard

Nymphs

at Beach"
(One to All)

Batte

LYRIC (ubo)
(Nashville split)

Caleaa-o

MAJESTIC

The Meyakoa
Savoy A Brennan

"Day

2d half

Will

ft

J Moore
Six Galvlna
(Three to fill)

Frankle Kelsey
Daniels A Conrad
Joe Whitehead

Reed A Wrlgh
Ford A Leslie
3 Lyres

H*arn A Rutter

ft

A Frede

(wva)

Emerson A Baldwin

2d half

Schoen ft Mayne
H Crosraan Co
Ota Gygl

Enrl

Bell

Miller

Stelner Trio

E

3

Co

(ubo)
Half
White Bros
Eldrldge A Barlow
Ward A Wllaon
"Those Happy Daya"
Mabel Fonda 3
Miller A Bradford
let

Bobby Heath Co
BatTalo
LYRIC (m)

Models

Embs A Alton
I Conn A Corrlne
Kaufman Bros
McRae A Clegg
elelt Wla.

"40 Winks"
Richards A Kyle
David Bispham

Carmen
Hickman Bros Co
Barrett

Violet McMillan

PLAZA

Adams A

split)

1st half

LaToy's

A Pollack

Douglaa Flint Co
Madjson A Winchester
Ahearn Troupe

Pau A Pauline
Small A Sinters
Blllye S Hall Co
Plsano A Bingham

Geo Demarel Co

CMshnlm

(Saginaw

(ubo)
(Jackson split)

O'Clare

fill)

City, Mlea.

BIJOU (ubo)

MAJESTIC

Wm

to

Hot

Kelly

Corcoran A M;

2d half
Florence
ft
El Cleve

Martvn

to

Arbor. Mich.

6 Diving

"Kldland"
Harry Sydell

ft

K

Hal Hart
Walters A Walters

Rex 8tory
Reed ft Wright

Sidney

(Two

WILSON

to Oil))

Ana

Cbas Olcott
Copeland A Payton

1st half

Allen A Moore
Tabor A Green
Dena Cooper Co
Walter James
Hector's Dogs

FULTON

Co
Tom Mahoney
Ethel Hall

2 Ellisons

(Two

(Two

Girlie

PALACE

A Brown

Nip A Tuck
Kuter, Hughea A

2d half
ft

Wllklna

ft

2d Half
Seaberry A Shaw

Arthur Geary
B Banvard ft Dunbar

Maths

Wllklna
Broslna

to nil)

DE KALB (loew)
6 Lyceum Girls
Leonard A Wlllard
Dale A Boyle
Louise Kent Co

Meehan ft Pond
Edah Deldrldge Trio
Geo Armstrong
5 Lyceum Glrla

2d half

Klnkald
Norton ft Noble
Billy

Oakland Sisters

ft

(One

Dunbar

ft

BIJOU (ubo)
Dunbar's Bslon Sings
Lewis Bel A Lew la
(Three to fill)
2d half
H Brockbank Co

Phllllpl 4

Norma*

Tossing Austins.
Hilton A Sheldon
Rich ft Burt
Frank Leonard Co
Rogers ft Rogers
"In Days of Old"
2d Half

Brown

D Banvard

Battle Croak. Mlea.

ORPHEUM
Forest Flrea
Mc.Devett Kelly A
Miller A Vincent
Ward Broa
Frisco
Josle Heather
Kltaro Broa

GRAND

L

(wva

WINon

ft Sherwo<
Mvstlc Hnnson Ti
Kelly ft Qalvln
Stlckney's Circus

1

k>

2d half

William Moleaen Co
Merlam'a Doga

Cnrl Roslnl Co

Shirley

Sisters

Harris A Manlon

(One

fill)

to

VARIETY
Frank Shield*

Webber Wilson Revue
Stone A Hayes
Lane A Harper

T A C Breton
Joyce West A 8
Olympic 3

Dawn A June

(One

Carmen Minstrels

Bastoa. Pa.

H

ABLE

(ubo)

(One

2d Half
Mildred Hayward

Un Wld"

of

Dunlay A Merrill
4 Lander*
B. St. Loala, 111.
BRBBR'B (wva)
Laverne A Dagmar
Bobby A Nelson
Kremka Bros

P A A

Astalre
2d half

Hennlngs
JAW
John Gelger
(One to

LAM

Hunting
Green McH A Dean
3 Melvlns

Bdsnoatoa, Cnn.
PANTAGES (m)
Harry Hlnes
Adonis A Dog
Perelra 6
O'Nell A Walmsley
Valerie Sisters

N. J.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Fiddler Swan 3
Gladys Burgette
Rice A Francis

2d half
Musical Alexanders
Grand Rnnftda, Mich
EMPRESS (ubo)
Dalton Mareena A D
Davenport A Rafter

Duo
Harry Fern Co
Cook A Lorens
Florensa

Neel Abel

Jue Quon Tal
James Grady

Warren A Templeton
Harrlnbarg, Pa.

2d Half
Vincent Sullivan Co

J

Diamond A Brennan
Joe Cook
"Junior Follies"
(Others to fill)
Brie, Pa.
COLONIAL (ubo)

Fogan A Geneva
Coakley Hanvey A D
Carlisle A Romer
Keane A Mortimer
Page Hack A Mack
Evansvllle, lad.
GRAND (wva)
Horton A Latrlska
Frances Dwyer
Hlnshel Hendler
Otto Koerner Co
Geo Lovett Co
2d half

Barry Girls

Ameta
VonHampton A Shrin
Geo Lovett Co
Brooks A Lorella.
Fall River, Mas*.
BIJOU (loew)
Llbby A Barton
Froxinl

"Day

Fowler
at Beach"
2d half

Curry A Graham
Franconl Opera Co
(Three to fill*
Fargo, N. D.

GRAND

Walrod A

(abc)

Zell

3 English Dancers
Variety Trio
McClure A Dolly
2d half

Bertram May Co
Homested Singers
DeVoe & Dayton
Lea A Wilton
Clifford A Wllmot
Flint, Mich.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
split)

(Lansing

1st half

"The

Prln"

Nsughty

Fond da Lac. Wis.
IDEAL

(wva)

The KUtles
2d half

DeVoy A Dayton
Ft. Dodge, la.

Joe Kettler Co
Kennedy A Burt
Eugene Emmett Co

2d half
Paul Petchlng Co
Robinson A McShayne

Vougland Fancy

Kelly A Pollack
Five Sweethearts
Albert A Saul
Ah earn Troupe
2d half
Daly A Berlow

Smith A Ralph
It Happened"

"How

Heboken, N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
Lottie Grooper
Bob Fits A oon

(Three

to

fill)

Wnyne, lnd.
PALACE (ubo)

N A S Kellogg
Hager A Goodwin
Baby Helen
Billy S Hall Co
Chas Howard Co
Mile Luxanne Dancers

Curtis

2d half

Ft. William*. Can.
ORPHEUM (wva)
2d half
Wllllson A Sherwood
Mystic Hanson 3
Kelly & Galvln
Stlckney's Circus

Galeaburg.

111.

(wva)

W

Kafka A Sherman
to

fill)

La Crooso. win.
LA CROSSE (wva)
Mcllyar A Hamilton
Sisters

Gabbys A Clark
(One to fill)
Lafayette, lnd.

FAMILY

(ubo)

Wanda
Godfrey A Henderson
Robt H Hodge Co

Ed Morton
Oxford Trio
2d half
Polzln Bros

(ubo)

Jordan Girls
Edwin George

Lua Anelka
Cook A Stevens
Elizabeth Otto

Four Slickers
S Kennedy A Reeves

Iron wood, Mich.
TEMPLE (wva)
Gordon A Early
Allle Leslie Hossan
(One to fill'
(ubo)

Girl Revue"
Jacksonville, Fin.

)ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Savannah split)
1st half

Bert Earle
Sylvester A Vance
The Stantons
Operatic 4

Jnneovllle, Win.

APOLLO

(abc)
2d half

Paul Bauens
Kayo & Bell
to

Monarch Comedy 4
Electrical Venus

Knlnmaxoo, Mich.
(ubo)

Brockbank Co
Chas Olcott
Copeland A Payton

(Two

to

W

Oakland, Cal.

Ogden A Benson
to

Mimic Four
Falrman A Furman

Time Darkles"
Gordon A Rica

Vernon. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

(ubo)
Kanasawa Japs
Lewis P Felber

Odaaak, Win,

2d half

LOYAL

(wva)
Gordon A Early
Allle Leslie Hasson
(One to fill)
Ogrdea, TJtak

3 Kelos

Harry L Mason
Stanley 3

Monokee 6
fill)

PANTAGES (m)

(ubo)

"The Elopers"
Dickinson A Deagon
Will Morris
Davett A Duvall
Laser A Dale

Wrong"

Mae Turtle
Oallerlnl

Four

2d half

Oaaaka

"Around the Town"

ORPHEUM

Nashville. Tenn.
PRINCESS (ubo)

(Birmingham

split)

1st half

Blanche Sloan
Eckert A Parker

Howard A White
Frank Morrell

2d half
Alvln Bros

Hong Kong Mysteries
ftownrk

Grannon

I la

Natalie Sisters
Daniels A Walters

"Tango Shoes"

Maaoa City, la.
REGENT (wva)
Permalne

R

Stuart

A Roberts

2d half
"Six Little Wives"

MAJESTIC (loew)
Hearn A Rutter
El Cleve
Edah Deldrldge 8
"What Molly Knew"
Walter James
Cal Orange Packers
2d half
Dufty A Daisy
Dale A Boyle
Brown A Jackson
Chlsholm A Breen
John F O'Malley

Mary

(Two

(wva)

Reo A Norman
Marie Scboen
Chas A Mason Co
Harry Gilbert
(One to All)
LYRIC (wva)
Bevan A Flint
"Petticoat Minstrels"
2d half

Roth A Roberts
Circus

Loajaasport, lad.

COLONMAL (Ubo)
Polzln Bros
Dolly A Calame
Morgan A Gray

(Two

to All)

2d half
Willing A Jordan
John Gelger
Anderson A Golnes
to All)

Los Aaaclen.

ORPHEUM

Mrs Langtry
Lydell A Hlgglns
The Sharrocks
Oliver A Olp
Cooper A Smith
Dancing Kennedy's
Brire A King

fill)

2d half
Dunbar's Saloon Sing
L nelmont & Lewis
(Throe to All)

Kantian City. Mo.
ORPHElTVl
Clark A Hamilton
Maryland Singers

Black A White

ORIENT

Dainty Marie

Howard

A

Klbel

H

Mllwaakec
MAJESTIC (orph)
Eddie Leonard Co
"Girl of Delhi"

Ray Samuels
Mabel Russell Co

"What Hap Ruth"
Celts Bros

Levan A Wllber
PALACE (wva)

C A A Glocker
Bruce Duffett Co
Mystic Bird

Darn Good A Phunny
Alice Teddy
(One to

fill)

2d bair

Louisville
(ubo)

Oxford 3

Fagg A White
Judge A Gale
16 Navassa Girls
Peoria, III.
ORPHEUM 'wva)
"Edge of World"
M Watson A Townee
John R Gordon Co
Hunting
(One to fill)

Howard Lanaford
Spencer Charter Co

"Mr

"Those Happy Days"

LaFrance A Bruce
Curzon Slaters
Balancing Stevens

Mlnnennolla

ORPHEUM

(Open SUb Mat)
Sarah Padden Co
Rockwell A Wood
"Girl In Moon"
Claire Rochester
Bert Fitzglbbons
Albright A Rodolfl

UNIQUE

(abc)

New Orleans
ORPHEUM

Ruby Cavelle Co

Now

Roehelle,

If.

LOEW

Y.

Kamerer & Howland
Gordon Eldred Co
Polly Prim
2d Half
Beatrice Lambert
Lottie WilllamH Co

KEITH'S (ubo)
Fred Weber Co

Ben Harney Co
Norfolk, Va.

•aalaaw. Mica.

FRANKLIN

City split)
1st half
Lew Fltsglbbons
Miller A Mulford
"The Btyle 8how"

Frsnk Bush
Ergottl's Lilliputians
ft. Laala

COLUMBIA

(orph)

Ballet

Kosloff

the

Veranda"

Co

(wva)

Ernie A Ernie
Roattino A Shelley
Tyler A C roll us
3 Melvlna

Kervllle Family
St.

Lovenberg Sinters
Brown Harris A B

Paal

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Fay Cooley's A F
Ruth Budd
Beeman A Anderson

Berzac's Clrcua

"Cranberries"

Kartell!

Donovan A Lee

"Society Buds"

Sophie Tucker

CoU-man
Welch Mealy A M
Creole Band
Clau/lla

Lelpalg

HIP (abc)
I.

Ryan Bros
Mullaly A White
Coratla

W

Queenle Dunedln
Paris & Peru
Young * Brown

Ogden A Benson
Lea Wilton

Thompson A Griffin
Hoey & Bellew

ACADEMY

(ubo)

Hans Hanke

(Richmond

split)

Clara

Morton

2d half

Thompson A Griffin
Hoey A Bellew
Bertram May Co

1st half
DeBourg 81ster8

Thos Swift Co
Arthur Deagon

Damon's

"Beach Beauties"
(One to fill)

Sampson A Douglas
"Walts Dream"

TootH I'aka Co

Corutla

Daumaln A

Kollst

Brown

De

Hollls

Co

Lewis Huff A L
Alexanderta
Stanley A Norton
Dtea-o

aa

PANTAGES (m)

Green A Parker

Ed Blondell Co
Cameron A O'Connor
"Brides of Desert"
Models De Laie

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Nora Bsyes
Webb A Burns
Demarest A Colette
Dore A Halperln
Allan Dlnehart Co

Kalmar A Brawn

PANTAOES (m)
"Night In ParkMelody 6

Klmberly A Arnold

Savaaaak, Ga.

Wilson A McNallys
Joe Towlo
"The Octopus"

(

p OLI'8 (ubo)
Wilkes- Barre split)

Muraford A Thomnson
a9m ^mm

"Women"

Venlts Gould

"Going Up"

ORPHE M

Laura N Hall Co
Walter Brower
Lunette Slaters
Allen A Howard
Morln Sisters
Helene Davis
Fred V Bowers Co

PAVTAOB8

» Bartoo

Musette

<)

'

Crawford A Broderlck

Nestor A Sweethearts
"Oivat Lester"

Chlnko
Minnie Ksofmsn

Sloaa City.

fa.

OR.'HBUM (wvai

"Six

Little

Wires*'

Musical McLarens
Mirw

"The Cop"

Ralph Wbftehead Co
Lorraine
Dlas'a

A Dunn

Monkeys
Sloan Falls, S. D.

ORPHEUMHwa,

Mlasee Nelson

Burns A Lynn

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Ppsahy A White
Van Slekles ft Leondar
lahlkawa Bros
(One to AIM

Soatk Bead, lad.

2d half

Kremka Bros
Laverne A Dagmar

C Shepard & Don

KEITH'S (ubo)

(Ubo)

(Bay

Clark A McCulloujrh
Catherine Chaloner Co

Co

Providence, R.

Wm

Mlssuptodats"

"Little

EM"RE8S

Portland. Ore.
PANTAOES (m)

Miniature Revue

(27-80)

N

"Midnight follies"
Stlber A North
Haley Slaters

4 Soil Bros

IngllR A Reading
Bobby Walt hour Co
Portland. Me.

Lytell

Geo

tat

Bennington A 8cott

(ubo)

Rooney A Bent
McConnell A Simpson

half
^
The Norvellos

fill)

La Palva

Cole Runsell t D
Henry English Co

Wm

to

IS'annery
Sallle Fields

Tourjee Sinters

"Overtones"
Pilcer A Douglas
Montgomery A Perry
Milton A De Long Sis
Wallace Galvln

111.

Inquisitive"

May

Kanazaa Japs
Madle De Long

Night)

BIJOU (ubo)
Jacksonville split)
lat half
.
.
Josle O'Meere
Casaon A Bart

Royal Gascolgnes

Cunningham
Adelaide & Hughes
Clark A Verdi
The Demarcos

Lake

Wed

(Open
Princess

Rae Ball
The Volunteers
Eadle A Ramsden

"On

Cecil

A Roberts

ORPHEUM

Harry Coleman

Morris Oolden

Hugh Herbert Co

Stewart
Salt

lEMfLE (Ubo)
Cressy A Dayne
Dorothy Regel Co

The Dares
G Delmir A Pragcr

Gerard a Clark

GRAND

Lawrence Crane Co
Magee A Kerry
Three Lordons
Rockootnt't N. Y.

Irwin A Henry
Maxtne Bros
GRAND (wva)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Evette Aatorls

Darn Good A Phunny

R

Deiro

8lsters

Lydla Barry
Smith A Austin
Kenny A Hollls
Paul Gorden

Gonne A Albert
Emett Welch Co

Greater City 4

Inquisitive"

2d half
Ernest Evens Circus

Philadelphia

Josephine Davis
Douglas A Flint Co
Robinson A McShayne
5 Harmonie Girls
2d balf
Frank Hartley

(wva)
2d half
Mcllyar A Hamilton

LaVlne A Inman
Flo A Ollie Walters
Morgan A Gray
Norwood A Hall

Flossie Millershlp

2d half

METROPOLITAN

2d half

A Frablto
Robt Hod Re Co
Scamp A Scamp

Mardo A Hunter
Florence A 2 Bros
Reno
Kennedy A Burt
Regal A Bender
"Heart of a Thief
BIJOU (ubo)
Smith A Ralph

Monroe Bros
Del Isle A Vernon
Homer Llnd Co
Oeo Rosener
(One to fill)
Rockoatcr. Mlaa.

(One

Howard Co

Espe A Dutton

(ubo)
(Charlotte split)
1st half

Bob Hall

Parlllo

Miller

Leroy A Mabel Hart
Brady A Maboney

PALACE (wva)
Morroco Arabs
Meaner Slaters
Caesar Dlvoll
Earl A Edwards
"Luck of a Totem"

KEITH'S

(ubo)

1st half

Ambler Bros
Loralne A Cameron
Elliott A Mullen
5 Mowatts
(One to fill)
Roaaoke, Va.

"Mr

fill)

2d half

"The Headllner"

Llbonatl

"Divorce Question"
Brooks A Bowen

Valmont A Raymer
De Leon A Davles
C & F Usher
Hoey A I^ee
Chas Kellog
Blossom Secley Co

to

Fred Barnes
BUI lee 8eaton Co
Hip 4
6 Kltmauras

Daly A Berlow
Conrad A Conrad

Adams A

LYRIC (ubo)
(Norfolk split)

•

Weston

PANTAOE8 (m)

Cooper A Rlcardo
Rlcknmoad, Va.

(wva)
Faber A Waters
Hal Stephens Co

Pawtnckct
SCENIC (ubo)

Havea, Ooaa.
POLI

T A C Breton
Howards

Roekford.

LAW

McKay A Ardlne
McWaters A Tyson

2d half

Wheeler A Dolan

PALACE

2d half

(Two

Putnam Bldg„ l#t Broadway, New York.

hew

Dunlay A Merrill
Clown Seal

Dudley Trio

Marie Genero

Mr. Willard Mack

Mme Ohrman

Kalama Duo
Mme Sumlko Co
Duffy A Lorens
8 Du For Boys

Ellnore A Carlton
Roy- A Arthur

la.

(wva)
Milton Franks!
Musical Alexanders
(One to DID

_.

Freeman A Dunham
Sisters

(111)

(Two to fill)
Oakalooaa,

York, this
(Sept. It).
Booked Solid, U. B. O., until July,
.....
,„.„ 1917.
Personal Mgt., Claude e\ Gordon Bostock.

McLallcn A Carson

Klrksrilth

to

2d half

EDWARD SMALL

Lincoln

ORPHEUM

Minstrels"

fill)

Oakkoak, Wis.

(ubo)

Black A McGone
Josephine Leonhardt
Haviland A Thornton

to

2 Ellisons

New

Hayward
"Romance of Und Wd"
Mildred

De Mar

MAJESTIC (wvs)
Davles A Romanelll

eoresentatlve.

Lewtstoa, Me.

Circus
2d half

Musical Chef

(One

Mr. Leo Beers

Melville

MUSIC HALL

Prelle's

"Petticoat

Announces That All Business Communicatlons Shou ld Be Addressed to
Is
Sole Personal and Business

Wms

Aldo Randegger
(wva)
Novelty Trio
Ralph Whitehead Co
Roth A Roberts

EMPRE88

Harry Gilbert

THE DISTINCTIVE ENTERTAINER

Colonial,

Ncliion Sisters

ROANOKE

A Wheaton
"Might Have Beens"

G

2d half

Great

Broughton A Turner
Bertie Fowler
Conroy's Models
(One to fill)
Readlags. Pa.
HIP (ubo)

Carroll

Howe A Howe

ORPHEUM
2d half
Rooney A Bent
Mrs Hers Co

(Open Sun Mat)
Mullen A Coogan
Bert Levy
Gladiators
The Brlgbtons

Bob Tenny
"Dream of Orient"

fill)

Frozlnl

(28-30)

Scott A Wilson
Williams A Fuller

"All

Cello

Maley A Woods
Leonard Anderson Co
"My Horse"

Anthony A Mack

REGENT

PANTAGES (m)
Alice Hamilton

W1U Oakland Co
F roslnl

(Others to

Willard

Von

to

PRINCES8 (wva)
William Molesen Co
Dunbar A Turner
Merrlam's Dogs
(One to fill)

2d Half

"Old

3 Hlckey Bros

Sun

(Two

(Open Sun Mat)
Alan Brooks Co
A A F Steadman

(wva)

Musical Storys

ML

Conroy's Models

ORPHEUM

fill)

GRAND

(loew)

Frankls Fay
Dave Thuraby

Cheyenne Minstrels

Mullaley A White

(Two

EMERY

Laurie A Bronson

2d halt

Ryan Bros

Lincoln

PANTAGES (m)

fill)

MAJESTIC

PALACE (ubo)
Atlantic Flske A J
Clover Leaf 3
Ed De Corsla Co

Cllffton

Morlarty Sisters
Geo Fisher Co

(Two

Saona Co

(Two

Bob Hall
(One to fill)
Manchester, N. H.

Harry Green Co

(Flint spilt)
1st half

Prelle's

Jackaop, Mich.

ORPHEUM

"Fireside Reverie"

ORPHEUM

split)
1st half

(ubo)

ORPHEUM

OKfHEUM (wva)
Lavlva
Leroy A Mabel Hart

Memnhla

Lnnnln*, Mich.
BIJOU (ubo)
Hanlon A

Win.

27

(Bangor

McCarthy A Faye
Bob Albright
Mrs T Whlffen Co
Dooley A Rugel
Mazle King Co

LYRIC

2d half
Clipper Trio
Quigg A Nlckerson
Roslnl Trio
Gregory Troupe

Four

Leo Zarrell 3

KEITHS

A Longton
Fltzslmmons A Grover
W A I Brooks

Mack a Velmer
"Merry Mar Men"
Bobby A Nelson
Oallerlnl

(abc)

2d half
Chas A Anna Glocker
Faber A Waters
Dunbar's Colonial 5

(One to nil)
2d half
George Husney
A I Brooks

Spencer A

H

Oxford Trio

Frlgel

(Two

JAM

Norwood A Hall
Gautler's Toy Shop

Melroy Sisters

Boys A Girls
(Three to fill)
Indlnnnpolle

2d half

DeWltt Young A Sis
Grace Renee Close
Godfrey A Henderson
Arthur LaVlne Co

Glpsey Meredith Co

Penn City Trio

E A B Conrad

"All

Ft.

(abc)

"Petticoats"

Santos A Hayes

nil)

GRAND

White A White
Mr A Mrs G Wilde
Three Avolos
"In the Orchard"
Harklns
FrescotU
Mneon, Ga.

»n,

Rogers

5 Harmony Girls

split)
1st half

2d half

ORPHEUM

Millershlp

De Koch Troupe
POLI (ubo)
Frank Hartley

(Ann Arbor

Permalne
Belle Barchus Co
Bevan & Flint
(One to fill)

"Our Family"

(ubo)

Mabel Fonda 3
Florence A 2 Bros

Musical Chef
Flo Adler Boys
Isklkawa Bros

Mae

fill)

Hartford, Cobb.

Flossie

Bud Lorraine
The Van Dykes

2d half

A Fallon

PALACE

split)

1st half

Nolan A Nolan

Australian Waites
Bayle A Pataey
O'Neal A Gallagher

Frank Shields
(Three to

(Chattanooga

.

Lawrence Crane Co
Magee A Kerry
Three Lordons

P Wade Co

Fish

(ubo)

K&1THS (ubo)
Great Johnson

Casslday

KnoxvUle, Tenn.

GRAND

Lowell. Mi

MACON

Caruso

Lltle

De Mar

Cooper Rlcardo
(One to All)
2d half

PRINCESS (wva)

(One to

(ubo)

Dave Roth

Will Morrlssey Co

Ward A Long
Bertie

Co

"Lingerie Girls"

MAJESTIC

A Boggs
Gardner A Revere
Lllyan

The Peers

PANTAOES (m)
(Same bill playing
Anaconda 28.)
O A J Evans

4 Vanders

Lipinskl's Dogs
Leila Shaw Co

Billy

"School Playground"
Great Fall*, Mont.

Monroe A Mack
Cllve Co

E C

Morgan
Geo Howell Co
Cantwell A Walker
Sablnna A Bronner
Martini A Sylvester
PANTAOES (m)
Rio A Norman

Danny Simmons

fill)

Grand Island* Neb.
MAJESTIC (wva)

Frank Crumlt

Wing A Ah Hoy

KlUahMh.

fill)

2d half

to All)

"Romance

to

JAB

Benny A Woods
"
,W untodata"
nl'
™V.
Chan
Wilson
Is Mont's Cowboys
1

1

Balancing Stevens
2d balf
8 Kellogg
Knight A Carllsre
Otto Koerner Co
Allmsn Losder Co
Baby Helen

N Am
Kr

Spokane
n
PANTAGES

(m>

(Sunday opening)
Renee Family
Ward A Faye
Herbert Lloyd Co
Rlgoletto Bros
SpHnjrflel*
PALACE (ubo)
HIM A Ackertnan

Anthony

Howard

ft

A dele

Ankels
Fern A Davis
Harmonists
Ot Leon Co
(Continued on page 40.)
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial

Presentation, First Appearance

or Reappearance in or

Around

New York
Morgan Dancers (New

Act). Palace.
ermine Shone and Co. (New Act,
"The Evolution of Life"), Palace.
Dugan and Raymond (New Act),
Palace.
Maude Muller, Orpheum.

H

Schoen and Maync, Orphcum.

After an absence of over two years

London,

Monday

at

Jack
the

Norworth opened

Colonial with

a

new

batch of songs and stories.
It is understood that in the afternoon the song
he had counted on to score the biggest
hit, did not prove acceptable, and in the
evening it was dropped and another
substituted.
Norworth was greeted
with a burst of welcoming applause on
his entrance.
He was attired in a silk
derby, black lounge coat and waistcoat,
checked trousers, spats, patent leather
shoes and carried a gold-headed cane. If
the audience had any idea the comedian
had become an Anglo-maniac, this impression was quickly dissipated when
he started to sing, revealing the same
Norworth as of yore who greets his
audiences with easy genuflections and
dentifical smiles, yet withal an indefinable magnetism not easy to analyze.
His first song was written by him for
the occasion, entitled "I Want to Go
Back There Again," referring to London; second, "The Little Bridesmaids,"
a dainty little ditty describing the disposition of each until they all disappear; third, "Oh How He Could Sing

an Irish Song," which he used in London more than a year ago. Having by
this time captured his house he related
a number of corking war tales, all with
comedy finishes, framing to end with
"Cassidy, V. C, augmented by a flute
obligato a sort of English military
adaptation of "Harrigan, That's Me."
But the audience was loath to call it a
'

—

work and insistently demanded
another, whereupon he announced "Afnight's

by Irving Berlin, a sort
of semi-comedy lullaby, which got him
ter a While,"

nicely.
When the routine gets
properly "set" and the artist has more
confidence in his material (undoubtedly before the conclusion of the week),
Norworth will be his usual sure-fire
Jolo.
next-to-closing headliner.

away

Wells, Norworth and Moore.
Piano Act.
13 Mins.; One.
BushwiclcL

A three-act, two boys and a girl, built
along lines turns of this kind have not
followed before. It's a "nut act," the
pianist supplying most of the "nut
business," starting with a laugh and following it up with slapstick on his male
few
telling
after
a
partner's
face,
arriving
It looked like the
after each "nag."
good old days of the cross-fire and the
newspaper, but it made the BushwickThe trio sing
ites laugh out real loud.
"Sunshine of Virginia" very nicely and
scored all around, for the pianist has
a kidding comedy vein in himself and
his work that he should allow to run
While the other two are singing
riot.
and he playing the accompaniment, the
pianist continually runs off on another
melody or breaks into the strain with
improvisation or anything tbat will
make a discordi It's a corking good
idea for piano comedy and it's a corking good idea for a three-act of the
piano variety not to take themselves so
deadly serious as most of them do. The
three-act were placed second at the
In the show this week
Bushwick.
they could have held a better spot
and the chances are in the bigger
houses where the travesty of their
work will be caught much more quickly, they will even do better than they
BlfM.
did over in Brooklyn.

"gags."

the

slap

in

the

face

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
Productions Announced
Legitimate
for Metropolitan Premieres.

29 Mine.; Full Stage (Parlor).

Bushwick.

Another sketch is now presented in
vaudeville by Douglas J. Wood.
It's
surprising that a starred player of a
vaudeville skit would select a manuscript offering so limited an opportunity for himself as does this one, written by De Witte Kaplan.
The other
two players are women. When Mr.
Wood previously appeared as a sketch
leader, it was .in "Three In One," a

That was last May. It's too
bad Mr. Wood has failed again, for
he has as far as the big time is con-

Stories.

32 Mins.; One.
Colonial.
in

14 Mins.; Five (Office).

satire.

Jack Norworth.

Songs and

Tom Edwards and Co. (1).
'The Huntsman Ventriloquist »>

Douglas J. Wood and Co.
"The Shoplifter" (Dramatic).

That
cerned, in "The Shoplifter."
doesn't necessarily mean the playlet remains good for the small time, as that
is also doubtful.
The scene is the private office of a department store. Mr.
Winthrop (Mr. Wood) is one of the
partners and starts dictating to his
stenographer, Margaret Lacey (Gilda
Leary). The talk switches to conversation and a sob story soon develops.
The stenog is supporting her widowed
mother. The boss wants to marry the
girl, but he fades away at the question
as the phone tells him a shoplifter has
been caught at the glove counter. He
orders the woman brought into the private office and tells stenog to search
her.
The thief is the girl's mother,
who has become a kleptomaniac. Upon
her employer's return the stenog informs him there has been a mistake, as
she found nothing on the accused woman, but stenog breaks down when the
boss fires the detective who made the
mistake, confesses she told an untruth,
her mother is a thief My God, what
can I do now? and mother chips in
her woeful tale, on top of which the

—

Bushwick.
Returning to America with a new

Tom Edwards

act,

discloses the idea of a

ventriloquist becoming a doctor with
one patient (dummy) and a live nurse
who can sing and does too much of
that.
The dummy kid is well worked,
has a face that is flexible enough to
work into a likeable smile and this
portion of the turn gets over very well,
followed by Mr. Edwards' sure fire crying baby that has been somewhat reduced in the baby's cry since last seen,
but which still retains the napkin folded diagonally and a milk bottle. Mr.
Edwards voice sounds deeper toned

than before and perhaps that's why
the baby stopped crying early, but the
other business is good and some of the
bits with the dummy are excellent. The
act ran 29 minutes at the Bushwick
Tuesday evening, about nine minutes
too long. Most of this extra time was
consumed by the young woman, Alice
Melville, who tries for a little ventriloquism herself, carrying a dummy
through the audience while she sings.
Then the girl sings again upon the
The songs
stage, in a double voice.
used were "Dangerous Girl" (dummy
and nurse), "Brazil," "Universe" and
"Heaven." According to the American
standard four songs are an act in themselves. There is an American ventriloquist on the small time using a young
woman as a nurse in his turn.
long either he or Mr. Edwards has

How

been doing
is

a

it is

unknown.

The scheme

good one, however, and the Ed-

wards act now
he cuts

it

down

will be easily liked if
to a proper limit, takes

PROTECTED MATERIAL
Variety's Protected Material Department will receive and file all letters addressed to it.
The envelopes are to be sealed upon the back in a manner to prevent opening without detection, unless by permission of the owner of the letter.
.,
.
It is suggested all letters be registered, addressed to Protected Material, Variety, New
York, and receipt requested. Variety will acknowledge each letter received.
Full particulars of the "Protected Material Department" were published on Page 5 in
Variety of Feb. 4, 1916.
„•
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The following circuits, managements and agencies have signified a willingness to adopt
such means as may be within their power to eliminate "lifted material" from their theatres,
when informed of the result of an_mvesuga_tion_conducted by Variety^
.
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MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT
(Joe. M. Schenck)
FOX CIRCUIT
(Edgar Allen)

MILES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Kccfe)
FINN-HEIMAN CIRCUIT

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
(Bert Levey)
SHEA CIRCUIT
(Harry A Shea)
FEIBERSHEA CIRCUIT
(Richard Kearney)
aloz circuit
H. Aloz)

(Sam Kahl)

RICKARDS CIRCUIT

&

[Chris. O.

(Australia)

Brown)

boss insists upon marrying the girl to
reform the mother (Mrs. Ida JeffreysGoodfriend). The lady with the long

name has much

the best role, besides
being the best actor in this small company that could hardly put the piece
Sime.
over anywhere.

Sidney and Townley.
Songs and Dances.
11 Mins.; One.

American Roof.
Jack Sidney and Billie Townley sing
and dance, dancing more than they
In fact they dance too much, apsing.
parently having padded out each of
their dances (excepting Sidney's solo
dance) until applause is choked off from
Miss Townley is a decided blonde.
it.
For the finishing "tough dance" both
do, she wears a white and black striped
comedy costume. It seems the exact
idea in dress used by another act on
the small time. This bit is preceded by
a comedy announcement by Sidney.

They

sing a "Susie" song, also "Little

Love" and at times give a flash of
class which might be more pronounced
Mr.
if they did the act in a parlor set.
Sidney (once of De Haven and Sidney)
for
singer,
fair
and
a
dancer
good
is a
He wears what looks like a
a dancer.

The
black silk suit at the opening.
"No.
girl changes a couple of times.
2" on the Roof, the turn did very well.
It could have taken the after intermission spot, for so early lost its real
8ime
value.
-

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
(Walter F. Keefe)
B. S. MOSS CIRCUIT
(B. S. Moss)
GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(Gus Sun)
MICH. VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

(W. S. Butterheld)
U. S. V. M. A.
(Walter J. Himmer)

a lot upon himself, keeps the girl out
of the audience and reduces her own
solos to not more than two numbers,
including the double with the dummy.
Sime.

Helen Holmes and Co. (4).
"Jim's Girl" (Dramatic).
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special).
Fifth Ave.
Helen Holmes has entered vaudeville
with an exceptionally heavy dramatic
playlet, the piece at times bordering
close to the old fashioned melodrama.
Just now the playlet does not run
smoothly and the possibilities for increasing its intensity are numerous.
About Miss Holmes hangs the theme,
she carrying it throughout in a satisfactory way, although it might prove
better judgment to work with less animation at times. When strenuously delivering her lines, Miss Holmes has a
tendency to jumble her delivery so it
is impossible to catch her reading. The

remainder of the cast (three men) do
enough with the few lines accorded
them. The idea should put the sketch
across, for the situations brought forth
by the clever construction of the piece
holds the interest, and with the big finish when Miss Holmes kills the suitor
she had previously rejected, and later
wanted to marry her, to give her unborn child a name, fills the purpose.
well

Man—Poor Man"

"Rich

48th

St.,

Sept. 25.
"Up Stairs

and Down," Cort, Sept. 25.
"Miss Springtime," New Amsterdam, Sept. 25.

"The

Intruder," C.

St

H., Sept. 26.

"Midnight Frolic," Amsterdam Roof,
Sept. 28.

Nat Carr.
Comic Singer.
15 Mins.; One.
Alhambra.
Nat Carr, formerly a Hebrew comedian, is back in this country after a
visit of several years abroad.
Carr
brought a new act from the other side.
It comprises a number of comic songs,
a rather soiled appearing bath robe and

a quantity of red grease paint.

The

latter is used to daub his nose in the
approved manner of the usual "rednosed" comic of the 'alls. One thing
certain is that Carr will never get the
type of songs he is now singing over

with the regular vaudeville audiences.
The songs are entirely too "blue" and
might be enjoyed by a stag audience,
but will never be accepted at the houses
catering to a family audience.
His

number is the plaint of a
"Pavement Artist," who is broke, the
big laugh punch being expected over

opening

the "keyhole gazing gag." The second
song is entitled "For the Day," in which
a girl who has escaped from an asylum
tells him she is going to marry him and
that they will have two children. The
singer says he's sorry but that the girl
expects too much for one who'll only
be there "For the Day." "Eskimo" is
in a like vein and "The Bandman" used
as the closer gets its laugh from working with the trombone player.
Carr's
present offering isn't in keeping with
the style of vaudeville entertainment
Fred.
American audiences expect.

"Two of a Kind"
Comedy Sketch.

(3).

15 Mins.; Full Stage.
City.

Another

"nut" sketch with three
Action takes place in a parlor,
presumably in an insane asylum. At
people.

the curtain a

young woman

seated
youthful man appears and a conversation
ensues. The girl claims that she is a
millionaire's daughter and he informs
her he is a fish expert out of work.
It is arranged they shall go on the
stage together. Intermingled with the
dialog at this part are two numbers,
each member singing one, the man havat a piano attempting to sing.

is

A

ing "Good Little Girl."
The affair
comes to a point where the two are to
become married, when a keeper puts
in his appearance, taking each away

The man could change his
makeup a bit, as the red stuff

separately.
facial

used is not attractive. If small time
audiences will stand for another "nut"
sketch, this should prove satisfactory.

Moore and Gerald.
Acrobatics, Songs and Talk.
8 Mins.; One.
American Roof.
A two-man act, doing songs,

They

talk

and

are dressed in Eton
He
suits and one seems quite English.
is the elder which the Eton costume
doesn't so well become. The other is
much younger and attends to most of
Among
the singing and the dancinpr.
the songs are "Morning Exercise" and
I've
Since
Long
Time
Long,
"It's a
Been Home." The acrobatics while
conventional are cleanly executed. The
turn was poorly placed on the Roof,
opening the show, which hardly gave
It's not a big act by any
it a chance.
means, but should be able to hold a
spot further down on the small time.
Sime.

acrobatics.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

..

aeM

Maurice Samuels and Co. (4).
"The Miracle" (Comedy Drama).
18 Mine.; Three Scenes (One, Full
Stage and One) (Special Drop and

"The Miracle" is an Italian playlet,
with an Italian's description of how he
murdered a rival for his sweetheart,
breaking off in the centre of the story
to go into full stage and visualize the
deed. The transformation scene, into
full stage and back to "one" again, for
the finale is not even new to vaudeville
now, so the sketch depends mostly
upon its playing, and perhaps more still
upon the comedy Mr. Samuels
it

inter-

through expressiveness and

delivery of lines,

On

Home"

(2).

some comedy

this score the piece

ones.

seems to be

line

running round and "the

nest is so pretty." There are two young
people in it, recently wed. They have
divided interests because the husband
remained out four night in succession
after eleven.
He squared three of the
nights, but fell down on the fourth, so
his bride secured a divorce, maybe (for
the thing was vague at times in the rear
of the Roof. Downstairs in the theatre
the act- looked better as the sets were
set off to a better advantage on the

more commodious theatre stage). The
row was patched up when the husband

spot on the biggest time, but would get
over on the small big time and the big
small time. Still it is capable of being

Husband and wife were about
because they had no children
own to spoil the lawn when

strengthened

into

comedy drama

of

a

good
sort,

its

laughable
for

this

kind of switch back acts thus far have
not gone in for comedy. Mr. Samuels,
according to the story, was bunked out
of $500 and nearly lost his gal through
a false friend. With the $500 the friend
went to Italy, deceived the girl into
coming over here with him, and the
swindled one was always a lap behind
in the chase.
He finally catches up in

rented

the

premises

to

a

neighbor.

moan

to

of their

the cur-

descended with a machine caption
flashed saying five hours later. Then
the husband was wishing the minister
good-bye, thanking him for coming out
so late to marry them" again. So they
must have been divorced. The wife
went inside the house and as the hustain

band sat on the fence thinking

some bell tolled
madly dashed ip

11,

when

the

it

over,

hubby

ing the crooked friend, gives himself up
to the police. The opening scene is in
the police station. He starts to tell his
story and the locale shifts to the tene-

for the finale.
This
brought a huge laugh.
While
the playlet would be termed maudlin
sentiment, the couple of young people
as the principal players blend with the
setting and this will carry it along on
small time, not in any startling way,

ment

just as

a tenement in

New York and

after kill-

room,
when Samuels, after
upbraiding his false friend, goes to a
knife duel with him, the scene breaking
in here to again shift to "one," when as
the police officer informs Samuels and
his sweetheart they are both under arrest for murder, the false friend reappears, he having only played dead to
prevent further cutting up.
A good

company

is

in

support.

JSime.

finish

mushy

will like to see

stuff the small timers
but won't believe. It's

also excellent contrast for

some of the

rough comedy small time even better
likes.

Sime.

Camilla's Birds.
10 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Cyc).
Colonial.
A troupe of about 15 sulphur-crested

cockatoos

most

remarkably

trained.

They make

Lowe and

the Lacey Sisters.
Song and Dances.
14 Mins.; One.
Royal.
Two plump, nice looking girls and
the tall slender Harry Lowe, make up
an acceptable number without creating
any particularly novel feature away
from the usual routine offered in acts
of this sort. The trio work hard, the
girls dress well and the semi-acrobatic dancing of Lowe in evening
clothes is interesting. For the finale

one of the girls and Lowe change to
Eton suits of white flannel, the third
wearing skirts. Their dancing finish
took them off to applause.
Earl and Sunshine.
Songs and Characters.
15 Mins.; One.
American Roof.
Earl and Sunshine are two girls, although they first appear as boy and
girl.
The boy impersonator is the
entir eturn. She handles all of her material rather well, getting the most out

woman who

sings oi the

way

they did things when she was a girl.
This holds up the act. The other girl
tries for "Kelly" and does a whistling
refrain to it; also sings "Ireland" in a
voice that was never made for that balTheir opening number is "No Fun
lad.
in That," and is a nice duet for them.
They will do for small time and in some
Sime.
houses will get over very big.

Thursby

cultivate personality or maghe would be much stronger.
That he must work without that asset
and ge^ away is to his credit. The

netism,

little

as a comedy drama, if it is built up.
As presented the last half at the Fifth
Avenue it coald hardly do for a good

of the old

English Character Comedian.
15 Mins.; One.
American Roof.
Dave Thursby is very suitable for
the small time, because he can provide
it
with entertainment.
Could Mr.

that are obtaining a vogue, which
will have' a short life if pressed too
hard. The set is a cottage in the country, vines

ROYAL

Dave Thursby.

(3).

Comedy Drama.
"Just Home" is one of those sweetly
homely specially set mush comedy dramas

Set).

jects into

"Just

their entrance unaccompanied, with no one on the stage, walk
to the center from both sides, climb a
ladder and take their places on perches.
As each bird is required, it comes without being called or prodded, working
apparently on cue. The routine consists of the drawing of a Roman chariot
by a team, driven by a single bird;
single and double horizontal bar work;
jumping hurdles; balancing on a revolving globe (this stunt was a trifle
weak by comparison with the others);
a trotting race; skirt dance; a Tango
(very effective from the front); winding up with a fire brigade scene.
very neat and interesting bird turn.

A

Jolo.

Francis Renault.
Female Impersonator.
15 Mins.; One.
City.

Francis Renault is one of the new
crop of female impersonators and from
appearances should hold up with the
best in this division. He has a goodly
quantity of clothes and a selection of

songs well suited to his voice. This
chap should have little trouble in getting along.
At the present time the
opening is off, but this can be rectified with a new number.
The average
audience will not be able to grasp this
portion at all, with his other numbers
including "In My Garden of Allah,"
"Rackety Coo" and "Sunshine of Your
Smile" doing well for him. Renault is
a speedster in the impersonation class.

*

routine is quite well laid out for blend
of songs and laughs, with Mr. Thursby
taking nothing seriously, even his semirecitations, but he doesn't know when
to quit.
The fast growing American
knack in vaudeville is to walk out when
you have got them going. It required
many years for vaudeville to get that
and many of the Americans haven't

Mr. Thursby opens in a
Lord Help Us tramp make-up,
No Account" He
rapidly changes from this to evening
dress, singing an English song or so
in quite a likeable English voice, which
means perfectly plain enunciation, the
hall mark of the English performer.
This helps him much and he can handle any style of a song.
The semirecitation is "I Murdered Her Last
Thursday," which doesn't sound new.
After he seems about through Thursby
returns with a parody and again with
got

it

yet.

sort of

singing "Count of

a comic bit for an exit Though £he
parody got over and the other didn't,
both would have left him in better favor with the audience if unused.
Sime.

Florens Ames and Adelaide Winthrop.
"Caught in a Jamb" (Comedy).
21 Mins.;

Two

(Special).

Billed as an episode, this is one of
the best variety acts that has been seen
about New York in some time. Florenz Ames and Adelaide Winthrop are
two finished artists of a calibre that
will soon bring them to a position in
vaudeville that they can easily maintain with their versatility.
The team
were formerly known as Kolb and Harland.
The present turn opens with a
pantomimic bit that in coloring represents one of those rather bizarre lithographic illustrations so popular in the
magazines these days.
There is a
clever bit of situation with the girl
being locked outside of her own door
with her skirt caught in the jamb.
Along comes the man, the comedy is

good here and fits nicely. A comedy
wedding number follows and wins an
encore. A dance at the finish shows
that both have had training in an intrepretative ballet school.
The team
need not be afraid of any bill with their

"The Magical City"

Fred.
(7).

In "Honor Thy Name" ram a solid hour to
fill
out the evening-.
There was more than
quality for a house which runs on popular
prices and the audience which comfortably
filled the place appeared to enjoy it.
The
offering at the prices should have packed 'am
In, but perhaps the traction strike discouraged
attendance Tuesday evening from the north

end of Darkest Bronx. Joe Howard and Bthelyn
Clark in the unusual position of oloslnc the
show, scored the hit of the evening.
Per© and Wilson with a simple routine of
Juggling opened the entertainment quietly.
They were succeeded by another newoomer
Lowe and the Laoey Sisters (New Acts).
'
Isabella

D'Armond and Bobby O'Neii had
First try at comedy

the pick of position.

went
MlM D Armond is a^sprighUjrpeTSl
*? WA7 *** her P»*tner. formerly
^PSil?*'
o Nell and
Dtson, seconds her in

5 ttf m i.
it
of

their

amusing

bits of cross-fire talk and in
their
The former musical comedy oomee
hM P««n"ted ome small
?i^ A,-ahowe
y
r'
rlftl
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The same hilarity that greets a funcortege will hail "The Magical
City" in vaudeville. As an incident in
Washington
the
repertoire
the
of
Square Players, it may have fitted or
suited as one of many during the evening, but at the Palace, the only point
worth considering is that the Doctor
in it found a man was dead through
listening to see ii his heart was beating.
In moving pictures they ascertain death
by looking into the eye. Speaking of
"The Magical City" and the way it is
dying at the Palace, naturally compels
the observation as to which is right in
determining death, vaudeville or pictures.
Arthur Hopkins presented the
playlet for the Palace audience, perhaps
tiitne.
to oblige someone.

eral

Australian Creightons.
Juggling and Acrobatics.
Mins.; Full Stage.

Alhambra.
These two boys are presenting
tine of juggling, balancing and
batics entirely unusual, which
them an ideal opening act for

p

it.

XoWSJos*

&

improvement since niS?

Melodramatic.
Full Stage (Parlor).
Palace.

7

Six acts carried the bill to 10.20 o'clock while
five- reel Triangle feature film, Frank Keenan

Some

Alhambra.

current offering.

a

a rouacro-

makes
a

bill.
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The talk remains the same
f
also
the business.
When cont^red to
of the other comedy
acts on the bill tSs
couple looked betur fitted to
hoS a position
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reoefEd:
Le Shln 6I *"* Ar
I «nar
K
were reviewed under
wi- Acts
a .
New
last week at the City theatre
while
UDder
e nan,e of H6len Woodi
rUd Co.
,^
A pictorial
weekly broke in at this time,
after which Mabel Burke sang
""Nsver Nearer"
Heaven In My Life."
Maleta BonconlrE
cei y*» exceptional returns
with her stralcht
violin playing.
She might insert a light
number to good advanUge, while a
sn?Ue
occasionally would do no harm
Dunlay and Merrill were delegated to a
good spot, and although they did well
enough.
the poultlon more than anything
else was the
reason.
They offer a peculiar turn,
along pop lines, besides some of the runnlnc
"aacs*
used have been laid away long ago. The
one
about the Jewish ball player" afraid to step
on diamonds Is a sample. The woman
should
tone down on the crying and yelling.
They
cannot expect very much with this act.
Helen
Holmes and Co. In "Jim's Girl" (New Acts).
Harry Tighe and Adele Jason were next to
closing, aud proved to be the one
bright
spot of the evening.
They Just kidded their

££'

('omerly

«,.?

'

1

,

^

^me

murM

way through, and tbelr comedy was surslr
enjoyed through the Inability of the previous
turn to offer anything within distance of them
Murls Weston and Co. in dances closed the
show.
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GIRLS FROM JOYLAND.
"The Girls from Joyland" arc on the American burlesque circuit ou a franchise held

Sim

by

Willlainn.

The company

la

at

the

Olympic this week In two pieces, 'The Stuggcr
Inn" and 'A Night In a Harem," with an olio
The show ban aw ltn featured
of three acts.
comedian Uilly Gilbert in a "Dutch" role wjth
Joe Ferry as a Hebrew. The feminine contingent Is headed by lieulah Keunedy and Ann
Montgomery.
"The btagger Inn," the opener, Is In three
The. opening set Is a hotel Interior
scenes.
with a house drop for a number in "one"
used as the second, with a good looking interior

as

the

third.

The

action

is

of

the

customary burlesque variety with little In the
way of new bits. The comedians are given
the stage for the main portion during which
there is an abundance of money exchanging
and powder business, mostly seen before. A
chorus girl number is worked rather well in

the first scene, with the last girl to be used
standing out conspicuously from the others although the harmonica playing could be worked
up If the girl doing It would Improve her
playing and be given more opportunity for
straight work without interference from the
comedians.
During the scene in "one" a number with
the girls coming through the house is cmployed. Eugene West who plays a heavy
throughout gets some good results in this.
The most pretentiously staged number of the
show is In the third scene of the Spanish
sort with the girls using tambourines and
dancing that fits in well.
Miss Kennedy, a blonde with an abundance
of ginger handles the soubret role in a satisfactory manner making a good number leader
through her animation rather than on the
strength of her voice. Miss Montgomery as a
widow also comes forth as a number leader,
with both of these young women having well
selected wardrobes, the main portion being
new.
The olio has as its feature "Blanche, a
dramatic sketch by Catherine Henry. It Is of
the fallen woman kind with Miss Montgomery
playing tbo woman and Mr. West the man.
There is considerable emotional acting rather
nicely handled by Miss Montgomery and Mr.
West does his share well. The main fault ia
the promiscuous use of "damn" In the sketch
Alice Blair is the other member of the cast
playing a coke fiend for the only laughs in It.
Jack Oakley and Miss Kennedy have a song
and dance routine, and the Fletcher Trio rounded out the olio.
The burlesque was of short duration, with the
dances staged by Victor Hyde. This "Night
in a Harem" calls for several Oriental costumes
with a nightgown number also used. The comedians do not get as many opportunities as^
in the first part until they dress in Moorish
women's costumes, the putting on of which
The setting used for
causes several laughs.
this portion Is substantial.
"The Girl From Joyland" is a fair

American
The two comedians and the lead-

wheel show.

woman work

consistently and although the
chorus Is not specially good looking, it keeps
up with the running and never allow their work
The chorus costuming will do with
to drag.

ing

only a few of the changes appearing new this
season. Tights predominate. Small parts are
played by Jack Oakley In a Chaplin makeup
and Ida Nlcholal In a grotesque role. Both
handle themselves nicely.

COLONIAL

It Is
baritone was "La Donna e Mobile."
curious that when singing in her lower register Miss Toye's expression appears to alter.
In mo.it cities this act should stand freak
booming In headline position.
Stan Stanley, with his original clowning,
pleased as usual, and scored innumerable
laughs.
Pathe's Weekly went on at 11.05 and
Jolo.
ht Id most of the assemblage.

ALHAMBRAThe triumph of the clean American type of
vaudeville over the more or leas "blue" English brand was witnessed at the Alhambra
this week.
The exponent of the English
variety was Nat Carr (New Acts), who Journeyed from these shores some years ago as a

Hebrew comedian. He has returned and Is
a red-nosed type of English comic
so popular abroad.
Perhaps the only other
act on the bill that can be held out as the
American type of single man is Al Herman
(be being the only other single man on the
offering

working in blackface. The result was
far from being complimentary to the English
bill),

style.

Herman was one
show,

scoring

Emma Cams

classed

The Colonial celebrated the opening of the
by offering for its headllner an old
favorite at that house who had been abroad
for a couple of years Jack Norworth (New
Acts).

—

filled Monday
night, and the newly-returned comedian was
warmly welcomed. There really isn't very
much difference between the Norworth who

of

It.

Flanagan and Edwards In "Off and On" are
a sure-fire vaudeville act.
Leo Beers begins and ends his act with
whistling.
His planalog routine pleased very

much and

Is

nicely

laid

out.

those

also

present,

Carr was
and that

all.

Eduardo and

Elsla Canslno, Spanish dancing, did a whirlwind American dance for a finish.
Dorothy Toye opened after Intermission and
startled those unfamiliar with her doublevoiced warbling, whlrh ranges from low baritone to natural.
Her first number wanted
more support and resonance than the lone
piano accompaniment can contribute.
The
pianist filled In for a costume change by
"ragging" "Mnn coeur s'ouvro a ta volx"
Heart Opens at Your Voice"), which,
( 'My
while almost a sacrilege to
musician,
a
proved diverting to the vaudeville audience.
Among other things, Miss Toye rendered in

americafTroof.
Singing and music marked the first half
on the American Roof that had five twoacts upon It, although the doubles did differ-

ent sorts of turns.

by the Australian Creightons, and O'Rourke
and Gildea left the spot open Carr filled.
The show from end to end was a pleasing

cepting a dramatic sketch,
as well.

entertainment, with the second half possessing
the greatest strength.
The Creightons (New
Acts) opened with their unusual combination
of Juggling and acrobatics, scoring nicely.
The Musical Johnstons held the second spot.
Ames and Wlnthrop (New Acts) were third
and scored. Carr appeared next to closing the
first part.

Just before intermission J. C. Nugent and
Jule York In "The Meal Hound" proved to be
one of the Bolld hits of the bill from the point
of laughs.
Nugent's genteel "stew" was a hit
from the start, and the reference to street
car lines in the opening dialog brought laughs
because of the existing Btrlke condition.
The second section of the show started off
with a rush with Truly Shattuck and Mart a

Golden offering their collection of songs and
comedy.
"Ireland Must Be Heaven" started
the
singing
section
and "Romany" and
"Yaaka Hula" were sure fire for them.
Cams and Comer opened strongly with their
"Eyes" song, and with a topical number.
"Through These Wonderful Glasses of Mine"
Miss Cams landed a wallop.
"Good Little
Girl" was Mr. Comer's, and It got over nicely,
but the big punch came when Miss Cams
did the Hula burlesque, "Maggie Dooley and
Her Huly-Huly," the team finishing strongly
with "New Orleans" and a dance following It.
Al Herman, with the assistance of Miss
Carus and Mr. Comer, managed a bit of pantomime comedy at the opening that went over
with the Harlemltes like wildfire.
Then the
blackface comic started in on his usual routine and held the audience to the last minute
that he was on. Herman is frank about mentioning he is paid for singing certain songs.
He doesn't need the extra plugging of one of
hi* numbers from a box and would do Just aa
well without it.
The Danube Quartette with their casting
finished off the bill with a weekly as the
This Is a big week at the Alhambra, with
a good house Tuesday, notwithstanding the
car strike. 125th street has "Jitney" service.
Fred.

BUSHWICK.
The Bushwick

bill

week

this

is

let

down

badly in two spots, both filled by a sketch,
although they may have pleased the easy
Bushwick audience.
But at that the house
showed little Inclination for the Douglas J.
Wood and Co. playlet (New Acts), though
laughing at the silly story and comedy of

William Gaxton and Co. In "Somebody's
Baby," a farcical sketch written by C. H.
O'Donnell.
It's a sketch of the old school,
familiar, frayed and without a punch, but It
might and probably would do for small time.
For big time it isn't there.
Mr. Gaxton
should have known better than to accept the
piece after following Fairbanks in "A Regular
Business Man."
The only thing this farce
missed was a colored kldlet. With that out
for the finale laugh there is not a single
thing left to recommend It, from story to
acting, although the company of four Is not
to blame for that.
The feature of the bill were White and
Cavanagh, next to closing, and the Belleclalre Brothers wound up the bill.
The program's hit came out In Tom Edwards' ventrlloqulai turn (New Acts), that
for any other house but the Bushwick would
have been much too long. It did nearly 30
minutes, and commenced to grow boring.
One of the bright spots was "No. 2," where

Wells, Norworth and Moore (New Acts) were
placed.
They were preceded In the opening
position by the Cycling Brunettes, a bicycle
turn with two good riders, one a comedian
who makes fun only with his trick work,
mostly acrobatics.
The act goes to a finish
full of action and this gets them away in

A1

style.

After

the

Intermission

came the Watson

Sisters, with a new wardrobe that evidenced
at least a plentiful expenditure of money for
The dresses dress the turn
this one object.
that may be Just what the Watsons
nn<l
needed.
The girls sing "Romany," "Where

the

Swanee

Middleton and
ing

skit,

littlo

Spellmeyer did

River

Flows,"

Know About That?"

(to

"What Do You
"Down In

open),

The

bill

made a

light

entertainment,

and

this

The Kinkald
an act of

was

Kilties were the headline.
Scotch lads and lassies that

exJust
It's

was

put out before "The Scotch Lads and
Geo. Kinkald
Lassies" got on the big time.
Davis presents this turn. Jack Wyatt claims
The Kinkald act has
credit for the other.
much In It, but It doesn't seem laid out to the
best advantage, for one reason if nothing
else that the band which could easily make a
hurrah finish Is not used for the finale. The
band plays about the centre and the entire
act seems strung along without rhyme unless
There Is a
routined for clothes changes.
Scotch comedienne iu this turn, and even
her comedy costume could not conceal her
corking figure.
Some formed girl, she, and
And
quite a
Scotch comedienne besides.
Glory be, she didn't wear a hot water bag,
Some of the "funny"
but a whisk broom.
Scotch players might emulate her in this. If
some song writers would take a day off and
study these soft, smooth Scotch melodies they
might pick up an idea or two bow to turn
out a number with appealing popular music.
For that purpose Scotland has the world
beaten.
It looks as though Hawaii Is second. The Kinkald Kilties Is sure fire on the
small time. It could be made surer.
The dramatic playlet was "The Confession."
by Dena Cooper and Co.
The finale of the
piece Is made chock full of action and this
helps It over, but the principals could play
much better, even on small time, although the
"
leading man does well enough when active.
first

In his

more quiet moments he

is

too stagey.

Closing the first part were the Phlllppl
Four, a musical quartet, with a singer who
did her best with "Sunshine of Your Smile."
It's the usual of this class and doesn't seem
possessed of an overabundance of stage experience.
The cello player might know that
even In a parlor It would not be considered
polite to burst In upon the applause of another artist.
After the young woman finished the "Sunshine" song and before the applause had subsided, the cello player with
his instrument and chair abruptly walked
down to the footlights, thereby stopping the
applause and probably depriving the singer
of a curtain call.
If not Intentionally done
the young man should study up on ethics.
Fields and Halllday were next to closing
and Wolgast and Girlie closed the show.
Moore and Gerald opened the program (New
Acts), doing very well In the spot, although
their act was not fitted to the position, the

two men working In "one" besides.
Next
were Sidney and Townley (New Acts), also
too strong for the "No. 2" place. After them
came the Cooper playlet, then Earl and Sunshine (New Acts) with the title and the opening number strongly suggesting a Tempest
and Sunshine combination through the similarity of both.
Just
herself Sunshine is

why

this girl should call
probably known only to

herself.

After Intermission Dave Thursby
(New
Acts) opened and cleaned up on the bill to
that time.
The bigness of the Kilties, next,
compelled applause and some of their work

was worth

Sime.

It.

HAMILTON.
Through an accident that occurred just beMonday night, the lights within
the Hamilton vicinity were out for at least
half an hour.
It was impossible to continue
with the show until the electric light company
had repaired the damage.
At the time the
feature was being shown, and the management
fore the storm

was compelled to withdraw it.
The attendance looked good with a number
forced to stand. The dance contest may have
brought them in. The show was not particularly bright, while the arrangement could
have stood a change, through three straight
talking skits following one after another.
After Arnold and White, who opened the
show, "The Tomer," a two-people sketch dealing with a young married couple, fared well
enough, considering the piece.
The sketch
should find favor around the smaller houses,
through the playing of the couple, but other
than that It cannot stand much of a chance,
for the theme has been used time and again in
a number of different ways.

their

talk-

"An Ocean Wooing," encountering

trouble in registering.

"The New Leader," with Jack Delman playing the former Sam Mann part, carried away
has
the laughing hit of the evening. The act
been recast for the smaller houses, wltn
with
themselves
covering
none of the members
Mr. Delman derlvea more
credit through it.
from his part than the rest, and while most
the
of the laughs can be credited to him, still
part plays itself. Delman haa put in a couple
have
of new bits and before long he should
the part down pat, learning to drink that beer
in the same funny manner Mann did.
Schooler and Dickinson followed with their
classy

little

piano act.

The turn

is

running

The girl should be more
bit too long.
careful in selecting her numbers, and refrain
so often. Her voice
falsetto
from using that
numbers
Is not very strong, and some of the
chosen make her strain herself to put them
an
wearing
piano
the
at
The boy
across.
Eton Jacket takes himself seriously, although
as a piano player he ranks among the best in
a

vaudeville.

..
.
^
1A .
closed the show with their
turn, going through their comedy
ConDance
The
style.
neat
and tumbling in
test closed.
.

La Toy Bros,

acrobatic

CITY.

bill

The show itself had two disappointments.
Van and Belle, billed to open, were replaced

The houso was comfortably

departed these Bhores and the Norworth Just
returned, albeit a change of attire, new songs
and good stories about the European embroilment. That he pleased Is evident through his
remaining on for 32 minutes, the audience demanding more after nearly half an hour's
entertainment.
Camilla's Birds (New Acts)
closed the show.
The opening turn is Alexander Brothers, ball
bouncers, who offer an extraordinary routine
of simultaneous ball bouncing, never missing,
but are too unobtrusive for show purposes. In
other words, they are not good showmen, as
they do not "bunk" the audience sufficiently.
George Austin Moore and Cordelia Haager,
In second position, while quite as good as
ever, are no better than they were a couple
Moore uses a ukelelee while
of seasons ago.
singing "Yaka Hula." and then lets Miss
Haager follow Immediately with "She Had a
Hula Hula," making two Hawaiian songs in
succession, which Is poor routining. The pair
have an attractive personality from the front,
but don't seem to be taking full advantage

Fanny Watson has reduced over the summer.
Kitty still looks the same, which is good.
In tho first half was Clara Morton, doing
the same old act that never carried any
merit beyond what Miss Morton personally
gave to it, and she alone saves It now. It's all
about the same excepting the insertion of the
"Maggie Dooley" song, but Miss Morton should
secure a new skit or at least have this one
She may experience difficulty In
rewritten.
trying to repeat with the act.
The Bushwick is making a good start for
the new season, again managed by Ben Biatt,
with Andrew Brynes' first class orchestra all
attired In uniforms Instead of evening dreBS.
Bime.
It Is a decided Improvement.

.

closer.

season

It easily goes into four figures. A couple
up.
of cloaks worn by the Watsons muBt have
materially reduced the deposits of the Buffalo
banks, and the girls are entitled to recognition for going to the dress thing so strongly.

of the big hits of the
equally with the head liners,

and Larry Comer.

among

about

Is

Honolulu Looking 'Em Over" (new) and perhaps one or two others, besides dancing and
They were the second choice of the
bill.
As a dressy "sister team" the Watson
duo will give some of the other girls a headache when the cost of the wardrobe is figured
talking.

The City started Its regular winter season*
Monday with a well filled house and a show
as a festival that gave satisfaction throughout and in many Instances reThe rain
sembled big time entertainment.

described

Monday night
14th
filled

did

not

help

business

along

street, but the City had the orchestra
to the back row and upstairs had a

comfortable gathering.
Edgar Berger and Co. started at 8.20. The
Bergcr act lacks snap at the start, the young
woman's toe dancing not having life enough
Later
to give the turn the necessary life.
when Berger starts with his contortions the
returns are forthcoming in abundance. Greenley and Drayton took one of the hits of the
The audience
evening in the "No. 2" spot.
was worked up to a high pitch by the danc"Two of a Kind"
ing of this colored team.

(New Acts), comedy sketch, got several
laughs through some well written dialog.
After these three acts a news serial was
flashed and the remainder of the program
was started by "The Red Heads" In small
time form. Other than some of the girls do
not look as youthful as heretofore, this
acts holds up well as a feature on the threeAt present running over
a-day programs.
half an hour the turn throws out the general
running time of a show doing so at the City
the first half, causing the vaudeville to be
over at about 10.30, after which a five-reel
feature was run off. "The Red Heads" Is now
principals
and six
five
being run with
choristers.

Following the big act Francis Renault (New
Acts) easily kept up the speed of the show
once he got started, with Bert Leslie and Co.
furnishing the laughing hit. The Leslie slang
found an attentive audience that appeared to
Scar Ploff and Ivan
never miss a point.
Varavar, a Russian male duo who sing and
play the piano, were artistically entertaining,
although rather quiet after the Leslie act.
They were well liked and held in the late
position.

NATIONAL
seemed a curious idea of entertainment
made Loew's National (Bronx)
manager place a screaming comedy film In the
bill Just before 9 o'clock and hold for the closing screen feature a quiet June Caprice multiBy
reel comedy drama of the rural type.
every rule of bill framing the knockabout
comic should have closed the show and the
'way down east film Introduced In the middle
of the program, that Is, If the house must
have a film break Into the running of Its pop
It

values which

vaudeville show.

Four acts and two pictures, besides an
Illustrated song number, made up the running
from 8..'10 to about 11 o'clock, two other acts
having played earlier.
Of the trio on after
Archer and Belford were the laughing
The audience found the pantomime of
the man in "The New Janitor" screamingly
funny, and it was.
The pop circuits are in
crying need of substantial comedy numbers
of this sort, with their simple, unpretensful
funmaklng. The vehicle Is one of those loose
arrangements of quickly succeeding bits, each
It appears to have
worked out carefully.
been constructed by long playing and Improvements. The man's messy makeup Is a handicap for polite vaudeville.
Thornton and Corlew were on shortly after
!)
with their varied routine of songs, talk
and costume changes. Their offering in "one"
moves along with some snap to Its finale of
operatic medley.
Both man and woman have
strong voices and the duet got them a first
rate exit.
The other number viewed was that of the
Three Emersons, a fair acrobatic routine featuring hand-to-hand feats.
The men need
someone to build up their comedy material.
As the net standB the straight acrobatic work
goes well enough, but the attempts for laughs
are weak.
They dress attractively and have
a good bit of setting In a back drop that
shows a swimming pool.
8.:iO,

hit.

Tom Mahoncy.
laugh with his
the

bit

Bricklayers'

Irish monolog, made 'em
about the Irish chairman of
meeting.
A "kind
called "You'll Be There,"

Union

applause" song
brought the patter of applause.
Tho other acts were Farrcll and Farrcll In
"Troubles of an Actress" and Malone and
M««one.

MOVING PICTURES
$50,000,000

TITLE DECISION.

MORGAN CONCERN

Another case of alleged
was decided in the courts

TAKES FILM SUPPLY BUSINESS

last Friday,
sharply defining the difference between
"fanciful" and "descriptive" titles. The
case was that of the Selig Polyscope

Co.,

Vast Merger of Feature Producers Alto Rfemored in New York
With W. R. Hearst as Moving Spirit. Morosco-PallasFamous Players-Lasky Consolidation Talk Is Heard.
Louis, Sept. 20.
Consolidation of moving picture supSt.

ply companies in St. Louis is under
consideration and a report current is
a concern in which the Morgans of

hold control, has arranged

New York

to take over the leading supply houses
of the city. The capital of the enterprise is said to be $50,000,000.
According to this report, the firms
handling the Simplex and Powers machines, have sold out their stock to
the combination. The Edison machine
from
it is reported, may be withdrawn
the local market.
the
in
interested
is
who
Sam Lears,
.

supply business is now in New York,
but before his departure declared he
would not enter the combine. Barney
Rosenthal of the Universal Film Co.,
said he had heard of no negotiations
but had been told "confidentially" that
such a combination was to be expected.
As the report gained momentum, A.
D. Flinton, of Kansas City was mentioned as the probable manager of the
Western headquarters. Flinton is one
of the best known men in the distributing business.

Firms mentioned as likely to enter
the combine are the Nicholas Powers
Co., Precision Machine Co., Enterprise
Optical Manufacturing Co., and the local end of the Thomas A. Edison Co. It
is predicted that H. T. Edwards of the
Motion Picture Equipment Co. of
New York will be general manager of
the national concern.
Variety,

in its Sept. 1 issue

published

a dispatch from Chicago indicating a
similar situation there, and there is
every indication that the amalgamation
of accessories concerns is part of the
general scheme of corralling the entire film industry from every angle.

the elimination of waste
cut-throat competition.

and foolish
•

Los Angeles,

Sept. 20.

There are whisperings again of another big merger among the motion
with
producing companies
picture

The
headquarters in this vicinity.
present rumor, verification of which
is promised within the next few days
from New York, concerns the Oliver
Morosco and Pallas companies and the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Frank G. Garbott, president of the
Morosco and Pallas concerns which
operate in one studio whose output
in conjunction with Lasky and Famous
Players comprises the Paramount Program, left tor New York last week
with Samuel Goldfish .And Arthur S.
Friend, both of the
Lasky Corporation.

Famous PlayersThe three had

been in conference here for several
weeks. Oliver Morosco, who has an
interest in the film company of his
name, is in New York. It is believed
that he will withdraw from any participation in films in the future.
First intimation of the consolidation
of the three Paramount companies
came from some of the stars at the
Myrtle Stedman, of
western studios.
the Pallas company, has been sent over
to the Lasky studio to do a picture with
Sessue Hayakawa and the interchange
of artists will be .extended to others,
it

is said.

Morosco and Pallas companies operate on the Paramount program under
the franchise and contract held in the
name of Bosworth, Inc. The contract
still

has 23 years to run and

calls for

20 features annually.
Report here is that with the consolidation of the Paramount producers
Famous Players, Lasky and the Gara
fore-runner of
bott companies is
bigger mergers.

—

—

Inc.,

and

&

Rowland

Clifford

versus the Unicorn Film Service Corp.
The Selig company asked for an injunction
restraining
Unicorn from
using the title, "The Rosary."
Rowland & Clifford asserted they had acquired the sble right to use this title
in March, 1910, when a play called "The
Rosary" was produced. The dramatic
rights were secured by the Selig company in June, 1914, for picture purposes,
they
and
turned out a seven-part
feature of it. Unicorn put out a twopart feature with the same title. The
case was heard before Justice Cohalan in the special term of the Supreme Court. In denying the motion
he said:
'There is no similarity in
subject
matter of the respective productions.
The themes and the import thereof are

wholly dissimilar. It is conceded that
if the defendant attempted to deceive
the public and represented its photo-

drama as the

photo-drama

of

the

an action would lie and
an injunction would be the proper
remedy. But such a claim is not borne

plaintiffs, that

out by the moving papers. No effort
to deceive has been made and no means
calculated to perpetrate a fraud upon
the public have been employed.
The
plaintiffs cannot claim that the term
"The Rosary" is a fanciful device to
which they are absolutely
entitled.
They never acquired proprietorship
therein by origin or purchase.
The
words are descriptive and they have
been variously and commonly used in
this country and in fact every Christian

country for years, and undoubtedly
other Plays so named, particularly of
a religious nature, have been and are
now being produced. I am satisfied
that not only has there been no attempt
made on the part of the defendant to
imitate the plaintiffs drama, or mislead
the public, but that no ownership in the
title can be predicated therein.
Motion
denied."

Nathan Burkan argued

for the plain-

The much

the past year, is now assuming tangible
shape. All the big film manufacturers
in the east have attended a series of
daily conferences for the past fortnight
with a view to arriving at some kind of
a definite understanding, which has not
yet been worked out. It may take the
form of a financial amalgamation or
resolve itself merely into a working
agreement. For the first time it has
been possible to bring all of them together on a reasonable basis that^ will
permit of an improvement in business
conditions.
A prominent figure in these conferences is William Randolph Hearst,
now a film magnate through his connection with the International corporation and though he has said little at

the meetings, it is understood he will
be a dominant factor when the proper
time arrives.
Viewing the proceedings with attention are representatives of moneyed
interests in Wall street, which are prepared to finance the entire industry at
almost a moment's notice, at any time
the film magnates are ready to talk
business on a* sane basis and discard

everything

bordering

on

sensational

caoitalization.

present indications a combination of interests may be looked for
within the next three months—but it
may come sooner. With it will come

From

EVANS SUING UNIVERSAL

talked-of amalgamation of

Chas. E. Evans, scenario writer and
actor has instituted in the Supreme
Court an action charging breach of
contract on the part of the Universal
Film Manufacturing Co., and seeks
$1,000 damages.

In his complaint Evans alleges that
15, 1915, he made a contract
with the defendant to turn over to them
all rights to the old Evans and Hoey
niece, "A Parlor Match," which was to
have been produced as a Universal feature, with Evans as one of the principals in the picture.
For this they
agreed to pay him $1,500 and 10 per
cent, of the gross receipts earned by
the picture. They also agreed to commence work on the picture not later
than June 15, 1915. At the time t'
contract was made the defendant paid
Evans $1,000 on account of the purchase price.
When the concern had not started
work as agreed, Evans called on Vicepresident Cochran, and was informed
they did not care to produce the picture.
He then made demands for the
balance of the purchase price and $500.
which was to be given him as advance
on royalties, but this request was also

on April

refused.

The case will be on the trial calendar
the Supreme Court on Oct. 2.
Nathan Burkan is Evans' attorney.

in

finish of the hearing before U. S. Commissioner Micheal J. McGoldrick in the
Federal Court in Brooklyn, Arthur
Feighery who had been arrested on
complaint of George H. Merrick on the
charge of "duping" the copyrighted
film, "Dante's Inferno," and exhibiting
>
same, was discharged.
The hearing developed into an involved investigation which consumed
three and one half hours, and traced
the origin of the film to its inception

Europe in 1910. It was alleged by
Merrick that the duping was ordered
done in July last at the Centaur plant
at Bayonne by Feighery, and the Government, through Assistant District Attorney Thos. J. Cuff, prosecuted the
in

case because of the reputed copyright
infringement. It was explained at the
District Attorney's office that the film,
or one
similar
to it, was
actually
duped and was shown in an airdome at
17/th street and Wadsworth avenue, at
charged. But employees of the Centaur
plant, when placed on the stand, testified the film given them for reproduction contained no marks of copyright,
or such marks had been carefully removed. Upon close examination these
witnesses grew so hazy as to memory
that the Government's case failed..
It was shown that "Dante's Inferno"
was made by the Milano company late
in the year of 1910 and exhibited early
the following year in Paris. The American rights
were purchased by the

Monopole Film Co., which had at Ha
head P. P. Craft and P. A. Powers.
This company state-righted the picture
and it is said Feighery was one of the
buyers of territory. The feature ftnajty
reached the shelves, but Feifherty decided to re-issue it a few month* ago
and as there never had been a negative
in this country the reputed duping wet
done.
To this Merrick objected, he
claiming he had received an assignment
of copyright privileges in lieu of services rendered from Craft who had been
president of the Monopole co mp any
now defunct. The failure of Merrick
to produce this assignment in court also
weakened the government's case.
"Dante's Inferno" is one of the tret
,

if

not the

made and

tiffs.

first,

its

multiply reel pictures

showing here

supposed

is

to *have resulted in the rapid develop-

PREMIER POWELL PRODUCTION.
**t

'Charity?"

the

first

feature

Frank Powell Productions,

Inc.,

of

the

which

has just been completed, will have a
film interests, constantly predicted for

DUPING CHARGE DISMISSED.
On Thursday of last week at the

piracy

title

private showing at Loew's New York
Theatre Roof on Tuesday afternoon,
Sept. 26, at 2 o'clock.
This picture has been made under
Mr. Powell's direction from a story by
Linda A. Griffith, and marks his initial
effort as an independent producer.
In
it, and who are making their first appearance as stars under Mr. Powell's
direction, are Creighton Hale, Linda
A. Griffith and Sheldon Lewis.
In the endeavor to eliminate the
possibility of that which is oftimes an
unfortunate feature of an otherwise
preseritable
picture bad
titles,
Mr.

—

Powell commissioned James Clarence

Harvey

to write the titles for "Chari-

ty?"

FILM ACTORS BURNED.
As

the result of an explosion of calcium "compound" torches used during
the taking of "Less Than Dust," at

ment of the present day feature films.
At the time it was brought here the
U.

S.

copyright laws did not include

motion picture films. So under the section of the law relating to books and
publications, a photograph
of
each
frame of the picture was sent to the
registrar at Washington and a notice
of the receipt of same was given. This
notice, which is the usual procedure,
gave the applicants (Monopole) the
privilege of copyright.

MONARCH FOR OPEN MARKET.
The Monarch Photo Play

Co. will
"Common Sense Bracket" next
week, putting the feature out on the
open market principle. In other words
the picture will be state-righted. The
picture is taken from the play of similar name in which
Richard Golden
starred and which was produced by
Henry W. Savage. At the head of the
release

Monarch company
pioneer

in the

is

Rob

Russell,

a

motion picture industry.

EMERSON TO OUIT PICKFORD.

Whitestone, L. I., last week, David Van
Rensselaer and Jos. Quinn, actors, were
taken to the Flushing hospital severely
burned.
The men were working on the roof
of a building which was to be attacked
by cavalry swinging their torches
about, when the calcium exploded. Van
Rensselaer was burned about the face,

John Emerson, who is directing Mary
Pickford in the feature that she is at
present making, will sever his assoclation^ with the film star upon its com-

powder getting

ball Young heavily starred in it, appears in .the T.oew Circuit theatres of
New York, Miss Young will personally
appear in those houses, making one
or two of them an evening.

into his eyes, affecting
the sight temporarily. His right thigh
was badly burned. Quinn was burned
about the hands and left the hospital

Sunday.

pletion.

Miss Young Personally Appearing.

Next week when the Selznick feature
"The Common Law," with Clara Kim-
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FOREIGN FILM BUYERS POOL
THEIR AMERICAN PURCHASES
»

Appoint Representative Here to Select Features For
Using Combined Buying Power to Resist High Prices
For "Screen Names" Called Worthless Abroad*

All,

BOSTON'S

MAYOR ACCUSED.

Boston, Sept. 20.
A local "scandal" spread in scareheads across every newspaper in town
involving Mayor Curley in the dual
capacity of municipal censor and private citizens interested in picture productions gave "Where Are My Children" some wild advertising this week.
It was charged Curley went to Senator Penrose of Pennsylvania and asked
his intervention in order to make possible a third attempt to get "Where
Are My Children?" past the Pennsylvania Board of Censors.
Penrpse and others were quoted as
saying Curley was interested in the
production which has been running here
for months to enormous business without any trouble with the censors.
The Boston Photoplay has now
leased Loew's Globe to present 'The
Attorney
Little
Girl
Next Door."
Levenson, a Curley supporter in the
last campaign is interested in both
"Where Are My Children?" and the
Chicago white slave film.
Mayor Curley is the official who compiled Boston's famous code of theatrical morals.
He also warned "Marie
Odile" away from Boston and forbade
the production of the Brieux play "Ma"

A

final

meeting of 12 film men rep-

many foreign
resenting almost as
countries was held in New York Tuesday to select a single representative to
be stationed here, who will purchase
only feature films for export that will
please the foreign exhibitors, as to
price and name of star. The first meeting was held Sept. 15. The foreigners
came to New York for that purpose.
Among the countries they represented
were Australia, India, South Africa,
Japan, China, France and England.
The biggest film buyers abroad are inTheir
terested in these conferences.
claim, according to an account, is that
manufacturer is charging
high
the
rates for films to export, and basing
the charges on the same grounds he
does for the home consumption, that
there is a "star name" for box office
draught.
"Star names"* that may have drawing

power

in

America

are

unknown

in

they say, and these
names mean nothing to the natives. It
is only the picture that counts, say the
foreigners, who also complain that frequently when so much dependence is
placed upon the "star" little can be set
their

countries,

upon the picture

The

itself.

selection of a single individual

will be made before the film men leave
for their homes. The buyer left in the
York field will use his knowledge
of his clients' wants in his purchase
of features with "stars," accepting only

New

those few that have "names" of world
wide renown, and looking more particularly for the feature film which can
stand by

itself,

represented by him.
While the foreign picture buyers now
in New York do not pretend that this
is other than a move to conserve their
business and
reduce
exhibition expense, other picture people view it as a
combination of the foreign distributing
trade, to control the American export
output and prices, albeit they concede
the foreigners have justification for
several of their complaints.
One of the foreign men said in conversation the American manufactcurers
who build so highly on their contracts with "stars
would be disagreeably shocked if they knew how little
the large majority of these "stars" were
known abroad, and also how many of
them had never been heard of across
the ocean.
'

CENSOR SCHEME.

San Francisco, Sept. 20.
Following the recommendation of the
Police Committee, the Board of Supervisors have voted to abolish the Board
of Censorship.
This took place on
Sept. 11 and was accomplished by a
vote of 14 to 3. Henceforth the Chief
of Police will select a censor in cases
where numerous complaints are filed
against certain films being exhibited.
John Gibbs, who runs the Empire picture theatre (a few doors above the
Empress), had a run in with the local
Film Exchange Board of Trade Sept.
9 for exhibiting what has been termed
an indecent film, "The Traffickers."
Gibbs booked the film and straight-

way

all kinds of protests were beagainst the ballyhoo.
protests reached the ears of Fred
C. Beachey, manager of the Film Exchange Board of Trade, and Beachey
got busy by swearing out a warrant
against Gibbs, charging the latter with
exhibiting an indecent film. Then the
police wagon and some coppers arrived
at Gibbs* house and confiscated the

ing

filed

The

lobby display.
The judge who conducted the hearing reserved his decision until he had
had time to inquire into Gibbs' method
of doing business, but the next day and
the early part* of last week Gibbs was
still running "The Traffickers," but the
lobby display was not in evidence.
In commenting upon the incident,
Beachey said: "That while the Film
Exchange Board of Trade has succeeded in abolishing the Board of Censorship, it has also appointed a committee which will make it a matter of business to see that the public is protected

dressed his lobby up in what he
considered good showmanship style,
but which, in reality, made the lobby
look like a part of the redlipht district.
About the time the lobby display was

•

ternity."

Ex-Mayor Fitzgerald characterized
"Where Are My Children?" as being improper for Boston audiences recently,
much publicity being given his attitude.

The World Film Corporation now

NORMA TALMADGE.

has

Variety's centre oval for this issue
has the likeness of Norma Talmadge,

among

the screen's greatest favorites.
Miss Talmadge is a Triangle star and
has established herself so firmlv as a
popular idol she is reported 'deluged
with flattering offers for future appearances.
Personally Miss Talmadge is one of
theatrical's brightest young women and
she is highly regarded in her chosen
profession.

PICTURES IN CHICAGO.

by Jones-Linick-Schaefer, the

season looks like the biggest picture money-maker J.-L.-S. ever had.
fall

The

films

are

"Where Are

Mv

Chil-

dren?" (La Salle) to biggest profit since
opened; "Intolerance," the Griffith
it
spectacle at the Colonial Oct. 2. and
the Universal water feature, "20.000
Leagues Under the Sea," at the Studebaker.

TWO

STARS COMBINED.

Bluebird has combined the talents of
two of its former stars as leaders of
a special stock company to be directed

bv Jack Conway, and

in

the future

Warren Kerrigan's leading ladv

J.

will be

Louise Lovely. Before Bluebird adopted the oolicy of advancing the play instead of the player, Mr. Kerrigan and
Miss Lovely were individual stars in
the series.

They

will

make

their first

appearance together in "The Social
Buccaneer" on Oct. 16 and a tittle later
will

a

play the leads

in

"The Measure

of

Man."

Frohman Sells English Rights.
Roscoe Spurin, who for the past
two years, has been eeneral exploitamanager for Ruffles Limited,
tion
F.nplish film purveyors, concluded arrangements, this week, whereby the
new companv, known
Limited,
ductions of the
clusive

will

as Poscoe's Exhandle the pro-

Frohman Amusement

throughout

Corporation

the

British

Isles.

This
first

is

many

of

world
which

is

consummation

of

the
the

throughout
deals
Frohman Company
the
the first step toward the open

by

market.

the

pictures

in

complete

readiness for release, which places them
in a position to shut down their studios for three months and still supply
the market demand, with time to spare.
There is a persistent rumor afloat
that the World concern may soon announce two releases a week in place of
William
the one now being put out
A. Brady does not answer questions
when approached regarding the accumulation of finished product.
The conclusion of those who know
Brady is that he has been making these
productions for some very good rea-

With three of the biggest

erated

seventeen

son.

Chicaoro. Sept. 20.
feature
films in Chicago running at houses op-

San Francisco, Sept. 20.
Very recently the city was startled
to learn that one Edwin von Walden
had robbed the Mission Bank and got
away with three trays of gold coin
which totaled about $8,000. Later he
was captured in Golden Gate Park add
At the hearing he mentioned
jailed.
something about having a sweetheart.
Still

later

it

developed his sweetheart

was a Miss Haley or otherwise Helen
Allen, a Los Angeles motion picture
actress.

Miss Allen came to the city and

MONMOUTH

CO.

AT WORK.

The Monmouth Film Corp. which has
Harrv McRae Webster for president
and Jules Bernstein as vice president,
and which was organized bv Spring
Lake. N. J., and Phila. capitalists some
months asro with a capitalization of $2.500,000. will befrin releasing next month.
On Oct. 16 the first of the "Jimmie
Dale" pictures, which is a series of sixteen two reelers, each independant of
the other, will be marketed. At present
the Monmouth is producing at the
studios at Glendale, L. J. but move to
own plant now building at Sprint?
Lake, about the first of the vear. The
"Timmie Dale" pictures, directed by
Mr. Webster, are taken from the
stories of similar name which appeared
The prinin the People's Magazine.
cipal screen artists concerned are E. K.
Lincoln. Edna Hunter. Paul Pantzer
and Doris Mitchell. Myron Fagan is;
press representative for the new company.
their

re-

tained a lawyer to defend von Alden,
whom she declared at first to be innocent, but when convinced that he was
guilty of attempting one of the

most

daring robberies ever recorded in the
history of the city, Miss Allen said,
"I'm through with him for good. At
first I thought it was a case of mistaken
identity, but now that he calmly admits his guilt I will not have anything
further to do with him or the case.'
The prisoner will be tried on a charge
of robbery.

ELEVENTH RAMONA SHOW.
Chicago. Sept.

NAT RELEASE TWO WEEKLY.

against immoral films and exhibits.

asking manufacturers

and service corporations for special
prices to supply all of the foreign trade

FRISCO'S

completed

FILM ACTRESS' SWEETHEART.

The Ramona

Syndicate,

20.

headed by

Clune, which operates ten road outfits
"Ramona," is routing its
eleventh show out of Chicago, the or-

at present of

ganization being looked after by Fred
E. LeComte. assistant general manager
of the Syndicate, and it will open Oct
The outfit will play all
1 in Toledo.
the "City Time" of the middle west,
filling week stands.
Word has been received at the Ramona offices here that the Clune Studio
is putting the finishing touches to its
next big film spectacle, "The Eyes of
the World," from the Harold Bell
Wright novel. The picture was originally completed in sixteen reels by Donald Crisp, director, but is being cut
down to ten to meet exhibition purposes
by Lloyd Browp, the Clune studio manager.

Clune plans to make nothing but big
films that will be shown no higher than
$1 top on the road, establishing the

Clune makers as the pioneers of the
dollar top pictures.

LeComte is negotiating with Alfred
Hamburger relative to the placement of
the "Ramona" feature at his Fine Arts
theatre here, the film withdrawing from
so that Jones-Linickthe Colonial
Schaeffer can permit Griffith's "Intolerance" to open its Chicago engagement
there Oct. 2.

CENSOR SPONSOR DEFEATED.
Senator Franklin W. Cristman was
defeated for the Senatorial nomination
in the 32d Dist. by Theodore Douglas
Robinson at the primaries on Tuesday.
Cristman was sponsor for the Crist-

man-Wheeler Censorship bill which was
by Governor Whitman last

vetoed

CHAPLIN BACK TO OLD STYLE.

spring, and the people affiliated with
the various * ranches of the motion picture industry combined in their efforts

Chicago. Sept. 20.
its new quarters
hurrah about the
newest Charlie Chanlin feature. "The
Pawnshon." with Edna Purviance as

Orators
to prevent his nomination.
were sent into the district and addressed the audiences in twentv-five of
the picture houses in behalf of Robinson, who has the endorsement of the

Terrv Ranisave
the principal woman.
savs that Chaplin goes back to his »1d
film stvle of funmaking in the pawn-

manufacturers and exhibitors.

The Mutual from

is

makine

quite

a

shop picture.

STOCK MAN IN PICTURE PLAY.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
Baldwin, dramatic stock
impresario, has at last fallen for the
pictures. Not that he will produce them
but he has accepted the general manacemrnt ©f the western district for
with headquarters in
"Civilization,"
Minneapolis.

Walter

MACHUGH RETURNS.
A. Ethelbert MacHugh (as he now
calls himself) is back aeain as press
agent for B. S. Moss. John E. Goldfrap. who filled the job in the interim,
is press agenting for Dansk-Biograf.

S.

—
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Th«

Smaller*

dlyerted

their

production,

Wives" from the Bluebird program under
unusual circumstances.
It was started as a
"Idle

Bluebird, for the reason that Lois Weber. Phil-

Smallej and Mary Mac Laren have formed
an Increasingly successful combination among
Bluebirds, but It became clear, as the work of
production progressed, that five reels, or even
six, could not encompass the full possibilities
of Lots Weber's screen Ideas for Oppenhelm's
Tberefore It was determined to go on
story*

lips

with the story to the length of as many reels
as It might require. Thus It transpires that for
the first time In many months the Smalleys
have produced a Bluebird that turned out to
be something else.
However, the WeberBmalley-Mac Laren combination will be back
among the Bluebirds In a few weeks with "The
Olrl That's Down." a Lois Weber production
to be constructed from a story by Brand Whitlock, former minister to Belgium.
8everal of the most famous and popular novels In the English language are based upon
the theme of dual personality.
Stevenson's
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" Is an example that
will occur to the mind of everyone.
Du Maurler made himself celebrated by "Trilby," the
story of a beautiful girl struggling under the
hypnotic Influence of an evil mm. Now Pathe
In "Saint. Devil and Woman," has a Gold
Rooster Play based upon dual personality combined with the hypnotic touch that added so
much to the fascination of "Trilby."

Another remarkable beat was scored on
Tuesday by the Hearst International News
Pictorial which contained the first pictures
of the wrecked cruiser Memphis which went
ashore at Santa Domingo, causing great loss
of life. These pictures show the cruiser high
on the rocks with the waves washing over her
and the men being rescued from the Ill-fated
vessel In small boats.
It Is worthy of note that William Randolph
Hearst, after hearing such favorable reports
of "The Scarlet Runner," was willing to enter
into a contract to feature It In his newspapers throughout the country and handle the
syndicating of It to other newspapers both in
the large cities and the smaller towns.

Wallace Pyke baa been engaged by Pallas
and will be seen under this brand In the forthcoming Dustln Farnum vehicle, "A Son of
r
Erln.'

Marahall Nellan has Joined the LaskyFamous Players forces and Is directing
Blanche Sweet in "The Tides of Barnegat."

W. A. Rosa baa been appointed bead of the
camera department at Vltagraph. Mr. Ross
had for a long time been cameraman with
Director Ted Marston at the studio.

Co., la confined to bla

A. P. Barnard, president of the Klnemacolor
house with a sprained
He la expected out In a few days.

Robert Cain baa been engaged through the
Packard Exchange to support Ann Murdoch In
her new picture.

Patbe has gone back to the "one feature a
week" policy. For a while the big company

Angeles.

"UNPARALLELED PUBLICITY
and UNEXCELLED PICTURES"
Every serial ?ind every feature supported by vigorous advertising
and publicity campaigns in all leading cities of the United States.
Are you taking advantage of this great opportunity and booking
these pictures?

The

great newspaper series featuring

HARRY FOX

«_^ ——^————
_

"JAfFFTEIRY"
Featuring

C.

Produced

Ned Holmes

for the

Edward Jose Is
On his return Mr.
tion of "Pearl
Is

tnklnor
.Tn*e

of the

a

To be

Inc.,

Corp.

followed by

OF"

u

»»

with

FRANK MILLS
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE,
By The Superb Pictures Corp.
TO BE RELEASED October 2nd

Produced for the

Inc.,

HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL
pictures the
latest fashions.
It

The greatest and most complete news reel.
news of the world twice weekly. In addition

it

shows the

week's vacation.

wMI resume the
Armv." the new

THE WEEKLY SPLIT REEL RELEASE

direcserial

producing for Pathe.

Warren has been made general manall the LpwIi J. Solznlck motion picenterprise*
This Includes the Herbert

F. B.

ager of
ture

FLORENCE DESHON

JANE

The Laskv Comnnnv snnounroR the enragenr»nt hv arrflnnroment w«th the Morosco Photoplav Companv of Mvrtle Stertm^n. who will
appear as co-star with Sossue Hayakawa.

and

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE,

By Frohman Amusement
NOW RELEASED

for Chlcaaro Tuesday to do
puh'lfltv for the Universal

Oct. 9.

which Arrow

ELEANOR WOODRUFF

left

nr*»1|Tn1narv

AUBREY SMITH

A

submarine picture. "20 000 T,*»amien Under the
Sea." which opens at the Studebaker theatre

GRACE DARLING

The Great Golden Eagle Features

Edwin Moacary. tren surer of
the Rlalto
Theatre Corn., gave a dinner at the Blltmore
Monday evening to celebrate the seventh
anniversary of his marriage.
There were
twenty guests present.

the

and

Each episode a complete story

hotel

Wallace W. Walthall, a brother to Henry B.
Walthall, has been appointed a salesman In
the Vltagranh-V-L-S-F branch at Atlanta. A.
J. Menti and Theodore Onandrell were appointed salesmen at the Minneapolis office.

»—itm»—iwfciMMl

*——f***—mtm*mnfn

Supported by

"The Common Law,"

NMNHMMNHMMN

CIIIMilll

afternoon, Sept. 20, at two o'clock.

relense.

Niagara Falla and Newark.

released but one a month.

"Charity." the first feature of the Frank
Powell Productions, Inc., which has Just been
completed, will be shown to the trade at
Loew'e New York Theatre Roof on Tuesday

Klm*«M Young

Pathe baa Instituted an advertising ___
palgn on "The Shielding Shadow** which acts
a new mark In the history of motion pictures,
according to an announcement Just tesued by
J. A. Beret, vloe-preelttent and gene ral manager.
Two newspapers la every Important
city of the country will carry "The Shielding
Shadow" advertising. In addition to acwepaper advertising, there will he Mllhoarde la
nineteen of the largest cities and filiated sign
boards In New York, St. Louis, Kanans Ctty.

Lou-Tellegen is oompletlhg at the Lasky
two othsr feature photoplays which
will be released soon.

studios

and Constance Talmadge.

on Friday evening at the St. Regis Hotel.
buffet lunch will be served.

Alios Brady will remain with the pictures
for a while yet, despite attractive oilers for
the stage.

Mabel Van Buren has been engaged to appear exclusively In Lasky photoplays during
the coming year.

Bessie Barrlseale has reached New York on
her vacation after three years' absence In Los

Director Paul Powell recently left, with his
company of Pine Arts players, for San
Jacinto to stage some of the scenes for a new
Trlancle production, featuring Wilfred Lucas

There will be a private showing to the press
and a few Invited quests of the first Clara

IS.

The World Film. Co. baseball nine defeated
the Lights Saturday 16-8. The Lights alleged
"ringers."

Sir John Rare, Sir George Alexander, Henry
Alnley, Peggy Hyland, Charles Rock in notable
releases from Vltagraph's London studio.

full

William De Vaul has been engaged by DiHenry Otto to act the role of John
Nolan In the Metro- Yorke production of "Big
Tremalne," ^-starring with Harold Lockwood
and May Allison.

on Oct

ankle.

The picture rights to "Sudden Jim," a aerial
that appeared In "The Saturday Evening
Post," have been secured by Thos. H. Ince
through Laura D. Wllok.

A twenty-year old romance culminated Sept.
14 In the marriage of Rudolph de Cordova,
author and dramatist, and Alicia Ramsey,
who baa for several years collaborated with
him In the writing of dramatic productions.

rector

"The Light that Failed." the first Klpltng
book to be filmed, will be released by Pathe

Helen Starr, head of the Universal scenario
department, returned Monday from a two
weeks' vacation spent at Spring Lake, N. J.

Angelas, and will supply them with motion
picture material and artists from the Eastern

33

Brenon Film Corp.
Marguerite Bertseh will In the future direct
features thnt Farle Williams will be cast In
by the Vltagraph.

The great

scenic pictures of

most celebrated comic

of the world's

Is producing "The Year of
with Fnnnle Ward as his star.
Jack Dean and an all-star company are supporting Miss Ward.

POWERS, HER-

—^——

These are the big features offered by

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE,
729 Seventh Avenue,

Three new photoplavs were completed last
week In the William Fo* stndlos. two In the
ea«»t. one In the west, starrlne Theda Bara,
William Farnum and Virginia Pearson.

Hoohm and Richards have become the Eastern representatives of Willis A Tnglls, of Los

the animated cartoons

artists, including T. E.

RIMAN, HOBAN, MACMANUS, OPPER.
—^^^———————^——

George MelfoM

the Locust"

Featuring
Edward S. Curtis, and
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THE HOUSE OF
Marcus Auriel
Dorothy,

Ednas

step

lira. Coleman
Wlntbrop Hay n on
Dr. Barnea
Aa an example

LIES.

Edna Goodrich
Juan De La Crui
slBtcr.Katbleen Klrkbam

Edna Coleman

Lucille

Ward

Harold Holland*
Herbert 8tandlng
of what a feature picture

should not be this release of the Paramount,
produced by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay
Originally the
Co., fa a fairly good example.
tory must have had possibilities but In the
manner In which the final screen presentation la worked out, the feature falls to hit the
mark. The story la cheap melodrama of the

type that has long since paaaed lta day In
popular appeal, and Edna Goodrich doee not
get over with sufficient punch aa the star of
this

release.

The Oliver Morosco Company

haa turned out better pictures than this, then
again this Is better than some others that the
same company haa released. The star has
the role of a stepdaughter who Is the beauty
Her stepmother and her half
of the family.
sister decide that the beauty of the family
must be sacrificed on the altar of mammon
so that the family can maintain its social position.
Stepmamma then plots with a theatrical producer to help her And a wealthy

husband for the

girl,

but the latter before

ohe will permit herself to be auctioned

off,

decides to destroy her beauty with acid.
Finally when ahe meets the man she reaMy
loves ahe discloses the fact that the acid
marks were nothing but grease paint and he
receives her with open anna.
It lan't much
as a feature at this late day In the picture

producing

Fr*l.

field.

BUSHMAN

IN

A SERIAL

Francis X. Bushman is to appear in
a fourteen episode serial to be released
by the Metro.
Work on the picture
will begin in about a fortnight.
The
scenario is by "Fred de Grcsac."

THE VAGABOND PRINCE.
H. B. Warner
Dorothy Dalton
Roy Laldlaw'
Katherlne Klrkwood
Charles K. French
J. W. McLaughlin

Prince Tonlo
Fluffy

Burton Randall
Princess Athalla

"Spud" Murphy
"Red" Kelly
Count Sergls Metroposkl
J. Frank Burke
Mrs. Finegan
Agnes Herring
An Ideal Idea for a serial In this TriangleKay-Bee release at the Rialto Sunday this
week has been compressed into a regular
weekly Issue of the usual number of reels.
It's the story of the young prince, bound by
conventionalities and his small principality
to the humdrum life of the royal blue. Prlnoe
Tonlo (H. B. Warner), in Botha! la, somewhere In the Balkan Mountains, is by de-

cree betrothed to Princess Athalla. From the
of the castle the Prince sees the
peasants making hay and love. He yearns for
romance, a love that will come to him without reason excepting himself.
On the scene
strolls an itinerant artist with his paints.
The Prince sees him, they talk and after an
hour's visit with the stroller, the Prince coneludes to try the "open road" to happiness.
The painter is of the Bohemian Club In
San Francisco and that Is the city the
Prince goes to, working his passage as a sailor.
And his romance starts In a "dump" on the
Barbary Coast.
Fluffy (Dorothy Dalton) is
singing In the cabaret ("Lyric theatre") as
the sailors walk In, the Prince among tnem.
Leaving the stage Fluffy Is roughly accosted
by the boss of the district, abetted by the
owner of the dive. She repulses him, there is
a struggle and hearing the battle, the Piinoe
breaks In. foils the girl's assailants but is
arrested and locked up as drunk and disFluffy goes to the jail to see "the
orderly.
Wop sailor" who Intervened In her behalf,
he gives her the card of the artist (Burton
Randall-Roy Laldlaw) and the Bohemian
Club crowd pay the $8.20 fine the Prince was
assessed, an amount It seemed beyond the
bank account of Fluffy. Celebrating his release, the Club, without divulging to Fluffy
the Prince's Identity, gives a celebration, Induces Fluffy to pose as a model rather than
cabaret singer and the Prince to linger longer
in their midst. The Prince and Fluffy become
engaged, are about to be married, when his
country's embassy In Washington learns of
the Prince's whereabouts. They arrive as the
ceremony Is about to be performed, interrupt
it, Inform the Prince he Is now the King since
the ruler and the Crown Prince were assassinated, and put the choice up to the Prince,
the throne or Fluffy.
But Fluffy walks out
on her King whom she said she thought was
"a dago sailor." The Prince's friends, however, kidnap her, the Prince avers he prefers her love to a kingdom and they wind up
the feature with a kiss.
Had a series of adventures been used and the "romance" not
made quite so "low" as in this present picture, with the Warner name, It might have

windows
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STARRING
EDWIN STEVENS

Sixteen Episodes
I

A

I

Dazzling Film Spectacle that
hold you spellbound.

will

p

y
VI
5V

5K

1?

Book Now for your Theatre and reap
a golden harvest. Backed by a monnewspaper and magazine advertising campaign, "The Yellow Menace" will bring you record-breaking

ster

returns for

16

consecutive weeks.

Produced by
'•MM;

The

Serial Film Co.
Distributed by

The Unity Sales Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City

been a corking serial.
However It's a very
good romantic picture, with a little surprise
at the finish and does excellently, for everybody likes well placed romance.
8im«.

THREE PALS.
Mutual five reeler, featuring Kolb and Dill.
The picture, of the comedy dramatic type,
hold* more value as a comedy vehicle than
dramatic, the two leads handling comedy that
proves amusing, the bit of dramatic work
falling short owing to the stereotyped story.
The stars In their customary Dutch makeup
as knights of the road, are put to work by a
farmer who finds them on his property.
Through an advertisement In a newspaper one
of the comedians learns he has inherited a
small fortune with the money being held by
a Chicago lawyer.
The two leave for the
windy city and get the money only to have the
lawyer take It away from them by selling them
a ranch which upon their arrival Is a barren
waste.

Up

to

thin

point the picture

is

all

comedy with the draamtlc end up for notice
with the entrance Into the story of the lawyer's daughter who runs away with a man
who Immediately leaves her upon learning
that the father will have nothing to do with
the girl owing to her marriage. The desertion
occurs near the ranch of the men her father
swindled. They meet the girl but do not learn of
her close connection with their crooked attorney. They protect her from several western badmen, they leave to get the crooked lawyer, securing positions as waiters In a Chicago
restaurant and some time later they see their
man, but with him is the girl they had befriended.
They rush to her and a general
straightening out of affairs occurs with the
lawyer paying back the money twice over.
There are several laughs during the rural
scenes with the stars getting the laughs in
some of the restaurant business. The story Is
far from Interesting from a dramatic standpoint, but the comedy will overshsdow that
portion.
The production calls for nothing
pretentious, with the cast all that can be
asked, the voting woman playing the daughter
role screening well.

INTOLERANCE POSTPONED.
Chicago, Sept. 20.
not to open as announced at the Colonial, but has had
the date postponed four weeks. JonesLinick-Schacfer yesterday arranged for
a return of "The Birth of a Nation" to
"Intolerance"

is

the Colonial, opening Sept. 25.

MOVING PICTURES
FATHER FINN'S VIEWS.

SUNDAY FILMS DEFEATED.

Cincinnati, O., Sept. 20.
interest the film manufactur-

may
know what

It

Rev. Francis J. Finn,
most famous Catholic writer of boys'
stories in the country, thinks of thenc
Father Finn lives in Cincinnati.
He

ers to

says:

"The movies for some time past
seem to have been sowing their wild
Money with the promoters has
oats.
become a drug; they didn't know what
to do with it, so they bought up everything in sight.
Brains were not always in sight, nor men with minds
trained to good taste and right ethics.

As a

expended there was put upon the market a
series of films which seemed to have
been made in a country where there
were no ten commandments, no culture, no refinement, no taste. The mov-

20.

10,000 citizens voted at a recent special
poll to decide

whether there should be
a special vote on the repeal of a city
ordinance passed several years ago
forbidding Sunday
motion picture
shows.
In a registration
favor of the repeal
6,231.
Proprietors
raised a large fund

of 19,431 votes in

were

4,412; against

of picture theatres
during the summer

to further the liberal

movement

grown

boy,

rich

in

and

vulgarity,

when occasion presented

given,

management and the "tw«

bits

'

restric-

tion.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
The following New York corporations
have been chartered:

Romas

Picture Corporation! $5,000: P.
Phillips, S. D. Brown. W. P. ChapJr.. 19 Claremont Ave.
The B. F. Kahn Theatrical Enterprises
$5,000; 11. Leinkram. 8. W. La vine. 8.

W.

man.

Friedlander. 5 West Hid St.
w. M. Tours t amusement: $5,000; J.
Wllsln, L. Murray. W. Morris. 1491

result of this wealth thus

ing picture industry, to put it in another light, developed into an over-

to

Wichita, Sept.

Sunday film shows have been defeated by the voters here.
More than

in the feature game only, have no objection to asking "two dollars" or "one
dollar top," but would like very much
when on the road to have the scale
graded so that it could reach the dime
patrons. One big film lost several thousand dollars on its first New York
showing, partly through alleged mis-

RESTRICTION ON BOOK FILMS.

Broadway.

Chicago, Sept. 20.
Restrictions by book publishers turning over popular novels to picture makers have forced some of the latter to
place the film in houses where* the
charge under no consideration will be
less than 25 cents.
Several big photoplay makers now in Chicago, who are

Cosmopolitan Opera C0.1 $10,000; O.
Touchard. J. T. Weed. A. Martins;. 1436

Broadway.
174th

motion

and

St. Nicholas Ave.
Inc.* motors, theatres,
pictures; $5,000. P. and A. Stern,

Street

Amusement

Co.,

Audubon ave.
Greenwich Villa*? Players, Inc., the-

C. F. Harlng*. 240

atrlcal, hotels, restaurants, stationers;
$15,000. H. M. Barr. J. 8. Miller, F. W.
Snlffen, 182 Decatur St., Brooklyn.
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Italian Theatrical Cc„ inc., theatrical,
music halls; $5,000. A. Aratoll. M. O.
Rlnl. O. Vltale. 288 B. Houston st
The Garlch Building Co., inc., theatres,
E. Margolies, E. Davldow, M.
$10,000.
Wolf. 612 6th av.

Iconochrome Company of America,
Inc.,
cameras, photoaraphical, optical
Instruments, motion picture films; $100,000. D. Asch.
8. Orton, A. I. Gardner,
66 Liberty st.

W

The

Julia Arthnr Co., Inc., theatrical;
$16,000. C. G. Bochert. W. A. Hoy, J. A.
Cheney, 104 B. 40th st
Presto Phono Pnrto Corp., photograph
parts; $25,000. M. M. Gruber, A. Borsnh,
C.
Hardy, 14 Flatbuah av. extension,

Brooklyn.
Charters have been granted to the following Incorporations In New York state
within the oust week:
Associated Theatrical Enterprise, Ine»
theatrical, motion picture, $50,090; R.
Magee, A. E. Kiralfy, D. Rosenthal. 1,579

Broadway.
Henry Tocher,

inc.,

entertainments,

exhibitions, publishing, advertising, lie,*
000; E. Goodman, D. G. Tucker, A. Henry.
220 West 69th St.
Parenta Film Corp., $250,000;' Varlo

Films,

Inc.,
$10,000;
Interocean Film
Corp., $1,000: motion pictures, theatricals; A. R. May, B. Kegeler, m. M. Eisenberg. 457 Hopklnson Av.. Brooklyn.

Renoeatlaar
Corporation ejf
Scenic
America, scenery oroductlon, renovation,
cleaning, dyeing. $10,000; 8. A. Langenur,
8. J. Jarvls, A. Mlrsky, 128 New Jersey
Av., Brooklyn.

itself,

running amuck.

"All the same, I do not think we have
so far dealt aright with the overgrown

moving

heir of the

picture wealth.

He

needed chastisement; and he got it.
But he needed advise and encouragement and we failed to give it in due
measure.
"For the moving picture business is
far from being all bad. Films are coming out every day which are education-

CHARITY?

Inc.

UBMI

healthful, imaginative, clean

al,

idyllic,

and

— pardon

"Also,

Frank Powell Productions,

—

the word uplifting.
of the objectionabU

many

films are released in perfect

good

—

faith.

—

The producers most of them mean
They wish to amuse and to inwell.
and they have no intention of deThey are quite surbasing morals.
prised when they make the judicious
terest

BY

grieve.

needed just now is a campaign, not of condemntion, but of eduProducers must be told when
cation.
they are doing good work and whjv
These men may not be profound mor-'
alists, but they are good fellows, and
they can see through a mill stone, if
there's a hole in it. They have energy
and they are willing to spend it freely,
exuberantly, if we can show them

"What

LIND

is

IN

LINDA

laymen are generalthose who knock

A.

GRIFFITH

SHELDON LEWIS

ly at the forefront of

immoral

WHICH APPEAR

CREIGHTON HALE

This seems to be interesting, inasas Catholic

I

A SOCIOLOGICAL PHOTODRAMA

cause."

much

I

pictures.

TO DISCUSS CENSORSHIP.
A special meeting to discuss National
censorship was held yesterday (Thursday) by the Board of Directors of the
National Association of the Motion
Plans were formuPicture Industry.
lated regarding the campaign in sections where local censorship is an issue.

LOOKING FOR A NAME.

Chamberlain Brown has been commissioned by a producing firm to secure a woman with a name for the
principal role in "Janice Meredith,"
which is to be done in pictures. The
production is to be started next week.
I

HAVE A NUMBER OF

DANCING ACTS
of every description, large
cially adapted to

and small, espe-

MOVING PICTURE WORK

PAUL DURAND

Theatrical Manager and Producer,
New York City
Palace Theatre Building,

DIRECTED BY

FRANK POWELL
Territorial Rights

S

£

FRANK POWELL
PRODUCTIONS
INC.

TIMES MDG.

NYC

IMPORTANT

Only

A

Private View of "Charity?"
Will Be Given at Loew's

New York Theatre Roof
Broadway at

Forty-fifth St.

Tuesday, September Twenty-six
At Two OXIock in the Afternoon.
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PUPPETS.
Hopper

De Wolf

rantaloon
Harlequin

Jack Bramall
Robert Lawlor
Pauline 8tarke

Glown
Columbine
The Widow

Kate Toncray
Edward Bollee
8daremouche
Max DaTldaon
A modern story of "Pierrot and Columbine,"
Pierrot

with the character* dressed In regulation
fashion, with a dainty black and
white setting.
It la
a two-reel Pine Arts
(Triangle) feature, etory by Irving Well,
directed by Ted Browning, all captlona In
rhyme and enda as a dream. Pauline 8tarke
as Columbine la delightful and Jack Brammall as Harlequin, excellent
Edward Bollee
as Pierrot was also Tory good. Do Wolf Hop-

pantomime

per was Pantaloon. The production la a distinct departure from the usual alapatlck two
reelers and, as such, la well worth playing to
Jolo.
round out a program.

MISTER

44.

Harold Lockwood and May Allison are the
stars of this Metro- Yorke feature that would
have better been entitled "The Tale of a
Shirt."
There la really nothing about the
feature that la outstanding and whatever
draught It shows at the box offloe will be
through the drawing power of the atars. Mlaa
Allison Is employed In a shirt factory and
decides that her Ideal man must have a "44"
chest measurement, so when an order for a
bunch of 44'a arrives from Arlsona ahe decides to stick a note In one of the shirts,

hoping thereby to snare some unwary oowpuneher who will rescue her from the bondageBut the shirt goes wrong
of the sweatshop.
and falls Into the hands of a young millionHe enters
aire who la on a camping trip.
Into the spirit of ths lark and answers the
girl's letter.
She never waits after the letter arrives hot Jumps right on the train and
(How glrla working In a
flees to his side.
ahlrt factory as a packer would have money
enough for the trip Is a mystery .) The boy
la taken by surprise but Is too game to send
her back Immediately and finally falls In love
with her. Of course there Is a villain In the
picture and he does his durndest to get the
girl, but the hero's mighty right saves her
and finally encircles her walat Not ao good
as a whole but It will get by where there la a
Fred.
change of hill dally.

WILLIAM FOX COMBINES
A combination has been effected between Fox Film Corporation and
EXHIBITORS who

Fox Feature Service

are using

IDLE WIVES.
Universal Is showing at the Maxlne Blllott
theatre a peculiar feature, In that It la a
moving picture within a moving picture, lust
aa Bernard Shaw's "Fanny's First Play" la
a play within a play. It opena with a man
and wife aeated at home and a caption and
their pantomime Indicate they are drifting
Husband goes out, followed by hla
apart
She aeee him meet another woman and
wife.
take her to a picture ahow. She enters -also.
There are flashed bits of "life" In various
flats, their existence and social and domestic
problems.
In due course everybody thus
slfown goes to thla particular picture ahow,
where there la offered for the day 'a feature
It U
"Llfe'a Mirror," atarrlng Lola Weber.
a serloua depletion of the sordid side of life,
founded on James Oppenhelm's book, "Idle
Wives." produced by Phillips Smalley. There
are frequent cut-lna showing the various
people witnessing Its projection end the effect
the different situation In the film have upon
them. In the film within the film everybody
Is very unhappy and the tribulations closely
resemble the life problems of those who are
witnessing Its screening. It teaches them all
they are on the wrong tack and when they
emerge they determine to mend their ways.
For Instance, the married man who took another woman to the picture house goea home
with hla wife while hla companion drifts
away, the little shop girl who Is fond of
dancing and sneaka out with her beau, sees
her prototype In the girl who has done a
almllar thing and lands in a "home" where
her illegitimate child Is born after she had
been cast aside by her sweetheart, and so on.
The whole thing seems to be designed as a
boost for motion pictures, to show their value
as psychological uplift. If that isn't the object, then the motive for its making is obscure, and If It be so, it's like carrying coals
to Newcastle, for are not the genuine spectators already film fansT The acting and direction are quite all right the only thing still
undetermined is Just what the scenarist InJolo.
tends to convey.

—

in the United

—a combination that insures to you, MR. EXHIBITOR, pro*

States

THE LIGHT.
Luclle Cartler
Abdul, Prince Zarak

tection against the future.

Cyril

The BIG

stars of

any film producer are

MADE

EXHIBITORS THEMSELVES. Without
aid of

EXHIBITORS, no

film star

THE

Zonla

Purely melodramatic Is this flve-reel Mutual
by the American Film Company with Helene Rosson as the star. The
film drama deals with East Indian mysticism
and the strange powers of the occult. The
production was directed by William C. DowIan, who has worked out several clever double
exposure effects that lend to the mystery of
the story. Cyril Edwards (George Webb), a
young artist, loves snd marries Luclle Carter
(Helene Rosson). The young wife snd husband are extremely happy until the East Indian, Prince Abdul Zarak, who aeee and falls
In love with the girl, begins his machinations
to win her from her husband. Zonla (Eugenie
Forde) Is In the power of the East Indian
because of her great love for him and when
he Instructs her to beguile the artist from
his wife's side, first slipping her a love powder with which to perform her task, she
blindly enters on her mission.
While painting Zonla'a portrait, Cyril falls for her, and

can attain enduring fame.
that

you reap

the financial harvest from that which you have created.

eminently unfair to you to take from your Feature Service any

It is

BIG STARS whom you have played through their days

of medioc-

rity,

while they were climbing the ladder of fame.

You,

MR. EXHIBITOR, have helped make many such BIG stars in
Among them are the BIG stars of Fox Film

his wife, on her entrance to the studio, finds
the two In each others' arms.
She then decides It Is time for her to leave hubby and
fly to the protection of Zarak, who has predicted this very thing.
It Is then that Zonla
awakes to the reel state of affairs and she
stabs Zarak to death, after making a confession which reunites the husband and wife.
The story Is well told for a melodrama of this
type and should prove fairly enjoyable to the
patronage of the type of theatre where the
real blood and thunder pictures are liked.

your feature service.
Corporation.

William Fox stars are

still

in

withdrawn and offered you as

your service.
specials at

Helene Rosson
Franklyn Ritchie
George Webb
Eugenie Ford

feature, produced

the co-operation and

MR. EXHIBITOR,

only just and fair to you,

It is

BIG BY

Edwards

They have not been

a price far in excess of

Fred,

your service

price.

THE JUNGLE CHILD.
This combination in which you,

MR. EXHIBITOR,

insures the repayment to you of the

OUante
Rldgeway Webb

are a partner,

Lalla

money you have expended in
Fox stars, who today

are your best box office attractions.
is

the combination that has been effected

Gertrude Claire
Dorcas Matthews
Frederick Vroom
Elsa Lorrimer

Madeline Travers
Senor Grljalva
Cbaperone
Geleche
Leo Wlllla
"The Jungle Child," by Monte M. KatterJohn. directed by Walter Edwards. J. D. Jennings, photographer, is a Kay-Bee (Triangle)
production of uncommon Interest, In that a

advertising and popularizing those William

Such

Dorothy Dalton

Howard Hickman

by

William Fox

and
Fox Film Corporation

V

Soodly portion of the story is laid In the
outb American Jungle.
Thla is reproduced
with every appearance of being the real
thing, even to cut-Ins of wild animals apparently on their native heath.
A 8panlsh girl's
family dying In the Jungle, leave her, an Infant, to be picked up by an Indian woman who
rears her as her own child. She grows up to
be a powerful Amazon, possessed of wonderful physical strength.
Her foster mother has
papers proving the girl's Identity and that she
Is heir to a vast fortune.
Along comes Rldgeway Webb, who deserted a party of travelers,
stealing their supplies.
He reads the papers
and marries the savage-reared woman, to secure her fortune.
While residing in the
Jungle he smokes cigarettes, probably delivered to him via wireless.
But there are
not many such errors of direction.
Webb
brings his wife to New York, secures the fortune, and gives a party to celebrate the event,
which culminates In a wild drunken orgy.
His wife hears him boast to the assemblage of
his cunning In securing her fortune, dons her
savage habiliments and In the end chokes
him to death.
Good dramatic construction
along regulation lines, with an unconventional
background, well acted, directed and photographed, and sure to please anywhere Jolo.
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FILM REVIEWS
BUND JUSTICE.
Some two or

three years ago this reviewer
a projection room to pee*
Judgment upon "Under Seeled Ordera." He
tooi occasion to comment upon the (act that
there occurred a most unusual thing, namely,
a demonstration on the part of exhibitors who
were assembled there. "Blind Justice" was
written and produced by the same man who
He is Benjamin Christie,
is also the star.
Director General of the Dansk Blograf of Denmark. He frankly acknowledges he got his
Inspiration for "Blind Justice" from "Les
While there is no pretense of
Miserable*."
spectacular or massive scenes as In "Under
Sealed Orders," It Is many respects an even
greater picture because of the Inimitable acting of Mr. Christie in the role of a man serving fourteen years In Jail for a crime committed by another and who emerges broken in
body and spirit, with a weakened mentality
but obsessed with the desire for revenge. The
picture opens with Christie as a sort of Jean
Valjean who Is known as "Strong John"
owing to his physical prowess. He had been
sentenced for a murder committed by another.
He carries with him his infant son and takes
refuge in the garret of a mansion where the
occupants are celebrating the advent of the
New Year. He risks capture by coming downstairs and enters the room of a young woman,
pleading with her as follows: "My baby is
dying; he needs milk. I am no murderer, I
swear It" She goes downstairs to get the
baby milk, her mission is discovered and
she Is compelled, against her will, to assist
in John's capture. He is bound with ropes and
as he Is being taken away swears that he will
put a rope around the girl's neck for having
Fourteen years pass and the
betrayed him.
man is released from prison, his mind almost
lmbeclllo and his body shrivelled to much
smaller proportions. They hand him a small

wu

assigned

to

THE REWARD OF PATIENCE,
Louise

Patience.

tience" was written by Shannon Fife, who
furnished Miss Huff with the role of a quaint
quakeress that la particularly well suited to
her capabilities. Through the death of her
father she becomes an orphan, and Robert
Penfleld (John Bowers), a young constructing engineer, who is directly the building
of a bridge In the little qu«ker village in
Pennsylvania, secures her a position as
social secretary with his mother, who lives
In New York.
Patience has developed sn
affection for Robert and when he weds a 1.0dety butterfly It almost breaks her heart.
But bearing her burden bravely she sets about
.living down her sorrow by attending Robert's first born.
Later when the heavy steps

Huff

John Bowers

Robert Penfleld
Edith Penfleld

Lottie Plckford
Mrs. Penfleld
Kate Lester
Paul Dunston
Adolph Menjou
This is the first of the Louise Huff starring
vehlolee produced by the Famous Players and
released through the Paramount that has
the Strand. Incidentally It Is but Miss
Elaved
[uffs second starring picture, and by the
previous eentenoe some Idea may be gained
of the impression that the little star made in
her first production.
"The Reward of Pa-

iiwff^n
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the scheme of things In general and
wrecks the home, Patience finally comes Into
her own and wins the widower. Lottie Plck-

Into

ford plays the role of the society wife and
Adolph Menjou was particularly good as the
heavy.
The scene where the runaway wife
and villain are cast up on the shore, aftsr the
wreck of his steam yacht, was very well done.
The picture as a whole Is very acceptable.

The

locations for the exterior scenes are very
well chosen and the action of the play rune
along smoothly, the story being told la a
logical manner. A bit of comedy early la the
feature brings a laugh here and there.
In
"The Reward of Patience" Mlse Huff will add
to her popularity with picture fans. Fred.
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of money and a pardon for having
been a model prisoner and turn him loose.
his pardon he inquires : "With this do I
They
get my little boy—with this paper?"
assure him that he will. He shambles forth
and enters a toy shop to buy a present for the
child.
The proprietor inquires the age of the
child and the ex-con vict rube his hand across
his head, hesitates, stumbles in his spee ch
and says : "I don't know, I Just can't remember." He finally buys a teddy bear and goes
to the orphan asylum where the child was
sent.
In all expectancy he stands with the
bear in hand waiting to see his baby. The
mstron looks up the record and finds that the
child was adopted by a veiled woman who
gave no address and through influence had arranged with the authorities that her Identity
was not to be known. The man staggers forth,
seats himself on a park bench. A little child
comes up to play with the bear and its nurse
drags the child away.
He stands there
stunned and is finally picked up by another
ei -convict and taken to a den of thieves.
Still dazed he is taken along on a burglarIt
ising expedition and told to wait outside.
gradually dawns upon his weakened mentality
that he Is a party to theft.
He enters the
house and recognises a Jewel ease that belonged to the woman. Reading a letter in it
in which a woman writes to her husband that
she is constantly haunted with the threat of
the rope about her neck, there recurs to him
his threst and he telephones the husband,
who Is a physician, to call at once, He binds
the man.
Meantime the wife, who is the
woman who had adopted his child, sends his
own boy after the doctor with the keys to the
doctor's surgical case.
The boy Is locked In
a closet and "Strong John" rushes off to the
The
doctor's home to wreak his vengeance.
boy carves his way out of the cloeet with his
pocket knife, releases the doctor whd telephones the police. They arrive Just as the
man Is putting the rope around the woman's
neck and shoot him. He Is seen at the finish
dying, surrounded by the doctor's family and
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LEADING EXHIBITOR in Your
The Way to Lead It to

Community.

Present the Best

MARY PICKFORD
Is

Her
IN

by far the Best in Motion Pictures.
First Superior Production,

RELEASED

OCTOBER, is "LESS THAN THE DUST."

LEADING THEATRES
Have BLAZED THE TRAIL:
Those

STRAND. New York: COLONIAL, Chicago; STILLMAN, Cleveland;
MADISON, Detroit; PARKWAY, Baltimore GLOBE, Boston; WALNUT, Cincinnati; NEW GRAND CENTRAL, St. Louis; PORTOLA,
Sen WancLco; CLUNE'S BROADWAY, Loc Angelee; and HUN.
DREDS OF OTHERS.
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BE A LEADER YOURSELF

own child. Meantime the man who committed the crime has taken to drink and dies
making his confession. It is as perfect a piece
of melodrsmatlc construction as hss ever
been seen in a moving picture. But It Is not
the plsy, the fine scenic detail or anything
else
It is the remarkable acting of Benjamin
Christie that makes "Blind Justice" a masterpiece of motion photography.
/ote.
his

BOOK NOW!
THROUGH

—

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
CORPORATION

THE DAUGHTEROF MacGREGOR.
Jean MacQregor
Winston
Donald MacQregor
Miss McOrlm
Robert MacPherson

THE

Valentine Grant
Sidney Mason
Arda La Croix
Helen Llndreth

v

,*S
729 Seventh Avenue,

AND

Bdwards Davis
Daniel Pennell
Grogan
"The Daughter of MacQregor" (formerly
called "Jean of the Heather") Is a Famous
Players (Parsmount) feature, starring Val-

IN

IS

OTHER

New York
CITIES

Bull

entine Grant, directed
Llgouii, photographer.

by Sidney Olcott. A.
-—

While there is remarkably effective scenery and "atmosphere"
and no objection to the acting, the story Is
too flimsy and old-fashioned to sustain InRich young
terest for a full length picture.
man goes fishing In Scotland, meets young girl
whose fstber Is a stubborn Scot about to

ji

present child with a stepmother. Young man
embraces girl, is seen by hypocritical stepmother, who magnifies the Incident into a
scandal.
Girl runs away to America to an
uncle,

who

is

foreman

of

a lumber camp.

Young man's father happens to own the place
and young man Is sent to Inspect It. They
meet again, dying and lying stepmother confather forgives her when she returns
as the bride of the rich young man.
No attempt at sensationalism In any direction, unless It be a fistic melee.
The entire affair
does not compare with the usual Famous
Players releases with better known stars and
a superior quality of scenario.
JoU>.
fesses,
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Funny, isn't it? to hear people say, "Feist has the big hits because he's lucky." That's nous
Everybody knows it's dangerous to speculate "on luck*" Once in a great while we hear of someone
"made a Lucky Strike" and "cleaned up." It's so rare, that's why everybody talks about i
general proposition it's all Rot! Bosh! Phool Stuff!
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All

new and

noi

it is, is

it

IRELAND

MUST BE HEAVEN FOR

ever there was a lyric that can stand the focus of the spot light,

If

YOU CAN T

it is

Did \ou ever hear f-mma

GO WRONG
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partner.
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new one by

this

Cams

rave?

She
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arry Comer, opened up at the Palace The.<

Hie onr supreme

WITH A

hit of their act >va«-

SWEETEST

SONG

FEIST

fit

old song won't do; that's the spiel we handed our writers and they came across with a pippin, so
but a mere suggestion of the new supreme ballad hit of the new season.

Any
as

—two or more that YOUR a

you have to do, is to pick the one
*

hy Crant Clarke and J.mmie V. Monaco,
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who have

in this

.

son ? written another
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Talk About Your Talk Abouts, the M<

it
I!

Lyric by GRANT CLARKE
This is the song that all the big newspapers in the country are raving about. The song that is being sung by
couldn't hold down. A song that the audience remembers and identifies the act after the show is over. You know
*
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There's a Little Bit of
The greatest novelty "Girl" song since "Any Little Girl Is the Right Little Girl/' and by the same
Dog- gone Dangerous Girl!" and "Get Out and Get Under/ Wonderful for singles! Knock -<
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All "Feist" songs are not successful, but you don't know the "Flivers" as we "can 'em" quickly you
we take the trouble to find out before we hand " 'em to you" Putting it differently a "Feist" song
has got to "stand the aoid test" and if it's a "realer" we let you in if it's a "lemon" we "ditch" it.
So you see it's not exactly luck is it? No! certainly not! So then, when we tell you that every song
mentioned betbw is a Hit, you know it is a Hit, because it's been "tried out" before we hand it to you.

—
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see,
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"easy sailing' to the "Road of Sure Success"—GET
9

it's

accustomed as

hat even we,

we

are to having quick

hits,

were compelled

—

ABOARD

and take

to sit up

!

notice.

The

title,

wonderful

MY MOTHER CAME FROM THERE"
ly

io

and Howard Johnson, while the melody by Fred Fischer

often, but

w York.
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Music by JIMMIE V. MONACO
headline™ than any other song in the country.
kind

(«*\i.

itself.
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hat will appeal to every ballad singer

Talked

emphatically infectious.

SING

when the does, it means something.
Naturally, they were a riot. Everybody rxpt,
and novel s^ ng with a punch, entitled

it

is

A

song that

is

the biggest prevailing

hit.

A song that even the hot weather

we mean.

1

Up

to

Her—She's a

Hit
•f

Good Little Girl
FRED FISCHER,

t>mposer,
for doubles

while the sure-fire lyric

is

by GRANT

BOSTON

I8ITREMONT STREET
Iftl

CLARKE, he who wrote "You're a

PHILADELPHIA
BROAD fcCHERRY
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THE EVIL WOMEN DO.
$2£%\nSlZ

0t

E,8,e Jane W,, - on

\

Henrietta Vllle Handry...Francclla

Count Vllle Handry

Rupert Julian
Hobart Henley
Sydney Dean

Daniel Champcey

»* ,g*«

Bllllngton

Papa Ravlnet.VJ
Sir Thomas Elgin
«

C. N.

Hammond

Douglas Oerrard
Tom Lockhart

Justin Chavessat
Chrocbard

old-fashioned and laughably melothis
Bluebird
feature.
The
Is
based on a story by Em lie Oaborlau, adapted for film purposes by E. J.
Classon, filmed under the direction of Rupert

Really

dramatic
scenario

Is

Infatuated.
She changes her name to Sarah
Brandon and poses as an English girl of tremendous wealth. She and the artist, with the

Julian, while Store Rounds ground the crank
Net result: about 4,800 feet of celluloid that
have a couple of laughs throughout. From a
production standpoint the picture Is all that
could be desired, but from an acting standpoint, the least said the better.
Elsie Jane
Wilson Is the vampire star of the production.
Just why no one will ever be able to tell, for
after having
looked
over all the other
"vamps" In the game, one would have to chart
Elsie an absolutely last In a big field of
starters.
Elsie starts her career In this
picture In the role of Ernestine Bergot, a beggar child of the Paris underworld, who Is
taken In by an aged writer who befriends
her, being repaid by the girl by her pushing
him out of a window so he meets his death.
Then with the capital acquired by this bit of
enterprise, she sets about being a real "vamp,"
with the aid of a young artist whom she has

aid of a purchased uncle, first fleece a banker,
and then set after bigger game, an aged Count
being the object of their attack. They are successful to the extent of getting the Count to
marry the girl and turning his own daughter

But In the last round the banker who
was trimmed gets back at them, by exposing
the woman, causing the arrest of her accomplices and restoring the daughter of the aged
Count to her rightful heritage. The Paris
street scenes are fairly well worked out and
adrift.

the Interior sets are rather Imposing, but the

whole Is very badly acted. It Is a picture that
will never repeat, and It Is only worth while
playing where audiences are willing to stand
for the most obvious of melodramatic situFred.

ations.

THE DARK SILENCE.
Mildred

Derwent Ainsworth
Dr. Mario Martinet
Sibil

Young

Clara Kimball

Flflne.

Edward

Jessie Lewis
T. Langford

Paul Capellanl
v ..„. Barbara

Ollroy

Clara Kimball Young Is the star of tills
World release wbleh was produced by Peerless under the direction of Albert* Capellanl,
from the original story by Paul West. The
picture Is a melodramatlo lore tale, with a
touch of the European war thrown In, well
acted and equally as well produced and directed. Miss Young has a role that fires her
ample opportunity to let her eyes work, but
does not posess any big moments that call
for extraordinary emotional qualities.
The
story runs along for about three reels with
the lore tale, then there Is a reel of the war
a clever bit of trench warfare, and the
final reel Is given over to straightening out
the loose threads of the romance that was
•bettered In the third reel.
Mildred (Clara
Kimball Young) Is studying art In Paris,
prior to the outbreak of the war.
She has
two admirers, one Derwent Ainsworth (Ed-

stuff,

MARGARET NICHOLS
As A

Leader, In

By George Bronson Howard
Finds

Her Rival To Be

A WOMAN
STREETS"
inherited taste for drfnk leads the man she loves into dives of the lowest
order. "The other woman" sets him straight again and he goes back to

An

marry his Society Sweetheart. But Drink and his other Love
comes a Story of absorbing, throbbing, thrilling interest.
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returns, learns the truth and goes to the doctor's apartment and attacks him, so that he
misses his appointment
The girl returning
to the house, discovers the deception, but
Derwent has already enlisted with the Englishes forces, so she Joins the Red Cross.
When Derwent is blinded In battle It falls to
her lot to nurse blm back to health, and
though he recognises her not as his former
fiancee he falls In love all over again and
marries her.
Later In England, Dr. Martlnes Is prevailed upon to perform an operation on the eyes of his former rival.
It Is
successful, but there Is one laugh at the close
of the picture due to a sub-title which reads,
"At the Close of a Perfect Day," and the hero
and "ehero" pick up a newspaper In which
they read of the death of the doctor who has
fallen on the field of battle.
A good feature
from a box office standpoint on the strength
of the star's name and a well acted story.
Fred.

THE RETURN OF DRAW EGAN.
"Draw" Egan
Poppy

open, there's a Big opportunity for you.

William

S.

Louise

Myrtle Buckton
Arlsona Joe
Mat Buckton
This Trlangle-Ince feature

Hart

Olaum

Margery Wilson

McKIm

Robert
J. p.

Lockney

a typical WlllHam 8. Hart story thst glvee the star ample
opportunity to show his gun hsndllng ability,
for In this picture Hart Is a "two-gun" bad
man who Is reformed through the love of a
girl, cleans up the town when he Is appointed
marshal, and finally, when ready to give himself Into custody because of the misdeeds he
committed In the psst. society believes he te
of more value to them alive then dead and he
continues In the role of the town's protector.
There are enough thrills and suspense In the
story to make one thoroughly enjoy sitting
through it. Plctorlally It Is a good feature,
well acted and one that will be greatly to the
liking of the Hart fans.
Fred.
Is

THE FLOWER OF FAITH.

directly, or indirectly, to this terrible Curse.

This Picture

boy receives a letter summoning him to his
dying father's bedside and leavee hurriedly
without seeing his fiancee. She calls at his
rooms and comes across the last lines of the
message, which has been partly destroyed, the
only remaining part being a message of endearment and simply signed Sibil. Sibil happens to be Derwent's sister, but Mildred Is
unaware of this fact. War Is announced and
as the Germans approach Paris Dr. Martinez,
who has Intercepted several letters of Derwent's to the girl, prevails upon her to flee
to Spain with Elm. He Is to Join her at the
station.
Just prior to his depsrture Derwent

Ruth Judson

DEGENERATE MILLIONAIRE
his or her

T. Langford), a young Englishman who
Is a scupltor, and Dr. Mario Martlnes (Paul
Capellanl) an eye specialist. She favors the
Englishman and the two become engaged.
Shortly before they are to be married the

—then

miseries at
the betrayer of

wide World between, can lay

ward

Hugh Lee
Ephram Judson

Tom

Jane Grey
Frank Mills
Albert Travernler

Judson
Percy Helton
A production by the 8uperb Co., released
through International, Burton L. King director,
Andre Barlatler photographer, written
by Charles T. and Frank Dasey, starring
Frank Mills and Jane Grey. A travelling
evangelist Is accompsnled to small communities by his daughter and son of 17.
Hugh Lee,
an unbeliever, lives In a small village, scoffing the Almighty because his sister was
blinded by an accident. Ruth, the evangelist's
daughter, trlee to convert him, but with small
success.
Tom, the boy. Is entrusted with the
delivery of some church funds, but Is Inveigled Into a card game, loses It and robs
the village grocer In order to cover his gambling.
In attempting to escape the boy Is shot
In the arm and staggers to the hut of the unbeliever.
He asks Lee to bring his sister.
She comes clad only In her night robe and
dressing gown.
The search for the thief
leads the posse to the home of Lee. where
the minister finds his daughter en dishabille.
The boy Is concealed and all believe Lee and
the girl have been Interrupted In an Illicit
affair.
The "heavy" Is knocked down by the
hero and frames up a lynching for Lee. A
rope Is placed about his neck and Just as he
Is about to be strung up a bolt of lightning
knocks the limb of the tree from the trunk,
the boy rushes back and confeflses and Lee
sees In this the hand of Providence and once
more believes. There are some very effective
night scenes end some handsome exteriors. It
Is a very good program feature.
JoltK

FILM REVIEWS
TIE LIGHT OF HAPPINESS.
viola Dana
Tangletos (June Mull 1m)
Henry Mulllns, her father. ...George MoItIIIo
Lorraine Frost
Motile Dean
Myron Dean, her grandfather.. Harry Llneen
Lowell Van Orden
Edward Barle
Jack Busby
Bmmett Dwlfht
Madeline D wight
Mona Klngsley
Robert Walker
Rot. Clyde Harmon
Viola Dana In "The Light of Happiness," a
Metro release, produced by the Columbia Pic-

the father's death the young minister, who
has Just arrived la town, undertakes to have
some one In his congregation give the girl
shelter, and falling takes her Into the rectory, where his first task Is to enlighten her
In a religious way ard the Ten Command-

that If he will remain another week he will
be sure of a thrill. The amount of the bet
Then the conspirators set aboit
Is $5,000.
to stage a thrill for his especial benefit
Prom that point on the story Is full of mys-

ments constitute the

Steve finally turns the tables on the crowd,
after he hae discovered the adventures which

first

leeson.

The Ninth

Commandment Impresses

the girl, and later
when she le the cause of the elders deciding
to ask the preacher to give up his church
she finally makes a confession of her deception and brings about the happiness of
Van Orden and Mollle and incidentally herself, for the minister takes her for. his bride,
after his mother has educated the girl. "The
Light of Happlnees" Is the type of feature
that will please any audience, even though It
Is not a great picture.
Fred.

turee Corp.. Is an altogether pleasing feature,
written and directed by John H. Collins, who
has delivered in both capacities. The scenes
of the entire photoplay are laid In a rural
Tillage where June Mulllns (Viola Dana) Is
the daughter of the Tillage outcast and drunkard, the plot being based on the Ninth Commandment, "Thou 8hall Not Bear False Witness Against Thy Neighbor," the theme working out In two directions during the enactment of the story. Three families, a young
minister and his oongregatlon, are the personell InTolTod
The former
the plot
In
rank from the bottom to the top of the social
scale.
First there Is June and her father,
who represent the lower strata; then come
the Deans, grandfather and granddaughter,
who are the neighbors of the Mulllns. Completing the trio there te the young blind heir
to Grey Towers and the Dwlghts, father and
daughter; the former being the guardian of
the sightless young man and In charge of his

MANHATTAN MADNESS.
O'Dare

Steve

Douglas

Fairbanks
Jewel Carmen

The Girl
The Butler
The Maid

George Beranger
Ruth Darling

Bugene Ormonde
Macey Harlam
P. Richmond
In "Manhattan Madness," a Triangle-Fine

Count

The

Marlnoff

Villain

W.

Jack Osborne

five- reel feature, Douglas Fairbanks has
one of the best plcturee of his film career so
far.
It Is at once a thriller, a love story, a
Western, a melodrama, and a society play.
What more could any exhibitor ask for? And
In addition the feature has a star that Is

Arts

finances.
Bmmett Dwlght wishes to arrange
a match between his daughter Madeline and
young Van Orden, the blind man. But his

sure

for the boz-offloe. The picture was
under the direction of Allan

fire

made

plans are on the Terge of falling through the
has sprung up between Mollle
Dean and the youth, who although sightless
has taken a great fancy to the girl. With
the return of Van Orden's eyesight, brought
about through an operation, Dwlght oonootTos
the scheme of having June, who u a raggedy,
matted-haired youngster, impersonate Mollle
so that Van Orden will be disappointed when
he first seee her. This plan Is furthered by
Dwlght forbidding Mollle to come to the Towers for all time.
June undertakes the deception to obtain money with which to buy
medicine for her dying father. Later after

In the east

Dwan, who has accomplished his share of the
affair moot satisfactorily.
Fairbanks has the
role of a wealthy young chap who has deserted the paths of social gaiety some years
before to live on his ranch In the west. At

affection that

the opening of the feature he has Just returned to New York with a carload of cattle
and horses. He Immediately rushes to his
club to renew old acquaintances and after a
week of seeing the town, decides there Isn't
a real thrill to be had within the confines of
Manhattan Island. Here hie friends decide
to take him In hand and they make a wager

^^Sj^^A

teryi

romance and melodramatlo

thrills

il rTETTfr

THE SCARLET RUNNER.
(EPISODES

1

Mary Ellen

F

I

CM

E

AWTS

latter the father Is successful, but
finally the truth oomes to light and the bey
girl are happily reunited.
The picture

and
le

duction

Is

the Exhibitor and State Righto Bayer:

"At Last! The Open Market Offers"
Richard Golden's Greatest Play

»»

And

TRIANGLE- KAV BEE
|

In

• Hoiuohold Word")

(Produced ea the Stage ay Henry

The Greateet

HART

I.

Brackett"

Miss Qiak

for the First

W.

Savage)

of All Rural Coosedy-Drassas

Time

la Plcturee (Six Parte)

by

The Monarch Photoplay Co.

Dawn-Maker"

BOB RUSSELL,

This week exhibitors are again offered
tho opportunity of presenting that premier star. W. S. Hart, in a big, virile
story of the Croat Northwest— tho
story of a quarter-breed Indian who
Hart's
fell In love with a white girl.

William Frederic
William J. Sorelle
Barbara Gilroy
Bradley Barker
Mildred Gregory
Adele George
John E. Mackin
Mrs. Fitzgerald
Dallas M. Fitzgerald
Baby Joan
Walter Hiers

to

TRIANGLE- KEYSTONE

UNEQUALLED FACILITIES
FOR ADVERTISING

need be) said to yon of
tho valuo of Keystone Comedies.
You know their true worth, tho
way tho public enjoys them,

Little

their drawing power. Keystone Comedies are released
only through tho Triangle Film
Corporation.

and

STATE RIGHTS
S

NOW AVAILABLE

Monarch Photo Play

1

Room lot

BOB RUSSELL,

TIMES BUILDING,
HIM MIIMI.llMllttll
nilMI>l>'lnl.,<,

'
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Prooldont

With this Remarkable All-Star Cast:

characterisation of tha typical .American Indian Is a piece of work that will

l

and there are several very
effects, but as a whole the pronot up to the Vltagraph standard.

well directed

good lighting

"Common Sense

In

of the Follies

picture of the stage and
As a
matrimony this latest Triangle Flay
enthuis sure to arouse considerable
siasm. Man will enjoy It. Woman will
love It, lor inoni other things s7
beautiful gowae of the very leteet
fashion are displayed; to say nothing
of the |7f.Nt worth of jewels worn by

long

In this

BOB RUSSELL

t

modem

S.

Huntly Oordon
Prank Currier
John Robertson
William Lytell, Jr.
Here Is a combination of star and story
that falls short of hitting the mark.
Had
either one or the other of the two carried any
unusual strength the picture would have been
a good one, but as It is the feature will rank
but fair among the current offerings. It Is a
V-L-8-B-Vltagraph picture, directed by Ralph
Inoe from the story by Josephine Lovett and
has Lucille Lee Stewart as the star. Throughout the entire footage of the feature Miss
Stewart has but one close-up In which she
looks at all engaging. As a film star she has
not sufficient strength to carry a story as
weak as "His Wife's Good Name" and manage to get away with It The plot Is the time
worn one of the opposition of the wealthy
parents of a college youth to the girl that he
has wedded, and the father plots to have her
appear In an undesirable light before the son.
father
octor Cameron
Bilk Harrington

gils

leads him Into all sorts of sensational affairs
that while not exactly swashbuckling, would
be the kind Alexandre Dumas would writs In
these modern times. He Is thrown In contact
with royalty* a yrj sweet girl, etc., and at
the conclusion of each "ep" he oomes out

3EF

LILLIAN CISH

W.

Lucille Lee Stewart
Jessie Miller

Kate Weld
Harry Weatherby

2. 8. 4.)

("HU Nam*

••The

Jolo.

GOOD NAME.

HIS WIFE'S

Judging by the first four epleodes of the
doson two-reel "ens" of "The. Scarlet Runner" serial, It will prove a good series for exhlbttore, In that each one Is a "romantic"
melodrama about Important people and doesn't
depend on the previous ones to enable the
spectator to keep track of the story.
They
are founded on the stories of the same name
by G. N. and A. II. Williamson, originally
published In the Strand magaslns some years
ago and were plctuiiied by Geo. H. Plympton
and produced by Vltagraph (V-L-B-B.) directed by Wallie Van and William P. 8. Barle.
Other than the central character (Barle
Williams), there Is practically a new set of
personages In each episode.
A gay young
Englishman, In receipt of a handsome allowance from his uncle, is suddenly cut off by the
old man and told that he must earn $500 la
one year without any assltanoe, falling la
which he is to be disinherited. Young Mr.
Race sells out his apartment, with the proceeds of which he buys tsarlet Runner, a very
fast automoblls, running It as a taxlcab. This

__

Diane

until

he was passing through were all a Joke, and
elopes with the heroine, while the friends are
held at bay nnder the guns of four of his
cowboys, and the closing scene finds his
sending a wireless from the deck of a steamer
releasing them, while he Is on his honeymoon. The picture described In a word Is a
Fred.
"bear."

To

*•

though occasionally bruised. There
Is little or no fault to find on that score, lut
the "local color" or "atmosphere" Is lacking.
Had the directors been unable to supply It In
America the stories could readily hare been
Such things as autoo with leftlocalised.
hand drives In London (where traffic turns
to the right Instead of loft) are unknown,
"Bobbles" (English police) do not wear linen
Just
collars showing above their coats, eta
a little more care exercised In the matter of
detail would hare materially enhanced the
serial's yalue which, as before remarked,
fires every Indication of proving a winner.

smiling,
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SELL SEATS
i
:••;•:•:

TJJ7ILLIAM A. BRADY, in addition to being the Director
General of World Pictures, is the personal booking
manager for every contract exhibitor.

VOUR

responsibility does not

mi

end with applying for

WORLD

SERVICE. True, you are relieved of
responsibility, and you know it has been transferred
most capable hands.

YOUR PROBLEM

IS

vast
into

TO SELL

say that you have amusement to sell. Of
But stop to think! Ten people may secure more
amusement out of a picture than a hundred. YOUR JOB

SEATS. You
course.

TO SELL YOUR FIVE HUNDRED OR A THOU.
SAND SEATS, as the case may be, and KEEP them sold,

IS

day

after day, night after night.

VOUR

problem is
problem

tailer's

successful retailer

to sell
is

seats just as surely as the re-

to sell his stock of goods.

knows that the

depends upon a quick turn-over.

life

The

blood of his business

SELL TODAY'S STOCK

TODAY.
"IVOW, today's unfilled house means a loss that can't be
11
made up. IT IS WATER GONE OVER THE DAM.

TY7ITH World

Service,

you not only secure the services

of William A. Brady as Booking Manager, hut the

most earnest efforts of our entire organization in helping
you sell YOUR SEATS.

'.•'•

>

i

CAMERA
SEND

15c. IN

STAMPS

YOU NEED THIS HANDY BOOK
Good Only

Until Nov. 1st

ROTHACKER FILM MFG. CO.
DIVERSEY PARKWAY,

^^^

„1359

ii

i

i

IVIEIIM

AND WE WILL FORWARD, POSTAGE PREPAID, VALUABLE BOOK WHICH WILL
ENABLE YOU TO IDENTIFY AND KEEP 1RACK OF EVERY SCENE YOU TAKE

This Special Offer

i

CHICAGO

Harry Watson, Jr
/INPICTURE3\
"MUSTY SUFFER"» (""SB
;

(Gwrg* Kkfae

StaJfe)

LOUIS MYLL,

Director

VARIETY
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CLARA
Kl ABALL YOUAIG

Dark

<v:: :*--:

irected

Silence*

by

(A

WORLD PICTURB>

Not a Special Release

—A Regular Program Picture
.

in

VIRGINIA NORDEN
STARRING IN
GOTHAM FILM CORP.
FEATURES
wor
m make Papier Mftche
duplicated
tunwaad, equaled

RIALTO
THE TEMPLE OF THE MOTION PICTURE
BESSIE BARRI8CALE
and

Comedy.

|

SUPER GETS BENEFIT.

WHEN YOU NEED A

THEATRICAL PROPERTIES
Animal ooatumea of
Orotaaque Coatumea

all

or

beasta.
all

bird*,

flab,

eto.

cbaraoWra and tlmea

METAL ARMOR WORK
41ft

"A CORNER IN COLLEENS"

Keystone

or

anywhere.

Of WEST

la

STRUT
N. Bryant

MIW YORK
W14.

CITY

Cameraman
Phonai Bryant

A

and

ball

under the auspices of the motion

pic-

ture artists of

tSSS

CINEMA CAMERA CLUB
ltd Tlmaa Bldf., N. Y. C.

vaudeville

will
S.

performance

New York

and

vicinity

be given for the benefit of William

Kent

at

Kent was employed as a super for
"Romeo and Juliet" picture taken
During
at the Metro studios recently.
the balcony scene ho was standing it the
the

It

If it'i for the stage

tnat cannot be

i

Bryant Hall on October

4.

head of the stairway when it collapsed
and he with a number of others fell
a distance of ten feet to the ground.
Kent had severe bruises about the body
and also sustained a broken shoulder,
knee cap and arm. He was removed
to a hospital and later to his home,
where he is now confined.
George Dupree is chairman of the
arrangements committee.
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^ from 172 iht&ircs in one icrri/arr~
kJ fromlSQ ihe&hres in another, ihis
is ihe full box office report on

Pumt* 54 "fcurw m GecoiB ftw Vox*

HEAKTiT iNTCQNATlOmLPpOCWI

FPOUMAN

brent
FEATDPE?
trwiuniCD ouq wooyrncw Ar KAuYONSSTOiT

mi r^rr

m*

Wei* packing

JOM OAK'S

NEXT
TAQKINGTON'-T
rTOQY Or ROMANCE AND ADVCNTU&E

BOOTU

p/NAMtC

|0\QIEST

^ &.?£,

GNMN

since ihe

MARIE WELiS", QA1PH DCLMOQC.BCN U[NDBtKS.CENEl*MOTT.iTc.

NOW COMPUTE
PELEA9ING

dawn of ihe scDcen.

MAURICE
COSTEIIO
The Master Star and Charming

AMO

ETHEL GRANDIN

ARRANGEMENT! ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

in ihe iense, exciting. mf»ieriout,fart

and fascinating drama of ihe decade
IN

PQCM9ATION

AuGunw Tmomat

" TieHmOIMC
ooQoo

Produc+dlythe EBBOGRaP&CO, PrcMenJed by

HOUR"

CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPN

BOOKING

EPOHMAN AMUSEMENT COMHNWnON
I©

Abeeiiied Jby
Albert feysonlofaum

Iferecied Jb^

t HAYES HUNTER

Dcamajic Tmundcwolt

NOWai

wiuiam l yuceeiu..pftcr.
^it. STREET, NEW YOQ.K,

CAST
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Broadway

New York.

MEIfiO EXCHANGES
FILM FANS FAMISHED.
Practically every

New York

film ex-

change rescinded the discounts they
had allowed on account of the

:7>atfw>

epi-

demic, upon advices from the License

Bureau

to

the

exhibitors

that

tho

Health Department order prohibiting
children under the age ef 16 from entering theatres on account of the infantile paralysis scourge had been recalled, and the age limit fixed at 12,
with the entire order to be withdrawn
simultaneously with school opening,
September 25.
Exhibitors hailed the news with extreme satisfaction as the new order
practically

trying

for eidht ueeh.v nt' e bee

is

flected

Shielding

the besi .serial eier

Shadow

nuuie

ror ti/tt \'n ttiU'Jis /it\l'mnuitf n tilt (\~t.l\i
ii h
lnlftUtiCrcd 'K7IK' /'I )(>/</ III \f If //It / '(lM'ti UW'Ipts
that nt'it' A«v/« tellmo \ou nor/t/nit hut the t'/ nt l\

if

t

.

Piotiueed by - iSXsJ'CX nude) the direction
of louis'J. i'aynicr and lX»ntL1 tttiehen / ie

the

in

C7

e /)<i/ n\tv\d.

futlph

to

the

most

The order was rebusiness which opened

with a rush Tuesday (Monday being
Labor Day), and continued strong,
mostly all the exchanges reporting an
average increase of about 20 per cent,
over the same period last year, at
rental
prices
considerably
higher.
From present indications it is predicted the coming season will shatter all
existing records for a high
water
mark. In New York and vicinity the
condition is described as the public
being movie famished.

OLD FILM BRINGS
The exchanges

LrtcTt

finis

since the inception of

the film industry.

1

to/lino* you that

jfic

marked

summer

helhifd ut\d Leoti Hatt<

their old film as junk are

them

at

a

PRICE.

instead of scrapping

greatly

now

increased

selling

price

to

companies who extract the
gun powder and other chemicals used
in the manufacture of munitions.
chemical

1

!
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ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
PRESENTS
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MUTUAL
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MABEL

PRODUCTION*
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Mutual

Directed by

/

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

EDWIN CAREWE

Released on the Metro Program Sept 28th
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Impelled byiliep'ari&s ofhis own con
science anahis faith in a wo/nan returns
to fhe scene ofhis crime and is fried and
acauifted. Seehow a realizcifion of r
gwlf drove a mari io repentance in the

i
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BLUEBIRD
PHOTO PLAYS

(Inc.)

Present

"Wanted-A Home"
From

the Fascinating Heart Interest Story by Lois

With

Phillips

Smalley and

1

Weber

Mary Mac Laren

for the

local

BLUEBIRD Exchange

BLUEBIRD

or Executive offices

PHOTOPLAY

FnVs
of Conscience
- WITH
HON
A
STORY Of A ST HONC MANS TEST

Ol?

OP

WRITTEN BY HENRY CHRJSTEEN WARNACK
<*»«» DIRECTED BY" OSCAR C. APJ^Ely^ «"*

Coming BLUEBIRD

"THE CHALICE OF SORROW"
Book through your

,

m\7liO

Directed by Phillips Smalley

Watch

AFUGITIVB Fft^M JUSTlC'fv

I!

Photo Plays (Inc.)
New York

1600 Broadway,

1
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BUILT ON HUMAN NATURE; OTHERS REST ON HUMAN WHIM
YOUR WAGON TO A STAR," was good advice
Paramount
UTT ITCH
came along and changed

PARAMOUNT

H

The
years

as

IS

until

"Hitch your wagon to
exhibitor

who

is

a hundred stars!"

in business for today,

must not gamble—his

it is 9

to read:

it

must be

business

and not as some theorist says

tomorrow, next year and for ten
built staunchly on human nature

it is.

FAMOUS PLAYERS, LASKY, MOROSCO, AND PALLAS PICTURES MAKE UP THE INCOMPARABLE PARAMOUNT PROGRAM
The Paramount idea is right, is sound, is lasting. The success of the greatest
talking machine company in the world proves it! The success of the greatest
vaudeville enterprise in the world proves it!
The success of lite thousand
Paramount Exhibitors proves it!
"Hitch your wagon to a star" but be prepared to fall when that star sets!
Hitch your wagon to a hundred stars give your public the complete
Paramount Program and you'll build a business not for today, or tomorrow, but
for the years to come.
:

—

—

September, October and
FAMOUS

LASKY

November Releases

PLAYERS
Pillu

MOROSCO

Pirioa of Panimant— Dustin Farnum.

Laaky—Big Sifter—Mae Murray.
Famous Reward of Patience Louise

—
—House

Moroaoo

of Lies

—
Huff.
— Edna Goodrich.

Laaky— Ths Storm— Blanche Sweet.
Famous— Ashes of Embers— Pauline
Famous

—Quest

Laaky— Anton

—Maurice

of Life

Frederick.

Walton.

ft

the Terrible—Boberts

ft

Kins.

— Intrigue—Lenore Ulrich.
Famous—Jean of the Heather— Valentine Grant.
Famous—Rainbow Princess—Ann Pennington.
Morosco

Pallas— Miss Nancy— Vlrian Martin.

Laaky—Witchcraft—Fannie Ward.
Famous

—The

Kiss

—Moore

Laaky—The Lash— Marie

—8erenteen—Huff

Famous

ft

Courtot.

Doro.
A-

Plokford.

Laaky— Miss Bigamist— Marguerite

Laaky— Unprotected— Blanche

Clark.

Sweet.

—Soul of Kurt San— Reasue Hayakawa.
Pallas—Son of Erin—Dustln Farnum.
Laaky

Famous—Princess Zim Zim—Mae Murray.
Famous—The Blemish— Pauline Frederick.
Laaky—Heir to the Hoorah— Meighan ft King
Laaky

Tke Yellow

Pawn— Ridgely

Famous— Martyrdom
Laiky— The Tears

of the

ft

Bold.

Strong— All Star

of Phillip

Cast.

Locust— Fannie Ward.

i
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JELZNICK

-

One Superb Production
That's

And

a

Week

my new promise!

it is

coming through just

as

my

other plans have, with an

ir-

resistible rush.

My

first

YOUNG

revolutionizing enterprise
FILM Corporation.

was the

That has already come through with

CLARA KIMBALL

a seven-reel production of

Robert W. Chambers' brilliant novel "THE COMMON LAW,"
now ready for its pre-release showings in all the Marcus Loew
theatres. It is Director General ALBERT CAPELLANFS greatest
masterpiece— a "100 per cent, picture."

Then I followed up by taking over the productionsof the HERBERT
BRENON FILM CORPORATION.

BRENON

first of these marvelous HERBERT
features is
nearly completed. It presents the world's supreme tragedienne,
Mme. ALLA NAZIMOVA, in a film version of the play
BRIDES" by Marion Craig Wentworth. Ill stake my reputation
that it is a picture that will simply lift them out of their seats.

The

"WAR

Now comes the KITTY GORDON FILM CORPORATION,

pro-

ducing for Selznick-Pictures, under the supervision of G. M.
ANDERSON, a screen adaptation of the novel "VERA THE
MEDIUM" by Richard Harding Davis.

To these I shall add stars and attractions of equal magnitude until
I am releasing, on the open-booking plan, ONE GREAT FEATURE
A WEEK.

THERE WILL BE NO PROGRAM.
Simply a steady output of incomparable features from which the
exhibitor is FREE TO TAKE HIS PICK.

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

VARIETY
REPRODUCED FROM VARIETY OF AUGUST 4,
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FILM REVIEWS

1916

- THEIR VALUE

picture exhibitor just now is mostly in need of INFORMATION about films produced. He doesn't care so much for
too kaleidoscopic a trade at present, on its manufacturing and distributing side. "Combinations" of the monied interests
that combine to secure "outside money," or to "get under cover" are of no moment to the picture exhibitor, who doesn't see that any
the exhibitor wants his trade news in a condensed review of a film
is attempted to be effected to aid the man who pays the freight

The moving

trade.

It is

want to exhibit

exhibit or

—or (and which

—

is

the most important) not exhibit at

news

the

of

or interests

combination
that he

may

all.

—

To exhibit a poor film for a day, two, three or a full week by an exhibitor hits the picture house two ways there is a temporary drop of business for the time being through the poor film being the feature of the program at that time, and the prestige of the picture place is injured, most
often to the advantage of a competing house or houses.

To

the picture exhibitor of current times the film he uses

HAVE THE GOODS TO HOLD UP THE BOX

is

more important

to

him even than

his

box

office, for

THE EXHIBITOR MUST

OFFICE.

That means the exhibitor must have two things with him to successfully continue his business. They are TRUTHFUL ADVANCE INFORof the features that will be submitted to him and full liberty to select such features as he may deem most desirable for his clientele.

MATION
The

full liberty

of selection

is

not always within the means of the exhibitor to secure, because of the picture service corporations with their remay "tie up" one or more sources, although such exhibitors as may tie up a source of supply is again in a

and the competition that

strictions,

similar position as regards the free selection of material.

But most

essential

the

is

to be written by persons of a

ADVANCE INFORMATION,

which the exhibitors must look for

more than ordinary knowledge

little

vation will develop a reliable film

of the picture or

show

reviews
This knowledge combined with obser-

in criticisms of feature releases, those

business, or both.

the critic is permitted to write his HONEST OPINION.
HONEST OPINION BY AT LEAST A SEMI-EXPERT. If

critic, if

wants—AN

the opinion is honest, technical knowledge
be expressed in a criticism means nothing. The picture has been made, it is ready for release and cannot be wholly
retaken. What the faults, defects, merit or demerit of the manufacturing were are beside the question to the picture exhibitor. "CAN I PLAY
ABOVE NORMAL?99 and "IS IT
THAT PICTURE IN SAFETY?99 ; "IS IT A GOOD OR BAD PICTURE?99 ; "CAN IT
99
PLAYING AT ALL? are the questions presenting themselves to every picture exhibitor about every picture.

That

what
making

the exhibitor

is

of picture

as

may

DRAW

A

WORTH

Meanwhile he must look elsewhere for that very valuable advance informacannot be obtained from the press sheets of the manufacturing or service concerns. They speak but good of
all their product, one of the items a publicity bureau is established for. The dailies of the country are but local at best, and their printed opinion,
if honestly given, affects but local trade, and is printed too late, i. e., after the film has been publicly exhibited in the city where the daily pub-

The

tion that

exhibitor can't decide for himself until he sees the feature.

means so much to him.

It

lishes.

So the exhibitor must look to the picture trade and theatrical papers which circulate throughout the country and give
to the critical reviews of film.

The

picture trade has

critical film
critical

department.

two highly estimable trade mediums,
The theatrical weeklies, in which class

some

of their attention

World" and "Picture News." Each of those publications carries a
found "Variety," also give more or less attention to moving pictures, including

the "Picture
is,

comment.

bound to follow after looking over papers that cater to the picture business that THEIR POLICIES MUST BE LIMITED
The individual exhibitor seldom advertises, except in his local papers. He has nothing to
advertise for the trade, but the remainder of the trade advertises for the exhibitor, therefore the remainder of the trade, including the manufacturer, service corporation, renter and exchanges use the trade or theatrical papers to make known their wares.

The presumption

is

OR BOUNDED BY ADVERTISING CONTRACTS.

If for no other reason, then, the theatrical weeklies which do not carry by any comparison at all as much advertising as the trade mediums
should be more reliable for the picture exhibitor, but the theatrical weeklies that are not satisfied with the bulk of picture advertising so far received from the group in the trade that advertises, are APT TO LEAN THEIR OPINIONS
BUSINESS, rather than listen

TOWARD MORE

to

THE NEED OF THE EXHIBITOR
However,

in the

who

does not advertise.

end the paper, whether of the picture trade or theatrical

picture releases will be the one or ones to win out, as far as a circulation

exhibitors

IS VITAL TO THE EXHIBITOR— he must find the publication that gives the
competitor does, that competitor at the finish will have outlived the other.

REVIEW

THE VALUE OF FILM CRITICISM
bad,

IS

HONESTY—NOTHING

any more than a dramatic reviewer can do that with a

advance information about the
be concerned, for THE VALUE OF A FILM

class, that gives the exhibitor reliable

among

ELSE.

A

critic

may

HONEST OPINION.

If

the exhibitor doesn't and his

cannot make a bad picture good nor a good picture

play.

THE WISE EXHIBITOR in America, Canada and Europe, in fact all English speaking countries, SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR EVERY
WEEKLY PAPER of the picture or the theatrical trade that gives critical attention to films, for at least three months, and after that time discard
all

or

those papers he finds cannot be relied upon, gradually eliminating others that appear to have "a reviewing policy" until he finally locates one
that he believes may be FAIRLY
UPON.

At the end
him money and
if

DEPENDED

more weeklies

of six

months the exhibitor trying

business.

Anyhow,

it

weekly bureau of information that may be the means of saving
with enough information to let him know what he is doing in the selection of film,

this will be in possession of a

will furnish the exhibitor

he has the privilege of that selection.

What

a paper

may say about its critical department
You can call black white, but that

to decide for himself.

is

so

much space wasted, when
make black white.

doesn't

A paper speaks for itself.
LET THE EXHIBITOR FIND OUT FOR HIMSELF.

that department

is

published weekly for the exhibitor

VARIETY
a mighty strong
Join
well acted and will bo a Dig winner.
him.

WANTED—A HOME.
Nannie Wrlfht
Graoe Johnson
Marian Slgler

Gladys

Owen
Harrey Gorman

Charles

Marriott

Jack Mulhall

Dr. Prlne
Dr. Cary

Dana One

Roberta
Ernest Shields
"Kewpte" Morgan
Cal Morgan
This Bluebird feature, produoed by the
Smalleya from a story by Lola Weber, contains a lot of thrills, a goodly measure of lore
Interest, and a melodramatic twist here and
there that will make It a very acceptable
Battered
picture with the film audiences.
about from pillar to post, an orphan girl
finally clears up the mystery that Is surrounding her to the satisfaction of the hero,
who marries her. The picture opens In a
big city and has its final scenes on a ranch,
where a brief bit of comedy is injected into
the story through the introduction of a hearyweight admirer of the girl. Mary MacLaren,
who playa the principal role, that of the orphan who la caat upon the world by a crested
old uncle, Just because she went to a Sunday
school picnic, is proving herself to be one of
In this picture
the film finds of the year.
she portrays the character assigned to her so
wlnsomely that her appeal to the film fans
She la well
alone will carry the picture.
worth while playing up In the billing. The
Fred.
story holds well and la interesting.

THE COMBAT.
"The Combat," a six-reel Vitagraph feature
(V-L-S-E), with Anita Stewart aa the star.
Is going to prove one of the real box office
the
type of picture that has everything necessary
for a melodramatic thriller of the better kind.
It combines practically all of the big picture
punches that can be crowded Into film and the
story keeps one guessing until the very last
minute.
From the angle of a picture that
can be exploited In a way to bring box office
returns It Is replete with opportunity. There
are at least three good Woman's Page feature
stories that could be derived from its plot,
and they would be the type of stories that
would create a discussion.
"Has a Mother
the Right to Sacrifice Her Daughter Into a
Loveless Marriage for Wealth, Any More
Than Hers is the Right to Sell the Daughattractions of the week's releases.

Body

It is

Bondage T" That la one angle.
a discussion as to which of two
men a woman should cling to—ehe having
married the second believing the first dead
and herself a widow. Then there are a lot
of attendant features to the picture that make
It a corker.
There is big thrill in a railroad
wreck, several minor thrills In fights, and
another In a cross country chase, the latter
being remarkable because of the excellent
photography.
A once wealthy widow, Mrs.
Flemming, played exceedingly well by Virgins Norden, who looks the part of the society matron to perfection and wears clothes
to the queen's taate, has been impoverished
and forced into debt by her efforts to maintain her social position on an Income that
was Insufficient. Her one hope is that she
may be able to marry off her daughter to
advantage.
The daughter (Anita Stewart)
falls In love with a young westerner who has
yet to make his mark.
They are married
secretly and he goes west to make his fortune.
Succeeding, he Informs his wife by letter he is returning and the next word she
receives Is that he was killed In a train
wreck.
Later, to save her mother from disgrace because of financial difficulties, she permits herself to be married off to a lawyer.
The former marriage is held a secret and the
Another

Is

picture,

Fred.

Mary MacLaren

Mlna Rogers
The Widow

ter's

It

Into

is

finally turns up as the principal
hinge on which the plot revolves. It is stolen
by a maid, sold to a blackmailing lawyer and
when the wife goes to redeem It, her first
husband shows up on the scene. He was accused of a murder in the far west on circumstantial evidence and arrested Just as he was
about to take the train.
Making his escape
from the court room he was forced to lie low.
The real murderer was the blackmailing
lawyer, and in the struggle the wife picks up
a revolver and shoots the blackmailer dead.
She makes her escape, but her first husband
is arrested.
Husband No. 2, then the District
Attorney, discovers his wife was the mysterious veiled woman who escaped from the
house, after the murder had been committed.
She admits It and confesses her love for the
man she first married. The second husband,
his Jealousy aroused, decides to send the man
to the chair.
Later, after a verdict of guilty
has been found, husband No. 2 is elected
Governor of the state. His wife finally prevails on him to pardon the condemned man
and permit her a divorce so that she may

certificate

THE REVOLT.
Anna

Btevena
John Stevens
Nannie Stevens

Frances Nelson
Arthur Ashley

Lena Schmidt
Mrs. Schmidt
James Turner
Dr. Goode

Clara Whipple
Miss Burnelster

Madge Evans
Frank Beamish
McQuarrle

Geo.

Eva Baaex

Ada Price
email cast of uniform excellence play» In
simple understandable fashion a screen version by Peerless (released by World Film) of
the piece of the same name which was part of
the '*red light" drama Invasion of two years
or so ago. The aoft pedal haa been put on the
"red light" element In the story and the principal appeal is based on the human Interest of
the innocent shop girl who is almost drivei to
a life of shame by a shrewish stepmother, a
philandering husband and a vengeful girl
companion.
The play was exploited on the
ground of its daring showing forth of "white
slave" conditions.
The film makes Its appeal to feminine audiences rather on ita exposition of the psychology of the unhappy, illtreated wife.
The difference la Important.
All that was Jn the play haa been retained for
the screen. The scene of the assault upon the
innocent visitor to the house of ill fame has
its place In the picture, but the Impersonality
of the acreen actors takes away some of the
gross aess that was unpleasantly evident in the
theatre.
The varioua hardships of the young
wife in her home life and the circumstances
which move her to vialt the establishment of
her former companion, are convincingly set
forth.
The department store episodes are of
Interest also without being offensive.
It la
on the whole a better film than it was a play
and should make an acceptable feature In any
theatre which numbers a majority of women

A

in ita clientele.

WHERE LOVE

Howard Hickman, haa Just been completed by
Raymond B. Weet, and la now going through
the cutting and titling process.
It will soon
be found In the hands of exhibitors. This Is
the play that has a sensational railroad colUslon aa one of Ita strongest features.
In
theme, It Is a vampire story and In It, U Is
said, Dorothy Dalton presents her strongest
claim to honors aa a screen siren.
;

Hundreds of people gathered on Julia street,
Jacksonville, Fla., the other afternoon in front
of the Hotel Mason and saw James Larkln,
Kalem player, rlak his life In the production
of a "thriller" for a picture.
Larkln held to
a ladder with hla hands and feet, four stories
above the pavement, while OUle Klbby cut the
rope which held one end of the ladder from
the roof of the Everett Hotel. Larkln swung
backward toward the ground and landed on
the bottom platform of the fire escape.
The
crowd ahowed Its appreciation of Mr. Larkln's
nerve by vigorously applauding him.

congratulatory letters.

W.

Jos.

up a

LEADS.

150,000 to date,

Announcement has been made by the

Marlon Barstow
Orml Hawley
Richard Warren
Rockcllffe Fellowes
Fred Mason
Royal Byron
Duke Canton
Haydn Stevenson
Sir Rankin Chataworth
Charles Craig
E. Faris Hawtrey
Herbert Evans
Kennedy Barstow
Arthur Oran
Mrs. Barstow
Maud Hall Maosy
Kathleen Chataworth
Ileen Hume
Rose Chataworth
Pauline Curley
Camilla Dore
Dorothy Rogere
The moat noticeable point about this Fox
feature is the Inconsistency of Its direction,
the action and business at tflbes running to a
rather ridiculous degree which had the effect
of killing whatever possibilities were contained in the dramatic portions.
The story
Is a bit impossible as well, dealing with the
kidnapping of two young girls who are eventually lured Into a bagnio from where they are
rescued by on old time sweetheart of their
mother. It has that "happy ever afterward"
finale, coming after five reels of action.
The
Individual playing measures entirely up to
the Fox standard, but the produoer has gone
to extremes in dressing the affair, relying
much on the Imagination for situations. The
interiors are natural and stand out as the feature of the piece, but this cannot be said of
the exteriors.
Orml Hawley is thoroughly
capable In the playing, but does not dress her
part according to scenario schedule. On the
whole, "Where Love Leads" will fit as a program feature, but It runa far below the usual
Fox speed and will never oreate a furore.

Wynne-

Cali-

fornia Motion Picture Corporation, advising
that "The Woman Who Dared," recently completed with Beatrls Mlchelena in the leading
role, would be immediately distributed on the
State Right plan for October release.
Meantime, according to the same report, an ex*
tenelve line of advertising helps haa been
prepared for the picture and la now ready for
prompt delivery.

Walker, the Vitagraph atar and
Wilfred North, an actor employed by the concern, while on their way to a location at
Mlneola, L. I., In an automobile on Tuesday,
were burled from the car to the road when
the vehicle atruck a rut In the road and
turned over. Mlae Walker waa slightly bruised
about the body and had her clothes torn.
North was severely shaken and believed to
suffer with internal injuries and was removed
to the Mlneola Hospital.
Lillian

The changes Incident In shifting Bluebird's
policy to the broader and more substantial purpose of advertising the play Instead of the
{tlayer will bring several new leading ladles
nto the series during the next few weeks.
Cleo Madison, who has been directing productions on her own account, will make her first
appearance as a bluebird on Oct
in "The
Chalice of Sorrow." Roberta Wilson will appear In "The Heritage of Hate." Oct. 28 Orace
Carlyle will be the leading woman for Herbert
Rawllnaon In "The Eagle's Wing," and Ruth
Stonebouse will be aeen in several Bluebirds
starting with Mendelssohn's "Spring Song" or
another play, "Kinkald Gambler" which la
awaiting to be aoheduled.
:

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD.
The National Association of the Motion Ploture Industry la collecting aome amaslng figurea regarding the Industry. The one Item of
film Is staggering to the Imagination in Its
expression at distance and speed. The footage that passes through the cameras of the
motion picture theatrea of the United States
every day would go 3% tlmea around the
earth at the equator and runa at aggregate
speed of more than three tlmea that of the
spinning globe.
This is how it Is figured.
Each house averagee about 7,000 feet a performance, according to Lee Ochs, president of
the National Exhibitors' League, and will run
about 35,000 a day, or 245.000 a week. There
are 20,000 theatrea devoted solely to pictures.
These run 400,000,000 feet In seven days, or
more than 78 miles. The speed of the continued film for the week averages about 3,250
miles an hour.

at the

PROSPECT,

MKNDOU8
DIRECTION

POLI'S (ubo)

Woo If

(Soranton

split)
1st bait

Weston

ft

Armstrong A Strouse
Burt Johnson Co
Anson A Daughters
Alexander A Scott

Stewart

ft

Minnie Allen
Gibson A Gulnan

Roahanara

McLenn Sutten
Wllllamseert. Pa.

ft King
Bouncer Co

.Comfort
Billy

FAMILY (ubo)
Seaberry A Shaw
Kltner Hughes & K
Wilson Co
Ed Dowling
Capt Kidder Co
2d half
Broeious A Brown

Tor**, to

SHEA'S (ubo)
Dupree A Dupree

Wm

Vlctorlne ft Zolar
The Crisps

Hamilton A Barnes
Tlvato

(Threo to

fill)

ST.

(loow)

Sprague A McNeese
Helen A Mollie Dorn
Scanlon A Press
Albright A Mack

"Up and Down"
Ferguson A Sunder
Daniels A Conrad

Rose ft Dell
5 Sweethearts

Curtlaa Trio

Harrison
"Whirl of Bong"
Qulgley ft Fltxgerald
Paul Le Van ft D
nrtagrfleU, I1L
MAJESTIC (wva)

Jarvla

ft

Mllle Olive
Nell McKlnley
ft Bingham
"The Faahlon Shop"
Ralph Connors

PIsano

2d half

Dacey

Pat Barrett
Tyler ft Crollua
Metropolitan Dancers

(Two

to

fill)

to

Dorothy Rogers Co
Phlna A Picks
Ebes

STRAND

Fredericks Co

"Fortune Hunters"
Dooley
Mang A Snyder

RAG

Vancouver, B.

Quaker City 4

Wooaaoeket

O.

ORPHEUM

2d half

(Two

to

Chip A Marble
Orth A Dooley
Claire Vincent Co
Alexander MacFayden
Nederveld's Baboons

Sherman A Uttry
Pierlot A Schofleld

Brooklyn,

HIT on

(m)

Kemp

Browing
Bernard

ft

ft

Dean
Tracey

Wool folk's Jr Follies
Romalne Fielding Co

Torre Haute, lad.
HIP (wva)
Brooke ft Lorella
Barry Girls

Ameta
Vonhampton

Victoria. B. C.

THIS

Shrlner

Kola
Fred Barnes
American Minstrels
Worcester. Maea.
POLI'S (uboj ,

(m)

Morrlaaey Co

"Whirl of Song"
2d half
Kimball A Kenneth
Ankela
Fern A Davla

Toeca
Mann
BAHLaRolllckers

Great Howard

Edna Aug
Mme H De

Judge A Oale
Howard Langford
"Imagination7

Eugene Emmett Co

Blato's

PLAZA

Co
Wasabara, Wis.
Serris

TEMPLE (wva)
Gordon A Early
Allle Leslie Hasson
(One to fill)
Roberta

King
McCormlck A Wallace
Naudaln A Frledland
Oaxtoh Co
Muriel Worth
Henry Jervla
Four Marx Bros

Waterfcwry. Ooi
POLI (ubo)
Bessley

ft

Ackermaa*

York. Pa.

O

H

(ubo)

to

fill)

2d half
Fisher A Rockaway

K

Crawford Co
Wllklns A Wllklns
Olympic 3

Ollle

2d hair
"Vanity Fair"

Watertowa.

ft Sykes
Harrington Co

Yoaasmfowa. O.
HIP (ubo)

Dunn

ft

fill)

to

Denny

L

(Two

la.

"The Cop"
Nevlns ft Erwood
(One

"Busted"
Nowlln ft St Clair
Tracey ft MeBrlde
Monaule 6
2d half
Wayne ft Dwlght
"Revue De Luxe"
Urad ft Downs

Nip ft Tuck
Nardlna
K Crawford Co

Diaz Monka
Lorraine

Vanda Meer
Edney Broa

Natalie Alt
,

Qulgley ft Fltsgerald
Paul Le Van ft Dobbs
2d half
ft

Teakero
PROCTOR'S

ft

Wm

Hill

'

Greater City 4
American Minstrels
2d half

Josephine Davla
"The Hesdllner"

Verrera

ft

Brierre

(ubo)

White Bros
Albert A Saul
Eldrldge A Bsrlow

Waenlaarto*
KEITH'S (ubo)

Young A April

Meredith A Snoossr
B Lester

Harry
S.

D.

METROPOLITAN

(wva)
White
Van Sickles A Leondar

Poshay

ft

2d half

Will

MAJESTIC (wva)

Taeoaea

ft

White

ft

16 Navassar Girls

Zeno A Mandel
Dorothy Brenner

Phil

Waterloo.

PANTAOES

BIJOU (ubo)
Fagg

Paul Petcklng Co

(m)

Keno A Green
Long Tack Srfm Co
Eva Shirley
Wills Gilbert Co
O ay lord A Lancton

"Imagination"
Dorothy Brenner

fill)

(wva)

Frank Colby Co
J Edmonds Davis Co
Fiddler ft Shelton

Tim Cronln

PANTAOES

ft

Adsms A Murray
Campbell 8leters
Msson ft Keeler
Moore Gardner ft
M ft I Dunedln

THE ITALIAN

COMEDIAN
WEEK

T

M

Xylophlends

PANTAOES

ft

Gilroy Haynes ft
Primrose Minstrels
Resists

Rubevllle
2d half

A

DeWltt Burns

Maud Lambert

Raymond Bind Co
Bernard A Scarth
Frank Carmen
PANTAOES (m)
Leo A May Jackson
Weber A Elliott

Bob Tip Co
Lerner A Ward

Zeno ft Man del
Anthony ft A dele

fill)

The LeMonta

Will

Wilton Sisters

ft

(Two

Wlaalpe*

ORPHEUM
"Bride Shop"
Ernest Ball

Troy
PROCTOR'S

Bobby Heath Co

Superior, Wle.
PEOPLES (wva)

2d half

Nardlna
J P wade Co
Joyce Weet A S
"Neighbors Oarden"

M

Morris

BILLS NEXT WEEK.
{Continued from Page 27.)

Weir Temple

The much-heralded production, at the Trlangle-Ince Studies at Culver City, of the new
play which la to present as a trl-atar combination Dorothy Dalton, Enid Markey and

Kerr

Rose A Dell
Kimball ft Kenneth

WM. SISTO
Showed His Act

atate
piled

playing the
film on percentage In moat places.
He haa
alao bought the rights for Pennsylvania on the
chance that the picture will pass censorship
there.
He plans to send out his own companies through the Keystone state as in this
state.
Mr. Oaltes Is still under medical care,
having been seriously ill of mastoiditis.
of

Wtlsu

Toledo

KEITH'S (ubo)
Herbert's Dogs

Wm

Galtes, who haa the New Tork
"Where Are My Children T" haa

profit

2d half
Flo Adler Boys
Belmont's Manikins

2d half
"Fraternity Boya"

YONGE

Managers of the Paramount exohanges
throughout the country have reeelved no end
of congratulations for the manner In which
they had planned to serve their theatres, In
their districts, In the event of a railroad
strike.
Many of tbs exchangee took ne
chances with the Impending strike, which
seemed almost Inevitable, and sent their theatre clients a number of advance productlona, for them to hold themselves, which In
being returned to the exchange when the
strike waa called off, brought with them highly

rights to

aUHESSSSSS
"The Dog watch"

(Sept. is)

Scoring a

NEXT TO CLOSING
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World's Champion Fancy Diver
.6

Representative

T".

.

Personal Direction

WILTON
NEW YORK

PALACE THEATRE BLDG.,

BATH BEACH, BROOKLYN,

"Follies of 1917" 25-27 Orpheunr
28-30 Academy Fall River 2

BURNETT
JACK
AUTHOR
DIRECTOR

"Follies of Pleasure" 25 Majestic
Ind 2 Buckingham Louisville.

Jersey City.

Mile.

La Toy's Canine Models

Vaudeville's

Booked aolid-W.
East. Rep.,

Prettiest Offering
V
A. end U. B. O.

M

HARRY SHEA

West. Rep., JESS

FREEMAN

"Auto Girls" 24 Duluth 25 Mankato 26 Waterloo Miun 27 Cedar Rapids 28 Marehalltown
20 Oskaloosa 30 Ottowna la 2 Century Kan"Beauty Youth A Folly" 25 Gayety Chicago 2
Majestic Ft Wayne Ind.

"Behman Show"

25 Gayety

Boston 2 Grand

"Bon Tons" 25 8 tar Cleveland 2 Empire Toledo.

Sept. 25

"A New York

and

Girl" 25

"Bostonlans" 25 Berschel Des Moines la 2
Gayety Omaha.
"Bowery Burlesquers" 25 Casino Brooklyn 2

Oct. 2.

L O 2 Oayety Omaha.

Empire Newark.

O.

Gayety Brooklyn.
"Globe Trotters" 25 Grand Hartford 2 Jacques
Waterbury.
"Golden Crook" 25 Lyceum Dayton 2 Olym-

O.

pic Cincinnati.

"Grown Up Babies" 25-27 GUmore
28-30

sino Philadelphia.

"Charming -Widows" 25 Standard St Louis

O

H

"Darlings

of

Paris"

25

Star

Orpheum New Bedford

5-7

2

Springfield
3

Gardner

H

"Hello Girls" 24-26 O
Terre Haute 2 Gayety Chicago.
"Hello New York" 25 New Hurtlg ft Seamons
New York 2 Orpheum Peterson.
"Hello Paris" 25 Star Toronto 2 Savoy Ham-

Milwaukee 2
Brooklyn 2-4

Academy

Worcester

treal.

1-

Terr* Haute.

"Cherry Blossoms" 25 Gayety
Gayety Minneapolis.

Worcester

Mahopac 4 Amsterdam 5-7 Schenectady.
"Hastings Big Show" 25-27 Beatable Syracuse 28-30 Lumberg Utlca 2 Gayety Mon-

"Cabaret Girls" 25 Buckingham Louisville 2
Lyceum Columbus.
3

L

"Girls from Joyland" 25 Majestic Scran ton 2

"Burlesque Revue" 25 Empire Newark 2 Ca-

Hartford.

Wayne

"Girls from Follies" 25 Gayety Philadelphia
2 Shamokin 3 Shenadoah 4-7 Majestic
Wllkes-Barre Pa.

Catherine

"Broadway Belles" 25 Newark 26 Zanesvllle
27 Canton 28-30 Akron 2 Empire Cleveland

sas City.

Ft

"Ginger Girls" 25 Cadillac Detroit 2

Co.,

Bedford

"French Frolics" 25 Lyceum Columbus 2 Newark 3 Zanesvllle 4 Canton 5-7 Akron O.

Mayo, Sutton, Mclntyre and Sutton, Demarest and CoMette, Walter Elliott and Co., Fred
and Eva Mosart, Ben Deely and Co., or any standard, recognized artist, who doesn't owe
money.
"Americans" 25 Oayety Brooklyn 2 Academy

New

Howard Bos-

ton.

and
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING, CHICAGO

Exclusive Songs, Comedy and Dramatic Acts
Ask Frances Kennedy, Arthur Angel and Co., Loos Bros., Mile. Carlita and

N. Y,

Fall

ilton

River.

Ont.

"High Life Girls" 25 Gayety Minneapolis 2

"Follies of Day" 25 Gayety Buffalo 2 Corinthian Rochester.

Star St Paul.

RALPH DUNBAR AND HARRY WEBER
Present

HERMINE SHONE
IN

HER NEW POETICAL FANTASY "THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE"

PALACE THEATRE, NEW YORK, Next Week

(Sept.

25)

The Coon Shout Thriller That All The Big Guns off Music
Moved Heaven and Earth To Buy. They bid Three. Five. Six,
Seven. Ten Thousand Dollars For It. BUT. WE GOT IT.

We've Got It

"PRAY FOR THE LIGHTS TO GO OUT"
UPROARIOUS SUCCESSOR TO "BALLIN' THE JACK"
Musicland all agog with jubilation over
and rouse' the multitude.

JOS.W.
L.

mashin g,

this s

EST"

rip-roaring hit. 20 side-splitting choruses.

E^fe

WOLFE GILBERT, Mgr.

I^J

Prof.

^^

Dept

^^^ ^^\

155*

Brother,

Broadway,

Building.

New

Chicago:

tie

up with

York.
145

A

this red letter

few steps from Palace Theatre
Address all mail to

N. Clark St

MARKSTERN BUILDING.
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Medium
Show Business

Single Advertising

Enough

for

VARIETY'S oft repeated statement that a VARIETY advertisement is alone enough in itself and covers the entire
has been borne out and substantiated by recent developments among the theatrical journals.
One of these papers virtually admitted it was unable to hold any number of readers through selling out cheaply. Another says it has decided to throw over the dramatic for pictures. Still another changes its date of issue in the hope it may
catch a few buyers.
VARIETY covers the whole field. If any of these papers had any readers in the show business those same readers also
read VARIETY, so the advertiser duplicated the cost of his advertising if using any other paper than VARIETY, while when
advertising only in VARIETY the advertisement was read by all the readers of the other theatrical papers, besides VARIETY'S exclusive readers, of which there are thousands.
VARIETY is accepted as well in London as in New York, as well in Paris as in Chicago, and as well in Sydney as
San Francisco. Anywhere where there are English speaking show folk you will find VARIETY the accepted world's medium.
Its London news gets to Australia before the English theatrical papers arrive there bearing the same items (if they have them
before seeing the items in VARIETY). Australia gets its English news via VARIETY because VARIETY has a cable news
service, and New York to Sydney is about 30 days whilst London to Sydney is 40 days.
In the United States and Canada VARIETY has grown so pre-eminent there is nothing that may be said regarding its
standing at home that its readers do not know.
VARIETY gathers all the news it can and prints such news as is printable. VARIETY doesn't take sides but prefers
to publish both sides of a question if there are two sides, allowing its readers to determine for themselves; VARIETY doesn't
comment upon its news when that news affects more than one faction, and VARIETY'S whole aim today, as it always has
been, is to be a newspaper purely. That is all the show business needs and that is all the show business wants from its trade
field,

papers.

The theatrical season for '16-'17 is now open. Advertise and get to
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VARIETY

WANTED
FOR

MUSICAL COMEDY
ALSO

MUSICAL COMEDY PEOPLE
WITH SPECIALTY FOR THE

International Circuit
GUS HILL
COLUMBIA THEATRE, NEW YORK
"Hip Hip Hooray Girls" 25 Uayety Omaha 2

L

O.

"Howe's 8am Snow" 25 Gayety Detroit 2
Qayety Toronto.
"Irwin's Big Show" 25 Caslon Boston 2
Columbia New York.
"Lady Buccaneers" 25 Saroy Hamilton Ont
2 Cadillac Detroit.
"Liberty Girls" 25 Olympic Cincinnati 2
Columbia Chicago.
"Lid Lifters" 25 Howard 2-4 Oilmore Springfield 5-7 Worcester Worcester.
"Majesties" 25 Empire Albany 2 Casino Boston.

"Maids of America" 25 Empire Hoboken 5-7
Park Bridgeport.
"Marlon Dave Show" 25 Qayety St Louis 2
Star A Garter Chicago.
"Merry Rounders" 25 Colonial Providence 2
Gaiety Boston.

'Midnight Maidens" 25 People's Philadelphia
2 Palace Baltimore.
'Military Maids" 25-26 Blnghamton 27 Norwich 28 Oneida 20 Niagara Falls N Y 2 Star
Toronto.
'Million Dollar Dolls" 25 Jacques Waterbury
2-4 Cohen's Newburgh 5-7 Cohen's Poughkeepsle.

Mischief Makers" 25-20 Erie Pa 27 Ashtabula 28-30 Park Youngstown O 2 New
Castle 8 Johnstown 4 Altoona 5 Harrlsburg
York 7 Reading Pa.
'Monte Carlo Girls" 25 Empire Cleveland 2-3
Erie Pa 4 Ashtabula 5-7 Park Youngstown
O.

Makers" 25 Century Kansas City
Standard St Louis.
'Parisian Flirts" 25 Englewood Chicago
Gayety Milwaukee.
'Pace

Dan Dody
PRODUCER
Vaudeville, Burlesque

and Cabarets
Can also place people

COLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING
(Suite 1007)

New York
^pw"

City

2
2

VARIETY
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SAILED FOR ENGLAND
On

the "St. Louis" Sept 16, to open on the

MOSS TOUR

Sept.

25

We left with best thoughts of all of our friends at home and look forward with
much

pleasure to seeing

them again, sooner or

later.

We regret having had to decline, even with the extra inducement,
route so kindly tendered us by the big time managers, and

we want

this season's

to extend our

thanks to the booking office, as well as to the individual booking

managers who interested themselves.

It is

men and

greatly appreciated.

We wish them and everyone else a most prosperous season.

DOOLEY and SAYLES
Under the direction in Europe of ERNEST EDELSTEN, London

VARIETY

THURSBY

AV

Character Comedian

"Puss Puss" 25 Oayety Washington 2 Gayety

EARLE

U

•Record Breaker8" 25 Trocadero Philadelphia
2 Olympic New York.
"Reeves Al Show" 25 Empire Hohoken 2
Peoples Philadelphia.
2
•Review of 1917" 25 Star St Paul 1 Duluth
Maakato 3 Waterloo Minn 4 Cedar Rapids
O.
Ottowna,
7
Oskaloosa
6
6 Marshalltown
2-4
"Roseland Girls" 25 Corinthian Rochester
Bastable Syracuse 5-7 Lumherg Utlea,
JerAcademy
25
Glories"
Morning
•September
sey City 2 Gayety Philadelphia

In character bits,

Washington

Baltimore 2

Palace

25

27

N Y

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.

.

2.

2 Lyric Memphis.
'Daughter of Mother Machree" 25 Park Place
Newark 2 Daly's New York.
'For the Man She Loved" 25 Walnut Philadelphia 2-4 Nixon Atlantic City 5-7 Trent
Trenton.
Her Naked Self" 25 Majestic Buffalo 2 Ly-

_,.

.„
"Step Lively Girls" 25 Oayety Kansas City 2

Oayety St Louis.
^_ _
"Stone A Plllard" 28-30 Park Bridgeport 2

Empire Toledo

and Oct.

Sept. 25

Up Father In Politics" 25 Bijou
Richmond 2 Poll's Washington.
'Broadway After Dark" 25 Orpheum Nashville
Bringing

"Sporting Widows" 25 Columbia New York 2
Casino Brooklyn.
"Star a Garter" 25 Oayety Toronto 2 Oayety

Colonial Providence.
"Sydell Rose Show" 25

2

Lyceum Dayton O.
"Tango Queens" 25 Olympic New

ceum

York Majestic Scranton.
«- ««
_
27-30
Easton
26
Bethlehem
So
25
"Tempters"
Grand Trenton 2 Star Brooklyn.
"Thoroughbreds" 25 New Castle 26 Johnstown
27 Alttona 28 Harrisburg 29 York 30 Reading 2 Oayety Baltimore
"Tourists" 25 L O Englewood Chicago.
"20th Century Maids" 25-27 Cohens Newburgh 28-30 Cohen's Pougskeepsle 2 New

Pittsburgh.

'Hour of Temptation" Lyric Bridgeport 2
Modern Providence.
'Keep Moving" 25 Lyric Memphis 2 Orescent

New

Orleans.

"THE BIG SHOW"
NBW

ICI

^^ ^^
|

Seats

six

weeks

ahead.

|

O

H

bos

FURS
A New

Sioux City 2 Im-

ton.

"Mutt A Jeffs Wedding" 25-27 O

H

Lyceum

—

From

Syracuse

Lyceum

the

luxurious

rare,

Furs to those in every day
demand, you will find here
the style you seek and the

Detroit.

price you like to pay.
Upstairs location, low rent-

Nashville.

New York

Fur

distinctive

been shown in this city and
in this shop exclusive styles
do not mean high prices.

Mother's Rosary" 25 Oayety Louisville 2

"Rolling Stones" 25 Bronx

most

and

Coats, Scarfs, Muffs, Stoles,
and Collarettes as has ewer

28-30 Colonial Utica 2 Majestic Buffalo.
"My Aunt from Utah" 25 Palace Toledo 2

Orpheum

With

Department!

as complete and comprehensive a showing of the newest

Knickerbocker Philadelphia
"Madam Spy" 20 Knickerbocker Philadelphia
2 Orpheum Philadelphia
"Peg of My Heart" 25 Orpheum Philadelphia
2-4 O H Wllkes-Barre 5-7 Acamedy Scran-

2 Lyric

wholesale

als,

make

Paterson.

$12

p

w!e\

ROOM & BATH FOR 2

S Minutes from

(TIC
4>19

PER

WEEK

all

connections

possible the big values
are offering.

we

that

HUDSON SEAL COATS
Full

CIIITCC
9UI
I C9
all

PARLOR, BED-

JTfXD
ROOM & BATH rUlt

PRICES

«"

Muffs and Scarf..

taa
V.1Z
v*

HUDSON SEAL MUFFS

...

In

,

n
most approved *|n»'*"

the

all

M

models.

Expert remodeling service

O

A

special discount is given the

profession

da.

TRIMMED HATS

Modern Hotel Improvements

In our Millinery Department
copies of Paris Models

Many

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

offices.

SftA.75

Flu* Mod.1.

TAUPE WOLF SETS

the Theatres—Overlooking Central Park

100 NOVKLTIE8
1.000 PEOPLE.

THE
Fire

CTlrl He Couldn't Buy" 25-27 O H WllkesBarre 28-80 Academy Scranton 2 Majestic
Jersey City.

Fashion's most favored style

Light, Airy, with

IflNSTRBLS
BALLBT
BIG— BUT
EVERYTHINQ

"The Funny Mr Dooley" 25 Lyceum Paterson
2 Park Place Newark.

"Little Peggy o' Moore" 20 Auditorium Baltimore 2 walnut Philadelphia.
"Shameen Duo" 20 Broadway Camden 2

"My

River

"The

in

* ^"SSrnbidi
•

28-80

Town" 20-27

den.

~

MAMMOTH

I

Omaha

Lonesome

of Her Children" 25 Crescent New
Orleans 2 Bijou Birmingham.
Devil's Harvest" 25 Modern Providence
2 Castle Sq Boston.
"The Eternal Magdalene" 20-27 Nixon Atlantic
City 28-30 Trent Trenton 2 Broadway Cam-

be^ aa %.^

With the
Incomparable

Boyd's

Lady from

"The

CHARLES DILLINGHAM.
MsL every day st 2.

I.

"Little

—St. James and Orpheutn, Boston
— Emery. Provideno*. and BIJou. Fall

"The Cry

HIPPODROME
st

(Sept. 21-24)

Park Indianapo-

"Little Girl in a Big City" 20 Prospect Cleveland 2 Palace Toledo.

2

27-30 Majestic Wllkes-Barre 2 So
hem 3 Easton 5-7 Grand Trenton.
"Watson Billy Show" 25 Columbia Chicago 2
Bersohel Des Moines.
"Watson Wrothe" 25 Casino Philadelphia 2
Miner's Bronx New York.
"Welch Ben Show" 25 Gayety Pittsburgh 2
Star Cleveland.

Mints

NOW

God

Forgot'* 25
2 Gayety Louisville.

lis

2

original travesty

York.

"Little Girl

murdered her?

Bridgeport
"That Other Woman" 20 Majestic Jersey City

Hurtlg * Seamons New York.
"U 8 Beauties" 25 Shamokln 26 Shenadoan
Bethle-

MANAGmOENT

I

Sept. 2S

perial Chicago.

_
m
York
New

Buffalo.

4 Norwich 5 Oneida 6 Niagara Falls

"Williams Mollis Show" 25 Oayety Montreal
2 Empire Albany.

"Some Show" 26 Star * Garter Chicago 2
.

Amsterdam 28-30 Schenectady 2-3 Bing-

ham ton

Gayety

•

Gayety Detroit.

EARLE

Orpheum,

Tro"Social Follies" 25 Oayety Baltimore 2
cadero Philadelphia.

"Spelgel Review" 25 Miners Bronx
2 Empire Brooklyn.

SUNSHINE

FEATURING EMMA EARLE'S

"White Pat Show" 25 Gardner 26 Mahopac

THE SHOW. Booked solid. Direc
THALHEIMER & SOFRANSKI.

tion,

Oct.

"WHEN I WAS YOUNG"
New

"Sidman Sam Show" 25 Orpheum Paterson 2
_,
Empire Hoboken.
"Sightseers"

and

OPENING AFTER INTERMIS
SION at the AMERICAN ROOF and
•coring THE APPLAUSE HIT OF

columbus

circle, n. y.

NONE HIGHER

We

make no hata

to order.

you the hat you

"HE STANDS
ALONE"

J.C.NUGENT

ALWAYS PRODUCING
Playing a Repertoire of His Own MonoPlaylets in the World's Best Vaudeville.
ALWAYS
THIS WEEK (Sept. 18)— ALHAMBRA, New York, in "THE MEALHOUND"
(First time for that house.)
NEXT WEEK (Sept. 25)— PALACE, New York, in "THE SQUARER"

WORK™*

$1000

$7.50

$5.00

New Styles!

give

Fascinating Models!

DRESSES

IN
Special

Offering

as

—at

of

a

modes—many styled to
$35. ee

We

select.

collection

of

sell as high
the special introductory

price of

$16-50

(First time in that house.)

Two

ALBOLENE
Mayhem, Jess CsJBas, htn Planter,
Ceo. Morrison ami a most of other stars of
"
the Btage "simg its Braise*.

Stella

They
for

make-up"
soft,

the best preparation
kinds of theatrical
and that "it leaves the skin

say that

removing

it

"is

all

smooth and

free

from

"AT HOME"

irritation."

is put up in i and i ounce tubes
to fit* the makeup boz: also in
and t lb.
cans. It may b« had of most druggists and
dealers in makeup. SampU/re* on r*<putt.

Albolcne

S

McKESSON

&

BROADWAY MUSIC CORPORATION

ROBBINS

Manufacturing Chemists
91 Fulton Street
Now

York

4

J

—

WILL VON TILZER,

President

SHOPS
HATS—GOWNS
COATS—SUITS— FURS
392 Fifth Ave.
Cor. 36th St.

500 Fifth Ave.
Cor. 42d St.

SECOND FLOOR LOCATION
ELEVATOR SERVICE

VARIETY

SS

President

,

VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS and
MOTION PICTURE PIANISTS
should get
A new

all

these big numbers

The first slow Fox Trot ballad ever written by
"Lonesome Pine" and will now start h new type of so ng.

decided typical type of ballad.

the boys

who

created

I

By

BALLARD MACDONALD

and

HARRY CARROLL
THREE BIG NOVELTY NUMBERS

THREE BIG SUCCESSES

WHY

I

By COBB and

A

ran

FDWARDS

novelty syncopated raggy ballad

DO THEY MAKE
i mi

By

one that

will

A

GOODWIN

and

marvelous double.

PIANTADOSI

Also female version.

take your audience by storm.

A GREAT COMEDY SONG

A FAST SENSATIONAL RAG

"The Ten
By

MACDONALD

The best opening or

and PI ANTADOS I

closing

Commandments
My Married Life"

number ever turned out
A BEAUTIFUL

NEW BALLAD

AND THE GREAT STANDARD ENCORE GETTER

TT
i

By

GOODWIN

and

MOHR

224 WEST 47th STREET

SHAPIRO

i

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

FRISCO

Grand Opera House Bldg.

Pantages Theatre Bldg.

a.

VARIET

=
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CARLITA
Supported by

Wm

Howland

.

In a Classic Singing Production
ii

Luzon Love"

Declared by Press, Managers and Agents to be the biggest novelty, best dressed sing-

ing production on the vaudeville stage today and deserving of a spot

y
Special Scenery inl A.

Now Touring U. B. O. and W.

Exclusive Songs,

"Somewhere In France" 25 Imperial Chicago
2 Park Indianapolis.
"Which One Shall I Marry?" 25 Lyceum De-

ONE OF THE HITS OF THE BILL AT KEITH'S ROYAL THIS WEEK

troit 2

(Sept. If)

2

b

"NOVELTY ENTERTAINERS"
Direction,
'The Olrl Without a Chance" 25 O H Atlanta
2 Bijou Richmond.
The Heart of Dixie" 25 Grand Worcester 2-4
O H Syracuse 6-7 Colonial Utica.
'The Natural Law" 25 Polls Washington 2
Auditorium Baltimore.
The Old Homestead" 25 National Chicago 2

American St Louis.
Wife" 25 American 8t Louis 2
Garden Kansas City, Mo.

•The Other

M

PAUL DURAND

"The Path of Folly" 25 Lyceum Pittsburgh 2
O H Youngstewn.
"The Peddler" 25 Castle Sq Boston 2 Grand
Worcester.

"The

Woman He

City

Mo

Married" 25 Garden Kansas
Omaha 5-7 O H Sioux

2-4 Boyd's

City.

"Thurston" 25 O

H

Youngstown 2 Prospect

Cleveland.

O

H

Atlanta.
I

LETTERS

3

A
(C)

Amaranths Four

Arnold Geo (C)

NOW

Bates Elvla

Odell

Bell Addle
Belmont Dorothy (C)
Belmont A Shannon
Bender David (C)

Bennett Joe
Bennett Laura
Berlin Dean (C)
Bernard Sam
Bernard ft DeHaven
Berry
H

W

(C)

Bessie's

Terriers

Bethen Herbert (C)
Beyer Billy
Blnns
Blssett

J

Bartell Bessie

Armond Grace (C)
ft

GAG
Scott
ft

Block Baby (P)
Bluches (C)
Boone Blanche
Booth ft Leander
Bowen Clarence (C)
Box Car Duo (C)
Bradford Suxette
Breen Harry
Brooks Geo V
Brooks Wally (C)

Bruce Madge B
Bryan Tom
Burkbard Max
Burroughs C Co

AVENU

I

DURAND

ROY
MERIDEN,

COE, VESTA
Opening at POLI'S,

AND

Thanks

CONN.,

to

GENE BELASCO

A

have a new farce-comedy sketch for 4—
1 man. Genuine novelty. Wish to

B
Bachelor B (0)
Barry Mr ft Mrs

Ardell Lillian

Armstrong

M.

women,

Atterldge Harold (C)
Aubrey Bert (C)

Atkinson John
Anderson Jessie (C)
Anger Al

Alarcona Five (C)
All Mrs S

V.

hear from a recognised comedienne or producer. Address,
PRESS HUMORIST, care Variety, Chicago.

Where C follows name, letter Is in
Variety's Chicago office.
Where 8 F follows name, letter Is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be Hated.
P following name Indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name Indicates registered mall.

Adama Blllle
Adams Dorm
Adams Edna
Adams Marie

bill.

SKETCH
TO LEASE

National Chicago.

"While the City Sleeps" 25 Bijou Birmingham

PERO WILSON

on any

PRODUCING
SEVERAL

NEW COMEDY
CREATIONS

Sept. 29-31

VARIETY
When you see a swell auto skim by you with ease, as you hoof along to your pet strap
And you get a well-fed look as the car skims by, and you say "There's a
lucky dub." And his car looks like an ad for Morgan, and his clothes cost a dollar a
stitch. He's the picture of health, and you say to yourself "Gee, isn't it great to be rich."
in the Sub.

THAT'S THE AGENT
When you hear some one shout, there's old "Takehimout," he's almost a millionaire,
and you know in your heart, that he's ne'er played the part in the drama called "Trouble
and Care." And he seems to get all the good things of life drawn in by the stage folk's
lore.
While you hustle along to that hall-room back home, and say, "Isn't it Hell to be
poor r '

THAT'S THE MANAGER

But there are things that money can't buy. such as love and friendship that's real.
And you know when your friends smile and glad-hand you, it's not the old bank-roll they
And you think of the one girl who loves you, and all that you mean to mean to her.

¥eel.

hen the old thoughts take a switch, you don't care to be

rich, for

it

isn't so

bad to be poor.

THAT'S THE ACTOR

THE NEW GABBY GILDE" (Without using the feet).
House Next Week (Sept

5th Ave, and Harlem Opera

a
ENTERTAINER
IM

Loew*s Newark

f»

Hansy Rose
Harmount Sallle (C)
Harris Eleanor (C)
Harris Store (C)

BOTHWELL BROWNE
IN HIS

Cadewell

REVUE OF EXOTIC ART DANCES
Dorman ft Rogers
Dorr Monroe (C)
DuBols Wilfred (C)

May

Camner Bd
Cardinal Arthur (C)
Carlos Carley (C)
Carmelo Fred
Carroll C A
Carroll Marlon
Carter Joe
Caryl Denny (C)

Duffy Dick (C)
Dunbar Charley

Dunbar Ralph
Dunedln Duo (C)
Dunedln Jimmy (C)
Dwyer Leo (C)

Eckardt Musical
Blchenberger C C (C)
Bldrldge Clara (C)
Emerson Orayoe

Cecil Mildred
Cheslsy Hasel
Chrystys The

Claire Nell V
Clark Bert (C)

Bveretts J

(C)

W

H
Cooke
Cooke * Rothert
Cook Emma
Corra Amorey Corr
(C)
Coryll Bather (C)
Crelghton F (C)
Crlghton J (C)

Crlpps Kernan

Cummlngs Roy
Curran A Milton
Curtln Dick (C)

Dacoma Davie

Dacre Miss L
Daly Boh (C)
Dare Alex (C)
Davidson Mrs H L
Davis Annie
Dsvls Howard
Davis Warren (C)

Dawson Sidney
DeBathe Lady
DeOrey Sisters (C)
DeHollis Will

DeLea

ft

Ormer

Del Monte Mildred
Delmont Al ft Nan
Delphlna ft Delmora
Demarest Margie
DeMlchele Bros

DeNovllle Julia (C)

DeOnsonne Nellye (C)
DeVerne Miss I
Devine Harry (P)
DeWltt Geo
Dodd Jimmy
Dodge Billy (C)
Don Al
Donovan James B

A

(C)

Fairbanks Jack
Falrchlld Mattle (C)

Faye Bud (C)
Ferns Bob

Field Norman R
Fielder Arthur
Finney J L
First Barney
Flelslg Mrs A
Floyd Jewell
Follette Felly

Fontaine Miss A
Ford A McNeill

Jones Edith (C)
Jones A Sylvester
Jones Bessie
Joy Esther

Kanellos
(C)

Lillian

Hicks

Howard Martin

(C)
Kelly A Adams
Kelly Bert (P)
Kelly Eddie
Kennedy Florence

ft Hicks
Hills Mrs M
HUlyer Evelyn
Hogan Agnes
Holmes F

W

Daly (C)
Huberth A Huberth
Huyler Frank
Ilona

ft

LeRoy A Hall
LeRoy Al
LeRoy Marie
Lester Bert
Lester Harry J

LeVerne May
Lewis Dolly
Lewis Louise
Lindsay Roy (C)
Linton Tom
Llewellyn Mrs

Kerr Phoebe
Kennedy Harold
King & Millard (C)
Krausse Otto (C)

Lowe A Co
Lowe John
Lyons Dan B

O

(£)

LaCardo Victoria
LaCrosse Leo

James Beatrice

Lamb

Jananl Irene (C)
Janot Mabelle
Jeannette Sisters
Jennings Clarence
Jerome Ben (C)
Johanathan (C)
Johnson J L (C)

MacQregor Harman

Mack Taylor
Magulre Pete
Magulre Tom

Alec (C)

LaMont Francis E
LaMont Lloyd L

Mallette Belle

LaPavia MIhs (C)
LaPearl Art
Larklns Nick

Marble Dan

Marr

Billy (P)
Marshall Miss F
Marshall Miss B

LaRue Ethel

pV

MarteH Mrs Al
Matthews Mrs Don
(C)
Maybelle Snowle

DHL

Mayer
Mayer Soto
Mayorga Louise

McA Hester

M

Harriett

(C)

McBrlde Harry (C)
McBrlde Mr A Mrs C
McClennan Kenenth
McConnell Art
McCormaok A Shannon
McDonald Marie

McKay A Ardlne
McMahon May
McRae Tom
Meller A DePauley
(C)
Melvern Babe (€)
Mercer Vera
Merrltt Grace

Edw

Metcalfe

Meyers Helen
Miller Chas
Miller E !• (C)
Miller James
Mills June
Mills Root J
Milton A DeLong Sisters (C)

Mitchell

B A (C)

Mooney Jack (C)
Moran Hasel (C)
Morgan Chas

Will lease
royalty
THE FAMOUS
RICE and COHEN SUCCESSES

"MARY AND JOHN"

(THREE PEOPLE)

Recognized as standard vaudeville sketches.
for

some

Pkoaai

Neither played anywhere

time.

Mt

SALLY COHEN-RICE

V*raoa ill

4

W.lhc. At., Ml. V.rnon,

N.

Gluck Alma

fashions by Mme.
Kahn.
When you purchase in this establishment, you will become one

well-dressed

of the

women.
This will cause critics
comment on the attractiveness of your appearance and your good judgfl

to

ment

in the selection of

your

wardrobe

at

this

shop.
If

of

We

have gowned many

the

top-notchers

in

Vaudeville,

Legitimate
and the Movies, and several of the successful

now

comedies

sical

ning.

'The

murun-

Namely:
Girl

from Brazil"

Way"

"Blue Paradise"

New Winter Garden Show
Wm. Hodge show—
"Fixing Sister"

Boy"

There must be a
reason why they select
Mme. Kahn

Eva L

Goodale Eva (C)
Gordon Blanche
Gray Walter
Grover R (C)
Cruet J B
Gull Ion Mathllde
Guram F A (C)

WRAP

"Soldier

Glose Augusta

Golem Troupe

The infinite amount of
painstaking given to each
GOWN, SUIT or
begins with the selection
of the most advanced

Y.

Germalne F (C)
Gilbert

sionals desiring that touch
of INDIVIDUALITY.

"Step This

"AN EARLY BREAKFAST"

(TWO PEOPLE)

Whole Existence
Mme. Kahn presents

fl

SALLY COHEN-RICE
on
Address

Gallagher Edw
Gardiner Oscar
Gardner Trio
Gardner Miss G
Gascolgnes Royal (C)
Gaston Bill
Gaylor Flossie

LeCount Bessie
Lee Edna
Lee Mrs J P
LeHoen A DePreece
Lenhart Josephine

(C)

Hickman Mrs P

Free Dorothy
Frels Sam
Fuller Nora

LeClalre Jack

Vaselasos

Kaufman H
Kaufman A

Ford Johnny
Foster Ed (C)
Francis Mae
Francois Margot (C)
Franzeska ft Jackie
(C)

LaVlheso Freda
LaVIr Jack (C)

Kays Kastlng (C)
Keefe Chas H
Kelley Thanks Eddie

Evans Edwin
Bvelyn Fay (C)

Clark

Collens Courtney
Col Tin Blanche

Herbert May (P)
Hlckey Bros
Hlckey Tom

Hoytsteln

Casada Musical

* LaVere
Clifford T R (C)
CUto B E (C)
Cole W B

Hart Ruby
Hawley ft Hawley
Haworth James A
Hears Miss J
Henderson Clara (C)
Herbert Mrs Joe

Edwin
LaVere Chas (C)
LaVere Earl

Woman's

is newest
and most charming for
the costuming of profes-

MARK LEVY

Latell

Is

everything that

25).

now (Sept 21-24)
Direction,

Johnson Martin
Johnstown Beth

"Dress"

George Damerel
In Fantastic

Shubert's

Mme. Kahn

Shows
Dressed.

Comedy with Music

"TEMPTATION"
WITH
Creator of

SPLENDID CAST
INCLUDING

Myrtle Vail and Edward
BOOK BY

WILL M. HOUGH

Hume

MUSIC BY

WM. B. FRIEDLANDER
Direction, HARRY WEBER

Gowns

One Forty-Eight
West Forty -fourth Street
Near Broadway
New York City
Four Doors

West of
The Lambs' Club

VARItYV
This

Back Again at the Palace Theatre,

Apply
Morris

who can

looking,

W

Mr

Preston Bobble

Simpson

Morton Howell

Primrose Al

Sinclair

Proctor Pearl
Psycho (C)

Singer Sarah (C)
Smith Art (C)
Smith
(C)
Spellman Jeanette
Stafford

Qulnn Tommy
Quirk Billy 8

Randolph Marie

(C)
Nlblo Victor
Nichols Sisters (C)
Nllbert Raymond

Rent Annie (C)
Richard Jack
Rlpon Alf

Nordstrom Marie
Norman Fred

Robinson

B

Robey

C

Raymond

Llisle

B

C (C)

Roberts

Norwood Bdw

H

W

(C)

Ross Daniel

Wm

Russell

Wallace

Wayne

O'Meara Qretchen (C)
Gallagher

(C)
O'Nell ft Wamsley (C)
Ortiz Demetrlc

Osborn Teddy (C)

Palmer Fred

Palmer Lucille (C)
Pantzer Duo (P)
Parks Mrs Bdw

F

Tower

Sheehan V (C)
Shepard Bert (C)
Schwartz Phil

Pelletler Dora (C)
Piccolo Midgets (C)
Plerpont Elsie (C)

Sheldon Bettlna
Sbephard Katherlne
(P)
Simmons Danny (C)

Pogart Mrs

Simpson Cherldah

A

Mark Vance,

B M

Welsh Robt
West Vivian
Weston Mary (C)
Wheeler B ft H (C)
White A
Whltelaw Arthur
Wicks Jack (C)

Billy

Towner Sid (C)
Toiart Arthur (C)
Trevett Evelyn
Troutt Arthur (C)
Tyson Bijou

Seldon Oeo
Shack Nat
Shady A Shady

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

Webster Harley (C)
Welchman Hannle
Wells ft Southern

Thoyer Katheryn (C)
Thurston Pauline
Toklo Japs (C)
Torcat (C)

Schofleld Ines (C

Billy

Weaver Fred

Thomas ft Hall
Thomas L

8
8 (C)
Salmo Juno (C)
Salvaggl Martha
Sanders Mr P
Schmeller Chas
Salley

F P

Walsh Ed R (C)
Wards Fay
Watson Kitty

Wells

C

Clrele 2000

CHICAGO

(C)

Wajord (C)
Walker Emma

Tanner Delia
Tanner Harry
Tempest Marie

Eddy

WM
W

Vressy

Texloo (€)

O'Dowd Dave
Olcott Chas (C)

PIMM

55th

H

Tllser (C)

Mrs F

Rogers Irene

Oakland Vivian

ft

ft

Woodward—Broadway and

(P)

Von

8weatman Harry
Sylvester Harry

Rose Henry (C)

O'Nell

Mr

Volsss triad ratMltoualy.

Hotel

Vivian Edith (C)

Von Mueller Miss

M

Ralston Gertrude

Maura

Newman Mrs Harry

O'Clare

Q

8tark Helen (C)
St Denis R (C)
Stella Joe
Stevens
(C)
Steward Fred (C)
Stewart Jean
Stlly Haael (C)
Storm Brnest (C)
Sutton Harry B
Swan Frank H (C)

Navarre Natalie
Naylor Frank
Nellson

(G)

M

Pullman Bulsode

Former Assistant of Trabadalo. Parts (teacher of lielba. Fintr, Garden, Constantino)
Hand Kaowlsdft si Prsfssslosal Rsqulrseientt. Os* sf the laciest srofsMlonsI fsllowlaga In Aaerti

Veterans Four Old (Cq

Mueller Harry (P)
Murphy Senator Francis (C)
Murray Jos (C)
Myers Bdw (C)

N

First

C

Mrs F

IS)

OPERA TENOR—VOICE SPECIALIST

sing and dance, for immediate work.
314 Putnam Bid*, 1493 Broadway, N. Y.

HERMAN BECKER,

New York Al

LIONEL ROBSARTE

CHORUS GIRLS WANTED
Good

Week

Local ticket brokers report
ness on the legitimate shows.

Wllhart Elisabeth (C)
Williams Dottle (C)
Wilson Alma (P)
Wilson C ft L
Wilton Joe
Winch ft Poor (C)

W

R

Vern (C)
Zlra Lillian

Zrll

Zoe

ft

J.

wood

W. Whitehead is managing
for Owner Ed. Beatty.

Bunnle

the Eagle-

Al.

Markham

pany of "The

plans to send out another comHe Couldn't Buy" through

Girl

The Grand, International Falls, starts Its
regular season Oct. 1, with a four-act show
booked by Tommy Burchlll.

Ed. Dutton has accepted the stage manage-

ment of the American.
For the present Kerry Meagher
to the publicity

Wurnell (C)
Zeisler

busi-

in charge

the one nlghters.

Wise Mary C (C)
Worden Jeff
Wright Chas
(C)

Van Harry (C)
Van Tom (C)
Van Rush Miss
Vernon Hope (C)

splendid

Majestic Theatre BIdg.

department

will attend
of the Association.

Chicago's grand opera season, opens Nov.
13 at the Auditorium and will continue ten
weeks.

The New Grand. Central City (management
A. G. Smith), will open about Nov. 1.

Bixler ft Ross have leased "The Girl and
the Gawk" from Will H. Locke for eastern
territory, opening early next month.

The TransBeld Sisters, after a vacation at
Pearl Beach, Mich., have taken up a long Association route.

Sam Gerson Is handling the publicity for
"The Blue Paradise" which opened at the
Chicago Saturday.

ACCOMPLISHED THE DIFFICULT F EAT O F STARTING BROADWAY TALKING

FA nnv
With

GRANT

John

Cort's

JOURNAL OF COMMERCE.
Perhaps the greatest hit of the play was the dancing of
Grant and Wing. Their dancing brought applause from pit
to gallery and their recalls stopped the action of the play

many minutes.

of the Press

WING
"

"

Some
NEW YORK AMERICAN
Grant and Wing, who introduced some acrobatic movements never before seen on Broadway and who came very
near to being the hit of the show. The work of this pair
was sensational. They stopped the show.

and

Casino

Theatre

Comments

HERALD.
Some

particularly good acrobatic dancing is done by Grant
and Wing. The latter pair caused such a disturbance at
the beginning of the second act that the actors were unable
to proceed with their lines for several minutes, so great
was the applause.

TIMES.

A team of dancers whom the program announced merely
as Grant and Wing, did some whirlwind dancing that was
quite marvelous for its kind.

EVENING POST.

Grant and

Wing performed some remarkable

MORNING TELEGRAPH.
steps of the

latest acrobatic school.

NEW YORK

GLOBE.

There is good dancing in "Flora Bella," especially by
Grant and Wing.
wing They are decidedly the best team of
whirlwind dancers this town has seen.

Exclusive Direction John

J.

Scholl,

A

dancing number by Grant and Wing brought forth prolonged applause.

WOMAN'S WEAR.
A

,

wonderfully clever team announced as Grant and
scored a tremendous success.

Longacre BIdg.,

New York

Wing

VARIETY
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THE BRIGHTEST LIGHTS
THE MUSIC WORLD
'WHEN THE
SUN GOES

DOWN

I

"IN

(It

Would
to

Still

THE PALMS"

be Kelly

Me)"

YAAKA

LOVE

A

"HELLO,
HAWAII,

HOW ARE

HULA
HICKEY
DULA

PIANO"

"ARRAH GO ON,
I'M GONNA
GO BACK TO
OREGON"

fJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS

"WHEN THE
BLACK SHEEP

YOU"

"COME ON

AND
BABY ME"

Ml'

I'M

"LOVE ME AT
TWILIGHT
JJ

RETURNS TO THE

FLORIDA

AMONG

OF KELLY

IN

ROMANY"
"I

KNOCK
THE L OUT
IF

IN

FOLD"
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiK;

DOWN

IN

HONOLULU
LOOKING
THEM OVER"

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
STRAND THEATRE

BLDG., 47TH ST.

AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CHICAGO

BOSTON

81-83-85 Randolph St.

FRANK CLARK,

220 Tremont Street

Chicago Manager

MAX WINSLOW, N«w

York Manager

[
I

SOMETHING NEW

THE EAST

IN

m AUSTRALIAN CREIGHTONS
NOVELTY ECCENTRICITIES

NOW

KEITH'S ALHAMBRA, THIS WEEK
(Sept 25), COLONIAL, NEW YORK.

Playing

NEXT WEEK

John A. HImmelein baa leased the Majestic,
Ind.
Hlmmcleln lives In SanO., and has the Sandusky theatre.

Evansi-lllc,

This

dusky,

the

is

(Sept. 18)

Several local Anna are reported as trying
to obtain the picture rights to the vaudeville
playlet, "The River of Souls," which played
the Majestic last week.

GUN That Shoots the Original

Frank Plesher Is personally managing the
road tour of LeComte A Flesher's "September
Morn" touring Iowa. Walter Roles Is ahead.

K-E-S-E

now

is

manager

formerly

attached

officially

of
to

A

the
the

Manufactured

forces at this point.

The

In order to give his family plenty of fresh
air Ralph Kettering will live In Wheaton, 111.,
this winter.
He will commute dally.

Bullet

S$4 Wtrf

Jewish

stock

will

run

indefinitely

at

at-

&

Rags Fuller and "A Night in Little Bohemia," with 21 people, arrived in Chicago
last week from the east to play western dates
under Jim McKowen's direction.

Co

Society Note
the West

In

THEATRICAL COSTDMERS

ou him while playing stock burlesque In another town.

I.

Monday,

Side,

and

in
In

took

show.

first

When "Common Clay" quits the Olympic,
"Cheating Cheaters" is reported as the in-

Azby Choupeau, general manager of the Interstate Circuit, arrived In Chicago Monday to
spend a week conferring with attaches of the
local

McVlcker's

Hayman dropped

Eddie

:

from

Chicago and has nearly
recovered uh« of his voice which petered out
Is

a

nights.

Harry Splngold and James B. McKowen
have returned from Oklahoma where they
went last week for a conference with some
of their acts as to certain engagements.

traction.

Leonard Lore

the

did

44* ft,

N. Y. City

Charles Chrisdie

the

a box
of

Notwithstanding it was generally reported
Betty Caldwell had signed with Menlo Moore,
Miss Caldwell Is again under contract with
the William B. Frledlander, Inc.

fey

Brand

"What Do You Sell?" the newest of Boyle
Woolfolk's tabs, with Primrose Seamon and
Arthur Conrad, opens next week.
Empire with the Kessler company as the

111.

drop in the temperature proved
office boon during the week-end.
All
vaudeville houses outside the Loop
bang-up business Saturday and Sunday

saf• and eottfe Yentabts Laxative. Beooouaended for Constipation
In all forms and for lifer Complaints.
BULLET LAX stimulates a torpid liver; assists a weakened etomaeh;
rids ths Intestines of the poisons produosd by potrefaotlT* bacteria
throuch the action of terms from andlaeoted food.
Get ths Orlflaal with the trace mart stamped la the hettem.
Put up In a Brass Bullet in one slss only. Pries 21

street.

Whelen,

Decatur.

A

The Owl Features, Inc., Is now handling the
bookings for the Band Box theatre, Madison
Chris

Harry Shockley, formerly attached to the
Walnut Street, Cincinnati, has assumed the
management of the Lincoln Square theatre,

BULLET IRK

Claude Humphrey has returned from New
York where he attended the meeting of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.

Jefferson,

JENIE JACOBS

Direction,

S62

SEVENTH AVENUE

Between 4ttk end

C. offices.

The Boston English Grand Opera Company
(Joseph Sbeehan) opened Its road tour Sunday
night In Davenport, offering "Martha." The
company will play to the Coast and back.

Bryant

1403

Established 1172

The Washington

New

New York

41et Streets,

Costumes made to order, for

Tea.

coming attraction.
Square

now

Players,

in

York, are listed to appear here at the

Playhouse

in

December.

Demarest and Collette have been forced to
cancel immediate time owing to an Injury
the man received by a trunk falling on his
foot at Grand Rapids, Saturday.

sale or hire.

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING FOR
MOVING
STOCK
AMATEUR
COMPANIES THEATRICALS
PICTURES
BALL MASQUE

When

the

Lew

Fields'

show takes

the

to

road from its Garrlck engagement it will
have Charles Brown doing the advance work.

The show

leaves

Sept.

30.

"The Elopers,"

ADVANCE SALE
Select

NOW

FOR RENT

Your Fur Coat or Set
end Save One-Third to

One-Half.
reserves

A

small

any model

Dauphine Theatre,

deposit
for

Full

$£Q
Advance Sale Prlea, W9a

Rare Models,

311 Dauphine

St.,

and Border
let Skunk, Lynx, Fox and other
contrasting Furs
$1
00
Advance Sale Price * # 9i

7C

your meaaure

NOW mt great taving*

son of Charlie Hasty
(the Hoosler Boy), has written a comedy playlet, "$5,000," which the Jane O'Roark company is now presenting.
oldest

A 20-mlnute
stark"

has

The Natior\'$ Furrier

RATKOWSKY
W. 34th

St.,

of

"Grau-

tion.

Sam Kahl has

been buying the tabs outright
Sunday dates and the
some of the tab managers are asking to play there on percentage.

Chautauqua

Association

was

capitalized for $70,000 last week for the purpose of promoting and forming Chautauqua
Harry Munns, for the Lowenthal
programs.

engineered the formation legally.

offices,

Harry Miller says his first vaudeville road
show routed to make connections with the
Ackerman & Harris houses on the Coast has

Orleans, La.

Seattle

with

reports

so

New York

baggage Sept.

far

In

Its

THE ART OF DRESSING
WELL is of vital importance

3.

& Sherman are sending another road
show of "The Birth of a Nation" out of their
Mlneapolls offices, the outfit opening In Iowa
about the

first of

to the artist. This shop

you at strikingly low

The Fine Arts is offering the "first run" in
Chicago of the Clara Kimball Young film,
"The Park Silence." It opened Its showing
Sept.

The management of the Orpheum, Clinton,
which Is getting Association acts via Paul
Goudrnn had union trouble with Its musi-

The Hearst International News pictures are
bring shown each week at McVlcker's, Chicago, In conjunction with the regular vaude-

cians last week.

vlllo bill.

D ON

par-

prices.

10.

PpssIp
Ropt.

is

ticularly well equipped to serve

October.

la.,

NOW

PRICE

Elliott

r
l.
en route from the west to New York
City where she is making her first visit In
throe years.

of cold

ALWAYS AT A LOWER

Charles Polo, through the Lowenthal offices,
has filed a claim of $375 against the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy R. R. for its delay of his

weather sent the managers and agents scurrying for heavy underwear and o v ercoats. The week end was down
around the 74 mark.

The return

A.

vaudeville version

been made for George Gatts by
Gatts will make the produc-

Ralph Kettering.

for the Orpheum, Gary,
result has been that now

Special Olscount to the Profession

28-34

Orleans

reached

HUDSON SEAL COATS

to

New

54

IfuII Flare; Collar, Cuffs

madm

New

Mike Coyne.

The Central

DAUPHINE INVESTMENT COMPANY

Apply

John Hasty,

\Fur Coat*

is

Modern, Fire-proof Playhouse Seating 1800 Persons

you

FRENCH SEAL COATS
|

after rehearsing in Chicago,
Inaugurated a legitimate tour Sunday In
Springfield, 111., playing a three days' engagement. Charles Vion Is manager and the agent

Barrlscale

passed

through

Chicago

>

36 West 34th Street
Between the Waldorf
Take Elevator
and the McAlpin

•OPEN EVENINGS

I

7:3t*

IN/I

Farrell
Jack
and
Josephine
N
ROUQL.
in

<<<

FT

Direction

IVI,

IN

,
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T

I

The

HH

%

of

THE FOLLI

LYRIC

BY

DUCK
GENE
MU/IC BY
A FEATURE
WlTHEVfiRy

HEADL1NER

A BALLAD
BEYOND
COMPARE

HlllllB*.......

PUBLISHED BY

T BHARMT & FR2\NCI.r, DAY 6 HUNTEFL,
62 WEi/T 45th */TREET, NEW YOFtK^.
!

U
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LISTEN, BROTHER:
WHAT'S THE USE OF TRILLING MOSS-COVERED
NUMBERS WHEN EIGHT LIVE CLASSY GEMS
LABELLED "SUCCESS" AND PULSING WITH
MELODY FLOAT WITHIN YOUR REACH?

"liter too
graoerul draping of a coat. The smart, snug
of shoulder and collar, the perky arrangement
of a neat lapel these things do not happen by

The

4

fit

takes judgment and effort and taste and tailorintelligence to make Mack's clothes "look
right"

q

MY HEART*

It

ing

GILBERT 4 FRIEDLAND*S

CEM.

NEW BALLAD

Wi

—

accident.

THE CRADLE
INTO

SONCDOftrS SWEETEST
**CI*w

haw

-OUT OF

"SHADES
OF NIGHT"
AootW

clothes

MACK'S

FURORE

clothes have "bright lines."

They have

because this shop is supported by the most discriminating of all buyers the Broadway player
to,

"PRAY FOR
THE LIGHTS TO
GO OUT'

^TENNESSl
We paU

M* sum

a

but If s worth
vince

JOS. W.
L WOLFE GIUEBT
ITG'R

1IMM

LITTLE BIT

That wall-known

fastidious?

FfMMm

Wastom Nov-

MACK,

OWN

BLUES"

722-724-726

BROADWAY, Opp. Strand Theatre
SEVENTH AVE., 0pp. Colombia Theatre

NEW YORK

IONA"

Berthlet,

O'Brien

Ths King

"BLUES"

of

which has
and Sydney

Edna Mayo, Eugene
Alnsworth among Its

principals, has been working for the past
week at Strawberry Isle In Green Bay, Wis.,
making a fllm adaptation of the Marlon Fairfax play, "The Chaperon."

THE HIT OF HITS

THE LEADER
OF THE

All

Hawaiian Songs

Wally Decker, who was lately ahead of
"The Bird of Paradise" road company, has
show out

of the As-

Campbell Casad has hit the trail ahead of
"The World of Pleasure," which is now headed for the Coast. The show will retain Willlam Norrls, Conroy and Le Malre, Courteney
Sinters, Collins and Hart.

John Slnopoulo, the Oklahoma theatrical
manager, left town Saturday night, after
spending nearly a week around the Majestic
He was reported as returntheatre building.

home

cago and

via St. Louis.

The Palace (formerly the Lyric), Danville. 111., announces Itself as In the market
The general policy
for pood road attractions.
The house
of the old Lyric was vaudeville.
will llkrly alternate with vaudeville and combinations.

Windy

City.

THEBOOTEFy
Street* Stags ask

1560 Broadway tvT
pttyFUIaal
Mall Orders Preens*

*

accepted a position with the publicity department of Paramount He will have his press
shop In Chicago, handling the Paramount
stuff for the local papers and publications
printed out of this point.

Four directors of the Boclety

who

CITY, N. Y.

And Her

recalled

Inimitable Orchestra
Headlining U. B. O. and

"Tlllle's Punctured Remance" (Marie Dressier-Charles Chaplin feature) Is getting quite
a play in Chicago theatres at present. At two
houses last week it brought in big business
notwithstanding the film was thought to have
long ago worn out its worth locally.

German

The Lyda started under new management
Monday. H. Goldson sold the bouse to H.
Kemp, who also owns the Chicago Avenue,
and Kemp has arranged with Walter Downle
of the Association to book in a four act show
with three splits.
Goldson retains his interests In the Rex and Harrison, which will
continue Downle bookings.

A dark cloud hovers on the Chicago theatrical horizon, but the managers are thankful tbnt
what it holds in store for them will not break
until Sept. 1, 1017. The "cloud" is Billy Sunday, whose last visit to Chicago Is well remembered.

Rev. James Walker, Sunday's advance

man, was

In
set the date.

Chicago

and

against

Smith
the

have

Chicago,

adjusted their
Burlington A

Jack Haag manages the new Band Box theMadison street, Chicago. To keep the
house before the public eye he is constantly
working up some novel Idea. His latest was
inaugurated last week when he started to show
a feature every day Instead of carrying a
fllm two days or more.

publisher

"Staats-Zeltung,"

W.

V. M. A.

and

the

State

«f Chicago from collecting a $6,000
Judgment note against them and throe others.

1661

General Plsaao has returned from a tour
the Pantages Circuit.
Since hitting the
Loop he has been busy conferring wltn his

A.

eomnajr

dlraotor,

Artsir

At 42nd Street
1UA Bryant

Tel.

164

CREATOR
West 47th

Street,

NY.

West

125th St.

Near 7th Avenue
Tel. 24el Morn.

Gowns, Suits and Wrapt at
prices.
low
ridiculously
127

665 Eighth Ave.

LEOPLSTAT

Broadway and Sbrta Ave,

Broadway

At 01st Street
Tel. H14 Circle

lawyers, and also had to explain to the local
police why he carried a small arsenal. Plsano
is
a stags sharpshooter and carries enough
shooting Irons to stock a small army.

Bat.

Itsaanr

definitely

STUDIOS.

Bank

atre,

An

weak and

THEATRICAL
PHOTOGRAPHER

of

Qulncy road for $75. The act had a fair data
at Pueblo three weeks ago and In Jumping
from St. Louis their baggage was delayed enHarry Munns handled the legal end
route.
for ZemaBter and Smith.

last

RITA MARIO

the date, for Primrose
presented Jim with a silk hat at the time. Jim
still has the topper.
vividly

of

Theatre Friends filed a bill In ths state Circuit Court last week asking that an Injunction bo granted to prevent Horace L. Brand,

James Wlngfleld celebrated the 18th anniversary of his marriage last week and George
Primrose was the only man in the profession

Zemaster

Women's Smart Footwear

be found Johny-on-the-

If the new Arthur Lamb "Golden Lily."
with Knox Wilson, shows the strength expected upon its preliminary showings In nearby territory It will be brought Into Chicago
direct.
The house being sought by the Lamb
management Is the Garrlck.

claim

John R. Frrulor, who has taken up residence
in Milwaukee, commutes every day with Chi-

For

may always

spot at the new executive and business offices
of the Mutual now permanently located In the

Claude (Tink) Humphrey returned last Saturday from New York, where he attended the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
meeting. Mort H. Singer, who also went east
last week, Is expected back this week.

ing

The Tailor

"MY

THE ARMY

Miller books the
favor.
sociation.

daring,

have to

1582-1584

LEWIS MUIR'S
LAST BALLAD
AND HIS BEST

rvE GOT^

radical, conservative,
in and ask us what we

We're only a step across the street, or around
the corner, anyhow. A full and complete line of
ready to wear models now in at from $15 to $50.

4

CHICAGO
MS N. Ctolll Ikld

alty Ballad, just acquired by us.

Come

meet your needs.

TtcSroMf.

Strott

"THE
TRAIL TO
SUNSET VALLEY'.

OF LOVE"

Are your ideas

4

AFmSojs

W«tt Sllh

IS

dividual taste.

BROADWAY
NEW YORK

HEW YORK

A

—Con-

1SSI

STEM

"THE WORLD
HUNGRY FOR

to net this

It.

yourself

&C0.

PROF. DEPT.

YOU can achieve distinctiveness of apparel without being flashy or "loud." The good taste of
Mack's clothes begins with the factory designer
and is watched and bettered at every stage of merchandising until the salesman in our shop helps you
select, out of our Brand New Fall Stocks, YOUR
suit—the suit that satisfies your particular and in-

4

BLUES"

Uproarious anccossor to
"Baffln" the Jack"

—

folk.

Catering to the Moving Picture and Vaudeville Field.
Reproductions made on short
notice.

City
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PRODUCERS mi SINGERS!
10 Leading Song Successes
lllllllllllllllllll

of the

Day

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

H t No.

1—"AND THEY CALLED IT DIXIELAND"
2— "UNDERNEATH THE STARS"
RADFORD

The "surest

Hit No.

an«

fire"

WHITING

song

hit in the

country

BROWN-SPENCER
The most popular song and Fez

H t No.

trot of the year

3— "DOWN HONOLULU WAY
4— "IN OLD BRAZIL"
5—"MEMORIES"
6— "COME BACK TO ARIZONA"
7— "ON THE OLD DOMINION LINE"
91

DEMFSEY-BURKE-BURTNETT

That haunting melody you're hearing everywhere you go

Ht
Ht

No.

A new song by Spencer and Brown and a positive hit.

No.

KAHN-VAN ALSTYNE-LITTLE
The

Ht

No.

ballad beautiful

BRYAN

an J

PALEY

As popular am "The Sweetest

H t No.

Girl in

Monterey"

BOTSFORD-HAVEZ

A great fast song by the writers of "Sailing Down the Chesapeake Bay"

Ht

No.

8— "MAMMY'S LITTLE COAL BLACK ROSE"
9— "JUST A WORD OF SYMPATHY"
WHITING

and

EGAN

A wonderful new song by the writers of "They Called

Hit No.

A

Hit No.

It

Dixieland"

KAHN-VAN ALSTYNE
we say will be another "Memories" and
"When I Was a Dreamer"

brand new ballad, but one that

10— "ON LAKE CHAMPLAIN"
One

The Big Song Hit

in

Two

BRYAN-GUMBLE
we have

of the most beautiful ballads

ever published.

of the Biggest Musical Productions in America

—from the House of "Remick"

"PRETTY BABY"
by

KAHN-VAN ALSTYNE -JACKSON

"Passing Show of 1916"

"A World

off

Pleasure"

iMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilim

JEROME H. REMIGK St CO.
137

West Fort St
Detroit

219

West 46th St

New York

Majestic Theatre Bid*.

Chicago

22S Tremont

Boston

St

906 Market St
San Francisco
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BEST PLACES TO DINE

BEST PLACE TO STOP AT

5°
ATJSi
B'WAY

BWAY OR SO»ST?

ENTRANCES ON

PQ»ST,

MOST UNIQUE
PLACE

IN

DlNir\»(

AM6HICA

Where Exclusive Neu/ York Meets

HOME 857CIRCLE

UNDER-MANACeMENT
IENT-0
CLIF FORD
FISCHER

A fl*r Midnight

FAMOUS

DORALDIN
HAWAII ANS

and HER

DANCING •"••DININGEVMYEVENINCAT- KM
SERVICE- A- LA -CARTE

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET
Wtst

111-111

WkSlAlAl IT A
I. 1 1 1 I I I 1 1

Lusts 4*.

U U

WiM

With

U

1.1

—

"k A"'
BSE.™ Z-LSS&
N

'

with WINE

"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY
TELEPHONE BRYANT

«7U

BARNEY
NOW AT THE

Rialto Restaurant
141

and French Bakery

WEST «TH STREET
NEXT DOOR TO THE VAN CORTLANDT HOTEL
WHERE THE PROFESSION MEETS
THE ONLY BRIGHT SPOT IN THE OCEAN

NEW YORK

MARION APARTMENTS 156 HgSnS£~
Broadway
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Upwards

NAT GOODWIN CAFE
niMnur
DAWLIPIb

I
|

SANTA MONICA, CAL.

(ZS

minutes from Los Angeles)

PAUL W. SCHENCK,

Chicago

off

1, 2, 3 and 4 Rooms, $3 and
Telephone and Elevator Service.
Complete Housekeeping Equipments.
NEWLY RENOVATED. WRITE OR PHONE FOR RESERVATION

BATHING

"College Inn Sextette" (Late B. F. Keith's Palace Theatre)

The Most Famous Bohemia West

Just Off

President

DORADO ST.PAULHOTEL
EL
ROTISSERIE—RESTAURANT
AND COLUMBUS
MTH
15H-1I01 B'way,
NEW YORK CITY
AVE.

ST.

Bs*. 40th

and 4fth

Inc.

IffOUlTIII

Ten-story building, absolutely fireproof. All
baths with shower attachment. Telephone In
every room.
One block from Central Parh Subway, fth
and fth Ave. L Stations. Same distance from
Century, Colonial Circle and Parh Theatres.

Rooms, use of bath, $1.M per day.
Rooms, private bath, %IM per day.
Suites, Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, $2JS and up.
By the Week, If, li and I14.M.
lit
IS*

SPECIAL

RATES TO THE PROFESSION

'Phono Bryant

modern comfort, F
Double Roomi.

CATERING TO THE PROFESSION

U

ABBEY COURT
Broadway, N. Y. C„ N. E. Co. 124th

Furnished

1,

2

and

3

F.

with private bathe i

jto ami
For past

years under the

MOUREY.

t

of

Lunch, fjf

St.

rooms, elevator house,
home comforts,
restau-

The Ascher Brothers, operating the Calo,
ColumbuB, CoBmopolltan,
Frolic,
Lakeside,
Oakland Square, President and Terminal plcturo houses, Chicago, have a new policy at the
Cosmopolitan in connection with the regular
program of that house. Vaudeville acts
bo offered on Saturdays and Sundays,
with a children's hour an additional feature
on Saturdays.
film
will

102

and 100 West 44th

Street

(Under the management of Mrs. Powsrs and Mrs. Gusnxel, formerly of West 45th and
efth Streets)

NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS, RUNNING WATER AND TELEPHONE SERVICE
RATES, $3, $4 and $5 Weekly
New York

Hippodrome.

Tel.

Bryant

722S

A BIO HIT

BIO HIT

Our apartments are a big hit with the profession. Known all over New York City for
Four, five and six-room apartments;
the cleanliness, cheerfulness and conveniences.
situated in the heart of the city, fifty feet from Central Park West; all modern improvements, such as telephone, electric light, steam heat, shower bath, etc.
Prices range from Ill.Sf weekly upwards
Local telephone calls five cents
Office on premises under supervision of owner

14

West

101st

St

JOHN MILBERG,

Telephone 5026 Riverside

Manager

served In the S

electric lights, hotel service,

housekeeping facilities,
rant, convenient to subway.

WATER-$4.St. $5.M and $f.M Per Week. With Private Bath$7.M Per Week. By the Day—$l.*t.
HEAT. ELECTRIC LIGHT. ELEVATOR. Long Distance Phone in Every Room.

HOTEL COSMOS and ANNEX

JK

The
Central
m

MM

WEST 4tf> ST*

telephone,

STEAM

ToL 4«M Bryant

Elegant furnished

312S

Bachelor Hotel

East Van Buren Street

CHICAGO

ROOMS WITH RUNNING

Directly Opposite the

Baaihettl....2l

Palm Garden—Magic
Tnblo cTHoU Lunch 45c.
Imp. e\ Dosn. Wines A Liquors,

1AM.

22

Sto.

RAZZETTI & CELLA,

until

A NEW HOTEL FOR MEN ONLY

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

REQENT HOTEL. 100 N. 14th Street
BOMB OF THR PROFESSION
Fivbj MiNUTKti Walk To All Thbatem
ELMER E. CAMPBELL. Prop, and Mgr.

The word is passed In local film circles that
George Bowles, who went to Australia with
"The Birth of a Nation," is coming back to
Chicago to handle Griffith's "Intolerance" during its Chicago engagement at the Colonial,
Bowles put over great stuff
Btarting Oct. 9.
for the "Birth of a Nation" when he managed
its Windy City engagement and the Griffith
Company is confident it can be repeated with
"Intolerance."
Bowles is very popular with

Chicago newspaper men.

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

PHILADELPHIA

Paul Goudron Is slowly but surely building
up a strong chain of new Association booking
connections and his independent list added
four more within the past few dsys, namely,

Oelwein, Monmouth, Keokuk and Madison, all
in Iowa.
The Oelwln house starts the last
half of this week with the' others getting
in line Oct. 8. All but Oelwin will play four
act shows.
A number of other important
stands will be added, but await confirmation
of Mort Singer upon his return to Chicago.
.

Upon receipt of a wire from William B.
Frledlander in New York, Nat Phillips, general
of the Frledlander, Inc., immediately
began preparations for the placement Into act
shape of about 4ft minutes two of Friedlander's tabs, 'The Night Clerk," opening eastern
time about Oct. 7, and 'The Naughty Prinmanager

cess,"

which

Friedlander's

will star east early in December.
western tab, 'The Four Hub-

—

.
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT.

DA INGENTLEMEN

300 Housekeeping Apartments
(tf

I

Mhr dm likmt tf

On

Under direct supervision of the owners. Located fat the heart of the city Just off
Broadway, close to all booking offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction lines,
L road and subway.
Our specialty is housekeeping furnished apartments for theatrical folks to whom we
especially cater and who can be assured of unsurpassed service and attention at all times.

Northwest Corner 42d Street and 9th Ai
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

NEW BUILDING

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

IRVINGTON HALL

HENRI
COURT
PhoM M60
WMt
•12.00

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

With Hot and Cold Running Water

Bryant

np-to-tbe-numtte new fireproof .building, arranged In apartments of 5 and 4 rooms with kitchens,
Phone In each apartment.
private beta.

Apartment* ere beautifully arranged and consist
of 2. 5 or 4 rooms, nlta kitchens and kitchenettes,
prlrete bath and phone.

TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50

WEEKLY

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

Up Weekly

c
co

n^3?%u

THE DUPLEX

Up Weekly

YANDIS COURT

825 ssd 330 West 43rd St.

Phsss 7912 Bryast
241-247 Wed 43rd St.
8 and 4-room apartments with kitchenettes.
1.
The privacy the
Private bath and telephone.
apartments are noted for Is one of Its attractions
910.00 Us Weekly

Phsss 4293-8131 Bryant

Three and four rooms with bath, furnished to a
degree of modernness that excels anything In thla
These apartments will accomtype of building.

modate four or more

adults.

58.00

554

New York
Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1044

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Tel. Bryant < 555
7833

Us Weekly

Address all communications to M. Clemen
Yandie Court, 241 West 43rd Street,

Principal Office t

Phone Bryant

St.

An

Tenlehoe.

512.00

Oth

312. SI4 see* Slf

355 ts 359 Wait Blst St.
Phsss 7152 »l.
Elevator fireproof building of the highest type.
Just oompleted. With every modem dsvios sod con-

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone 1M2 Bryant

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Housekeeping
Complete
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK CITY.
Clean and Airy

Between 47th and 48th Streets

NEW YORK

for

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession

Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms.

Steam Heat

$8

Private Bath and Phone In Each Apartment

Up

WHERE THE PROFESSION EATS

New

CHICAGO CAFETERI

Office—771

EIGHTH AVENUE

Victoria Hotel
Formerly

KING EDWARD

NEW YORK
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IN

14S-155 WEST 47TH STREET, Just off Broadway
Vsry Heart of New York"
Absolutely Fireproof
Bathe
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water), fl.tf and Upward. Room end Bath, $l.5f

The
SSt

Rooms,

2St Private

Walk

Five Minutes'

POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT

to St Theatres

Try Our Dollar Dinner

101-3-5-7-9-11-13

W. Van Baron St
it***

Walk

(Cor. Clark),

CHICAGO,

for Soc.

CAFE IN CHARGE OF ABE MIERS
CHAS. A. HOLLINGSWORTH, Proprietor
AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

ILL.

Fir

HALF BLOCK FROM THE WHITE RATS
Telephones

THE ADELAIDE

Bryant

Hotel Bradley

»Sa-a«Sl

258

EIGHTH

754-756
J-4-S

RUSH AND EAST GRAND AVE:

Room Apartments

AVE.,

ROOMS WITH BATH,

SUITE,

MRS. GEORGE H1EGEL,

ROBT.

H.

NEAR CENTRAL PARK
15 Wast

$21.

MODERATE PRICES

HIGH-CLASS

BORLAND, Manager

DELIGHTFULLY COOL FOR THE SUMMER
(Phone 1141 Academy)

108th Street

^^

GEORGE KEAN AND

Agents on premises

HOTEL ROLAND

Telephone Bryant

NEW YORK

CITY

N.

288 Rooms Absolutely Fireproof
Block from Grand Plata and Fifth Avenue
entrance to Central Park, 5 minutes' ride
from Grand Central Station.
Single rooms, private bath, $8 weekly and
Parlor, bedroom and private
upwarde.
bath, $12 weekly and upwards.

for

Policemen's

Benefit,

Oct.

Two

Rooms. 75 with Private Bath. All FIRE
PROOF. Free Shower and Tub Baths and

gen.

and
H;

Circulating Ice Water In all parts of the
Hotel. Hot and Cold Running Water, Telephone and Electric Fans In every Room.
Special Rates to the Profeesion end Permanent Guests.

RATES TO THE PROFESSION AREt
Room without Bath. .$3.5t per week
Double Room without Bath... 4.56 per week
S.SS per week
Single Room with Bath
Double Room with Bath
I.M per week
2 Double Rooms with connecting Bath, $11
per week
Wire at our expense for reservations.
Will meet you at Station with Automobile.
Single

.

O. Miller,

mgr.).— 'The

(E.

A.

Wood,

mgr.).

Howe's Big Show.

ENGLEWOOD

"Cherry

IS

(J.

Lew

Fields' show
drawing fairly (sixth week).

Blue Paradise" opened
urday night.

CORT

(U.

J.

to

apaclty

last

Sat-

Hermann, mgr.).— "Fair and

Warmer," playing

big profit

(seventh week).

Fhre
ladies' diniag

room.

— Sam

W. Whitehead, mgr.).
(burlesque).
Garrlty. mgr.).
End of
engagement In sight show

J.

theatrical people.
theatre.

room, private rooms and

Grill

(J.

BloBHoms"

GARRICK

CATHERINE STREET
MONTREAL, CAN.

ST.

Ths home of
walk from any

—

PRINCESS (Sam
Woman"

chastened
Oct.

STAR A GARTER (Charles Walters,
—"Tho Bostonlans" (Frank Finney).

;

Iih

OAYETY

(Robt. Schonecker, mgr.).- "Tho
(burlesque).
(Art. H. Moeller, mgr.)."Uncle Sara's Belles" (burlesque).
—"Seven
IMPERIAL (Win. Spink, mgr.).Keys to Baldpate."
ILLINOIS (Rolla Tlmponl. mgr.).- -"Pom
Pom" (Mltzl), doing splendidly (third week

World BeaterH"

HAYMARKET

Oerson, mgr.).—-"The Un(Emily Stevens) opens

1.

Tlnk Humphrey has a cold and
can barely talk.

In

mgr.).

so hoarse

MAJESTIC

(Fred C. Eberts, mgr.; agent,
shy an act that is confavorite, namely, Ray Samwho objected to her name not being in

Orpheum).
sidered
uels,

— Although

a

local

)

LA SALLE (Harry Earl, mgr.).—'"Where
My Children?" (film). very big (eighth

INERS

Are

week).

NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.
(Vaughan Glnxer).
OLYMPIC (Charles Warren, mgr.)

)

.

— "The

Other Wife"

Ross).

COHANS GRAND (Harry Ridings, mgr.).—
Continued capacity business, "Cohan Revue
1916" (fifth week).

Bathe and continuous hot water
Large Rooms $4 end up
and three-room apartments, If to

COLUMBIA

»

CHIC AGO (Frank

Hotel Bouillon

AND a

21

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 W. 48th St.. New York

Mo.

15o

grand opera Inaugural Nov. l.'t.
gen. mgr.).
BLACKSTONE (Harry Powers,
r
Scheduled to open Sept. 2. with "What Is
Your HuBband Doing?" (Tom Wlse-Thos. W.

—

Cor. 14th and Chestnut Streets
Formerly the New Regent

Leading Theatrical Hotel

bands," which started rehearsals Monday, will
take up Assoclation-U. D. O. bookings Oct. 2.
Georgo Burton, who has been on the Coast,
Joined this week.

Mclntyre).

W.

CO.

.

and Rooms

Weisman, Mgr.

St. Louis.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE
PROFESSION

AUDITORIUM (Cleofonto Campanlnl,
dlr.).— "My Homo Town Girl" (Hyams

2347

Furnished Apartments
Jos. T.

Proprietor and Manager

Four. n?e end six -room Urge, light apartments, beautifully and completely furnished for boussksemnc.
Telephone and all modem lmprofements—<10 up. Electric Fase Installed Is all sssrtmests.

(Same Management Alexandria Hotel)

56 East 59th Street

Stt.

HIGH CLASS FURNISHED APARTMENTS

$7, $8, $9, $10.50

ROOM SUITE, $14. THREE ROOM
TWO
RESTAURANT

block wee
Broadway

and 47th

CHICAGO

CATERING TO THE BETTER CLASS OF THE PROFESSION
WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES

of

Completely Furnished for Housekeeping. Steam Heat, Bath and

Strictly Professional

Rooms

Bet. 46th

One

AKE-UP

Torn-

mon Clay" (John Mason).

mgr ).. — "Please
Help Emily" (Ann Murdock) opened Monday

POWERS' (Harry

night

Powers,

»
•

•«

.

llhNHV

(

.

MINIM

|„,
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LYNN

THEIR BIGGEST LAUGHING HIT

and

Macart

Bradford

ONE-ACT FARCE by W.

a

H.

MACART

Love, Honor and Obey
Leaving

JOHN

New York with Ziegfeld "Follies"

TRADE MARK
Removes dandruff in four days and eczema in four to
show a baby growth of hair in six to eight weeks.
SPECIAL, LADIES.— If your hair is thin and falling

Putnam
For

will

It will

improve

it

word Arden and Gordon Burby exchanged

all

Oliver

White

Building, 1493 Broadway, Room 323,
Telephone, Bryant 9823

tale at First Class
Ferriere's

New York

City

Department Stores and Drug Stores or at
Perfume Shop, 158€ Broadway

DeMUTH & HOL

writing.
"Close Quarters" In
competent hands would have proven a
bore.
With Arden, who Is headlining, It is
different.
Paul Gordon opened the show. Some
opener. This boy seems to risk a broken neck
every time he swings to and fro on the slack
wire.
Gordon is one of the few opening acts

the way.

it

paid.

is

less

made his work stand out
The Berrens pleased but really

at the Majestic that

six days.

at

matinee Monday, the
Majestic show, by letting Eddie Leonard have
all the time he wanted for encores, was enabled to keep the show running to about the
usual time.
Everybody did not feel Inclined
to rave about Edwin Arden's act, but the
audience paid undivided attention to every
in

LAMP.

once and produce a luxuriant growth. YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
IF IT FAILS. Send $1.00 and we will send you a regular size bottle, pre-

mother's

New York, most of the time doubling
two theatres at once, 60 consecutive weeks on Ziegf eld's
Roof with a new act every night. With Ziegf eld for next
two years, being guaranteed 52 weeks each year.
playlet

PROCTOR CIRCUIT

DeMUTH S HAIRGRO

After two years in

little

F.

Yours very truly,
(Signed) JOHN F.

in

the talkative
credited with

F.

After using your "Hairgro" for the past fourteen weeks I can
safely say that a growth of hair has appeared, some of it being
from three-quarters to one inch in length.
I consider the results obtained really wonderful and you can
refer any one to me that may be interested.

Of Claremore, Okla., Rogers County (named for my
father, as he was the oldest ranchman of the county),

lights Just prior to the

LAMP

says:

ROGERS
my

F.

BOOKING REPRESENTATIVE OF THE

WILL
and a quarter-breed Cherokee Indian on both
and father's side.

P.S.-Thou Shalt Not Steal

won the audience when one

of the Berrens
pulled off his wig to show he was "on" the

masculine side. Tom Smith and Ralph Austin
have brightened up their work and are now
putting over an A-l comedy turn. They not
only clown successfully, but once they hit
their stride are out there on the stage working hard all the time. They have one of the
funniest "finishes" in vaudeville. Mabel Russell
and Marty Ward followed Smith and

Austin, with two men helping out with the
singing, and the act primed the folks all up,
for Eddie Leonard, who not only chirruped
off-stage, but stuck his head out (whlteface)
from behind the wings. Miss Russell is wearing some nice clothes.
She and Ward skip
from one "bit" to another, but that remark
of Ward's about Mabel's uplifted skirt borders
on the "burlesque blue."
Following Arden
appeared the Calts Brothers. Of course their

HERMINE SHONE

Glenn Anders

and

COMPANY

At Palace Theatre
Next Week

(Sept. 25)

N

A

HOWARD CLARK
N
D

SCORING THE HIT OF THEIR CAREER AT ALL KEITH HOUSES
NOW PLAYING KEITH'S ROYAL (Week Sept. 18)

"

VARIETY

THE ORIGINAL PIANO ACCORDIONIST
Will prove that his advertisement printed in

few weeks ago was

Not only

I

VARIETY a

correct.

sent Mr. Pietro to the Victor Co., but also to

the Columbia, and

I

will ask

him who taught him how

to

AND MR. PIETRO
WILL HEAR OTHER THINGS THAT HE HAS
ALREADY FORGOTTEN.
play,

7Lsti&^

and who

is

the original?—

long suit Is hoofing, individually and together,
yet the bigger may yet realise his ambition
as a comedian. The boys hare Improved their
opening, and the bigger has also polished up
his English.
Their dancing was enthusiastically applauded.
Then came Leonard and
the dancing act that he presented when last
here.
As Miss Samuels did not show, the
Oautler Toy Shop closed the bill. The turn
deserves compliments for the up-to-date ar-

I

rangement.

Stores

THE

For Good

CLOTHES

1

11th

Anniversary

=

Number
\

HATS

PALACE (Harry Singer, mgr. ; agent OrSo far since the resumption of
vaudeville at the Palace Harry Singer has
boon batting In "big time" style and his audiences have left the houte each week highly
satisfied with the show.
This week the Palaoe
Is handing 'em a laughing bill.
Some old
favorites are back with some faces not seen
on the Palace stage In a long while.
The
comedy ran nearly all the way through with
some of the comedy acts veering off Into a
serious trend at the close.
But a bill having
Loney Haskell, Bert Melrose, Kenny and Holpheum).

lls,

OF

to

—

Lydla Barry and Alexander Carr Is bound
have a wealth of fun. The show opened
Ho Gray and the Wild West exhiGray gave a rope exhibition and talked

with Be
bition.

HABERDASHERIE §
"A store you can take great ||
pleasure in recommending =
to your friends.
=
"Ask any

^mfr
WILL BE ISSUED IN DECEMBER

MOVIE STAR."

The Store

f

Beautiful at

Columbus

Circle.

NO CHANGE

IN RATES

NOTICE FOR

EUROPE
Players In Europe deelrlng to advertise
VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Ratee allowed, may
secure the same, if at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, Now
York, the amount In payment for It is
placed to VARIETY'S credit at the
In

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FORWARDING

oLrfM^ |

EARLY RESERVATIONS FOR PRE-

Carlton

St.,

Regent

For uniformity

CO.,
St., S.

W., London.

exchange,

Opposite Strand

the Pall
Mall Co. will accept deposits for VARIETY
at four shilling •, two pence, on the dollar.
Through this manner of transmission
ell danger of loss to the player Is averted.

Columbus

VARIETY assumes

1S7I

FERRED POSITIONS ARE SUGGESTED

and ISM Broadway
Circlo
Stth Street

IStth Street

full risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'e receipts as Its
own receipts, for all money placed with
the Pall Mail to VARIETY'S credit.

and
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Europe make their steamship arrangements through

VAUGHAN

Augustine ana Hartley, Adelaide and Hughes, Adelman Family, Bob Albright,
Jack Ark, Armando, The Amaranths, Adonis Bros., Alexander and Scott, Athletas,
Chas. Ahearn Co., Avon Comedy Four, George Alii Co., Alexandrofl Troupe and AncillotL
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Suite 4f7-» R. Jackson Bird., Chicago
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Telephone Stuyvaaant lMt
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and
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Naw
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FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION,
Loney Haskell and his
a la Will Rogers.
proverbial personality were found In the "No.
2" spot A tough position when the folks are
still coming In, but only a fellow of Loney 's
good nature and ability to make frlenda acroaa
the footlights could make anything out of
anything monologlstlc in such a spot. Loney
rounded out a hit of large proportions and
(Perhis stories were very well received.
haps It might make Stan Stanley Jealous to
know that Loney pulled the one about the
"floating kidney" and got quite a "laugh"
with It.)
"No. 8" was "The Dancing Girl
of Delhi" and so far this fall It appears to bo
no vaudeville show unless the house offers
some phase of the dancing classics. Oone are
the Morgan dancers after a two weeks' stay
with their bare legs and terpslchorean interpretations df the Roman ballet, and In their
place this week are girls with nether extremities as much exposed as those of the Morgan
clan, but the dancers this week have a dancing
fantasy of Oriental environment Instead of
Vanda Hoff
that dealing with ancient Rome.
is featured with the Delhi dancing turn, and
8he Is ably
she Is a busy hit of femininity.
supported by Botalo Rublno and company, the
turn being given a plotureeque Oriental set*

lltk

FLOOR, CHICAGO.

ILL.

smacks

of the Far East, with an
novelty that will be appreciated
catering to the devotees of the
classics.
The four glrle- who went through
what looked like an "Incense dance" showed
lack of direction and practice. Otherwise the
act looked good, particularly so when Misses
Hoff and Rublno ware In action. Lydla Barry

ting that
aspect of

by

houses

waa a happy

mimicry was
heartily enjoyed. Mlsa Barry worked In "one"
with the piano and her accompanist also out
there to fill the stage. The "one" space was
hit.

Her

style of

also allotted to Lillian Dresser, next to closing and following the full stage act of Alex.
Carr, who had a concert grand piano shoved
Into such small space Miss Dresser had to
skim along the footllght trench to pass the
Instrument. Miss Dresser added to her popularity, offering the same program that she
did at the Majestic a few weeks ago.
Bert
Melrose was on Just after Miss Barry, and
while he scored his usual hit It seems a pity
that Bert doesn't use the chalkface.
It helps
his pantomime much better than whlteface
does at present.
However, his table rocking

and subsequent fall were sure-fire. Kenney
and Hollls were, last seen In the pop houses
In Chicago. The team rounded out the biggest

M.

Orpheum Theatre

kind of a hit through Kenney'a stuff and his
remarks about the other people on the bill.
Alex. Carr made the whole act, but the story
Is one that fits his style of acting perfectly.
Following Miss Dresser appeared the Arco
Brothers, who gave an exhibition of handbalancing that would be a credit to any bill.
McVICKER'S (J. G. Burch, mgr. agent,
Loew). Failure of several acts to show Monday and the late arrival of others put the
management In a hole, but the gap was
plugged up so that the day bill Monday was
finally passed.
Not much danger of that,
though, when Aaron Jones can lay his hands
on so many films as "fillers" until the acts
do arrive or new ones substituted. The headliner this week is "Mr. Inquisitive," an eastern production, in which Earl Cavanaugh Is
This offering, which has special
starred.
(including
scenery, five women, two men
Cavanaugh) and songs and motion pictures
thrown in, is away from the beaten path of
vaudeville turns, and has such a novel conception it not only proved diverting but en-

—

Palaca Thaatra Building

J.

Bid*.,

New

York,

Room

317

AL.OZ

Telophase Herrlsee. 7M7

A ROUTE FOR THE WEST

FULLERS VAUDEVILLE

Putnam

;

A happy conceit which the
McVicker's audience liked very much. Some
snappy lines. A number of comedy "bits" reWoman beceived spontaneous laughter.
comes dentist and has four girls acting as
assistants, who make several nifty changes
tertaining as well.

dress befitting the position they occupy.
In book-like and affecting a nutty style, kids the girls, sings and
dances and works In several "bits" In the
dentist's chair.
Act typically musical, comedy-like, and the idea could easily be transformed into a tab which the western houses
Of course there
would literally "eat up."
was dialog, but dialog of the harmless, light
And while on the subject of dialog It
type.
must be said that Monday's show was saturated with it.
There was raft of It in the
skit, "For Old Time's Sake," presented by a
couple of old-timers, Mr. and Mrs. Harris
Eldon.
Purpose of act to show moral that
a married man has no business hanging

of

Cavanaugh saunters

Bid*.,

Montreal, Canada

around after Canailles, especially when he's
drunk and he is continually thinking and
dreaming of his wife and baby when jn the
presence of the other woman. There was also
plenty of talk in "The Fire Escape," which
Charles De Land and Co. offered. This is the
sketch Charles Richman originally produced
and which has been handed down to the pop
houses.
Situations bordering on the ludicrous good for usual laughing score.
Sam
Berk and Lillian Broderick were on so early
their advertised prominence as formerly of
"The Lilac Domino" seemingly went for
naught.
Instead of the usual weekly news
picture a Metro comedy was offered, being
mildly diverting.
Pipifax and Arnold mixed
up their acrobatics after the fashion of Martlnettl and Sylvester, and it looks as though
they had bought their prop list of the latter.

The bumperty-bump

style of acrobatics filled
In nicely between the deluge of talky turns
the bill presented.
Rucker and Winifred
cleaned up the show. These negro comedians
had easy sailing and made the best of It. A
sure comedy bet.
Then came the "Inquisitive" offering and a Triangle picture.
Challls
and Lambert held attention, the work of little
Beth Challls being well received. The Cook
Sisters were billed without their baseball husbands, now doing active duty with the Sox.
la place of Louise Mayo appeared Taeford

and Besslow

Mack going

for one show, Frank
into the bill later.

and Rose

LINCOLN HIPPODROME (Wm. McOowan,

—

mgr.; agent, W. V. M. A.). Right now Boyle
Woolfolk appears to have the bulge on the
other tab producers in getting his new shows
on the market first.
His newest production,
"Vanity Fair or 1917," was shown at the
Lincoln Hip 8unday. The verdict of an audience that packed the house from pit to dome

waa that the show Is O. K. It Is well staged
for the most part, with the latter portion
given a heavy setting. One thing stands out.

VARIETY
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WILLIAM FOX, President
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The most comprehensive
world.
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NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE

wherever you are playing. You are reading
about our customers daily.
If you have talent, we can get you recog-
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SAN FRANCISCO

are entering our twenty-third year, supplying
leading musical and dramatic players. Our service
will bring

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

results.
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Kalmar and Brown score strongly with

their

Allan Dinehart and Co. in "The
Delro,
Highest Bidder," enjoyable number.
Dore
accordionist, fairly stopped the show.
and Halperln opened, excellent turn. Among
holdovers were Wlllard, "The Man Who
Grows." Dunbar's Old-Time Darkles and Allen
Brooks S Co.
EMPRESS.—The Lula Sutton Co. in "Her
Jules and" Francis
First Case," acceptable.
Bert and Hazel Skatelle, excelwent well.
Von
Millard Clay Trio, well liked.
lent.
Rawson Falls closed the show
Dill, very good.
Mbralls
and made a satisfactory number.
Bros, opened.
.
.
PANTAOES.— "That's My Horse," a musical
Max
tabloid, capital number of the sort
Bloom beads "That's My Horse," sponsored
by Boyle Woolfolk. The action has to do with
the efforts of a married pair to escape from
their social duties by posing as newlyweds.
They buy an acrobatio horse and there the
fast and furious fun begins, with the prop
Alice Sher beads a beauty chorus
animal.
and makes a most attractive figure. Leonard,
Anderson and Co., travesty, scored a laugh.
dancing.

CHAS. M. BAKER
PRODUCER
617 Gaiety Bldg.,

New York

WANTS
People for Musical Comedy
The

cast of principals is

a corker. Their work

alone is almost sufficient to carry the tab
along the top line. With some of the "merry
old
the results are certain.
Jas"
Jack
Tralnor, a stage veteran, equipped with a
veritable bag of stage tricks; Olga DeBaugh,
there on looks, dress, voice and personality,
and Joe MoOee, a blackface comedian, carry
most of the dialog and "bits." They form a
happy combination.
Irene Rlttenhouse, a
comely, blackballed miss, with some attractive wardrobe and personality that grows after
she has been seen in action, displays a voice
that helps out Immensely and on her single
numbers she was a bit Julius Jenkins handles
the Juvenile role and doesn't do a bit bad inasmuch as he is a mere youth and hasn't had
much big experience. He is a blonde, good
looking and enunciates well, which Is a big
asset In any house. Then the show carries a
classy pair of sisters, the Eastmans, who put
on a fancy dance near the close that showed
the youth and prettlness of the girls. Woolfolk has made a capital start oy engaging
principals that can take care of any work entrusted to them by the "Vanity Fair" script.
There is no great consistency to the story, although the Idea Is carried out that a nervous,

medley. A lively number was "Bouncing at
the Rubber Ball," done by Jenkins and chorus.
decidedly pleasing number was "Coal Black
Rose" offered by Miss Rlttenhouse and one
that sounded new to the Lincoln folk. McOee
sang "Yaka Hula Hlckey" and got a lot of
laughter out of a burlesque Hawaiian "bit*"
Trainor's only number was "Bug," which depends much on its lyrical construction to get
over. Tralnor has injected much of his ideas
on "business" and one line that he put in,
"I dare you to pull my hair," was the biggest laughgetter, inasmuch as Tralnor Is as
bald as a billiard ball. Miss DeBaugh shows
great Improvement over any previous appearance and she Is a bright, shining light In the
Woolfolk tab.
"Tab license" permits the
usual sling of several "hells" and a "damn."
There's a patriotic number, "The Melting
Pot." which ought to go especially well in
the smaller towns, and one of the funniest
"bits" Is the imaginative "money getting"
scene between Tralnor, behind a screen, and
Miss DeBaugh, who addresses the empty air
outside.
One may say why they had the
"Melting Pot" In the "World of Pleasure"
and that the "money bit" has long been done
by Bonita and Hearn. That Is all true, but
Woolfolk's "melting pot" Is worked along
different lines and the "stage bit" could not
be called a "lift."
Then It must be remembered that "getting the money" through an
imaginary "blackmailer" has been done since
the kid days of Weber and Fields and Kolb
and Dill. The plain evidence Is Woolfolk's
"Vanity Fair" will give a full round of satis-

A

faction wherever

"We

shown

this season.

the Hip was the Harmony
Trio (Tommy and Billy Warrlllow and Lawrence Hager), who put over several numbers
splendidly.
The chorus is also helped out
by their voices. The girls make a number of
pleasing changes but get In their best stage
licks In the "And They Called It Dixieland"

number

sung

ROEHM & RICHARDS

Inc

CO.,

THEATRICAL PRODUCERS'

EXCHANGE

216 Strand Building
Broadway at 47th Street

New York

AUTHORS,

WE CAN

USE

GOOD MATERIAL
W.

8.

V.

(Edwin A. Morris, mgr.;
A.).— Vaudeville.

Bothwell Browne and Francis Young have
New York.

gone to

The Monte Carter Musical
pany

has

Seattle,

CLsaNseR
WORK DONE
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Phase Bryset
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OVER NIGHT S^gu?a?
West 47th

M74

St.

siimi Tstairt
Jut Watt

ef

shifted

from

Comedy Com-

Stockton,

Cal.,

to

Wash.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cauldwell and Mr. and
Mrs. Art Belasco, all nhow folk, who have
been operating the amusements at Boyes'
Spring during the summer, are preparing to
return to the profession for the winter months.

at

by Miss Rlttenhouse in the
closing part.
Miss DeBaugh not only dresses
her role with much care but makes a pleasing picture In either pink or blue.
Among
her solos were "Some Baby," "The Sunshine
of Tour Smile" and "Down Honolulu Way"
(wl*h chorus in Hawaiian native garb), and
when doing her violin speoialty she used a

SPECIAL SONGS
MELODIES
NOVELTIES
SCENERY
COSTUMES
SPECIAL DANCING
STAGE DANCING TAUGHT

agent,

"THEATRICAL 8PECIALI8T"

codger named Henry Cattermole (Jack
Tralnor) Is famous through having manufactured a beverage labeled "Hush," and that
he becomes Infatuated with Annabelle Waller
(Miss DeBaugh), and is continually proposing
to her.
McGee plays the part of Cattermoie's
valet while Miss Rlttenhouse enacts Miss
Waller's sister.
Jenkins is the nephew of
Cattermole, In love with Flo Waller. One of
features

BURLESQUE
DIALOGUES
MONOLOGUES

HIPPODROME

Clean Everything— But a Reputation *»

old

the

ACTS
PICTURES

„
mgr.).—The

,

EVERYTHING

RELATIVE TO

Maley and
Hamilton was passable.
Woods, clever. Van Oello opened the show,
registered
and in that difficult position
George Morton was a big laughstrongly.

CORT (Homer F. Cur ran,
Clansman Film (first week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob, Marx A Co., mgrs.).—
"The Mission Play" (first week).
ALCAZAR (Belasco A Mayer, mgrs.).—
Dramatic stock.
_
WIGWAM (Jos. F. Bauer, mgr.).— Del. «.
Lawrence Dramatlo Players (73rd week).
SAVOY (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— Dark.
PRINCESS (Bert Levey, lessee * mgr.
agent, Levey).—Vaudeville.

SELL

ANYTHING % AND

Alice

getter.

WRITE
PRODUCE
STAGE
DIRECT
ENGAGE
DESIGN COSTUMES
STAGE NUMBERS
PROCURE and

B'wsy

OUYVNo, DRESSES^*
m.m
^F^^^c;
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0VCIC0ATI *

The new Rlnhop theatre In Oakland at
Franklin and 16th streets. Is approaching completion.
Harry nisbop, the builder, formerly
manager of "Ye Liberty Playhouse," will
have a house that Is complete In every detail
when the new theatre Ih completed. And like
the "Yo Liberty," Mlahop'tt new show shop
will have a gigantic rerolvlug stage.

,

Sept.

18

the

Btanlilaus

epened at Modento, Cal.

Live Stock

Show
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VARIETY

America's Greatest Female Cabaret Entertainer

VAL-MOR

Ml

ORIGINAL
Just finished a successful season at the

Now

open for offers from cabarets looking for real
Address

UAjr
11 U
t

ISLESWORTH HOTEL, ATLANTIC CITY.

MILDRED VALMORE, 219 W. 46TH

SOPHIE TUCKER'S announcement in "VARIETY" of September 8.
"My attention has been celled to e few vaudeville stars and OTHERS WHO
ARE NOT AS YET STARS, WHO ARE PURLOINING MY IDEAS."
This was

At the Orpheum last week "Wlllard. The Man
Orows," and house manager Hugo Herts
a good piece of publicity.
Hugo took
Wlllard down to the "Chronicle" office where
Wlllard baffled the entire staff and tben the
pair visited police headquarters where in the
presence of the chief and the plain clothes
squad Wlllard proved satisfactorily that he

Who

did

could

foil

the Bertlllion system.

son,

favorites

here,

heartily

received.

La

Argentina, although not the best Spanish
dancer here, has an interesting series of solo
dances.
Lew Wilson does a variety of things
from imitations to dancing. Antrim and Vale
do well, "No. 2."
The former Is a hard
worker and the latter has an abundance of
good looks. Frank LeDent and Lillian's Dogs
are also on the bill.

FORD'S

Charles Newman, who for years has been
assistant manager and treasurer of the Cort,
has Joined the Pantages circuit staff and
under the direction of J. J. Cluxton is entraining for the position of house manager.

Report has it that the managements of the
Columbia and Cort are more than worried
about the prospects of the forthcoming season.
Prom all accounts' the cause is the
present Indications that it's going to be no
mall matter to get enough good attractions to
keep the theatres running steadily with shows
that will net returns.
This week the "Mission Play" is holding forth at the Columbia
while the Cort, after having been dark last
week, is playing "The Clansman" film for
another return date, and after this week the
Cort still has two more weeks on its hands
without an attraction to play outside of resorting to film features until the "Whirl of
Pleasure" reaches here. Just what the Columbia has to follow the "Mission Play" is not
known, but it is understood that "The Mission Play" only stays a week owing to other
bookings.

The Rev. Albert W. Palmer of Oakland Is at
war with the theatrical managers of that city.
The Rev. Palmer does not approve of tightclad women on the Oakland stages and suggests that the theatre managers take a straw
vote on the subject to determine the population's opinion on the subject.
But the managers don't seem to think that a straw vote
Is
a proper way to settle the controversy,
which so far has led to no action In favor of
putting the ban on shows and acts In which
the feminine contingent wear tights.

BALTIMORE

(Chas. E. Ford, mgr.).— "Yankee
Doodle Dick," a new comedy-drama by Miss
H. Virginia Kline, waa given its Initial
presentation
in
Baltimore.
The title is
reminiscent of one of Qeo. M. Cohan's boisterous flag-waving plays and is similar to them
In the respect that it is brimful of that selfconfident Yankee spirit, but without a great
deal of compression and cutting of the manuscript It will never do.
It is too talky and
in parts show an amateurish hand.
With
these faults removed it ought to do tor a
while..
The acting leaves nothing to be desired, especially that of Thomas Moore, the
ex-film star, in the title role.
He Is supported by a superb cast, and only their finished acting make the piece in Its present condition possible.
The cast is large and the
work of all distinctive, particularly that of
Maud Hanaford aa Carol Weston, who was
engagingly young and pretty. Percy Helton,
as Jlmmle, an office boy, who earns his salary, shines as a Juvenile of considerable brilliancy.

(Leonard McOIoughlln, mgr.).
—AUDITORIUM
"For the Man She Loves," a melodrama
that Is different, because It continues to increase In interest through the second and
third acts Instead of petering out In the second add another success to the list played
here this season.
Beth C. Merrill as Mary
Ballard, the unfortunate wife, makes an excellent Impression.
A Burger and Russell
Snoad also depicted their roles forcibly.
LOEW'S HIP.— Lamberti headlines excellent bill.
"Never Again," a little farce In
which Nana Sullivan stars.
Little Bessie
Leonard got the bit In her character songs.
Other acts are Frazer, Bunts and Woods, Walter James, The Blondys, Ford and Leslie.
COLONIAL. This house was packed Monday night by the colored population to see

—

their

By FRANCIS D. OTOOLB.
MARYLAND (Fred. C. Schanberger,

— Belle

mgr.).

Story, a singer, and Walter C. Kelly
headline this week. Mr. Kelly carries off the
only real hit of the bill.
Ezra Matthews,

Edwin Redding and Mildred Donnelly present
the only sketch, "Prosperity"
It
Is oue of
the usual playlets with a moral and was
spoiled by the apparent lack of animation
on the part of the players. Laurie and Bron;

favorites

in

"How Newtown Prepared"

by the Smart Set Co.
The company of colored actors and actresses made a hit from the
start.

This

original with bar orchestra, for I
am willing to wager any sum of

AND

my claim.
S.— I am not a

will verify

P.

worked

vaudeville star yet, but A CLEVER CABARET ENTERTAINER. I
Hotel this season. So did Miss Tucker. She knows what I can do.

in the Islesworth

tion.
Louis Stone, opened well
Fagg and
White, fair Whipple and Huston In "Spooks,"
good
Dorothy Granville, bright
Whitfield
Franklyn Ardell in
and Ireland, rube riot
"The Wife Saver," good; Arthur Deagon,
disappointment to many
Five Kitamuras,

BOSTON.
By LBN LIBBBT.
KEITH'8 (Robert

O. Larsen, mgr.; agent,
U. B. O.).— Fair bill, well balanced with "The
World Dancers" topping, with no competi-

HOWARD

;

;

(George

;

;

closing.

BOSTON
B.

O.).

(Charles Harris, mgr. ; agent, U.
vaudeville pulling strong.

— Concert

Lobby renovation pulling many transients.
BIJOU (Harry Gustln, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).— Pictures. Good.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Regular fall season of featured small
time doing good gross hut small net.
ORPHEUM (V. J. Morris, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Pop. Excellent.
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mgr.). Leased by
Boston Photoplay Co. for run of "The Little
Girl Next Door."
Doing big because of local

—

—

—

agitation.

8T.

Loew )

JAMES
.

—Pop.

(Joseph Brennan, mgr.; agent,
Good.
(A. H. Malley, mgr.).

SCOLLAY OLYMPIA

— Pop.

Excellent.

GORDON'S OLYMPIC

mgr.).

— Pop.

PARK

BUFFALO.
TECK

(John Olshel, mgr.).— House dark
Reopening last half with "Go To
It," new musical comedy production.
Next
week, "Alone at Last."
MAJESTIC (C. F. Lawrence, mgr.).— "The
Path of Folly," comedy drama doing fairly
well with plenty of paper to help. Next, "Her
first

B.

Comerford,

mgr.).

—Pictures.

(J.

Good.

(Thomas

Sorolre,

Big.

MAJESTIC

mgr.).— Last week
of "Where Are My Children?" making a
clean-up after slump, Mayor Curley being in(E. D. Smith,

volved In lobbying charge.
SHUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Katlnka" holding up consistently.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Very
Good Eddie" rolling along with the steadiest
business of the season.
COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—Ziegfeld's "Follies" opened Monday night to a
record tum-away and will probaly break its
own record at this house.
HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.). Opens
Oct. 2 with "Rio Grande."
PLYMOUTH (Fred Wright, mgr.).— "A
Pair of Queens" opened Monday.
Drew fair
house.

half.

Naked

8slf."

STAR

(P. C. Cornell, mgr.).— Split week
"Husband, Wife, Man" going good first
part and followed by "Betty"
(Raymond

of

Hitchcock) last half.

GARDEN (Wm.

\

ELODY

AND
U S I C
B.

O.

K

Graham,

mgr.).— "Tango

Girls" scoring big.
CfAYETY (Chas. Taylor, mgr. ) .— "Boseland
Girls."
Next. Follies of the Day."
ACADEMY (Jule Mlcheal, mgr.).— Musical
Comedy 8tock In "The Dancing Elephant," a

new comedy.
SHEA'S (Henry

Carr, mgr.).—Well assembled bill headlined successfully by Jean
Adair and Co., and followed by Trovato
"Married Ladles Club," good; Gene and Delia
Muller, fair; Hamilton and Barnes, do well;
The Crisps, hit ; Bison City Four, very good
Dupree and Dupree, close strong. Very good
business.

OLYMPIC

(Bruce Fowler, mgr.).—Good
Including "Frivolity Girls" as headline™
Trio, clever
Box Car Duo, good
"Virginia Girls," pleasing; Nainoa, does well.
LYRIC (H. B. Franklin, mgr.).— House
reopening season with excellent bill and drawing big for first week.
Amedo, clever Norden and Noble, pleasing
Frankle Kelsey,
good Five Dun bars, very good Empire Comedy Four, heading; MacDonald Trio, close

bill,

Rondas

;

;

;

;

;

nicely.

—

PARK SQUARE

(Fred Wright, mgr.).—
"Hlt-the-Trall Holliday" not doing the big
business It deserves, and probably should
have been brought here later when a real run
would apparently have been Inevitable.
TREMONT (John B. Schoeffel. mgr.).—
Third week of "Civilization" showing re-

CASTLE SQUARE

"The Heart of
"The Pedler."

Craig, mgr.).—
Fair.
Next week,

(John

Dixie."

GAIETY (Charles Batcheller, mgr.).— "The
Sporting Widows." Good.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— "The
Globe Trotters." Excellent.

JACKSONVILLE.
DUVAL

Fourton, mgr.).— 22-24, war
the Front with the Allies,"
auspices local paper.
ORPHEUM (H. C. Fourton, mgr.).— Wlll-

ams and

Segal, opened

Howard,

Clara
Morelle's

column

(C.

"At

pictures,

;

Sextet,

WHO

to good

Five Mowatts,

effect

hit
Beatrice
Willie Solar, hit
good.
Business ca;

;

ARCADE, REPUBLIC, PRINCE,

features

with one act now and then to good business.

Harry

Meyers

and

Rosemary

Theby

are

expected to return here within the next month.
«[r. Meyers has several big Ideas in film prouctlon which he intends to follow when he
gets back to Jacksonville.

MORE
MK\t*S

DID ITT

show

applause
pleased

pacity.

(3

OF

IRTH

mgr.).

Lothrop,
Capacity.

B.

"The Orown-Up Babies."

;

;

sults as result of big advertising outlay.

ELANGE

U.

Miss Tucker claims originality. She
may be original, but she is not

that I worked under the title of THE DIXIE GIRL
HER SYNCOPATED BAND
long before Miss Tucker ever started rehearsing her act. Lawrence Goldie or Alf. T. Wilton

GOELET, HARRIS
K

M

NEW YORK.
Answer

money

BILLY

BOOKED SOLID

entertainment.

ST.,

My

is

live

YORK

WE THANK THEM

K
VARIETY

By
The

"THERE'S

greatest

HEATH and LANGE

march Ballad of the present moment

A QUAKER DOWN
SOLMAN

By

tba big f «st Hit of

Still

all

IN

BERG

and

QUAKERTOWN"

the Ninataan Sixteen Song Hits

"WHEN EVENING SHADOWS FALL"
By

A

BRANEN

and

POLLA

"IVsY
By STANLEY MURPHY, ARTHUR LANGE
Hawaiian Songs may coma and go, but

"ON THE

home

dainty, melodious lore Ballad that hits

this

»
and

ALFRED SOLMAN

song

will last foreTer

ARM OF THE OLD ARM
that will

JOE MORRIS MUSIC
MIKE

MORRIS,

L.

CHAIR"

make them both laugh and applaud.

CO..

JOE HOLLANDER,

Cenl. Mgr.

145 W. 45th STREET
N EW YORK CITY

Prof. Mgr.

Chicago:

Philadelphia:

Grand Opera House Bldg.

136 North 9th Street

Boston:
230 Tremont Street

WALTER WILSON

ARCHIE FLETCHER

JACK MENDELSOHN

Beporth from the north Indicate an unusual Influx of picture companies during the
approaching winter months, and some of the
most famous stars known will he here. Preparations for opening the Thanhouser studio are
to begin shortly. This company will have several companies actively engaged in the city.

NEW ORLEANS.
By
CBBSCENT

O. M.

SAMUEL,.

(T. C. Campbell, mgr.).—An
old-fashioned,
go-as-you-please
rip-snorter,
"While the City Sleeps." The audience was
attentive throughout and applauded.

TRIANGLE

(Ernest

Boehringer,

mgr.).

—

Pictures.

The Serial Film Co., under the direction of
General Manager William (Bill) Stelner, will
produce the famous "Phllo Quota" stories in
pictures in this city this fall. Pleros Klngsley
will personally direct the pictures and Edwin
Stevens will play the part of the amateur
The Serial Co. players are well
detective.
known in this city, having produced "The
Yellow Menace" here last fall.

are slated

to

— Jlmmle

The Ethel Desmond Musical Revue opens at
the Columbia Sunday.

The burlesque stock, to open at the Lyric
Sunday, is rehearsing dally. Henry V. Ottwill act as the Lyrio's treasurer.

Eugene Ruls

Two Thanhouser companies

the

Is

new stenographer

of

Charles E. Bray.

arrive here Oct. IS.

The gallery entrance

of the

Orpheum has

been changed.
There's a joke going the rounds among the
local film folks, and the Qaumont company
seems to be the "goat." It appears that the
aforesaid company overlooked the clauses of
the lease on the south side studio where work
was carried on last winter and while the
overlooking was going on the Qarrlck Studios
The Qarrlck people
Co. secured the place.
started work overhauling the place Immediately, as they plan studio work at once. A
day or so later a wire was received from the
north stating that the Qaumont people were
sending one of their representatives here to
Whether
get the place ready for the winter.
the Qaumont Co. will secure another studio
site Is problematical.

hit with the

way she

sings "Dangerous Girl,"
finishing number for

and the two work up a

ALAMO (Ernst Boehringer, mgr.).
Brown's Musical Revue.

man

was needed in a bill which ran strong on singing.
Tempest and Sunshine, recently reunited
for vaudeville, were the headllners and held
the spot in fine shape. Their new offering is
built up with a lot of material each of the
sisters used in their musical comedy vehicles,
and they havo put It together in pleabing
fashion.
Miss Tempest put over a big-sized

Rumor has It several burlesque managers
are dickering with the Dauphlne Investment
Co. with a view to putting stock burlesque
In the Dauphine.
Arthur B. Leopold has returned from

New

York.

Harold Qoldenberg

Is

again to act as treas-

urer at the Tulane.

FWLAMLFHIA.
B. P. KEITH'S (H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—The
loss of Felix Adler at the last minute robbed
this week's bill of a laughing act where It

splendid results, introducing a 'Gabby" bit
and the feature song from "Very Good Eddie."
The girls have a dandy act, make it look
good from the front by attractive dressing,
and get a lot out of their material. Running
them a very close second Is Harry Beresford
that gem of vaudeville, "Twenty Odd
in
Years."
In addition to being a beautifullywritten piece, it Is played right up to the
limit by Mr. Beresford and his associates.
The Leightons got the place vacated by Felix
Adler and in the next to closing position got

the girl and the trick automobile help to
build up a very satisfactory act.
Jack King
and Morton Harvey have a "piano act" which
can pass In the wake of the many of this
kind which have won their way In the past
King, who was formerly of
two seasons.
Stepp, Mehlinger and King plays the piano
for his singing partner and works up some
comedy with the help of a "sissy" number
which has point enough to It to sting without
being too sharp.
Roberto and Verera opened
the show with their Juggling and singing.
The man uses a routine of ordinary tricks,
with the woman as helper, and she Joins In
with the orchestra in a few snatches of throat
trills, with few words.
The Borflnl Troupe,
three men and two women, have a very pretty
closing number, performing balancing and
perch tricks with the understanders standing
on large wooden balls. It is a novelty staged
this way and a good act.
The Sellg Tribune
Pictures showed scenes of interest from various parts of the world.
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— "The
Bachelor's Dinner" headlined
John and Mae
Burke "Don' Lose Your Nerve" (a dramatic
playlet); Four Palattee
Hewitt and Calam

away with It nicely. There Is a new member
in the act In place of "Rags" Leighton, and
the absence of the clever stepping of the
elongated fellow Is noticeable, but the act got
over on the singing of two of the three boys.
Brierre and King have a singing and dancing
number that goes better on appearance than
on the merit of the material they use. Their
songs and dances lack snap and do not bring
the returns they should In an act of this
Mabelle Osgood, violinlste, and Emma
kind.
Rous, harplste, are a local couple who have
gained considerable reputation and a following in musical circles. Miss Osgood has tried
vaudeville before and was also with the BosAs a musical offering they
ton Fadettes.
fitted Into the bill nicely and did all that was
They
expected of them as a drawing card.
need experience along the two-a-day routo before they can prove their value for vaudeville.
Tommy Dugan and Babette Raymond have a
funny talking skit called "They Auto Know

Wood and Mandeville Karl Mario Sparrow,
and the feature film, William Farnum in
"The End of the Trail."
NIXON'S QRAND (W. D. Wegefarth, mgr.).
Empire Musical Octet The Langdons AbCarew and Burns "The Rebott and White
Neher and Kapelle Paths
turn of Solomon"
and Mutuals.
NIXON (P. Leopold, mgr.).— Thomas P.
Maida De Long Four Melody
Swift & Co.
Men and Maid Rome and Klrby Three Falcons
feature film, Theda Bara In "Her Dou-

Better."
The comedian hart* ft Trou<r~rine of
talk which he handles for good laughs, and

"Koatrlce Fairfax."
GLOBE.—Qoldcn-Orloff Troupe In

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ble Life."

KEYSTONE (M. W.
Holder and Packer
White Revue"
Southern Four; Stephens' Holllster; Holden
Bolger Bros.
film
feature,
and Harron

Taylor, mgr.).— "Black

and

;

;

;

;

"A Night
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IN

A

NEW OFFERING

"A

ION"

Playing-

DIRECTION

I.

K

MAN ITY

This

Week

VARIETY

72

Special Service for Vaudorillians

DRY
1417-1423

Open

All Night

Phene Bryant

and

Any

CASH OR CREDIT

of

Cernar 44th

an Expert

forth to purchase
sufficiently
the technical
points of difference in composition, workmanship and design to select
to their own best advantage that is,
to secure the greatest measure of
worth for their money. Therefore we
employ only the most expert salespeople obtainable, who act as special

42nd

Me

Clean You

for

New

GueirinlCo

Mlmlim

Manufacturers of

Ha*
271

suming

for

Awarded Gold Medal,
P. P. L £., San

Yorl

PUTNAM

JULIAN SIEGEL

Dr.

BUILDING. 14M

BROADWAY

Special Rates to the Profession

DENTIST

Official Dentist to

the White Rets

VELVET DROPS
All sieee
stage eetuaw. AS
aisee and eeeara.

Pluaa, SCk. Ore

RENTALS

I

saving in purchase. YOU, too, should
come to Holzwasser's.

Rapid

Value

Furniture,

*S*i,

Address— E. W.

Deposit
Sisst
$2t.tt

$3t.N
$4t.tt
$50.00

Terms apply

We

New

also to

15%

Off

For Cash

New York

JOOO-One Stray Sandal, la Fiae
Quality Satin, French Reel, White, Slack,
Red, Pink, Emerald Oreen, Stagt Last,

B ' , efth and
MILLER.1554 Sr»idwiy, Bet.
\.'
47 ,h's

Boots

and

Sll Cta

Shoes.

CLOG.

and

Z2S

$1.75

GLASSBERG

J.

Theatrical

i

Vici
Colors:
la

Kid, one Strap. Spring Heel.
Black, Bias, Red end Flak

Msaufacturer
o

%3M

Short Vamp
STYLE 3010-BALLET SANDAL,

Ave,

West

Ballet

4Zd St.,
5S Id Ave.,

Acresetic
Shoes a tpe-

Send

Tlsaaa Sq.
Itth St.

saade

P
P

i

•

1

^

^

ond

featuring Pete
this week.

& SONS

220
11

LW

Grand Street
IUIVN Lll

BON MARCHE

HOSIERY
UNDER VESTS

POLLY HYMAN

Broadway, Opposite Strand Theatre,
New York
All Glovea Warranted

Moscow" Chim. E. Wlldlwh & Co. Noodlen
EdmuudH and Leedom
Pagan
Jones and
Johnson; Dow and Dow; Wlcmoro and Hurt;
Gerero Bros.
Th« (ionlons Musical Clovers.
WILLIAM l'BNN W. W. Miller, ingr.).—
Others for tho
Lenoro La Mar hendllned.
Ryan and L»e Arthur Havel Ai
first half:
Flsko and l'al< on and the Dim feature.
Co.
"Auturun
Days"
(a
musical
Second half:
comedy). Others: Van Lien Trio, and Morris
and Cumjtbell with Lenore La Mar held over
In

;

;

;

;

;

Itaasnn

Billy Kenny
Daisy Harcourt
Heenan and Clark Knight and Sawtell. Second half: Blxley and Lerner Phllbrlck and
Dovote Laverty and Given Ouerlan Newell.

half

First

:

;

;

;

;

;

ALLEGHANKY

(James

;

:

;

;

;

week.

CROSS KEYS (James Springer, mgr.).—
The SonB of Abraham" headlined full week.

(Samuel F. Nixon, mgr.).— Sec-

BROADWAY
Mont

the

season

(Samuel F. Nixon, mgr.).— "The
Farce comedy. Opened to fair
Here for two weeks.

GARRICK (Samuel F. Nixon, mgr.).— Final
week of "Sport of Law." Has fair business.
Next week: "The House of Glass" with Mary
Ryan.
LYRIC

(Leonard Blumberg. mgr.).— "Rob-

inson Crusoe, Jr.," with Al. Jolson.
Still going big and playing to crowded houses.
Two
more weeks. Next attraction Oct. 2, Clifford
Crawford in "Her Soldier Boy," by John

Charles

Thomas and Margaret Romaine.

ADELPHI (Leonard Blumberg, mgr.).
"Experience" doing big business mctlnee and
and no sign of the end of the run In

night,
sight.

;

;

and

(J.

mgr.).— Bert LaReading
Inglis and

Cohan,

Cowboys

;

CHESTNUT STREET OPERA HOUSE.—
This theatre dark all summer, reopened this
week with "The Birth of a Nation." Picture
drew surprisingly well. Here for two weeks.

WANTED—THEATRE

;

;

;

;

;

(

;

mgr.).—
and
Scott

Harklns,

Mcintosh and Musical Malda
Marks Camllle Trio Lloyd and Gates Tom
Kuna and a serial. Second half Bobby WalCahlll and Rathour and Blanche Bally
malne Leonard and Whitney Musical Caaand the film feature,
ads
Lady San Mel
The Yellow Peril."

>

for the full

IM

of

Janes."

business.

N. Y. CHy.
TeL

GLOVES
1570

Two

1

Special Diacount to Professional

week

BROAD

Manufacturers o f
the Best Accordions
in the world.
Special
Piano
for

PRICE, Sales Manager

AMERICAN VELVET DROPS
New York
Gaiety Theatre Bldg.

417,

DYE DROPS
12x2*,

New

We

$8.00

tlSJt

ITaJS.

$t.tt

ltaJt,

flt.tt

Painted to your order.

have studios In

BAILEY STUDIOS,

4 cities.

Troy, N. Y.

CHORUS GIRLS
WANTED
Academy Theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.

PERMANENT WORK

Shaw and Jerry

with "Little Miss
Springtime."
Doing fairly food business.
Show received liberal treatment from the
critics.
Next week: "Sybil."

Key a.
i

Room

;

Cunningham

AUGUSTO
IORIO

E. A.

In the four burlesque houses the Cablno
has "The Spiegel Revue"; "Blutch" Cooper's
"Sight See-ers" at the People's; Billy Watson's Own Show with Billy Spencer at the
Gayety
"New Tango Queens," with Johnny
Kilbane, meeting all comers at the Trocadero.
minstrels,

fee CeteJeg 4

^

VELVET DROPS
Painted Scenery-Stage Settings of All Kinds

Harry English A Co. In 'The Evil Hour";
Toga and Geneva Dare Roth.

FORREST
Write

PREOERISK
RISI SCENIC

£f*T\£i

DUMONT'S (Frank Dumont, mgr.).— Stock

Catalan* V

for

All werk
at short

sanity.

r

and vaadsvtlls
alty fer fas east It sears.

;

list St.

mrUd

Scenery Helps Your Act

STYLE

Pay Freight and Railroad Fares
Delivered by Our Own Motor Trucks

I.

for man and woman of wide acquaintance
in Vaudeville profession, to handle for n
theatrical insurance Arm the best accident
policy for artists.
Liberal commission.
Also personal baggage policy. Call at
room No. fat, 1442 Broadway (Fltxgerald
Bldg.), New York City.

Satin Sandal

State,

and Connecticut

Jersey

EXCEPTIONAL OPENING

Glassberg
Short Vamp

Discount of

$2.00
$2.25
$2.50
$3.00
$4.tt
$5.00

Doing Good Business
17 Dartmouth St*

D.,

WANTED

Weekly ProfM ,, oll «i

$lt.06

New.

STUDIO.

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
Value

fee

B1*t Bargain. Have been used. Also n I
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, fit and ITS. A few extra large Property Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bal Trunks.
Parlor Floor, a W. 31st St, New York City.

Boston, Mass.

$750

$585

Practically

Open Summer and Winter

(-Room ApartApartment, Period
ment, Period
|7M Value Style, lifts Value

Prices

WARDROBE PROP
TRUNKS $5.00

4t,tSt,
Seats tea.
Present PoHcy—"Picturee."
Equipped for Vaudeville.

SRoora

liamsuia

Co., Tkaatncal
1690

Population,

Style,

earaJrala. «te.

ta eae er awre Mloti,anao»

fw states HUaaBtUof wUiMfe
seBsss ant fee satoa

i

Near Boston, Mass.

now

bmb,

ilnti*
Eiti

IN CITY,

$375

$275

seasta vaaaevUttMa,

ij

etreaa

aeanejsef ststai
aUetaerprlnl

FOR SALE THEATRE LEASE

Apartment with
Period Furniture,

Low

SENttrORCATALOO
Aw aesansasal

Hk

CONSOLIDATED VELVET DROPS
MS W«.t «tk St, New York City, mmr «th Ave., U

80 Page Catalogue

5-Room
Grand

Professional

at

Easily Accessible from West Side by
tttn or Sfth St. Crosstown Cars.
Outfits,

Good Printed

Letterheads

we assure our patrons a selection
ENTAILING A LIFE TIME OF SATISFACTION, while effecting a material

New

/twins

Francisco, 1915

YOU, even above any inmay feel warranted in asthe FIRM. By this means

Write for

Grail

Columbus Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO

with

—

counsel for
terest they

A.

New York

mmm

furniture

conversant

St.,

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR—ASK NAT M. WILLS, AL
JOLSON, NORA BAYEt. ROONEY A BENT. HUNTING
A FRANCIS. HOWARD A HOWARD. JACK WILSON.
JOE WELCH, FRED DUPREZ. JULES JORDAN, MORTON A GLASS. et«. (Nlpht oslls— Hstel WeeSttwIO.
MM BROADWAY, NEW YORK

.

St.

Let

go
VERY few whobecome

A

1482 Broadway and
1S72 Broadway
Censer 47tk St.

Broadway

A a P.

SIMMONS,

JAMES MADISON

1.00

Alteratieae and Rcaelrs

B. Lindsay, E. P. A., Bryant
4212

er Overcoat

1.50
With the Aid

W.

Ticket Office, B'way

Dry Cleaned

Dry Cleaned

You Want Anything Quick

If

'Phone

A. J.

Gouts' Suits

Sait or Coal

1552

tlSS

Hour

Gown,

Ladiea'

Toronto, flUf
Chicago, fll.lt
Buffalo, ft.tt
All Steel Cars, Lowest Fares, Special
Baggage Service
Rochester, |7.42

Work Done One

Sundays

FURNITURE

11

Dyer

Cleanser
THIRD AVENUE
eO~37REET
•-NEAR

Lehigh Valley Ra road

FOR FIRST CLASS STOCK COMPANY

COLUMBIA (Harry Buckley, mgr.; Orph.).
and Madeline Harrison, with Harry
Oreen carrying away equal honors In a headlining position ; McKay and Ardlne, do well
Llbonlta, appreciated
Dainty Marie, pleas-

— Bankoff

;

ing

;

International Girl,

won

favor.

—

THE PLATERS

(Roy Oreen, mgr.). As
Steven Den by In "Under Cover" Mitchell
Harris supported by Thais Magrane and well
balanced cast, were nicely received this week.
Josepb Dalley and Jason Robards are winning much favor. Esther Howard and Jennie
Ellison have assumed leading roles with success.

AMERICAN (Harry
Woman He Married,"
ing good business.

Wall age. mgr.).— "The
with Marie Pettea doOpening Sunday, Sept. 24,
"The Other Wife."

Vaughan Glaser in
PARK (Hagerman, Fitxslmmons,

mgr.).

Roger Gray is singing his farewell ditties at
the Park this week In "The Burgomaster."

Who

Mr. Gray's successor Is to be has not
Remainder of cast,
been announced.
Florence Mackle, Sarah Edwards, Billy Kent
and Carl Hayden will remain at the popular
west end theatre.
yet

GAYETY

(Ben

Parry,

mgr.).

—"Some

Show."

STANDARD
"Hello Girls."

EMPRESS
Gordon and

(Leo. Retchenhach, mgr.).
Next, "Charming Widows."

(C. F. Helb, mgr.).— John R.
Co. divided honors this week with

Mary Davis and cast; the bill supplemented
with Henry and Adelaide, very good
E. J.
Van Hampton and Shrlner, big
Moore, fslr
Those Five Girls, entertaining ; Bobby
hit
and Nelson, pleasing and the Dunedln Duo,
with movies to close. Very good business.
;

Give

EDWARD

all details

and terms

in first letter.

Answer by mail only. No brokers.
ORNSTEIN, 600 W. 183rd Street, New York City

;

;

;

GRAND

(Harry Wallace,

mgr.;

wva.).—

;;

VARIETY
AMERICA'S POPULAR SONG WRITERS IN

"15

MINUTES OF SONG AND COMEDY."

VI

and

Billy
IF

RECEPTIONS AT EACH PERFORMANCE ARE ANY CRITERION.

Nat

WE MUST BE OVER DRAWING OUR SALARY

INTO THE BOX OFFICE.

HOWLAND

THE EVERLASTING FAVORITE

PRINCESS

OF
"BRIDES
JAMMED

ATHENA

THE DESERT'

THE PANT AGES THEATRES And Justified
ATT^^^^JS^^ .,ALLT HE
HEADUNER OVER THE TOUR
Written and Produced by J. J. CLUXTON

THIS ATTRACTION

Itself

In

RINCESS

OF"
"BRIDESCOMING

»

EAST IN NEAR FUTURE

As a Matter

Good

of

Business,

Remember

the Combination

GEORGE
LLOYD and BRITT
BILLY

THE ORIGINAL IDEA

In • "Mixture ef

JULES

Q

HUMMEL

BEN
BURKE

f

This

Wank

VaaeevuV by Nod Dandy

(Sept. ID-Kelth'a, Tolado

Next Weak (Sapt.

B>—Keith's, Coluunus

JEROME

m

A Mp&

/I

HARRY

A.

IN "SENSE

Now

AND NONSENSE"

POLI'S THEATRE, SCRANTON, PA.

Direction,

(Sept. 21-24)

Oscar Dana will reopen the Imperial Oct. 1.
Dramatlo stock, Jena Lewis and Olga Worth
assuming tha leads.

•HOW COME*

MOSS

FRYE
NO.

playing Pantaeas Time.

*-HOW MUCH IS |Mt?
Direction MARK LEVY.

"The Cohan Review of 1018"

open tha

will

Jefferson Oct. 1.

AL JOLSON'S "ROBINSON CRUSOE,

Lulu Coats and CrackerJune, usual
Rice
Mabel Johnson, good
pleased
Scamp and Scamp, entertained
fair
Transfleld Sisters, over big.

Dawne

Jacks,
Bros.,

;

;

;

;

Melnhelmer's, McTagues and the Maryland,

JR.*

downtown cabaret

have

reopened
Patronage, however,

resorts,

all

the winter season.
seems to favor tbe west end resorts for the
time being.
Cooler weather will help the
above mentioned.

for

"Experience" will reopen the Oarrlck
the Shubert-Garrlck Oct. 1.

—

named

— re-

Katie

Keen 5 Williams
rani corns Jy act hi "ene."

(Special Scenery)

LOEW

mw a a
ORPHEUM.— "Forest

Fire," cordially received ; Ward Brothers, pleasing ; Miller and
McDevltt, Kellj and Luoay,
Vincent, good
3 Kltaro
liked ; McLallen a Carson, popular
Bros., very fine; Btettner and Bents, well
;

WALTERS ^CROOKER
BOWERS,
WITH

Harry

A

n.raol.

;

Mostly acta seen here before. Roes Brothers,
featured ; Parrilo and Frablto, did well

ALLEN

LEW GOLDER

MEYERS

AND

CKNOWLIDQID

TOBIN

THE SEASON'S BIG HIT

and

i
SCHNEHLER

MODELS DE LIXE

HARRY FITZGERALD

Direct!**

BILLY

TOURING

Pantages Circuit

TIME,

DtraatJaa

8HUBERT—Sbnbert

Stock In

"A Pair

opening performance.
ners."

.
i

liked.

HIPPODROME.— Lao Kendall and "Palm
Beach Beauties," applause; Foi and Evans,
good De Arno and Marguerite Variety Trio,
lease; Reed and Hudson, well received (first
;

S alf of

bill).

PRINCESS.— 1st half: Caesar Rlvoll ; 2d
half billed: Stickler's Circus, Mystic Hanson
Trio, Kelly and Calvin, Wllllston and Sherwood, pictures.

STAR.— "The Auto

METROPOLITAN
Film, "The Unborn,"

Girls," well received.
(L. N. Scott, mgr.).—
attracting.

The Author

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

i

i

WALSH

THE REYNOLD'S
Watch

SONO,

Naw

far

oa hi

'

RHYME AND MAOIC

Featured ea

Who Knows Whmt

FRANK TERRY
Author and Producer

Business Manager

the Public

Want*

MADAM LEA
Voice Culture

Just opened elaborate offices with rehaarsal halls and all facilities to produce, direct and stage all kinds of acts.
IS THE TIME TO SECURE
MATERIAL from THE
PUTS THE PUNCH IN
ACT.
The author of hundreds of successful songs, acts and monologues.

NEW

NOW
Wire, Write,

Phone—229

WEST

42D

STREET

MAN WHO

|J

FLO AND NELL

BABE
COOK

THE EMINENT ACTOR-AUTHOR

CHRIS GRAY

of

immensely a good house at
Next weak, "Tha Sin-

pleaaa

Sizes,"

TOM JONES

YOUR

^* s^tiS*' M

——
VARIETY

74

Perry Treaeer to ask tteao Zlseh if they had any
kidneys 'n the prop. room. He looked two hours and
couldn't And one.
They sent out to get some
sugar from the dough sllngers; the two Jims (Pepard
and Branlgan) to buy a couple of kidneys from Tom
Hunt or Ed. Kenny, but Al Llvsey queered It by
lending me bla
AJ said I already had bis goat, so
I might aa well take the rest of his organs.
The
drummer said he hasn't any children, so how can
he use his kid's knees t

FRED LATHAM
my boM

I hare
been discharged by Mr. A. and Mr. B. and Mr. H. J.
They have given me a two year*'
of Phllsylvanla.
hor* leave. Mr. Latham for Mr. Dllllnahan. and
Mr. Zleffeltf. coupled with Gene Buck aiid Irvlnf
I have Sam
Berils It a combination hard to bt>at.
Bernard and Frank Tlnney with me. alao the old
pal. Eddie (Billiards) Foy. They rehearse all weeks.
two
I'll have a heavy part,
rehearae one day.
I
town— uptown and downtown. Two aides, right and
1 hope they don't think I am a
left. Inside and out.
ship and alnk me. although the crowd on the
eleventh floor are laying against me.

The

big fellow,

la

to be

very toon.

EDDIE MACK,

Lm

be Spanish,

rehearsing a sketch in which
booked by that Adonis, CURLY
we work next week, Newark
Is

but talked

MORRIS and FEIL

to

I

everlasting gratitude for saving roe

On*

of the

are

still

I

appear next week,

BOLDIE.
and

boiling

for

Mt

me

whom

Vernon.
along.

If

He

STAN STANLEY

Start* like this—

My

act Is copyrighted. Clans D. ZXC. No. 40114.
stopped K. M. of Jaeebe 4 Jermon'a burlesque review, by an Injunction.
Oh. I am a dirty bird.
Nobody has my nerve and looks.
I

BEST COMEDIES Now

Playing Vaudeville

and

NANA SULLIVAN
IN

A

LOEW TIME

Direction,

MARK

ecoring sucat Otis
Harlan's
«J Wardoll's Hotel, Lone
Branch, N. J.
•till

LEVY.

cessfully

HARRIS

GRACE*" LYMAN

IRNA/IIM
COMEDY
Br

Direction,

JOS. B. FRANKLIN
1547 Broadway,

A VariataMi

INN"
FRANCES NORDSTROM

M

Now York

Pair

FLOSSIE

JOE

MORRIS

CAMPBELL

and

"THE AVI-ATE-HER,"
booked solid

AL.

Presents

PLAYLET

and Us quintette

(Inclosed Please Find)

Proaontinf

id

THE VIOLINIST

and her BRAZILIAN NUTS.

"NEVER AGAIN"

EVELYN BLANCHARD

Agent's love letter
enjoys receiving them

JOE
VALYDA TERMINI

they can book you. you must have a headline act
Fly, birdies, fly. but don't nop.

Mr. EDDIE DARLINB
temper.
put the JsM-ds-Boff on my floating
never aaw one. but It's a riot If they
Every butever let me pull it. It increases business.
cher comes In to hear It. 800 batchers a night, that's
Evan Thomas told Billy Gobel to tell
8.500 a week.

him

kidney gag.

tipped

WILTON

CON RODDY

MR. AL DARLING
must accept my
from my nasty

Direction—ALF. T.

—

RUFU8

sian girl, who claimed to
with a Shubert brogue.

STAR AT fTH AVE. THEATRE SAYS RICHARD BOLKE'S

A BIG TIME FEATURE

IS

the Tailor

gave JOE KANE and me each a suit for $55, also
a $4 Vlctrola for 16.50. We make our own records.
Mine Is terrible, but try and beat Joe's, but anyway.
Mask must, be a pretty good tailor to make an eagle
like ma look hair way like a dude.
I'll giro him
credit and I wish he would give me a little.

actors from Oak Lane. PhilaJaek
Jaek la class and I am hoakum.
delphia.
brought two perfect children back from abroad.
Quess I'll try LontfoR, because I have only one.
Eddie Foy san stay right here, but Nsely Edwards.
Bear*. Bos Van. Al Herman and Sam Williams
LE MAI RE should
could take a trip over.
go over anyway, as they need men, and the girls
He met a Ruscan't be as particular aa Wolpln.

the only

I are

N. Y.

JOE KANE and JIMMIE GRAHAM
are going to do singles, by the grace of the Lord
and the goodness of JO PAIBE SMITH.

JACK NORWORTH
and

REVIEW OF

by

L.

J.

•

V. M. A.

AND
U. B. O.

BEATRICE

BOOKED SOLID.
LEW L. GOLDBERG

LAMBERT

BROWNING

LEWIS & GORDON

Direction,

u. b. o.

inr

Direction

THE ACME OF VERSATILITY
That Versatile Nut

GEO. NA0EL and A EVELYN
litUe of everything

la "Bite of Variety"

"WHAT WE DONT DO
U O

Mile.

GREY

I

AIN'T"

C ua

JEAN BERZAC

JAMES
THOMPSON
"An

Introducing

Wonderful Trained

PONIES and

the

that

tmuMi

everyone

Direction

JOHN

T.

Affair*of

Honor"

Playta* U. B. O. Time

MULE

ALF.

WILTON

DOYLE asd Co.

NOW TOURING

IN

'THE DANGER LINE" A
— Empress, Omaha

Sept. 21-23

Genuine Norelty

Sept. 24-27—Crystal, St. Joe,

Mo.

Address care

American

<»'>

Direction,

Harry Weber

JANET
ADAIR

lYigtoingale
In an Artie tic Song

Reper toire

By PAUL BEARER
He—"Good evening MURINE."
She—" Why call mo that?"
He—"Good for eore eyeeP

Dye-alogue

Manager's

verdict

—Talk

is

not

dying— IT'S DEAD!

ARTOIS DUO
Direction.

Rlckerda' Tour,
Auatralla

"Song Definitions"

MARK LEVY

•LAdCFACK

Aaslated by

VARIETY

HOUDINI
& Ryan
New

York

DOLLY

ENTERTAINERS OF THREE CONTINENTS

COMEDY DUO

ORIGINAL LONG SHOE DANCERS

Loew Time

Direction

MARK LEVY

EMMA ADELPHI
Booked

eolld

Orpheum, U. B. O. and

EDDIE ROSS
Neil O'Brien Mlnetrele

Interstate
Direction.

HARRY WEBER

lt-17

Permanent Addreee. VARIETY.

THE FAYNES

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OFFERING
Representative, JACK FLYNN

ALFREDO

SAM D0DY
Playing Monsieur Duval In

IN SIX

WHY?

WORLD'S GREATEST EBONY-HUED ENTERTAINERS
DIRECTION

Flelde

CHICAGO. ILL.

MONTHS

RUOKER andXASIIM
ON OUR WAY WEST

Law

"STEP THIS WAY" CO.

Addreee Cere VARIETY. London

BOOKED RETURN ENGAGEMENT PANTAGES CIRCUIT

New York

TOM JONES

4

MARX
In

BROS, -i CO

"HOME AGAIN"
BACK

IN

VAUDEVILLE.
***

VARIETY
>

THE DEUTSCHLANO WENT
TO SEA
BUT NOT
TO BE

•

T

*
*

1

m H

Jb

>4a

s
I

1

SEEN.

N

s

BILLY
BEARD

1

T

^LmV

F
1

E

*<

E
L

%1

1

R
Wfc

<X

the South"
Direction

ji

S

\

>

"The Party from

PETE MACK

ki

—

We have the greatest team on the bill
with ua. Good naturod and funny. Yea
ought to see them.
Virginia "Red" Grey, and Tonle "Funny
Lege" KJumker still make them, ait up and

take notice in "No. 2" spot.
worry about position.

We

There Is Life—There le Hose
Hose Mrs. Bex Faulkner oontlnuee eucoesion her diet: and that Hex It as ruunlly iuc-

We

If

tully
osaaful on his diet of Re-orders on ctK&rettc <*ane>
Heee the gun for Mr. and Mrs. Frank Srrford arrived In Toledo on time. r> that Frank iu v
ihntroj his malaria with one shnr.
Heee the lights aUy full up In th* futire <>
Mrs. Austin's dance, and Mr Aiuuin's Medal Tick;
goes aood in Crystal Beach.
Heee Maurice Burkbart arrived In Munphls
.v,
on time and la enjoying bis malarial rout p.
our fondest hope la to meet all these good frlenU
«sn the same bill again in the near future.

We

RAWSON

We

CLARE

i

From your

Tell tn«n to
come home— Pan

friends.

JIM AND MARIAN

lonesome.

HARKINS

OSWALD
Kennels
Woedolda, N. Y.

NORMAN JEFFERIEJ

Direction,

Our little home was sweet and cosy,
But now we all feel sad.
The installment man came—and when he
So did everything else we had.

#1

^oxjl14

Moral— Pay

1^,

early and often.

to the back

ENTON
and
Harry (Zeke)

Direction,

TO

/AJOv«-Cr«-

f+)

*>€<5TV?uCT-/L/e—

Tn*«i t-o *,o
STRU<.T,Ue cOC«to&

',,0

rco.

pel «z rl^r ~
rrH

GREEN

,

MARK

7
;tr^ ^r /

Or)

LEVY.

u*^cm

"Magic

Pills"

German

ft^J

T

oa

jtt

*"

y$~

^ScA

to

.1

-r^JU

WALLACE

Drives

French Back

BRADLEY

A Frenchman

and

and his family went out for
a carriage ride.— Irlah cabby took alck.—
German drove the French back. (While he
is laughing, Moe, tell him about the benefit.)

JIMMY FLETCHER

FRED DUPREZ

NOW

Mark Levy

In their dancing and
singing surprise

PLAYING

IN FRISCO.

GRETE

ARDINE

Confirmingly yours,

(and Cat)

in

^Jttiis,

^fctWlj

C« rl. c o u o g yC/?»Tic.j<n.s

F

't

to

Homely and homeless!/ yours,

NEIMAN and KENNEDY

luck.

"t*»«cx

YVaitT* Wii»«s

Mutical Maids

Welcome—Laurie and Bronson

^o..>

ftd

Oo*vLsec>->ct-L^<.

-w\ois.

Loew Time

page.

io

.^,.J

u^o-wcJt/t

left.

More Truth Than •-

NOLAN AND NOLAN
ffl?

my

Ws

Glad to see the Morton and Jewell Trio
are back In the oast again.

McINTOSH

you «ee

should

Regards to Bonnie and Jlmmie Allard
and Jim and Marian Harkins.

Wish you good

LISTEN

Whew

and

Direction,

HARRY WEBER

starring In

BREAKING RECORDS

EVERYWHERE

Catherine

Crawford
AND HER

"MR. MANHATTAN"
says:
I
have many things to be
thankful for.
Among these I
am thankful to Mr. Alex. Pantages for postponing my dates
with him again.
Thankful for my success in

"Mr. Manhattan."
Thankful to Raymond Hitchfor putting such a good
song into the show. Thankful
for the wallop it carries. Thankful to my wife's Ma and Pa
for raising such a nice girl.
cock

Fashion
Girls

Wright

Arthur Pearson

WITH A PRODUCTION
. F.

Davis

"The Love
Insurance

Agent"

BOOKED SOLID
The VENTRILOQUIST

and

Direction

LEW M. GOLDBERG

ANGIE
REYNARD WEIMERS
Permanent address, Marion Theatre, Marion, O.

PLAYING

U. B. O.

TIME

SMITH

aN<>
Jiitctrion T/Wftfi
-

Thli
Next

Week
Week

(Sept.

(Se»t.

JWny.

JZRjBHAM PAUL RAHN
I

ARTISTIC VERSATILE NOVELTY AC1

25)— Kelth'i.

Stth

Provldeaee

AND SMITH

HOWARD
LANGFORD

Present

THE PINT-SIZE PAIR

JOE LAURIE
AND

(Juvenile

ALEEN BRONSON

Light

Comedian)

la

ai

LOST AND FOUND

>?

"NOT BIGGER-BUT BETTER THAN
EVER"
Monday afternoon Walter C. Kelly followed
us; Monday night we followed Mm— and still
a HIT at Maryland Theatre, Baltimore,
This Week (Sept. 18).

MARK LEVY
Announces the Opening

MARTYN
V. B. O. A. on

of

and

Loew

FLORENCE
Circuit, Sept. 25th.

Weeks en
W. V

"Planted" at the Hotel Planters, Chicago

18)—OrphMin. Montreal

MESSRS. HUGHES

Just Finished «

Week— Merrie

MA.

Garden Revue

—Put some

Electricity is life

life

into your

bill.

ELECTRICAL VENUS CO
A LAUGHING SENSATION
NOW HEADLINING ON BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT
U. B. O.

AND W.

V. M.

A

WEEK (Sept. 18), BAY CITY- K in.v*. Mich.
NEXT WEEK (Sept. 25), LANSING -Hint, Mich.

THIS

.Sa

LEW GOLDBERG, Western Representative

VARIETY

MANAGEMENT OF

THE REAL

EZRA

SENSATION OF

EDDY

AND

THE NEW SEASON

LEA HERRICK

OPENS NEXT MONDAY

BIG FEATURE,

B.

of

(Sept. 25)

as the

LEA HERRICK'S

WONDERFUL NEW REVUE AT

REISENWEBER
(COLUMBUS CIRCLE, NEW YORK CITY)

9

TEN CENTS
j**

*
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PRICE TEN CENTS

—
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Mme.

Rejuvenator

Rialta's

(A Natural Cleansing Paste)
A

preparation designed for the elimination of wrinkles
facial imperfections caused through the constant application of grease paints. It will positively remove pimples, blackheads and every other facial blemish.
It does not stain, burn or endanger your skin one particle !
It is easy to apply and doubly easy to remove !

and other

Read these three unsolicited recommendations
and a medical analysis of the paste
Mme.
Let

Rialta:

me

enough praise for

the splendid results that
also for

tancy that

It

Qfo

in be-

OTtjom 3t ittap Concern

its

I

I

can't

I

it,

I

it

the

the market

without

to

familiar with the
Rialta's

working

Rejuvenator and

to be entirely free

My

for-

work

know

French

my

beauty

entire satisfac-

tired feeling after a tedious day's
at the studio was entirely removed

after one application
it to all my friends.

from any harm-

and

recommend

I

Sincerely yours,

MARGUERITE SNOW.

All of the ingredients are beneficial

younger and

two

toilet

preparation

on

and no woman should be

of

them are antiseptics of the

Mme.

first

Rialta:

order and especially curative for any

For several months I have been using
your face Rejuvenator and find it won-

and

derfully refreshing.

all facial

blemishes or irritations.

tired lines

it.

Gratefully,

Haberne Earner, in.

CARRIE REYNOLDS.

It

irons out all the

and makes one

feel

younger.
I'm greatly pleased with

&

and look

it.

Sincerely,

VIOLET DALE.

WOMEN

MEN

endanger the tenderest skin imaginable and
could be safely applied to the flesh of an infant.
It contains nothing harmful, but it is composed of a
NATURAL preparation and will eradicate all signs of wrinkles, regardless of their depth or age. We positively guarantee results on a single application.
Blackheads and pimples quickly disappear under the
It

it

can say without hesi-

feel ten years

best

your

paste and find

ful chemicals.

face surely reflects the thought.
is

am

mula of

merit and

have obtained;

I

Mme. Rialta:
Have applied
tion.

soothing qualities.

its

After using

my

two

certainly wonderful and

is

lavish

line or

"The Rejuvenator."

half of
It

send you a

will not

After shaving, or before retiran application of Rialta's Rejuvenator will make your skin as
smooth as velvet, remove wrinkles and blackheads and in a few
^ moments show twice the results
of an electric facial massage.
"Iron" out your face.
Give
your pores a cleansing.
ing,

cleansing power of Rialta's Rejuvenator.
It doesn't require an expert or beauty specialist for the
treatment. It can be applied in five seconds and removed in
five seconds and it leaves nothing but a thoroughly cleansed
countenance.
The pores of the skin naturally attract dirt specks. Rialta's
Rejuvenator opens them up and draws out all underlying
substances, bathing the skin pores and "ironing" out the

An

occasional application will

remove all grease paint atoms
Embodied in your skin and erase
the many wrinkles that will naturally assemble through the constant usage of make-up.

features.

Purchasers visiting our headquarters will be given a convincing demonstration.

ONE PRICE

$1.00,

One
(8

Jars shipped "collect" express or parcel post

RIALTA MFG.
Phone Bryant

2929.

Goods delivered on phone orders

in

Greater

New

York.

ONE PRICE

dollar the jar, $1.00

APPLICATIONS)

CO.,

on

receipt of

ONE DOLLAR,

205
••

WEST

48th

NEW YORK

(Opposite Longacre Theatre)

(3

STREET
CITY

doors from Broadway)

"

«•»—

NEW YORK
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MANAGERS REFUSE INVITATION
FOR WHITE RAT CONFERENCE
Vaudeville Managers Protective Association Turns Down
Invitation of Big Chief FitzPatrick, Stating It Will
9
Neither Abitrate Nor Confer With Actors Organization
9

As Long As Its Affiliation With Union Labor
Answer At Length In Open Letter.
The Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, in a public reply in this
week's Variety to the open letter addressed them in last week's Variety by
James William FitzPatrick, president of
the White Rats, who asked for a conference in behalf of his organization
to see if an amicable adjustment of prevailing conditions in vaudeville could
not be obtained at once, has rejected
such a suggestion, declining to discuss
professional matters or organization
troubles while the White Rats is affiliated with organized labor.
This end was decided at a meeting
of the V. M. P. A., held this week,
and according to the statement of one
of the managers' society officers, it
closes the matter as far as they are directly concerned.
An officer of the V. M. P. A. declared
they will not deal with the White Rats
on an arbitration basis as long as that
body is officially classified as a labor
union, nor will they confer with any of
'

representatives in an official manner while such an affiliation is contin-

Exists.

of late a picture attraction, is dickering
through Jenie Jacobs for vaudeville en-

gagements.
Mr. Hopper will probably appear for
his debut on the variety stage as a
monologist if agreeable terms are made.
The lengthy comedian is reported to
have set $2,500 or $3,000 a week for his
vaudeville salary.

LOEW AND SOUTHERN TIME
The
Loew

probabilities are that Marcus
again calculating on placing
popular price vaudeville in at least two
is

southern cities, Atlanta and Macon
(Ga.), using the Shubert theatres in
those towns for the purpose.
The Loew people carried this plan
in mind early in the spring, but concluded it was inopportune just then to
experiment in the face of the hot
weather to come.
It has been revived within the past
few days and now the chances of Loew
going through with it are in its favor.

its

ued.
It

that

was reported earlier in the week
the managers had concluded to

meet a representative committee of
the White Rats, headed by FitzPatrick,
so long as Harry Mountford, the organization's

international

executive,

was not present, but the officers of the
V. M. P. A. claim such a report was
without foundation, stating no individual in the association had any right
to accept any invitations for conferences on behalf of the V. M. P. A.,
and at the first gathering of its mem-

INTERNATIONAL'S

G. 0. H.

It was rumored during the week the
International Circuit might conclude
a lease on the Grand Opera House,
at Eighth avenue and 23rd street, as
its downtown New York stand.
The
International
started
downtown at
Daly's, which closed after its second

week.

The Grand

is playing pop vaudeville.
encounter strong opposition in
that field if continuing when Proctor's

It will

SIN0P0UL0 SUES MONTFORD.

A

suit

was

filed

gestion on the above grounds.
Just what result this action will have
on the situation is problematical. At
the. White Rats, neither Mr. FitzPatrick
nor Mr. Mountford was present Wednesday. Mr. Mountford was expected
to return that day from Oklahoma City.

Atlanta, Sept. 27.
Inside the federal prison here John
T. Hall composed a waltz he named
"Adlyn," and it was first played at the
prison concert last Sunday. Two thousand people heard it. They obliged Mr.
Hall to step upon the stage for an ac-

knowledgment.
HalJ has two years more to serve.
He posed as a music publisher in New
York and was sentenced for mis-use of
the mails.

last

the White

Rats.
The petition charges that the defendant caused to be printed in Varibtt

a statement signed by himself which
contained libelous attacks on the Lyric
theatre in this city, the Empress of
Tulsa, and their manager.
Mountford is alleged to have held
these theatres and their manager up
to public ridicule by his statements
that acts were unscrupulously cancelled and the "women thrown out to
earn their own living on the street, and
that the actors were arbitrarily left
stranded and destitute by the manager
of these theatres."
Mountford also, according to the petition, warned all actors and actresses
to refuse to act at Sinopoulo's theatres.
Combined with the papers in the
case is reported to have been a body
attachment against Mountford as a
non-resident. The information seems
to have been received by the New
Yorker, who is said to have slipped
past the process servers through ruling
in an auto 40 miles and boarding the
flyer at a way station, after his secretary had gone on board the same train
in this city.

JIM

THORNTON "SUNDAYING."

While it may sound extremely
humorous to many, it is a fact James
Thornton has determined to tour the
country, following his season with the
Circuit, lecturing on the temper-

ance subject.

Mr. Thornton has about
decided to accept an offer tendered by
a
middle-western
Chautauqua firm,
whose idea is to have the celebrated
monologist combine his several comedy
subjects with a discourse on the evil of
liquor.

Thornton

is

by no means an advocate

of prohibition (as a political party), but
realizes the financial possibilities contained in such a proposition with himself as headliner.

RHINOCK'S RACE TRACK.
Cincinnati,

Sept.

27.

rumored Joseph L. Rhinock, J.
J. Weaver and others are in the movement to convert the Lagoon from a
It is

summer

resort

into

opposition to Latonia.
not been confirmed.

$1

a race

The

track in
report has

MATINEES DRAWING.-

Chicago, Sept. 27.
one-dollar matinees in the legitimate houses, started since the season
opened, are proving very popular.

The

RmU Newt
PA(St f5.

White

Oklahoma City, Sept. 27.
for $10,000 for alleged libel

Friday in district court
here by John Sinopoulo, manager of
the
Lyric
theatre,
Harry
against
Mountford, international executive of

23rd Street reverts to the variety shows
Oct. 9.

PRISON-COMPOSED WALTZ.

Following his motor trip from the
Coast to New York, De Wolf Hopper,

PRICE TEN CENTS

29, 1916

Loew

bers, called to discuss the Rats' invitation, it was decided to reject the sug-

DE WOLF HOPPER POSSIBLE.

SEPTEMBER

U. B. O.'S RIVERSIDE.
Reports current are strongly to the
end that the United Booking Offices
will shortly be playing big time vaudeville twice daily in the Riverside
tre, at Broadway and 96th street.

It is a

William Fox house.

thea-

The

re-

version of the theatre to the U. B. O.
direction is said to have been the outcome of an arrangement between the

United and Fox's booking offices,
whereby through the former taking
over that house, the intention to build
a B. F. Keith vaudeville theatre on 96th
street, close to the Fox house, is to be
abandoned.
Negotiations have been in process for

months between the parties.
Another Fox theatre, the Riviera, ad-

several
joins

the

Riverside,

the

houses

now

playing pop vaudeville and pictures, respectively. ^ The Riviera has a roof garden, also given over to amusement supplied by the Fox offices.

SUIT TO EVICT CORT.
San Francisco, Sept 27.
Acting through their reality agents
owners of the Cort theatre nave
filed suit in the Superior Court to oust
John Cort from the Cort theatre; to
recover $3,833.34, alleged to be due the
owners for back rent (August and
September) and to annul the ten-year
lease entered into in 1911.
Underneath the theatre is a cafe, the proprietors of which were also made cothe

defendantj of the suit
Homer F. Curran, manager, who
stopped off at Sacramento while en
route to New York is quoted as having said the suit was merely to settle
a technical question.

THREE RECORDS
Three records
theatres of

IN

THREE WEEKS.
suburban
have been taken

in legitimate

New York

camp during the past three weeks
by Tane Cowl in "Common Clay," the
in

A. H. Woods piece.
At the Bronx opera house, week September 4 (Labor Dav), the show drew
$9,697, the next week at the Montauk,
Brooklyn, it did $7,800. and at the
Broad Street, Newark, last week the
show got $8,320, each gross breaking
the high house mark.

SHOW

GIRL'S VALUATION.

A manager interviewed a show girl
whom he desired to send out with a
touring musical show.
The chorister agreed to join provided she received $85 weekly and railroad fares for her mother.

CABLES
SHOWS
"Madame

R.

London, Sept. IS.
Knowles, recovered from the

G.

when entertaining
wounded soldiers, made his reappearance at the Holborn Empire and will
play a round of the halls. The comedian
contracted

chill

enthusiastically received and appears
to have added to his popularity.

Frederick Lonsdale, entitled "Waiting
It was a big success.
Music was well represented on the
program by Carmen Hill, vocalist; W.

at the Church."

H. Squire, cellist; Marie Novello, pianist; Vocellano Trio, singers.
Business excellent, as usual.

is

George Formby, who had
has

left

to do,

little

"Razzle Dazzle" at the Empire.

Mrs. Pat Campbell will make her appearance in a playlet at the Coliseum

GABY-HARRY WORKING.
London, Sept. 27.
Gaby Deslys and Harry Pilcer began their tour of the Moss Empires,
Monday, with a comedy-drama.

(vaudeville) shortly.

play by Marion Bower and Leon
Lion for production at the St. James.

new

London,

Marie Dainton, who has been sufferfrom a nervous breakdown, will
undertake a tour of the Moss Empires.
Granville Barker has donned khaki
and is with the officers' training corps.

short
Sir Herbert Tree, home for a
holiday, is most enthusiastic concerning
He
the theatrical outlook in America.

inter-

savs "New York is tremendously
ested in the theatre and all connected
with it. It has become part of a national life; a fact reflected by the unusual prominence given it in the newspapers."

"Peg o' My Heart" has been played
London over 900 times, and still re-

mains the darling of the public. In consequence of the continued success of
"Peg o' Mv Heart" at the Globe, Alfor
fred Butt has to find another house
the production of Harold Brighouse's
Round."
Goes
Clock
comedy, "The

$60,000

PARIS NOTES.
Paris,

Sept.

15.

the Great Raymond to
Paris, Fresoli, the Italian quick-change
Sarah
artist, has taken the Theatre
Bernhardt and will open with a one-

Following

this

month.

mounted shortly
Manager
at the Gymnase, it is said.
Valles has engaged Angele Bady (of

A new revue

will be

the Monaie, Brussels), Claudius, Jacques
Vitry.
picture

Gaumont has ieopened his
Palace (Hippodrome), where business
The English film, "Battle
is splendid.
of the Somme," is being shown here at
the Theatre Rejane.
present another
revue by Celval and Charley at the Ba-

Mme. Rasime

will

Ta-Clan towards the end of September.

BENEFITS.
27.

Moss Empires has turned over to
Blinded Soldiers Fund over $60,000

the

received through benefit performances at
the variety theatres on its circuit.

London, Sept.

The

wife of Joe Elvin died here Sept.
19.
She was professionally known as
Lottie Leslie.

CHANGES DON'T HELP.
London, Sept. 27.
Arthur Roberts has joined "Look
Who's Here" at the London opera
house, and Jimmy Learmouth has replaced Billy Merson.
Business, however, remains poor.

"THEODORE," SUCCESS.
London, Sept.

"Theodore
is

&

Co.,"
a success.

at

the

George Grossmith, Leslie
and Madge Saunders scored.

now working

London, Sept. 27.
Arthur Collins, managing director of
the Drury Lane, invited 2,000 wounded
soldiers to the dress rehearsal of "The
Best of Luck," whkli opened last night.

Dorothy Ward

in

"Flying Colours."
Loii'lon. Sept. 27.

Dorothy Ward has hern added to
"Flying Colours" at the Hippodrome.
Business continues splendid.

at

in a jitney bus.
As a reof the bus episode, Miss Barnes
went to a hospital, where it was said
sult

she

London, Sept.

After leaving the hospital she attended a Fillmore street film theatre
and there tried to commit suicide by
taking poison. The management sent
her to the Emergency Hospital and
Miss Barnes was saved.
The woman says she was a room

mate of Evelyn Nesbit's and

at

time
James
woman.

leading

you don't advortiso

In

K.

Hackett's

one

dancer
the
Doraldina,
reasons
Montmarte, did not remain away
after
restaurant-cabaret
that
from
abruptly leaving it last Thursday to
accept an engagement for the Century's
show and roof at a reported weekly
salary of $700.
C.
Clifford

no longer a member of
which is to support Anna Held

Zelda Sears
her

new

is

revue.

The reason

is

Anna

Held herself.
According to Miss Sears, Miss Held
thought that she could teach the veteran
comedienne something about injecting
comedy into a scene and after the star
had continued her instruction for about
three days Miss Sears decided that it
was time for her to leave and she has
signed for another attraction, under a
different

27.

VARIETY,

don't advertise.

management.

mind the production of a new English comedy
caMrd "Fool's Laughter."
The piece
in

will he started soon.

Mr. Relasco may hold back "Alias
Santa Clans" through preference for the
English play.

PINOCHLING TO COAST.
When Aaron Jones, of Chicago,

can
arrange his affairs for a long enough
period, he and Marcus Loew will go
on a pinochle debauch, both managers
going on their annual trip across the

LECTURERS ORGANIZED.
Chicago, Sept.

27.

House

last

week.

No manager

can

join the organization.
The purpose is to create a standard
code of ethics wherein the lecturers
reap a greater benefit through the organization.

«

Bernhardt Opens in Montreal.
Montreal, Sept.

MUCH MUSIC AT COLISEUM.
London, Sept. 27.
Hawtrey produced a new
the Coliseum, Monday, by

^

HELLO WHO'S BOUGHT NIAGARA?
VAN MH v f M Mf NEtp * IT FOK H '° 5ri0vy<

an

manager

of

agreement

John B. Stanchneld, who
reported to have written a letter to
the Century management, informing
The next night Dorit of the facts.
aldina returned to Montmarte.
Doraldina was reported a few weeks
ago to have placed herself under the
booking direction of Max Hart, who is
said to have signed her with the CenDoraldina accepted that engagetury.
ment, under the impression her agreement with Fischer was not binding
his attorney,
is

upon

her.

Calgary, Can., Sept. 27.
Western Canada managers declare
they are finding a demand in this territory for ro ad s hows and are preparing
to meet it. /rne United Producing Co.
already has out "Fine Feathers," "Within the
Law," "Charley's Aunt" and

"Alma."

W.
out

B.

Sherman, the veteran, who sent

"The White Feather"

last

year as

a feeler of conditions, declares his intention of putting on half a dozen companies before the holidays.
F. Stuart White, Vancouver, encouraged by last season's success with
"Floradora," started "Alladin" at the

Walker, Winnipeg, Monday. Garrette
& Benson, same city, are putting on
war drama, "Somewhere in

tour the
France."

Saskatchewan and Manitoba, owing to
crop failures, are being avoided.

MARINELLI PRODUCING.
production is going to
have H. B. Marinelli as first aid. The
international
agent has decided to
place several girly productions before
the public.
He has engaged Tommy
Gray to write the books and lyrics.
Malvin Franklin will furnish the music.
The productions as a rule will have
twelve girls and six principals.
While directing the Olympic, Paris,
Mr. Marinelli made many elaborate
productions for that stage.

Chautauqua lecturers have organized.
A meeting was held at the Sherman
the

has

Vaudeville

continent.

27.

Fischer,

with
Doraldina for three years, guaranteeing
her 30 weeks' employment yearly.
When the dancer left his place, Fischer placed his contract with her before

Montmmrte,

NORTHWEST WANTS SHOWS.

ANNA COULDN'T TEACH HER.

BELASCO'S ENGLISH PIECE.

"Hobson's Choice" at the Apollo has
caught on so strongly that a second
company was opened in Manchester last
week.
Thos. W. Ryley purchased the English rights from the Shuberts.
If

was threatened with a nervous,

breakdown.

Pavid Belasco has

Provincial "Hobson's Choice."

normally.

London, Sept.
Benson,
Eric

as

San Francisco. Sept. 27.
Angelica Barnes has been in the
limelight again. Some two weeks back
Miss Barnes gave the detective squad
a scare by telephoning a doctor she
was being kidnapped and held prisoner
Later she
in a hotel on Taylor street.
was discovered in a Market street hotel
she
and
exhibited
bruises
which
claimed were ample proof three men

the cast

Soldiers at Dress Rehearsal.

youngest colonel in the English army,
son of Sir Frank Benson, Shakespearean actor-manager, was killed in action.
He was 29 years old and married last

Charles
sketch at

DORALDINA COULDN'T LEAVE.
A contract and a lawyer are reported

ANGELICA PERSISTENT.

Henson

YOUNGEST COLONEL KILLED.

June.

in all probability be
Raymond Hitchcock
against
who is starring in "Betty" for his
use of a song title in the dialog of the
show, the writers of the number, Lewis
and Young (Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
offices), having decided to issue the
song for general release since Hitchcock has decided not to add it to the
score of the piece.
The song unentitled "I'm Trying So
Hard to Be English, but It's Driving
Me Straight to the Scotch" and was
written expressly for Hitchcock in
"Betty." The star did not utilize the
number, but added its title to his curtain speech.
A Syracuse paper said the line was
the funniest thing of a long evening.

taken

27.

have closed.

Lieut. -Colonel

Gaumont Palace,
Rejane,
Folies Dramatiques.
Varieties at Alhambra, Eldorado, Empire (Etoile Palace), Olympia, Nouveau
Cirque.

Antoine,

Gaiety,

The Marigny and Ambassadcurs, the
Champs Elysees fashionable summer
resorts,

Theatre du Gymnase; Fregoli, Theatre
Sarah Bernhardt.
Repertoire at Comedie Franchise,
Odeon, Opera-Comique; revues at Varietes, Folies Bergere, Cigale, Scala, BaTa-Clan.
Cinema at Theatre du Vaudeville,

in

Wounded

difficulty

is

Palais

was riding

27.

acts failing to turn up due to the interruption of the communications between
London and Paris for a few days. The

service

,r

had attempted to kidnao her while she

JOE ELVIN'S WIFE DIES.

was experienced for
the last fortnightly change of program
at the Alhambra and Olympia. some

Some

FROM

London, Sept.

Sept. 19,

man show

Filleul,

Legal action will

15.

Royal; "Bravo" (new revue), Theatre
1
Michel; "Maitre de Forges,' Ambigu;
"Folie des Grandeurs," Imperial; "Hotel du Libre Echange," Renaissance;
"Fil a la Patte," Athenee; "Veilleur de
Nuit," Bouffes; "Exploits d'une Petite
Franchise," Chatelet; Great Raymond,

Sept. 27.

"Bric-a-Brac" will be withdrawn from
the Palace, Sept. 30, and sent on tour,
opening at Glasgow Oct. 9 t

ing

in

son

et

HITCH OVER "HITCHY."

IN PARIS.
Pint, Sept.

"BRIC-A-BRAC" ON TOUR.

a
Sir George Alexander has secured

M.

-.

of

new

pieces until the last minute.

This has been

evident lately

in

a

number of instances and when this
week one producer announced a star in
a new play unnamed, he blamed the picture people.

27.

The French tragedienne Sarah Bernhardt is to open her American tour
here at His Majesty's theatre, Oct.
prior to her advent in New York,

HOLDING BACK TITLES.
Fearing inroads from picture makers
on titles, producers of legitimate shows
are holding off announcing the names

9,

It was pointed out that recourse in
the courts was to be had for title
piracy, but the legitimate managers
prefer to evade legal entanglements.

V A UDUyLLE
NO STAGE UNION WALKOUT
IN N. Y. THREATENED STRIKE

BILLPOSTERS STILL 'TRUST."
Chicago, Sept. 27.
Further efforts to smasb.„the alleged

have been made by
independent
firms
throughout the
United States in a proposed organiza"billposters' trust"

of

tion

Friendly Relations Between Managers and Workmen Make
Tie-Up Unlikely, Although Some Locals Secretly Favor
Lockout, According to Unofficial Report.
The threatened general

strike to include all unionized labor in aid of the
street railway employes will in all probability cause no general effect upon the

having already
books the 5th Avenue, Mt.
Vernon, Elizabeth and Newark Proctor
last
season,
listed on his

Goldie

houses.

Whether

stage hands union, owing to the present feeling of satisfaction between the
managers and the stage hands.
At union headquarters it was stated
they had received orders to be ready to
walk out, but these were not taken
seriously, as the union itself would vote
on a strike and not be ruled from the

the success of the foregoing
string under U. B. O. supervision will
prompt the Proctor firm to turn over
the balance of their circuit to the company is problematical.

outside.

ville.

An

increase in the pay of stage hands
men recently went into effect.
The Musicians' Union has given its
assurance to the Theatrical Producing
Managers' Protective Association that
they will not walk out in the event that
a sympathetic suspension of union labor
The musicians will
shall be ordered.
work providing the managers will furnish them with some mode of transportation to and from the theatre,
which will make it possible for them
to pass up the car lines on which a
The managstrike has been declared.
ers in turn have pronounced their willingness to do this.
ft is reported the stage hands, electricians, clearers and picture operators
locals held secret meetings Sunday and
voted to stand by any orders of the C.
Chas. A. Shay, International
F. U.
president I. A. T. S. E., is the chairman of the general committee that is
handling the street railwav strike.

and

fly

H. 0. H. CONTINUES.
Contrary to the original arrangement, the Harlem opera house will
continue to play small-time vaudeville

booked through

he

offices, at least for the

United Booking
next few weeks,

such time as the directors representing the ownership of the property
have held a meeting to decide on the
disposition of the house.
The house was leased by the Keith
interests, but the lease expired with the
end of the current week, when it was
decided to withdraw vaudeville and turn
The
the house over to the owners.
latter, after a hasty meeting, requested
the lessees to continue along the present policy until they could determine
on some proposition that would induce
the Keith interests to remain either as

The 23rd

Street's

manager under the

U. B. O. direction will be Charles A.
Leach, Jr., who has been at JacksonThe remainder of the staff will
go there from the Harlem opera house.
The vaudeville policy will be six acts
and a feature picture, split weeks.
N. V. A. ON BROADWAY.
By mutual consent the lease of the
floors in the American theatre building
given by Marcus Loew to the National
Vaudeville Artist, wag ^ canceled, and
that society Wednesday was about to
rent the third floor, covering 6,800
square feet, at 1587 Broadway (corner
48th street).
The reason for the selection of the
Broadway space is given as more cont

HERBERT BRENON STAGING ACT.
As

a diversion from his feature film

producing, Herbert Brenon has consented to especially stage the forthcoming vaudeville production Dazie
will reappear in.
The Dazie production will be a combination of ballet, pantomime and dramatics with a 300-foot film detailing
a portion of the story.
The vaudeville act will probably be
produced in November, about the time

two special feature pictures directed by
Brenon will then be showing on Broadway. Tbey are "The Darling of the
Gods" and "War Brides."

PROCTOR'S 23RD
The

United

NOW

Booking

U. B. 0.

Offices

will

supervise and manage the bookings of
Proctor's 23rd Street theatre commencing Oct. 9, when the policy of that
house will be changed from straight
Lawrence
vaudeville.
pictures
to
Goldle will supply programs on a split

week

basis.

This makes the fifth Proctor theatre
taken over on the U. B. O. books since

advertising

agencies.

der to dissolve.
Letters in the form of contracts or
pledges have been received of late by
many large advertising agencies urging them to co-operate in a movement
to aid and encourage independent billposting companies. The letters went
from the Vanderhoof, Condict & Eck-

storm company. £. E. Lockwood, manager of the company, states the plan
of the independents

to establish inin all the territhe billposter "trust" held
is

dependent companies
tory where
possession.

FOUR DAYS AT

A.

C

Atlantic City, Sept. 27.
Though Keith's here is remaining
open, it plays but four days weekly
(last
half)
to catch the week-end

crowd.

ROYAL'S ALL-NEW BILL.

An

all-new

list

program

tute the

of acts will constifor the Royal in the

Bronx, next week.

up the

Seven turns make

bill.

Commencing

Oct. 9, the regular season starts at the Royal, when a tenact show will be given.

Orpheum
MISS NORDEN'S PICTURE SKETCH.
Virgina Norden, the film star, who
resides at Brightwaters, L. I., was asked
to participate in a local benefit performance and hastily improvised a satirical moving picture sketch which scored
so strongly it reached the ears of the
vaudeville managers, who have asked
her to put it into rehearsal for a show-

Biggest

Opening.

The Orpheum. Brooklyn, opened its
season last week to the biggest gross
business the house has
that week.

ever done in

The Orpheum's opening was delayed
the Coney Island season was

until

wholly over.

IN

Mabel

ing.

(B'klyn)

was

Edgar Allen Woolf

at the Majestic, Chicago. Loney
Haskill doubled from the Palace for
the closing performances.
Norwood and Hall dropped out of
the American bill, Chicago, Friday last
week, the Shirley Sisters filling out.
When Ray Samuels refused to ap- /
pear last week at the Majestic, Chicago, the week was played without
anyone subbing in her place.

will probably assist

BIG TIME AGENTS SLATED.

A

report leaking out says, before
long an elimination process will start
among the big time agents booking
through the United Booking Offices.
When the operation is completed, it
is claimed, there will be at least four
less acts' representatives in that in-

Ward

27.

Harris of vaudeville has filed
suit for annulment of her marriage last
February to Bert Harris, an actor. According to Mrs. Harris's allegations she
refused
him repeatedly until one
day he coaxed her to accompany him
to the Countv Clerk's office, where she
declined to sign the marriage license.
Outside Harris told her, she says, he
had a revolver in his coat pocket and
thus forced her to go to Oakland and
be married.

DRUNK ON AND

OFF.

Chicago, Sept. 27.
Tom Attaway has been doing a stage
"drunk" so long that when he imbibed
a little too freely here last week he was
arrested and when queried at headquarters told the detective sergeant
that he could do a stage drunk that
couldn't be told from the natural. The
detective thought differently and Attaway spent a night in jail until he could
be gotten out by friends.
Attaway
(Attaway and Green) gave the reporters a chance to try some of their
comedy stuff in their writing the story.

The VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS'
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION'S
article

is

on Paget 12 find

13.

son of the New
York banker, and former husband of
Ethel Lorraine, married Caroline B.
Hulbert, a New York society girl, last
week. On the same dav Justice Cohalan in New York signed the final decree of divorce in Miss Lorraine's suit.
No alimony was fixed, the chorus girl
wife havine received a cash settlement.
Bessie Marks to Frank Gabby in
New York, Aug. 22.
Larry Larrivee and Ellen Nugent.
Sept. 21, at Quebec, Can. The couple
are in stock at the Crvstal. Quebec.
Eddie Koler, comedian, last Saturday
at City Hall, New York, to Gaby

Raymond Belmont,

S.

plight.

When

the old man's health failed
several years ago, a monster
benefit
was held at the Forrest theatre
and
several hundred dollars were
raised.

bince then he has been taken
care of
by friends in and out of the
theatrical
profession.
About three years ago
Dougherty suffered a stroke and
since.
then has been very feeble and
almost
blind.
He always refused to allow
himself to be placed in a home
and,
even Sunday
fought against being
taken to the hospital and
had to be
enticed there by a ruse.
Last June he was sent to the
home
of

his

adopted daughter in Los Anfinal y gr cw worsc ai
»<i »«
L

b

"!
fuJl'
the hospital.

»

.

authorities declined to take
care of him owing to the residence
rule,

he was brought back to this
city by

his condition did not
warrant this and
finally placed in Kirkbride'a.

he was

Dougherty is 72 years old and probably the most famous minstrel
living
today. He was a member
of the first
minstrel troupe that ever
appeared in
Europe and has been a member
of
nearly all the prominent minstel
companies in this country for years.
His
last regular engagement
was at
mont s where he was featured Dufor
years Two years ago the aged
minstrel
d
t le sta c at Keith's,
«
Philau? °H !
delphia
during a minstrel first-part
given by "The Meistersingers."
this
was his last public appearance.

3T

NEW

ACTS.

BUly Baker formerly of "The Social
Majds," and Phil Doyle, also a burlesque comedian, have reunited and
will
appear in their old vaudeville act. revamped.
Manny Koler, burlesque, and May
Lapnse have obtained Hunting &
Francis' act, "A Love Lozenge."
Pearl Sans (formerly Pearl and Irene
Sans), new single for the east (San
Francisco).

"The Smart Shop," musical comedy
by Ed. Rowland and Loren
J. Howard
(Chicago).

MARRIAGES.
San Francisco, Sept.

May

ful

.

situation.

FORCED MARRIAGE.

27.

of the burnt-cork circle, bent
with age
and broken in health, arrived
here
from Los Angeles on Sunday in a
piti-

with

seized

ptomaine poisoning Sunday and was
unable to appear in her act with Monty

staging the venture.

Sept

veteran monarch
of minstrelsy, is a patient in
Kirkbride's, the Pennsylvania
Hospital for
the Insane, in this city. The
veteran

AND OUT.

Russell

She has placed her vaudeville affairs
in the hands of Edward S. Keller and
in

Philadelphia,

Hughey Dougherty,

a nurse. Dougherty insisted
upon returning to one of the
hotels here

venient.

until

tenants or supervisors for the estate,
the while utilizing the property for a
vaudeville stand.

various

Complaint was recently lodged with
District Attorney Clyne that the billposters' "combine" was still in operation notwithstanding Judge Landis' or-

DOUGHERTY BROKEN DOWN.

Schaffer, non-professional.
Oscar Doob, dramatic editor of the
Cincinnati
"Times-Star,"
to
Roma
Wood, a Chicago and Cincinnati
beauty.
Doob slipped away to Chi-

cago, where

it

happened,

Walter B. Irwin,

lariat

week.
expert with

last

a wild west show, and Lillian

Irwin,

aged 15, were married in a little Ohio
town the other day. Despite threats
of the girl's father Irwin would be
harshly

dealt

bride and
at the parents'

the

with,

groom were welcomed
home in Cincinnati.

March

Harmon

after her

in

Meyers and Queenie

Phillips.

Billy Gaston, after an absence of
three years, in an act in "one," "The
Beautiful Bandit," assisted by a girl.
"A Bit of Pipe," with Dick Morgan,
Margaret Slavin, John Hewitt, Jack

McGrath, Charles Seal.
James B. Cunningham

Much Tragedy,"

in

"Too

with four persons.

Harry J. Robinson, retired from Kay,
Bush and Robinson.
Al J. Robels and Ruth Roden, in
"one" (Pete Mack).
"The Unecda Girls," with nine people,
special book, numbers and scenery.
Norinne Coffey, big act (Flo Jacobson. Chicago).

Marjorie and Helen McGuire, singing
and dancing. (Arthur Pearson.)
Bob. Fitzsimons and his son will return to vaudeville.

Eddie Foley ami Lea Leturc, with 14
people.

Ruth Allen

in

"The Cheer-Up

Girl,"

people (Jos. Hart).
Nat Fllis and 12 persons in "The
Fire Brigade."
Anna Q. Nillson and Guy Coombs,

five

Pearl Jessie Olivia Yell of 256 West
84th street, New York, to Thomas Harmon, actor, of 312 West 48th street,
who was divorced from Mrs. Edith

Richards

Thomas Murphy (formerly of Primrose Four), Henry Rudolph and Monty
Howard, singing trio (Chicago).
The Package Deliverers," with nine
people, including Joe Phillips, Herman

Chicago

last

charges of disertion.

pirturr people, in a playlet.
Pntler Ifnrtwell Co., formerly Potter
Hartwell Trio.

'
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ARBITRATION BOARD COUNSELS
REINSTATEMENT OF STRIKERS
Oklahoma Managers Repeat Their Declaration They Will
Not Consider Compromise on Any Terms With White
Rats. Mountford Testifies.
Oklahoma
Reinstatement at
of all stage hands

City, Sept.

a

27.

wage advance

who went

out on

recommended by

the State
Board of Arbitration and Conciliation
in a report submitted yesterday following its investigation of the differences
between Oklahoma Citv managers and
owners and striking White Rats and
strike

is

union employes.
The board makes no recommendations as to the proposition of Oklahoma City theatres employing only
White Rats. On this proposition the
report states:
"As to the proposition of the theatre
managers using nothing but members
of the White Rats union, the board
does not feel qualified at this time to
pass judgment on this important Issue,
bv reason of the fact that Oklahoma
City is only one of a chain of citieson
circuits, which are booked by foreign
concerns or booking agencies, and we,
therefore, doubt the feasibility of im-

posing upon

managers

Oklahoma

in

Citv this duty.

understand the managers have
in the past operated with a closed shop
insofar as the local men are concerned,
and that it is possible to carry out a
similar contract with the actors' union.
But on account of the conditions before
mentioned, we can see that the matter
is questionable, and we believe that If
a thorough trial is Riven it will demonstrate whether or not the plan is feas-

"We

ible.

"We recommend

that

all

actors

who

appear in this and other cities of the
state be employed by the managers
under the terms and provisions of an
equitable contract, which will embrace
substantially the following points: The
artist should forfeit to the manager a
reasonable portion of his salary in case
the artist fails, through any fault of
his own, to appear as per contract or on
account of sickness or accident. The
manager should be allowed to cancel
the engagement because of inebriety
or the suggestive act or word of an
actor.
The manager should not pay
for any service not rendered by said
artist by reason of the theatre being

closed through fire, public authority or
any other reason beyond the control
The artist should
of the manager.

present his act or specialty in the customary manner for the number of performances required daily and the number of times required and should not
appear in any act or specialty in any
theatre within a reasonable time of any
Said
prior engagement in the city.
artist should comply with all reasonable
rules and regulations prescribed by the
manager, and the usual billing matter,
including photographs and cuts should
be placed in the hands of the management a reasonable time before the beginning of the engagement, and should
they fail to do so the manarer should
have the necessary cuts and billing matter produced and the cost of same
should be deducted from the actors

compensation.
"Should the artist cancel an engagement or any part thereof, they should
pay as liquidated damages to the manager a sum equal to the salary they
were to have received, and we recommend that in case any act proves unsatisfactory, or insufficient, that the local manager hold his bookine agent responsible and not the act or actors.
'l"his provision should make possible a
•pi.ay or pay' contract.
fied fron: the evidence
»'js

that

the actors have

We

are satisplaced before
been grossly

imposed upon by managers

in cities of

and that the managers have
been imposed upon by certain booking
agents in other cities.
"We are convinced by the testimony,
and after thorough examination of the
contracts under which the managers
procure their acts, that the contract in
universal use in this country is unjust,
both to the actor and to the management.
We, therefore, recommend to
the state legislature that it enact such
laws as will protect the actors and
managers operating in the State of
this state

Oklahoma.

"We t further find from the evidence
the existence of a combination which
controls managers and actors throughout the United States, and we recommend to the United States Congress
that proper laws be enacted to regulate
the booking agents or those employed
by, through or under him and his contract, which we believe will be of mutual benefit to both the actor and the
manager."

The managers late yesterday had not
t
signified their intention of abiding by
the decision of the board. Prior to the
hearing they announced that no matter what the board recommended, they
would not be influenced, and under no
circumstances would they recognize the
White Rats. They did announce, however, their willingness to treat with the
stage hands, operators and musicians,
provided the White Rat matter was
completely eliminated. The board rec-

ommended the managers and
mer employes get together

their for-

within 48

hours after the recommendation had
been given forth. If not the strike will
continue.

Harrv Mountford. international executive of the Rats, whose testimony before the board was important, expressed satisfaction with the outcome of
the proceedings, and he is certain it
will have great bearing on similar proceedings now in contemplation elsewhere. Mountford considers the outcome of the hearing a distinct victory
for the Rats.
Mountford and Pat
Casey, who was also here, left for the

Mr.

Mountford

before the
SaturHe said the managers and actors
throughout the United States are at the
mercy of a combination of all the big
booking interests of the country, and
that the onlv way to eliminate the eviK
is the closed shop plan.
Mountford arrived Thursday from
New York. The board reconvened Saturday.
Mountford offered to call off
the strike for the time being If the managers would consent to putting all their
former stage hands, operators and musi-

state
day.

testified

board of arbitration

last

cians back to work and be bound by
the ultimate decision of the arbitration
board. The managers through their attorney declared they would not consent to any such proposition.
They
said they were willing to treat with
their former employes, but would have
nothing to do with Mountford or the
organization which he represents.

Mountford explained the reason he
made the proposition was that he
had been given to understand the business people were anxious that there be
no semblance of a strike durine the
progress of the Oklahoma state fair,
which opened here this same day for
one week.
When Attorney Johnston for the
managers said there was no chance far
such a compromise, Mountford explained he was prepared to proceed
with the giving of evidence jyhich he

felt
confident would prove to the
board that there is a combination of
booking agencies in the country which
works Hardships not only on the actors,
but the managers as well.
His first evidence was in the form
of a transcript of what had taken place
in the office of the agents in Chicago re-

cently.

He

explained

it

was a

dicto-

graph record of what had been said
during the meeting and which indicated
it was the intention of the managers
and agents to keep the strike going in

Oklahoma City as long as possible to
interfere or prevent similar activity on
the "part of the White Rats elsewhere.
Mountford would not explain how this
record had been secured, except that
it was through the means of a dictograph installed in the office where the
meeting was held. He said further that
the subpoenaeing of those whose names
he mentioned and their testimony would
show whether the record was correct.
The statement related the managers
and agents were agreed that stage hands
and possibly the musicians throughout
the United States were entitled to increased wages for their work, explaining that the prices of food stuffs had
nearly doubled while wages were practically the same as they were five or
ten years ago.
Mountford said the real aim of the
Rats is directed toward the booking
agency system in the vaudeville world,
and that the local theatre managers
were merely a screen from behind
which the Rats are fighting to eliminate the evil With a trunkful of documents, files of theatrical papers and
other evidence, the witness went into
minute detail to prove to the board that
there .is an honest-to-goodness theatrical trust in operation and that the actors and managers were the sufferers

therefrom.
The present system gives neither the

manager nor actor protection against
the agents, said Mountford, whereas, if
the closed shop plan is adopted the actor and managers will have protection
through the working of an arbitration
board, one member of which will be appointed by the managers, one by the
actors and the third selected by these
two.
Immorality as practiced by some
agents then was taken up by the Rats'
head. He cited several instances where
managers had refused work to women,
not because they did not have meritorious acts, but because they refused
to submit to indignities at the hands
of the agents. The women who do submit are put to work and get (rood time,
he explained, but those who don't get
nothing, and there's no way they can
get work if they are once turned down.
Regarding contracts, Mountford declared there never has been a contract
which protected either the manaeer
from the agent or the actor from the

manager.

Mountford explained further that the
contract of the closed shop would give
the^ managers
absolute
protection
against actors cancelling their engagements, at the same time giving the actors like protection against the managers.
It was the only way to over-

come

this wrong, he said.
cross-examination Attorney Johnston for the managers entered into personalities which were objected to by
W. G. Ashton, state labor commissioner,
who was acting as chairman of the
meeting. In the cross-examination the
testimony offered by the witness on direct examination was not changed.
There were frequent clashes between
counsel which brought admonishment
from the chairman.
Attorney Johnston charged Chairman
Ashton with bias and appealed to the
board, whereupon Mr. Ashton signified
his willingness to step down in favor of
some other member. The matter was

On

left to the board and Graves Leeper became chairman, after which the hearing
proceeded.
Practically every actor and actress
playing the last half in Oklahoma City
was subpotnaed to testify before the

commission, and all admitted they were
paying
large
commissions ranging
from five to 20 per cent, to the aerents
and managers. The majority had been
cancelled by the managers without no-

—

•

tification.

John Sinopoulo, manager of the loLyric, was a witness upon whom

cal

attorneys for the strikers concentrated
considerable attention. Sinopoulo was
not present at the previous meeting because of his absence from the city. He
declared he had not cancelled an act
from his house for over a year, but
when cross examined admitted there
might have been one or two cancellations of the kind.
-He didn't know
whether the acts booked to him were
Rats or not, and didn't care.
He
thought the contract which now is being used is all right, "as the actors Always get their money and there never
has been any complaint to him from
them or anyone else."
Sinopoule said he was unaware of the
existence of any booking trust, and
was unaware of any other combination
of theatrical interests outside Oklahoma
City. He admitted he was a member of
the local managers' association.
Asked if he recently had not received
a check for $10,000 from the Chicago
headquarters of the trust with which to
continue the strike, the witness refused
to answer. The point brought forth a
heated argument between counsel, in
which personalities were freely indulged
in.
Mr. Giddings for the strikers
claimed the right to ask the question to
show that the local managers were being aided by the Chicago booking office
to continue the strike in Oklahoma City.
Attorneys for the managers declared
it was a purely personal matter and admonished the witness not to answer.
The chairman finally left it up to Sinopoulo. who said he preferred not to
answer the Question.
Asked by Mr. Ashton if he considered the contract now in use of any
value to the actor witness was unable
to say. Asked if he considered the contract of any value to him, he said it always had been the means of getting him

what he wanted.

Sinopoulo admitted

that if he "fell out" with the Interstate
Circuit he would either have to depend
upon "pickups" or close his theatre entirely.

Manager McCall of the Liberty said
he didn't know much about the booking
business in fact that he never had
heard the name of one of the leading
men of the agency from which he secured his acts. His memory on many
matters was vague his usual answer
being "I don't recall."

—

Oklahoma
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T. H. Boland. manager of the Emand R. P. Shumaker, a strike
were arrested last Thursday
night following a fight in front of the
press,
picket,

Empress.

The

trial

was continued

in

police court Friday morning. Both men
are charged with disturbing the peace.
Boland said he had been notified by
patrons of his house that a picket had
insulted them while they were entering
the theatre.
He went to Shumaker
who was patrolling the house, and
asked him to desist. Shumaker, according to Boland, called him "a dirty
scab," whereunon the manager removed
Shumaker's glasses with his left hand
and swung on his eye with his right.

Shumaker went down but was up in
an instant and returned to the fray, but
by that time patrolmen had arrested
both and took them to headquarters,
where they were liberated on bond.

M'CRACKEN'S IRISH FAIR.
The

Irish Fair, to be held at

Madison

New York, Oct. 7-14
(excepting the intervening
Sunday) is being promoted by Sam McCracken.
Charles Bornhaupt will deliver the
Square Garden,

inclusive

entertaining.

The

Fair

Irish funds.

is

being given

in

aid

of

VAUDEVILLE
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GORDONS' NEW ENGLAND HOUSES
GOING INTO LOEW OFFICES?
Report Very Strong and Says Sheedy Agency May Go Along,
All Booking Under Loew's Roof. Gordon Bros. Have
Three, Houses and Sheedy Booking About Seven

Weeks

of Splits.

Boston, Sept 27.
accepted here as authentic that
the three theatres of the Gordon Brothers will be booked in the Marcus Loew
agency of New York. A Boston man
representing the Gordons will be stationed permanently in the Loew agency.
The Gordon theatres are the Olympia and Scollay Square, Boston, and
Olympia, Lynn.
It is

The local Gordon theatres compete
against Loew's Orpheum and St. James.
Loew's Globe plays pictures only.
The deal was effected, it is said, to
give the Gordons more scope in bookings and permit the Loew agency to
regulate the bills for all of the competing theatres.

agent's license. The purpose of this
investigation is to ascertain the manner
in which business is t>eing conducted in
regard to booking acts in houses and

GOLDBERG BACK

A booking

Loew

Cir-

agency has been granted Jack
Mr.
Goldberg by Jos. M. Schenck.
Goldberg will dissolve his association
with Willias* Morris once again to
take up the booking of acts. When last
in the Loew office, Mr. Goldberg was
Mr. Schenck's assistant.
The Morris-Goldberg office this week
was booking the Avon, Rochester, N.
Y., Lincoln, Union Hill, N. J., and MaIt seemed likely
jestic, Utica, N. Y.
earrji in tits week the Lincoln would
shortly end its brief vaudeville try.
Goldberg is reported lightly interested
in the

Utica house.

According to report Goldberg has

no

Deputy Commissioner of Licenses
Ephriam Kaufman is personally In

now on

WONT

LOEWS.

franchise in the

cuit

accepting "commissions."

charge.

IN

(>•

interest in the Eva Tanguay road
show, managed by William Morris, and

the road.

The Tanguay show

due to play Denver, Sept. 29-Oct.
2, with its next week's stands Oct. 916, Los Angeles and San Diego, playing San Francisco for two weeks, commencing Oct 22. Excepting three days
at Seattle, Nov. 12-14, the Tanguay
show is routed for day stops until
Nov. 24-25, at Duluth, when it winds
up the present route laid out for it,
Miss Tanguay having engaged with
Morris for ten weeks.
is

PLAT HODKINS'

BILLS.

Chicago, Sept. 27.
Finkelstein & Lytle, of the Empire,
San Antonio, are still refusing to play
the shows booked into their nouse by
the
Charles Hodkins Agency, this
week's aggregation being the third set
of bookings turned dowu upon reporting.

In connection with the report in New
York of the Gordon Brothers houses
going in the Loew office, it is stated
the M. R. Sheedy agency, which has
been booking those theatres, will move
over to the Loew agency, taking along
its houses.
Sheedy has been placing
acts for about seven weeks, all splits.
M. R. Sheedy personally is said to
hold an interest in the Olympia, Bo
ton.

against the

The Orpheum

Chicago, Sept. 27.
theatre (opposite the

Palmer house, State

owned by
was slightly

street)

Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
damaged by a bomb set off by a time
fuse on the fire escape in the rear at an
early
hour Sunday morning. The
papers carried "extra editions," sayin
the work was the result of a union fight
between two local picture operators'
unions.
Aaron Jones said the damage would
amount to about $50 and that business
would continue without interruption.
He also declared that a Mirror screen
and the pipe organ were unharmed
while windows were smashed nearby
and considerable glass shattered.
Bomb attemps to wreck picture
houses have become frequent of late.
Sept. 21 the Strand theatre, 2115 West
Division street, was damaged, the pipe
organ, valued at $10,000, being put out
of commission.
There are two unions here, each affiliated with the American Federation of
Labor. One was organized about eight
or nine years and the other about a
year ago. Trouble has been in the air
in the neighborhoods where the nouses
are alleged as using "non-union ma-

chine operators."

An explosive bomb was found buried
back of the Kedzie theatre early last
Sunday morning and its discovery led
to a report a plan was afoot to wreck
the Kedzie annex, owned by the proprietors of the theatre proper.
The
Kedzie management is having trouble
with the local operators' union, and
while the police have as yet been unable to locate a clue, they feel satisfied
the bomb leads back to the union
trouble.

LICENSE COM'R INVESTIGATING.
Inspectors from the Bureau of Licenses have been visiting the various
theatrical

as "artists'
managers" and interviewing artists during the past few weeks to ascertain
whether or not the people running these
establishments were violating the law
in operating their business without an
offices,

classified

bring

management

court action
to force them

up to the bookinj^gYeement alleged to exist betwee^ pe house and
agency.
It is understood Finkelstein
and Lytle filed a bond prior to the delivery of the booking franchise to Hodto live

kins.

MOE SCHENCK'S BOOKINGS.
New

York, was
week taken off the big sheet in Joe

Loew's Palace, East
this

ORPHEUM'S, CHICAGO, EXPLOSION.

may

Hodkins

SchencVs office
and placed with

in

the Loew Circuit,
Schenck, to keep

Moe

furnished with bills hereafter.
Besides the Palace, the younger

Schenck books Loew's Warwick, and
Gilbert Newton, who manages

assists

the Majestic, Erie, Pa., in selecting the
pop Vaudeville programs for that house.
Moe Schenck is booking the Sunday
vaudeville bills for the Spooner (Bronx),
Shubert, Empire and Casino, Brooklyn.

The
Oct.

latter

two

start

Sunday shows

NEW BOOKING JOB CREATED.
Something new in veudeville booking
was inaugurated this week in the

The Lyric and
been leased by the Olympic Amusement Co. and will continue to play pop
vaudeville booked through the Gus Sun
Circuit.
Last season the Loew Circuit

Upon

the return to active service
Carlton Hoagland in that
booking end of the U. B. O., he was
assigned to fill in the skeleton of .the
programs for the houses looked after
by Johnny Collins and Harry Mundorf
of Mr. Robinson's staff, up to within
two weeks of the dates of the bills'
openings.

again

It is

of

a time economy plan.

Within

the two weeks Messrs. Mundorf and
Collins will fill in the complete shows,
the plan assuring them time to devote to current bills, without having to
"write in" the earlier bookings.
Mr. Hoagland is laying out the advance groundwork for the 10 or 12
houses Collins and Mundorf book be-

tween them.

Brooklyn,

which

Vaudeville.

Chicago, Sept.

27.

Vaudeville has failed to draw at the
Logan Square and the house reverted
A vaudeville
this week to pictures.

(booked by Richard Hoffman) will
be given Sunday only.

bill

placed the bills.
H. B. Franklin is general manager
of the Olympic Co. A. Lou Snyder, a
westerner, is his assistant.
5th Ave., B'klyn,

22.

weeks of the one-nighters.
According to a member of the staff
the small towns have been making fair
returns this season, but owing to the
frequent jumps and the changes liable
to occur through one town or another
dropping out, the circuit wants to cut
down this number.
The present route includes weeks of
one-night stands in New York and
Pennsylvania and a week in Minnesota
and Iowa, with three days in Ohio.
Shamokin and Shenandoah will be
dropped from the American burlesque
circuit to make way for the acquisition of the Broadwayr Camden, N.
J.,
which will plav the attractions for

three days, taking one day from the
Grand, lrenton, which has been playing the attractions four days each
week.
The change goes into effect
Oct 16. It has caused a change in
the route after the shows leave the
Gayety, Philadelphia.

.

Chicago, Sept 27.

Agitation has hit South State street
again.
Women of the Church Federation swore out warrants last week for
the arrest of Mae Mills of the "Follies
of Pleasure,"
then playing at the
Gaiety.

jH'.

g

i

-
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MARIA AND DAN SOLIMINE
This couple are musical geniuiea in a class
of the violin and
piano with a repertoire of 65 classical numbers.
Their sponsor, the director of the Chicago

by themselves, being masters

open Oct.

American wheel is reported
anxious to rid itself of some of its onenight stands which now number nearly
30, giving the junior circuit over four

Mrs. G. M. Mathes, president of the
woman's church federation; Mrs. J. G.

Dyckman Commencing Vaudeville.
The Dyckman theatre, at 207th street

will

TOO MANY ONE N1GHTERS.
The

PRETTY PERFORMANCES.

^^v

H

Pantages, Minneapolis, Nearly Ready.
Chicago, Sept. 27.
Unless present plans go awry the
new Pantages house in Minneapolis
will open Oct. 15 and if not ready then

through.
It is hardly probable any
action will take place until the Dewey
has been entirely reconstructed and
ready foi its opening.

.

Bjy

The Fifth Avenue has played small
time vaudeville, booked through the
U. B. O. split time department, but
owing to the reduction of prices at the
Prospect (in the same locality) the
business at the Fifth Avenue fell off.

and Jones avenue, upper New York,
has been enlarged to a seating capacity
of 1,700, and intends playing pop vaudeville, split weeks, booked by the Sheedy
Agency.

&

'
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Going Into Stock.
from appearance

Horn.

The City is located on the south side
of 14th street and cuts oti Irving place
at that juncture.
The house seats
about 2,900 people and was originally
built by the late Timothy D. Sullivan.
At present it is owned by the Sullivan
Estate and leased from them by Fox.
The house was opened originally as a
Klaw
Erlanger stand, about six
years ago, the first attraction being
Anna Held in one of her early successes.
it is accepted as a matter of record
"Big Tim" built the house for the specific purpose of selling it to the city for a
street-way, but the deal was never pui

1

was

to have been without a stock house
this season, will have a stock company
at the Fifth Avenue, opening there Oct.
2nd or 9th, under the direction of J. E.

generally accepted in political quarters
as an absolute necessity in the reconstruction of East Nth street and William Fox, apparently realizing the situation, is rebuilding the old Dewey
theatre (a few feet east) in order to be
represented on the thoroughfare when
the final n tice comes.

department headed by E. M. Robinson
of the United Booking Offices.

Logan Square Discontinues
Buffalo, Sept. 27.
Family theatres have

theatres, will soon be demolished in
order to permit the city to open a street
through the theatre site for a continuance of Irving place from 14th street to
13th street.
While no official announcement has been made of this fact, it is

offices

8.

BUFFALO MOVEMENT.

CITY THEATRE COMING DOWN.
The City theatre on 14th street, a link
in the William Fox chain of vaudeville

Grand Opera Co., commends their work highly
and predicts a future for them.
This youthful pair are at the American, New
York, the last half of this week for the express purpose of displaying their prowess to

a number of production managera
gested the showing.

who sug-

Boor, chairman morals committee of
the federation, and Lucy Page Gaston.
chairman of the morals committee of
the Cook County League of Woman's
Clubs, led the fight on the Gaiety.
Mrs. Mathes and Mrs. Boor declared the performance was too vile
for description.
They said Miss Mills
threw her clothes over her head and
did a "cooch" dance.
Mrs. Mathes
avowed the whole performance was
one of drinking, gambling, fighting and
suggestions of immoral relations.

Johnny Ford Going to Europe.
Johnny Ford and Isabelle Jason may
embark in November for Europe to accept an offer tendered the
tion l>y the Stoll tour.
If

you don't advartlM

new combina-

fas

don't odvartlao.

VARIETY,

VARIETY

8

CABARETS
"The Bull Ring" entertainment of
Castles in the Air on top of the 44th
Street theatre sets one mark firmly in
cabaret amusement it is more nearly
a performance than any similar attempt
There may have been
lias yet readied.
no previous effort to give "a show."
Other cabaret programs have been a

—

whatever composed them.
King" employs a regular
stage and also the dance floor, around
which is a ringed lattice work above
tables that the place draws its title

jumble

of
Bull

"The

The decorations, attendants and
perhaps a near-atmosphere are Span-

from.

From 12 to 15 numbers are divided
ish.
into three parts, with long intermissions
lor dancing. The Castles direction may
lind it more feasible to reconstruct the
show for two divisions. It will make
the entertainment as a whole seem
speedier and will hold the crowds better, with the finale to be reached about
the same time it is at present, 1.30.
"The Bull King" charges one dollar
and the show is easily worth it. The
price will be an attraction. In the performance are 24 chorus girls, and if
principals of acts and all numbers are
included, the total would be considerably more than any restaurant show
In "The Bachelor
has yet presented.
Girl

and Boy" number from "The Girl

From

(the production in the
below) appeared as leaders
Stewart Jackson and Dorothy Maynard
with the remainder of the people who
back up those principals in the show,
16 in all, putting over 40 persons on
the stage to work up this song, the
cabaret's chorus joining the others. The
stage is not over large and it looked as

Brazil"

theatre

though a

mob was occupying

it.

The

entrance to the stage is an excellent
simulation of an animal pen's opening.
The show's orchestra is located above
the stage and an incline leads to the
Some numbers are didance tioor.
vided between stage and floor, some
given upon the stage only and others
wholly upon the floor. The combinaThere are
tion helps the appearance.
seven distinct acts during the performance and seven numbers. "The Bull
King" management gives no incentive
for applause, and the audience displays
interest by attention more than anyThe acts have been cut
thing else.

down to the briefest time. Nothing
lingers longer than it should. Edward
P. Temple staged the performance. He
did very well with all of the show's
own numbers, especially so with "The
Heart of Wetona," an Indian dressed
It is worthy
aitair led by Lrnest Hare.
of being moved into a show. Another
was the soldier drilling hnalc, sung in
the lead by Helen Trix, who also wrote
The patter lyrics of
the son^r for it.
the number were neatly put over by
the chorus. The same song, "When the
Boys Return," .with the business and
withgut the patter, but with a much
larger orchestra to give it volume
could be easily turned into a production
finale.
A couple of numbers written by
Gus iidwards (program credited) and
done in a similar manner in the Henderson, Coney Island, revue this summer
were "Take It Home and Give It to
the Baby" and "If 1 Only Knew Just

How

and Constance Werner in
In acts there were
Weily and Ten Eyck with their pretty
and hard floor dance in attractive costumes; The Marvellous Millers, who did
their
whirlwind work; The Gaudschmidts with the dogs, always sure fire;
Cronin's Merry Men, who had to work
in cramped quarters on the stage and cut
out the midget comedy, and "Grazier,"
billed as "The Great," a male toe
dancer, probably formerly of The Graziers.
These turns did well in turn.
Among the best of the acts is Veronica
Marquise, a little girl who can really
ballet dance on her toes.
Besides the
straight toe work she did a toe dance
to the music of an Irish Reel. It was
far beyond those tricky steps of the
ballet dancers who have tn^d to hold
in the latter

the "Flower" song.

accompaniment or use a jerky
body motion.
In number principals

to a rag

Miss Trix stood well to the fore in
her assignments, always looking well
and getting her songs over.
Miss
O'Hearn with even more to handle was
an equal winner. She is a pretty girl,
full of animation and with personality.
Her place seems in a production. Max
Steiner leads the show orchestra, with
another band of musicians for dancing
stationed on the balcony floor.
The
chorus girls are a most personable collection, and well dressed.
The production end must have run into an item,
and while the cost of the weekly performance would be a hazard, it can not
be a small amount "The Bull Ring"
for one dollar after theatre looks like
a bargain, particularly for this reason
that when a patron pays admission
at the gate to any amusement he believes that entitles him to see the
show without further cost, if he wishes
to.
In a free cabaret the "check thing"
has untold limit and the guest inwardly
at least thinks an obligation is imposed
through being able to see something for
nothing.

—

received a
severe set back at the end of last week
when all the Hawaiians, real and assumed, including two cooch dancers
and an orchestra of six pieces, were
summarily dismissed from the Rector
program. Whatever cause or reason
may be pleaded for their absence, the
fact seems to be the reform element of
New York heard about the "coochers"
at Rector's and their raw work on the
ballroom floor. The opening night of
the present Rector revue there were
two "cooch" dancers exhibiting. One

license, upon its expiration.
The expulsion of the dancers and musicians
followed,
suffering
the
musicians
through having been used for no other
purpose than to play the music for the
wiggly steps.
Earl Fuller's corking
good orchestra was and still remain*/
the regular dance music harmonists
for the ballroom throngs. The Rector
incident may warn cabarets how far to
proceed with this "cooch" thing that is
so thinly disguised as an Hawaiian
dance and danced by so many people
under that description who never saw
even the shores of the islands. There
are ways of doing it. Doraldina did an
Hawaiian dance first in a New York
restaurant. It was her own conception, artistically executed with more of
a Spanish movement to it than anything else. Others attempted to emulate her, with the Rector blow up as the
finale, the others proceeding from the
attractive dance Doraldina does to the
vulgar "cooch" that long since was
stopped in burlesque and at stag

parties.

Andre Sherri^roducer of the Rector
was in St New York Supreme

revue,

Court this week, seeking to retain the
guardianship of his adopted daughter,
Elisa Martine, whose mother, Anna
Martine, is suing to regain her custody.
Justice D. P. Cohalan announced that
he would give decision today (Friday).
At earlier hearings the testimony was
that the child was surrendered in 1914
to Mr. Sherri by her mother, then a
household servant employed in the
Sherri establishment in Bensonhurst.
Elisa, though she had been shabbily
dressed and poorly cared for, won the
affections of Mrs. Sherri, and upon her
plea, the mother signed an agreement
giving her full control over her. £lisa
was taken to live in California, with Mr.
and Mrs. Sherri and treated in all reher
spects as their daughter, but
mother made frequent demands upon
the couple for money, it was testified.
A complaint to the authorities that the
child was being ill treated, it was said,
had been traced to her mother. Mr.
Sherri said he allowed the mother to
church recently
take
the child
to
she did not return her to the Sherri
home until she had received money.
Burkan,
representing
Mr.
Nathan
Sherri, told the court his client stood
ready to pay for the child's education
in any convent or other school the
court might select until she reached an
age at which she would be capable to
decide for herself whether to live with
the Sherris or her mother.

STAND FOR

IT.

report reached Oorge Peck, general manager of the American Burlesque Circuit, Tuesday that when "The
Review of 1917," played at the Gayety,
Milwauke, recently, the chorus girls of
the company passed down the aisles
and after supplying the patrons with
cups served beer free of charge to

them.
Mr. Peck was very much incensed
on hearing of this occurrence and upon
learning that it was a violation of the
city ordinance immediately took tteo*
to admonish those concerned in the incident.

He stated that in the old days of burlesque an occurrence of this sort was
quite frequent,' but now in his efforts to
clean up and present a high class offering his progress was greatly retarded
by an incident of this kind.
Mr. Peck stated that the show violating this order hereafter will lose its
franchise and have its route canceled.
.

EXTRA COST TO BE SHARED.
The Columbia Amusement Co. deweek the cost of extra stage
•

creed this

hands must be equally borne between
the theatre and shows on its circuit
Formerly the houses have paid this
item.

The stage unions demand a crew necessary to handle a show at one house
must be kept up to that number in any
other theatre. When a burlesque production at the Columbia, New York,
demands three to five men be secured
extra, to look after it on the stage, the
complement of stage hands at the Columbia must be recruited in each town
thereafter, local unions being advised
The expense of the extra
in advance.
men has grown to be a considerable
one.

DALY'S AND BURLESQUE.
The general belief is
down Broadway, is under

that Daly's,
lease to Walter Rosenberg, provided a theatrical
license can be secured for it
If the license is granted and all the
plans of the promoters carried out, a
stock burlesque may be the policy, the

Rosenbergs

interchanging

between

their York on 116th street, to then have
a similar policy, and the downtown
theatre.

Another report

is

Rosenbergs

the

may make

another connection with a
burlesque stock management.
The American burlesque circuit,
which had business dealings with the
Rosenbergs when they had the Garrick, was asked to place their shows
at Daly's, but would not consider it.

USUAL STAR & GARTER SHARING.
Chicago, Sept. 27.
out for the Drew &
Campbell "Liberty Girls," to play the
Star and Garter next week, at the usual
sharing terms 55-45 with that house,
according to report.
Hyde & Pehman operate the Star and
Garter.
It has been storied of late,
Drew & Campbell would ask for better
terms before operating there.

/ The

billing

is

—

—

Musical Shows Playing One-Nighters.
Chicago, Sept.. 27.
There are many musical comedy
shows, more resembling burlesque than
anything else, playing the one-nighters
of this vicinity.

Stood With You." These were
led by 1'atsie OTlearn and Alice Van
1

RAILROAD RIOT.

Riker.
The reported "Carmen" travesty "The Bull King" was to have been

Chicago, Sept.

Words passed between

upon and about seems to have siininered down to an opening number, with
Mr. Hare and Miss Trix the principals.
"The Living Models" number with
built

arisen as the fitting dressmaker,
k<->vvii* upon three girls while
in si^ht of the audience was liked by the
bouse.
It is the same Jansen number
and business of "The Fashion Shop"
"The Song
that played in vaudeville.
of the Flowers," another Fd wards song,
Likes You"
ami "J'a Likes You

Jlu^o

WONT

A

'

(written
by Harry Tierney) were
turned into a number eachr both having
Miss O'Hearn among their leaders, with
Doris Predo helping Miss O'Hearn out

The Hawaiian advance

PECK

was worse than the other, and ft was
thought at the time the dancers had
been told to let out for that evening
only to create talk for the new show.
But they did it the same succeeding
nights until it was reported along
Broadway the Committee of Fourteen
had taken cognizance of it and unless
abated, objection would
be placed
against the renewal of Rector's dance

his

J

building

— Ma

27.

railroad

em-

ployees and members of Rube Bernstein's burlesque company as the train
was en route from Gary to Chicago,
and in the mixup Charles Bergman had

head injured.

The Pennsylvania crew stopped
train,

SINGER'S MIDGETS
Our

most successful attractions ever imported for American vaudeville, a combination
noted
>r its versatility and one that never fails to increase box office takings.
Their rendition of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder'a "Yaka Hula" which is featured in the vocal
department is one of the brightest spots in their repertoire.
f<

of the

entire

backed

it

company

the

up to Gary and had the
arrested.

Three men and two women are

re-

ported as being taken to jail on a
charge of inciting a riot, and five men

were fined one dollar each.

VARIETY
Harry P. Dewey it now playing the
lead with Arthur Alston's "The Girl He
Couldn't Buy" on the International

IETY

Circuit.

Tret* Mafk ft«fl»t«re4

PnMltM WNkly

VARIITY,
SIM* ULVUMAN

The

treasurer's staff for the Century
its head, Sol Abrahams,
with Sid Harris and Harry Nelms &>
aides, and several assistants.

by

Inc.
,

Pr«tl4«nt

N«v Yerk

Timet Sfjur*

ABiVMHIWMlWTi
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Hi< t

ta«

to

«Am «p w Tkorsier

New Y*rk

Firmin Swinen, a new organist at
the Rialto, has been in this country but
three weeks.
He formerly was head
organist at the Antwerp Cathedral.

by aaO thaala to
by rarftttMts.

Offices have been opened in the Put-

nam

Building by Arthur Pearson, with

P. Bower
hardt associated.

Edward

imsciirrwii
::::::::::

au«u

ca»us.

it

and Herbert Stot-

?

t«au

Louise E. Crandall has left the Polywhere she has been con-

clinic hospital,

Kat«rt4 •• •««««4>«U«t matter at Hem, Yerk

Vol.

XLIV
is

ill

in St. Joseph's

Hospital, St. Paul.

A. H.
Corbett

Van Buren
in

will replace

Will D.

"Rio Grande."

Eleanor Gordon has been engaged to
support Elsie Ferguson.

in

Earl Brown replaces Philip Merrival
"Pollyanna" this evening.

Thurston Hall has been engaged for
"The Love of Mike."
C. R. Reno will take "Human Hearts"
for a southern tour, starting next week.

The Kirke-Brown Stock opened
season

fined for the past several weeks following an auto accident.

No. 5

Morris Abrams

week

last

in Danville,

its

N. Y.

Herman Goldman is now manager of
the Jefferson (Moss). He was at Fox's
Riviera for eight years.
Margaret Shannon has been engaged
donna for "Rag Dolls in Rag-

as prima
land."

McKinley
Square
The
Bronx, proposes to continue

theatre,
its

policy

of pictures and music.

A

"No. 2" "Pair of Queens" has
rehearsals.
Marion Barney
started
heads the cast and will be featured.
Violet Barney has replaced Marie
Baker with the Hyperion Players, New

Haven.

Carrie Lees, the Palace theatre usherrecovered an Irish terrier this
week, after its loss had nearly threatened to disrupt the peace of New Jersey, where Miss Lees lives.
ette,

The Lexington Avenue opera house
opens Sunday with the Harry SheaFrank Gersten pop vaudeville. The
regular bill starts Monday. Eight acts
on a split week.
Andreas Dippel has placed "Gypsy
Love" in rehearsal and will open the
Nov. 6, playing it for several
weeks in eastern cities before sending

piece
it

into the south.

The Eta Producing

Co.

Japanese

opera, "No-To," opened Wednesday at
the Stamford theatre, Stamford, Conn.
The piece under the direction of George
Blumenthal will play west.

Dolores Leon has replaced Edith
Lamont, as prima donna of "The Roseland Girls," a tabloid owned by Nick
Feldman, playing at the National

Winter Garden

this

week.

Social meetings of the Theatrical Mechanical Association, the stage hands'
benevolent society, are being held weekly at Amsterdam Hall on Sunday evenings at 7.30.

Van and Bell* return to the Alhambra next week.
They left there last
week through not being placed in the
position they claimed had been promised them but they did not receive
through forgetfulness.

Lorin Raker has been engaged by H.
H. Frazee to replace Donald Gallagher
in "The Silent Witness."

Shepard Johnston is assistant to
Dwight Bingham, treasurer of the

Comedy.

Redmond

Monica

replaces

Grace

H

Eddie Plohm

is

treasurer of the

C &

with George M. Cohan, a

theatre,

cousin of the manager of the
as his assistant.

same name

Clarence Grey, treasurer of the Shubert theatre, has a broken hand draped
His assistin a sling (auto accident).
ant

is

substituting in the box office.

Ed Wynn has arranged with the highway commissioners of Long Island to
have signs placed on the heavily
t aversed roads of that section reading,
"Dangerous Curve Ed Wynn." It will
cost him about $3,000.

hew
"The
Newlyweds and Their Grownup Baby."
The piece, according to present plans,
will

exedra monument, erected by
Harry Houdini in honor of his parents,
will be unveiled Sunday in Machpelah
cemetery, Cypress Hills, Brooklyn.

Sig Bosley, Chicago representative
of the Shapiro-Bernstein Music Co., is

spending a week in New York. The
'same firm has added Jack McCoy,
formerly of Feist's, to its New York
staff.

by Cohan

Kershaw has been engaged
woman for Chauncey Olcott

&

Harris for the coming sea-

son.

Jack

Norworth says the

Zeppelin

raids never bothered him in London,
but that the sudden explosions in the
subway work give him "quite a turn."

Circuit.

John's, N. B., is to have a new
pop vaudeville house, the Strand, across
the street troin the new Keith-Albee
house, the Imperial.
F. G. Spencer,
owner of a Canadian chain of theatres,
will build it.
Capacity, 1,500; cost,

Eddie Foy and the Seven Little Foys
broke in a new act, "The Old Woman
Who Lived in a Shoe," at Loew's, New
Rochelle, Sept 18 to 21. Foy bought
the house for the engagement, paying
$150 and meeting the running expenses

Maude Rockwell, through her atJameo A. Timmony, has filed a

torney,

suit for $5,000

damages against the In-

terborough Rapid Transit Co. for personal injuries.
While attempting to
board an uptown train at the 50th street
station Miss Rockwell was struck on
the head by a door which was being
closed by a guard. She suffered several
cuts and bruises, which necessitated her
confinement at home for several weeks.
Charles McCarron, the song writer,
aroused the ire of Billy Smith, another
composer, last week when Smith discovered a song called "Eat and Grow
Thin" in the catalog of the Broadway

Music Co., credited to McCarron.
Smith claims he confided the idea to
McCarron some months ago, suggesting at the time they collaborate on the
composition, but McCarron scoffed at

in addition.

adding the idea was worthless.
Smith and McCarron met, left
hooks and right uppercuts were much

it,

Variety's report that Barney Gerard
had been ill became an account of his
death by the time it reached him. He
was away on a fishing trip in northern
New York after recovering from a
severe attack of ptomaine poisoning.

Ruth Taylor, formerly

of Taylor and
is seriously ill in Chicago and
anxious to locate her husband, Jack
Taylor, formerly of Gus Edward's
"Kountry Kids." She can be addressed
at 3122 Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago.

Fabian,

is

Davy Jonea has dropped the "Sam
Bernard, Jr." billing, now that the
Leigh-Jones vehicle has been accepted
for big time and has reverted to his
original name. Jones is a nephew of
the German comic and borrowed
name for try-out purposes.

McLaughlin, the Cleveland
playwright, who wrote "The Eternal
Magdalene," is now producing. A new
play by him, "An Old Sweetheart of
Mine," is soon to be shown, it having
been produced under his direction. It
is said to be on the type of "The Old
Homestead."

Mose Gumble took
week

a trip to Philato interpolate "Mam-

my's Little Coal Black Rose" in the
Al. Jolson show, arriving there the
same time as Ted Snyder, who added
"I'm Down in Honolulu Looking Them

Over" to the score of the
duction.

in

evidence.

A
the

little

aide interest

boxing

matches

was centered in
the Harlem

at

Sporting Club last Friday when Arthur
Barrett, a vaudevillian, climbed through
the ropes to battle four rounds with a
45th street chauffeur. The two had
quarreled in the presence of John the
Barber and that sagacious individual
suggested they fight it out at his club.
They posted a $25 side bet and agreed
to tight according to the rules.
The
chauffeur did. He stopped Barrett in
the second round after three knockdowns.

the

Robert

delphia this

When

The William Jerome Publishing Co.
opened for business, this week with
Billy Jerome supervising the business
department. The Jerome Co. will publish the numbers written hereafter by
George M. Cohan, in addition to whatever other songs are accepted for publication, but the house will deal exclusively with production music and
will not Have any professional departments for the exploitation of its products in vaudeville or other
places.

The

catalog

is

amusement

number listed in the
to be the hit of the
Hitchcock show, "Betty."
first

said

same pro-

The
Nick Deneter, a tumbler in the Abdul
Hamid troupe, was tossed from a berth
and injured his shoulder while traveling on the Erie road several months
ago, when there was a rear-end collision.
His claim for damages was settled out of court this
accepting $200.

week, the acro-

bat

The new

bill beginning next week at
Comedy, where the Washington

Square Plavers are holding forth, includes "A Merry Death" by Nicholas
Evreinov (Russian); "Lovers' Luck,"
comedy from the French; "The Sugar
House," a play by Alice Brown, and
"Sisters of Susanna," a farce by Philip

at
J.,

five acts which played last week
the City theatre, Perth Amboy, N.
take exception to Varibty's com-

ments on the dimensions of the stage
there, and on the accommodations for
artists.
"The stage," they say in a letter, -is 20 feet deep and 47 feet between walls and the proscenium arch
is 32 by 22 feet and the height
to the
grid iron is 47 feet. They add that
Ward, Bell and Ward hung a 40-foot
drop in "one" and used a cyclorama 60
feet wide.
The acts add that they
fouud the dressing rooms comfortable,
although the concrete may not thoroughly have been dried out, since the
heat had not- yet been turned on.

Moeller.

Eddie Mack, tailor, will soon open a
haberdashery shop at 715 Seventh avenue, 47th and 48th streets.
He proposes to outfit productions as well as to
cater to the individual needs of player

Marie Wayne at her home for the
past five days suffering from the effects of being submerged in an ice tank
during the action of a feature picture,
has fully recovered and

Willette
as leading

go over the International

St.

—

folk.

An

Philadelphia has
& Brat-

ton to write the book for their
musical production, to be called

the

Lewis, as prima donna, with the "Tango
Queens," on the American Circuit.

of

$100,000.

"17i3li—af
Muhl

have as

will

Frank Dumont

been commissioned by Le filer

is

preparing to

return to vaudeville.

Nelson Burns has resigned as assistant booking manager of the Poli Circuit
and is now managing the EUmere,
Bronx, playing stock. Mr. Burr, was
ill
for some time and advised l»v his
physician, upon recovering, to keep in
the open as much as possible.

Poli's is taking advantage of Scranton's celebration of its 50th anniversary this week. The show runs from
11 to 11 and has as a bally-hoo Isabelle
Lengel, "strongest girl in the world."
Isabelle weighs 113 pounds and lifts
670 dead weight on a platform in front
of the house.
Manager Frank Whitbeck issues a challenge to the world
during his two daily announcements.

Brooklyn's largest theatre is projected
Bedford
and
Atlantic
avenues.
Property there valued at $500,000
changed hands this week. The Pahler
Realty Co., Paul H. Herzog, president
was the purchaser.
No details were
disclosed. The property fronts 437 feet
on Bedford avenue, 300 feet on Atlantic avenue, 300 feet on Bedford place
and 173 feet on Brcvoort place.
at

"Training for the Stage," by Arthur
llornblow (author of "Kindling" and
editor of "The Theatre Magazine"), with
foreword by David Belasco, has been
issued. It deals with many topical and
interesting matters of the stage, such
as the value of school training for actors, the prevalence of "types" in play
casts, the stage as a career for women
and kindred topics. The author frankly
declares his purpose to quote from high
authority in his comments rather than
rely entirely upon his own judgment
and this course he follows. The volume
contains little of Mr. Hornblow's own
thoughts, but is a collection of the best
things that have been said by notables
of stapeland upon the subjects under
discussion.
B. Lippencott Co.
(J.
$1.25.)

LEGITIMATE,
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INTERNATIONAL TIGHTENING.

AMONG OTHER THINGSBy ALAN DALE.
There is a great treat in store for
Sarah Bernhardt when she arrives. She
it, for it is to be a lovely
Mrs. Favcrsham is to take
the Divine One to see Miss Eva Le
Gallienne act in "Mr. Lazarus." I suppose that the news will be broken to
Sarah very gently, as she it so excita-

doesn't

know

surprise.

and the sudden announcement of
her good fortune might be too much

Mrs. Major, "you
have to open your mouth wider than
when you say 'wuz.' " Still, I'd sooner
r
hear "I wuz' from a sweet little set of
rosebud lips, than "I was" from the
cavernous mouth of the strident soudistinctly," declares

brette.

PLAYERS OWN THEATRE.

ble,

for her equanimity. Don't breathe a
word of this to anybody, for goodness*
sake, as it is a surprise. I'd like to be

present

when Mrs. Faversham

tells

the

hear

Sarah. I can almost
Madame Bernhardt's tempestuous and
torrential outbreak of gratitude and delight

news

to

Talking about the plausible scenario,
asks: "At what point does

somebody

the spectator become incredulous?"
should say that incredulity was
I
reached when the lovely heroine elects
to walk to her ruin, instead of jumping
into the eternal yet luxurious automobile.

A dramatic critic who lives in the
country, and who has just been interM
viewed, says: I go to New York once
a month or so, spend four or five days,
and see only the better plays, the ones
that really deserve to be written about/'
want to know is this: How does
he judge which are the better plays, unThere is a touch
less he sees 'em all?

What

San Francisco, Sept. 27.
Players' Club will open its own
little theatre on the night of Oct. 14.
The new theatre, formerly the Players'
Clubhouse, will have a seating capacity
of 100. The policy will in all probability be confined to programs made
ud of five one-act plays, each program
running for six consecutive nights with
the cast alternating and the theatre

The

dark Sundays.
Reginald Travers
theatre and

direct

will

the

its policy.

PLAY OF EIGHT PRINCIPALS.
The Arthur Hopkins dramatic piece,
entitled "The Deluge," in three acts,
foes into rehearsal Oct. 15. Written by
[enning Berger, it was translated from
the Swedish by Frank Allen.
The cast calls for 7 men and one

woman

character.

Clyde North

is

the only one engaged

to date.

Mr. Tully, a most interesting man,
says that he always adds $20,000 to the
expenses of production for purposes of
advertising, and counteracting the efNew York's bad reviews.
fects of
Yeahs, and yeahs, and yeahs ago, managers used to give the critics nice ham
sandwiches, champagne and ^her joys
of the cold collation, very beneficially
indeed. And it was much cheaper
1

"I like William Collier's nerve," said
E. Dixey the other day. "What
right has he to allude satirically to his
contemporaries as 'young actors?' At
the present time, I play the part of a
man of forty, and I am obliged to get
to the theatre an hour earlier than the
others, in order to make-up old."

Henry

"GOT TO IT SCORES.
Cleveland, Sept. 27.

"Got To It," opening
here Sept. 2L were made by Percival
Knight and Cross and Josephine.

The

hits

The musical production looks very
It is the Hoyt "Milk White

Witness," in Yiddish. They will be
produced in New York in the theatre
which bears his name.
For four weeks Bertha Kalish is appearing with her

In the smoking room:

—

No. 1 "Somebody says that
manager's wife is in the cast.
Which one is she?"
Critic No. 2 "In trying to place the
manager's wife, always look for the
worst actress in the play."
Critic No. 3
"Probably that is why
he changes her so frequently."

the

—

in

Mount Vernon,

I saw the announcement of a sermon
that suggested a movie. The title of
the sermon was "Footsteps to Hell."
However, my idea was soon dispelled.
Underneath "Footsteps to Hell" was
"All Are Welcome," instead of the
familiar "Admission ten cents."

The Washington Square Players
preciation

at the

this public to the apof real acting, and Mrs.
Major will direct the school.

Clare Tree
Mrs. Major says that stage aspirants
cannot seat themselves easily in a chair
without coming down with a thud, if
they have no control of their muscles.
Certainly the art of sitting down pleasantly and affably is very necessary
nowadays. .Take "Caroline," for instance. All the characters sit and talk
things over moving from one gold chair
to another, and then back again.
It is
to be hoped Mrs. Major will see that
the proper muscles are well massaged.

Margaret Illington
Little

make her demanagement in

will

but under the Selwyn

Wife" Oct

5

in

Long

Branch. The show plays there Thursday and Friday and then goes to Defollowing week. There is no
time beyond the latter date, as it is
hoped the production will then be
brought into New York.
troit for the

the International.
"Texas," at the Grand, Brooklyn, on
the International, closes Saturday.

SHOWS

IN FRISCO.
San Francisco, Sept. 27.
"The Clansman" film is doing good
over here.
The Alcazar with its stock organization is running along to satisfactory
returns.

Laurette Taylor's initial appearance
under the George Tyler management
take place in Detroit Oct. 16 in
"Happiness," at present in reahearsal.
The production is to play the week
with no further time booked, as the attraction will be held in readiness to
come into the Criterion, New York,
in case the "Paganini" business should
drop.
will

Another bv "Lazarus" Authors.
The firm* of Corey & Reiter have a
contract with Harriett Ford and Harvey O'Higgins, the authors of "Mr.
Lazarus," under which the writers are
to deliver the manuscript of a new
play by October 15. The production is
to be made about the middle of November.

WEBER'S MAY RENT.
demand for Broadway theatres Joe Weber has hopes of leasing his
music hall near 29th street. The chances
are Mr. Weber might play an attraction
With

the

to

him

for the chance.

That same night his widow, known
professionally
as
Louise
Gerard,
though racked with sorrow, enacted
her role of "Passion" with eves that

brimmed over with

The show

tears.

remains at the Lyric this week, owing
extraordinary business, and Mrs.
Huntington is in the cast She says
it is the only way she can hide her
grief.
In the gambling scene in "Experience," Huntington would exclaim.
to

>

''Death wins, as usual," and "Youth,**
walking up to him, would reply:
"Death
It never was so close to me
befossl" Huntington's body was cremated in this city Friday. Huntington
was also stage director. Duncan PenI

warden, his understudy, assumed his
part temporarily. Pen warden had been
cast as "Ambition."
Huntington was
formerly a newspaper reporter in San
Francisco and during the 'BO'S took an
active part in the graft exposes out
there.

Mrs. Katherine A. Weinberg, widow
George W. Ryer, who wrote
"The Sunshine of Paradise Alley," in
collaboration with Denman Thompson,
died last week in her Brooklyn home,
aged 60 years.
She was an actress
many years ago and played in many of
of the late

Ryer's plays.
ried

After Tiis death she marJeremiah Wernberg of Brooklyn.

C. M. S. HcClelUn, author of "The
Pink Lady," "Oh Ohl Delphine," "The
Cafe" and "Around the Map," of
I

Business in general has shown a tendency to increase with no particular
complaints of a slump.

Reports from out of town by those
seen the new Montague
Glass-Jules Eckert Goodman play, "Object Matrimony," produced by William
A. Brady, are that it is a success. It
opened in Long Branch last week and
is this week in Washington.
The piece began its Long Branch engagement to a $261 matinee and did
$1,600 in the evening through word-of-

Little

recent popularity, as well as
of New York/ in which

'The Belle
Edna May

achieved fame in the old Casino, died in
London, Sept. 22, after a long illness.
He was born in Maine, 1865.

who have

Ruth Chatterton's Play Ready.

The Henry
"Come Out of

Miller production of
the Kitchen," with Ruth
Chatterton, is to open in Buffalo week
Oct. 16. The play will then come into
New York, with the Lyceum as the
possible house.
It is the piece which Miss Chatterton
tried out in stock in San Francisco during the summer.

"HAPPINESS" OPENING.

on percentage that looked good enough
"In order to say 'was' clearly and

Hill has placed in rehearsal a musical
piece, entitled "Who's Who?" The cast
will be headed by two fat comedians in
similar makeup. It wtll be played over

mouth boosting.

are

going to educate

Other shows that are to be added to
circuit are: "Major Meg," with
Florence Bindley, scheduled to open
Oct. 9; "Step Lively," a musical comedy, and "Sons .of the Rich," a melodrama to be produced by Haltin
Powell, and the Gracie Emmett show,
which is being fixed up. All of these
shows will be opened during the coming month.
Negotiations are under way for a
house in Newark, N. J.

ILLINGTON NEXT WEEK.

—

Outside a church

own company

Kessler.

this city, Sept 21.
Huntington war
walking past the Public Library at the
time of his seizure in the afternoon

its officers.

BRADY SHOW STARTS WELL.

David Kessler has bought the New
York, Philadelphia and Chicago rights
to present "On Trial" and "The Silent

of that name, died of heart trouble in

the

re-written.

KESSLER BUYS PLAYS.

"Our
Critic

of

ood.

Vlag,"

International Circuit will "tighten up" by eliminating en6ugh unsatisfactory theatres and shows to bring it
to from 32 to 33 weeks and Gus Hill
will put on a new musical show with 75
people which will be set up as the
standard. This and another Hill production will be sent around to make
up for some of the "weak sisters" about
which the house managers have expressed dissatisfaction.
These moves come as the result of a
tour of the wheel by representatives of

business at the Cort considering the
length of time the feature has been held

I

of the gorgeously Hibernian about this
interview.

OBITUARY.
Wright Huntington, aged 52, who
was "Experience" in the morality play

The

ENGAGEMENTS.
The following engagements were
made during the week through the
Packard Theatrical
Department,
matic
manager.
Mary Alden and
("The Unchastened
Shotwell and Robert

man

Amusement

Exchange's DraAda Humbert,

Hall

Woman"), Marie
Cameron (Froh-

Corporation,

(Shuberts),

Harry Rose, one of the proprietors
Hills' Clothes Shop and a well-

known

character

among

the profession,

died suddenly Tuesday morning at Columbus, O., where he went to spend a

The cause was

short vacation.
Disease.

Bright's

Errol Dunbar, one time member of
Lester Wallack's company, and later in
support of Mrs. Fiske, Mine. Mojeska,
Lawrence Barrett and other stars, died
Sept. 23, in the Hahnemann Hospital,
New York.
Charles B. Hawkins, famous comed-

War

ian of the Civil
days, and creator
of a role in "Tennessee's Pardner," died
friendless in a Chicago rooming house

a few days ago.

Louis

Kelso

He was

75 years old.

Brennan

(Kelso

and

Craig) committed suicide Sept. 22 by
throwing himself under the wheels of a
Subway train in New York. No cause
of the act was known to his friends.

Malcolm Duncan
"The

Hampton
Witching Hour"), Grace
("Somebody's Luggage") and Thurston

of

Maude Andrews

and Marie DeBecker (Marie Tempest
company), Gilda Leary and J. H.
Doyle (Municipal Players, Northampton, Mass.), Edwin Meander and Wal("Good Gracious, Annater Reagan
belle"), Gladys Fairbanks ("Where the
Rooster Crows") and Harry Reading
(vaudeville, "Mary's Ankle"), Walter
McEwan (Maude Adams company, re-

Fred J. Jewett, an old time magician,
of late connected with the Palace and
Raleigh hotels, Chicago, died Sept. 17
of a lingering illness.
Jasper Stillson, owner Stillson's bar
cafe, Chicago, died Sept. 23 while
attending the 90th birthday anniversary
of his mother in South Bend, Ind

and

The mother

of Claude Newell (Curan

and Newell) died

in

Saginaw, Mich.

The father of Joe Termini died reMinister"),.
Little
"The
hearsing
cently in Italy.
Charlrs Gotthold and Montague Love
(Astra Film Co.), William Randall and
Stuart Fox ("Just a Woman"), W. L.
JANIVER
SHOWS.
Granville, Robert Homans, Clay Cody
Emma Janiver is to leave "The Amber Empress," and when next seen in
and Harmon MacGregor ("The Feaf
New York may be of "Go to It."
Market").

CHANGES

.

LEGITIMATE,
SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICE
IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
Season Opens With Many Plays, But Few Successes. Turn to
the Right" Biggest Thing Thus Far. "Cheating Cheaters"
Second. Collier's Farce Coming Fast. Few Houses
Using Cut Rate Agencies. Broadway Awaits
Sensational Hit.
The

New

theatrical season

York.

opened early

Although showmen

in

be-

lieved there are too many theatres and
assign that as the cause of so many
and early plays improperly selected and
produced, there remains just now a
shortage of theatres in New York City.
Instances of this are the Richard Walton Tully play, "The Flame," obliged to
leave the Lyric (Shuherts) to make way
for the William Fox-Kellermann film
(Oct. 16), moving to the 44th Street

(Shuberts), thereby pushing out "The
from Brazil" and the Shuberts endeavoring to rent the Park on Columbus circle for the latter show. 'The
Amber Princess," leaving the Globe
this, its second, week (through "Betty"
due to open there next week), also
wanted the Park, offering $3,000 a week
for it, according to report, while the
Shuberts offered but $2,000. and the
"Civilization" picture now in the Park
on a rental basis at $1,000 a week refusing to vacate. Tuesday it was ruGirl

mored "The Flame" might remain at
the Lyric, with the Fox picture going
into the 44th Street, though the filmLyric paper is out.
Erlanger, after having leased
Klaw
the Liberty for the "Intolerance" film
at $2,000 weekly now find themselves
in need of a Broadway house for the
Elsie Ferguson play, and are willing to
pay $40,000 for one year, if a theatre
can be secured.
The Shuberts, while still seeking the*
atres, have leased the Comedy on 39th
Street to the Washington Square Players for the season, while tlfe 39th
Street, also Shuberts', will have from

&

next week on the Walter N. Lawrence
"Backfire." Mr. Lawrence having rented the 39th Street for six weeks
from the Shuberts at $3,000 weekly.
The Shuberts are said to have offered
A. H. Woods $3,500 weekly as rental
for the Republic, where "His Bridal
Night" (Woods' show) is now playing.
The proposal was declined.
Little of importance developed from
this season's crop of $2 shows.
The
biggest hit' is "Turn to the Right" at
the Gaiety, but Broadway is awaiting

-piece,

a sensational success it feels certain is
in the offing.
When the biggest happening occurs it expects the show business to take an upward trend and keep
up to measure during a season that
looks fairly rosy just at present, especially in the large cities. The early indications on the road are that good
shows will get the money as of yore.

A noticeable item of this month is
that few Broadway plays have been
doing^ business direct with the cut-rate
agencies. Not over six or seven Broadway houses are now placing their coupons at cut rates, though there has been
a recent instance of a New York management spreading "lithograph" coupons all over the city, peddling them in
fact at street corners, the coupons reading that "a slieht advance" will admit
the bearer.
The "slight advance" is
usually one-half the box office price,
which means an extra profit to the theatre nnce it cuts out the shave on the
cut-rate agency's wholesale price. The
cut-rate

offices,

however,

have

been

handling tickets for qurte a number of
houses, securing most of these from the
turn back by the hotels and speculating
agencies that have made outright buys
for the reigning plays, taking so many
cats a night for t specified period.

The

agencies report the biggest
week's business so far this season. The
ticket men say the strike had no effect
on business after the first few days.
varibtt resumes its monthly estimate
of box office takings for the New York
$2 theatres, the first since April. The
estimates are as follows:
'The Amber Princess" (Globe) (2d
week). Got away to bad notices, and
did $4,600 last week.

The

Big Show* (Hippodrome) tf th
Not the kick of last years Hip
production, creating less talk and show
holding bare possibilities for press matter.
Production needed much fixing after opening and probably has averaged
around $47,000 weekly surce then. The
week).

hurrah of last season's Hip show

still

pulling business for the house.

The Boomerang" (Belaeco) (61st
week). The number of weeks of this
comedy's run tells its own story. The
Belasco play went through the summer
without interruption and will have the
longest ran of any New York piece of
recent years to Its credit before denartinor

shortly.

Now dome

around

$4,500,

another

New York

certain sign of

box

11

almost a
draught

theatre,
office

Man" (Astor) (7th week).
this A. H.
dramatic piece, that the Woods
upon before
office
built verv high
shown in New York. $6,100 last week.
Leaves Saturday. "Bunker Bean" moves
in next week.
"Hia Bridal Night" (Republic) (6th
week). The Dolly Sisters' show, put
on by A. H. Woods and "hooked up"
so expertly by that manager he need
never worry. The Dollys from their
earlier brief spring to. r in the play look
to be a better road attraction than a
Broadway draw. Woods said to have
taken in an outsider on this production.
$6,000 last week.
"The Intruder" (C. & H.) (1st week).
Opened Tuesday. Looks good.
^Intolerance" (film) (Liberty) (4th
week). The Griffith film that few say
"Guilty

Not much beard about

Woods

lives up to the first Griffith immortal
"The Birth of a Nation." "Intolerance"
in Liberty for four weeks at $2,000
weekly (rental) with a week to week
option then exercisable at same figure.
The picture is sure of $2,000 each on

Saturday and Sunday. Did about $11.000 first week. $9,500 second and $10,000
last week.
Too manv stories for picture enthusiasm, according to the gen*
eral verdict, but picture so big must attract without becoming, however, a self
advertiser.

"Misa Springtime" (Amsterdam) (1st
Opened Monday. Opinion di-

week).
vided.

"Mr. Laxarna" (Shubert) (4th week).
This piece with Henry E. Dixey, expected to be rated about fourth among
the successes shortly after its opening,
has tumbled. With cut-rate tickets out
Leaves soon.
it did $3,400 last week.

"The Man

Who Came

Back" (Play-

still phenomenal considering the circumstances.
"Caroline- (Emnire) (2d week). Averaging around $1,100 a performance,
gross of about $8,500, but management
disappointed on returns.
Piece star*
Margaret Anglin.
"Cheating Cheaters" (Eltinge) (7th
week). Conceded the second Broadway
hit.
Did $8,000 last week, a slight droppine off.
"Civilisation- (Park)
(17th
(film)
week). While the 17th week in New
York, this feature film has not been all
of that time at the Park. The picture
management rents the theatre and
seems fullv satisfied with results. Got
$3 700 last week.
"Pair and Warmer" (Harris) (48th
week). Next onlv to "The Boomerang"
in point of length of stav. Played over
the summer, having moved to the Har-

house) (5th weel V Displaying surprising and unexpected strength. Cut-rate
agencies handling tickets.
Show got
Expectations of a
$6,800 last week.
run. Has an opium dive scene for extra
attraction. May by continued run force
Grace George to open her annual metropolitan season in another theatre.
''Nothing but the Truth" (Longace>
(3rd weekV H. H. Frazee's farce with
Willie Collier. Mr. Frazee lately disposed of 400 tickets nightly- for 10
weeks. Show well liked and will probably build up. Did nearly $10,000 last
week.
(2d
(Lyceum)
"Mister Antonio"
week).
Otis Skinner mostly responsible for the business. Looks to be doing about $5,500.
"Paganini" (Criterion) (3rd week).

from the Eltinge. Has made an
enormous refutation as a farce and several companies are being sent on road.

week

ris

week.
Closes this week;
"Un^er Sentence" next week.
The Flame" (Lvric) (4th week).
Seems as though Richard Walton Tully's assertion he would make this piece
range alongside "Omar" is due to come
out.
After an unmerciful panning
handed the Tullv-written piece by the
critics. Mr. Tully stood pat. The show
did $7,000 last week, with nothing in the
cut-rate agencies and vhe show management looking for another Broadway
house when a previous contract to exhibit a film at the Lyric will force The
$5,100

last

Flame" to move. "Omar, the Tent
Maker." another Tully play, underwent
same experience on Broadway. The
first reports of "The Flame" were nobody could sit through it an(f that half
the first-night audience walked out during the performance.
"Flora Bella" (Casino) (5th week).
Not over well spoken of at its opening,
but seems to be in a fair way for. a run.
Cut-rate tickets on sale and show doin?
around $7,500.
the

"Girl

week).

from Braxfl" (44th
Placed

in

cut-rate

St.)

(5th

agencies,

drawing and got $8,200 last
week, much higher than would have
been estimated by the average observer.
May have to more and wants to go In
piece

still

With

Seems little
George Arliss.
thought of as a contender. $4,300 last
"Passing Show" (Winter Garden)
(15th week). Nearing the end of its run
with another show preparing. "Passing

Show" started nothinar. The house
peddled "lithograph" tickets around the
city, particularly in

the

downtown

busi-

ness section.
"Pierrot the Prodigal" (Booth) (4th
week). Pantomime with the reviewers
raving over its merit more than the
public. $3,000 last week.
"Pollyanna" (Hudson) (2d week).
Broadway people pin faith on this play.
Matinees especially appealing through
Reported around
popularity of story.
$7,500 last week.
"Seven Chances" (Cohan) (8th week).
Doing about $6,800. Picked up after
second week. Last act changed in dialog and set.
"Turn to the Right" (Gaiety) (7th
week). A comedy chock full of surefires as they are known and making a
hit.
Produced by the authors. Winchell

Smith and Jack Haafcard.
week, nearly capacitv.

last

Did $9,500
A "No. 2"

comnany now forming for Chicago.
"Very Good Eddie" (39th St.) (40th
week.) Moved all about and still moving during

Goes back

its

long run

in

New

to Princess next week.

York.

Did

$5,100 last week. Road companies out.
Seats selling only' for four weeks for
"Eddie " "Go to It" slated to follow in.

Washington Square Players (Comedy) (5th week). The inaugurator of
the'oresent siege for one-act playlets
at $2. Started last season at the gand
Box. Got over well enough to rent
the

Comedy

for this season.

"Upstairs and Down" (Cort) (1st
week). Opened Monday.
"Silent Witness" (Fulton) (7th week).
Left the Fulton to make room for "Arms
and the Girl" opening there this week.
Shuberts are said to have guaranteed
H. H. Frazee a theatre on Broadway
within three weeks to continue the interrupted run of the "Witness" pieee
that seemed to be Towing in popularity.

now

It did $5,100 last

week and

is

out on the road.

"Rich Man, Poor Man" (48th St).
Set to open tonight but later postponed
The James T. Powers
until Monday.
show,

"Somebody's

Luggage"

(Shu-

closed at the 48th Street last
Saturday. It is said Powers will take
that piece out on his own.
"Idle Wives" (Elliott) (2d week)

berts)

Placed in after authorities had
(film).
stopped "Is Any Girl Safe?" another
picture. Next week speaking play "Fixing Sister," takes Elliott stage, picture
closing Sunday.
Chicago. Sept

27.

Estimates of box office receipts for
current attractions are:

"Cohan Revue" (Grand). Over $17,last week and will probably run beyond that figure this week, the last of
the engagement

000

"Step Thla Waj" (Lew Fields) (GarReported $10,000 last week.
Comnlete sell-out Saturday night
Esti"Bine Paradise" (Chicago).
mated at $12000 last week, which seems
high for thst house, though Cecil Gean
verv popular locally.
"Fair and Wanner" (Cort). Between
$8 000 and $9,000. First 14 rows at $2
rick).

hel*s.

"Please Helo Emily" (Power's). Between $5 000 and $6,000.

"Pom P~m" (Illinois). Over $10,000.
"Common Clay" (Olympic). Around
$10000.

"What's
Blackstone).

Your Husband Doing?"
Opened Monday.

ONE WAT ONLY.
Shuberts, who have advertised
extensivelv and also received considerable publicity through their philanthropy in offering to bring patrons to
their theatres In automobiles free of
charge during the street car strike, seem
to have forgotten that after the performance their patrons might want to

The

go home.
"U. T.

CS" AND

"NIGHTS."

Chicago. Sept. 27.
The good old days of the legitimate
anpear to have returned with "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" and 'Ten Nights in a
Barroom" billed in the wilds herestitution.

THEO. ROBERTS IN COURT.
Theodore Roberts faced his wife,
Lucy Roberts, in a local court this week
to defend her suit for divorce after a
long fought action. Mr. Roberts finally decided not to contest the claim unless the alleged corespondent is named.

FOR CHARITY ONLY.
St Louis, Sept. 27.
Child actors and singers are to be
strictly taboo in St. Louis in the future.
After a conference between Sidney
Johnson, factory inspector, and Prosecuting Attorney Howard Sidener, it
was announced the law as to stage
children was to be interpreted as meaning that "no children under legal age
of 16 shall be employed on any stage
or in cabarets or picture shows as
singers for pay unless the proceeds go
for charity."
'

*»'t advsrtlM.
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THE ANSWER
JAMES WILLIAM F1TZPATRICK,
President,

No. 225

West

A

46th Street,

rely

on

his

an

is

own

individualist pure

creative instinct, his

own mannerisms, his own
his own looks, his own ability

and simple.

own

person-

ality, his

peculiarities, his

voice,

to succeed.

own

•

City.

Public taste changes daily. He must meet these changes.
Plane him down, smooth his edges, file his surface, sandpaper his polish and you have a workman instead of a

Sir:

"yes," a "no" and a two-cent

stamp are the only three

your "open" letter to
"Variety," September 25th.

requisites needed in reply to
ciation, published in

vaudeville actor

He must

White Rats Actors Union,

New York
Dear

A

Esq.,

9

v

this

master.

AssoIf vaudeville art is to

be unionized, the artist must be

"yes" to acknowledge the receipt of your very "open"
a "no" to the mistaken and erroneous charges contained therein, and a two-cent stamp to mail the answer to

changed into a day laborer and treated as such. Then follow the same procedure as with an ordinary stage hand or
a musician* Pay them all the same wages. That is one of
the fundamental creeds of the American Federation of

your

Labor.

A

letter,

office.

But, as you tfave chosen your ground, and apparently

enjoy the light of publicity, and we are not averse to that
light, we shall employ the same means of communication
as

ALL LABOR OF THE SAME KIND MUST BE PAID

THE SAME
That

you employed.

is

PRICE.

what the "closed shop" means.

It

also

means

a

limitation and restriction on the manager's freedom to pick
If the White Rats can afford to pay $1,000 for a sevenpage display (including your Agitator's dribble), when a
sheet of writing-paper and a United States stamp might
have been used for the same purpose, it lays bare a state of
prosperity in the treasury entirely unwarranted by the
piteous appeal for new members at cut-rates before October
1st.

his talent

Do you

from members of the White Rats

think any artists will accept that principle?

We stand for freedom for the artists.
is

only.

Not thraldom.

the sole issue between this Association and your

This issue cannot be and will not be arbitrated
We absolutely refuse any conference with any
Committee of White Rats as long as the White Rats bears
the union stamp.
Association.

or discussed.

Your "open" letter is open to correction on so many points,
if every one were to be taken up separately, it would
require the combined Sunday issues of all the theatrical publications in New York to make a reply in full.
At space
rates this would mean an expenditure of such proportions
that the treasury of this organization would be depleted
and its members compelled to go into bankruptcy.
that

The

gentlemen concerned are
just now ehg&ged in meeting the additional disbursements
imposed by higher rents, increased salaries to actors, and
increased taxation of various kinds and forms levied by fhe
Government.
financial resources of the

At the outset, no doubt to enlighten the always ignorant
you modestly describe yourself as a "man of mod-

public,

erate intelligence."

We

accept your description of yourself, and will frame our reply in language understandable
by yourself and other White Rats.

If the principles of

were carried out to

We

are in favor of organization of vaudeville artists as
artists, not as artisans.

We are opposed to any movement that destroys the creative

elements in vaudeville

art.

for all

logical finish

it

and all for one
would mean the

decapitation of every "head"-liner, the setting of every
"star," and the finish of every "feature."

Do

the artists

want that?
*

The White Rats pay Mountford $10,000 a year for
tion that costs them at least $100,000 in evil results.

agita-

The White Rats expend $1,000 on a seven-page statement in a trade journal; BUT the White Rats could not
afford to pay the funeral expenses of Billy Fogarty, a White
Rat, killed in an accident, the only support of a penniless
mother and wife.

Strikes cost money.
is it all

Since the reorganization of the White Rats Actors'
Union we have declined to deal with it because it U a trades
union, and it advocates the principle of the "closed shop/ 9

UNION —one
its

Is there

any

left in

the treasury, or

expended for agitation?

As the New York "Sun" said in an editorial the other
"Add the high cost of striking to the high cost of living

day,

and the

When you threaten
words of the Agitator,

result is widespread misery."

sounds too much

strike

it

and

would be well for you and the artists in this country
mind the pithy little editorial from the "Sun,"

it

to bear well in

quoted above.

like the
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lay a great deal of stress on broken engagements
in plural. You take five pages to talk about them. But you
only cite one—of February 28th, 1907—between Mr. Mudge,

You

Mr. B. F. Keith and others.

Who broke this

Don't you

agreement?

know

the actors

did?

Nineteen seven was the year of the "advanced vaudeville" war, and as soon as the opposition (formed by Klaw
& Erlanger, the Shuberts and others) materialized, hundreds
of White Rats forgot all their obligations and all their agreements with the signers of that letter and officers of the
White Rats encouraged their members to desert the signers
of the agreement and to assist the "advanced vaudeville"
managers.

For every alleged breach of contract on the part of a
actually broken promises

manager we can show you a dozen
on the part of White Rats.

In your article, Mr. FitzPatrick, you claim that at one
White Rats' membership was increased
by 11,000 in four months. Who is the deliverer of such misWhile we know that the membership list
information?
time, in 191Q, the

furnished the American Federation of Labor is swollen, lifce
the banks of a river, to deceive the Federation officials as to
the strength of the organization, we also know that at no

time have there been 11,000

members

in the organization.

At this time there are about 2,000 in your organization.
you have thousands of members, as you would have us
believe, where is the money the members paid? If you have
not so many members, then you are permitting the men you
are supposed to counsel and lead to be misled by the Agitator*
Take either horn of the dilemma, there is something rotten
and it's not in Denmark.
If

The statement that the burlesque business is 99 per cent.
White Rat, small time vaudeville 95 per cent. White Rat, and
big time vaudeville 89 per cent. White Rat, is an out and out
false representation, but it is a true statement of the number which do not belong to the White Rats. While not contained in your "open" letter, it is printed on the following
page, and we assume, as President, you are conversant with
and stand for all that Mr. Mountford says and does.
so great, why is it necessary to take recourse to cut-rates in membership fees before
October 1st? Joe LeBlang, the cut-rate man, is never sent
If the

growth of membership

is

by New York managers unless a show needs help. Has
Mr. LeBlang been made an honorary member of the White
Rats, and does their show need boosting?

for

A word in closing, Mr. FitzPatrick. We know you to be a
well-meaning man, of more than "moflerate intelligence,"
you describe yourself. You preface your article with a
quotation from the Declaration of Independence. We like
the one from Lincoln better, about fooling some of the peoas

ple all the time,

you can't "fool

and
all

all

of the people

the people

all

some of the

time, but

the time."

You are a clever writer of fiction. Leave facts alone,
because you are up against it if you try to get any from the
Agitator and his ilk in the organization.
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Before writing us in your official capacity, we suggest
you spend a little time investigating, not the dead records
and files of the past ten years, but the living records and files
of the present moment. There is enough at this moment to
be done.
We suggest first and foremost, a rigid investigation of
how and why the Lancaster Theatre was sold for about
$20,9(0 a few weeks ago, when it cost the White Rats
$55,000. And then where is the $20,000? We suggest that
you find out
We suggest an investigation of the exact financial status
of the yhite Rats at this moment to find out the actual

amount of cash

in the bank, available for use to allay the

few members in your organization, when
and if you are prevailed on by Mountford to call that strike
that you refer to.
Before you ask us to help clean the vaudeville house, we
say, go ahead and clean up your own house.
Now, Mr. FitzPatrick, when you were elected to the ofsuffering of the

fice

of Big Chief, not only the vaudeville performers through

the country, but the managers, believed and hoped that you
would be the Moses to lead the artist out of the desert of
agitation and strife.

We believed that when you became head of the White
Rats that you would not tolerate the dictates of the paid
Agitator and the few directors who have personal axes to
grind. We did not expect that you would lend yourself to
using the moneys of the members to agitate for a few disgruntled, job-hunting directors and paid agitators.
But, apparently, the artist and the manager are doomed
you are concerned. For what
have you done since your election, but to write a letter to the
managers bearing every evidence that it was either written,
or partly dictated or inspired by the Agitator. It is five
pages of trash, dug up out of Mountford's old "Player" files,
a rehash that Mountford himself has not the nerve to sign.
have sufficient confidence in you to believe that if
you take the time and trouble to dig down into the real
9
situation of the White Rats organization, you will show
yourself to be the man that both the artists and the managers believe you to be, and that you will resign from the
organization, which is now headed for its own destruction
to disappointment, so far as

We

and the disruption of vaudeville, and
artists

and managers placed

Strike or no strike,

make some conand trust which the

will

structive effort to help realize the hope
in you.

we

are forever pledged against the
White Rats and against any conference with it and any of
its Committees, so long as the White Rats continues to be
a Labor Union, with its policy of closed shop and what
that backward step would mean to vaudeville.

We are opposed to the White Rats as
tuted, with its malignant

at present consti-

and cancerous growths, which have

attached to it, such as the closed shop, agitation, strikes,
misery, disruption and disorganization, but which have
sapped the lifeblood from the members of the organization
to pay the salaries of a few favored agitators, organizers,
walking delegates, etc, who are unable to make a living in
any regular, constructive or productive occuption.

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.
9

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial

Presentation, First Ajpaaranca

or Reappearance in or

Hermine Shone and Co. (7).
"The Evolution of Life" (Fantasy).
29

Around

Mine.;

changes

New York

Special
of

Bet with seven
scenes within

interior

set).

Palace.

Nina
Airs.

Valeri, Colonial
'Gene Hughes and Co.

(New

Act), Colonial.

Emily Hooper and Co., Colonial
Van and Belle, Alhambra.
Harry First and Co. (New Act), Alhambra.
Elvcra

Sisters, Royal
Brennan and Powell, RoyaL
Billy Beard, RoyaL
Virginia Earl and Co., RoyaL
Emwett Welch and Co n Kojal.
Madison and Winchester, RoyaL
Pivatov and Eaton, RoyaL
Nat C. Goodwin (New Act),
Orpheum.
ttnna and Picks (New Act),
Orpheum.
Gonne and Alberta, Bushwick.
Giumain Trio, Bush wick.

Marion Morgan's Art Dancers.
27 Mine.; lull Stage, One and Full
Stage (.Special Sets and Drop).
Palace.
Classical dancing as performed under
the tutelage of Marion Morgan is an
exercise,
it may be it should be and
through that the reported adoption by
some schools somewhere in the U. S.
of the class dance as a health exercise
for students may have arisen. But still
the new Morgan act with all of its good
points docs not decide who is the best
classical dancer, a brunette or blonde.
Tne brunettes are strongly favored in
this turn that claims to be "A Historical
Roman Ballet in Three Episodes" and
with a synopsis. As in a calisthenic
canter freedom of movement must be
assured and to assure that the 11 or 13
people in the Morgan production are
airily dressed.
At one time as each
walks down to the footlights the veiling
would hardly be noticed were it not for
the spotlight playing so full upon it
But "Art" covers everything, even if
clothes don't, and Marion Morgan, al-

ways a stickler for making her girls
work all the time, has placed a most
diverting dance ensemble on the vaudeville stage, far

outdoing her former

ef-

forts along

these lines, but retaining
the trademark of her work, active formations that never fail to look active
whether they are or not The story is
not so important as the bare legs, for
any story might do while there are not
so many pretty bare legs on the stage
that may be seen unadorned as this
Morgan act displays. Another thing in
dancing turns Miss Morgan has sponsored the names of coryphees. They
run like this: Hazel Chesley, Taisey
Darling, Mira Belle Daniels, Lois File,
Elaine Forbes, Josephine McLean, Jes-

—

sie

Rosamonde Cowan, Millie
Ruth Weston, Enid Whittlesey.

Benn,

Oertel,

The style in burlesque when
names like that in the chorus

there are
is to have

Ratph Dunbar presents this act
which stars Hermine Shone, and Mr.
Dunbar admits on the program he conceived it, which lets him out, for probably no one else who had ever mixed
with vaudeville could have done so. It's
poetic in verse with the poetry reader
costumed as a Spanish tango dancer.
The weaved story tries to tell of the
evolution of a baby into a bride, and
the various periods are pictured with
the assistance of protean scenery that
behaved splendidly. Opposed to Poetry
is Reality.
If it's true reality is rough
then the character must be passed uncensored, though its roughness cam's
from its dialog, and the whole affair
seems to suggest a delicate truck

The program says Harold
Clark and Emmet DeVoy wrote the
book, which likely comprehends the
poetry as well, the leading rhyme of
which appears to be "began and Mary
Ann," although Mary Ann, after marriage, became Marion, but even this
could not help her or her performance.
Mary Ann is Miss Shone, the girl who
grew up on scenery, first toddling into
view as a cutey at six years of age.
That set led that. Had it been 16 Miss
Shone stood a fair chance, but before
16 she was a school girl, then a debutante and then a bride riding away in
an auto after a ragtime marriage, the
rag derived from the tough slangy condriver.

tribution

by

Reality,

in

answer

to

Poetry's remarks. They were always
around, Poetry and Reality, and it
would have been just as sweet and bit.ter perhaps if they had not been.
The
finish was that Mary Ann-Marion got
a baby of her own, but it happened
nearly 30 minutes after she had been
born herself, and in the interim no
alarm clocks had been provided. The
audience yawned through 25 minutes of
the act and laughed, sometimes at the
sketch and less frequently through it.
Lewis Calhorn was Poetry (he may be
yet as the sketch opened Monday at
the Palace); Thomas V. Morrison is
Reality.
Others of the company excepting Glen Anders might have doubled or been stage hands and usherMr. Anders played the youth in
ettes.
love, John, and with an awfully sloppy
role did very well.
However, with any
other star the same fate for "The Evo-

—

ution of Life" would have been in waiting.
To see it as a real comedy turn
one might devoutedly wish to be present if it ever played a Sunday matinee
Slme.
at the Columbia.

Canfield and Barnes.
Singing, Talking and Dancing.
15 Mins.; One.

an identification

City.

monde Cowan

Barnes,
recently
a
formed turn, should in time be in a
position to hold down a spot on the
big
small
time
programs.
Barnes
(formerly the Hebrew of Barnes and
Barron) is workine exactly the same,
while Canfield is doing straight. The
talk is interesting, although it runs
close to the "sniffer's" style that has

Will Rosasystem.
kindly step forward and
say whether that is her right name,
and how about Taisey Darling, so convenient it must have been an inspiration on a summer vacation, and doesn't
Josic McLean feel awfully commonplace as a classic among classics with
that Mac hung on her? The principals
are William Williams, Claire Kautzenbach and Helen Shepherd. One of the
principal young women has a way of
dancing suggesting she has been accustomed to dodging right and left swings.
Miss Morgan put on the turn, wrote it,

composed
good with

it,
it.

costumed

it

and made

Livingston Piatt manu-

factured the scenery, a good part of
the whole, and Robert Hurd is the
musical director. It's a classical dance
turn that may and should outlive the
others in vaudeville for Miss Morgan
knew what she was doing, while most
of the others accepted an opportunity
to change their manner of dancing without any thought beyond that
Slme.

Canfield

and

been heard before. It is humorous at
times, but could be cut some to allow
for more comedy.
Barnes does not appear to judge his worth as a comedian,
and while he has an excellent straight,
he might just as well take advantage
of
the
opportunity.
His
dancing
elicited some hearty laughter, through
some of the eccentricities gone through,
although his physique alone is laughable.

turns

My

some good rewith "Never Nearer Heaven In

Canfield received

Life," while doing it as a solo, and
would be best to allow Barnes to
make his dance a solo, instead of Canfield trying to divide the attention by
it

singing.

Dugan and Raymond.
"They Auto Know Better" (Comedy).
14 Mine.; Two.

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
St

Palace.

"Backfire," 39th

This comedy skit, a new one played
by Thomas Dugan and Babette Raymond, should be the finis of all the
Ford gags of vaudeville. The DuganRaymond duo have taken a Ford machine and twisted it into a comedy
knot.
In the vaudeville automobile
line they have out-motored "Motoring," perhaps with not so much finesse
but with infinitely more labor and aa
much laughter. And Dugan and Ray-

"Bunker Bean," Astor (Oct. 2).
Washington Square Players, Comedy
(Oct 2).
"Rich Man, Poor Man," 48th St. (Oct. 2).
"Betty," Globe (Oct 3).
"Hueh," Little (Oct 3).
"Under Sentence," Harris (Oct. 3).
"Fixing Sister," Elliott (Oct 4).

mond are perfectly safe, for if Ford
should want to stop them they still
have 96 other makes as well and as unfavorably known to topple back upon.
Before bursting into the strong arm
work of the turn,' that of making a machine back up, stand up, go ahead and
buckle up, Dugan and Raymond proceed to frame a sketch. Mr. Dugan
comes on with a little laugh that starts
others, whistles for his girl, breaks a
pane of glass in a window to attract attention when the whistling fails, and
they agree with the aid of a ladder to
elope.
He entered in a car and it is
waiting for them. When ready to elope
the machine

comedy

after never stops.

and thereincludes during

starts

It

the running a most ungraceful flop
taken by Miss Raymond from the car's
seat as it springs upward, showing
without equivocation the young woman
is fully undepressed.
Mr. Dugan carries himself along easily and appears
that kind of a comedian vaudeville likes.
As a* "skit" this act belongs, and while
not the biggest laugh maker ever put
out it can be depended upon for comedy. The turn places solidly on the big

time

Dugan and Raymond, who

tract the

those

difference
their

Maud

most notice through

who know them
existing

former act

for

between

will at-

from

it

the

large

this

and

Slme.

Mailer.

Songs and Talk.
16 Mins.; One.
Bushwick.
Maud Muller opened after intermission at the Bushwick, her first appearance there as a single. The position at
the start appeared to greatly hamper
Miss Muller who had difficulty in planting comfcdy or getting over the talk,
owing to the house welkins; in. After
once she had made herself heard and
secured a laugh or two through bits
with the orchestra, her work was apThe talk is of secondary
preciated.
importance to her singing. The latter
easily upheld the act and scored for her
a substantial hit

Garry Owen and Mary Campbell.
Songs and Talk.
12 Mine.; One.
Hamilton.
Garry Owen, a classy looking juvenile, has secured in Mary Campbell
an attractive girl partner with looks
aplenty and personality. At the present time her voice is below par, but
with the aid of her partner this is not
noticeable. The solo number might be
shortened to some extent with something not so difficult attempted. Opening with "Nashville" as a double Miss
Campbell next uses "Virginia" as a
solo, followed by a comedy number by
young Owen, one of ' the act's best
bits.
A familiar double wiih a bit of
recitative work brings it to a close.

Hylands and Dale.
Singing.
12 Mins.; One.

American Roof.
Two girls, one

in

boy's clothes.

Dou-

Miss Dale (in feminine atrendering an Irish ballad, Miss
Hylands, after changing to another

ble opening,
tire)

boy's clothes make-up, offering an old

English comedy number. They finish
with a conversational duet made up of
lines from popular songs. A small turn.
Jolo.

(Oct. 2).

Sam A. Maharry and Co. (2).
"Monsieur Baptist" (Dramatic).
15 Mins.; Full Stage <Special Set).

Harlem Opera House.
Sam A. Maharry has an

interesting

character bit in a Canadian half-breed
and plays it most capably, but his
sketch, "Monsieur Baptist," is all wrong
for several reasons. One is it has no
feminine interest; another is there is
no suspense, the issue is never in doubt
Besides the story is entirely theatrical.
The stage is in half light, shows the
shack of a "habitant" in the Canadian
wilds.
Enters an agitated man from
the cities, a fugitive from the Northwest Mounted Police. Monsieur Baptist, returning home, just escapes his
bullet, but manages to get the drop on
his nervous guest So far the action

has a good start, but it lapses. In talk
it appears that the man from Quebec
has killed a man and is fleeing. It also
appears that he had wronged Baptist's
sister.
So Baptist offers him his
choice of two tablets, one poison, the
other harmless, Baptist, of course, taking the other. Both swallow a pill and
there is a pause which should be tense,
but isn't. Then the Man from Quebec
dies an acrobatic death which suggests
strychnine. But the play is not yet
There appears a red coated
over.
member of the police on the fugitive's
trail.
But Baptist has hidden the body
and misdirects the pursuit for no other
reason, apparently, but to introduce an
anti climax.
Maharry is worth a much
better vehicle.

Two

Juliana.

Acrobats.
8 Mine.; One and Two.
City.

Two men

attempting a talking acroturn to little results, mainly
through the comedian's vain efforts.
Opening in "one" a short street conversation is brought into play, after
which they go to "two," then starting
the tumbling.
The member playing
batic

straight shows to good advantage wben
not talking, in fact the same may be
said about the other partner, and were
it not for a corking good pantomime
wrestling bout, and a bit of "risley"
work, partially spoiled through a bad
miss, the turn probably would have

passed away unnoticed.
When they
decide to do away with all of the talk,
especialy the line "I've Cot An Idea,"
they will be doing much better.

Daisy Leon.
Sonts.
12 Mins.; One.
Hamilton.
Daisy Leon programed as "The
Dainty English Comedienne," is singing four distinct kinds of songs.
Her
first is a published number, "Dangerous Boy." For her second, "Garden of
My Heart" is used mostly for a voice
displayer, which it does.
Following
these two numbers Miss Leon brings
forth two apparently new and exclusive numbers, both of which carry her
on nicely. The first is an Italian character song, at times suggesting the
"Rock" number owing to the use of a
brick. The other song, "Beautiful "Seaside," discloses hcT in a bewitching bathing costume, enough in itself to put
the song over.
Miss Leon is a well
voiced young worn art whose general
bearing would suggest the big time.
v
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NEWS

WHITE
who

Actors

for us are
themselves.

are fighting
fighting for

Can Any Manager Object

who

are fighting
for the managers are fighting against themselves.

Actors

to This?

There seems to be a great deal of ignorance as to what the White
Rats Actors' Union and the Associated Actresses of America are asking.
Whether this, ignorance is assumed or real, I know not.
I have an idea that, with some managers, it is assumed for the purpose
of misleading and deceiving their associates who have not studied the
subject and who are being frightened into submission to the wishes of
the other managers by a wrong statement of our requests, our policy
and our line of action.
The majority of Unions concern themselves with rates of pay,
questions of wages, the sort or class of work to be done by its members,
and the hours of labor.

M

lb

Tomorrow is the last day
you can

join this organiza-

tion for

an

initiation fee of

$15.00.

»

The Following Acts
HAVE BEEN

White Rats Actors'

None of these is a cardinal or principal point in the policy of the
White Rats Actors' Union.
But the chief difference between this Union and other Unions is in
the way we wish to operate and,, in the manner we desire to have the
relations of managers and artist ordained, regulated and governed.
Most Organizations themselves draw up a list of demands which,
after discussion by the members of the Union, are voted on and are then
presented to the employer, and if such demands are refused by the

Union and Associ-

employer a strike follows.
We, on the other hand, make no demands.
We want an agreement with the managers to

Suspended
FROM THE
,

differences.

ated Actresses of

America
FOR

Disobedience of

Orders
Al Harvey and Co.
("Dr. Joy's Sanitarium")

Hager and Goodwin
E. E. Clive

and Co.

Chuck Haas

Downes and Gomez
(Colored Singers

and Dancers)

Hartman and Yerady
(Hungarian Dancers)

Royal Gascoyne
(Of

"The Gaacoynes")

Dunedin Duo
Onetta

The Parisian Trio
Matin Van Bergen
Al Harvey and Co. of "Dr.
Joy's Sanitarium" has been
tried by the Organization
on the above charges, and
has been fined $500 and
his card suspended until
said fine
3

'

is

paid.

We want an

ARBITRATE

now

are

ready, and can

be obtained at any of
the following offices:

all

International Headquarters

*

agreement with the managers which should be binding
and, after 16 years' experience, the only method that we can see, that
would make the decision of an Arbitration Board final and enforcible, and
the only power that would make an agreement binding (that we can

—

APRIL CARDS

is the Union Shop.
propose that there should be a permanent and paid Board of
Arbitration consisting of three persons, one man to be appointed by us,
another one by the association of the managers, that these two together
should appoint a third, and that this should be the Supreme Court of
Appeal in the Vaudeville business.
They should sit whenever and wherever required.
They should draw up a set of rules made to govern the business, and
these rules should be enforced
And the enforcement of these rules would be left up to the Union
Shop.
They should judge every case separately, after hearing all the facts
possible in each particular and individual case, and their decision must
be binding on both manager and actor.
This Board would have to sit nearly every day, and in any part of
the country where disputes or disagreements might arise.
For this reason these gentlemen would have to be paid, and we are
willing to pay half the expenses of such Board up to $20,000 a year (as
our share), letting the managers pay the other half.
Such a Board of Arbitration, all composed of men thoroughly conversant with the methods and ideals of the Vaudeville business, would
be of incalculable benefit to the business, and would, within six months,
remove the gravest of the abuses from which both managers and actors
suffer, provided their decisions and findings were enforcible.
And their decisions would be enforcible immediately, under the
Union Shop.

227

West 46th

Street.

New York City.

discover)

We

Let us take a case John Williams, an actor, refuses to go on at the Colonial Theatre, New
York, because he is dissatisfied with the dressing room, and walks out.
At the present moment there is no redress against the actor whatever.
Under the system outlined above, the manager of the Colonial Theatre would report the
circumstances to the Board of Arbitration; they would hear the actor's side, and, presuming
that the facts are as related by the manager, the Arbitration Board would issue an order stating
that John Williams had damaged the theatre's business to the extent of $500.
That decision would be handed over to the Executive of the White Rats Actors' Union,
and he would communicate to Mr. Williams its finding, and state to him that unleas such fine
and damages were paid within 14 davs, that his card would be suspended, with the result that
Mr. Williams, if he didn't pay, would be unable to play or work in the Vaudeville Business.
On the other hand, suppose a manager was proven to be at fault with regard to the treatment
of an actor, and the Arbitration Board delivered a decision that the manager owed the actor $100.
That decision would be handed over to the Executive of the White Rats Actors' Union, who
would inform the manager that such was the decision, and that, unless within 14 days that
amount was paid, an Executive Order would be issued forbidding all acts to appear! for him,
or in any place with which he was connected.
Suppose an agent were to be found guilty of accepting rebates, and of booking the act
which paid him the most money. He would probably be warned once that such practices must
cease, and if he were caught again an order would be issued that no manager and no actor
could do business with him.

This is all possible and easy with the Union Shop.
want the Union Shop for.
We do not want to rule Vaudeville.

That

is all

-

All we want is, in conjunction with the managers and the decisions
of an Arbitration Board, to secure justice and fair play for actor and
manager, and we are willing to sign an agreement to the above effect
to last for three years, or five years, or ten years, as the managers may
see fit.
This is all we want, all we ask for, and all we are fighting for.

THIS POLICY NOT A REASONABLE ONE?

HARRY MOUNTFORD.

Chicago offices.
411

Tacoma

Building.

(Joseph Birnes,

St.

I.B.,

CD.O.)

Louis offices.

604 Carleton Building.

W.

(George

Searjeant,

CD.O.)

Boston

v

offices.

S*5 Washington Street
(Geoffrey L. Whalen,

I.B.,

CD.O.)

San Francisco offices.
Continental Hotel.

(Barry Connors,

I.B.,

CD.O.)

offices.

St

Charles Hotel
(Edward Barry, CD.O.)

Cleveland

office,

308 Erie Building.
(Jack T. Mclnemey. CD.O.)

we

WE DO NOT WANT TO RUN VAUDEVILLE.
WE DO WANT TO PREVENT THE RUIN OF VAUDEVILLE.

IS

and the

Detroit office,
512

Hammond

Building.

(Harry G. LeUiott, CD.O.)

CALL AT OR WRITE TO
THE NEAREST ONE,
AND SAVE TIME

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK (OCTOBER

BILLS

2)

I. VawsWrllU Theatre*
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
following name (usually ''Empress") are
on
ai
Orphean* Circuit. Theatres with "S-C" and
the Sullivan-Considine-Affiliated Booking Company Circuit.

"ABC

ST JAMES

mils next weea are as rename as it is possioie to oe at tne time gatnerc
^re taken off the hooks of the various agencies Wednesday of the currcrit week published.
SPECIAL NOTICE i The manner in which these bills are printed does not indicate the relative importance of acts nor their program positions. The haste in which the bills are gathered
prevents any attention being given these matters.
s

New York

E E

PALACE (orpb)
Josephine Victor Co

Burns

Bella Story

(One

Morgan Dancers
Henry LewU

Howard

(ubo)

COLONIAL

Robt O'Connor Co

Lano

Empire Comedy 4
Ford ft Leslie

Ray

ft

Breen

ft

(One to

(loew)

Gallagher

3 Lyres

Peru
Emily Hooper Co
Kerr ft Berko
parish

ft

ALHAMBRA

(ubo)

Cavanagh

White ft
Tempest

Sunshine
Avellng ft Lloyd
Maud Muller
Kltamura Japs

Van

ft

Waldron

ft

(ubo)

ft
ft

Wlncheater
Eaton

Haywood ft Haywood
Henry Borden Co
Maggie Cllne
Mang ft Snvder
2d half

McAvoy

John Sparks Co
Conrad ft Conrad
"Lawn Party"

PROCTOR'S 5*TH

ST.

Arthur Barrett
John O Sparks Co
Conrad ft Conrad
"Lawn Party"
2d half
ft Hay ward
Smith ft Ralph
Henry Borden Co
Rena barker
Wm Ebs Co
M«n« * ffnyder

Hayward

AMERICAN (loew)
Torcat's Roosters
B rough ton ft Turner
Owen McOlveney
Ethel Coatello
Vesnle Farrell Co
Patsy Doyle

Standard Tiros
fill)

2d

half

Dorothy Sothern 3
Sullivan ft Meyers

Martyn ft Florence
Fo1*om ft Brown
American Minstrels
Viola Duval
Robt O'Connor Co
Empire Comedy 4
Stelner Trio

LINCOLN

(loew)

Sylvia

Forester

ft

Cleve

(Two

to All)

(loew)
Olrlle

ft

ft Caron
Norton ft Noble
Brought on ft Turner
Mr. ft Mrs N Phillips
Bertie Fowler

Bell

ORPHEUM

Raymond
MrOowan

ft

Chlshoutn

ft

(loew)

Lloyd

Kaufman

Lillian

ft

Boyle
Sullivan ft Meyers

Geo Armstrong
Phunphlends
2d half
ft

Olrlle

Wood Co

Marie Russell
Cal Packers

(One to

(loew)
Harry LeClalr
Archer ft Bel ford
Holmes ft Riley
Mr. ft Mrs Sid Baxter
to Oil)

2d half
Lottie Williams Co
Maud Tiffany
3 Darling Slstera
to

fill)

Brooklyn
BTTRHWTCK (ubo)

World Dancers
Arthur Deagon
Shattuck A Golden
Hua-h Herbert
Merlan's Dogs

Co

GTazmaln

(loew)

A J Gibson

Earl

ft

Sunshine

El Clevo

Mr. A Mrs Phillips
Tabor A Oreen
Kerne A Williams
2d half

Raymoml
Kin* A Rone
Reed St John Trio
Curry A Oraham
Hoy* A Olrls
Frank Terry

ORKELKY

(loew)

Norton A Noble
Juliet

Wood Co

Edah Deldiidge Trio

Hearn ft
Brown ft Jackson
Harry Mason Co
Harrta A Brown

Oonne A Alberta
Trio

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Nat C Goodwin

Cams A Comer

Tom Mahoney

PROSPECT

(ubo)

Tlgho A Jason
Moore A Hnagcr
Oncar Lorraine
King A King
Herbert A OoMamlth
Adelaide noothhy Co
2d half
Vandcrbilt A Moore

Dan Rurke Co

•TnrvN A Harrison
Inez McCauley Co

Rogers A Rogers
(Other* to

Entertalnere

FULTONJloew)
Martyn ft Florence
Frank Oaby Co
Jlm'a Olrl
Marrie Russell

fill)

Marie Stoddard
Monkey Hip

A Pearson
DeArmo A Maguerite
Nichols Slstera
A Wills

Clifford
(On* to

Lottie Williams

Co

3 Daring Slaters

(Two

MARYLAND (ubo)
Cycling Brunettes
Helen Nodstrom
Gerard A Clark
Joe Cook
Qulaley A Fits
Mildred McComber
(Three to fill)
Battle Creek. Ml eh.

to

BIJOU

D.

(abc)

Wing A Ah Hoy
A Meyers
Albany. IV. T,
PROCTOR'S.
Le Dorm
Wm Ebea Co
Jos Jefferson Co
Morris A Campbell

BIJOU

Bob Mathews Co
A Berate

"Busted"
Xvloph tends
Dooley

(wva)
Pankey ft McCarver
"Merry Married Men"
Edna Dreon
Mcllyar A Hamilton
(One to fill)
Blraalnarnana. Ala.

LYRIC (ubo)
(Nashville split)
1st half

Nolan

Nolan
Tbe Van Dvkes
Mills ft Moulton
Violet McMillan
"Jasper"
ft

Bismarck.

GRAND

Those

Rubevllle

Bowman

T/ane

(ubo)

fill)

(l

)

2d half
Parker A Butler

Arbor, Mich.

MAJESTIC
(Jackson

(ubo)
split)

1st half

Han

I

on

A Clifton

(One

to

Pros

Family

(One

to

T

PANT AGES

(m)

Harry Hlnes
Adonis a Dog

Calnnaet. Mleh.

CROWN

(ubo)
Carroll Sisters
2d half
Zeitler

ft

Zeltler

Cedar Rapid*.

In.

MAJESTIC (wva)

GAL
A

Garden

dele Jason
"Petticoat Minstrels"
Bevan A Flint

Chaa Howard Co
2d half
"Six Little Wives"
Harry Gilbert
111.

VonHamoton A S
Wm O'Clalre A Girls
Anderson A Golneg
2d hair
Hubert Dyer Co
Frances Dyer
Robt H Hodge Co
Ed Morton
Geo Lovett Co
Charleston, S. C.
(ubo)

Casson A Earl
Sanna Co
SvlveRter A Vance
Emerson A Baldwin

PIEDMONT
(Roanoke

Lovenbera- Girls
M A J Harklns
Ptaine's Circus

.losle

(ubo)
splft)

Plllv

O'Meers
Rogers

Burton's Revue

(loew)

Cunnlnvham A Marlon

Chas MoNauvhton
Conroy'a Models
(One to fill)

Llda McMillan Co
Sam Harris
Calewsro
MAJESTTC (orph)
Resale Clayton Co
T^ew Oockstader
Anna Chandler
"Devil He Did" (new)

Sisters

fill)

2d half
Tho Storys

Gre«n A Pugb

HOTEL CECIL
Ave.

150 St. Nich.

Low

of

Rita Gould

(One to

All)

LINCOLN (wva)
Hall

Howe

ft

Howe

(Two

to

fill)

A

Tyler

(Two

Brown Fletcher 3
Brady A Mahoney
Alice Teddy
2d half
Day ft White
Leroy ft Harvey
Anderson ft Golnes

(Two

to

fill)

McVICKBR'S (m)
McDonald Trio
Mannattan Trio
"All Aboard"
Moss A Frey
So Cafeaajo
OAYETT (wva)
Frawley A West
Knight A Carlisle
Jno Gelger
Savoy's Dogs
2d half

KEITH'S (ubo)
Eadle ft Ramsden
Blosaom Seeley Co
O'Rourke ft Glda
"40 Winks"

Chung Hwa 4
Jaa Carson Co

EMPRESS

Rates. Transients Taken.

tlOv

EMPRESS

Society Clrcua
2d half

Chas Sweet
Apollo Trio
Penn City Trio

Lloyd

ft

Mayhew

Murphy A Klein
(Two

Taylor
Stuart Barnes
Palfrey Hall ft B

MILES (m)

Rooney A Bent
Princess Kalama
Duffy A Lorens

A 81mpson

McConnell

Mme Sumlko

3

Duo

Girls

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Maryland Singers
Fay Cooleye A Fay
Clark A Hamilton
Bert Levy
Cantwell.A Walker
McLallen A Carson
"Might Have Beens"
Detroit

ORPHEUM (m)
H Dean A Hanlon
The Lowreya
Dab tela A Conrad
Dunlap A Verdln

If.

D.

DeVoy A Dayton
Morse ft Clark
Dickinson, N. D.
(abc)

2d half

R Stuart ft Roberts
2d half
Smith A McOarry
Darling Saxaphone 4
O'Nell ft Gallagher
Hl'ckey BroB

ft

King

B Morrell 6
4 Manr Br«w

.

Raaton. Pa.

H

Rlcardo

(Two
Rant

Hyde
Revue

Barry Girls
"The Cop"
Hunting
Til ford Co
2d half
Otto Koerner Co
Fox A Ingraham

LAM
rtoy

(Two

Snow
to

fill)

Galveston, Tea/.

grand o H

(

Loula,

bill

inter)

^

playlnc

San Antonio

The Larneds

K

BAB

to All)

Ernie A Ertil*

A Roberta
Galeabvunr. 111.
(wva)
Chaa Ledegar

(Same

ERBER'S (wra)
Ovanda Duo

I

Stuart

Majestle,
(8-7).

ft

St.

;

ORPHEUM

(1-2)

fill)

2d half

ft

Sherlock"

(wva)
2d half
Great Westln
Nelson Sisters

R

(Two

Comfort

for

Darn Good A Funny

(wva)

Kuter Hughes

j

i

Ed Morton

ORPHEUM

Anderson

Delmore A Lea

RosAlres
Bert Hanlon
Carl Roslni Co
"Vacuum Cleaners"

*

La Mont's West Daya
Clayton A Lennie
Oxford Trio
2d half
Frawley A West

Fung Choy Co
Ft. William. Oat.

Darn Good A Funny

Ell's

.

Willie Solar

Great Westln
Nelson Sisters

He«s

Slstera

2d half
"Vanity Fair"
Ft. Wayne. Ind*
PALACE (ubo)
Ethel Mao Barkes
"The Right Man"

"Case

Sophie Tucker
Bert FltzglbbonB
Svengall

to

Lae. Wla*<
(wva)

Weir Tample A Dacy

Dalwva.

ft

Ergottl'a Lilliputians

Benny A Wooda

Hoey A Bellow
Rurke ft Held

Cooper

Show"
Frank Buah

.

(abc)
2d half
Variety Trio

ft

Lew FlUglbbon
A Mulford

Miller
"Style

Harry Gilbert
Nevlna A Erwood
Dlas'a Monks

Draper A Clayton

H

,

split)

1st half

2d half

Thompson A Berry

O

(Lansing

I

Ft. Dodjge, Iai
PRINCESS^ (wva)
Novelty Trio

Dlx A Dixie

GRAND

Coratlo
Olson A Johneon
rtlat, Mleh.
MAJESTIC (Ubo)

Transfleld

(abo)

Devi la Lake,

Ogden A Benson
(One to fill)
2d half
Mullaly A White
Thompson A Griffin-

Fond Da
IDEA
B J Moore

Fred Hlldebrand
"Suffragette Court"

MILES

(abc)

Ryan Broa
"Palm B Beauties"

W

Du For Boya

ABLE O
(Ubo)
Fink ft Fallon
Neighbors Garden

,t

fill)

GRAND

Hicks A Hunt
Xylophonlst
Gordon Eldred Co
Frankle Kelsey
M. Albright A Mack

Colnmtrae
KEITH'S (ubo)

to

Farapa. N. D.

GRAND

ft

t

Wilson Broa

fill)

"Cranberries"

Brltt

™

BIJOU (loew)
Murphy A Barry
Law Walls

(One to

Ruth Budd

Keno Kees ft M
Tower ft Darrell
Carlotta A Roma
"Meadowbrook Lane"

811ver A Duvall
Olga Mlshka Co
rail River.

The Dohertya
"The Freshman"

Beeman

(ubo)

A Tom

r

*-.

(Three to fill)
2d half
Frankle Fay

Cook A Stevens
Kervllle Family

ORPHEUM

"Paris Fashion Shop"

(wva)

»

"On The Veranda"

IIL
(%

W

Fregoll

HIP

Ille.

OP

Hubert Dyer Co
Temple A Dace>
Robt H Dodge Co
Pat Barrett

(abc)

The Gregorys

A Mercei

;haa Wilson

Deeataur,

Mlnola Hurst Co

(Sunday opening)
Togan ft Geneva

(wva)

1st half

uto split)
half

L

Cincinnati.

J

DELFT (ubo)
2d half
Deveax. Dell Co

GRAND

Ryan Co
Hoey A Lee

3 Dixie Girls
Sextet de Luxe

Coatea Crackerjack
Melvln Bros

Co

Elsa

Clark

A Adler
Burke A Burke

*

A Wheeler

8te-

ORPHEUM

2d half

(ubo)

Demarco

Stafford

Adama A Murray

fill)

Pour Roaea
Arthur Angel Co
(Three to fill)
WINDSOR (wva)
Nelusco A Hurley
Messer Slstera

K

IDothcrrllle, la.

Roshanara

fill)

to

COLONIAL

J A

Minnie Allen

Crolius

Otto Koerner Co
Wilton Slstera
Metropolitan Dancers
2d half
Faber A Watera
"The Funny Sheet"
Pat Barrett
to

1st half

A LeClalr

Carl

Kacaaaba. Mleh.

Dunedln 8'
Kerr A Weaton

2d half
8 Kennedy ft Reevea
(Four to fill)
AMERICAN (wra)

M

Marcou
Benny A Woods
Arthur Le Vine Co
Brie, Pa.

Daytaa* O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

"Funny Sheet"

Elliott

Morris A Allen
"At the Party"

World"

Hennlnga
JAW
Sablnl A Bronner

Beck

ft

Weber A

Gilroy Haynes A
Primrose Minstrels
Resists
Elkhart, Ind.
ORPHEUM (ubo)

H

A Bingham

Plsano

(One to fill)
Hdnaoatoau Caa.
PANT AGES (m)
Leo A May Jackson

Yates

McKlnley

Neil

Grey A Klumker
Mas Curtis
Weber A Wilson Rsv

Nalnoa

2d half
Ross Broa

Fletcher '3

Cleveland

1st half

Rhone A Mavne
AW«nrfer Pro*

"Edge

2d half

Harry Pease
Lorraine A Cameron
Smith A Farmer

(wva)

"The Detective"
Olive Briscoe
2d half

Alf Grant
Eckhoff ft Gordon

Stelndel Bros
Blanche Sloan
Charlotte, N. C.

Jack Norworth
Toots Paka Co
Ceo Kelly Co
Dua-an A Ravmond

ORPHFTTM

Musical Garolds

Dud Lorain

fill)

Lew Welch Co

TransfieM

ft

ACADEMY

2d half

Monarch Comedy 4
Rlcrtrlcal Venus
(wva)

Ill

Harper

Foreat City Trio
Scanlon A Pre**

Appleton, Wis.

DeWItt Burns

Geo Lovett Oo

(wva)

Morlartv Sisters
Ooo Flwcher Co

niJOU

D.

Ronton
KEITH'S (ubo)

A mew. La.

Ann

If.

Four
Gene Greene
Mabel Johnston
Horton ft La Trlska
(One to All)

2d half

ORPHEUM.

ORPHEUM (wva)
Balancing Stevens

Oallarlnl

Walton A Marshall
Albert White Co
Dunlay A Merrill

Warren ft Templeton
Calvary

COLUMBIA

Scamp A Scamp
Walters

Bruce Duffett Co
Mme Luxanne Dancers

"Lingerie Girls"

"The Dog Watch"

F A O

KEDZIE (wva)
Wanda

James Grady Co

Four
2d half
DeWItt Voung A 81s
Ethel Mae Barker
Four Slickers
Clayton A Lennie
Gallerlnl

Parlllo A Frablto
8 Black Dots

(One

Caamnalarne.

Girls

ff

ft

Kervllle

Altoona. Pa.

ORPHEUM

to

Dietrich

ft

MAJESTTC

Alexander Kids
Holden A Hurron
(Three to fill)

J Evans
Neal Abel
Jue Quon Tal
ft

Wrong"
Mayo A Tully

"All

Horton ft La Trlska
Mabel Johnson

Ameta

(6-11)

Perelra 6
O'Nell ft Walmcley
Valerie Slstera

Dunbar's Singers
L Belmont ft Lewla
Maglln Eddy ft Roy

RAG

PRINCESS

split)

Hoev A Bellew
Burke A Held
Bloomlnarfon.

2d half

Gasch Slstera

(Two

(ubo)

(abc)
1st half

Scott

ft

(One to All)
Butte, Moat.
PANTAGE8 (m)

Ernest Ball

Relort. Wla.

Mullaly A White
Ogden A Benson
Altea* m.
HIP 'wvm)
Wright A Davis

Dtel

Raymond Bond Co
Bernard A Scartb

(Saginaw

(wva)

Cavanna Duo

Mason A Murray
Eva Fay
Baby Helen
Bar City, Mich.

WILSON

W

(ubo)

Creasy ft Dayne
Nan Halperln
Mlrano Bros

O

to

WILSON

Brown

Delmore ft Moore
"Whirl Song ft Dance"
2d half
The Hennlnga
Valayda ft Braz Nuts
Robinson ft McShayne
Halls Musical Mlns
Buffalo, N. Y.

SHEA'S

(Two

fill)

Wanda

Sheldon

Maud Lambert

FrevoM

8*

(ubo)

Marie Genaro

Warren

DeVoy A Dayton

Alexander

split)

1st half

fill)

-

"Bride Shop"

(ubo)

Mrs.

(loew)

ft

Weber A

1st half

8 Kundlcs

WARWICK

Harmonic Girls
The Headllner

Valentine A Bell

Baltimore

BIJOU

McDermot

Billy

Howard

Hopkins Axtell Co
De Pace Opera Co

fill)

(Kalamaioo

Happened"

2d half
Frank Hartley
Mum ford ft Thompson

(abc)

McAullffe

(wva)
Day ft Wright
Leroy A Harvey
Arthur Angel Co
Roes Broa
(One to fill)
2d half
Nelusco A Hurley
Meaaer BIsterq
Brady A Mahoney

Goldlng ft Keating
"Going Up"

(ubo)

Cook A Stevens

AVENUE

Four Ross*
3d half

Jan Rublnl
Helen Bereaford Co
Diana D'Aubrey
Derklna' AalmaJs
Original Honey Boys
Rita Mario A Orchestra
Danville, lad

PALACE

A Meyers

Patricola

(lata?)

Poliin Broa

8 Bobo

fill)

It

Austin

Donovan A Lee

Vivian ft Arsenlan
Horeely ft Nicholas

"How

A

Smith

H Bereaford Co
Conlln Parks 3

Bridgeport
POLI'S (ubo)

Hilton

(ubo)

mwnMONT

Rae Samuela

"Day at Ocean Beach"
Cunningham ft Marlon

PLAZA

The octopus
Antrim A Vale
Homer Llnd Co
Geo Roaener
V Bergere Co

All)

2d half

Dale A Boyle
Earl A 8unshlne
Walton A Delberg
"Blackmail"

Wilson Co

Ponzello Sisters

"Age of Reason"
Thos Swift Co
4 Danube*
Phlna A Picks
Frank Le Dent

F0R8TTH

Jaa J Corbett

Long

(One to

(orph)

Orville Harrold

(loew)

Reno

Moredock A Watson
(Three to All)

Rogers ft Wood
McGowan A Gordon

to

ft

(One to fill)
Atlanta, Ga.

2d half

Chinese

Pearson
Wllla

ft

2d half
Great Lorenzo Co

Phillip! 4

Field*

Sicilian fierenaders

7TH AVE.

(loew)
Rutter

Patricola

Flanagan A Edwards
Chas L Fletcher

J

PALACE

2d half
Jack Lavler

fill)

AVE B

•lack

Harry 8ydell

1st half

ft

Math Bros

Oraham

3 Lyre*

(loew)

Curry ft O rah am
Mercedes Clark Co
nillv McDerroot
2d half
Joe DeLler
Johnson Sweethearta
John O'Malley
'Her Honor the Mayor'
Ford ft Leslie
Herhert a Denmw

2d half
Forrester ft Lloyd
Edah Deldridge Trio
Ethel Mae Hall Co

AnerseeBa

BOULEVARD

(Two

"What Molly Knew"
Corcoran ft Mack
ft

(One to .fill)
2d half
DeArrao ft Marguerite

PALACE

2d half
Scanlon ft Press
Forest City Trio

Nichols Sisters

(loew)
Dorothy 8othern 8
Farrell ft Farrell
Johnson Sweethearta

Holden

Prcvctte Merrill Co

Clifford

fill)

DE KALB

to All)

Juliet

to

Archer A Bel ford
(Three to fill)

King A Rose

(One

(One

(abc)

Ray

ft

McAullffe

2d half

Phunphlends
Patsy Doyle
Standard Bros.

Dale

Williams

ft

Vesale Farrell Co
Burns ft Kissen
Torcat's Roosters

(One

Gordon
Breen

Frank Oaby Co

(Two

.

ft

Mercedes Clark Co

2d half
Sicilian Berenadera

Chaa W/lters Co
Larsay ft Snee
Musical Lunds

to

Brown

ft

Ben Harney Co
Johnson A Crane
Roys A Otris
Tom Mahoney
Aurora of LI am

John Le Clair
Largay ft Soee

(Two

B Harris

Tabor ft Oreen
Harry "Mason Co

Stclner Trio
2d half

Maxmtllan's Ooga
Smith ft Ralph

ft

Phllllpt 4

Folsom A Brown

PROCTOR'S 125TH

Stone

2d half
Johnson ft Crane

Winchester ft Clalrt
3 Dolce Sisters
'Her Honor the Mayor*

Emmett Welch Co
PlaTtov

Harry Sydell
D-Banvard ft Dunbar
(One to fill)

Math Bros

Elver* 81ster«
Brennan ft Powell
Billy Beard
Vlrclnla Earl Co

Madison

Lillian

ft

"Blackmail"

NATIONAL

Kurtla' Rooster*
Harry First Co

ROYAL

Kaufman

El

Belle

ft

Lockett

Hearn
Keene

fill)

Bantley ft
Nina Valerl

Mrs O Hughes Co
Martin
ft
Tom Edwards Co

2d half
Rutter

Ethel Costello

Owen McOlveney
Corcoran ft Mack
Banvard ft Dunbar
Rogers ft Hughes
Hubbert A Meyers

Norton

COLONIAL

2d half

fill)

DELANCEY

Qua Edwards Co

Athena, Ga.

Everett ft White
Callahan ft Callahan

Caron

to

Chlaholm

Chas Evans Co
Chae Abeam Co
Pag* Hack ft Mack
(One to fill)

(loew)

Dufty ft Daisy
Herbert ft Dennis
Viola Duval

Kissen

ft

ft

Griffith

Clark

ft

Dell

BIJOU

Co

Cllve

Love A Wilbur

Frankle Fay
Bradley Trio
"Cat Came Back"
ft

Dallas

MAJESTIC
8wan A Swan

Lou Holts

Back''

Conroy's Models
(Three to nil)

Ward

VAKJETY

Irwin A Henry
Blsoa City 4
Rayno'a Doga

2d half
Bradley Trio

Lew Wells
"Cat Came

III.

Wheeler

Hale Norcross Co
Kenny A Nobody
"New Producer"
Adler A Arllns
La Ormscfosa

I
I
!

VARIETY
Jacksonville, Fla.

tfeaa* Ialaaa.
MAJBSTlQ <wv»)
all 41 Book

ORPHBUM

Poahay A White
Grand B^ydda, Mick

EMPRESS (ubo)
t's Don
Hinr ft Goodwin

Vaunore A Raynor
Hamilton A Barnes
Maeon-Keeler Go
Lon Anger
Billy Boanoer Co
Great Fall*. Mont.
PANTAOBS (m)

(Same Dill playing
Anaoonda 5)
Isle White
Fear Baggett A
Horellk Dancers

'•

(Ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Savannah spllt>

2d half

1st half

A Sampson
Northlane A Ward
Hickman Bros Co

Lillian

Sazo Sextet
Jerome A Carson
Jaaeavllle, Wis.
APOLLO (abc)
2d half

Fax A Evans
Walrod A Zell
Geo Hussey

burgh

(ubo)

split)

1st half

Barry A Wolford

Carleton Sisters

lantoocla

Valand A Gamble
Helen Page Co
Moore Gardner A R
Reddlngton A Grant

Howard A Fields
Greta Bay. Wis.

ORPHBUM

(wva)
2d halt

Lavine A Inham
Mystlo Bird
Ralph Connors
Mile Lozane Dancers
Hnasssoad, lad.
ORPHBUM (wva)
Savoy's Dogs
John Gelger
Santos A Hayes
BUIy Hall Co
cede. Mlea.
ORPHBUM (ubo)
Turner A Grace
2d half
_».

MAJESTIC

Pa.

(ubo)

Mildred Haywood
Albert White Co
Knter Hughes * K
"Fashion Girls"
(One to fill)
2d half
"Fashion Girls"
International 4
(Three to fill)
Hartford, Conn.

PALACE

Jollet, I1L

ORPHBUM

(wva)
2d half

Bowman Bros
"The Right Man"
E Evan's Circus
Lane A Harper
»»wa!n A Ostman
Knlnntnsoo, Mich.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

(Battle Creek split)
1st half

"Around the Town"

Kankakee. IU.
GAIETY (ubo)

Bobby Heath Co
2d half

Mardo A Hunter
Stetson A Huber
Sam Leebert Co
Fern A Davis
Merle's Cockatoos

POLT3

(ubo)
Judge A Gale
Savannah A Georgia
Melody 4 A Wright
Hendiix A Padula
"Heart of Thief"
2d half
Bspe A Dutton
Armstrong A Strouae

(loew)

Franklyn Duo
Jaek Symonds
Cathryn Cavanaugh

Maud

Tlflany

Lawlor A Daughter*
2d half

Rogers
Jessie

A Wood
Msy Hsll Co

"Carnival Days"

(Two

to

fill)

Heaeton
MAJESTIC (Inter)
Fay A Blklns
B Antwerp Girls
Bensee A Balrd
Miles Co

Whiting A Burt
Rloe Bully

A

Scott

Indiana polls

KEITH'S

O

Aldo Randegger
PANT AGES (m)
Earl ft Girls
Dale ft Archer
Nayon's Birds

Amoros Sisters
Grace De Winters
McCloud ft Carp
"The Outpost"
KaearlUe,

GRAND

(ubo)

split)

Raymond Wllbert
Viola Duval

Hong Kong Mysterh
Bckert

ft

Parker
m». lad.

SIPB (ubo)

Do You

2d half
Alfred Farrell
Carl ft LeClalr
"All Wrong"
ft

Wood's Animals
2d half

The Puppetts
Dunbar ft Turner
Wartenburg Bros
(Two to fill)
Lafayette. Ind.

FAMILY

Lua

(ubo)

Analeka
Williams ft Fuller
Four Slickers
ft

Cook

Jones A Sylvester
Akl Troupe
LYRIC (ubo)
Stone A Hughes

Alice

Grace Renee Close

1st balf
I^aToy's Models

"The Tamer"
Bobbe A Nelson
Onalp
Ironwood, Mich.
TEMPLE (wva)
Bowman A Vernon
The Le Monts
(Three to ill)
Mich.

I sh pent In *r.

ISHPBMINO

(ubo)

A Asbmore

2d half
Turner A Grace

Jasksbn, Mich.

ORPHBUM

(ubo)

(Ann Arbor

split)

1st half

•haughty

Princess"

Ameta
2d half
Rotbert
Walters ft waiters
La Mont's West Days
ft

Foster Ball Co

Teddy
Lansing, Mich.

RTJOU (ubo)
("Flint

Embff
I

ft

Conn

split)

Corlnne

(ubo)

Alyln Bros

Murphy

ft

Laebmar

3 Natalie Sis
2d half
Clayton & Russell

Minneapolis

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
ft Bordlnl
Imperial Chinese 8

DeWltt Young A 81s
2d half
"All Girl Revue"
Lea Aasrelee

The Brlghtons

Alan Brooks Co
Old Time Darkles
Al A Fan Btedman
Gordon A Rica
The Sbarrocks
Lydell A Hlgglns
Dancing Kennedys
Mrs Langtry Co
PANTAGE8 (m)

Shirley Sisters

Leipzig

PALACE

Caverly
(wva)

Rlcbard Wally Co

ORPHEUM

UNIQUE
Kraft

(abc)

Mack

Wolfe

(Open Bun Mat)

Brady

ft

J Edmund iDavls
Fiddler ft Shelton

Five Florlmonds

Martlnettl

to

fill)

(wva)

Frank Colby Co

Dooley A Rugel
Jordan Girls
Lowell. Mass.

Okla.

coerce.

BROADWAY

(Inter)

(1-2)

(Same

playing

bill

Falls,
Tex.
and Majestic, Fort

Wichita
(3)

Worth

(ubo)

(4-7).

Heras

F

Gertie Falls

Preston
Astalr

ft

A

ft

EMPRESS

(Two to fill)
Oekaleoea.

Lillian Herleln
Victor Morley Co
Bentley ft Willing

Parker

Jack Donohue

3 Stewart Sisters

Mae

REGENT

Macon. Ga.

MACON

.ubo)

Allen

Hal Hart

(abc)

A Belmont
Vincent A DeNoble

Harris ft Nolan
Walters ft Walters

Al Lawrence
LaDell Sisters

Bell

Seeley

••

Ray

ft

Merrill

Co

fill)

Tyler

Crollus

Mullen
Chas Kellog
Newark. N. J.
Elliott

PALACE (ubo)
Great Johnson
O'Neill ft Sexton

Wm
The

Ethel

-In the Orchards"
2d half

Rose Bonbeur Co
Foley ft O'Neill
Sutton Mclntyre A S
Brown Harris ft B
Equllll Bros
Marion. Ind.
LYRIC (ubo)

Pardo Davenport
Burke A Burke
2d half
Mnrcou
"Musical Matinee"
Marquette, Mich.

Deveax Dell A Joe
Marie Schoen
Four Mimics
2d hsir
Lilly Garden
Nevlns A Erwood

Geo A

Memphis

ORPHEUM
Al

Mae

Meehan
H.

Lytell Co
Frescotts

Lydla Barry
Elalo Williams Co

(loew)

Reed St John
Bertie Fowler

BAH

N.

ft

MAJESTIC

"The Family"
Gordon
Imperial Troupe

Manchester,

split)

1st balf

Dlka
Mudge Norton 3

Howland

ft

(ubo)

(Birmingham

Dancing Girl
2d half
Carletta

Watts ft Towns
Bruce Duffy Co
Kate Watson
Amoros Sisters
NaahvUle, Tensu

Shame

Paul Gordon
M"Shayn<» A Hath'y
Mazlne Bros A B

ft

Hall Co

Pond

2d half

Lambert ft Fredericks
8 Dolce Sisters
E B Cllve Co
Onrl ft Dolly

(Two

to

fill)

New Haven.

Conn.

POLI'S (ubo)
Mabel Fonda 8
Valyda A Bray Nuts

Sam

Leebert Co
Fern A Davis
Merle's Cockatoos
2d half
Vivian A Arsenlan
Chas Rellley
Melody 4 ft Wright
Ankels
Will Morrlssey Co

Up"
BIJOU

"Going

(ubo)

De Muth

to

fill)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Loney Haskell
Muriel Worth

GRAND

Hill

Bcker

ft

Jenks

McC
R C

ft

DAVIS

Mlns

Judge A Gale
Savannah A Georgia
Johnston A Harty

Thomas P Dunn
"Whirl Song A Dance"

New Orleans
ORPHEUM

Fenton ft Green
"Walts Dream"
Clara Howard

Farmer
Rochester, N. Y.

Smith

ft

TEMPLE

>

(ubo)

"Married Ladles 0"

2d half
Davles ft Romanelll
Stanley A La Brack
Three Peronees
Connolly Sisters

ft

"The Family"
Bert ft Harry Gordon
"Luck of a Totem"

Ward

Metropolitan

Hughes

SHERIDAN SQ
(Johnstown

(ubo)
split

ft

Yvette
Hurt Johnson A
Clark A Verdi

Curren
Dancers

B

Portlaad, Me*

Harry Green Co

KEITH'S (ubo)
niack A McCone

McKay A Ardlne

White A White
Con ley A Webb

FRANKLIN
(Bay City

(ubo)
split)

Mario ft Duffy
Lewis ft White
Harrison Broekbank C
Chas Olcott
Copeland ft Peyton
St.

Lonle

COLUMBIA

N

(orph)

Dainty Marie

Julia Curtis
"Girl In Gown Shop"

Howard Klb A Herb

Halley A Noble

Terry Co
Eddie Leonard Co
Bonlta ft Hearn
Mabel Russell Co
Bert Melrose
Martin A Frablnl

Llbonlta

The Nagfys

The Gladiators

Mme Ohrman

McWattera A Tyson

ft Adelaide
Hershel Hsndler

Morgan ft Oray
The Diving Nymphs
(One to ill)

PANTAOBS

(m)

Dunham

San Fraaeteee

ORPHEUM

(Open Bun Mat)
Evans B Fontaine
Violet Dale

Burns
Nora Bayes
ft

"Nut Sundae"
Sherman Van
Clifford

ft

ft

H

Maok

Sssrlaafteld

PALACB(ebe)
Bone ft Dutton
Armstrong ft Stroose
Mr ft Mrs O Wilde
Dorothy Brenner
Will Morrlssey
Id hall

Co

The Fayaes
Fred Weber Go

*

Ookttag

Keatiag

Bnaetje Bsxxestt Co
SssjfaajtesdL IU.

Frances Dyer

Knann ft OoraeUa
The Dohertys
John R Oerdon On
(One to SI!)
2d half
Polsln Bros
Clark ft MoCulleugb
O'CUire ft Orris
Knight ft Oeriyle
Royal Oasootenes
Ernie ft Ernie
gnnerier. Wla.
PEOPLE'S (wva)

Wm

Weak ft Manning
May Foster Co
(One to

(Two

Lucler Trio

Beaumonte ft Arnold
Perklnoff Rose Ballet
8. Ste. Marie. Mleh.
(ubo)

Dell ft Joe
2d half

Cortese Trio

Savannah. Gn.
BIJOU (ubo)
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

LaPalerloa Co
Laurie ft Broneon
O'Brien Havel Co
Frank Morrell

Cbeyonne Minstrels
Sekeaeetndr, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Tsra Carmen 8
Stone ft McAvoy
Tylo Phlends

"What Man Needs"
Wsrd ft Downs
Fortune Hunters
2d half

La Dora
Morris ft Campbell
Jos Jefferson Co
Van Brothers
ft Dean
"Dream Pirates"

Johnson

fill)

2d half
William Molsen

PANTAOBS (m)
(Sunday opening)
Oarolnettl Bros
Holmes ft Wells
Royal Hawallans

ORPHBUM

(m)

(Sunday opening)
S Mori Bros
Valentine Vox

to

fill)

PANTAOBS

(m)

La
Mann
BAH
Slstko's Rolllekers
Toeca

Phil

Edna Ana
Mme H De

Serrie

Oe

ante, lad.
HIP (ubo)

"Little Miss Uptodete"
Morris Ooldea

"What Hap
Willing

ft

to Ruth"

Jordon

Dawn June
2d half

"On the Veranda"
Olga Mlshka Trio
Chas Wilson
Silvers ft Dnvnll
Rlos Elmer ft Tom
HIP (wvn)
(Bvsnsvllle split)
1st hnlf

Dawne Juas
Willing

ft

Jordan

"What Hap

to Ruth"
"Little Miss UptodatS/'

Morris Golden

KEITH'S (ubo)
Young ft April
Harris ft Mannlon
The Barrens
Ollle

H

Keene Co

Meredith ft Snooser
"Bchool Plsy ground"
Cook ft Lorense
Mereena ft Daltoa

*

1st half

Sisters

Henry

"The Dae Watch*

White
ft

(wva)

Revue"

Kate Watson
2d half

MAJESTIC (wva)

Co
O'Connor

"Divorce Question"
Brooks ft Bowen
Klrksmlth Sisters

(Two to fill)
Saataaw, Mich.

1st half

Vanda Meer

L A A

(wva)

Blngbam

Jean Adair Co
ft

Freeman

Faye

ft

2d half

Van

ft

Oddone

Ward

ft

ft

PANTAOBS

Black

ORPHBUM

"All Girl

Parker

La Mar ft Dog
ana Die**

DeVeax

Mary Grey

Ollfoll

ft

Blondsll

"Brides of Desert"
Modsls de Luxe

(ubo)

Act Beautiful

PALACE

Milt Collins

Mumford A Thomson

(ubo)
(Charlotte split)
1st half
Florette

Plssno
Lavlva

Witt A Winter
Mack ft Vincent

Harry

Blanea

Rockford. I1L

ft Wallace
Falkner

Mack ft Vincent
The Norvelles
Plttebarna.

ft B
PANTAOBS (m)

F

Webb

ft

Wood's Animals

Allen

ft

Reynard

Rochester. Wis.
METRO (wva)

Ireland
(ubo)

ft

Olp
Mosart

Oliver

Ash A Shaw
Four Mimics
Seath Rend. lad.

Lewis Herrtngtoa Co
Headers ft affllaa

Dan P Casey

Musical Johnsons

Burley ft Burley
Fklln Ardell Co
Louise Dresser
Kuelleroo Bros

"Four Husbands"
Hans Hanke
"Breath of Va"
Marlon Weeks
Apdale's Animals

Night)

King
Cooper ft Smith

Jacques Plntel
Demarest ft Collett

Dyer

Philadelphia

Whitfield

Harron

fill)

Roanoke, Va.

W

Lake

Wed

ft

Cameron

ROANOKE

fill)

.

Adelaide

White Bros
Mary Norman
Hall's Musical
2d half

to

McGarry

ft

2d half
La Viva
F Keene ft Walsh
MeOee ft Kerry

Ed

Mahoneys ft Daisy
Chas Mack Co

Zeltler

Peoria. IU.
ORPHBUM (wva)
John La Vler
La France ft Bruce
Hennlngs
J ft
Neil McKlnley
"The Fashion Shop"
2d half
Stone ft Hayes
Those 5 Girls
Von Hampton ft S

(Two

8 Kundlee

ft

(Two

PRINCESS (wva)

Darling Saxaphone 4
O'Nell ft Gallagher
Hlokey Bros

Green

3 Romans

(One to fill)
2d half
Butler

(ubo)

1st half

Karl Karey

M

Juliet

3 Bennett Sisters
Celts Bros

ft

Lambert

"20th Century Mine"

Smith

ORPHEUM

DeVltt

ft

ft

ORPHEUM

to All)
2d half

ft

Maok

ft

•alt

Welton ft Marshall
Ell's Revue
Newhoff ft Phelpe

to

Myrtle

ft

Cameron

LYRIC (ubo)
(Norfolk split)

Lysdon ft Emerson
(One to fill)
Oeakeeft, Wla.
MAJESTIC (wva)
Zeltler

2d half
Payne Children

PRINCESS

ORPHEUM (wva)
Lsvtne ft Inman
Savoy ft Brennan

ft

Nymphs

Diving

(One to All)
, 2d half
Everett A White
Callahan A Callahan
Prevette,
(One to

Fredo

ft

Kraft

(Open

"What Do You Sell?"
Richmond, Va.

Allen

ft

HIP

(abc)

Wllmot

ft

Bertram May Co
Eddie Foyer
Holman Bros
2d half

Brlos

MURRAY (UbO)
Arthur Turrelly
Godfrey ft Henderson
Carmen's Minstrels
2d half

la.

HIP

Go.

Juvenile Six

Rlehssoad, Ind.

(One to fill)
2d half

Maakeawa, Mlebu

fill)

Chas Ledegar
Barry Girls
"The Cop"
L ft M Hunting
Ttlford Co

(Two

Butler
Page Taylor

Moon"

D.
(wva)
^Belmont's Manikias
*F1© Adler
"Aeroplane Girls"
(One to fill)
3d half
Georgallo Trio
Marie Schoen

Anita Osgood

Challis

Holden

ft

ORPHBUM

Clifford

•

Slonx Falla.

(Open Bun Mat)
Sarah Padden T3©
Mullen ft Coogan
"Girl in the

Minstrels"

•Petticoat

Pawl

St.

Chas MeNaughton
(One to fill)
Qnlncy. I1L
ORPHBUM (wva)

Flsk ft Fallon
Alexander Kids

ORIENT (wva)

(wva)

"Fraternity Boys"

Ooldle

(Two

Dunn

ft

Ishlkawa Bros
(One to fill)
24 half
Belmont's Manikins
Seven Bracks

Eddie Carr Co

Bersac's Circus

(wva)
Walters

Clare ft
Lorraine

Somen A Moras
J C Nugent Co
F ft L Bruch
Will J Ward Co

W

Sylvester

ft

Geo Howell Co

fill)

Ellsabetb*t)tto

Ward ft Long
Lew Welch Co

2d half

Stone ft Kallss
Albright ft Trodolfl
Robbie Gordons
Spenoer ft Williams
J ft B Morgan

(Two

to

GRAND

Werner Amoros

fill)

(One to

O senna
ORPHBUM

A Wllmot

GRAND

Follies D'Amour
Edwin George
Mazle King Co
Chas Chaplin
Bob Albright
Mrs Thos Whlffen Co

Lewis Huff ft L
Alexanderia
Santley ft Norton

(Two

Barto ft Rlalto
Grant Gardner
Leslie ft Berne

(One to

The Gascolgnes
Fox ft Ingraham
Grew Pates Co
Ray Show

Co

Caupollcan

Four Kings

Retter Bros

at Beach"
(One to fill)
2d half
Murphy ft Barry

"Midnight Follies"
Sllber ft North
Haley Sisters

Anita Osgood

Annls

ft

Crosman Co

"Day

Brown

Hollls

Wyde

ft

EMERY (loew)
Murphy ft Klein
Gleasons ft O'Houllhan
Wilson Bros

Mstsayuma
Oaten, Utah

De

Burke

Herbert Floyd Co
Rlgolstto Bros
Slonx City, S. D.
ORPHBUM (wva)
"Vanity Fair"
Kremka Bros
Flo Adler Boys
Wilfred Clarke Co
Moon ft Morris

Ah Hoy

ft

Chief

Rockwell ft Wood
Claire Rochester
Four Readings

H

Harry Coleman
Klmberly ft Arnold

Wm

Olson ft Johnson
Harris Trio
2d half
Clifford

Wood

PANTAOE8 (m)

N

M

Lew Wilson

Karl Emmy's Pets
"Night In Park"
Melody

Geo

ft

Shannon

Brown

(5-7)

Myrtle

ft

Ooldle ft
Coratla

J

PANTAGE8 (m)

Chas Mason Co
Bob Hall
Merlan's Dogs

Maley A Woods
Leonard Anderson Co
Horse"
Wool folk's

KEITH'S

ft

KEITH'S J[ubo)
Simmons ft Bradley
Fagg ft White

Delro
Allan Dlnehart Co
Dore ft Halperln
(Others to fill)

Ellis

Raymond

Romalne Fielding Co
». BU I.

(Open Sun Mat)
ft

ft

Woolfk's "Jr Follies"

ORPHEUM
Kalmar

fill)

Oautler's Shop

The Freecotta
2d half
Ruth St Denis Co
Boudlnl Bros

to

Henry A Adelaide

(ubo)

Browning ft Dean
Bernard ft Tracey

Wilson ft McNally
Joe Towle
"Miss Hamlet"

Wing

(m)

Renee Family
Ward ft Faye

2d half

Kemp

Will

split)

Oakland

Sally Fields

Kosloff Pallet

ORPHEUM

(One

Weber Wilson Revue

Howard

ft

(ubo)

Musical Splllers

Bennett Sisters

William Kingsbury Co
Llghtners A Alexander
Odlva
Losjaasnort, Ind.

DeForests A Falke

Lincoln. Neb.

Ralph Connors
2d half
Joe Whitehead

Klumker

ft

Lunette Sisters

(Richmond

Bert Earle
DeLlsle ft Vernon

Gfrey

Cbarllta ft Howland
Rite Gould

ACADEMY

1st half

"Luck of a Totem"

Hayden A Stewart
Harry Clarke

Mm non City, la.
REGKNT (wva)

Lewlston, Me.

MUSIC HALL

Douglas
(wva)

ft

ORPHBUM

PANTAOBS

(wva)

Laura N Hall Co
Walter Brower
Morln Sisters
Helene Davis
Fred V Bowers Co
PANT AGES (m)

Harry LeClalr
Holmes ft Riley
Norfolk, Vs.

EMPRESS

Portland, Ore.

Allen

Delatour Bisters

Cullen

Imperial Trouple

H

Alton
ft

2d halt

Morgan ft Gray
S Kennedy ft Reeves

(ubo)
O
Oortese Trio
2d half

Kaufman Bros
MrRae ft Clegg

H

PALACE

Madison, Wis.

Fred©
Arthur Le Ylne Co
La Crosse, Wis.
LA CROSSE (wva)
Davlei ft Romanelll
Stanley ft La Brack
Three Peronees
Bell

Ben Deeley Co
Una Clayton Co
Clifford Walker
Maok A Walker

Lewltt

Sell?"

Cal Packers

Coatee Crackerjacks
Wartenburg Bros

2d half
playing
(Bame bill
Majestic Austin (2-3)

COLONIAL

The Meyakos
Primrose 4

D'Amour

LeRoy

ft

LOEW

Walton ft Delberg
John O'Malley

L

(Inter)

17

Reehelle, N. T.

(orph)

Be Ho Grey Co
Kenny ft Hollls

Herr Jansen Co

Ray

1st half

•*Whet

Willie Solar

A Dunn

MAJESTIC

Eaw

C GUllngwater Co
Milton ft De Longs
Jas

Koban Japs

(ubo

1st half

(Sunday opening)
2 Tom Boys
Baker A Janls

Spiegel

Mo.

Connolly Sisters

Tuseano Bros

Homer

City.

ORPHBUM

Water LUUes
Mrs Hers Co
Gomes Trio
Carroll ft Wheaton
Six

Mr A Mrs O Wilde

Mary Norman
Monarchs A Maids
Heheken. N. J.

Randall
Seven Bracks
2d half
Ishlkawa Bros
Norton ft Earle
Little

Mabel Johnson
Leo Filler

(Chattanooga

M

ft

Louisville.
KEITH'S (ubo)
(Sunday opening)

Mary

Spenoer Charter Co
Carson A Wlllard

M

Co

Kansas

Sterling

Cello
Alice Hamilton

Harris ft Nolsn
Godfrey ft Henderson
Rlvoll

MAJESTIC

Paradofskl
ft

Lew Madden Co
LYRIC (wva)

Von

2d half

C A A Clocker

"Petticoats"
Melville

The Faynee
Fred Weber Co

LYRIC

(ubo)

"The Blow Out"

Carroll Sisters

A

ft

Lohse

Follls 81s

(Sheridan So Pitts-

F

O

Friend ft Downing
Adair A Adelphl

"Palm B Beauties"
Jonestown, Pa.

MAJESTIC

Mil weak no

Harry Holman Co

Phyllis

(

POLI'S (ubo)
Wllkee-Berre split)
1st half

Belle Mayo 3
Paul Levan ft Dobbs
Kimball ft Kenneth
Hippodrome 4
French ft Els Co
Seattle

ORPHEUM

Chip A Marble
Orth A Dooley
Claire Vincent Co
Alex MoFayden
Nederveld's Monks
Sherman A Uttry
Plclert

ft

BHBA'8 (ubo)
Dancing Lancers
Arthur Bulltvan
Hunting ft Francis
Leo Beers
La Argentina
4

Entertainers

Fanton Co
(One te fill)
TONOB ST. (loew)

Warner

ft

Corbett

"Women"
Dixie Harris 4
Sully Family

Annls Kent
Flying Wernts
(One to All)
(Continued on page 27.).
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TANGO QUEENS.
"The one nam* that brought burlesque
fame" la a line carried In the sub-bill Ing of
the "Tango Queens" on the American Wheel
at the Olympic this week. The line could be
rewritten to read "The one name that brought
burlesque fame through putrldness, filth and
vulgarity."

Coyne, as a comedian with this coma failure as far as bright and Incomedy Is concerned. His work has
nothing that might be labelled comedy, but It
could be oalled anything else. It Is a mystery
how the American wheal censor board ever allowed him to act thn far with his "mateThe remainder of the company, esperial."
cially the leading women, appear to be falling
with him, the result being easy to Imagine.
The "Tango Queens" Is In two parts: "A
Night at the Baths" and "The Olrl with the
OoTden Calf," with an olio of four acts. The
second part at least shows to better advantage
than the opening, and while the opening In
"two" cannot Just be figured. It allows for
the following scene In "three" to correspond
with the talk.
_ ,
M
The beet number was a Hula song done to
"Sooth Bea Isle." sung by Prank Martin.
Mr. Martin stood out conspicuously, he carryHe did not. howing about the best voice.
ever, get very much during his olio bit. The
final scene Is In full stage, being set off rather
nicely before a set representing a mansion. The
opening part la not worthy of espeolal mention, the nasty comedy and situations being

Tom

pany,

Is

teresting

its

main

aid.

During the olio besides Mmrton and Frankwho opened with piano playing and
Por a
singing, were Dempsey and Lovera.
time they looked as though they were two
ford,

specialties blended

together for the occasion.

Dempsey Is a clever ecoentrlo dancer, but the
comedy and talk that takes up most of his

time should be thrown away. Miss Lovera Is
a prominent figure at all times, she showing
grace and style during her many dances.
While a bit rough at tunes. It can be overwhen figuring to the tremendous
looked,
amount of work she is doing.
The chorus looked deserted, the girls falling
abort of the required number. The shortage

made no difference, for the girls displayed
mors "pep" and speed than the remainder of

the company. At times one row worked a bit
They were shy on
too fast for the other.
voices, however.

The production does not loom up very well,
a number of the costumes showing nothing
regular
with
classed
warrant being
to
elotbee. One of the main faults with the costuming was the wearing of clothes by the
chorus that In no way blended with the
song, and for that reason some of the dresses
that otherwise might have looked sttractlve
did not.

"The Tango Queens" should have a cleaning up before they advance much further. If
they dout.
est*

It

will probably

remain the

"dirti-

show on the wheel.

THE SPORTING WIDOWS.
edlUpn of Jacobs A
Jermon's "Sporting Widows'^ excels any previous production routed over the big wheel
under that firm's franchise, and Incidentally
will make the majority of this year's shows
step along rather lively to keep up with their
pace, for the producers have thrown together
a fine combination of comedy, scenery and
clothes, and In addition have shown rather
keen Judgment In selecting principals.
The book, by Abe Leavttt. la reminiscent of
many, many things, but under the personal
stage direction of John Q. Jermon, the groups
of "bits" are nicely connected into a sensible
burlesque and the laughs are continuous from
beginning to end. The most noticeable feature
about "The Sporting Widows" lies In the production end, for here Jacobe ft Jermon have
been unusually liberal, giving the show eight
scenes In all, several calling for applause on
And
sight because of their pretentiousness.
the show exhibits a wardrobe that suggests a
"looseness" In expenditure, all which helps
toward the main aim of throwing the show

The current

season's

In the first division.

Harry Cooper la the featured comic and
Cooper never appeared to better advantage.
He la clean throughout, lyrically and otherwise, and his many laughs were earned on
merit alone. Cooper In capable and can deliver If he wlahes, but during the pant several
seasons he has shown a tendency to lean
toward the suggestive for results. Tt is safe
to say that at no point around the circuit will
he attain greater comedy ends that be did
at the Columbia, and here he was strictly
wlthfn the confines of decency. Cooper should
simply repeat his Columbia performance continually and the show will return with better reports than anything he has ever attempted.
Opposite
Leavttt.

Cooper was Leo Hayes and Abe
Hayes was somewhat handicapped

the opener, but soon struck his stride and
gathered his usual quota of laughs.
Hayes
temporarily stopped proceedings in the closing
scene of the first part with sn eccentric dance.
It was one of the best portions of the show
and adapted for Just this sort of scene, n revue.
Lesvltt,
rotund
a
light
com*dlnn.
makes a nifty working partner for both Hayes
and Cooper, and between the three the comedy
section of the book wrs well handled.
In the female division there 1« Just what
every burlesqtle organization should have. Two
"sister" acts. The Ivoekwoods and the Morettl
Sisters, divide responsibilities, and at no time
during the evening did they grow tiresome.
Prom a standpoint of genuine talent the Lorkwood girls have the shade with Ruth lyoofcwood
carrying off top honors. Ruth has personality,

"In

a

voice,

sirable

wears clothes well and has that deknack of taking advantage of

little

every perceptible opening. With Leavttt, she
led the song hit of the evening, "Dangerous
Olrl," the returns warranting 10 encores In
all.
Her youthful sister shows undeveloped
The younger
anility and will bear watching.
girl has a rather distinctive delivery, but Is
somewhat shy vocally. The Morettl girls look
well and stand out with their specialty, a
violin, cello arrangement that seemed to fit
One of
snugly Into the repertoire of song.
the Morettl girls would do well to tone down
It sounded
her speaking voice, If possible.
rather shrill and suggested an effort In delivery.
Rut on the whole, this double duet
of girl principals Is a real good combination
for any one burlesque show, and they deserve much of the credit for the success of the
piece.

The chorus measures

up to the standwheel, harmonising

well

ard of the Columbia
nicely and scoring In the appearance column.
•The musical score carries a good selection
of current hits and the responsibilities^ In this
direction are well divided among the singing
principals.
This show will draw and please
for It runs second to mighty few, as far as the
present season's crop of burlesque Is con-

Wynne.

cerned.

PALACE.
The Palace seemed to hold a very friendly
audience Monday night, many apparently
friends of persons appearing in new acts there.
There were two Important turns of this classification upon the bill.
The first, headlined,
was the Morgan Dancers (New Acts), who held
up their reputation and position. The other.
Hermlne Shone and Co. (New Acts), served
best as one of the fattest butts Jack Wilson
hns ever bed the good fortune to fall Into.
That's about the extent of the Shone fantaatlcal

sketchlet

that

Is

solely

scenery

when

i

ib

always thrust before an audience the aspect
of the chorus girl who Uvea beyond her ln-v
come, and that done In a manner so plain It
can not be mistaken. "The Two Pals" thing
of the Farbers la a scrap between themselves,
with the leader brought Into It, the girls concluding by Informing, the audience they are
the best pals on earth otherwise, and kissing
each other In proof. It was so sweet! The
new matter has not Improved the Parber Girls.
Still new, more new stuff came out In the
eccentric dancing act of Louis Stone, opening
the show.
Mr. Stone dances with his body
inverted. He Is nearly always upside down or
sideways, and now has featured In billing
"The Revolving Chandelier Dance."
Mr.
Stone dances upside down against the bottom
of a lighted chandelier swung from the files
and which keeps revolving. Stone's dancing
is according to your view.
The Palace gallery
prolonged the applause quite some moments
after the lower part of the house had subsided.
And 8tone made an "announcement." Really,
and at the Palace 1
"No. 2" held Oolet, Harris and Moray, musicians and singers, who started in "one" as
Vardon, Perry and Wilbur formerly did, the
three boys In brown suits at the Palace playing a cello with a patent leather polish,
mandolin and guitar or auto-harp, whatever
the
Instrument was.
Afterward they went
Into a parlor set, where there was a piano,
when they sang songs and played, the piano
player also singing and being particularly
partial toward a spot light, something none of
the others dodged themselves, leaving the spot
very much overworked In this turn. They did
a "Blues" song very well but for the finale,
again In "one" they used ukeleles for a Hula
number. Ukeleles after the other instruments
seemed the difference there might be between
bones and a Prench horn. This act also made

The turn "No. 2" was
placed right on the Palace bill.
In some
houses they can take a better position and
they are pretty safe for a rathskeller turn of
an announcement

Is weighed up in connection with It.
Jack Wilson followed the scenery skit
and romped away with one of the biggest
laughing hits he has ever scored.
By the
Monday' night show, In the next to closing
position. Mr. Wilson had a full line of amunttlon and he set tt all off.
Most was excellent,
nicely worded, well worked up to
and hardly seemed possible to have been so
complete as I m promt u stuff for the second
performance of the bill.
The Palace program is carrying several new
acts In one way or another.
The third pronounced one was Pugan and Raymond (New
Acts) in a comedy auto skit that opened after

everything

the sort.

Beaux Arts closed the show.
The Palace Monday night was
but not capacity.

well

filled,

Bime.

ALHAMIRA.
A glance at Monday night's audience at the
Alhambra Justifies a favorable prediction for
the coming season's business at the Harlem
house, for It fell but a few short of capacity,
which seems remarkable, even with a gener-
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The envelopes ere to be sesled upon the back in a manner
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to prevent opening without detec-
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Intermission and made a great deal of fun for
the somewhat Jaded Palace crowd.
Another laugh distributor came from "The
Squarer" as played by J. C. Nugent and Co.
In the "No. 3" position.
Tt did very well
there, earning
Its laugh through the crisp
retorts of Mr. Nu gent's, although the playlet
seems to overrun by four or five minutes. Mr.
Nugent, for boiling down conversation until
the essence only is left and that certain for a
laugh Is all unto himself as a vaudeville
autbor-player.
His "souse" is never overdone and It flows along freely. His Is the
kind of sketch the Palace could often Indulge
1n for terseness and the brightness have a
wide appeal.
The Parber Sisters, In the fourth position,
exhibited what seemed to be an all new turn
for them, with but two published numbers.
other songs being exclusive or restricted and
perhaps especially written. The girls wore new
clothes and opened with "Take a Chance"
(which may not be the title) with the n ext
prominent spots being a song called "Where

Do They Get Those Ouys?" sung by Constance
Fnrher as a single, and tbe girls using a
double. "Best Pals on Earth," during which
they did special talk, aome with the orchestra
leader.
Previously and in the centre of the
turn, when a bouquet was passed over tbe footlights, they argued over its possession until
one of the girls looked at the card, addressed
to a couple of manicure girls' first names.
One of the Farbers said the girls were In the
shop upstairs and the flowers belonged to the
Harbor Slaters, not the Parber Sisters. .It
seemed a long way for a light laugh. Connie
Fnrber. however, secured laughs in plenty
with her "Ouy" number that tells of some
chorus girls falling In soft with Johns while
others can never land.
It's the type Irene
Franklin thinks so much of. but for the Farther girls remains an open question whether It
will be of anv real help to them, other than
the sure laughs, for the lyric Is rough, as all
of tboso things must be.
With the show profession continually walling over the dally
nross persistently labeling every nondescript
In trouble as
an "actress" or "upon the
stage." it seems most Inconsistent to have

PANTAGXS CraCUTT
(Welter P. Keefej
B. & MOSS CIRCUIT
(B. S. Mass)
GUS SUN CIRCUIT
(Gnn Son)
MICH. VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
fW & Butterfield)

ous allowance for the usual weekly "paper"
which generally becomes returnable on that
evening.

The Harlsmltes

like comedy In preference
and with a continual run of
at the current prices thero Is
every reason to believe the house will restore
Itself to popular favor.
This week's layout carries the proper balance with six of the nine acts coming under
the comedy classification.
The other three
include the conventional opener, an entertaining prima donna and a rather pretentious
novelty for the closing spot. There were some
dull momenta, but on the whole the show was
thoroughly pleasing despite the absence of a
"big name," and a few more shows of the
same calibre will do much to reestablish tbe

to anything else

comedy

bills

Alhambra.

Kramer and

Pattlson opened with a series

of poses, a routine of ground

and

work and wound up with a short
and

culture

stances.

Flannagan and Edwards closed the first
part and scored their usual hit without any
extra effort. After Intermission Marion Weeks
appeared with her repertoire of high class numbers.
The "Tennessee" song should he dropIt's appropriate for the routine, but baa
ped.
outlived its stage usefulness. The market carries an abundance of light ballads with similar possibilities and since Miss Weeks la
strictly up to date In every other particular
she should leave no angle for adverse comment. She times her stage stay to a nicety
and seems continually improving. She went
over easily.
Hallen and Hunter and Santly and Norton
came next In the order named and between the
pairs divided a liberal share of the honors.
The Hallen-Hunter specialty Is particularly
The
good because of its original outlines.
man offers a short routine of stories with a
character delivery that holds up the turn In
Itself.
Santly and Norton were themselves,
which In Itself says sufficient.
Mildred Macomber offered an old production under a new title and closed the performance, holding the majority In for the completion of the "dream."
Wyn*.

COLONIAL
A nine-act bill furnishes excellent entertainment.
The honors went three ways—*
Belle Story, George White and Lucille Cavanagh, and Willie Weston with practically
the rest of the bill bunched and close behind
in the running.
The Australian Creightons opened with their
fast Juggling and attractive appearance giving
them distinction. Vloltnsky caught the popular note of approval, "No. 2," and the bill,
well fixed In Its early portion, waa started

—

nicely.

Oraoe Leigh and Dave Jones, the former
extremely good to look upon and gorgeously
dressed and the latter amusing In his semllmpersonatlon of Sam Bernard, filled an Interesting quarter hour with their patter by
Junie McCree.
Willie Weston's rhymed monolog and songs
carried the entertainment along capitally.
There was a bit of a halt In the uproarious
proceedings at this point "The Ago of Reason," taken over from the Washington Square
Players repertoire, Is a little "fine"
Its
humor for the average audience, which does
not go In for subtlety of point with any enthusiasm. The Colonial crowd took the piece
on faith and were only mildly diverted.
Then came Intermission.
It was Belle
Story's business to pick up the progress of
the bill after the Interval.
She attended
strictly to that business.
Her first number
with its lofty note at the finale won the house.
Miss Story left them In fine frame of mind
for Avellng and Lloyd, with their laughable
cross talk and Joshing.
Nearly all their
stuff Is bright and new and they deliver It
with a smooth, quiet style* that gives emphasis and force to effective humor.
Oeorge White and Lucille Cavanagh made
a bright spot even In a show unusual for Its
happy selection. The dancing pair announce
that their final dance, "Twin Humoresque,"
is new this week.
It is a pretty, graceful performance, with Miss Cavanagh In a generous
display of Frankle Baileys.
The Danube Quartet, a four-man casting'
act, Is as pretty an acrobatlo arrangement as
Is to be seen.
The men are splendid looking
athletes and although there Is no great pretense of sensational feats, they execute the
familiar formations with almost perfection
of acrobatlo style. The feature Is a loop-theloop from one bearer to the other, the flyer
accomplishing a complete pirouette In midair.
The audience waited for the final bow.
The turn la abort, scarcely 10 minutes, but

m

full

of action.

equlllbrtstlc

lecture on

AMERICAN ROOF.

the

preservation of
health.
The latter was superfluous, although
the principal seemed capable as an announcer.
The understander, without an effort at comedy, very kindly offered to give gratis to any
applicant In writing, a cure or preventative
for Infantile Paralysis or Tuberculosis.
The
only thing that made the speaker tolerable
was his ability to talk. Any gymnast capable
of such solentlflo ability might exert his
"thinker" a trifle In his own behalf and endeavor, If possible, to construct an offering
somewhat away from the beaten path. There
Is
nothing new whatever in the gymnastic
routine,
although everything attempted is
well done.
It stands a good opening act, but
could be Improved with a touch of novelty
here and there.
Kerr and Berko were second with a semicomic violin offering, getting considerable out
of the descriptive melodies.
The girl might
change her solo to advantage, since it has
been overdone by similar turns.
This temporarily slowed up the act. but the finale
brought them over nicely and they earned the
several bows they accepted.
The girl Is a
capable soloist, looks extremely attractive and
does much for the act In general.
physical

presenting
still
Whipple and Huston,
The
"Spooks," were one of the early hits.
though familiar to many. Is unique In
construction and well knitted in every secMr Huston plays his character tor
tion.
everything In It procures many a hidden
Allaugh through the addsd "business."
though old "Spooks" can safely repeat.
Jack Gardner's personality In Itself constituted an attraction and to support la GardFor good
ner's vehicle la entirely adequate.
measure he gives the Inimitable Ben Bchaeffer,
one of vaudeville's few natural dialecticians.
The finale, maneuvered between the couple, will
bring the act through under any circumvehicle,

'

There are two big acts on the program of
the American Roof the first half of the current week— "Blackmail," the Richard Harding Davis dramatic playlet enacted In the big
time a few years ago by Prank
Sheridan,
and "A Night In the Trenches," a spectacular
singing and comedy offering employing a
quartet,
two blackface comedians and a

woman.
The "Blackmail"
Flnley,

the

sketch

now

stars

former Vltagraph actor.

Ned

Plnley

was a very good screen artist and in that
capacity his fame spread throughout the land.
His
not

performances In the Davis playlet will
enhance his histrionic reputation.
He

mlsRes entirely the planting of the finish by
omitting to show decisively how he "framed"
the blackmailer before killing him.
"A Night in the Trenches" opens with the
Bachelor Quartet harmonising in front of a
good scenic effect depleting soldiers in the
Fngllsh trenches, searchlights flashing In the
sky and occasional red flashes to Indicate the
fire of cannon.
Two blackface comedians provide some excellent comedy relief, one being
very funny.
A girl as a Red Cross nurse
aids in Introducing a alight love story. Were

WJPT-''

SHOW REVIEWS
It not for too fact that wo have had for
quartets mod* up as soldiers
and shown la camp, "A Night la the Trenches" would bo a novelty. But tho comedy Is
good enough to carry It along on any bill.
Eddie Cox and Co. (tho "Co." consists of a
Cox opens
pianist) went over In good style.
with "I'm Going to Mako Hay Whllo tho Bun

many years male

Shine* In Virginia," then "Yaka Hula." retiree to permit his pianist to reader a ballad
called "I've Got the Bluee for Home Sweet
Home" and emerges a second time to sing
"Every Time a Tunnel Came 'Round," "WalkIn' the Dog" and for a well earned encore,
"Honolulu."
Cox gives the Impression that

wo*

His
better In blackfaoe.
he would
pianist Is excellent.
Archer and Belford In "The New Janitor"
bad them laughing with some nonsensical
comedy pantomime, the woman feeding unostrusivsly.
The act ends rather abruptly,
not leaving the Impression the otherwise upMcroarious farcloal eklt ehould command.

Oowan and Cordon, man and woman, open

—that

with a double song and chatter

,

is,

she

opens with a song and he Interrupts with
qulck-flre chatter. She oft while he does some
travesty Impersonations, borrows the leader's
violin and plays a medley of Irish tunes.
Herbert and Dennis went through a sertee
of dialect nonsense, the Cat man getting a
lot of laughs through constantly slipping Into
the footllght pit and being "kidded" about hie
bulk. For an encore they surprised those unfsmlllar with their work by a bit of tumbling.
Bert Baker, In next to closing, offered a
monolog made up of familiar stories told In
an original style. His singing and yodllng
was brief and handicapped by what appeared
to be

a bad

cold. Hector's

Dogs made a

closing number.

fitting

JoU>,

HAMILTON.
Coupled w!th the usual big show at the
Hamilton the first half was B. S. Moss showing for the first time In New York his new
film foature, "The Power of Bvll" (Film Reviews).
That largely was responsible for
the big buslneee Monday night when the house
had the appearance of having a holiday audience.
Six acts, a dancing contest, and tho
Moss feature were as much as anyone would
want to eee for a quarter, and It Is no wonder the Hamilton Is doing buslneee right
along.

Opening the show was Jack Onrl, presenting a Juggling routine excelled by none In the
smaller houses. His work has the stamp of
originality and the audience was most generous In their applause. Onrl took more bows
In the opening spot than are generally secured by a "No. 4" act In the average theatre.
Carry Owen and Mary Campbell (New Acts)
did "No. 2" honors and ooped satisfactorily
with the situation, although It appears the act
Is still rather new and can stand working In.
"The Bank's Half Million," a comedy dramatlo sketch with seven people, headlined,
and was meant for email time. For email
time It Is fine. The house went to the comedy
with an abundance of enthusiasm and also
paid attention to the drematlo bits. The comedy characters brought forth the necessary
results.

After a Pathe Weekly, Daisy Leon (New
Acts) entertained with songs that were well
liked, after which Goldsmith and Plnard with
comedy and music kept the house amused.
Barlow's Circus, consisting mainly of horses,
closed the show.

BUSHWICK.
The Bushwlck celebrated its fifth anniversary this week with a 12-act ehow starting
early and finishing late. Tueeday night found
buslneee holding up well, a vacant chair being scarce in the lower portion.
Claude M.
Roode, who does a drunk on a wire, was the
first to respear In the vaudeville portion, with
Lookett and Waldron "No. 2."
The boys
went along fairly well up until the finish of
the torn when the dancing scored a good hit
so early in the evening.
Bradley and Ardlne had a difficult time getting started. The audience did not appear to
grasp the idea of the act, which Is a conglomeration of dancing, trick bycycle riding
and singing. The dancing finish also helped

who up until their flnsl effort received little recognition.
Whitfield and Ireland with Lew Murdoch
in "The Belle of Blngvllle" brought forth the
first real comedy which got the house Just
right The drop In Itself wes good for several laughs with the rube characters played
by Marie Ireland and Lew Murdoch bringing
a steady stream of laughs.
The first half was closed by George Demerol
and Co. In "Temptation." The piece is described as a fantastic comedy with music
and as an Improved type of girl act Is acceptable.
Several attractive young women
have been secured with Myrtle Vail easily
standing out In this division.
Her dancing
as well as her general appearance helps the
act to a large degree.
Edward Hune as a
cab driver brings forth some amusing comedy
with Damerel holding down the stage the
main portion of the time. Closing the first
half the act appeared to give satisfaction.
Billy Schoen and Elizabeth Mayne also apthis couple,

peared in this portion.
Maude Muller (New Acts) opened after intermission with the house walking In on her.
Henrietta Crosman, the recognized big name
of the bill, had little or no trouble in Installing herself In the hearts of the audience
with her breezy comedy offering, "Cousin
Elinor," by Frances Nordstrom.
The star's
supporting cast handle themselves to advantage, with the sketch interesting from the

appearance of Miss Crosman to tho finish,
with she the centre of attraction throughout.
Ota Gygl made his customary dignified appearance and found an attentive audlenos for
bis violin work. Gygi has several show pleoes
in his repertoire which are handled without
the usual flourish noticeable In the majority of
violinists with his work standing out without

first

it.

Emma

Cams and Larry Comer, the otherheadline, kept the audience on edge from the
The Carus-Comer combinastart to finish.
tion Is now in good working order and there
never is a dull minute. Tho C. A- C. oouple
took away applause honors with ease, with Al
Herman, who followed, also coming in for his
share. Herman opened his act by calling for
Miss Cams to bring him a can, which she did.
A good bit of comedy wae worked up between
the two, with Herman starting in with his
regular business upon her exiting with a
smudge of burnt oork on her face. Alderman Francis Bent, with his lecture on the
European war, closed the show well after
eleven.

GREENP01NT.
The Greenpolnt theatre, one of tho best
known of the Greater New Vork big time "try
out" housee, Is also one o. tho beet of the
string to try out at. It is a large theatre,
bright Inside and out, with an orderly audience
as may be found anywhere. The theatre seats
Tueeday night it was very big in at1,600.
tendance, at prices up to 20 cents in the orchestra.
The bill the first half hold six acts, a feature film and a Keystone comic. Tho program
was lengthened out somewhat through tho
presence of Joe Wood's "Junior Follies," the
kldlet revue that ran 80 minutes or longer.
There has been a oonslderable change la the
turn eince first produced, though the main
Idea, kids and Imitations, Is still clung to.
The act hae also been dressed f* a way, although Tueeday evening the first number two
of the chorus girls were barelegged above
socks while the others wore tights beneath
Changes In the principals have
their socks.
not helped the turn, but It still Is a good
There seems to be less
flash for small time.
people in it now than the original act carried.

A new act that got a laugh on its card announcement of the name, Colo and Wood.
turned out to be a "Dutch" gagging and
parodying couple of men before a epeolal drop
The drop looked
of a ship's deck In "one."
as though it had played all the burlesque circuits, for every ehow there at eomo time or
other in the pest had a similar one. The men
suit of with a "Never Mind" question bit, a
close relative to "Watt St.." and then they
passed across gagging talk, some fairly good
and eome sounding as though lifted from a
Joke book. After that they parodied, but tho
audience liked them In their sailor suits,
whether they were talking broken Dutch or
Yiddish. It would require an expert to know
which accent they were doing most of the
time, it's a small turn for the small time.
A contender for Palace, New York, honors
was over there, Natalie Alt, with a piano
player and a repertoire of songs. It's Miss
She is from
Alt's first venture In vaudeville.
musical comedy with a prima donna's soprano.
A new sketch wsa being broken in by Ines
MacCauley and a company of two men. It
has a surprise finish and runs about 15
minutes.
The story Is of a picture actress
wandering through the woods in a machine,
dropping Into a bungalow where there Is a lone
settler

who immediately

marry him

to save

Insists

a bequeathed

she shall
fortune, the

time limit expiring that midnight. Toward the
finale the minister is expected to arrive and
he stands revealed as a nurse to the brain
disordered person.
The playlet will have to
be strengthened up to make the big time,
though there for the small time. It hasn't a
kick and the story is foolish until tho insanity thing explains It, which arrives too
late to overcome the first impression.
A "nut single" was executed by Frank
Westphal, who does quite eome familiar matter.
He elts on the piano In the orchestra
while talking to the audience, insists he Is a
very bad aot and during a recitation, when
broken into by laughter, runs back over his
lines to get the cue, a la Tinney.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
The seating capacity was reached by eight
Monday evening and thereafter the audience
spilled over into the space behind the orchestra rail. The house quits the U. B. O. string

with the current week.

The show was excellent entertainment at
the pop scale of prices, with six acts, Involving nearly a score of people all together and
two feature plcturee a Sennet comedy and a
Triangle drama, Louise Glaum In "The Wolf

Woman."
Newell,
two-man acrobatlo
the triple bare, opened. The pair
have a light offering, both as to its acrobatlo

Ouerln

and

number on

features.
The later department
has nothing of note except a double flyaway

and comedy

fram the giant swing, with the worker blindfolded. The comedy Is mediocre. The act was
called upon to stall several minutes In "one"
with rather rsgged dancing.
Rena Parker did nicely with her quiet singing number and bright dressing.
She has
two first rate numbers In the recitative style
and a good opening bit of ragtime patter. For
her finale she does a "Hula" song and changes
to a rather startling dress, corsetless and fitted
to the last degree. For the Harlem audience
her posturlngs were highly discreet, but the
Impression Is conveyed that if she oared to ehe
could deliver quite a little "hula" dance. The
audience liked the act.

Bam
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A. Maharry In "Monsieur Baptist"
Acts) were "No. 3," preceding a comedy
Ad Hoyt's Minstrels had what
amounted to first try at the comedy side of
the bill. The house was ready to laugh and
did so even at some rather labored fun. as
for example the gag about the "suit ease in
the aisle that turned out to be a woman't foot.
The singing of the septet, however, was satis-,
factory. The act usee much of the best of the

seemed to be in fair favor, but their greatest
asset was the supreme nerve of the two young
men, who did their poor imitation of Doyle
and Dixon on the same stags that mads Doyle
and Dixon.
The class of the dancers came out la Frank
Carter and Mabel Wittee. Mr. Carter seemed
at difference with the orchestra and walked
out in the middle of a dance he had been
palpably faking up to that time. Carter did

popular numbers now In vogue and
and ensembles are nicely arranged

uouie singing as well.

(New

picture.

'

their solos
to hit the

vaudeville taste.

Bronte and Aldwell registered one of the
hits of the evening.
They have a very well
laid out light specialty backed with unusually
good voices and an agreeable sort of quiet fun
in their exchange of cross talk.
The boardwalk drop and the entrance of Miss Bronte
in a wheel chair followed by the little flirtation bit gives the talk and song series a suggestion of story Interest that is valuable.
"The Yellow 8treak." framed for the smaller
time, was the closing.
Tbe "Bud" of the
present organisation has been trained to Taylor Granville's style until his work Is practically an Impersonation. "Nan" is pretty and
plays easily and naturally. The climax an
informal slugging match is effective for pop
audlenoee, but It does seem that it requires a
fearful quantity of preliminary matter to get
to it

—

—

CITY.
The City does not appear to be housing the
heavy crowds on hand a few months back.
Probably the traction strike is the cause
for It

The Two Julians (New A< ts) opened In
quiet etyle, after which Bl Com gained oonslderable vith his xylophone playing. Percy
Pollock and Co. (New Acts).
A weekly pictorial broke In at this time,
with the Sicilian Serenaders holding the following position. This troupe of warblers run
along conventional lines, with the singing as
a whole not measuring up to others in their
class.
The turn needs plenty of touching up.
It does not appear to take hold, although eome
striking scenery is carried.
The lighting
Monday night almost spoiled the effect of the
entire act. Canfleld and Barnes (New Acts).
"The System," the former Taylor Granville
piece, still retains the same principals recently eeen in another small time house. A
new detective replaces the former who caused
no end of trouble with the conspicuous part
he handles. The remainder of the cast has
been Jostled about to some extent, and the
piece is put across in Its same meaningless
way* The scenery Is beginning to show wear.
If much more time is to be played, a slight
touching up would do no harm.

Bob Eschell Is now offering a cleverly constructed routine of songs, being set off to
good advantage before a special set of lonely
woods in "three." Eschell appears In a riding
hsblt, offering a couple of songs and a little
talk In a much better way than he previously
did. He has a tendency to put across the final
high note, and through that alone spoils the
number. Eschell would be doing much better
were he to get away from that Idea entirely,
and finish his songs straight. His present act
should carry him along for some time to come.
Evelyn and Dolly closed the show with
dancing and bicycle riding, holding the majority seated.

WINTER GARDEN.
The Winter Garden Sunday night vaudeville Is still as plentiful In acts as ever and
the crowds going to the Garden that evening
Last Sunday there was more
Just as big.
crowd than room.
About 20 turns were on the program. The
Garden is now booked by Harry Shea. Sunday night any number of turns came out of
the Garden's regular week-day production.
The first half held about 15 acts and the
second part four, besides the number of entrances by Ed Wynn, who attempted to play
or do Juggling, violin, piano, acrobatics, skating, sand dancing, lightning calculating, bicycle riding and lifting weights.
Mr. Wynn
each time as he had started or was shout to,
was interrupted by a card boy passing him
when Wynn retired with a grimace. This

his substitute for the announcing Wynn
did a couple of weeks ago for the Gai den's
Sunday bill. After doing it he heard James
J. Morton Intended giving an announcement
at the Colonial as a permanent feature, whereupon Wynn stopped, In deference to Morton.
No big hits developed out of the Sunday bill.
The nearest approach was the cavalry charge,
closing the first part.
Tt Is an act finale in
the show proper, and a scenic device, spoiled
somewhere as presented Sunday night, through
too much light being thrown upon the rear
bringing out the mechanics.
The Garden, as usual, likes dancing. All
the dancing turns got over, commencing with
the opening colored act, Greenley and Drayton, who spoke Germ en, French and Yiddish
while they danced.
Another trio of dancers
who did quite well were Edgar Clarldge and
Sisters. They were once known as The Gardiner Trio, having come to New York on the
crest of the Texas Tommy flood.
Since then
from cabaret to vaudeville and back again,
the act has not changed a step nor Its music
and of the remnants of the Texas Tommies
who survived they have been the least progressive.
Still they seem
to get over at first
glance and once around everywhere may be
thelr's, but this act Is the most mechanical
one ever seen In New York. Another dancing
trio on the bill were Kitty Doner and Grace
and Berks, ell from the Garden show. Miss
Doner was dressed as a boy and the act

was

Tbe singing numbers from tho show were
"The Rosy Days of Childhood" (with the
Timbergs in it. also Jack Boyle and another
girl)
George Baldwin in the "And Yon"
number, and Elide Morris leading another.
Bwor and Mack did their two-act next to
closing, the dosing being occupied merely by
a flash of Ed Wynn in a parlor set.
Intermission arrived about 1(U» without a
card displayed and many seemed to think it
was the ending of the performance. John T.
Murray was In the second part. He Is also of
the show, and did a song, then a recitation.
The song would have been plenty. Rodrlquos, the Spanish danosr, wiggled a bit la
;

this section,
nets.
Dora

also handled large-etsed oaetaand Mabel Ford, unannounced,
did a oouple of danoes early in the first put.
They must have been called la la a hurry.
Often during the performance an snnounosment card was flashed to the orchestra loader
to Inform him what act would be next. Indicating Interrupted playing of tho leid-out pro-

gram.
Aveling and Lloyd, who are to bo in tho
next Winter Garden production, wort about
"No. 6," getting along all right there. BerUer
had been Saranoff, also from tho show, with
his violin and music, too slow so early. The
Kalauhis Hawaliens, musicians, with a Horn
dancer, made up one of tho heat spots. After
them was Marie Laverre, who did two seat*.
one a ballad. Franklin and Green were aEo
on the bUl. It looked as though mtermisalan
would follow their finish, but It did not. They
remained a short while for them. Miss Franklin, singing three or four songs and
through
the condensed time, probably unoonselouely selected

numbers

all of the same strata.
followed the two-act with a
patter, not doing his
^^
ventrlloqulal bit

Felix

Adler

new opening song and

COLUMBIA.
Tho opening spot fell to Ed. and Irene
Lowry, the former a very capable dancer, and

the latter a diminutive soubret.
They slag
and dance with the latter portion carnjasi
tbe biggest reward.
The male member will
carry the turn unaided with his dosing numbar
T£? ulk to not over-strong, but carries
well.
They make a good attraction for the
smaller houses.
The American Minstrels worked a bit overtime, running 2tf minutes with the conventional
minstrel routine. Much of this time Is taken
up by three of the girls, who offer what might
have once been a specialty. The orchestration
talk

.'.

now used

kills

their

harmony.

The soprano
)

#

eneembl

ideeptabh

^asjn
will measure up with tho
other smell time minstrel nomhlnstloan
and at that rating should find plenty to ddu
Paine and Nesblt gave the bill Its initial
flash of class with a flirtation not
la
The girl is attractive, sings well, and "one."
knows
how to carry herself. The man is thoroughly
capable, and they have grounded those features
with a clean, original routine.
The Teheran Co. of Arabian tumblers do an
Arab act, the only kind ever done by Arabs
la
America. The ten-high pyramid Is the solo
feature. This troupe makes iuet as much noise
a« tbe others.
Bert Baker worked "straight" during the
afternoon performance, returning to his Celtic
character garb for tbe second show.
Baker
has perfected s nice list of stories compiled
into a monolog. Interrupted for a song
in tho
center and completed with an Irish ditty. The
stories are built around the activities of his
"son" and ring as true as original. Little need
be added anent Baker's ability.
He pulled
a safe hit with little effort.
"Prosperity" 1* somewhat away from tho
stereotyped sketch of modern times, running
around a moral and relying mors on tho Interest It arouses than on comedy or dramatic
construction. The author overlooked an opportunity for comedy, the two mes working too
far
toward "straight" lines.
The visitor
should be given more scope to provide laughs
since* the few big part holds are thoroughly
appreciated.
With the comedy role a bit
strengthened "Prosperity" might develop Into
a standard feature act.
The entire honors of the program fell to
Ward and Van (formerly the Demlohelll
Bros.) a double Italian turn who depend on
~

to 20 minutes

many

**

"• w vi

and

aaaawasgags>

WdaaUaSV*

it

pantomime and music for their returns. But
one single line is spoken throughout, yet the
laughs are continual.
It's an old turn, but
shows remarkable Improvement with many
advantageous alterations In tbe routine. This
combination should exploit themselves a bit,
for they were ppparently unknown to the
Columbia audience, yet they turned the ehow
over a few seconds after their entrance. They
could hold a similar spot on any vaudeville
bill
In America, not excepting the Palace.
Here Is a practical Illustration of artistic
ability minus business sense.
This is one of
the best two-men acts In vaudeville, yet who
It.
1 news
Waters and Morris captured a hit
with their Improved skit.
The TravlIIa Hros. and their diving seal
cloned with tho turn dressed up With a new

back drop and surrounding

set.

It

shows an

improvement worth the expenditure.
They
held the house In for the finale.
Wynn.

MOVING PICTURES
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CANCELLATION THREAT A CLUB
IN ROW OVER DELIVERY CHARGE

CIVILIZATION FOR RENT.

"COMMON LAW" RECORDS.
Within 48 hours after its first release
the Clara Kimball Young feature, "The
Common Law," had created new box
office records in New York and Chicago.

The most

Ass'n Members Empower Committee To End
Their Contract* With Exchanges If Necessary To Gain
Point. First Test of Body's Power Over Producers.
What promises
will

to be m battle royal,

be fought out between the Exhibi-

tors'

League and the newly formed

Film

Managers' Association

of

New

For some time past the ex-

York.

hibitors have been paying for the delivery of film from the exchanges to the
theatres with the exchanges paying the

return charges.

At a meeting of the managers it was
decided to advise the exhibitors that
all film service delivery charges to and
from the exchanges would have to be
paid by the exhibitor, commencing
Sept 25. This announcement, without
consulting the exhibitors, brought the
exhibitors' organizations up in arms.
special meeting was called by the
Brooklyn local last Thursday for the
purpose of taking the matter up, and
Arthur Beck, manager of the Mutual
Film Exchange and president of the
exchange men, was invited to attend
and place his reasons for the action beAfter several
exhibitors.
the
fore
hours of argument it was finally decided to appoint a committee to hold a
conference with the exchange managers Saturday. On that day the ex-

A

change managers determined to stick
to their original stand, and the Brooklyn executive board went into session
and sent a resolution to the Exhibitors'
League that unless the film exchange

men s

organization joined the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry, where the matter could be
League
Exhibitors'
the
arbitrated,
would withdraw from that organizamass meeting of the New
tion.

A

York, Bronx and Brooklyn locals was
called on Wednesday at Wurlitzer
Hall for the purpose of taking further
steps ill the matter. The importance
of the ruling may be seen from the
fact

annual contracts. The releasing concerns have shot a number of their representatives into the territory in an
attempt to placate the exhibitors and
hold them to their contracts.

that

the

Association

has

Exchange
about

30

Managers
members,

Several of the larger releasing concerns in New York admitted there was
some dissention among the exhibitors
in the southern territory, but that there
had also been an unusual amount of
activity on the part of exhibitors in the
signing of annual contracts during the
last few weeks.
One firm's manager
stated that before the first of the year
more than 90 per cent, of the firm's contracts

President Manheimer and
Bronx President John Whitman a committee of three to consult with the exchanges. This committee also received
power of attorney from every exhibitor present to use in their discretion
wherever it is necessary to cancel service in order to come to an agreement.
It is the intention of the committee to
use every peaceful means to reach a
settlement, but should this fail they
feel that a cancellation of 100 days
upon any one exchange will cause that
exchange to concede a minor point.
Subsequent events are being watched
with considerable interest, as this is
the first test of power between the two

Brooklyn

organizations.
The Exhibitors' League of AmeTica
will publish its own trade paper, the
first issue to be released on the night
of the New York ball at Madison
Square Garden, Thanksgiving Eve.

FIGHTING ADVANCE DEPOSITS.
Washington, D. C, Sept.

An

interesting situation

in the states of Virginia

is

27.

The rumor afloat last week that John
Emerson would retire from the employ
of the Artcraft Co. as director for Mary
Pickford on completion of her first re"Less Than the Dust," is without
foundation.
It originated with Emerson's desire for a fortnight's vacation
and time to cut his picture, and his suggestion that another director be employed to keep the company busy
lease,

posing.

Maurice Tourneur, general director
been selected to stage
the next Pickford feature, and Mr. Emerson's plan may be put in permanent
operation by the Artcraft people, re-

shows of "Civilization" were
withdrawn from the road Saturday by
the A. H. Woods office, which has the
operation of the feature film through
an arrangement with Thomas H. Ince.
The picture hereafter will be rented
only, the Woods staff having decided
that is the more profitable way and
eliminates an organization.
The picture may be rented for $100,
$150 or $200 a day, returning the money
net without cost of maintenance of a
traveling show. Marcus Loew offered
$6,000 for the film tor 60 consecutive
Frank Keeney, another vaudedays.
ville manager, made an offer of $2,500
for the feature.
The picture did $2,700 at the Broadway, Brooklyn, but it said the cost that
week ran to £875.
One of the companies closed at
Syracuse, Sunday, the other at Poughkeepsie.
Woods' staff man stated Tuesday
he believed more money could be secured through renting special film than
by playing it as a show, and that they
intended following that system only.

A

Chicago, Sept. 27.

The Clara Kimball Young

feature,

"The Common Law," broke the house
record at the Studebaker Monday, when
first shown ir. this city.
It is a Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer housv.

BUCK SUING EQUITABLE.
An

LAW

SELLING.
"WITHIN THE
The A. H. Woods-Sclwyn & Co. sensational speaking stage hit of its day,
"Within the Law," seems fair to be acquired by the Vitagraph for the screen,
after innumerable offers have been received and declined by the owners of

action for breach of contract for
$3,000 has been instituted in the Supreme Court by Willard Mack against
the E. M. P. Corp., of which the late
Arthur H. Spiegel was president.

the rights.

In his complaint filed by Attorney
Nathan Burkan, Mack alleges that Feb.
29, 1916, he made a contract with Spiegel to produce and appear in a motion
picture, the title and story to be se-

"Within the Law" has often been
sought by picture people through the
vogue of the play enjoyed, its scope
for the screen and the title. Woods and
the Selwyns frequently considered mak-

lected by the defendants, for a period
of four weeks at a salary of $750 a week
and that he was to have commenced
work on the picture March 8. At that
time Mack alleges he called upon the

ing a special feature of it themselves.
It is said the terms by which the Vitagraph will turn out the picture will

guarantee Woods-Selwyns at least $50,000.

defendants and informed them he was
ready to proceed, but was told they
would not produce the picture or require his services.
In their answer the film corporation,
which is said to be a subsidiary of the
World Film Corp., claim that they had
canceled the contract with Mack and
therefore were not indebted to him. The
case will be on the trial calendar in the
Supreme Court, Oct. 16.

Chicago, Sept. 27.
"Intolerance" will not be shown at
the Colonial here, until "The Birth of
a Nation," which opened last Thursday,
fails

off

to do business.
nicely.

from

The

picture started

Claud Saunders came on
to manage the Nation

New York

exhibition.

EMMY WEHLEN

SIGNED.

Wehlen

week signed

Emmy

this

FILM PLAYED KILLED.
Chicago, Sept. 27.

Richard Cotton, Essanay actor, was
by an automobile running him
down at Ephraim, a summer resort 35
miles north £>f Sturgeon Bay, Wis. Cotton, with Edna Mayo, Eugene O'Brien
and Director Arthur Berthelet, had

killed

picture,

a

two years' contract with the RolfeMetro Co., at $1,000 a week, to be

PICTURE HOUSE BURNED.
York Beach, Maine, Sept. 27.
"Arcade," a moving picture
house, J. A. Stringer, manager, which
has been closed several days but was
to have re-opened again today, was destroyed by fire last night together with
three small buildings occupied as a fire
and police station, garage and provision
store and owned by Frank H. Ellis, the
loss being $14,000.

The

„

FOX WITH FULL PROGRAM.
William Fox is continuing to enlarge
comedy companies, Leo White being his newest
ruit.
Fox will shortly
announce his new policy of a complete
daily show.
his

*

Work

on the feature was to have been started
Monday.

BIG STUDIO FOR SALE.
The magnificently equipped Biograph
studio in the Bronx fs on the market
and there are a number of bidders for
the place, in spite of the fact that

its

purchase involves the expenditure of
something like several hundred thousand dollars.
Among those anxious to secure it are
William Fox and Lewis J. Selznick.

starred in pictures.

FILM STAR SUED.

for Paragon, has

sulting in a pair of directors being constantly employed for one star.

last week to start a
"The Chaperon," and while

gone to the place

taking a walk Sunday was killed.

INTOLERANCE POSTPONED.
JOHN EMERSON REMAINS.

developing

to forego the clauses calling for the advance payment of four weeks on their

when she was not there the theatre
suffered no diminution in receipts. The
Young special film is the first sent out
under the Lewis J. Selznick system of
distribution. Miss Young is under the
personal direction of Mr. Selznick for a
series of feature releases.

much

discussion between the
program companies and the exhibitors.
Some of the exhibitors want to hold
their annual contracts with the program companies, but to lay off from
week to week when the big features
come along. The program companies
are generally willing, on the face of
things, to let this sort of an arrangement go, providing the exhibitor pays
for the picture released for the current
week just as though he played it.
With but two special releasing concerns in the market at present, this
angle doesn't take on an appearance of
alarm, but the program companies are
providing against the advent of further
companies by quietly signing annual
contracts for the coming year with the
opposition house in each town where
they can.
There will be a number of exhibitors
who will find out after the first of the
year that the service that they had
signed for has been pulled from under
their feet, and that they are left with
nothing but the special releases and
will have to resort to the open market
for their material

and North and

South Carolina, where the exhibitors
are making a concerted attempt to
force the manufacturers and distributors

basis.

theatre,

special release innovation is the

cause of

some paying

as high as $300 weekly
for return express charges.
The Wurlitzer theatre was jammed
on Wednesday with exhibitors from
the three locals and after several
hours' discussion it was finally decided
to appoint National President Ochs.

would be on an annual

The

decided record broken in
at Loew's New York
one of the many Loew houses
playing the picture on its first run. The
New York this week, by the admission
of Marcus Loew himself, broke the
week day record of receipts in that
theatre under the Loew administration
by $300 each. Monday and Tuesday
night Miss Young appeared in person
at the New York, but Tuesday evening

New York was

Two

Los Angeles, Sept.

FIRE IN STUDIO.
Los Angeles, Sept. 27.
Fire damaged the Pacific Film Co.
plant in Hollywood to the extent of
$45,000.

The Continental Film

dio adjoining,
aged.

was also

Co. stu-

slightly

dam-

Tom

man.

Miss Mason was sued a year ago,

hut the case was dismissed.

Cincy'a

Weekly Brings Unsuspected Laughter.

A

portion of the Universal weekly
this week at the 5th Ave-

One

Jitney House.

Cincinnati, ^ept. 27.
one five cent picture house

Only
is
on Fountain Square, the manageof the Star, having just announced
that the pr- e would be raised to a

was clipped

left

nue by Manager Quaid, who found the
audience was unexpectedly laughing at
an artistic representation in the pictorial

ment

film.

stuff and will use Fox
tures, including Drew

The portion was

that of a sort of
the Pewitt figure of an ancient
somewhat faithfully chiseled to nature.

mummy

Herbert Brenon's Next
Herbert Brenon's next film production, on the completion of "War Brides"
for
Nazimova, will be "The Lone
Wolf."

27.

Edna Mason, the film star, was sued
for divorce here this week by
Post, a prominent Los Angeles club

dime.

The Mar has canned

the short-

and Metro

-fea-

comedies.

Boston Has Paralysis Epidemic.
Boston, Sept. 27.
issued an order
prohibiting the admission of all children under the age of 16 years from
Boston theatres, because of the infantile
paralysis scare, which is just reaching a
serious state in this citv.

Mayor Curley has

MOVING PICTURES
MISS CLARK RENEWS CONTRACT.

NORMA TALMADGE'S OWN

Marguerite Clark has just renewed
her contract with Famous Players.
This is official and permanently dispels
the rumor which followed the report
that she would return to the stage
under the management of Charles Dillingham.

Norma Talmadge

A

particularly truthful color
was
given to the rumors of Miss Clark's return to the stage because of her determination to take her first vacation
since becoming a photoplay star two
years ago.
She resumes her screen
work as the star in "Miss Bigamist/'
under her own director, J. Searle Dawley.

Miss Clark has appeared exclusively

Famous Players

productions, with
the single exception of "The Goose
Girl/' for which she was loaned to the
Lasky company nearly two years ago.
Miss Clark's decision follows closely
that of Pauline Frederick to remain on
the screen with the sane company for
the next two years.
in

STRAND SHOWS VITA FILM.
in

The Strand is showing E. H. Sothern
"The Chattel," Vitagraph's initial

with E. H. Sothern, this week.
placing the picture with the
Strand, Vitagraph lost the Loew theatre bookings tor the picture at the
American, New York and Circle, the
Strand contract calling for exclusive
showing.
The Strand has a Paramount contract paying $840 weekly for exclusive
service, and this service will be retained except when in the discretion
effort

Upon

of the

management, a greater drawing

card can be found.
In line with this idea, the Strand contracted for the Artcraft Mary Pickford
specials, who will release from four to
eight a year, the Strand playing this
special in conjunction wkn the Paramount release in the same week. The
Strand wiM have to show the Mary Pickfords at the same time with eigth other
theatres in New York as the Artcraft
are not issuing exclusive contracts in

New York

City.

CAMPAIGN FILM CANNED.
the amount of criticism
caused by the production of a motion
picture to be used during the campaign
by the Republican National Committee,
which was made by Hal Reid, the film
has been discarded and arrangements
have been made with Chester Beecroft
to immediately start work on a picture
that will conform with the views of
the Republican party and still not be
repugnant to the Administration and
personality of President Wilson. This
f)icture is to be produced at the Horsey studios in Bayonne.

Through

COMMONWEALTH PRODUCTIONS.
B. K. Bimberg has devised an original
scheme and is at the head of a company
formed to put it into working operation.

He

has organized a stock company
for the production of motion picture
features, all stock to be subscribed for
by exhibitors, no subscriber to hold less
than $100 worth of stock nor more than
$500. No subscriber is privileged to secure any advantage over any other in
the matter of "first runs," this privilege
to be decided by drawing lots.
Four stars have been secured to be
featured in the productions, and are to
be paid for their services in stock in the
company. The capital stock of the corporation is $25,000, one-half of which
has already been underwritten.

exploited as a screen star herafter under a company bearing her own name.

The departure starts Oct 2. Miss Talmadge has been a Triangle star.
In the Norma Talmadge Film Corporation is Joseph M. Schenck, of the
Marcus Loew

Circuit.

He

is

reported

having sent the deal through.
Mr. Schenck is also largely interested
in the company formed to make seven
pictures with Evelyn Nesbit, the central
Miss Nesbit has been
figure of each.
engaged at a salary that will aggregate
$2,500 weekly.

The Talmadge and Nesbit

pictures

be distributed through the Lewis
J. Selznick service, disposed of under
State rights sales, as per the Selznick
will

usual custom of late.
for each have already been disposed of.
Allan Dwan will direct both the
Misses Talmadge and Nesbit.
Mr. Schenck was in negotiation for

Several States

some time with "Fatty" Arbuckle and
secured Arbuckle's signature to a conRecently Arbuckle asked to be
released owing to something unforeseen
having been placed before him. It is
reported he paid Schenck $30,000 for the
Before that, and previous to
release.
the Mutual sighing Charlie Chaplin, Mr.
Schenck had talked to Chaplin about
forming a company to handle the Chaplins exclusively, but in the midst of his
Chaplin talks, Mr. Schenck left for
Havana on a pleasure trip.
tract.

AGAINST DOUBLE TITLES.
Montreal, Sept.

27.

feature film distributors of the
Dominion of Canada are up in arms

The

against the proposed law, which will
force all the film manufacturers to
provide a double set of titles, one in
English and one in French, for all pictures shown in the Province of Quebec.
Should the law be passed it would add
greatly to the cost of the productions
At present the
in this province alone.
cost of importing film into Canada is
extraordinarily high, because of the
added duty and war tax which has been
placed against this product.
Lou Rogers, who is the Canadian general manager for the William Fox Film
Corporation, has already made a formal protest to several members of the
Canadian Parliament and has been successful in having promises that the matter will be made one of open discussion
in that body, at which the film interests
can be present, before the law is finally
passed.
The local representatives of several

American

film

manufacturers have been

advised that in the event of the law
passing they will cease leasing their
output in that territory.

FEATURES AT CUT RATES.
Chicago, Sept.

The big

27.

again
in Chicago, but playing against each
"The Birth
other at reduced prices.
of a Nation" returns to the Colonial
Sept. 28, but instead of $2 top, the highest fee is one dollar.
"The Fall of a
Nation," at the Illinois, is on exhibition at the Fine Arts at two bits top.
The Dixon feature opened last Saturfilm features are at

firing

days

in his

lines,

apartments at the Ritz-Carl-

ton hotel.
Mr. Sheehan's views and comment of
the war are so interesting, the fact that
Mr. Sheehan, who is the general manager of the William Fox Film Corporation, himself started a revolution of

American

film

methods

distributing

abroad almost became a secondary consideration.

In London there is a replica of the
immense Fox organization on 46th
street to keep supplied the 5,000 picture
exhibitors of Great Britain. Mr. Sheehan left New York about six months
ago, and upon arrival in London, immediately plunged into the work of
popularizing the Fox feature pictures
for the English.
He succeeded so well
recent reports from London say the
Fox pictures abroad are equalling the
American estimate of them, and picture people report Fox is doing at
least SO per cent, of his American business over there.
month or so was spent in France
'

A

by Mr. Sheehan, who sailed direct to
New York from Bordeaux, deferring a
contemplated visit to Australia for

some future time. The Fox establishment has full representation in the
other

foreign

including
the only
American film distributor operating
abroad under its own corporate title.
The others from this side send their
output across through a foreign connection and name.
"It's too bad," said Mr. Sheehan, "that
the English manufacturers do not unite
to have proper representation in this
country. It would mean so much for
the excellent pictures they turn out."
Mr. Sheehan remarked the Italian
made film is showing a decided improvement and he was also favorably
impressed with the French make.
countries,

"The

English

and

It

is

French/'

works we had made, and Mr. Zangwill
spent a

week doing

it

in

our London

offices."

The Fox

service abroad started about

months behind the beginning of
over here last season, and the re-

eight
it

weekly, evidencing the demand for
them. So far but one a week has been
distributed.

On the dressing table in Mr. Sheehan's suite at the Ritz is an inkwell,
made of the headpiece of an exploded
bomb Sheehan picked up at Verdun.
He was on the firing line through a
permit issued by the French
Inspector General. Several other war
centres in France was also viewed by
him.
Asked if the conditions in the war
countries were depressing to women,
Mr. Sheehan said Mrs. Sheehan did not
find them so, and that misery is not
seen in wholesale unlets looked for in
the hcjpitals. Mrs. Sheehan, while in
London, flew over the city in an airship, remaining in the air for about 30
minutes and traveling about 25 miles.
She returned home with her husband.
The auto accident olacing Mr. Sheehan in bed was caused by the explosion of a front tire while the car was
rapidly
traveling
over a Brooklyn
boulevard. It was miraculous nothing
more serious happened than the strained
knee cap suffered by Mr. Sheehan, who
was able to return to the Fox New
special

York

Monday.

offices

BUSINESS GOOD IN CANADA.
General reports from the entire Dominion of Canada indicate that the
film business is on the boom. Several
of the houses in the larger centers such
as the Colonial, Vancouver, B. C, and
the Victoria, B. C, are making a change
of policy, playing features of the better sort for a full week.
The former
house started its new policy with Theda
Bara in "Carmen," and raised its admission price to 25 cents, with the result that the house record for gross
receipts was broken.

COAST PICTURE NEWS.

y GUY PRIOB.

George Fisher has
Bessie Barrlecale

Isft Inoevllle.

back from the Bast

Is

Carlyle Robinson, a termor newspaper man,

has opened a publicity

office.

con-

tinued Mr. Sheehan, "appear to have
no decided preference for any particular type of Fox pictures.
If anything
they prefer the dramatic Many of the
problem films we have turned are not
so readily appreciated by the foreigners as ourselves, so we carefully discriminate, even
giving England
to
some of the Fox features by English
authors and others of English subIsrael
jects.
Zangwill very kindly
wrote in the captions for one of his

leases will be maintained at about that
ratio of time apart.

Commencing shortly across the water
the Fox releases will be made twice

Seymour Tally has
Mrs.

W.

Ditto Mrs.

B.

a cabin at Big Bear.

built

Wing has

returned from the last.

Frank B. Woods.

George Seigmann visited Tla Juana reoeatly.
William Robert Daly and wife, Fritsl Bruhare left the Bells.

nette,

Forrest Stanley, baring left pictures, has
gone Bast to be cast In one of Morocco's *'Blrd
of Paradise" companies.

Maxfleld Stanley

Is

'

now with Fine

next week.

home

The Keystone let a bunch of players cut, then
re-engaged them.
Harry O ribbon

headed Bast.

Is

Mrs. Crane Wilbur
a local sanitarium.

Is

reported no better at

Carl Laemmle went to San Francisco suddenly last week.

John Set Steppllng
third "native eon."
Eleanor Crow

Is

the proud father of a

now with Fox.

Is

Roy Fernandez, late of the local movie
colony, is now a model for Harrison Fisher.
Rene Rogers has Jumped

RECRUITING FILM.

at work.

Arts.

Ince and Bennett are expected

Griffith,

D. W. Griffith, Mack Bennett and Thomas
H. Ince are due home soon from New York.

day.

a "run-off" in Poli's theatre.

NEW HAVEN.

Winnie Sheehan returned to New York and an automobile
accident, which laid him up for a few
the

it

New Haven, Sept. 27.
The "Unborn," a five-part photoplay,
was condemned by Police Censor Bernard J. Reilly, after he had witnessed

IN

After personally inspecting the war
fields of Europe, from the vantage of

France and Australia.

Chicago, Sept. 27.
pictures are being used to help
The
recruiting at this point.
First Illinois Cavalry, in an attempt to
recruit 233 additional men, needed to
bring its army quota up to the registered mark, has installed a moving picture theatre in the regimental armory
at 1330 North Clark street. Thousands
of feet of film are available showing
pictorially the training received on the
Rio Grande and of the regular army

CONDEMNED

WINNIE SHEEHAN COMMENTS.

CO.

will be personally

21

Oscar Apfel

Is

to the American.

back from a five-day vaca-

tion at the seashore.

The
army

Murdock

MacQuarrle

Is

In

New York

in

the Interest of the Directors' Association of
Los Angeles.

Andrew Arbuckle
off or

to

return

to

lant

week turned down an

vaudeville.

moTloa very well, thank you

FOX'S

LONDON OFFICE

Lcona Hutton nan returned
week's stay on a ranch.

The English headquarters of the Fox Film
Corporation at 74-76 Old Complon street, Lon-

for the

don.

drawn

He

llkee

the

!

from

a

two

Rrnnlo Zeldman In now writing publlolty
Yorke Film Co.. or In other word* he
hin weekly check from Fred Balshofer.

MOVING PICTURES
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BB

through the same agency include Robert Cain
with the Edison Company, Charles Gotthold
and Montagus Love with the Astra Film Corporation; Marie Bhotwell and Robert Conness

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
The Independent manufacturers

In the

Gen-

eral Film Co. have won an important concession. In that they hare gained the point
that there will be no more reissues released on
that program after Oct. 20.
Per some time
this has been a serious bone of contention,

the Independents contending they were forced
new film while the O. F. was losing
considerable business on sccount of releasing
reissues 3 or 4 years oli.
They contended
that with a loss of patronsge there was also
a decreased demand for their film with a sub*
sequent loss in the number of prints sold. A
wide split threatened time and again until the
concession was finally made.
to release

with the Frohman Amusement Corporation
for the film version of "The Witching Hour."

star, will be under Mr. O'Brlen'e direction In
this new arrangement. Work will begin imme-

upon a five-part feature called "Vanity," which was written especially for Miss
Wehlen by Aaron Hoffman.
diately

The Exhibitors' League has put Its foot
down firmly against any of Its members showing

campaign

slides

unless

the

candidate

In
states his position on official censorship.
order to have his slide projected la the theatres of members it is first necessary to have
the concent of the organisation and the consent will not be forthcoming unless the can-

didate goes on record as being against censorSherman-Elliott, Inc., who recently purchased for a Quarter of a million dollars the
William N. Selig production, "The Crisis," have
opened offices in New York City and perfected
plans for the exploitation of this production. H.
A. Sherman announces he will offer "The
Crisis" as a Broadway production shortly and
will release it on a state rights basis, but retain Chicago and all territories west where he
personally will exploit this big film drama In a
manner commensurate with Its worth, using
special music and booking the production in
the same manner as a theatrical company, as
he is now doing with "The Birth of a Nation"

and "Ramona."
Hawks, personal representative for
Plckford, following the completion of her
picture for Artcraft Pictures Corporation,
"Lens Than the Dust," hss started on a continent-wide trip to blase the trail through the
newspapers. This tour is a sample of the Indirect co-operation of Artcraft with the exhibitor. Mr. Hawks will not work with the exhibitor at all, but will endeavor to pile up a
volume of personal publicity for Mary Pickford, which will be followed by the special
campaign arranged to exploit "Less Than the
Walls

Mary
first

Dust."

John B. O'Brien,

until recently the director

Mary Plckford at the Famous Players,
and before that with D. W. Griffith, where be
achieved international fame, has signed a
long time contract to direct exclusively for the
at the Popular Plays and
Players studio. Emmy Wehlen, the Metro

Robert Llebers, head of the corporation operating the Circle Picture Palace of Indianapolis, and A. J. GUllngham, who operates a
cuain oi theatres in Detroit, and the State of
Michigan, were In town Monday and called on
They
S. L. Rotbapiel of the Rlalto theatre.
stated they were here on a two million dollar
picture proposition, but would not disclose Its
nature.

World

has struck an unexpetced
the reissuing of the Clara Kimball Young pictures.
Due to the Belanlck
publicity these pictures, which have all been
re-edlted and ratified, are on a fair way to
establish a new record for big booking on reIssues.
World has given several of them new
names and In their new drees It will be difficult to recognise them.
The first release Is
"A Woman Without a Soul," formerly "Lola."

bonansa

Film

In

Universal are getting ready to start their
advertising campaign on their new feature
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea,"
in Chicago at the 8tudebaker theatre.
When
Net Rothsteln, sdvertislng manager, was given
orders to go ahead with a $6,000 flash in the
dallies

he and his assistant, Cavansugh, msde

a lay-out for this amount In a little over two
hours.
This Is said to be a record.
Ned
Holmes will handle the Chicago end.

Norma Talmadge and H.

B. Werner are the
stars of the Triangle feature releases for the

week

of Oct. 22. Miss Talmadge appears in
"Fifty-Fifty," a Fine Aits production recently
in the East under the direction of Allan
Dwan. Mr. Warner's vehicle is the TriangleKay Bee drama "The Vagabond Prince," written by J. O. Hawks and directed by Charles
Glblyn.

made

of

Metro program,

ship.

The Herald Film Corporation announce that
bookings tor "Around the World in 80 Days"
have been coming in steadily. The demand
by exhibitors for this feature has been increasing dally.
The officers of the Herald
Film Corporation seel that their Judgment In
selecting "Around the World in 80 Days,"
by Jules Verne, for their first release of big
features, has been more than vindicated.

Alice May last week Joined the William Fox
forces, being placed by the Packard Theatrical

Exchange.

Other motion picture people placed

After seeing "The Pawnshop," Chaplin's
release, and with "The Count" still booking heavily, a report has It Mutual took an
option on Chaplin's services for another year
ai the same salary he la now receiving. The
Chaplin contract is proving to be exceedingly
proutable for Mutual.
The excluaive rights
sold so far over the world would more then
pay for the film comedian's salary.

new

Ann Pennington has departed tram Nov
York with the Zlegfeld "Follies." which have
gone on tour. But aha has left bar shadow
behind to do the Hula Hula danoe In the
Famous Players-Paramount production, "The
Rainbow Prtnooss," In which aha Is noon to
appear on the aci
Walter

B.

Greene,

president of

the Art-

Film Co., and Ai. Uchtman, general
manager of the concern, spent several days
this week in Philadelphia looking over a number of houses of which they will select ana
craft

for the initial presentation of the
Plckford release.

first

Mary

Several new additions have been made to
the list of members of the National AssociaMotion Picture Industry, which Include D. W. Griffith, Thanhauser Film Co.,
Pathe Freres, Mutual Film Corp.. Ksiem Film
Corp. and the Whartons, Inc. These new members have Joined the manufacturer's group.
tion of the

Tom Davison, of the Davison Film Agency, of
London, will arrive In New York In a taw days
for the purpose of looking Into various propositions that have been made to his organisation
in regard to the foreign distribution of American films.
Ralph W. I nee, superintendent of the Vita
Bay Shore studios, la in California on a visit
to his mother, .in the party are Lnatle Lea
Whan the trio
Stewart and Hunt Gordon.
passed through Seattle they stopped to play
on the bill of the Clemmar theatre.

three days
Lillian Walker was compelled to decline an
Invitation extended to her by the American
bankers' Association to attend their annual
convention at Kansas City, as a result of her
recent automobile accident. Miss Walker was
teatured in a Vitagrayh picture written by
irvin Cobb entitled "The Dollar and The Law,"
which Is to be projected at the convention.

According to Victor B. Johnson, head of
the
Vltagraph publicity department, "The
Chattel," a motion picture In which E. H.
Sotnern is starred in, played to 10,000 people
in the Strand theatre last Sunday.
This
picture is also being projected this week in
th« sttllmau theatre, Cleveland, a new motion
picture place.

In "The Honor of the Waynes," starring
Robert Warwick, the male character of second importance will be played by Henry Hull,

who

attracted favorable comment for his interpretation of the leading role In "The Man
Who Came Back," at the Playhouse. This
will bo his first appearance as a motion picture
player.
Prof. Firmln Swinnen, organist of the Antwerp Cathedral, one of the most celebrated edifices of its sort in Europe, has been engaged to
play at the Rlalto. Prof. Swinnen arrived in
New York recently from England, where in a
period of eleven months he raised $30,000 for
the Belgian Relief Fund by a series of recitals
In the noted English churcnes and cathedrals.
C. G. Klngsley, the present

manager

of the

Fox Film Corporation at Cincinnati, Ohio, has
been appointed the branch manager of the
Famous Players Film Service, Inc., distributors of Paramount pictures in Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan.

The Signal Film Corporation will start the
release of a new picture serial Oct. 23, en"A Lass of the Lumberlands." Helen
Holmes will be the featured player.
The
Holmes Berial will be In fifteen chapters of
two reels each. The author Is E. Alexander
Powell and the director is J. P. MacGowan.

titled

O. E. Goebel, President of Consolidated Film

presenting "The Crimson Stain
the
slxteen-episode
super-serial
photoplay, consummated a deal with Henry J.
i J rock this week whereby Mr. Brock acquires
the world rights exclusive of the United States
und Canada to "The Crimson Stain Mystery."
Corporation,

Mystery,"

The Elmcndorf Travel Talks, Inc., which
embraces moving pictures covering the talks,
filling Chautauqua dates in the middle west.
Dwlght L. Elmendorf iq arranging for his
personal tour to open in New York and he
plans to play Chicago some time in December and January.
is

The New Star, Westbrook, Maine's new $*>,000 theatre, opened yesterday evening. It is
one of the prettiest houses of its also in
New England, seating 860. The policy will
be pictures and road attractions.
The Klelne-Edison-Sellg-Eaaanay service held
its first trade showing in Chicago Sept. 2L
The pictures shown were Sellg's "The Country
That God Forgot" and Esaanay's "Return oi
Eve."

A guest at a private showing of "The Man
Who Stood Still" in the World projection
room, referred to Lew Fields as "The David
Warfleld of the screen" and William A. Brady
said he thought the title a good one.
Barrett O'Hara, lieutenant governor of Illinois, who was one of the main reasons for
the "Little Girl Next Door" vice picture
reaching the market, was defeated for the
nomination of 1. g. on the Democratic ticket.

Chss. N. Sloane, formerly assistant to B. A.
Kenny, has been appointed stage manager of
company at the Park

T. H. Ince's Civilization
theatre, New York.

Estelle

Allen,

formerly of

the

Vltagraph,

and Harold Voaburgh of the American Co.,
have been added to the list of Moresco film
players.

Ed. G. Gldley, who, for the past three years,
the Piedmont (vaudeville
theatre) at Charlotte, N. C, Is now manager
of the Strand and Elite theatres at Athens, Ga.

was manager of

Pat Macdonald, the celebrated Times Square
traffic policeman, is shown on the screen at
the Rlalto this week in the act of breaking the
shotput record.

Walter Lamb, of the World Film sales
has joined the Lewis J. Selsnlck enattend to the New York

forces,

terprises and will
City bookings.

W. H. McCoy, for nine years In the employ
of the Vltagraph as a camera man, has succeeded

Walter Arthur as head camera .man

for the concern.

Russel N. Rogers snd Asher J. Goldflne are
young Chlcagoans who hsve joined hands in
a film venture in which they will buy old subjects and resell them.

Edith Sterling will appear in the ten-reel
feature,
"The Planters," in which Tyrone
will star.

Power

"Where Are My Children?"

Is

business at the La Salle, Chicago.
it went over the $4,000 mark,

doing
Last week

still

Beginning Oct. 8, Pathe will release one Gold
Rooster per week. The features for this prowill be furnished by the Astra Film
Corporation, Arrow Film Corporation, Balboa,

Paul Gulick. editor of the Universal Weekly,
returned Monday from a vacation spent at the
home of his parents In Bridgeport, Vermont,

Thanhouscr and the best that the open market

Warren Kerrigan's contract with Universal
expires shortly, and he has made no arrangements for the future.

gram

affords.

With the completion and trade showing of
his first feature, "Charity," Frank Powell,
president of the Frank Powell Productions,
Inc., will Immediately begin work on another
large production in which he sees great possibilities.

Herbert Standing and his son Wyndham In
five- reel
feature being produced by the
Moroaco Co. under the direction of William
a

D. Taylor.
Until recently Wyndham was acting for Mr. Morosco in his Los Angeles stock

company.

Four hundred and fifty convicts have been
used in the production of the forthcoming
Metro-Rolfe five-act photodrama, "The Brand
of Cowardice," starring Lionel Barrymore and
Grace Valentine. They are the Inmates of the
Correction Farm at New Hampton, N. Y.

Or. A. G. Robyn, organist at the Rlalto, Is
returning to the lyceum field and will shortly
open offices In New York. He will not only
handle musical stars but has mapped out a
tour for Dr. L. S. Sugden with his Alaskan
pictures.

Triangle has inaugurated a novelty that Is
generating large quantities of satisfaction in
the breasts of the exhibitors throughout the
country. With each release now sent forth by
Triangle goes from 75 to 100 feet of pictorial
trailer calling attention to the high spots and
features in the succeeding release.

James

T.

Qulnn and George Vandermlnden,

acfbrs

injured during the taking of the film
"Less Than the Dust," have authorized their
attorneys to negotiate a settlement for them
with the Mary Plckford Co. Qulnn Is out of
the hospital.

Vandermlnden

is still

laid up.

:

,
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CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
in "THE COMMON LAW
TRIUMPH
New York
"Broke

all

Chicago

my theatres"
MARCUS LOEW.

week-day records at

Comments from

NEW YORK

'The biggest business

"JOURNAL."

Studebaker Theatre."

JONES, LINICK

technically,

and Miss Young

istrionic— Kitty Kelly in the

YORK "HERALD."

The million and more readers of the book will find the appealing love story of Valerie West, the artist's model, and Louis
Neville, the painter, absorbingly revealed on the screen. The
sensational touches that gave the novel such wide vogue have
been retained but are depicted with such exceptional taste as
YORK
to give offense to none.—Victor Watson in the

NEW

—

"A Magnificent Production." Lewis J. Selxnick has made
an even greater photoplay of "The Common Law" than Robert
W. Chambers made

a successful

novel.-NEW

NING SUN."

Clara Kimball Young scores a great
Law." * • * This picture is playing

YORK "EVE-

hit in "The Common
to capacity audiences

Marcus Loew theatres. The initial Selznick production
makes him one of the most important producing factors in
America from the beginning.-NEW YORK "EVENING

at the

WORLD."

In "The Common Law" Lewis J. Selxnick has again shown
that he is a great believer in the necessity of lavishness in
making a picture a sure winner. He has spent an enormous
sum in the production, and yet he has net been wasteful, as
he has made every dollar count in the production of a remarkable picture. No detail missing; every dollar spent will
bring back many dollars to the treasury of his producing
"GLOBE."
company.-Lewis Sherwin in the

NEW YORK

The picture is in seven reels and quite worth it. • * * A
superb presentation by Director Albert Capellani .and brilliant
performance by Clara Kimball Young. Mr. Capellani • • • is
a master in the art of suggestion • • • and his staging of
the story is quite perfect. The realism of his scenes seems
unbounded by the celluloid— there is nothing denoting the
motion picture studio about them. • • • Miss Young acts
with rare skill and gives her work an appreciable touch of
refinement.-Peter Milne in the "MOTION PICTURE NEWS."
• • • truly a remarkable production.
The appeal of Clara
Kimball Young in this picture is irresistible. * • • If the
characters in Mr. Chambers' novel hsd walked out of the
pages of the book they could scarcely have been more true
throughout the picture could
to type. • • • Continuity
hardly have been improved upon. _ *_* Many of the set• The story abounds with
tings
are magnificent.
dramatic situations which are interpreted to their fullest possibilities by Miss Young. • • * On the whole, "The Common Law" will prove a box office magnet. Ben H. Grimm in

the

"MOVING PICTURE WORLD."

—

ft

SCHAEFFER.

Mr. Chambers could ask no more luxurious pictorial interpre• • • Amongst
tation.
these splendid furnishings move
people in harmony with them. Miss Young's beauty is variously adorned. « • • Mr. Capellani, the director, • • •
has wrought quite wonderfully. • • • It is so admirably
done that it nowhere hangs heavily. • • * It is a well made
Cicture,

'The Common Law" attracted throngs to the theatres, both
downstairs and on the roof. • # * Beautiful models are
never more beautiful than when played by Miss Young, and
Miss Young is even prettier as Valerie West in the Chambers'
novel than she was as "Trilby."—John Logan in the NEW

"AMERICAN."

in the history of the

the Greatest American Picture
Authorities

A beautiful and popular star, a story by one of the most
popular authors of the day, and magnificent direction by
Albert Capellani gives to this Selxnick picture the impetus
such as few producers have been able to gain. • • • Photographically the picture is also a superb production.— "Zit"
in the

<r

ia

both beautiful and

CHICAGO 'TRIBUNE."

If he (Robert Chambers) is one of those proud authors who
scorn the plebeian movie, he will, after seeing how the Clara
Kimball Young Film Corporation has handled his brain child,
take moviea to his heart and embrace them. • • *• Miss
Young fulfills the extravagant description Chambers gives his
beauteous heroine. • • * Capellani staged 'The Common
Law" in a masterly fashion. % • • Miss Young holds the
center of the stage and charms with her truly exotic beauty.—
Louella O. Parsons in the CHICAGO "HERALD."

"Something Different Wins."—If Lewis J. Selxnick turns
out more subjects as good as this one—a tense, interesting
and human story for the sophisticated—he may well stick out
his tongue at his disagreeable competitors, who scoffed at his
idea of something different. One thing different about the
Chambers' feature ia that the dependence is placed on good
acting to get the ideas across. Miss Young lives, not acts,
the life of Valerie West. It is an enticing and wonderful production.—Juanita Gray in the CHICAGO -'EXAMINER."
There is not a particle of doubt as to the financial success
Clara Kimball Young in "The Common Law." It is an
assured triumph. It has the magnetic personality of a beautiful star, the splendid stage craftsmanship of Capellani, and
the justly popular novel of Robert W. Chambers. Aa a picof

ture "The Common Law" rivals some of the most spectacular
revues. It is scenically magnificent.—W. K. Hollander in the
CHICAGO "DAILY NEWS.' f

Clara Kimball Young is charming and appealing. Her leading man and the rest of the cast are wonderfully capable.
Capellani, the director, is a positive genius.
If the future
productions of the Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises are of this
remarkable calibre, this organisation will receive a hearty welcome from the American public—Oma Moody Lawrence in the
,

CHICAGO "EVENING POST."

Congratulations to Clara Kimball Young in the successful
launching of her great motion picture venture, and more congratulations to Lewis J. Selxnick, the daring producer, with
is first "C K. Y." picture.
The Studebaker is playing to
capacity audiences and you are lucky to be able to get into
the theatre at all during the opening engagement of "The
Common Law." Albert Capellani is the director among all
directors-Rob Reel in the CHICAGO "AMERICAN."

The jam in the Studebaker Theatre and in front of it on
Michigan Boulevard indicates that Clara Kimball Young in
"The Common Law" is the film for which the town has been
waiting.

A

tremendously effective combination of

star,

author

and director has been gathered by Lewis J. Selxnick for his
most successful re-entry into motion picture production.—O. L.
Hall in the

CHICAGO "JOURNAL."

'!<
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THE COMMON LAW.

Clare Kimball Youal
Conway Tearle
P»ul Capellanl

Valeria Wart
Neville

Querlda

Edna Hunter

Rita
Stephanie
lira. Neville
Mr. Neville

Lillian Cook
J u
8t, ar

Edward

Weat

lira

J2 \,
L ,S
at. Kimball
Lydla Knott

Flanagan
Lewie J. Selznlck baa released tbe first of
the Clara Kimball Young pictures, a seven*
reeler entitled 'The Common Law," from tb«
book of tbe same title by Robert W. Chambers,
directed by Albert Capellanl. Prom an artlstl*
Ogllvy

1>.

J.

standpoint the picture Is very well dona, following the story of the book so closely that It contains all the weaknesses of the original novel as
well aa all the strong punches, and to Mr. Capellanl must be given credit for having achieved aa
exceedingly artistic production from the scenic,
lighting and acting standpoint. A splendid cast
waa assembled to support tbe acting of Miss
Young, who played the stellar role with distinction. But the picture In Itself Is too long
from the exhibitors' standpoint It ran Juat a
little longer than an hour and three-quarters
at the private ahowlng which was given at the
St. Regis Hotel laat week. But for that matter
nearly all seven-reel pictures are too long for
the big business possibilities of the usual exhibitor, and in the case of "The Common Law"
there are several scenes that could be cut out
entirely, not only as an aid to tbe picture itself, but as a help to the story. It would be a
simple matter to cut at leaat a thousand feet
from the picture, and this would speed up the
action, which at times la dreggy and help tbe
picture from the exhibitor's standpoint by
shortening the running time. At the very start
of the picture there la entirely too much cutting
back and forth In the scenes leading up to tbe
real action of the picture's plot Valerie West
(Clare Kimball Young) la the girl of refinement
and education who. left practically destitute
through tbe death of her mother, is forced into
accepting a position aa model. The most thrilling scenes are those in the studio of Neville,
where Valerie la posing "in the nude." Here
the director baa done bis best work. He has
worked out an Idea of showing but part of tbe
form of tbe woman and leaving thoae who view
the picture to uae their imagination aa to tbe
They are scenes that could have easily
rest.
been overdone and made salacious and suggestive in tbe bands of an over-zealous producer.
but Mr. Capellanl has given just the required
touch. At this time Valerie is in demand and
Querlda (Paul Capellanl), a Spanish artist,
becomes infatuated with her. His law In regard to women Is "the common law ;" no marHis life la "Just one woman
riage for him.
However at this point Steafter another."
phanie (Lillian Cook), Neville's adopted sister, who is in love with him and who, It la gen-

erally ooaoeded by relatives and friends, la
wed him, enters the picture. She haa been
neglected by Neville, who haa fallen In lore
with hla model. She pleads with Valerie
e to
leave him before she ruins his career, and
Valerie promisee that aha will never marry
him. Then to crush down her emotion she Joins
Querlda at a New Year'a Eve party. (Here Is
where a alight doubt enters the mind aa to

how a girl who haa been naught but a model
and who a abort time before waa poverty
stricken, managed to. gather so many wonderful clothes In ao abort a time by simply posing.)
Neville sees her at the party and takes her from
It to his studio, proposes to her and la put off.
after being refused, by Valerie promising to
give herself to him on the first of June without the formality of a ceremony. In the intervening months the tangled threads of the plot
are straightened out and after Valerie manages
throwing him out of the
to kill Querlda by
window of her apartment when he attacks her,
the Neville family give their consent to the
marriage of the son and hla model. Aa a moneygetter "The Common Law" will prove a boxoffice attraction of the first rank, but It la a
picture that one will have to play for more
than a day In order to get the benefit of the
Prod.
cumulative advertising value.

THE RUMMY.
The Rummy
The Olrl
Dan 0'8ull!van
The cub reporter
O'Sulllvan's handy man
Managing Editor
Newspaper reporter

Wilfred Lucas
Pauline Starke
William H. Brown
James O'Shea
Harry Planer
A.

D. Sears

Clyde Hopkins
Wilfred Lucas plays the role of a "rummy"

reporter
starring

In his
feature,

latest

which

Arts

Triangle-Pine
la

"The

entitled

Rummy," a

story that haa no great punch,
other than pounding home the fact that a man
who marries a woman of the streets will always be suspicious of her afterward. That
In Itself Is not a good moral to point out,
even though It la later proven that his susAa a plctuiixatlon of
picions are unfounded.
newspaper life the story rings true, with the
possible exception that It pictures all reThe day
porters aa rummies more or less.
has passed when the star man on any paper
Is the "rummy," for nowadays rummies do
not usually get a chance to prove whether
they are star men or not Mr. Lucas la a
finished actor and It la his characterisation
of the role of the reporter that makes the
picture worth while. His principal support Is
Pauline Starke, who playa the woman. She
Is a very clever girl and shows one of the
best faints that has been screened In some time.
At the opening of the story the "rummy" Is
a reporter on a daily owned by a political

is due the Prohman Company for
having assembled so clever an aggregation of
actors who proved ao excellent as^'small town"

Ha la eovoriag the alght court. During
tbe evening a little girt Is brought La charged
with soltoltlng, ha recognises her aa a fallow
boarder, who baa been down on her luck and
bellevea nor plea of not guilty to the extant
of offering to marry her. After their marrtage
the rise of tho reporter to the city desk la
fast, but one day he discovers his wife In a
rather compromising position with tho political boss who owns the paper and turns her
out Into tho streets again. To drown hla sorrows ho beeomea the rummy. A chance later
offers Itself to expose the political boss's
methods and the "rummy" tracks him down.
The truth regarding his wife comes out and
a reconciliation is brought about. Incidentally he gets a Job on the same old paper,
without even showing he haa paased through
the Keeley Cure. The feature la good, though
not great.

agaal crldlt

boat.

typos and served to visualise ao forcibly the
humorously earoastlo captions and titles. Almost every one of them la deserving of Individual mention. This aggregation la headed
by Jack 8horrlll and Edith Taliaferro. Miss
Taliaferro waa never sweeter on tho screen and
young Mr. Shenill shows marked Improvement
as an artist over all previous appearancee. He
seems to have taken on more weight and dignity and his transition from a boy to the
responsibilities of a man marks him as a coming screen favorite.
"The Conquest of Canaan" Is a regular picture.
Jolo.

THE COUNTRY GOD FORGOT.

ROMANCE OF BILLY GOAT HILL
Universal has turned out a fllmlsatlon of

"A Romance of Billy Goat Hill" In five reels
under the Red Peather trade mark.
The
furnishes

story

five

Interesting

reels

all

THE CONQUEST

OJP

Edith Taliaferro

Jack 8herrlll
Ralph Delmore
Marie Edith Wells
Oene La Motto
Jack Hopkins
Walter Hlere

Happy Pear
Norman Plltcroft
Nashville Corey

Thos.

Mary Charieson

Craig Wells
Ruth Randall
Sheriff Orentwell

Chas. Qerrard
Victoria Porde
Chas. La Moyne

Two miners make

their home In a section of
the country little more than a barren waste.
One of the men has married a dead partner's

wife and the young woman Is discontented
with her lot. She meets a government paymaster who asks her to elope with him. This
she does. The husband feels that she loves
the man and wishing for her happiness does
not pursue until It is learned that tho paymaster had stolen considerable money.
A
posse is then formed and sets out In pursuit.
To make a long story short, the girl repents
and the paymaster swings In the air. Plve
reels are too many for this brief story, which
would do for three. The acting Is well looked
after.
The story calls for nothing more than
exteriors. Sellg will have to put more money
into Its features If they are expected to secure

CANAAN.

Tabor

Joe Loudon
Judge Pike
Mamie Pike
Claudlne

George Pawoett
will Machin

Mike Donovan
Mrs. Helen Brent

Sellg flvo-reeler with a cast whose members
are of equal Importance aa a general thing,
with Marshall Nlelan the director. The story,
of the western order, haa not the significance
for a flvo-reeler and makes the picture dreggy.

of

which are well done by this concern. The
thread of the story deals with an Innocent
man who takes the blame for a shooting to
shield a friend only to have the guilty one
double cross his friend aa soon aa he Is out
of sight
There la a bit of love Intermingled
with the Inevitable happy ending bringing It
to a cloae.
Myrtle Gonsalea la the star and
supported by a capable cast. The production
end has been well looked after with several
pretentious Interiors.
Universal haa In this
a good program feature which should be
booked readily.

Ariel

Thomas Santschl

Steve Brent.
Cal Hearn

Ward

Mike

Ben Hendricks
The Prohman Amusement Corporation's pro-

a substantial rental.

duction of Booth Tarklnton's novel 'The Conquest of Canaan," scenario by Anthony Kelly.
staged by George Irving ; Ralph Dean, technical
director; Win. L. Bherrlll, president; Harry
Relohenbach, press representative, proves that
one can produce a vary good feature without
resorting to huge spectacles or sensational
melodrama. Mr. Tarklngton's story is too well
known to necessitate summarising here, but

Bway A clad Street
Continuous from anon dally
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FILM REVIEWS
to help out the regulation five reels and a lot
of interesting detail carefully worked out.
Roberts dominates in spite of a very difficult
role.
It Is not one of the beet of the Lasky
Jolo.
releases.

ANTON, THE TERRIBLE
Theodore Roberts

Anton Kasoff
Vera Stanovltch

AnJU King

General Stanovltch, her father,

Horace B. Carpenter
Haniaon Ford
David Burkln
H. B. Koch
Grand Done Ivaaovltch
Babushka, Anton'e mother... Bdythe Chapman
Olga, Anton'e sister
Delia Trombly
Theodore Roberts and Anita King are
tarred In the Leaky (Paramount) feature,
"Anton, the Terrible," shown at the Broadway this week. The stellar honors should also
Include Bdythe Chapman, who plays the role
of the mother of Roberts, In a Russian melodrama Involving royalty and peasantry. While
Roberts Is always good and can be relied
upon to provide an Interesting characterisation, he Is In tills lnstanoe too. old for the
pert and occasionally his age oosee through
the excellent makeup with which he Invests
himself. He has the role of a oossack whose
little sister Is ravished by the Grand Duke.
He swears revenge and thus ends the first
reel.
Fifteen years later he Is seen at the
bead of the Russian secret police with his
mother Installed as a servant In the house of

THE POWER OF EVIL
"The Power

Moss
feature In five reels, had Its Initial New York
showing this week at the Regent and Hamilton
theatres. The story for this new film creation
was furnished by George Bronson Howard
of Evil," the latest B. 8.

with Margaret Nichols in the starring role.
The frtory, dealing with both society and the
underworld. Is interesting to the last degree.
A young millionaire who before coming Into
his great wealth has led a decidedly swift
pace. His father dlee and he Inherits a large
fortune.
He Is shortly after married to a
girl whose mother pushes them Into the)
match. With the taking up of the married state
the man lives an honorable life but his wife,
owing to the evil Influence of her mother, becomes dlscontended and often leaves her husband's home for several weeks. On one of the
occasions while she Is away his automobile
hits a girl on the street and she Is badly
hurt.
Instead of sending her to the hospital
he takes her to his home and secures the
proper 'treatment for her. His wife returns,
finds
the other woman and immediately
charges him with unfaithfulness.
She will
accept no explanation and immediately seeks
a divorce. He Is about to fall into his former
bad habits when he Is rescued by the girl he
befriended and loins the Salvation Army, becoming a leading preacher, giving all his
wealth to his wife and charities.
In addition to Miss Nichols the oast Includes Henry

In order to ruin the Grand Duke
he deliberately sacrifices his own country.
At the finish, when he Is confronted by his
duplicity. It Is a question of committing himself or having his mother pay the penalty.
It Is here that Miss Chapmen as the mother,
with the big love for her eon, says: *'I am
Roberts Is handed a rethe guilty one."
volver and told to shoot her, whereupon he
takes her in his arms and calls her "mother."
Then he goes Into another room and kills himThere Is a minor plot and love story
self.
the villain.

Harry Watson,
"MUSTY SUFFER"»

King as tbe husband and Lillian West as the
other girl.
The picture shows some good
photography, lacks lurid sensationalism and
furnishes capital entertainment.

THE QUEST OF

LIFE.

Maurice Bretton
Ellen

She is selected as a type for the woman
partner of Maurice in "The Dance of Death,"
be produced at a private entertainment.
Eventually she and Bretton form a dancing
partnership and appear publicly.
Maurice
says "The Dance of Death" is too difficult for
her (It Is mere slow stepping) and that he
will teach her something easier for their public appearances.
So he frames up an Apache
Dance, in which she Is thrown about with
much violence. They ace very successful and
she starts in "to live," much to the annoyance
of Bretton.
Bretton learns of her physical
condition and conspires to have her spirited
away to a sanitarium, where she is told that
Hope is the only medicine employed and the
patients must have wholesome thoughts to
bring back health. She believes that Mapleton.
a man about town, has sent her to the health
resort and on her return is persuaded to appear as a single dancer. She falls, rushes off
to her home, followed by Mapleton.
She begs
Mapleton to let her work again with Bretton
and the villain cries: "It Is because he sent
you to the sanitarium."
Then there is a
live.

to

M. Maurice

Young

Florence Walton
Julian L* Estrange

Alec Mapleton
Percy
Barontl
Ellen's father

Royal Byron

Daniel Burke
Rueoell Baesett
Ellen's mother
Mrs. William Bechtel
One of the poorest of Famous Players
(Paramount) productions Is "The Quest of
Life," starring Maurice and Florence Walton,
directed by Ashley Miller.
Palpably designed
as a vehicle to exploit the terpslchorean art
of the stars, the scenarist has ground out a
gruesome plot, which Is redeemed only by the
adequate production. Ellen Young (Miss Walton) It* cashier in a butcher shop, where she
is annoyed by one of the clerks who wants to
.

marry

her.
She comes home to her poor
family and announces she won't return to
work. She secures a position as stenographer
in a dancing academy (this recalls the old
gag of "bookkeeper in a shooting gallery")
where she meets Maurice Bretton (Maurice),
the star pupfl. Ellen suffers from weak lungs
and the doctor tells her she has but a year to

realization of who really loves her, a bit of
rough work on the part of the villain Ta
ra and enter Bretton, exit Mapleton clinch.
For an "epilogue" the team do another danoe
a sort of encore. It Is four and a half reels
of about the silliest rot ever screened.
As
screen actors the Waltons are good dancers.

—
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THE CHALICE OF SORROW.
Madison
Blanch White

..Cleo

Lorelei
Isabel Clifford
Marlon Leslie

Ranee

Sherman-EDiotLk.

Charlea

Clifford

Do

Francleco

Barplna.

Sleatra
Pletro

His Wife

A

Cummlnga

John McDennott
.Wodgewood Nowoll
Howard Crampton
Albert McQuarrle
Rhoa Haines

Blooblrd story of Mexican

Wm. N. Selig's

best Ideals of the Bluebird.
It tells an Interesting story. It has la an extraordinary
degree that desirable quality of suspense. It
Is capably acted.
It
contains a wealth of
stirring Incident and some of Its art photographic effects are really notable artistic
achievements. No ploture shown within many
weeks oomes to mind In which the light
effects have been so brilliantly handled.
A
fine painter oould not have managed his
shadow effects better.
The figures moTe
through truly beautiful scenic pictures. Splendid bits of semi-tropical scene giro the film

"atmosphere." while the producers hare been
their natural setThe corridor of a
church (probably a Spanish mission In Southern California) as well as other views about
the same building, was a stunning piece of
art photography, while the dining room of the
government palace had a convincing air of
regal splendor that Is too often absent from
backgrounds of this sort. The one fault to
be found with the feature Is that after It
builds up a capital romantic story, every
preparation being made for a "happy ending,"
Its purpose seems to go awry and the ending
at great pains to match
tings with fine Interiors.

The
fl

Crisis
By WINSTON CHURCHILL

Ten Reel Production That

ASHES OF EMBERS.

ro-

mance and Intrigue (release date Oct. 9).
written and produced by Reg Ingram, and
photographed (this Is Important) by Duke
Hayward.
The
Cleo Madison Is featured.
picture In all respects but one Is up to the

presents

A

flTo-rosl

..

in revolt from his embraces, stabs him to
death.
During a preceding supper scene Barplna has given orders that the lover shall
not be executed, but for some reason not
msde sufficiently plsin, bis orders miscarry
and the execution does take place. The plot,
of course, Is that of "La Tosca."

Is msde tragic.
The result was that Instead
of the audience being surprised It was shocked
and tricked.
The Snlsh probably was an
afterthought anyway 4t was Inspired by a
misguided effort to "be* different" The effect
was something like what would happen If the
story teller made the Prlnee break his neck
Just as he was about to marry Cinderella. As
the story stands the suspense ends with the
killing of the Mexican governor.
It might
have been sustained to the very end by a
different arrangement.
It might sere been
shown that the governor plotted the death of
Lorelei's lover but was foiled by the girl. As
It stands woman picture fans are going to resent the Bluebird's "different" ending.
The
plot:
Lorelei, an American prima donna,
captivates Gov. Barplna.
To save her lover,

—

who Is In Sarplna's power and under sentence
of death, she agrees to Sarplna's "demands."
She gets him to sign an order of release, then

uKraWard}
Richard Leigh
William Benedict

HER DOUBLE

LIFE.

the type of character that the star portrays
In this picture that one might well believe tbe
title applied to the differences in the roles
"

Life with

Inspiring Patriotism.

VIUIAM A.ORAOV

inojfeeiotton with
WOftLO PICTURES

Now

Fox
Frank Loses

Those who have been in the habit of seeing
Tbeda Bare do her "vamp" In the usual Fox
Bare release will be sorely disappointed in
viewing Theda In this picture. So different Is

Power, Sympathy, and

Act

******
Earl

Maggie Halloway Fisher
Mrs. Ward
Herbert J. Frank
Daniel Marvin
Jay Wilson
Detective
Five part Famous Players (Paramount)
feature Is "Ashes of Embers," by Forrest
Halsey, directed by Joseph Kaufman, photography by Ned Van Durcn, starring Pauline
Frederick.
While it Is the old, old story of
twin sisters, one very, very good and the
other very, very bad, there are numerous new
twists and It Is modernized and given sufficient class to place the picture high up In the
ranks of program features. The bad sister
gives up her young sweetheart to many a
wealthy middle-aged man, after having stolen
some money for which the good sister la sent
Later she Inveigles the young man
to Jail.
into an affslr and when sued for divorce by
her husband, arranges with her husband's
lawyer to seek a woman wbo looks like her to
stand for the affair so the husband will think
be has been mistaken. In seeking for a double
the private detective runs across the twin
sister, not knowing her, and the good sister
is persuaded to act as "the goat" under the
impression she is saving the name of a married woman who had merely been foolish.
The boy had taken to drink and the good sister nurses him back to tbe straight path, they
fall in love and marry.
The bad sister and
the young man meet at a house party, she induces him to drink, is seen kissing him by the
husband, who shoots her and the good sister
The details of the
takes her husband home.
plot are worked out so true to life and the
two characters so admirably contrasted by
Pauline Frederick that an otherwise conventional melodrama Is lifted far above the
mediocre.
Jolo.

Presents a Greet Crisis in

Our National

P* ullne

rather than to the picture Itself. What there
is about the picture that will either charm or
Interest is the playing of little Jane Lee rather
than either star, story or picture. Of course
Theda Bare will serve as the box-offloe card
and, perhaps. If properly utilised for publicity purposes, the fact that Theda la vamping may be brought about as an additional
box-office asset.
The latter is a problem the
exhibitor will have to work out for himself, according to his public
(If they are
bugs on "vamps" don't let them know it
If they are a wise atdience capital may be
worked up out of letting them know the
truth.)
The story starts In England- with
Katherlne Lee playing as a child the character later «portrayed by Theda Bare.
Then
there Is a lapse of ten years. Oee 1 What ten
years will do for some people. Theda Is still
supposedly a Child of the slums at an age of
about fifteen, all the real action of the photodrama takes place In the next supposedly
elapsed time of six months and in that period
Theda develops so fast ons can almost see hef
grow on the screen.
First she runs away
from the family that adopted her after her
father was killed. Her reason for this Is the
fact that the foster-father tried to make love
to her.
She falls Into the hands of Stuart
Holmes, but runs away from him before he has
an opportunity to accomplish her ruin. Then
she Is next seen in a refuge for homeless
girls, from which she volunteers to become a
nurse on the fighting line In France. Holmes
In the role of a war correspondent again
enters her life and to escape him she assumes
the habiliments of a woman she thinks has
been killed and returns to England In the
guise of the niece of Lady Clifford. But the
real niece was not killed, an operation savss
her life and she finally makes her way to
England with the aid of Holmes, and the two
walk into Lady Clifford's home where the
bogus niece has warmed herself Into the
affections of the family.
It has been her one
chance for real life and she has accepted It,
But she falls In love with the son of the
house, wbo is a minister.
The two are engaged and the wedding Is Just a day off when
tbe big expose comes off. Of course the minister's love Is too great to let the woman pass
out of his life and he forgives and forgets.
It is one of those moral preachments that
"You can't live a lie and get away with It
with good people," and that Is about all.
There Is a spot or two In the early portion of
the story where the Insertion of a title or two
might give reason for the girl falling In love
with tbe minister, and that would bolster up
the latter portion of the story.
Fred.

FRANCES KELSON

'

CHARITY.
Frank Powell has Just completed a seven-reel
was written by Linda A. Griffith, and which is to be offered for sale as a
feature which

states right proposition, but before the picture
promoters can expect to reap the harvest of
dollars as the fruit of their labors they will
have to reassemble it and try to achieve something like continuity In the story.
There Is
Just enough story of a one-reeler and that Is
about all, the rest is propaganda directed
against the charities Institutions and therefore those that take the picture may expect
more or less political influence directed against
them. As for the cast the least said the better.
There was but one real actor, and he did not
have a chance to display his wares. The story
is utterly impossible.
If someone who knows
the game got hold of the feature and pieced It
together,
wrote sub-titles that fitted and
showed where the story was one and where it
was another, and in addition to that cut about
three thousand feet out of the negative there
might be a chance. Otherwise. NO
Fred.
!
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FILM REVIEWS
Charles Rock

Fred Grove*
.

Hey ford Hobbe
.Wyndham Guise
.

.

Is also worthy of Individual mention.
the lead, has little to do, as
the timid little heiress, as also Hay ford Hobbs
as her young lover. "The Firm of Glrdlestone"
is a good program feature, but not a great one.

Guise

THE FIRM OF GIRDLESTONL
John Glrdleetone
Esra Glrdleetone, his son.
Tom Dlmsdale
Major Tobias Clutterbuck.
Kate Harston
Rebecca

Edna Flugrath, as

Jolo.

Edna Flugrath

Molly Terralne
The screen adaptation of Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle's "The Firm of Glrdlestone" was made
In London for Vltagraph (V-L-B-E) and Is to
be released Oct. 9 as a Blue Ribbon feature.
The scenario Is by Bannister Merwln and was
directed by Harold Shaw. It carries an exceptionally well balanced cast and the exterior
and Interior atmosphere Is so unmistakably
correct as to Indicate once more the futility of
attempting to duplicate scenes In this country.
In spite of the fact that there is too much
"narrative" In proportion to the "action," It Is
a well constructed melodrama, classlly done but
along conventional lines the kind Imported
from the Drury Lane Theatre augmented by
massive settings. While there Is small necessity for any undue expense In the matter of
Interiors (and the exteriors are at hand) the
detail of the Interiors are correct and help to
create the proper atmospheric environment.
Charles Rock, as the sanctimonious old villain,
contributes a fine characterisation, and the
portrayal of Major Clutterbuck by Wyndham

—

BILLS NEXT WEEK.

Mystic Hanson 3
Kelly A Galvln
Stlckney's Circus

2d halt
Juggling Austins

Urad ft Downs
Hans Robert Co
Gordon ft Klnley

STRAND

(wva)
Coghlan Avery A Otto
Avery

VAC

Alexander ft Scott
"In Days of Old"
Vuncouver. B. C.

Bert Howard
Orton Troupe

PANTAGES (m)

ORPHEUM
ft

Burke A Broderlck

Glass

"Mr

Lads ft Las
ft Wolfus
Montgomery

Scotch

M

Brltt

Wood

Francis

ft

(One to

3 Keatons

Rucker A Winifred
J

Kennedy

Inquisitive"

Isetta

Williams

fill)

PANTAGES (m)

3 Bartos
Crawford ft Broderlck
Nestor A Sweethearts
Great Lester
Chlnko
Minnie Kaufman
Victoria. B. C.
PANTAGES (m)
Keno A Green

Long Tack Sam Co
Eva Shirley
Wills Gilbert Co
Qaylord ft Lancton
Dooley ft Nelson
Virginia. Mlaa.
ROTAL (wva)
William Molsen
2d half

Worcester
POLI'S (ubo)
Frank Hartley
Robinson A McShayne
Lewis Harrington Co
Hallen

Washington, D.
KEITH'S (ubo)

C.

Frltzl Scheff

Ernette Asorla Co

Young

W

ft

Brown

Huston Co
Devlne A Williams

D'Armond A O'Nell
Marie Lo's
Al

Herman
Waterloo,

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Wilfred Clarke Co

Mary Gray
Ash A Shaw
Seblnl A Bronner

Fuller

Monarchs A Maids
2d half
Mabel Fonda 8
Shorty De Witt
Kennedy A Burt
Carson A Willard

Bobby Heath Co

PLAZA

(ubo)

The Hennlngs
Stetson A Huber
Johnston A Harty
Thomas P Dunn
Harmonic Girls

Reno
Housely A Nichols
Delmore A Moore
Hilton A Sheldon
"Heart of a Thief

Yonkere, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

OPERA HOUSE

Jason
Chas Howard Co

H C

Adele

Frank Shields

Parlllo

Breton
Harvest Days

A Frablto

Thomas

George! 1b Trio

Mildred

2d half

Falrman A Purman
fill)

Wllkew-Barre. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
(Scran ton split)
1st half

Bounding Gordons
Oakland Sisters
Buron A Duvall

A

Goelet Harris

M

Aust Woodchoppers
Wflllamsport. Pa.

FAMILY

(ubo)

Wheeler A Dolan
Dave Roth
Homestead 8

(ubo)

Dunlay A Merrill

S. D.
(wva)
Whitehead ft Haggard

METRO

(One to

3

2d half
Wheeler A Dolan

Hayward

Homestead 8
Cooper A Rlcardo
(One to fill)

Youngatown.

O.

HIP (ubo)
Florenzl Duo
Ctaurk Haas
n Girls
Willy ZIramermann
Ellnore & Carlton
Eva Taylor Co
Hufford & Chain
Cycling McNutta

Parla

Rtevanoff Troupe

Fran KMnt

(One

4 Black Diamonds
3 Po^nqueR

(111)

2d half

Frank Shields

T A C Breton
Harvest Days
Newhof A Phelps

Winnipeg

ORPHEUM

"Forest Fire"

European

Llllo

WHEN EVE CAME

BACK.

An Bssanay

five-reel production for
Klelne-Edlson-Seljg and Bssanay Berries.

the

The

Jolo.

FIRES OFCONSCIENCE.
George Baxter
William Farnum
Margery Burke
^."Gladys Brookwell
Nell Blythe
Nell Bhlpman
Robert Baxter
H. A. Barrows
Paul Sneed
H. J. Hebert
Randolf Sneed
William Burress
Mabel Jones
Eleanor Crowe
Doc Taylor
Willard Louis
>\
Felax Lunk
Brooklyn Keller
Pete Rogers
Fred Huntley
Along about the third reel, the story of
"Fires of Conscience" commences, which Is
the only excuse for making of It a six reeler
by Fox Film Corp. While none of the scenes
1b
long drawn out, there are a number of
unnecessary ones, particularly those dealing
with several characters shown for more than
two reels and then suddenly killed off. William Farnum Is the star, story by Henry
Chrlsteen Warnaek, directed by Oscar Apfel.
George Baxter (Farnum) shoots and kills a
young man whom he finds visiting big wife.
The victim's father is a Judge and friend of
Daxtor's father.
The hero goes west, there
meets another woman who persuades him to
«co back east and face the music.
The trial
Is
presided over by the murdered man's
father who rises and declares he was a witness to the tragedy and directs an acquittal
on the ground of the "unwritten law," which
Is done.
And of course the hero goes back
for the girl he left behind.
Some very effect-

photography and good direction, but where

In the world would a Judge who was so closely
related to the murdered man be permitted to
preside at the trial of the alleged murderer,
and where would you find a community where
the presiding Judge would be allowed to act
as Judge and witness at the same time
also

\
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TRIANGLE
RELEASES FOR

WEEK OF OCTOBER

1

"THI JUNGLE CHID"
A

wholly "different" Kay-Bee drama featuring
Howard Hickman and Dorothy Dal ton.
A vital, strong picture of undoubted charm and
•tirr.-.g

mystery.

The romantic presentation

^

of an unscrupulous
and adventurous explorer who discovered a loot
heiress in ths depths of the Brazilian forests* and
of the unsuspected and terrific developments that
followed her transplanting to New York.

A

"puller" fa ovary sense of the word.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in

;

where would a Judge be Riven

sufficient leeIn a verdict of

to direct a 1ury to bring
guilty on the score of the "unwritten
The story is altogether inconsistent.
Jolo.

MANHATTAN MADNESS'

& Lotto

Is a typical Fairbanks picture, and merely
announcement is sufficient to pack the house.
Yen already know this by experience, If you
have ever run a Fairbanks picture.
Here la the rushing, dashing story of the
young Westerner who cornea East with the conviction that nothing exciting ever happens on
the Atlantic s eab oard, and who gets the greatest thrill of hie life in New York City. If your
audiences don't cheer this picture yen can offer
them your money keck.

This

its

THE MANAGER OF THE

&

B.
A.
Helen Holmes

Constance Emory
Thomas Emory

Wm.

Chapman
O. Lalgham

N.

Griffith Ryder
Thos.
Gordon Holt
Wm. Brunton
General Corning
N. V. Wood
Pan Oakley
Leo Maloney
Rodger Oakley
Paul C. Hurst
This relea»e Is one by the Signal Film Corp.
(Mutual), and was adapted from the novel by
Vaughn Kester. The manager of the B. ft a.
features Helen Holmes, but she figures Inconsiderably in the action. Indeed few feature
Alms with a recognized star have had her do
less.
Leo Maloney as Dan Oakley, who rises
from an obacuro position to branch manager
of a railroad, carries the story largely with
Paul C. Hurst, who In-tha role of Dan's father,
who Is fresh from a twentv vesrs* stretch on
circumstantial evidence, running second. The
story was filmed because of the threatened
railroad strike.
It Is not new nor Is it particularly Interesting.
The attempts to save
the shops and village from fire in the latter
stages of the picture result In the story losing cohesion, and causes a deal of confusion.
It
Is
only In the last two reels that Miss
Holmes beplns to figure, but hardly enough to

bo

legitimately

—Two

\
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Isn't that

enough to

toll

you 7

0' LIZARDS.

The Amerlcnn Film Company (Mutual) In
"The Land

filming Kenneth D. Clarke's story.
I

KEYSTONE COMEDIES

featured.

THE LAND

ALHAMBRA

Wllklns A Wllklns
to

of the other.
Some very effective
palace scenes were built for the
production, including a moat, dungeons, palace walls, etc. While no attempt was made
to show a large mob of natives In revolt, the
supers were suitably dressed and ingeniously
handled.
Exhibitors using it as a program
feature will have small cause for complaint.
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law"?

Florence Roberts Co
Glady's Sears
American Comedy 4
"In Days of Old"
2d half
Maxmlllan's Dogs
Lucky A Yost
Musical Lunds
Crelghton Belm't A C

Cavanna Duo

Watertown,

Cummlngs

—

not

Maggie Cllne

6 Black Dots

Irving

At the conclusion of the private showing
"The Gilded Cage" Monday morning someone remarked that It was a "bird."
It was
intended as a favorable criticism and it is
entitled to the praise, for it is one of the best
releases ever turned out by World Film.
It
Is a Peerless production, directed by Harley
Knoles, story by J. I. C. Clarke, scenario by
Frances Marlon, photographed by Arthur
Edeson, a swashbuckling romance of the "Gentleman of France," "Prisoner of Zenda," etc.,
type, with a clean little love story that of a
young queen loving a prince, and having her
love reciprocated, with neither suspecting the

way

Bmaltne 8
Boggs A Adams

Thomas 3
York, Pa.

(One to fill)
2d half

Montagu Love
Arthur Ashley
Sidney Dalbrook
Clara Whipple

of

ive

2d half

,

Weak ft Manning
May Foster Co

A

Holmes

Gerda

Capt. Kassarl
Nickolal
Lesbla, goose girl
Prince Boris..

WUUson A Sherwood

"Dream Pirates"

Alice Brady
Alec B. Francis

identity

(Continued from page 17.)
Ward Bros
Miller A Vincent
PROCTOR'S
Kltaro Bros
Gasch Sisters
Josie Heather
Florence Gladlola
Mc Kelly A Lucy
Lucky A Tost
Frisco
"Busted".
CAMP HUGHES (wva)
Crelghton Belm't ft C

Trey, H. Y.

Morton

THE GILDED CAGE.
Princess Honors
King Comus
Queen Vesta
Baron Stefano

picture
features Bdna Mayo and sSugene
O'Brien. Ths story brings forth an odd Idea
well told and, as a general thing. Interesting*
A millionaire believing people are deteriorating, owing to their present mode of living,
secures a girl and boy unrelated and then
sends them to a large oountry estate under
ths supervision of a professor. They live there
on the Adam and Eve plan, assuming those
names. The millionaire dies and leaves hla
wealth to the two who have grown into young
man and womanhood. A olause in the will
states that in order for other of hla relatli
to secure any of the money they must bring
forth ths two young people into society and
The
see that they are properly groomed.
relatives do this in order that they can get
ths cherished gold.
The two from ths wild
are brought into society with the girl securing several admirers, much to the disgust of
her Adam, who can see no one bat her. This
goes on for a considerable length of time before he decldee to leave for urope and get
away from the horror of seeing the girl he
loves with other men.
Sometime later she
tires of It all and wants to return to her old
Garden of Eden. There with the old professor
shs soon secures ths return of her Adam and
they live there for ever after.
It is pretty
much of fairy story with a portion of up-todate matter. Mlaa Mayo as the star appears
to advantage in her scanty apparel of the
woods, with O'Brien of ths Adonis type. The
exteriors are attractive and well photographed,
with whatxlnterlora used leaving the necessary
Impression. "When Bve Game Back" Is llgnt
and breesy entertainment which should appeal
to the average picture fan.

Llsarda," has produoed as Una a western
picture as has bean seen In a long time. The
story Is not alone Interesting hut the direction
by Frank Dorsage is very good. In addition
the acting la capital. The setting is laid In
Arlsona, the land of Uaerda. A lawless hunch
of oow punchers known as the "Bar 0" outfit
has been In the habit of' 'periodical raids on
the town. Ths Bar O ranch tag a gold producing stream, which la unknown to the outfit
But It Is known to Dare Meore, who with
his daughter Bobble (Anna Little), whom he
makes dress as a hoy, lire olose by. It Is
also known to an Eastern capitalist who engages "the stranger" (Prank Borsage) to
verify the report.
The stranger crosses the
ranch dead line and when Injured la cared for
by Bobble, whose disguise the stranger discovers.
Bobble's father la killed by the outfit, but he previously bad filed a claim to the
placer mine. The stranger In cleaning up the
Bar (3 ranch and the rescuing of Bobble, who
had been captured, provides plenty of action,
excellently directed.
Mr. Borsage balanoes
his good directing by his characterisation of
"The Stranger." His portrayal la matched
by the splendid miming of Mlaa Little, who Is
featured with him.
Jack Richardson as the
leader of the ranch outfit la also good, the
whole, picture being cleverly
cast.
The
photography Is along the same high lines of
the rest of the film.
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HAVE A NUMBER OF

DANCING ACTS
of every description, large
cially adapted to

and small, espe-

MOVING PICTURE WORK

Aldon A Ix>upe
Le Horn A Dupreece
Raceo & Dato
Krntnns

PAUL DURAND

Laments
Brlff Co

Pajaco Theatre Building.

Theatrical

Manager and Producer,
New York City

WANTED—CHORUS GIRLS
for

RALPH HERZ MUSICAL COMEDY.
Must be
Singers, Dancers

and Benuties. Also

FIRST CLASS, GOOD-LOOKING CHORUSMEN.
Apply— BRYANT HALL, 6th AVE. (near 42d St.)—FRIDAY MORNING
(Sept. 29), 10 O'CLOCK.
J. W. FRANKEL, Mgr. Ralph Hers Co.

VARIETY
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Makers" 2 Standard 8t Louts 8-10
O H Terre Haute.
"Parisian Flirts" 2 Gayety Milwaukee) 9 Gayety Minneapolis.
"Puss Puss" 2 Gayety Pittsburgh 9 Star
Cleveland.
"Record Breakers" 2 Olympio Now York 9
Majestic Scranton.
Reeves Al Show" 2 People's Philadelphia 9
Palace Baltimore.
"Review of 1917" 1 Duluth 2 Mankato 3
Waterloo Minn 4 Cedar Rapids 6 Marshalltown 8 Oskaloosa 7 Ottumwa la 9 Century Kansas City.
"Roseland Girls" 2-4 Beatable Syracuse 5-7
Lumberg Utica 9 Gayety Montreal.
"September Morning Glories" 2 Trocadero
Philadelphia.
"SIdman Sam Show" 2 Empire Hoboken 9
People's Philadelphia.
"Sightseers" 2 Gayety Washington 9 Gayety
Pittsburgh.
"Social Follies" 2 Oayety Philadelphia 9
Olympic New York.
"Some Show" 2 Oayety Detroit 9 Oayety To-

"Pace

\A/A

IN
FOR THE

IRISH FAIR
Benefit of Irish Relief

ALBOLENE

OCTOBER

am using Albolene every day and

find

it

surpassing. It cuts the paint

1

nicely and does not irritate the skin."

put up in

the

tit

make up box

McKesson

x
:

also in

&

robbins
-

to 11 P.

ronto.

Review" 2 Empire Brooklyn 12-14
Park Bridgeport

"Spiegel

"Sporting widows" 2 Casino Brooklyn 9

M.

Em-

pire Newark.

Rochester.
"Step Lively Girls" 2 Oayety St Louis 9
Columbia Chicago.
"Stone * Pillard" 2 Colonial Providence 9
Casino Boston.
"Sydell's Roee Show" 2 Lyosum Dayton 9
Olympic Cincinnati.
"Tango Queens" 2 Majestic Scranton 9 Oayety
Brooklyn.
"Tempters" 2 Star Brooklyn 9-11 Orpheum
New Bedford 12-14 Worcester Worcester
Mass.

H

NA/A

Manufacturing Chemists

91 Fulton Street

TO 22nd

14th

M.

New York

Management—SAMUEL McCRACKIN.

and a ounce tubes
and I lb
can*.
It may be had of moat druggists and
dealers in makeup. Sample firea on request.
to

is

P.

Ireland

"Star & Oarter" 2 Oayety Buffalo 9 Corinthian

STELLA MAYHEW.
Albolene

Fund and Stricken

Madison Square Garden,

"The start of the stage
have made it tho rage."

"I

AND BAZAAR

Now York

N

"Thoroughbreds" 2 Oayety Baltimore 9 Oayety

First Class Acts
Oct, 2 and Oct 9.
"A New York Girl" 2 Oayety Kansas City 9

Gayety St. Louis.
"Americans" 2 Academy Jersey City 9 Tro-

Day" 2 Corinthian Rochester 9-11
Baetable Syracuse 12-14 Lumberg Utica.
of 1917" 2 Howard Boston 9-10

"Frolic's

Holyoke Holyoke 11-14 Ollmore Springfield.
"French Frolic'*" 2 Newark 8 Zaneevllle 4
Canton 5-7 Akron 9 Empire Cleveland O.
"Follies of Pleasure" 2 Buckingham Louisville, 9 Lyceum Columbus O.
"Ginger Girls" 2 L O 9 Englewood Chicago.
"Girls from Joyland" 2 Gayety Brooklyn 9

Academy Jersey

City.

from Follies" 2 Sbamokln 3 Shenandoah 4-7. Majestic Wllkes-Barre. 9 So Bethlehem A<i EaBton 12-14 Grand Trenton Pa.
"Globe Trotters'" 2 Jacques Waterbury 9-11
Cohen's Newburgh 12-14 Cohen's Poughkeep"Girls

sie.

"Goldon Crook" 2 Olympic Cincinnati 9 Star
& Garter Chicago.
"Grown Up Babies" 2 Gardner 3 Greenfield
4 Amsterdam 5-7 Schenectady 9-10 Binghftmton 11 Norwich 12 Oneida 13 Niagara
Falls

N

Y.

"Hastlng's Show" 2 Oayety Montreal
pire Albany.

9

9 Oayety Omaha.

CHARLES BORNHAUPT AGENCY

"Watson

Wrothe Show" 2 New Hurtlg 4
Seamon's New York 9 Empire Brooklyn.
"Welch Ben Show" 2 Star Cleveland 9 Empire

1493 Broadway

Toledo.

"White Pat Show" 2-3 Blnghamton 4 Norwich 5 Oneida 6 Niagara Falls N Y 9 Star
Toronto.

"Williams Mollle Show" 2 Empire Albany 9
Oayety Boston.

Also space and booths to let for novelties of all kinds.
For the rent of space and booths address the
Irish Bazaar, Madison Square Garden.

ton.

Boston.
"Follies of

and Attractions

ADDRESS

cadero Philadelphia.
"Auto Girls" 2 Century Kansas City 9 Standard St Louis.
"Beauty Youth A Folly" 2 Majestic Ft Wayne
Ind 9 Buckingham Louisville.
"Behman Show" 2 Grand Hartford 9 Jacques
Waterbury.
"Bon Tons" 2 Empire Toledo 9 Lyceum Day-

"Bostonlans" 2 Oayety Omaha 9 L O.
"Bowery Burleequers" 2 Empire Newark
Casino Philadelphia.
"Broadway Belles" 2 Empire Cleveland 0-10
Erie 11 Astabula Pa 12-14 Park Youngstown.
"Burlesque Revue" 2 Casino Philadelphia
New Hurtlg A Seamons New York.
"Cabaret Girls" 2 Lyceum Columbus 9 Newark 10 ZanesTllle 11 Canton 12-14 Akron O.
"Charming Widows" 1-3 O H Terre Haute
Gayety Chicago.
"Cherry Blossoms" 2 Gayety Minneapolis 9
Star St Paul.
"Darling's of Paris" 2-4 Orpheum New Bedford 5-7 Worcester Worcester 9 Howard

Philadelphia.
"Tourists" 2 Englewood Chicago 9 Oayety
Milwaukee.
"20th Century Maids" 2 Miner's Bronx New
York 9 Orpheum Peterson.
"U 8 Beauties" 2 So Bethlehem 3 Easton 6-7
Grand Trenton 9 Star Brooklyn.
"Watson Billy Show" 2 Berchel Dee Moines

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
Oct. 2 and Oct. 9.
Up Father In Politics" 2 Polls
Washington 9 Auditorium Baltimore.
"Broadway After Dark" 2 Lyric- Memphis 9

""ringing

Wil

Bunny M. Wilbur
"Hello Olrla"

Ft

Wayne

2 Oayety Chicago 9 Majestic

Ind.

New York" 2 Orpheum Peterson 9
Empire Hoboken.
"Hello Parts" 2 Savoy Hamilton Ont 9 Cadil"Hello

lac

Detroit

"High Life Girls- 2 Star St Pan! 8 Dnluth
9 Mankato 10 Waterloo Minn 11 Cedar
Rapids 12 Marshalltown 18 Oskaloosa 14

Ottumwa

la.

"Hip Hip Hooray Olrls" 2 L O 9 Oayety
Kansas City Mo.
"Howe's Sam Show" 2 Oayety Toronto
Gayety Buffalo.
"Irwln'a Show" 2 Columbia New York 9 Casino Brooklyn.
"Lady Buccaneers" 2 Cadillac Detroit 9 L O.
"Liberty Girls" 2 Star 4 Garter Chicago 9
Berchel Den Moines la.
"Lid Lifters" 2-3 Holyoke Holyoke 4-7 Gilmore Springfield 9 Gardner 10 Greenfield 11
Amsterdam 12-14 Schenectady N Y.
"Majestlo's" 2 Gayety Boston 9 Columbia New
York.
"Maids of America" 6-7 Park Bridgeport 9
Colonial Providence.
"Marlon Dave Show" 2 Columbia Gbfougo

Oayety Detroit

hear of something to her advantage
th or calling upon

luSfffi
Columbia Theatre

Crescent

If

mccree
Bid*.

Now York City

"Merry Rounders" 2 Casino Boston 9 Grand
Hartford.

"Midnight Maidens" 2 Palace Baltimore
Gayety Washington.
"Military Maids" 2 Star Toronto 9 Savoy
Hamilton Ont
"Million Dollar Dolls" 2-4 Cohen's Newburgh
6-7 Cohen's Pougbkeepsle 9 Miner's Bronx

New York.
"Mischief Makers" 2 New Castle 8 Johnstown
4 Altoona 6-6 Harrlsburg 7 Reading Pa
Oayety Baltimore.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 2-3 Erie 4 Ashtabu':. Pa
Park Yonngstown 9 New Castle 10 Johnstown 11 Altoona 12 Harrlsburg 13 York
14 Reading Pa.

New

Orleans.

"Daughter of Mother Machree" 2 O H Brooklyn 9 Bronx New York.
"For the Man She Loved" 2-4 Nixon Atlantic
City 5-7 Trent Trenton Broadway Camden.
"Her Naked Self" 2 Lyceum Pittsburgh 9 O H
Youngstown O.
"Hour of Temptation" 2 Modern Providence 9
Castle 8q Boston
"Keep Moving" 2 Crescent New Orleans 9
Bijou Birmingham.
"Little Olrl God Forgot" 2 Gayety Louisville
9 Orpheum Nashville.
a Big City" 2 Palace Toledo
Detroit
"Little Lady from Lonesome Town" 2 Bijou
"Little Olrl In

9 Lyceum

Birmingham 9 O H Atlanta.
Peggy O'Moore" 2 Walnut Philadel-

"Little

phia 9-11 Nixon Atlantic City 12-14 Trent
Trenton.

"Madam Bpy" 2 Knickerbocker Philadelphia
9-11 O H Wilkee-Barre 12-14 Academy
Scranton.

Always working

imk

PRESENTING A

NEW

©

VENTRILOQUIAL COMEDY

"GET A DOCTOR"

VARIETY
MAXIM

P.

LOWE

Begs to thank Managers and Artists for past favors and confidence, and announces that he is no longer
connected with H. B. Marinelli, Ltd., but

now

is

associated with

MAXIM

LOWE, inc
New York

1482 Broadway,

Fitzgerald BIdg.,

Telephone Bryant 4499

Suite 91

LIMITED NUMBER OF HIGH GRADE ACTS
OR ARTISTS DESIRING FIRST CLASS

REPRESENTATION

MANAGERS WANTING REAL NOVELTIES
AND MONEY MAKERS FOR PRODUCTIONS—VAUDEVILLE OR CIRCUS

CALL—WRITE— WIRE
Scenarios and Manuscripts Submitted Will Receive Careful

HIPPODROME
MANAOBM*NT
NI«Ma

at

DIUJNMAM.
av «t t.

CH
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"THE BIG SHOW" *
hww
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"Mutt S

Lyceum

THI

UT

EVIRVTNIHt

BOTLN8IDB

Sin

Jeff's

Wedding" 2 Majestic Buffalo

Pittsburgh.

"My Aunt From Utah" 2 Lyceum
National Chicago.
"My Mother's Rosary" 2
Lyric Memphis.

"Peg

My

Heart" 2-4
Academy Scranton

o*

5-7

PRICES

Detroit

Orpheum Nashville

O H Walkes-Barr©
9

Majestic

Jersey

City.

Mod"Rolling Stones" 2 Lyric Bridgeport
ern Providence.
"Shameen Duo" 2 Orpheum Philadelphia
Knickerbocker Philadelphia.
"Some Where In France" 2 Park Indianapolis

"The Sternal Magdalene" 2 Broadway Camden 9 Orpheum Philadelphia.
"The Funny Mr. Dooley" 2 Park Place NewH Brooklyn.
ark 9
"The Olrl He Couldn't Buy" 2 Majestio Jersey
City 9 Lyceum Paterson.
"The Girl Without a Chance" 2 Bijou Birmingham 9 Poll's Washington.
"The Heart of Dixie" 2-4 O H Syracuse 5-7
Colonial Utlca 9 Majestic Buffalo.
Millionaire's Son and a Shop Girl" 2 Imperial Chicago 9 Park Indianapolis.

"The

"The Natural Law" 2 Auditorium Baltimore
9 Walnnt Philadelphia.
"The Old Homestead" 2 American St Louis 9
Garden Kansas City Mo.
"The Other Wife" 2 Garden Kansas City 9-11
Boyd's

Omaha

12-14

O

H

"The Path of Folly" 2 O

Sioux City

H

la.

Toungstown 9

Prospect Cleveland.
"The Peddler" 2 Grand Worcester 9-11 O H
Syracuse 12-14 Colonial Utah.
"The Woman He Married" 2-4 Boyd's Omaha
5-7 O H Sioux City 9 Imperial Chicago.
"Texas" 2 Bronx New York 9 Lyric Bridge-

port
"Thurston"

2

Prospect

Cleveland

9

Palace

Toledo.

CTayety Louisville.

"That Other Woman" 2 Lyceum Paterson 9
Park Place Newark.
"The Devil's Harvest" 2 Castle Sq Boston 9
Grand Worcester.

"Which One Shall I Marry?" 2 National Chicago 9 American St Louis.
"While the City Sleeps" 2 O
Bijou Richmond.

H

Atlanta 9

of Producing Department.
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A.

LETTERS

CREATOR

Where C follows name, letter is In
Variety's Chicago office.
Where 8 F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be

Gowns, Suits and Wraps at
ridiculously
low
prices.
127

llsUjtf

P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name Indicates registered mall.

Adler Felix
Anderson Fred
Anderson Mabelle
Ardell Lillian

Atkinson John

Auger B

B
Baker Mildred
Barry Jimmle
Bates Albert
Bates Elvis

West

47th Street,

Itt Br—dway aad
Britten Edna
Brooks Geo

Browne
Browning Fred
Burkhardt Max

Baulm Jacque

Adams Edna
Adams Geo
Adams Ray

LEOPLSTAT

Bell Addle
Bell Norma

SAath

Aw,

N. Y. City.

Colvln Blanch
Connelly Laura

Conrad O J

Comer Oenleve

Burnbam Eunice

Cook Emma
Cook * Rothert

Burrougb Charles

Cornell Frances

Bushell

May

Belmont Harold
Belmont Shannon

Cowsn L F
Cowen M A
Herman
Cummlngs Roy

Crlpps

Bennett Joe
Bennlng
Bertlsh Jack

May

Cadewell

W

Camner Ed
Campbell Ethel

Bessie's Terriers

Carvln James
Cavanough Earl
Chester Marven

Blllsbury Ada
Bissett S Scott

Block Boby
Bolton N C
Bourquardcs A P
Boyle BUI
Bradford Suzetto
Breen Harry

D
Dacoma Davie
Daisy Eva
Darcy Harry

Chestley

Davis Howard
De Bathe Lady

Clare Frances
Clare Ida
Clare Bell

De
De
De
De
De

Mae
Choy Heng Wa

Clifton Gladys

Haven Chas (Reg)
Hoills Will
Laire May
Michele Bros

Long Madle

THE VAN LIEW TRIO
(NORMA, WALTER and CALLA)

Will

Make Their FIRST NEW YORK APPEARANCE

at the

AVENUE
IN

Modernist scenery by

(We

MOONLIGHT

A DAINTY MUSICAL REVUE ENTITLED
DODD ACKERM AN

can close in one)

Special Lighting Effects by

KLEIGEL.

Staged by JAS.

GORMAN.

Special Music

by

NORMA VAN

LIEW.

Gowns by DOUCET.

—PETE MACK.

Representative

VARIETY
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"We

CTsan Everything—But m Rmputmtion »#
*-

"THEATRICAL tPICIALItT"

No

other Fur shop in thb
city can offer at extensive
a selection as ours.
sell everything in Furs

We

Creator of

CLEANSER - D*JER

—handsome

Coats,
Fur
beautiful Fur Sets, graceful
Stoles, Collarettes, and Pel-

WORK DONE
225

lerines—the newest models
the latest styles—st prices
that are only possible be-

—

OVER NIGHT fttfSJS&ED
West 47th

St.

VjU WINo, DRESSES

Jsst

West ef

*

ORIGINALITY

fiENTV
H
UUllO SU,TS
6VE1C0ATI •

str». Tbettrt

Psoas Bryast M74

• way

cause we are wholesale
manufacturers and sell
Furs onli#.
FRENCH SEAL C0ATS,$69.50
HUDSON SEAL COATS, 175.00
In our

SPECIAL

embodied

is

unusual
fall

MADE -TO-

design coats to your individual
requirements.
Special
Discount to the profession.

t

<

on

.1

f-

u

•

THE PERFECT MAKE-UP REMOVING CREAM
TWO

SIZES:

Macy's

W. 34th

28-34

Demsrest Maixle

AND

W

Dllger

H

Dooley Jas F (P)
Dauglas Harry
Douglas
J
Doulton Oeuen
Dowllng Eddie

W

Drew Beatrice
Dufty

W

Mr

H

B
Earle Burt
Eckert Johnny
Edison Pearl

Evans Edwin

E H

Everette Flossie

Fagen Noodle
Fairbanks Jack
Falls Billy

R

Flgg Chas
Fitzgerald & Loreni
Fitzgerald Eddie
Fitzgerald John
Floyd Jewell
Folger John Hall
Follette Polly

Ford Johnny
Foy

W

Francis Mae
Frances Milt

Frank

W

J

Franklin Trlxle
Franklyn Wilson
Frothlnjrham Theresa
Fuller Nora

Gale Genevieve G
Gallagher Edward
Gardiner Edward
Gardiner Oscar
Gardiner Trio
Gates Mary
Gaxton Bill
Olbbs H
Gilbert

Eva Lee

and
BOY AND CAPTIVATING

NIFTY

G limine Madam

Direction.

Grossman Al

B

King 8 J

Jesson Chauncey
Jurklns Rose

Oulllon Mathllde

Kruger L
Kubanoff

R

Howard

Hall

Halson Eddls

Kahl Frank

Haney Edith
Haney Rose
Hanrahan Patrick

Kane Francis

Harcourt Leslie
Harris Geo
Hart Ruhy
Harvey Jack

Kerr Phoebe

Holdsworth Leslie

Holmes Dottle
Holmes F
Howard Eddie
jloward e Sadler
Howatson ft Swaybeli
Howland Wm
Hughes Jlmmle

Toleen Sisters

Towa

T

Irving

ft

Ward

La Crosse Leo

Linton Tom
Lewellyn Oeo

"On the Beach

Wm W

Hoads BUle
Hogan Agnes

Hutchinson

* Williams

One Forty-Eight
Weet Forty-fourth

Four Doors

at Waikikl"

West of
The Lambs' Club

.

Lopez A Lopes

The sensational Hawaiian song success —Just the song to give the
"Punch" to your Act—The wonder song of the year— Your audiences
will crave for— Now ready for professional distribution. Send for

M

^^

Lyons Dan

Maguire

Tom

SAN FRANCISCO

Jennings Clarence

N

Only net of its kind before the
Hippodrome. Boomerangs patent applied for.
Flying missile experts.

MoClennan Kenneth
McDonald Marie
Mcffvoy Llssle (Reg)
Nellie (Reg)

McEvoy

McOuire Pete

Miller Chas
Mills J

Moore Blanche
Mor A McCarthy
Moselle
Mueller

Lnte feature

Mr

Murray Evelyn

K
public.

M

McMahon May

Merrltt Orace
Metcalfe Edward

Meyers Helen

Mann Virginia
Marshall Edward
Marshall Len
Mathews Caurtls
Matthews Jack
Maxloe Brothers
May Evelyn

Jackson Annlee

ALHAM

McAllister Harriet
McBude Carl
McCallougb Carl

Macgregor Herman
Mack Col O C
Mack A Vincent
Mack Taylor
MscLaln R
Mageans Ttaos A

Sherman lilay & Co.
AT THE

DEL

Mayer
Mayer Soto

B

We

Agents far Bergstrom Music Co.'s Publications

Jarvls ft Harrison
Jeanette Sister*

May bell Snowle

Loral ne O
Lorraine Lillian
Loretta Julian

—

Orchestrations no charge to bona fide artists.
NOTE—
publish fully
per cent of the best Hawaiian Songs and Hulas,
advise
ise you to investigate while the erase for Hawaiian Music is on.

Ws

Street

Near Broadway
New Yorh City

HAWAIIAN MUSIC

Hlckey Brothers
Hlckey Tom

Hickman Paul

W

Belle

SPECIAL NOTICE

Harvey Kitty
Hawarth James
Hawley It Hawley
Hawley Vlda M
Hayden Tommy
Hayes Fred

Hills

Latbrope Claud

Lawson BUI
Le Claire Jack

La Rue Btbel

'

WORKMANSHIP.
A visit is all we ask.

W

Larkins Nlok

Kelss Grace
Kennedy Florenoe

VIDUALITY,
AND

GIRL

Lamonts Cockatoos
Langton Hal
Le Pearl Art

Q

a

STYLE

IRVING COOPER.
Lee Jas P
Leichman Mable
Leon
D
Le Roy Al
Lester Harry J
Lewis Blanche
Lewis Jack M
Lewis Louise

label is

guarantee of INDI-

DALE

La Mont Francis H
La Mont Lloyd L

Klngsley Dorothey
Kingston Majoiie

(Reg)

Dunbar Ralph
Dushan Mnyne

Falman

HYLANDS

Gregorys The
Grey Clarice
Grey Jack

GYuet J

The Kahn

NAN

MARIE

Golem Troupe Al
Granville Jack
Gray Daisy

Dodd Jimmy
Donsis Erna
Donovan James

WRAPS

OPENING SEASON ON LOEW CIRCUIT

Olose Augusta

Desmond L L

*

The Gray eVug Ce., Broadway sad 43rd Street
Stera Bros.
Gisabel's
Manufactured by BULLET BRAND LABORATORIES. 3M West 44th Street

New York

St.,

of

SUITS

S AND M CENTS.

ALL LJCCETT-RIKER-HEG&MAN DRUG STORES

r

RATKOWSKY

A.

display

fashions in

Per Sale At
Na

our

in

GOWNS

ORDER DEPARTMENT we

Th r

Goums

(OCT.

2)

New Yorh

Direction,

LOUIS STON
SUCCESSFUL AT

Introducing his

NEW

ACT,

consisting of upside

B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE THIS

down end

horizontal

WEEK

(SEPT. 25)

dancing; also featuring his

If test success,

"THE CHANDELIER DANCE"

Sis

VARIETY
Simpson Cberldah
Smith ft McOary
Smith Valda
Snow Blossom
Spellman Jeanette
Stadium Trio
St Claire Winifred

Natalie Navarre

Naylor Frank
Nallaon
Nelson

Maura
A Nelaon

Newton Jamea
Nlblo's Blrda
Nllbart Raymond
Nllaen Lewie

The

The

Stella Joe

Harry
Kathryne

Sterling
Sterling

Nordstrom Mario

Stewart Jean

O

Storm Josn

Wm H

Odell Cbarlea
Onell Henry
Onell Margaret

Strang

Osborne May
Osborne Teddy

Sutton Harry B
Sylvester Harry

Paine Raymond
Palmer Fred
Parks Edward

Temple Robert
Terry Walt
Tezlco Co

Paulette Louise
Pbllllpon Claude
Ptntler Lawler
Ponslnl Zlon

Thurston Pauline

Tower

TRIMMED HATS
$

Billy

Tosart Mrs A
Trevett Evelyn
Tyrner Jack
Valerlo Sextette

Prlem
Primrose Al
Pruette William

Victoria Prlnceaa

Vivian Ada
Vivian M
Von Mueller

Qulnn Tommy
Quirk Billy

R

These styles oto worth by
comparison at high as $20.00.

The

Redell Harry

Reynolds Harrington
Rloard Amy
Richard Wyonna
Richards Jack
Rivers. Dolly

Rogers Irene
Relland Joe

Romalne Julia

Rome H

of

Eddy

in

M

Worden

S
HUDSON *

at

SEAL

$5.00,

Jeff

COATS

—

New

$B00

This

York.

$|Q00

$-f50

We

mike no

Yell Allen
Tell Mrs
Yell Pearl

Sherlock Sisters
Shrlner Joe (P)

Zlealer

The

In every fashionable peltry and style,
at savings that will astound yout

Special Discount to the Profession

five you the bit you select

Second Floor Location- Elevator Service

Second Floor Location— Elevator Service

392 5th Ave., cor. 36th St
500 5th Ave., cor. 42d St

392 5th Ave., cor. 36th St.
500 5th Ave., cor. 42d St.

Peter J. Schaefer is spending a month at Mt.
Clemens, Mich., while Adolph Llnlck has been
spending some loose change at French Lick
Springs, Ind.

Zlra Lillian

Freddie Goldsmith came into town quietly
week from New York on business attached to the arrest of the alleged blackmailing ayndloate members here.

R

last

Zoe A Blmnle Sisters

PRESENTING THE

Maurice
Browne,
American rights to

only troupe of trained game roosters
la the world, endorsed for the paat fifteen years by

Stores

Moss Tour, Rlckards' Tour,
Always working.

ng

manaf ers and press as a

Next Week (Oct

2),

and Pantagee Circuits,
but a feature.

Keith's, Proctor's

Not a

American,

eta.

York, and Bijou, Brooklyn

For Good

CLOTHES

The Store

Beeatifol at

Columbus

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,
Mark Vance,

The Woolfolk musical comedy company Is
listed for a full week's engagement at Kankakee suiting Oct IS.
It Is routed until the

Is

en the sick

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

in charge

The Emily Stevens show

list.

Katheiine Dean has heoomo enrolled with

at

the

Princess

There were too many
will open Sept. 80.
other new attractions for a Monday opening.
Local efforts to

Marie afldgley

(Mrs.

-

HI, Is

Raymond Mldgley),
somewhat Improved.

"Pom Pom"

Eddie 8hayne was In no fight
It
dentist that makes him look that way.

The Majestic

stage, burned last
will be ready Oct.

Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Joe Btecher

ftth Street

NEW YORK

CITY

Charles Conway at Winnipeg, did not continue
over the Pentagon time as planned. Inetead
Miss Darrell has returned to Chicago to find
a new partner.
^—^-»^
Charles Hodklns and Lloyd Spencer went
down to New Orleans to attend the opening of
the La Fayette Sunday with Hodklns vaudeville.
It's the only house playing vaudeville
Jeanette and Burke, who were to have filed
tbe Juvenile roles with the new Churchill
tab,

Chaperons" hare
being unable to

benefit

Is

week

the

(Leo Greenwood), are no
to vaude-

They may return
-,,.

.

*

msko a

tab out of
the men Interested
satisfactory termp.

foiled,

make

Jack La It has a new play and It is to be
produced by tbe manager who put on his
"Help Wanted" show.
Percy

The Blow Out"

longer rehearsing.
ville.

"Alone at Last" Is due to follow
at the Illinois Oct. IS.

lMtk Street and
Melreee Ave.

May.

there 10-20.

=

=
Weingard'en

who has heen Tory

and ISM Broadway
Opposi te Strand
Columbus Circle

Leonard Charpier, nephew of Fred Lowennow a sopohomore at Illinois University,
stands a bully chance of making the varsity
football team. Charpier tips the scales at 197.
thai,

election.

Circle.

1571

It

Emily Darrell, who had a split-up with

I.

MOVIE STAR."

has

The ten-cent store at State and Monroe had
an anniversary affair and as an attraction In
the muslo department had the Loos Brothers

last of

"A store you can take great
pleasure in recommending
your friends.

the

Broome,"

John Power, of the Lowenthal offices, was
nominated for one of the Judgeship seats on
the Democratic ticket at the recent primary

CHICAGO

HATS
HABERDASHERIE

obtained

"Mary

as a feature.

fill-in act,

New

having

rehearsal preparatory to produoat the Chicago Little theatre Oct. 17.

filaced it in

GENUINE BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION

"Ask any

offer.

T

8cbwarti Lou
Scbwarts Phil
Shack Nat
Sbeebsn O K
Sheldon Bettlna
Sherlock Roy (P)

to

an unprecedented

Muffs, Scarfs, Stoles, Collarettes

order—we

hits to

is

models are full flare, trimmed with
large natural Skunk Collar, Cuffs and
Border. Never hae any Fur shop offered such wonderful value!

shown elsewhere

NONE HIGHER

A Southern

West Helen
West Vivian
Weston Al
Weston Dally
Whitney Tlllle

Sanders Paly
Bchlotterbeck Emll

hats

retailing

values than

Wiggins Bert
Williams Ell
Wilson Alma Mrs (P)
Wilson Ches A Louise
Wilton Joe

Rooney A
Ross Hewitt

REAL

of

and $10.00—none higher
and none lower aa the plan
that makes poaaible bigger
$7.50

Wataon Kitty
Weaver Fred
Wellington Dave
Wells

women

have learned to
recognise the Du Barry plan

Walker Emma
Walker Harry

M

Raymond Jobn
Raymond Anno

professional

New York

H

Wallace B P
Wallace J F
Walt?* Katharine
Walton Oreat
Ward Oeorge

To Inaugurate the opening of this new
Fur Department with LAMSON'S
FURS, and to enable you to celebrate
this event with us, we are offering a
limited number of

NONE HIGHER

W

Racket Clara
Raleton Oertrude
Ramsdell WlUard
Ratcb Ed

$

$

Verdeen Mabel (P)
Vert Haael

Wm

A New Department!

5- 7- 10-

Powers Freeman
Preston B
Price Len

SHOPS

SHOPS

Sullivan Johnnie
Sutter "lienor

Poole Jack
Potter Chaa

Russell

31

Hammond

("Tribune") has been enJoying a vacation and blB columns have been
"covered" by Frederick Donaghey.

Will P. Con ley, formerly in charge of the
local Rats' office, Is managing I. Wefngarden's
new International Circuit show, "Somewhere
in France," which is making its first Chicago
appearance at the Imperial.

Frank Van Hoven, who Is the only performer claiming to have made the Sun Circuit famous on two continents, bit Chicago
the first of the week and was besieged by
local friends and admirers.

at

1.

announced to wrestle at a
at Comlskey Park Sunday.
le

"The Funny Sheet," Menlo Moore's newest
production, opened last Sunday.
It's a cartoon show.

^They are looking for Karl Hoblitzelle to
reach his local Interstate offices around the
tbe month.

firHt of

The local theatre programs are carrying ads
for some of the local and state political candidates.

Tho Jack Patton vorsua Elmore case wherePatton charged Elmore with helping himto his (Patton's) "Cannibal Maids" act,
was continued until this week when some hort
in

Howard McKent Barnes, author
Santos and Hayes are being used as an
"extra" in some stands with the Pepple A
Oreenwald "All Olrl Revue."

Up In the northwest the road company, "The
He Couldn't Buy" bus boon having some
tough experiences with the weather.
In ono
stand the performance had to be called off,
owing to a storm.
Olrl

Shepherd

of

"Little
writing a oew

of Bargain Row," is
"Tbe Day of Reckoning," which Ed.
Rowland has accepted for production.

piece,

self

of a settlement of the matter
be made.

is

expected to

VARIETY

B. F. Keith's

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

UnitedBooking

General Executive Offices

Putnam Building

New

Offices
A.
E. F.

PAUL KEITH,

ALBEE,

Pre.id«nt

Manager

Vice-President and General

Times Square
York

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
General Booking Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS
Mr. Schenck Personally Interviews Artists Daily

S. K.

HODGDON
New York

Palace Theatre Building

CIRCUI

INDEPENDENT
The

Cu
eta.

Between

11

and

Boston Office:

Chicago Office*

City

1

North American Bafldm*
FRANK Q. DOYLE, la chargo

Tremont Theatre

Btiilding

FRED MARDO,

cnargo

in

VAUDEVILLE

But SanaD Tlaae la the Far Wast. Steady Consecutive Work for Novelty Featara Acta
EXECUTIVE OFFICES-ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDO. SAN FRANCISCO
arrange fraas three te five vwki bttwm eailiage ei boats lor Australia far all irat

Nothing Succeeds Like Success

Casssaualcate ay aira or Utter.

of all performers going to
us. The following nave:

95%

WE WRITE
WE FRODUCE
WE STAGE

Europe make their steamship arrangements through

Sophie Bernard and Lou Anger, Bell Boy Trio, Baldwins. Frank Bush, John
„ ,
n
,A n d May B u * ke 9 COTf£ Bl 9 kel B lac k «"»d White, Bonus and Lew Heara, Aerial
Buds; Bowers, Walters and Crooker; Bennington Bros., Barnes and King, Six Bracks, Bissett
and Scott, The Bramsons.
.

.

'

WE STAGE NUMBERS
WE PROCURE and
WE SELL

.

PAUL TAUSIG A SON, 1M

Cormaa Savings Baak Bldg.

E. 14th SL.

New York

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING RELATIVE TO

City

Telephone Stuyv

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE
AUSTRALIA

WE DIRECT
WE ENGAGE
WE DESIGN COSTUMES

and

MONOLOGUES

ACTS
PICTURES

SPECIAL SONGS

BURLESQUE
DIALOGUES

MELODIES
NOVELTIES

NEW ZEALAND

AUTHORS,

WE CAN

SCENERY
COSTUMES
SPECIAL DANCING
STAGE DANCING TAUGHT

USE GOOD MATERIAL

ACTS DESIRING AUSTRALIAN BOOKINGS
is

now

in

Roy D. Murphy, American Booking Manager
N«w York and can bo addrosaod caro of Mr. Martin Back's Now York

Ofnco,

Palaca Thoatro Buildinf.

BEN.

J.

ROEHM & RICHARDS,

FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS* ASSOCIATION,

11th

FLOOR, CHICAGO, ILL.

Broadway

216 Strand Building

Tivoli

Theatres

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS. INDIA

ana)

AffQiated

AFRICA

HUGH McINTOSH, Governing

Tommy

The Wilson Avenue has made a change In
the personnel of Its houHO, stage and orchestra
crews.
It Is an all-new orchestra, even to
muslcl director, William Thomap, formerly ai
the Hip, presiding over the W. A. musicians.
The stage is in charge of Charles Ginsberg.

Azby

WRITE WIRE OR PHONE

Chouteau, troasurcr, Interstate
Amusement Co., went back to Dallas this week
A.

J.

ALOZ

H.
BOOKING AGENCY

Orpheum Theatre
after a

visit

Bldg.,

MoatreaL Caaada

with friends here.

Incidentally

Chouteau took his family back south from
Lake Forest, where they have been spending
the

winter.

Cal.

DOROTHY

saost cosmprehensive service in the
Thorough press representation
world.

VAUDEVILLE

Allen.

ft>IJaULl€ITY*ll.
The

NEW

No more acts will be produced by Mrs. V.
Chandler Smith at present. Two now under
her direction are "The Freshman," with Fritz
Frits and Bud Walsh as Its principals, and
the other Is "Boarding School Girls," with

With WIL-L1S and INGLIS, Los Angeles,

j

Director

Registered Cable Adrfreest "HUOHMAC," Svd
Head OCnce. TIVOU THEATRE, SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFlCESi 111 Straad Theatre Bldg.

at 47th Street

New York

LTD.

Harry KckanTs

Inc.

THEATRICAL AND PICTURE PRODUCERS' EXCHANGE

VAUGHAN

wherever yon are playing. You sre reading
about our customers daily.
If you have talent, we «an get. you recog-

Artists'

nition.

NATIONAL THEATRICAL NEWS BUREAU
a Park Row. N. Y.
Cartlaadt «**-«
W.

It.

WHssrssa,

Although a

fire

Y. Msaaser
. Fiat
ftariasder.

Telepaoae Harrison

7af7

A ROUTE FOR THE WEST

1

use. Masaaer

ReprseewletWo

Suite 1411 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

|

raged next door In the base-

ment of a bar the last act of "Please Help
Emily" went through without Interruption
Monday night All of the doors were closed
so that the audience would not hear the puffing
engines Just outside the theatre door.

Walter Downle baa throe new houses using

Pam. Dept. acts from the association books.

They

will play three acts Saturdays and Sundays only.
The houses are the Gross Park,
2123 Roscoe Boulevard, Troy, 3120 Irving
park, and the California theatre, 1002 Chicago
avenue.

After being laid up for a week by cold and
an Injured neck, Knox Wilson is able to be
out again.
Wilson's wife, Luella Drew, who
retired from the stage ten years ago to devote

VARIETY

F

H. B. Marinelli, Ltd., Inc.

& H Amusement

Wanted Immediately

Co.

Inc.

PRINCIPALS AND COMEDIANS

Management,

also

MARCUS HEIMAN

I
who can

act, ting

Booking in Conjunction With

and dance.

U. B. O. and

IIVI

W.

i

V. M. A.

to

AUTHORS COMPOSERS
of

all

descriptions

who

INVENTORS

SAMUEL KAHL,

care to get

QUICK ACTION
On any

kind of material thej

may hav©

CHARLES

suitable for

VAUDEVILLE PRODUCTIONS
Conditionally that

i

same

Booking Manager

FREEMAN

J.

Booking Representative

is

NEW - ORIGINAL - SENSATIONAL
or

Call— Phone— Write or Wire to

MUSICAL DEPARTMENT

H. B. Marinelli, Ltd., Inc.
1465 Broadway,

New York City

FRED. RYCROFT, Manager.

We

your confidence when catting a difficult
and seek an appointment as your regular
source of supply for musical and dramatic players.

Bryant 6182

invite

play,

ATLANTIC

NEW YORK
1416

LOS
TWO OFFICES _.

Broadway

*"4

PACIFIC

ANGELES

u .
M
Broadway
South

AMALGAMATED
WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

B. 3. IVIOSS

*

OF THEATRES

President

WILLIAM FOX, Prosldent

General Executive Offices:

729 7th AVE. AT FORTY-NINTH ST.
Ml.

D.

Executive Offices, 130 We»t 46th St,

SIMMONS

New York

JACK W. LOEB

General Booking Manager

Geaeral Booking Manager

ARTISTS

can secure long engagements by booking direct with ui

EDGAR ALLEN
Manager

Vaudeville Acts Notice
Vaudeville Act. of Recognired Ability Going

EAST

or

WEST Who Want to Break Jump Can

Personal interviews with artists from 12 to

6,

or by appoiatsnent.

'

BOOK DIRECT
From

ONE

to

FOUR WEEKS.

Write or Wire

Frank Wolf Vaudeville Agency

Gus Sun Booking Exchange, spnnifieid, Ohio
bcr attention to bringing up ber son,
returning to tbe footlights.

all of

Is

Although the Wilson Avenue Beacb for a
time was considered regular "opposition,"
Mitch Lacalzl, of the Avenue theatre, says the
beaches have brought many new residents to
the neighborhood and they are helping his
.

business.

Harry Lorcb.

of tbe local

W.

E.

Butterfleld

MANAGERS AND PRODUCERS VAUDEVILLE ACTS

M

has been on the Butterfleld Circuit with
the road show that opened Sunday week in
Kalamasoo, but It had to lay off there two
days owing to the burning of the Majestic
stage. The show was In Bsttle Creek the last
offices,

THIRD FLOOR PARKWAY BUILDING
|

half of last week.

left

the hospital Sept. 23, convalescent ; Frank
Collier, recovering nicely from a recent operstlon.

right works' consecutive time will be sfTorded
the tabloid shown, the first starting south some-

American Hospital bulletin: Harry LaToy,
taking treatment for rheumatism; Babe Mills
('The Olrl of New Tork") has left Institution noticeably Improved; Vivian Camming*

Arrangements are under way for tabs to
play the Interstate booms and from «Iy t*>

and then only a few of them ventured Into the

time In November. It has been more than a
year since the tabs played down that way
territory.

:

VARIETY

New Under the
Except

have from time to time brought to
America the best acting monkeys in
the world and I consider the new

I

CONSUL

5 GREAT

the best animal act ever shown in
vaudeville.

A. M.

Direction
Consul The Great serenading his sweetheart

FRANK EVANS

$12

AUTHOR
"Evolution of Life" at Palace Theatre, New
York, this week (Sept. 2).
Wanted to hear from standard acts in need
of material or sketches.

Chicago, Sept. 2<.
An era of box office prosperity Is under way
Accordfor Chicago's pop vnudevllle houses.
ing to the reports of the house managers, the
business since Labor Day has so far surpassed
preceding* years that the houses look for a
record-breaking season unlePK something unforseen happens to collpase the present boom.

pE

wElk

ROOM & BATH FOR 2

S Minutes from

eie
9X9

per

WEEK

all

cuiTrc
9UIIL9

Light, Airy, with

all

parlor, bed-

ROOM & BATH

p/\d
o
T
IMC «*

Modern Hotel Improvements

REISEN WEBER'S HOTEL

columbus

'

Women's Smart Footwear
Far

Street.

,5M

•

*+i£mi

ter outside the court. A person In the audience complained to the management one of
the boys on the stage flirted with her. Mack's
wife was In the audience as a "plant," and
the remarks from the stage were supposedly

directed at her, the act claimed.

the Theatres—Overlooking Central Park

circle, n. y.

The J. B. A P. J v Crowley Amusement Co.,
with headquarters in Charleston, W. Va., has
taken over the Burlew theatre there owned
and operated fox the past 40 years by Mr.
Burlew, and opened It Saturday night with
the Al. H. Wilson company.
The Plata,
Charleston, also a Crowley house, reopened
Its vaudeville season Sept. 25 with a nvc-act
show. Pat Crowley Is one of the best known
men In Charleston. The Crowleys control the
Burlew and Plaxa, Armory Amusement
Hotel, Crowley Realty Co.. and
Oil ft Gas Co.

Holley

TheMaJcsth^U^^OJ^ni^rbor^Jich^

THEBacnw

now

which wsa cancelled Thursday on alleged Impropriety with the audience, adjusted the mat-

Harold A. Clarke
138 East 38th Street

BABER

Prospect, Brooklyn,

Santos and Hayes an "added attraction."

ing company which will send "Broadway after
Dark," opening Oct 8, and "Little Peggy
O' Moore, starting Oct. 22, through eastern.
one-night territory.
The plans of this company will have nothing to do with the Powell
shows now playing the International Circuit.
Merle Norton is handling the bookings.

Halton Powell, Merle Norton, Chas. S. Hayes
and Orvllle Bunnell have organized a produc-

The Albright and Mack act at the Hippodrome last week, comprising three people*

Toledo,

for

the past year, will

manage the

AT B. F. KEITH'S THEATRE, BOSTON, THIS WEEK (SEPT. 25)
NED ("BUGS")

*•

CHICK f»

WELLS-NORWORTH-MOORE
Weill. Norwerth and Moors.
PISP3 Act.
13 Mini.; One.

A

thrcc-act, two boys and a nirl, built along linen turna of thin kind have not followed before.
It'a } "nut art." the pianist supplying most of the "nut bualneaa." Hart lag with a laugh and following It up with alapsllck on his male partner'* .'ace. after telling a few "gafi," the alap In the
fare arriving after each "gag."
It looked like the good old daya of the cross-fire and the newspaper, but It made the Ilushwlckltes laugh out real loud.
The trio alng "Hunahlne of Virginia",
very nicely and scored all around, for the planlat has a kidding comedy vein In himself and bis
work that \\a should allow to run riot.
While the other two are singing and he playing the
accompaniment, the pianist continually mns off on another melody or breaks Into the strain with
improvisation or anything that will make a discord.
It's a corking good Idea for piano comedy and
It's a corking good Idea for a three- act of the piano variety not to take themselves so deadly serious
do.
as most of
The three- act were placed second at the Buihwlck. In the ahow this week
they could have held a better spot, and the chances axe In the bigger houses, where the travesty
of their work will be caught much more quickly, they will even do hotter than they did over In

B.

—

DIRECTION

"

""""

GENE HUGHES, inland JO PAIGE SMITH
F. KEITH'S COLONIAL THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY, NEXT WEEK (OCT. 2)
HQOL

AT

It did not take them long to find out what we can do.
That includes the
U. B. O. All the papers (daily and dramatic) and S1ME himself. Read it.
have a route for 40 weeks, and you can figure out, that if there was a theatre on every piece of land in the Thousand Islands we would be a hit in
each house and booked solid for ten years, and the jumps would be a cinch
because Wells-Norworth-Moore are in the swim to stay.

We

Buihwlck.

Brooklyn.

the

Fred Nugent, who managed the Auditorium,
into vaudeville action Monday with tne
following bill booked in by Charles Crow'
Six Diving Nymphs, Bell and Frcdo, William
O'Clare and Shamrock Qlrts, Walters and Walters, and Hal Hart.
The last half is ieing
by Peoples "All Girl Revue," with
filled

swung

MISS "LILLIE"

Hum

Co.,

Shepherd

VARIETY

35
erything he did went across and notwithstanding that he once cracked a hone while
doing that hard dance of his, he put la a
dancing encore- that hit 'em hard. A surprise
to those who had never seen the act of Hufford
and Chain was the way in which they were received.
Hufford and Chain (each working In
whltefaoe) were on edge and made the old bell
ring when attention and laughter were considered.
Some may prefer Hufford In burnt
cork, hut Just the samey the? scored substantially.
They were "No. 0" and following the
headllner, Phyllis Neilson Terry. Miss Terry'*
offering is sombre, drab and tragic
It Is ae
depressing as depressing can he.
Mies Tarry
can act.
Nobody will gainsay that, but the
Mad Ophelia in vaudeville hands a bill a solar
plexus which would have an/ regular variety
devotee passing up a second dose. Rice, Elmer
and Tom opened with their trampoline and
triple bar stunts, each appearing in a comedy
makeup. Schooler and Dickinson, who hare
passed out of the kid prodigy stage, aro giving a straight musical program that waa favorably received Monday.
Mies Dickinson la
wearing some fancy toggery and hitting her
high notes with apparent ease. Young Schooler
gets a lot of music out of the piano and his
grand opera medley proved a much appreciated gem. Frank Milton and the Delong Sisters worked up considerable merriment and
entertainment with their rural comedy patter
and their Instrumental music.
Milton appeared to be hoarse Monday. James H. Cullen
sang parody after parody moot with a musical comedy swing— and he got over. Following
the grim affair of Ophelia and the comedy
turn of Hufford and Chain, appeared the
Claude Olllingwater Co. In "The Frame-Bp."
Well presented, with Julie Heme doing a
small part capably. Act somewhat off usual
tack of Olllingwater, who works like a Trojan
to make the offering stand out all tho way.
Daniel Jarrett, Jr., spoke his lines splendidly.
John C. King did his task creditably. Dramatic at tlmee, with some df the lines eliciting instant laughter.
After Solar's hit came
the Miniature Review, whleh made Its biggest
impression with the ball game and rain at the
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WILL BE ISSUED IN DECEMBER

minstrel tour of T«» Powell's newljr '•n^fj
black-face organisation, aad the aiaa ahoM
Among the principal
will be C. B. Burdlck.
entertainers will be Billy Done, Happy Golden,
Jack Greenloh, John Keiffer. with Harley Newland ae middleman. One of the acts carrlea
Among ether*
will be the Marriott Troupe.
mcIncluded In the minstrels are Messrs.
BulStackberry,
Springer,
Younghans,
Adams,
AnJ*rd.
llnger, Holcomb. Moody. Lablno an«
The second man ahead of the show will be
Arthur Bodkin.

Arrangements hare been completed for the
Gus Sun Circuit to play tabs this season and
they will be booked through the Association.
The first tabloid company to take up the Bun
route will be "What Do Ton Sell?" tho new
Woolfolk production, Its first Sun date being
with
Oct. S at Hamilton, O. (four daye).
Lima (throe days), Sandusky (one day),
Springfield (three days), Muncle (three days)
and then taking up the U. B. O. time at the
"What Do You Sell?
Lyric, Indianapolis.
opened its season last Sunday In South Chicago, then mored to Hammond three days and
will be In Gary the last hslf of this week.

NO CHANGE

EARLY RESERVATIONS FOR PREFERRED POSITIONS ARE SUGGESTED

"A FEATURE ACT THAT

(Cloofonte Campanlnl. gen.
opera season opens Nov. 13.
(Harry Powers, gen. mgr.).—

Great opening for "What Is Your Husband
Doing?" with Macklyn Arbuckle and Thomas
W. Ross, Monday night
COHAN'S GRAND (Harry Ridings, mgr.).

—The "Cohan Revue

1016" continues
taking In last week (sixth week).

profit

O. Miller, mgr.).— "The
Blue Paradise" (Cecil Lean) doing nicely;
cut rate tickets distributed (second week).
CORT (U. J. Herman, mgr.).— "Fair and
Warmer" doing unusually well (eighth week).
COLUMBIA (B. A. Wood: mgr.).— Billy
Watson "Beef Trust" Co.

CHICAGO (Prank

ENGLEWOOD

(J.

W. Whitehead, mgr.).—

"Parisian Flirts" (burlesque).
GARRICK (J. J. Garrity, mgr.).— Not much
doing closing days of Lew Fields' engagement
(Heventh week).
OAYETY (Robt. Schoenecker, mgr.).
"Beauty, Youth and Folly" (burlesque).

IS

cKAY'S SCOTCH REVUE
HAYMARKBT

Moeller, mgr.).—
"The World Beaters" (burlesque).
IMPERIAL (Wm. Spink, mgr.).— "Some-

where

In

(Art.

France"

H.

(I.

Welngarden's

show).

ILLINOIS

Pom"

(Rolla

(Mitzl),

now

Timponl,

new

— "Pom

mgr.).
advertising "last

three

weekR" (fourth week).
LA SALLE (Harry Earl, mgr.).— "Where
Aro My Children?" (film), doing over $4,000
weekly (ninth week).
NATIONAL (John Barrett, ingr.).— "The
Old Homestead."
OLYMPIC (Chas. Warren, mgr.).— "Common Clay" (John Mason), continuing to profit
(Becond month).
POWERS' (Harry Powers, mgr.).— "Please
Help Emily" (Ann Murdoch), which looked

COE, VESTA

McKay's Scotch Revue

le

It was good.
D'Amore and
One of tho boot eqvlllbrlstlo
acts In vaudeville.
Both young men and a
nice stage appearance. They affect a certain
showmanship that helped them Monday night.
The Primrose Four wheoped op their combined vocal prowess and sooroi all tho way.
The Meyakos, throe Juvenile Japanese entertainers, have Improved their former act Tho
girls have made progress and that Jap boy
is
sure becoming Americanised.
Splendid
vaudeville turn.
Bonlta and Low Hears registered a happy hit.
Bonlta sported some new
wardrobe and the difference In her appearance
at the Palace and the Majestlo was most no-

Her Palace outfits looked new and
were most becoming. Their musical comedy
"bits" and songs were very well received.
Ralph Dunbar's White Hussars appeared to
Rood advantage.
Act made a "flash."
Milt
Collins had a peach of an audience.
Ho
jumped into his political fol de rol with good
feeling.
Collins, now wearing a white Wig to
more thoroughly emphasise the Importance of
being a typicaf old politician, and with his
house about fifty-fifty on the Issues of the day
the results were never in doubt.
Bankhoa
and Madeline Harrison and ballet held attention all the way. Work of Miss Harrison enthusiastically received.
Savoy and Brennan
were next to closing and their act waa a
comedy hit. The idea la not done to death
vaudeville and that helps 'em go all tho bettor.
ticeable.

INVARIABLY THE HIT OF THE BILL'

"For Scotch humor, music, songs and dances,
classy and clever."— "NEWS," Newark, N. J.

U

The International

like box office flivver on opening now doing
increased business (second week).
PRINCESS (Sam Oerson, mgr.). Opens this
Saturday night with Emily Stevens in "The

—

Unchastened Woman."

STAR AND GARTER
Gerard's

(Chas. Walters, mgr).

"Some

Show"

(Edmond

Hayes).

MAJESTIC

(Fred C.

Eberts. mgr.: agent,
show simply groaned under
dramatics Monday afternoon.
Just when things presaged dynamic vaudeville
speed along came the heavy stuff and 'blng
went on the brakes. Business goed. Not a
sell-out, but enough.
Willie Solar bagged the
lion's share of applause next to closing. Never
has Willie appeared to better advantage. Ev-

Orpheum).
Its

— The

weight

AND

of

ROY

Girl closed the show.

ACADEMY

(Joseph Pilgrim, mgr.; agent,
M. A.)—One thing is more noticeable

Academy this season, and that Is tao
playing up the house orchestra mora
program billing. Not only does It hare
Frank Cummins' name in prominent type, bwt
also runs the "musical program" list
Tom
house
in

Is

Its

Carmody has always maintained the orchestra
is more popular than some of the acts woejli
have it believed. Deldas and Imo were pro-

gramed, but in their place tho last half appeared Amos Stein, the heavyweight lifter.
Oscar makes bis own announcements, and
works up additional Interest by having men
come from the audience and fret lift tao
weights that Oscar later toys with, Oscar offering "bait" from $5 to $609 If the men make
certain "lifts." The Tuxedo Trio, three mod,
one affecting" a'HetWew makeup, talk and slnjg.
their patter running along such lines as *!
didn't know that was In you." and "I'm gfad
Its out" (meaning song by Hebrew), "40 degrees below the stockyards," "I have a btadg

PRODUCING
SEVERAL

NEW COMEDY

CREATIONS
Opening at POLFS, MERIDEN, CONN., Sept. 28-30
Thanks

to

GENE BELASCO

Sight

act that held interest.

complete, clean,

W. V.
at the

— Barney

—

been better, but
Douglass opened.
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AUDITORIUM

—Grand

Novel little turn.
(Harry Singer, mgr.; agent, OrAnother good bill for the Palace
regulars Monday night.
Buslnoss could have

PALACE

pheum).

policy.

BLACKSTONB

IN RATES

close.

the
It was family against family ties In
north side pop houses this week. Patrloola,
billed as "The Queen of the Cabarets," Is at
the Victoria all week, booked by Frank Doyle,
and considered "opposition" to the Wilson
Avenue, Lincoln Hippodrome and Windsor, all
Her brother, Patrloola,
Association houses.
and wife, Ruby Meyers, are at the Wilson
M. A.
Avenue, booked through the W. V.
The Avenue engagement was only for a half
week, yet the north side billboards had Patricola at one house and Patricola and Meyers
at the other. The Patricola engagement Is the
first full week act to be played at the Victoria since the house opened with its present

dlr.).

—
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BEST PLACE TO STOP AT

BEST PLACES TO DINE
TROUT POND/*

A FARtt

300 Housekeeping Apartments
MS

ate 11111 rues of KMoeltS Mb)
(i a*
Under direct supervision of the owners. Located In the heart of the city Just oft*
Broadway, close to all booking offices, principal theatres, department stores, traction lines,
L road and subway.
Our specialty is housekeeping furnished apartments for theatrical folks to whom we
especially cater and who can be assured of unsurpassed service and attention at all times.

6 ROADWAY and 66 "TT.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Announcer
THE OPENING OF THE
MAY-NOVEMBER FARM

812. 814 asd 310

888 to 8J0 West 61st St.
Pbese 7182 Col.
Elevator fireproof building of the hlsbest type.
Just completed. With every modem derloe and con-

$12.00

THE DUPLEX

U» Weekly

328 sad 880 West 43rd

II 0.00

St

Phoae 4208-0131 Bryaat

Three and four rooms with bath, furnished to s
degree of modernaeas that excels anything In this
These apartments will accomtype of building.
modate four or more adults.

241-247 West 43rd St.
Phone 7012 Bryant
8 and 4-room apartments with kitchenettes.
1.
Private bath and telephone.
The privacy the
apartments are noted for is one of its attractions.

Catering to the Profession

Phase 0800 Bryaat

up-to-the-minute new fireproof building, arranged in apartments of 8 and 4 rooms with kitchens,
private bath.
Phone in each apartment.
112.00 Up Weekly

YANDIS COURT

Central Avenue.

West 48th St

An

venience.
Apartments are beautifully arranged and consist
of I. S or 4 rooms, tilth kitchen* and kitchenettes,
private bath and phone.

HARTSDALE, N. Y.
On

HENRI COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

80.00 Up Weekly
Up Weekly
Address all communications to M. Claman
Yandis Court, 241 West 43rd Street, New York

Principal Offices

New

BAXT
LAKE

Victoria Hotel

COUNTRY

Formerly

35niNUTEJ" FROM 66" JT-

AXIM

;;ivi
110

West

38th Street,

"New Midnight Cabaret'

KING EDWARD

NEW YORK
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IN
Rooms,

150

New York

145-155 WEST 47TH STREET, Just off Broad- ay
"The Very Heart of New York**
Absolutely Fireproof
2S0 Private Baths
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water), $1.00 and Upward. Room and Bath, $1.50

POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT

Five Minutes' Walk to JO Theatres

9

Try Our Dollar Dinner

mT and su PPt, Midnight
Dinner and Supper a la Carte
Lunch, 60c.
THE PLACE THAT NO VISITOR TO NEW YORK SHOULD OVERLOOK
—
a
At D"n«r?7s» p.

U

-

for

80c

CAFE IN CHARGE OF ABE MIERS
CHAS. A. HOLLINGSWORTH, Proprietor
AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET
Housekeeping

20

111-111 Wttt

ath

Near 6th Ave.

St.

Lunsh 4*s.

G 1 LITO

WithWioe

DINNER, Week Days,
Holidays end Sundays,

'

88c.
CSc.

WITH WINE

1783

WEST

Bakery

NEXT DOOR TO THE VAN CORTLANDT HOTEL
WHERE THE PROFESSION MEETS

fOTH ST. and

Chicken ..$0.40
48
Duck

Goom

.'

.

Turkey

.

.45

...

.55

.

Lamb

30

Pork

30

Vesl

36

Bm(

40

Spsohettl..

.25

Palm Garden — Music
Table d'Hote Lunch 45c.
Imp.

Open

A

until

A

Liquors

'Phone:

Bryant

Dom. Wines

1A.M.

CATERING TO THE PROFESSION

ABBEY COURT
3120

Broadway, N. Y. C, N. E. Co. 124th

Furnished

1,

2

and

3

St.

home comforts,

housekeeping facilities,
subway.

restau-

rant, convenient to

I
had to fight hard to get It." "have
you seen any of the itew Ave dollars bills?;
haven't bi-in auy of the old om-s yet," foidc
1
The
HiireHre In the AcadVmy neighborhood.

rye, but

nun
hc r

sing Individually and collectively a numpopular song^, und reaping the usual

of

"Night Hawks," with Rex Adams and
company, presenting n story of the underworld nmld special stage settlnirs. The fight
between Adams, hh Joe the tblef. and George
Scrrels, as the stool pigeon, had 'em holding
reward.

RATES
Rooms, use of bath, $1.00 per day.
Rooms, private bath, $130 per day.
Suites: Parlor. Bedroom and Bath, $230 and up.
By the week. Is, $0 and $14.00.
100
ISO

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.
Bryant

221
42d ST„ near Broadway
Elegant furnished rooms with private baths;
modern comfort. French cooking. Single and
Double Rooms, with or without board. For past
13 years under the personal management of
F. MOUREY.
Lunch, $.2S and Dinner SJ5,
served in the Summer Garden.

their seats tight during Its performance. Story
has a sort of "Sherlock Holmes" follow that
cigar atmosphere, but makes impression desired.
John and Council are pop house entertainers, mixing' talk and songs, with some of
the wheezes dating back to the time of Adam.
Woman Inclined to keep her big hat rtm In
front of her face when talking.
She also
showed need of rouge. Act was liked at the

Academy.

off

Breaffway

8MITH, Maaager

Duo could use a stronger

finish.

closed the show, and their
Several new members in act.
Comedy gugllng .<*1U carried by Splller. who
wore the most outlandish looking wig one ever
saw on a human.
Splllers

music pleased.

Offices

New York

^

City

"'

,r

of

Mrs. Powers and Mrs. Guenzel, formerly of West 45th and
48th Streets)

NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS. RUNNING WATER AND TELEPHONE SERVICE
RATES, $3, $4 and $5 Weekly
Directly Opposite the

New York Hippodrome

Tel.

Bryant

7218

A BIO MIT

IO Ml

Our apartments are s big hit with the profession. Knowi all ver New York City for
the cleanliness, cheerfulness and conveniences.
Four, five and six-room spartments;
situated in the heart of the city, fifty feet from Central Park West; all modern improvements, such ss telephone, electric light, steam heat, shower bath, etc.
Prices range from $11.88 weekly upwards
Local telephone calls five cents
Office on premises under supervision of owner

14

West

101st

St

—

THE
CENTRAL
WEST

The Six

j.

Booking

Complete Hotel Service

and 100 West 44th Street

Telephone

McVICKBR'S (J. O. Burch, mgr.
Loew). Not a show to rave about,

rooms, elevator house,

electric lights, hotel service,

telephone,

102
(Under the management

AVE.

Ten-story building, absolutely fireproof. All
batbs with sbower attachment. Tele
lephone In
every room.
One block from Central Park Subway, 8th
and ftb Ave. L Stations. Same distance from
Century, Colonial, Circle, and Park Theatres.

Tel. 4008
8895

Just

WM.

Theatrical Section and

HOTEL COSMOS and ANNEX

49th Sts.

Inc.

CORNELL

Bryant 4841

Loeated la the Heart sf the

1, 2, 3 and 4 Rooms, $3 and Upwards
Complete Housekeeping Equipments.
Telephone and Elevator Service*
NEWLY RENOVATED. WRITE OR PHONE FOR RESERVATION

NBW YORK

DORADO ST.PAUL HOTEL
EL
ROTISSERIE— RESTAURANT
COLUMBUS
B'way
and
Bet
NEW YORK CITY
RAZZETTI & CELLA,
SPECIALTIES

Phone:

Just Off

49TH STREET

1599-1601
48th

THE

T hs
MARION APARTMENTS' 56
&R K
Broadway
FURNISHED APART ENTS

BARNEY
NOW AT THE

Rialto Restaurant and French
141

00 81 sale sad Double Rooms
with Bath, $4 te $10 Weekly
City Homes. Home Cooking
Home Comforts

114-16 West 47th St.

"THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY
TELEPHONE BRYANT

Apartment!

and 3 Roomi with Bath,
$7.80 to $17.80 Weekly

of 2

;

5026 Riverside

agent,

tout

one

that seemed to give pretty fair satisfaction to
McVlcker's regulars and business was splendid
Monday. Only one act of the regularly advernamely, Olive Bristised bill failed to show
For the first time In a year practically
coe.
the bill was run right through at the first
show Monday without a picture of some kind
Show
following the first three or four acts.
seemed to get more speed as a result, although there was one sketch with a lot of
dialogue that progressed slowly. Long speeches
In any skit more or less slow things up noticeably.
The Victoria Trio (three girls)
opened the bill with a singing turn. Dunlap
and Virden got along fairly well in the second
spot, but the act went nothing like it did
some years ago.
There have been a few
Hanlon,
changes, but none to brag about.
Dean and Hanlon fared well as "No. 3." Acrobatics form the main asset of this turn, with
the audience showing keen appreciation. That
boy of the corpulent proportions does some
.capital work for a man of his Btature.
"Conscience" held close attention, notwithstanding
that some of the speech** are pretty long.

—

The Rodney Ranous-Marie Nelson combination did effective work In demonstrating what

JOHN MILBERG, Manner

one's conscience will do at a crucial stage of
a married man's life. Teaches good lesson.
The Newsboys' Sextette ha* not improved In
the passing of another year and the act continues to rely considerably upon some vulgar
"bits" between the young woman In the turn
and one of the "newsies." Unnecessary and
repulsive to many.
That slap on the uncorseted stomach of the girl was the limit One
boy had a solo that was mushed so that It was
impossible to catch more than two words Intelligibly.
Act could stand some changing and
rehearsing. Smith and Kaufman had an easy
score with their style of comedy.
Act closed
up much better than It opened and the men
hung up a hit with their closing "bits." Undoubtedly the biggest applause score 6f the
Monday show was registered by Joe Roberts,
straight banjoist, who appeared between the
Hanlon-Dean-Hanlon and the "Conscience"
playlet.
This chap got away slowly, but sure
knocked 'em atwlster when he swung into his
popular selections and the southern melody
stuff.
Good player with a smile that reaches.
Roberts deserved all he got as banjo acts have
tough sledding locally as a rule. The Betting
Bettys closed the first show and some of the
"bits" between the men caused intermittent
laughter.
The efforts of the Hebrew dancing
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

DAIMI
f-om G E

T I- El IVI e: IM

IM

Ell-

Northwest Corner 424 Street end 9th Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY
Telephone

1862

NEW YORK CITY

Bryant

NEW BUILDING

554
555
7833

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

J

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

With Hot and Cold Running Water
PRICES

Between 47th and 48th Streets

NEW YORK

WEEKLY

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50

A CALL WILL
CONVINCE YOU

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

Private Bath and Phone In Each Apartment

Phone Bryant

Hotel

>

£.

»-

H,
"

v

SUITE, $21.
MODERATE PRICES
•> 3, Manager

H.

(Same Manage

anHria Hotel)

-.1

THE OCEAN

IN

(25

Room Apartments

AVE.,

F. Keith's Palace Theatre)

l

|

Up

Oaahlech
•f

and 47th

St..

Steam Heat, Bath and Phone.

MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL,

Proprietor and Manager

A NEW HOTEL FOR MEN ONLY
22

Bachelor Hotel

DATU Wr
BATHING
i

PAUL W. SCHENCK,

Bet. 46th

Completely Furnished for Housekeeping.

Strictly Professional

minutes from Los Angeles)

| "CoI|,„ Inn Sextette" (Late B.
The Most Famous Bohemia West of Chicago

i

EIGHTH

754-756

NAT GOODWIN CAFE
SANTA MONICA, CAL.

$8

THE ADELAIDE

Bryant
stst-stsi

3-4-5

THE ONLY BRIGHT SPOT

of the profession

HALF BLOCK FROM THE WHITE RATS
Telephones i

$7, $8, $f, $10.50

HRFE ROOM

HIGH-CLASS RESTAURAN1

I

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
NEW YORK CITY.

Housekeeping
323 West 43rd Street,
and Airy
Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience
Steam Heat and Electric Lights

CLAS OF i HE PROFESSION
CATERING TO THE BETTER
" r ~F aLL THEAiRES
WALKING D1S

hAMPiNP
UAWLlWli

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

Clea*:

CHICAGO

ROOMS WIT
TWO ROOM SUITE,

EIGHTH AVENUE

Office— 778

t

for

M Roon

ROBT.

*

ft

RUSH AND EAST ,'RANO

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Ttl. Bryant

ROOMS WITH RUNNING WATER-MOO,

President

$5.00

and MOO Per Week. With Privets Bath-

By

the D.y-$l.*o.
Distance Phone In Every Room.

Per Week.

$7.00

East Van Burea Street

CHICAGO

STEAM HEAT. ELECTRIC LIGHT. ELEVATOR. Long

Maud Fay,

HOTEL ROLAND

ST. LOUIS, MO.

58 East 59th Street

NEW

YORK CITY

N.

bath, $12 weekly and upwards.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE
PROFESSION
Tslephone Bryant

PROOF.

Shone and Electric Fans

Baths end continuous hot water
Large Rooms $4 and up
and three-room apartments, $s to

every Room,

RATES TO THE PROFESSION AREt

Intervals.

H.

Buhl.

mgr.

agent, W. V. M. A.).— Business sure great.
This state of box office prosperity runs for the
first and middle of the week as well as the
last end, when the receipts are usually at high
Two acts and one of an acrobatic natide.
ture hauled down the most applause of the bill
The remainder didn't cut
for the last half.
much Ice as far as applause was concerned.
Outside the lights said "Frances Kennedy and
All-Star Bill."
The show wasn't "all star,"
and eould In no wise be compared to some of
Miss
the five-act bills seen at this house.

and was
here with the "Within the Loop" show, has
a new act, but those knowing her ability best
are of the unanimous opinion she appears to
local

favorite,

be wasting time In a little singing turn outEven special maside of the production end.
terial fall to make the "big act" expected of

Miss

Kennedy

wears

Wire

at our expense for reservations.

Will meet you at Station with Automobile.

"nut" to pass the racetrack ticket taker reThe girls worked
ceived the most laughter.
hard and a dance by two of the misses was
a feature. Act made pretty good 'flash," although some topical numbers would help at

WILSON AVENUE (W.

Room without Bath ...$3.S0 per week
Room without Bath... 4.5* per week
Room with Bath
5. Si per week
Double Room with Bath
f .M per week
2 Double Rooms with connecting Bath, $11
Double

per week
$3

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 W. 48th St., New York

Kennedy.

in

pecial Rates to the Profession and Permanent Guests.

23*7

a

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

new

wardrobe and does her best to make herself
a big hit. but the substance Is that she failed
Miss Kento mnko the impression desired.
nedy looks well and works hard, but the Wilson Avenue crowd didn't take very kindly to
her.
Perhaps Miss Kennedy may try her hand
In productions again nnd the result will be
Hert and Harrv Gordon turned up
different.
They should have hern next
the romrdy hit.
The Gordons have changed their
to closing.
act considerably since last seen hereabouts
with the Joe Wood review. The comedy boy

PHILADELPHIA

75

Circulating Ice Water In all parts of the
Hotel. Hot and Cold Running Water, Tele-

Single

In

Mo.

with Private Bath. All FIRE
Free Shower and Tub Baths and

Rooms,

and Rooms

Kennedy, who

is,

REGENT HOTEL, 100 N. 14th Street
HOME OF THR PROFESSION
Fivb Mintjtbs Walk To All. Tiikatkhs
SLMER E. CAMPBELL, Prop, aad Mgr.

gets along very well, but he should get back
to his "chalk face" makeup and the panto-

mlmlcal expressions would be more emphatic
and funnier than they are at present. The
boyH are surefire in the local Association
houses. Day and White opened and did fairly
well with their Scotch songs.
Cato S. Keith
and Co. offered "A Case for Sherlock," and
the amusing predicament the detective finds
himself baffled by a "bug" from an asylum
caused considerable laughter.
Keith could
suppress some of his forced "detective hahhahs" and get the same results. After Miss
Kennedy appeared the Three Melvin Brothers,
who held everybody In and who garnered the
biggest applause next to the Gordons.

EMPRESS. —Audrey Munson

Clansman"

ALCAZAR (Belasco ft Mayer, mgrs.).— DraSAVOY (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— Dark.

WIGWAM (Jos. P. Bauer, mgr.).— Del. 8.
Lawrence Dramatic Players (74th week).
PRINCESS (Ui-rt Levey, lessee and mgr.;
agent, Levey).
agent,

—

Henderson,

A.

mgr.;

to

Chicago to or-

Morris,
V. A.) -Vaudeville.

S.

formerly manager of
now managing the Puis.

Ely.

ilronn',

Is

Cantor

gone

east.

Edith Dill, *s-wlfe of Max Dill (Kolb and
Dill), was married to a non-prof easlonal on
Labor Day. Rumor has It Max will toon re-

has

Niw

to

(Hit

h.

grn.

;

K«

i»i

ih

After putting In a couple of weeks conducting a whirlwind song plugging campaign J. B.
Kelver, Remlck'e traveling advertiser, has
concluded hla stay here and started back
eastward.
Will King, formerly of the musical comedy
Is heading his own pop

team DUlion and King,

priced aggregation at the Columbia, Oakland.
According to reports DUlion and King separated some time back.

Louis Jacobs, who had his own musical
comedy company and Is more than well known
In the middle west and on the coast, for the

tlmo being, has forsaken the managerial end
It and returned to acting.
He Is credited
with having done some good work with the
Orpheum dramatic tab company of late.
of

Judging from the dispute now being aired
between various teachers and professors barelegged dancing has reached a point where It
Is considered necessary to round out a school
entertainment.
Moreover of late there seem s
to have been many school entertainments In
which the real features consisted of what
many term classical terslchore.

ATLANTA.

1*

'Canary

ft

Hlppo-

the

Cottage"

York.

engaged an leading
Wlgwiim, whero dramatic stock
he«-n

tins

FORSYTH

Vt.
tin nf

hiis
r a
h;is

H.

Hickman,

mgr.;

—

and Noblo and Al Lawrenee.
GRAND (Mbse Wise, mgr.; International).
flirl Without a Chance."

—"The

lly.

thi

playing

Vlrglnl;i
w:i in.

(George

O.).— The headllner for the week
Albertlna Ranch, whose dance offering was
splendidly received. The entire program went
well with the following additional acts: Jerome and Carson, Janet Adair and Co., James
Thompson and Co., "Jasper," and Juliette
Dlka.
PIEDMONT (Ted Hardcastle, mgr.; pop
vaudeville).
The bill was topped by La Dell
Slaters, wltfc the following additional acts:
Warmer Cole, Denton and Josephine, Vincent
Is

;<t

ut

r

i< ,tl

tDWspapermiin

nnd

.loyland Park, Sacramento.

rep.;

agent, direct).
Nora Bayes, return visit, still
big favorite.
Balzar Sisters, very good, closing the show.
Webb and Burns, scored.
Dcmorest and Collette, success.
Prlro. held
over,
fairly stopped the show.
Pore and

LINTON K. STARR.

1IY
agent, U. B.

charge
ji'-icr.

(Fred

W.

(Edwin

Jim Hathway hns gone
ganize a new Pals' Club.

I

ORPHEUM

the daughter

The Ackerman ft Harris combination la producing several new acts which will be sent

— Vaudeville.

HIPPODROME

woniiin
I" thriving.

in

ft

Co., nigra.).—

matic Stock.

Mamie

Phone, Douglass 2213

Marx

(Gottlob,

Dark.

anil

PANT AGES' THEATRE BLDG.

SCOTT,

film.

COLUMBIA

Edillc

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

film

the

in

"Purity" and splendid bill are drawing large
rule.
the
Capacity has been
Bromley and Pearson have an offering modeled
closely upon that of Bonita and Lew Hearn.
Jack Levey and Four Symphony Lasses opened
the show, good turn.
PANTAGES.— "The Strikers, promised as
a strong playlet on social unrest, failed to
open.
"A Nigbt in the Park," a 20-mlnute
tabloid musical comedy, closed the show satisfactorily.
Edna Aug, won laughter. Harry
Coleman, made novel number. Klmberly and
Arnold, good. The Melody Six, girls, splendid.
Karl Emmy opened show with the classiest trained dog act seen hereabouts In months.
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.)— "The
audiences.

T.lll

SAN FRANCISCO
EDWARD

is

marry.

Leading Theatrical Hotel
15e

Single

Miss

Cor. 14th and Chestnut Streets
Formerly the New Regent

St.

Furnished Apartments
Two

W.

Rooms

Absolutely Fireproof
Block from Grand Plasa and Fifth Avenue
entrance to Central Park, 5 minutes' ride
from Grand Central Station.
Smgie rooms, private hath, $• weekly and
Parlor, bedroom and private
upwards.
2tf

Mgr.

Jos. T. Weisrnan,

the prima donna,

of the local postmaster, Charles Fay.
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Halperln, again opened, repenting last week's

kiukIiii' <k

success.
Kalmar and Brown, another holdover, did the game thing, and Allan Dinebart
and Co. made excellent Impression. The bill
worked out splendidly.

Georg- Morton, formerly of
Morton, the "Two Ulark Dotw,"
a single on Pantages time.

AKE-UP

tuuniigi>-

gallery

eli-rnent.

Krnnit
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SPENSER
KELLY
AND

MARION
WILDER
have made a most extensive
and successful tour of the
world.

These singers know that
good songs well sung, combined
with a fine personality, will
succeed. Their success in every
part of the world has proven
this.

Syracuse "Journal," Sept. 19, 1916:
"Spenser Kelly and Marlon Wilder, assisted by two young women, a violiniste
and pianiste, offer a singing act that to
'class' from start to finish, offering the

newest songs and almost forgotten songs
two generations ago."

of

ATLANTA (Homer George, mgr.).—Opening of the winter season, Thursday, Sept. 28,
with Al. O. field minstrels.
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BALTIMORE
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OTOOLB.

(Fred. C. Bchanherger, mgr.).

—

AUDITORIUM
(International

McLoughlln, mgr.).—
(L.
Circuit). Hlla
Morgan as
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ALWAYS AT A LOWER

A wide
frocks,

1

w

t

:

falls to
Daisy
out.

Jean, hilled the veraaltil* Belheadlines and renders seTeral
colorless selections on the vloUo, piano and
mils.
Her handling of the harp was the
only hit worthy of apodal commendation. "A
Breath of Old Virginia" shares the top line
with the refugee and Is well played by OenevIt© Cliff and Co. It haa a good plot but In
its Initial presentation showed a few glaring
It Is a clril war play and Miss Cliff
faults.
as Mary Davla, a Virginia girl and appareled In hoop skirts snd pantalettes asserts several times that she "sure" will or
"sure" does In reply to questions from Frederick Smith, who fa Mr. Rathburn, a northerner.
Few Virginia girls of today would be
guilty of such slang. The expression is western and by no means southern, and waa not
coined until the clril war veterans were
Likeeither gray-haired or bald-headed.
wise the dialog makes the mistake of most
people who are not southerns In writing about
the south, of using "you all" as a stock exThe south does
pression for all occasions.
not use it in the singular. Isabel D'Armond
and Bobby O'Neill, who appear in a clever review, were one of the oasis of the bill and
well rewarded. Adelaide Boothby has a pantomime and dialog. "Becky at the Movies,"
which ahe gets the most out of. Claude Oolding and Clara Keating have an act bordering
on slap-stick and burlesque. They are passably funny in spots but they neither sing
nor dance well. J. Franklin Ardell in "The
Wife Saver" has a really novel sketch, full
of clever lines, which he puts over in a telling way. Truly Shattuck Is back again with
Matha Golden as s partner. Musical Johnson and his son and daughter perform on the
The Five Indanlas In acrobats
xylophone.
close to a walkout.
FORD'S (Chas. B. Ford, mgr.). Oliver
Moroeoo presented "The Cinderella Man" to
a large and appreciative audience. The acting
of the entire east is excellent. Phoebe Foster
as the heroine, Majorie Caner, the little
rich girl who goes over the roof tops in
quest of adventure, has a lightness about 'ler
movements that fits her completely to the
Shelley Hull an the poet
picturesque role.
of the attic also plays his role In a most engaging fashion.

y*w*Ii

'

1

show geta away to a poor start and
Uvea up to any great extent through-

gian refugee,

''dafeaiai'
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MARYLAND

and birth control being shown in Boston
at present by the Boston Photo Play Co.
(John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—Last
two weeks of "Civilisation," which was expected to remain hero longer.
Will bo followed by "Potash and Perlmutter in Society."
(B. D. Smith, mgr.).—"Katinka"
evil
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PARK SQUARE

song frolic ; Harlequin Trio, dance Fox and
Weils, comedians.
PALACE. This house continues to get most
of the burlssque crowds of this city.
"The
Sightseers" very well received.
;

—

and varied selection of fashionable
suits and coats faithfully repro-

ducing the Paris modes, aa well as our
own original designs; AND every garment
far below the price asked In the average

OAYBTT.— "Soeal

the

M

West

Take Elevator

34th Street
Between the Waldorf
and the McAlpin

OPEN EVENINGS

Peggy o* Moore" la the attraction this
She Is supported by a fair cast. The
comedy element is furnished by Daniel Reed

"Little

week.

as a political leader.
His use of profanity Is
frequent, but he manages to be amusing.

The staging and
and

electrical effects are effective

realistic.

COLONIAL.— Dark.
ACADEMY. — This house

large business Is expected.
GARDEN (O. F. Schneider, mgr.).— Mysterious Venus headlines and completely mysBlxby and Leonard,
tifies the entire audience.
hit; and also Ruth Curtis, "The Poolroom,"
Harriet Marshall and Co., Burke and Harris,

John Trio.
LOEW'S HIP. Arthur

Lipsom

seems

to

the fancy of the audience with greater
facility than tbe other numbers on the bill
with his pleasant appearance, good voice and
lino of chatter.
"Hip" and "Napoleon," a
monkey and an elephant, furnish the spectacular part.
"Between Trains" Is a domestic comedy that has a quick turn In It to
pathos.
Julian Woods and Co., travesty
Mllanl Five sing well
Ed and Irene Lowry,
strike,

;

ISADORE

Martin

—
"A

—

GLOBE

(Frank

Meagher, mgr.).— House
Photo Play Co., which Is
using "The Little Girl Next Door" to surleased

to

Boston

prising business.
(V. J. Morris, mgr.; agent,
Loew). Pop.
Biggest small time gross In

ORPHEUM

—

New England.
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA

— Pop.

(A. H. Mailey, mgr.).

Good.

(J.
E. Comerford,
Excellent.
Soroire, mgr.). Pictures.
Corking business, with film stars being shown
first
half with good results.
Audience Is
Aimed Monday afternoon to bring repeats.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Last week

mgr.).

—Pop.

—

PARK (Thomas

"Where Are My Children?" which reaped
an unexpetced harvest through the Mayor
Curley "expose." "Is Any Girl Safe?" opens
next week, making three shows on the social
of

CHARLES

Schofield and Co.

PROBLEM

Direction,

NOW—81st

Fair net.
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennan, mgr.; agent,
Loew )
Pop.
Excellent.

GORDON'S OLYMPIA

St.

—

—

.

opens for the season next week with "Robinson Crusoe, Jr."
This town Is ripe for a good girlie show and

Reed

KEITH'S (Robert O. Larson, mgr. ; agent,
U. B. O.).— Nat Goodwin headlined, drawing
well but holding poorly with the monolog he
tried some time ago at the Palace.
Ho tells
a half dosen stories, some familiar, and closes
with "Ounga Din."
Frank Ledent opened;
Wells, Norworth and Moore, fair; Meiian's
Dogs, good ; Wood and Wyde, bright ; Eira
Mathews in "Prosperity," fair; The Leightons, good
Shannon, Annls and Co., nice act
without a punch ; Belleclalre Brothers in their
loop-the-loop to a hand to hand stand held
the house almost Intact.
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.). Concert vaudeville and long picture
show going good.
BIJOU (Harry Oustln, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O. ) .—Pictures.
Fair.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent
Loew).— Big small time heavily advertised.
;

7:St-

THEATRE,

IN ROSES'
HARRY WEBER

NEW YORK—(Sept.

Jewett,

mgr.).—

new stock venture will be launched
Saturday night with "You Never Can Tell"
as the opening vehicle.
HOLLI8 STREET (Charles B. Rich, mgr.).
—Reopens next Mondsy night with "Rio
Grands."
COLONIAL (Charles B. Rich, mgr.).—
"Zlegfeld Follies" opened Monday to the biggest to ma way In years.
Three weeks' sellout reported by Wednesday and early this
week an extension of the engagement from aix
to eight weeks is rumored.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Very
Good Eddie" at the end of a two month run
Jewett'a

flight

UP, Keeps our PRICE down.

COPLEY SQUARE (Henry

next week, play-

ing pop vaudeville.

ahop.

BECAUSE OUR LOCATION,

(Fred Wright, mgr.).—
"Hlt-the-Trall-Holllday" will close here next
week, although it is going stronger now than
it did at the end of its second week.
PLYMOUTH (Fred Wright, mgr.).— Opened Wednesday night with "The Silent Witness."

Follies."

NIXON-VICTORIA.—Opens

through next week, business appar-

ently being satisfactory.

2S-Oct. 1)

Is

going strong.

HOWARD (George B. Lothrop, mgr.).—
"The Lid Lifters" with Harry Lang. Good.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— Fred
Irwin's "Big Show."
Excellent.
GAIETY (Charles Batcheller. mgr.).— "The
Behman Show."

Excellent.

CASTLE SQUARE

(John

Joe Welch in "The Pedler."

GAYETY

Craig,

mgr.).—

Good.

BUFFALO.
BY W. B. 8TEPHAN.

(Chas. Taylor,
mgr.).— Barney
Gerard's "Follies of the Day" record business
this week.
Next, "Star and Garter Show."
GARDEN (Wm. Graham, mgr.). "The
Night Owls," well received, with very good
business reported.
Next, "Gotham Broilers."
ACADEMY (Jules Mlcheal, mgr.).— Stock
Players offering "The Two Twins." Pictures
and specialty nights as added attractions.
MAJESTIC (Chae. Lawrence, mgr.).— "Her
Naked Self," well received by critics with attendance far above the standard. Next "Mutt

—

and

Jeff's

STAR
Peple'e

Wedding."

(P.
C.
Cornell,
mgr.).— Edward
new comedy, "Friend Martha," doing

very good business here.

TBCK

(John Olshel, mgr.).— "Alone at
New York cast scoring a big hit
week with heaviest attendance since the

Last," with
this

opening of tbe present season.

Next week,

;

VARIETY

ROMM^LITTLE
I

A NEW OFFERING "

IN

SHEA'S (Henry Carr, mgr.).— Excellent
.
with headline honors equally divided between La Argentina, Spanish dancer, and Leo
bill

La Vara, fair; Four Entergood; Windsor McCay, novel; William Qaxton and Co., good; Hunting and
Joe Fanton and Co.,
Frances, vary good

Beers, pianist.
tainers,

;

closed strong.

LYRIC (H. B. Franklin, mgr.).— Fine bill
headlined by Torcat's Roosters successfully,
with Anderson's Revue following close second
Pbemie
and Emilon, sensational
Helene
Lockbart, clever; George Pierce and Josephine Knoll, hit; Leonard and Dempsey, good.
OLYMPIC (Bruce Fowler, mgr.).— "The
Office Girls," .well received; Lynch and Seeler,
fair; Joe Hardman, hit; Richard Carroll and
Co., geod; Wise Duo, clever.
;

Morris Unger of Cincinnati haa taken over
the lease of the Globe and Battler theatres
and will reopen them shortly with pop vaudeville.

Carnival Court closes Its season next week,
but the Old Vienna Cafe and the Roller Rink
will remain open the entire winter.

Band has been substituted for
Polndanna Quartet at the Maltoeia Gard-

Qulntano's
the
ens.

JACKSONVILLE.
BY F. D. RICHARDSON.
ORPHEUM (H. C. Fourton, mgr.).— Burt
Earl, fair; Sylvester and Vance, pleased; Val
and Ernie Stanton, hit; Operatic Four,
scored; Saona, closes bill. Business good.

ARCADE, REPUBLIC AND PRINCE.— FeaBusiness good.

turea at 5-10.

STAR.

— Burlesque

Poor busineaa.

at 25-35.

A new picture theatre U under construction
at the corner of Broad and Ashley streets.
When completed it will stand the owners In
will show Paramount pictures exclusively for colored people.
Theatres devoted to the negro element have

They

round figures $75,000.

makers

money

been

never

South, and whether this
ception

Is

m a tica

proble

ION

I
"Bathing Song"

Is well put over.
of the surprises of the bill is the act offered by

One

DIRECTION
Presenting a spick-and-span appearance, the
Columbia, entirely reconstructed, started Its
season Sunday with Farnell's Funny Folks as

LYRIC (Lew Rose, mgr.). Stock burlesque
returned to the Lyric Sunday, when two caaudiences gathered.
In both of the

Billy Bardln, the sketch-writing policeman
of this city, submitted an act at the Orpheum
the other day called "The Chief." After its
presentation, Valerie Bergere assisted in revising It.

—

employed

initially

Billy

Mclntyre

is

programed as "Patsy." Mr. Mclntyre Is really
the "Patsy" of the show, for around his slender shoulders revolves much of the merit disclosed.
He worked industriously to get the
entertainment over, but all of his Industry
evoked but fair success.

Without Mclntyre
and Belle Costello things might have proven
disastrous.
Miss Costello Is a stately girl,
has poise, a concise diction and her general
deportment is excellent. The remainder of the

company is for the greater part, negligible.
Ruth Hoyt, a nice appearing girl, was not
particularly efficient aa a soubret.
Frank
Wakefield and Bert Jones are suffering from
the stage malady known as self-consciousness.
Jones has a good singing voice and might

its

initial

attraction.

Margie Roen, who has been appearing In
burlesque olios, has changed her style of billHereafter she will be known as "Olio
ing.
Margie Roen."
Robert Rosenthal, president, and Charles
Hodklns came down from Chicago to witness
The
the opening of the Lafayette Sunday.
theatre Is being operated by them.

atmosphere. In the burlesque, Impersonations
of various celebrities are used In the main.
Louie Dacre, appearing in the olio, received
the applause honors with her well-known
"Sunday School" routine She tells a story
unusually well and has a manner of Ingratiating herself into the graces of an audience that
might well be envied by\ ber feminine compatriots.
De Milo, quite widely heralded,
proved only a conventional posing turn of the
sort one finds closing small time shows.
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "The
Cry of Her Children."
TRIANGLE (Ernest Boehrlnger, mgr.).—

cuit,

On warm days, Charles E. Bray, general
southern representative of the Orpheum CirIs serving patrons gratia a drink called
"Phei."

(Will

Gueringer,

mgr.).— Jlmmle

Farnell's

Funny

Room

Kolb's Tea

Oakes and

opens 80th.

DeLour and Elizabeth Hamilton Johnson

C. Anson.

the music lovers and played out to a very
satisfactory
entertainment.
Adelaide and

Hughes, with their new series of dances which
they have been showing for five weeks at the
Palace in New York, field the headline position in splendid shape.
All the numbers are
nicely staged, with a generoua exhibition of
bare limbs in the earlier numbers. There la
nothing that calls for criticism In the display, which is handled with highly artistic
effect and aroused the audience to enthusiasm.
These artists, who have long been prominent
only as dancers, are going in strong for the
pantomime thing, and "The "Garden of the
World" it quite the most pretentious they
have attempted.
Its
simplicity of theme
makes It easy for the audience to follow, and
it found ready recognition aa a spectacle out
of he ordinary
Hugh Herbert has found an
excellent vehicle In '"The Prediction" for this
season's toar. He has happily hit upon a new

The Clothing You Want
Is

The Clothing

will

entertain there.

When Lou

Tellegen opens at Baltimore, Oct.
In "A King of Nowhere," Charles McKinney will be company manager.

(I
ji

"Keep Moving"

Is at

tbe Crescent next week.

PMILA9ILPH1A.
mgr.).—This
Jordan,
T.
(H.
ran to class and color rather than
comedy, with a liberal supply of material for

KEITH'S

mgr.).—

Folks.

week's

You

We'll Give

0,

Pictures.

ALAMO

KAUFMAN

A

Local Elk Lodge, encompassing about 200
Is to build a new $200,000

home.

Brown's Musical Revue.
COLUMBIA (Ernst Boehrlnger,

THE

theatrical people,

he incorporate his personality
In his Interpretations, Instead of having it remain distlntegral. The first part, called "A
Night in Japan," has very little Nipponese

advance did

Capt

I.

show a flying start.
Marie Dreams sings
pleasantly.
McDonald and Mason, engaging
small time turn.
Happy Jack Gardner's
military travesty scored.
8. R. O. prevailed
at the opening performances.
pacity
pieces

PLAYING FOR
UNITED

99

Beatrice Little and Harry Bomra have a pleasing little skit, entitled "A Seashore Flirtation." using
a •'drop" in replica of the Atlantio City Beach Front. Miss Little Is an attractive comedienne, and her

the Atlantic City "Pre»i" (aid Sept. 22.— Appearing In one of the beat monologue* that he haa
ever presented to vaudeville houaee, Lou Anger, the German comedian, la one of the moat annual ng featurea
on the Keith's Theatre bill tola week, the first performance for the week, which yesterday was the first
abow of the new four- day policy of the Garden Pier house. Anger not only haa a wealth of humorous
material with many laughable momenta, but he la successful In delivering it in hie usual pleasing manner.

What

bill

throughout the
prove an ex-

will

l.

The clothing you
want it the dothiiig
yoallget The style
will be as yoa want
it
The work will
be by reel craftsmen.
The qiielity
and style win be of
highest The de-

tlie

company

The Kalem

has returned
they have been taking
"thrillers," featuring Geo. Larkin.

Tampa where

from
some

GEORGE

Klasslc Features under the able director
general Joseph Byron Totten are expected here
some time in October. They will be here all
winter.

Rogers and Jones are wobbling at the Arcade for the week.
Ollle Kirby,

the

Kalem

from the Coast last week
winter.

The Ostrich
Jacksonville.
past week.

star, arrived here
and will remain all

NEW "ORLEANS
O. M. SAMUEL.
(Charles E. Bray, Southern
Representative). Billy Montgomery's Funnlments were voted the most delectable of the
Maurice Burkbardt easily
current offerings.
Ruby Cavalle made
earned second honors.
an excellent opening number. Wallace Galvln's deftness won rapt attention by reason
Miss Pilcer's gowns brought a
of bis speed.
favorable response for Piloer and Douglass
"Overtones" Is excellently enacted.
at times.
It suggests Ibsen, though lacking his phlloRopblc lights and shades. Howard's Animals

By

—

~-^

closed.

WANTED
JUGGLER
Must be young, of good appearance and
One who can sing preferred.
Height not over S feet 4 Inches.
Send photos, lowest salary and
lars.

HUGHES AND SMITH,

Building,

New

York.

full

particu-

you

When

New York

Street,

on Broadway

suit,

NEW MEN AND
WOMEN FURNISHING

City

715

SEVENTH AVE.

MACK
The Tailor
1582-1584

BROADWAY

Opp. Strand Theatre

722-724-726

Between 47th and 48th

your

OPENING
STORE,

PUBLISHING CORPOR'N
Strand Theatre Building

better.

f. coat or 'haberdash-

f

be published by

figure.

Palace Theatre

there's an added reason why the MACK
shop should serve

want it"

THE WILLIAM JEROME
I

VARIETY office,

Times Square,

COHAN PEN
will

If yon are in the
neighborhood of the

ery" is finished yon
will be pleased. Yoa
wffl hare a decidedly
different coat, suit or
^liaberdasssery" and
it wfll be "just as you

—

I

q

wishes to announce that all
musical compositions from the

LAFAYETTE (Lloyd Spencer, mgr.). Preceded by an excellent V-L-S-E feature, the
Lafayette's inaugural bill gives entire satisThe Newmans, cyclists, gave the
faction.

G RL CLUB

isfied.

COHAN

Farm is now located in South
The move wbb made during the

ORPHEUM

livery wfll be on time
end yon wfll be sat-

SEVENTH AVE.

Opp. Columbia Theatre

NEW YORK

CITY, N. Y.

——

;
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Bet. 44th
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POLLY HYMAN
Broadway,
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Now York

Awarded Gold Medal,
P. P. L E., Ban
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Warranted

BUILDING.
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All Gloves

PUTNAM
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Dr.
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Official
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Good Printed
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Professional
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Dauphine Theatre.

DROPS

Big Bargain. Have bean used. Also a few
Second Hand Innovation and Fibre Wardrobe
Trunks, fit and $1$. A few extra Urge Property Trunks. Also old Taylor and Bel Trunks.
Parlor Floor, 28 W. Mat St, Now York City.

STYLE 3000-One Strap Sandal, In Fine
Quality Satin. French Heel, White, Black,
Red, Pink, Emerald Green, Stage Last,
Short Vamp
$2.51
STYLE 3010-BALLET SANDAL, in Vici
Colors:
Kid, one Strap. Sprint Heel.
Black, Blue, Red and Pink
$1.75

GLASSBERG

J.

511 «th Ave.,

boot 31st
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42d St., boot Times Sq.
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WE HAVE SOME
Great New UNPUBLISHED SONGS
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found arsllsble for Professional Use.
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4ftk Street

Wanted girls
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Contracta, Tickets, Envelopee, Free Samples,
STAGE MONEY. 15c. Booh of Herald Cuta, 2Sc.

rRfiQQ
l,i\UOa

^^W

1
It la Beat
Let Ua Prove
Send for Price List and Color Card

Weat

IIS

Lest You Forget
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E.GaBuslBro.

Orleans

Modern. Fire-proof Playhouse Seating 1800 Persona
Apply DAUPHINE INVESTMENT COMPANY
311 Dauphine St., New Orleans. La.

Satin Sandal

OecaaeTtiskefe

WARDROBE PROP
TRUNKS $5.01

near 8th Ave., 2d Boer.

New

bubnshed 1890

82* S.

FOR RENT

Glassberg
Short Vamp

Columbus Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO

St.

UNDER VESTS

1S74

York

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR-ASK NAT M. WILLS, AL
JOLSON. NORA SAVES. ROONCY A SENT. MUtsTING
A FRANCIS. HOWARD A HOWARD. JACK WILSON.
JOE WELCH. FRED DUPRE2. JULES JORDAN, MORTON A CLASS, ete. (Nlaht calls— HstsJ Wsedstook).
I4SS BROADWAY. NEW YORK

CITY

Discount te Professionals

GLOVES

AGFA.
New

JAM ES MADISON

Dry Cleened

Alterations and Repairs
Special

4211

A. J. SIMMONS.
Ticket Office, B'wey A 42nd St,

Goats' Salts
or Overcoat

f

the Boat Accordions
world.
Spoclal for Piano

in the

flt.55
f 11.10

Lowest Faroe, Special
Baccate Service
If Yeu Want Any thine Quick
'Phone W. B. Lindsay, E. >. A., Bryant

flSS

Dry Cleaned

A SONS

NEW YORK

MM

Hour

Gown,

Lading*

Toronto,
Chic.fo,

Rochester, 97.42
Buffalo.
All Steol Cera,

Work Done One

Suit or Coat
liiil

!>e lit £h Valley TJnilro ad

Ballet

Shoot
deity.

THIRSTY

Dyer

Cleanser

Theatrical

f

Boot*

SSth St.

acts, acrobatic singers, dancers and
novelties to join immediately. Wire Polly Primrose Minstrel Malda, Tabor Grand Opera House,

Musical

2000 SALESMEN

Denver^ Colo.

Ask any user you meet about
the

H**1V
M PROFESSIONAL
"
OC1YA
TRUNK

MAY ORLETTA

His

cate with

..It

and your good
make you investi-

experience

judgment

will

(Formerly Orletta and Taylor)
very important that you communi-

me

JACK HENRY,

at once.

Putnam Theatre Bldg,

14P3

Broadway.

New

York.

(Anyone knowing Miss Orletta's whereabouts will oblige by notifying me at once.

gate or write for catalogue.

H(M TRUNK

Is

H.)

J.

CO., St. Louis

•

71$ 7th Annus,

KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS
Oslety Theatre Bids.,

n. y: atr.
Tel.

IM

Frsakllo

AT LIBERTY

YOUNG MAN

ANNOUNCER, PUBLICITY AND ADVANCE

AGENT— Business Manager— will

manage any

or Gentlcmen'e Act, and also secure
Address J. C, care of
for same.
Variety, New York.
Ladies'

booking

Idea that Rets away from the dream-playlet
and has skilfully blended enouKh comedy lines
to relieve the tension,
^t has rather an unexpected climax which also helps to lift it

useful sketch class for the two-aQuiet playing of the principals Is also
day.
an enjoyable feature and the sketch ouftiil to
pleas.- anywhere.
The Ponzlllo Sisters were
on next to closing for the opening show and
held the spot nicely with their singing, but a
shift in the bill helped both the dinners and
Although billed as operatic vocalthe show.
istcH, the sisters very wisely stick closely to
ballads and selections which are familiar to
those In front and with their excellent voices
put over a good sized applause hit.
Eminett
Welch, a local song writer and balladist, had
his Initial showing on the big time In a
minstrel first part with a company of eight.
Aside from their value ns local talent, the
hoys hit a high mark of favor with their
sinning and end-man gags. Welch must, have
spt nt eonsidf rahle moi ey to stage the "cirInto

real

and

appearance.
The net was not druwnrout, nor was the time
wasted In encore? so- Ink! It rounded Into a
pleased and will
fast- Droving offering UmU

cle."

It

t-howt'd

results

In

JHFw-any of thn Mg tHrle bills. They must
have anticipated the coming of Cecil Cunningham for the house has Just been outfitted

1*47

Broadway. N. Y. City

with a now set of scenery, and the new plush
drop and Ride-wings were an exact match for
It
the tall singer's golden hair.
lent harmony to the picture, and if Jean Havez could
have seen it he would have had material for
The songs Miss Cunninga new number.

ham

did have were all original and registered a solid applause hit with each one and
finished to a big hand that brought her sevClark and Verdi changed
eral extra bows.
places with the Ponzlllo Sisters after the
matinee on Monday and did Just as well as
They have worked
in the earlier position.
out a very funny talking skit with their
brokcn-Kngllsh chatter and got a liberal supply of laughs.
Their voices blend so well it
mluht help them to try at least one number
Instead of so much of the comedy singing bit.
Lillian Gonne is back with a new partner
named Hert Albert. The young fellow is not
a good "feeder" and makes the girl's comedy
seem a bit too forced, but they can smooth
this out with steady
practice and a little
freshening up of their gags Will build up a
pleading act of its kind.
Ernettc Asoria &
Co. furnished a very nice opener with their
variety of dances, nicely staged and costumed, an 1 Tom and Kitty Demaco added a
pretty finish to the bill with their novelty
ring at t, which also comes In for a little
extra note on the pretty staging and dressing.
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.) .— -September Morn," a twenty-minute condensation
of the piece by that name which ran for a
lomr while In Chicago, headlined the bill this

week.

Others

were

Verdi. Three Falcons.

June Mills, ' Cocla and
Cohen and Young, Four
Is Theda Bara

Mnroeana.
The film feature
in
Her Double Life."

CKWI)

IIOrSR

(W. G. Wegefarth. mgr.).- Hobby Walthour. bicycle racer.
featured.
Cole, Ru«sell and Davis, Inglis and
Her.ding, Kanazwa Japs, Malda Deling. "The
Evil Hour" film feature.
fll'KKA

NIXON. -The Langdons, Carson and W1Ilard,

Farrell

and James, Hewitt and CalUn,

Nancy Fair.
Film
"The Serpent."

New Ysrk

feature,

Theda Bar*

PAMAHASIKA'S
PETS

In

BROADWAY (J. Cohen, mgr.).— "Autumn
Days," a musical comedy, featured Mcintosh
and Musical Maids, Reed Trio, Antrim and
Vake, Lady Sen Mai.
Film feature, William
Farnum In "Fires of Conscience."
CROSS KEYS.— Svengalla, assisted by Mile.
Helento, in a thaumaturglcal act, features.
This Is an act like Mercedes has been doing,
the woman sitting at the piano playing airs
suggested by members of the audience through
a man working in the aisles.
Others for the
first half,
Davis and Warren, Snowle Maybelle, "The Mysterious Will," a comedy sketch,
North and Kelly and Laypo and Benjamin.
Second half, McDonald and Rowland, Nellie
Monahan, Schwartz Bros, in "The Broken
Mirror," Wieners and Burke, Gordon and
;

The high dear attraction playing the best
time, WANTS good Animal man; also man
to work No. 3 act (dogs and cats). Write
full particulars
triflers.
Steady

GEORGE

ters,

and

Abraham."

of

Derrick and

Lambert'

Kelly and Sawtelle,
Baker and Lynn and Co.. Billy Kinkaid, Bixley and Lcrner, Lillian Doherty, Bob
Tip and Co., the Lafertys.
ALLEGHENY (James Harktns, mgr.).—
First half, Alfred White and* Co., Nllly Sheets
and Betty Eldert, Putnam and Lewis, Clemense Bros., film feature, "The Grip of Evil."
Second half, "A Morning in Hlcksvllle,"
Charles D. Rogers and Co., Vic Trola and
Mona Hall, Drawee, Hambo and Frisco, Bernard and Bennett and the film feature, "The
Yellow Menace."
Co.,

Hart,

KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— "Mara tabloid musical comedy, featured.
International Four, Mann & Warren, Hodge
and Lowell, Hughes Musical Trio, Johnny
Slnrer and Dancing Dolls.
Film feature,
"Beatrice Fairfax."

erdla,"

WILLIAM PENN

"My

W.

Metzel,

mgr.).—

;

feature,

ROBERTS,

E.

Mgr., 2324 N.

Second half, Barney Williams and
Patriot."
Co. in "Hello. Honolulu," Ward and, Van,
Film feature, Mae
Club Trio. The Gordons.
Marsh In "The Little Liar."

rr lows.
Br

COLUMBIA

stnlK.

(Harry Buckley, mgr.; Orpta.).
Kosloff
headlined
Ballet,
Lyda Carry,
greatly appreciated Smith and Austin, funny
Kenney and Hollls. clever Paul Gorden, very
good; Irwin and Henry, good; Maxlne Bros.,

—

;

;

;

;

did well.

STANDARD

(Leo.

Relohcnbach, mgr.).
Next, "Pace-

"Charming Widows." capacity.
makers."

OAYETV

(Bon Parry, mgr.).— "The World

of Frolics," good business.
Girls."

GRAND

(Harry

Next, "Step Lively

Wallace,

mgr.).— "On the

Veranda," featured
May Nannery and Co.,
fair
Morris Golden, good
Gordon, Delmar
and Prager, clever
Bennington and Scott,
over big Royal Gascolgnes, pleased La Paiva,
;

;

;

"

;

;

;

The Dares, applause.
EMPRESS (C. F. Helb. mgr.; W. V. A.).—
Ernie and Ernie, very big; Soil Bros., won
entertained

;

favor
Roattlno and Shelly, wont over well
Tyler and Crollus, good
Three Melvlns, featured Laverne and Dagmar, excellent Catherine Chaloner Co., could Improve
Kcrvlllo
Family, pleased Clark and McCullough, went
;

(G.

Neighbor's Garden," with Lew Wlrich
and Co., featured Helder and Parker, Wayne
and Morris Sisters, George Haines and Co.

Film

time for

St, Philadelphia.

Fairhill

Smith.

GLOBE.— "Sons

No

immediately.

work for good people, aa
Pamahaalka handloe only the beat Bird and
Animal attractions. Address Training Quar-

William

S.

Hart

In

"The

;

;

;

;

;

big

;

Kremka

Bros., applause.

—

VARIETY

TRACEY

AMERICA'S POPULAR SONG WRITERS IN

Billy

"IS

VINCENT

MINUTES OF SONG AND COMEDY."

and

THIS WEEK, RESTING AND SELECTING WINTER WARDROBE

CK

(Different Scenery for

Nat

Each Performance)

HOWLAND
EDN

THE EVERLASTING FAVORITE

KAMIVIEIREIRand

A POSITIVE HIT ON EVERY BILL THEY PLAY
THE ORIGINAL IDEA

CHIPS OF THE OLD BLOCK

ARTHUR
HAVEL & CO
"PLAYMATES,"
In

Direction

Julea Hummel
challenge* Ban
Howard to a
tana of three-

Beit tetania te

Nlama*
tad
Kennedy frea
tho Five Jew*
ah Beys.

cuihlon

I

by Will M. Cressy

JAMES PLUNKE

JACK

billi-

ard..

GARDNER
"OLD STUFF"

E.
IN

Weak

Thi.

(Sept. 25), Alh.mbre,

Direction,
I'll

give you a dollar and,

owe you a

I

New York

HARRY WEBER

dollar.

WALTERS^CROOKER
BOWERS,
WITH AL
JOLaOWa "KOBIN80N CRUSOE.

J*."

Newark, N.
Harry Sydell

away with

ran

at

Loew's

honors

headline

night.-

Sept. 21

J.,

easily

Theatre

o
c

the
last

i

NEWARK "EVENING NEWS."

z
a

Mr. Sydell was called upon to make a
speech at the close of his act.— NEWARK

"STAR EAGLE."

HARRY SYDELL
"The
Mile.

La Toy's Canine Models
PrettJeat

Vaudeville's

Loew

MARK

Dir.,

Circuit.

TOURING

Nut"

Jovial

Pantages Circuit

LEVY.

I

MOIELS DE LUXE

Offering

Booked aolid-W. V. M. A. and U. B. O.
East. Rap, HARRY SHEA
Woat. Rap.. JESS FREEMAN

HERE

Presented by Margaret Stewart and

RITA MARIO

William Downing

PAULINE
SAXON'S
FUNNY ROUND
PHIZ

BET YOU CANT GUESS
WHERE THE REST OF
HER IS.

AMERICAN (Harry Wallace, mgr.).— "The
Other Wife" presented by exceptionally well
Frederick
balanced cast to good business.
Lewis, late leading man with Bothern-Marlow Co., and well known locally, won immeNext, "The Old Homestead."
diate favor.
THE PLAYERS (Roy Jones, mgr.).— "Potash and Perlmutter" brought out the real
worth of the cast now appearing at the Grand
avenue theatre. Mitchell Harris and (MIsb)
Thais Magrane are surrounded by exceptional
talent and the policy la destined to remain
Capacity business
throughout the season.
has prevailed.
IMPERIAL (Osrar Dane, mgr.). Gene
Lewis and Olga Worth, supported by some
foreign and local talent, are a big success
this week In "Kick In," which Inaugurated
the opening of the Pine street theatre, formPopular prices preerly a burlesque house.

Inimitable Orchestra
Headlining U. B. O. and

W.

Draruntlc stock will continue.

THE PARK

Watch

SONG,

FLAVILLA

Now

OLIVER

Featured on Loew Time

RAYMOND

a

'And They

(Oct. 5) at the Slat

Street Theatre.

Dixie
:

derson,

Advance sale for "The Cohan Revue" and

which act

is

Orpheum Trnvel

Pictures.
(K. Bovyer. res. mgr.).—
First half, Reynardj* Hungarian

Dancers. Cora Youngblood and GlrlH, White,
Mullay and White, Ogden and Benson, Lee
and Welton, plctutes.
PRINCESS (Bert Goldman, res. mgr.).
First half, Miriam's Wonders Three Fishers,
Musical Molson, Dunbar ami Turner, pictures.
Second half. Roberts, Stuart and Roberts.
Darn. Good and Funny, Nelson Sisters, Oreat

ST. PAUL.
to say

IN

EXOTIC ART DANCES
THURSDAY, OCTOBER

5

at the 81st Street Theatre
UNTIL OCTOBER i. INCLUSIVE
Managers, Agents,

Crictica, Friends Invited.

HIPPODROME

Split week.

Stoltz.

hard

bill,

far this season.

"Experience," opening Oct. 1 at Jefferson and
Shubert-Garrick, has been very promising.
Doth houses are under management of Mel-

is

ASSISITED BY

FRANCIS YOUNG

Callei

Land"

nnd it Is easily the best so
The following make up the
Fay, Two ColeyB and
Tucker,
Sophie
bill
Fay, Ruth Budd, Rockwell and Wood, James
B. Donovan and Mnrle Lee, Brcnnan and An-

weeks

this

THIS KID!

BY C. J. DENHAM.
ORPHEUM (E. C. Burroughs, res.

BROWNE
OPENING

Managers and
agenta— GET

ville

BOTHWELL

MACK

MORNING NOON KNIGHT

Opening Thursday

It

O IM

ua In

SINGING

—

continues.

for

RHYME AND MAGIC

MURIEL

THE GIRL
ACCORDIONIST

(Wra. Flynn-Hagerman-Fitzmg'mt.). "The Hen Pecks," with
Billy Kent in lending role, went over with n
bound. Kent has become a great favorite with
Excellent business
West End theatregoers.
almons,

WALSH

THE REYNOLD'S

V. M. A.

—

vail.

FLO AND NELL

BABE
COOK

And Her

IS

mgr.).—

Westln, pictures.

best liked on

STAR (John
v.*n."
reel

film

Julian
week.

mgr.).— "Big Revue

Kirk,

of

"Tour

Eltinge

In

(

L. N. Scott,

of

the

"Cousin

„,
%
Tenmgr.).—

World."

Lucy"

SHl'BEltT (Frank Priest, res.
"Sinners."
In
Stock Co

berl

'The

Oct. J,
for one

niKr.).-

Next

-Shuweek,

Dummy."

TRIXIB FRIGANZA

C n^

I

MOROSCO'S

N

"CANARY CO
IN

of

'

METROPOLITAN

F

'

VARIETY
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»'

ATHENA

PRINCESS

REVIEW OF N.

cc

"BRIDES OF THE DESERT'
JAMMED ALL THE PANT AGES THEATRES AW Justified
THE HEADUNER OVER THE TOUR
Written and Produced by J. J. CLUXTON

THIS ATTRACTION

STAR \T STH AVE. THEATRE SAYS RICHARD BOUCE'S

Y.

99

Itself In

Being Selected ••

PRINCESS ATHENA
"BRIDES OF
COMING EAST

As a Matter

of

Good

EARLE

IN

Remember

Business,

the Combination

SUNSHINE

FEATURING EMMA EARLE*S

WILTON

Direction—ALF. T.

NEAR FUTURE

and

In character bits,

A BIG TIME FEATURE

IS
tf

original traveety

*

_

Don't agitate Good ale (New Manager of Loew'a Boulevard).
He goes up in the air very easily.
(P. S. Formerly the Palisade Park
aviator).

.

"WHEN I WAS YOUNG"
Om»(Uw BEST COMEDIES Now

Playing Vaudovlllo

and

NANA SULLIVAN

and her BRAZILIAN NUTS.

Presenting

LOEW TIME

"NEVER AGAIN"
Presents

FLO IRWIN
IN

nwi

MARK

LEVY.

GEORGE
LLOYD and BR ITT
BILLY

GRACE LYMAN

la n "Mixture of Vaudeville"

by Ned Dandy

Week (Sept. 25)—Keith's, Columbus
Next Week (Oct. 2)-Keith's, Cleveland

This

HARRY FITZGERALD

Direction,

VAUDEVILLE

JOE

FLOSSIE

MORRIS

CAMPBELL

and

"THE AVI-ATE-HER,"
booked solid

Direction,

AL.

EVELYN BLANCHARD

i

VALYDA

by

J. L,

BROWNING

Direction,

u. b. o.

LEWIS A GORDON

THE ACME OF VERSATILITY
That Versatile Nut

GEO. NAOEL and A EVELYN
la "Bits el Variety"

little of

GREY

everything

"WHAT WE DONT DO AINT"
U O 2 C us

Mile.

AND

JEAN BERZAC

BOOKED
LEW L GOLDBERG
SOLID.

PONIES and

JOHN

the

JAMES ™
THOMPSON
"An

that

amuses everyone
Direction ALF.

Neat Weeh (Oct. 2)—Crystal,

WILTON

DOYLE aid Co.

NOW TOURING

THE DANGER

Honor"

Affair of

American
Nightingale
la an Artistic Song Repertoire

Moe Schenck now booking

LINE"

IN

A

Genuine Nerelty

end Novelty, Topeha, Kan.

St. Joe, Mo.,

JANET
ADAIR

Week)

—

He wants PALACE MATERIAL For

Harry Weber

Direction,

"B"— (Split

Ave.

PUylnc U. B. O. Tim.

MULE

T.

LAMBERT

Direction

Introducing

Wonderful Trained

BEATRICE

U. B. O.

PRICES.

AUTOMAT

ARTOIS DUO
MARK LEVY

Richards' Tour,
Australia

in

Address care

"Song Definitions"

Harry

Katie

Assisted by

HOUDINI

VARIETY

New

^
Ryan
& Ryan
mh^

BEN

York

DOLLY

ENTERTAINERS OF THREE CONTINENTS

COMEDY DUO

ORIGINAL LONG SHOE DANCERS

iw Tune

Direction

EMMA ADELPHI
Booked

MARK LEVY

solid

Orpheum,

U.

B.

O.

and

Keen
A

Interstate
Direction,

HARRY WEBER

LOEW

THE FAYNES

THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OFFERING
Representative, JACK FLYNN

ALFREDO
Address Care

real

s

Williams

comedy act

In "one."
(Special Scenery)

TIME.

Direction

SAM DODY
Playing Monsieur Duval In

CHICAGO,

VARIETY, London

WORLD'S GREATEST EBONY-HUED ENTERTAINERS

Now

playing return engsgement

PenUges

Circuit.

DlTCCtiOD

TOM JONES

4

MARX
In

Lew

Fields

"STEP THIS WAY" CO.
ILL.

THE LAUGHING AND APPLAUSE HIT OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

RUCKER and WIN FRED

TOM JONES

BROS.

* CO

"HOME AGAIN"
BACK

IN

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY
MACHINE

IF HIS

T

1

R
A
N
1

F

While leering the theatre Monday .light. Marian
sad sprained her ankle. Mr. Casey prepared
a special liniment, rubbed and managed bor ankle.
then bound It up In flannels; and now the Is as

BILLY
BEARD

nod

S\

1

J»

It

j

E
L

RAWSON

as ever.

CURE
OSWALD

HARKINS
NORMAN JEFFERIES

Direction,

Week

»>—Grand

Theatre,
Knoxvllle, and Majeatlc Theatre, Chat-

Jim Harkins Wanted to Know
bm why I hadn't written anymy ad. thaaa last faw weeks.

Jin Mind

Told him what
fit

folks.

M.Y.
This

thine for

my

JIM AND MARIAN

PETE MACK

*j

tion ea to the

whereabouts of

Qeel I'm glad she didn't ha?e stomach trouble.
Next Week (Oct. 2)— Keith's. Beaton.

Direction
1

10 BONES
for In forma*

fell

"The Party from
the South"

D

playing Lowell. Mtav. stop at the Cesar
Jack Knglla told us about this plaos and
sure Is a cood Up.

SOAR AND IF IT
DOESNT WORK IT
MAKES HIM SORE.
i

s

REWARD

When
HoUL

WORKS ALL

RIGHT IT MAKES
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